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SENATE-Friday, September 27, 1991 
September 27, 1991 

(Legislative day of Thursday, September 19, 1991) 

The Senate met at 9 a.m. on the expi
ration of the recess, and was called to 
order by the President pro tempore 
[Mr. BYRD]. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The 
prayer will be led by the Chaplain, the 
Reverend Dr. Richard C. Halverson. 

Dr. Halverson, please. 

PRAYER 
The Chaplain, the Reverend Richard 

C. Halverson, D.D., offered the follow
ing prayer: 

Let us pray: 
* * * it is required in stewards, that a 

man be found faithful.-! Corinthians 
4:2. 

Almighty God, appropriations time is 
never easy or simple in a democracy. 
There are so many more legitimate 
needs than can possibly be met, the 
task is overwhelming. We pray for the 
committee staffs and their directors 
who, behind the scenes, work 'round 
the clock to prepare bills and amend
ments which are adequate and equi
table. Thank You, Father, for the en
durance of these men and women whose 
work does not end with daily recess 
and often begins long before the Senate 
opens and continues through recess pe
riods. We ask for Your blessing, Your 
grace, Your wisdom, Your patience to 
be their's as they labor tirelessly to get 
the job done and make the Senators 
look good on the floor. 

Thank You, gracious Father, for all 
of the men and women who support the 
system in every conceivable way, in of
fices and throughout Capitol Hill, as 
the Senators exercise their leadership 
responsibility to their constituents, 
their Nation, and the world. Grant to 
these, Your servants, a special sense of 
fulfillment and satisfaction. 

We pray in the name of the Servant 
to servants. Amen. · 

RESERVATION OF LEADERSHIP 
TIME 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The 
Senate will be in order. 

Under the previous order, the leader
ship time is reserved. 

MORNING BUSINESS 
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. There 

will now be a period for the transaction 
of morning business with Senators per
m! tted to speak therein. 

The following Senators will be recog
nized to speak for the time indicated, 
and in the order listed: The Senator 
from Delaware [Mr. BIDEN] for not to 

exceed 30 minutes; the Senator from 
Colorado [Mr. WIRTH] for not to exceed 
20 minutes; and the Senator from Ten
nessee [Mr. GoRE] for not to exceed 20 
minutes. 

Mr. BIDEN is recognized for not to ex
ceed 30 minutes. 

OPPOSITION TO THE CONFIRMA
TION OF CLARENCE THOMAS 

Mr. BIDEN. Today, Mr. President, 
the Judiciary Committee will vote on 
its sixth Supreme Court nomination in 
5 years. As no one knows better than 
the Presiding Officer, each of these 
votes are solemn occasions. For this 
Senator, there is no question that the 
nominee we are about to vote on is a 
man of high character, competence, 
and has sufficient legal credentials and 
credibility. 

But, Mr. President, for me, the ques
tion that concerns me the most, Judge 
Thomas' judicial philosophy-not his 
ideology-his philosophy, the approach 
that he would bring to the bench in de
ciding how to interpret the ennobling 
phrases of the Constitution, those 
parts of the Constitution, as the Pre
siding Officer knows better than any
one in this body, that have been mat
ters of contention, concern, disagree
ment, and ambiguity for over 200 years 
in this great Republic. 

A year ago, during the Senate's con
sideration of Justice Souter's nomina
tion, I made it clear with respect to ju
dicial philosophy that I believed-and 
it is a strong phrase-but that the bur
den of proof is on the nominee to dem
onstrate his or her suitability for the 
Court, and to clearly lay out for us 
their methodology-how they would 
approach the interpretation of the Con
stitution. 

Just as the nominee must persuade 
the President that he or she is the 
right man for the job before the Presi
dent is willing to nominate someone 
for the Supreme Court, it seems to me 
a nominee must persuade the Senate in 
the same way that he is the right per
son for the Supreme Court before he re
ceives our votes for confirmation. 

It is with heavy heart, Mr. President, 
because I come to these matters with a 
strong desire to want to support the 
nominees. I have on rare occasion op
posed nominees for the Supreme Court. 
Unfortunately, this is one of those oc
casions. 

There are three reasons why I believe 
Judge Thomas has not met the stand
ard that should be required of any Su
preme Court nominee before he re-

ceives the vote of the majority of the 
Senate to consent to the nomination 
suggested by the President to the 
Court. 

First, there is the question of the 
adequacy of Judge Thomas' responses 
to the Judiciary Committee questions. 
Many have expressed frustration at the 
lack of Judge Thomas' responsiveness 
to the committee's questions. Others 
have said that vagueness and impreci
sion in responding is inevitable because 
such an approach has become the most 
likely path for nominees to confirma
tion. The fact is that the Judiciary 
Committee cannot force a nominee to 
answer any question. 

As I have made very clear on many 
occasions, only the nominee can decide 
what questions he or she will not an
swer. But if this choice is the nomi
nee's to make, the decision about what 
we do in response to the nominee, the 
questions asked of the nominee, is 
ours. It is for the Senate to make. 

I cannot force a nominee to complete 
and engage in answers and discussions 
about the Constitution, but I am not 
obliged to vote for the confirmation of 
a nominee who fails to do so either. 
Throughout his testimony Judge 
Thomas gave us many responses but 
too few real answers. 

Let me be clear, Mr. President. I am 
not talking about his refusal to say 
how he would vote on Roe versus Wade. 
I have never asked Judge Thomas that 
question nor am I opposing him be
cause of his failure to answer the ques
tion when it was put to him. Indeed, I 
am talking of the many constitutional 
issues, great and small, contentious 
arid settled, on which Judge Thomas 
declined to comment or made vague 
statements or provided unclear and un
certain distinctions. 

Perhaps this is what some have ad
vised Judge Thomas to do once he was 
nominated. :Perhaps this is what some 
advised Judge Thomas would be the 
best route to confirmation. Perhaps 
they were right about the politics. But 
it is a political strategy that I do not 
intend to endorse by voting for Judge 
Thomas' confirmation. 

The second reason for my opposition, 
Mr. President, is that there is the ques
tion of Judge Thomas' overall philoso
phy. Here much attention has focused 
on Judge Thomas' view on natural law 
and his approach to interpreting the 
Constitution. There has been tremen
dous confusion I say, Mr. President, 
about the significance of natural law in 
this nomination. 

It has been said that I, JOE BIDEN, 
wanted to condemn Judge Thomas for 

•This "bullet" symbol identifies statements or insertions which are not spoken by a Member of the Senate on the floor. 
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embracing natural law which he had 
done repeatedly in his 180 speeches or 
so that he submitted to the committee. 
But nothing could be further from the 
truth. 

I may be one of those few Senators 
who believe that natural law should 
and does inform the Constitution. I be
lieve that natural law principle that 
most conforms to the Constitution is 
the notion of limited government, the 
notion that I derived my rights because 
I exist but not from a piece of paper 
that has been jointly agreed upon by 
my ancestors. 

I have rights because I exist, not be
cause my Government gave them to 
me. I, in an editorial sense, gave my 
Government the power in certain 
areas, a limited power, over me and my 
fellow man. 

So I, JOE BIDEN, believe that the no
tion of natural rights and natural law 
informs the Constitution. Indeed, it 
was this very question that was the 
major source of my disagreement with 
Judge Bork, who took a principled and 
opposite view from the one I have just 
stated. 

The question for me with respect to 
Judge Thomas has always been: Which 
natural law principles did he embrace, 
and what did he mean when he said 
natural law? Was he talking about 
some moral code handed down upon 
high that supersedes or clarifies the 
ambiguous phrases of the Constitution? 
If that is what he meant, I had a real 
problem. 

Here I think too much attention has 
been placed upon the label "natural 
law," and too little on the substance of 
what is really at issue here. For a mo
ment, let us put aside the label of natu
ral law, and let us look at the constitu
tional philosophy Judge Thomas has 
espoused without respect to what it is 
named. 

Judge Thomas has praised some ex
treme ideas about economic rights, 
ideas which, if applied as their authors 
intended, would invalidate virtually 
every single modern legislative scheme 
regulating the economy, environment, 
and the workplace, as so stated by the 
authors of these views, who Judge 
Thomas cites and gives a great deal of 
praise to-not only them, but their 
views. 

He has endorsed, as well, a rigid view 
of separation of powers, which no one 
better than the President pro tempore 
knows if that rigid view of separation 
of powers is, in fact, held by him, it is 
an idea which, if fully implemented, 
would radically restructure our Gov
ernment and its laws and result in a 
radical transformation and transfer of 
power from one branch of this Govern
ment to another. 

The ideas that Judge Thomas em
braced are part of an ultraconservative 
agenda, not a normal, not a main
stream conservation notion, but an ul
traconservative agenda to use the 

courts to fundamentally alter the legal 
framework within which the Govern
ment operates. 

This is what one of the spokesmen 
for that agenda, a Wall Street Journal 
columnist, had to say several days ago 
about the Thomas nomination: 

Mr. Biden most likely brought up the pre
viously arcane subjects of property rights 
and separation of powers in the hopes of trip
ping up the Thomas nomination. 

I note parenthetically that that is 
not true--
Whatever the reason, at least Mr. Biden ele
vated these issues. Mr. Biden is also probably 
right to be worried. Don't be surprised if, 
when the cases reach the Supreme Court, 
Justice Thomas indeed becomes a second 
Justice Scalia. 

Nothing could state my conclusion 
about this nominee's judicial philoso
phy more succinctly than the Wall 
Street Journal columnist, who is an ar
dent supporter of this nomination. But, 
of course, it should be noted for the 
record that Judge Thomas went out of 
his way at the hearings to assuage 
these fears. He told us that he had no 
agenda for the Supreme Court; that he 
had no disagreement with the Court's 
approach to economic rights and those 
cases involving them; that he had no 
idea of the full agenda behind the sepa
ration of powers view he had endorsed 
in his speeches. 

Mr. President, I say with all sincer
ity that I believe his statements. I do 
not question his statements at the 
committee hearing in any way. I be
lieve Judge Thomas when he said he 
has no checklist of cases to be over
ruled, and when he says he never 
meant to advocate the full range of im
plications one could draw and would 
have to draw from his remarks and the 
comments he made citing the people 
who hold these views. 

By the way, the people who hold 
these views are bright, intelligent, de
cent Americans, but whose views are 
radically different than the way in 
which this country has conducted itself 
this century and, I would argue, for a 
long time, with one notable period dur
ing the Lockner hearing as an excep
tion. 

But the question is, to use one of the 
favorite phrases of Judge Thomas' sup
porters, 70 or 80 of whom came before 
my committee, the question is: Will 
Judge Thomas grow into the court? 
What views will grow into the court? 

I believe Judge Thomas does not now 
have an agenda but, with these pre
dispositions, I wonder what sort of ap
proach he will have once he acquires a 
point of view. This is the point that I 
found to be of constant concern during 
the hearings. 

As I said in the final days of Judge 
Thomas' testimony, after he had once 
again distinguished between his views 
as a policymaker and his views as a 
judge: 

You are going to be the judge, a judge who 
has nothing at all that would bind you other 

than your conscience; and so I am a little 
edgy when you say, "Well, that's the pol
icy"-

Referring to the Court--
"That's the policy," as if you are still going 
to be a circuit court appeals judge, where 
you have to follow that policy. You are going 
to take a philosophy to the Court with you 
under which you are not limited from reach
ing a conclusion different than that which 
the Court has reached thus far. 

After a subsequent exchange, Judge 
Thomas finally responded: 

The point that I am trying to make is that 
when I say I don't have an agenda, I mean I 
don't have an agenda. I operate that way as 
a court of appeals judge, and that's the way 
I would function as a member of the Su
preme Court. 

Well, in my view, Judge Thomas' an
swer fails to grasp the essential dif
ference between the role of a court of 
appeals judge and a Supreme Court 
Justice. A court of appeals judge ap
plies the law and cannot change it, has 
no right to change it, is sworn not to 
change it, and cannot change Supreme 
Court rulings. A Supreme Court Jus
tice is not so limited, when it comes to 
applying our Constitution or looking 
at stare decisions. Would Judge Thom
as take the views hinted at in his 
speeches and writings and apply them 
to their full extent and conclusion as a 
Justice of the Supreme Court? Is the 
columnist on the mark when he says 
that I am right to be worried about 
this possibility? 

This for me is the single most dif
ficult question to resolve ·with respect 
to the nomination of Judge Thomas. 
The major object of Judge Thomas' tes
timony is to reassure us, to reassure 
me, among others, not to worry; but 
the major effect of his writings on 
these matters is to give great cause for 
concern. 

Where such doubts exist and where 
such answers were incomplete in the 
face of the writings, unlike Justice 
Souter, who did not have and make 
such statements, where such doubts 
exist, I cannot vote my hopes. I cannot 
vote to confirm the nominee. 

Others who know Judge Thomas, to 
whom I have referred-I do not want to 
be pejorative-within this new signifi
cant view as to how to interpret the 
Constitution, are they on the mark 
when they say I am right to be wor
ried? I suspect I cannot take the 
chance. There is too much at stake for 
me to take a chance, too much at stake 
for this Nation, in my view, as one 
newspaper has urged, "to take a leap of 
faith." 

Judge Thomas' writings sketch for us 
a judicial philosophy which, if fleshed 
out and applied with force, would be a 
disaster for the balance this country 
has struck between the rights of indi
viduals and the rights of businesses and 
corporations. 

I believe him when he tells us that he 
has no current plans to take his views 
to this extreme and that he comes to 
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the Court with no agenda. But based on 
listening to him, he comes to the Court 
with no fleshed-out philosophy, either. 

He has these writings, Mr. President, 
which will lead one to normally believe 
that he has a very fleshed-out view. He 
has come to the hearings and said in 
honesty, and convinced me, that he 
does not have a fully formed view. And, 
as a matter of fact, he has convinced 
me he does not have a view on many, 
many important aspects of constitu
tional interpretation. 

But I cannot gamble on what will 
happen once he arrives at the Court 
with the few views he has that disturb 
me, and a lack of articulation of what 
the remainder of the broader constitu
tional interpretive scheme he reviews 
would be. It is a risk I am not prepared 
to take. 

Finally, there is a specific issue of 
greatest concern to me, and that is 
protection of privacy and 
unenumerated rights, and what we 
know of Judge Thomas' views in this 
area. 

Here we acknowledge that almost 
every word uttered by Judge Thomas 
in the years prior to nomination was 
hostile to these concepts of unenu
merated rights. This is not to say that 
he had come to any final or firm con
clusion about them in his writings, be
cause those who said he did, I believe, 
were not correct. He did not. 

I do not agree with those who have 
sought to draw such stark conclusions 
from several paragraphs--more than 
several paragraphs, but paragraphs in 
various important speeches he made. 
Some, for example, told the committee 
that they are absolutely convinced 
that they can tell what Judge Thomas' 
views of the Constitution and the ques
tion of constitutional protection for a 
woman's right to choose would be. 
They draw that conclusion on the basis 
of a half dozen or so statements made 
in speeches and articles. 

As I said at the hearings, I disagree 
with the viewpoint of some of his oppo
nents. I have studied his writings, I 
suspect, as closely as any person has 
ever studied his writings. I have lis
tened closely to the testimony at the 
hearings. And I have concluded it is 
simply impossible to tell with cer
tainty what his views are on this mat
ter or on a number of other questions 
of constitutional interpretation. 

Nevertheless, it remains true that, to 
the extent that Judge Thomas has 
commented on these issues relating to 
unenumerated rights and the privacy 
cases, these comments have been al
most entirely negative. In particular, 
Judge Thomas strongly suggested that 
he and I do not share a common vision 
of personal freedom. As he put it on 
one of the two occasions on which he 
spoke to this matter, and I quote him: 

The conservative failure to appreciate the 
importance of natural rights * * * cul
minated in the spectacle of Senator Biden 

[following Judge Bork's defeat] crowing 
about his belief that his rights were inalien
able. * * * 

We cannot expect our views of civil rights 
to triumph by conceding the moral high 
ground to those who confuse rights with 
willfulness. 

Obviously, he is entitled to that opin
ion. I respect it. But, again, this is far 
from a definite rejection of the notion 
of the theory of privacy. But although 
it is not a definitive rejection of the 
theory of privacy and unenumerated 
rights, it is a sharp criticism of an ap
proach that embraces an expansive 
view of these questions. 

What did Judge Thomas say about 
this matter at the hearings? Judge 
Thomas did make it very clear that he 
agreed with the Court's ruling in 
Griswold versus Connecticut, a case 
that the Chair is fully familiar with, 
and in the question of a marital right 
to privacy. But with respect to the 
scope of the right to privacy, the 
source of that right to privacy and the 
nature of an individual's right to pri
vacy, Judge Thomas remained consist
ently evasive, which is his right, even 
after repeated efforts by me to give 
him the best possible chance to assuage 
my concerns and the concerns of oth
ers. 

In an attempt for us to more clearly 
understand his views, I submitted to 
Judge Thomas after the hearings were 
over-not in the glare of the lights--a 
written question on the right of pri
vacy. 

My letter recited Judge Thomas' tes
timony and the confusing testimony, 
in my view, on this matter during the 
hearing, and it ended with the follow
ing question from me to him, in writ
ing, that he could answer in the cool 
light of day, without any of the pres
sure of being under the lights, which is 
a great deal of pressure, I might add, 
and he handled it well. 

Here is my question and I quote: 
Do you believe that the due process compo

nent of the * * * liberty clause-independent 
of the* * * case of Eisenstadt v. Baird-pro
vides a fundamental right of privacy for indi
viduals, married or single, that includes a 
fundamental right of privacy with respect to 
procreation and contraception? 

Judge Thomas' answer to the ques
tion, in its entirety, was as follows: 

As I sought to make clear my testimony, I 
believe that Eisenstadt was correct on both 
the privacy and equal protection grounds. 

I explicitly, in my question said-I 
will read it again-"independent of the 
case of Eisenstadt.'' And he answered 
me like he answered on so many occa
sions. He said: "I think Eisenstadt was 
right on both the privacy and equal 
protection grounds. 

Thus, yet again, Judge Thomas failed 
to answer the question directly or com
pletely, as is his right. 

I want to make it clear, and I made 
it clear throughout those hearings and 
every hearing that I conducted as 
chairman of this committee, I am not 

asking these questions as a pretense 
for asking about abortion, nor was I 
trying to use his views on the right to 
privacy as a stalking horse to deter
mine where the judge might go on that 
matter. 

So why was not Judge Thomas' an
swer good enough? Does it not make it 
clear enough that he would invalidate 
a law, that he would restrict the use of 
contraception by single people under 
Eisenstadt? Yes, it does. That was the 
whole purpose of the question and my 
repeated attempts during the sworn 
testimony to get some input on this. 

I asked about the right to privacy at 
some length, not because I think that 
there is any real chance that any State 
is going to make the use of contracep
ti ves illegal in 1991, but because I want 
to see someone on the Court who has 
an expansive view of personal freedom 
with respect to the issues that will 
arise in the Court, and there are many 
issues that will arise in the Court in 
the future, some we cannot even con
template. 

It is not good enough that a nominee 
begrudgingly pledges not to reverse the 
battles already fought and won. Rath
er, I am looking for a nominee's dis
position with respect to the questions 
of personal freedom and the questions 
of personal freedom not yet framed, 
Mr. President. 

I want to make clear that this is not 
a liberal versus conservative question, 
nor will it get a liberal-versus-conserv
ative answer. There is no political or 
substantive reason why President Bush 
cannot nominate a jurist who would be 
good on these issues. 

Abortion, aside, Mr. President, we all 
know many conservatives who think 
that Government should stay out of 
people's private lives. Probably, the 
most articulate exponent of that view 
was Barry Goldwater, Mr. Conserv
ative. He, I and Senator DANFORTH 
served together for years. This is not a 
liberal or conservative view. It does 
not relate to abortion. 

Mr. President, thus, there is ample 
reason to think, in my view, that 
President Bush could have nominated 
such a candidate for the Court. Yet, 
nothing that we know about Judge 
Thomas suggests that he is such a man. 

These are the reasons, Mr. President, 
why I will not vote to confirm Judge 
Thomas. 

It is not a decision I come to lightly, 
not is it one that I enjoy making. 

Every one of us were impressed by 
Judge Thomas' personal life story. 
And, as I said at the outset, I have no 
questions at all about his credentials, 
credibility, character, or competence. 
As a matter of fact, in the first 5 min
utes of the hearing, I said I stipulate to 
all of those. 

Indeed, that is why I voted to place 
Clarence Thomas on the second highest 
court in the land, and that is why I 
wish him a distinguished and success
ful career in that post. 
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Mr. President, as difficult as this de

cision has been for me, it is one that I 
make with firm conviction-but it is a 
vote that I cast with my head and not 
with my heart. For I very much wish 
that I could have come to the Senate 
floor and announced my support for the 
nomination of Clarence Thomas, and I 
acknowledge this is a close call. 

During the hearings I found myself 
impressed by the testimony of Dean 
Calabresi, of Yale Law School, Mr. 
President. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that I be able to proceed for 4 
more minutes. 

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The 
Senator still has 2 minutes and 10 sec
onds. 

Without objection, the Senator may 
proceed for 4 more minutes. 

Mr. BIDEN. I thank the Chair. 
Mr. President, Dean Calabresi, a man 

we all respect, the Dean of Yale Law 
School, from which Judge Thomas 
graduated, said, in what I believe to be 
the most compelling, convincing testi
mony given on his behalf: "I would ex
pect that at least some of his views 
may change again." 

He had made reference as to how he 
had changed his views, as I have 
changed my views since I came here as 
a young man at age 30 to the Senate 
floor, and I hope and pray that I will 
continue to grow and probably change 
my views if I am here another day, 
month, year, or 10 years. 

Dean Calabresi goes on to say: 
I would expect that at least some of his 

views-
Referring to Thomas--

may change again. I would be less than can
did-

He goes on to say-
if I did not tell you that I sincerely hope so. 
For I disagree with many, perhaps most of 
the public positions which Judge Thomas has 
taken in the past few years. But his story of 
struggle and his past openness to argument, 
together with his capacity to make up his 
own mind, make him a much more likely 
candidate for growth than others who have 
recently been appointed to the Supreme 
Court. • • • 

Mr. President, like the dean of the 
Yale Law School, I believe that Judge 
Thomas has displayed a capacity for 
change and growth. It even sounds 
presumptious for me to say "capacity 
for growth" as if I have a right to say 
that. He has demonstrated capacity 
and, as times goes on, he gets stronger, 
he gets wiser, he gets better. 

But no one can know in what direc
tion that growth will go-not Dean 
Calabresi, not me, not even Judge 
Thomas himself. 

And where Dean Calabresi and I part 
company is in the extent to which I am 
prepared to take a chance on Judge 
Thomas' growth being in the right di
rection, as opposed to the wrong direc
tion. For me, because of where the 
Court currently stands, the cost of add-

ing yet another rightwing member 
could be extremely high indeed. Rul
ings deemed unthinkable just a decade 
ago may be on the verge of becoming 
reality. 

I wish Judge Thomas had put to rest 
my misgivings on that score, but, as I 
have already indicated, he has not. 

And we are at a place in this coun
try's history where the risks are sim
ply too high. 

So we have come to this difficult 
juncture, and all of us have come to 
it-the Senate, the President, the 
nominee-and I must tell you this con
frontation was not inevitable. This 
vote of mine was not inevitable. It 
could have been avoided. 

It seems to me, Mr. President-and I 
say respectfully to the President of the 
United States that he must shoulder a 
major share of the responsibility for 
bringing us to this place, because he 
has created a real dilemma for the Sen
ate, which has occurred in other peri
ods of our history as well, one in which 
we are forced to demand a very high 
degree of certainty about the Presi
dent's nominee before we can give our 
consent. 

That dilemma has been created by 
two facts: 

A fervent minority within the Presi
dent's party is engaging in an open 
campaign-as they say, open and noto
rious campaign-to shift the Court dra
matically to the right. And the Presi
dent has not been willing to engage in 
the kind of consultation with the Sen
ate that would give us in this body 
more assurance that the nominees are 
not participants in that campaign. 
Therefore, we seek higher assurances 
than we ordinarily would. 

We need to change the conditions 
that have brought us here, Mr. Presi
dent, if we are going to avoid future 
confrontation. 

I ask unanimous consent for 3 more 
minutes. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 
AKAKA). Without objection, it is so or
dered. 

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I respect
fully urge the President of the United 
States to add the idea of "advice" into 
the process of seeking our "advice and 
consent" to the Supreme Court nomi
nations instead of asking us to provide 
our consent to a nominee about whom 
we have significant misgivings, in an 
atmosphere where those surrounding 
the President have made it abundantly 
clear that he fundamentally wishes to 
shift the Court to a right direction, a 
far-right direction. 

In the future, we need to pursue a 
course of moderation in judicial selec
tions as we did in the Eisenhower and 
Kennedy and Ford and Nixon adminis
trations; not on a course in which the 
Senate insists on someone of its own 
choosing-that is not our right-but on 
a course of genuine moderation, or gen
uine consultation and cooperation 
among the branches. 

As Dean Calabresi put it in his testi
mony: 

This is an extraordinary time in the his
tory of the Court. It has been 24 years since 
a Democratic President has nominated a 
Justice to the Supreme Court.• • •At other 
[such] times • • • the President has at
tempted to name people to the Court whose 
views are very different from his own. • • • 
[But] this administration and the past ad
ministration have not done so. 

Such a process could result in these
lection and confirmation of the kind of 
Justices I spoke of earlier-Justices 
who, regardless of their stand on the 
contemporary, politicized issues facing 
the Court, are the kind of individuals 
who share a sound vision of the Con
stitution. 

I hope the President will share in 
breaking this cycle of politicization 
and skepticism, because without him it 
will be impossible to make that break. 

I hope that this is the last Supreme 
Court nomination I am forced to op
pose during my tenure in the U.S. Sen
ate, for it is truly with a heavy heart, 
Mr. President, that I oppose this nomi
nee. Every instinct in me, every in
stinct in me, wanted to support Clar
ence Thomas for sound as well as un
sound reasons. But every instinct did. 
And it is with real regret that I con
template the possibility of more such 
conflicts in the years ahead. 

But neither sorrow, Mr. President, 
nor regret, nor a desire to be able to 
support Clarence Thomas can permit 
me to vote for his confirmation when 
so much doubt exists in my mind. 

If Judge Thomas is confirmed, Mr. 
President-and the odds heavily favor 
that outcome today-then I hope for 
the day when I could come to the Sen
ate floor and announce that I should 
have voted with my heart and not with 
my head, that my hope should have 
been my guiding light. That is what I 
hope to be able to do when Clarence 
Thomas is confirmed, if he is. 

Mr. President, I cannot do that 
today. I will not vote to confirm Clar
ence Thomas as an Associate Justice of 
the U.S. Supreme Court. 

I thank the Chair. 
Mr. DANFORTH addressed the Chair. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Missouri. 
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, may 

I inquire, What is the parliamentary 
situation? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. We are 
now in a period of morning business. 

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent to proceed for 10 
minutes as in morning business. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

CLARENCE THOMAS 
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I 

first of all want to express to the chair
man of the Judiciary Committee my 
appreciation for the truly admirable 
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way in which he has conducted himself 
for the last nearly 3 months in connec
tion with the Thomas nomination. 
Clarence Thomas could not have asked 
for a fairer shake than he got from the 
chairman. At all times he was treated, 
and I was treated, with the utmost 
courtesy and total fairness. 

I know the position that the chair
man has taken has been a difficult one 
for him. He has stated to me through
out the past week or so, and as re
cently as yesterday afternoon, that 
this was going to be a very difficult 
and very close decision for him. And I 
am sure it was. And I am sure he is ab
solutely correct when he states his dif
ficulty in reaching this decision. 

I think I could have provided him 
with a little help in his speech prepara
tion that might have been positive, but 
he has reached his decision and I do not 
have any choice but to accept it. My 
hope is that this matter will be dis
posed of in the foreseeable future. 

I hope that this would not be viewed, 
along with the speech of Senator HEF
LIN yesterday, as the opening shot of a 
major interest group campaign that 
will have all the TV commercials and 
so on, and this will be dragged out over 
a period of weeks, past the recess. 

I think most Senators have made up 
their minds. I am confident of the re
sults on the floor of the Senate. The 
concern I have is that we would now 
have a rejuvenation of interest group 
campaigning for the Supreme Court 
and I ask the chairman how he would 
see the unwinding of this confirmation 
process? 

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I thank 
my colleague, Senator DANFORTH, for 
his kind remarks about the way in 
which I have at least attempted to con
duct this process. Let me reiterate one 
thing. And then respond to two points 
that he raised. 

One, Mr. President, this is not like 
the two other occasions in my 19 years 
in the Senate when I opposed a Su
preme Court nomination. On those two 
occasions I had no doubt in my mind, 
not a single scintilla of doubt, that I 
was right in my "no" vote. This is a 
very close call. In my view someone 
holding my views could reasonably 
have reached the opposite decision. 

One of my colleagues last night that 
I spoke with, who agonized over this 
and concluded to vote "yes," a Repub
lican colleague, said ultimately he was 
voting Clarence Thomas' roots; betting 
on his roots. And I said I worry about 
his wings, not his roots. 

It is a close call. The reason I bother 
to mention that in response to the two 
questions in the predicate in that I do 
not feel with the same degree of cer
tainty that this man would take Amer
ica in a direction different than I think 
it should go. So I say to the Senator 
from Missouri, this Senator has no in
tention, no desire, as I have stated to 
him throughout, to participate in any 

process-and I know of now-that will 
not give the Senate an opportunity to, 
in a timely fashion, make its judgment 
about this man; No. 1. 

No. 2, I have not on a single occasion, 
I have not for over 4 years, spoken, 
confided in, been the confidant of, 
made any plans with, or even discussed 
this nomination in any way with any of 
the so-called interest groups left or 
right or center. And I think the Sen
ator from Missouri knows the extent of 
my distaste for a notion of conducting 
this or any Supreme Court nomination 
and whether or not someone should sit 
on the Court based on 30-second com
mercials. So much so that I have said 
in the past and I will reiterate here, I 
condemn that process. I would be no 
part of that process. 

But as the Senator from Missouri 
knows-we both know-neither of us 
control that process. The Senator from 
Missouri, one of the most decent men 
of this body, called me immediately 
upon learning-observing that I was 
the victim of one of those campaigns 
early on in the Thomas campaign, that 
I was the victim of a right-oriented 
group's ad campaign relating to Thom
as. 

But he also pointed out to me he 
could not control that any more than I 
could control any campaign that would 
be forthcoming. 

Having said that, neither my staff, 
nor I, nor anyone that I know of who is 
informed, has any knowledge of any 
such campaign in the offing, I say 
ahead of time, if there is such a cam
paign in the offing, not only will those 
who put on the campaign have as their 
detractors those who support Thomas, 
they will have me as one of their de
tractors and I will make it clear to 
anyone willing to listen to me on the 
floor of the Senate or in this Nation 
that I think it is inappropriate. But I 
know of no such campaign. 

The last point, in terms of the Sen
ate's schedule. It is the intention of the 
Senator from Delaware to walk over 
here in the next 5 minutes, off this 
floor to the Senate Judiciary Commit
tee, and conduct a vote on Clarence 
Thomas. Now, based on announced 
votes, that vote will be 7 to 7. 

Under precedents in that committee 
it would have been possible to kill the 
nomination. You need eight votes to 
get something out of a committee, as 
we all know-or you need a majority. 
Someone moves to favorably report a 
bill or a nomination and you must have 
a majority of the members of that com
mittee before it is physically sent to 
the floor of the U.S. Senate for its con
sideration. 

I have no intention, and I have so 
stated, of holding fast to that rule. I 
have made it clear that I believe the 
Senate should work its will. It is not 
the right nor the intention of the Con
stitution for a committee in Congress, 
a committee of 14 individuals, to be 

able to determine who should sit on the 
Court. 

Once it gets to this floor, to the best 
of my knowledge we are going to oper
ate under the normal procedures, 
which is 72 hours to write a report. 
Once it gets to the floor, within 2 days 
after it comes to the floor, it can be 
brought up. And to the best of my 
knowledge we will begin the debate at 
that time. I have no intention whatso
ever and I know of no one at this point 
who has the intention of preventing 
the Senate from working its will on 
Clarence M. Thomas' nomination. That 
is as much as I can say to my friend. 

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I ap
preciate the response of the chairman. 
My hope would be that the Senate 
could proceed in the middle of next 
week to take up the Thomas nomina
tion so that the judge could take a 
seat, if he is confirmed, at the opening 
of the session of the Court a week from 
Monday. 

My guess is that my time is running 
out. I ask unanimous consent to speak 
for an additional 10 minutes. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. BIDEN. Will the Senator yield 
for 1 minute, because I must go to the 
committee? 

Mr. DANFORTH. Yes. I would also 
like to say, Mr. President, before I 
yield to the Senator from Delaware, 
that I am not going to be able to at
tend my meeting this morning. I want 
him to know that it is not that I am 
boycotting the meeting of the Judici
ary Committee but I have a plane to 
catch; that I just have to leave town. I 
am not waiting with bated breath for 
the results of that meeting, but I would 
otherwise be there. 

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, let me say 
the members of my committee have as
sumed, after having seen the Senator 
from Missouri for so many hours over 
the last several months, that he is a 
member-a de facto member of our 
committee. 

Mr. DANFORTH. Could I vote? 
Mr. BIDEN. I assume he would like 

to vote to make it 8 to 7. 
Mr. President, let me just say this. I 

have, as the Senator knows, kept both 
he and the White House fully and com
pletely informed on every stage of this 
process. I commit to him on this floor 
that there will be no surprise at all. 
Anything the Senator from Delaware 
has any part of or is involved in at all, 
I will assure him that he will know 
ahead of time, be consulted and will be 
part of that process. 

Mr. DANFORTH. I appreciate that, 
Mr. President and once again I say 
Chairman BIDEN, while his conclusions 
are wrong on this matter, his process 
has been very, very fair. 
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CLARENCE THOMAS-THE EMBODI
MENT OF THE AMERICAN DREAM 
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I 

must say that I am in quandry in de
ciding how to judge the judges with re
spect to Supreme Court nominations. I 
think that we are now in a lose-lose 
situation. 

One one hand, it is clear that if a 
nominee has a track record, has writ
ten a lot, has taken positions on var
ious matters, that nomination is going 
to be in extreme peril. The prior 
writings of the Supreme Court nominee 
are going to be reviewed in great de
tail. Every sentence is going to be ex
amined. In this particular confirmation 
process, one of the Senators on the Ju
diciary Committee interrogated Judge 
Thomas about a footnote in a law re
view article. 

So on one hand, we are told that if a 
nominee has a track record, if the 
nominee has taken positions on various 
matters that have been before the 
Court or before the country, that is a 
very risky situation for the nominee to 
be in. On the other hand, we are told 
that, I think these are the words of 
Chairman BIDEN, we demand a high de
gree of certainty about what the posi
tion of a nominee is and that we do not 
want to take risks in confirming some
body where we do not know what the 
past record of the person has been. 

I am not quite sure which way we 
want it, Mr. President, whether we 
want nominees who have fully formed 
positions, full-fledged jurisprudence or, 
on the other hand, whether we want 
nominees who have emerged from the 
mountains of New England who nobody 
has ever heard of before. 

It appears that either way the Senate 
is not going to be satisfied, or at least 
a number of Senators are not going to 
be satisfied. 

I think that when we are dealing 
with a nominee for the Supreme Court, 
we must recognize the fact that there 
is no way to govern what that nominee 
is going to do if confirmed, and that al
ways there is going to be a degree of 
trust about who this person is and how 
this person is going to function once 
sitting on this Supreme Court. 

Particularly, this is the case of peo
ple who have not been on the bench for 
a long period of time and have not been 
law professors. Clarence Thomas does 
not have a personal background of 
being a law professor. He does not have 
a personal background of having been a 
Federal judge for about more than a 
year and a half. He comes from a 
wealth of background in all three 
branches of the Federal Government, 
and State government as well. But it 
has not been the kind of background 
that has led to a great study of many 
of the constitutional issues before the 
country. 

So I think that it is not reasonable to 
expect that a person who is nominated 
for the Supreme Court at the age of 43, 

having spent the last 10 years or so of 
his life in the executive branch dealing 
with matters of employment and edu
cational discrimination, I do not think 
that it is reasonable to expect that per
son has had a totally formed view of 
such matters as, for example, Roe ver
sus Wade, or the establishment clause 
or the 14th amendment, or any of a va
riety of the other issues. 

I think that there has to be a degree 
of confidence that we are voting for a 
character, we are voting for a person 
and not voting for the embodiment of a 
particular point of view. 

To characterize Clarence Thomas as 
some rightwing person is totally erro
neous. I can say to the Senate, if no
body in the Senate has noticed, let me 
just assure the Senate, I am not likely 
to hire a rightwing fanatic on my staff. 
I am just not likely to do it, and I 
hired Clarence Thomas twice: Once 
when I was State attorney general, and 
then after I had come to the Senate. 

One of the interesting things about 
this whole process, Mr. President, is 
that the people who feel most intensely 
against the Thomas nomination are 
people who do not know him. And the 
people who feel most strongly in favor 
of his nomination are people who have 
known him for a very long period of 
time. 

People have come forward who knew 
him when he was in Jefferson City: su
preme court judges in Jefferson City, 
MO, before whom he had argued; mem
bers of the staff of the attorney gen
eral's office who served with Clarence 
Thomas 15 years ago or so have come 
forward; people who knew him 10, 12 
years ago when he worked in my office 
in the Senate; a State Senator from 
Georgia who grew up with Clarence 
Thomas and was an al tar boy with 
Clarence Thomas, and this happens to 
be a Democratic State Senator from 
Georgia; the people who taught him, 
the nuns who taught him in school; the 
dean of Yale Law School; the president 
of Holy Cross College-all of these peo
ple who have known Clarence Thomas 
over a long period of years, those are 
the people who have come forward, 
those are the people who have testified 
about the man Clarence Thomas; the 
person Clarence Thomas; the strength 
of character, the amazing self-dis
cipline that he has; the strong sense of 
independence. 

One of my colleagues said, is this 
going to be somebody who is going to 
be under the thumb of Justice Scalia? 
He is not going to be under the thumb 
of anybody. He never has his whole life. 
His entire life has been the struggle 
against being under peoples' thumbs 
and his total commitment to disadvan
taged people, the disadvantaged 
groups. We might disagree about the 
exact policy of serving minorities in 
America, but Clarence Thomas' whole 
commitment of his private life, as well 
as his public life, has been to try to im-

prove the lot of those who have been 
left out in this country. 

All of those personal qualities, all of 
that personal commitment is what 
makes up this individual who has been 
nominated for the Supreme Court. And 
these qualities are recognized by the 
people who have known him the long
est and who know him the best. 

Clarence Thomas really is the em
bodiment of the American dream. He 
really is the embodiment of the values 
of the American people, of their com
mitment to equal justice and to hard 
work and to dedication and to making 
the most out of your life. That is what 
Clarence Thomas is all about. That is 
what is recognized by people who have 
known him so long and so well. 

Mr. President, it really is a catch-22 
to say to a Supreme Court nominee, we 
are not going to vote for you because 
we do not know precisely how you are 
going to decide cases, or precisely what 
your judicial philosophy is, and then if 
you state your judicial philosophy and 
state how you will decide cases, then 
we are not going to vote for you any
how. That is a catch-22. I submit that 
it is just not fair for the Senate to use 
that kind of standard in judging a Su
preme Court nominee. 

I think we are judging the whole per
son, and Clarence Thomas, as a whole 
person, is known by many people in 
this country who have come forward to 
support his nomination. I am proud to 
be one of those people, Mr. President, 
and I look forward to his confirmation 
next week. 

Ms. MIKULSKI addressed the Chair. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen

ator from Maryland. 
Ms. MIKULSKI. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent to speak as in 
morning business---understanding that 
there was an order proposed-while we 
are waiting for those two Senators to 
come for the regular order. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

The Senator from Maryland is recog
nized. 

Ms. MIKULSKI. I thank the Chair. 
(The remarks of Ms. M!KULSKI per

taining to the introduction of S. 1768 
are located in today's RECORD under 
"Statements on Introduced Bills and 
Joint Resolutions.") 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who 
seeks recognition? 

The Chair, in his capacity as an indi
vidual Senator from Virginia, notes the 
absence of a quorum. 

The clerk will call the roll. 
The bill clerk proceeded to call the 

roll. 
Mr. WIRTH. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 
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V-22 OSPREY TILTROTOR 

Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, as 
you know, I have been a supporter of 
the V- 22 Osprey tiltrotor aircraft for 
many years. On numerous occasions, I 
have spoken in this Chamber on the 
beneficial aspects, both military and 
commercial, that tiltrotor technology 
will ultimately provide to our Nation. 
In order for those benefits to material
ize, however, we need to insure that 
the United States maintains its cur
rent leadership position in that arena. 

Consequently, my comments today 
deal with the recent decision by my 
colleagues on the Defense Appropria
tions Committee to fund the V-22 at a 
level far below that which is necessary 
to continue the development of that 
aircraft in a timely manner. For the 
record, we have provided $165 million in 
research and development funds for the 
V-22 in our bill. In actuality, we have 
not approved any new funds. Simply, 
we have reappropriated fiscal year 1991 
procurement funds to be used in fiscal 
year 1992 for the continuation of the V-
22 development. That action, in my 
opinion, is totally inadequate. 

I am fully aware that the V-22 pro
gram had been canceled by the Sec
retary of Defense several years ago. 
The basis for that decision was twofold: 
affordability and narrow mission. With 
the advantage of hindsight, let's look 2 
years down the road following the Sec
retary's decision to cancel the V-22 Os
prey. Does the same rationale still 
apply? 

Take the easy one first: narrow mis
sion. The Department of Defense con
tended then-and still does now, I as
sume-that this aircraft would only 
serve the Marine Corps in their mission 
of ship-to-shore combat assault. The 
other joint service missions that had 
been planned for the V-22, according to 
the Department, were inconsequential. 
My colleagues may recall that these 
other missions included combat search 
and rescue for downed pilots, infiltra
tion and exfiltration of Special Oper
ations Forces, medical evacuation of 
combat casualties, intratheater 
logistical resupply, strategic self
deployability, and many more too nu
merous to be listed here. Certainly, our 
recent experiences in Desert Shield/ 
Desert Storm have yet to be fully 
chronicled and examined in minute de
tail. 

Nevertheless, based on emerging re
sults of studies of that conflict, there 
is little question that the mission re
quirements listed for V-22 accomplish
ment were of critical importance and 
would have been done more efficiently 
and effectively than with current as
sets. One glaring example deals with 
the rescue of pilots shot down over 
enemy territory. As I recall newspaper 
accounts of one dramatic rescue mis
sion deep within Iraq, it took more 
than 10 hours for helicopters to reach 
the downed airmen. I am told that sta-

tistics have shown that this was an ex
ception-most downed pilots, if not res
cued shortly after being shot down, 
will be taken prisoner. This is precisely 
what the V-22 was designed for: to ac
company the friendly strike force and 
to be on station such that, in the event 
of an aircraft being shot down, within 
minutes the V- 22 could affect the res
cue. This is simply not within the 
realm of a helicopter's capability. 

Let us look at affordability and tack
le that issue. I cannot dispute the fact 
that this revolutionary aircraft will 
cost a significant amount of money. 
Not as significant, however, as some of 
the systems that we have debated over 
the last several years, yet still have 
funded. And, I might add, some of those 
systems clearly lack the potential 
waiting to be unleashed with the devel
opment of tiltrotor technology. I might 
further add that some of those sys
tems' sole existence was to counter a 
Soviet threat that has ceased to exist. 
The advocates of those systems are 
scrambling to generate mission sce
narios wherein they still apply. Not so 
with the V-22. Across the spectrum of 
conflict, the V-22 applies. It always 
has, it always will. 

Getting back to affordability, some 
of that cost can also be attributed to 
the Department of Defense's refusal to 
adhere to congressional intent when, 2 
years ago, the Congress made clear its 
positive position on continuing the V-
22. If nothing else, the cost of money 
over 2 years time will certainly drive 
program costs to a higher level. And, if 
we continue to delay the development 
of the V-22, we can continue to expect 
increased program costs. 

The size of our military forces is 
shrinking yet we still desire to achieve 
and maintain global capabilities. We 
must do more, or at least the same, 
with less. The systems that we produce 
must have more bang for the buck. The 
V-22 Osprey, more than most, fits that 
mold. Let us look down the road to our 
conference with the House on defense 
issues and evaluate and support the 
programs that hold the most promise 
for our Nation's future. If it is done 
correctly, I know that the Osprey will 
continue to fly. 

I ask unanimous consent that an ar
ticle from the Marine Corps Gazette 
entitled " But What If We'd Had the Os
prey" be printed at this point in the 
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 
[From the Marine Corps Gazette, Sept. 1991] 

BUT WHAT IF WE' D HAD THE OSPREY? 

(By Col. Harvey F. Crouch, Jr.) 
The success of the 5-month Desert Shield 

deployment and the 100-hour Desert Storm 
campaign wm result in analysis and assess
ment of all aspects of both for years to come. 
Force structure and weapons systems effec
tiveness wm be examined in great detail for 
lessons learned. While such studies wm be 

invaluable to improve existing force com
position, Desert Storm wm also provide an 
excellent opportunity to compare devel
opmental systems with the demonstrated ca
pab111ties of currently fielded systems. The 
superb execution of both operations allow 
them to serve as excellent benchmarks to 
measure the effectiveness of future pro
grams. 

DEPLOYMENT 

Deployment of a large force is a com
plicated and difficult operation at best. 
Desert Shield required the largest deploy
ment of U.S. forces since the Vietnam War 
and, to ensure a reasonable probability of 
success, demanded that the major elements 
of the force be in place and operationally 
ready as quickly as possible. The major pac
ing factors in the deployment phase were the 
distances to be flown and the number of C-3 
and C-141 strategic airlitt sorties available. 
The demands for space on these critical sor
ties that current medium-lire helicopters re
quired were of major proportion. Although 
helicopters were high priority items for 
early arrival in the objective area, they com
peted with other high priority forces for crit
ical lift assets. had the MV-22 been available 
to the Desert Storm force, it would have pro
vided a self-deployment capab111ty that 
would have significantly expedited flow of 
other forces by airlin. 

For purposes of comparison, 60 MV- 22 air
craft could be substituted for the 80 Marine 
Corps CH-46E and CH-530 medium-Utt heli
copters actually airlifted in Desert Shield 
Although fewer in number, the increased ca
pabilities of the MV-22 over the CH-46 would 
have provided approximately the same Utt 
capability. To ensure time-distance equality 
in the comparison, MV-22 aircraft are as
sumed to have originated from the same sta
tions as did the actually deployed heli
copters.Twenty-four MV-22s were originated 
from Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS) El 
Toro, CA, and 20 from MCAS Kaneohe Bay, 
HI, for a total of 44 self-deployment aircratt. 
The remaining 16 New River-based MV-22s 
were assumed to be sealifted on amphibious 
ships. 

To enable self-deployment, the Osprey, 
with four internal fuel tanks installed, has a 
flight ferry (no payload) range of 2,100 nau
tical miles with a 10 percent fuel reserve. Al
though not required for Desert Shield de
ployment (see Figures 1 and 2), it is also 
equipped for in-flight-refueling. 

Organic KC-1308 routinely accompany self
deploying aircraft by transporting mainte
nance crews, spare parts, and other equip
ment associated with the ferry flight and are 
also capable of providing emergency air-to
air refueling for the MV-22 if required. The 
routes shown would have resulted in all air
craft arriving in Saudi Arabia within seven 
days of departure from their home bases 
with crews rested and ready for assigned op
erations. Comparison with the equivalent 
force moved via strategic airlift can be seen 
in Figure 3. Note that a savings of 14 days re
sults from self-deployment. 

FIGURE 1.--KANEOHE BAY DEPLOYMENT 

Day and depar- Refuel Arrive Dis- Flight Days tu re ta nee time 

1st, Kaneohe ... Alameda .........•. 12,075 8.3 
2d, Alameda .... Tinker ...... Cheny Point ..... 12,211 8.8 
3d (Crew Rest .......................... 0 0 

Cheny Point). 
4th, Cheny Bermuda . Lajes ................ 12,489 9.7 

Point. 
5th, Lajes ........ Si1onella .......... 11,969 7.4 
6th (Crew Rest .......................... 0 0 

Si!noellal. 
7th, i&OMlll .. Saudi Arabia .... 11,806 6.8 
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FIGURE 5.--CK-46E VS. MV-22 COMPARATIVE 

PERFORMANCE DATA 
Day and depar

ture 

Total ... 

1 Nautical miles. 

Refuel Arrive Dis
tance 

FIGURE 2.-EL TORO DEPLOYMENT 

Day and depar- Refuel Arrive Dis-
lure lance 

Isl, El Toro ..... Tinker ...... Cheny Point ..... 2,012 
2d, Cheny Bermuda . lajes ................ 1 2,489 

Point. 
3d Air Crew ·························· Rest lajes. 
4th, lajes ........ Sigonella .......... 1 1969 
5th, Sigonella .. Saudi Arabia .... 1 1,806 

Total ... .......................... 
1 Nautical miles. 

Flight 
time 

41.0 

Flight 
time 

8.1 
9.7 

7.4 
6.8 

32.0 

Days 

Days 

The time to load factor in figure 3 is the 
hours required to load a C-5 with CH-46Es or 
CH-53Ds. Trained personnel, special tooling, 
ground-handling equipment, and ramp space 
availability were all pacing factors. The 
comparison uses minimum instead of actual 
Desert Shield deployment times. During 
Desert Shield, the actual lift by 10 ~5 
equivalents of 12 C-46Es and 12 CH-53Ds from 
El Toro took 41 days from first airlift launch 
to last airlift landed in Saudi Arabia. It 
should be noted, however, if there were un
limited trained personnel, special tools, 
ground-handling equipment, ramp space, and 
strategic lift available, the El Toro lift 
would have used only 25.5 hours from start to 
finish. Load planning factors are as indicated 
in Figure 4. 

Using the above example of self-deploy
ment, the advantages to I MEF of an MV-22-
equipped force for Desert Shield would have 
been: 

Combat ready in Saudi Arabia 14 days 
sooner than the CH-46/CH-53D fleet. 

18 ~ load equivalents freed to lift other 
forces. 

Deployment directly to dispersed oper
ational sites, avoiding airport congestion. 

Aircraft and flight crews prepared to un
dertake the full range of medium-lift mis
sions on day of arrival. 

ARMY DEPLOYMENT 

A brief examination of the U.S. Army de
ployment indicates similar lift saving advan
tages if some portion of the UH-60 force de
ployed were replaced with the MV-22. The 
actual airlifted U.S. Army helicopter deploy
ment of 105 UH-60s indicated utilization of 18 
~ equivalents. The flow time for the lOlst 
Air Assault Division, Fort Campbell, KY, (90 
aircra~) from first takeoff to last landing in 
Saudi Arabia. 

DESERT STORM EMPLOYMENT 

Performance and employment advantages 
of the MV-22 are examined in several mis
sions areas--amphibious operations, tactical 
recovery of aircra~ and personnel (TRAP), 
special operations capability (SOC), and 
other related operations. A general compari
son of performance characteristics of the 
CH-46E and MV-22 is contained in Figure 5. 
These figures are utilized in the following 
employment scenarios: 

FIGURE 3.-MARINE DEPLOYMENT SUMMARY 

C-5 Loads ................................ . 
Aerial tankers ................ ..•.•....... 
Support aircraft ....................... . 
Cost to move (millions of dol-

lars) ...... ............................... . 
Time to load in days ......••..•..... 
Transit time in days ................ . 

24 CH-46E/20 
~53D 

18 
0 
0 

5.5 
10 
1 

44 MV-22 Delta 

-18 
0 

+5 

3.2 -2.3 
0 -10 
7 +6 

Time to unload/reassemble/ 
flight check (days) .............. . 

Days until combat ready in 
Saudi Arabia ........................ . 

24 CH-46E/20 
~53D 

10 

21 

44 MV-22 Delta 

-10 

-14 

FIGURE 4.-LOADS, LOADING, AND MAINTENANCE PROFILE 

CH- CH- UH- AH- AH- MY-
46E 53D 60 lW 64 22 

C-5 capacity ............... 3 2 6 8 6 
C-141 capacity ........... 0 0 2 2 2 
Load time (hours) 12 .. . 5.0 5.0 2.0 8.0 6.0 
C-5 unload lime 

(hours) .................... 2.0 3.5 2.0 .5 4.0 
Assembly time/flight 

check maintenance 
(hours) 1 ....... ........... 16.0 25.0 3.0 .5 .5 

Internal tank removal 
and check (hours) .. 4.0 

1 Crew of six to eight skilled maintenance personnel required. Only three 
to five aircraft can be disassembled or assembled at a time because of lim
ited availability of special tools, ground handling equipment and trained 
personnel. 

2Times shown are per C-5 or C-141 load. 

AMPlilBIOUS OPERATIONS 

Although it was ultimately unneeded dur
ing Desert Storm, an amphibious task force 
(ATF) was prepared to conduct amphibious 
operations if directed. The Gulf coastline of 
Iraqi-occupied Kuwait presented an oppor
tunity to facilitate the general offensive by 
outflanking the Iraqi fortified line facing 
U.S. forces in Saudi Arabia, cutting major 
lines of communication, and establishing a 
lodgment for follow-on introduction of coali
tion forces. In recognition of our amphibious 
capability, Iraqi deployed ro-a<>,000 personnel 
along Kuwait's coastal region with the pri
mary mission of establishing a defense in 
depth against a possible landing. Addition
ally, the beaches were mined extensively. 

Within this scenario, the advantages of
fered by an MV-22/CH-53E force compared 
against an equal-lift CH-46/CH-53D force in a 
vertical amphibious assault are examined. 
The speed, load, and range capabilities of the 
MV-22 combine to provide an overwhelming 
advantage. For example, in order to land Ma
rine expeditionary force (MEF) assault ele
ments within 90 minutes (considered mini
mum acceptable time) in a landing zone 20 
nautical miles inland, a CH-46E/CH-53E force 
would have to launch from a point no farther 
than 25 nautical miles offshore. Given the 
same scenario, an MV-22/CH-53E force could 
launch at 75 nautical miles offshore, fly 20 
nautical miles inland, and still make the 90-
minute time requirement. The map in Figure 
6 depicts just how dramatic this range capa
bility is in relation to the Persian Gulf and 
illustrates several salient points: 

The upper Persian Gulf is a relatively 
small and very shallow body of water, stud
ded with oil rig platforms, which effectively 
compress ATF maneuver room. With the ex
ception of a deep water ship channel leading 
into Kuwait harbor, the Gulf contains unac
ceptably shallow water, filled with antiship 
mines extending from about 10 nautical 
miles to 30 nautical miles offshore. Because 
of water depth limitations, the only possible 
launch point available to the CH-46 force at 
25 nautical miles is in the middle of the 
channel leading to Kuwait port facilities. 
This would almost completely eliminate ma
neuver room and would place portions of the 
task force about 12 nautical miles offshore 
and within range of long-range artillery fire. 

[Figures 6-8 not reproducible for the 
RECORD.] 

General performance factors 

Cruising speed (KlS) ........................................ . 
Combat radius (NM) ........................................ .. 
Payload (pounds) .............................................. . 
Troop lift (USMC) .............................................. . 
HMMWV list (external) ..................................... .. 
Maintainability (MMHIFH) ................................. . 
Combat survivability (ratio) ............................. . 

CH-46E 

125 
70 

4,400 
16-18 

0 
22 
1 

MV-22 

250 
1400 

10,000 
24 
I 

11 
3 

1 Notional combat radius and other figull!s based on Burdeshaw Associ
ates Ltd. study, How Well Would the V-22 Tilrotor Meet Tomonow's Needs: 
An Analysis of the V-22's Potential in Saudi Arabia. 15 February 1991. 

The map demonstrates the advantage in
herent in the MV-22 force's capability of 
launching at 75 nautical miles. The ATF 
would clearly be beyond line of sight from 
the Iraqi coastline and in water deep enough 
to maneuver with reasonable safety. If the 
AFT were to move in to a 50 nautical miles 
launch point, as shown in Figure 7, it would 
still be comfortably within the distance 
needed for an over-the-horizon operation and 
yet maintain maneuver room. 

In summary, the MV-22's greater speed, 
range, and lift capacity would have opened 
up most of Kuwait and southern Iraq to the 
vertical envelopment arm of amphibious ex
ploitation without appreciably hazarding the 
fleet. These increased capabilities would se
riously have complicated Iraq's defensive ar
rangements. Instead of concentrating only 
on a coastal band about 20 miles wide, the 
Iraqis would, of necessity, have had to face 
the prospect of contending with landings 
practically the length and breadth of Kuwait 
and the southern portion of their own home
land as well. In fairness, it must be said that 
the CH-46 force could have reached into Ku
wait and undoubtedly was prepared to do so, 
but, as the map shows, only about half as far 
as the MV-22 could have and at considerably 
greater risk to the AFT. 

THE TRAP MISSION 

Unfortunately the air-to-ground phase of 
Desert Storm provided several opportunities 
to exercise the TRAP mission to recover 
downed aircrewmen. Many efforts were suc
cessful; some, however, were not. At least 
some of these unsuccessful rescue attempts, 
and some that were not attempted, were due 
to the large distance between the downed 
aircrew and friendly lines. Figure 8 below 
shows the vastness of the Desert Storm area 
and the disposition of potential targets. 

Given the assets that were available, the 
probability of successful search and rescue 
within the majority of the area was severely 
limited. During recent testimony to the Sen
ate Armed Services Committee, Army Gen. 
Carl Stiner stated, "Special Operations 
forces assigned to rescue American aircrews 
shot down inside Iraq quickly came face-to
face with the limitations of their heli
copters." 

Compared to the current force of CH-46/ 
CH-53s, the MV-22 would have provided a sig
nificantly greater probability of rescuing 
and returning downed aircrew with the least 
possible risk to aircraft as a result of its in
herent range, speed, and survivability capa
bilities. The increased range advantage al
most doubles the area of coverage to include 
all of Iraq. The MV-22 range capability is 
such that after picking up the downed air
crew, it could continue unrefueled into Tur
key, further enhancing survivability. When 
the increased speed of the aircraft, 275 knots, 
is added to the increased range, the advan
tage of the MV-22s becomes overwhelming. 
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FIGURE 9.-SOF MISSION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

CH-53 CV-22 

Un refueled radius .............. 325 ................... 1 520 (Covers 9/10 of 

Speed ................................. 125 ................... 25~r(~rmits total mission 

Time .......... ........................ . 
Hover out of ground effect 

(Hoge)2. 
Survivability: 

Small arms .............. . 
Missile ...................... . 

NighVall weather/terrain 
followin1. 

Maximum altitude (transit) 

at night). 
7.08 .................. 3.54. 
No ..................... Yes. 

.......................... Advantage. 

t:iiiiiied··::::::::::::: ~:~ntage. 
10,000 feet ...... 25,000 feet. 

•Based on CV-22's fuel configuration, which is specifically tailored to 
special operations missions. 

2 Based on 855 nautical miles, hover at midpoint, exfiltrating one special 
forces team with equipment (12 personnel 4,000 pounds), with midpoint 
hover conditions, 4,000 feet, +40C. 

Additionally, considering the emphasis 
during Desert Storm on night tactical air op
erations, the probability of a single sortie 
being shot down at night would be lessened 
as a result of the cover of darkness. However, 
the frequency of night downings would prob
ably have increased simply because of the 
massive number of night sorties that could 
have been flown. Thus, the night adverse 
weather capability of the MV-22 would have 
significantly enhanced the aircraft's ability 
to effect successful rescues at night, thereby 
further enhancing survivability of the mis
sion. 

THE SPECIAL OPERATIONS CAPABLE (SOC) 
MISSION 

The MV-22 is ideally suited to the special 
operations mission. Its speed, range, and ma
neuverability allow a commander to attempt 
missions with reasonable certainty of suc
cess that he would otherwise reject out of 
hand. When Iraq is examined with respect to 
distances, terrain, and the threat one is like
ly to encounter, it is evident that SOC mis
sions previously regarded as "not possible," 
become quite practical. On SOC missions, 
such as hostage rescue, special reconnais
sance, airfield seizure, and direct action mis
sions against such targets as SCUD sites, in
creased capability means increased odds for 
success. In many cases, helicopters simply 
could not meet the vital requirements for 

. range, speed, survivability, hover power, and 
transit altitude. Additionally, SOC forces 
prefer to execute missions under cover of 
darkness because of the clandestine nature 
of most of their operations. 

Therefore, it becomes very important to 
mission success to have vertical lift capabil
ity that has sufficient speed to infiltrate, ac
complish the objective, and exfiltrate in a 
relative short period. This allows the entire 
mission to be conducted with surprise and 
stealth under cover of darkness. For in
stance, to operate against some key targets 
north of Baghdad would require helicopter
borne forces over six hours of transit time 
from northern Saudi Arabia to north of 
Baghdad and return again. The MV-22 could 
perform the same mission in half the time 
(see Figure 9). 

As an example, if the 855 nautical miles 
mission depicted in Figure 9 were done by a 
CH-53 helicopter, it would require some fly
ing during daylight and a forward area re
fueling point/or numerous air refuelings, to 
complete the mission-all additional risk 
factors that raise the odds against a success
ful operation. The MV-22, on the other hand, 
would require only two nighttime refuelings 
over friendly Saudi territory and under the 
cover of darkness to compete the same mis
sion. 

THE MEDEVAC ROLE 

The time elapsed between injury and arriv
al at appropriate medical facilities has been 

proven to be directly linked to the mortality 
rate. The speed advantage of the MV-22 
alone is significant enough to save lives. 
During Desert Storm, if allied forces had ex
perienced the extensive casualty rate pre
dicted by some, medical facilities in north
ern Saudi Arabia would have quickly filled 
to capacity. The range advantage of the MV-
22 would have permitted evacuation from 
frontline aid stations directly to medical fa
cilities in central Saudi Arabia or hospital 
ships in the region. 
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SURVEY OPERATIONS 

Had Iraq utilized chemical and biological 
weapons as it had threatened to do, a fast, 
responsive, accurate chemical and biological 
survey to determine areas contaminated and 
the degree of contamination would have been 
of utmost importance. Currently, such sur
veys are done by both air and ground vehi
cles. Both not only require special monitor
ing equipment, but also that the individuals 
and equipment conducting the surveys be 
protected individually, since current heli
copters and not sealed against agent pene
tration. The aircraft itself will become con
taminated inside and out and will be a haz
ard until decontaminated-a difficult and 
dangerous task. The MV-22, however, has 
built-in chemical and biological protection 
systems, which could have accomplished 
these surveys faster and with considerably 
more safety than other helicopters. More im
portant, the MV-22 would receive only sur
face contamination, which is easily and safe
ly removed. The aircraft's interior, all its 
critical components, the crew and its pas
sengers are all located inside the aircraft, 
which is sealed against nuclear, biological, 
and chemical (NBC) agent penetration. 

HIGH-SPEED RESUPPLY 

During Desert Storm, planned use of high
tech components, weapons, and ammunition 
would have provided coalition forces a sig
nificant advantage if major resistance had 
materialized. Not only would such items 
likely have been consumed rapidly and in 
large quantities, but the distances over 
which resupply would have had to have been 
transported were vast and availability of 
high-grade surface transportation systems 
scarce. Large quantities of missiles, fire con
trol, night vision, and other high-tech equip
ment would have been used on a daily basis. 
Since all these items were in short supply 
and relatively fragile, normal truck trans
portation systems would have proven inad
equate or unable to meet time requirements. 
The ability of the MV-22 to fly long dis
tances at high speed and then land vertically 
in close proximity front-line units would 
have made it the ideal aircraft for the rapid 
resupply mission. 

INSERTION OF A BLOCKING FORCE 

The reduced sound footprint that the MV-
22 brings to the battlefield offers the maneu
ver warfare commander opportunities that 
are not currently in existence with any other 
transport platform in the present force. The 
resultant advantages offer the potential of 
expanding the battlefield, gaining decisive 
surprise, and maintaining momentum be
yond the enemy's ability to cope. The capa
bilities of the MV-22 in this regard limit the 
opportunities for maneuver warfare only to 
the imagination of the commander. 

If the MV-22 had been available for the CH-
46E/CH-53D, and UH--60 missions in Desert 
Shield/Storm, it would have enormously im
proved deployment flexibility, reduced de
ployment costs, and significantly reduced 
the time for Marine and Army aviation units 
to become combat-ready once in-country. 

During Desert Shield/Storm, in every oper
ational employment scenario considered, the 
MV-22, in concert with other helicopter and 
fixed wing assets, would have provided a 
quantum increase in balanced force effec
tiveness. The war-fighting advantages of the 
MV-22, with its significant increase in range, 
speed, and survivability, would have been a 
significant force multiplier. It would have 
added a whole new dimension to existing 
SOC capabilities and could have rescued 
downed aircrew twice as fast, with a higher 
probability of success, than any existing air
craft. Overall, the margin of superiority that 
the MV-22 could have provided in force ma
neuverability and support is something com
manders through the ages have attempted to 
achieve. The bottom line is simple: The MV-
22 Osprey will reduce risk, expand the battle
field, and save lives. 

CONGRESSIONAL CALL TO 
CONSCIENCE 

Mr. WOFFORD. Mr. President, I am 
proud to participate in the Congres
sional Call to Conscience by drawing 
my colleagues' attention to the plight 
of Iosif Dimant-one of the hundreds of 
Soviet Jews who is denied the right to 
live in freedom with his family in Is
rael. 

The Soviet Union has come a very 
long way in granting freedom to Soviet 
Jews. Yet it has a way to go. Over 600 
documented cases of individuals who 
are denied exit remain, as well as an 
estimated several thousand undocu
mented cases. 

Iosif Dimant is one such case. Iosif is 
an engineer who lives in Chenovtsky. 
His application to leave the Soviet 
Union to join his wife Zinaida in Israel 
has been denied on security grounds. 
Soviet officials tell Iosif that his serv
ice in the Soviet military exposed him 
to secrets that cannot leave the Soviet 
Union. The continued use of the tired 
excuse of state secrets shows how far 
the Soviet Union has still to go before 
it lives up to the promise of glasnost. 

Despite dramatic changes in the So
viet Union, the issue of refuseniks still 
exists-proving that the Soviet Union 
has yet to learn that an open society 
can only be built on a foundation of re
spect for the rights of each individual. 
Political and economic upheaval must 
be accompanied by the unequivocal af
firmation of human rights. 

For 15 years, the Congressional Call 
to Conscience has put a spotlight on 
the plight of thousands of Soviet 
Jews-one individual at a time. We will 
continue as long as people are denied 
the basic human right of free emigra
tion. 

TERRY ANDERSON 
Mr. MOYNIBAN. Mr. President, I rise 

to inform my colleagues that today 
marks the 2,386th day that Terry An
derson has been held captive in Leb
anon. 

And I note that former hostage John 
McCarthy-held for a time with Terry 
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Anderson and Thomas Sutherland-has 
offered the first public reflections on 
his captivity. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Associated 
Press report of his remarks be printed 
in the RECORD at this time. 

There being no objection, the report 
was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

[From the Associated Press, Sept. 27, 1991] 
MCCARTHY SALUTES STRENGTH OF HOSTAGES 

LONDON.-John McCarthy says the 
strength of his fellow hostages helped him 
through more than five years of captivity in 
Lebanon and supports him still. 

"These are all men of real merit," McCar
thy said of the hostages he was held with: 
Brian Keenan, Terry Anderson, Thomas 
Sutherland, and Terry Waite. 

"I realize how lucky and privileged I was 
to share their ordeal. Their strength contin
ues to support me now." 

McCarthy, who was released on Aug. 8, 
made his first lengthy public comments this 
week about his 5-year ordeal. 

In a series of interviews with newspapers 
and Britain's two television networks, 
McCarthy, 34, was joined by Jill Morrell, 33, 
who led a campaign to keep his case in the 
public eye. Both turned aside questions 
about whether they intended to marry. 

McCarthy said he was imprisoned longest 
with Brian Keenan, the native of Belfast, 
Northern Ireland, who was released in 1990. 
"He was the rock on which I built my sur
vival and I always missed his dear presence," 
McCarthy said. 

McCarthy and Keenan later were held with 
Anderson and Sutherland. The two Ameri
cans had a radio and gave McCarthy the 
news that his mother had died. 

"As I got to know Anderson and Suther
land again I realized that I had found two 
new right arms. They gave me a new and 
very great support," McCarthy said. 

Anderson, the chief Middle East cor
respondent for The Associated Press, is the 
longest-held hostage. He was kidnapped 
March 16, 1985. 

Waite, a Church of England envoy, was the 
last to join the group, just before Christmas 
last year, McCarthy said. 

"Terry had been kept alone for almost four 
years, yet within a few hours he was chat
ting away as if that huge chasm had never 
existed," said McCarthy. 

After a serious attack of asthma, Waite 
had "returned to form and kept us enter
tained with tales of his life and experiences 
around the world." 

"Days and weeks would pass without note. 
But I did find that if I slept during an after
noon I would often awake, terrified of the 
time years and months that I had lost, in 
which nothing had been achieved," he said. 

"A hostage doesn't relax. Apart from the 
obvious questions forever on one's mind * * * 
there are more immediate tensions. 

"I was always apprehensive about moving 
to a new location as the moves were trau
matic. I slept badly. At whatever time the 
lights went out, it always took me two or 
three hours to relax and restore a sense of 
proportion and hope before I could go to 
sleep." 

He said he felt no bitterness toward his 
captors. 

"A long time ago one came to terms with 
the fact that the people who were holding us 
were doing what they thought was the right 
thing what they believed in," he said. 

The hostages filled the time with cards, in
vented games and endless conversations, he 
said. 

"We used to make plans, just enormous 
and wild plans particularly Brian Keenan 
would come up with enormous schemes that 
he would insist that we discuss for days on 
end," such as Keenan's scheme for starting a 
yak farm in Patagonia. 

"We know nothing about yaks nor Pata
gonia, but this didn't really seem to matter 
at the time. You know, we make it up as we 
go along, and discuss possible problems, and 
figure them out when we get to Patagonia," 
McCarthy said. 

"The days of despair were fairly short
lived. I might go up and down a few times in 
a day, but it didn't stretch over many hours 
or something like days, so that one might be 
up a little and then down a little, but it kind 
of evened out. We all watched each other, ob
viously, to how it was going, to try to jolly 
someone along." 

McCarthy said he kept a newspaper picture 
of Ms. Morrell in his cell. 

"You can see we are here together today 
and we're taking it very slowly and I think 
that's the only way to do it. We're just two 
normal people getting to know each other 
again. It's going very nicely." McCarthy 
said. 

Earlier this week, Britton Jack Mann, 77, 
was released. He was kidnapped in Beirut in 
1989. 

At least nine Westerners are still missing 
in Lebanon five Americans, a Briton, two 
Germans and an Italian. In addition, British 
officials says Alec Collett is presumed dead 
following claims he was killed in 1986 in re
taliation for British complicity in U.S. 
bombing raids on Libya. 

JUDGE CLARENCE THOMAS 
NOMINATION 

Mr. DECONCINI. Mr. President, I rise 
to share with my colleagues the state
ment I made before the Senate Judici
ary Committee today regarding my 
reasons for supporting the nomination 
of Judge Clarence Thomas to be an As
sociate Justice of the United States 
Supreme Court. The following is the 
text of my remarks: 

I would like to first commend the chair
man for his stewardship in these hearings. 
Once again, he has conducted the hearings in 
a fair manner with respect to both parties, 
the nominee and the witnesses. 

The hearings are an exhausting process, 
but essential. During the hearings we have 
heard detractors of the process harken back 
for the days when nominees were not ques
tioned by the Senate. I disagree with that 
notion. Five days of insight into a nominee 
is a small price to pay for someone who will 
spend the next 40 years interpreting the Con
stitution. The Senate and the American pub
lic have a right to know a nominee's judicial 
philosophy, and quite frankly, many of my 
concerns regarding Judge Thomas were only 
alleviated through his hearing testimony 
and his answers to our questions. 

Many of my colleagues believe that Judge 
Thomas was less than candid to several di
rect questions. I do not quarrel with their 
right to ask those questions, and I recognize 
their frustration with the process, but I 
found Judge Thomas forthcoming on several 
issues. And I believe that his testimony re
vealed his judicial philosophy. 

No doubt, there are improvements to be 
made in the process. But we must remember 
that we have made considerable advance
ments from prior nomination hearings. It 

was not too long ago when Senator SPECTER 
and I were in the process of draning a resolu
tion concerning the issue of nonresponsive 
judicial nominees before this committee. 

As we all know, voting upon a nominee to 
the Supreme Court entails a difficult, per
sonal decision. For this particular nomina
tion, I must admit, I struggled in making my 
decision. 

I began my consideration of Judge Thom
as' nomination with the presumption that 
the President's nominee to office should be 
confirmed. During the August recess, I read 
extensively from Judge Thomas' writings, 
speeches, and judicial decisions. I reviewed 
his record at the Equal Employment Oppor
tunity Commission [EEOC] and at the De
partment of Education. I read analyses of his 
record prepared by opponents and pro
ponents. I talked to my constituents in Ari
zona. 

And a~er this preparation, I was le~ with 
a number of concerns about Judge Thomas. I 
knew these concerns could only be resolved 
through the hearings. After 5 days of testi
mony by Judge Thomas and hearing from 
over 90 witnesses, I came to the conclusion 
that I could support Judge Thomas. 

Over the past few weeks, we have heard 
from various reputable groups and individ
uals who oppose the nomination of Judge 
Thomas, including national groups rep
resenting the interests of women, African
Americans, Hispanics, and the elderly. I do 
believe that the opponents of Judge Thomas 
had a right to be concerned about his nomi
nation. Over the years Judge Thomas has 
written articles and delivered numerous 
speeches criticizing landmark decisions of 
the court, rebuking Congress, and ridiculing 
the civil rights community. 

His positions on natural law and the right 
to privacy as well as his praise of the views 
of Thomas Sowell raised serious questions in 
this Senator's mind. 

I have not discounted the controversy of 
Judge Thomas' tenure at EEOC. He and I 
have had our differences regarding EEOC's 
treatment of the claims of Hispanics and the 
elderly during his tenure. I made this clear 
to him both at his court of appeals hearing 
and these hearings. I was not happy with the 
results at EEOC during his tenure. But I do 
believe that Judge Thomas acted within his 
official capacity and was earnest in his ef
forts. 

In making my decision to support Judge 
Thomas, I balanced several important fac
tors against Judge Thomas' prior record, 
statements, and writings. Judge Thomas has 
shown a capacity for growth, an understand
ing of the role of the judiciary, and an abil
ity to divorce his prior duties with that role. 
I also believe that his controversial writings 
and his tenure at EEOC must be weighed 
against his commendable work on the court 
of appeals. Most importantly, Judge Thomas 
has shown that he will be a jurist who will 
not impose his agenda on the court. 

More so than even Justice Souter, Judge 
Thomas supported heightened scrutiny for 
discrimination against women. I was very 
encouraged to hear him say that he believed 
that the court should be willing to apply 
even greater scrutiny to gender discrimina
tion. 

Unlike Judge Bork, he assured the com
mittee that he did recognize an 
unenumerated right to privacy in the Con
stitution; some of my colleagues would have 
like to have heard a more direct application 
of this right. Considerable emphasis has been 
placed upon Judge Thomas' position regard
ing abortion. Members of this committee 
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have strong views on this issue. I, too, have 
strong views on this issue. The right of a 
woman to choose an abortion is one of the 
most passionate and divisive issues facing 
our Nation, today. However, whoever ascends 
to the court will also confront the fundamen
tal issues of tomorrow. Therefore, my vote 
on a judicial nominee will never turn on one 
issue. 

Drawing from a remarkable life story. 
Judge Thomas will bring a perspective to the 
court that it is surely lacking. His story is 
one of courage-a. story of an individual who 
has risen from the indignity and pain of seg
regation and poverty to be considered for the 
highest court in the land. If confirmed, I 
hope that Judge Thomas will continue to re
call his humble background and draw upon 
it. 

But Judge Thomas' personal success story 
does not alone qualify him for the Supreme 
Court. Instead, I believe that he has the 
strength of character, diverse experience, in
tellectual ability, integrity, and judicial 
temperament to succeed on the court. I be
lieve that he is an independent thinker be
holding to no particular cause. 

Judge Thomas would not have been my 
choice to be on the Supreme Court. I do not 
agree with President Bush that he is the 
most qualified candidate for the position. 
But the Senate should not superimpose its 
choice in the role of advice and consent. 

If confirmed, Judge Thomas will be ma.k
ing some of the most important decisions for 
this country for decades into the future. I 
will not agree with all of his conclusions. 
But it is my belief that, in reaching those 
conclusions, Judge Thomas will exercise ju
dicial restraint. By voting in favor of a 
nominee to the Supreme Court, we express 
our trust that the nominee will exercise the 
immense powers of that position, judi
ciously. I believe that Clarence Thomas will 
not compromise that trust. 

HEALTH CARE 
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, yester

day my colleague from the State of Ar
izona spoke on the issue of heal th care. 
In his statement he called for a "dialog 
with the American people" over these
rious problems facing our Nation's 
health care system in order to avoid an 
experience similar to the Medicare Cat
astrophic Coverage Act experience. My 
response to my colleague is "where has 
he been?" 

There is a very lively dialog on our 
Nation's health care system going on 
across the country as we speak. Ameri
cans are discussing heal th care in town 
hall meetings, in coffee shops, at the 
bargaining table, in medical associa
tion publications, at agricultural meet
ings, just about everywhere you go. I 
have heard the discussion repeatedly in 
Nebraska over the past several years. 

Heal th care is becoming a regular 
topic in the media. The Center for 
Media and Public Affairs reports that 
the number of nightly news stories on 
health care on the three major net
works has nearly doubled in the last 
year. The polls document the extent of 
this dialog. The Harris polls have indi
cated that 89 percent of Americans 
think fundamental change or complete 
restructuring of our heal th care system 

is necessary. Recent Los Angeles Times 
and Gallup polls show that over 72 per
cent of Americans want some form of 
national health insurance. 

Yesterday's New York Times de
scribed the source of some this concern 
as it outlined some health care prob
lems plaguing a growing number of 
Americans. According to polls, 62 per
cent of Americans are not satisfied 
with the costs of health care and the 
vast majority of American households 
have experienced the impact of rising 
costs directly through job lock-an in
creasingly common phrase used to de
scribe persons who are locked into a 
job because of health insurance cov
erage-reductions in benefits or in
creases in out-of-pocket costs. The im
pact this has on workers, and subse
quently, our Nation's productivity, is 
extremely disturbing as they see wage 
and salary increases eaten up by health 
or stay in jobs instead of seeking out 
better jobs or more training, on work
ers is extremely disturbing. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the text of the New York 
Times article be printed in the RECORD 
following my comments. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

(See exhibition 1.) 
Mr. KERREY. I don't know where the 

Senator from Arizona has been, but 
Americans are engaged in a dialog on 
health care that will only grow more 
intense as problems with our current 
system worsen. It will intensify as 
Americans increasingly realize that 
they ultimately bear the costs of our 
health care system. It will intensify as 
more American families experience 
first hand how health care crowds out 
wage and salary increases, impairs 
their standard of living, and puts the 
fear of financial ruin resulting from a 
serious illness into their hearts. It will 
intensify as more American businesses 
see their heal th care spending as a 
ratio of after-tax profits rising above 
the 100-percent mark. It will intensify 
as Americans realize that over one
third of every dollar of growth in our 
economy goes to health care and what 
this means for spending on other im
portant social programs, education and 
other important needs. 

The current debate is not "son-of
catastrophic," as implied by my col
league, although the impact of rapidly 
rising heal th care costs is catastrophic 
to many sectors of our society. 

The Senator commented on several 
aspects of the Health USA proposal I 
have introduced in the Senate. He 
states that a national system would 
make health care more political, bu
reaucratic, wasteful, and unrelated to 
need. I would ask the Senator how he 
would characterize our current health 
care system? I, along with many oth
ers, would define it as fragmented. It is 
increasingly unable to provide what 
Americans want and increasingly un-

able to meet the needs of a growing 
number of Americans. 

Health USA would crate a true 
health care system-integrated, logical 
and available to all Americans. HUSA 
does not hand the health care system 
over the Federal Government. Health 
USA proposes that the Federal Govern
ment do what it does best-collecting 
funds-and what it must do to create 
an equitable system across States-es
tablish Federal guidelines for benefits 
and programs. It leaves the delivery of 
health care where it belongs-in the 
private sector and encourages competi
tion among private and public health 
plans. 

Health USA simplifies our current 
health care system. It establishes a 
comprehensive benefit package and 
eliminates the connection between em
ployment and health care simplifying 
the system for individuals, providers, 
and employers. 

Health USA controls health care 
costs directly, which means that, in 
doing so, Americans will pay less for 
health care an get more. Health USA 
creates a budgeted system that pro
vides financial incentives to health 
plans, doctors, hospitals, and individ
uals to control costs, and it places 
them at financial risk for ensuring 
that care is provided appropriately and 
efficiently. By doing so, Health USA 
changes the rules of the heal th care 
marketplace to promote and encourage 
efficiency and effectiveness-as op
posed to our current financing system 
which has built-in incentives to pro
vide more and more care and shift 
costs and risks among different payers. 

By changing the incentives in the 
system, Health USA will cover all 
Americans for a comprehensive pack
age of benefits, provide the elderly and 
disabled with much needed long-term 
care services-all for $11 billion less 
than we are currently spending on 
health care. Over 5 years, Health USA 
will save the United States over $150 
billion in health care spending. 

My colleague states that Health USA 
will "enshrine the status quo" and dis
courage innovation. On the contrary, 
Heal th USA would infuse the American 
health care system with strong mo
tives to develop and improve organized 
delivery systems. Systems that would 
be very beneficial to the health care of 
Americans. 

Senator MCCAIN does spell out sev
eral options for reform that might ad
dress certain aspects of the pro bl ems in 
our health care system in the short 
term. There might be some merit in 
some of these of incremental reforms. 
These proposals, like Health USA, need 
to be put out to the public for debate 
and discussion. In any case, I do not 
know which crystal ball my colleague 
from Arizona is gazing into, but it is 
definitely not the one that most are 
looking into at the moment on our 
health care system. Americans are 
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ready for reform. I have heard this in 
Nebraska and I know it can be heard 
elsewhere as well. 

ExHIBIT 1 

HEALTH BENEFITS FOUND TO DETER JOB 
SWITCHING 

(By Erik Eckholm) 
Three in 10 Americans say they or someone 

in their household have at some time stayed 
in a job they wanted to leave mainly to keep 
the health benefits, according to a New York 
Times/CBS News Poll. The survey provides 
some of the strongest evidence yet of perva
sive concern about the costs of medical in
surance and care. 

The phenomenon becoming known around 
the country as "job lock" was most preva
lent in middle-income households, suggest
ing the rising potency of health care as a po
litical issue. 

Half the people say the nation's health 
care system needs fundamental changes and 
another 40 percent go even further, saying it 
must be completely rebuilt, the survey 
found. 

OPENING FOR DEMOCRATS 

And, in a striking sign of widespread inse
curity, 29 percent of Americans said they or 
a family member had lacked health insur
ance at least temporarily during the past 
year, although only 1 in 10 said a family 
member was uninsured at the time of the 
poll. 

Health care offers the Democratic Party a 
major chance for political gain, the poll indi
cates. A substantial majority of people from 
all income groups, education levels and geo
graphic regions, including even 51 percent of 
people who identify themselves as Repub
licans, disapprove of the way President Bush 
is handling the problem of affordable health 
care. The Democrats are seen as more likely 
than Republicans to come up with an an
swer. 

But the Democrats have not yet been able 
to capitalize significantly on that dis
content, the survey and followup interviews 
with voters suggest. 

"I think there are ears out there ready to 
hear about this," said Jeanette Willert, a 50-
year-old high school teacher in Amherst, 
N.Y., who considers herself a political inde
pendent, in an interview after the poll was 
completed. "But it seems like the Democrats 
are torn asunder and don't know what to 
make issues of." 

While there is broad support for requiring 
employers to offer health insurance, an ap
proach now being pursued by some Congres
sional Democrats, the poll results suggest 
that many people feel more committed to 
the idea of sweeping change in the health 
system than to any particular approach. 

In followup interviews, many people were 
confused or wary about some of the possible 
solutions and some who sharply criticized 
President Bush's handling of medical care 
said they would probably vote for him any
way. 

While 8 in 10 people say that candidates' 
positions on health care will have an impor
tant effect on how they vote in the next 
Presidential election, few make it a litmus 
test, suggesting that President Bush may 
not pay a heavy price for his failure, up to 
now, to propose any major changes in the 
heal th system. 

EXCEEDS ABORTION AS CONCERN 

Still, the health system may exceed abor
tion as an electoral concern. More people, 82 
percent of those questioned, said their vote 
would be influenced by candidates' positions 

on health care than the 63 percent who said 
it would be influenced by abortion. 

In the survey, 1,430 adults nationwide were 
interviewed by telephone Aug. 18 to 22. The 
results have a margin of sampling error of 
plus or minus 3 percentage points. The find
ings, while generally consistent with those 
of other surveys over the last decade, indi
cate progressively greater public fears about 
rising medical costs and the availability of 
health insurance. 

"Medical costs are getting so expensive 
that even a working person can get in trou
ble," said Flora Ellen Bryant of Detroit, who 
is 44 and a nurse. "You look at other coun
tries that are far less wealthy than us and 
their people are more secure. It just doesn't 
make any sense." 

John E. Foote, a 44-year-old mechanic in 
Peoria, Ill., said: "You can't keep having 
costs go up 15, 20 percent a year and have a 
company or work force be able to partici
pate. Eventually the top's going to blow. 

"We need a national health program that's 
different from what we have now. But I just 
don't know what it is." 

Four of five people agreed with the state
ment that "because of rising health care 
costs we are headed toward a crisis in the 
health care system," a view shared across in
come and education levels and throughout 
the country. High doctor and hospital fees, 
and inadequate access to insurance or care 
for the elderly and the poor were most often 
cited as the crucial problems. 

But most people, the survey found, are sat
isfied with the quality of their own medical 
care, though not the cost. 

One in 10 of those interviewed said they or 
others in the household lacked health insur
ance at the time of the survey. The Federal 
Government estimates that a larger number, 
about 1 in 7 Americans, lack insurance at 
any given time, and the new poll was not de
signed to estimate precisely the number of 
uninsured adults and children. 

34 MILLION WITHOUT INSURANCE 

Over the last several years, with health in
surance costs rapidly rising, more small 
businesses have been unable to offer health 
benefits, experts say, adding to the unin
sured, now estimated at about 34 m111ion 
Americans. The very poor are often covered 
by Medicaid, a Federal-state program, while 
the elderly and handicapped are covered by 
the Federal Medicare program; most of the 
uninsured are workers with lower-paying 
jobs and their families. 

In addition, many employers have cut back 
on health benefits or required employees to 
pay more, something that close to half the 
survey respondents said had happened to 
them or someone in their household. 

As more middle-income people face insecu
rity about their medical care, Congress has 
begun to address the heal th system. Leading 
Democrats have put forth a plan, to be de
bated in the coming year, that would require 
employers to offer health coverage. Presi
dent Bush has announced no major initia
tives and Administration officials have ar
gued against drastic change. 

SUPPORT FOR DEMOCRATIC PLAN 

The survey found wide public support for 
the Democratic leaders' approach, but a 
strong minority would go further, favoring a 
total government takover of health financ
ing. 

Fifty-seven percent of the people said the 
government should require companies to pro
vide health insurance to all their workers, 
rather than leave it up to individual compa
nies. This is the crux of the Democratic plan, 

which would build on the existing system of 
private insurance but place new burdens on 
many small businesses, which oppose the ai>
proach. 

At the same time, 54 percent said they 
favor national health insurance, in which the 
Government rather than private insurers 
would pay for most medical care with tax 
money. But 35 percent of the respondents ex
pressed approval of each of the two ai>
proaches, despite the differences. 

Expressing a common ambivalence, James 
Bonander, a 34-year-old auto mechanic in 
Santa Clara, Calif., said a national health 
plan "would be nice to see." But he added, "I 
don't know if the government could handle 
it." 

When asked to choose between the two ai>
proaches-required employer insurance, with 
government filling in any gaps, or govern
ment-run national health insurance-a clear 
majority, 59 percent to 31 percent, said they 
preferred the employer-based approach. 

A third way to reorganize the system, fa
vored by some free-market advocates, would 
require individuals to buy their own insur
ance, with tax incentives related to income. 
Half the public said this would be an im
provement over the current system. 

But 1 in 5 five people said all three ai>
proaches would be better than the status 
quo, perhaps another indication of above all, 
a deep desire for change. 

Politically palatable answers to the cost 
problem may be especially elusive, the poll 
suggests. As experts and government agen
cies struggle to contain medical expendi
tures, now some 12 percent of the gross na
tional product, there has been more public 
discussion of cost-cutting measures like 
managed care and health maintenance orga
nizations, which would restrict free choice 
by patients and doctors, and of rationing by 
avoiding expensive medical procedures that 
have low benefit or chance of success. 

Despite the increased awareness of such 
cost-containment measures, or perhaps be
cause of it, the public appears more reluc
tant than ever to support some of them. Half 
the people did say they would be w111ing to 
pay a higher deductible in their insurance 
plan if that would help reduce costs. But 
only 36 percent said they would be w11ling to 
go to a clinic where they were assigned a 
doctor, a drop from 50 percent that answered 
"yes" to the same question in 1982. 

Only 34 percent said they would be w11ling 
to wait a longer time to get a doctor's ap
pointment if it would reduce the cost of 
health care, 39 percent said they would give 
up the right to sue for possible malpractice, 
and only 25 percent said they "would be wm
ing to have certain expensive treatments 
like organ transplants not be covered by 
heal th insurance." 

The notion of rationing care, it is clear, 
makes many Americans deeply uneasy. 

"You're talking about getting very prac
tical, that is to say cold-hearted, about life 
and health," said Kevin Black, a 29-year-old 
actor in New York City of proposals to re
strict costly procedures that have a low 
chance of benefit. "You'd be taking the risk 
that someone might miss a life-saving proce
dure. I tend not to like that." 

Half the respondents said they have had to 
take money from savings in order to pay for 
doctor's bills or other medical costs. One in 
5 said their household had been seriously 
hurt financially by medical bills, the same 
proportion that said that in 1982. But a grow
ing number, 39 percent compared with 32 per
cent in 1982, said they have at some time de
cided not to see a doctor for a medical prob
lem because it would have cost too much. 
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One who answered "yes" to that question 

was Larry Wayne Proctor Jr., 24, of Abbe
ville, S.C. His experience also typifies the 
spreading problem of "job lock." 

FEELING THE EFFECTS OF CLIMBING COST~ontinued 
[In percent) 

Percent of total 

48 percent worijng 
household says 
employer has cut 
health benefits or 

Less than 
$15,000 

Total 1990 household income 

$15,000 to $30,000 to 
$29,999 $50,000 

Over 
$50,000 

tation of morning business is closed at 
this time. 

ORDER OF PROCEDURE 
Mr. WffiTH. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent to address the Sen
ate for 10 minutes as if in morning 
business. 

"I stayed in a job I really didn't like be
cause of heal th insurance," Mr. Proctor said. 
Now a video store manager, he had worked in 
a textile mill until December 1989. In 1988 he 
seriously damaged his knee and needed sur
gery, which was covered by his policy at the 
mill. His doctors said he would need more 
surgery but that he should quit working at 
the mill where strenuous labor impaired re
covery. 

required employee 
to contribute more 33 45 52 53 The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 

All income groups 
agree: 

Mr. Proctor says he was reluctant to quit 
his mill job because any new health policy 
would exclude coverage of his knee as a "pre
existing condition." After months of worry 
he left anyway. Now, his leg in a brace, he is 
putting off the followup surgery as long as 
possible," "toughing it out," as he put it. 

79 percent 
health care 
system is 
headed to
ward a crisis 
because of 
rising costs . 83 77 83 77 

Based on telephone interviews conducted nationwide with 1,430 adults 
Aug. 18-22 and on a 1982 New York Times Poll. 

Job lock 

"Have you or anyone else in your 
household ever decided to stay in 
a job you wanted to leave mainly 
because you didn't want to lose 
heal th coverage?" 

Adults who said yes, by household in-
come: 

Under $15,000 .................................. . 
$15,000 to $29,999 ............................. . 
$30,000 to $50,000 ............................. . 
Over $50,000 .................................... . 

Percent HOUSE VOTE SHOWS CLEAR SUP
PORT FOR DRUG AND ALCOHOL 
TESTING 
Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, on 12 

occasions the Senate has approved drug 
and alcohol testing legislation for air
line pilots, railroad engineers, commer-

22 cial truck and bus drivers, subway op-
36 erators, and others who are responsible 
34 for the safety of the traveling public. 
l8 The Senate has passed this legisla-

Based on a New York Times/CBS News Poll 
Aug. 18 to 22 with 1,430 adults nationwide. 

tion three times this year-once as 
part of the highway reauthorization 

Evaluating care: 2 aspects 
Percent 

bill, once as part of the Transportation 
appropriations bill, and once as a free
standing measure. Most Americans are satisfied with 

the quality of health care avail
able to them: 

Satisfied ........................................ . 
Not satisfied .................................. . 
Don't know .............. ... ................... . 

Many are not satisfied with the cost: 
Satisfied ........................................ . 
Not satisfied .................................. . 
Don't know .................................... . 

REDUCING COSTS 
[In percent] 

To reduce costs. would you pay a higher health insur
ance deductible? 

1991 .................................................................... .. 
1982 ..................................................................... . 

Give up the right to sue for possible malpractice? 
1991 ..................................................................... . 
1982 ..................................................................... . 

Go to a clinic to see an available doctor instead of 
going to see your own private doctor? 

1991 ..................................................................... . 
1982 ..................................................................... . 

Have expensive treatments like oraan transplants not 
be covered by health insurance? 

1991 ..................................................................... . 

Willing 
lo 

52 
45 

39 
33 

36 
50 

25 

FEELING THE EFFECTS OF CLIMBING COSTS 
[In percent) 

Total 1990 household income 

Percent of total Less than $15,000 lo $30,000 to 
$15,000 $29,999 $50,000 

20 percent household 
has been seriously 
hurt by medical 
bills ...................... 31 24 17 

26 percent household 
member took one 
job rather than 
another mainly for 
health benefits ..... 22 30 31 

A few individuals in the House are 
obstructing this important legislation. 

78 These few individuals do not represent 
20 the overwhelming view of the House. 
3 This first was made clear in 1988, 

when the House voted in favor of a mo-
34 tion to instruct conferees to agree to 
62 Senate drug and alcohol testing provi-
4 sions by a margin of 377 to 27. 

Not will
ing to 

This week, the House of Representa
tives again showed that it overwhelm
ingly supports mandatory drug and al
cohol testing for safety-sensitive trans
portation workers. With a resounding 
vote of 413 to 5, the House instructed 
its conferees to agree to the Senate 

~~ drug and alcohol testing provisions in 
the fiscal year 1992 Transportation ap

~ propriations bill. 
The Senate wants a drug- and alco-

54 hol-free public transportation system. 
42 So does the House. So do the American 

people. 
62 

Over 
$50,000 

It is time drug and alcohol testing 
became law. We do not need more sub
way wrecks like the one in New York 
City in which five died. We do not need 
another rail tragedy like the one at 
Chase, MD, in which 16 died. 

I look forward to the enactment of 
this life-saving legislation. 

CONCLUSION OF MORNING 
BUSINESS 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
15 Chair would note that under the pre

vious order the period for transpor-

objection, it is so ordered. 

THE NOMINATION OF CLARENCE 
THOMAS 

Mr. WffiTH. Mr. President, thank 
you. 

Mr. President, casting a vote for a 
Supreme Court nominee is clearly one 
of the most important responsibilities 
each of us has. The ramifications to 
our society are great because placing 
someone on the Court potentially 
places them there for life. In the case 
of Clarence Thomas, this could mean 
easily 40 or more years; his impact on 
the Court would be felt for the rest of 
my life, well into my children's life
time, and significantly into the lives of 
even the next generation. 

This is as important a vote as I am 
likely to cast as a Member of this body. 

Mr. President, I met with Mr. Thom
as nearly 2 months ago. We had a very 
long and I thought extremely interest
ing discussion. Our distinguished sen
ior Senator from Missouri, joined us 
for that event. In the discussion, Mr. 
President, I found Clarence Thomas to 
personally be a very engaging individ
ual. I found his story, which has been 
repeated so often, enormously compel
ling-the story of an individual grow
ing up in that extraordinary back
ground of poverty and problems, rising 
to the point where he is now a nominee 
for the highest Court in the land. 

His is a thoroughly American and 
thoroughly wonderful story, one in 
which we all believe, and it is very 
warming to me to know that kind of a 
history can be repeated in the United 
States of the 1990's. 

However, we are not voting on that 
particular history. We are voting on 
the legal capability of this individual. 
The Senate's advice-and-consent func
tion is one of the most important 
underpinnings in our Constitution's 
balance of power. I take that role very 
seriously. 

We must not only make an independ
ent evaluation of whether the nominee 
is qualified as the best person for the 
job, or certainly among the best people 
for the job; we must also determine 
that nominee's likely impact on our 
constitutional liberties. 

This consideration is particularly im
portant when examining our past legis
lative activities. For the last several 
years we have seen an erosion of those 
liberties. Congress has been forced to 
pursue an agenda of restoration, re
storing those rights lost to Supreme 
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Court decisions that have reversed 
long-established precedent. 

Since my conversation with Mr. 
Thomas, I spent a great deal of time 
reading what he has written, and what 
has been written about him. I have had 
many conversations with diverse spec
trum of people many who have known 
him about Clarence Thomas and what 
kind of a Justice he might become per
sonally. I watched the hearings with 
great interest and I have analyzed all 
the information available to me. 

Unfortunately, I think we are now 
faced with a nominee sent to us by a 
President whose White House appears 
more interested in appointing judges, 
at all levels, skeptical of the individual 
liberties that I believe are enormously 
important. Polarization in the judici
ary is being watched by us all. 

Today, a judge's ideology is more 
critical than his or her judicial tem
perament, apparently, and judicial 
independence is being lost by Presi
dents seeking to make the highest 
Court in our land a precise and narrow 
extension of their own political views. 
The concern about legal capability is 
evaporating. 

I was very concerned in my discus
sion with Clarence Thomas three vari
ables. I will outline those very quickly. 
The first was the issue of affirmative 
action. Obviously, Clarence Thomas, as 
he pointed out himself, succeeded be
cause of support mechanisms of his 
own grandfather and the school he 
went to in the neighborhood. 

What happens if those mechanisms 
are not available? What is the role of 
the Government, what is the role of the 
rest of society for people who do not 
have the support mechanisms that he 
has had? The ones, as he so eloquently 
pointed out to me in our discussion, 
which keep an individual from the kind 
of failure that can occur? What hap
pens? 

I also discussed the issue of natural 
law, an issue which has a very elegant 
and quite remarkable intellectual his
tory in our society, in our politics, the 
Declaration of Independence, of course, 
being perhaps the most beautiful state
ment of a natural law: "We hold these 
truths to be self-evident, that all men 
are created equal * * *" It reaches 
back in a long, intellectual history of 
Western civilization. 

Unfortunately, having earlier stated 
his support for natural law, Mr. Thom
as was not prepared to discuss that. He 
was not even prepared to grope with 
that set of questions, I did not think, 
in our discussion, nor has he done that 
in the discussions with the Judiciary 
Committee. 

Finally, the issue we discussed was 
the issue of choice, of privacy, an issue 
which has come right to the top of the 
agenda in our society, and which I felt 
Mr. Thomas at least ought to frame 
the question, if not answer the Roe ver
sus Wade issue directly. His response to 

me was that he had not really thought 
about the issue. 

I did not find that at all credible, Mr. 
President. You cannot be an adult indi
vidual in the 1980's in Washington, DC, 
and you cannot be in high political of
fice, as he has been, or engaged with an 
administration where this issue is such 
a separating issue, without addressing 
the abortion issue. That simply is not 
possible. 

I also watched and listened to the 
hearings, and looked very carefully at 
a number of the precedents that he dis
cussed, or refused to discuss. I also 
found myself very concerned with his 
own refusal at the Office of Civil 
Rights to comply with a court order. 

Mr. President, overall, I find myself 
coming to the conclusion of opposing 
on the nomination of Clarence Thomas. 
I am sorry to do so, as I found him, as 
an individual, a very engaging person 
with a history that is wonderfully 
American in every way. 

I think we have to continue to look 
for absolutely the best people with the 
clearest views of these important is
sues, so when this nomination comes to 
the floor, I will vote "no." 

Mr. President, casting a vote for a 
Supreme Court nominee is one of the 
most important responsibilities of a 
Senator. The ramifications to our soci
ety are great, as placing someone on 
the Court places them there for life. In 
the case of Clarence Thomas, that 
could easily mean 40 or more years; his 
impact on the new Court would be felt 
for the rest of my life, well into my 
children's lifetime and significantly 
into the life of the even next genera
tion. This is as important a vote as I 
am likely to cast as a Member of this 
body. 

The Senate's advice and consent 
function is one of the most important 
underpinnings in our Constitution's 
balance of power and I take my role 
very seriously. We must not only make 
an independent evaluation of whether a 
nominee is qualified to sit on the 
Court, we must also determine that 
nominee's likely impact on our 
consitutional liberties. 

This consideration is particularly im
portant when examining our past legis
lative activity. For the last several 
years as we have seen an erosion of 
those liberties, Congress has been 
forced to pursue an agenda of restora
tion-restoring those rights lost to Su
preme Court decisions that have re
versed long-established precedents. 

I have had the opportunity to learn a 
great deal about Judge Thomas. Two 
months ago, we met at length and dis
cussed his ideas about the direction 
this country is headed. We talked 
about how to help a generation that 
does not have a concept of "deferred 
gratification" and what we must do so 
that they might have a stake in our so
ciety. We discussed the role that indi
vidual rights play in developing that 

sense of societal commitment and what 
removing those rights might mean to 
those who are disenfranchised. We dis
cussed natural law, affirmative action, 
and privacy. , 

It was an interesting conversation
one where I became privy to his per
sonal viewpoints and one which I will 
never forget. 

During the past few weeks, I spent 
considerable time reading what he has 
written and what has been written 
about him. I have had many conversa
tions with diverse spectrum of people-
some of whom have known Clarence 
Thomas personally-about what kind 
of Justice he might become. I watched 
the hearings with great interest. I have 
analyzed all the information available 
tome. 

His is the great American success 
story, and he tells it in an engaging 
and moving fashion. By all accounts he 
is a person of integrity, courage, and 
personal appeal. One cannot help but 
admire his personal struggle out of 
poverty and his rise in politics and the 
law. We all want to believe that his is 
a story that can be retold time and 
time again, featuring tens of thousands 
of other citizens. 

But, Mr. President, we are now faced 
with a nominee sent to us by a Presi
dent whose White House is more inter
ested in appointing judges at all levels 
skeptical of individual liberties than in 
preserving personal freedom. We are 
witnessing an increased politicization 
of the judiciary. Today a judge's ideol
ogy has become more critical than his 
or her judicial temperament or sheer 
legal competence. Judicial independ
ence is being lost as the last two ad
ministrations have sought to make the 
highest court in our land a precise and 
narrow extension of their own political 
views. 

I am convinced that the framers of 
the Constitution had this danger in 
mind when they included the Senate as 
a partner with the executive branch in 
confirming Supreme Court appoint
ments. And that is why each Senator 
must carefully examine Clarence 
Thomas: His record, his qualifications, 
and his likely impact on the lives of 
our citizens-those alive today and 
those yet to be born. 

After carefully reviewing these mat
ters, I have come to the conclusion 
that I must oppose Clarence Thomas' 
nomination to the Supreme Court. 

Clarence Thomas has a record. We 
have seen it. He has written articles on 
various subjects. We have reviewed his 
job performance in situations where he 
was to ensure that educational institu
tions and employers did not discrimi
nate. As an appellate court judge he 
has written decisions and during the 
confirmation hearings he voiced his 
opinion on several cases heard in the 
past by the Supreme Court. 

We have seen his record, and it trou
bles me deeply. 
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As Assistant Secretary for the Office 

for Civil Rights in the Department of 
Education, his responsibility was to 
carry out the laws that prohibit feder
ally supported educational institutions 
from practicing discrimination. Yet, 
when handed a court order forcing him 
to comply with requirements for proc
essing civil rights cases, he blatently 
disregarded it. He testified under oath 
that he was violating an order of the 
court. This flagrant renouncement of 
the judiciary confounds me: Is that the 
commitment to the rule of the law a 
Supreme Court justice should have? 

As Chair of the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission, Clarence 
Thomas backpedaled and contradicted 
himself on what the Commission's role 
should be in enforcing Federal laws for
bidding employment discrimination. 
By rejecting court-approved methods 
of determining discrimination and 
remedies for workplace discrimination, 
he ignored the laws he was sworn to up
hold. 

Clarence Thomas failed to inves
tigate age discrimination charges with
in the 2-year statute of limitations 
under the Age Discrimination Enforce
ment Act. His inaction left literally 
hundreds of workers with no recourse 
in the Federal courts and worse off 
than when their complaints were filed. 

Additionally, Clarence Thomas 
dropped the ball in regard to enforcing 
the law dealing with employers' obliga
tions to make pension contributions. 
In his absence of action, Congress was 
forced to intervene on behalf of our 
older Americans. When Thomas was 
implementing these new directives, he 
still sought to shortchange those af
fected. He drastically cut back enforce
ment of the Equal Pay Act, which pro
hibits gender-based differentials in jobs 
that are equal or substantially equal. 
Is this the kind of justice we are seek
ing in this country? 

In his reading of the Stotts decision, 
he was almost defiant in his refusal to 
enforce antidiscrimination laws, and he 
failed to seek goals and timetables in 
conciliation efforts and court-approved 
settlements. More importantly, he al
lowed his personal policy preferences 
to take precedence over established 
law. 

I am also deeply troubled by his lack 
of clarity on the issue of affirmative 
action programs-programs that try to 
redress the Nation's long history of ra
cial neglect and oppression. There is no 
small degree of irony in this. I am al
most certain that were it not for af
firmative action programs, this Senate 
would not be considering the nomina
tion of a fatherless child born into pov
erty from Pinpoint, GA. 

The issue that troubles me most, 
however-and the primary reason I 
cannot vote to confirm Clarence Thom
as-is his ambiguous stand on the fun
damental right to privacy and repro
ductive freedom. During the hearings, 

Clarence Thomas was anything but 
forthcoming in his views about this 
basic right in our country. It seems in
credible that in this decade, after more 
than a century of progress in defining 
and protecting individual rights, the 
Supreme Court may very well turn 
back the clock by interpreting the Bill 
of Rights to exclude something so fun
damental as a right of privacy. But 
this is precisely what we are facing, 
and precisely why it is so important to 
know how Clarence Thomas interprets 
this right. 

During his hearings, Clarence Thom
as responded to a number of questions 
on several areas of the law that are 
pending before the Supreme Court. He 
would not make clear, however, his 
views on the legal foundation for the 
fundamental right for a woman to 
make her own choices about her health 
care. 

I am profoundly disturbed by Clar
ence Thomas' endorsement of a con
stitutional protection for the natural 
right to life-supporting the argument 
that the fetus has a natural right to 
life from the moment of conception. 
Under this interpretation of the Con
stitution-which would lead to the 
overruling of Roe-States and Congress 
would be barred from keeping abortion 
legal. This is unacceptable, and Clar
ence Thomas did little to withdraw 
himself from this position-rather he 
chose to simply state that he had not 
reread the statements he had pre
viously made and could not discuss 
them. 

Testimony made it clear to me that 
Judge Thomas does not believe the 
ninth amendment protects individuals 
for unenumerated rights-including the 
right to privacy. In fact, he indicated a 
certain amount of hostility toward the 
ninth amendment and its protection of 
individual liberties by describing that 
right as an invention. The ninth 
amendment is an invention of our 
forebearers that warrants celebration
not contempt-because it supports the 
premise that citizens of this country 
should have the right to privacy. 

Legislatures are democratically 
elected bodies; by nature and composi
tion the legislative branch necessarily 
reflects the views of the majority. This 
branch of Government is often un
suited to the task of protecting the 
rights of unpopular minorities, includ
ing those who are most vulnerable in 
our society. That is why every individ
ual American has, under our Constitu
tion, the right to look to the Bill of 
Rights and the Supreme Court for ulti
mate protection against the intrusions 
of government-and that is why the de
bate about the right of privacy and the 
nomination of Clarence Thomas is so 
important to every American. 

Finally, I think it is important for 
the Supreme Court-which is, after all, 
the third coequal branch of Govern
ment-to reflect the historically di-

verse nature of our society. The Su
preme Court's deliberations on the 
great issues of the day should not be 
dominated by one narrow point of view. 
This is not to say that the Supreme 
Court should never speak unanimously. 
Rather, it is to point out that on such 
a broad question of protecting individ
ual rights and the right of privacy, it is 
disturbing to think that the highest 
court in the land could be so com
pletely imbalanced and out of step with 
the views of the society it is charged 
with protecting. 

It is not Clarence Thomas the man, 
who concerns me-it is Clarence Thom
as the Supreme Court Justice. ms con
stitutional and judicial views-not his 
personality-are what interest me. By 
refusing to address many of the issues 
of concern to me and other Members of 
the Senate, his previous statements 
and writings must be the record we 
consider today. 

I find it suspicious that Clarence 
Thomas would be willing to answer 
many questions about pending cases 
and issues likely to come before the 
Court, yet he cannot or will not answer 
critical questions about his views on 
the fundamental right of privacy. Even 
more disturbing is that he did not feel 
the need to review-after weeks of 
preparation and days of testimony-ar
ticles and reports he had written. 

Instead, he put artificial distance be
tween his work on the EEOC and his re
sponses to questions by the Judiciary 
Committee. Therefore, we are left in 
the dark as to his judicial philosophy. 

In her testimony before the Judiciary 
Committee, former Gov. Madeleine 
Kunin of Vermont noted-and I think 
accurately-that Clarence Thomas 
would like us to believe that silence 
equals impartiality-that he is a blank 
slate and only the facts of the case will 
determine how he will rule. Even 
though he was willing in the past to 
disregard decisions made by the courts 
based on his own preferences, he would 
climb up to the most important judi
cial bench in our country and not bring 
to it any of the disregard for estab
lished law that we have witnessed. Mr. 
President, I find that impossible to be
lieve. 

ms record is an indication of the di
rection Clarence Thomas would like to 
take the Court. More than 20 years ago, 
Senator THuRMOND raised the red flag 
on how dangerous that can be to our 
country by saying: 

It is my contention that the Supreme 
Court has assumed such a powerful role as a 
policymaker that the Senate must nec
essarily be concerned with the views of pro
spective Justices or Chief Justices as it re
lates to broad issues confronting the Amer
ican people and the role of the Court in deal
ing with these issues. 

Mr. President, if I had been in the 
Senate at another time in this Nation's 
history, I might have been called upon 
to vote to confirm the nomination of a 
Justice who would have upheld the 
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constitutionality of slavery as in Dred 
Scott, or the legality of segregation as 
in Plessy versus Ferguson. I would 
hope that given that opportunity, my 
judgment would have turned on a com
mitment to civil liberties and fun
damental constitutional rights. And 
just as freedom from slavery and equal
ity in public education and accom
modations were hotly debated topices 
in days past, the constitutional debate 
today is focused on basic principles 
such as privacy. 

Decisions to be made on the Supreme 
Court are too important to be left to 
vague platitudes and philosophical un
certainty. This body should not leave 
its preference for judicial equanimity, 
rather than partisan ideology, to 
chance. Regretfully, I cannot support 
Clarence Thomas' nomination. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who 
seeks recognition? 

Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, I sug
gest the absence of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The bill clerk proceeded to call the 
roll. 

Mr. COCHRAN. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

The Chair reminds the Senator that 
the period for morning business was 
scheduled to expire at this time. 

EXTENSION OF MORNING 
BUSINESS 

Mr. COCHRAN. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the time for 
morning business be extended, and that 
I may be permitted to speak for 2 min
utes as in morning business. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

SUPPORT FOR THE NOMINATION 
OF CLARENCE THOMAS 

Mr. COCHRAN. Mr. President, it is 
clear to me that Judge Clarence Thom
as is qualified and entitled to be con
firmed as an Associate Justice of the 
U.S. Supreme Court. 

It is also clear that Judge Thomas is 
unique-unique in the experiences he 
will bring to the Court, unique in his 
heritage, and also unique in his sense 
of fairness, openmindness, honesty, and 
integrity. 

He will be, I predict, an independent 
voice for reason and for justice for all 
as a member of the Supreme Court. 

I am impressed with his obvious com
petence and his determination to do 
what he feels is right, whether it is 
popular or not. His critics would say 
that doing what is right is voting the 
way they want him to vote on cases 
that will come before the Supreme 
Court. 

Clarence Thomas should be his own 
man, and he has proven that he is. He 

has also demonstrated his judicial 
competence as a member of the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the District of Co
lumbia. I am confident that he will be 
a very competent Justice of the U.S. 
Supreme Court. 

During the hearings before the Judi
ciary Committee, Judge Thomas has 
had the opportunity to tell us about 
himself, his background, his respect for 
the rule of law and the Constitution of 
the United States. 

On the basis of his personal qualities 
and his experience, I will vote for his 
confirmation. 

Mr. President, I suggest the absence 
of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The bill clerk proceeded to call the 
roll. 

Mr. SYMMS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

The Chair reminds the Senator, 
under the previous order the trans
action for morning business was sched
uled to conclude at 10:15. 

Mr. SYMMS. I ask unanimous con
sent that I be permitted to proceed for 
15 minutes as in morning business to 
speak on the Thomas nomination. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

THE NOMINATION OF CLARENCE 
THOMAS 

Mr. SYMMS. I thank the Chair. 
Mr. President, I rise this morning to 

support the nomination of Clarence 
Thomas to be an Associate Justice of 
the U.S. Supreme Court. 

As I have on the other nominations 
that have come before this Senate, I 
think the most fundamental, impor
tant reason to vote yes or no on the 
confirmation of a judge, No. 1, is 
whether or not the defendants who 
would go before that court will receive 
a very fair hearing from the justice and 
those judges who are on that court. 
That is the fundamental question that 
people should ask. 

I think it is a given that one of the 
reasons the American people voted for 
President Bush is because they wanted 
him to name people to the Supreme 
Court who were consistent with his 
own judicial philosophy. 

The fundamental reason I decided to 
support Clarence Thomas is I know 
him to be a fair person. He is an honest 
man of fine integrity, and I believe he 
will be a very fair judge and listen to 
the cases with a fair, open mind, and 
that is all we can ask for in someone 
going to this most important court. 

Judge Thomas has spent his life over
coming the obstacles of poverty and 
prejudice. His real life struggle against 
overwhelming odds which most of us 
read about but never know, his success 

against these odds is the product of 
hope, hope instilled in a young Clar
ence Thomas by his grandparents who 
taught him the value of work and by 
the nuns who taught him how to study 
and learn the gratification of achieve
ment. 

Clarence Thomas' life story, Mr. 
President, is the American dream, and 
his nomination is proof that America 
works. 

I want to mention some of his quali
fications. Judge Thomas has aleady 
been confirmed by the Senate four 
times. Not once, not twice, not three 
times. Four times he has been con
firmed by the U.S. Senate for other po
sitions. His background and qualifica
tions have been extremely reviewed. He 
has received overwhelming support for 
his appointment as a judge for the U.S. 
circuit court-he received overwhelm
ing support as a circuit court judge. 

Mr. President, the story of his child
hood spent in poverty is familiar to all 
of us. He graduated as the only black 
student in a Catholic high school and 
he went on to receive his degree from 
Yale Law School. He has an outstand
ing record as a skilled litigator, as an 
assistant to then Attorney General 
JACK DANFORTH in 1974 in the State of 
Missouri. He argued his first case be
fore the Supreme Court of Missouri 
only 3 days after being sworn into the 
Missouri bar. He practiced there for 3 
years and Robert Dowd, the presiding 
judge of the Missouri Court of Appeals, 
has said Thomas was one of the best 
prepared and most effective lawyers to 
appear before his court. 

Judge Thomas then went on to be
come legislative director for Senator 
DANFORTH, working with distinction, 
as evidenced by our colleague's unwav
ering support for Judge Thomas 
throughout the nomination process. 

I salute my colleague, Senator DAN
FORTH, for his untiring efforts on behalf 
of this very fine nominee. 

In 1981, he accepted President Rea
gan's nomination to become Assistant 
Secretary of Education for Civil 
Rights. It was with some trepidation 
that Thomas agreed to become the 
Chairman of the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission where he 
served two terms, from 1982 to 1990, 
with an outstanding record. 

And then in 1990, he was nominated 
by the President and confirmed by this 
Senate for the position on the appeals 
court where he currently serves. Judge 
Thomas' qualifications and life experi
ence will be a great asset to the Su
preme Court. His direct knowledge of 
discrimination in the years of struggle 
up from the bottom of the social-eco
nomic ladder will bring a greater depth 
of understanding, sensi ti vi ty and expe-
rience to the court. · 

Mr. President, while he was Director 
of the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission, Clarence Thomas in
creased the protection minorities re-
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ceived against employment discrimina
tion. He struggled to reduce the bar
riers to minority employment. The 
EEOC became an effective Government 
agency under Thomas' direction. In 
spite of his marked accomplishments 
in the field, he has been attacked by 
some who contend he lacks sufficient 
commitment to affirmative action. 

Mr. President, Judge Thomas' record 
at EEOC is clear and compelling with 
respect to his support for programs de
signed to ensure minorities an equal 

, opportunity for employment. 
True, he has not supported race

based quotas in employment practices 
which many of his detractors would 
prefer, but his commitment to true 
equality of opportunity in employment 
is difficult to challenge based on the 
record. 

Mr. President, in my opinion, his op
position to mandatory quotas indicates 
an understanding that quotas enforced 
in the workplace result in greater indi
vidual discrimination because of the 
public's hostility toward preferences 
for one racial group and against an
other. 

Commissioner Thomas changed the 
EEOC litigation practices from the 
Commission's previous penchant for 
class-action suits and statistical re
views to a new case-by-case review. 
This shift allowed the Commission to 
seek full relief for every victim of dis
crimination. The statistics during his 
tenure show his success. Lawsuits filed 
seeking redress for discrimination by 
the commission increased from only 195 
in 1983 to 599 in 1989. The resolutions of 
filed complaints increased from 38 per
cent to between 50 and 60 percent. 
Thomas' office obtained more than 
twice the level of damages collected 
during the Carter years. The EEOC is 
thriving now as a result of his adminis
tration. His emphasis on people over 
numbers has helped break down the 
barriers to minority employment. He 
thinks the individuals come first. 

As Pamela Talkin, Thomas' Chief of 
Staff at EEOC, wrote in an article ap
pearing in Roll Call, August 1: 

Today's EEOC is a fitting and lasting trib
ute to Clarence Thomas' vision and his un
wavering commitment to upholding the laws 
and protecting American workers. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the article written by Miss 
Talkin be printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the article 
was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

[From Roll Call, Aug. 1, 1991] 
How EEOC THR!VED DURING THOMAS' TENURE 

AS CHAIRMAN 

(By Pamela Talkin) 
The nomination of Clarence Thomas to the 

Supreme Court has evoked a great deal of 
productive and enlightened discussion. Un
fortunately, it has also resulted in the rep
etition, however innocent, of unfounded 
criticisms of his record as chairman of the 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commis
sion. 

Clarence Thomas vigorously and effec
tively enforced the laws against employment 
discrimination. I marvel at the willingness 
with which generally intelligent and skep
tical individuals have accepted bare asser
tions to the country. The record establishes 
that the EEOC came of age under the leader
ship of Judge Thomas. As his chief of staff, 
I witnessed it. 

Why would the Republican chairman of the 
EEOC ask me, a Democrat and a career fed
eral employee, to be his chief of staff? And 
why would a "politically correct" civil serv
ant accept the position? Because we shared a 
commitment to equal employment oppor
tunity and the full protection and vindica
tion of the rights of women, minorities, older 
Americans, and workers with disabilities. 

We were dedicated to the goal of making 
the EEOC a credible and aggressive law en
forcement agency. Thomas concentrated on 
my law enforcement experience, ignored my 
party affiliation, and did not question me as 
to my philosophical views; my strict and sin
gle mandate from him was to help make the 
EEOC effective. 

During his tenure as chairman, the EEOC 
went to court on behalf of workers 60 percent 
more than in previous years and collected 
more than Sl billion on behalf of American 
workers, more than during any other com
parable period. 

For the first time, policies were adopted 
requiring thorough investigation of all 
charges of discrimination and full redress for 
its victims. Workers unlawfully deprived of a 
livelihood were to receive a job and full 
backpay. Those who discriminated had to 
take such additional affirmative steps as dis
charging offending supervisors and posting 
notices to employees to assure them that 
their rights would not again be violated. 

In the past, field offices make 
unreviewable determinations to litigate only 
a few of the many cases found to have merit. 
Under Thomas, all meritorious cases were 
submitted to the Commission for litigation. 

Some have mistakenly assumed that the 
increased efforts on behalf of individual 
workers constituted a shift away from con
cern about the existence of broad-based dis
crimination stemming from employment 
patterns and practices. 

To the contrary. In 1981 the EEOC had only 
one broad systemic pattern and practice case 
in litigation; in 1988 the Commission had 16 
such cases in active litigation. Moreover, the 
EEOC, on its own initiative, actively pros
ecuted as broad, pattern and practice actions 
hundreds of cases that had been filed as indi
vidual claims. 

In accordance with precedent, Thomas 
voted to approve settlements involving the 
use of goals and timetables, despite his now 
well-publicized personal views on the effi
cacy of such measures. 

Reasonable people can and do differ with 
his views on this matter. However, the po
tential use of goals and timetables was in
volved in less than one-half of one percent of 
the more than 60,000 cases filed annually. A 
difference of opinion over the utility of this 
one form of affirmative action cannot serve 
as a legitimate basis for cavalier assertions 
and Thomas did not enforce the laws ensur
ing equal opportunity and prohibiting dis
crimination. 

Judge Thomas was committed to identify
ing and eliminating all arbitrary obstacles 
to equal opportunity. Employers were re
quired to recruit actively minorities and 
women and to set aside millions for the 
training of minority and woman employees 
and the establishment of scholarship funds 
for minority students. 

Federal agencies were required to submit 
affirmative action plans identifying barriers 
to the full employment of all employees and 
detailing the steps to be taken to remove 
those obstacles. 

When he became chairman in 1982, Thomas 
found an EEOC in disarray. Clarence Thomas 
not only built the infrastructure, but he also 
succeeded in transforming the EEOC into a 
respected and highly professional agency. 

No one was more dismayed than Clarence 
Thomas when the evolving EEOC did not, on 
occasion, live up to its own enhanced expec
tations. As he often stated, we built our 
wagon while we were riding in it and, with 50 
offices and 3,000 employees, mistakes oc
curred. Thomas took full responsibility for 
any shortcomings and redoubled his efforts 
to make the EEOC a formidable opponent of 
those who would violate the laws prohibiting 
discrimination. 

Today's EEOC is a fitting and lasting trib
ute to Clarence Thomas' vision and his un
wavering commitment to upholding the laws 
protecting American workers. 

(Mr. WIRTH assumed the chair.) 
Mr. SYMMS. Mr. President, in spite 

of this record, Judge Thomas has been 
attacked by the traditional civil rights 
leaders. Their opposition to this nomi
nation is not based on his qualifica
tions or facts about his record as EEOC 
Chairman, but on ideological dif
ferences. 

That is what their opposition is 
based on. They have a right to that. 
But that is what their opposition is 
based upon. He is not liberal enough to 
suit the leadership. That is the prob
lem. For them, there is but one way to 
fight employment discrimination: hir
ing quotas. Clarence Thomas has in
curred the wrath of the liberal estab
lishment by promoting other forms of 
affirmative action. 

In an article in the Miami Times on 
May 28, 1987, Judge Thomas argued 
that, 

Employers can hide behind the number of 
minorities employed without ever truly pro
viding equal employment opportunities for 
individuals to be hired and rise through the 
ranks on their own merit. This is the basic 
drawback of affirmative action programs im
plementing goals and timetables--the em
ployer can hide discrimination by showing a 
good bottom line. 

Because of his skilled leadership at 
EEOC, Mr. President, employers today 
know that if they discriminate, they 
will be punished and they will pay. 

Attacks made by civil rights organi
zations in my view are wholly un
founded and the rank and file members 
of these organizations know it. 

Tony Brown, a respected black col
umnist, has accused the civil rights 
leadership of being out of touch with 
the majority of black America. Several 
local NAACP officials gave their ap
proval to Thomas until the national of
fice threatened to disband them unless 
they fell in line with the national lead
ership. 

The opposition of other national in
terest groups must be looked at in a 
similar light. For example, the Na
tional Bar Association, which rep-
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resents the Nation's black lawyers, has 
opposed his nomination. But while 128 
voting NBA delegates were against the 
nomination, 124 favored it, and 31 dele
gates did not vote. While this clearly is 
a majority opposed, it certainly is not 
a mandate. And this is typical of the 
split in many of these national organi
zations. 

ABORTION 

Other organizations announced their 
opposition early because they feel cer
tain Thomas would vote to overturn 
the Roe versus Wade decision. As a 
Senator who has consistently voted 
prolife, I have to say the slender record 
of Clarence Thomas' reflections on this 
issue, including his testimony before 
the Judiciary Committee, does not give 
me the same level of confidence about 
the decision Justice Thomas would 
reach in such a case. My decision to 
support this nomination is not based 
on any certainty about Justice Thom
as' position in a review of the Roe deci
sion because we just don't know what 
his position will be. 

During the Judiciary Committee 
hearings, Judge Thomas was asked 
over and over about his position on 
abortion. His answer was that he could 
not give an opinion until he saw the 
specific case before him. To do other
wise would be to prejudice his decision. 
His record shows he is capable of im
partial decisions and we in the Senate 
should respect his obligation and com
mitment to such impartiality. 

And let me say this: Certain organi
zations like the National Organization 
of Women have opposed Thomas' nomi
nation because of his supposed stand 
against abortion, notwithstanding the 
lack of clear evidence. One is left to 
conclude, therefore, that only those 
nominees who explicitly affirm the de
cision reached in Roe will garner the 
support of these organizations in the 
future. 

That is their right. But that should 
not be, in my opinion, sufficient reason 
for a Senator to vote against Clarence 
Thomas. The fundamental question is, 
Will he be a fair judge and listen to the 
cases with an open mind. 

It is the prerogative of the national 
interest groups to support or oppose 
the nomination based on a single issue, 
but I do believe those of us in the Sen
ate should be above such a narrow 
focus, particularly when the record is 
unclear. 

I think Clarence Thomas is in a 
catch-22 situation personally. If he 
makes it clear on every issue and tries 
to rule, predetermine how he would 
rule on hypothetical cases, then he will 
antagonize certain blocks in the Sen
ate, groups that would oppose him. If 
he does not state a firm opinion, they 
say, "Well, he would not state his opin
ion, so we are going to vote against 
him." 

Perhaps the most important consid
eration for this Senator is whether 

Judge Thomas will legislate from the 
bench or make his decisions based on 
legal precedent, a proper deference to 
the legislative branch, and the re
straining commands of the Constitu
tion. 

Coalitions for America has compiled 
an impressive record of Judge Thomas' 
regard for and adherence to legal 
precedents regardless of his personal 
views on a case. 

Even in cases where Judge Thomas 
has had an opportunity to push a con
servative agenda, he has instead prac
ticed restraint. In Action for Children's 
Television versus FCC Thomas joined 
an opinion rejecting a total ban on 
broadcast indecency. The court's ma
jority held that circuit precedent com
pelled it to strike down the indecency 
ban. 

In a classic example of judicial re
straint, Doe versus Sullivan, a soldier 
involved in Desert Storm challenged 
the use of experimental drugs by the 
Department of Defense. The gulf war 
ended before the case came to court. 
Where an activist judge may have used 
the case to solve the controversy, 
Judge Thomas argued the case was 
moot, showing his determination to 
stay within his court's jurisdiction and 
properly establishing the court's au
thority before deciding the merits of a 
case. 

In his opinions as a circuit court 
judge, Clarence Thomas has shown his 
ability to weigh the law and impar
tially make a decision based on sound 
legal principles. Even the Alliance for 
Justice, a group that has declared war 
on Thomas' nomination, conceded that 
his decisions "do not indicate an overly 
ideological tilt." 

CONFffiMATION PROCESS 

During the Judiciary Committee's 
hearings, Judge Thomas was repeat
edly grilled on the abortion issue. It 
appears that some Senators are mak
ing their decisions based entirely on 
their perception that given the chance 
Judge Thomas will overturn Roe versus 
Wade. In my opinion, Judge Thomas 
has done the right thing in not giving 
specific responses on such politically 
volatile issues that may soon come be
fore the Court. It would prejudice his 
ability to have an open mind. 

Taylor Stuart, a legal commentator, 
put it correctly when he warned that 
for the Senate to exact some pledge 
from the nominee to vote one way or 
the other on an issue before even see
ing a case would be coming "perilously 
close to * * * making campaign prom
ises." 

I hope the Senate in its wisdom will 
not make its judgment against the can
didate based on his unwillingness to 
make such campaign promises. 

I think President Bush deserves the 
commendation of the Members of the 
Senate for picking a very fine man 
with a very fine record to become the 
next Justice of the Supreme Court of 

the United States. He is a qualified 
judge. He is an American success story. 

I am pleased and proud to be able to 
support his elevation to the highest 
Court in the land. 

Mr. President, I yield the floor. 

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREE-
MENT-CONFERENCE REPORT ON 
s. 1722 
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the Senate 
proceed to the consideration of the 
conference report on S. 1722, the unem
ployment benefits bill; that upon the 
completion of the debate today and the 
raising of a point of order by Senator 
DOMENIC!, or his designee, and the rel
evant motion to waive the Budget Act 
by Senator SASSER, or his designee, the 
conference report be laid aside until 10 
a.m. on Tuesday, October l, at which 
time there be 1 hour for debate equally 
divided in the usual form on the mo
tion; and that after the use or yielding 
back of time, the Senate, without any 
intervening action or debate, vote on 
the motion to waive the Budget Act; 
that upon completion of that vote, the 
Senate proceed to final disposition of 
the conference report without any in
tervening action or debate. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the unanimous-consent re
quest? 

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I am 
advised by the distinguished Repub
lican leader's staff that this has been 
cleared and is agreeable to the Repub
lican leader. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, the unanimous-consent re
quest is agreed to. 

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I 
again thank my colleagues for their 
courtesy. 

CONCLUSION OF MORNING 
BUSINESS 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under 
the previous order, morning business is 
now closed. 

EMERGENCY UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION-CONFERENCE 
REPORT 
Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, I sub

mit a report of the committee of con
ference on S. 1722 and ask for its imme
diate consideration. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The re
port will be stated. 

The legislative clerk read as follows: 
The committee of conference of conference 

on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses 
on the amendments of the House to the bill 
(S. 1722) to provide emergency unemploy
ment compensation, and for other purposes, 
having met, after full and free conference, 
have agreed to recommend and do rec
ommend to their repective Houses this re
port, signed by a majority of the conferees. 
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 

objection, the Senate will proceed to 
the consideration of the conference re
port. 

(By unanimous consent, the text of 
the conference report is printed at this 
point in the RECORD. 

CONFERENCE REPORT (S. REPT. 102,-162) 
The committee of conference on the dis

agreeing votes of the two Houses on the 
amendments of the House to the bill (S. 1722) 
to provide emergency unemployment com
pensation, and for other purposes, having 
met, after full and free conference, have 
agreed to recommend and do recommend to 
their respective Houses as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its disagree
ment to the amendment of the House to the 
text of the bill and agree to the same with an 
amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed to be in
serted by the House amendment, insert the 
following: 
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 

This Act may be cited as the "Emergency Un
employment Compensation Act of 1991 ". 

TITLE l~MERGENCY UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION PROGRAM 

SBC. 101. FBDBRAL-STATB AGREEMENTS. 
(a) IN GENERAL.-Any State which desires to 

do so may enter into and participate in an 
agreement under this Act with the Secretary of 
Labor (hereafter in this Act ref erred to as the 
"Secretary"). Any State which is a party to an 
agreement under this Act may, upon providing 
30 days written notice to the Secretary, termi
nate such agreement. 

(b) PROVISIONS OF AGREEMENT.-Any agree
ment under subsection (a) shall provide that the 
State agency of the State will make payments of 
emergency unemployment compensation-

(1) to individuals who-
( A) have exhausted all rights to regular com

pensation under the State law, 
(B) have no rights to compensation (including 

both regular compensation and extended com
pensation) with respect to a week under such 
law or any other State unemployment com
pensation law or to compensation under any 
other Federal law (and are not paid or entitled 
to be paid any additional compensation under 
any State or Federal law), and 

(C) are not receiving compensation with re
spect to such week under the unemployment 
compensation law of Canada, and 

(2) for any week of unemployment which be
gins in the individual's period of eligibility (as 
defined in section 106(2)). 

(c) EXHAUSTION OF BENEFITS.-For purposes 
of subsection (b)(l)(A), an individual shall be 
deemed to have exhausted such individual's 
rights to regular compensation under a State 
lawwhen-

(1) no payments of regular compensation can 
be made under such law because such individ
ual has received all regular compensation avail
able to such individual based on employment or 
wages during such individual's base period, or 

(2) such individual's rights to such compensa
tion have been terminated by reason of the expi
ration of the benefit year with respect to which 
such rights existed. 

(d) WEEKLY BENEFIT AMOUNT.-For purposes 
of any agreement under this Act-

(1) the amount of emergency unemployment 
compensation which shall be payable to any in
dividual for any week of total unemployment 
shall be equal to the amount of the regular com
pensation (including dependent's allowances) 
payable to such individual during such individ
ual's benefit year under the State law for a 
week of total unemployment, 

(2) the terms and conditions of the State law 
which apply to claims for extended compensa
tion and to the payment thereof shall apply to 
claims for emergency unemployment compensa
tion and the payment thereof, except where in
consistent with the provisions of this Act, or 
with the regulations or operating instructions of 
the Secretary promulgated to carry out this Act, 
and 

(3) the maximum amount of emergency unem
ployment compensation payable to any individ
ual for whom an account is established under 
section 102 shall not exceed the amount estab
lished in such account for such individual. 

(e) ELECTION.-Notwithstanding any other 
provision of Federal law (and if State law per
mits), the Governor of a State in a 7-percent pe
riod or an 8-percent period, as defined in section 
102(c), is authorized to and may elect to trigger 
off an extended compensation period in order to 
provide payment of emergency unemployment 
compensation to individuals who have ex
hausted their rights to regular compensation 
under State law. 
SBC. lOJ. EMERGENCY UNEMPWYMBNT COM· 

PENSATION ACCOUNT. 
(a) IN GENERAL.-Any agreement under this 

Act shall provide that the State will establish, 
for each eligible individual who files an applica
tion for emergency unemployment compensa
tion, an emergency unemployment compensation 
account with respect to such individual's benefit 
year. 

(b) AMOUNT IN ACCOUNT.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-The amount established in 

an account under subsection (a) shall be equal 
to the lesser of-

( A) 100 percent of the total amount of regular 
compensation (including dependents' allow
ances) payable to the individual with respect to 
the benefit year (as determined under the State 
law) on the basis of which the individual most 
recently received regular compensation, or 

(B) the applicable limit times the individual's 
average weekly benefit amount for the benefit 
year. 

(2) APPLICABLE LIMIT.-For purposes of this 
section-

( A) IN GENERAL.-Except as provided in this 
paragraph, the applicable limit shall be deter
mined under the following table: 
In the cue of week• The applicable 
begi.nning during a: limit u: 

8-percent period . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . 20 
7-percent period ............................. 13 
6-percent period or other period .. .. . . 7. 

(B) APPLICABLE LIMIT NOT REDUCED.-An in
dividual's applicable limit for any week shall in 
no event be less than the highest applicable limit 
in effect for any prior week for which emergency 
unemployment compensation was payable to the 
individual from the account involved. 

(C) INCREASE IN APPLICABLE LIMIT.-lf the ap
plicable limit in effect for any week is higher 
than the applicable limit for any prior week, the 
applicable limit shall be the higher applicable 
limit, reduced (but not below zero) by the num
ber of prior weeks for which emergency unem
ployment compensation was paid to the individ
ual from the account involved. 

(3) REDUCTION FOR EXTENDED BENEFITS.-The 
amount in an account under paragraph (1) 
shall be reduced (but not below zero) by the ag
gregate amount of extended compensation (if 
any) received by such individual relating to the 
same benefit year under the Federal-State Ex
tended Unemployment Compensation Act of 
1970. 

(4) WEEKLY BENEFIT AMOUNT.-For purposes 
of this subsection, an individual's weekly bene
fit amount for any week is the amount of regu
lar compensation (including dependents' allow
ances) under the State law payable to such indi
vidual for such week for total unemployment. 

(c) DETERMINATION OF PERIODS.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-For purposes of this section, 

the terms "8-percent period", "7-percent pe
riod", "6-percent period", and "other period" 
mean, with respect to any State, the period 
which-

( A) begins with the second Sunday of the 
month after the first month during which the 
applicable trigger for such period is on, and 

(B) ends with the Saturday immediately pre
ceding the second Sunday of the month after 
the first month during which the applicable 
trigger for such period is off. 

(2) APPLICABLE TRIGGER.-ln the case Of an 8-
percent period, 7-percent period, 6-percent pe
riod, or other period, as the case may be, the ap
plicable trigger is on for any week with respect 
to any such period if the average rate of total 
unemployment in the State for the period con
sisting of the most recent 6-calendar month pe
riod for which data are published-

( A) equals or exceeds 6 percent, and 
(B) falls within the applicable range (as de

fined in paragraph (3)). 
Subparagraph (A) shall only apply in the case 
of an 8-percent period, 7-percent period, or 6-
percent period. 

(3) APPLICABLE RANGE.-For purposes of this 
subsection, the applicable range is as follows: 

In the case of a: The applicable range ts: 
8-percent period . . . .. .... A rate equal to or ezceed

ing 8 percent. 
7-percent period .. ....... A rate equal to or ezceed

ing 7 percent but less 
than 8 percent. 

6-percent period .. .. . .. .. A rate equal to or exceed
ing 6 percent but less 
than 7 percent. 

Other period .. . . . . . . .. .. . . A rate less than 6 percent. 

(4) SPECIAL RULES FOR DETERMINING PERI
ODS.-

( A) MINIMUM PERIOD.-Except as provided in 
subparagraph (B), if for any week beginning 
after October 5, 1991, an 8-percent period, 7-per
cent period, 6-percent period, or other period, as 
the case may be, is triggered on with respect to 
such State, such period shall last for not less 
than 13 weeks. 

(B) EXCEPTION IF APPLICABLE RANGE IN
CREASES.-!/, but for subparagraph (A), another 
period with a higher applicable range would be 
in effect for such State, such other period shall 
take effect without regard to subparagraph (A). 

(5) NOTIFICATION BY SECRETARY.-When a de
termination has been made that an 8-percent pe
riod, 7-percent period, 6-percent period, or other 
period is beginning or ending with respect to a 
State, the Secretary shall cause notice of such 
determination to be published in the Federal 
Register. 

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-Except as provided in para

graphs (2) and (3), no emergency unemployment 
compensation shall be payable to any individual 
under this Act for any week-

( A) beginning before the later of
(i) October 6, 1991, or 
(ii) the first week following the week in which 

an agreement under this Act is entered into, or 
(B) beginning after July 4, 1992. 
(2) TRANSITION.-ln the case of an individual 

who is receiving emergency unemployment com
pensation for a week which includes July 4, 
1992, such compensation shall continue to be 
payable to such indvidual in accordance with 
subsection (b) for any week beginning in a pe
riod of consecutive weeks for each of which the 
individual meets the eligibility requirements of 
this Act. 

(3) REACHBACK PROVISIONS.
( A) IN GENERAL.-lf-
(i) any individual exhausted such individual's 

rights to regular compensation (or extended 
compensation) under the State law after Feb
ruary 28, 1991, and before the first week follow-
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ing October 5, 1991 (or, if later, the first week 
following the week in which the agreement 
under this Act is entered into), and 

(ii) a period described in subsection (c)(2)(A) is 
in effect with respect to the State for the first 
week following October 5, 199I, 
such individual shall be entitled to emergency 
unemployment compensation under this Act in 
the same manner as if such individual's benefit 
year ended no earlier than the last day of such 
following week. 

(B) SPECIAL RULE.-A State not meeting the 
requirements of subparagraph (A)(ii) shall be 
treated as meeting such requirements if such 
State met them for the first week following Au
gust 3I, I991. 

(C) LIMITATION OF BENEFITS.-/n the case of 
an individual who has exhausted such individ
ual's rights to both regular and extended com
pensation, any emergency unemployment com
pensation payable under subparagraph (A) or 
(B) shall be reduced in accordance with sub
section (b)(3). 
SBC. lOS. PAYMEN'I'S TO STATES HAVING AGREE· 

MENTS FOR THE PAYMENT OF EMER· 
GENCY UNEMPWYMENT COMPENSA
TION. 

(a) GENERAL RULE.-There shall be paid to 
each State which has entered into an agreement 
under this Act an amount equal to IOO percent 
of the emergency unemployment compensation 
paid to individuals by the State pursuant to 
such agreement. 

(b) TREATMENT OF REIMBURSABLE COMPENSA
TION.-No payment shall be made to any State 
under this section in respect of compensation to 
the extent the State is entitled to reimbursement 
in respect of such compensation under the pro
visions of any Federal law other than this Act 
or chapter 85 of title 5, United States Code. A 
State shall not be entitled to any reimbursement 
under such chapter 85 in respect of any com
pensation to the extent the State is entitled to 
reimbursement under this Act in respect of such 
compensation. 

(c) DETERMINATION OF AMOUNT.-Sums pay
able to any State by reason of such State having 
an agreement under this Act shall be payable, 
either in advance or by way of reimbursement 
(as may be determined by the Secretary), in 
such amounts as the Secretary estimates the 
State will be entitled to receive under this Act 
for each calendar month, reduced or increased, 
as the case may be, by any amount by which the 
Secretary finds that his estimates for any prior 
calendar month were greater or less than the 
amounts which should have been paid to the 
State. Such estimates may be made on the basis 
of such statistical, sampling, or other method as 
may be agreed upon by the Secretary and the 
State agency of the State involved. 
SBC. 104. FINANCING PROVISIONS. 

(a) IN GENERAL.-Funds in the extended un
employment compensation account (as estab
lished by section 905 of the Social Security Act) 
of the Unemployment Trust Fund shall be used 
for the making of payments to States having 
agreements entered into under this Act. 

(b) CERTIFICATION.-The Secretary shall from 
time to time certify to the Secretary of the 
Treasury for payment to each State the sums 
payable to such State under this Act. The Sec
retary of the Treasury, prior to audit or settle
ment by the General Accounting Office, shall 
make payments to the State in accordance with 
such certification, by transfers from the ex
tended unemployment compensation account (as 
established by section 905 of the Social Security 
Act) to the account of such State in the Unem
ployment Trust Fund. 

(c) ASSISTANCE TO STATES.-There are hereby 
authorized to be appropriated without fiscal 
year limitation, such funds as may be necessary 
for purposes of assisting States (as provided in 
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title III of the Social Security Act) in meeting 
the costs of administration of agreements under 
this Act. 
SEC. 105. FRAUD AND OVERPAYMENTS. 

(a) IN GENERAL.-!/ an individual knowingly 
has made, or caused to be made by another, a 
false statement or representation of a material 
fact, or knowingly has failed, or caused another 
to fail, to disclose a material fact, and as a re
sult of such false statement or representation or 
of such nondisclosure such individual has re
ceived an amount of emergency unemployment 
compensation under this Act to which he was 
not entitled, such individual-

(]) shall be ineligible for further emergency 
unemployment compensation under this Act in 
accordance with the provisions of the applicable 
State unemployment compensation law relating 
to fraud in connection with a claim for unem
ployment compensation, and 

(2) shall be subject to prosecution under sec
tion lOOI of title I8, United States Code. 

(b) REPAYMENT.-ln the case of individuals 
who have received amounts of emergency unem
ployment compensation under this Act to which 
they were not entitled, the State shall require 
such individuals to repay the amounts of such 
emergency unemployment compensation to the 
State agency, except that the State agency may 
waive such repayment if it determines that-

(1) the payment of such emergency unemploy
ment compensation was without fault on the 
part of any such individual, and 

(2) such repayment would be contrary to eq
uity and good conscience. 

(c) RECOVERY BY STATE AGENCY.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-The State agency may re

cover the amount to be repaid, or any part 
thereof, by deductions from any emergency un
employment compensation payable to such indi
vidual under this Act or from any unemploy
ment compensation payable to such individual 
under any Federal unemployment compensation 
law administered by the State agency or under 
any other Federal law administered by the State 
agency which provides for the payment of any 
assistance or allowance with respect to any 
week of unemployment, during the 3-year period 
after the date such individuals received the pay
ment of the emergency unemployment com
pensation to which they were not entitled, ex
cept that no single deduction may exceed 50 per
cent of the weekly benefit amount from which 
such deduction is made. 

(2) OPPORTUNITY FOR HEARING.-No repay
ment shall be required, and no deduction shall 
be made, until a determination has been made, 
notice thereof and an opportunity for a fair 
hearing has been given to the individual, and 
the determination has become final. 

(d) REVIEW.-Any determination by a State 
agency under this section shall be subject to re
view in the same manner and to the same extent 
as determinations under the State unemploy
ment compensation law, and only in that man
ner and to that extent. 
SEC. 106. DEFINITIONS. 

For purposes of this Act: 
(1) IN GENERAL.-The terms "compensation", 

"regular compensation", "extended compensa
tion", "additional compensation'', "benefit 
year", "base period", "State", "State agency", 
"State law", and "week" have the meanings 
given such terms under section 205 of the Fed
eral-State Extended Unemployment Compensa
tion Act of I970. 

(2) ELIGIBILITY PERIOD.-An individual's eligi
bility period shall consist of the weeks in the in
dividual's benefit year which begin in an 8-per
cent period, 7-percent period, 6-percent period, 
or other period under this Act and, if the indi
vidual's benefit year ends on or after October 5, 
I99I, any weeks thereafter which begin in any 
such period. In no event shall an individual's 

period of eligibility include any weeks after the 
39th week after the end of the benefit year for 
which the individual exhausted his rights to 
regular compensation or extended compensation. 

(3) RATE OF TOTAL UNEMPLOYMENT.-The term 
"rate of total unemployment" means the aver
age unadjusted total rate of unemployment (as 
determined by the Secretary) for a State for the 
period consisting of the most recent 6-calendar 
month period for which data are published. 
TrI'LE II-DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM TO 

PROVIDE JOB SEARCH ASSISTANCE 
SEC. !01. DEMONSTRA770N PROGRAJI TO PRO

VIDE JOB SEARCH ASSISTANCB. 
(a) GENERAL RULE.-The Secretary of Labor 

(hereafter in this title referred to as the "Sec
retary'') shall carry out a demonstration pro
gram under this title for purposes of determining 
the feasibility of implementing job search assist
ance programs. To carry out such demonstration 
program, the Secretary shall enter into agree
ments with 3 States which-

(I) apply to participate in such program, and 
(2) demonstrate to the Secretary that they are 

capable of implementing the provisions of an 
agreement under this section. 

(b) SELECTION OF STATES.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-ln determining whether to 

enter into an agreement with a State under this 
section, the Secretary shall take into consider
ation at least-

( A) the size, geography, and occupational and 
industrial composition of the State, 

(B) the adequacy of State resources to carry 
out a job search assistance program, 

(C) the range and extent of specialized serv
ices to be provided by the State to individuals 
covered by the agreement, and 

(D) the design of the evaluation to be applied 
by the State to the program. 

(2) REPLICATION OF PRIOR DEMONSTRATION 
PROJECT.-At least I of the States selected by the 
Secretary under subsection (a) shall be a State 
which has operated a successful demonstration 
project with respect to job search assistance 
under a contract with the Department of Labor. 
The demonstration program under this title of 
any such State shall, at a minimum, replicate 
the project it operated under such contract in 
the same geographic areas. 

(c) PROVISIONS OF AGREEMENT.-Any agree
ment entered into with a State under this sec
tion shall-

(1) provide that the State will implement a job 
search assistance program during the I-year pe
riod specified in such agreement, 

(2) provide that such implementation will 
begin not later than the date I year after the 
date of the enactment of this Act, 

(3) contain such provisions as may be nec
essary to ensure an accurate evaluation of the 
effectiveness of a job search assistance program, 
including-

( A) random selection of eligible individuals for 
participation in the program and for inclusion 
in a control group, and 

(B) collection of data on participants and 
members of a control group as of the close of the 
I-year period and 2-year period after the oper
ations of the program cease, 

(4) provide that not more than 5 percent of the 
claimants for unemployment compensation 
under the State law shall be selected as partici
pants in the job search assistance program, and 

(5) contain such other provisions as the Sec
retary may require. 
SBC. ~. JOB SEARCH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM. 

(a) GENERAL RULE.-For purposes of this title, 
a job search assistance program shall provide 
that-

(1) eligible individuals who are selected to 
participate in the program shall be required to 
participate in a qualified intensive job search 
program after receiving compensation under 
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such State law during any benefit year for at 
least 6 but not more than 10 weeks, 

(2) every individual required to participate in 
a job search program under paragraph (1) shall 
be entitled to receive an intensive job search 
program voucher, and 

(3) any individual who is required under 
paragraph (1) to participate in a qualified in
tensive job search program and who does not 
satisfactorily participate in such program shall 
be disqualified from receiving compensation 
under such State law for the period (of not more 
than 10 weeks) specified in the agreement under 
section 201 . 

(b) ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUAL.-For purposes of 
this title-

(1) IN GENERAL.-The term "eligible individ
ual" means any individual receiving compensa
tion under the State law during any benefit 
year if, during the 3-year period ending on the 
last day of the base period for such benefit year, 
such individual had at least 126 weeks of em
ployment at wages of $30 or more a week with 
such individual's last employer in such base pe
riod (or, if data with respect to weeks of employ
ment with such last employer are not available, 
an equivalent amount of employment computed 
under regulations prescribed by the Secretary). 

(2) EXCEPTION.-Such term shall not include 
any individual if-

( A) such individual has a definite date for re
call to his former employment, 

(B) such individual seeks employment through 
a union hall or similar arrangement, or 

(C) the State agency-
(i) waives the requirements of subsection (a)(l) 

for good cause shown by such individual, or 
(ii) determines that such participation would 

not be appropriate for such individual. 
(C) QUALIFIED INTENSIVE JOB SEARCH PRO

GRAM.-For purposes of this section, the term 
"qualified intensive job search program" means 
any intensive job search assistance program 
which-

(1) is approved by the State agency, 
(2) is provided by an organization qualified to 

provide job search assistance programs under 
any other Federal law, and 

(3) includes-
( A) all basic employment services, such as ori

entation, testing, a job-search workshop, and an 
individual assessment and counseling interview, 
and 

(B) additional services, such as ongoing con
tact with the program staff, followup assistance, 
resource centers, and job search materials and 
equipment. 

(d) INTENSIVE JOB SEARCH VOUCHER.-For 
purposes of this section, the term "intensive job 
search voucher" means any voucher which enti
tles the organization (including the State em
ployment service) providing the qualified inten
sive job search assistance program to a payment 
from the State agency equal to the lesser of-

(1) the reasonable costs of providing such pro
gram, or 

(2) the average weekly benefit amount in the 
State. 
SEC. 208. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS. 

(a) FINANCING PROVISIONS.-
(1) PAYMENTS TO STATES.-There shall be paid 

to each State which enters into an agreement 
under section 201 an amount equal to the lesser 
of the reasonable costs of operating the job 
search assistance program pursuant to such 
agreement or the State's average weekly benefit 
amount for each individual selected to partici
pate in the job search assistance program oper
ated by such State pursuant to such agreement. 
Funds in the extended unemployment com
pensation account (as established by section 905 
of the Social Security Act) shall be used for pur
poses of making such payments. 

(2) PAYMENTS ON CALENDAR MONTH BASIS.
There shall be paid to each State either in ad-

vance or by way of reimbursement, as may be 
determined by the Secretary, such sum as the 
Secretary estimates the State will be entitled to 
receive under this subsection for each calendar 
month, reduced or increased, as the case may 
be, by any sum by which the Secretary finds 
that his estimates for any prior calendar month 
were greater or less than the amounts which 
should have been paid to the State. Such esti
mates may be made on the basis of such method 
as may be agreed upon by the Secretary and the 
State agency. 

(3) CERTIFICATION.-The Secretary shall from 
time to time certify to the Secretary of the 
Treasury for payment to each State the sums 
payable to such State under this subsection. The 
Secretary of the Treasury, prior to audit or set
tlement by the General Accounting Office, shall 
make payment to the State in accordance with 
such certification, by transfers from the ex
tended unemployment compensation account (as 
established by section 905 of the Social Security 
Act) to the account of such State in the Unem
ployment Trust Fund. 

(4) SPECIAL RULE.-Notwithstanding any 
other provision of law, amounts in the account 
of a State in the Unemployment Trust Fund 
may be used for purposes of making payments 
pursuant to intensive job search vouchers pro
vided pursuant to an agreement under this title. 

(b) REPORTS TO CONGRESS.-
(1) INTERIM REPORTS.-The Secretary shall 

submit 2 interim reports to the Congress on the 
effectiveness of the demonstration program car
ried out under this title. The 1st such report 
shall be submitted before the date 2 years after 
operations under the demonstration program 
commenced and the 2d such report shall be sub
mitted before the date 4 years after such com
mencement. 

(2) FINAL REPORT.-Not later than the date 5 
years after the commencement ref erred to in 
paragraph (1), the Secretary shall submit a final 
report to the Congress on the demonstration 
program carried out under this title. Such report 
shall include estimates of program impact, such 
as-

( A) changes in duration of unemployment, 
earnings, and hours worked of participants, 

(B) changes in unemployment compensation 
outlays, 

(C) changes in unemployment taxes, 
(D) net effect on the Unemployment Trust 

Fund, 
(E) net effect on Federal unified budget defi

cit, and 
( F) net social benefits or costs of the program. 
(c) DEFINITIONS.-For purposes of this title, 

the terms "compensation", "benefit year", 
"State'', "State agency", "State law", "base 
period", and "week" have the respective mean
ings given such terms by section 106. 

TITLE lll~THER PROVISIONS 
SEC. 801. PAYMENTS OF UNEMPWYMENT COM· 

PENSATION TO FORMER MEMBERS 
OF THE ARMED FORCES. 

(a) REPEAL OF CERTAIN LIMITATIONS.-Sub
section (c) of section 8521 of title 5, United 
States Code, is hereby repealed. 

(b) REDUCTION IN LENGTH OF REQUIRED AC
TIVE DUTY BY RESERVES.-Paragraph (1) Of sec
tion 8521(a) of such title 5 is amended by strik
ing "180 days" and inserting "90 days" . 

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made 
by this section shall apply to weeks of unem
ployment beginning on or after the date of the 
enactment of this Act. 
SEC. 302. ADVISORY COUNCIL ON UNE'MPWY· 

MENT CO'MPENSATION. 
Section 908 of the Social Security Act is 

amended to read as follows: 
"ADVISORY COUNCIL ON UNEMPLOYMENT 

COMPENSATION 
"SEC. 908. (a) ESTABLISHMENT.- Not later 

than February 1, 1992, and every 4th year there-

after, the Secretary of Labor shall establish an 
advisory council to be known as the Advisory 
Council on Unemployment Compensation (re
ferred to in this section as the 'Council') . 

"(b) FUNCTION.-lt shall be the function of 
each Council to evaluate the unemployment 
compensation program, including the purpose, 
goals, countercyclical effectiveness, coverage, 
benefit adequacy, trust fund solvency, funding 
of State administrative costs, administrative ef
ficiency, and any other aspects of the program 
and to make recommendations for improvement. 

"(c) MEMBERS.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-Each Council shall consist 

of 11 members as follows: 
"(A) 5 members appointed by the President, to 

include representatives of business, labor, State 
government, and the public. 

"(B) 3 members appointed by the President 
pro tempore of the Senate, in consultation with 
the Chairman and ranking member of the Com
mittee on Finance. 

''(C) 3 members appointed by the Speaker of 
the House, in consultation with the Chairman 
and ranking member of the Committee on Ways 
and Means. 

"(2) QUALIFICATIONS.-ln appointing members 
under subparagraphs (B) and (C), the President 
pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of 
the House shall each appoint-

"( A) I representative of the interests of busi
ness, 

"(B) 1 representative of the interests of labor, 
and 

"(C) I representative of the interests of State 
governments. 

"(3) V ACANCIES.-A vacancy in any Council 
shall be filled in the manner in which the origi
nal appointment was made. 

"(4) CHAIRMAN.-The President shall appoint 
the Chairman. 

"(d) STAFF AND OTHER AssISTANCE.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-Each council may engage 

any technical assistance (including actuarial 
services) required by the Council to carry out its 
functions under this section. 

"(2) AsSISTANCE FROM SECRETARY OF LABOR.
The Secretary of Labor shall provide each 
Council with any staff, office facilities, and 
other assistance, and any data prepared by the 
Department of Labor, required by the Council to 
carry out its functio'ns under this section. 

"(e) COMPENSATION.-Each member of any 
Council-

"(1) shall be entitled to receive compensation 
at the rate of pay for level V of the Executive 
Schedule under section 5316 of title 5, United 
States Code, for each day (including travel time) 
during which such member is engaged in the ac
tual performance of duties vested in the Coun
cil, and 

"(2) while engaged in the performance of such 
duties away from such member's home or regu
lar place of business, shall be allowed travel ex
penses (including per diem in lieu of subsist
ence) as authorized by section 5703 of title 5, 
United States Code, for persons in the Govern
ment employed intermittently. 

"(f) REPORT.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-Not later than February 1 

of the second year following the year in which 
any Council is required to be established under 
subsection (a) , the Council shall submit to the 
President and the Congress a report setting 
forth the findings and recommendations of the 
Council as a result of its evaluation of the un
employment compensation program under this 
section. 

"(2) REPORT OF FIRST COUNCIL.-The Council 
shall include in its February 1, 1994, report find
ings and recommendations with respect to deter
mining eligibility for extended unemployment 
benefits on the basis of unemployment statistics 
for regions, States, or subdivisions of States.". 
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SEC. 308. REPORT ON METHOD OF AILOCATING 

ADMINISTRATIVE FUNDS AMONG 
STATES. 

(a) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary Of Labor shall 
submit to the Congress, within the 12-month pe
riod beginning on the date of the enactment of 
this Act, a comprehensive report setting forth a 
proposal for revising the method of allocating 
grants among the States under section 302 of the 
Social Security Act. 

(b) SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS.-The report re
quired by subsection (a) shall include an analy
sis of-

(1) the use of unemployment insurance work
load levels as the primary factor in allocating 
grants among the States under section 302 of the 
Social Security Act, 

(2) ways to ensure that each State receive not 
less than a minimum grant amount for each fis
cal year, 

(3) the use of nationally available objective 
data to determine the unemployment compensa
tion administrative costs of each State, with 
consideration of legitimate cost differences 
among the States, 

(4) ways to simplify the method of allocating 
such grants among the States, 

(5) ways to eliminate the disincentives to pro
ductivity and efficiency which exist in the cur
rent method of allocating such grants among the 
States, 

(6) ways to promote innovation and cost-effec
tive practices in the method of allocating such 
grants among the States, and 

(7) the effect of the proposal set forth in such 
report on the grant amounts allocated to each 
State. 

(c) CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW PERIOD.-The Sec
retary of Labor may not revise the method in ef
fect on the date of the enactment of this Act for 
allocating grants among the States under sec
tion 302 of the Social Security Act, until after 
the expiration of the 12-month period beginning 
on the date on which the report required by sub
section (a) is submitted to the Congress. 
SBC. 304. ASSISTANCE TO CERTAIN DISLOCATED 

WORKERS. 
For the purposes of determining the programs 

and activities to be funded under part B of title 
III of the Job Training Partnership Act in pro
gram years 1991 and 1992, the Secretary of 
Labor shall give special consideration to provid
ing services to dislocated workers in the timber 
industry in the States of Washington and Or
egon. 

TITLE IV-BUDGET PROVISIONS 
SBC. 401. TRBATltlBNT UNDER PAY·AS·YOU-GO 

PROCEDURES. 
(a) DESIGNATION AS EMERGENCY.-The provi

sions of (and amendments made by) this Act 
shall be treated as provisions designated as 
emergency requirements by the President and 
the Congress under section 252(e) of the Bal
anced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control 
Act Of 1985. 

(b) NEW BUDGET AUTHORITY, ETC. NOT CON
S/DERED.-Any amount of new budget authority 
or outlays resulting from the provisions of (and 
amendments made by) this Act shall not be con
sidered for any purpose under the Balanced 
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 
1985. 
SBC. 40J. llXBMPTION OF BMBRGBNCY UNBM· 

PLOYltlBNT COMPENSATION FROM 
SEQUESTRATION. 

Payments under title I of this Act (relating to 
emergency unemployment compensation) shall 
be exempt from any order issued under part C of 
the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit 
Control Act of 1985. 

And the House agree to the same. 
That the House recede from its amendment 

to the title of the b111. 
LLOYD BENTSEN, 

GEORGE MITCHELL, 
DON RIEGLE, 
BOB PACKWOOD, 

Managers on the part of the Senate. 

DAN RoSTENKOWSKI, 
THOMAS J . DoWNEY, 
HAROLD FORD, 
BARBARA B. KENNELLY, 
MICHAEL A. ANDREWS, 

Managers on the part of the House. 

JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF 
THE COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE 

The managers on the part of the House and 
the Senate at the conference on the disagree
ing votes of the two Houses on the amend
ments of the House to the b111 (S. 1722) to 
provide emergency unemployment com
pensation, and for other purposes, submit 
the following joint statement to the House 
and the Senate in explanation of the effect of 
the action agreed upon by the managers and 
recommended in the accompanying con
ference report: 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Emergency Unemployment Compensa
tion Act of 1991 (S. 1722), as agreed to by 
House and Senate conferees, has three major 
objectives. First, it establishes a time-lim
ited program of emergency unemployment 
compensation benefits to assist unemployed 
workers who have exhausted their benefits 
under the current unemployment programs. 
Second, it corrects an inequitable situation 
whereby unemployed, former members of the 
armed forces must wait longer to receive 
regular unemployment benefits and receive 
fewer weeks of benefits than civilians who 
become unemployed. Finally the conference 
agreement establishes an unemployment 
compensation advisory council which will 
meet every four years to review the status of 
the unemployment program and recommend 
needed improvements. 

In addition, the conference agreement es
tablishes a demonstration program to test 
the effectiveness of providing job search 
services to unemployment compensation 
claimants, and directs the Secretary of 
Labor to report to the Congress on an im
proved method of allocating unemployment 
compensation administrative funds among 
States. 

The conference agreement provides that 
all provisions of the Act shall be treated as 
provisions designated as emergency require
ments by the President and the Congress 
under the terms of the Budget Act, and no 
spending resulting from the Act shall be con
sidered for any purpose under the Budget 
Act. The agreement also provides that pay
ments for emergency benefits are exempt 
from sequester. The cost of emergency unem
ployment compensation benefits is Federally 
financed from existing balances in the Ex
tended Unemployment Compensation Ac
count of the Unemployment Trust Fund. 

TITLE !.-EMERGENCY UNEMPLOYMENT 
COMPENSATION 

Present law.-Under current law, the Ex
tended Benefits program provides for the 
payment of a maximum of 13 additional 
weeks of benefits after an unemployed work
er has received that 26 weeks (maximum) of 
regular benefits provided under State law. 
The extended benefits program is activated 
when: (1) a State's insured unemployment 
rate has averaged at least 5 percent for 13 
consecutive weeks, and (2) that rate is at 
least 20 percent higher than the State's aver
age insured unemployment rate for the cor
responding 13-week period in the 2 preceding 
years. At their option, States may apply an 

alternative trigger mechanism. Under the al
ternative, extended benefits can be paid if a 
State's insured unemployment rate is at 
least 6 percent, even though the rate is less 
than 20 percent higher than the rate in the 
preceding 2 years. Thirty seven States, the 
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the 
Virgin Islands have adopted this alternative 
trigger mechanism. 

Fifty percent of the benefits paid under the 
Extended Benefits program are paid for with 
State funds. The remaining 50 percent are 
paid from Federal funds drawn from the Ex
tended Unemployment Compensation Ac
count in the Unemployment Trust Fund. 

Senate bill.-The b111 establishes a tem
porary program of emergency unemployment 
compensation benefits, to be in effect from 
October 6, 1991 through July 4, 1992. The pro
gram would pay Federally-funded benefits to 
unemployed workers who had exhausted 
their benefit rights under the regular unem
ployment compensation program, and to cer
tain workers who had exhausted the addi
tional benefits available to them under the 
Extended Benefit program. 
A. Scope and duration of emergency benefits 

Beginning in October all States would be 
eligible to provide emergency unemployment 
compensation benefits financed entirely by 
the Federal government. The b111 would es
tablish three levels of weeks of eligib111ty for 
these emergency benefits. The number of 
weeks of benefits payable to an unemployed 
worker who had exhausted regular unem
ployment benefits in a particular State 
would be determined by the average total 
unemployment rate, or TUR, in that State 
for the most recent six months for which 
data are available: 

States with a TUR of 8 percent or higher 
would be eligible to provide 20 weeks of bene
fits; 

States with a TUR of 7 percent up to 8 per
cent would be eligible to provide 13 weeks of 
benefits; 

All other States would be eligible to pro
vide 7 weeks of benefits (including the Virgin 
Islands). 

At any time that a State was not eligible 
for one of the two higher levels of benefits, 
unemployed workers in the State who ex
hausted their regular unemployment bene
fits would be eligible for 7 weeks of emer
gency benefits. 
B. Eligibility for emergency benefits 

Emergency unemployment compensation 
benefits would be paid to unemployed work
ers who exhaust their regular unemployment 
benefits during the effective period of the 
program, October 6, 1991 through July 4, 1992. 

The bill also "reaches back" to aid work
ers in States with higher levels of unemploy
ment who exhausted their regular employ
ment benefits in the six-month period prior 
to the start of the emergency program. Un
employed workers who exhausted benefits 
after March l, 1991 and before the first week 
beginning after October 5 would be eligible 
to receive 7, 13, or 20 weeks of benefits in eli
gible States. The "reach back" would not be 
available in States that do not have a six 
percent TUR period in effect as of September 
1 or October 6, 1991. 

Some unemployed workers who had re
ceived extended benefits and exhausted their 
eligibility for them, either during the effec
tive period of the program of during the 
"reach back" period, would also be eligible 
for emergency benefits. The b111 provides 
that the number of weeks of extended bene
fits the worker received would be deducted 
from the number of weeks of emergency ben-
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efits available in the State. The number of 
weeks of emergency benefits that remained, 
if any, would be paid to the worker. 
C. Other benefit provisions 

The Senate provision is structured to en
sure that an unemployed worker receives the 
maximum number of weeks of benefits to 
which the worker is entitled, and to prevent 
any sudden and unexpected removal of a 
worker from benefit status if a State "trig
gers off" while the worker is in the middle of 
a benefit period. Once a State's average TUR 
has caused it to "trigger on" for a 13- or 20-
week period of emergency benefits, the State 
would remain triggered on for at least 13 
weeks, even if its TUR declined during this 
period. 

Alternatively, if a State's average unem
ployment rate were to increase so that the 
State qualified for a higher number of weeks 
of benefits, workers in that State would re
ceive the additional benefits. Further, once 
an unemployed worker became eligible for 7, 
13, or 20 weeks of emergency benefits, the 
worker would be paid benefits for all weeks 
to which he or she was entitled, even if the 
State "triggered off" or the program expired 
before the worker had received the full num
ber of weeks of benefits. 
D. Measure for triggering benefits 

To determine the number of weeks of bene
fits which may be paid in the State, the bill 
requires the Secretary of Labor to use the 
average unadjusted total rate of unemploy
ment for a State for the most recent 6-cal
endar month period for which data are avail
able. 
E. Funding source for emergency benefits 

All benefits are fully Federally-funded out 
of the Extended Unemployment Compensa
tion Account. 

House amendment.-The House amendment 
establishes a new permanent Federal Supple
mental Compensation program that would 
replace the current Extended Benefits pro
gram. It would provide three tiers of benefits 
added to the 26 weeks of regular State bene
fits. A temporary provision would add a 
fourth tier during fiscal year 1992. 
A. Scope and duration of benefits 

Beginning the month after the month of 
enactment, all States would be eligible to 
provide supplemental benefits financed en
tirely by the Federal government. The num
ber of weeks of benefits payable in a State 
would be based on the State's seasonally-ad
justed total unemployment rate for the most 
recent three months. 

States would be eligible for the following 
weeks of benefits: 
20 weeks if the TUR is at least 8 percent and 
is at least 120 percent of the average in the 
same three-month periods during the last 
two years; 
15 weeks if the TUR is at least 7 percent 
(plus at least 120 percent); and 
10 weeks if the TUR is at least 6 percent 
(plus at least 120 percent). 

In addition, in fiscal year 1992, all States 
not otherwise eligible for a higher benefit pe
riod would be eligible for five weeks of bene
fits if the three-month moving average of the 
seasonally adjusted national TUR ls at least 
6 percent. 
B. Eligibility for benefits 

Benefits would be paid to unemployed 
workers who exhaust their regular unem
ployment benefits under State law after the 
effective date of the program. 

In addition, workers who have exhausted 
regular benefits before the effective date, but 
on or after January 1, 1991, would be eligible 

under a "reach back" provision for 5, 10, 15, 
or 20 weeks of benefits depending on the 
number of weeks activated in their States 
upon enactment. 
C. Other benefit provisions 

The House amendment includes provisions 
that are similar to those in the Senate bill. 
D. Measure for triggering benefits 

To determine the number of weeks of bene
fits which may be paid in a State, the House 
amendment requires the Secretary to use the 
three-month moving average of the State's 
seasonally adjusted total unemployment 
rate. However, until the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics is able to adjust State rates for 
seasonal fluctuations, a six-month moving 
average of unadjusted rates would be used in
stead. 
E. Funding source for benefits 

Most benefits are paid out of Federal funds 
in the Extended Unemployment Compensa
tion Account. Benefits for employees of non
profit organizations and governmental agen
cies are paid out of general revenues. 
F. Repeal of existing program 

The existing Extended Benefits program is 
repealed the month after the month of enact
ment. 

Conference agreement.-The conference 
agreement follows the Senate bill, modified 
to provide an effective date for the "reach 
back" provision of March l, 1991. It also 
clarifies that the data to be used in deter
mining a State's TUR would be for the most 
recent six calendar month period for which 
data have been published. 

TITLE Il.-DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM TO 
PROVIDE JOB SEARCH 

Present law.-Federal law is silent on eligi
bility conditions for unemployment benefits. 
However, under State laws, all States re
quire claimants to be able to work and avall
able for work. Also, most States require the 
claimant to register with a local employ
ment office and to seek work actively or to 
make a reasonable effort to obtain work. 

Senate bill.-No provision. 
House amendment.-The House amendment 

authorizes three state demonstration 
projects to assess the cost-effectiveness of 
intensive job search services for unemploy
ment compensation claimants. Claimants 
who have at least 126 weeks of employment 
at $30 per week with their last employer in 
the last three years may be required to par
ticipate in an intensive job search program 
after they have received 6 to 10 weeks of reg
ular State benefits. However, no more than 
five percent of the claimants for unemploy
ment compensation in a State could be se
lected to participate. Workers with definite 
recall dates or those hiring out of union 
halls would not be eligible to participate. 

Lack of compliance could lead to disquali
fication of up to 10 weeks of benefits. How
ever, States may waive the requirement for 
participation if the individual shows good 
cause. 

Participants would be entitled to a vouch
er worth the lesser of the average weekly 
benefit (about $167 nationwide) in their State 
of residence or the reasonable cost of provid
ing the services. Costs of operating a job 
search program would be funded out of the 
Federal Supplemental Compensation Ac
count. 

Intensive job search assistance would in
clude all basic employment services such as 
orientation, testing, a job-search workshop, 
and an individual assessment and counseling 
interview. Additional services would involve 
periodically contacting the intensive job 

search assistance program staff, receiving 
followup assistance, and using resource cen
ters and job search materials and equipment, 
such as telephones, job listings, and word 
processors for resume writing. 

Demonstration projects would last for one 
year. States would be required to evaluate 
their programs and to submit interim re
ports to the Congress, with a final report due 
no later than five years after the commence
ment of each project. 

The provision would be effective upon en
actment. 

Conference agreement.-The conference 
agreement follows the House amendment. 

TITLE ill.-OTHER PROVISIONS 

A. Payment of unemployment compensation to 
former members of the Armed Forces 

Present Zaw.-Under current law, regular 
unemployment compensation benefits are 
payable to unemployed ex-service members 
who (1) are separated under honorable condi
tions (and in the case of officers, did not re
sign for the good of the service); and (2) have 
completed the first full term of active serv
ice. Ex-service members who are separated 
prior to completing their first full term of 
active service can also qualify for unemploy
ment compensation benefits if they are sepa
rated under honorable conditions: (1) for the 
convenience of the Government under an 
early release program; (2) because of medical 
disqualifications, pregnancy, parenthood, or 
any service-incurred injury or disab111ty; (3) 
because of hardship; or (4) if they have 
served for 365 continuous days, because of 
personality disorder or inaptitude. 

Through most of the history of the Unem
ployment Compensation program, ex-service 
members received the same number of weeks 
of benefits as civ111ans, and benefits were 
payable to service members after waiting the 
same length of time as civilians had to wait. 
In 1982 the law was amended so that ex-serv
ice members must wait four weeks from the 
date of their separation from the service be
fore they may receive benefits. Civ111ans 
serve a one-week waiting period. Ex-service 
members can receive regular unemployment 
compensation benefits based on employment 
in the m111tary for a maximum of 13 weeks. 
Civilians receive regular unemployment ben
efits for up to 26 weeks. 

To be used as the basis for paying unem
ployment compensation benefits, active duty 
service by a member of a reserve military 
component must have been for not less than 
180 consecutive days. 

Senate bill.-The Senate bill would repeal 
the provision enacted in 1982 requiring ex
service members to wait four weeks before 
being eligible for unemployment compensa
tion benefits, and limiting the duration of 
their benefits to 13 weeks. It would also re
duce from 180 to 90 the number of consecu
tive days an individual in a reserve m111tary 
component must serve on active duty before 
that service may be counted for purposes of 
eligibility for benefits. 

House amendment.-The House amendment 
is the same as the Senate bill. 

Conference agreement.-The conference 
agreement follows the Senate bill and the 
House amendment. 
B. Advisory Council on Unemployment Com

pensation 
Present law.-Title IX of the Social Secu

rity Act requires the Secretary of Labor to 
establish a Federal Advisory Council on un
employment compensation. The number of 
members must not exceed 16, including the 
chairman. The Councll's purpose is to review 
the Federal-State unemployment compensa-
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tion system and to make recommendations 
for change to the Secretary. 

The Council is appointed by the Secretary, 
and members must consist of representatives 
of employers and employees, in equal num
bers, and the public. The Council held its 
last formal meeting on April 22 and 23 of 
1981. Its charter expired in 1986. 

Senate bill.-The bill would repeal present 
law and establish a new Advisory Council on 
Unemployment Insurance. The Council 
would be patterned afrer the advisory coun
cils established for the Social Security pro
gram. 

The Secretary of Labor would establish the 
first Advisory Council on Unemployment 
Compensation not later than February l, 
1992. Subsequent Advisory Councils would be 
appointed every fourth year after the ap
pointment of the first Council. Each Advi
sory Council would be comprised of 11 mem
bers: three members appointed by the Presi
dent pro tempore of the Senate, in consulta
tion with the Chairman and Ranking Mem
ber of the Committee on Finance; three 
members appointed by the Speaker of the 
House, in consultation with the Chairman 
and Ranking Member of the Committee on 
Ways and Means; and five members ap
pointed by the President. The Chairman 
would be appointed by the President. 

Selections made by the President would be 
required to include representatives of busi
ness, labor, State government, and the pub
lic. The President pro tempore of the Senate 
and the Speaker of the House would each ap
point one representative of business, one rep
resentative of labor, and one representative 
of the interests of State governments. 

The function of each Advisory Council 
would be to evaluate the unemployment 
compensation program, including the pur
pose, goals, countercyclical effectiveness, 
coverage, benefit adequacy, trust fund sol
vency, funding of State administrative costs, 
administrative efficiency, and any other as
pects of the program, and to make rec
ommendations for improvement. The bill 
specifically directs the first Advisory Coun
cil to include in its report findings and rec
ommendations with respect to determining 
eligibility for extended unemployment bene
fits on the basis of unemployment statistics 
for regions, States, and subdivisions of 
States. The report of the first Council is due 
February 1, 1994. 

Each Council would be authorized to en
gage any technical assistance required to 
carry out its functions, including actuarial 
services. The Secretary of Labor would pro
vide each Council with any staff, office fa
cilities, and other assistance, and any data 
prepared by the Department of Labor, that 
are required by the Council to carry out its 
functions. 

The Senate provision would be effective 
upon enactment. 

House amendment.-The House amendment 
is similar to the Senate bill. It repeals 
present law and establishes a new Advisory 
Council on Unemployment Insurance mod
eled after the quadrennial advisory councils 
established for the Social Security program. 
The Council would report to the Congress on 
the counter-cyclical effectiveness, benefit 
adequacy, solvency, and administrative effi
ciency of the unemployment program. 

The Council would have 16 members plus 
the Secretary of Labor. The President would 
appoint eight members and the Congress 
would appoint eight members. There would 
be four members each from the Congress, 
business, labor, and State government. The 
Secretary of Labor would serve as chairman. 

The provision would be effective upon en
actment. 

Conference agreement.-The conference 
agreement follows the Senate bill. 
C. Report on method of allocating administra

tive funds among States 
Present law.-Federal law authorizes appro

priations to assist States in the administra
tion of their unemployment compensation 
laws. The Secretary of Labor certifies to the 
Secretary of Treasury for payment to States 
such amounts as the Secretary determines to 
be necessary for the proper and efficient ad
ministration of unemployment compensa
tion during the fiscal year for which the pay
ment is made. The Secretary of Labor's de
termination must be based on the population 
of the State, an estimate of the number of 
persons covered by the State's unemploy
ment compensation law and the cost of prop
er and efficient administration of such law, 
and such other factors as the Secretary of 
Labor finds relevant. The Secretary of Labor 
may not certify for payment a total amount 
which exceeds the amount appropriated for 
the fiscal year. 

Senate bill.-No provision. 
House amendment.-The Department of 

Labor would be required to send a report to 
the Congress with a proposal for revising the 
method for distributing administrative 
grants to States. The report would be re
quired to include an analysis of various fac
tors such as productivity, cost, workload lev
els, and simplicity. 

The provision would be effective upon en
actment. 

Conference agreement.-The conference 
agreement follows the House amendment. 
D. Assistance to certain dislocated workers 

Present law.-Under Part B of Title ill of 
the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), 
the Secretary of Labor has discretionary au
thority to spend funds on employment and 
training services for dislocated workers in 
certain circumstances, such as unforeseen 
mass layoffs for which regular Title Il State 
allocations are inadequate. The Secretary 
may target such assistance on specific indus
tries. 

Senate bill.-The Senate bill directs the 
Secretary of Labor to give special consider
ation to providing services to dislocated tim
ber workers in Oregon and Washington for 
purposes of determining the programs and 
activities to be funded under Part B of Title 
illofJTPA. 

House amendment.-No provision. 
Conference agreement.-The conference 

agreement follows the Senate bill. 
TITLE IV. BUDGET PROVISIONS 

A. Emergency designation 
Present law.-The Balanced Budget and 

Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 
(Gramm-Rudman-Hollings), as amended by 
the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990, provides 
that new outlays to meet an emergency re
quirement may be exempted from spending 
caps and from causing sequestration as a re
sult of failure to meet pay-as-you-go require
ments. Part C of the Act, in sections 
251(b)(2)(D) and 252(e), provides that if the 
President designates a provision as an emer
gency requirement, and the Congress also so 
designates in statute, then the spending au
thorized by any such provision will not be 
counted for purposes of the Gramm-Rudman
Hollings enforcement procedures. 

Senate bill.-The bill provides for designat
ing all direct spending amounts and all ap
propriations authorized by the bill as emer
gency requirements within the meaning of 
part C of the Balanced Budget and Erner-

gency Deficit Control Act of 1985. However, 
the bill also stipulates that no provisions 
will take effect unless, not later than the 
date of enactment, the President submits to 
the Congress a written designation of all 
spending authorized by the bill as emergency 
requirements within the meaning of the 
Budget Act. 

House amendment.-The House amendment 
provides that its provisions would constitute 
an emergency within the meaning of section 
252(e) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency 
Deficit Control Act of 1985, as amended. Not
withstanding the cost estimate, any amount 
of new budget authority, outlays, or receipts 
resulting from the bill would not be consid
ered for any purpose of the Balanced Budget 
and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985. 

Conference agreement.-The conference 
agreement follows the House amendment 
with a technical correction. 
B. Exemption of Federal supplemental com

pensation from sequestration 
Present law.-The Federal half of Federal

State Extended Benefits is subject to seques
tration under the Balanced Budget and 
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, as 
amended. 

Senate bill.-No provision. 
House amendment.-Benefits provided under 

the new supplemental benefits program 
would be exempted from sequestration. 

Conference agreement.-The conference 
agreement follows the House amendment. 
PROVISIONS NOT INCLUDED IN THE CONFERENCE 

AGREEMENT 

A. MODIFICATIONS TO FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT 
ACCOUNTS 

Present law.-Generally, State accounts in 
the Federal unemployment trust fund earn 
interest on funds not required to meet cur
rent withdrawals at a rate equal to the aver
age rate of interest of all interest-bearing 
obligations of the United States forming the 
public debt. 

The Federal unemployment tax on employ
ers is 0.8 percent on the first S7 ,000 paid an
nually to each employee. It flows into three 
Federal accounts: (1) the Employment Secu
rity Administration Account (ESAA); (2) the 
Extended Unemployment Compensation Ac
count (EUCA); and (3) the Federal Unemploy
ment Account (FUA). 

The ESAA holds funds for the administra
tion of the Unemployment Insurance and 
Employment Services. The EUCA holds 
funds to cover the Federal half of the Ex
tended Benefits (EB) program. The FUA 
holds funds to lend to States who run out of 
money in their accounts to cover State bene
fits and the State half of the EB program. 

Currently 90 percent of the 0.8 percentage 
point (0.72 percentage points) Federal unem
ployment tax flows into ESSA. The remain
ing 0.08 percentage point is transferred 
monthly to EUCA. Up to 95% of the esti
mated net revenue after this transfer is 
available to be appropriated for State admin
istrative costs. 

The remaining balance is available for 
Federal administrative costs. At the end of 
the fiscal year, any excess above 40 percent 
of the appropriation for the prior fiscal year 
is transferred to EUCA. 

EUCA receives the 0.08 percentage point of 
the Federal unemployment tax plus any 
overflows from ESAA. It has a ceiling of 0.375 
percent of total wages in covered employ
ment in the prior calendar year. If the ESAA 
and EUCA are full, any excess at the end of 
the fiscal year is transferred to the FUA. If 
the ESAA is not full, the excess is trans
ferred to ESAA and then any remaining 
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funds go to FUA or EUCA to the extent that 
they are not full. 

FUA does not receive Federal unemploy
ment taxes directly. If ESAA and EUCA are 
full at the end of the fiscal year, FUA re
ceives the excess funds. If all three accounts 
are full, the excess is allocated to the State 
accounts in the unemployment trust fund in 
proportion to each State's share of Federal 
unemployment taxes paid in the prior cal
endar year. 

Senate bill.-No provision. 
House amendment.-The provision would 

authorize a tiered interest rate structure to 
reward States for maintaining adequate bal
ances. Interest rates on State balances would 
earn premiums of 5, 10, and 15 percent higher 
than the current interest rate if their "high
cost multiples" in the previous quarter ex
ceeded 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 respectively. The high
cost multiple equals a State's current trust 
fund balance expressed as a percent of total 
wages paid in the State divided by the high
est ratio of benefit costs to total wages for a 
12-month period in the State's experience. 

The provision would change the flow of 
Federal unemployment tax revenue into the 

· three Federal Accounts such that ESAA 
would receive 80 percent. EUCA and FUA 
each would receive 10 percent of the annual 
revenue. The overflows would continue to 
work as under present law. Interest-free bor
rowing would be authorized between the ac
counts. The ceiling in the loan account 
would be lowered from 0.625 to 0.375 percent 
of total annual wages. The ceiling on EUCA 
would be raised from 0.375 to 0.625 percent of 
total annual wages, and it would be renamed 
the Supplemental Compensation Account. 

Conference agreement.-The conference 
agreement does not include the House 
amendment. 

B. COST ESTIMATE 

Present Zaw.-Section 254 of the Balanced 
Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act 
of 1985, as amended by the Budget Enforce
ment Act of 1990, provides that the Office of 
Management and Budget shall determine and 
report on amounts to be sequestered to en
force spending limits, pay-as-you-go targets, 
and deficit targets. If in its final sequestra
tion report OMB estimates than any seques
tration is required, the President shall issue 
an order fully implementing without change 
all sequestrations required by the OMB cal
culations set forth in that report. 

Senate bill.-No provision. 
House amendment.-As required by House 

rules, the total dollar amounts of outlays 
and receipts resulting from the provisions of 
the bill in fiscal years 1991 through 1995, as 
estimated by the Congressional Budget Of
fice, are written into the bill. 

Conference agreement.-The conference 
agreement does not include the House 
amendment. 

C. INTERNATIONAL COFFEE AGREEMENT 

Present law.-The International Coffee 
Agreement is a multilateral commodity 
agreement, first negotiated in 1962, between 
consumer and producer countries. Its objec
tive is to stabilize coffee prices and assure 
adequate supplies of coffee to consuming na
tions. Negotiations on the renewal of the 
agreement were broken off in 1989. The stat
utory authority for U.S. participation in the 
agreement expired on October 1, 1989. 

Senate bill.-The bill contains a Sense of 
the Senate resolution stating that the Inter
national Coffee Organization, through its ex
port quota system, acts like a cartel and di
rectly against the interests of American con
sumers by keeping prices at artificially high 
levels. 

The resolution expresses the sense of the 
Senate that the United States should not be 
a party to any coffee agreement which will 
increase the price of coffee to the American 
consumer. 

House amendment.-No provision. 
Conference agreement.-The conference 

agreement does not include the Senate pro
vision. 

LLOYD BENTSEN, 
GEORGE MITCHELL, 
DON RIEGLE, 
BOB PACKWOOD, 

Managers on the Part of the Senate. 

DAN RoSTENKOWSKI, 
THOMAS J. DoWNEY, 
HAROLD FORD, 
BARBARA B. KENNELLY, 
MICHAEL A. ANDREWS, 

Managers on the Part of the House. 
Mr. BENTSEN addressed the Chair. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen

ator from Texas. 
Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, the 

vote on the conference report will be 
one of the most important votes that I 
think the Senators will cast this year. 
It is not just going to affect the mil
lions of Americans who are out of work 
seeking jobs. It is going to affect their 
families. In addition to that, it will 
have some stimulative effect. 

. We have an economy that is in seri
ous trouble. The effects are going to go 
far beyond these men and women who 
are out of work and their children. It is 
not a bill of special interests. It is a 
bill that will affect all Americans who 
have lost their jobs. 

We are being punished by the longest 
recession we have had, the third long
est since World War II. Just last month 
we saw Republicans and Democrats 
join together to try to meet the com
pelling need for extended benefits. The 
President must have agreed with the 
legislation, because he signed it. But 
then he chose not to fund it. He talked 
the rhetoric of recovery. He talked 
bravely about the end of the recession, 
and then did not release that money 
because of that. I am sure he was sin
cere in that thought. 

But things have become even worse 
since he made that decision. We have 
tragic consequences as a result of his 
decision. We have seen another 300,000 
jobs lost in this country in August. 
That is on top of the 172,000 that were 
lost in the month before. And another 
300,000 unemployed workers exhausted 
their benefits. The end of this recession 
did not come soon enough for them. 

All of us know this economy is in 
trouble, especially for the 81h million 
Americans who cannot find jobs, can
not find work. Behind those numbers 
are men and women with bills to pay, 
concerns about somebody coming in 
the middle of the night and repossess
ing their car, and making the mortgage 
payments; people trying to keep their 
dignity and trying to hang on until 
this economy begins to turn around. 

The President keeps saying the reces
sion is over, that recovery is on the 

way, that soon everybody will be back 
to work. I understand his desire to 
take an optimistic point of view. I cer
tainly hope that his optimistic view 
somehow turns out to be correct, in 
spite of the numbers that we are look
ing at. But let us assume he was right. 
Let us assume that all of these people 
all of a sudden found jobs, got back on 
payrolls. Then they do not qualify for 
these benefits. These benefits are not 
paid out under those circumstances. 

But if this recession continues, as 
most of the economists think it will, 
then we help take care of some of these 
folks that are out of work. 

Let us look at some of the numbers, 
some of the facts that Senators ought 
to consider. Real disposable income 
today is lower than it was 1 year ago. 
Consumers have tapped their savings, 
and they do not have the funds to 
spend. You see real savings at the low
est postwar level, less than 4 percent of 
disposable income. That drop in sav
ings, coupled with no real income 
growth means that the consumers just 
do not have the cash to spend. Except 
for the wealthiest Americans, families 
have been burdened with no growth in 
real income for a decade. 

It was worse in 1990, when rising un
employment caused incomes after in
flation to drop by $500 per household. 
That is the largest drop since 1980. The 
consumer euphoria that we had follow
ing the gulf war had people pumped up 
for a few months, but it evaporated. 
Consumers have hunkered down since. 
They have refused to go any further in 
debt, to spend any more than their in
comes. 

Since August, consumer confidence 
in the economy has disappeared, retail 
sales have fallen, car sales are down, 
home sales are down. Even industrial 
orders are backing off. There are signs 
that the economy is moving down, not 
up. Consumer caution has turned what 
we had hoped would be a sturdy recov
ery into a stealth recovery, with the 
economy wallowing. 

Economists are downgrading their 
forecasts for the second half of 1991. 
The administration has been talking 
about a 3.2-percent increase in the 
GNP. Now, economists are talking 
about a 1-percent increase. Even worse, 
the downturn in consumer confidence 
means that unemployment will remain 
weak in the weeks and months ahead. 

This is grim news on top of an al
ready poor labor market data. We have 
lost 472,000 jobs in the last 2 months. In 
August, civilian employment dropped 
to 160 million. That is the lowest in 
nearly 3 years. I greatly fear even more 
job loss ahead. 

Historically, as you are coming out 
of a recession, you see a lag in the re
covery from unemployment. It contin
ues at a high level for at least 7 or 8 
months, even after a recession is sup
posedly ending. Even the experts say 
that this recovery is going to be slow 
and it is going to be muddled. 
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You have seen what the Federal Re

serve has done. They have cut the dis
count rate down to 5 percent. That is 
the lowest in 18 years. They have done 
it in an effort to jump start the econ
omy. There is a likelihood that the 
President will be talking to the Fed 
and trying to get that rate down even 
more, but that does not do any good if 
the bankers do not loan the money. 

It is like that old story about the fel
low who was trying to buy some ba
nanas. He said to the shopkeeper, 
"Your bananas, at that price," he said, 
"I can buy them down the street for 
two-thirds of that." 

The shopkeeper said, "Well, then, 
why don't you go buy them for that?" 
He said, "Well, he is out of bananas." 
The shopkeeper said, "When I am out 
of bananas, I sell them for a third of 
that price." So even if you drop the 
discount rate down, if the bankers do 
not loan the money, you are not going 
to move this economy again. 

Sure, there are economists who think 
the recession may be over. Those rosy 
forecasts assume that you are going to 
see a surge in consumer spending, em
ployment, and housing that we have 
not seen this year. Surveys show that, 
on the contrary, consumers have 
turned cautious, and recent numbers 
suggest that the recovery is stalling. 

I believe we need the benefits pro
vided in this bill as kind of an insur
ance for American workers. If the econ
omy rebounds again, we will not need 
to pay them, because today's unem
ployed workers will be working. They 
will be taking care of their families 
and they will be spending money. 

But if the economy stalls, these bene
fits will help pay the mortgage pay
ment, the doctor bills, and help these 
families sustain themselves until they 
can find jobs. 

I would like to take a minute to re
spond to some of the criticism that has 
been made of S. 1722. First, the sugges
tion has been made that because the 
bill uses the total unemployment rate, 
or TUR, as the measure for triggering 
benefits, that somehow we are going to 
be providing benefits for college stu
dents. That charge is simply ridicu
lous. 

As anyone who has read this bill 
must know, emergency benefits are 
paid only to insured workers with a 
substantial tie to the labor force. Fur
thermore, anyone qualifying for bene
fits is required to search for a job. This 
is not a bill to tide the college students 
over the summer break. 

Second, it has been said the several 
tiers of benefits makes the bill difficult 
to administer. The bill we adopted, and 
the conference bill before us today, 
have three tiers. Let me remind Sen
ators that we enacted legislation in 
1983 that had four tiers. Both the De
partment of Labor and the States were 
able to administer the program then, 
and they can do it again. Let me add 

that not a single State has come to me 
with a complaint about the complexity 
of S. 1722. So that is a phony argument. 

Third, it is argued that the TUR is 
new. It has never been used before. 
That is true. But the old measure, the 
IUR, is broken and needs fixing. As I 
have pointed out before, during the 
1980's, there was a growing divergence 
between the TUR and the !UR, stem
ming from changes in the economy, as 
well as changes in State laws. The !UR 
has become a flawed measure. Imagine 
a situation where you have unemploy
ment going up, and the trust fund that 
is dedicated for the purpose of paying 
out extended benefits at a time of high 
unemployment also goes up, and those 
funds are not paid out. That is what 
has happened to us. 

The eligibility rules have varied from 
State to State, and there are serious 
questions about the fairness of usil)g 
the !UR across the Nation. For exam
ple, let me pick out four States: Flor
ida, South Dakota, Virginia, and 
Texas. The total unemployment rate 
would have to be 15 percent-15 per
cent-before workers could qualify for 
benefits under the current !UR trigger 
for extended benefits. 

The opponents of this bill argue that 
it busts the budget agreement worked 
out last fall. As a participant in those 
negotiations, I hold the view that the 
emergency authority used in this bill 
was put in precisely to enable the Con
gress and the President to respond to 
the kind of situation that we are facing 
today. 

When we were negotiating the 5-year 
budget agreement last year, it was far 
from clear that the recession would in
flict the kind of pain on the American 
workers that we have seen since that 
time. More specifically, we did not an
ticipate that the Nation's unemploy
ment compensation program would be 
as unresponsive to the problem and the 
needs of these unemployed workers as 
has been the case. 

The capacity of the Nation's ex
tended benefits program is approaching 
a condition of paralysis. Let me give 
you an example of that. Only one State 
now qualifies, and that is the State of 
Rhode Island. They have about 5,500 
workers that are eligible. Meanwhile, 
the Department of Labor actuaries now 
estimate that the number of workers 
who will exhaust their extended bene
fits will grow to 3.4 million in fiscal 
1992. That is up from 3.1 million in the 
previous year. 

Many of us were greatly disappointed 
when the President did not use that 
emergency authority to release part of 
the $7.7 billion in the unemployment 
trust fund that was specifically set out, 
paid for by employers, for this purpose. 
I am sure the President was being ad
vised he would have new labor market 
numbers to justify his position, but the 
lack of improvement over the last 
month should cause him to reevaluate 

his position. He has to know that, be
cause of this recession, there are fami
lies all over this Nation who cannot 
pay their mortgages or meet their car 
payments. 

We cannot turn our backs on hard
working Americans. We have seen the 
new numbers. We, and the President, 
can have no illusions. We can repair 
the Nation's broken unemployment 
compensation system, and we can pay 
the benefits; or we can sit back and say 
that we are sorry, but do nothing to 
help the workers get through this pe
riod of severe strain for themselves and 
their families. 

I understand the President's concern 
that this bill may be but the first of a 
series of bills the Congress will try to 
pass under the emergency authority 
provided in last fall's agreement. But 
the President, after all, is not a help
less bystander on this issue. He has the 
ability to choose and the power to sign, 
or not to sign, any bill that comes 
across his desk. 

I agree with the circumstances in 
which emergency authority is invoked 
should be rare, and the decision to in
voke it should not be taken lightly. I, 
for one, did not take it lightly when I 
supported the President in using the 
emergency authority on behalf of the 
Israelis, the Turks, and the Kurds. I 
would note that this is the first time, 
the only time, that the Congress has 
taken the initiative in this regard. In 
all the other instances, the President 
has done it first. He has been the one 
with the emergency designation. 

Mr. President, this recession is not a 
gentle crisis. There are 2 million more 
people unemployed today than we had 
a year ago. Try telling them that the 
recession has ended. They would like to 
believe the President, but the Presi
dent is wrong on this one. I hope that 
with these new numbers, and more con
cern, the President will change his 
mind and recognize the tragedy of hun
dreds of thousands of Americans who 
have exhausted their benefits, and join 
the Congress in an effort to respond to 
this crisis. These benefits have been 
paid for; the money is there, and they 
have been needlessly delayed. We need 
to join together to pass this conference 
report and send it to the President as 
quickly as possible. 

I yield the floor. 
Mr. DOMENIC!. Mr. President, the 

Senator from Tennessee is on the floor, 
also, and I understand that we already 
have a unanimous-consent agreement 
that will permit us to debate this issue 
to a significant degree early next week. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
ator is correct. 

Mr. DOMENIC!. So I am going to 
try-it is difficult, but I will try-to be 
very brief so the chairman can get in a 
few words and still keep his schedule. 
We have talked about it. 

Let me first say that, probably, the 
thing that best points up what the Sen-
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ator from New Mexico is going to say is 
this: The Congress, just a few weeks 
ago, passed an unemployment com
pensation extension bill, and the Presi
dent of the United States signed it. 
Frankly, it is still operative. In other 
words, the unemployment bill signed 
by the President and is now law is still 
operative. The same thing that is miss
ing there seems to me to be the thing 
that is wrong with this bill. The Presi
dent did not declare an emergency and, 
thus, the moneys provided in the new 
law will not go into effect. 

Why does the Senator from New Mex
ico say that, and what relevance does 
it have here? Well, frankly, Mr. Presi
dent, I am not going to talk about sub
stance. I think the distinguished Sen
ator from Texas, Senator BENTSEN, dis
cussed the substance of this unemploy
ment compensation bill. Frankly, that 
issue of the substance has been voted 
upon in both Houses, and has been 
voted upon by a substantial majority, 
and the Senator from New Mexico at 
this point does not think it is nec
essary to go through arguing on the 
substance. So I choose today to talk 
about the 5-year agreement, the bal
anced budget, and Emergency Control 
Act, and how it affects this bill. 

First of all, it could not be clearer 
that the law requires that both the 
President and the Congress declare any 
provision of law as an emergency, and 
it could not be clearer that that law re
quires that each, the Congress, as one 
institution, and the President, as an
other, do that independently. I just 
cited an example. We sent a law to 
him; he signed it but, clearly, the 
money will not be spent until an emer
gency is declared, and declared by 
whom? By him. 

So here we are doing it another way 
and it is interesting. The way we are 
going to do it next week is not the way 
the U.S. Senate had in mind but rather 
the U.S. House, because in passing the 
second unemployment compensation 
bill the U.S. Senate clearly recognized 
that the Congress and the President 
have to declare that law an emergency 
independently. 

So, the emergency language con
tained in this conference report is a 
major and fundamental change in the 
Budget Act that we agreed to less than 
a year ago, because in this bill we actu
ally put in language declaring an emer
gency and everyone on the other side 
understands that the President is going 
to veto it so he is not going to agree 
that there is an emergency. 

Nonetheless, that vetoed bill is com
ing back to the Congress and they want 
both Houses to override the President 
and thus declare an emergency by veto, 
an emergency because we overrode a 
President who said there was not one. 

Frankly, I am not talking what will 
happen in the courts. I do not know if 
this matter would ever go to the 
courts. Essentially I want the Senate 

to know two things. One, the Repub
licans led by Senator DOLE here had an 
unemployment compensation bill. It is 
still ready. We hope it will still be 
passed one day. If it gets to the Presi
dent it will be signed and unemploy
ment benefits, extension of unemploy
ment benefits will go into effect be
cause it does not require the declara
tion of an emergency. Rather, it is paid 
for by two substantive provisions that 
raise money to pay for the unemploy
ment compensation extension. 

I do not desire today to discuss the 
worthiness of the bill before us or the 
worthiness of the DOLE-DOMENIC! bill. 
That will occur next week. Suffice it to 
say if there is anyone really interested 
in having an unemployment compensa
tion bill become law that extends the 
benefits for a substantial period of 
time, then the bill that Senator DOLE 
offered in his name and for the Senator 
from New Mexico, if we pass it, send it 
to the President, it will be signed and 
it will become operative because it 
pays for its elf. 

Section 401 of this conference agree
ment denies the authority granted to 
the President under current law and 
says that provisions contained in this 
legislation are emergency require
ments. It does not permit the President 
to make an independent declaration. 
Accordingly, this bill is subject to a 
point of order under section 306 of the 
Budget Enforcement Act. 

Further, if Congress, enacting this 
provision, sets a precedent of making 
certifications and declarations which 
have been specifically delegated to the 
President, then there is no limit, there 
is no limit to the havoc we can raise 
here and almost destroy the Budget 
Control Act and the 5-year agreement. 
If we are permitted to declare unilater
ally there is an emergency, then we 
can take any politically popular pro
gram, be it education, agriculture, any 
that we can come up with, and say we 
will unilaterally declare it an emer
gency. And if the President vetoes it, 
we will override him and thus literally 
do away with the 5-year agreement, 
break the caps, bust the budget, break 
the deal that was entered into between 
Congress and the President all in the 
name of something good, something 
that we have to do. 

Frankly, if we are going to give the 
President of the United States in his 
executive capacity certification powers 
and then undo them when it fits our 
political agenda, it seems to me we at 
least have to tell the public, tell our
selves, and make sure we understand 
that that is what we are doing. 

We clearly had in mind that an ex
tension of unemployment compensa
tion benefits would be handled like any 
other new law and that comes within 
the pay-as-you-go. Americans think 
that is a pretty commonsense ap
proach. In this case, pay-as-you-go is 
thrown out the window and the Presi-

dent is forced under the gun of over
ride, he is forced to agree that there is 
an emergency which means we should 
not pay-as-you-go for this measure. 

As much as I am convinced that we 
need an extension of unemployment 
benefits, I truly believe it is a mistake 
for us to do that without paying for it 
in some way. This will be S6 or $7 bil
lion that we will take outside the budg
et and we will be declaring an emer
gency for the President. 

Frankly far be it from me to deter
mine whether there is an emergency in 
unemployment compensation. I do un
derstand that there is a real problem. I 
will vote for an extension. I support an 
extension. But I do not believe we 
ought to say to the President you do 
not have to agree as to emergencies, we 
take that power away from you, and 
even if you veto the bill, we will over
ride it and declare it for you. 

Unilaterally breaking this budget 
agreement or budget deal seems to me 
to be the wrong thing to do. Let me say 
to those in America who are working 
today, and those who are looking for 
work, nobody will tell you that spend
ing money, dollars, going in the red 
more than we are, is going to be good 
for your job next month, the year 
after, 2 years from now, or those look
ing for work, that it will help with jobs 
for you. 

So it seems to me the discipline that 
was imposed by the agreement, the 5-
year agreement which only says pay 
for it or ask the President to exempt it 
by declaring an emergency, and we al
ready know what he said; he said no. It 
ought to be enough for those who dis
agree with him to chastize him ver
bally and say he is wrong. No. We send 
him a bill so he can veto it, that at 
least the opposition hopes it will over
ride, so we can say we will declare the 
emergency for you, Mr. President, and 
we are not interested in what you 
think. 

At the appropriate time, and I think 
it is now, I am going to raise a point of 
order that the conference agreement 
includes language that falls within the 
jurisdiction of the Budget Committee 
and therefore violates section 306 of the 
Budget Act. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
point of order is debatable. 

The Senator from Tennessee. 
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, pursu

ant to section 904 of the Congressional 
Budget Act of 1974, I move to waive any 
applicable sections of the Budget Act 
for the consideration of the conference 
report. 

Mr. President, I assume the distin
guished Senator from New Mexico has 
yielded the floor. 

Mr. DOMENIC!. Yes. 
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, the first 

casualty of this point of order, if it 
were to succeed, would be millions of 
jobless Americans who have paid for 
and deserve the protection of unem
ployment insurance. 
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In my view the second casualty 

would be the integrity of the budget 
agreement itself. 

Make no mistake, this point of order 
is destructive. Its intent is to kill this 
unemployment legislation. It will have 
the effect of denying benefits to the 3 
million unemployed Americans who 
have lost their insurance protections 
and to the millions more who are soon 
to join them. 

Mr. President, if this point of order is 
sustained, it will manipulate the budg
et rules in a way that the participants 
in the budget summit did not, and I 
think will not, condone. 

I completely respect the intent of the 
distinguished ranking member of the 
Budget Committee and I certainly 
share his desire to preserve jurisdiction 
of the Budget Committee. But I would 
state that this is not a procedural 
question. This issue is a matter of a 
fundamental social contract between 
the American Government and the 
American citizenry. For 50 years we 
have sustained the promise that Gov
ernment would help working Ameri
cans adjust to sudden and unexpected 
market forces. And we simply cannot 
break that promise here today on pro
cedural grounds. 

I was a party to the budget agree
ment. I had an active hand in its cre
ation. I struggled long and hard this 
year to sustain that agreement. I have 
been on the floor fighting to uphold our 
budget discipline on suspension resolu
tions, on authorization bills, through
out the budget process. And I can tell 
my colleagues without the slightest 
doubt, that this bill does not break the 
budget agreement. 

The economic distress of millions of 
unemployed Americans is precisely the 
kind of emergency situation con
templated by the agreement, precisely 
the circumstance for which we built 
flexibility into the agreement. 

It meets in every way the technical 
definition of emergencies offered by 
the Office of Management and Budget, 
and that is it is essential; it is essen
tial that these people get an extension 
of their unemployment benefits. 

The occurrence here was sudden. It 
was urgent. Clearly, the need is urgent. 
It was unforeseen. Who could fore see 
the recession would go as long as it 
has? 

And it is temporary-at least we 
hope that it is temporary. 

It is also an emergency by the com
monsense definition of human suffer
ing. 

And most important, it is an emer
gency in the view of no less than two
thirds of this Congress-two-thirds of 
the Senate, and two-thirds of the 
House of Representatives-all of whom 
are on record saying that this is an 
emergency for our people, and that 
they deserve the full protections they 
have paid for. 

In short, Mr. President, there is no 
procedural bar to declaring an emer-

gency. There is no lack of need on the 
behalf of unemployed Americans. And 
there is no lack of will here on the part 
of the Congress. 

Mr. President, I do not wish to en
gage in a lengthy debate today. We are 
going to have time for that Tuesday. 
But I do wish to state my differences 
with my friend, the ranking member, 
on one point. 

The Dole bill does not include a pro
vision designating the Dole bill as an 
emergency. In fact, the Dole bill in
cluded language strikingly similar to 
that in S. 1722 that the Senate voted on 
and adopted overwhelmingly. 

I think we all agree that it is an 
emergency. The only problem is the 
President does not agree so far. 

The emergency language is actually 
in the Dole bill as a matter of conven
ience since there is no certainty about 
when the electromagnetic spectrum 
auction will begin to bring in revenue, 
or how much revenue it would bring in. 
All that is speculative. Therefore, the 
Dole bill includes emergency language 
to avert a possible sequester in 1992. 
Now that is certainly not a use of 
emergency designation that was con
templated in my view by the budget 
summit agreement. 

So, Mr. President, I am going to have 
a lot more to say about this whole 
issue on Tuesday. But I would just say 
this. I think the point of order is 
raised, in essence, to preserve what was 
an unintended enhancement of execu
tive power. 

I would say to my colleagues that I, 
for one, never imagined that the budg
et agreement would be used to deprive 
the Congress of one of its most fun
damental powers. 

The bill before us today simply de
nies the President some sort of ulti
mate veto power that no one ever in
tended he should have. 

The language in this bill is a 
straightforward way to give the Presi
dent the either/or choice he must make 
on all legislation that comes to him: 
Either sign the bill and help unem
ployed Americans, or veto it. I do not 
think it is proposed for the President 
to hide behind the shield of the budget 
agreement. 

In the 7 weeks since we first unani
mously passed emergency unemploy
ment legislation, more than half a mil
lion Americans have been ejected from 
the unemployment insurance system. 
They have been told that no further 
checks would be coming. I my view we 
have delayed far too long already. This 
point of order I think would occasion 
significant further debate. 

I have grave reservations, I must say, 
Mr. President, about waiving the Budg
et Act, especially with respect to the 
section 306 points of order which re
serve the jurisdiction of the Budget 
Committee. 

But in this case I do not have any 
reservations. In my view the Senate 
should vote to waive the Budget Act. 

I think this unemployment legisla
tion ought to be a wakeup call to the 
administration. Yesterday, the Census 
Bureau reported that fully 13112 percent 
of our fellow citizens now live below 
the poverty line, 2 million more than 
last year. This was the information 
from 1990. The data, of course, for 1991, 
which has felt the full brunt of the re
cession, is not in. Median income is 
down by 2 percent. 

So, this emergency unemployment 
legislation is something that needs to 
be dealt with, and needs to be dealt 
with speedily. The last thing we need, 
Mr. President, is any further delay 
here on procedural grounds. 

Mr. President, I yield the floor. 
Mr. GRAMM addressed the Chair. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen

ator from Texas. 
Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, this bill 

before us clearly violates the budget 
summit agreement. Our distinguished 
colleague, the chairman of the Budget 
Committee, chooses to redefine terms 
to suit his interests in his objective. 
But the budget summit agreement was 
that if we were going to send the defi
cit up, that we had to have a concur
rence that an emergency exists, where 
the President said there was an emer
gency, and where the Congress said 
there was an emergency. 

The bill before us would violate the 
budget agreement and would, through 
its adoption, send the deficit up by $6 
billion in the process, driving up long
term interest rates, stifling the fragile 
economic recovery, and in the process, 
its adoption will put more Americans 
out of work. 

Second, we establish a precedent that 
will bring us back next week, and the 
next week, and the next week to spend 
$5 billion and $10 billion a crack above 
the budget summit agreement, and in 
the process interest rates will spiral 
and the economy will no doubt sink 
deeper into a recession. 

If our Democratic colleagues were se
rious about helping the unemployed, 
they would reach an agreement where
by we would pass a bill that we pay for. 
If this is an emergency, if this is some
thing that has to be done, why is it not 
serious enough that we are willing to 
pay for it? Why is it such a great emer
gency on one hand and yet we are to
tally unwilling to reorder priorities to 
pay for it on the other? 

What we are seeing, Mr. President-
and I am sad to be saying i t--is a cruel 
political hoax that has nothing to do 
with the unemployed. It has to do with 
concern by Democrats that they may 
be unemployed. What we are seeing is a 
cruel political hoax whereby Demo
crats claim to be concerned about the 
unemployed but in the process they 
bust the budget, they refuse to pay for 
the bills, they send the President a bill 
which they know he will reject and 
which they know we will sustain that 
rejection on, and in the process the 
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people who are out of work get noth
ing. 

I urge my colleagues, if you want to 
help the unemployed, do two things: 
One, let us work out a bill that we pay 
for, and the President will sign it and 
we will extend unemployment benefits. 
Second, let us remember that the solu
tion to unemployment is employment, 
and let us adopt an economic growth 
package aimed at creating jobs, 
growth, and opportunity in America. 

I think the American people are tired 
of these political charades. Quite 
frankly, I do not believe people trust 
the Congress. The Congress bounces 
checks in its own private bank. The 
Congress does not live by the same 
rules and regulations everybody else 
does. 

People know the President. They 
trust the President. The President says 
that this is a political charade. Con
gress says we are trying to help the un
employed. I submit to my colleagues 
that the American people are not con
fused. They are going to recognize 
what we are doing. I believe it is time 
that we deal with the real problem. 

The economy is not progressing as it 
should, as we would have it, and I say 
we do two things: One, let us adopt an 
unemployment compensation bill that 
is such an emergency measure that we 
are willing to pay for it. That is a fun
damental concept, and the American 
people understand it. Second, let us 
adopt an economic growth package 
that provides incentives for job cre
ation and deal with unemployment in 
the only way it can effectively be dealt 
with, by creating employment, by 
making the private sector of the econ
omy stronger. 

I yield the floor. 
Mr. DOMENIC!. Mr. President, let me 

thank the Senator from Texas for his 
remarks. 

Let me just make two points. I do 
not think there is any real doubt that 
if the Appropriations Committee of the 
U.S. Senate agreed with an appropria
tions bill that the House started-we 
have already reached our capacity in 
spending and they decide there are 
about 20 projects they would like to do 
and we have this 5-year agreement in 
place. And they say, "That is too bad. 
What we are going to do is build a dam 
in my home State and some roads in 
somebody else's and we are going to 
have a special highway someplace else 
in some State, and just on and on." 

So we have $5 billion. But you put it 
in a supplemental appropriations bill 
even though we have already spent 
what we are supposed to spend and no 
more. 

And somebody says, "We cannot 
spend that because the President has 
not declared it an emergency." 

"That is all right," someone says. 
"Do not worry about that. Just write 
in some language on the bottom that 
says we, the Congress, say this is an 

emergency. When this bill becomes 
law, it is an emergency." 

So we pass it up here. We are all so 
pleased, we have something for every
one. We send it over to the President. 
The President says, "I signed a 5-year 
agreement with you. We all struggled. 
It says in here if you are going to de
clare an emergency and break the 
budget, I have to agree it is an emer
gency. That is plain and simple, what 
we agreed to. That is what we had in 
mind.'' 

Here is what the Democratic leader
ship is saying. They are saying: "Sen
ator DOMENIC!, that is not the case. 
This is another kind of $6 billion." 

Are there two kinds of $6 billion? I 
think if you spend $6 billion you do not 
have-whether it is for all those nice 
projects I just described or for an ex
tended unemployment compensation 
bill-you have not paid for either. So it 
is $6 billion in either case you have 
added to the deficit. 

The point of it is that the President 
has already told the Congress, "I want 
to sign an unemployment extension 
bill but I do not want to add any to the 
deficit. Find a way to pay for it." 

We have decided. Not just this Sen
ator. Most of the Senators on this side 
of the aisle-not them-have said, "We 
understand, Mr. President. We have a 
bill. We will pay for it. You do not have 
to declare it an emergency, nor do we." 

But there are some who choose to say 
to him, "We do not care what you 
think. We are not interested in wheth
er you think it is an emergency. It is. 
Here is the bill. If you do not sign it we 
will override your veto and it will be
come an emergency without you agree
ing.'' 

Frankly, it is a very, very interesting 
legal situation, although I do not care 
to address it in legal terms. But how in 
the world you can have a valid expendi
ture under this agreement under those 
circumstances I do not understand. 
And I do not think we have to go 
through all of that. 

Frankly, the Senate will probably 
not agree with the Senator from New 
Mexico on a point of order, although it 
is interesting. They will have to get 60 
votes to overrule it under the Senator's 
motion to waive; he will need 60 votes. 

If they get them-and they probably 
will-it will go off to the President and 
he will veto it, as he said he would, and 
I can assure you we will be right back 
here asking the Senate to immediately 
take the Dole-Domenici bill up and 
pass an unemployment bill that the 
President will sign and will become 
law. 

I just want to talk about a few bil
lions of dollars and what it always 
means. My good friend, the chairman 
of the Budget Committee, spent the 
better part of 2 days on the floor dis
cussing the B-2 bomber and three or 
four other things. I just was interested 
how much was he, in that dedicated 

and passionate desire to keep the budg
et under control, how much was he 
going to save in the first year? 

My recollection is something like 
$4.2 billion. He was very interested in 
seeing to it we did not spend that $4.2 
billion. 

I do not know whether he was right 
or not on the particular weapon sys
tems. I did not happen to agree. But 
even today after all of that discussion 
about saving $4 billion so it would not 
go on the deficit, we are going to ap
prove a bill that is well over $4 billion. 
In fact it is $6.2 billion. And it is talked 
about here as if it is almost nothing. It 
really is a significant event here on the 
Senate floor. 

I want to close-and this is my last 
comment-by saying for this Senator, 
and many who have voted in a way 
similar to him thus far on these unem
ployment extension bills, it is not my 
position nor theirs that we do not need 
an extension. We need an extension of 
the unemployment benefits that we 
pay for. And I will say the CBO-Con
gressional Budget Office-has given us 
an estimate on the Dole-Domenici bill 
and indeed in the first year it does pay 
for itself according to them. We will in
troduce that when we bring the bill up. 

So it pays for itself. It complies with 
the budget agreement, extends bene
fits, and surely it is better to do that 
than to get none and try to prove a 
point, which clearly the Democrats 
will lose. 

I yield the floor. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen

ator from Tennessee. 
Mr. SASSER. Mr. President, I had in

tended to be very brief today but I 
think I must respond to one or two of 
the statements made by the distin
guished ranking member of the Budget 
Committee. 

No. 1, I think the question is moot as 
to whether or not the so-called Dole 
bill will pay for itself. If it will pay for 
itself, and we are positive of that, why 
do we have an emergency designation 
in the Dole bill as a fallback provision? 
The Dole bill may or may not pay for 
itself. 

Our colleagues on the other side of 
the aisle are so apprehensive that it 
will not pay for itself, even under the 
fig leaf of the Dole bill, that the bill 
contains language allowing a fallback 
position of an emergency designation. 

My friend from New Mexico raised 
the issue that yesterday, or the day be
fore, the chairman of the Budget Com
mittee was on the floor seeking to re
duce expenditures for some exotic, 
super-expensive weapons systems that 
have been characterized as relics of the 
cold war. 

I plead guilty to that. I was trying to 
save the U.S. Treasury $54 billion 
through 1995--$24 billion of which from 
weapons that will not, in my judgment, 
be needed. And I predict in the final 
analysis these weapons will not be 
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built because the American people, I 
think, understand something that 
some Senators do not seem to under
stand. The Earth has shifted beneath 
our feet in the last few weeks. There is 
no need to spend literally hundreds of 
billions of dollars-billions of dollars in 
the multiples, to build weapons sys
tems that are not needed. 

With regard to the administration, 
the administration is well acquainted 
with emergencies in all other countries 
around the world except in the United 
States. They seem to be well able to 
recognize emergencies in foreign lands 
and to deal with these emergencies by 
giving significant foreign aid to these 
foreign lands. 

In the meantime, the President is 
forgiving foreign indebtedness, just as 
rapidly as he can. 

This administration is in a race with 
the clock to liquidate this foreign in
debtedness before October 1, 1991, when 
the new credit reform rules kick in 
under the budget agreement-rules 
that require explicit appropriations for 
waiving off debt in foreign countries. 

The list of countries whose debts are 
being forgiven, read like a Jules Verne 
travel adventure. $310 million debts 
forgiven for Bangladesh; $379 million 
for Bolivia; $94 million for Ghana; $142 
million for Guyana; $94 million for 
Haiti; $107 million for Honduras; $271 
million for Jamaica. 

Bear in mind, these are moneys owed 
to the Treasury of the United States 
and indirectly to the taxpayers of this 
country. 

Kenya, $100 million; Madagascar, $54 
million; Malawi, $3 million; Mozam
bique, $52 million; Nicaragua, $22 mil
lion; Senegal, $42 million; Tanzania, $58 
million; Uganda, $16 million. These are 
the debts that are owed to the Treas
ury of the United States that are being 
forgiven. Apparently the President can 
find an emergency in these situations 
and just forgives the debts in advance 
of the credit reform package, part of 
the budget summit agreement, that is 
to take effect on October 1, 1991. 

We say, Mr. President, it is time that 
the President recognize we have an 
emergency with regard to the unem
ployed in our own country. This Con
gress sought to declare an emergency. 
The President said it was not an emer
gency. He signed the bill and appar
ently just put the bill away and did not 
move forward with the emergency pro
vision. 

We simply cannot tolerate that kind 
of callous disregard for the millions of 
unemployed in this country any longer. 
And that is the reason for the con
ference report that is before the Senate 
today. 

Mr. President, I see that the distin
guished Senator from Maryland is on 
the floor. I will be pleased to yield to 
him if he wishes. 

(Mr. AKAKA assumed the Chair.). 
Mr. SARBANES. Will the Senator 

yield for a question? 

Mr. SASSER. Yes. 
Mr. SARBANES. Is it not a fact that 

employers paid money into a trust fund 
specifically for the purpose of paying 
extended benefits? 

Mr. SASSER. The Senator from 
Maryland is quite right. Employers and 
employees pay funds into the extended 
benefits trust fund, unemployment 
compensation, to be used in times of 
unemployment on the part of employ
ees. 

Mr. SARBANES. Mr. President, this 
chart shows the balance in that trust 
fund. It is now up over S8 billion. That 
money was paid for a specific purpose, 
to pay extended benefits, and they are 
not being paid. It borders on the crimi
nal to take that money and then not 
use it for the purpose for which the tax 
was levied. 

The whole unemployment benefits 
system has been constructed to build 
up a surplus when unemployment is 
down, so it is available to pay the bene
fits when we go into a recession and 
when we have bad times. That is not 
being done right now, and it is an 
abuse of the purpose for which these 
moneys are paid not to extend the un
employment insurance benefits. We 
have done it in every previous reces
sion, as indicated by this chart. 

These are the number of persons re
ceiving extended unemployment insur
ance benefits. You can see how the 
number rose during the recessions of 
1974 to 1975, 1980, 1981, and 1982. But in 
this recession, almost no one-is re
ceiving extended benefits-only 14,000 
people out of 8.5 million. This is hap
pening even though there is a huge bal
ance in the trust fund. 

I am going to speak a little bit in 
just a moment about this recession and 
the situation in which we find our
selves. The poverty figures were an
nounced yesterday, and the figures are 
at the highest level in more than a dec
ade. 

I yield the floor at the moment. I see 
the majority leader and Republican 
leader. 

Mr. SPECTER. Will the Senator yield 
for a question? 

Mr. SARBANES. Certainly. 
Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, I 

thank the distinguished Senator from 
Maryland for being willing to answer a 
question. Perhaps I could attract the 
attention of the majority leader on 
this. I would be interested in his re
sponse as well. 

I agree with what the distinguished 
Senator from Maryland has had to say 
about the trust fund. I have supported 
extension unemployment compensa
tion benefits. Shortly after the distin
guished Senator from Texas, Senator 
BENTSEN, announced his intention to 
move ahead, I contacted him to be a 
sponsor of the legislation because I 
think it is vitally important for the 
country. 

The question I have turns upon the 
rejection of the proposal which Senator 

DOLE offered on August 1. At that time, 
he proposed an unemployment com
pensation bill which was not as exten
sive as the one offered by Senator 
BENTSEN, Senator MITCHELL, Senator 
SARBANES, and others. It seemed to me 
however, that it would have been a 
good intermediate step to have accept
ed Senator DOLE'S proposal, since the 
President had stated a willingness to 
sign it, so that benefits could have 
been paid during the course of August 
and September. If those benefits proved 
to be insufficient, we could have revis
ited the issue later. 

Let me re-emphasize my position: I 
intend to support the bill which is up. 
In fact, I have stated my intention to 
override a veto. Again, I think it is a 
very important bill. But my concern 
goes to the lapse between August 1 and 
the ultimate enactment of legislation. 
Who knows when that will happen; es
pecially if the bill is vetoed. Passage of 
the bill on the Senate floor does not 
mean there will be a sustaining of a 
veto or an overriding of a veto. We do 
not know. 

So that is the question in my mind. 
Why did we not accept Senator DOLE'S 
proposal to have some benefits payable 
in the interim, and then, if that was in
sufficient-and it may well have been
to come back and have a supplemental 
bill? 

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I 
thank the Senator for his very 
thoughtful and appropriate question, 
and I thank him for the support he has 
provided on this measure so far, and 
what I hope to be continuing support. 

Of course, we have the greatest re
spect for Senator DOLE, and weighed 
carefully the alternative which he pre
sented. It should be first pointed out 
that under the bill for which the Sen
ator voted, there is a reachback provi
sion. And under the conference report, 
there is a reachback provision which 
will pay benefits to those whose bene
fits were exhausted. I believe the date 
in the conference report is now March 
1. So that people whose incomes have 
terminated as a result of the expiration 
of their insurance since March 1, will 
be able to receive those benefits upon 
the completion of this bill. 

Second, we felt strongly that the ap
proach taken in the Bentsen bill was 
the better approach, and while we cer
tainly respect and understand the view 
expressed by Senator DOLE and those 
who support it, we felt that this was 
the better approach. 

Third, while it is true that in August, 
the President rejected this approach, it 
is my hope that in view of the dras
tically worsening economic situation, 
as evidenced by a series of published re
ports since August, the President will 
now recognize the need for this, what I 
think the Senator agrees is a superior 
program and proceed to sign the bill. 

I will not go into detail on that. I 
think the Senator is familiar with the 
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Census Bureau figures released yester
day, the figures on economic growth in 
the previous quarter. 

Mr. SARBANES. Will the majority 
leader yield on that very point? 

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes. 
Mr. SARBANES. Here is a chart 

which shows the real GNP growth, just 
to dramatize this situation. We had 
negative growth in the last quarter of 
last year and the first quarter of this 
year; 1.6 percent and 2.8 percent nega
tive growth. Then in the third quarter, 
the preliminary figures in July show 
that we had growth of four-tenths of 1 
percent. The August revision said, no, 
that was not correct; it was a minus 
one-tenth. Now the September revi
sion, which is more accurate because 
you have more information, is minus 
five-tenths of 1 percent. So, now you 
have had negative growth for 3 con
secutive quarters, which we think the 
President has to recognize. 

You have also had a downturn in the 
sale of domestic autos, as reflected in 
this chart. As you can see, the trend 
line is downward, and the latest figures 
are downward. The consumer con
fidence index, which dropped dras
tically last year, and then started back 
up this year, is now on its way back 
down again. 

Now, those are just three important 
indicators to support the point which 
the majority leader was just advancing 
about the worsening condition of the 
economy. 

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, if I 
might make one further point-I do not 
want to prolong the explanation, and I 
want to get the Senator's reaction to 
my remarks-one of the stated reasons 
by the President for agreeing to sup
port the approach by Senator DOLE and 
not that of Senator BENTSEN's bill is 
that the Dole bill is paid for and the 
Bentsen bill is not. But I hope in this 
debate we can get into the method by 
which it is paid. 

The first proposal was to pay for it 
through the sale of certain unused 
broadcast rights on the spectrum fre
quency, with which the Senator from 
Pennsylvania is familiar. Since the 
revenues for that would not be received 
until 1993, and all of the expenditures 
under the unemployment insurance bill 
are to be made in 1991 and 1992, it obvi
ously did not pay for it in the period 
during which the expenditures were 
made, and therefore was deficient. 

The proposal was then changed to 
add an additional provision to "pay for 
it." And that provision is this: Under 
current law, a person who is the recipi
ent of a student loan and then defaults 
on the loan is subject to a procedure by 
which collection of the bad debt by the 
Government can be made through in
come tax withholding. 

That law is scheduled to expire in 
1994. The provision for paying for it in 
the bill to which we are referring pro
vides that right now we will by law ex-

tend that provision of law from 1994 
through 1996. And that since this is a 
loan program, it is subject to the provi
sions of so-called credit reform ac
counting, under which the receipts of 
money in 1994, 1995, and 1996 are as
sumed to have a current cash value in 
1991 and 1992, even though no money of 
any kind will be received under this 
provision until 1994. And when we get 
to 1994, the only money received will be 
the same as that being received under 
current law by virtue of a mere exten
sion. 

I know the Senator's point was on 
the benefits and what he wants is to 
get the benefits out to the people. That 
is the kind of thing we want. But in 
terms of accepting the other bill, my 
point merely is that the differential, or 
the reasons for disagreeing on paying 
for it, we view as not a real difference 
and that the proposed method of pay
ing for it does not actually pay for any
thing. And there is actually no money 
being received. 

I hope we can get this done, and I 
hope we can get a bill passed. I hope we 
can get benefits provided to the people 
who need it. We hope the President 
signs the bill in light of the statistics 
being mentioned. If he does not, then 
obviously we will have to review the 
situation at that time. 

Mr. SPECTER. I thank the distin
guished majority leader for his an
swers. Let me comment very briefly. It 
may well be that when you work 
through the process at collecting de
faulted student loans and the process 
of receiving payments for the sale of 
broadcast rights, there are major prob
lems, as the Senator articulated. It 
may not be real in terms of current re
ceipts, but that is an approach which 
the President was willing to undertake, 
whatever the fallacies may be as to the 
accounting procedures involved with 
those projections and collections. 

Still, the critical point would arise 
with the payment of the benefits now. 
I will give a response that I get in 
Pennsylvania from people who are un
employed. They say, with all due re
spect, to reach back is fine, but it does 
not put the money in the pocket in Au
gust. If it comes in November or De
cember, it does not do anything about 
the problem of putting the food on the 
table in August. 

The people have a view that when the 
Democrats, to be candid and succinct, 
put forward an unemployment com
pensation bill, the Republicans will 
then come back with a counterproposal 
which the Republicans feel will not 
pass, but is an arguable offset to the 
Democratic position. At least, the Re
publicans have put forward a position. 
Then the Democrats reject the Repub
licans' position in order to sustain a 
political issue as opposed to accepting 
a program which will go into effect. 

But what I would like to see happen 
is that, if the President is willing to go 

along with Senator DoLE'S program, 
whatever the infirmities may be its 
drawbacks, that we accept the program 
so that benefits will proceed. We could 
have passed the proposal on August l, 
even if Senator BENTSEN'S proposal or 
Senator MITCHELL'S proposal was supe
rior. Then we come back, we raise all 
these objections, and we say what Sen
ator DOLE and President Bush wanted 
is not enough. It may well not be 
enough. I am prepared to support the 
first bill which is going to pass and 
provide payments. 

I simply wish to express a concern 
about the Republican-Democratic posi
tions. I attach no blame here, but 
merely seek discuss the perception not 
only Pennsylvania, but also America. I 
urge my colleagues to find a way to cut 
the Gordian knot, to get something 
passed, and begin payments to the un
employed now. 

Mr. MITCHELL. Permit me to make 
one response and I will yield the floor. 
I have to go to another function. 

I just say to the Senator, I under
stand his position and it surely has 
merit. But there is a very real dif
ference in the level of benefits under 
these two bills. Senator DOLE'S bill 
provides the basic benefit of 6 weeks; 
only 6 States of the 50 would get more 
than 6 weeks of benefits under his bill. 
Under the Bentsen bill, 7 States would 
get 20 weeks of benefits, and 14 States 
would get 13 weeks of benefits. So there 
is a tremendous, what we think is a 
very substantial, difference. 

I think what the Senator is saying, 
let us get a little bit out now. But the 
reality is, and the Senator well knows 
it, if we accept this lesser level of bene
fits now, that is it. There is not going 
to be any more. So the argument that 
we ought to take this and come back 
and get more later, I think, does not 
reflect the reality. 

I think if we cannot get this mean
ingful benefit package passed now, I 
think if we accept what we regard as 
an inadequate level of benefits-I have 
the greatest respect for my colleague; 
his position is that it is adequate, I re
spect that; it is an honest difference of 
opinion-that is it; we are not going to 
get any more; there is no prospect of 
persuading the President to have addi
tional benefits after he has accepted a 
lesser level of benefits. 

If there is any chance at all to do it, 
to provide what we think is a realistic 
and necessary level of benfi ts, the only 
time it can be done is now. If that can
not be done, then we will address the 
situation at that time. But I think tak
ing the lesser level means taking that 
on a permanent basis. That is really 
why we feel that we have to go forward 
on this basis. 

Mr. SARBANES. Mr. President, will 
the Senator yield to me to make a re
sponse? 

Mr. MITCHELL. The distinguished 
Republican leader and I have to go to 
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another function. I would like to give 
him the opportunity to make a com
ment. 

Mr. DOLE. I would like to make a 
statement. 

Mr. SARBANES. I want to address a 
question to the Senator from Penn
sylvania. 

The unemployment trust fund was 
explicitly constructed in a way as not 
to have to put the kinds of questions 
that were contained in the Dole pro
posal and which has just been raised; 
namely, where is the funding for the 
benefits to come from? Because it was 
understood that the benefits would be 
needed during a recession, individuals 
would be facing an emergency, you 
would seek to sustain purchasing 
power in order to offset the economic 
downturn. 

Obviously, if in every one of those in
stances when we went into a recession 
you had to contend with the problem of 
how to pay for the benefits, it would 
delay a response to the emergency. 

So the system itself, the integrity of 
the unemployment insurance benefits 
system, is constructed on committed 
taxes for that purpose. Employers pay 
those taxes in good times and bad. In 
bad times, when you are ordinarily 
paying the benefits, you draw down the 
surplus in the fund which has been 
built up for that very purpose. When 
the employers pay the money in, they 
are paying it on a mandate that it 
shall be used for these purposes. 

In every previous recession, ad.minis
trations and the Congress have worked 
together. You had an increase in the 
extended benefits paid, and you have 
had a drawdown in the fund in order to 
pay those benefits. 

What has happened now is that we 
have a very large balance in the fund. 
In fact, the fund is adding to its sur
plus at this very moment, right in the 
middle of a recession. We are not even 
paying out of the fund what is coming 
into the fund currently, let alone using 
some of this balance which has been 
built up over recent years when there 
were lower levels of unemployment in 
order to pay benefits when we had a 
downturn. 

That is the system that was con
structed. It was constructed that way 
in order not to have to confront the 
very questions that are being raised by 
trying to find a financing mechanism. 

So employers pay in these moneys. 
They built up this trust fund balance. 
When unemployment goes up, you use 
those balances in order to pay the ben
efits. 

So that is where we find ourselves. 
That is why I feel very strongly that 
the balance specifically designed for 
this purpose ought to be used now in a 
time of need. 

Mr. BENTSEN. Will the Senator 
yield? 

Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Re

publican leader. 

Mr. SPECTER. I thank my col
leagues, especially the Republican 
leader. 

Mr. DOLE. I came out here a half
hour ago to make a statement. 

Mr. BENTSEN. May I make one com
ment to my friend as he leaves the 
floor? 

Mr. DOLE. Yes. 
Mr. BENTSEN. Mr. President, I 

would like to say to my friend from 
Pennsylvania, if you compare the bills 
of my distinguished friend, the minor
ity leader and the Bentsen bill, under 
the Bentsen bill you get 13 weeks of 
benefits in Pennsylvania. Under the 
Dole bill you get 6 weeks. Under the 
Bentsen bill, you get reachback bene
fits in Pennsylvania, back to March 1. 
You do not get those benefits under the 
other bill. 

The other concern you have to have, 
I think is for veterans coming back 
from Desert Storm and Desert Shield, 
because over one-half of a billion dol
lars of that money that is picked up in 
the so-called attempt to pay for the 
Dole bill is money that is going to be 
denied to people who have finished 
their tour of duty, come back, and are 
honorably discharged. I have a number 
of letters from veterans organizations 
that are deeply concerned over that 
provision. 

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, I do 
not want to prolong the matter be
cause Senator DOLE is waiting. 

By a one-sentence response, what I 
would like to have seen done was 6 
weeks for Senator DOLE and 8 weeks or 
whatever, for Senator BENTSEN. So the 
6 weeks of Senator DoLE would have 
started in August, without talking 
about a reachback later. 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I also say 
that we did have a provision in our pro
posal that was defeated earlier this 
week, that would have given the Presi
dent a choice. Both bills would have 
gone to President Bush, and he could 
have made a choice. Had that been 
adopted, benefits would have been 
being paid today to unemployed work
ers, but that was defeated. 

It seems to me that if the veto is sus
tained, as I assume it will be, we ought 
to consider that approach again. Are 
we talking about issues or benefits? 
Let us just stipulate that there are a 
lot of people who need help. The ques
tion is whether we are going to break 
the budget. It is not how much money 
we have in the trust fund. That was all 
considered during the budget agree
ment. And to look back and say we 
have all this money not being used is 
to undermine the very agreement we 
pledged our support to less than a year 
ago. 

I hope we can work something out 
eventually. My view is that, obviously, 
the conference report will pass both 
houses. It will go to the President. He 
will make a decision whether or not to 
veto it. He does not have the option to 

declare an emergency. He has to sign 
or veto the bill. If he vetoes it, my view 
is that the veto will be sustained in the 
U.S. Senate. Maybe then we can figure 
out an appropriate response. 

We need to do it quickly, and we 
ought to plan ahead now on the basis 
that it will be sustained. 

Mr. President, I indicated to the Sen
ator from Tennessee I was going to re
spond to some of the statements he 
made last Tuesday, and again today, 
about certain foreign debt. 

First of all, I think it is interesting 
that the Senator from Tennessee spe
cifically refers to his concern over a 
$350 billion deficit for the coming fiscal 
year and, yet, supports legislation to 
increase it $6.2 billion more. 

It seems to me that you cannot have 
it both ways. Either you are for the 
breaking of the budget, or you are not. 
And if you are breaking the budget in 
this area, you are probably going to be 
for it next week for something else. I 
do not know how we can extoll the vir
tues of budget discipline and the irre
sponsibility of adding to a runaway 
deficit, while at the same time sup
porting legislation that further in
creases the deficit. 

These policies are inconsistent. That 
is why I, along with Mr. DoMENICI, Mr. 
RoTH, and others, offered an alter
native unemployment bill that pro
vided extended benefits to unemployed 
Americans without increasing the Fed
eral deficit one red cent. 

If you are unemployed-and I think I 
would agree with the Senator from 
Pennsylvania-and have a family, I do 
not think they care about the debate 
on the Senate floor, or whether it is 6, 
20, or 7 weeks. They want benefits now. 
They are not out there debating the 
niceties around the kitchen table, 
while there is no food on the table, say
ing why is the Democratic proposal 
better or the Republican proposal. 
They do not care. They are out of 
work. 

So we can all agree, as I said, that we 
ought to address the problem. But we 
must do it without increasing the defi
cit which is going to have an effect on 
everybody else in America. 

It is not who has the most weeks. 
That is how we have been doing it 
around this place for a long time, and 
that is why we have a S31h trillion defi
cit. Because if I have 8 weeks and you 
have 10 weeks, the cost does not make 
a difference; yours is better because it 
has more benefits. The American peo
ple long ago learned that that is not 
the true measure of the merit of a 
bill-who spends the most money. If 
that were the case, on this side we 
would lose every time on who spends 
the most money. 

We made a budget agreement. None 
of us liked it. We had to hold our nose 
to vote for it, but it had discipline. It 
said if we are going to have new spend
ing, we have to find an offset or we are 
going to have to raise taxes. 
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I say, to his credit, that the distin

guished chairman of the House Ways 
and Means Committee, Mr. ROSTEN
KOWSKI, though I did not agree with the 
tax increase, tried to pay for unem
ployment benefits by increasing taxes. 
He only got 40 votes, but he tried to be 
responsible. 

So what do we do? We say this is an 
emergency. So we send a bill down to 
the President and say if you find it is 
an emergency, it is up to the Presi
dent-and it is-that is part of the 
budget agreement. Now we say, since it 
is going to go to the President some
time next week, that you have to sign 
the bill. And if you do, you declare it 
an emergency. He does not have any 
choice or flexibility. So he is probably 
going to veto the bill. 

I touch on one other point. The Sen
ator from Tennessee states that the ad
ministration cares more about foreign 
countries than it does about unem
ployed workers in this country. In fact, 
I think the statement was, if you live 
in a foreign country, we will help you, 
but if you live in America, forget it. 

Nothing could be further from the 
truth. The point I have been making 
during the last few days is that in
creasing the deficit hurts all Ameri
cans. We all go out and talk about the 
deficit. I have heard speeches on both 
sides of the aisle about the deficit. We 
make them everywhere we go, and we 
rush back here and try to raise it $6 or 
$7 billion more. 

So it seems to me that we cannot 
turn a blind eye on it one day, and then 
go out and look people in the eye the 
next day and say, we really want to re
duce the deficit, and we are going to do 
it next week or the next week. 

Contrary to what the Senator from 
Tennessee states, the fact that the ad
ministration is pursuing debt relief for 
a handful of down and out, bankrupt 
countries has absolutely nothing to do 
with this debate. I have to believe that 
all the aid that has gone to these coun
tries was probably supported by this 
Congress. I might add that the Presi
dent's debt forgiveness program is 100 
percent consistent with the budget 
agreement and existing legislative au
thority. 

The Senator from Tennessee specifi
cally refers to debt relief for a number 
of countries including Uganda, Malawi, 
and Haiti. Frankly, Mr. President, we 
all know that these debts are almost, if 
not totally, worthless. For the chair
man of the Budget Committee to sug
gest they have meaningful value and 
that the President is pursuing a $2 bil
lion giveaway is plain wrong. He knows 
they are worthless. We discussed it in 
the Agriculture Committee about the 
worthless debts we have had with the 
foreign countries. 

It is not partisan. We understand it, 
and it is true. 

I ask unanimous consent that a chart 
listing those countries mentioned by 

the Senator from Tennessee, Senator 
SASSER, for which debt has been for
given, or for which such debt forgive
ness is pending, be printed at the con
clusion of my remarks. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

(See exhibit 1.) 
Mr. DOLE. This chart shows that 

while the principal amount of debt for 
these countries totals $2.1 billion, the 
reality is that few can repay the debt. 
And, in fact, the administration only 
expects payment of $34 million during 
this fiscal year. 

So, Mr. President, the bottom line of 
any such debt relief for these countries 
is that it has minimal impact on the 
deficit-a total of $34 million. Contrast 
this to the so-called Bentsen proposal 
approved by the Senate Tuesday 
evening which asks American tax
payers to cough up $6.2 billion. 

In order to make the record crystal 
clear on this issue, I ask unanimous 
consent that a list of all emergency 
spending items approved by the Presi
dent and by Congress to date be printed 
in the RECORD at conclusion of my re
marks. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

(See exhibit 2.) 
Mr. DOLE. In each case except one, 

the emergency spending related di
rectly to the Persian Gulf war, an 
event that generations to come will 
look at as a critical period in this Na
tion's history. That one exception was 
for $150 million to pay for increased 
State costs for the administration of 
unemployment claims. 

That is the one exception which dealt 
with unemployment. This record 
speaks for itself. I wonder whether 
those who criticize these expenditures, 
notwithstanding they probably voted 
for them, are now suggesting the 
money spent to save the families of 
U.S. officials stationed overseas or to 
protect Americans from terrorist at
tack was not wisely spent? 

Finally, Mr. President, I ask unani
mous consent that a list of those coun
tries or programs for which defense co
operation account interest has been 
used be printed in the RECORD at the 
conclusion of my remarks. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

(See exhibit 3.) 
Mr. DOLE. Again, I think the point 

of this has been totally missed. Not one 
penny of the money that was spent to 
provide aid to the Kurds or to support 
the U.N. peacekeeping operations on 
the Iraq-Kuwait border increased the 
Federal deficit. 

The reality of the comparison that 
my colleagues on the other side of the 
aisle have been talking about is that 
the Bentsen bill increases the deficit 
$6.2 billion while the expenditures list
ed on this chart came out of interest 
on funds provided by other Nations to 

pay for the Persian Gulf War. In other 
words, where the Bentsen bill is a $6.2 
billion hit to the American taxpayers, 
the aid to the Kurds, the aid to the 
United Nations, and the other disaster 
relief items described on the chart had 
no impact. 

Finally, this chart contains informa
tion as to the amount that was re
quested by the administration and the 
amount that was added on by Congress. 
In one instance, the administration re
quested $23 million and the Congress 
added on $45 million. In another in
stance, the administration requested 
$27 million and the Congress added on 
$40 million more. It amazes me that 
fingers are being pointed at the White 
House when they should be pointed at 
Congress. 

Mr. President, in conclusion let me 
address one issue regarding the con
ference report. 

I think we have to keep in mind that 
this is a budget buster-it violates the 
budget agreement that many of us, not 
all of us, supported. In fact, I have a 
number of statements, that I will talk 
about in a few days, of Senators made 
on both sides of the aisle about how 
difficult this was because we knew we 
were going to be backed up against a 
buzzsaw the first time somebody want
ed to break the budget. 

But the issues go even further, for 
this bill not only breaks the back of 
the budget agreement, it will break the 
back of the American people. It will 
send a signal to Wall Street and every
where else around the world: We do not 
really care about deficits. We talk 
about deficits. We wonder why the re
cession is still hanging on because Con
gress just cannot say no. We cannot 
pay for anything. We keep charging it 
up to somebody else's grandchildren. 

The conference report denies the au
thority granted to the President in the 
budget agreement and says that the 
provisions contained in this bill are 
deemed emergency requirements. It ig
nores current law that requires-I re
peat-that requires the President to 
make an independent declaration. 

So here we are, let us break the budg
et or not break the budget. I would 
hope that my colleagues who supported 
the original Bentsen bill will keep in 
mind when you supported that bill the 
vote was 69 to 30. It takes 34 votes to 
sustain a veto. So I would say to some 
of my colleagues on this side of the 
aisle, some 13 of my colleagues who 
supported that bill, that that bill was 
the same bill we passed by a voice vote 
here not too long ago because it gave 
the President some flexibility. 

If the President declared an emer
gency, then the benefits would be paid. 
That would have been all right had 
that gone to the President. But now it 
has gone to conference and as every
body predicted and as I said on the 
floor last Tuesday, the report has 
taken that discretion from the Presi
dent of the United States. 
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So I would say that if the budget 

agreement is cast aside, this Congress 
might as well go home. We might as 
well turn out the lights and leave the 
message outside tacked on the door: 
We do not care about the budget agree
ment; we do not care how large the 
Federal deficit grows; we do not care 
about future generations of America; 
we just care about playing games on 
the Senate floor-games that score 
points for a few but which harm every 
American. 

When these debates are over, I hope 
that my colleagues on the other side of 
the aisle will come back to our alter
nati ve. The President has publicly 
stated that he would sign it so that ex
tended benefit checks would be in the 
hands of the unemployed as soon as the 
beginning of next month. 

The longer we delay around here-the 
longer we play these games that suit 
the interests of a few-the longer we 
are ignoring the needs and interests of 
the unemployed. 

Mr. President, I thank my colleagues 
from Maryland for letting me make the 
statement. I have to be with the major
ity leader and should have been with 
him some time ago. 

ExHIBIT 1 

1991 DEBT FORGIVENESS SUMMARY I 
[In millions of dollars) 

Enterprise for the Americans Initiative 
AID and Public Law 480 debt: 

Bolivia 4 ............. .......................... . 
Chile ....................... ..................... . 
Jamaica ....................................... . 

Poorest Countries 
AID debt: 

Principal 
forgiven 

31 
16 

217 

Bangladesh .................................. 292 
Bolivia ...............................••......... 341 
Entente Fund 3 ....•.. .•.••...............•. 27 
Guyana 3 .... ... . ...... .. .. .. .... ... ..•. .•...... 73 
Honduras 3 .... ....... .... ....... .............. 327 
Nicaragua J ... ............................... 258 

Public Law 480 debt: 
Ghana J ........................................ 90 
GuyanaJ .....................•.•............... 32 
Honduras 3 ... ..... ........ .. .................. 106 
KenyaJ ....................... .................. 101 
Madagascar 3 .•.••...............•.. ........ 53 
Malawil .........•...•......................... 2 
Mozambique ................................. 50 
Nicaragua J .................................. 17 
Senegal ......................................... 42 
Tanzania J •................................... 55 
Ugandal ...................................... 16 

Sched-
uled pay

ments 
June 
1990 

2 
11 
19 

14 
17 
0 
4 

12 
11 

Receipt 
estimates 
for 1991 
in 1992 
budget 

~~~~~~~~-

Tot a I ......................................... 2,145 

•Excludes special debt relief for Egypt and Poland. 
2 Detail on expected receipts is classified. 
JPending. 
4 Public Law 480 only. 

ExHIBIT 2 

108 234 

FISCAL YEAR 1991 SPENDING NOT SUBJECT TO CAPS
"EMERGENCY" ITEMS APPROVED BY THE PRESIDENT 
AND CONGRESS IN H.R. 1281 (PUBLIC LAW 102- 27) 
DIRE EMERGENCY SUPPLEMENTAL, FISCAL YEAR 1991 

[Dollars in millions) 

AccounVrationale 

Funds Appropriated to the President: 
Economic Support Fund ........................... . 

Fiscal year 1991 

Budget au
thority 

850 

Outlays 

850 

FISCAL YEAR 1991 SPENDING NOT SUBJECT TO CAPS
"EMERGENCY" ITEMS APPROVED BY THE PRESIDENT 
AND CONGRESS IN H.R. 1281 (PUBLIC LAW 102- 27) 
DIRE EMERGENCY SUPPLEMENTAL, FISCAL YEAR 
1991-Continued 

[Dollars in millions) 

Fiscal year 1991 

AccounVrationale Budget au
thority Outlays 

Emergency aid designed to offset the 
economic impact of the war on Israel 
(loss of tourist income, damage from 
SCUDs); and on Tu~ (loss of oil 
pipeline fees from Iraq, military mobi
lization costs) 

Ageni:~~al~~r~~~~~s D~~~·~·~·~·~·~'. ... ........... . 
Emergency removal of personnel from 

high-risk posts, primarily in the Per
sian Gulf 

Department of State: 
Emergencies, diplomatic and consular 

service ................................................ . . 
Emergency removal of personnel from 

high-risk posts, primarily in the Per
sian Gulf 

Salaries and Expenses ....................... ..... . 
Emergency removal of personnel from 

high-risk posts, primarily in the Per
sian Gulf 

United States Information Agency: 
Salaries and Expenses ............................ . 
Emergency removal of personnel from 

high-risk posts, primarily in the Per
sian Gulf 

District of Columbia (general fund) ................ . 
Increased costs to city government (se

curity) as a result of the Persian Gulf 
war 

Department of Justice: 
Federal Bureau of Investigation .............. . 
Increased counter-intelligence/ 

antiterrorism work-load as a result of 
the Persian Gulf war 

Immigration and Naturalization Service .. 
Increased level of investigation of immi

grants as part of antiterrorism effort 
that resulted from the Persian Gulf 
war 

Department of Labor: 
Unemployment Insurance Administration . 
Recession-increased administrative 

costs that resulted from unanticipated 
increase in number of claims. 

Legislative Branch: 
Capitol Police Board ................................ . 
General Expenses, Capitol Police ............ . 
Increased security concems as a result 

of the Persian Gulf war 
Library of Congress S & E ...................... . 
Increased security concerns as a result 

of the Persian Gulf war 
Department of the Treasury: 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms .. 
Increased vigilance on weapons traffic 

as part of antiterrorism effort that re
sulted from the Persian Gulf war 

Customs Service S & E ........................... . 
Increased scrutiny of international air

ports, borders as part of antiterrorism 
effort that resulted from the Persian 
Gulf war 

Secret Service S & E .... .... ....................... . 
Increased security concerns as a result 

of the Persian Gulf war 
Veterans Administration: 

General Operating Expenses ................... .. 
Unanticipated administrative costs asso

ciated with increased benefits to vet
erans as a result of the Persian Gulf 
war 

Total, H.R. 1281 .......................... ....... . . 

ExHIBIT 3 

6.0 6.0 

9.3 6.5 

39.7 32.6 

4.4 3.6 

3.6 3.6 

4.6 3.7 

3.1 2.5 

150 

6.2 6.1 
I.I 1.0 

0.1 0.1 

2.0 2.0 

1.8 1.8 

4.9 4.9 

12.0 11.0 

948.9 1,085.3 

COUNTRIES/PROGRAMS FOR WHICH DEFENSE 
COOPERATION ACCOUNT (DCA) INTEREST HAS BEEN USED 

Account 

U.N. Peacekeeping in 
Iraq. 

Migration and Refu· 
gee Assistance. 

Emreeency Refugee 
Assistance of 
which; 

[In millions of dollars] 

Appro-
priated 

in Supp. 

25 

75 

68 

Used 
to 

date 

19 

31 

38 

To be 
used 

44 

30 

Purposes used 

U.N. Peacekeeping on 
Iraq-Kuwait border. 

Finance U.N. pro
grams for refugees 
displaced persons 
in and around 
Iraq. 

COUNTRIES/PROGRAMS FOR WHICH DEFENSE COOPERA
TION ACCOUNT (OCA) INTEREST HAS BEEN USED
Continued 

[In millions of dollars] 

Appro- Used To be Account priated to used Purposes used 
in Supp. date 

Requested by (23) (23) R$uested funds of 
administra- 23 million to re-
tion. plenish funds 

spent on refu1ees 

Add-on by Con- (45) (15) (30) 
in Iraq. 

Funds used to date 
gress. are for Palestinian, 

Soviet Jewish, and 
African refu1ee 
needs. 

Disaster Assistance 67 27 40 
of which; 

Requested by (27) (27) Funds requested for 
administra· Kurds and other 
tion. displaced persons 

in and around 
Iraq. Balance of 
$12 million spent 
on Horn of Africa, 
Liberia, Philippines 
disaster needs. 

Add-on by Con- (40) (40) Will meet emerging 
gress. disaster needs. 

Total appro- 235 115 120 
priated. 

Note.-All funds are available beyond fiscal year 1991. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 
KOHL). The Chair recognizes the Sen
ator from Maryland. 

Mr. SARBANES. Mr. President, I lis
tened with a very heavy heart for the 
unemployed people in this country as 
the minority leader spoke. 

The fact of the matter is that the 
Bush administration is raiding the ex
tended benefit trust fund. That is it 
pure and simple. 

This extended benefit insurance fund 
was established on the premise that 
the money to pay the benefits would be 
paid into a committed fund over a pe
riod of time when unemployment was 
not a problem. When the employer pays 
these particular taxes, they are com
mitted for the purpose of paying unem
ployment insurance benefits. The con
sequence is that you build up a surplus 
when unemployment is not high and 
then when you get into a recession the 
money is available to pay the benefits. 

So you do not at this point have to 
get into a protracted argument and de
bate about where the money is going to 
come from because you have people all 
across the country hurting and des
perate. People who have worked, lost 
their jobs, have used up their basic 
benefits, have been unable to find a job, 
have house payments to meet, car pay
ments, they have to put food on the 
table for their family. 

So when the system was put together 
a lot of thought was given to how to 
make the system respond quickly? How 
can we really get help to people in a 
hurry? One way to do it was to build up 
a fund so the moneys are available. 
That is what has happened over the 
1980's. This fund for extended benefits 
was built up. It was over a $1 billion in 
1987, went up to over $3 billion in 1988, 
and so forth. As of October 1, 1990 there 
was $7 .2 billion in this trust fund. 

This year during a recession, the 
trust fund is building up an additional 
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balance. It is now well over $8 billion. 
Why is the trust fund building up this 
balance in a recessionary period. It is 
doing that because the trigger mecha
nism, the criteria for applying the ex
tended benefits, has been made -so dif
ficult and rigid that no one is receiving 
them. In previous recessions, the num
ber of people receiving extended bene
fits increased significantly in each re
cession. In this recession, hardly at all, 
even though the money is in the trust 
fund. 

The other side says, we do not want 
to draw on that money because we 
want to use it to offset the deficit. But 
that is not why that money was paid. 
That is not the understanding and the 
commitment on which those taxes were 
given. There is an integrity question 
here, and people have paid those taxes 
for the purpose of paying the benefits. 
The money is there. There is a large 
surplus in that trust fund specifically 
designated to pay benefits. 

The benefits are not being paid and 
there are millions of people across this 
country who are in desperation because 
of it. 

Then they say, we have this budget 
agreement. The President has come to 
the Congress this year to use the emer
gency declaration which was part of 
the budget agreement, but the use of 
the emergency allows the President 
and the Congress, if they agree, to go 
outside of the parameters of the budget 
agreement in order to address some 
emergency situation. 

The President has used that provi
sion to address emergency situations 
abroad, and it is quite true, as the mi
nority leader said, that the Congress 
concurred in that judgment. The Presi
dent said: 

I think this is an emergency. I want to pro
vide some resources overseas to help people 
in other places confronting a difficult situa
tion. 

The Congress agreed in that judg
ment. The resources were provided. 
The President sent assistance out of 
the country to address those emer
gencies. I supported that. I think they 
were emergencies. 

All I am saying now is that this is an 
emergency. The President needs to per
ceive the emergency here at home in
volving our own citizens. Why can he 
perceive it abroad and not perceive it 
in this country? What is it that makes 
him understand an emergency si tua
tion over there but not back here? 

Let me just read you one paragraph 
from a letter I received. This lady 
writes: 

If you want statistics, I will give you mine. 
I am a white, middle-aged female, single par
ent of two, head of household. I raised my 
sons basically on their own since they were 
3 and 5. 

And I am going to come back to this 
letter later. 

Envision this if you will. This lady 
had a steady job for 12 years. When we 

talk about people drawing these unem
ployment benefits, by definition you 
are not eligible unless you have had a 
continuous job record in order to qual
ify. 

In this instance, she says: 
I have worked hard for almost 12 years and, 

due to economic conditions, my department 
was closed and I am now out of work. 

Listen to how she starts her letter, 
on this very point of the President per
ceiving emergencies abroad, which he 
has done this year. 

In effect, we are saying to the Presi
dent, there is an emergency here at 
home. But the President cannot see the 
emergency. He could see it abroad, but 
he cannot see it here at home. And it is 
all captured very well in this opening 
paragraph. 

DEAR SENATOR SARBANES: I am writing this 
letter to you after watching the hearing on 
television on the problems of the unem
ployed people in AMERICA. 

The reason I put that in capital letters is 
because we would be better off if we were 
from a foreign country so that President 
Bush would see it in his heart to help us out. 
He does nothing for the Americans that are 
suffering. 

Now, just think of that. This lady put 
America in capital letters. 

The reason I put that in capital letters is 
because we would be better off if we were 
from a foreign country so that President 
Bush would see it in his heart to help us out. 

Mr. President, we have an emergency 
and we need to recognize it. 

I have a letter from someone else 
who says: 

What constitutes an emergency? Whenever 
the unemployment rates have been this dev
astating in the past, the Federal Govern
ment has automatically stepped in. What has 
made this emergency different? Could it be 
that no one wants to admit that there is an 
emergency? As I said earlier, what a dis
grace. 

The person is absolutely right. 
In previous economic downturns we 

did respond, the President and Con
gress together. There was an extension 
of unemployment benefits when Ford, 
Carter, and Reagan were President. 
The number of persons receiving ex
tended unemployment insurance bene
fits, as you can can see on this chart, 
increased significantly in each of those 
recessions because the Congress and 
the administration responded, and they 
used the money that had been built up 
in the trust fund. 

What has happened this time? Vir
tually no increase. Only 14,000 people 
out of 8112 million people unemployed 
are receiving extended benefits. 

The money is there. Here is the trust 
fund balance. Look at those balances. 
They are going up, even in a recession. 
This fiscal year, employers will pay in 
an additional $700 million in taxes into 
the trust fund, ostensibly to pay unem
ployment benefits. That is why they 
are paying them. That is what the law 
says. That is what the money is com
mitted for-$700 million. 

In addition, the balances that are al
ready in there will earn about $600 mil
lion in interest. So that is an addition 
to the trust fund this year of $1.3 bil
lion. It is estimated that the trust fund 
will pay out of those few people draw
ing extended benefits about $130 mil
lion. 

Can you believe it? We are in a reces
sion. We have an unemployment rate of 
6.8 percent, 10 percent if you use the 
comprehensive unemployment rate, 
and we are taking almost 10 times as 
much money into the fund as we are 
paying out in unemployment insurance 
benefits. 

It is enough to make you weep for 
the unemployed across the country 
who are in desperation on how to pay 
their mortgages so they can hold onto 
their homes or feed their families. This 
system was constructed so people 
would not face that human misery, and 
the system has worked. The money is 
there. All the President needed to have 
done in August, was to find an emer
gency and the benefits would have been 
paid. They would have been paid imme
diately. They would have been paid ac
cording to the rules of the game. 

It is time to stand up for the Ameri
cans who play according to the rules of 
the game. There are too many who 
have abused the system. We see it in 
the savings and loans, we see it in the 
banks; the fast operators, the big buck 
people. The President and his budget 
people put that money outside of the 
budget agreement, $25 billion here, $45 
billion there, to make up for the abuse 
of office by these fast buck operators. 
That is outside of the budget agree
ment. 

You have a trust fund for the very 
purpose of paying these benefits. What 
are they going to do, sit on the surplus 
and hatch eggs? The Secretary of 
Labor was on television the other 
morning. She says, "We cannot run 
down a trust fund that we will, per
chance, need." 

The perchance went long ago. We 
need it. We have needed it for a long 
time. We need it now. 

I strongly support this conference re
port. 

Now let me just talk for a moment 
about where we are in the economy. 
The administration, from the begin
ning of this recession, has been sound
ing the siren song that this is a short 
and shallow recession. That is what 
they want the country to believe. If 
you believe it is short and shallow, 
then you say let us not do anything 
about it; it is going to end very soon; it 
is not going to be very deep; let us just 
ride it out. You have some suffering of 
the people who lose their jobs. But 
there is not a lot of concern about 
them in the top echelons of this na
tional administration. 

I am interested now to hear all these 
people come to the floor-even on the 
other side-and say "There is a prob-
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lem, we have to do something about 
it." That is not what they were saying 
a few months ago. That is not what 
they were saying before we really 
started moving to respond to people's 
needs. They would say "No problem. It 
is a short and shallow recession. Just 
stick with where we are. We will come 
out of it. Sure, some people will fall off 
the edge of the Earth, but that is the 
way it works." 

We put together this unemployment 
insurance system to avoid that from 
happening. That is one of the reasons it 
was constructed. It was constructed so 
people did not fall off the end of the 
Earth: hard-working people, respon
sible people, conscientious people, peo
ple who have held a job, met the dis
cipline of the workplace, and who lose 
their job through no fault of their own. 

We are hearing from employers who 
said: "Look, we paid in these taxes to 
pay these extended benefits, and we 
have people who were in our work force 
that we had to lay off who we hope to 
be able to hire back if economic condi
tions improve. In the meantime these 
steady workers of ours are facing very 
difficult economic circumstances. We 
constructed an unemployment insur
ance benefit system to help them 
through those circumstances. I, the 
employer, paid taxes for that purpose. 
There is a fund there and it ought to be 
used for that purpose." 

If there was no money in the fund, if 
it had never been built up or if it had 
been built up and then used up, then we 
would face the question: If you are 
going to pay the benefits, where is the 
money going to come from? But that is 
not where we are today. 

We have large balances in the ex
tended benefit trust fund. Not only do 
we have large balances, they are get
ting larger with each passing year, 
while unemployed people across the 
country are tearing out their hair on 
how to meet their family responsibil
ities. 

This administration just talked 
about a short and shallow recession. I 
want to address that for just a few mo
ments, because if you cannot recognize 
a problem then you are not going to 
want to do anything about it. 

First of all, let me address the argu
ment that this is a shallow recession. 
This chart shows the decline in em
ployment from the prerecession peak. 
This was the 1931-82 recession. This is 
the current recession. 

As you see, the percentage decline in 
employment is now worse in this reces
sion at this point than it was in 1981-82. 

We did not start from as high an un
employment figure, so the rate is not 
as high, but the percentage decline in 
employment is greater. 

The 1981-82 recession was the most 
severe economic downturn that we had 
experienced in this country since the 
Great Depression of the 1930's. The de
cline in employment in this recession 

has paralleled the job loss during the 
1981-82 recession which was the worst 
recession since the Great Depression. 

Second, the official unemployment 
rate which is used understates the se
verity of the depression. It rose from 
5.3 percent just before the recession. It 
is now at 6.8 percent. About 15 months 
ago it was 5.3 percent. It is now 6.8 per
cent. This rise in the unemployment 
rate, however, conceals the real extent 
of unemployment because there has 
been virtually no growth in the labor 
force. 

Ordinarily your labor force grows. 
They make projections on that on the 
basis of population growth. The Bureau 
of Labor Statistics estimated that the 
normal growth in the labor force since 
July of last year would have been 
about 1.6 million new workers. That 
would have been the normal growth 
that you would project on the basis of 
the Nation's population demographics. 
In fact, the labor force only grew by 
200,000, because many people are too 
discouraged to look for work. 

They know things are bad. They are 
so discouraged that they do not even 
enter the labor force. 

In addition, there are just under 6 
million people in this country who are 
working part time because there are no 
full-time jobs available. Some people 
work part time because they want to 
work part time. That fits into the 
schedule they want to have for them
selves, and it meets their economic and 
personal responsibilities. So I am not 
counting them. 

There are just under 6 million people 
who want to work full time but cannot 
find full-time work, so they are work
ing part time. 

If you add in the people who have 
been discouraged from coming into the 
labor force and looking for a job; and if 
you add in the people who are working 
part time but want to work full time; 
we have what we call the comprehen
sive unemployment rate. The com
prehensive unemployment rate is now 
at 10 percent. That is about 16 million 
American total. 

In 1990, nearly 20 million Americans 
experienced at least one period of un
employment sometime during the year. 
That represents 15 percent of American 
workers who were jobless sometime in 
1990. This year, it is estimated that 
number will be close to 25 million. So 
much for this siren song of this admin
istration that this has been a shallow 
recession. 

What about the assertion that this is 
a short recession? This recession now 
has lasted 13 months. It started in July 
1990. If you include September it will 
be 14 months. Only two recessions in 
the post-World War II period, only two, 
lasted longer: The 16-month recession 
of 1981-82, and the equally long reces
sion of 1973-75. So much for the asser
tion that this is a short recession. 

The fact of the matter is that this re
cession has been long and painful, not 
short and shallows. 

In addition, there is no clear evidence 
that the recession is over. We hear 
these assertions that the recession is 
over. That is Dick Darman's favorite 
theme song: It is over; it is behind us. 
Let us take a look at that. 

There are some data from the manu
facturing sector suggesting a modest 
improvement, but this is 
counterbalanced by continuing de
clines in construction and service sec
tors of the economy. I think it is fair 
to say that the data over the last few 
months shows an economy that is 
bouncing along the bottom, and not 
one that has turned upward. 

The President and his people need to 
take a look at these economic develop
ments. When the President turned 
down the original bill, some were as
serting that the Nation's economy was 
coming out of recession. 

The Commerce Department has re
ported that gross national product rose 
four-tenths of 1 percent in the second 
quarter. Since then, we have had two 
downward revisions of real growth in 
our GNP. We now know that the econ
omy declined half a percent in the sec-
ond quarter of 1991. . 

We have had three successive quar
ters of negative GNP growth. The econ
omy not only has not grown, it has ac
tually shrunk for three successive 
quarters, by 1.6 percent in the last 
quarter of 1990; 2.8 percent in the first 
quarter of this year; and half of a per
cent in the second quarter of this year. 

Actually, the performance of real 
GNP growth under Bush is the worst it 
has been under any President in the 
post-World War II period. 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has 
reported an increase in long-term un
employed in August to its highest level 
since the beginning of this recession. 
This chart shows the number of per
sons unemployed longer than 26 weeks. 
In June 1990, it was just over 600,000. 
Today, it is almost at 1,200,000. The 
number of long-term unemployed has 
almost doubled. Mr. President, the 
basic unemployment insurance benefit 
program is for 26 weeks. 

So for these people who use up their 
26 weeks, there is nothing out there 
available except that tiny little bit in 
a couple of States that qualify. · 

Initial claims for unemployment in
surance rose in September from 403,000 
in the first week in September to 
439,000 in the second week in Septem
ber. Recent data shows real disposable 
personal income fell in July; retail 
sales fell in August. 

American families are hurting from 
this recession. There is hurt and pain 
being felt across the country, not only 
for those who have lost their job, but 
even those who have jobs are feeling 
hurt and pain because their standard of 
living is not rising; in fact, it is falling. 
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Real per capita income has declined 
during this administration. 

It has affected consumer confidence. 
The latest consumer confidence figures 
released just this week show that con
sumers are growing more and more pes
simistic about the future of our econ
omy. That is reflected in the consumer 
confidence index, which really dropped 
dramatically in the latter part of 1990. 
It began to come back this year, and 
now it is on its way down again. 

Other data are also pointing down
ward. Permits for new housing went up 
0.5 percent in July. The administration 
at the time pointed to it as an auspi
cious indicator. They said, "We are 
coming out of recession. Permits for 
new housing are up.'' It was only 0.5 
percent, but nevertheless it was up. 

Permits for new housing fell by 5 per
cent in August. They rose 0.5 percent in 
July, and the administration spokes
man pointed to the 0.5-percent in
crease, as an indication we were going 
to come out of the recession. What do 
they say about the August figure-a 5-
percent decrease? 

After rising in July, new orders for 
durable goods fell in August. After ris
ing in June and July, sales of domestic 
autos fell dramatically in August and 
early September. You can see that on 
this chart. 

These are the indicators. If you lost 
your job last fall when the unemploy
ment rate was 5.8, 5.9 percent, you then 
drew your basic unemployment bene
fits of 26 weeks, you would now have 
exhausted your benefits. You now 
would find yourself looking for a job in 
a job market with an unemployment 
rate of 6.8 percent. So in other words, 
you would now, having used up your 
benefits, be trying to find a job market 
that was worse than at the time you 
lost your job. 

One purpose of these unemployment 
benefits is to carry people through the 
downturn period, so that the economy 
is coming back and the chances of find
ing a job are better. But clearly now, 
for many of these people, they are try
ing to find a job in a job market that 
is worse than when they lost their job. 

So much for the economic situation. 
So much for the administration's siren 
song of a short and shallow recession. 
Let me just take Mr. Darman's asser
tion of the other day that the recession 
is over. I disagree with him on that 
point. He has been trying to paint this 
rosy picture from the beginning. He 
never thought there was a problem in 
our economy. One of these letters to 
me asks "what would the response be if 
some members of the President's fam
ily were confronting an unemployment 
situation?" It is a good question. How 
much do the people downtown begin to 
understand about the problems that or
dinary working people face in meeting 
their obligation? Most people need in
come coming in on a regular basis. If 
they do not get a paycheck, there is a 

family crisis. They do not have a lot of 
money socked away somewhere. They 
do not have huge portfolios built up, 
large inheritances. They are decent, 
honest, hard-working people who built 
the country, and they depend on a 
weekly paycheck to meet their obliga
tions. They manage to save a little bit. 
They hit hard times. They draw down 
their savings. They use it up. They can 
see it going out, just like the tide run
ning out. 

President Bush goes up there to 
Kennebunkport, ME, where they have 
those tides. When that tide is running 
out, that is what is happening to these 
hard-working Americans. Their savings 
are running out. Their income is 
stopped. They are going to lose what 
little assets they have. 

Now, what Darman has to understand 
is that even after a recession is over, 
the number of long-term unemployed 
will continue to rise. So this problem 
of trying to help the long-term unem
ployed with respect to their benefits 
will not end when the recession ends. I 
am asserting very strongly that the re
cession has not ended. But even if you 
accept Darman 's rosy view, the fact is 
that in every previous recession the 
number of long-term unemployed has 
gone up for a number of months after 
the recession has ended. 

After the 1974-75 recession, the num
ber of long-term unemployed continued 
to go up for a number of months after 
the recession ended. In 1980, the same 
thing; it continued to rise after the re
cession ended. The same thing in 1981-
82. There is no reason to expect it will 
be any different this time. So we will 
continue to have this problem even 
after the recession is over. 

Now, Mr. President, just to 
compound this matter, yesterday the 
Census Bureau reported that just over 
2 million more people were in poverty 
last year than in 1989. 

A study by the Congressional Budget 
Office earlier this year found that 46 
percent, almost half, of the recipients 
of long-term unemployment insurance 
benefits would have had poverty in
comes in the absence of those benefits. 
In other words, the unemployment in
surance benefits succeeded in keeping 
about half of the unemployed out of 
the poverty level. They were lifted out 
of poverty because of their unemploy
ment insurance benefits. 

I cannot for the life of me understand 
why the administration will not recog
nize the problem and try to deal with 
it. This is our basic safety net for 
working people. We levy these taxes, 
now over S8 billion in the surplus in the 
trust fund, specifically for this pur
pose. Employers paid those taxes on 
the assumption their workers would be 
taken care of in the recession. But, the 
administration does not want to use 
them for the purpose for which they 
were intended. 

Yesterday the census released a re
port that poverty in the United States 

rose sharply last year for the first time 
since 1983, and that the median house
hold income in this country dropped. 
Mr. President, the conference report 
that is before us seeks to deal with this 
problem. I cannot understand the atti
tude of the Secretary of Labor when 
she says we cannot run down a trust 
fund that we will perchance need. 

We need this trust fund now. What is 
she going to do with this trust fund? It 
is almost like a librarian. If you ask 
her how things are in the library, she 
says terrific, every book is on the shelf. 

What is the purpose of this trust 
fund? We sold this trust fund and pay
ing these taxes on the theory that 
when bad times came the money would 
be used to pay the benefits. If you are 
not going to pay the benefits, you are 
abusing the purpose of the trust fund. 
You are breaking your contract that 
undergirds the unemployment insur
ance system. 

Mr. President, I want to close by try
ing to underscore the human dimen
sions of this problem. These unemploy
ment insurance benefits serve two pur
poses. One is they put a certain 
amount of purchasing power into the 
economy, so they help to keep the 
consumer confidence from dropping. 
They help to sustain some income. So 
you get some economic activity which 
comes from drawing down the fund. 

In fairly good times, you can pay 
into the fund without inhibiting eco
nomic activity. But in bad times you 
pay out of it in order to encourage 
some economic activity. That is why 
we constructed the trust fund. In addi
tion, the trust fund addresses the very 
real human needs. 

I have one letter. Let me just quote 
from it: 

I only hope you will be able to get through 
to Bush and make him realize that we are in 
an emergency situation in our own country. 
What we, as unemployed people, want is to 
be able to rebuild our self esteem, pay our 
bills, and contribute to this country. We are 
not looking for a handout, but right now we 
need more help. It is sad to know the funds 
are there but the President will not release 
them. 

You are telling me it is sad to know 
it. It is sad for millions of people across 
this country to know it, people in des
peration. They do not know how to 
make that payment, and their credi
tors are on the doorstep. What are they 
supposed to do? These are working peo
ple. They lost their jobs. It was not 
their fault. Economic activity went 
down three straight quarters of decline 
in economic activity in this country. 
So their place of employment cuts 
back or closes down, and they are out 
of work. 

They are supposed to get unemploy
ment insurance benefits. In every other 
recession we gave not only the basic 26 
weeks but we gave them extended bene
fits, in some instances running as 
much as 26 to 39 additional weeks. This 
bill goes up to 20 weeks depending on 
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how severe the unemployment is in 
your particular State. We have States 
with unemployment rates of 8, 81/2, 9, 
91/2 percent of people in those States 
who are not drawing extended benefits. 

So you bet your life it is sad to know 
the funds are there but the President 
will not release them. Let me go on 
with this letter. 

People have this idea being unemployed is 
fun. It is not. It is extremely depressing. Ev
eryone thought I was lucky having the sum
mer off. I did not enjoy one day of this sum
mer as I was worrying about getting a job. It 
is on your mind constantly from when you 
wake up in the morning until you go to bed 
at night. And then, if you should wake up 
during the night, it is right there hounding 
you. 

No, I am not lazy and I do not believe 
many unemployed people are. They are just 
victims of a situation that is called a reces
sion, for which my 77-year-old mother calls a 
depression. She is probably right. 

If things are turning around and the reces
sion is ending, then I would like to know in 
what country this is happening. I hope I do 
not have to go on welfare as I am not that 
type of person, but you really think about it 
when things get so bad. 

Then, I quoted this before, but I want 
to repeat it to paint the picture of the 
kind of people we are talking about. 

If you want statistics, I will give you mine. 
I am a white, middle-aged female, single par
ent of two, head of household. I raised my 
sons basically on my own since they were 3 
and 5. I worked full time from when they 
were 7 and 9. I had them in all the sports pro
grams I could. I worked 10 minutes from the 
House so I could be available should some
thing happen to them and they needed me. 

My sons are turning out to be good men. 
They are both in college and have always 
been clean, decent, individuals. They really 
never gave me any major problems, just the 
normal ones every parent has with their 
children. 

I do not want any praise or desire any for 
what I have done. They were my responsibil
ity and I lived up to it. 

Let me just repeat that sentence be
cause I think it says a lot about the 
character and the moral fiber of a per
son who wrote me this letter. 

Talking about bringing up her two 
sons, and her pride in them now, they 
are turning out to be good men. 

I do not want any praise or desire any for 
what I have done. They were my responsibil
ity and I lived up to it. What I want now is 
help from the Government until things get 
better for me and all the thousands of people 
that are in the same situation. 

Please keep fighting to get this money re
leased for the people that need it so badly. 
Please do what you can to help all of us out. 
We do not want it, we need it, and we need 
it now. Please see what you or your fellow 
Senators can do to help get this country 
back on its feet, or else this country will be 
gone. I know it sounds stupid, but I think it 
could happen if we do not help ourselves and 
each other. We are falling off the face of the 
Earth, and no one cares. 

Mr. President, let me just read brief
ly from one other letter before closing 
this presentation. 

DEAR SENATOR SARBANES: I am writing to 
you regarding a serious crisis that exists na-

tionally. This subject is a lack of adequate 
unemployment benefits for working men and 
women. What has been allowed to happen in 
this country has been a disgrace. I am writ
ing to you as one of thousands of people who 
have been laid off from their job this year. 
My unemployment benefits expired August 
15, 1991, and I am one of the very people af
fected by President Bush's decision not to 
fund the extended employment program. 

As I stood in line every other week, I got 
to hear firsthand the concern and the voices 
of the people. The first blow was losing their 
job. 

I want to stop there. Nobody stops 
and thinks about the psychological 
trauma that the people experience 
upon losing their job. 

The first blow was losing their job. The 
second was seeing the United State Govern
ment abandon them in their hour of need. 
These are the hard working people that have, 
over the years, made this country great. 
These were workers who have held the same 
job, in many cases, for numbers of years. 

The previous lady I quoted from held 
a continuous job for 12 years with the 
same employer. 

I read in the papers that there is no end in 
sight to this current recession. I have col
lected article after article stating that un
employment is rising. I wonder if anyone 
else is getting this information. If this is 
happening, then why doesn't President Bush 
allocate the funds? What constitutes an 
emergency? Whenever the unemployment 
rates have been this devastating in the past, 
the Federal Government has automatically 
stepped in. 

The correspondent is absolutely 
right. In the past recessions, the Fed
eral Government did step in. The num
ber of people drawing extended benefits 
rose markedly, but not in this reces
sion, not in the administration of 
President George Bush. 

Let me go back to the letter: 
What has made this emergency different? 

Could it be that no one wants to admit there 
is an emergency? As I said earlier, what a 
disgrace. There are thousands of emergency 
programs in this country for the needy, and 
they receive benefits for just being needy. 

In fact, Mr. President, as an aside, let 
me say that the Baltimore Sun paper 
of yesterday carried an article that the 
level of welfare recipients in our State 
has risen to the highest level in 10 
years. Working people who paid for un
employment benefits and built up the 
trust fund, now out of a job, entitled to 
the use of these moneys, are using up 
their savings and then being driven 
into welfare. 

Let me read this paragraph: 
There are thousands of emergency pro

grams in this country for the needy, and 
they receive benefits for being needy. This 
extension and unemployment benefits, in 
general, are programs for the middle-class 
working people who have fallen on hard 
times. They have contributed to this Govern
ment. They will pay income taxes on this 
money. This isn't a handout. This isn't a 
freebie. These people will contribute again. 
It has been proven. This country is in jeop
ardy of losing one of its natural resources. 
The United States was made great by work
ing people. This Government should show 

dedication and loyalty to these people, who 
have contributed both financially with their 
income tax dollars, and physically with their 
hard work. 

We call on the President of the United 
States to evidence that dedication and loy
alty to people all across this country, who 
have contributed both financially and phys
ically to the strength of this Nation and now 
find themselves in crisis. 

As one correspondent said: 
We are falling off the face of the Earth, and 

no one cares. 
It is time, Mr. President, to care for 

these people. It is long past time to use 
these large surpluses, specifically com
mitted to paying unemployment, to 
meet this misery. That money was paid 
for a specific purpose, and it is an 
abuse of the understanding with em
ployers and employees all across this 
country not to respond now when they 
find themselves in desperate need. 

Mr. President, this conference report 
addresses that desperate need. This is a 
strong response to the cry-the plea-
that we hear from across the country, 
to come to the aid of hard-working 
Americans who have fallen on hard 
times. There is an emergency here at 
home. We call on President Bush to 
recognize that, not only to recognize 
the emergencies abroad, but to recog
nize the emergencies here at home. 

Mr. President, I strongly support this 
conference report. I urge the President 
to sign it. It is desperately needed. We 
can no longer ignore this cry for help 
that has come to us from all across the 
land. 

Mr. President, I yield the floor. 
Mr. METZENBAUM addressed the 

Chair. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 

LIEBERMAN). The Senator from Ohio, 
Mr. METZENBAUM. 

Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, I 
rise for a different purpose, but before 
speaking to that purpose, I want to 
commend and thank my colleague from 
Maryland, who has so well addressed 
himself to the problems of the unem
ployed of this country and the effort on 
the part of those of us in Congress to 
deal with that problem. 

He has not only spoken about the ele
mentary aspects but he has also talked 
about the impact upon the families and 
what it means to the American people. 
I speak for many of my colleagues 
when I express my appreciation to him 
for his dedication, his determination, 
the resources he has put into this ef
fort and the magnificent remarks he 
has made today. I thank him on behalf 
of so many. 

Mr. SARBANES. I thank my col
league for his kind comments. 

THE NOMINATION OF JUDGE 
CLARENCE THOMAS 

Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, 
the Senate Judiciary Committee this 
morning, just a little while ago, voted 
7 to 7 on the nomination of Judge Clar
ence Thomas for the Supreme Court. 
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This split vote in the Judiciary Com

mittee is dramatically different from 
the predictions that were made when 
Judge Thomas' confirmation hearing 
began. 

Then we were told it will fly through; 
it will move through rapidly; there is 
no question about it; Judge Thomas 
will be confirmed. 

Two-and-a-half months ago, Judge 
Thomas' nomination was regarded as a 
shoo-in. It was just an easy go. Even 2 
weeks ago it was still regarded as a 
sure thing. But today, Judge Thomas 
was unable to muster support from a 
majority of the Judiciary Committee, 
and that is because they had heard him 
and inquired of him and heard the 90 
witnesses who had spoken before the 
committee and realized there was a 
problem, a question as to whether or 
not this man belongs on the Supreme 
Court. Seven members of that commit
tee decided he did not. 

The reason for the turnaround is sim
ple: The members of the committee 
have taken the time to study the 
lengthy and controversial record of 
this nominee and to reflect upon his 
evasive and at times implausible testi
mony before the Judiciary Committee. 

The message for the entire Senate is 
unmistakable: If Senators will only 
take the time to examine carefully 
Judge Thomas' record and testimony, 
they will come away with a very dif
ferent perception of him than was cre
ated by the White House media blitz 
this summer. 

I entreat with, I plead with, I encour
age, I urge my colleagues in this body 
to look at the record, look at the 
record, read the record, just see the im
plausibility of the responses that we 
received from this man who aspires to 
be on the Supreme Court. 

If Senators examine his record, his 
credentials, and his testimony before 
the committee-and then reflect upon 
the fact that this man could be on the 
Supreme Court until the year 2030--
until the year 2030, 40 years from now
! believe that a majority of this body 
will conclude that Judge Thomas 
should not be confirmed for the U.S. 
Supreme Court. 

Despite the confident predictions of 
the White House, the confirmation of 
Judge Thomas is not a foregone conclu
sion. And no Senator should be stam
peded into voting for this nomination 
without careful consideration of his 
qualifications and record and without 
proper deliberation on the floor of the 
U.S. Senate. 

Much is being made about the need 
to rush our deliberations to put Judge 
Thomas on the Court by October 7. But 
another few days does not matter when 
you are talking about a man who could 
be on the Court for 30 or 40 years. We 
owe the American people nothing less 
before the Senate selects one of nine 
people who are the final arbiters of the 
law of this land. 

I entreat with you, I plead with you, 
get a copy of the record, go back and 
see what Judge Thomas' answers were 
and the answers that he failed to give 
before casting your vote on this most 
critical and crucial matter. We are 
talking about confirming a man for the 
Supreme Court of the United States. It 
deserves your total attention. The 
American people are entitled to it. 

Mr. President, I yield the floor. 
Mr. President, I suggest the absence 

of a quorum. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 

clerk will call the roll. 
The assistant legislative clerk pro

ceeded to call the roll. 
Mr. BURNS. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. BURNS. Mr. President, might I 
inquire of the parliamentary situation? 
What is the pending business? 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
pending business is the conference re
port on the unemployment insurance 
bill. 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unan
imous consent that the Senator may 
proceed in morning business for 5 min
utes. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

The Senator from Montana. 
Mr. BURNS. I thank the minority 

leader and I thank the Chair. 

COMMUNICATIONS AND 
EDUCATION 

Mr. BURNS. Mr. President, I have 
said it before and I will say it again
if we are to remain competitive as a 
nation, we must invest in education. 

On September 13, 1991, the Wall 
Street Journal ran an article describ
ing one innovative way we are invest
ing in the educational future of our 
children, and that is through the use of 
advanced communication technologies 
that bring education to students in set
tings outside the classroom. Called dis
tance education or distance learning, 
schools are using combinations of tele
vision, satellite, computer, videodisc, 
and telephone technology to reach peo
ple who cannot attend classes because 
of geographic location, jobs, or home 
responsibilities. 

As we struggle with how to achieve 
the national education goals that all of 
us agree are critical to America's fu
ture, the communications industry, the 
Corporation for Public Broadcasting 
[CPB], and the public broadcasting in
dustry in particular, have been work
ing with educators to adapt existing, 
and develop new, technologies to bring 
quality education to students regard
less of geographic or economic loca
tion. 

Former Secretary of Education 
Terrel H. Bell, who served under Presi-

dent Reagan from 1981to1985, recently 
added his voice to the national debate 
on education with publication of "How 
to Shape Up Our Nation's Schools," 
calling for immediate investment in 
high technology for our Nation's 
schools. As we search for a new direc
tion when it comes to public education, 
former Education Secretary Bell is 
right on target when he says that one 
of the most pressing calls is to intro
duce new communications and com
puter technologies into our schools. 

Not every school system can afford 
the latest computer and satellite sys
tems, but they do have phones. If we 
can give our schools the ability to re
trieve information through fiber optic 
phone lines, we will open the doors of 
opportunity to our children. And be
lieve me, the world our children could 
tap into through fiber optics is a mar
velous one indeed. 

Imagine America's students dialing
up a guest lecturer in any classroom in 
the world via a two-way interactive 
audio and visual network or tapping 
into the books, audiotapes, and video
tapes of any library in the world. With 
fiber optics, our children can have full 
motion video learning tools right at 
their fingertips. 

I recently introduced legislation to 
promote nationwide deployment of a 
fiber optic communications system. S. 
1200, the Communications Competitive
ness and Infrastructure Modernization 
Act of 1991, sets a new national goal 
that, by the year 2015, the United 
States establish an advanced, inter
active, broadband communications net
work that would be available to all 
homes, businesses, educational institu
tions, heal th care organizations, and 
other users. The bill also requires that 
the rate of deployment of fiber optics 
to rural and economically disadvan
taged areas occur at a rate reasonably 
related to the rate of deployment to 
more populous and affluent areas. 

For large rural States like my home 
State of Montana, or for inner-city 
school systems struggling with limited 
resources, the impact of such a system 
on education could be dramatic. Fiber 
optics will make it possible for all 
schools, whether rural, urban, or 
innercity, to have equal access to in
formation. And the possibilities of 
what our kids can do with that infor
mation is limited only by their minds. 

In Montana, we are already jumping 
into the information age of the 21st 
century with both feet first. 

Tele-Communications, Inc. [TCI], the 
leading cable television company in 
the Nation and Montana, has commit
ted over $300,000 in funding and support 
for an educational network throughout 
our State. The interconnect will link 
several of Montana's schools, colleges, 
libraries, and workplaces via cable tel
evision and satellite technology and 
offer educational and job training op-
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portunities to Montana's residents and 
students. 

Additionally, the Billings public 
schools are working on setting up a 
new innovative model for geography 
education called the Northern Lights 
TeleGeography Project. Ten participat
ing Montana and Alaska schools, con
nected via computer networks, serve as 
the basis for the Northern Lights 
project. With the help of telecommuni
cations technology available today, 
students participating in Northern 
Lights will be able to select a topic of 
significance and research it through 
the use of database, CNN newsroom ar
chive tapes, netwire reports, electronic 
bulletin boards, and traditional library 
methods. 

These two educational programs will 
enable Montanans to overcome the 
long distances between many towns 
and the rural isolation of many com
munities. 

Since Congress first authorized the 
creation of the Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting in 1967, CPB and public 
broadcasting have proven to be an 
enormously wise investment for our 
youth and their education. They have 
used research and development to bring 
public telecommunications services to 
segments of society which previously 
were unserved or underserved by other 
communications media. Public broad
casting initiated the use of satellites 
for continental broadcast reception, 
brought to the hearing impaired the 
ability to enjoy the wonders of tele
vision through closed captioning and 
enabled the visually impaired to par
ticipate in the television experience 
with descriptive video. 

In education, the CPB and public 
broadcasting have brought satellites 
into the classroom, thus enabling stu
dents in schools unable to afford ad
vanced or specialized instruction to 
learn Russian or Japanese, or prepare 
for advanced placement economics 
tests through interactive television 
programming, as described in the Wall 
Street Journal article. 

In 1981, a gift from the Annenberg 
School of Communications to the Cor
poration established the Annenberg/ 
CPB Project for the development and 
use of communications technologies to 
help reach and teach those who are not 
able to take traditional college or high 
school courses. During its 10-year his
tory, the project brought together 
teachers, researchers, and millions of 
students. 

For example, by the end of fiscal year 
1990: 2,500 of the Nation's 3,000 colleges 
and universities used Annenberg/CPB 
Project materials as part of their cur
ricula, reaching more than 1.5 million 
college students; 3,900 high schools, 
about one in five in the United States, 
used Annenberg/CPB Project materials 
in their classes; more than 175,000 dis
tance learners, mostly working adults, 
have taken Annenberg/CPB Project 

courses for credit toward a degree; and 
more than 1,400 businesses and corpora
tions have purchased the project's 
courses for in-house training programs, 
providing employees with the oppor
tunity to learn new skills and improve 
productivity. 

The capability to have that extended 
educational reach will be a vital na
tional resource in the year 2000, when 
close to 60 percent of those enrolled in 
higher education will be over age 25 
and mostly part-time students who 
need to earn a college degree while 
working. 

In June 1991, the Annenberg Founda
tion announced that it would continue 
its successful relationship with the 
Corporation by providing $60 million to 
CPB for a new nationwide project to 
help students in kindergarten to 12th 
grade excel in math and science 
through innovative uses of tele
communications technologies. This 
project, called the Annenberg Founda
tion/Corporation for Public Broadcast
ing Elementary and High School 
Project for Mathematics and Science, 
will receive under an agreement with 
the Annenberg Foundation up to $5 
million a year for 12 years. 

I would like to share this article with 
my colleagues and congratulate the 
communications industry for their ef
forts to provide quality, accessible edu
cation programs to all Americans. 

This year, Congress will vote on the 
reauthorization of the CPB for fiscal 
years 1994 through 1996. During hear
ings before the Subcommittee on Com
munications, CPB recommitted itself 
to its educational roots and expansion 
of public broadcasting's capacity and 
ability to improve education services 
such as distance learning. Later this 
fall, the Senate will consider S. 12, a 
bill that would place a myriad of costly 
regulatory constraints on the cable tel
evision industry. Such action would, 
among other things, likely result in a 
substantial decrease in the type of 
funding commitments made by TCI to 
educational interconnects. The Com
munications Subcommittee is also 
likely to hold hearings on my bill, S. 
1200, and communications and edu
cation in the near future. 

I would urge my colleagues to read 
the Wall Street Journal article care
fully, vote favorably for CPB's reau
thorization, vote against S. 12, and 
continue to look to advanced commu
nications technologies as efficient, eq
uitable means of achieving many of our 
national education goals. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the Wall Street Journal arti
cle be printed immediately following 
my remarks. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

(See exhibit 1.) 
Mr. BURNS. Mr. President, I would 

also footnote this whole issue of edu
cation. In a time when the history of 

the world is changing by the hour, 
countries' boundaries are changing, 
governments are changing, the ability 
to dispense information and education 
through electronics has ma.de it pos
sible that all the people in the world 
know what is going on in every corner 
of the world. Freedom of information, 
freedom of the press, and the ability to 
tap into that information, those data 
bases, are changing the world because 
educated people will always embrace 
the great light that the United States 
has always fostered and that is the per
sonal freedoms that we enjoy in this 
country. 

There is no more important issue 
that will come before this body than 
our capability ·of educating our youth. 

I yield the floor. 
ExHIBIT 1 

[From the Wall Street Journal, Sept. 13, 
1991) 

ON-LINE TEACHING-"DISTANCE EDUCATION" 
USES ELECTRONIC LINKS TO RECAST THE 
CAMPUS 

(By Ellen Graham) 
AUGUSTA, ME.--On good nights, says Jef

frey Klivans, the electricity in his classroom 
leaves him so exhilarated that afterwards he 
sometimes forgets where he has parked. 

What makes this noteworthy is that Mr. 
Klivans's class discussions ricochet across 
the entire state. The 180 or so students en
rolled in his University of Maine introduc
tory management courses hail from such dis
tant points as Caribou in the far north, the 
rocky islands off the coast, and the paper 
mm towns of Rumford and East M1llinocket. 
Yet, thanks to the university's interactive 
television linkup, most sit tight in their 
hometowns, joined in one electronic class
room. 

Broadcasting live from the Augusta cam
pus, Assistant Professor Klivans--like an 
academic talk-show host-banters with stu
dents in dozens of scattered sites, prodding 
them to call in with questions and comments 
on the topic of the evening. 

"You mean there's nobody out there to
night?" he jokes, wrestling with a momen
tary silence before the lines begin to crackle 
with questions from Calais, Brunswick, Mt. 
Desert Island and points beyond. 

ANEW LOOK 
Here and at universities around the nation, 

technology is toppling the ivory tower. 
Whether by satell1te, videocassette or tele
phone line, instruction can now be delivered 
literally to students' doorsteps. Known as 
distance education, it is rapidly reconfig
uring the community of learners. It is also 
blurring institutional boundaries, as schools 
form partnerships to swap faculty members, 
libraries and research facilities in ways not 
envisioned even a few years ago. 

For example, some 4,000 corporate engi
neers earn advanced degrees at their work
place via satell1te from the National Techno
logical University, now one of the largest en
gineering schools in the nation. It is based in 
Fort Coll1ns, Colo., and its faculty is drawn 
from 40 universities, including Georgia Insti
tute of Technology, Purdue University and 
the University of California at Berkeley. 
Thus, an authority on statistical quality 
control at Purdue can reach engineers in the 
Silicon Valley and in Rochester, N.Y., simul
taneously. "The time has come to share 
scarce resources," says Marilyn Roberts, di-
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rector of finance at NTU. "Technology is 
changing so fast that every university can't 
expect to have an expert in every field." 

PLUGGING IN 

Nor can schools expect to reach all stu
dents in traditional ways. Back in Maine, 
Belinda Pendleton sits in her niece's apart
ment on the island of North Haven, an hour's 
ferry ride from the mainland, and talks 
about her soaring aspirations. Ms. Pendle
ton, 41 and divorced, was born here and has 
rarely strayed. "You get on this island-you 
can't explain it-you want to stay," she 
says. Years back, she graduated from the is
land's only school, but always figured her de
termination to remain here precluded col
lege. 

Then, two years ago, college came to her: 
North Haven became a link in the University 
of Maine's network. After Ms. Pendleton 
earned a B in her first televised course-phi
losophy-she says her professor sent her a 
note, saying: 'You're going to make yourself 
known someday.' " 

It was all she needed. Next spring, Ms. Pen
dleton will earn a two-year associate degree 
without having ever stepped off her beloved, 
sea-swept island. Then she expects to press 
ahead for a teaching degree. North Haven 
has a hard time keeping teachers, she ex
plains. "A lot of people can' t stand the isola
tion." 

VIDEO AGE 101 

No one formally tabulates distance-edu
cation enrollment at the college level, but 
several authorities in the field estimate the 
number to be in the high six figures nation
wide. Most large universities and community 
colleges now offer some credit course-work 
at a distance, though entire degrees are less 
common. Instruction may be produced in
house and broadcast "live," pulled off a sat
ellite or computer, or packaged as 
prerecorded video " telecourses," such as 
those available through the Annenberg/Cor
poration for Public Broadcasting Project. 
Used at 2,000 U.S. colleges, Annenberg 
courses are also offered for credit on cable 
and public television. 

At bottom, distance learning embodies a 
populist vision of higher education. Steve 
Ehrmann, program office for interactive 
technology at Annenberg/CPB, describes the 
transformation: 

"Colleges traditionally have been bounded 
by a wall with a narrow gate. You allow rel
atively few people in at high cost, keep them 
all in one place at one time, make them 
share finite resources and faculty, and when 
they leave, their education stops. But to
day's students can't participate in education 
organized that way." 

That's because adult part-time students 
now account for nearly half of all college en
rollments, and are expected to total 60% by 
the end of the decade. This "new majority," 
typically employed and in need of retraining, 
can't move to a dorm for four years. Dis
tance education allows them to sandwich 
classes in at work or at odd hours. 

Correspondence courses-the most rudi
mentary form of distance education-have 
been around since the late 1800s. But today, 
learning from afar has become a multimedia 
experience. And while detractors insist dis
tance education is still a poor substitute for 
face-to-face contact, "it's moving into the 
mainstream of how education is conducted in 
the U.S.," says Gary Miller, associate vice 
president for instructional development at 
the University of Maryland's University Col
lege, where last year over 5,000 students 
studied for credit at a distance. 

The University of Maine's venture was de
signed to pull the state out of an educational 
morass. In 1985, Maine ranked dead last 
among the states in adult participation in 
higher education, and 47th in the percentage 
of high-school graduates who continue their 
schooling. Two-thirds of the population also 
lived beyond a reasonable commuting dis
tance from any of the seven university cam
puses. So the university decided to go where 
the students were. 

EXP ANDED REACH 

The Augusta campus was selected as the 
hub for a new, adult-education institution, 
dubbed the Community College of Maine. In 
the fall of 1989, the Community College 
began offering courses over the fiber-optic 
and microwave network that transmits 
video, audio and data to all campuses, and 77 
remote sites, mostly public schools. This 
fall, 3,912 students are registered for about 35 
interactive TV, or "ITV," courses; about half 
of the students are pursuing two-year gen
eral-studies degrees. The school soon expects 
to offer a bachelor's degree. 

In the space of three years, 85% of the 
state's population has been brought within a 
15-rninute drive of a remote "campus." 
"Maine literally created a whole new infra
structure for education without investing in 
a single new building," says Linda Roberts, 
senior associate at the Congressional Office 
of Technology Assessment in Washington. In 
fact, the S7.3 million in state and federal 
funds needed to build the system is about 
what it cost the university to build a new 
dormitory at its Orono campus. 

There have been growing pains. Trans
mission glitches remain a frustration. The 
workload for the faculty, drawn from the 
university system, has at times been over
whelming: Not only are ITV classes larger, 
but the new media demand new teaching 
techniques. As compensation, those who vol
unteer for ITV get double pay for each re
mote course they teach. 

INNER SANCTUM 

Some instructors worried that their jobs 
would become redundant once their lectures 
had been videotaped. (In fact, staffing has in
creased as enrollments rose.) Others hated 
the notion that administrators could eaves
drop electronically. " Classrooms have al
ways been private places for instructors," 
says Robert Woodbury, the university's 
chancellor. "So it can be unsettling when 
you haven't the faintest idea who's watching 
you teach." 

Quality concerns also arose, even though 
ITV students receive the same lectures, 
homework and tests as those on campus. The 
loss of fact-to-face interaction with students 
troubles the faculty most. Barry Farber, an 
accounting professor, says calls from remote 
points sometimes stack up, causing delays in 
responding to queries. While he believes the 
system has a lot of potential, he adds: "I'm 
not sure we've reached a satisfactory level of 
interactivity yet." 

The doubts have eased somewhat, as stud
ies have shown that ITV students as a group 
consistently perform as well as on-campus 
students on tests. High motivation and small 
class size in the remote sites are cited as 
possible reasons. "It's the ultimate srnall
college experience," says Kevin Drumm, di
rector of off-campus education at Augusta. 

Technology itself also seems to play a 
part. Students can review taped lectures if 
they miss a class. Computer conferencing, 
available for the first time this fall, should 
encourage cooperative learning and sharpen 
writing skills. Pamela MacBrayne, executive 

director of the distance-education program, 
says an array of technologies helps reach 
students with a variety of learning styles, 
not just the "auditory" learners who flourish 
in the traditional lecture classroom. 

HELLO? WHO'S THERE? 

Teachers, meanwhile, are laboring to over
come the impersonality of ITV. Some ask 
students to send in photos so they can attach 
faces to distant voices. Mr. Klivans cor
responds with students via fax, telephone 
and postcard. He also keeps the class posted 
on his own life; one running gag involves his 
wife's exploits with their new inflatable 
boat. 

Mr. Klivans says the challenge of working 
with ITV has given him reason to stay in 
teaching. Adds Ms. MacBrayne: "ITV tends 
to attract the better faculty, the risktakers 
who are willing to work harder to adapt and 
restructure." 

The university at large is changing to ac
commodate its distant students. The 1.5 mil
lion volumes in its seven-campus library sys
tem have been listed in a single data base ac
cessible from each remote site-or from stu
dents' homes with a modern. Users can check 
a book out electronically and receive it by 
mail in a few days. 

Using a two-year, $300,000 Annenberg 
grant, coursework is being redesigned as 
well. For the biology lab he will teach next 
year, associate professor Don Naber plans to 
give ITV students fetal pig specimens that 
they can dissect at home while watching a 
video demonstration. 

ANOTHER CHANCE 

ITV registration is up 12 percent this fall 
from a year ago, and the majority of the stu
dents are repeat customers like Melody Lee 
York. Until recently, Ms. York, a 34-year-old 
mother of two, was like many rural women 
in Maine who are bypassed by the edu
cational system. Married at 14, she says her 
former husband "swept me off my feet and 
out of school." Though she never attended 
high school, she passed the equivalency exam 
for her diploma without taking a single 
course. She next earned a two-year associate 
degree in photography at the Community 
College's Thomaston center near her home. 
She's now working on her B.A. and is aiming 
for a master's degree in photojournalism. 

"I can't believe the doors that have opened 
up," she says. Between classes, Ms. York 
works as a counselor at the Thomaston cen
ter and runs her own commercial photog
raphy business-all while juggling Girl 
Scouts and 4-H on the side. As the first in 
her family to attend college, her example 
has inspired several relatives to return to 
school as well. 

The ITV system has a wide array of users 
outside the university. It is beaming cal
culus and Russian to small high schools that 
couldn't otherwise offer those subjects. And 
its teleconferencing potential is knitting to
gether Maine's dispersed population. State
wide legislative hearings, law school re
unions and corporate conferences were 
among the 400-plus hours of ITV meetings 
held last year, along with scores of training 
seminars for workers who need periodic 
recertification. 

"We can reach 2,000 day-care workers si
multaneously with one hour of training a 
week," says George Connick, president of the 
University of Maine at Augusta. "We don't 
have to move people anymore-we just move 
signals. These are the superhighways of the 
21st century." 
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FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT 

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I 
have discussed the matter I am about, 
now, to undertake with the distin
guished Republican leader. I under
stand that the Senator from Arizona 
will act in behalf of the Republican 
leader to make the appropriate objec
tion. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the Senate proceed to the 
consideration of Calendar No. 100, S. 5, 
the Family and Medical Leave bill. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the unanimous-consent re
quest? 

MOTION TO PROCEED 

CLOTURE MOTION 
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I 

move to proceed to the consideration of 
Calendar No. 100, S. 5, the Family and 
Medical Leave bill, and I send a cloture 
motion to the desk. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clo
ture motion having been presented 
under rule XX:II, the Chair directs the 
clerk to read the motion. 

The assistant legislative clerk read 
as follows: 

CLOTURE MOTION 

We, the undersigned Senators, in accord
ance with the provisions of Rule XXII of the 
Standing Rules of the Senate, hereby move 
to bring to a close debate on the motion to 
proceed to S. 5, a bill to grant employees 
family and temporary medical leave under 
certain circumstances, and for other pur
poses: 

George Mitchell, Christopher Dodd, Wen
dell Ford, Paul Wellstone, J.R. Biden, 
Jr., Daniel K. Akaka, Charles S. Robb, 
B.A. Mikulski, James Sasser, Howard 
Metzenbaum, Timothy E. Wirth, Ed
ward M. Kennedy, Paul Simon, Patrick 
Leahy, Richard Bryan, Harris Wofford. 

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I now 
withdraw the motion to proceed. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The mo
tion to proceed is withdrawn pursuant 
to the request of the majority leader. 

ORDER OF PROCEDURE 
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, for 

the information of Senators, this pro
cedure was by agreement between the 
distinguished Republican leader and 
myself, reflecting our disagreement on 
proceeding to the Family and Medical 
Leave bill. 

As a result of this procedure, there 
will be on next Tuesday morning a vote 
on the cloture motion to proceed to the 
bill. That vote will occur at approxi
mately 11:30 next Tuesday morning fol
lowing other votes, the times for which 
have been established by a prior agree
ment. 

I thank the distinguished Senator 
from Arizona for his courtesy in yield
ing, and for acting in behalf of the Re-

publican leader in making the nec
essary objection. 

Mr. President, I now ask unanimous 
consent that the required live quorum 
under rule XXII be waived on the clo
ture vote scheduled to occur on Tues
day, October 1, on the motion to pro
ceed to S. 5, the Family and Medical 
Leave bill. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. MITCHELL. I yield the floor. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under 

the unanimous-consent agreement, the 
Chair now recognizes the Senator from 
Arizona. 

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, first of 
all I would like to associate myself 
with the remarks of my good friend 
and colleague from Montana, Senator 
BURNS. I think his words are filled with 
wisdom and foresight and I look for
ward to working with him as we at
tempt to address the very important 
challenge that he has so adequately de
scribed. 

CLARENCE THOMAS 
Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, often in 

Congress, we talk about finding role 
models for our youth among the lead
ers in our country. We advocate the 
view that any person, of any walk of 
life, of any race, can be anything he or 
she chooses to be, if that person has 
the conviction do so, and a steadfast 
belief in the sacred document which 
makes this possible, the American Con
stitution. 

President Bush's nominee for the Su
preme Court, Judge Clarence Thomas, 
is such a person. 

Self-reliance is the cornerstone upon 
which Judge Thomas' life as a jurist is 
built. Since his nomination, the Amer
ican people have gotten to know the 
story of a man who was raised with lit
tle material benefits, but was rich with 
the love and encouragement of family, 
and the dedication of teachers. Above 
all, Judge Thomas was raised with the 
belief that hard work brings its own re
wards. His brilliant career stands as 
testimony to the truth behind this 
principle. 

Judge Thomas is no stranger to the 
plight of underprivileged Americans. 
He has lived it. Born in Pinpoint, GA, 
he experience poverty, segregation, and 
all of the hardships inherent to these 
conditions. Despite this, Judge Thomas 
focused on the duty which he felt was 
most important, which was attaining 
an education. His childhood years were 
spent in Catholic schools in Savannah, 
GA. He worked long and hard. His re
ward was successfully completing his 
undergradaute work at Holy Cross Col
lege, and then receiving his law degree 
from Yale Law School. 

While these achievements alone dis
tinguish him as an outstanding schol
ar, it exemplifies an even greater 
strength, and that is a deeply felt con-

viction that, with the freedom we 
enjoy in this country, we can overcome 
tremendous obstacles to reach our 
goals. Upon accepting President Bush's 
nomination, Judge Thomas shared this 
conviction as he stated, "In my view, 
only in America could this have been 
possible." 

Judge Thomas' experience in both 
the public and private sectors com
plement his distinguished academic ca
reer. My colleagues, Senator DANFORTH 
and Senator BOND, have given testi
mony to his excellent qualifications 
after Judge Thomas worked for them, 
first, in the office of the Attorney Gen
eral of Missouri where Senator DAN
FORTH served as attorney general, and 
later, as a staff member in the Sen
ator's Washington office. In between, 
Judge Thomas worked as an attorney 
for the Monsanto Co. in St. Louis. 

On May 17, 1982, Judge Thomas began 
his tenure as Chairman of the U.S. 
Equal Employment Opportunity Com
mission [EEOC]. He served at the EEOC 
for 8 years, where, as many have stated 
before me, he turned a rapidly aging 
system into a responsible agency which 
provides for a speedier process of re
solving cases. This does not only mean 
that Clarence Thomas was a highly or
ganized Chairman. It shows his sen
si ti vi ty to the plight of many whose 
only hope is a system where they can 
have their grievances heard and 
promptly decided under the principle of 
fairness. Any undue delay is an injus
tice, and Clarence Thomas would not 
stand for such an injustice under his 
leadership. 

His achievements at the EEOC have 
been praised by many, including the 
Washington Post, which stated in the 
headline of its editorial appearing on 
August 1, 1987, "The EEOC Is Thriv
ing." The editorial went on to praise 
then-Chairman Thomas by underscor
ing his success at the agency under 
this "quiet but persistent leadership." 

A few have expressed fear that Judge 
Thomas is insensitive to minorities, 
and that this alleged insensitivity will 
govern when he casts his votes on the 
Supreme Court. On the contrary, Clar
ence Thomas' background will provide 
the Court his firsthand experience as a 
member of a minority group in this 
country. Margaret Bush Wilson, former 
chairperson of the National Board of 
Directors of the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored Peo
ple, agrees. In an article appearing in 
the Washington Post, Ms. Wilson 
states: 

Judge Thomas reflects the diversity and 
complexity of African-American thinking 
* * *he has pushed for a new frontier in civil 
rights, * * * [and] seeks a climate where Af
rican-Americans and other minorities feel 
empowered to compete equally with their 
counterparts of other races. * * * 

Ms. Wilson's view of the role Judge 
Thomas would play as a Justice of the 
Supreme Court is insightful. 
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A few opponents of Judge Thomas' 

nomination voiced their opposition 
even before the nomination hearings 
began. It is a shame that those few 
were not able to benefit from hearing 
from the nominee himself before reach
ing a decision. Had they done so, they 
would have likely reached the same 
conclusion as the Washington Post ex
pressed in its editorial of September 15, 
1991, which declares the nominee 
"qualified to sit on the Court * * * 
[with] a clearer sense of discrimination 
and its remedies than any other mem
ber of the court * * * we think he 
should be confirmed." 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the Washington Post edi
torial and the other articles I cited be 
printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the mate
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

[From the Washington Post, Aug. 6, 1991] 
THE NAACP ls WRONG ON THOMAS 

(By Margaret Bush Wilson) 
The young man standing at my door that 

summer day in 1974 looked like an African 
prince. "Hello, I'm Clarence Thomas," he 
said. "I know," I replied. "I've been expect
ing you." And so began a friendship with 
someone I think of fondly as a second son. 

I first heard of young Thomas (then almost 
26) from his employer-to-be, Sen. John Dan
forth (R-Mo.), who was attorney general of 
Missouri at the time. Mr. Danforth told me 
he had just hired a bright young law grad
uate from Yale and asked if I knew of a place 
the young man could live for the summer 
while studying for the Missouri bar. My own 
son, Robert, was then a law student with 
plans to work that summer in Washington. I 
invited young Clarence to stay in my son's 
empty room. 

I don't recall seeing another young person 
as disciplined as Clarence Thomas. First 
thing, every day, he would exercise with my 
son's weights and then be off to his studies. 
I asked of him only one thing: I would pre
pare dinner, and he would show up on time. 
We would eat together every night, often 
with one or two friends or relatives and talk 
about any and all of the problems of the 
world. 

We didn't always agree (Clarence was "con
servative" even then), but I was impressed 
continually with one so young whose reason
ing was so sound. I must also admit that his 
arguments, both legal and logical, forced me 
to rethink some of my own views. I knew I 
sometimes made him see things differently, 
too, because Clarence Thomas knew how to 
listen as well as talk. 

Across the years, I have kept in touch with 
Judge Thomas and to this day I respect his 
integrity, his legal mind and his determina
tion. Even when we disagree, I have found 
him to be a sensitive and compassionate per
son trying to do what is right, working to 
make the world a better place. 

Back then I sensed that he would one day 
be in a position to have a larger impact, but 
I had no way of knowing that this deter
mined young man might one day have the 
chance to tackle some of our country's prob
lems on this nation's highest court. 

Recently, the NAACP National Board took 
action opposing Judge Thomas's nomination. 
I wish it had withheld judgment until after 
the hearings, because the Clarence Thomas I 
have been reading about o~en bears little re-

semblance to the thoughtful and caring man 
I have known over these years. 

Judge Thomas reflects the diversity and 
complexity of African-American thinking, 
but his views are not nearly as radical as his 
critics suggest. He has pushed for a new fron
tier in civil rights, and heaven knows we 
need one when one-third of African Ameri
cans are still in poverty as we approach the 
21st century. He seeks a climate where Afri
can Americans and other minorities feel em
powered to compete equally with their coun
terparts of other races, with rational support 
from government programs. 

Some have said that despite his chairman
ship of the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission for eight years, he has not been 
a champion of civil rights. Those people ob
viously don't know Judge Thomas or the real 
facts about his tenure with the EEOC. His 
record will speak for itself and will impress 
those willing to listen and look beyond mis
informed rhetoric. On a personal level, he 
knows the struggle and hardship blacks and 
the impoverished of every race grapple with 
daily-not to mention the plight of most 
families, since in my judgment the central 
issue of our time is that some 82 percent of 
the families in these United States have no 
discretionary income after bills and taxes 
are paid. 

We didn't talk much about Judge Thomas's 
background that summer 17 years ago, so it 
is only recently that I have learned about his 
humble beginnings. The cramped house with 
no plumbing in rural Georgia, his wise but 
not learned grandparents, the Catholic nuns 
and the rest have only recently come into 
full view for me. To rise above the dual 
curses of poverty and discrimination re
quires tremendous individual effort from a 
special kind of person, help from others and 
luck. All these have been present in Judge 
Thomas's career. 

Throughout the history of the U.S. Su
preme Court, I don't believe any other nomi
nee can claim to have come so far. In point 
of fact, Judge Thomas's unique perspective 
belongs not only on the Supreme Court but 
in the legislature, in the work place, at city 
hall and on our campuses. 

No one can deny that Judge Thomas would 
differ with Justice Thurgood Marshall on 
some issues. I don't always agree with the 
justice myself. I do believe that both men 
show a common, fundamental belief in the 
inherent worth and rights of the individual. 
At one of his four previous Senate confirma
tion hearings, Judge Thomas said, "The rea
son I became a lawyer was to make sure that 
minorities, individuals who did not have ac
cess to this society, gained access. . . I may 
differ with others on how best to do that, but 
the objective has always been to include 
those who have been excluded." 

As young Clarence Thomas left my home 
at the end of the summer, he asked how 
much he owed for his stay. I told him that he 
owed me nothing, but I did want a promise 
from him. I asked him to promise that if he 
were ever in a position to reach out and help 
others that he would do it, just as some had 
done for me and as I had done for him. 

He promised he would, and Judge Thomas 
has been keeping his word ever since, look
ing out for the vulnerable and victimized on 
the job, in the community and at the court. 
I know that as a Supreme Court Justice 
Clarence Thomas will continue to defend and 
protect the rights of the needy. He does not 
permit anyone to think for him, and he is in
tellectually honest. 

When the history of these times is written, 
it will be interesting to see how historians 

view the position of the National Board of 
the NAACP-an organization committed to 
advancing colored people, which is opposed, 
on ideological grounds, to this nomination of 
a black man to the U.S. Supreme Court. 

Let the record show that the NAACP's 
former national board chair respectfully dis
agrees with its position. 

[From the Washington Post, September 15, 
1991) 

THE THOMAS HEARINGS 
One of the truly unsettled questions in 

American politics is how a prospective jus
tice of the Supreme Court should be interro
gated and judged by those members of the 
U.S. Senate most responsible for his con
firmation. If you doubt this, only recall the 
hearings held and the arguments generated 
when the last several nominees were up for 
consideration. It is still pretty widely ac
cepted that a president has a right to choose 
justices who reflect his own philosophical 
predisposition and that if the nominee is to 
be rejected it should be on some other 
grounds, grounds of moral, mental or profes
sional disqualification. It is also held, and we 
think rightly, that the nominee should not 
be required to tip his or her hand on specific 
decisions likely to be made in the future. 
These are the givens. The problem is that 
there are those who a) don't accept them but 
b) rarely say so, rarely assert that they just 
will not vote for someone whose political 
philosophy they disagree with; so they op
pose in other ways. 

They try to marginalize, caricature or 
morally discredit the nominee. Neither polit
ical party has a monopoly on this approach
i t just depends which is making the nomina
tion and which is called upon to approve it. 
What ensues are often essentially trick ques
tions, which generate trick answers. Every
one on all sides becomes surpassingly cagey, 
figuring how the issue or exchange, is going 
to play, what the public relations traps are 
and so on. Also across the political spec
trum, everyone has gotten pretty practiced 
and good at all this, which is what accounts 
for the very gamelike quality of the proce
dure. It's nobody's fault and everybody's 
fault, and it has been very much apparent in 
the Clarence Thomas hearings and the argu
ments they have inspired in the press and 
among lobbying groups in the past week, 
just as it was in the hearings of his recent 
predecessors. 

We don't want to be hard on the procedure; 
it is true that in the past week there were 
some interesting, even illuminating ex
changes and that some things became clear
er, not murkier as a result. But there was 
also much adjustment of perspective in keep
ing with the two sides' new imperatives. It 
was, for example, said by critics of Judge 
Thomas that he and his supporters dweit at 
far too great length on his personal back
ground, his experience of discrimination and 
poverty and struggle, as a qualification for 
the job-as distinct from the requisite legal 
experience. His supporters, naturally, chal
lenged this complaint. The last time around, 
they were on opposite sides: the critics of 
New Hampshire's bookish bachelor, David 
Souter, had much to say about how his lim
ited life experience would likely inhibit, 
even deform, his ability to understand the 
cases before him, never mind the extent of 
his judicial background-while the Souter 
supporters took the other line. 

Did Judge Thomas modulate, trim, bob and 
weave during the questioning? Well of course 
he did. From time to time, it seemed to us he 
dodged excessively, even though you could 
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construct a defense of his extreme defensive
ness in light of some of the traplike ques
tioning. We think the charge of total and in
stantaneous conversion is not fair, however. 
For example, some of the things Judge 
Thomas said on the agitated matter of natu
ral law had been said to this same committee 
by him at his hearing in February of 1990, 
when he was appointed to the U.S. Court of 
Appeals. Specifically he had told the sen
ators: "But recognizing that natural rights 
is a philosophical, historical context of the 
Constitution is not to say that I have aban
doned the methodology of constitutional in
terpretation used by the Supreme Court. In 
applying the Constitution, I think I would 
have to resort to the approaches that the Su
preme Court has used. I would have to look 
at the texture of the Constitution, the struc
ture. I would have to look at the prior Su
preme Court precedents on those matters." 

Our own sense, on the strength of what we 
know of his record and the testimony given 
so far, is that Clarence Thomas is qualified 
to sit on the court. He is surely not the most 
eminent jurist who could have been selected, 
but neither have many of his predecessors 
been. His views, particularly on what are 
called broad remedies in civil rights cases, 
are conservative. An administration whose 
views are also conservative in this area is 
unlikely to produce any other kind of nomi
nee. It is not clear to us that in every respect 
these views are wrong or that Judge Thom
as's mind is closed, and in any case, in its ep
isodic resistance, the Judiciary Committee 
has cleared with scant attention or dissent 
nominees, now justices, whose similar views 
on the subject are equally strong or strong
er. 

Nor did we think Judge Thomas comes to 
the court or this point in his life with a ma
lign or distorted agenda. Quite the contrary. 
There has perhaps been too much talk about 
how he beat the odds and rose out of poverty 
and segregation in rural Georgia 40 years 
ago. Maybe not even he can be sure of all the 
effects this had on him. But one thing is 
sure: He will have a clearer sense of discrimi
nation and its remedies than any other mem
ber of the court, any other nominee this ad
ministration is likely to send up-and any of 
the members of the Judiciary Committee 
now judging him. There seems also to be a 
streak of individualism in him, a turn of 
mind that will not easily accede to the preju
dices and popular passions that sweep the 
day. On the strength of the hearings so far, 
we think he should be confirmed. 

[From the Washington Post, Aug. l, 1991) 
THE EEOC Is THRIVING 

Civil rights advocates have apparently 
given up on the Civil Rights Commission and 
disagree only on how little should be appro
priated for the agency. Some groups have 
even suggested that the Treasury save the 
money and abolish the CRC altogether. This 
is probably due to the sharp philosophical 
disagreement between traditional civil 
rights lobbyists and those now leading the 
panel, most of whom have been appointed by 
President Reagan. Or it may simply reflect 
the fact that the commission, whose work 
was so vitally needed and so widely sup
ported in the late '50s and early '60s, no 
longer seems to be fulfilling a function. 

Another important executive agency 
charged with civil rights enforcement-the 
Office of Civil Rights in the Department of 
Education-has been hamstrung since 1984, 
when the Supreme Court sharply limited the 
scope of the law prohibiting discrimination 
by recipients of federal funds. Because Con-

gress has not yet acted to overturn that rul
ing by legislation, OCR-even if its leaders 
were willing to act aggressively-has been 
unable to move against many kinds of dis
crimination that had been its responsibility 
before. 

But things are markedly different at the 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commis
sion, the federal agency created in Title VII 
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and charged 
with rooting out employment discrimina
tion. Here, the caseload is expanding and 
budget requests are increasing. Under the 
quiet but persistent leadership of Chairman 
Clarence Thomas, the number of cases proc
essed has gone from 50,935 in fiscal 1982 to 
66,305 last year. In the same time period, 
legal actions filed went from 241 to 526. To 
handle this much larger caseload and higher 
litigation level, this year's budget request 
was a record $193,457,000. That's one-third 
more than was spent at the beginning of this 
administration and $28,457,000 over last year. 

Domestic budget requests, even for meri
torious programs such as this, are being cut 
with a vengeance, and the request for the 
EEOC is no exception. The House did vote a 
$13 million boost, and the commission has 
asked the Senate to restore the full amount 
requested. Whether that is possible, given 
other budget constraints, is uncertain. But 
legislators who care about civil rights en
forcements have a special obligation to sus
tain an agency doing this work and enjoying, 
to an unusual degree in these times, the sup
port and encouragement of the administra
tion. 

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, Judge 
Thomas is an honorable, sensitive, 
hard working, and fiercely independent 
jurist. I will vote with what I believe 
will be an overwhelming majority of 
my colleagues to confirm his nomina
tion to the Supreme Court of the Unit
ed States. Mr. President, I cast that 
vote without reluctance, without con
cern, but with pride, with great pride 
that this wonderful Nation of ours can 
produce an individual which we can 
point to with pride in his achievements 
and his future magnificent contribu
tions to this great Nation of ours. 

In my view, Mr. President, Judge 
Thomas is what this country is all 
about. 

Mr. President, I yield the floor. 
Mr. BOND addressed the Chair. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BUR

DICK). The Senator from Missouri. 

CLARENCE THOMAS-THOUGHT
FUL, ABLE, AND COMMITTED 

Mr. BOND. Mr. President, I would 
like to thank my colleague from Ari
zona for that very fine statement on 
behalf of my very good friend, Judge 
Clarence Thomas. I was one of six Sen
ators who had the privilege of present
ing Judge Thomas to the Judiciary 
Committee. My senior colleague, JACK 
DANFORTH, obviously has worked very 
long and hard on behalf of Clarence 
Thomas because he, better than any of 
us here, has the opportunity to know 
Judge Clarence Thomas and to know of 
his legal ability. 

I know Judge Thomas primarily as a 
personal friend. I might be apt to say 

he worked for me. Actually, I was a cli
ent of Judge Thomas' when I was Gov
ernor of Missouri in the early 1970's 
and Judge Clarence Thomas was then 
an assistant attorney general. He was 
called upon from time to time to de
fend the actions of the Governor. We 
took on many of the old political cus
toms in Jefferson City, and they did 
not go away easily. 

One of the measures I did was to stop 
the practice of having Governors issue 
low-number license plates to their po
litical friends. I felt it was far better to 
have a fair system in which anybody 
who wanted a specialized plate could 
pay for that plate, get in line to take a 
plate if it was not available. Ulti
mately, that was adopted by law. But 
before that happened, we had to fight 
off a number of lawsuits by people who 
wanted to retain their plates, and Clar
ence Thomas was the attorney who 
drew the short straw and had to defend 
that practice. 

On that and many other occasions, 
Clarence Thomas was a very capable 
attorney, even though he may not have 
been dealing with the very best clients 
or the best causes around. I could tell 
you that, from my experience, the 
strongest proponents of Clarence 
Thomas are those people who know 
him best. They know of his integrity, 
they know of his character, and they 
know of his intellect. I will tell you as 
I travel around Missouri and speak to 
Missourians, black and white, from the 
north, south, east and west, there is 
great enthusiasm for Judge Thomas, 
because of his background and because 
of his demonstrated ability. 

Nothing that I have seen or heard in 
the confirmation hearings would in any 
way cast doubt on Clarence Thomas' 
ability to serve on the Supreme Court. 
He has refused, as most other can
didates for judgeship have, to say how 
he would rule on specific cases. As I un
derstand the law, we are supposed to 
let judges hear the arguments and the 
facts before they make a judgment. He 
has also not responded to questions 
that were statements as perhaps those 
who stated the propositions would like. 
But he has shown himself to be 
thoughtful, able, and committed. 

I, therefore, urge my colleagues to 
support Clarence Thomas for this nom
ination. 

FAMILY LEA VE COMPROMISE 
Mr. BOND. Mr. President, I rise 

today to address a question that we are 
going to be voting on next Tuesday, 
and that is the cloture motion on fam
ily and medical leave. I take this op
portunity because in the busy work 
schedule laid out on Tuesday, there 
may not be an opportunity for us to air 
some of the views that I think are very 
important on this issue. 

As a general rule, I am strongly op
posed to governmental mandates. I am 
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opposed to them where the burdens 
they impose are greater than the bene
fits they confer. After years of stale
mate, I believe the time has come to 
strengthen families facing tough times. 
I think it is time to break the deadlock 
on this issue with a compromise that 
will give working families, as well as 
main street businesses, an opportunity 
to work together in harmony. 

The workplace of the nineties cannot 
live by the rules of the fifties. The fact 
is that more mothers of young chil
dren, even infants, work outside the 
home than ever before. In 1988, married 
women with young children comprised 
the majority of new entrants in to the 
work force. More than half of women 
with young infants return to work out
side the home within a year of their 
child's birth. And contrary to what 
some of the opponents would have you 
believe, it is not necessarily out of 
choice-it simply takes two incomes to 
pay the bills. To prove my point: We 
know that more than two-thirds of 
women in the work force today are ei
ther single parents or have husbands 
who earn less than $18,000 per year. The 
fact is a family of three or four cannot 
live comfortably on under $18,000 per 
year in most parts of this country. Sur
veys show us that many married cou
ples would choose to have one person 
stay home full time if money were not 
an object, but it is. 

So what happens when a family faces 
an emergency, an illness, or unex
pected chance to adopt a new baby or 
an older infant but both partners work? 
They had better hope they have an un
derstanding employer. A 1990 Bureau of 
Labor Statistics study found that only 
37 percent of female employees have 
maternity leave. And of the fortune 
1,500 companies, where one might ex
pect the best coverage of workers, only 
half offered parental leave beyond the 
standard 6-week maternity-as-disabil
ity period. 

Paternity leave is extremely scarce. 
A 1990 Bureau of Labor Statistics study 
found that only 18 percent of fathers at 
medium and large firms are covered by 
unpaid paternity leave. 

According to the chamber of com
merce, 82 percent of employers provide 
no leave to care for sick children. 

And if an employee is sick himself or 
herself, there is a good chance that he 
or she works for a company that does 
not even provide sick leave. 

Many companies report that they 
will offer unpaid leave for family needs 
on a case-by-case basis. But I believe 
the statistics I have just cited point 
out the need for a basic minimal job 
protection standard on which all em
ployees can count. 

Mr. President, I have not come easily 
to this position that I now hold. For 
the last several years I have examined 
the issues surrounding family and med
ical leave legislation, and I have strug
gled with two seemingly contradictory 

beliefs: First, that Government should 
stay out of business and allow business 
to encourage economic growth and job 
creation; second, that society as a 
whole must put children and families 
first. 

It is indeed well documented that 
many of our social affiliations; sub
stance abuse, teen pregnancy, crime 
and others can be traced back to the 
lack of family structure in an individ
ual's life. Over the last 30 years we 
have proven that Government cannot 
substitute for families but we can 
adopt policies that will strengthen 
families. And in the case of family 
leave, we can ensure that employees 
are provided with a guarantee of job 
protection to attend the family con
cerns in a way that is minimally dis
ruptive to the workplace. 

I believe that in drafting S. 5, my col
league from Connecticut, Senator 
DODD, had the right idea. In some 
ways, however, I believed that S. 5 may 
have been unworkable in many ways 
and was swayed by arguments of 
friends in the small business commu
nity that the bill was perhaps vague or 
had potential for abuse in litigation, 
cost too much or contained unwieldy 
enforcement procedures-legitimate 
concerns. 

But I believe the compromise amend
ment we will off er addresses them all 
in a fair manner. Briefly, I would like 
to highlight what the amendment 
would do. 

First, it contains the same minimum 
job protection now in S. 5. We would 
provide for up to 12 weeks of unpaid 
leave per year for the birth or adoption 
of a child or the serious illness of the 
employee or an immediate family 
member. 

Second, all businesses employing 
fewer than 50 workers would be ex
empt, and eligibility would be re
stricted to those who had worked 1,250 
hours or 25 hours per week over the 
previous year. In addition, they would 
have had to work for that company for 
at least 1 full year. 

Third, highly compensated key em
ployees would be exempt from cov
erage; if their absence posed an eco
nomic hardship to the employer. 

Fourth, we have completely rewrit
ten the enforcement sections to elimi
nate quadruple damages and to use in
stead a procedure paralleling the Fair 
Labor Standards Act, a well-known 
commodity for both employer and em
ployee. 

Next, we have limited the potential 
for abuse of the leave provisions by re
quiring that serious health conditions 
be such that an employee be unable to 
perform the functions of his or her po
sition or that the employee prove that 
he or she is needed to care for a sick 
family member. Certification by a doc
tor would be required before an em
ployee could take leave. 

Further, we would require that em
ployees provide at least 30 days' notice 

of intent to take leave whenever the 
need is foreseeable. 

Under the substitute, employers 
would be allowed to recapture heal th 
insurance premiums where an em
ployee simply did not return to work. 

And employers would be given the 
flexibility to deal with a potentially 
disruptive leave situation by transfer
ring an employee to an equivalent al
ternative position. 

Taken together, these changes mean 
the potential for abuse has been dras
tically curtailed. The employer has the 
flexibility to accommodate leave situa
tions and the employer no longer needs 
to fear the potential of a flood of frivo
lous or costly lawsuits lobbyists have 
conjured up to defeat this legislation. 
My compromise addresses the former, 
not the latter. 

Now, there are many Washington lob
byists arguing that these changes do 
not address the real concerns of em
ployers. Some have even argued the 
changes will make the bill worse, and 
that is just plain silly. 

Mr. President, the simple fact is that 
the Washington lobbyists do not want 
to see any changes that might make 
family leave workable. They are only 
concerned with its defeat. Some say 
they are not weighing this legislation 
on its merits because they are only 
concerned about the precedent it will 
set. Their great concern is that passage 
of this bill will set us down an irrev
ocable path of mandating all types of 
benefits, paid and unpaid. In order to 
win this debate, they would have you 
believe, and the people they claim to 
represent believe, that the battle we 
are fighting today is that of Govern
ment-mandated paid leave for all em
ployees in all circumstances. 

Well, Mr. President, that is not the 
battle we are fighting. The fact is that 
95 percent of all employers and all of 
small business is exempt from coverage 
of this bill. 

The legislation does not impose bur
densome costs. The costs of the aver
age benefits package-health, vacation, 
pension, unemployment insurance, So
cial Security contributions and holi
days-for an employee exceeds $10,000. 
The average cost of this legislation to 
employers with more than 50 employ
ees according to the GAO is $5.30 per 
employee per year. 

Mr. President, as we debate this 
issue, I believe it is important to dis
tinguish between the legitimate con
cerns business people have about mak
ing something they want to do, and in 
many cases already do, workable and 
the fears and demons which many 
Washington lobbyists have conjured up 
to defeat the legislation. 

Our compromise addresses the 
former, not the latter. I hope during 
the course of the debate we can debunk 
many of the myths propounded by 
some members of the lobby corps and 
move on toward enactment of a com-
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promise which strikes a good balance 
between providing for the needs of 
America's employees and the legiti
mate concerns of their employers. 

Mr. President, it is time that we take 
this very important step to help 
strengthen families that badly need 
strength in these trying times. 

I yield the floor. 

FAMILY LEAVE 
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, first of all, 

let me Gorn.mend my distinguished col
league from Missouri for not only his 
statement, which I had the privilege of 
listening to, but I also commend him 
for the tremendous amount of work 
and effort he has put in on this legisla
tion. 

This has been a 5-year effort, with 
countless meetings and discussions 
considering all sorts of options and 
proposals for this legislation. Frankly, 
without the tireless effort of the distin
guished senior Senator from Missouri, 
we would not be standing here today. I 
extend to him my deepest thanks for 
that effort and making it possible for 
this legislation to not only be where it 
is today, procedurally, but also where 
it is, far more importantly, sub
stantively. 

These are significant improvements 
he will be offering as a substitute, 
which I intend to strongly support, 
that I think deal with the very legiti
mate issues raised by the business com
munity and others about making this 
legislation not only a workable piece of 
legislation but an effective piece of leg
islation when it comes to not only 
servicing those it is intended to serve 
but also minimizing any burden, to the 
extent there is any, on those who 
would have to make this legislation ef
fective. I speak specifically, of course, 
of the business community. 

So, Mr. President, today the Senate 
begins, in a sense, consideration of the 
most important family related legisla
tion before the 102d Congress, S. 5, the 
Family and Medical Leave Act of 1991. 
I am pleased to be joined as cosponsors 
in the original piece of legislation by 
Senators KENNEDY, PACKWOOD, MITCH
ELL, JEFFORDS, MIKULSKI, HATFIELD, 
METZENBAUM, D' AMATO, and 32 other 
Senators who are on this legislation. 

Mr. President, let me interrupt my 
remarks here to make this point as 
well. We had hoped to be able to pro
ceed to the debate, at least a general 
debate, on the legislation today. But 
there was an objection to the motion 
to proceed. As a result of that, Senator 
MITCHELL has filed a cloture motion on 
the motion to proceed. But I want to 
make it absolutely clear that as the 
only cloture motion that has been 
filed, I would strongly object if any ef
fort were made to file a cloture motion 
on the bill. 

We intend to have an open debate, 
open discussion. This Senator is fully 

prepared to consider all amendments 
that will be offered including a sub
stitute proposal that has been offered 
already by the distinguished Senator 
from Utah [Mr. HATCH]. And that 
amendment, if he decides to offer it, 
will be debated and discussed in full 
and voted on, if the Senator from Utah 
so desires a vote, along with any other 
Senator who wishes to raise an amend
ment on this legislation. So the only 
debate is whether or not to proceed to 
the bill on Tuesday, not to in any way 
restrict the debate on the bill. 

I want to make it clear to all those 
who may be listening to this discussion 
that that is all the cloture motion will 
deal with, strictly and solely on the 
motion to proceed, whether or not this 
legislation can be debated. That is all. 

So Mr. President, as we know, get
ting back to the substance, there has 
been a lot of talk, of course, in the 
Halls of Congress about trying to help 
working families, families caught in 
the economic squeeze between stagnant 
income, higher taxes, and the rising 
costs of basic necessities; families for 
the first time in generations, cannot 
count on a better life for their chil
dren; families that must face every day 
the competing demands of work and 
family responsibilities. Over the next 
few days on the floor of this Senate, we 
will have the opportunity to replace 
our profamily rhetoric with concrete 
action. 

On one side of this debate we will 
have a small group of Washington lob
byists, powerful, wealthy, and influen
tial, and on the other side America's 
working families, not nearly as 
wealthy or influential but with the 
powerful and timely idea that parents 
ought to be able to have jobs and han
dle family responsibilities as well. 
They believe parents should be able to 
deal with rare family crises without 
losing their jobs in the process. I be
lieve that as a nation all of us have a 
stake in that both morally, socially, 
economically, and politically. 

Mr. President, the Family and Medi
cal Leave Act provides up to 12 weeks 
of unpaid leave for the birth or adop
tion of a child or serious illness of an 
immediate family member, your child, 
your spouse, or your elderly parent. 
Small businesses are exempt com
pletely and strong protections have 
been included and additional ones will 
be included by the substitute offered by 
the distinguished Senator from Mis
souri that will protect these employers 
who will be covered by this legislation. 

It is a simple but compelling idea, 
this Family and Medical Leave Act: job 
security during key family crises, cri
ses that can remove the primary bread
winner from the labor force and cripple 
the family's economic security. 

During Senate consideration of S. 5 
Senators FORD, BOND, and COATS will 
offer and others will offer a substitute 
amendment which provides even great-

er flexibility, as I have mentioned al
ready, and further safeguards for em
ployers while requiring greater ac
countability on the part of employees 
taking leave under this legislation. 
Drawn by the compelling needs of 
working families in their States these 
fine Senators have rejected the short
sighted political arguments of a small 
lobby and have crafted a compromise 
that is fair to both the working parents 
and employers. I am deeply grateful for 
their efforts and believe their biparti
san compromise deserve our over
whelming bipartisan support. 

Mr. President, the legislation we 
bring before the Senate is the product 
of more than a dozen congressional 
hearings and countless discussions 
with businesspeople and State officials 
from around the country. We have 
amassed strong and convincing evi
dence that a national family leave law 
is not only good public policy but 
makes good business sense as well. Ac
cording to a recent study conducted for 
the Small Business Administration, 
"the net cost to employers of placing 
workers on leave is always substan
tially smaller than the cost of termi
nating an employee." This SBA 
study-commissioned and paid for by 
the Bush administration-pegged the 
costs of family leave at less than 2 
cents per covered employee per day, 
without even factoring in employer 
savings from reductions in termination 
costs. These findings confirm those of a 
1989 report by the General Accounting 
Office which estimated the costs of this 
bill to be $5.30 per covered worker per 
year, or less than 3 cents a day. 

Another recent study commissioned 
by the Ford Foundation examined em
ployer practices in four States that 
have enacted family leave laws. Nine 
out of ten employers reported that the 
laws were easy to implement and that 
they were not forced to provide fewer 
health benefits. Eight out of ten em
ployers reported no increase in train
ing or unemployment insurance costs. 

Across the country, employers with 
leave policies in place report tremen
dous savings in terms of employee 
training, productivity, loyalty, and re
duced absenteeism. States with family 
leave laws report minimal costs for en
forcement, minimal costs to business, 
and an improved atmosphere of labor
management cooperation. Most impor
tant, I believe we have put to rest once 
and for all the boogeyman thrust be
fore us by the Washington business 
lobby. The evidence is clear and un
equivocal. Employers simply do not 
take away other employee benefits 
when a family leave policy is put in 
place. 

Why do we hear one thing from the 
business lobbyists and something dif
ferent from employers in the real 
world? The answer is simple. Over the 
last 50 years, in times of national con
sensus, when the Government has 
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stepped in to ensure a minimum floor 
of protection and human decency for 
American workers, we have heard the 
same "Chicken Little" arguments from 
the business lobby that we hear today. 
Child labor laws, Social Security, occu
pational safety and health, minimum 
wage-each time we put fair labor 
standards in place we were told the sky 
was falling. And yet, I think most 
Americans agree that these laws have 
not only made us a more decent and 
humane Nation but have made us 
stronger economically as well. Five 
years from now, when this family leave 
policy is in place throughout the Na
tion, we too will be wondering what all 
the fuss was about in 1991. 

We all want less reliance on Govern
ment programs and more reliance on 
the family structure. We all want Fed
eral policies that help parents stay 
home with their children. We all want 
adoption to expand women's preg
nancy-related options. And we all want 
a sound health care policy that reduces 
the number of uninsured Americans 
and creates alternatives to institu
tionalized elder care. No one congres
sional act this year will do more to 
preserve and strengthen families-to 
encourage working parents to be with 
their families at critical times-than 
the Family and Medical Leave Act of 
1991. 

Mr. President, let us be honest. As 
far as the Washington business lobby is 
concerned, the answer is-and has al
ways been-just say no. But I believe it 
is time for us to place the needs of 
American families ahead of the narrow 
political agenda of these special inter
est groups. It is time to provide work
ing families with job security during 
family crises in a way that is fair to 
employers, too. The Family and Medi
cal Leave Act is an idea whose time 
has come. 

Let me once again thank my distin
guished colleague from Missouri, my 
distinguished colleague from Indiana, 
Senator COATS, by the way, who is my 
ranking minority member on the Sub
committee on Children and Families of 
the Labor Committee. His commitment 
to this legislation, to this particular 
option is tremendously important
Senator HATFIELD, Senator D'AMATO, 
Senator PACKWOOD, who has been an 
early cosponsor of this legislation, Sen
ator JEFFORDS, who has played a piv
otal role as well, and others .who we be
lieve are going to be joining us in this 
effort demonstrate this is a bipartisan 
concept. 

We think we are going to have a 
strong bill to offer our colleagues, one 
that makes sense, one that is rational, 
one that is fair, and one that will make 
a difference for many families caught 
in that bind of choosing between being 
a good employee, a good worker, and 
also a good family member. 

Mr. President, I thank the Chair. I 
thank my colleague from Missouri. 

Mr. LEAHY addressed the Chair. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Senator 

LEAHY. 

VERMONT'S FINEST ARE NO. 1 
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, if this 

were a movie, it would be called 
"Against All Odds." If it were a book, 
the title would be "The Incredible 
Journey." 

This morning at 12:07 a.m. at Bolling 
Air Force Base, Vermont's finest soft
ball team captured the Senate league 
championship in a hard-fought battle 
against the gritty, talented team of 
Senator MIKULSKI. 

Not since Carlton Fisk got out of bed 
yesterday morning had so much native 
Vermont baseball talent been gathered 
in one place. 

There was Otter Valley's Trish 
Coates, ripping run-scoring singles to 
left and playing second base like Billy 
Ripken. 

South Burlington's Molly O'Brien 
was an anchor behind the plate, deftly 
calling all five of all-star pitcher J.P. 
Dowd's stunning victories. If the B-2 
bomber was as tough to find on radar 
as some of Dowd's pitches, our generals 
in the Pentagon would sleep much bet
ter. 

Tim "Brigster" Briglin turned in a 
sparkling performance at first base, 
while Pete "Rose" Schmalz patrolled 
center field like a healthy Ellis Burks. 
Laura "Don't Call Me Maddog" Madden 
reminded all of us why she led the 
league in line shots and spectacular 
catches. Burlington native Colleen "So 
This is the Show" Scully played with a 
quiet confidence surprising for such a 
young rookie. 

We rode the bats and gloves of the 
likes of Tom "Stone Wall" Cosgrove, 
Lawson "Boomer" Bader, Todd "Give 
Me Shelter" Shel ton, Doug "Douger" 
Bishop, and Downtown Fred Kenney. 
Even fellow Vermonter Luke Albee sur
vived the series, playing shortstop with 
the finesse of George Foreman-he 
kept the faith in the over 30 crowd, 
given Todd Stern's contract dispute. 

Kevin "Hawkeye" McDonald, our 
sensitive but dogged bench-jockey, ex
horted our team on to victory after 
victory. 

Special thanks go to Manchester's 
own Abe "A-Train" Madkour, who 
combines the brains of Tony LaRussa 
and the athletic ability of Deion Sand
ers. 

And finally, our hat is off to the 
team of Senator JEFFORDS, who again 
came close to winning it all this year. 
That Vermont spawns such softball tal
ent is a tribute to our clean air, clean 
water, and clean living. 

A GIANT LEAP TOWARD PEACE IN 
EL SALVADOR 

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, on 
Wednesday at the United Nations the 

Government of El Salvador and the 
FMLN rebels signed a historic agree
ment that contains the elements of a 
final end to the 11-year war that has 
devastated that tiny country. 

While this agreement does not mean 
an end to the fighting immediately, the 
two sides will return to the bargaining 
table in October to continue negotia
tions on a cease-fire and the procedure 
and timetable for demobilization of the 
FMLN and the reduction in size of the 
Salvadoran armed forces. 

Mr. President, for all of us, whether 
we have supported the administration's 
policy in El Salvador or opposed it all 
these years, this is a long-awaited day 
and a great achievement. President 
Cristiani deserves enormous credit, for 
his persistence and his determination 
in seeing this process through, despite 
the resistence of the rightwing of his 
own party and hardliners in the mili
tary. When the talks bogged down and 
we were beginning to fear that the ne
gotiations would fail, President 
Cristiani went personally to New York 
and stayed there until a final agree
ment was signed. 

The FMLN deserves credit, too. They 
have recognized that the world has 
changed and that the armed struggle 
could not go on forever. Poverty and 
injustice remain widespread in El Sal
vador. Eleven years of war have not 
changed that. But the political process 
is their best hope now, and they have a 
lot to learn if they are going to be a 
factor in the elections in 1994. 

Special praise goes to U.N. Secretary 
General Perez de Cuellar and his dep
uty Alvaro de Soto. Nearing the end of 
a term of office that has seen the Unit
ed Nations become a leading force for 
resolving regional conflicts, it is fit
ting that Mr. de Cuellar personally bro
kered this breakthrough. 

Mr. President, the war is not over. In 
fact, some expect the fighting to inten
sify as the two sides try to strengthen 
their bargaining positions in these 
final days. That would be tragic for the 
people of El Salvador who have already 
paid far too high a price in this cruel 
war. From today forward, every drop of 
blood that is lost is a crime against the 
people of that country. 

I urge President Cristiani and De
fense Minister Ponce to disavow any 
plan to launch an offensive in the rebel 
areas, as some have predicted. And I 
call on the FMLN with equal urgency 
to do the same. Both sides should be 
pulling back, preparing to demobilize 
their forces, and speaking out publicly 
in support of an immediate cease-fire. 
All would be better off if the war ended 
sooner. 

The Congress has yet to act on El 
Salvador this year. An amendment of
fered by myself and Senator DODD in 
July to withhold half the military aid 
got 56 votes, but was withdrawn in the 
face of a filibuster by those who yet 
again want to send another $85 million 
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to the military with no strings at
tached. 

This agreement changes the land
scape. No longer can the administra
tion argue that we need to continue to 
bankroll the Salvadoran military at 
the expense of other foreign aid pro
grams that are far more deserving. We 
should drastically cut our military aid 
and shift those funds to programs to 
help the combatants on both sides 
reintegrate into civilian life and join in 
rebuilding their country. 

Finally, Mr. President, I want to 
mention the Jesuits' case. The trial of 
the seven enlisted men and one colonel 
charged with those gruesome murders 
is to begin today. It is the first time in 
the history of that country that mili
tary personnel have been tried in a ci
vilian court for violating human 
rights, which is indicative of both the 
depth of the injustice that has existed 
in El Salvador and of the changes that 
are taking root there. 

I welcome this trial and am con
vinced that had it not been for the re
lentless pressure of our Ambassador 
and the support of President Cristiani, 
it never would have happened. But I 
cannot overlook the fact that the Sal
vadoran military have done their best 
to obstruct justice and subvert the 
truth at every turn. 

Few in El Salvador, including the 
Salvadoran judge in the case and our 
own officials there, believe that the 
military officers who ordered these hei
nous crimes are among those charged. 
This trial falls far short of the thor
ough and professional investigation 
and prosecution that the Salvadoran 
people were promised and deserve. O 

DEATH OF THEODOR "DR. SEUSS" 
GEISEL 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I have 
been sitting in my office listening to a 
lot of magnificent pronouncements on 
the world affairs. I rise for a slightly 
different purpose today, but no less im
portant than it is to pay tribute to a 
great American who died 2 days ago-
Theodor S. Geisel, better known to 
generations of children and parents all 
over the world as Dr. Seuss. 

Dr. Seuss was born in Springfield, 
MA on March 2, 1904, the son of immi
grants. From there, he began a journey 
of whimsy and wisdom that is the 
happy inheritance of children and chil
dren at heart all over the world. More 
than 100 million copies of Dr. Seuss' 
books have been sold, beginning in 1937 
with "And To Think That I Saw It On 
Mulberry Street" and continuing 
through more than five delightful dec
ades to include "The Cat in the Hat," 
"Green Eggs and Ham," "The Lorax," 
"Yertle the Turtle," "Horton Hears a 
Who," and the incomparable "How the 
Grinch Stole Christmas." 

His stories have become such an inte
gral part of our culture that every one 

of us who has been a parent or child 
can picture the Cat in the Hat, the 
Lorax, Hop on Pop, the Sneetches, 
Thing One and Thing Two, the Once
ler, the Ziffs, the nerds and the 
nerkles. And we will never forget green 
eggs and ham. 

The Dr. Seuss stories were clear and 
funny, but that is not all. "The Cat in 
the Hat" was written as a new kind of 
reader, to help children learn to use 
our language. That unforgettable story 
contains only 223 words, but it suffers 
from no limit of literary value. "The 
Cat in the Hat" is a story of rhymes 
and reason and responsibility. Like so 
many Dr. Seuss stories, it has a valu
able lesson for readers of any age. In 
"The Butter Battle Book," Dr. Seuss 
presented an allegory of the dangers of 
the cold war and the arms race. He un
derstood the importance of environ
mental responsibility when the Lorax 
chided the Once-ler: 
Once-ler! he cried with a cruffulous croak. 

Once-ler! You're making such 
smogulous smoke! 

What parent has not held a sick or 
well child and read these magnificent 
and unique stories, and upon finishing, 
heard "Read it again, Daddy!" or 
"Read it again, Mommy!" 

Theodor Geisel, Dr. Seuss, was a 
great American original. All of us who 
have enjoyed the mastery of his lan
guage and the wisdom of his lessons 
and who, before television, kept our 
children at rapt attention with his 
never to be lost literature, have lost a 
great friend. 

Mr. President, I yield the floor. 
Mr. LAUTENBERG addressed the 

Chair. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 

LEAHY). The Senator from New Jersey. 

AGAINST THE CONFIRMATION OF 
CLARENCE THOMAS 

Mr. LAUTENBERG. Mr. President, I 
rise today to announce that I intend to 
vote against the confirmation of Judge 
Clarence Thomas to serve on the U.S. 
Supreme Court. 

My responsibility to advise and con
sent to nominees to the Supreme Court 
is one of the most important respon
sibilities I have as a U.S. Senator. 

In the selection of persons to serve 
on the Nation's highest court, in my 
view, the Senate is an equal partner 
with the President. The President is 
owed no special deference, and his 
nominee owed no special presumptions. 
We owe the public our careful and thor
ough consideration and our independ
ent judgment. 

It is my responsibility to review a 
nominee's qualifications, experience, 
and his views-ever mindful of the 
public's interests. Whether we confirm 
a nominee can have a lasting impact on 
our citizens' lives, their freedom, and 
their access to justice. 

A person who would serve on the Na
tion's highest Court must be of the 

highest character. He or she must be 
learned in the law. He or she must have 
integrity and the intellectual and edu
cational background that's demanded. 
And, most important, he or she must 
be dedicated to the Constitution, and 
the protection of our freedoms. 

Judge Thomas' nomination comes to 
the Senate at a time of major change 
in the Court. It is no accidental 
change. President Bush, and President 
Reagan before him, have sought to im
pose their stamp on the Court. They 
have sought a Court less protective of 
the most personal, individual rights of 
Americans. They have sought a Court 
less willing to expand our notions of 
freedom and liberty, and less willing to 
conform to changing needs and modern 
circumstances. They have sought a 
Court less ready to intervene on behalf 
of the powerless, the excluded, and the 
voiceless. 

Sadly, Mr. President, they have al
ready come too far in achieving those 
goals. 

Judge Thomas, I fear, would put two 
more hands on the rope that is pulling 
us backward and therefore I cannot 
vote to confirm his appointment. 

Mr. President, much has been said 
about Judge Thomas' personal back
ground. He told the members of the Ju
diciary Committee a moving story of 
hard work and achievement in the face 
of poverty, racism, and discrimination. 
I have no doubt that Judge Clarence 
Thomas knows better than any of us 
the pain and humiliation inflicted by 
racism. I have no doubt that the scars 
are deep and that they affect and moti
vate him. 

Mr. President, I believe that the 
Court benefits from the diversity of its 
members. For example, I have no doubt 
that, apart from his legal and analytic 
skills, Justice Thurgood Marshall has 
added a special dimension to the delib
erations of the Court, given his per
sonal experiences. I have no doubt that 
Justice O'Connor also provides a valu
able perspective that was missing be
fore her appointment. 

There are those who say we should 
confirm the nomination of Judge 
Thomas, because if we do not, the 
President will select a nominee who 
would not bring the experiences and di
versity to the Court that Judge Thom
as would bring. 

Mr. President, I would hope that 
would not be so. Regrettably, this 
President has failed to aggressively ex
pand the diversity of the Federal judi
ciary, at the trial and appellate levels. 
We should achieve diversity on the 
Court by the appointment of a depend
able guardian of our rights and free
doms. 

The writings and speeches of Judge 
Thomas raise serious doubts in my 
mind about where he would be that de
pendable guardian. His discussion of 
these statements in his appearance be
fore the Judiciary Committee did little 
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to allay my concerns that he would not 
apply a broad, expansive interpretation 
of our Constitution. I am concerned 
that Judge Thomas would challenge, 
instead of support a modern under
standing of liberty and current expec
tations. 

Judge Thomas has written and spo
ken about natural law as a foundation 
for our rights and the defense of lib
erty. Yet, it is difficult to discern 
where this natural law philosophy 
would lead. I am concerned that it 
would lead us backward. 

Judge Thomas' statements about 
natural law have raised serious ques
tions about his position on rights. In a 
now oft-quoted statement, Judge 
Thomas said in a speech, "Lewis 
Lehrman's recent essay in the Amer
ican Spectator on the Declaration of 
Independence and the meaning of the 
right to life is a splendid example of 
applying natural law." 

What Lewis Lehrman said in his 
essay was that the right of a woman to 
choose to have an abortion was a "spu
rious right." He argued that it con
flicted with natural law, expressed in 
the Declaration of Independence, which 
should invest in the unborn a right to 
life. 

Yet, when questioned about his fa
vorable citation of Lewis Lehrman's 
article, Judge Thomas retreated. He 
said that he cited it only to persuade 
an audience that natural law should be 
relied upon in developing the law on 
civil rights and discrimination. 

Mr. President, there are other indica
tions, from his speeches and state
ments, that Judge Thomas rejects a 
right to privacy that includes a right 
to choose to terminate a pregnancy. In 
an article, he questioned reliance on 
the ninth amendment as a basis for es
tablishing the right to privacy. 

When questioned directly in the hear
ing on the right to choose, Judge 
Thomas was evasive, or silent. 

Judge Thomas conceded, finally, that 
he did not quarrel with Court rulings 
that, based on a right to privacy, an in
dividual could have access to contra
ceptive devices. First, not quarreling 
with a decision is not the same as 
agreeing. Second, he refused to address 
whether the right extended to cases 
when pregnancy has occurred. I cannot 
accept silence on a right so fundamen
tal as the right whether to choose. 

Ironically, Judge Thomas did not 
hesitate to express an opinion on the 
death penalty, although the constitu
tionality of the death penalty has been 
a matter before the Court. Judge 
Thomas did not hesitate to express his 
view on issues of antitrust law, al
though they might come before the 
Court. 

Mr. President, the reason that Roe 
versus Wade is likely to be reconsid
ered by the Court is because the 
Reagan and Bush administrations have 
succeeded in appointing Justices who 
are receptive to reconsideration. 

Just as we should be troubled if a 
nominee came before the Senate and 
refused to recognize the right of free 
speech; or the right to assemble; or the 
right to be free from unreasonable 
searches and seizures, we should be 
troubled by Judge Thomas' refusal to 
recognize a broad right of privacy. 

Judge Thomas has also raised ques
tions about whether he would upset the 
longstanding balance the Court has 
struck in reconciling conflicts between 
property and economic interests on the 
one hand, and congressional efforts to 
address pressing social needs through 
remedial legislation. 

There was a time in our Nation when 
laws we now find so basic-like the 
minimum wage and hour laws-were 
considered unconstitutional infringe
ments of the property and economic 
rights of employers. Yet Judge Thomas 
has stated that he found attractive the 
views of one legal scholar "who defends 
an activist Supreme Court that would 
strike down laws restricting property 
rights." 

There are those who would say that 
our laws to protect the environment 
unduly infringe upon the right to own 
and use property as a person sees fit. 
There are those who have argued that 
our civil rights laws do the same. Yet, 
those arguments have generally failed 
before the courts. Would a Justice 
Thomas be more sympathetic to the 
right of a property owner to pollute, 
than in the public's right to breathe 
clean air? Would a Justice Thomas be 
more sympathetic to the right of a 
property owner to rent to whom he 
pleases, to hire whom he wants, under 
conditions that he sets out, than he 
would to the rights of the individual? 

In response to questions by Senator 
BIDEN, Juge Thomas attempted to dis
tance himself from this view. Yet, the 
record remains. 

Mr. President, I am also concerned 
about Judge Thomas' views on how this 
Nation can and should remedy the 
harms inflicted by racial discrimina
tion. I am concerned about whether he 
will support the laws and regulations 
that Congress and prior Presidents 
have passed and adopted, to undo the 
lasting legacy of discrimination. His 
leadership of the EEOC has been ques
tioned. 

I do not challenge Judge Thomas' un
derstanding of racial discrimination. 
He know it firsthand. I do not chal
lenge his personal desire that every 
American be granted the opportunity 
to be judged, not on the basis of the 
color of his skin, but on the basis of 
their qualifications and their potential. 
Yet, he would abandon those remedies 
that are necessary and effective to re
dress the most egregious cases of dis
crimination. I cannot endorse that. 

In sum, Mr. President, I cannot sup
port the nomination of Judge Thomas 
because I cannot place in him my faith 
that he will guard and nurture the 

rights that we hold so dear. I cannot 
with confidence say that he will move 
us forward, guided by an expansive ap
proach to our Constitution. 

I will vote no when the question is 
presented to the Senate. 

I yield the floor. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen

ator from Minnesota. 

NOMINATION OF JUDGE CLARENCE 
THOMAS 

Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. President, 
I rise to support the nomination of 
Clarence Thomas to be an Associate 
Justice of the Supreme Court. I believe 
that President Bush nominated an out
standing person and I have heard noth
ing in the hearings or in the arguments 
of my colleagues to invalidate his 
choice. Indeed, I thought the hearings 
displayed a compassionate man pos
sessing intellect and integrity. 

From the very first judicial nominee 
I was asked to vote to confirm 13 years 
ago, I have used the same standard. Is 
the nominee qualified and are there se
rious reasons to question his or her in
tegrity or judicial temperament. I used 
that standard to approve Abner Mikva, 
a very liberal appointment by Jimmy 
Carter and I came to a very positive 
judgment on him, and I come to a posi
tive judgment on the same basis with 
regard to Judge Thomas. 

Through the hearings and through 
this confirmation process Judge Thom
as has exhibited, and no credible person 
has questioned, that he is a thoughtful 
man, an independent person, a sen
sitive and compassionate person, a fair 
man and an honest person. 

As I listen to opponents of this nomi
nation, they seem to have three dif
ficulties. 

The first is basically a disagreement 
with the nominator, rather than with 
the nominee. They do not agree with 
the ideology of George Bush on various 
issues. Well, the American people 
passed judgment and they decided that 
issue in 1988 when they elected George 
Bush President. We do not have the 
right to overturn that judgment in this 
process. Let me repeat that I would be 
making that same argument were the 
President not of my party. 

The second point of opposition is 
that Clarence Thomas is not Thurgood 
Marshall. I will readily concede that he 
is not. Marshall was the conscience and 
the goad of the Supreme Court for two 
decades. There will never be another 
Thurgood Marshall. He was a man for 
his times and we are the richer for his 
service. 

But, in the same way, I believe the 
value of this nomination is that Clar
ence Thomas is Clarence Thomas. He is 
not playing a role nor is he filling 
someone else's shoes. He is a unique, 
gifted, and hard-working person who 
will bring a much-needed presence to 
the Supreme Court. 
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The third concern of Judge Thomas' 

critics is that they cannot now predict 
how he will vote on the narrow issues 
that seem to be at the top of our cur
rent agenda. It seems to me that these 
critics lack historical perspective; an 
essential perspective when considering 
a life-time appointment to the Su
preme Court. When Thurgood Marshall 
was 43, as Clarence Thomas is today, it 
was 1951. Thurgood Marshall was to 
play a pivotal role in the era of dra
matic civil rights change that no one 
could predict in 1951. It was an era of 
social change dominated by Federal 
policies. Marshall was a man for those 
times. 

What will be the dominant issues and 
who will be the dominant actors of the 
next three decades? I do not know a 
Member of the Senate who could stand 
up confidently and answer that ques
tion. 

How does that inform our judgment 
on this nominee? First, it exposes the 
foolishness of judging this nominee on 
the basis of relatively narrow dif
ferences on bills that happen to be at 
the top of our Senate agenda today. 
Second, it counsels us to put a person 
on the Court whose experience, open
mindedness and character tell us that 
he or she will fairly address challenges 
we cannot even imagine today. 

Clarence Thomas is the product of a 
poor, rural family. He is a victim of ra
cial and economic segregation. He was 
educated in a private university. He 
earned his law degree in one of the 
most prestigious law schools in Amer
ica. He was a law enforcement official. 
He served as a staff member in the leg
islative branch. He was an official in 
the executive branch. And he has 
served as a Federal judge. It is very, 
very hard to imagine a life of only 43 
years that involved exposure to more 
of the basic issues of the law. He did 
not just read about living in America 
in a case book. He lived it. 

Based on his testimony before the 
committee, my personal conversations 
with him, and his personal history, I 
have confidence in the character of 
Clarence Thomas, that he can be a per
son for his times. 

We do not approach this choice as 100 
Presidents. The Constitution does not 
give us the job of nominating judges. It 
gives us the opportunity to test the 
character, intellect, compassion, and 
fairness of a nominee. I submit that 
Clarence Thomas has passed that test 
with flying colors. 

I will support Clarence Thomas be
cause he is a person of the people, and 
the people will be well served to have 
him apply the historic truths of our 
Constitution in our rapidly changing 
world. 

CONFERENCE REPORT ON 
EXTENDED BENEFITS 

Mr. DURENBERGER. Mr. President, 
2 months ago, I voted in favor of ex
tended benefit unemployment legisla
tion cosponsored by the distinguished 
chairman of the Finance Committee, 
Senator BENTSEN, and the ranking 
member of the committee, Senator 
PACKWOOD. And earlier this week, I 
again voted in favor of that identical 
legislation. 

Al though both of those bills con
tained certain flaws in the formulas for 
triggering benefits, I supported them 
for three fundamental reasons: First, I 
believe those workers who have en
dured extended unemployment during 
this recession should be allowed to re
ceive extended benefits to tide them 
over until the economic recovery is 
fully underway. Second, both of those 
bills maintained the structure and in
tegrity of last year's budget agreement 
by requiring the President to declare 
an emergency to waive the Budget Act 
in order to release those funds; and 
third, I believe the President should be 
persuaded to support extended benefits 
legislation. 

Mr. President, it is imperative for 
the American people to know that the 
President does not have to declare an 
emergency and waive the Budget Act 
in order to implement extended bene
fits. Earlier this week, I cosponsored a 
substitute extended benefits bill intro
duced by the distinguished Republican 
leader, Senator DOLE, that established 
a more effective extended benefits for
mula and which was fully paid for con
sistent with last year's budget agree
ment. Had we passed that measure, 
President Bush clearly stated that he 
would have signed it into law guaran
teeing that extended benefits would 
today be flowing to the long-term un
employed. 

But, Mr. President, reading this con
ference report, it is clear to this Sen
ator that we are now engaged in a cyni
cal political game where unemployed 
Americans agree being held hostage to 
larger political concerns. What this 
conference report does is unravel last 
year's budget agreement allowing Con
gress to unilaterally declare an emer
gency without concurrent certification 
by the President. 

Make no mistake, if we allow this 
measure to be adopted, we are estab
lishing a precedent that will allow the 
democratically controlled Congress to 
declare domestic education, drug, 
health, and other sorts of emergencies, 
without having to operate within the 
discipline and confines of the budget 
agreement which they passed. We 
might as well just tear up the 5-year 
budget agreement and tell the Amer
ican people that Congress does not care 
about the budget deficit. 

Mr. President, I will vote against 
waiving the Budget Act and I will vote 
against this effort to unravel the budg-

et agreement. And I want to speak di
rectly to the people of Minnesota and 
tell them that what they are witness
ing is pure political gamesmanship. 

Unfortunately, this issue is being 
portrayed in the media as Democrats 
for the unemployed, and the President 
against the unemployed. And the fact 
is, at least the fact is today, as we de
bate, President Bush is now persuaded 
to support extended benefits. The fact 
is that the extended unemployment 
benefits legislation that the President 
would sign, and which this Senator 
would support, does not break the 
budget agreement and would provide 
nearly identical benefits to the unem
ployed in my State of Minnesota as are 
contained in the conference report. 

Mr. President, just about every Mem
ber of this body has stood on the floor 
of the Senate to express frustration 
and dissatisfaction with the lack of 
depth in our political campaigns. Thir
ty-second spots, racially motivated po
litical advertising, distorted state
ments of an elected official's voting 
record are all to be abhorred. But I be
lieve that the political game that this 
conference report represents is worse 
than any 30 second ad. Because what 
we are seeing is real human beings, un
employed citizens of Minnesota and 
California and Indiana being held hos
tage to the politics of the 1992 election. 

Mr. President, it is my hope that we 
will pass a responsible extended bene
fits bill such as the one that Senator 
DOLE and I have cosponsored. I hope we 
will pass that bill soon, for it is out
rageous that we are playing politics 
with the lives of unemployed citizens. 

Mr. President, I suggest the absence 
of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The legislative clerk proceeded to 
call the roll. 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unan
imous consent that the order for the 
quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 
BUMPERS). Without objection, it is so 
ordered. 

NOMINATION OF CLARENCE 
THOMAS 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, let me first 
comment on the Thomas nomination. I 
urge that we have this matter before us 
sometime next week, maybe on Thurs
day, maybe on Wednesday, maybe even 
on Friday, but it is something I think 
should be disposed of as quickly as pos
sible. The October term of the Supreme 
Court starts on October 7, and I think, 
regardless of our views on Clarence 
Thomas and on the nomination itself, 
we ought to have the debate and we 
ought to have the vote. I believe he 
will be confirmed by a comfortable 
margin. In any event, I urge my col
leagues, who I know will want to file 
reports and whatever, that we try to 
act on this sometime next week. 
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FAMILY AND PARENT AL LEAVE 
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, with ref

erence to the so-called family and pa
rental leave bill, I suggest that it is 
one thing to have a title, it is some
thing else to understand what is in the 
body of the bill. If you asked the aver
age American, do you think people 
ought to be for family and parental 
leave and did not tell them anything 
else, they would say probably so. But if 
you asked those same people, should 
that be a mandate from the Federal 
Government, should the Federal Gov
ernment tell somebody in Topeka, KS, 
or Little Rock, AR, somebody with 50 
or more employees, that you are going 
to provide 3 months of leave per year 
and you are going to pay all the heal th 
care costs during that period, they 
would wonder, well, maybe I am not so 
certain, maybe it ought to be worked 
out between the employer and em
ployee. 

I would say, to those who are press
ing mandates, in my view, that is just 
another tax on business. The Federal 
Government is broke so we cannot pro
vide benefits. Thirty-six, thirty-eight 
States, pick your number, are in finan
cial trouble. Fifty of the largest cities 
are in financial trouble. 

So there are some in Congress who 
discovered one little group out there 
hanging on. They are called employers. 
They are men and women trying to 
keep our businesses open. Now we are 
coming along with mandates. Since we 
cannot provide the money, since we 
have a lot of States in trouble because 
of matching requirements, and because 
a lot of the cities are on the brink of fi
nancial crisis, now we are mandating, 
we are taxing business, saying you 
have to provide this benefit. This time 
it is parental and family leave, next 
time it will be health care, and next 
time it will be something else. 

Before long we are going to add to 
the unemployment rolls, and this is 
going to add to the unemployment 
rolls at the very time some of my col
leagues say we ought to do more for 
the unemployed. Let us keep them on 
the job. That is the best thing we can 
do. And let us try to find jobs to keep 
them employed. Everybody agrees 
there ought to be some benefits pro
vided, extended benefits, but we ought 
to pay for those benefits. 

In a recent Gallup poll, a random poll 
of employees across America, only 1 
percent-1 percent-mentioned paren
tal and family leave as a priority. In 
another survey, 89 percent of the em
ployees, 89 percent-that is 9 out of 10--
said they would rather work out their 
leave with the employer; let us work it 
out employer and employee, not have 
the big arm of the Federal Government 
come in and say, well, you are going to 
do this, and this is going to be the pol
icy; it does not make any difference 
whether you are married, single, have 
children, whether you are 25, 45, 50, 60 

years old and work, the same Federal 
rule applies to everybody, no flexibil
ity. 

We have a lot of employers with 50 or 
more employees in my State. That is 
not big business. Some are having a 
pretty difficult time right now. The re
cession, in my view, has not ended in 
parts of the country, in fact maybe not 
in many parts at all. 

So we are going to be debating this 
at great length. This matter is not 
going to go away very quickly. I would 
say it would take a week or 10 days to 
dispose of this bill because the primary 
sponsor is unable to proceed in a fash
ion that would permit us to dispose of 
the bill in 1 or 2 hours. 

So it is the view of most of us on this 
side, the majority on this side, that we 
need to educate a lot of people who 
really have not focused on anything 
but the title. Titles are always great 
around here. If it has the word "re
form" in it, you have to be for it be
cause it says reform. And if it is a ben
efit, you have to be for it because it is 
a benefit. 

Do not ask who is going to pay for it. 
Do not ask whether this is going to put 
somebody out of business in Kansas, 
Arkansas, or some other State. Say 
this must be something good; it came 
from the Federal Government. 

So there will be a great deal of de
bate on this issue, days and days of de
bate on this issue, and I hope in the 
meantime we can make our case. No
body is opposed to parental and family 
leave, but why not let the employer 
and the employee work it out? Why 
should the Federal Government from 
Washington, DC, mandate leave and set 
up another bureaucracy and monitor 
what is happening all across America if 
you have 50 or more employees? Big 
business, they could care less in my 
view. They do not care whether you 
have a mandate or not. They probably 
already have programs. We are talking 
about business men and women who 
are out there trying to keep the front 
door open, trying to pay their bills, 
trying to provide jobs for a lot of 
Americans, and now we are going to 
put another tax on that businessman or 
businesswoman saying you ought to be 
for this because this is good; it comes 
from Washington. I think a lot of 
American people have their doubts 
about anything that comes from Wash
ington. 

So this will be an extensive, ex
tended, substantive debate, and I hope 
in the final analysis we can break down 
some of these myths about what a 
great program this is. I think, if it 
should pass the Senate and should pass 
the House, it is going to be vetoed, and 
the veto is going to be sustained in ei
ther the Senate or the House, more 
likely in this case in the House. 

But in any event, it is a matter of 
some interest, and I hope that my col
leagues on both sides would keep an 

open mind. I know there are a number 
of cosponsors who cosponsored the 
title, but I am not certain they have 
cosponsored the body of the legislation, 
if they have read it. 

Mr. President, I suggest the absence 
of a quorum. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will call the roll. 

The assistant legislative clerk pro
ceeded to call the roll. 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the order for 
the quorum call be rescinded. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. 
BRYAN). Without objection, it is so or
dered. 

ORDER TO PRINT CONFERENCE 
REPORT TO ACCOMPANY S. 1722 
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the conference 
report to accompany S. 1722, the unem
ployment compensation extension bill, 
be printed in the RECORD at the com
mencement of the debate of today's de
bate on that conference report. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

UNANIMOUS CONSENT AGREE-
MENT WITH RESPECT TO S. 533 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I fur
ther ask unanimous consent that in 
the unanimous-consent agreement en
tered into earlier today with respect to 
consideration of S. 533 that it be modi
fied as follows: That following both the 
Glenn and Symms amendments either 
being agreed to or laid aside on Mon
day, but not prior to 3 p.m., Senator 
COATS will be recognized to offer his 
amendment with respect to the Inter
state transport of trash, on which there 
will be a no limitation on time or on 
amendments thereto, and that no 
amendments be in order to either the 
Glenn amendment or to the Symms 
amendment listed in the agreement. 

Mr. DOLE. No objection. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 

objection, it is no ordered. 

MORNING BUSINESS 
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that there be ape
riod for morning business with Sen
ators permitted to speak therein. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is no ordered. 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND 
SPACE ADMINISTRATION AU
THORIZATION ACT 
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the Senate 
proceed to the immediate consider
ation of Calendar No. 144, H.R. 1988, the 
NASA authorization bill. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
clerk will report. 
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The assistant legislative clerk read 

as follows: 
A bill (H.R. 1988) to authorize appropria

tions to the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration for research and develop
ment, space flight, control and data commu
nications, construction of facilities, research 
and program management, and inspector 
general, and for other purposes. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the immediate consider
ation of the bill? 

There being no objection, the Senate 
proceeded to consider the bill which 
had been reported from the Committee 
on Commerce, Science, and Transpor
tation, with an amendment to strike 
all after the enacting clause and insert 
in lieu thereof the following: 

SHORT TITLE 

SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Act, Fiscal Year 1992". 
TITLE I-FISCAL YEAR 1992 NATIONAL 

AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRA
TION AUTHORIZATION 

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS 

SEC. 101. (a) There is authorized to be appro
priated to the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration to become available October 1, 
1991, for "Research and development", for the 
following programs: 

(1) Space Station Freedom, $2,028,900,000. 
(2) Space transportation capability develop

ment, $704,800,000, of which $40,000,000 shall be 
made available for propulsion technology devel
opment, $10,000,000 for launch vehicle design 
studies, and $10,000,000 for a program of compo
nent technology development, validation, and 
demonstration directed at commercial launch ve
hicle competitiveness. 

(3) Physics and astronomy, $1,128,600,000. 
(4) Life sciences, $144,400,000, none of which 

shall be expended on the search for extra
terrestrial intelligence program. 

(5) Planetary exploration, $299,300,000. 
(6) Earth science and applications, 

$780,600,000, of which $5,000,000 shall be made 
available only for the purchase of Landsat data 
at cost for global change research. 

(7) Materials Processing in space, $125,800,000. 
(8) Communications, $39,400,000. 
(9) Information aystems, $42,000,000. 
(10) Technology utilization, $32,000,000. 
(11) Commercial use of space, $118,000,000. 
(12) Aeronautical research and technology, 

$591,200,000. 
(13) Transatmospheric research and tech

nology, $72,000,000. 
(14) Space research and technology, 

$354,800,000. 
(15) Safety, reliability, and quality assurance, 

$33,600,000. 
(16) Tracking and data advanced aystems, 

$22,000,000. 
(17) Academic programs, $64,600,000. 
(b) There is authorized to be appropriated to 

the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration to become available October 1, 1991, for 
"Space flight, control, and data communica
tions", for the following programs: 

(1) Space shuttle production and operational 
capability, $1,338,900,000, of which $375,000,000 
shall be made available for the Advanced Solid 
Rocket Motor program. 

(2) Space transportation operations, 
$2,945,600,000. 

(3) Expendable launch vehicles, $329,900,000. 
(4) Space and ground network, communica

tions, and data aystems, $920,900,000. 
(c) There is authorized to be appropriated to 

the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
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tration to become available October 1, 1991, for 
"Construction of facilities", including land ac
quisition, as follows: 

(1) Construction of Space Station Processing 
Facility, Kennedy Space Center, $35,000,000. 

(2) Modification for Earthquake Protection, 
Downey/Palmdale, California, Johnson Space 
Center, $4,400,000. 

(3) Modifications for Safe Haven, Vehicle As
sembly Building, High-Bay 2, Kennedy Space 
Center, $7,500,000. 

(4) Rehabilitation of Crawlerway, Kennedy 
Space Center, $3,000,000. 

(5) Restoration of Shuttle Landing Facility 
Shoulders, Kennedy Space Center, $4,000,000. 

(6) Restoration of the High Pressure Gas Fa
cility, Stennis Space Center, $6,500,000. 

(7) Construction of Addition for Flight Train
ing and Operations, Johnson Space Center, 
$13,000,000. 

(8) Construction of Advanced Solid Rocket 
Motor Program Facilities (various locations), 
$100,000,000 

(9) Modernization of Industrial Area Chilled 
Water System, Kennedy Space Center, 
$4,000,000. 

(10) Rehabilitation and Expansion of Commu
nications Duct Banks, Kennedy Space Center, 
$1,400,000. 

(11) Replacement of 15 KV Load Break 
Switches, Kennedy Space Center, $1,300,000. 

(12) Repair of Site Water System, White Sands 
Test Facility, $1,300,000. 

(13) Replacement of Central Plant Chillers 
and Boiler, Johnson Space Center, $5,700,000. 

(14) Modifications to X-Ray Calibration Facil
ity (XRCF), Marshall Space Flight Center, 
$5,200,000. 

(15) Restoration and Modernization of High 
Voltage Distribution System, Goddard Space 
Flight Center, $7,000,000. 

(16) Construction of Earth Observing System 
Data Information System Facility, Goddard 
Space Flight Center, $17,000,000. 

(17) Modernization of Main Electrical Sub
station, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, $5,500,000. 

(18) Restoration of Utilities, Wallops Flight 
Facility, $3,500,000. 

(19) Repair and Modernization of the 12-foot 
Pressure Wind Tunnel, Ames Research Center, 
$25,000,000. 

(20) Upgrade of Outdoor Aerodynamic Re-
search Facility, Ames Research Center, 
$3,300,000. 

(21) Modernization of 16-foot Transonic Tun
nel, Langley Research Center, $3,400,000. 

(22) Modifications to the High Pressure Air 
System, Langley Research Center, $11,700,000. 

(23) Rehabilitation of Central Air System, 
Lewis Research Center, $5,600,000. 

(24) Rehabilitation of Icing Research Tunnel, 
Lewis Research Center, $2,600,000. 

(25) Construction of Data Interface Facility, 
White Sands Test Facility, $4,000,000. 

(26) Rehabilitation of Tracking and Data 
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) Ground Termi
nal, White Sands Test Facility, $5,700,000. 

(27) Repair of facilities at various locations, 
not in excess of $1,000,000 per project, 
$31,700,000. 

(28) Rehabilitation and modification of facili
ties at various locations, not in excess of 
$1,000,000 per project, $34,800,000. 

(29) Minor construction of new facilities and 
additions to existing facilities at various loca
tions, not in excess of $750,000 per project, 
$12,900,000. 

(30) Environmental compliance and restora
tion, $36,000,000. 

(31) Facility planning and design, not other
wise provided for, $34,000,000. 
Notwithstanding the amounts authorized in 
paragraphs (1) through (31), the total amount 
authorized by this subsection shall not exceed 
$430,300,000. 

(d) There is authorized to be appropriated to 
the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration to become available October 1, 1991, for 
"Research and program management", 
$2 ,432 ,300,000. 

(e) There is authorized to be appropriated to 
the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration to become available October 1, 1991, for 
"Inspector General", $14,600,000. 

(f) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub
section (i), appropriations authorized in this Act 
for "Research and development" and "Space 
flight, control, and data communications" may 
be used (1) for any items of a capital nature 
(other than acquisition of land) which may be 
required at locations other than installations of 
the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration for the performance of research and de
velopment contracts: and (2) for grants to non
profit institutions of higher education, or to 
nonprofit organizations whose primary purpose 
is the conduct of scientific research, for pur
chase or construction of additional research fa
cilities: and title to such facilities shall be vested 
in the United States unless the Administrator of 
the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration (hereinafter referred to as the "Adminis
trator") determines that the national program of 
aeronautical and space activities will best be 
served by vesting title in any such grantee insti
tution or organization. Each such grant shall be 
made under such conditions as the Adminis
trator shall determine to be required to ensure 
that the United States will receive therefrom 
benefit adequate to justify the making of that 
grant. None of the funds appropriated for "Re
search and development" and "Space flight, 
control, and data communications" pursuant to 
this Act may be used in accordance with this 
subsection for the construction of any facility, 
the estimated cost of which, including collateral 
equipment, exceeds $750,000, unless the Adminis
trator has notified the Committee on Commerce, 
Science, and Transportation of the Senate and 
the Committee on Science, Space, and Tech
nology of the House of Representatives of the 
nature, location, and estimated cost of such fa
cility. 

(g) Any amount appropriated pursuant to this 
Act for "Research and development", for 
"Space flight, control, and data communica
tions", or for "Construction of facilities" may 
remain available until expended. Any amount 
appropriated pursuant to this Act for "Research 
and program management" for maintenance 
and operation of facilities and for other services 
shall remain available through the next fiscal 
year following the fiscal year for which such 
amount is appropriated. 

(h) Appropriations made pursuant to sub
section (d) may be used, but not to exceed 
$35,000, for scientific consultations or extraor
dinary expenses upon the approval or authority · 
of the Administrator, and the Administrator's 
determination shall be final and conclusive 
upon the accounting officers of the Government. 

(i)(l) Funds appropriated pursuant to sub
sections (a), (b), and (d) may be used for the 
construction of new facilities and additions to, 
repair of, rehabilitation of, or modification of 
existing facilities, except that the cost of each 
such project, including collateral equipment, 
shall not exceed $200,000. 

(2) Funds appropriated pursuant to sub
sections (a) and (b) may be used for unforeseen 
programmatic facility project needs, except that 
the cost of each such project, including collat
eral equipment, shall not exceed $750,000. 

(3) Funds appropriated pursuant to subsection 
(d) may be used for repair, rehabilitation, or 
modification of facilities controlled by the Gen
eral Services Administration, except that the 
cost of each project, including collateral equip
ment, shall not exceed $500,000. 
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(j) Section 103(a)(l)(S)(i) of the National Aero

nautics and Space Administration Authoriza
tion Act, Fiscal Year 1991 (Public Law 101--011; 
104 Stat. 3192), is amended by striking 
"$490,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"$425,000,000". 

CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES REPROGRAMMING 

SEC. 102. Authorization is granted whereby 
any of the amounts prescribed in section lOl(c) 
(1) through (31)-

(1) in the discretion of the Administrator or 
the Administrator's designee, may be varied up
ward by 10 percent, or 

(2) following a report by the Administrator or 
the Administrator's designee to the Committee 
on Commerce, Science, and TranSPortation of 
the Senate and the Committee on Science, 
Space, and Technology of the House of Rep
resentatives on the circumstances of such ac
tion, may be varied upward by 25 percent, to 
meet unusual cost variations. 
The total cost of all work authorized under 
paragraphs (1) and (2) shall not exceed the total 
of the amounts SPecified in section 101(c). 

SPECIAL REPROGRAMMING AUTHORITY FOR 
CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES 

SEC. 103. Where the Administration determines 
that new developments or scientific or engineer
ing changes in the national program of aero
nautical and SPace activities have occurred; and 
that such changes require the use of additional 
funds for the purposes of construction, expan
sion, or modification of facilities at any loca
tion; and that deferral of such action until the 
enactment of the next authorization Act would 
be inconsistent with the interest of the Nation in 
aeronautical and SPace activities; the Adminis
trator may transfer not to exceed one-half of 1 
percent of the funds appropriated pursuant to 
section lOl(a) and (b) to the "Construction of 
facilities" appropriation for such purposes. The 
Administrator may also use up to $10,000,000 of 
the amounts authorized under section 101(c) for 
such purposes. The funds so made available 
pursuant to this section may be expended to ac
quire, construct, convert, rehabilitate, or install 
permanent or temporary public works, including 
land acquisition, site preparation, appur
tenances, utilities, and equipment. No such 
funds may be obligated until a period of 30 days 
has passed after the Administrator or the Ad
ministrato1 s designee has transmitted to the 
Committee on Commerce, Science, and TranSPor
tation of the Senate and the Committee on 
Science, Space, and Technology of the House of 
Representatives a written report describing the 
nature of the construction, its cost, and the rea
sons therefor. 

CONSIDERATION BY COMMITTEES 

SEC. 104. Notwithstanding any other provision 
of this Act-

(1) no amount appropriated pursuant to this 
Act may be used for any program deleted by the 
Congress from requests as originally made to ei
ther the Committee on Commerce, Science, and 
Transportation of the Senate or the Committee 
on Science, Space, and Technology of the House 
of Representatives; 

(2) no amount appropriated pursuant to this 
Act may be used for any program in excess of 
the amount actually authorized for that par
ticular program by section 101(a), (b), and (d); 
and 

(3) no amount appropriated pursuant to this 
Act may be used for any program which has not 
been presented to either such committee, 
unless a period of 30 days has passed after the 
receipt, by each such committee, of notice given 
by the Administrator or the Administrator's des
ignee containing a full and complete statement 
of the action proposed to be taken and the facts 
and circumstances relied upon in support of 
such proposed action. The National Aeronautics 

and Space Administration shall keep the Com
mittee on Commerce, Science, and Transpor
tation of the Senate and the Committee on 
Science, Space, and Technology of the House of 
Representatives fully and currently informed 
with reSPect to all activities and reSPonsibilities 
within the jurisdiction of those committees. Any 
Federal department, agency, or independent es
tablishment shall furnish any information re
quested by either committee relating to any such 
activity or reSPonsibility. 

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION 

SEC. 105. It is the sense of the Congress that 
it is in the national interest that consideration 
be given to geographical distribution of Federal 
research funds whenever feasible, and that the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
should explore ways and means of distributing 
its research and development funds whenever 
feasible. 

PEACEFUL USES OF SPACE STATION 

SEC. 106. No civil SPace station authorized 
under section 101(a)(l) of this Act may be used 
to carry or place in orbit any nuclear weapon or 
any other weapon of mass destruction, to install 
any such weapon on any celestial body, or to 
station any such weapon in SPace in any other 
manner. This civil SPace station may be used 
only for peaceful purposes. 
POLICY ON USE OF FOREIGN LAUNCH CAPABILITIES 

SEC. 107. It is the sense of the Congress that 
the United States should maintain the current 
policies which prohibit the use off oreign launch 
capabilities for United States Government sat
ellites. 

TRANSMISSION OF BUDGET ESTIMATES 

SEC. 108. The Administrator shall, at the time 
of submission of the President's annual budget, 
transmit to the Congress-

(1) a five-year budget detailing the estimated 
development costs for each major program under 
the jurisdiction of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration; and 

(2) an estimate of the life-cycle costs associ
ated with each major project, mission, and pro
gram. 

TITLE II-COMMERCIAL SPACE LAUNCH 
ACT 

AUTHORIZATION FOR SECRETARY OF 
TRANSPORT AT/ON 

SEC. 201. Section 24 of the Commercial Space 
Launch Act (49 App. U.S.C. 2623) is amended to 
read as follows: 

"AUTHORIZED APPROPRIATIONS 

"SEC. 24. There is authorized to be appro
priated to the Secretary to carry out this Act 
$5,104,000 for fiscal year 1992. Sums appro
priated for research and development shall re
main available until expended.". 

TITLE III-NATIONAL SPACE COUNCIL 
COUNCIL AUTHORIZATION 

SEC. 301. There is authorized to be appro
priated to carry out the activities of the Na
tional Space Council established by section 501 
of the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1989 (42 
U.S.C. 2471), $1,491,000 for fiscal year 1992. 

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I am 
pleased to bring before the Senate H.R. 
1988, the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration Authorization 
Act for fiscal year 1992. 

H.R. 1988 is a 1-year authorization 
bill that builds upon the recommenda
tions of the advisory committee on the 
future of the U.S. Space Program, the 
so-called Augustine committee, widely 
hailed upon its release last December 
as a blueprint for shaping the future of 
our civil space program. 

The bill before us today authorizes 
nearly $14.995 billion for NASA in fiscal 
year 1992, providing some $1.4 billion 
more than the current fiscal year for 
carryi_ng out the U.S. aeronautics and 
civil space research and technology de
velopment program. Also included in 
this bill is the authorization of funds 
for continued operation of the National 
Space Council and the Office of Com
mercial Space Transportation within 
the Department of Transportation. 

In crafting this legislation, we have 
made every effort to bring NASA's 
funding in line with the fiscal realities 
currently facing the Federal Govern
ment, trimming those initiatives that 
offer the lowest potential benefit or 
face overwhelming technical chal
lenges. Overall, the bill before us re
duces the President's fiscal year 1992 
budget request for NASA by $496.5 mil
lion. 

Deeper cuts to NASA's overall fund
ing request have been approved by the 
Senate in its consideration of the fiscal 
year 1992 Veterans Affairs-HUD-Inde
pendent Agencies appropriations bill, 
which was adopted earlier this year. By 
and large, many of those reductions 
were necessitated by constrained Ap
propriations Subcommittee alloca
tions, reflecting the limitations im
posed by the 5-year budget agreement 
adopted last year. 

In contrast to H.R. 1988 attempts to 
focus NASA policies and programmatic 
activities for fiscal year 1992 and be
yond. Its enactment is essential for the 
United States to maintain a vital, ro
bust civil space program. 

Mr. President, at this point, I would 
like to highlight the major provisions 
of this bill. First, H.R. 1988 authorizes 
full funding for continued development 
of the redesigned space station Free
dom. After being directed to develop a 
new design and assembly launch se
quence last year that would fit within 
a reduced funding profile, NASA has 
come forth with a program which an
ticipated that space station man-tend
ed capability will be achieved in fiscal 
year 1997, followed by permanently 
manned capability in the year 2000. 

H.R. 1988 also authorizes funding for 
the space science and applications 
budget for NASA for fiscal year 1992. 
Notably, the bill provides full funding 
for the Earth Observing System and 
the Earth Pro bes programs, as well as 
the Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Fa
cility, the Mars Observer, and the 
Cassini mission to Saturn. 

Full funding is also provided to other 
critical programs such as the National 
Aerospace Plane and other aeronautics 
research and technology programs, as 
well as NASA's commercial programs. 
Finally, while the bill makes minor 
changes to NASA's budget for space 
flight, control, and data communica
tions, they will in no way diminish the 
safety and viability of the space shut-
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tle and expendable launch vehicle pro
grams. 

Mr. President, a number of programs 
included in the NASA budget request 
for fiscal year 1992 could not be sup
ported in our bill, given the limited 
growth in available discretionary fund
ing. Specifically, reductions have been 
made to the President's proposed ini
tiative for human exploration of the 
Moon and Mars. Also, the bill assumes 
reductions to the Comet rendezvous as
teroid flyby, the search for extra
terrestrial intelligence, and the pro
posed new launch system. NASA's only 
requested new start for fiscal year 1992, 
the Lifesat mission, was also denied 
funding. 

During the course of our subcommi t
tee hearings, it became clear that we 
must begin to rationalize the NASA 
budget. In an environment of limited 
budget growth, congressional endorse
ment today of any NASA program, 
whether it be Lifesat or the space sta
tion Freedom, affects the availability 
of funds for other programs for other 
programs. To date, NASA has failed to 
provide adequate long-term budget in
formation to the Congress to ensure 
that decisions are made with a com
plete understanding of how other pro
grams will be affected. 

For example, in the fiscal year 1992 
budget request, NASA proposed to ini
tiate a new program called Lifesat, a 
reusable radiation research satellite, 
requesting $15 million as the initial 
funding increment. At first blush, a $15 
million program within a $15.7 billion 
budget request seems modest enough. 
However, no where in the budget does 
NASA state that, when all costs relat
ed to the Lifesat mission are cal
culated, it will cost the Federal Gov
ernment some $870 million. This is a 
fact that only came out in questioning 
of NASA officials during subcommittee 
hearings. Obviously, the unknown 
funding wedge that results from one 
program, even one that appears to be 
relatively small, could preclude the 
possible funding in the future of other, 
possibly higher priority programs for 
years to come. 

H.R. 1988 attempts to close this infor
mation gap by requiring NASA to sub
mit budgetary information each year 
on the 5-year development costs of 
every project, mission, and program, as 
well as life-cycle costs associated with 
each. It is my expectation that, if 
agreed to by our colleagues to the 
House of Representatives in our up
coming conference on this bill, NASA 
will submit this data as a part of the 
President's annual budget package, be
ginning next year. We must have such 
a budget runout to ensure that funding 
for the highest priority programs is not 
squeezed out by previous decisions 
made on other programs. 

Mr. President, I strongly believe that 
H.R. 1988 provides the resources for 
NASA to ensure continued U.S. pre-

eminence in space and aeronautics. It 
follows the widely endorsed rec
ommendations of the Augustine com
mittee by supporting a balanced space 
program, with a particular emphasis on 
space science. And it provides the nec
essary mechanisms to ensure that in 
the future, the Congress can better un
derstand how the funding profiles of 
various aeronautics and space pro
grams fit with in our stated national 
priori ties. 

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I am 
pleased to join the distinguished chair
man of our Subcommittee on Science, 
Technology, and Space in discussing 
H.R. 1988, the fiscal year 1992 author
ization bill for the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration, now 
before the full Senate. This legislation 
is an essential component of our effort 
to ensure continued progress in aero
nautics and space research and tech
nology development. 

This bill comes to the Senate floor 
with the full support of the Committee 
on Commerce, Science, and Transpor
tation. H.R. 1988 provides more than 
$14.9 billion in new authorizations for 
NASA in fiscal year 1992. It also pro
vides the authorization for continued 
activities of the National Space Coun
cil and the Department of Transpor
tation's Office of Commercial Space 
Transportation. This bill reflects our 
efforts to establish priorities for the 
civil space program for the coming fis
cal year and the remainder of the dec
ade. 

Mr. President, the NASA budget re
quest for fiscal year 1992 was extremely 
ambitious, representing a 13.6 percent 
increase over the current fiscal year. 
Realizing the limitations the Federal 
Government currently faces, the com
mittee was compelled to cut nearly 
$500 million from that request. 

As a result, not every program in
crease could be authorized to the level 
requested. Furthermore, again because 
of the fiscal crisis with which the Fed
eral Government now must contend, 
further program reductions were ap
proved by the Senate in its consider
ation earlier this year of H.R. 2519, the 
fiscal year 1992 NASA appropriations 
bill. However, in both bills, every effort 
has been made to ensure the continu
ation of a robust, balanced civil space 
program. 

Mr. President, in spite of the fact 
that we simply cannot continue to fund 
every program request for NASA, or 
the entire Federal Government for that 
matter, it is important that we aggres
sively continue our pursuit of a strong 
civil space program. There are tremen
dous benefits that we derive from our 
investment in space. In addition to en
hancing our understanding of the 
Earth and our solar system, a vast 
array of new technologies, now a part 
of our everyday life, have resulted from 
this investment. Just as importantly, 
the U.S. space program has served as 

an inspiration for a generation of 
young people to pursue an education in 
the technical fields of mathematics, 
science, and engineering. 

Mr. President, we must continue to 
support the civil space program. But 
our approach must be rational, as we 
simply do not have the fiscal resources 
to pursue each and every program. 
With careful consideration, I firmly be
lieve that we will succeed in maintain
ing a program that protects our pre
eminence in both space and aviation. 

Mr. President, H.R. 1988, as reported, 
achieves that objective. 

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, as 
the ranking Republican member of the 
Commerce Committee, I urge my col
leagues to join me in support of our 
committee substitute to H.R. 1988, the 
NASA authorization bill. The commit
tee substitute authorizes $14.9 billion 
for the U.S. Space Program, an 8 per
cent increase over current year levels. 
This funding level reflects the impor
tance of our space program to our sci
entific and technological leadership, 
our industrial competitiveness, and our 
national defense. 

In these tight budgetary times, we 
have to make difficult choices among 
equally deserving programs. There is 
no question that we have to invest 
more resources to address such critical 
current problems as homelessness, pov
erty, and disease. However, it is equal
ly important to invest in our future. 
To that end, commitment to the U.S. 
Space Program is a sound investment 
in future science and technology. 
Every day we take for granted byprod
ucts of the scientific and technological 
breakthroughs of previous space mis
sions. Microcomputers, insulin pumps, 
water. filtration systems, communica
tions satellites and many other techno
logical advances were all spawned by 
our space program. Beyond that, the 
space program is consistent with the 
pioneering spirit upon which this Na
tion was founded. 

Mr. President, I believe that the com
mittee substitute supports a robust 
space program. It funds virtually every 
program at the level recommended in 
·the President's budget request. The 
committee substitute provides full 
funding for space station, the inter
national space laboratory scheduled ~or 
completion by the end of this decade. 
Space station is the cornerstone of 
NASA's manned space exploration for 
generations to come. Space station will 
teach a great deal about the effects of 
long-duration space flight on astro
nauts. We need the information and ex
perience gained from space station to 
have any hope of embarking on the 
next logical step in our space pro
gram-a manned mission to Mars. The 
microgravity research performed on 
space station will permit development 
of drugs and materials that are impos
sible to produce in Earth's atmosphere. 
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For Mr. DANFORTH: In the continuing debate over space 

station's merits, it is important to re
member that space station is an inter
national mission. So far, Canada, 
Japan, and Western Europe have spent 
a combined total of $1.5 billion for 
their elements of space station. It is 
critical that the United States honor 
its international agreements with 
these nations. To do otherwise might 
cause them to question our commit
ment, thus jeopardizing other ongoing 
projects, such as the superconducting 
supercollider, and the U.S. Global 
Change Research Program. They also 
might balk at joining us in future joint 
ventures in space. Major space science 
and exploration missions are rapidly 
becoming too costly and complex for 
one country to do alone. In these 
times, it is important that the United 
States strengthen, not erode, our inter
national partners' confidence in our 
ability to honor our commitments. 

The National Aerospace Plane 
[NASP] also receives full funding sup
port in the committee substitute. If 
successful, this program may eventu
ally produce a plane that is capable of 
taking off from a runway, vaulting into 
orbit at March 25, and landing conven
tionally. At a time when the United 
States has lost leadership to other 
countries in various technologies, the 
United States is the undisputed leader 
in aerospace technology. That techno
logical edge in aerospace was dramati
cally on display to the world in the re
cent Persian Gulf conflict. Moreover, 
aerospace is one of the few industries 
where the United States still retains a 
positive trade balance. I believe that 
the NASP program will help us main
tain our aerospace leadership by gener
ating revolutionary advances in air
frame and propulsion technologies. 

Mr. Pi'esident, I am also pleased that 
the committee substitute continues 
full funding for Mission to Planet 
Earth and related earth science pro
grams. Mission to Planet Earth is 
NASA's contribution to the U.S. Global 
Change Research Program. The com
mittee substitute authorizes $336 mil
lion for the program. Mission to Planet 
Earth will help us understand and pre
dict the long-term climate processes 
and trends that affect our lives. This 
year, the Commerce Committee heard 
alarming testimony about ozone deple
tion. Ozone is our planet's main protec
tion against the Sun's harmful ultra
violet rays that cause skin cancer and 
crop damage. Witnesses testified that 
the ozone layer is eroding twice as fast 
as we had expected and the area of 
ozone erosion has spread from the polar 
regions to the temperate zones cover
ing the United States. This informa
tion only highlights the urgent need to 
understand these climate trends and 
develop effective remedies before it is 
too late. 

Mr. President, I am somewhat dis
appointed that the committee sub-

stitute had to cut $125 million from the 
President's $175 million request for his 
new launch system initiative. One of 
the key recommendations of last year's 
Augustine panel was that NASA should 
develop as soon as possible a new un
manned launch vehicle to relieve the 
demands on its overtaxed shuttle fleet. 
The new family of launch vehicles also 
should pave the way for the moderniza
tion of our commercial launch vehi
cles, many of which reflect 1950's tech
nology. However, the committee heard 
testimony this year suggesting the de
velopment costs of such a vehicle 
might eventually exceed Sl billion a 
year. These costs would be difficult to 
sustain under current fiscal con
straints. The $50 million will allow 
NASA to continue its work on engine 
technology development and launch ve
hicle design. 

Mr. President, I believe that the com
mittee substitute supports a balanced 
space program that continues impor
tant NASA activities in manned and 
unmanned space exploration, space 
science, aeronautics, science edu
cation, and other key civil space areas. 

I would like to congratulate Vice 
President QUAYLE for the outstanding 
leadership he has been providing for 
our U.S. Space Program. His personal 
involvement in the space station and 
the National Aerospace Plane pro
grams has been a key factor in their 
survival. I also wish to acknowledge 
the work of Adm. Richard Truly. It was 
under his leadership that NASA suc
cessfully designed a less costly, 
streamlined version of space station 
within the tight timetable Congress 
dictated late last year. 

Mr. President, investment in our U.S. 
civil space program is an investment in 
our future. I urge my colleagues to sup
port the committee substitute to H.R. 
1988. 
AMENDMENT NOS. 1238, 1239, 1240, 1241, AND 1242 EN 

BLOC 

Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Re

publican leader is recognized. 
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I have a 

number of amendments and statements 
to be inserted in the RECORD with ref
erence to the authorization bill. I ask 
unanimous consent that it may be in 
order. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the amend
ments sent to the desk be agreed to en 
bloc, and that the statements therein 
be inserted at the appropriate place in 
the RECORD. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

The amendments considered and 
agreed to en bloc are as follows: 

AMENDMENT NO. 1238 

(Purpose: To require the Administrator of 
the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration to conduct a study to evalu
ate the feasibility of a national scholars 
program) 
On page 46, between lines 15 and 16, insert 

the following new section: 
NATIONAL SCHOLARS PROGRAM 

SEC. 109. (a) The Administrator shall con
duct a study to evaluate the feasibility of 
initiating a National Scholars Program, as 
described under subsection (b), under which a 
select group of students would receive Fed
eral support for education in mathematics, 
science, and related disciplines. The purpose 
of the National Scholars Program would be 
to help increase the number of Ph.D. recipi
ents in mathematics, science, and related 
disciplines among the Nation's economically 
disadvantaged. 

(b) Under the National Scholars Program 
referred to in subsection (a), the Adminis
trator would-

(1) select economically disadvantaged high 
school students for attendance at science 
summer camps supported by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration 
where they would receive specialized instruc
tion in mathematics and science and would 
learn about practical applications of mathe
matics and science in the programs and ac
tivities of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration; and 

(2) select economically disadvantaged un
dergraduate and graduate students as recipi
ents of Federal financial support for 
predoctoral and doctoral studies in mathe
matics, science, and related disciplines. 

(c) The study required by subsection (a) 
shall address, among other matters-

(1) whether the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration could adequately im
plement the National Scholars Program; 

(2) different options for structuring the Na
tional Scholars Program, including its estab
lishment as a pilot program; 

(3) the cost of the Program, with annual 
cost estimates for the first 10 years of the 
Program; 

(4) alternative funding sources for the Pro
gram; 

(5) the criteria for selecting students for 
participation in the Program; 

(6) the appropriate number of students for 
annual participation in the Program; 

(7) the organizational location within the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion at which the Program and its activities 
would be administered; 

(8) the management of the Program; 
(9) the possible ways in which the Program 

or its concepts can be extended to other Fed
eral agencies, State agencies, educational in
stitutions, and private organizations; 

(10) the existence of any current public or 
private sector programs which are similar to 
the Program, the benefits and disadvantages 
of those similar programs, and whether a 
new program would unnecessarily duplicate 
current efforts; and 

(11) the extent to which existing Federal, 
State, and other science education programs 
and activities could be used to complement 
or supplement Program. 

(d) Within 6 months after the date of en
actment of this Act, the Administrator shall 
submit to the Committee on Commerce, 
Science, and Transportation of the Senate 
and the Committee on Science, Space, and 
Technology of the House of Representatives 
a report on the results of the study required 
by subsection (a). 
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AMENDMENT TO FISCAL YEAR 1992 NASA 

AUTHORIZATION BILL (H.R. 1988) 

Mr. DANFORTH. Mr. President, I am 
offering an amendment to H.R. 1988, 
the fiscal year 1992 NASA authoriza
tion bill, which addresses two critical 
problems in our country today: The de
creasing number of students pursuing 
math and science education and the 
dismal state of educational opportuni
ties for economically disadvantaged 
youth. My amendment, which is co
sponsored by Senator PRESSLER, di
rects NASA to study the desirability 
and feasibility of a new kind of science 
education program. This program 
would provide financial aid to under
privileged students pursuing math and 
science careers starting at the high 
school level and ending at the doctoral 
level. 

Mr. President, our Nation is facing a 
scientific manpower shortage of alarm
ing dimensions. At a Senate Commerce 
Committee hearing last May, the head 
of the National Science Foundation 
testified that the United States will 
face a shortfall of some 675,000 sci
entists and engineers in the next dec
ade. This shortage will have serious 
ramifications for our economy and na
tional security, which have become in
creasingly dependent on science and 
technology. Our victory in the Persian 
Gulf conflict was in large part a tri
umph of our science and technology. 
Our ability to survive and compete in 
the world of tomorrow will require a 
skilled scientific workforce. To achieve 
this, we must attract more young peo
ple into math and science education. 
This is the first of our problems. 

The second problem that this amend
ment addresses is the scarcity of tar
geted educational opportunities for un
derprivileged students. The youth in 
our inner cities are being left behind. 
America is at risk of having a perma
nent underclass in our society. Drugs, 
teenage pregnancy, crime, and school 
dropout too often dominate the lives of 
our disadvantaged youth. In Kansas 
City, MO, the dropout rate is as high as 
56 percent in some schools. Students 
drop out of school not because they 
lack the intelligence to master their 
subjects, but because they lack hope 
and guidance. They lack the presence 
of people in their lives who believe in 
them and have confidence in them. 
Positive educational experiences that 
provide an alternative to this cycle of 
poverty are rarely defining factors in 
their lives. 

The study I propose seeks the answer 
to two basic questions. First, can we 
design a program that would simulta
neously address these two problems? 
And, second, can and should such a pro
gram be implemented by NASA. 

Mr. President, my amendment di
rects the NASA Administrator to study 
the feasibility of implementing a pro
gram calculated to stimulate more in
terest in math and science education 

among students from disadvantaged 
backgrounds. Under the program I en
vision, NASA would select approxi
mately 1,500 high school students for 
participation in science summer 
schools. These summer schools would 
be located at colleges, universities, 
NASA centers, or any other qualified 
institutions desiring to host the sum
mer schools. High school students who 
successfully complete the summer 
school curriculum would then qualify 
for the undergraduate study in math, 
science, and related disciplines. Those 
students, in turn, would later feed into 
similar graduate school programs and, 
subsequently, a doctoral program. 

Apart from the financial aid, I think 
it is important that the program pro
vide for some mentoring arrangement 
between each student participant and a 
respected member of the scientific 
community. The students need some
one to turn to for advice, support, and 
counseling as they pursue their studies 
so that they stay motivated and not 
become discouraged by peer pressure or 
their environment. 

It is hoped that, for every 1,500 high 
school students who begin the pro
gram, approximately 320 students 
would complete all phases of the pro
gram to earn a Ph.D. Moreover, be
cause of the intense demand for sci
entists, engineers, and other technical 
people, even students leaving the pro
gram after undergraduate or graduate 
school will be marketable and can 
make valuable contributions to the sci
entific community. The idea is to cre
ate a continuous educational pipeline 
from high school through Ph.D. for 
economically disadvantaged students 
with an interest and aptitude for math 
and science. 

I believe this kind of innovative ap
proach has great promise. However, 
there are many unanswered questions 
regarding its cost and implementation 
that must be addressed before it is 
ready for authorization. For example, 
we need to know how much this pro
gram will cost. Although the program 
will cost little in its initial years, it 
will become appreciably more costly as 
the students fill the later phases. We 
must decide how many students will be 
allowed to participate and what the 
criteria for selecting them should be. 
We must decide whether the program 
will be managed exclusively by NASA 
or spread out among those Federal 
agencies which heavily rely on sci
entists and engineers. I realize these is
sues will require a great deal of 
thought and analysis. Accordingly, my 
amendment gives NASA 6 months 
within which to conduct its study and 
report back to Congress. Hopefully, the 
NASA study will provide the basis for 
initiating the program I have discussed 
in some form. 

Mr. President, if we as a nation are 
to be successful in confronting the 
many scientific and technological chal-

lenges of the future, we must invest in 
the education of the people who will do 
the work. Mr. President, I urge my col
leagues to join the senior Senator from 
South Dakota and me in support of our 
amendment to H.R. 1988, the NASA au
thorization bill. 

For Mr. PRESSLER and Mr. 
DASCHLE: 

AMENDMENT NO. 1239 

(Purpose: To convert Landsat data into a 
more durable archive medium) 

On page 42, between lines 10 and 11, insert 
the following: 

LANDSAT DATA 

(k) There is authorized to be appropriated 
to the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration to become available October 1, 
1991, for converting Landsat data collected 
during the 19-year period preceding the date 
of the enactment of this Act into a more du
rable archive medium, $2,000,000. 

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I 
offer an amendment to H.R. 1988, the 
fiscal year 1992 NASA authorization 
bill. The amendment would help to pro
tect our Nation's Landsat data archive 
by authorizing the Administrator of 
the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration [NASA] to use $2 mil
lion for the purpose of converting the 
past 19 years of Landsat data to a per
manent storage medium. Data from 
past Landsat missions will give 
NASA's Mission to Planet Earth Pro
gram a unique baseline of information 
about land conditions and changes dur
ing the past three decades. 

Since 1972, the United States has 
flown five Landsat series satellites. 
These missions have provided vital en
vironmental data without interruption. 
When the NASA Earth observing sys
tem [EOS] polar platform is launched 
in 1998, Landsat data collected from 
the five Landsat missions would give a 
26-year headstart to NASA's Mission to 
Planet Earth Program. 

On April 24, 1991, in the Senate Com
merce Science, Technology, and Space 
Subcommittee, we received testimony 
from Dr. Lennard Fisk, the associate 
administrator in charge of NASA's 
Earth observing system. Dr. Fisk testi
fied that if NASA could get access to 
existing Landsat data, it would provide 
NASA researchers with a baseline of 
environmental information against 
which they could measure the extent of 
global change. 

Environmental inventory data from 
the Landsat series of satellites is par
ticularly suited to the long-term esti
mation and monitoring needs of the 
U.S. global change measurement effort. 
Landsat data are vital for measuring 
rates of deforestation, desertification, 
the movement of fragile ecosystem 
boundaries, and changes in vegetative 
cover and other land surface types. 
These data are crucial both as early in
dicators of climate change and of 
changes in the chemical composition of 
the atmosphere. Because of Landsat's 
value in these important areas, we 
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need to act now to protect our invest
ment. 

Currently archived Landsat data 
exist in several different formats, 
which in some cases can be processed 
only on one-of-a-kind hardware sys
tems. The data are becoming 
unreadable due to magnetic tape deg
radation or processing system obsoles
cence. 

For example, only a fraction of the 
400,000 scenes acquired between 1972 
and 1978 have been converted to usable, 
digitized, computer-compatible tape 
[COT] format. The remainder are 
stored on aging and deteriorating wide
band videotapes with no system avail
able to process the data into a usable 
digital form. Similarly, of the 570,000 
additional scenes collected since 1978, 
only 5 percent have been converted to a 
usable OCT format. 

Due to funding limitations, the Na
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration and the U.S. Geological 
Survey Landsat archiving activities 
have been limited to data mainte
nance. We will continue to lose large 
amounts of our extraordinarily valu
able early environmental inventory 
data unless some small funding is pro
vided to transfer the Landsat data to a 
more permanent and retrievable stor
age medium. 

For this reason, my amendment 
would authorize the Administrator of 
NASA to use $2 million of available 
funds and to cooperate with the U.S. 
Geological Survey to convert the past 
19 years of Landsat data, which cost us 
$1.5 billion to collect, to a more dura
ble archive medium. 

We cannot afford to allow the fruit of 
our Nation's investment in land remote 
sensing to disintegrate. A small invest
ment now will ensure that we do not 
lose the data we already have spent 
over $1.5 billion to collect. I urge my 
colleagues to support this common
sense amendment to preserve this in
valuable scientific treasure. 

For Mr. GORE: 
AMENDMENT NO. 1240 

(Purpose: To adjust the authorization of ap
propriations for earth science and applica
tions) 
Strike all on page 34, lines 22 through 25, 

and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
(6) Earth science and applications, 

$783,600,000, of which (A) $5,000,000 shall be 
made available only for the purchase of 
Landsat data at cost for global change re
search, and (B) $3,000,000 shall be made avail
able for a pilot study and prototype dem
onstration to convert remotely sensed air
craft and satellite data into machine read
able form for global change research. 
AIRCRAFT REMOTE-SENSING DATA CONVERSION 

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I have an 
amendment to the bill that I believe is 
an important enhancement to our ef
forts to better understand our chang
ing global environment. NASA has pro
posed the Earth Observing System, es
timated to cost some $11 billion by the 
year 2000, as the centerpiece of its ef-

fort to monitor the Earth's environ
mental systems. 

While I strongly support this initia
tive, I have long been concerned that 
NASA and other agencies responsible 
for gathering and archiving remote 
sensing data have not given adequate 
attention to data previously gathered. 
One existing data set that could pro
vide a critical source of information 
for global change researchers comes 
from aircraft missions, as well as cer
tain satellite missions flown over the 
last several decades. 

From 1963 through 1973, NASA man
aged a broad-based Earth Resources 
Observation Systems Program that 
gathered remotely sensed aircraft data 
from more than 700 test sites across 
North and South America. This data 
was obtained by aircraft at a variety of 
altitudes using many different types of 
remote sensors, including microwave 
radar and infrared imagery. In addi
tion, vast archives of aircraft and sat
ellite derived data are available in 
Great Britain, Germany, Australia, and 
other countries. 

Mr. President, this is data that is ur
gently needed by environmental sci
entists. NASA's EOS Program is in the 
midst of a congressionally mandated 
restructuring and the precise date on 
which it will fly remains uncertain. 
With this potential for delay, research
ers are increasingly turning to existing 
data. 

The difficulty lies in converting the 
aircraft derived data to a usable me
dium. At present, the various data sets 
of remotely sensed aircraft data are 
not in a medium that can quickly and 
efficiently be used by scientists and 
global change researchers. Steps must 
be undertaken to convert this data into 
such a medium that can be incor
porated into a baseline that will help 
us better understand the data derived 
from the EOS Program. 

Mr. President, this amendment takes 
the initial step in accomplishing this 
conversion by authorizing $3 million in 
fiscal year 1992 for a pilot study and 
prototype demonstration of converting 
aircraft-derived remote sensing data 
into a machine readable form. This will 
help begin the process of filling impor
tant information gaps in our under
standing of global change until NASA's 
EOS begins to supply data later this 
decade. 

There has been a great deal of inter
est in initiating such a data recovery 
program. Discussions have centered on 
a cooperative program including sev
eral Federal agencies including NASA, 
the National Mapping Division of the 
U.S. Geological Survey, the National 
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration, the Agriculture Research 
Service of the U.S. Department of Agri
culture, the U.S. Office of Surface Min
ing, and the Department of Energy re
search facilities at the Oak Ridge Na
tional Laboratory. This amendment 

will authorize the funds to ensure that 
these discussions result in action. 

Mr. President, it is critical that we 
fully utilize those assets already at 
hand. In this instance, that asset is the 
data that has been collected from pre
vious aircraft missions. 

The cost of this conversion effort 
would be minimal. But its benefits 
could significantly expedite our efforts 
to better understand how the Earth's 
environmental systems are changing. 

Mr. President, I hope my colleagues 
will join me in approving of this 
amendment to the NASA authorization 
bill. 

For Mr. GORE: 
AMENDMENT NO. 1241 

(Purpose: To make perfecting amendments) 
On page 36, line 2, strike "$2,945,600,000" 

and insert in lieu thereof "$2,984,600,000". 
On page 36, line 3, strike "$329,900,000" and 

insert in lieu thereof "$290,900,000". 
Strike all on page 42, lines 6 through 10, 

and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
(j) Section 103(a)(l)(S) of the National Aer

onautics and Space Administration Author
ization Act, Fiscal Year 1991 (Public Law 
101-611; 104 Stat. 3192), is amended-

(1) by striking "$1,600,000,000" and insert
ing in lieu thereof "$1,300,000,000"; 

(2) in clause (i)-
(A) by striking "$490,000,000" and inserting 

in lieu thereof "$425,000,000"; and 
(B) by inserting ", of which not more than 

$263,000,000 shall be available for fiscal year 
1992 for the Cassin! mission, with no funds 
authorized after fiscal year 1991 for the 
Comet Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby mission" 
immediately after "1989"; 

(3) in clause (11), by striking "$370,000,000" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "$285,000,000"; 

(4) in clause (111), by striking "$640,000,000" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "$520,000,000"; 
and 

(5) in clause (iv), by striking "$100,000,000" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "$70,000,000". 

PERFECTING AMENDMENT TO H.R. 1988 

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I have a 
second amendment which I believe is 
noncontroversial. This amendment, 
which has two provisions, is to clarify 
the intent of the Commerce Committee 
when it ordered H.R. 1988 reported ear
lier this year. 

The first provision of the amendment 
is needed to clarify that certain pro
gram reductions agreed to by the com
mittee are allocated to the correct 
NASA program. There will be no net 
change in the total authorization level 
with this provision. 

Mr. President, the second provision 
in this amendment, which relates to 
the earlier decision to terminate fund
ing of the comet rendezvous asteroid 
flyby mission, is consistent with action 
on this bill in committee, as well as 
the full Senate when it adopted in H.R. 
2519, the Veterans Affairs-HUD-inde
pendent agencies appropriation bill for 
fiscal year 1992. It modifies the current 
law authorization for the CRAF
Cassini missions, which imposes an 
overall funding cap of $1.6 billion. The 
present amendment reduces that over
all cap to $1.3 billion, to reflect the ter
mination of the CRAF mission. 
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AMENDMENT NO. 1242 

(Purpose: To add a title to the_bill) 
On page 47, after line 7, add the following: 

TITLE IV-DISCLAIMER 
Sec. 401. Nothing in this Act shall be con

strued as prohibiting the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration from ex
panding any funds for the deployment of the 
Assured Shuttle Availability Multifunction 
Electronic Display System Program in fiscal 
year 1992. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 
question is on the engrossment of the 
amendments and third reading of the 
bill. 

The amendment were ordered to be 
engrossed and the bill to be read a 
third time. 

The bill was read a third time. 
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill 

having been read the third time, the 
question is, shall the bill pass? 

So the bill (H.R. 1988), as amended, 
was passed. 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I 
move to reconsider the vote. 

Mr. DOLE. I move to lay that motion 
on the table. 

The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to. 

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE FARM
ERS' MARKET NUTRITION PRO
GRAM 
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that the Agri
culture Committee be discharged from 
further consideration of S. 1742 regard
ing nutrition programs and that the 
Senate proceed to its immediate con
sideration. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill 
will be stated by title. 

The assistant legislative clerk read 
as follows: 

A bill (S. 1742) to authorize grants to be 
made to State programs designed to provide 
resources to persons who are nutritionally at 
risk in the form of fresh nutritious unpre
pared foods, from farmers' markets, to ex
pand the awareness and use of farmers' mar
kets, and to increase sales at the markets, 
and for other purposes. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection to the immediate consider
ation of the bill? 

There being no objection, the Senate 
proceeded to consider the bill. 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I am 
happy that the Senate has passed this 
important bill to reauthorize the 
Farmers' Market Nutrition Program. 
As a demonstration project since 1989, 
this endeavor has proven successful in 
assisting low-income families, farmers, 
and the local economies in the 10 
States that have participated. 

The Federal Government in 1989 de
cided to share financial responsibility 
with Iowa and nine other States for a 
3-year demonstration project. The 
project was a 70/30 match program with 
the Federal Government providing 70 

percent and the States providing 30 
percent. From 1989 to 1991, the program 
has grown to serve 34,000 clients 
through 57 farmers markets in Iowa 
alone. Each client received 20 dollars' 
worth of coupons to purchase fresh 
fruit and vegetables during each of the 
3 demonstration years. 

The Iowa Farmers Market/WIC Check 
Program supplements the Iowa Health 
Department Program because fresh 
fruits and vegetables, which are highly 
nutritious, cannot be acquired through 
the regular WIC Program. The Farmers 
Market Program checks can only be 
used at authorized markets and accept
ed by trained and certified vendors. 
Participating farmers have indicated 
that approximately 25 percent of their 
overall market sales can be attributed 
to shopping WIC clients. In 1991 alone, 
approximately $608,951 will be distrib
uted in farmers market checks. 

The State of Iowa started the Iowa 
Farmers Market/WIC Check Program 
on a test basis in 1987 utilizing a $15,000 
State appropriation. Each client was 
provided a $10 coupon to purchase fresh 
fruits and vegetables at one of three 
Waterloo farmers markets. In 1988, 
based upon the success of the 1987 pro
gram, the State of Iowa provided 
$100,000 to expand the program into 8 
counties utilizing 12 farmers markets. 
The involvement of the Federal Gov
ernment in recent years has allowed 
the program to continue to expand. 

Mr. President, this program is truly 
a partnership between the Federal and 
State governments, local banks, farm
ers, farmers markets and participating 
families. It provides much-needed fruit 
and vegetables to nutritionally at risk 
women, infants, and children who 
would otherwise not receive them. It 
also assists farmers markets in selling 
their produce. Additionally, it encour
ages participation from local banks to 
receive the $2 coupons. Because of the 
success of this demonstration project, 
Senator LEAHY and I introduced this 
legislation to reauthorize the program 
for future years. Our bill continues the 
program in the 10 States where it al
ready exists and provides additional 
funds for other States to join in our 
success. 

I am proud of the success of the Iowa 
Farmers Market Program and I am 
happy that the Senate has given its 
vote of confidence to this legislation to 
ensure its continued success. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill 
is before the Senate and open to 
amendment. If there be no amendment 
to be proposed, the question is on the 
engrossment and third reading of the 
bill. 

The b111 was ordered to be engrossed 
for a third reading, was read the third 
time, and passed, as follows: 

s. 1742 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep

resentatives of the United States of America in 
Congress assembled, 

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 
This Act may be cited as the "Farmers' 

Market Nutrition Act of 1991". 
SEC. 2. PURPOSE. 

The purpose of this Act is to authorize 
grants to be made to State programs de
signed to-

(1) provide resources to persons who are 
nutritionally at risk in the form of fresh nu
tritious unprepared foods (such as fruit and 
vegetables) from farmers' markets; and 

(2) expand the awareness and use of farm
ers' markets and increase sales at the mar
kets. 
SEC. 3. FARMERS' MARKET NUI'RITION PRO

GRAM. 
Subsection (m) of section 17 of the Child 

Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1786(m)) is 
amended to read as follows: 

"(m)(l) Subject to the availability of funds 
appropriated for the purposes of this sub
section, and as specified in this subsection, 
the Secretary shall a.ward grants to States 
that submit State plans that are approved 
for the establishment or maintenance of pro
grams designed to provide recipients of as
sistance under subsection (c), or those who 
are on the waiting list to receive the assist
ance, with coupons that may be exchanged 
for fresh, nutritious, unprepared foods at 
farmers' markets, as defined in the State 
plans submitted under this subsection. 

"(2) A grant provided to any State under 
this subsection shall be provided to the chief 
executive officer of the State, who shall-

"(A) designate the appropriate State agen
cy or agencies to administer the program in 
conjunction with the appropriate nonprofit 
organizations; and 

"(B) ensure coordination of the program 
among the appropriate agencies and organi
zations. 

"(3) The Secretary shall not make a grant 
to any State under this subsection unless the 
State agrees to provide State, local, or pri
vate funds for the program in an amount 
that is equal to not less than 30 percent of 
the total cost of the program which may be 
satisfied from State contributions that are 
made for similar programs. 

"(4) Subject to paragraph (6), the Secretary 
shall establish a formula for determining the 
amount of the grant to be awarded under 
this subsection to each State for which a 
State plan is approved under paragraph (6), 
according to the number of recipients pro
posed to participate as specified in the State 
plan. In determining the amount to be 
awarded to new States, the Secretary shall 
rank order to the State plans according to 
the criteria of operation set forth in this 
subsection, and award grants accordingly. 
The Secretary shall take into consideration 
the minimum amount needed to fund each 
State plan, and need not award grants to 
each State that submits a State plan. 

"(5) Each State that receives a grant under 
this subsection shall ensure that the pro
gram for which the grant is received com
plies with the following requirements: 

"(A) Persons who are eligible to receive 
Federal benefits under the program shall 
only be persons who are receiving assistance 
under subsection (c), or who are on the wait
ing list to receive the assistance. 

"(B) Construction or operation of a farm
ers' market may not be carried out using 
funds-

"(1) provided under the grant; or 
"(11) required to be provided by the State 

under paragraph (3). 
" (C) The value of the Federal share of the 

benefits received by any recipient under the 
program may not be-
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"(i) less than $10 per year; or 
"(ii) more than $20 per year. 
"(D) The coupon issuance process under 

the program shall be designed to ensure that 
coupons are targeted to areas with-

"(i) the highest concentration of eligible 
persons; 

"(ii) the greatest access to farmers' mar
kets; and 

"(iii) certain characteristics, in addition to 
those described in clauses (i) and (ii), that 
are determined to be relevant by the Sec
retary that maximize the availability of ben
efits to eligible persons. 

"(E) The coupon redemption process under 
the program shall be designed to ensure that 
the coupons may be-

"(i) redeemed only by producers authorized 
by the State to participate in the program; 
and 

"(ii) redeemed only to purchase fresh nu
tritious unprepared food for human con
sumption. 

"(F)(i) Except as provided in clauses (ii) 
and (iii), the State may use for administra
tion of the program not more than 18 percent 
of the total amount of program funds for fis
cal years 1992 and 1993, not more than 17 per
cent of the total amount of program funds 
for fiscal year 1994, and not more than 16 per
cent of the total amount of program funds 
for fiscal year 1995. 

"(ii) On the showing by the State of sub
stantial need, the Secretary may permit a 
State to use up to an additional 2 percent of 
the total program funds for administration 
of the program for any fiscal year. During 
the first fiscal year of operation, the Sec
retary shall permit the use of such an addi
tional 2 percent. 

"(iii) The provisions of clauses (i) and (ii) 
with respect to the use of program funds for 
the administration of the program shall not 
apply to any funds that a State may contrib
ute in excess of the funds used by the State 
to meet the requirements of paragraph (3). 

"(G) The State shall ensure that no State 
or local taxes are collected within the State 
on purchases of food with coupons distrib
uted under the program. 

"(6)(A) Each State that received Federal 
funding in fiscal year 1991 under the dem
onstration program authorized by this sub
section (as it existed on September 30, 1991) 
shall continue to receive benefits under this 
subsection, provided that the State contin
ues to comply with the requirements estab
lished by this subsection, as determined by 
the Secretary. 

"(B)(i) If sufficient funds are appropriated, 
no State shall receive less Federal funds 
than it did in the prior fiscal year (as ad
justed October 1, 1992, and each October 1 
thereafter, to reflect changes in the 
Consumer Price Index for all urban consum
ers published by the Bureau of Labor Statis
tics, for i terns other than food, for the 12 
months ending the preceding June 30) and 
the State provides the requisite match 
amount under paragraph (3). 

"(ii) If the sums appropriated for any fiscal 
year pursuant to the authorization con
tained in paragraph (10) for grants under this 
subsection are not sufficient to pay to each 
State for which a State plan is approved 
under paragraph (6) the amount that the 
Secretary determines each such State is en
titled to under this subsection, each State's 
grant shall be ratably reduced, except that 
(if sufficient funds are available) each State 
shall receive at least $50,000 or the amount 
that the State received for the prior fiscal 
year if that amount is less than $50,000. 

"(C) In providing funds to serve additional 
recipients in States that participated in the 

Federal program in the previous fiscal year, 
the Secretary shall take into consideration-

"(!) the availability of Federal funds not 
spent during the prior program year in the 
State making a request to serve additional 
recipients; 

"(ii) documentation that justifies the need 
for an increase in participation; and 

"(iii) demonstrated ability to satisfac
torily operate the existing program. 

"(D)(i) A State that has not received Fed
eral funding under this subsection for the fis
cal year prior to the fiscal year for which it 
is submitting a State plan, and that desires 
to receive a grant under this subsection, 
shall submit a State plan to the Secretary at 
such t.ime and in such manner as the Sec
retary may reasonably require. 

"(ii) Each State plan submitted under this 
paragraph shall contain-

"(!) the estimated cost of the program and 
the estimated number of individuals to be 
served by the program; 

"(II) a description of the State plan for 
complying with the requirements established 
in paragraph (5); and 

"(Ill) criteria developed by the State with 
respect to authorization of producers to par
ticipate in the program. 

"(iii) The criteria developed by the State 
as required by clause (ii)(ill) shall require 
any authorized producer to sell fresh nutri
tious unprepared foods (such as fruits and 
vegetables) to recipients, in exchange for 
coupons distributed under the program. 

"(E) The Secretary shall establish objec
tive criteria for the approval of State plans 
submitted under this paragraph. 

"(F) In approving State plans submitted 
under this paragraph, the Secretary shall

"(i) favorably consider a State's prior expe
riences with this or similar programs; 

"(ii) favorably consider a State's operation 
of a similar program with State or local 
funds that can present data concerning the 
value of the program; 

"(iii) require that if a State receiving a 
grant under this section applies the Federal 
grant to a similar program operated in the 
previous fiscal year with State or local 
funds, the State shall not reduce in any fis
cal year the amount of State and local funds 
available to the program in the preceding 
fiscal year after receiving funds for the pro
gram under this subsection; 

"(iv) give preference to State plans that 
would serve areas in the State that have

"(!) the highest concentration of eligible 
persons; 

"(II) the greatest access to farmers' mar
kets; 

"(Ill) broad geographical area; 
"(IV) the greatest number of recipients in 

the broadest geographical area within the 
State; and 

"(V) any other characteristics, as deter
mined appropriate by the Secretary, that 
maximize the availability of benefits to eli
gible persons; and 

"(v) take into consideration the amount of 
funds available and the minimum amount 
needed by each applicant State to success
fully operate the program. 

"(G )(i) An amount equal to 45 to 55 percent 
of the funds available after satisfying the re
quirements of paragraph (B) shall be made 
available to States participating in the pro
gram that wish to serve additional recipi
ents, and whose State plan to do so is ap
proved by the Secretary. If this amount is 
greater than that necessary to satisfy the 
approved State plans for additional recipi
ents, the unallocated amount shall be ap
plied toward satisfying any unmet need of 

States that have not participated in the pro
gram in the prior fiscal year, and whose 
State plans have been approved. 

"(ii) An amount equal to 45 to 55 percent of 
the funds available after satisfying the re
quirements of paragraph (B) shall be made 
available to States that have not partici
pated in the program in the prior fiscal year, 
and whose State plans have been approved by 
the Secretary. If this amount is great1·1r than 
that necessary to satisfy the approved State 
plans for new States, the unallocated 
amount shall be applied toward satisfying 
any unmet need of States that desire to 
serve additional recipients, and whose State 
plans have been approved. 

"(iii) If, after the requirements of clauses 
(i) and (ii) have been met, funds remain 
unallocated, the unallocated funds shall be 
reallocated in the following fiscal year under 
the procedure established in paragraph 
(lO)(B)(ii). 

"(7)(A) The value of the benefit received by 
any recipient under any program for which a 
grant is received under this subsection may 
not affect the eligibility or benefit levels for 
assistance under other Federal or State pro
grams. 

"(B) Any programs for which a grant is re
ceived under this subsection shall be supple
mentary to the food stamp program carried 
out under the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 
U.S.C. 2011 et seq.) and to any other Federal 
or State program under which foods are dis
tributed to needy families in lieu of food 
stamps. 

"(C) Notwithstanding any other provision 
of law, administrative expenses under this 
subsection shall be allowable expenses for 
agencies and programs under the jurisdiction 
of the Secretary. 

"(8) For each fiscal year, the Secretary 
shall collect from each State that receives a 
grant under this subsection information re
lating to---

"(A) the number of recipients served by 
both Federal and State benefits under the 
program for which the grant is received; 

"(B) the rate of redemption of coupons or 
vouchers distributed under the program; 

"(C) the average amount distributed in 
coupons to each recipient; and 

"(D) any other information determined to 
be necessary by the Secretary. 

"(9)(A) The Secretary shall submit to the 
Committee on Agriculture of the House of 
Representatives, the Committee on Edu
cation and Labor of the House of Representa
tives, and the Committee on Agriculture, 
Nutrition, and Forestry of the Senate, a 
compilation of the data collected under para
graph (8). 

"(B) The compilation shall be submitted by 
May l, 1995. 

"(lO)(A) There are authorized to be appro
priated to carry out this subsection $5,000,000 
for fiscal year 1992, $6,500,000 for fiscal year 
1993, $8,000,000 for fiscal year 1994, and 
$9,500,000 for fiscal year 1995. 

"(B)(i) Each State shall return to the Sec
retary any funds made available to the State 
that are unobligated at the end of the fiscal 
year for which the funds were originally allo
cated. The unexpended funds shall be re
turned to the Secretary by February 1st of 
the following fiscal year. 

"(ii) The Secretary shall establish proce
dures to reallocate funds that any State does 
not expend as provided in clause (1), or that 
are not allocated under clauses (i) and (ii) of 
paragraph (6)(G). Funds that remain unex
pended at the end of any demonstration 
project authorized by this subsection (as it 
existed on September 30, 1991) shall be reallo
cated in a similar manner. 
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"(11) For purposes of this subsection: 
"(A) The term 'coupon' means a coupon, 

voucher, or other negotiable financial instru
ment by which benefits under this section 
are transferred. 

"(B) The term 'program' means-
"(1) the State farmers' market coupon nu

trition program authorized by this sub
section (as it existed on September 30, 1991); 
or 

"(11) farmers' market nutrition program 
authorized by this subsection. 

"(0) The term 'recipient' means a person 
or household, as determined by the State, 
who is chosen by a State to receive benefits 
under this subsection. 

"(D) The term 'State agency' has the 
meaning provided in subsection (b)(13), ex
cept that the term also includes the agri
culture department of each State.". 
SEC. 4. CONFORMING AMENDMENT. 

Section 501 of the Hunger Prevention Act 
of 1988 (Public Law 100--435; 102 Stat. 1668) is 
repealed. 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I 
move to reconsider the vote. 

Mr. DOLE. I move to lay that motion 
on the table. 

The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to. 

COMMENDING HONG KONG FOR 
SUCCESSFULLY HOLDING THE 
FIRST DIRECT ELECTIONS TO 
ITS LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 

that the Senate proceed to the imme
diate consideration of Calendar No. 235, 
Senate Resolution 182, that the resolu
tion be agreed to and the preamble 
agreed to, that the motion to recon
sider be laid on the table. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there 
objection? Without objection, it is so 
ordered. 

The resolution (S. Res. 182) was 
agreed to. 

The preamble was agreed to. 
The resolution, with its preamble, is 

as follows: 
S. RES. 182 

Whereas the People's Republic of China in 
Annex 1 of the 1984 Joint Declaration agreed 
to accord Hong Kong a "high degree" of au
tonomy, including the exercise of legislative 
power by local officials, when China is re
stored sovereignty of Hong Kong on July 1, 
1997; 

Whereas in the past all members of the 
Legislative Council of Hoµg Kong have been 
chosen indirectly or by appointment of the 
governor; 

Whereas September 15, 1991, marked the 
first direct election of members of the Legis
lative Council in the history of Hong Kong; 

Whereas British Foreign Secretary Hurd 
stated on September 16, 1991 that the two 
aims of Her Majesty's Government for Hong 
Kong before the next round of elections in 
1995 were steady progress towards a greater 
degree of direct election in Hong Kong, and 
sustaining such progress without interrup
tion after the transfer of sovereignty in 1997; 

Whereas the continued democratization of 
Hong Kong is important to assure its auton
omy after its transfer to the People's Repub
lic of China: Now, therefore, be it 

Resolved, That the Senate hereby-
(1) commends the people of Hong Kong for 

successfully holding their first direct elec
tions to their Legislative Council; 

(2) congratulates the eighteen newly elect
ed members of the Legislative Council on 
being the first directly elected members of 
that body; 

(3) urges the Hong Kong government to 
give all due respect to the views of the demo
cratically elected representatives of the peo
ple of Hong Kong; and 

(4) urges the further development of demo
cratic institutions in Hong Kong at an accel
erated pace in advance of the 1995 elections 
and the subsequent transfer of Hong Kong to 
the People's Republic of China in 1997. 

FAIR USE OF COPYRIGHTED 
WORKS 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Senate 
proceed to the immediate consider
ation of Calendar No. 187, S. 1035, re
garding unpublished copyrighted 
works. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill 
will be stated by title. 

The legislative clerk read as follows: 
A bill (S. 1035) to amend section 107 of title 

17, United States Code, relating to fair use 
with regard to unpublished copyrighted 
works. 

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, let 
me state my support for this bill and 
applaud Senator SIMON and Senator 
HATCH for their leadership on the fair 
use issue. 

Let me mention one important con
cern that should not be overlooked as 
the full Senate approves the bill. Our 
goal in this legislation is to ensure 
that historians, biographers, and other 
scholars will not be unduly chilled by 
copyright concerns in the course of 
doing their important work. It is cer
tainly not our intention, however, to 
weaken the very strong protection that 
the courts have given to an important 
type of copyrighted work-secure tests 
such as the act, SAT, LSA T, and 
MCAT. 

Our committee report wisely makes 
this point: it explains that the act is 
not intended "to reduce the protection 
of secure tests, whose utility is espe
cially vulnerable to unauthorized dis
closure." This language is derived from 
the testimony of the Ralph Oman, reg
ister of copyrights, who explained, at 
our June 6, 1991, hearing: 

Secure tests are particularly vulnerable to 
having their utility obliterated by unauthor
ized disclosure. The courts have, accord
ingly, been particularly solicitous in pro
tecting these works. Indeed, so far as we are 
aware, the courts have never upheld a fair 
use claim advanced by any private entity 
with regard to copying of secure tests or test 
questions. 

So, this bill essentially incorporates 
the view courts have had with respect 
to this issue. As Register Oman noted, 
courts have recognized the special 
character of secure tests by rejecting 
fair use claims. 

I urge the approval of this bill. 
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, today we 

pass legislation important to scholarly 
research and the preservation of his-

tory. I am pleased to have been joined 
in this effort by Senator LEAHY, as well 
as Senators HATCH, DECONCINI, KEN
NEDY, KOHL, GRASSLEY, HEFLIN, BIDEN, 
THURMOND, and BROWN. 

The bill simply makes it clear that 
the fact that a letter, diary, or other 
work is unpublished should not create 
a virtual per se bar under copyright 
law to any direct quotation of that 
work. Recent court decisions have 
called this into question. The ability to 
quote directly is vital to the important 
basic research that biographers, histo
rians, and other scholars do. 

A broad coalition of authors, publish
ers, and trade organizations supports 
this effort, including computer indus
try representatives. Senator LEAHY and 
I worked with interested parties for 
well over a year on legislative lan
guage that provides the protection that 
our Nation's authors urgently need, 
while at the same time not doing unin
tended damage to the computer indus
try. 

With each passing day, the livelihood 
of scholars around the Nation remains 
in peril. I hope and expect that this 
legislation will become law soon. I 
thank all those involved for their hard 
work on this legislation. I am particu
larly grateful to Senator LEAHY and his 
staff for all of their hard work on this 
bill. I ask unanimous consent that the 
discussion section of the majority re
port prepared by the Judiciary Com
mittee, which explains the bill in great 
detail, be printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the mate
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

III. DISCUSSION 

FAIR USE OF UNPUBLISHED WORKS 

Prior to the 1976 Copyright Act, 
unpublished works were generally protected 
by common law rather than by Federal stat
ute. For such works, common-law copyright 
was, essentially, the right of first publica
tion: the right to control whether, when, and 
how the author would reveal his or her work 
to the public. 

Under the judicially developed fair use doc
trine, portions of an author's published work 
could be used by another in the creation of a 
new work. The fair use doctrine was pre
mised on the author's implied consent to 
reasonable and customary use when he pub
lished his work. As a result, the doctrine tra
ditionally was not applied to unpublished 
works. It was recognized that the use of an 
author's expression before he or she has au
thorized its dissemination could seriously 
impair the author's right of first publication. 
However, "[t]his absolute rule * * * was tem
pered in practice by the equitable nature of 
the fair use doctrine." Harper & Row v. Na
tion Enterprises, 471 U.S. 539, 551. 

In 1976, Congress passed a broad revision of 
copyright law which generally preempted 
common-law copyright in favor of a unified 
system of Federal protection. As part of this 
revision, Congress codified the fair use doc
trine in section 107 of title 17, announcing its 
intent to "restate the present judicial doc
trine of fair use, not to change, narrow or en
large it in any way." S. Rep. No. 94-473, 94th 
Cong., 1st sess. (1975), H. Rep. No. 94-1476, 
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94th Cong., 2d sess. at 66 (1976). At the same 
time, Congress did not limit the fair use doc
trine to published works. 

In 1985, the Supreme Court addressed the 
issue of the fair use of unpublished works in 
its decision in Harper & Row v. Nation Enter
prises, 471 U.S. 539 (1985). That case involved 
the unauthorized publication of excerpts 
from President Ford's then unpublished 
memoirs. The Court, after thoroughly con
sidering all four statutory fair use factors, 
held that the quotations went beyond what 
was permitted as a fair use. 

The Court rejected the contention that the 
fair use provision was intended to apply 
equally to published and unpublished works. 
It concluded that "the unpublished nature of 
a work is '[a) key, though not necessarily de
terminative, factor' tending to negate a de
fense of fair use." The Court further stated 
that "the scope of fair use is narrower with 
respect to unpublished works," and that the 
author's right of first publication "weighs 
against" fair use. The Court did not impose 
a per se rule against fair use. 

SALINGER AND NEW ERA 

In two subsequent cases-Salinger v. Ran
dom House, 811 F.2d 90 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 
484 U.S. 890 (1987), and New Era v. Henry Holt , 
873 F.2d 576 (2d Cir.), reh'g denied 884 F.2d 659 
(2d Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 110 S.Ct. 1168 
(1990}-the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sec
ond Circuit purported to interpret the Su
preme Court's ruling in Harper & Row. Unfor
tunately, these two cases have cast a 
chilling uncertainty over the publishing 
community with respect to the fair use of 
unpublished works. 

The rulings of the second circuit in this 
area of the law are particularly influential 
because this circuit has jurisdiction over the 
core of the Nation's book and magazine pub
lishing industry. In Salinger, the second cir
cuit ordered the lower court to issue a pre
liminary injunction barring the publication 
of a serious biography of author J.D. Sal
inger because it contained unauthorized 
quotations from Salinger's unpublished let
ters. In so ruling, the court of appeals, while 
formally applying each of the four statutory 
fair use factors, stated that unpublished 
works "normally enjoy complete protection 
against copying any protected expression." 

In New Era, the second circuit stated that 
the publisher of a highly critical biography 
about L. Ron Hubbard, the founder of the 
Church of Scientology, had infringed copy
rights in Hubbard's unpublished diaries and 
journals by publishing excerpts from them. 
The court made it clear that an injunction 
barring publication would have been ordered 
but for the plaintifrs unreasonable delay in 
commencing the lawsuit. The court cited 
with approval the Salinger formulation that 
unpublished works normally enjoy complete 
protection. The court also said that "[t)he 
copying of •more than minimal amounts' of 
unpublished expressive material calls for an 
injunction barring the unauthorized use 
* * *." (873 F.2d at 584.) However, in denying 
the petition for rehearing en bane, the court 
retreated from the idea that an injunctive 
remedy necessarily flows from a finding of 
infringement. The Supreme Court denied 
certiorari in New Era on February 20, 1990. 

The committee is aware that district 
courts in the second circuit have faced the 
question of the fair use of unpublished works 
after the Salinger and New Era cases. In 
Wright v. Warner Books, 748 F. Supp. 105 
(S.D.N.Y. 1990), and Arica Institute, Inc., v. 
Palmer, 761 F. Supp. 1056 (S.D.N.Y. 1991), the 
United States District Court for the South
ern District of New York found fair use of 

unpublished materials for biographical or 
critical purposes. Nevertheless, the Court of 
Appeals for the Second Circuit has not re
nounced its basic formulation in Salinger and 
New Era that unpublished works "normally 
enjoy complete protection against copying." 
Consequently, the pall that those cases cast 
over the publishing world remains. 

Although some commenters have dis
counted the significance of the Salinger and 
New Era decisions, it became clear from tes
timony at the congressional hearing that 
others, including publishers, authors, and 
their advisors, had great apprehensions, and 
were inhibited in pursuing their professions 
by these rulings. Witnesses testified that, in 
the wake of these two decisions, copyright 
counsel for historians, biographers, other au
thors and publishers routinely advise their 
clients that almost any unauthorized use of 
previously unpublished materials will sub
ject them to a serious risk of liability for 
copyright infringement. Consequently, a 
copyright owner or the owner's estate may 
exercise virtual veto power over uses of 
unpublished materials-a veto likely to be 
exercised in precisely those cases where the 
materials could cast their author in an unfa
vorable light. Publishers and editors, con
fronted with the prospect of copyright litiga
tion, have refrained from publishing works 
that quote from unpublished primary source 
materials such as letters, journals, and dia
ries. Some authors have been forced to 
produce two copies of works in progress: one 
fully supported with direct quotation from 
source material, and one sharply curtailed, 
with all direct quotation deleted. 

In his prepared statement, Mr. Abrams tes
tified that-

"[a]s a result of these rulings, history can
not now be written, biographies prepared, 
non-fiction works of almost any kind drafted 
without the gravest concern that even high
ly limited quotations from letters, diaries or 
the like will lead to a finding of copyright li
ability and the consequent issuance of an in
junction against publication." 

Author Taylor Branch testified that
"[t]he practical implications of these rul

ings are so chilling that I don't know how 
the kind of work I do would continue to be 
done * * *." 

Author J. Anthony Lukas emphasized 
that-

"* * * if [New Era] is permitted to stand as 
the guiding precedent in this area, [the peo
ple of America] will increasingly find fewer 
works of compelling history and biography 
available on their bookshelves and eventu
ally in their libraries." 

LEGISLATIVE INTENT OF S. 1035 

S. 2370 from the lOlst Congress was intro
duced as a starting point for discussion of 
the appropriate legislative remedy, and died 
at the end of the lOlst Congress. S. 1035 as in
troduced in the 102d Congress is the result of 
extensive discussion and consultation with 
interested parties. In his statement of intro
duction, Senator Simon said: 

"If scholars and historians can be prohib
ited from citing primary sources, their work 
would be severely impaired. * * * [I)f this 
trend continues, it could cripple the ability 
of society at large to learn from history and 
thereby to avoid repeating its mistakes. 
* * * [T]his is a straightforward bill which 
would direct the courts to apply the full fair 
use analysis to all copyrighted works, rather 
than peremptorily dismissing any and all ci
tation to unpublished works as infringe
ments 

The bill is intended to overrule the overly 
restrictive language of Salinger and New Era 

with respect to the use of unpublished mate
rials and to return to the law of fair use as 
it was expressed in Harper & Raw. It is in
tended to address a specific concern arising 
from particular language in Salinger and 
New Era. It establishes that, contrary to 
what some language in Salinger and New Era 
suggests, the unpublished nature of a work 
does not trigger a virtual per se ruling 
against a finding of fair use. In all cases, 
consistent with Harper & Row, while "[t)he 
fact that a work is unpublished is an impor
tant element which tends to weigh against a 
finding of fair use," that fact "* * * shall 
not bar a finding of fair use if such finding is 
made upon full consideration of all the above 
factors." 

In his statement of introduction, Senator 
Leahy said: 

"The aim of this legislation, in brief, is to 
return the fair use doctrine to the status quo 
of Harper & Row. In that case, the Supreme 
Court struck the proper balance between en
couraging the broad dissemination of ideas 
and safeguarding the rights to first publica
tion and privacy. Thus, we intend to roll 
back the virtual per se rule of Salinger and 
New Era, but we do not mean to depart from 
Harper & Row." 

Senator Leahy added, "Nothing in this leg
islation is intended to broaden the fair use of 
unpublished computer software * * *." 

In order to ensure that the specific note 
taken of this element does not, by neg2.tive 
implication, alter the weight and interpreta
tion given to other fair use considerations, 
the legislation makes clear that the fact 
that a work is unpublished "shall not dimin
ish the importance traditionally accorded to 
any other consideration under this 
section * * *." For example, the Court in 
Harper stated that the effect of the use upon 
the potential market for or value of the 
copyrighted work "is undoubtedly the single 
most important element of fair use." 

Furthermore, the bill makes clear that, 
rather than considering only one factor, any 
finding of fair use must be "* * * made upon 
full consideration of all the above factors." 
Here, "the above factors" refers to any fac
tor that may properly be considered in sec
tion 107. The committee intends that the re
view of these factors be complete and mean
ingful. The bill makes clear that a finding of 
fair use of an unpublished work may be made 
on the basis of such a review and shall not be 
barred by the absence of publication. How
ever, in saying that the unpublished nature 
of a quoted work "shall not bar a finding of 
fair use,'' the committee does not intend to 
imply that the absence of publication cannot 
be the element that persuades a court to rule 
against fair use. The absence of publication 
may, in a given case, be such an element, as 
may other elements under section 107, pro
vided that the court must give full consider
ation to all the factors set forth in section 
107. 

The bill is not intended to affect the law of 
fair use with respect to unpublished business 
or technical documents, including materials 
containing scientific or technical descrip
tions of projects, processes or products under 
research, study or development. Further
more, the bill is not intended to reduce the 
protection of secure tests, the utility of 
which is especially vulnerable to unauthor
ized disclosure, nor to affect current protec
tion of broadcast programming. 

The Committee is well aware that serious 
concerns have been expressed in testimony 
and by members of the committee about 
decompilation of computer programs. Noth
ing in the bill is in tended in any way to 
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broaden fair use of unpublished computer 
programs. 

This bill does not preempt, limit or other
wise change any trade secret law or other 
State law remedies for the protection of con
fidential business or technical documents 
that exist under the 1976 Copyright Act, as 
amended. 

The bill is effective on its date of enact
ment. It applies to uses of letters, diaries 
and other unpublished copyrighted works 
created before, on or after that date. It gov
erns all lawsuits filed on or after that date, 
whether the conduct at issue occurred be
fore, on or after that date. 

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I wel
come passage of S. 1035, a bill to amend 
the fair use provision of the Copyright 
Act, on which Senator SIMON and I 
have worked for more than a year. Re
cent court decisions-in particular, Sal
inger v. Random House, Inc., 811 F. 2d 90 
(2d cir. 1987) and New Era Publications v. 
Henry Holt & Co., 873 F. 2d 576 (2d Cir. 
1989}-established a virtual per se rule 
against the fair use of any unpublished 
materials, such as letters or diaries. 
The court of appeals in Salinger said 
that "[unpublished works] normally 
enjoy complete protection against 
copying any protected expression." 811 
F. 2d at 97. And the court essentially 
repeated this formulation in New Era. 

Those cases roiled the waters of the 
publishing and writing world. At the 
joint hearing we held in July 1990 in 
the Senate Patents Subcommittee and 
the House Intellectual Property Sub
committee, Pulitzer Prize winning au
thors Taylor Branch and Anthony 
Lukas testified that their work would 
be crippled if they were flatly barred 
from quoting unpublished materials. 
Such materials can give color and life 
to works-such as "Parting the Wa
ters" or "Common Ground"-that illu
minate our history and teach us about 
ourselves. 

Because Senator SIMON and I did not 
believe that the Supreme Court, in the 
landmark case of Harper & Row v. The 
Nation Enterprises, 471 U.S. 539 (1985) in
tended to establish such a virtual per 
se rule, we introduced this bill. Sen
ators DECONCINI, HATCH, KENNEDY, 
KOHL, BROWN, BIDEN, THURMOND, HEF
LIN, and GRASSLEY joined us as cospon
sors. 

Upon introduction of the bill on May 
9, I made a detailed statement explain
ing why the bill was necessary and 
what it was designed to accomplish. 
Further discussion of the legislation's 
purpose and intent is contained in the 
Judiciary Committee report on the bill 
(S. Rept. No. 102-141). 

I will not repeat my earlier state
ment now except to reiterate our in
tention to roll back the virtual per se 
rule of the Salinger and New Era cases 
and to return the law of fair use to the 
status quo of Harper & Row. 

Let me also say that we worked ex
tensively with representatives of the 
computer software industry, who right
ly were concerned that their 
unpublished source codes could be inad-

vertently jeopardized by earlier ver
sions of this legislation. We intend to 
maintain fully the copyright protec
tion that applies to computer software, 
including unpublished source codes. We 
took great care in drafting our bill to 
do nothing that could be interpreted as 
diminishing such copyright protection 
for unpublished computer codes, or as 
broadening the fair use of such codes. I 
believe that we have produced a bill 
that will fix the problem that the New 
Era and Salinger cases created for 
writers and publishers without creat
ing any new problem for the creators of 
computer software. 

I look forward to working with our 
colleagues on the House Subcommittee 
on Intellectual Property and Judicial 
Administration, Congressmen HUGHES 
and MOORHEAD, who have introduced 
similar legislation. I hope that a mean
ingful fair use bill can be brought to 
the President's desk for signature in 
the near future. 

Once again, let me thank all those 
Judiciary Committee staff members 
who have worked so hard to see this 
bill through to Senate passage: Susan 
Kaplan and Brant Lee, with Senator 
SIMON; Karen Robb and Geoff Cooper 
with Senator DECONCINI; Darrell 
Panethiere with Senator HATCH; and 
Carolyn Osolinik with Senator KEN
NEDY. I also want to thank Todd Stern 
and Ann Harkins on my staff for all 
their efforts to develop this bill and 
bring it to this point of Senate passage. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill 
is before the Senate and open to 
amendment. If there be no amendment 
to be proposed, the question is on the 
engrossment and third reading of the 
bill. 

The bill was ordered to be engrossed 
for a third reading, was read the third 
time, and passed, as follows: 

s. 1035 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep

resentatives of the United States of America in 
Congress assembled, That section 107 of title 
17, United States Code, is amended by adding 
at the end thereof the following: 

"The fact that a work is unpublished is an 
important element which tends to weigh 
against a finding of fair use, but shall not di
minish the importance traditionally ac
corded to any other consideration under this 
section, and shall not bar a finding of fair 
use, if such finding is made upon full consid
eration of all the above factors.". 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I 
move to reconsider the vote. 

Mr. DOLE. I move to lay that motion 
on the table. 

The motion to lay on the table was 
agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Messages from the President of the 
United States were communicated to 
the Senate by Mr. Mccathran, one of 
his secretaries. 

EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED 
As in executive session the Presiding 

Officer laid before the Senate messages 
from the President of the United 
States submitting sundry nominations 
which were referred to the appropriate 
committees. 

(The nominations received today are 
printed at the end of the Senate pro
ceedings.) 

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 
The following reports of committees 

were submitted: 
By Mr. BENTSEN, from the Committee of 

Conference: 
Report of the committee of conference on 

the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on 
the amendments of the House to the bill (S. 
1722) to provide emergency unemployment 
compensation, and for other purposes (Rept. 
No. 102-162). 

By Mr. HOLLINGS, from the Committee 
on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 
with an amendment in the nature of a sub
stitute: 

S. 811. A bill to require the Secretary of 
Transportation to lead and coordinate Fed
eral efforts in the development of magnetic 
levitation transportation technology and 
foster implementation of magnetic levita
tion and other high-speed rail transportation 
systems, and for other purposes (Rept. No. 
102-163). 

By Mr. KENNEDY, from the Committee on 
Labor and Human Resources, with an amend
ment in the nature of a substitute: 

S. 838. A bill to amend the Child Abuse 
Prevention and Treatment Act to revise and 
extend programs under such Act, and for 
other purposes (Rept. No. 102-164). 

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS AND 
JOINT RESOLUTIONS 

The following bills and joint resolu
tions were introduced, read the first 
and second time by unanimous con
sent, and referred as indicated: 

Mr. PACKWOOD: 
S. 1767. A bill to exempt semiconductors 

from the country of origin marking require
ments under the Tariff Act of 1930; to the 
Committee on Finance. 

Ms. MIKULSKI: 
S. 1768. A bill to increase the amount of 

non-loan Federal student aid available to 
low- and middle-income students; to make 
additional Federal loans available to middle
income families; and to simplify the Federal 
financial aid application process for students 
attending institutions of higher education in 
the United States; to the Committee on 
Labor and Human Resources. 

Mr. LEVIN: 
S. 1769. A bill to amend the Internal Reve

nue Code of 1986 to exclude from gross in
come payments which are accounted for by a 
State in determining State foster care pay
ments and to amend the Tax Reform Act of 
1986 to make certain changes in the treat
ment of foster care payments retroactive to 
1979; to the Committee on Finance. 

Mr. DASCHLE: 
S. 1770. A bill to convey certain surplus 

real property located in the Black Hills Na
tional Forest to the Black Hills Workshop 
and Training Center, and for other purposes; 
to the Committee on Energy and Natural Re
sources. 
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Mr. LUGAR (for himself, Mr. MCCON

NELL, Mr. GRASSLEY and Mr. COATS): 
S. 1771. A bill to extend to 1991 crops the 

disaster assistance provisions of the Food, 
Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 
1990; to the Committee on Agriculture, Nu
trition, and Forestry. 

STATEMENTS ON INTRODUCED 
BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS 

By Mr. PACKWOOD: 
S. 1767. A bill to exempt semiconduc

tors from the country of origin mark
ing requirements under the Tariff Act 
of 1930; to the Committee on Finance. 
ELIMINATION OF COUNTRY-OF-ORIGIN REQUIRE-

MENTS FOR SEMICONDUCTORS AND THEIR CON
TAINERS 
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I 

rise today to introduce a bill that is of 
great significance to the semiconduc
tor industry. 

This bill would eliminate the coun
try-of-origin marking requirements for 
semiconductors and their containers 
classified in headings 8541 and 8542 of 
the harmonized tariff schedule of the 
United States. The products provided 
for under these headings include di
odes, transistors, integrated circuits, 
and microassemblies. 

The central problem for the semi
conductor industry, which this bill will 
resolve, is that countries have different 
methods for determining origin with 
respect to these products. The United 
States determines origin based on the 
country of final assembly, whereas the 
European Community determines ori
gin based on the country in which the 
diffusion process takes place. 

The result is that a product shipped 
to the United States that complies 
with U.S. marking requirements may 
violate EC law when shipped to any EC 
destination. The reason is that while 
the EC does not require marking, it 
does require that a product not be mis
labeled. To avoid violating EC member 
state law, the producer would have to 
remove the U.S.-required marking be
fore export from the United States. Re
moval of markings is costly and may 
be a violation of U.S. law. 

The elimination of the marking re
quirements of U.S. law for semiconduc
tors will resolve this problem, and will 
result in significant cost savings to the 
companies involved. Furthermore, 
country of origin markings serve pre
dominantly as a consumer protection 
measure. However, very few semi
conductors are sold at retail, and 
therefore consumer protection is not at 
issue. Purchasers of semiconductors, 
will, in most cases, still be able to de
termine the origin of the product by 
consulting the codes that most manu
facturers place on their products. 

This bill also eliminates the marking 
requirements for semiconductor con
tainers. This is as necessary and impor
tant as the elimination of the marking 
requirement for devices, since contain-

ers face the same problem as devices 
when shipped to the EC. 

Mr. President, this bill will be an im
portant cost-saving measure for semi
conductor companies such as Intel 
Corp., the second largest industrial em
ployer in my own State of Oregon, with 
4,100 fulltime employees currently, and 
more expected in the future. 

I would like to note, Mr. President, 
that this bill will not have a negative 
revenue impact. In fact, there may be a 
small revenue gain as a result of elimi
nating the need to enforce country of 
origin requirements with respect to 
these products. Finally, Mr. President, 
the administration supports this bill, 
and there is no known opposition to it 
in the industry. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the text of the bill be printed 
in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the bill was 
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as 
follows: 

s. 1767 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep

resentatives of the United States of America in 
Congress assembled, That section 304 of the 
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1304) is amend
ed-

(1) by striking out "Except as hereinafter 
provided," at the beginning of subsection (a) 
and inserting "Except as otherwise provided 
in this section,"; 

(2) by redesignating subsections (f), (g), and 
(h) as subsections (g), (h), and (i), respec
tively; and 

(3) by inserting after subsection (e) the fol
lowing new subsection: 

"(f) EXEMPTION FROM MARKING FOR SEMI
CONDUCTORS.-Articles provided for in head
ings 8541 and 8542 of the Harmonized Tariff 
Schedule of the United States and their con
tainers are exempt from the marking re
quirements of subsection (a)." 

By Ms. MIKULSKI: 
S. 1768. A bill to increase the amount 

of nonloan Federal student aid avail
able to low- and middle-income stu
dents; to make additional Federal 
loans available to middle-income fami
lies; and to simplify the Federal finan
cial aid application process for stu
dents attending institutions of higher 
education in the United States; to the 
Committee on Labor and Human Re
sources. 

WORKING FAMILIES COLLEGE COST RELIEF ACT 
Ms. MIKULSKI. Mr. President, I 

know the Senate is focusing very much 
on the Thomas nomination. Later on 
next week, I will declare my own posi
tion on the Thomas nomination. But 
since we are really talking about op
portunity, I think it is appropriate for 
me to bring to the attention of the 
Senate a bill that I am introducing 
today that deals with opportunity, the 
opportunity to seek higher education 
in this country and where the U.S. 
Government provides very important 
rungs on that ladder of opportunity or 
that opportunity structure. 

When people talk about the Amer
ican dream, they always talk about 

that within the context that the next 
generation does better than the cur
rent generation, and that part of the 
American dream is to be able to own a 
home and to go to school and to pursue 
individual excellence. 

Mr. President, you and I are from the 
background where we reject elitism, 
and we dedicate ourselves to the pur
suit of excellence and creating an op
portunity framework for others to pur
sue excellence. That is why I want to 
talk about revising the student loan 
program so it benefits more people, 
particularly the middle class. 

I believe the overriding purpose of a 
political party and also a democratic 
form of government in this country is 
to help all those who are middle class 
to do better, and for those who are not 
middle class to have an opportunity 
structure through their own sweat eq
uity to be able to become middle class. 

Mr. President, this spring I had the 
privilege to attend several high school 
graduations all across my own State. 
What a great feeling it was to watch 
those students march to the podium, 
their faces full of pride, their spirits 
full of hope, and their dad there with 
the video camera capturing that spe
cial moment in time; mom there with 
the Kleenex and all enjoying what it 
meant and talking about the future. 

But if you talk with those moms and 
dads in the supermarkets or out on the 
highways and byways of Maryland, if 
you talk to the kids when they are out 
there playing their sports or at their 
teenage dances, what they talk about 
is not only their happiness but their 
concerns for the future. 

One of their big concerns is how are 
they going to afford college. Parents 
say, how are we going to afford our 
children's higher education? And also 
the kids say that they are concerned 
about becoming tuition poor, often 
with mom and dad asking those ques
tions. 

These conversations I had with Mary
land families reaffirm my own opinion 
that the student financial aid system is 
not giving America and America's fam
ilies what we want and what we need. 

That is why today I am introducing 
the Working Family's College Cost Re
lief Act. My legislation will increase 
the amount of Federal student aid 
grants available to students from mid
dle-class families and those families 
who want to become middle class. It 
will make Federal loans available to 
more middle-income families which we 
now penalize. It will simplify financial 
eligibility formulas and simplify the fi
nancial application process. 

Mr. President, this legislation is 
needed because the current system has 
three flaws: It does not give help to 
people who need it; the process is too 
complicated; and the process does not 
consider the realities of today. 

Today, the Federal Student Aid Pro
gram is a prime example how the 
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flawed rules of Government penalize 
the good guys in our society, the peo
ple who get out there and work and 
save. The flawed rules of Government 
now penalize those who work, those 
who save, and those who try to prepare 
for the future. The Government now 
says no help to those very families who 
practice self-help. 

Far too often middle-class parents do 
not qualify for financial aid, one, be
cause they work hard-you have two 
people working within a family and 
their income exceeds the eligibility 
levels-or they have worked and they 
have now bought a home and that is 
counted as an asset, so luxurious that 
it takes you out of the student loan 
program or maybe they have a small 
business, maybe they are a dry cleaner, 
maybe they are a grocer like my dad 
was, or maybe they have a farm that 
has been in their family for three or 
four or five generations. 

Well, right now, Mr. President, a 
family with a combined income over 
$35,000 is not eligible for most student 
grants. That means if right now there 
is one member of the family out there 
making $25,000 a year and the other 
spouse is making $15,000, putting them 
over the $40,000 limit, it is tough luck 
for them, Mr. President. They are 
viewed as too rich to qualify for stu
dent loans. They might be, like my fa
ther said, rich but not wealthy. "We 
are rich because of our family name 
and family values." 

If that family has an asset, a home, a 
farm, it gets worse because the very 
value of that home or small business is 
added to the family income which 
knocks the family off the financial aid 
ladder. 

I want to reward families who save, I 
want to reward people who create jobs 
or harvest food on the family farm, 
harvest oysters out on the Chesapeake 
Bay by making it possible for their 
children to attend college and what
ever college they choose. 

Mr. President, you and I agree we 
have to start saying yes to the kids 
who say no. We need programs for the 
kids who say no to drugs, no to preg
nancy, but yes to homework, yes to 
going to school, yes to trying hard. Let 
us create an opportunity structure for 
those who have out there every day 
going to school, doing their homework, 
and how a.bout some reward for the 
kids who have perfect attendance even 
through they might not have perfect 
SAT scores. 

Government has now become an ob
stacle to opportunity. That is why my 
legislation raises the maximum Pell 
grant to $4,500 over the skimpy level it 
now has. It allows a family with an in
come of up to $75,000 to be eligible for 
the maximum amount of Federal loans, 
and my legisaltion removes from the 
calculations owning a home, owning a 
farm, or a small business. 

What we are going now is expanding 
the opportunity for middle class to par-

ticipate. My legislation also addresses 
the problem of regulations that are 
now so confusing and the forms so com
plicated they are a barricade. They 
simply are not user friendly. For some 
families completing financial aid forms 
is so discouraging they do not even try. 
All student aid forms will have to be in 
by November. Right now, all over the 
State of Maryland, people have re
ceived those forms. 

Well, Mr. President, they are telling 
me that it is just almost too much to 
get into it. They feel they need to hire 
accountants or financial advisers to 
get into it. And for those families who 
are not paperwork oriented, they put it 
aside. But when they put aside the pa
perwork, because we have made it so 
hard for them, they put aside the op
portunities for themselves, or their 
student, or put aside the paperwork 
which puts aside the opportunity for 
those children. 

That is why my legislation mandates 
the Department of Education to get rid 
of the multiple forms, come up with 
one simple form. If we have an easy tax 
form for eligible taxpayers, why can we 
not have an easy form for financial 
aid? 

Finally, the system does not recog
nize that the college population is dif
ferent. It does not take into consider
ation that often today's college stu
dent is older, has a full-time job, or 
often has a family of his or her own to 
take care of. Students further along in 
their lives have just as much need for 
help. That is why my legislation will 
help students who go to school part 
time. It redefines the independent stu
dent to make it easier for him to get 
help. It reduces the amount of savings 
from summer jobs a student must con
tribute to their education. 

Right now, when people look at the 
forms, they do not look at the kids and 
they do not look at the realities. Most 
often, for the kids in Maryland who 
may be working at Ocean City or work
ing at some diner, or elsewhere, it will 
just cover their book bill. If you go to 
buy a textbook on chemistry, it is $75. 
It is $100 for this, $100 for that. Some of 
those kids have to spend $800 to $1,000 
for the kind of textbooks they need. 
Mr. President, that is why summer job 
wages should not be treated in the 
same way as family wages. 

I know people are saying, well, Sen
ator, there you go, one great big pock
etful of good intentions. But how are 
we going to pay for it because we can
not back every good intention. 

Mr. President, I think that there is a 
way to do it. Let us reward. The way 
we can reward the good guys is let us 
go after the bad guys. Let us crack 
down on the student loan defaulters 
that do not keep their promise and de
fault on the student loans. We can ex
pand student a.id to middle-class fami
lies without taking from needy fami
lies, while recovering the thousands of 

dollars of student loans that go unpaid 
each year. 

My colleague on Government Affairs, 
Senator SAM NUNN, has just completed 
a whole review of the default process. 
He has come out with facts and figures 
that show if we go after the defaulters 
we can recapture as much as $2.5 bil
lion that would go right back into the 
kids who need it and will pay their 
bills. We can help students go to the 
good schools by closing down the fly
by-night schools that take the Govern
ment's money but do not provide a de
cent education for the children. 

I believe that when we make finan
cial aid more prudent and easier for the 
people who need it, we will be provid
ing what Government should do. Gov
ernment cannot guarantee an outcome 
nor should it, but it can guarantee an 
opportunity. 

Mr. President, that is what we need 
to do. If we get out there and listen to 
the realities of life rather than some 
Potomac think tank, we will be able to 
create that opportunity sturucture. 

When my legislation is passed I want 
to go back to those families of the high 
school graduates, tell them that we 
heard them, we understood them, and 
we have come up with an opportunity 
structure that enables them to benefit 
themselves and to benefit this country 
for the 21st century. 

I ask unanimous consent that the 
text of this legislation be printed in 
the RECORD and I look forward to addi
tional debate. 

There being no objection, the bill was 
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as 
follows: 

s. 1768 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep

resentatives of the United States of America in 
Congress assembled, 
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. 

This Act may be cited as the "Working 
Families College Cost Relief Act". 
SEC. 2. FINDINGS. 

The Congress finds that-
(1) the financial aid delivery system that 

confronts all college-bound youth and adults 
remains too complex, relies too heavily on 
loans as a means of aid, and leaves a large 
section of needy students (America's middle
income students) ineligible for aid; 

(2) more importantly, such complexity and 
reliance on the accumulation of debt to fi
nance an education serves as a significant 
barrier to access to higher education for a 
large portion of the potential student body, 
especially lower income students; 

(3) despite previous efforts by Congress to 
simplify the process, both the need analysis 
formulas and the application process remain 
unnecessarily complex, doing a great dis
service to low- and middle-income students; 

(4) the need analysts formulas are not ef
fective in providing financial aid assistance 
to middle-income students and their fami
lies; and 

(5) the application and reapplication proc
ess is an unnecessarily duplicative and bur
densome process for students and their fami
lies. 
SEC. 3. PURPOSE. 

It is the purpose of this Act to-
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(1) increase the amount of non-loan Fed

eral student aid available to low- and mid
dle-income students; 

(2) make additional Federal loans available 
to middle-income families; 

(3) combine the two eligibility determina
tion formulas into one simple formula; and 

(4) simplify the Federal financial aid appli
cation and reapplication process for students 
attending institutions of higher education in 
the United States. 
SEC. 4. AMOUNT OF PELL GRANTS. 

Section 411 of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1070a) is 
amended by amending subsection (b) to read 
as follows: 

"(b) AMOUNT OF GRANTS.-
"(!) IN GENERAL.-(A) The amount of a 

basic grant for a student eligible under this 
subpart in each fiscal year shall be such stu
dent's cost of attendance (as defined in sec
tion 411F(5)) minus the expected family con
tribution determined in accordance with this 
subpart with respect to such student for such 
year. 

"(B) In any case where a student attends 
an institution of higher education on less 
than a full-time basis during an academic 
year the amount of the basic grant to which 
that student is entitled shall be reduced in 
proportion to the degree to which that stu
dent is not so attending on a full-time basis, 
in accordance with a schedule of reductions 
established by the Secretary for this purpose 
and published in the Federal Register. No 
basic grant shall be awarded under this sub
part to any student who is attending on less 
than a half-time basis. 

"(2) MAXIMUM AMOUNT,:___The maximum 
amount of a basic grant under this subpart 
shall be $4,500 for award year 1992-1993 and 
succeeding award years.". 
SEC. 5. TREATMENT OF NONLIQUID ASSETS. 

Subsection (g) of section 411B of the Act (20 
U.S.C. 1070a-2(g)) is amended-

(!) by striking paragraph (1); 
(2) by redesignating paragraphs (2), (3), (4), 

(5) and (6), as paragraphs (1), (2), (3), (4) and 
(5), respectively; 

(3) by amending paragraph (2) (as redesig
nated in paragraph (2)) to read as follows: 

"(2)(A) If the parental assets include busi
ness assets deduct $80,000, except that paren
tal assets shall not include assets from a 
small business. If the subtraction required 
by the preceding sentence of this paragraph 
produces a negative number, the amount de
termined under this paragraph shall be zero. 

"(B) For the purpose of this paragraph the 
term 'small business' means a business con
cern with assets of less than $1,000,000."; 

(4) in paragraph (3) (as redesignated in 
paragraph (2)), by striking "paragraphs (1) 
and (2)" and inserting "paragraph (1)"; and 

(5) in paragraph (4) (as redesignated in 
paragraph (2)), by striking "paragraphs (1), 
(2), and (3)" and inserting "paragraphs (1) 
and (2)". 
SEC. 8. PELL GRANT DEFINITIONS. 

(a) IN GENERAL.-Section 411F of the Act 
(20 U.S.C. 1070a--6) is amended-

(1) by amending paragraph (5) to read as 
follows: 

"(5) The term 'cost of attendance'-
"(A) for purposes of subpart 1 of part A, 

mean&-
"(i) the tuition and uniform compulsory 

fees normally charged a full-time student at 
the institution at which the student is in at
tendance for any award year (except that 
such amount shall be decreased in proportion 
to the degree to which a student does not at
tend on a full-time basis in accordance a 
schedule developed by the Secretary); plus 

"(11)(I) in the case of less than half-time 
students (as determined by the institution), 
an allowance for only books, supplies, and 
transportation (as determined by the institu
tion) and dependent care expenses (in accord
ance with clause (iii)); 

"(II) in the case of a student without de
pendents residing at home with parents, an 
allowance for room and board costs, books, 
supplies, transportation, and miscellaneous 
expenses incurred by each student which 
shall not exceed $2,150; 

"(ill) in the case of all other students, an 
allowance for room and board costs, books, 
supplies, transportation, and miscellaneous 
expenses incurred by the student which shall 
not exceed $3,350; 

"(IV) an allowance for child care which 
shall not exceed $1,000; and 

"(V) an allowance for the costs of special 
services and equipment required for attend
ance by the handicapped that are not pro
vided by other assisting agencies; 
except that, if the maximum award under 
this subpart is less than or greater than 
$2,300, then the dollar amounts specified in 
subclauses (I) and (II) shall be increased or 
decreased by an amount equal to the amount 
by which such maximum award is greater 
than or less than $2,300, respectively; and 

"(B) for purposes of this title except for 
subpart 1 of part A, is set forth in section 
472."; 

(2) in subparagraph (A) of paragraph (8)
(A) by amending clause (i) to read as fol

lows: 
"(i) If both parents were employed in the 

year for which their income is reported and 
both have their incomes reported in deter
mining the expected family contribution, 
such allowance is equal to the lesser of $2,100 
or 35 percent of the earned income of the par
ent with the lesser earned income"; 

(B) by amending clause (ii) to read as fol
lows: 

"(11) If a parent qualifies as a head of 
household as defined in section 2 of the In
ternal Revenue Code of 1986, such allowance 
is equal to the lesser of $2,100 or 35 percent of 
such parent's earned income."; and 

(C) by inserting at the end thereof the fol
lowing new clause: 

"(iii) For any award year after award year 
1987-1988, this subparagraph shall be applied 
by increasing the dollar amount specified in 
clauses (i) and (ii) to reflect increases in the 
amount and percent of the Bureau of Labor 
Standards budget of the marginal costs for 
meals away from home, apparel and upkeep, 
transportation, and housekeeping services 
for a two-worker or a one-worker family, 
whichever is applicable."; 

(3) by amending paragraph (12) to read as 
follows: 

"(12) The term 'independent', when used 
with respect to a student, means any individ
ual who-

"(A) is 24 years of age or older by Decem
ber 31 of the first calendar year of the award 
year; 

"(B) is an orphan or is or has been a ward 
of the court; 

"(C) is a veteran of the Armed Forces of 
the United States; 

"(D) is a graduate or professional student; 
"(E) is married or has legal dependents; or 
"(F) is a student for whom a financial aid 

administrator makes a documented deter
mination of independence by reason of other 
unusual circumstances."; 

(4) by amending subparagraph (A) of para
graph (16) to read as follows: 

"(A) The term 'unusual medical and dental 
expenses' means the amount by which the 

sum of unreimbursed medical and dental ex
penses, including medical insurance pre
miums, exceeds 5 percent of the total income 
of the parents."; 

(5) by adding at the end the following new 
paragraphs: 

"(18) The term 'allowance for social secu
rity taxes' means the amount earned by each 
parent multiplied by the social security 
withholding rate appropriate to the tax year 
of the earnings, except that such allowance 
shall not exceed the maximum statutory so
cial security tax withholding amount for 
such tax year. 

"(19) The term 'displaced homemaker' 
means an individual who-

"(A) has not worked in the labor force for 
a substantial number of years but has, dur
ing such years, worked in the home provid
ing unpaid services for family members; 

"(B)(i) has been dependent on public assist
ance or on the income of another family 
member but is no longer supported by that 
income; or 

"(ii) is receiving public assistance on ac
count of dependent children in the home; and 

"(C) is unemployed or underemployed and 
is experiencing difficulty in obtaining or up
grading employment.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-
(!) DISPLACED HOMEMAKER.-Sections 

411B(g)(l), 411B(l), 411C(f)(l) and 411D(f)(3) of 
the Act are each amended by striking 
"480(e)" and inserting "411F(19)". 

(2) NEEDS ANALYSIS.-Sections 413A(a), 
413B(l)(A), 413D(d)(2)(B), 428(a)(2)(B), 
442(d)(2)(B), 442(d)(3)(B), 443(b)(3), 462(d)(2)(B), 
462(d)(3)(B), 464(b)(l) and 483(b) of the Act are 
each amended by striking "part F" and in
serting "sections 411A through 411F". 

(3) COST OF ATTENDANCE.-Section 472 is 
amended in the matter preceding paragraph 
(1) by striking "section 478" and inserting 
"section 411E". 

(4) REPEALERS.-Sections 474, 475, 476, 477 
and 480 of the Act are each repealed. 

(5) SIMPLIFIED NEEDS TEST.-Section 
479(b)(6) of the Act is amended-

(A) by striking "475(c)(2)" and inserting 
"411B(d)(2)(B)"; 

(B) by striking "477(b)(2)" and inserting 
"411C(c)(2)(B)"; and 

(C) by striking "476(b)(2)" and inserting 
"411D(c)(2)(B)". 

(6) ADVISORY COMMITTEE.-Section 491(d)(l) 
of the Act is amended by striking "and part 
F of this title". 
SEC. 7. INTEREST COST REDUCI'ION AND INCOME 

CAP FOR LOANS. 
Paragraph (2) of section 428(a) of the Act 

(20 U.S.C. 1078(a)(2)) is amended-
(!) in clause (11) of subparagraph (C)-
(A) by inserting "except as provided in sub

paragraph (G)," before "the determination"; 
and 

(B) by inserting "and a mandatory self
help amount of $500)" before the period at 
the end thereof; and 

(2) by adding at the end thereof the follow
ing new subparagraph: 

"(G) Notwithstanding any other provision 
of this Act, if the total family income of a 
student is not more than $75,000 then the stu
dent or parent shall be eligible to borrow an 
amount not to exceed the maximum loan 
amount in accordance with part B.". 
SEC. 8. GRANTS FOR WORK-STUDY PROGRAMS. 

Paragraph (4) of section 443(b) of the Act 
(20 U.S.C. 2753) is amended by inserting 
"need-based" after "derived from any". 
SEC. 9. REGULATIONS; UPDATED TABLES. 

Section 478 of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1087rr) is 
amended-

(1) in subparagraph (A) of subsection (a)(l), 
by striking "(e)" and inserting "(f)"; 
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(2) by redesignating subsections (e) and (f), 

as subsections (f) and (g), respectively; and 
(3) by inserting after subsection (d) the fol

lowing new subsection: 
"(e) For each academic year after aca

demic year 1992-1993, the Secretary shall 
publish in the Federal Register revised ad
justed gross income levels for eligibility 
under subsections (a) and (c) of section 479 by 
increasing each dollar amount that refers to 
adjusted gross income in such subsections by 
a percentage equal to the estimated percent
age increase in the Consumer Price Index (as 
determined by the Secretary after consulta
tion with the Advisory Committee on Stu
dent Financial Assistance) between Decem
ber 1992 and the next December preceding the 
beginning of such academic year, rounded to 
the nearest $500.". 
SEC. 10. SIMPUFIED NEEDS TEST. 

Section 479 of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1087ss) is 
amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 479. SIMPLIFIED NEEDS TEST. 

"(a) APPLICABILITY TO ALL TITLE IV PRO
GRAMS.-Except as provided in subsection (c), 
the Secretary shall use a simplified needs 
analysis for any provision of this title based 
upon the elements set forth in subsection (b) 
for the calculation of the expected family 
contribution for families-

"(!) who have adjusted gross incomes 
which are equal to or less than $30,000 per 
year; and 

"(2) who file a form 1040A or 1040EZ pursu
ant to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, or 
are not required to file pursuant to such 
Code. 

"(b) ELEMENTS IN TESTS.-The elements to 
be used for the simplified needs analysis 
are-

" ( 1) adjusted gross income; 
"(2) Federal taxes paid; 
"(3) untaxed income and benefits; 
"(4) the number of family members; 
"(5) the number of family members in post

secondary education; and 
"(6) an allowance for-
"(A) State and other taxes, as defined in 

section 475(c)(2) for dependent students and 
in section 477(b)(2) for independent students 
with dependents; or 

"(B) State and local income taxes as de
fined in section 476(b)(2) for independent stu
dents without dependents. 

"(c) SPECIAL TREATMENT OF CERTAIN Low
INCOME STUDENTS AND AFDC RECIPIENTS.
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, 
the expected family contribution shall be 
zero for the purpose of awarding assistance 
under parts A (other than subpart 3 of part 
A), and parts B, C and E for-

"(1) any applicant receiving aid to families 
with dependent children under part A of title 
IV of the Social Security Act; or 

"(2) any applicant who is a dependent stu
dent whose parents' adjusted gross income 
does not exceed $15,000. 

"(d) SIMPLIFIED APPLICATION FORM.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary shall de

velop and use a simplified application form 
as part of the common financial reporting 
form prescribed in section 483(a) for families 
described in this section who qualify for the 
use of a simplified needs analysis or a zero 
family contribution. 

"(2) REDUCED DATA REQUIREMENTS.-The 
simplified application form shall reflect the 
reduced data requirements under subsection 
(b) and this subsection.". 
SEC. 11. DISCRETION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL 

AID ADMINISTRATORS. 
Section 479A of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1087tt) is 

amended-
(!) by amending subsection (c) to read as 

follows: 

"( C) ADJUSTMENTS FOR INDEPENDENT STU
DENTS WITH DEPENDENTS.-A student finan
cial aid administrator shall be considered to 
be making a necessary adjustment in accord
ance with subsection (a) if the administrator 
determines that the cost of attendance de
scribed in section 472 should include costs of 
food and shelter for dependent care when the 
income for independent students with de
pendents is less than the standard mainte
nance allowance as defined in section 
477(b)(4). "; and 

(2) by inserting at the end thereof the fol
lowing new subsection: 

"(d) ExAMPLES.-The examples described in 
subsections (b) and (c) are examples of the 
type of adjustment which financial aid ad
ministrators are authorized to make under 
subsection (a), and shall not be considered to 
be the only adjustment that is so author
ized.". 
SEC. 12. FORMS AND REGULATIONS. 

Subsection (a) of section 483 of the Act (20 
U.S.C. 1090(a)) is amended-

(!) by redesignating paragraphs (2), (3), (4) 
and (5) as paragraphs (3), (4), (5) and (6), re
spectively; and 

(2) by inserting after paragraph (1) the fol
lowing new paragraph: 

"(2) STREAMLINED REAPPLICATION 
PROJECT .-(A) The Secretary shall develop a 
streamlined process for applicants who re
apply for financial aid funds under this title 
in academic years subsequent to the initial 
year in which such applicants apply for such 
funds. 

"(B) The Secretary shall develop appro
priate mechanisms to support such 
reapplication. 

"(C) The Secretary shall determine, in co
operation with institutions, agencies and or
ganizations involved in student financial as
sistance, the data elements that may be up
dated from the previous academic year's ap
plication. 

"(D) Nothing in this title shall be inter
preted as limiting the authority of the Sec
retary to reduce the number of data ele
ments required of reapplicants.". 

By Mr. LEVIN: 
S. 1769. A bill to amend the Internal 

Revenue Code of 1986 to exclude from 
gross income payments which are ac
counted for by a State in determining 
State foster care payments and to 
amend the Tax Reform Act of 1986 to 
make certain changes in the treatment 
of foster care payments retroactive to 
1979; to the Committee on Finance. 

TAX TREATMENT OF FOSTER CARE PAYMENTS 
• Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, today I 
am introducing legislation to amend 
section 131 of the U.S. Tax Code to 
clarify the tax treatment of foster care 
payments. Section 131 provides that, as 
a general rule, qualified foster care 
payments are excluded from the defini
tion of gross income for tax purposes. 
A qualified foster care payment is de
fined as a payment made by a State or 
child placement agency which is "paid 
to the foster care provider for caring 
for a qualified foster individual in the 
foster care provider's home, or a dif
ficulty of care payment. 

An issue has arisen, however, over 
whether section 131 also covers a pay
ment made to a foster parent on behalf 
of a foster child if that payment actu-

ally comes from a Federal agency-like 
the Social Security Administration-in 
lieu of payment from a State agency. 
Such a situation may arise for exam
ple, when a State makes a foster par
ent the representative payee of a foster 
child for purposes of receiving supple
mental security income [SS!], having 
the SSI check mailed directly to the 
foster parent and reducing the State's 
foster payment to the parent by the 
same amount. 

Since the SSI payment in such a sit
uation is really just a different way for 
the State to pay the foster parent the 
full amount of the foster payment, it is 
only logical that it should be included 
within the definition of a qualified fos
ter care payment and excludable from 
the definition of gross income. How
ever, because of the way section 131 is 
written-payment from a State agency 
or a child placement agency-the Inter
nal Revenue Service [IRS] has been un
willing to adopt such a policy. Accord
ingly, my bill would amend section 131 
to broaden the definition of a foster 
care payment to specifically include 
those which are "paid by the Federal 
Government and taken into account 
by" the State or political subdivision 
as a foster care payment. 

The need for this amendment arises 
from the experience of two Michigan 
foster care families who received SSI 
payments for their special needs chil
dren directly from the Federal Govern
ment. These were exceptional families 
who over the years cared for more than 
100 physically and emotionally disabled 
children-children who would other
wise end up in institutions. 

The State of Michigan follows two 
different approaches to paying foster 
parents. One Michigan agency serves as 
the representative payee of foster chil
dren who receive SSI payments. The 
SSI payments are sent to the State of 
Michigan, and in a separate trans
action, the Michigan agency sends the 
foster care payment to the foster par
ents, not specifically identifying the 
SSI benefit but folding it into the over
all foster care payment. Another 
Michigan agency, however, has decided 
to let the foster parents themselves 
serve as the representative payees and 
have the SSI payments sent to the fos
ter parents directly. This agency, then, 
supplements the foster parents with 
the difference between the State's 
agreed-upon foster care payment and 
the amount of the SSI payment and 
sends that portion separately, from the 
State, to the foster parents. Thus, al
though you have foster parents provid
ing the very same service in the very 
same context, you can have two dif
ferent forms of payment. And in one 
form, the ms says the foster payment 
is not taxable; in the other, the IRS 
has claimed it is taxable. That doesn't 
make sense. 

Because of that IRS interpretation, 
these two families were assessed sig-
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nificant back taxes and penalties. The 
IRS held to this position despite the 
objections of the families and my staff. 
Due to the back taxes and penal ties 
imposed on these families by the IRS, 
the families withdrew from the foster 
care program causing a great loss to 
their foster children as well as to the 
foster care program. After a 6-year bat
tle with the IRS-and the lack of co
operation by the IRS was astounding
! finally had to obtain passage of a pri
vate relief bill to reimburse these fami
lies for the money they had lost. 

Through the passage of the private 
relief bill, I was able to address this 
particular injustice. Thus, I was finally 
able to right this wrong for these two 
exceptional families. One of the fami
lies, I might add, has said they will use 
the reimbursement from the private re
lief bill to open a day care center for 
handicapped children. 

However, until this problem is re
solved in the Tax Code, foster parents 
who serve as representative payees for 
their faster children will remain in 
doubt as to their tax liability. And 
that is a disservice to those foster par
ents, their foster children, and our fos
ter care program as a whole. 

To demonstrate the importance of re
solving this issue, I ask unanimous 
consent that a letter I received from 
the Michigan Residential Care Associa
tion dated March 3, 1989, be put in the 
record following the text of the bill. In 
this letter, the Michigan Residential 
Care Association is asking me what the 
final IRS interpretation is on the tax 
treatment of these SS! benefits
whether the issue has been resolved. 
Unfortunately, I was not able to give 
them a positive answer, and until this 
bill is passed, the problem will remain. 

With the current overburdened state 
of our foster care system, we cannot af
ford to deter prospective foster parents 
or lose those already providing this 
needed service due to on-going ambigu
ity regarding the tax treatment of fos
ter care payments. I ask my colleagues 
to support passage of this important 
legislation and in doing so, support 
those dedicated, caring individuals who 
serve as foster parents to children in 
need. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the text of my bill and the 
letter mentioned earlier be printed in 
the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the mate
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

s. 1769 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep

resentatives of the United States of America in 
Congress assembed, 
SECTION 1. CERTAIN FOSTER CARE PAYMENTS 

EXCLUDED FROM GROSS INCOME. 
(a) TREATMENT OF PAYMENTS.-Subpara

graph (A) of section 131(b)(l) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986 (defining qualified fos
ter care payment) is amended to read as fol
lows: 

"(A) which is-

"(i) paid by a State or political subdivision 
thereof or a placement agency which is de
scribed in section 501(c)(3) and exempt from 
tax under section 501(a), or 

"(ii) paid by the Federal Government and 
taken into account by such State, political 
subdivision, or placement agency in deter
mining the amount of a payment decribed in 
clause (i), and". 

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE; WAIVER.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-The amendment made by 

this subsection shall apply as if included in 
the amendments made by section 1707(a) of 
the Tax Reform Act of 1986. 

(2) WAIVER OF STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS.-ln 
the case of any taxable year ending before 
the date of the enactment of this Act--

(A) the period for claiming a credit or re
fund of any overpayment of tax resulting 
from the application of the amendment made 
by this section shall not expire before the 
date which is 2 years after the date of the en
actment of this Act, and 

(B) if, after the application of subpara
graph (A), credit or refund of any overpay
ment of tax resulting from the application of 
the amendment made by this section is pre
vented at any time before the close of such 
2-year period by the operation of any law or 
rule of law (including res judicata), credit or 
refund of such overpayment (to the extent 
attributable to the application of the amend
ment made by this section) may, neverthe
less, be made or allowed if claim therefor is 
filed before the close of such 2-year period. 

MICHIGAN RESIDENTIAL 

Hon. CARL LEVIN' 

CARE ASSOCIATION, 
Livonia, MI, March 3, 1989. 

U.S. Senate, Russell Senate Office Building, 
Washington, DC. 

DEAR SENATOR LEVIN: I am writing to you 
on behalf of Michigan Residential Care Asso
ciation and our 3,200 members. In the past 
you have been helpful in gaining clarifica
tion for us concerning Internal Revenue Code 
Section 131. The purpose of this letter is to 
obtain further clarification of this Section 
on behalf of our members. 

In regard to IRC Section 131, I need to 
know the answer to the following questions: 

1. Under Section 131 can an adult foster 
care provider, or child care provider, who 
provides care for five or less residents, ex
clude from gross income the entire supple
mental security income (SSI) amount of 
$475.50 which was the 1988 reimbursement 
rate. This money is paid by check from the 
state of Michigan. The U.S. Federal Govern
ment and the state of Michigan contribute to 
this SSI amount. Michigan's contribution in 
1988 was $157.50. Is the entire amount of 
$475.50 excluded or just the state portion of 
$157.50? 

2. IRC Section 13lb(3) provides that "in the 
case of a foster home in which there is a 
qualified foster care individual who has at
tained the age of 19, foster care payments 
(other than difficulty of care payments) for 
any period to which such payment relate 
shall not be excluded from gross income 
under subsection (A) to the extent that such 
payments are made for more than 5 such 
qualified foster individuals." Does this lan
guage mean that if a foster care home pro
vides services to more than 5 qualified foster 
individuals (in other words 6 or more) negate 
a foster care provider from excluding such 
SSI payment entirely? Or does this language 
means that a foster care provider may ex
clude the SSI payments up to 5 qualified fos
ter individuals and any individuals that they 
provide service to will not be entitled to the 
exclusion from gross income? 

3. IRC Section 131(c)(2) provides that "in 
the case of any foster home, difficulty of 
care payments for any period to which such 
payments relate shall be excludable from 
gross income under subsection (a) to the ex
tent such payments are made for more 
than-(a) ten qualified foster individuals who 
have not attained the age of 19, and (b) five 
qualified foster individuals not described in 
subparagraph (A)." Does this language mean 
to say that if a foster care provider under (A) 
(B) provide services to more than ten quali
fied foster individuals who have not attained 
age 19 or five qualified foster individuals not 
described in subparagraph (A) are not enti
tled to the exclusion for difficulty of care 
payments? 

Your anticipated cooperation in obtaining 
an immediate response to these questions 
would greatly be appreciated. If I may be 
able to supply any other information or help 
to you, please do not hesitate to call me. 

Sincerely, 
MARK W. FOSDICK, J.D., 

Vice-President.• 

By Mr. DASCHLE: 
S. 1770. A bill to convey certain sur

plus real property located in the Black 
Hills National Forest to the Black 
Hills Workshop and Training Center, 
and for other purposes; to the Commit
tee on Energy and Natural Resources. 

CONVEYANCE OF CERTAIN LANDS 
•Mr. DASCHLE. Mr. President, I rise 
today to introduce legislation to au
thorize the conveyance of surplus prop
erty located in the Black Hills Na
tional Forest to the Black Hills Work
shop and Training Center. This trans
action is fully supported by the Forest 
Service, Black Hills Workshop and 
Training Center and the city of Rapid 
City, and I hope it will receive timely 
consideration in the Senate. 

First, let me relay some history on 
the Black Hills Workshop and Training 
Center. It is a nationally accredited 
private, nonprofit corporation estab
lished in 1958. The Black Hills Work
shop provides quality service to over 
300 individuals with developmental dis
abilities, learning disabilities, head 
trauma, chronic mental illness, phys
ical disabilities, and other severe dis
abilities. Their programs include resi
dential services, vocational training 
services, and job placement. The Black 
Hills Workshop has made a tremendous 
difference in the lives of many handi
capped individuals and their families. 

The Black Hills Workshop has been 
planning their facilities since 1989. 
They now have a waiting list of over 60 
adults with disabilities and must ex
pand in order to accommodate these 
people. 

The Black Hills National Forest owns 
land contiguous to the Black Hills 
Workshop and has been very supportive 
of the workshop's effort to obtain this 
surplus land and meet their expansion 
needs. The Black Hills Workshop needs 
approximately 2114 acres of this surplus 
land. This legislation would authorize 
the Secretary of Agriculture to convey 
this land to the Black Hills Workshop 
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and Training Center at a mutually 
agreed upon price. 

For the individuals who rely on the 
services of the Black Hills Workshop, 
this legislation is absolutely essential. 
The acquisition of this small amount of 
land wm allow the Black Hills Work
shop to expand and continue to provide 
the quality service they have provided 
for the past 32 years. 

Mr. President, I urge my colleagues 
to join me in support of this b111, and 
ask unanimous consent to have the full 
text of the b111 printed in the RECORD. 

There being no objection, the b111 was 
ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as 
follows: 

s. 1770 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep

resentatives of the United States of America in 
Congress assembled, 
SECTION 1. CONVEYANCE TO BLACK HILLS 

WORKSHOP AND TRAINING CENTER. 
(A) IN GENERAL.-Notwithstanding the 

Federal Property and Administrative Serv
ices Act of 1949 (40 U.S.C. 471 et seq.), the 
Secretary of Agriculture shall convey to the 
Black Hills Workshop and Training Center, 
Inc., of Rapid City, South Dakota, at a price 
to be mutually agreed on, certain surplus 
real property located in the Blacks Hills Na
tional Forest and described in subsection (b). 

(b) DESCRIPTION.-The real property re
ferred to in subsection (a) is located in Sec
tion 4, T .IN., R. 7E, BHM, Rapid City, Pen
nington County, South Dakota, and consists 
of that portion of Lot 3 that has been de
clared surplus and one and one-half acres of 
Lot 2 from the southern boundary to a line 
200 feet north of the southern boundary, as 
depicted on a map prepared by Fish Engi
neering Inc. and approved by the Forest 
Service on October 2, 1990.• 

By Mr. LUGAR (for himself, Mr. 
McCONNELL, Mr. GRASSLEY, and 
Mr. COATS): 

S. 1771. A b111 to extend to 1991 crops 
the disaster assistance provisions of 
the Food, Agriculture, Conservation, 
and Trade Act of 1990; to the Com.mi t
tee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and For
estry. 

EXTENSION OF EMERGENCY CROP LOSS 
ASSISTANCE 

• Mr. LUGAR. Mr. President, today, I 
introduce legislation which wm partly 
offset the severe economic losses suf
fered by many U.S. farmers and ranch
ers this year because of damaging 
weather. This legislation is the result 
of intensive consultation with my col
leagues and the administration. The 
bill fits within the $1 b111ion in avail
able funds that have been identified by 
the President for agricultural disaster 
assistance. 

Most of us know that drought, flood
ing and freeze have done considerable 
damage to various parts of the Nation 
this year. Though this year's disaster 
has not been as widespread as the 1988 
drought, it has caused damage in some 
areas that is even more severe than 
1988. 

Those areas include Indiana. It is es
timated that a majority of Indiana 
counties have suffered crop losses in 

excess of 35 percent. Ninety-one of the 
92 counties in my State have been de
clared disaster areas, and are eligible 
for emergency loans. Purdue Univer
sity economists estimate that 1991 net 
farm income in Indiana will fall $300 
million for corn, $80 million for soy
beans and $20 million for wheat. In ad
dition, there will be equally significant 
losses in forage crops and other com
modities. 

Secretary Madigan has been most 
forthcoming in moving quickly to im
plement existing disaster assistance 
programs, and I thank him for that. 
Unfortunately, this year's disaster has 
pointed out the continued failure of 
Federal crop insurance to become a 
viable risk management tool for most 
producers. Fewer than 20 percent of eli
gible acres are insured in Indiana, and 
the situation is not much different in 
most other States. Thus, we cannot de
pend on crop insurance indemnities 
alone to provide coverage against ad
verse weather events that are both un
foreseeable and completely outside the 
control of farmers. It is in this context 
that the Congress and the administra
tion have always felt it appropriate to 
provide some cushion against severe 
weather. Many people have hoped Fed
eral crop insurance would become that 
cushion; more and more people are 
reaching the conclusion, however, that 
crop insurance in its present form is a 
failed experiment. 

Last year, I introduced legislation, 
with the support of the President, 
which would have privatized crop in
surance and created a permanent disas
ter payment system. The Congress did 
not adopt this proposal; instead, in last 
year's farm b111, we authorized 1990-
crop disaster payments but did not 
fund them. No similar authorizations 
were provided for the 1991 crop. 

The b111 I introduce today provides a 
system of disaster payments similar in 
structure to the legislation of 1988 and 
1989. Producers would be eligible for 
payments if they suffered qualifying 
losses in excess of 45 percent (or 40 per
cent if they had purchased crop insur
ance), and the losses beyond this 
threshold would be compensated at 50 
percent of an established payment rate. 
This rate would be the target price for 
program crop participants, the loan 
rate for nonparticipants, and various 
market price indexes for producers of 
other crops. Producers who suffered 
losses in both 1990 and 1991 would be el
igible to receive payments for either 
year, but not both. 

Those who are familiar with the loss 
thresholds and payment rates in prior 
years will recognize that this bill 
strives to accommodate itself to the 
amount of funds that are available. In 
1988, widespread drought sent crop 
prices sharply higher, creating savings 
in farm subsidy programs that we were 
able to rechannel into disaster pay
ments. This year, prices have remained 

at fairly low levels. It is my judgment 
that some savings may well occur, 
compared to USDA and CBO's Feb
ruary estimates of farm program 
spending. These savings, however, will 
not be of such a magnitude as to allow 
us to duplicate the 1988 program. The 
program created by this b111 com
pensates losses less fully than in 1988, 
and farmers need to understand that. I 
believe most farmers and ranchers are 
well aware of the severe limits imposed 
on new spending-and properly so-by 
last year's budget agreement. 

After long deliberations with both 
appropriating and authorizing commit
tees on both sides of Capitol Hill, the 
administration has identified $1 billion 
of offsets, out of which disaster pro
gram spending can be accommodated. 
USDA certifies that the bill I introduce 
today fits within those guidelines. It 
will allow the appropriating commit
tees to proceed with their urgent work 
under a definite set of programmatic 
guidelines, and from that standpoint is 
absolutely essential if we are to pro
vide quick relief to hard-hit producers. 

Unfortunately, some in Congress 
have held out for more spending than 
the administration has been able to 
identify. It is always tempting to spend 
more rather than less, but I do not be
lieve farmers are well-served by delays 
in enacting disaster legislation, in the 
probably vain hope that we can find 
enough offsets to spend nearly twice as 
much as the administration wants. 

This legislation is urgent. Time is of 
the essence, and I hope Congress will 
act quickly to pass this bill. 

I ask unanimous consent that the bill 
and bill summary be printed in the 
RECORD. 

There being no objection, the mate
rial was ordered to be printed in the 
RECORD, as follows: 

s. 1771 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 

Representatives of the United States of America 
in Congress assembled. 
SECTION 1. EXTENSION OF EMERGENCY CROP 

LOSS ASSISTANCE TO 1991 CROPS. 
(a) ExTENSION OF ASSISTANCE TO 1991 

CROPS.-Chapter 3 of subtitle B of title XXII 
of the Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and 
Trade Act of 1990 (7 U.S.C. 1421note;104 Stat. 
3962) is amended to read as follows: 

"CHAPTER 3-EMERGENCY CROP LOSS 
ASSISTANCE 

"SEC. 2240. SHORT TITI..E. 
"This chapter may be cited as the 'Agricul

tural Disaster Assistance Act'. 
"Subchapter A-Annual Crops 

"SEC. 2241. PAYMENTS TO PROGRAM PARTICI· 
PANTS FOR TARGET PRICE COM· 
MODITIES. 

"(a) DISASTER PAYMENTS-
"(l) IN GENERAL.-Effective only for pro

ducers on a farm who entered into a contract 
to participate in the production adjustment 
program established under the Agricultural 
Act of 1949 (7 U.S.C. 1421 et seq.) for an eligi
ble crop of wheat, feed grains, upland cotton, 
extra long staple cotton, or rice, except as 
otherwise provided in this subsection, if the 
Secretary determines that, because of dam-
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aging weather or related condition, the total 
quantity of the crop of the commodity that 
the producers are able to harvest on the farm 
is less than the result of multiplying 55 per
cent (or in the case of producers who ob
tained crop insurance for the crop, 60 per
cent) of the farm program payment yield es
tablished by the Secretary for the crop by 
the sum of the acreage planted for harvest 
and the acreage prevented from being plant
ed (because of damaging weather or related 
condition) to the crop on the farm, as deter
mined by the Secretary, the Secretary shall 
make a disaster payment available to the 
producers as provided in this subsection. 

"(2) PAYMENTS.-
"(A) PAYMENTS FOR PAYMENT ACRES.-
"(i) ASSIGNMENT OF LOSS.-Except as pro

vided in subparagraph (C), in making pay
ments available under this subsection, the 
Secretary shall assign any deficiency in pro
duction of the eligible crop by producers to 
payment acres for the crop based on the 
ratio the payment acres for the crop on the 
farm bears to the total acres planted for har
vest and prevented from being planted to the 
crop (because of damaging weather or relat
ed condition). 

" (11) PAYMENT RATE.-The Secretary shall 
make a payment available to producers for 
the deficiency in production for the crop as
signed to payment acres at a rate equal to 50 
percent of the established price for the crop 
for any deficiency in production greater than 
45 percent (or, in the case of producers who 
obtained crop insurance for the crop of the 
commodity under the Federal Crop Insur
ance Act (7 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.), 40 percent) 
for the crop. 

"(B) PAYMENTS FOR NONPAYMENT ACRES.
"(1) ASSIGNMENT OF LOSS.-Except as pro

vided in subparagraph (C), in making pay
ments available under this subsection, the 
Secretary shall assign the deficiency in pro
duction of the eligible crop by producers to 
nonpayment acres for the crop based on the 
ratio the nonpayment acres for the crop on 
the farm bears to the total acres planted for 
harvest and prevented from being planted to 
the crop (because of damaging weather or re
lated condition). 

"(11) PAYMENT RATE.-The Secretary shall 
make a payment available to producers for 
the deficiency in production for the crop as
signed to nonpayment acres at a rate equal 
to 50 percent of the loan rate for the crop for 
any deficiency in production greater than 45 
percent (or, in the case of producers who ob
tained crop insurance for the crop of the 
commodity under the Federal Crop Insur
ance Act, 40 percent) for the crop. 

"(C) PAYMENTS FOR EXTRA LONG STAPLE 
CO'M'ON AND PRODUCERS OF WHEAT, FEED 
GRAINS, UPLAND CO'M'ON, OR RICE DURING A 
CROP YEAR PRIOR TO 1991.-The Secretary shall 
make a payment under this subsection avail
able to producers of an eligible crop of extra 
long staple cotton and an eligible crop of 
wheat, feed grains, upland cotton, or rice 
that is prior to the 1991 crop at a rate equal 
to 50 percent of the established price for the 
crop for any deficiency in production greater 
than 45 percent (or, in the case of producers 
who obtained crop insurance for the crop of 
the commodity under the Federal Crop In
surance Act, 40 percent) for the crop. 

"(D) LIMITATION.-Payments shall be made 
available to producers under this section 
only if the Secretary determines that--

"(i) the producer entered into a contract to 
participate in the production adjustment 
program for the eligible crop of wheat, feed 
grains, upland cotton, extra long staple cot
ton, or rice; and 

"(11) the producer is in compliance with the 
contract.". 

" (3) OTHER PROVISIONS.-
"(A) DEFINITIONS.-As used in this section: 
"(i) NONPAYMENT ACRES.-The term 

'nonpayment acres' means the total acreage 
planted to wheat, feed grains, upland cotton, 
or rice, as applicable, by a participant in the 
production adjustment programs for the 
commodities under sections lOlB, 103B, 105B, 
107B, or 504 of the Agricultural Act of 1949 (7 
U.S.C. 1441-2, 144~2. 1444f, 1445b-3a, or 1464) 
less the amount of payment acres planted to 
the crop. 

"(11) PAYMENT ACRES.-The term 'payment 
acres' has the same meaning as in sections 
101B(c)(l)(C), 103B(c)(l)(C), 105B(c)(l)(C), or 
107B(c)(l)(C) of such Act, as applicable. 

"(B) CROP INSURANCE.-Payments provided 
under this section for a crop of a commodity 
may not be made available to producers on a 
farm unless the producers enter into an 
agreement to obtain multiperil crop insur
ance, to the extent required under section 
2247. 

"(4) REDUCTION IN DEFICIENCY PAYMENTS.
The total quantity of a crop of a commodity 
on which deficiency payments otherwise 
would be payable to producers on a farm 
under the Agricultural Act of 1949 (7 U.S.C. 
1421 et. seq) shall be reduced by the quantity 
on which a payment is made to the producers 
for the crop under this section. 

"(5) ELECTION OF PAYMENTS.-
"(A) APPLICATION OF PARAGRAPH.-This 

paragraph shall apply only to producers of 
an eligible crop of wheat, feed grains, upland 
cotton, extra long staple cotton, or rice on a 
farm who-

"(1) had failed wheat, feed grain, upland 
cotton, extra long staple cotton, or rice acre
age during the crop year; or 

"(11) were prevented from planting acreage 
to the commodity because of damaging 
weather or related condition. 

"(B) ELECTION.-The Secretary of Agri
culture shall (within 30 days after the date 
on which assistance is made available under 
this subchapter for a crop year) permit pro
ducers referred to in subparagraph (A) to 
elect whether to receive disaster payments 
for the crop for the crop year in accordance 
with this section in lieu of payments re
ceived for the crop under section 
lOlB(c)(l)(D), 103B(c)(l)(D), 105B(c)(l)(E), or 
107B(c)(l)(E) of the Agricultural Act of 1949 (7 
U .S.C. 1441-2(c)(l)(D), 144~2(c)(l)(D), 

1444f(c)(l)(E), 1445b-3a(c)(l)(E)) (or the cor
responding provision in the case of the 1990 
crop). 

"(6) SPRING WHEAT AS REPLACEMENT CROP 
FOR WINTER WHEAT.-In providing assistance 
under this section or section 2242 for a crop 
of winter wheat, the Secretary may dis
regard spring wheat that is planted as a re
placement crop for the winter wheat. 

"(b) ADVANCE DEFICIENCY PAYMENTS.-
"(!) APPLICATION OF SUBSECTION.-This sub

section shall apply only to producers on a 
farm who elect to participate in the produc
tion adjustment program established under 
the Agricultural Act of 1949 (7 U.S.C. 1421 et 
seq.) for the crop of wheat, feed grains, up
land cotton, extra long staple cotton, or rice 
for an eligible crop. 

"(2) FORGIVENESS OF REFUND REQUIRE
MENT.-

"(A) IN GENERAL.-Subject to subparagraph 
(B), if because of damaging weather or relat
ed condition the total quantity of an eligible 
crop of the commodity that the producers 
are able to harvest on the farm is less than 
the result of multiplying the farm program 
payment yield established by the Secretary 

for the crop by the sum of the acreage plant
ed for harvest and the acreage prevented 
from being planted (because of a natural dis
aster, as determined by the Secretary) for 
the crop (hereinafter in this section referred 
to as the 'qualifying amount'), the producers 
shall not be required to refund any advance 
deficiency payment made to the producers 
for the crop under section 114 of the Agricul
tural Act of 1949 (7 U.S.C. 1445j) (or, in the 
case of 1990 crops, section 107C of such Act (7 
U.S.C. 1445lr2) as in effect on November 27, 
1990) with respect to that portion of the defi
ciency in production that does not exceed-

"(1) in the case of producers who obtained 
crop insurance for the crop of the commodity 
under the Federal Crop Insurance Act (7 
U.S.C. 1501 et seq.), 40 percent of the qualify
ing amount; and 

"(11) in the case of other producers, 45 per
cent of the qualifying amount. 

"(B) CROP INSURANCE.-Producers on a 
farm shall not be eligible for the forgiveness 
provided for under subparagraph (A), unless 
the producers enter into an agreement to ob
tain multiperil crop insurance to the extent 
required under section 2247. 

"(3) ELECTION FOR NONRECIPIENTB.-The 
Secretary shall allow producers on a farm 
who, before the date on which assistance is 
made available under this subcha.pter for a 
crop year, elected not to receive advance de
ficiency payments ma.de available for the 
crop for the crop year under section 114 of 
the Agricultural Act of 1949 (7 U.S.C. 1445j) 
(or, in the case of 1990 crops, section 107C of 
such Act (7 U.S.C. 1445lr2) as in effect on No
vember 27, 1990) to elect (within 30 days after 
such date) whether to receive the advance 
deficiency payments. 

"(4) DATE OF REFUND FOR PAYMENTB.-If the 
Secretary determines that any portion of the 
advance deficiency payment ma.de to produc
ers for a crop of wheat, feed grains, upland 
cotton, extra long staple cotton, or rice 
under section 114 of the Agricultural Act of 
1949 (7 U.S.C. 1445j) (or, in the case of 1990 
crops, section 107C of such Act (7 U.S.C. 
1445lr2) as in effect on November 27, 1990) 
must be refunded, the refund shall not be re
quired prior to July 31 of the year following 
the determination for that portion of the 
crop for which a disaster payment is ma.de 
under subsection (a). 
"SEC. 2242. PAYMENTS TO PROGRAM NONPAR

TICIPANTS. 
"(a) DISASTER PAYMENTS.-
"(l) IN GENERAL.-Effective only for pro

ducers on a farm who elected not to partici
pate in the production adjustment program 
established under the Agricultural Act of 
1949 (7 U.S.C. 1421 et seq.) for an eligible crop 
of wheat, feed grains, upland cotton, extra 
long staple cotton, or rice for the crop year, 
if the Secretary of Agriculture determines 
that, because of damaging weather or related 
condition, the total quantity of the crop of 
the commodity that the producers a.re able 
to harvest on the farm is less than the result 
of multiplying 55 percent (or in the case of 
producers who obtained crop insurance for 
the crop, 60 percent) of the county average 
yield established by the Secretary for the 
crop by the sum of acreage planted for har
vest and the acreage for which prevented 
planted credit is approved by the Secretary 
for the crop under subsection (b), the Sec
retary shall make a disaster payment avail
able to the producers. 

"(2) PAYMENT RATE.-The payment shall be 
made to the producers at a rate equal to 50 
percent of the basic county loan rate (or a 
comparable price if there is no current basic 
county loan rate) for the crop, as determined 
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by the Secretary, for any deficiency in pro
duction greater than 45 percent for the crop 
(or in the case of producers who obtained 
crop insurance, 40 percent). 

"(b) PREVENTED PLANTING CREDIT.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary shall pro

vide prevented planting credit under sub
section (a) with respect to acreage for an eli
gible crop that producers on a farm were pre
vented from planting to the crop of the com
modity for harvest because of damaging 
weather or related condition, as determined 
by the Secretary. 

"(2) MAXIMUM ACREAGE.-The acreage may 
not exceed the greater of-

"(A) a quantity equal to the acreage on the 
farm planted (or prevented from being plant
ed due to a natural disaster or other condi
tion beyond the control of the producers) to 
the commodity for harvest in the imme
diately preceding crop year minus acreage 
actually planted to the commodity for har
vest in the crop year involved; 

"(B) a quantity equal to the average of the 
acreage on the farm planted (or prevented 
from being planted due to a natural disaster 
or other condition beyond the control of the 
producers) to the commodity for harvest in 
the 3 immediately preceding crop years 
minus acreage actually planted to the com
modity for harvest in the crop year involved; 
or 

"(C) with respect to the crops that are 
planted on a crop acreage base as provided 
under section 504 of the Agricultural Act of 
1949 (7 U.S.C. 1464) for which no such planting 
history is established, a quantity of acreage 
determined to be fair and reasonable by the 
Secretary. 

"(3) ADJUSTMENTS.-The Secretary shall 
make appropriate adjustments in applying 
the limitations contained in paragraph (2) to 
take into account crop rotation practices of 
the producers. 

"(c) LIMITATIONS.-
"(1) ACREAGE LIMITATION PROGRAM.- The 

amount of payments made available to pro
ducers on a farm who elect not to participate 
in the production adjustment program for an 
eligible crop of a commodity under sub
section (a) shall be reduced by a factor 
equivalent to the acreage limitation pro
gram percentage established for the crop 
under the Agricultural Act of 1949 (7 U.S.C. 
1421 et seq.). 

"(2) CROP INSURANCE.-Payments provided 
under subsection (a) for a crop of a commod
ity may not be made available to the produc
ers on a farm unless the producers enter into 
an agreement to obtain multiperil crop in
surance to the extent required under section 
2247. 
"SEC. 2243. PEANUTS, SUGAR, AND TOBACCO. 

"(a) DISASTER PAYMENTS.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-Effective only for an eli

gible crop of peanuts, sugar beets, sugarcane, 
and tobacco, if the Secretary of Agriculture 
determines that, because of damaging weath
er or related condition, the total quantity of 
the crop of the commodity that the produc
ers on a farm are able to harvest is less than 
the result of multiplying 55 percent (or, in 
the case of producers who obtained crop in
surance for the crop of the commodity under 
the Federal Crop Insurance Act (7 U.S.C. 1501 
et seq.), 60 percent) of the county average 
yield (or program yield, in the case of pea
nuts) established by the Secretary for the 
crop by the sum of the acreage planted for 
harvest and the acreage for which prevented 
planted credit is approved by the Secretary 
for the crop under subsection (b), the Sec
retary shall make a disaster payment avail
able to the producers. 

"(2) PAYMENT RATE.-The payment shall be 
made to the producers at a rate equal to 50 
percent of the applicable payment level 
under paragraph (3), as determined by the 
Secretary, for any deficiency in production 
greater than-

"(A) in the case of producers who obtained 
crop insurance for the crop of the commodity 
for the crop year under the Federal Crop In
surance Act-

"(1) 40 percent for the crop; or 
" (ii) with respect to a crop of burley to

bacco or flue-cured tobacco, 40 percent of the 
farm's effective marketing quota for the 
crop for the crop year; and 

"(B) in the case of producers who did not 
obtain crop insurance for the crop of the 
commodity for the crop year under the Fed
eral Crop Insurance Act-

"(i) 45 percent for the crop; or 
"(ii) with respect to a crop of burley to

bacco or flue-cured tobacco, 45 percent of the 
farm's effective marketing quota for the 
crop for the crop year. 

"(3) PAYMENT LEVEL.-For purposes of 
paragraph (1), the payment level for a com
modity shall be equal to-

"(A) for peanuts, the price support level for 
quota peanuts or the price support level for 
additional peanuts, as applicable; 

"(B) for tobacco, the national average loan 
rate for the type of tobacco involved, or (if 
there is none) the market price, as deter
mined under section 2244(a)(2); and 

"(C) for sugar beets and sugarcane, a level 
determined by the Secretary to be fair and 
reasonable in relation to the level of price 
support established for crops of sugar beets 
and sugarcane for the crop year involved, 
and that, insofar as is practicable, shall re
flect no less return to the producer than 
under the price support levels in effect for 
the crop year. 

"(b) PREVENTED PLANTING CREDIT.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary shall pro

vide prevented planting credit under sub
section (a) with respect to acreage for an eli
gible crop that producers on a farm were pre
vented from planting to the crop of the com
modity for harvest because of damaging 
weather or related condition, as determined 
by the Secretary. 

"(2) MAXIMUM ACREAGE.- The acreage may 
not exceed the greater of-

"(A) a quantity equal to the acreage on the 
farm planted (or prevented from being plant
ed due to a natural disaster or other condi
tion beyond the control of the producers) to 
the commodity for harvest in the imme
diately preceding crop year minus acreage 
actually planted for harvest in the crop year 
involved; 

"(B) a quantity equal to the average of the 
acreage on the farm planted (or prevented 
from being planted due to a natural disaster 
or other condition beyond the control of the 
producers) to the commodity for harvest in 
the 3 immediately preceding crop years 
minus acreage actually planted to the com
modity for harvest in the crop year involved; 
or 

"(C) with respect to crops planted on flexi
ble acres as provided under section 504 of the 
Agricultural Act of 1949 (7 U.S.C. 1464) for 
which no such planting history is estab
lished, a quantity of acreage determined to 
be fair and reasonable by the Secretary. 

"(3) ADJUSTMENTS.-The Secretary shall 
make appropriate adjustments in applying 
for a crop year the limitations contained in 
paragraph (2) to take into account crop rota
tion practices of the producers and any 
change in quotas for crops of tobacco for the 
crop year. 

"(c) LIMITATION.-Payments provided 
under subsection (a) for a crop of a commod
ity may not be made available to the produc
ers on a farm unless the producers enter into 
an agreement to obtain multiperil crop in
surance to the extent required under section 
2247. 

"(d) SPECIAL RULES FOR PEANUTS.-Not
withstanding any other provision of law-

"(1) a deficiency in production of quota 
peanuts from a farm, as otherwise deter
mined under this section, shall be reduced by 
the quantity of peanut poundage quota that 
was the basis of the anticipated production 
that has been transferred from the farm; 

"(2) payments made under this section 
shall be made taking into account whether 
the deficiency for which the deficiency in 
production is claimed was a deficiency in 
production of quota or additional peanuts 
and the payment rate shall be established ac
cordingly; and 

"(3) the quantity of undermarketings of 
quota peanuts from a farm for a crop that 
may otherwise be claimed under section 358-
1 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 
(7 U.S.C. 1358-1) (or, in the case of 1990 crops 
of peanuts, section 358 of such Act (7 U.S.C. 
1358) as in effect on November 27, 1990) for 
purposes of future quota increases shall be 
reduced by the quantity of the deficiency of 
production of the peanuts for which payment 
has been received under this section. 

"(e) SPECIAL RULES FOR TOBACCO.-Not
withstanding any other provision of law-

"(1) the quantity of undermarketings of 
quota tobacco from a farm for a crop that 
may otherwise be claimed under section 317 
or 319 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 
1938 (7 U.S.C. 1314c or 1314e) for purposes of 
future quota increases shall be reduced by 
the quantity of the deficiency of production 
of the tobacco for which payment has been 
received under this section; and 

"(2) disaster payments made to producers 
under this section may not be considered by 
the Secretary in determining the net losses 
of the Commodity Credit Corporation under 
section 106A(d) of the Agricultural Act of 
1949 (7 u.s.c. 144~1(d)). 

"(f) SPECIAL RULE FOR SUGARCANE.-For 
purposes of determining the total quantity 
of a crop of sugarcane that the producers on 
a farm are able to harvest, the Secretary 
shall make the determination based on the 
quantity of recoverable sugar. 
"SEC. 2244. OILSEEDS AND NONPROGRAM CROPS. 

"(a) DISASTER PAYMENTS.-
"(!) IN GENERAL.-
"(A) ELIGIBILITY.-Effective only for an eli

gible crop of oilseeds (as defined in section 
205(a) of the Agricultural Act of 1949 (7 
U.S.C. 1446f(a)) and nonprogram crops, the 
Secretary shall ma.ke a disaster payment 
under this section available to the producers 
on a farm if the Secretary of Agriculture de
termines that, because of damaging weather 
or related condition, the total quantity of 
the crop of the commodity that the produc
ers are able to harvest is less than-

"(i) with respect to oilseeds, the result of 
multiplying 55 percent (or in the case of pro
ducers who obtained crop insurance, if avail
able, for the crop year for the commodity 
under the Federal Crop Insurance Act (7 
U.S.C. 1501 et seq.), 60 percent) of the State, 
area, or county yield, adjusted for adverse 
weather conditions during the 3 immediately 
preceding crop years, as determined by the 
Secretary, for the crop by the sum of the 
acreage planted for harvest and the acreage 
for which prevented planting credit is ap
proved by the Secretary for the crop under 
subsection (b); 
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"(ii) with respect to nonprogram crops 

(other than as provided in clauses (i), (iii), 
and (iv)), the result of multiplying 55 percent 
(or in the case of producers who obtained 
crop insurance, if available, for the crop year 
for the commodity under the Federal Crop 
Insurance Act (7 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.), 60 per
cent) of the yield established by the Com
modity Credit Corporation under subsection 
(d)(2) for the crop by the sum of the acreage 
planted for harvest and the acreage for 
which prevented planting credit is approved 
by the Secretary for the crop under sub
section (b); 

"(iii) with respect to crops covered in sec
tion 'lJY1 of the Agricultural Act of 1949 (7 
U.S.C. 1446h) (or, in the case of 1990 crops, 
section 201(b) of such Act (7 U.S.C. 1446(b)) as 
in effect on November 27, 1990), 55 percent (or 
in the case of producers who obtained crop 
insurance, if available, for the crop year for 
the commodity under the Federal Crop In
surance Act (7 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.), 60 percent) 
of the historical annual yield of the produc
ers for the crops, as determined by the Sec
retary; and 

"(iv) with respect to fish or seafood, as de
fined in subsection (d), 55 percent of the his
torical annual yield of the acreage of the 
pond or other aquatic areas in which the fish 
or seafood are produced or prevented from 
being produced. 

"(B) PAYMENT RATE.-The payment shall 
be made to the producers at a rate equal to 
50 percent of the applicable payment level 
under paragraph (2), as determined by the 
Secretary, for any deficiency in production 
greater than 45 percent for oilseeds and other 
nonprogram crops for the crop, except that 
in the case of producers who obtained crop 
insurance, if available, for the crop under the 
Federal Crop Insurance Act (7 U.S.C. 1501 et 
seq.), 40 percent. 

"(C) SPECIAL RULE FOR 1990 CROPS.-ln the 
case of 1990 crops, assistance under this sec
tion shall be available only to the extent 
that assistance was not made available 
under the Disaster Assistance Act of 1989 
(Public Law 101-82; 103 Stat. 564) or any other 
Act for the same losses of the crops. 

"(2) PAYMENT LEVEL.-For purposes of 
paragraph (1), the payment level for a com
modity shall equal the simple average price 
received by producers of the commodity, as 
determined by the Secretary subject to para
graph (3), during the marketing years for the 
immediately preceding 5 crops of the com
modity, excluding the year in which the av
erage price was the highest and the year in 
which the average price was the lowest in 
the period. 

"(3) CALCULATION OF PAYMENTS FOR DIF
FERENT VARIETIES.-

"(A) CROP-BY-CROP BASIB.-The Secretary 
shall make disaster payments under this 
subsection on a crop-by-crop basis, with con
sideration given to markets and uses of the 
crops, under regulations issued by the Sec
retary. 

"(B) DIFFERENT v ARIETIES.-For purposes 
of determining the payment levels on a crop
by-crop basis, the Secretary shall consider as 
separate crops, and develop separate pay
ment levels insofar as is practicable for, dif
ferent varieties of the same commodity, and 
commodities for which there is a significant 
difference in the economic value in the mar
ket. 

"(C) DOUBLE CROPPING.-
"(!) TREATED SEPARATELY.-ln the case of a 

crop that is historically double cropped (in
cluding 2 crops of the same commodity) by 
the producers on a farm, the Secretary shall 
treat each cropping separately for purposes 

of determining whether the crop was affected 
by damaging weather or related condition 
and the total quantity of the crop that the 
producers are able to harvest. 

"(ii) APPLICATION OF SUBPARAGRAPH.-This 
subparagraph shall not apply in the case of a 
replacement crop. 

"(D) NAVEL AND VALENCIA ORANGES TREAT
ED AS SEPARATE CROPS.-For the purpose of 
programs administered under this chapter 
and the Consolidated Farm and Rural Devel
opment Act (7 U.S.C. 1921 et seq.), navel or
anges and valencia oranges shall be consid
ered separate crops. 

"(4) ExCLUSIONS FROM HARVESTED QUAN
TITIES.-For purposes of determining the 
total quantity of a nonprogram crop of the 
commodity that the producers on a farm are 
able to harvest under paragraph (1), the Sec
retary shall exclude-

"(A) commodities that cannot be sold in 
normal commercial channels of trade; and 

"(B) dockage, including husks and shells, if 
the dockage is excluded in determining 
yields under subsection (d)(2). 

"(b) PREVENTED PLANTING CREDIT.-
"(l) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary shall pro

vide prevented planting credit under sub
section (a) with respect to acreage for a crop 
year that producers on a farm were pre
vented from planting to the crop of the com
modity for harvest because of damaging 
weather or related condition, as determined 
by the Secretary. 

"(2) MAXIMUM ACREAGE.-The acreage may 
not exceed the greater of-

"(A) a quantity equal to the acreage on the 
farm planted (or prevented from being plant
ed due to a natural disaster or other condi
tion beyond the control of the producers) to 
the commodity for harvest in the imme
diately preceding crop year minus acreage 
actually planted for harvest in the crop year 
involved; 

"(B) a quantity equal to the average of the 
acreage on the farm planted (or prevented 
from being planted due to a natural disaster 
or other condition beyond the control of the 
producers) to the commodity for harvest in 
the 3 immediately preceding crop years 
minus acreage actually planted to the com
modity for harvest in the crop year involved; 
or 

"(C) with respect to the crops that are 
planted on a crop acreage base as provided 
under section 504 of the Agricultural Act of 
1949 (7 U.S.C. 1464) for which no such planting 
history is established, a quantity of acreage 
determined to be fair and reasonable by the 
Secretary. 

"(3) ADJUSTMENTS.-The Secretary shall 
make appropriate adjustments in applying 
the limitations contained in paragraph (2) to 
take into account crop rotation practices of 
the producers. 

"(c) LIMITATION.-Payments provided 
under subsection (a) for a crop of a commod
ity may not be made available to the produc
ers on a farm unless the producers enter into 
an agreement to obtain multiperil crop in
surance to the extent required under section 
2247. 

"(d) SPECIAL RULES FOR NONPROGRAM 
CROPS.-

"(1) NONPROGRAM CROP DEFINED.-
"(A) INCLUDED IN DEFINITION.-Except as 

provided in subparagraph (B), for purposes of 
this section, the term 'nonprogram crop' 
means-

"(i) all crops for which crop insurance 
through the Federal Crop Insurance Corpora
tion was available for a crop year; and 

"(11) other commercial crops for which the 
insurance was not available for the crop 
year, including-

"(!) ornamentals, such as flowering shrubs, 
flowering trees, field or container grown 
roses, or turf; 

"(II) sweet potatoes; and 
"(Ill) fish or seafood produced or prevented 

from being produced in established fresh
water commercial aquaculture operations. 

"(B) ExcEPTION.-The term 'nonprogram 
crop' in subparagraph (A) shall not include a 
crop covered under section 2241, 2242, or 2243, 
or oilseeds. 

"(2) FARM YIELDS.-
"(A) ESTABLISHMENT.-The Commodity 

Credit Corporation shall establish disaster 
program farm yields for nonprogram crops to 
carry out this section. 

"(B) PROVEN YIELDS AV AILABLE.-If the pro
ducers on a farm can provide satisfactory 
evidence to the Commodity Credit Corpora
tion of actual crop yields on the farm for at 
least 1 of the immediately preceding 3 crop 
years, the yield for the farm shall be based 
on the proven yield. 

"(C) PROVEN YIELDS NOT AVAILABLE.-If the 
data do not exist for any of the 3 preceding 
crop years, the Commodity Credit Corpora
tion shall establish a yield for the farm by 
using a county average yield for the com
modity, or by using other data available to 
it. 

"(D) COUNTY AVERAGE YIELDB.-ln estab
lishing county average yields for 
non program crops, the Commodity Credit 
Corporation shall use the best available in
formation concerning yields. The informa
tion may include extension service records, 
credible nongovernmental studies, and yields 
in similar counties. 

"(3) RESPONSIBILITY OF PRODUCERS.-lt 
shall be the responsibility of the producers of 
nonprogram crops to provide satisfactory 
evidence of crop losses for a crop year result
ing from damaging weather or related condi
tion in order for the producers to obtain dis
aster payments under this section. 

"(e) SPECIAL RULE FOR VALENCIA 0R
ANGES.-For the purposes of this section, the 
1990 crop of valencia oranges shall include 
any crop of valencia oranges, regardless of 
the year in which those oranges would be 
harvested, that was destroyed or damaged by 
damaging weather or related condition in 
1990. 
"SEC. 2245. CROP QUALITY REDUCTION DISASTER 

PAYMENTS. 
"(a) IN GENERAL.-To ensure that all pro

ducers of crops covered under sections 2241 
through 2244 are treated equitably, the Sec
retary of Agriculture may make additional 
disaster payments to producers of the crops 
for a crop year who suffer losses resulting 
from the reduced quality of the crops caused 
by damaging weather or related condition, as 
determined by the Secretary. 

"(b) ELIGIBLE PRODUCERB.-If the Sec
retary determines to make crop quality dis
aster payments available to producers under 
subsection (a), producers on a farm of a crop 
described in subsection (a) shall be eligible 
to receive reduced quality disaster payments 
only if the producers incur a deficiency in 
production of not less than 40 percent and 
not more than 75 percent for the crop (as de
termined under section 2241, 2242, 2243, or 
2244, as appropriate). 

"(c) MAXIMUM PAYMENT RATE.-The Sec
retary shall establish the reduced quality 
disaster payment rate, except that the rate 
shall not exceed 10 percent, as determined by 
the Secretary, of-

"(1) the established price for the crop, for 
commodities covered under section 2241; 

"(2) the basic county loan rate for the crop 
(or a comparable price if there is no current 
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basic county loan rate), for commodities 
covered under section 2242; 

"(3) the payment level under section 
2243(a)(3), for commodities covered by sec
tion 2243; and 

"(4) the payment level under section 
2244(a)(2), for commodities covered under 
section 2244. 

"(d) DETERMINATION OF PAYMENT.-The 
amount of payment to a producer under this 
section shall be determined by multiplying 
the payment rate established under sub
section (c) by the portion of the actual har
vested crop on the producer's farm that is re
duced in quality by the natural disaster, as 
determined by the Secretary. 
"SEC. 2246. EFFECT OF FEDERAL CROP INSUR

ANCE PAYMENTS. 
"In the case of producers on a farm who 

obtained crop insurance for a crop of a com
modity under the Federal Crop Insurance 
Act (7 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.), the Secretary of 
Agriculture shall reduce the amount of pay
ments made available under this subchapter 
for the crop to the extent that the amount 
determined by adding the net amount of crop 
insurance indemnity payment (gross indem
nity less premium paid) received by the pro
ducers for the deficiency in the production of 
the crop and the disaster payment deter
mined in accordance with this chapter for 
the crop exceeds the amount determined by 
multiplying-

"(l) 100 percent of the yield used for the 
calculation of disaster payments made under 
this chapter for the crop; by 

"(2) the sum of the acreage of the crop 
planted to harvest and the acreage for which 
prevented planting credit is approved by the 
Secretary (or, in the case of disaster pay
ments under section 2241, the eligible acre
age established under paragraphs (1) and 
(3)(A) of section 2241(a)); by 

"(3)(A) in the case of producers who par
ticipated in a production adjustment pro
gram for the crop of wheat, feed grains, up
land cotton, extra long staple cotton, or rice 
for the crop year, the established price for 
the crop of the commodity; 

"(B) in the case of producers who did not 
participate in a production adjustment pro
gram for the crop of wheat, feed grains, up
land cotton, extra long staple cotton, or rice 
for the crop year (and, with respect to flexi
ble acres as provided under section 2241(a)(2), 
in the case of those producers who did par
ticipate in the program for the year), the 
basic county loan rate (or a comparable 
price, as determined by the Secretary, if 
there is no current basic county loan rate) 
for the crop of the commodity; 

"(C) in the case of producers of sugar beets, 
sugarcane, peanuts, or tobacco, the payment 
level for the commodity established under 
section 2243(a)(3); and 

"(D) in the case of producers of oilseeds or 
a nonprogram crop (as defined in section 
2244(d)(l)), the simple average price received 
by producers of the commodity, as deter
mined by the Secretary, during the market
ing years for the immediately preceding 5 
crops of the commodity, excluding the year 
in which the average price was the highest 
and the year in which the average price was 
the lowest in the period. 
"SEC. 2247. CROP INSURANCE COVERAGE. 

"(a) REQUIREMENT.-To be eligible to re
ceive for an eligible crop year a disaster pay
ment under this subchapter, an emergency 
loan under subtitle C of the Consolidated 
Farm and Rural Development Act (7 U.S.C. 
1961 et seq.) for crop losses due to damaging 
weather or related condition, or forgiveness 
of the repayment of advance deficiency pay-

ments under section 2241(b), the producers on 
a farm shall agree to obtain multiperil crop 
insurance under the Federal Crop Insurance 
Act (7 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.) for the 1992 crop. 

"(b) LIMITATIONS.-Notwithstanding sub
section (a), producers on a farm shall not be 
required to agree to obtain crop insurance 
under subsection (a) for a commodity-

"(1) unless the producers' deficiency in pro
duction, with respect to the crop for which a 
disaster payment under this chapter other
wise may be made, exceeds 70 percent; 

"(2) where, or if, crop insurance coverage is 
not available to the producers for the com
modity for which the payment, loan, or for
giveness is sought; 

"(3) if the producers' annual premium rate 
for the crop insurance is an amount greater 
than 125 percent of the average premium rate 
for insurance on that commodity for the pre
ceding crop year in the county in which the 
producers are located; 

"(4) in any case in which the producers' an
nual premium for the crop insurance is an 
amount greater than 25 percent of the 
amount of the payment, loan, or forgiveness 
received; or 

"(5) if the producers can establish by ap
peal to the county committee established 
under section 8(b) of the Soil Conservation 
and Domestic Allotment Act (16 U.S.C. 
590(b)), or to the county committee estab
lished under section 332 of the Consolidated 
Farm and Rural Development Act (17 U.S.C. 
1982), as appropriate, that the purchase of 
crop insurance would impose an undue finan
cial hardship on the producers and that a 
waiver of the requirement to obtain crop in
surance should, in the discretion of the coun
ty committee, be granted. 

"(c) lMPLEMENTATION.-
"(l) COUNTY COMMITTEES.-The Secretary 

of Agriculture shall ensure (acting through 
the county committees established under 
section 8(b) of the Soil Conservation and Do
mestic Allotment Act and located in the 
counties in which the assistance programs 
provided for under sections 2241 through 2245 
are implemented, and through the county 
committees established under section 332 of 
the Consolidated Farm and Rural Develop
ment Act in counties in which emergency 
loans, as described in subsection (a), are 
made available) that producers who apply for 
assistance, as described in subsection (a), ob
tain multiperil crop insurance as required 
under this section. 

"(2) OTHER SOURCES.-Each producer who is 
subject to the requirements of this section 
may comply with the requirements by pro
viding evidence of multiperil crop insurance 
coverage from sources other than through 
the county committee office, as approved by 
the Secretary. 

"(3) COMMISSIONS.-The Secretary shall 
provide by regulation for a reduction in the 
commissions paid to private insurance 
agents, brokers, or companies on crop insur
ance contracts entered into under this sec
tion sufficient to reflect that the insurance 
contracts principally involve only a servic
ing function to be performed by the agent, 
broker, or company. 

"(d) REPAYMENT OF BENEFITS.-Notwith
standing any other provision of law, if (be
fore the end of the crop year for which 
multiperil crop insurance is obtained pursu
ant to subsection (a)) the crop insurance cov
erage is canceled by the producer, the pro
ducer-

"(1) shall make immediate repayment to 
the Secretary of any disaster payment or 
forgiven advance deficiency payment that 
the producer otherwise is required to repay; 
and 

"(2) shall become immediately liable for 
full repayment of all principal and interest 
outstanding on any emergency loan de
scribed in subsection (a) made subject to this 
section. 
"SEC. 2248. CROPS HARVESTED FOR FORAGE 

USES. 
"Not later than 45 days after funds are ap

propriated to carry out this subchapter for a 
crop year, the Secretary of Agriculture shall 
announce the terms and conditions by which 
producers on a farm may establish a yield for 
that crop year with respect to crops that 
were, or will be, harvested during the crop 
year for silage and other forage uses. 
"SEC. 2249. PAYMENT LIMITA110NS. 

"(a) LIMITATION.-Subject to subsections 
(b) and (c), the total amount of payments 
that a person shall be entitled to receive for 
a crop year under one or more of the pro
grams established under this subchapter may 
not exceed $100,000. 

"(b) No DOUBLE BENEFITS.-No person may 
receive disaster payments for a crop year 
under this subchapter to the extent that the 
person receives a livestock emergency bene
fit for lost feed production in that year 
under section 606 of the Agricultural Act of 
1949 (7 u.s.c. 147ld). 

"(c) COMBINED LIMITATION.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-No person may receive 

any payment under this subchapter or bene
fit under title VI of the Agricultural Act of 
1949 (7 U.S.C. 1471 et seq.) for livestock emer
gency losses suffered in a crop year if the 
payment or benefit will cause the combined 
total amount of the payments and benefits 
received by the person in the year to exceed 
$100,000. 

"(2) ELECTION.-If a producer is subject to 
paragraph (1), the person may elect (subject 
to the benefits limitations under section 609 
of the Agricultural Act of 1949 (7 U.S.C. 
1471g) whether to receive the $100,000 in the 
payments, or the livestock emergency bene
fits (not to exceed $50,000), or a combination 
of payments and benefits specified by the 
person. 

"(d) REGULATIONS.-The Secretary of Agri
culture shall issue regulations prescribing 
such rules as the Secretary determines nec
essary to ensure a fair and reasonable appli
cation of the limitations established under 
this section. 
"SEC. 2250. SUBSTITUTION OF CROP INSURANCE 

PROGRAM YIELDS. 
"(a) IN GENERAL.-Notwithstanding any 

other provision of this chapter, the Sec
retary of Agriculture may permit each eligi
ble producer of a crop of a commodity who 
has obtained multiperil crop insurance for 
the crop for a crop year or, as provided in 
subsection (c), the preceding crop year under 
the Federal Crop Insurance Act (7 U.S.C. 1501 
et seq.) to substitute, at the discretion of the 
producer, the crop insurance yield for the 
crop, as established under such Act, for the 
farm yield otherwise assigned to the pro
ducer under this subchapter, for the purposes 
of determining the producer's eligibility for 
a disaster payment on the crop under this 
subchapter for the crop year involved and 
the amount of the payment. 

"(b) ADJUSTMENT OF ADVANCED DEFICIENCY 
PAYMENTS.-

"(l) IN GENERAL.-Notwithstanding any 
other provision of this chapter, if an eligible 
producer of wheat, feed grains, upland cot
ton, extra long staple cotton, or rice for a 
crop year elects to substitute yields for the 
producer's crop under subsection (a), the pro
ducer's eligibility for a waiver of repayment 
of an advance deficiency payment on the 
crop under this chapter shall be adjusted as 
provided in paragraph (2). 
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"(2) AMOUNT.-The amount of production 

of the crop on which the producer otherwise 
would be eligible for waiver of repayment of 
advance deficiency payments under this sub
chapter shall be reduced by an amount of 
production equal to the difference between-

"(A) the amount of production eligible for 
disaster payments under this subchapter 
using a substituted yield under this section; 
and 

"(B) the amount of production that would 
have been eligible for disaster payments 
using the farm program payment yield oth
erwise assigned to the producer under this 
chapter. 

"(c) MULTIPERIL CROP INSURANCE NOT 
AVAILABLE.-A producer may use the crop in
surance yield for the producer's crop of a 
commodity for the preceding crop year for 
purposes of substituting yields under sub
section (a) if the producer demonstrates to 
the Secretary that, through no fault of the 
producer, multiperil crop insurance under 
the Federal Crop Insurance Act (7 U.S.C. 1501 
et seq.) was not made available to the pro
ducer for the producer's crop of the commod
ity for the crop year involved. 

"(d) DEFINITION OF ELIGIBLE PRODUCER.
For purposes of this section, the term 'eligi
ble producer' means a producer of a crop of 
wheat, feed grains, upland cotton, extra long 
staple cotton, rice, or oilseeds. 
"SEC. 2251. DE MINIMI8 YIELDS. 

"(a) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary of Agri
culture may determine a de minimis yield 
for each crop eligible for reduced yield disas
ter payments under this subchapter. 

"(b) LEVEL.-The de minimis yield shall be 
set at a level that will minimize any incen
tive (because of the prospect of disaster pay
ments) for a producer to abandon crops that 
have a value that exceeds the cost of har
vesting. In no case may the de minimis yield 
be less than the amount of production that, 
when valued at current market prices, equals 
the average cost of harvesting the crop, as 
determined by the Secretary. 

"(c) ACTUAL YIELDS OF ZERO.-Any pro
ducer whose actual yield for a crop is equal 
to or less than the de minimis yield for the 
crop shall be considered as having an actual 
yield of zero for the purpose of calculating 
any reduced yield disaster payments for the 
crop under this subchapter. 
"SEC. 2252. DEFINJTIONS. 

"For purposes of this chapter: 
"(1) DAMAGING WEATHER.-The term 'dam

aging weather' includes but is not limited to 
drought, hail, excessive moisture, freeze, tor
nado, hurricane, earthquake, or excessive 
wind (or any combination thereof). 

"(2) PERSON.-The term 'person' shall have 
the meaning given the term by the Secretary 
in regulations, which shall conform, to the 
extent practicable, to the regulations defin
ing the term issued under section 1001 of the 
Food Security Act of 1985 (7 u.s.c. 1308) and 
the Disaster Assistance Act of 1988 (7 U.S.C. 
1421 note). 

"(3) RELATED CONDITION.-The term 'relat
ed condition' includes but is not limited to 
insect infestations, plant diseases, or other 
deterioration of a crop of a commodity, in
cluding aflatoxin, that is accelerated or ex
acerbated naturally as a result of damaging 
weather. 

"Subchapter B-Orchards 
"SEC. 2255. ELIGIBILITY. 

"(a) Loss.-The Secretary of Agriculture 
shall provide assistance under section 2256 to 
eligible orchardists that planted trees for 
commercial purposes but lost the trees as a 
result of damaging weather or related condi-

tion occurring in 1990 or 1991, as determined 
by the Secretary. 

"(b) LIMITATION.-An eligible orchardist 
shall qualify for assistance under subsection 
(a) only if the orchardist's tree mortality, as 
a result of the damaging weather or related 
condition, exceeds 55 percent (adjusted for 
normal mortality). 
"SEC. 2256. ASSISTANCE. 

''The assistance provided by the Secretary 
of Agriculture to eligible orchardists for 
losses described in section 2255 shall consist 
of either-

"(1) reimbursement of 50 percent of the 
cost of replanting trees lost as a result of 
damaging weather or related condition in 
the calendar year involved in excess of 55 
percent mortality (adjusted for normal mor
tality); or 

"(2) at the discretion of the Secretary, suf
ficient seedlings to reestablish the stand. 
"SEC. 2257. LIMITATION ON ASSISTANCE. 

"(a) LIMITATION.-The total amount of pay
ments that a person shall be entitled to re
ceive under this subchapter for a calendar 
year may not exceed $25,000, or an equivalent 
value in tree seedlings. 

"(b) REGULATIONS.-The Secretary of Agri
culture shall issue regulations prescribing 
such rules as the Secretary determines nec
essary to ensure a fair and reasonable appli
cation of the limitation established under 
this section. 
"SEC. 2258. DEFINITION. 

"For purposes of this subchapter, the term 
'eligible orchardist' means a person who pro
duces annual crops from trees for commer
cial purposes and owns 500 acres or less of 
the trees. 
"SEC. 2259. DUPLICATIVE PAYMENTS. 

"The Secretary of Agriculture shall estab
lish guidelines to ensure that no person re
ceives duplicative payments under this sub
chapter and the forestry incentives program, 
agricultural conservation program, or other 
Federal program. 

"Subchapter C-Forest Crops 
"SEC. 2261. ELIGIBILITY. 

"(a) Loss.-The Secretary of Agriculture 
shall provide assistance, as specified in sec
tion 2262, to eligible tree farmers that plant
ed tree seedlings in a calendar year or the 
next calendar year for commercial purposes 
but lost the seedlings as a result of damaging 
weather or related condition occurring in the 
next calendar year, as determined by the 
Secretary. 

"(b) LIMITATION.-An eligible tree farmer 
shall qualify for assistance under subsection 
(a) only if the tree farmer's tree seedling 
mortality, as a result of the damaging 
weather or related condition, exceeds 55 per
cent (adjusted for normal mortality). 
"SEC. 2262. ASSISTANCE. 

"The assistance provided by the Secretary 
of Agriculture to eligible tree farmers for 
losses described in section 2261 shall consist 
of either-

"(1) reimbursement of 50 percent of the 
cost of replanting seedlings lost due to dam
aging weather or related conditions in the 
calendar year involved in excess of 55 percent 
mortality (adjusted for normal mortality); 
or 

"(2) at the discretion of the Secretary, suf
ficient tree seedlings to reestablish the 
stand. 
"SEC. 2263. LIMITATION ON ASSISTANCE. 

"(a) LIMITATION.-The total amount of pay
ments that a person shall be entitled to re
ceive under this subchapter may not exceed 
$25,000 for a calendar year, or an equivalent 
value in tree seedlings. 

"(b) REGULATIONS.-The Secretary of Agri
culture shall issue regulations prescribing 
such rules as the Secretary determines nec
essary to ensure a fair and reasonable appli
cation of the limitation established under 
this section. 
"SEC. 2264. DEFINITION. 

"For purposes of this subchapter, the term 
'eligible tree farmer' means a person who 
grows trees for harvest for commercial pur
poses and owns 1,000 acres or less of the 
trees. 
"SEC. 2285. DUPLICATIVE PAYMENTS. 

"The Secretary of Agriculture shall estab
lish guidelines to ensure that no person re
ceives duplicative payments under this sub
chapter and the forestry incentives program, 
agricultural conservation program, or other 
Federal program. 

"Subchapter D-Administrative Provisions 
"SEC. 2268. INELIGIBILITY. 

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-A person who has 
qualifying gross revenues in excess of 
$2,000,000 annually, as determined by the 
Secretary of Agriculture, shall not be eligi
ble to receive any disaster payment or other 
benefits under this chapter. 

"(b) QUALIFYING GROSS REVENUES.-For 
purposes of this section, the term 'qualifying 
gross revenues' means-

"(1) if a majority of the person's annual in
come is received from farming, ranching, and 
forestry operations, the gross revenue from 
the person's farming, ranching, and forestry 
operations; and 

"(2) if less than a majority of the person's 
annual income is received from farming, 
ranching, and forestry operations, the per
son's gross revenue from all sources. 
"SEC. 2267. TIMING AND MANNER OF ASSIST· 

ANCE. 
"(a) TIMING OF ASSISTANCE.-
"(!) ASSISTANCE MADE AVAILABLE AS SOON 

AS PRACTICABLE.-Subject to paragraph (2), 
the Secretary of Agriculture shall make dis
aster assistance available under this chapter, 
as soon as practicable after the date on 
which appropriations are made available to 
carry out this chapter. 

"(2) COMPLETED APPLICATION.-No payment 
or benefit provided under this chapter shall 
be payable or due until such time as a com
pleted application for the payment or benefit 
for a crop of a commodity has been approved. 

"(b) MANNER.-The Secretary may make 
payments available under subchapter A in 
the form of cash, commodities, or commod
ity certificates, as determined by the Sec
retary. 
"SEC. 2268. COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION. 

"(a) UsE.-Except as provided in section 
2271, the Secretary of Agriculture shall use 
the funds, facilities, and authorities of the 
Commodity Credit Corporation in carrying 
out this chapter. 

"(b) ExISTING AUTHORITY.-The authority 
provided by this chapter shall be in addition 
to, and not in place of, any authority grant
ed to the Secretary or the Commodity Credit 
Corporation under any other provision of 
law. 
"SEC. 2269. EMERGENCY LOANS. 

"Section 321(b) of the Consolidated Farm 
and Rural Development Act (7 U.S.C. 1961(b)) 
shall not apply for a calendar year to persons 
who otherwise would be eligible for an emer
gency loan under subtitle C of such Act, if 
the eligibility is the result of damage to an 
annual crop planted for harvest in the year. 
"SEC. 2270. REGULATIONS. 

"The Secretary of Agriculture or the Com
modity Credit Corporation, as appropriate, 
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shall issue regulations to implement this 
chapter as soon as practicable after the date 
on which appropriations are made to carry 
out this chapter, without regard to the re
quirement for notice and public participa
tion in rulemaking prescribed in section 553 
of title 5, United States Code, or in any di
rective of the Secretary. 

"Subchapter E-Appropriations 
"SEC. 2271. AUTIIORIZATION OF APPROPRIA· 

TIONS. 
"Any benefits or assistance (including the 

forgiveness of unearned advanced deficiency 
payments or any emergency loans) made 
available under this chapter shall be pro
vided for a year only to the extent provided 
for in advance in appropriations Acts. To 
carry out this chapter, there are authorized 
to be appropriated such sums as may be nec
essary for each of the fiscal years 1991 and 
1992. Sums appropriated under this section 
shall remain available until expended. 
"SEC. 2272. PRORATION OF BENEFITS. 

"Any funds made available for carrying 
out this chapter for a calendar year in appro
priations Acts shall be prorated to all pro
ducers eligible for assistance under this 
chapter in the year. 

"Subchapter F-Application of Chapter 
"SEC. 2273. ELIGIBLE CROP. 

"(a) ELIGIBLE CROP.-For the purposes of 
this chapter, the term 'eligible crop' means 
the 1990 or 1991 crop of wheat, feed grains, 
upland cotton, extra long staple cotton, rice, 
peanuts, oilseeds, sugarcane, sugar beets, to
bacco, or nonprogram crop. 

"(b) ADVERSE IMPACT OF DAMAGING WEATH
ER.-Assistance under this chapter shall be 
provided for-

"(1) the 1990 crops of wheat, feed grains, 
upland cotton, extra long staple cotton, rice, 
peanuts, oilseeds, sugarcane, sugar beets, to
bacco, and nonprogram crops only with re
spect to crop damage caused by damaging 
weather or related condition occurring dur
ing 1990 (or with respect to a fall seeded crop, 
the fall of 1989); and 

"(2) the 1991 crops of wheat, feed grains, 
upland cotton, extra long staple cotton, rice, 
peanuts, oilseeds, sugarcane, sugar beets, to
bacco, and nonprogram crops only with re
spect to crop damage caused by damaging 
weather or related condition occurring dur
ing 1991 (or with respect to a fall seeded crop, 
the fall of 1990). 

"(C) ELECTION OF APPLICABLE BENEFITS.
Producers on a farm eligible for benefits 
under this chapter with respect to both the 
1990 and 1991 crop year may elect to receive 
benefits with respect to either the 1990 or 
1991 crop year, but not both.". 

(b) CLERICAL AMENDMENTS.-The table of 
contents in section l(b) of the Food, Agri
culture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990 
(Public Law 101~24; 104 Stat. 3359) is amend
ed-

(1) by inserting after the item relating to 
the chapter heading of chapter 3 of subtitle 
B of title XXIl of such Act the following new 
item: 
"Sec. 2240. Short title."; 

(2) by striking the item relating to section 
2242 and inserting the following new item: 
"Sec. 2242. Payments to program nonpartici

pants."; 
(3) by striking the item relating to section 

2244 and inserting the following new item: 
"Sec. 2244. Oilseeds and nonprogram crops."; 

(4) by striking the item relating to section 
2247 and inserting the following new item: 
"Sec. 2247. Crop insurance coverage."; 

(5) by striking the item relating to section 
2251 and inserting the following new items: 

"Sec. 2251. De minimis yields. 
"Sec. 2252. Definitions."; and 

(6) by inserting after the item relating to 
section 2272 the following new i terns: 

''SUBCHAPTER F-APPLICATION OF CHAPTER 
"Sec. 2273. Eligible crop.". 
SEC. 2. EMERGENCY GRANTS TO ASSIST LOW-IN· 

COME MIGRANT AND SEASONAL 
FARMWORKERS. 

(a) INCLUSION OF PERMANENT FARMWORKERS 
AND PACKINGHOUSE WORKERS.-Section 2281 
of the Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and 
Trade Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 5177a) is amend
ed-

(1) by inserting ", permanent," after "mi
grant" each place it appears; and 

(2) in subsection (b)-
(A) by inserting "(including a packing

house worker)" after "an individual"; and 
(B) by inserting "or packinghouse work" 

after "farm work" both places it appears. 
(b) CLERICAL AMENDMENTS.-
(!) SECTION HEADING.-The section heading 

of such section is amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 2281. EMERGENCY GRANTS TO ASSIST LOW· 

INCOME FARMWORKERS AND PACK· 
INGHOUSE WORKER8. ". 

(2) TABLE OF CONTENTS.-The item relating 
to such section in the table of contents in 
section l(b) of the Food, Agriculture, Con
servation, and Trade Act of 1990 (Public Law 
101~24; 104 Stat. 3359) is amended to read as 
follows: 
"Sec. 2281. Emergency grants to assist low

income farmworkers and pack
inghouse workers.". 

SEC. 3. EMERGENCY AQUACULTURE PROGRAM. 
Subtitle B of title XXII of the Food, Agri

culture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990 
(7 U.S.C. 1421 note, 104 Stat. 3962) is amended 
by adding at the end the following new chap
ter: 

"CHAPTER 5-EMERGENCY 
AQUACULTURE PROVISIONS 

"SEC. 2278. EMERGENCY AQUACULTURE PRO. 
GRAM. 

"(a) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary shall im
plement an emergency aquaculture program 
to assist owners and operators of established 
commercial fresh water aquaculture oper
ations in restoring the retention levees and 
other structural improvements that have 
been damaged by damaging weather or relat
ed condition in 1991. 

"(b) COST-SHARE.-Assistance under this 
section shall be provided through cost-share 
agreements entered into by the Secretary 
with the owners and operators for the res
toration of the damaged levees and other 
structural improvements. The Secretary 
shall share half the costs incurred under 
each agreement based on damage surveys 
made pursuant to regulations issued by the 
Secretary. 

"(c) FUNDING.-
"(l) IN GENERAL. The Secretary shall use 

the funds, facilities, and authorities of the 
Commodity Credit Corporation to carry out 
this section as provided in section 2268. 

"(2) LIMITATION.-Not more than $1,000,000 
of the funds of the Commodity Credit Cor
poration may be expended under paragraph 
(1). 

"(3) PRORATION.-To ensure the equitable 
award of funds for agreements under this 
section as a result of the limitations in para
graphs (1) and (2), the Secretary may pro
rate, and adopt procedures to facilitate the 
proration of, funds made available under this 
section.". 
SEC. 4. EMERGENCY LIVESTOCK FEED ASSIST· 

ANCE. 
Section 604 of the Agricultural Act of 1949 

(7 U.S.C. 1471b) is amended-

(1) by redesignating subsection (d) as sub
section (e); and 

(2) by inserting after subsection (c) the fol
lowing new subsection: 

"(d) The Secretary shall consider, if appro
priate, the level of precipitation during a 
growing season in a State, county, or area in 
a State in making a determination whether 
to provide emergency livestock feed assist
ance or other additional assistance under 
this title.". 

SUMMARY OF LUGAR DISASTER BILL 
Crop losses in 1990 or 1991 are covered, at 

farmer's option but not both. 
Crops covered are the same as in 1988 and 

1989, i.e., essentially all program and non
program crops. 

For farmers with crop insurance (or for 
whom crop insurance was not available): 

For losses between O and 40% of normal 
yield: forgiveness of any refund requirement 
on advance deficiency payments 

For losses above 40% of normal yield: Pay
ments at 50% of target price (loan rate for 
non-participants and flex acres; market price 
for most other crops) 

For farmers who did not purchase crop in
surance: 

For losses between 0 and 45% of normal 
yield: forgiveness of any refund requirement 
on advance deficiency payments 

For losses above 45% of normal yield: Pay
ments at 50% of target price (or other price, 
as above) 

FmHA emergency loans are available 
whether or not crop insurance has been pur
chased. 

Payments are limited to $100,000 per pro
ducer. 

Producers with farm sales over $2 million 
are ineligible.• 
• Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, Sen
ator LUGAR, on behalf of myself and 
several colleagues, has introduced leg
islation which will allow the U.S. De
partment of Agriculture to provide dis
aster assistance to farmers who have 
been hurt by adverse weather condi
tions. 

Regardless of your feelings about 
present U.S. agricultural policy, I 
think it is important for everyone to 
know that even the most sound agri
culture policy is powerless against the 
forces of Nature, as this year has prov
en again. 

Crops and livestock have been se
verely stressed in much of the country 
this year and crop conditions in many 
parts of the Midwest have steadily de
teriorated. In the upper Midwest, farm
ers spent months fighting fields to get 
their crops in, then conditions sud
denly reversed. We went from cold and 
wet to hot and dry. 

Despite these conditions, many farm
ers in the upper Midwest hoped for a 
near-average year as long as we could 
avoid an early "killing frost." Unfortu
nately, as we could avoid an early 
"killing frost." Unfortunately, as has 
been the case all year, our worst fears 
came true. Last week two "killing 
frosts" hit the State of Iowa with a 
devastating one-two punch. Many corn 
producers escaped the worst, al though 
damage assessments are still going on. 

Soybean producers, however, will be 
severely affected by the freeze. Many 
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farmers in northern Iowa and southern 
Minnesota were unable to plant soy
beans until late June or July. Whether 
or not they had purchased Federal crop 
insurance, many found themselves 
without adequate coverage. Even those 
who had purchased insurance had their 
coverage level reduced or eliminated 
because of the lateness of planting. 
This delay in planting was not due to 
anything in the farmer's power. It was 
an act of Nature. The farmers were left 
without protection. In response to the 
farmers' plight, the administration, 
and especially Secretary of Agriculture 
Edward Madigan, has taken action to 
alleviate these problems. Several days 
ago, it made $1 billion in assistance 
available for use in disaster assistance 
to farmers, provided Congress took ac
tion before the new fiscal year begins. 

Unfortunately, some have demanded 
that we hold out for the total amount 
of estimated damages. I want the full 
amount too. But we must move now, 
with what is available. Playing politi
cal games may squirrel away our 
chance to get anything to our farmers. 
I am more than willing to work to get 
all the remaining funds necessary to 
keep the safety net underneath our 
farmers. But to treat this offer by the 
administration as an insult can only 
hurt those who have been hit the hard
est by the weather. I ask my congres
sional colleagues on both sides of the 
isle to put politics aside in order to 
move this legislation quickly.• 

ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS 
s. 68 

At the request of Mr. THURMOND, the 
names of the Senator from Arizona 
[Mr. DECONCINI], and the Senator from 
Illinois [Mr. SIMON] were added as co
sponsors of S. 68, a bill to amend title 
10, United States Code, to authorize 
the appointment of chiropractors as 
commissioned officers in the Armed 
Forces to provide chiropractic care, 
and to amend title 37, United States 
Code, to provide special pay for chiro
practic officers in the Armed Forces. 

s. 451 

At the request of Mr. D'AMATO, the 
name of the Senator from Michigan 
[Mr. RIEGLE] was added as a cosponsor 
of S. 451, a bill to amend the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986 to make perma
nent the exclusion for amounts re
ceived under qualified group legal serv
ice plans. 

s. 493 
At the request of Mr. KENNEDY, the 

names of the Senator from Oklahoma 
[Mr. BoREN], and the Senator from 
South Carolina [Mr. THURMOND] were 
aQ.ded as cosponsors of S. 493, a bill to 
amend the Public Health Service Act 
to improve the heal th of pregnant 
women, infants, and children through 
the provision of comprehensive pri
mary and preventive care, and for 
other purposes. 

s. 717 

At the request of Mr. SYMMS, the 
name of the Senator from Montana 
[Mr. BURNS] was added as a cosponsor 
of S. 717, a bill to amend title XVIII of 
the Social Security Act to provide for 
the exclusion of all rural areas from 
medicare payment reductions for the 
services of new physicians provided in 
such areas. 

s. 737 

At the request of Mr. DASCHLE, the 
name of the Senator from Minnesota 
[Mr. DURENBERGER] was added as a co
sponsor of S. 737, a bill to require a 
comprehensive analysis of long-term 
requirements of Federal, State, and 
local regulators and resource managers 
for scientific data and information 
about the Nation's coastal and marine 
environment and the conditions and 
phenomena affecting the quality of 
that environment; to require an eval
uation of federally conducted or sup
ported coastal and marine scientific re
search programs and activities on light 
of those requirements; and to require 
the preparation and submission to Con
gress of a report of the results of the 
analysis and evaluation, including rec
ommendations for legislation, if appro
priate, to restructure or otherwise en
hance the performance of those pro
grams and activities. 

s. 1423 

At the request of Mr. DODD, the 
names of the Senator from Colorado 
[Mr. BROWN] and the Senator from Ohio 
[Mr. METZENBAUM] were added as co
sponsors of S. 1423, a bill to amend the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 with 
respect to limited partnership rollups. 

s. 1503 

At the request of Mr. NUNN, the name 
of the Senator from South Carolina 
[Mr. THURMOND] was added as a cospon
sor of S. 1503, a bill to amend the High
er Education Act of 1965 to provide 
more stringent requirements for the 
Robert T. Stafford Student Loan Pro
gram, and for other purposes. 

s. 1505 

At the request of Mr. DECONCINI, the 
name of the Senator from Alabama 
[Mr. HEFLIN] was added as a cosponsor 
of S. 1505, a bill to amend the law relat
ing to the Martin Luther King, Jr. Fed
eral Holiday Commission. 

s. 1647 

At the request of Mr. BAucus, the 
name of the Senator from Idaho [Mr. 
SYMMS] was added as a cosponsor of S. 
1647, a bill to amend the Internal Reve
nue Code of 1986 to provide that the de
duction for State and local income and 
franchise taxes shall not be allocated 
to foreign source income. 

s. 1691 

At the request of Mr. DIXON, the 
name of the Senator from Alabama 
[Mr. HEFLIN] was added as a cosponsor 
of S. 1691, a bill to amend title 18, Unit
ed States Code, to govern participation 
of Federal Prison Industries in Federal 
procurements, and for other purposes. 

s. 1730 

At the request of Mr. ADAMS, the 
name of the Senator from Iowa [Mr. 
HARKIN] was added as a cosponsor of S. 
1730, a bill to provide early childhood 
staff training and professional en
hancement grants, and for other pur
poses. 

s. 1737 

At the request of Mr. DoLE, the name 
of the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. 
PELL] was added as a cosponsor of S. 
1737, a bill to prohibit the import from 
Yugoslavia of defense articles on the 
United States Munitions List. 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 107 

At the request of Mr. MOYNIHAN, the 
name of the Senator from Maryland 
[Mr. SARBANES] was added as a cospon
sor of Senate Joint Resolution 107, a 
joint resolution to designate October 
15, 1991, as "National Law Enforcement 
Memorial Dedication Day." 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 133 

At the request of Mr. HOLLINGS, the 
names of the Senator from Oregon [Mr. 
HATFIELD], the Senator from Kansas 
[Mr. DOLE], the Senator from North 
Dakota [Mr. BURDICK], the Senator 
from Ohio [Mr. METZENBAUM], and the 
Senator from New Jersey [Mr. BRAD
LEY] were added as cosponsors of Sen
ate Joint Resolution 133, a joint resolu
tion in recognition of the 20th anniver
sary of the National Cancer Act of 1971 
and the over 7 million survivors of can
cer alive today because of cancer re
search. 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 176 

At the request of Mr. DIXON, the 
name of the Senator from New York 
[Mr. MOYNIHAN] was added as a cospon
sor of Senate Joint Resolution 176, a 
joint resolution to designate March 19, 
1992, as "National Women in Agri
culture Day.'' 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 184 

At the request of Mr. DOLE, the 
names of the Senator from Missouri 
[Mr. BOND], the Senator from Montana 
[Mr. BURNS], the Senator from Wiscon
sin [Mr. KOHL], and the Senator from 
Alabama [Mr. SHELBY] were added as 
cosponsors of Senate Joint Resolution 
184, a joint resolution designating the 
month of November 1991, as "National 
Accessible Housing Month." 

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 196 

At the request of Mr. SIMON, the 
names of the Senator from Missouri 
[Mr. DANFORTH], the Senator from 
Alaska [Mr. MURKOWSKI], the Senator 
from Kansas [Mr. DOLE], the Senator 
from Montana [Mr. BURNS], the Sen
ator from New Mexico [Mr. DOMENIC!], 
the Senator from California [Mr. SEY
MOUR], the Senator from New York 
[Mr. D'AMATO], the Senator from Ver
mont [Mr. JEFFORDS], the Senator from 
Virginia [Mr. ROBB], the Senator from 
New Jersey [Mr. BRADLEY], the Senator 
from South Dakota [Mr. DASCHLE], the 
Senator from Illinois [Mr. DIXON], the 
Senator from Ohio [Mr. GLENN], the 
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Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. KEN
NEDY], the Senator from Georgia [Mr. 
NUNN], the Senator from Arkansas [Mr. 
PRYOR], the Senator from Michigan 
[Mr. RIEGLE], the Senator from West 
Virginia [Mr. ROCKEFELLER], the Sen
ator from Tennessee [Mr. SASSER], the 
Senator from Hawaii [Mr. AKAKA], the 
Senator from North Dakota [Mr. BUR
DICK], the Senator from Arizona [Mr. 
DECONCINI], the Senator from Con
necticut [Mr. LIEBERMAN], the Senator 
from Arkansas [Mr. BUMPERS], the Sen
ator from Georgia [Mr. FOWLER], the 
Senator from Connecticut [Mr. DODD], 
the Senator from Florida [Mr. GRA
HAM], the Senator from California [Mr. 
CRANSTON], the Senator from Maine 
[Mr. MITCHELL], the Senator from Ne
braska [Mr. EXON], the Senator from 
Rhode Island [Mr. PELL], the Senator 
from Pennsylvania [Mr. WOFFORD], and 
the Senator from South Carolina [Mr. 
HOLLINGS] were added as cosponsors of 
Senate Joint Resolution 196, a joint 
resolution to designate October 1991 as 
"Ending Hunger Month." 

AMENDMENT NO. 1229 

At the request of Mr. BIDEN the 
names of the Senator from Colorado 
[Mr. WIRTH] and the Senator from 
Rhode Island [Mr. PELL] were added as 
cosponsors of amendment No. 1229 pro
posed to H.R. 2521, a bill making appro
priations for the Department of De
fense for the fiscal year ending Sep
tember 30, 1992, and for other purposes. 

AMENDMENTS SUBMITTED 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS 
SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
THORIZATION ACT 

AND 
AU-

DANFORTH AMENDMENT NO. 1238 

Mr. DOLE (for Mr. DANFORTH) pro
posed an amendment to the bill (H.R. 
1988) to authorize appropriations to the 
National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration for research and develop
ment, space flight, control and data 
communications, construction of fa

(1) select economically disadvantaged high 
school students for attendance at science 
summer camps supported by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration 
where they would receive specialized instruc
tion in mathematics and science and would 
learn about practical applications of mathe
matics and science in the programs and ac
tivities of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration; and 

(2) select economically disadvantaged un
dergraduate and graduate students as recipi
ents of Federal financial support for 
predoctoral and doctoral studies in mathe
matics, science, and related disciplines. 

(c) The study required by subsection (a) 
shall address, among other matters-

(1) whether the Nati.onal Aeronautics and 
Space Administration could adequately im
plement the National Scholars Program; 

(2) different options for structuring the Na
tional Scholars Program, including its estab
lishment as a pilot program; 

(3) the cost of the Program, with annual 
cost estimates for the first 10 years of the 
Program; 

(4) alternative funding sources for the Pro
gram; 

(5) the criteria for selecting students for 
participation in the program; 

(6) the appropriate number of students for 
annual participation in the Program; 

(7) the organizational location within the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion at which the Program and its activities 
would be administered; 

(8) the management of the Program; 
(9) the possible ways in which the Program 

or its concepts can be extended to other Fed
eral agencies, State agencies, educational in
stitutions, and private organizations; 

(10) the existence of any current public or 
private sector programs which are similar to 
the Program, the benefits and disadvantages 
of those similar programs, and whether a 
new program would unnecessarily duplicate 
current efforts; and 

(11) the extent to which existing Federal, 
State, and other science education programs 
and activities could be used to complement 
or supplement Program. 

(d) Within 6 months after the date of en
actment of this Act, the Administrator shall 
submit to the Committee on Commerce, 
Science, and Transportation of the Senate 
and the Committee on Science, Space, and 
Technology of the House of Representatives 
a report on the results of the study required 
by subsection (a). 

PRESSLER (AND DASCHLE) 
AMENDMENT NO. 1239 

cilities, research and program manage- Mr. DOLE (for Mr. PRESSLER, for 
ment, and Inspector General, and for himself and Mr. DASCHLE) proposed an 
other purposes, as follows: amendment to the bill H.R. 1988, supra, 

On page 46, between lines 15 and 16, insert as follows: 
the following new section: On page 42, between lines 10 and 11, insert 

NATIONAL SCHOLARS PROGRAM the following: 
SEC. 109. (a) The Administration shall con

duct a study to evaluate the feasibility of 
initiating a National Scholars Program, as 
described under subsection (b), under which a 
select group of students would receive Fed
eral support for education in mathematics, 
science, and related disciplines. The purpose 
of the National Scholars Program would be 
to help increase the number of Ph.D. recipi

LANDSAT DATA 
(K) There is authorized to be appropriated 

to the National Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration to become available October l, 
1991, for converting Landsat data collected 
during the 19-year period preceding the date 
of the enactment of this Act into a more du
rable archive medium, $2,000,000. 

ents in mathematics, science, and related GORE AMENDMENT NOS. 1240 AND 
disciplines among the Nation's economically 1241 
disadvantaged. 

(b) Under the National Scholars Program Mr. BUMPERS (for Mr. GoRE) pro-
referred to in subsection (a), the Adminis- posed two amendments to the bill H.R. 
trator would- 1988, supra, as follows: 

AMENDMENT No. 1240 
Strike all on page 34, lines 22 through 25, 

and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
(6) Earth science and applications, 

$783,600,000, of which (A) $5,000,000 shall be 
made available only for the purchase of 
Landsat data at cost for global change re
search, and (B) $3,000,000 shall be made avail
able for a pilot study and prototype dem
onstration to convert remotely-sensed air
craft and satellite data into machine read
able form for global change research. 

AMENDMENT NO. 1241 
On page 36, line 2, strike "$2,945,600,000" 

and insert in lieu thereof "$2,984,600,000". 
On page 36, line 3, strike "$329,900,000" and 

insert in lieu thereof "$290,900,000". 
Strike all on page 42, lines 6 through 10, 

and insert in lieu thereof the following: 
(j) Section 103(a)(l)(S) of the National Aer

onautics and Space Administration Author
ization Act, Fiscal Year 1991 (Public Law 
101~11; 104 Stat. 3192), is amended-

(1) by striking "$1,600,000,000" and insert
ing in lieu thereof "$1,300,000,000"; 

(2) in clause (1)-
(A) by striking "$490,000,000" and inserting 

in lieu thereof "$425,000,000"; and 
(B) by inserting ", of which not more than 

$263,000,000 shall be available for fiscal year 
1992 for the Cassini mission, with no funds 
authorized after fiscal year 1991 for the 
Comet Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby mission" 
immediately after "1989"; 

(3) in clause (ii), by striking "$370,000,000" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "$285,000,000"; 

(4) in clause (iii), by striking "$640,000,000" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "$520,000,000"; 
and 

(5) in clause (iv), by striking "Sl00,000,000" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "$70,000,000". 

DECONCINI AMENDMENT NO. 1242 

Mr. BUMPERS (for Mr. DECONCINI) 
proposed an amendment to the bill 
H.R. 1988, supra, as follows: 

On page 47, after line 7, add the following: 
TITLE VI-DISCLAIMER 

SEC. 401. Nothing in this Act shall be con
strued as prohibiting the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration from ex
pending any funds for the deployment of the 
Assured Shuttle Availability Multifunction 
Electronic Display System Program in fiscal 
year 1992. 

NOTICES OF HEARINGS 

SUBCOMMITI'EE ON OVERSIGHT OF GOVERNMENT 
MANAGEMENT 

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I wish to 
announce that the Subcommittee on 
Oversight of Government Management, 
Committee on Governmental Affairs, 
will hold a hearing on legal pollution of 
the Great Lakes, on Friday, October 4, 
1991, at 9:30 a.m., in room 342 of the 
Dirksen Senate Office Building. 
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS 

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, I would 
like to announce for the information of 
the Senate and the public that the Per
manent Subcommittee on Investiga
tions of the Committee on Govern
mental Affairs, will hold hearings on 
Asian organized crime. 

These hearings will take place on 
Thursday, October 3, 1991, at 9 a.m. in 
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room 342 of the Dirksen Senate Office The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
Building. For further information, objection, it is so ordered. 
please contact Daniel Rinzel of the sub- COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAffiS. 

committee's minority staff at 22~9157. Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Govern
mental Affairs Committee be author

AUTHORIZATION FOR COMMITTEES ized to meet on Friday September 27, 
TO MEET at 9:30 a.m., for a hearing on the sub

COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN 
AFFAmS 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Commit
tee on Banking, Housing, and Urban 
Affairs be allowed to meet during the 
session of the Senate, Friday, Septem
ber 27, 1991, at 10 a.m. to conduct a 
hearing on the nominations of Shirlee 
Bowne to be a member of the board of 
the National Credit Union Administra
tion; and Russell Paul, to be an Assist
ant Secretary of Housing and Urban 
Development. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY 

Mr. Bumpers. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Commit
tee on the Judiciary be authorized to 
meet during the session of the Senate 
on Friday, September 27, at 10 a.m. to 
hold an executive business meeting on 
Clarence Thomas, of Georgia, to be As
sociate Justice of the Supreme Court of 
the United States. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRIVATE RETIREMENT PLANS 

AND OVERSIGHT OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE 
SERVICE 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President. I ask 
unanimous consent that the Sub
committee on Private Retirement 
Plans and Oversight of the Internal 
Revenue Service of the Committee on 
Finance be authorized to meet during 
the session of the Senate on September 
27, 1991, at 10 a.m .. to hold a hearing on 
S. 1364, the Employee Benefits Sim
plification and Expansion Act of 1991. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON NEAR EASTERN AND SOUTH 
ASIAN AFFAmS 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Sub
committee on Near Eastern and South 
Asian Affairs of the Committee on For
eign Relations be authorized to meet 
during the session of the Senate on Fri
day, September 27, at 11 a.m. to hold an 
executive session to discuss the inquiry 
regarding the release of the Iranian 
hostages in 1980. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ask 
unanimous consent that the Commit
tee on Armed Services be authorized to 
meet on Friday, September 27, 1991, at 
9:30 a.m., in open session, to consider 
the nomination of Gen. Colin L. Pow
ell, USA, for reappointment as Chair
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and re
appointment to the grade of general. 

ject: consumer protection at the food 
and drug administration. . 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS 

THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICERS 
ACT OF 1990 

• Mr. GLENN. Mr. President, I rise to 
speak on a subject that is of great im
portance to the strength of our Na
tional Government-the need for 
sound, reliable financial management
and the vehicle that Congress enacted 
to achieve this-the Chief Financial Of
ficers Act of 1990. 

I rise at this time because the appro
priations bills are starting to go into 
conference. I want to urge the con
ferees to support the important goals 
of the CFO Act by providing the fund
ing which is so critical to its success. 

Mr. President, every corporation in 
America has comprehensive 
spreadsheets-a bottom line-a method 
of gauging assets against liabilities. 
Our Federal Government does not. 

True, the Office of Management and 
Budget keeps track of which agency 
gets what, and those agencies are then 
held accountable-in theory. In reality, 
after that money reaches the agency, 
we have no sure way to verify spend
ing. There are no audited financial 
statements. 

The very size of the Federal Govern
ment makes it susceptible to scandals. 
Scandals such as the one at HUD cost 
American taxpayers billions. We should 
not be learning of these scandals sec
ond-hand. The numbers are ours to 
check and double-check. 

In my role as chairman of the Gov
ernmental Affairs Committee, I see 
how vulnerable we are. In hearing after 
hearing, I hear testimony about pro
grams on the high risk list, of which 
we are all well aware. I hear of man
agement problems in DOE cleanup of 
nuclear waste, in asset forfeitures, in 
guaranteed loan programs and many 
others. And, Mr. President, the num
bers speak for themselves: 

Asset forfeitures: inadequate controls 
for over $1 billion in assets; 

Customs Service: inadequate ac
counting systems for over $19 billion in 
import revenue; 

Medicare: insufficient safeguards 
with $1.8 billion at risk; 

Student loans: defaults are increas
ing by nearly $1 billion annually; 

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corpora
tion: estimated underfunding of $20 to 
$30 billion; and the list goes on and on. 

When one considers that OMB has 
put the "hidden" liabilities from credit 
and other insurance programs at $6.2 
trillion, the magnitude of the problem 
becomes clear. 

Mr. President, we are forewarned of 
these financial risks. It is the respon
sibility of this body to address them. It 
is the responsibility of this body to 
face up to instances of inefficiency and 
poor management in Federal Govern
ment and do something about it. 

The problem to a large extent is that 
we just don't have the financial man
agement systems necessary to know 
where our Federal dollars are going. 
Right now there are hundreds of ac
counting systems scattered in and 
among Federal agencies. Many of these 
systems are incompatible and obsolete. 
These systems generate financial infor
mation which is unreliable, untimely, 
and incomplete. Information that Gov
ernment managers just can't trust-let 
alone Congress and the American pub
lic. 

In October 1990, this body took an 
important step to tackle this mess 
when it passed the Chief Financial Offi
cers Act. It was passed with bipartisan 
support in both Houses. It enjoyed 
strong support from the administration 
and the inspector general community. 
The Comptroller General called the 
CFO Act the most important financial 
management reform in 40 years. 

The CFO Act accomplishes two im
portant purposes. First, it establishes a 
single point of responsibility in OMB 
for the coordination of Government
wide management. Second, the act cre
ates an OMB Office of Federal Finan
cial Management and establishes chief 
financial officers at 23 departments and 
agencies. Together, the new OMB office 
and agency CFO's have a broad man
date to improve financial management 
across the Federal Government. And, 
most importantly, the agency CFO's 
have the power necessary to make real 
improvements in their agency financial 
management systems. 

Under the act, agencies will prepare 
financial statements for revolving 
funds, trust funds, and commercial 
functions. These financial statements 
will be audited by the inspectors gen
eral, adding an important new function 
to their ongoing audit and investigate 
responsibilities. 

Mr. President, these audited finan
cial statements are vital if we are to 
get a handle on that $6 billion of hid
den liabilities. They will let us know 
what our total liabilities. really are, 
and what kind of financial risks the 
Nation is facing. In addition, they will 
become an important source of inf or
mation for the inspectors general in 
their ongoing efforts to eliminate 
waste, fraud, and abuse. Altogether, 
this initiative will produce financial 
information that program managers 
and Congress can rely on. 

Congress recognized the importance 
of this effort when it passed the CFO 
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Act last October. The act was quickly 
signed into law, and OMB and the agen
cies went to work to implement its 
provisions. 

But Mr. President, no sooner were 
they out of the gate than Congress 
began throwing up hurdles. 

When the appropriations process 
began, there were those in the other 
body who opposed any funding for the 
CFO Act. But thanks to resounding 
support in the House and to the efforts 
in the Senate, particularly by the dis
tinguished chairman of the Appropria
tions Committee, the initial attempt 
to prohibit CFO funding was defeated. 

Unfortunately, that was not enough. 
As the appropriations bills moved for
ward, CFO and IG funds were cut and 
even cut again. In many cases, manage
ment initiatives were seen as expend
able parts which could be cannibalized 
for more politically popular programs. 

These cuts have seriously damaged 
the ability of many agencies of imple
ment the provisions of the CFO Act. If 
this body is committed to improving 
the efficiency and accountability of the 
Federal Government, those funds must 
be restored. 

These cuts have been made in various 
ways. In some cases the reductions 
have directly affected CFO financial 
management activities. In others, the 
cuts have been made in IG accounts. 
And though the IG cuts were not al
ways targeted at CFO activities, many 
!G's will have to choose between CFO 
functions and other audits and inves
tigations. 

Let me read off some of the numbers: 
The Commerce IG needs $1.4 million 

for CFO audits. Both the House and 
Senate made significant cuts: $2.3 mil
lion in the House and $1.9 million in 
the Senate. In addition, both the House 
and Senate denied $3 million needed for 
the development of the Department's 
core financial management system. 

The HHS IG needs $9.5 million in new 
funding for CFO audits. Both the House 
and Senate denied that funding, and 
then, on the Senate floor, the IG ac
count was cut an additional $5.6 mil
lion in order to increase program fund
ing. The Senate-passed bill doesn't 
even maintain current services, let 
alone provide for the new CFO Act au
dits. With these cuts, the HHS IG will 
be forced to reduce its current on-board 
staff by 200 positions. And this at an 
agency which encompasses more than 
one-third of the Federal budget. Alter
natively, the HHS IG estimates that if 
we restore the $15 million to that ac
count, we could see $1h billion in re
turns. Even in these tight budget 
times, that's a return worth taking. 

The Interior IG needs $2.3 million for 
CFO audits. That funding was denied in 
the House, but partially restored in the 
Senate. At the same time, the Senate 
cut the funds for Interior's Office of Fi
nancial Management by $1 million, 
which would reduce their budget by 

about half. These cuts will seriously 
set back work on consolidated finan
cial systems, audited financial sys
tems, cost recovery activities, and in
ternal controls. 

The Justice IG needs $1.4 million for 
CFO audits. The House cut the total IG 
request by $8.1 million and the Senate 
cut it by $5.3 million. 

The Education IG needs $1.5 million 
for CFO audits. The House denied that 
amount and the Senate made still fur
ther reductions. 

The Small Business Administration 
IG needs $2.1 million for CFO audits. 
The House cut the IG request by $3. 7 
million and the Senate cut it by $2.4 
million. 

Now, Mr. President, I appreciate the 
hard work performed by the distin
guished chairman and the ranking mi
nority member of the Appropriations 
Committee as well as the other mem
bers of the committee, particularly the 
chairman and ranking minority mem
bers of the Appropriations Subcommit
tees, in bringing the appropriations 
bills to the floor. I recognize that 
under the budget agreement of last Oc
tober, they are faced with competing 
priorities and difficult decisions as 
never before. 

But if these funds are not restored, 
they will weaken the work of both the 
CFO's and the !G's. And we can be sure, 
Mr. President, we either pay now or we 
will pay later. If we pay now-it is an 
investment. If we pay later-It is a 
loss, and we pay tenfold. The CFO Act 
is a good investment. 

The figures we are talking about are 
not large. In fact, if all appropriations 
bills contained funding at requested 
levels, our investment in the CFO Act 
this year would amount to a modest 
$105 million. Of that, OMB would re
ceive $1.5 million for its CFO functions. 
The remaining funds would go to the 
agencies, and two-thirds of that to 
their !G's. 

How could an investment in financial 
management improvements be unwise? 
Just look at the track record of the 
!G's. In 1990 alone: 

They successfully prosecuted over 
5,000 individuals they caught robbing 
the Federal Government; 

They recovered over $754 million 
from their investigations; and 

They made recommendations result
ing in $5.9 million in restitutions to the 
Federal Government and improve
ments in the management of another 
$27. 7 billion. 

The !G's have proven time and time 
again that they can pull their weight. 
The HHS Office of the Inspector Gen
eral estimates that it pulls more than 
60 times its weight: For every dollar 
spent, it uncovers $62 in savings and 
restitutions. 

Mr. President, in 1978 when we de
cided it was time to clamp down on 
waste, fraud, and abuse, we passed the 
Inspector General Act. In 1990, when we 

decided to stop throwing billions down 
the drain and instead find out exactly 
where our program dollars are going, 
we passed the Chief Financial Officers 
Act. 

Mr. President, we made the right de
cision. But let us not cut this initiative 
off at the knees. Denying agencies 
funding for CFO activities will save us 
$105 million this year. But what will we 
lose in the long run? If this funding is 
denied we could lose $105 million in a 
single agency-even in a single pro
gram. 

I admit times are tough, and that the 
call for more program dollars is hard to 
deny. But again, remember how small 
this investment is. And remember that 
the choice is ours-either pay now with 
a small investment, or pay later for a 
very big loss. 

There is still time this year to make 
this investment. I urge the conferees to 
restore funding for these critical ac
tivities.• 

A HERITAGE OF FAITH, A FUTURE 
OF PROMISE 

• Mr. COATS. Mr. President, today I 
have the unique privilege to praise a 
Fort Wayne institution that has played 
a pivotal role in the growth and devel
opment of my hometown. Zion Lu
theran Church began its faithful serv
ice in 1883 and promises to continue 
well into the future. I wish to con
gratulate this Fort Wayne congrega
tion as it celebrates the 100-year anni
versary of the dedication of their 
church building and thank them for 
their selfless sacrifice to our commu
nity. 

In February 18, 1883, 80 families liv
ing just south of the Pennsylvania 
Railroad and east of Harrison Street 
decided to take a step of faith and sac
rifice. They left their home church and 
decided to build a church that could 
provide services and leadership for the 
growing population of Fort Wayne. For 
over 100 years, this church has contin
ued to grow and provide an ever in
creasing range of community services. 

Realizing the importance of a strong 
commitment to community outreach, 
Zion proclaimed its mission to preach 
the Gospel throughout the immediate 
neighborhood and entire city by pro
viding a friendly, vibrant, centrally lo
cated church with a rich tradition of 
worship and music; and through a 
school that combines knowledge of God 
with an education whose excellence en
riches the lives of the congregation's 
children and families. 

As Fort Wayne began to change in its 
needs and demographics, Zion made the 
unusual decision to invest a half-mil
lion dollars to stay in an area where 
others were leaving. As Fort Wayne 
transformed so did the ministries of 
Zion. When other city churches re
sponded to the cultural transfiguration 
by following their members to the sub-
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urbs, Zion confronted the shifting 
membership by sponsoring the city's 
first Vietnamese refugee family. This 
was followed by other acts of faithful 
service. Today, Zion provides assist
ance to the elderly, shut-in and hos
pitalized. Choosing to serve the entire 
community, Zion has successfully de
veloped a ministry to serve the His
panic and Asian population. The im
measurable benefits to Fort Wayne for 
over 100 years are a tribute to the sac
rifices, courage, and faith of its found
ers. 

Zion Lutheran Church is a shining 
example of what one church can do 
when sincerely committed to its com
munity and people. Zion has grown to 
be a shining example of the diversity of 
culture in Fort Wayne. It has also be
come an essential stabilizing force in 
this community. The congregation of 
this historic church has given ardently 
of its service to God through its service 
to my hometown. It stands at the heart 
of the Fort Wayne community and has 
provided the city, and its people, with 
the great news of Christian hope 
through word and deed. It has shown 
the compassionate activism of Chris
tian conscience. And it has our best 
wishes for another century of distin
guished service.• 

RETffiEMENT OF ERNIE HARWELL 
AND PAUL CAREY-VOICES OF 
THE DETROIT TIGERS 

• Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, it has 
been said, "When our Maker handed 
out the larynx and vocal cords marked 
'made for baseball,' He gave maybe the 
purest set to Ernie Harwell." His voice 
is mellow, it is steady, no screaming 
and hollering, no hyperbole. And to 
complement Ernie's soft Georgia drawl 
is the deep resonant voice of Paul 
Carey calling the plays during the mid
dle innings and giving us the wrapup 
and the play of the game at the end. 
They tell us what is going on out there 
on the diamond. We can see the action 
through their words. 

And in between innings, or during 
pitching changes or rain delays, we are 
treated to wonderful stories about 
great plays at shortstop, no-hit pitch
ing performances, catches against the 
centerfield wall, home runs out of the 
stadium, antics of the players, idiosyn
crasies of the managers. Oh yes, Ernie 
is a great storyteller. He has seen a lot 
of baseball in his over 50 years on radio 
and television, and he has shared those 
stories with millions and millions of 
listeners. 

Ernie's wife Lulu tells us that Ernie 
is much more than a sportscaster. He is 
a man who values his relationship to 
his God, his family, and his job, in that 
order. He is an inventor, holding a U.S. 
patent on a bottle-can opener. He is an 
actor-we heard his voice in "One Flew 
Over the Cuckoo's Nest" and other 
movies. He is a songwriter with 46 re-

cordings to his credit. He is a world 
traveler. He was a U.S. Marine. He was 
Margaret Mitchell's paper boy in At
lanta. He had a racehorse named after 
him. And he once sang a duet with 
Pearl Bailey. But most of all, he is a 
baseball announcer and the first to be 
named to the Base ball Hall of Fame 
while still active. 

And Paul Carey has been a wonderful 
teammate for Ernie. He considers it a 
privilege to do Tigers baseball with 
Ernie Harwell and the two are close 
friends. As much as Paul loves an
nouncing baseball, there is something 
he cherishes equally, if not more. For 
35 years, his has been the voice Michi
gan parents, athletes, and coaches lis
tened to on WJR's Michigan High 
School Football Scoreboard Show. 

Every Friday at midnight, radios are 
tuned in all over the State of Michigan, 
and if Paul is not on the road with the 
Tigers he reports every high school 
football score he can come up with
and the list runs into the hundreds. 
The concept for this show was Paul's, 
and when he is not on vacation or down 
at spring training with the Tigers, he 
will do a Friday scoreboard of high 
school basketball games as well. Peo
ple love hearing his voice. Someone 
once remarked that when he dies and 
goes to Heaven, he is certain God will 
sound just like Paul Carey. 

But now, summer is over, and the De
troit Tigers will play their last game of 
the regular season on October 6. And 
that will be a sad day for all of us in 
Michigan because when the last out is 
recorded, unless a semimiracle occurs 
and my beloved Tigers win the divi
sion, that will be the last time we will 
hear Ernie Harwell say, "The game is 
over," and that is the last time we will 
hear Paul Carey do his wrap-up and his 
play of the game. And what will these 
two say to each other on this last 
broadcast together, these two who have 
been in the W JR booth together for 19 
years? I guess we will just have to tune 
in on that Sunday afternoon and hear 
for ourselves. 

Ernie wrote his own definition of 
baseball some years ago. What better 
way to end a salute to Ernie and Paul 
than to recite that now: 

Baseball is the President tossing out the 
first ball of the season. And a scrubby 
schoolboy playing catch with his Dad on a 
Mississippi farm. 

A tall, thin old man waving a scorecard 
from the corner of his dugout-that's base
ball. So is the big, fat guy with a bulbous 
nose running home one of his 714 home runs. 

There's a man in Mobile who remembers 
that Honus Wagner hit a triple in Pittsburgh 
46 years ago-that's baseball. And so is the 
scout reporting that a 16 year old sandlot 
pitcher in Cheyenne is the coming Walter 
Johnson. 

Base ball is a spirited race of man against 
man, reflex against reflex. A game of inches. 
Every skill is measured. Every heroic, every 
failing is seen and cheered-or booed. And 
then becomes a statistic. 

In baseball, democracy shines its clearest. 
The only race that matters is the race to the 

bag. The creed is the rule book. And color, 
merely something to distinguish one team's 
uniform from another's. 

Baseball is a rookie (his experience no big
ger than the lump in his throat) as he begins 
fulfillment of his dream. It's a veteran, too
a tired old man of 35 hoping those aching 
muscles can pull him through another swel
tering August and September. 

Nicknames are baseball. Names like Zeke 
and Pie and Kiki, and Home Run and Crack
er and Dizzy and Dazzy. 

Baseball is the clear, cool eyes of Rogers 
Hornsby; the flashing spikes, of Ty Cobb; and 
an overaged pixie named Rabbit Maranville. 

Baseball? Just a game-as simple as a ball 
and bat. And yet, as complex as the Amer
ican spirit it symbolizes. A sport, business 
and sometimes almost a religion. 

Why, the fairytale of Willie Mays making 
a brilliant World Series catch and then dash
ing off to play stickball in the streets with 
his teenage pals-that's baseball. So is the 
husky voice of a doomed Lou Gehrig saying: 
"I consider myself the luckiest man on the 
face of this Earth." 

Baseball is cigar smoke, hot roasted pea
nuts, "The Sporting News," Ladies Day, 
Down in Front, 

"Take Me Out to the Ballgame," and "The 
Star Spangled Banner." 

Baseball is a tongue-tied kid from Georgia 
growing up to be an announcer and praising 
the Lord for showing him the way to Coop
erstown. This is a game for America. Still a 
game for America-this baseball! 

It will not be quite the same next 
spring-we will not have Ernie Harwell 
and Paul Carey back with us for an
other 162 play-by-plays, starting off the 
base ball season with the Song of Songs: 
Lo the winter is past, 
the rain is over and gone, 
the flowers appear on the earth, 
the time of the song of birds is come, 
and the voice of the turtle is heard in our 

land. 
They will not be with us when we 

drive home from work, or on those hot 
summer nights when we sit around out
side trying to catch a little breeze-or 
when we take our radio with us to the 
ballpark to hear the action we are wit
nessing. 

No, it will not be the same-but we 
will have the memories they gave us, 
and we are thankful for that.• 

ROTH BASE CLOSURE AMENDMENT 
NO. 1231 

•Mr. SMITH. I would like to make an 
inquiry of the senior Senator from 
Delaware regarding the fiscal year 1992 
Defense appropriation bill. As a further 
clarification to the Roth base closure 
amendment which was adopted last 
evening, would you agree that your 
amendment was intended to apply to 
all bases closed under the Base Closure 
Act of 1988, and the 1990 Base Closure 
Act, and that we will work together to 
ensure that Pease Air Force Base 
would qualify for a no-cost transfer 
under this amendment. 

Mr. ROTH. That was indeed the in
tention of my amendment, and if that 
is not the case, I assure the Senator 
that we can work to ensure that the 
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language can be modified to provide 
such a transfer. 

Mr. SMITH. May I further inquire of 
the floor manager whether such clari
fying language could be adopted in con
ference. 

Mr. INOUYE. To the extent that the 
Roth amendment is adopted by the 
conference, I assure the Senator that 
such changes will be made to ensure 
that Pease Air Force is not excluded 
from this provision. 

Mr. RUDMAN. I would also like to 
draw my colleagues' attention to the 
eligible States and political subdivi
sions provision which establishes the 
prioritization for the receipt of convey
ances. As my colleagues may be aware, 
Pease Air Force Base has already 
closed, and the State of New Hamp
shire has designated the Pease Redevel
opment Authority as the legally des
ignated entity to receive conveyed 
properties. Since this process is so far 
along at Pease, would the two Senators 
also agree that this provision can be 
clarified so as to prevent a disruption 
of this process. Specifically, that the 
Pease Redevelopment Authority would 
remain the designated State authority, 
and would not be subject to local con
trol. 

Mr. ROTH. It was not our intention 
to disrupt the ongoing redevelopment 
process at Pease, and I agree that our 
amendment can be clarified to ensure 
that this will not happen. 

Mr. INOUYE. To the extend that the 
Roth amendment is adopted by the 
conference committee, I can assure the 
Senator that this language can be 
clarified to ensure that the Pease Rede
velopment Authority will be the sole 
legal authority to receive conveyances 
of this land. 

Mr. SMITH. I would like to thank my 
colleagues for their clarification on 
this issue, and I look forward to work
ing with you on this issue. 

Mr. RUDMAN. I would like to join 
my fellow Senator in thanking the two 
Senators for their most gracious ef
forts.• 

HOOSIER HEROES 
•Mr. COATS. Mr. President, I am 
pleased to announce the launching of a 
project called Hoosier Heroes, designed 
to honor the efforts of Hoosiers who 
have contributed significantly to the 
diverse tapestry of Indiana history or 
life by promoting Hoosier values, while 
at the same time serving as inspira
tional examples for the entire Nation. 
Hopefully, by bringing the efforts of 
these Hoosiers to the attention of the 
Nation, people throughout the United 
States will be inspired to emulate their 
behavior. 

The first to be so honored is Eric A. 
Holm of West Lafayette, IN. Eric rep
resents what is best about Indiana: the 
tradition of volunteerism and generos
ity. He is a true Hoosier hero, and his 

list of accomplishments speaks for it
self. 

Eric Holm has been helping Indiana 
youth achieve a better understanding 
of their communities and of the world 
for nearly 50 years. He became a mem
ber of the Indiana 4-H staff in 1942 after 
having directed the Tippecanoe County 
4-H for 5 years. He founded the Indiana 
International 4-H Youth Exchange, the 
Purdue Collegiate 4-H Club and the 
Purdue University Extension Specialist 
Association. During his time as Inter
national 4-H Youth Exchange leader, 
the Collegiate 4-H Club raised more 
than $350,000 to finance trips for Hoo
sier youth to travel abroad and for 
Hoosiers to host foreign students in In
diana. Since 1965, over 110 Hoosier 
youth have represented Indiana abroad 
thanks to the International 4-H Youth 
Exchange. 

Eric's life has touched generations of 
Hoosiers and has helped instill in them 
the highest sense of loyalty to others 
and to their communities. I am proud 
that Eric's achievements will serve as 
an example for the Hoosier Heroes who 
will follow. I hope that the Hoosier He
roes project will bring to light the ef
forts of individuals, like Eric, who are 
making a difference in America.• 

IN HONOR OF UNICO DISTRICT 2'S 
ANNUAL COLUMBUS DAY LUNCH
EON 

• Mr. LAUTENBERG. Mr. President, I 
rise in honor of Columbus Day on the 
occasion of Unico District H's annual 
Columbus Day luncheon. 

On Columbus Day, we pay tribute to 
Christopher Columbus as the first Ital
ian who discovered America. We re
member Columbus for the daring and 
vision that propelled him on his ex
traordinary voyage of discovery. But in 
honoring the first Italian in America, 
let us not forget the bravery or deter
mination of the Italian-Americans who 
followed him. 

For many Italian immigrants, Amer
ica was almost as unknown as it was to 
Columbus. Most Italians arrived in 
America with very little money. But 
Italian-Americans put their industry 
and their grit to work and prospered in 
America. Just as Columbus achieved 
greatness from humble beginnings. So 
too did Italian immigrants make their 
mark on the New World. Their con
tributions to the richness of the mosaic 
of American life are numerous and 
well-known. 

In many ways, the story of Italian 
immigrants is the story of America. 
They helped build our industries and 
our universities. They manned our 
business and our professions. They 
built our churches and helped make 
our Government work. 

Those who followed Columbus be
came teachers and scholars, doctors 
and artists, judges, industrialists, and 
priests. Italian-Americans even gave 

America its first saint, Francesca 
Cabrini. 

It is impossible to count the enor
mous contributions Italian-Americans 
have made to American life. But more 
than anything else, their love of coun
try and community has made the most 
difference in American life. 

I join with them in celebrating Chris
topher Columbus' discovery of the 
world, and the contributions Italian
Americans have made to make it a bet
ter one. 

KOREA AND THE UNITED NATIONS 

• Mr. LUGAR. Mr. President, on Sep
tember 17, South and North Korea were 
both formally admitted to membership 
in the United Nations. That was an his
toric day for our friends in South 
Korea and another significant mile
stone toward universal membership of 
all countries in the United Nations. 

This week, President Roh Tae Woo 
delivered a speech at the 46th session of 
the U .N. General Assembly marking 
the entry of South Korea in the world 
body. This was the first address to the 
United Nations General Assembly by a 
Korean President as head of a full U.N. 
member state. 

President's Roh's speech was signifi
cant for any number of reasons. He 
layed out a broad outline of where he 
hopes his country will head in the 
years to come. It is visionary and 
strikes a very hopeful and positive 
tone. Specifically, he expressed his 
hope that the situation on the Korean 
peninsula would change in ways con
sistent with the general thaw in the 
cold war and the hostilities that have 
characterized the past. 

I want to alert my colleagues to just 
a few points in his historic address. 
President Roh, among other things, 
suggested that South Korea prefers a 
formal peace agreement to replace the 
current armistice on the peninsula. He 
suggested a variety of military con
fidence measures, including the ex
change of military observes and, under 
certain circumstances, discussions 
with the North on nuclear matters. 
President Roh also urged the expansion 
of trade, information, and human ex
changes between the South and the 
North. 

Finally, the President also stressed 
that his country was prepared to be 
helpful in providing assistance to coun
tries in need of external support. He in
cluded the Soviet Union and the coun
tries of Eastern Europe in his offer. 

Mr. President, there is much to be 
commended in this remarkable address 
to the U.N. General Assembly by Presi
dent Roh. I urge all Members to read 
this address and I am, therefore, re
questing that it be printed in the 
RECORD for that reason. 

The address follows: 
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TOWARD A PEACEFUL WORLD 

COMMUNITY 
(Address by H.E. Roh Tae Woo, President of 

the Republic of Korea, to the 46th Session 
of the U.N. General Assembly) 
Mr. President, Mr. Secretary-General, dis

tinguished delegates, three years ago, I had 
the pleasure of reporting to you from this 
very rostrum the refreshing and heart-warm
ing scenes of the Seoul Olympic Games. 
Those athletes from across the world gave us 
an inspiring vision of global harmony, tran
scending the divisions of race, religion, and 
ideology. 

Soon thereafter, revolutionary changes 
swept across the world. As we look around 
today and take stock of the changes, we may 
truly recognize the progress made toward 
the Olympic ideal of "one peaceful world." 

Today, I am proud to stand here once 
more, this time as President of a Member 
State. To me, this itself represents a signifi
cant expression of the new tide of history. 

It was 43 years ago that the Republic of 
Korea first applied formally to become a 
member of the United Nations. If you con
sider the decades of patience we have had to 
endure, you will perhaps understand the en
thusiasm displayed by the Korean people on 
this occasion. 

To those who have supported and encour
aged our admission to this august body and 
to those who have acted and spoken on our 
behalf during all the years that we had no 
seat here, I offer the heartfelt gratitude of 
the Korean people. 

Today, the Cold War system, which had 
prevented our entry to the United Nations, 
has become a relic of the past. 

From the workers of the Solidarity Move
ment in Gdansk, who raised the banner of re
form in Poland to the courageous Govern
ment in Budapest; from those freedom-in
spired crowds who filled Praque's Vaclavske 
Plaza to those former East Germans who 
tore down the Berlin Wall-not only did they 
free themselves, but they opened the road to
ward a genuine world peace. 

In removing the physical walls which de
nied them liberty, they also brought down 
the barriers which divided mankind into hos
tile camps forcing confrontation and rivalry. 
It was, unquestionably, the Soviet reforms 
that touched off these great changes. But 
these changes have also been inspired by the 
achievements of those nations which at
tained prosperity on the strength of freedom 
and individual values. I share a deep sense of 
satisfaction over this outcome with those 
who have aspired for a truly harmonious 
world, and I pay tribute to the courage of 
those who made into reality what had been 
considered impossible in the past. 

Mr. President, I offer my congratulations 
on your election as President of the 46th Ses
sion of the General Assembly, and express 
my confidence that this Session under your 
leadership will produce fruitful and reward
ing achievements. 

Mr. President, I regard it no less signifi
cant that along with the Republic of Korea, 
the Democratic People's Republic of Korea 
[DPRK] has also become a member of this 
Organization. 

As our North Korean brothers join us in 
the journey toward peace and unification, I 
extend hearty congratulations to them on 
their entry. 

The Republic of Korea has long pursued 
parallel membership of both Koreas in the 
United Nations in the belief that it is the 
most realistic approach to the attainment of 
peace and unification on the Korean Penin
sula. For a continuation of wasteful con-

frontation, refusing to recognize each other, 
will only prolong the painful tragedy of na
tional division. 

For this reason, the entry of both South 
and North Korea into the United Nations 
marks an important turning-point in inter
Korean relations since the division of our 
land in 1945. 

As responsible members of the inter
national community, the two Koreas are now 
both bound by the United Nations Charter to 
carry out the duties incumbent on all mem
bers for the maintenance of world peace. 

Now that the delegates of South and North 
Korea have taken their seats together in this 
hall of peace, we are convinced that a new 
chapter of reconciliation and cooperation 
will open on the Korean Peninsula. 

The Korean people may live under two sep
arate systems, but we have never forgotten 
that we are one nation. 

Imperfect as it may be, the separate mem
bersh~ p of the two Koreas in the United Na
tions is an important interim step on the 
road to national unification. 

It has taken more than 40 years for us to 
move the short distance from the observer's 
to a member's seat. It took the two 
Germanies 17 years to combine their UN 
seats. I sincerely hope that it will not take 
as long for the two Korean seats to become 
one. 

In this hall of peace, the two Koreas will 
open a new avenue of dialogue and coopera
tion that will lead to our national unity. 

The cold war system that brought on the 
tragedy of territorial division in Korea has 
itself collapsed. Now, we will seek to achieve 
national unification: peacefully-without 
the use of military force; independently-on 
the basis of self-determination; and demo
cratically-according to the free will of the 
Korean people. 

I earnestly hope that all the members of 
the United Nations will encourage and sup
port Korean efforts to join the human 
progress toward a more peaceful world by 
achieving their national unity. 

Mr. President and distinguished delegates: 
The world is undergoing epochal changes. 
Systems that oppressed freedom and 

human dignity are being dismantled and the 
tragedies stemming from dogmatic 
ideologies are coming to an end everywhere. 

Around the world nations are seeking to 
chart their own destinies. 

What is truly momentous about this proc
ess is that history is being advanced not by 
the forces of bloody revolution but by the 
power of reason and free spirit. But, the 
great change has only just begun. 

This epic change brings enormous opportu
nities and is the source of hope for all man
kind. Even so, we must travel a long and tor
tuous road before we can successfully mode 
the current process into a new order of world 
peace. 

The recent Soviet political crisis is a clear 
demonstration of this fact. 

The entire world spent those three stress
ful days in a state of shock and dismay. How
ever, the courageous citizens of Moscow 
braved the crisis, and placed flowers in the 
muzzles of tank guns. Indeed, their victory is 
the victory of all freedom-and peace-loving 
peoples of the world. Once again, the world 
has been reminded that indeed "peace is in
divisible.'' 

We have to recognize that any attempt at 
reform, however minor, is bound to require 
an element of sacrifice and pain. In the cases 
of the Soviet Union and the Eastern Euro
pean countries, we know they are currently 
engaged in thorough-going reforms of their 

political, economic and social foundations. 
In moving away from a system of strict con
trol that pervaded every aspect of their lives 
for decades, the difficulties and costs of cre
ating new structures must be truly enor
mous. 

We all know that throughout the cold war 
period, the nations of the world spent an ex
orbitant amount of resources on national se
curity and m111tary preparedness. Now, the 
success of current reforms promises to bring 
benefits the world over in the form of peace; 
and we will enjoy this "peace dividend" for a 
long time to come. 

As the benefits of peace are shared, it is 
only fair that the burdens and sacrifices 
should also be shared. 

Consequently, I call upon all the well-to-do 
nations to extend active support and assist
ance to the countries which used to have 
centrally planned economic systems, in their 
transition to democracy and free market 
economies. 

Due to the imperatives of the cold war, the 
Korean people have had to sustain enormous 
sacrifices throughout the postwar period. Ac
cordingly, we yearn for a world of peace, per
haps more than any nation on earth. 

As a nation that has risen only a genera
tion ago from the ashes of war, and as a re
cently democratized nation that is growing 
in prosperity, the Republic of Korea feels a 
special affinity toward the emerging democ
racies, and understands from experience the 
acute imperative that these nations are fac
ing in common: to achieve democratic and 
economic development in tandem. 

Korea is neither a wealthy nor an advanced 
country. But, we are prepared to extend sup
port to the reform efforts not only in East
ern Europe and the Soviet Union but in all 
parts of the world, and to offer them co
operation to the best of our ability. 

Mr. President, in my speech before the 43rd 
Session of the General Assembly, I declared 
that a durable peace would arrive in our 
world the day we "beat swords into 
ploughshares" on the Korean Peninsula. I 
said this because our own land was visited by 
untold trials and tribulations stemming 
from the international imperatives of the 
20th century, and because the yoke was stm 
upon us. 

However, the external climate surrounding 
the Korean Peninsula has undergone signifi
cant changes over the past years. 

Even before the onset of worldwide reform 
movements, we took the initiative of going 
beyond the limits of the cold war. Subse
quently, we established diplomatic relations 
with the Central and Eastern European 
countries as well as the Soviet Union. We 
also opened mutual exchanges and coopera
tive relations with neighboring China. 

For the previous half century, Korea's re
lations with these countries has been offi
cially severed, and in practice were often 
confrontational. However, with our new 
friendships and cooperation we sense the on
rush of the waves of contemporary history. 
Indeed, we have discovered the power of rec
onciliation. 

We are firmly convinced that the day of 
peace and unification is also coming to our 
land, in spite of territorial division and the 
ever present m111tary threat. 

With the entry of the two Koreas to the 
United Nations, we have embarked on a new 
phase of coexistence. Now, it is our task to 
build on this foundation a positive relation
ship, which w111 soon bring peace, stability 
and national unity. 

To this end, I propose that the two Korean 
Governments agree on and specifically carry 
out the following three measures: 
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First, the two Koreas should replace the 

fragile armistice with a permanent peace 
structure. 

Even at this very moment, a total of 1.7 
million heavily armed soldiers confront each 
other on the Korean Peninsula, concentrated 
along the 250-kilometer-long Dem111tarized 
Zone. 

It might come as a surprise to some of you, 
but we have been living under this unstable 
condition of neither peace nor war for the 
last four decades. 

In light of these precarious realities, I be
lieve the two Koreas should conclude a peace 
treaty, thus renouncing the use of force 
against each other, and proceeding to nor
malize bilateral relations in all areas. 

My second proposal is that, in order to re
duce the threat of war on the Korean Penin
sula, the two sides should seek to bring 
about realistic arms reductions beginning 
with measures designed to build mutual con
fidence. 

In order to remove military confrontation 
on the Korean Peninsula, it is imperative 
that South and North Korea agree upon a 
number of military confidence-building 
measures, including the exchange of military 
information, the advance notification of 
field exercises as well as troop movements, 
and the exchange of permanent observer 
teams to prevent surprise attacks. 

Above all, the development of nuclear 
weapons on the Korean Peninsula will 
present a threat not only to the peace of 
Northeast Asia but also to the peace of the 
whole world. 

Atomic energy must never be used for de
structive military purposes, but must only 
be used for peaceful purposes of promoting 
the well-being of all mankind. Since the 
DPRK is a signatory to the Nuclear Non-pro
liferation Treaty, it should immediately 
abandon the development of nuclear weap
ons, and submit, unconditionally, all of its 
nuclear-related materials and facilities to 
international inspection. 

Once the DPRK abandons its development 
of nuclear weapons and as confidence-build
ing measures are implemented between 
South and North Korea, I am prepared to 
take up discussions with North Korea not 
only on the reduction of conventional forces 
but also on the nuclear issues on the Korean 
Peninsula. 

Finally, and on a more humanitarian 
plane, the two Koreas should bring an end to 
the period of disassociation, and open a new 
era of free exchange of products, information 
and people. 

On our Peninsula today, there are over 10 
million Koreans who live separated from 
their families and loved ones as a result of 
the territorial division in 1945 and of the Ko
rean War. They are denied even the most 
basic humanitarian right of knowing wheth
er or not their parents, brothers and sisters 
are still alive, let alone exchanging letters 
or telephone calls. I do not believe we can 
talk meaningfully about improving inter-Ko
rean relations or mutual confidence-building 
without first resolving this urgent humani
tarian problem. 

Just as it is a universal practice among all 
civilized nations, so must the two Koreas 
open doors toward each other and guarantee 
free travel, communication and trade. 

We must promote substantive relations by 
resolving, through dialog and negotiations, 
issues of mutual interest including inter-Ko
rean exchanges and cooperation as well as 
political and m111tary issues. 

Next month, for the first time since the 
two Koreas became members of this Organi-

zation, the two Government delegations will 
meet for a fourth round of the South-North 
High-level Talks. 

I sincerely hope that the Talks will 
produce an agreement on the basic principles 
governing inter-Korean relations. 

Recently, some limited exchanges between 
the two Koreas have taken place in such 
areas as sports, culture, and trade. Small as 
they are, we value this progress. 

For our part, we will do our best to pro
mote a relationship of common prosperity in 
which the two Koreas offer each other assist
ance for mutual development. 

The Republic of Korea is prepared to ac
tively pursue economic cooperation with the 
DPRK in all areas, including trade, tourism, 
joint exploration of underground resources 
and establishment of joint venture plants. 

Please bear in mind that the Korean people 
have been living as a single national commu
nity for over 1,300 years. Therefore, once ex
changes and cooperation begin, conditions 
for a political integration of the two parts of 
Korea will ripen very quickly, given our his
torical homogeneity. 

I do not believe that the Korean Peninsula 
should be left as the only land remaining di
vided by the cold war. At a time when all the 
divisive barriers are collapsing, the unifica
tion of the Korean Peninsula must be a mat
ter of time and the natural course of history. 
A unified Korea will be a land of freedom and 
happiness for all inhabitants, and will be
come a nation devoted to the promotion of 
world peace and the well-being of all man
kind. 

Mr. President, the Korean people desire to 
see peace prevail not only on the Korean Pe
ninsula but in all regions of dispute as well. 

I am gratified to note that there are real 
signs of progress in peace-making efforts in 
many areas of the world, including the Mid
dle East, Cambodia, Angola, Western Sahara, 
and Central America. I am highly encour
aged to see the United Nations play leading 
roles in these areas, and I wish to pay my re
spects to the Honorable Secretary-General, 
Javier Perez de Cuellar, for his devoted ef
forts. 

Along with efforts to prevent regional dis
putes and to remove their root causes, we 
should strengthen the enforcement of collec
tive security measures. 

The recent war in the gulf region con
firmed that the United Nations is the only 
independent global body capable of asserting 
and giving force to the rule of law in today's 
international community. Our faith that 
peace and justice will prevail throughout the 
world under a new international order was 
bolstered when countries put aside their dif
ferences and joined the UN action in a coali
tion. 

Members of this body will of course recall 
that the Republic of Korea was able to sur
vive and preserve its integrity thanks to the 
very first collective security action on the 
part of the United Nations. Now as a mem
ber, we will participate more actively in all 
UN endeavors toward the peaceful settle
ment of disputes as well as the enforcement 
of international justice. 

Peace can be built only when a common 
conviction prevails that nations do not 
threaten each other and that we may in fact 
live in tranquility. We shall never win faith 
in peace so long as we let our safety hinge on 
the might of formidable weapons that can re
duce this world to ashes in an instant. 

Confrontations that brought about the 
"balance of terror" have now disappeared. 

We welcome the signing in July of the 
START treaty between the United States 

and the Soviet Union. We hope that it will 
accelerate arms control negotiations around 
the world. 

The Republic of Korea fully supports a 
complete elimination of all chemical weap
ons, and will readily join an international 
convention as soon as it emerges. 

In this connection, I believe that the coun
tries of Northeast Asia should now take a 
fresh look at, and approaches toward, the 
question of tension reduction and arms con
trol in this region. 

Mr. President, it is said that peace is more 
than the absence of war. To ensure real and 
lasting peace, we must remove the underly
ing sources of conflict. 

Just as the world is passing beyond ideo
logical divisiveness, we must remove all bar
riers of discrimination; race, color, religion, 
national origin. 

I therefore welcome the positive efforts of 
South Africa to build a united, democratic 
and discrimination-free society. 

Mr. President, the Independent Commis
sion on International Development Issues 
concluded in its final report that where pov
erty reigns there can be no peace. 

Because the Korean people underwent 
similar experiences, we feel compassion to
ward the poverty-stricken countries and 
have a deep understanding of the problems 
they are presently facing; poverty, hunger, 
underdevelopment, foreign debts. 

Since the Republic of Korea made the tran
sition from an underdeveloped to newly in
dustrializing country within the span of one 
generation, we may have become a model for 
those developing countries, with a message 
that they, too, can succeed given time and 
national resolve. 

Thirty years ago, my country was a poor 
agrarian society with a per capita GNP of 
under $100. Today, Korea has become a coun
try with the 13th largest trade volume and 
15th largest GNP in the world. Korea's rapid 
development is due largely to the advantages 
of free market economics and the openness 
of democratic societies. 

The vast global market served as the seed
bed of development for an industrious people 
and innovative businesses. The Korean peo
ple have continued their efforts for further 
progress. Many countries around the world 
as well as the United Nations itself rendered 
assistance in the process of Korea's develop
ment, and became our partners for common 
prosper! ty. 

Today, the Republic of Korea lies at a mid
way stage between the advanced and the de
veloping countries. As such, we hope to re
turn the benefits we received from around 
the world by playing an active role in solv
ing the global North-South problem. In addi
tion to sharing our experience and know-how 
with the developing countries, we will seek 
to play the role of a bridge between the ad
vanced and the developing world by promot
ing global exchanges and cooperation and by 
facilitating the flow of commodities, capital 
and information. 

The advanced countries should actively ex
tend assistance to the developing countries 
with a view to mitigating the latter's dif
ficulties. 

These measures by themselves cannot fun
damentally solve the North-South problem, 
and so we encourage the advanced countries 
to move forward with the horizontal speciali
zation of industries among nations by speed
ing up the process of readjusting their do
mestic industrial structures. In addition, 
they should refrain from monopolizing infor
mation and technology. 

In order to assist the economic growth of 
the developing countries, global markets 
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should be opened wider and the expansion of 
trade should be encouraged. Tendencies to
ward protectionism and mutually exclusive 
regional economic blocs should be discour
aged. 

The international community should adopt 
a more positive posture toward the solution 
of these critical problems within the frame
work of the United Nations system. In addi
tion, we should jointly meet such new and 
serious global challenges as drug trafficking, 
terrorism, and environmental damage. 

Mr. President, a new century is almost 
upon us. The 20th century has seen a great 
number of achievements, certainly much 
more than was achieved in previous millen
nia. At the same time, however, this century 
has also been a period of unspeakable trials 
and tribulations brought on by wars, con
frontations, inequities, and irrationality. 

With the 21st century near at hand, the 
human race is embarking on a new era of 
peace and reason. The irresistible waves of 
history today are those propelled by free
dom, democracy, and respect for human dig
nity and individual values. 

A new era is upon us in which mutual re
spect prevails among nations and where con
flicts are resolved by peaceful means. Revo
lutionary advancements in science and tech
nology, particularly in the fields of transpor
tation, information and communication, 
have transformed the world into a global vil
lage in which mankind can pursue common 
prosperity as neighbors. 

Ever since the beginning of history, the 
human race has aspired for a realization of a 
"peaceful community" on this turbulent 
planet. That aspiration is no longer a dream 
but a realistic goal that we can attain. As 
partners for peace and common prosperity, 
all the nations on earth should now open 
their societies and broaden the avenues of 
exchange and cooperation to build this 
peaceful community. 

As the pivotal organization for world 
peace, I believe the United Nations is fully 
capable of fulfilling this historic task by 
faithfully carrying out the letter and spirit 
of the Charter. 

As a full-fledged member of this world 
body, the Republic of Korea now proudly 
joins the world of nations in our common 
task of realizing the long-held dreams of all 
mankind. 

We may ask for your help and understand
ing with our own problems, but we also care 
deeply for the welfare of other peoples. 

We renew our commitment to the United 
Nations and will march forward hand in hand 
with all nations in the cause of this Organi
zation. 

Henceforth, the Republic of Korea will play 
a leading role in building a world that will be 
a blessing to our posterity-a world that will 
be freer, safer and happier; above all, a world 
of peace. 

Thank you.• 

PRIVATE PROPERTY RIGHTS ACT 
OF 1991 

•Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. President, I rise 
today to discuss the issue of private 
property rights. Recently, I supported 
Senator SYMMS' Private Property 
Rights Act of 1991. Private property 
rights is an important issue that we 
must address. I understand that this 
issue will be part of next week's EPA 
Cabinet bill debate. I would like to 
speak briefly on this subject. 

I strongly believe that private prop
erty rights is an important part of the 
environmental debate. I also strongly 
believe we need to elevate EPA to Cab
inet level. Why? Because I believe if we 
are to succeed in our efforts to protect 
the environment, we must have the 
support of individuals across the coun
try and at the highest levels of govern
ment. 

In this Congress, we will wrestle with 
two issues that directly relate to pri
vate property rights. The first is wet
lands. The second is interstate trans
port of solid waste. I will address the 
second issue at a later date. I would, 
however, like to point out to my col
leagues that interstate waste bans are 
an intrusion on private property 
rights. We should treat the private 
property rights of the wetland owner 
the same as those of the landfill owner. 

As to wetlands, all across America, 
property owners are furious that they 
cannot use their land as they want. En
vironmental protection has reached the 
level of the individual and at least 
some of those individuals do not like 
it. I believe that this is the first of 
many such encounters to come. Each 
year, the magnitude of man's activities 
become larger in relation to the envi
ronment. Thus, now more than ever, 
each individual must do his or her part 
to protect the environment and to be a 
good steward of the resources they 
own. But, we should not expect or re
quire the individual to do what we will 
not do collectively. 

We have set up a system that rewards 
development. For example, we tax land 
at its highest and best use. Collec
tively, we have defined highest and 
best use to mean developed. What does 
this mean? It means collectively, we've 
said condos are more important than 
condors. Rambler houses are more de
sirable than rambling brooks and 
meadows. Given these collective state
ments of our valuers, why are we sur
prised when the wetland owner seeks to 
reach this goal? How can we tell the in
dividual he cannot do what collectively 
we've said is good? 

Obviously, something needs to 
change. Unlimited development is not 
good. Better stewardship is good. I be
lieve, however, that we need to start 
with our Government, not with the in
dividual. We must work collectively to 
change the system to reward conserva
tion not exploitation. We can only do 
this by having an advocate for the en
vironment at the highest levels of gov
ernment. We need an environmental 
presence in the Cabinet. If we are ulti
mately to protect the environment, we 
must lead the way. 

Right now across America, cities are 
competing for new industry. They are 
offering tax breaks to lure industry to 
new green field sites. New roads, new 
sewers, new plants built, and green 
space destroyed. Meanwhile, elsewhere 
in America, old factories lie dormant, 

and workers, and in infrastructure sit 
idle. We throw away the old, and build 
anew. That's wrong. 

Right now in America, we're spend
ing hundreds of millions of dollars on 
high-tech planes designed to reduce 
cities to rubble. Meanwhile, here in 
America, cities are being reduced to 
rubble from neglect and lack of money. 
That's wrong. 

Right now in America, we have a 
property and estate tax system in this 
country which encourages develop
ment, not conservation. How can what 
we build be better than what was pro
vided for us? We should reward Earth's 
preservation, not tax its conservation. 

Given the priorities we're setting, it 
is no wonder that there is such concern 
over private property rights. I believe 
one of the main strengths of our Con
stitution is that it protects our citi
zens from a Government that expects 
more from them than it does from it
self. 

I believe that if we continue to focus 
environmental protection on the citi
zen without first fixing government, we 
are likely to lose the battle to protect 
our environment. Let me give a case in 
point. I represent a State of small com
munities. These towns are at the high 
cost end of the spectrum when it comes 
to environmental compliance. In some 
cases, EPA regulations cost well over 
$1,000 per household per year. Yes, I 
have a problem with that. 

My constituents, for the most part, 
are not wealthy. Our laws in some 
cases have asked them to spend large 
sums of money to protect against the 
1-in-a-million risk, when many cannot 
afford medical care. Many of my con
stituents fail the first test given to 
them by their physician: the billfold 
biopsy. We can't expect our citizens to 
spend money to protect against future 
illness when they cannot afford to be 
treated for what ails them today. 

Before we ask the individual to make 
sacrifices for the good of all, we must 
make changes here. In the greatest 
country in the world, environmental 
protection should be affordable for ev
eryone. I hope that by raising EPA to 
Cabinet level, we can begin to change 
the way government looks at the envi
ronment. When this happens, then we 
can begin to ask our citizens to follow 
the example we set. We should not 
trample on the rights of our citizens to 
achieve what we are not willing to do 
here. 

Each agency must be more respectful 
of the individuals they serve. In this 
light, I would like to suggest to my 
colleague from Idaho that he consider 
some modifications to his forthcoming 
amendment. I agree with him that pri
vate property rights are important. I 
am concerned that some unnecessary 
delays to important regulations could 
occur, however. I believe a time limit 
on the review should be considered. We 
must use private property rights as a 
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means to strengthen environmental 
protection, not as a means to delay en
vironmental protection. 

Second, I feel that in fact this 
amendment could be counter
productive. What I believe my col
league is trying to accomplish is to in
crease the awareness of the various 
agencies that their actions affect the 
lives and rights of millions of Ameri
cans. To accomplish this, the bureauc
racies must internalize the values em
bodied in the Constitution. Executive 
Order 12630 may not accomplish this 
goal. Instead of debating the issue of 
protecting our citizens rights, we will 
end up debating the merits of Execu
tive Order 12630. My colleagues may 
win the battle, but ultimately lose the 
war. 

Instead, I propose that my colleague 
modify the language of his amendment 
as follows. No regulation promulgated 
after the date of enactment of this act 
by any agency shall become effective 
until the issuing agency has developed 
procedures to assess the potential for 
the taking of private property in the 
course of Federal regulatory activity, 
with the goal of minimizing such tak
ing where possible. I suggest that such 
language would accomplish more and 
would be more likely to survive con
ference. 

While such language changes may 
not gain the support of either all of the 
proponents or opponents of this issue, I 
believe most groups on either side, in
cluding the environmental organiza
tions, would wholeheartedly support 
such changes. My colleague will have 
accomplished a great deal toward his 
goal of protecting the citizens of our 
country from an occasionally over
reaching Government.• 

TRIBUTE TO BOB STEELE 
•Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President, I 
rise today to honor one of Connecti
cut's leading citizens, and surely its 
most durable radio personality-Bob 
Steele-who for the past 55 years has 
broadcast on WTIC radio in Hartford. 

Bob grew up in the wide-open spaces 
of Kansas City, MO, but he liked what 
he saw when he arrived in the winding 
Connecticut River valley and, to our 
good fortune, stayed. He started his il
lustrious career as a staff announcer, 
logging in at WTIC back on October 1, 
1936. 

In 1939, he introduced listeners to a 
unique and witty sports program called 
"Strictly Sports." Since then he has 
developed a legendary reputation as a 
sports prognosticator. Not because he 
was accurate in his predictions, but be
cause he was not. He has a great knack 
for picking losers, except for himself 
who is a total winner. 

Although he never really officially 
left the world of sports, fans of Bob 
Steele may recall his boxing career. 
Even though many members of Bob 
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Steele's audience didn't attend those 
boxing matches, I know they have had 
ample opportunity to relive them, blow 
by blow, each time Bob resurrects 
them on the air. 

In 1939, Bob became the announcer 
for the "G. Fox Morning Watch," 
which evolved into the "Bob Steele 
Show." Ever since, day in and day out, 
decade after decade, through times of 
war and peace, thousands of people 
have woken up to the voice of Bob 
Steele. All of us who consider ourselves 
his fans have come to rely on Bob to 
bring us up-to-the-minute news, sports, 
traffic, and weather-all laced with 
good humor, charm, and a comforting 
tone. The sound of Bob's voice echoing 
through the kitchen is as much a part 
of early morning in Connecticut as the 
newspaper on the doorstep, and coffee 
brewing on the stove. 

Bob has had a wonderful opportunity 
to teach us all a little something about 
the world in which we live and the peo
ple around us, whether it is through his 
birthday greetings for our neighbors, 
or his "word for the day" feature. 

Bob Steele has really been a part of 
our lives, of our families in Connecti
cut, helping us to greet each day with 
a chuckle that eases us through the 
morning. The day may be rainy, snowy, 
and cold, and the news may be of may
hem or war, but the voice of Bob Steele 
cut through that static, steady and 
clear, and got us ready to go out into 
the world. 

And Bob's service to his listeners did 
not end with his signoff each day. He 
has always been a loyal supporter of 
the community, helping numerous 
charities and causes along the way. 
The list of those he has helped through 
his years of service is-quite literally
too long to mention. 

Mr. President, next Monday, Septem
ber 30, 1991, after 55 years of broadcast
ing, Bob Steele will sign off for the 
final time on WTIC radio. And, even 
though he will be missed, it is time 
that we, his listeners, let Bob enjoy 
life, and maybe even sleep a little later 
in the morning. As he bids us farewell, 
I wish him God's blessings, and thank 
him for enriching the lives of genera
tions of families who have heard his 
voice on the air each morning. But, 
frankly, mornings in Connecticut will 
never be quite the same 

Bob, the word for the day is 
"Thanks."• 

ILLINOIS TEACHER OF THE YEAR: 
ARTHUR PEEKEL 

•Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I am 
pleased to congratulate Arthur Peekel 
of Palatine, IL, for being selected as Il
linois Teacher of the Year. I admire his 
dedication to teaching and I commend 
him for earning this marvelous honor. 

Arthur Peekel, a social studies teach
er at Rolling Meadows High School, 
has won the admiration and confidence 

of teachers, parents, and students for 
making a difference in the 11 ves of his 
students. He is known for having 
strong personal relationships with his 
students as both a teacher and a friend. 
His involvement in and support of ex
tracurricular activities demonstrates 
that he is interested in developing the 
whole student. Over his career as an 
educator, he has spent many hours not 
only helping to develop students' 
minds but also their character. 

Arthur Peekel has spent his career 
helping students to critically examine 
issues in the world and to take risks. 
He creates a classroom atmosphere 
that invites all students to participate 
actively rather than sit passively. He 
never forgets that there is much he can 
learn from his students, and he encour
ages them to share their ideas with 
him. 

As Illinois Teacher of the Year, Ar
thur Peekel will spend a semester trav
eling through the State to speak to 
teacher workshops, education con
ferences and seminars, and community 
and civic groups. He will receive a life
time tuition waiver to State univer
sities and 1 year of paid leave to pursue 
graduate work, which will enable him 
to continue to meet his goal of lifelong 
learning. In addition, he will represent 
Illinois in the National Teacher of the 
Year Program sponsored by Encyclo
pedia Brittanica. 

In these challenging times, we should 
all be grateful to Arthur Peekel and 
the example he sets. One of his favorite 
quotations is from Gertrude Stein, "It 
is better to ask questions than to give 
answers, even good answers." This phi
losophy guides not only teachers in the 
classroom but also inspires us to seek 
truth in our lives. We can all learn 
from his dedication and commitment 
to our children-the future of our Na
tion. We need more teachers like Ar
thur Peekel.• 

(Earlier the following occurred and 
appears at this point by unanimous 
consent:) 

ORDERS FOR MONDAY, SEPTEM
BER 30, AND TUESDAY, OCTOBER 
1, 1991 
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I ask 

unanimous consent that when the Sen
ate completes its business today, it 
stand in recess until 12:30 p.m. on Mon
day, September 30; that following the 
prayer, the Journal of proceedings be 
deemed approved to date; that the time 
for the two leaders be reserved for their 
use later in the day; and that there be 
a period for the transaction of morning 
business not to extend beyond 1 p.m., 
with Senators permitted to speak for 
up to 10 minutes each; that at 1 p.m. on 
Monday, the Senate proceed to the con
sideration of Calendar No. 121, S. 533, 
the EPA Cabinet-level bill, and that it 
be considered under the following 
agreement: That following opening 
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statements, Senator GLENN be recog
nized to offer two amendments, the 
first a Glenn amendment with respect 
to the Bureau of Statistics and the sec
ond an amendment on behalf of Sen
ator SYMMS with respect to the Gov
ernment's taking of private property; 
that if a rollcall vote is requested on or 
in relation to either of these amend
ments, it be delayed to occur at 2:15 
p.m. on Tuesday following the lunch
eon conferences, notwithstanding the 
provisions of rule XXII; that following 
both amendments either being agreed 
to or laid aside on Monday, Senator 
COATS then be recognized to offer an 
amendment with respect to interstate 
transfer of trash, on which there be no 
limitation on time of amendments 
thereto; that following the conclusion 
of Monday's session, the Senate stand 
in recess until 9:15 a.m. on Tuesday, 
October 1; that following the prayer, 
the Journal of proceedings be deemed 
approved to date; that the time for the 
two leaders be reserved for their use 
later in the day; and that there be ape
riod for the transaction of morning 
business not to extend beyond 10 a.m., 
under the control of the majority lead
er, or his designee, with Senators per
mitted to speak therein; that following 
the disposition of the conference report 
on S. 1722, the unemployment benefits 
bill, on Tuesday morning, as under the 
previous agreement, the Senate pro
ceed to vote on the motion to invoke 
cloture on the motion to proceed to the 
consideration of S. 5, the family medi
cal leave bill; and that the Senate 
stand in recess on Tuesday from 12:30 
p.m. until 2:15 p.m. for the two-party 
luncheon conferences. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 
objection, it is so ordered. 

SCHEDULE 
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, let 

me then summarize briefly for Sen
ators the schedule over the next 3 days. 
First with these agreements having 
been obtained, I can now announce 
that there will be no rollcall votes 
today or on Monday. There will be roll
call votes on Tuesday morning, as I 
will shortly describe. 

On today, there will be debate com
pleted on the unemployment insurance 
bill conference report. Upon the con
clusion of that debate, that matter will 
then be laid aside until Tuesday morn
ing at 10 a.m. At 10 a.m. on Tuesday, 
there will be 1 hour for debate on that 
confemce report and on a point of 
order made with respect to the con
ference report with a vote occurring on 
that point of order-it will actually be 
on the motion to waive the point of 
order-at 11 a.m. on Tuesday morning. 

After conclusion of the debate today 
on the unemployment insurance bill, I 
will make a motion to proceed to the 
family leave bill. It is my understand
ing that there is opposition to that. I 

will then, by prior agreement, file a 
cloture motion on the motion to pro
ceed to that bill. Upon filing the clo
ture motion, I will withdraw the mo
tion to proceed and, by agreement, the 
vote on that cloture motion on the mo
tion to proceed to the family leave bill 
will occur following the disposition of 
the conference report on the unemploy
ment bill on Tuesday morning. 

On Monday, the Senate will begin 
consideration of the EPA Cabinet-level 
bill, and following opening statements, 
two amendments will be offered: One 
by Senator GLENN on his behalf and 
one by Senator GLENN on behalf of Sen
ator SYMMS. We expect both of those 
amendments to be accepted without a 
vote. In the event a vote does occur on 
either or both of those amendments, 
those votes will occur at 2:15 p.m. on 
Tuesday. 

Following those amendments either 
being disposed of or set aside on Mon
day, Senator COATS will be recognized 
to offer his amendment. There is no 
agreement with respect to that amend
ment. We expect extended debate on 
that and that matter will be for the 
Senate's determination. 

Mr. President, I believe that takes us 
through next Tuesday until early after
noon, and by that time, of course, we 
will be in a better position to assess 
where we go from there. But there will 
be no rollcall votes today or on Mon
day. There will be several rollcall votes 
on Tuesday, beginning at 11 a.m. 

Mr. President, I would like to yield 
to the distinguished Republican leader, 
who has cooperated in the development 
of this agreement, and invite any com
ments he may have or, if I have mis
stated anything, to correct me. 

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, if the ma
jority leader will yield, I think it accu
rately reflects the understanding we 
had. I think it does keep the Senate 
moving and at the same time accom
modates some Senators who had other 
commitments on Monday and late this 
afternoon. 

I thank the majority leader. 
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President, I 

thank my colleague. 

RECESS UNTIL MONDAY, SEP
TEMBER 30, 1991, AT 12:30 P.M. 

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, if 
there be no further business to come 
before the Senate, I ask unanimous 
consent that the Senate stand in re
cess, according to the previous order, 
until the hour of 12:30 p.m. Monday, 
September 30. 

There being no objection, at 4:09 
p.m., the Senate recessed until Mon
day, September 30, 1991, at 12:30 p.m. 

NOMINATIONS 
Executive nominations received by 

the Senate September 27, 1991: 

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 

SUSAN MEREDITH PIULLIPS, OF IOWA, TO BE A MEM· 
BER OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL 
RESERVE SYSTEM FOR THE UNEXPIRED TERM OF 14 
YEARS FROM FEBRUARY 1, 1984, VICE MARTHA R . SEGER. 
RESIGNED. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

ERNEST WILSON WILLIAMS, OF TENNESSEE, TO BE U.S . 
ATTORNEY FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF TENNESSEE 
FOR THE TERM OF 4 YEARS VICE JOE B. BROWN, TERM 
EXPmED. 

FOREIGN SERVICE 

THE FOLLOWING-NAMED PERSONS OF THE AGENCIES 
INDICATED FOR APPOINTMENT AS FOREIGN SERVICE OF
FICERS OF THE CLASSES STATED, AND ALSO FOR THE 
OTHER APPOINTMENTS INDICATED HEREWITH: 

FOR APPOINTMENT AS FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS OF 
CLASS l, CONSULAR OFFICERS AND SECRETARIES IN THE 
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMER
ICA: 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

ROBERT A. TAFT, OF CONNECTICUT 

FOR APPOINTMENT AS FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS OF 
CLASS 2, CONSULAR OFFICERS AND SECRETARIES IN THE 
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMER
ICA: 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SCOTT E. BLEGGI, OF VIRGINIA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

ROBERT J . BUCALO, OF PENNSYLVANIAEDGARD. 

FULTON, OF VIRGINIAJAMEB L. JOY, OF FLORIDA 

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

HERMINIA B. PANGAN, OF VIRGINIA 

U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY 

CLAUDIA E. ANY ASO, OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

FOR APPOINTMENT AS FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS OF 
CLASS 3, CONSULAR OFFICERS AND SECRETARIES IN THE 
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMER
ICA. 

AG FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

PAMELA MANDEL, OF CALIFORNIA 
BRADLEY PAUL WALLACH, OF CALIFORNIA 

FOR APPOINTMENT AS FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS OF 
CLASS 4, CONSULAR OFFICERS AND SECRETARIES IN THE 
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMER
ICA: 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

CONSTANCEA. ANDERSON,OFVIRGINIA 
CHARLES C. BARRY. OF CALIFORNIA 
BRUCE BERTON, OF WASHINGTON 
HOW ARD H. BETTS, OF CALIFORNIA 
MATTHEW J . BRYZA, OF U.LINOIS 
FLETCHER MARTIN BURTON, OF TENNESSEE 
WILLIAM EUGENE FITZGERALD, OF NEW YORK 
LEO GALLAGHER, OF PENNSYLVANIA 
CAROLYN M. GORMAN, OF NEW YORK 
KATHERINE B. HADDA, OF NEW YORK 
SCOTT R . HANCOCK, OF ARKANSAS 
CINDERELLA B. HAZEL, OF NEW JERSEY 
WILLIAM ALAN HEIDT, OF PENNSYLVANIA 
GORDON K. HELLWIG, OF MISSOURI 
LEO J. HESSION, JR., OF CALIFORNIA 
ROBIN LYNN HILL, OF WASHINGTON 
PETER S. HINZ, OF VIRGINIA 
PAUL RUSSELL HUGHES, JR., OF VIRGINIA 
THOMAS M. KING, OF NEW MEXICO 
BENNETT LOWENTHAL, OF OHIO 
SCOTT M. MCGEHEE, OF VIRGINIA 
KENNETH H. MERTEN, OF OHIO 
PETER FRANCIS MULREAN, OF NEW YORK 
JUNE MARIE O'CONNELL, OF MARYLAND 
MICHAELE. O'MALLEY, OF PENNSYLVANIA 
PETER ALAN PRAHAR, OF CALIFORNIA 
THOMAS A. PRASTER, OF PENNSYLVANIA 
CHRISTOPHER JAY RANDALL, OF INDIANA 
THOMAS G. ROGAN, OF NEW HAMPSHmE 
PAULE. ROHRLICH, OF NEW YORK 
DANIEL F . ROMANO, OF WASHINGTON 
KAREN H. SASAHARA, OF MASSACHUSETTS 
RAPHAEL SEMMES, Ill, OF MARYLAND 
CAROL D. SHUH, OF IOWA 
WILLIAM H. SPENCER, IV, OF CALIFORNIA 
KEVIN K. SULLIVAN, OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
PETER JONATHAN SWAVELY, OF PENNSYLVANIA 
JAMES CARY THOMPSON, SR., OF FLORIDA 
HEATHER ANN TOWNSEND, OF MAINE 
KATHLEEN LENORE WALZ, OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUM-

BIA 
PAMELA QUANRUD WEBER, OF CONNECTICUT 
JOHN H. WINART, OF CALIFORNIA 
JOYCE SU WONG, OF CALIFORNIA 
EUGENE STEWART YOUNG, OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUM

BIA 
STEVEN EDWARD ZATE, OF FLORIDA 

U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY 

NICOLE R. LORENZINI, OF ILLINOIS 
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THE FOLLOWING-NAMED MEMBERS OF THE FOREIGN 

SERVICE OF THE DEPARTMENTS OF STATE AND COM
MERCE TO BE CONSULAR OFFICERS ANDIOR SECRETAR
IES IN THE DIPLOMATIC SERVICE OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA, AS INDICATED: 

CONSULAR OFFICERS AND SECRETARIES IN THE DIP
LOMATIC SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

CHERYL OWENS AUSTIN, OF VIRGINIA 
RICHARD K. BELL, OF KENTUCKY 
SUZANNE S. BLACK, OF VIRGINIA 
STEPHEN F. BLACKBURN, OF VIRGINIA 
ANTOINETTE ROSE BOECKER, OF TEXAS 
MATTHEW P . BRADY, OF VIRGINIA 
STEVEN M. BRADY, OF VIRGINIA 
MATTHEW J . BRAZil.., OF CALIFORNIA 
DAVID ALBERT BROOKBANK, JR., OF WASHINGTON 
ROBERT J. BRUTON, OF VIRGINIA 
LYNN S . CHAMBERS, OF VIRGINIA 
WILLIAM . CHRISTOPHER. OF CALIFORNIA 
TORAH LYN COTTRILL, OF FLORIDA 
ALEXIS C. DE ALVAREZ. OF TEXAS 
ROBERT C. DEWITT, OF MARYLAND 
PAMELA DUNHAM, OF OREGON 
ROBERT FRANK ENSSLIN, Ill, OF FLORIDA 
ALBERT R. FOURNIER, OF GEORGIA 
PAUL F . FRITCH, JR., OF WYOMING 
STEVEN GIEGERICH, OF NEW YORK 
MAE BYRNE BIULIANO, OF VIRGINIA 
THOMAS B. GORDON, OF VIRGINIA 
JAIME A. GUTIERREZ, OF VIRGINIA 
PETER G. HANCON, OF ILLINOIS 
KIMBERLY M. HAROZ, OF NEW MEXICO 
DAVID F. HARRISON, OF VIRGINIA 
CAMILLE DIANE HILL, OF CALIFORNIA 
RICHARD ALAN HINSON, OF FLORIDA 

ANDREW P. HOGENBOOM, OF NEW YORK 
SHERRI A. HOLLIDAY, OF KANSAS 
DOUGLAS DAVID JONES, OF MARYLAND 
RUSSELL W. JONES, JR., OF ILLINOIS 
THOMAS F . KADY. OF VIRGINIA 
ROBERT J. KEE, JR., OF VIRGINIA 
THOMAS YANN LARNED, OF VIRGINIA 
KEVIN P . MALLORY, OF NEVADA 
TIMOTHY G. MCLAUGHLIN, OF VIRGINIA 
MARCUS R. J . MICHELI, OF CONNECTICUT 
MARK A. MILAT, OF VIRGINIA 
ANDREW LEONARD MORRISON, OF ARKANSAS 
JONATHAN EDWARD MUDGE, OF CALIFORNIA 
TULINABO SALAMA MUSHINGI. OF VIRGINIA 
MICHAEL J . MURPHY, OF VIRGINIA 
STEPHEN PATRICK O'DOWD, OF VIRGINIA 
KATHLEEN J . OLSON, OF MINNESOTA 
MARK CHRISTOPHER PAREDES, OF UTAH 
MARY RAMSEY PAVITT. OF VIRGINIA 
JAMES M. PERIARD, OF VIRGINIA 
THOMAS C. PIERCE, OF OREGON 
JAMES R. POTRATZ, OF VIRGINIA 
DEBBIE LYNN POTTER, OF WASHINGTON 
RICHARD C. REED, OF CONNECTICUT 
PHILIP F. REil..LY, OF VIRGINIA 
DAVID REIMER, OF VIRGINIA 
MAURA L. ROLLS, OF WEST VIRGINIA 
CHRISTOPHER ROWAN, OF TENNESSEE 
ANN D. SAGRAVES, OF CONNECTICUT 
ANTHONY RUDOLPH SIMON, OF VIRGINIA 
WILLIAM STOCKTON, OF PENNSYLVANIA 
THOMAS G. TAYLOR, OF VIRGINIA 
KRIS B. TEUTSCH, OF VIRGINIA 
ELLEN BARBARA THORBURN, OF MICHIGAN 
CHRISTOPHER L . TURNER, OF VIRGINIA 

HALE C. VANKOUGHNETT, OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUM-
BIA 

PAUL VAN LOON, OF WYOMING 
PATRICIA A. VEATCH, OF VIRGINIA 
LEO FRANCIS VOYTKO, JR., OF VIRGINIA 
WADE V. WALTERS. IV, OF VIRGINIA 
ROBERT B. WALDROP, OF Il..LINOS 
ERIC M. WATKINS, OF VIRGINIA 
WARREN CLIFTON WEBB, OF NORTH CAROLINA 
AMY P. WESTLING, OF COLORADO 
CRAIG MICHAEL WHITE, OF VIRGINIA 
MARK A. WILKINS, OF VIRGINA 
MICHAEL G. WILLIAMS, OF VIRGINIA 
WILLIAM RANDALL WISELL, OF MARYLAND 
ELIZABETH MOBERLY WOLFSON, OF TEXAS 
ERIC A. ZOLLINGER, OF VIRGINIA 

CONSULAR OFFICERS OF THE UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA: 

FAITH N. HUNT, OF CALIFORNIA 

SECRETARIES IN THE DIPLOMATIC SERVICE OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

GARY GALLAGHER, OF OKLAHOMA 
ROGER W. WALLACE, OF TEXAS 

THE FOLLOWING-NAMED CAREER MEMBER OF THE 
FOREIGN SERVICE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE FOR 
PROMOTION WITHIN THE SENIOR FOREIGN SERVICE TO 
THE CLASS INDICATED, EFFECTIVE APRIL 7, 1891: 

CAREER MEMBER OF THE SENIOR FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, CLASS OF MIN
ISTER-COUNSELOR: 

LAURENCE E. POPE, II, OF MAINE 
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES-Friday, September 27, 1991 
CONFERENCE REPORT ON H.R. 2508 

Pursuant to the order of September 
27, 1991, Mr. FASCELL submitted the 
following conference report and state
ment on the bill (H.R. 2508) to amend 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 to 
rewrite the authorities of that Act in 
order to establish more effective assist
ance programs and eliminate obsolete 
and inconsistent provisions, to amend 
the Arms Export Control Act and to re
designate that Act as the Defense 
Trade and Export Control Act, to au
thorize appropriations for foreign as
sistance programs for fiscal years 1992 
and 1993, and for other purposes: 

CONFERENCE REPORT (H. REPT. 102-225) 
The committee of conference on the dis

agreeing votes of the two Houses on the 
amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 
2508) to amend the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 to rewrite the authorities of that Act in 
order to establish more effective assistance 
programs and eliminate obsolete and incon
sistent provisions, to amend the Arms Ex
port Control Act and to redesignate that Act 
as the Defense Trade k.nd Export Control 
Act, to authorize appropriations for foreign 
assistance programs for fiscal years 1992 and 
1993, and for other purposes, having met, 
after full and free conference, have agreed to 
recommend and do recommend to their re
spective Houses as follows: 

That the House recede from its disagree
ment to the amendment of the Senate and 
agree to the same with an amendment as fol
lows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed to be in
serted by the Senate amendment insert the 
following: 
SECTION l. SHORT TITLE. 

This Act may be cited as the "International 
Cooperation Act of 1991 ". 
SEC. Z. ORGANIZATION OF ACT; TABLE OF CON· 

TENTS. 
(a) ORGANIZATION OF ACT.-This Act is orga

nized into titles as follows: 
Title I-Economic Assistance 
Title II-Military Assistance and Sales and Re

lated Programs 
Title III-International Narcotics Control 
Title IV-Special Authorities, Restrictions, Re

porting Requirements, Adminis
trative and General Provisions, 
Definitions, and Conforming 
Amendments and Repeals 

Title V-Europe 
Title VI-Middle East 
Title VII-Latin America and the Caribbean 
Title VIII-Enterprise for the Americas 
Title IX-Asia and the Pacific 
Title X-Africa 
Title XI-Aid, Trade, and Competitiveness 
Title XII-Peace Corps 
Title XIII-International Development and Fi

nance 
Title XIV-Miscellaneous 

(b) TABLE OF CONTENTS.-The table of con
tents for this Act is as follows: 
Sec. 1. Short title. 
Sec. 2. Organization of Act; table of contents. 

Sec. 3. Statement of United States foreign pol
icy. 

TITLE I-ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE 
Sec. 101. General policies and objectives. 
Sec. 102. Authorizations of appropriations for 

development assistance. 
Sec. 103. Assistance for individuals with dis

abilities and for displaced chil
dren. 

Sec. 104. Agriculture, rural development, and 
nutrition. 

Sec. 105. Population planning. 
Sec. 106. Health. 
Sec. 107. Private sector, environment, energy, 

and other development assistance. 
Sec. 108. Appropriate technology international. 
Sec. 109. Private sector guarantee program. 
Sec. 110. Cost sharing. 
Sec. 111. Women in development. 
Sec. 112. Environment and natural resources. 
Sec. 113. Private voluntary organizations. 
Sec. 114. Evaluation. 
Sec. 115. American schools and hospitals 

abroad. 
Sec. 116. Housing and other credit guarantee 

programs. 
Sec. 117. Overseas Private Investment Corpora

tion. 
Sec. 118. Microenterprise development. 
Sec. 119. Assistance for human rights and 

democratic initiatives. 
Sec. 120. Voluntary contributions to inter

national organizations and pro
grams. 

Sec. 121. Debt for development. 
Sec. 122. International disaster assistance. 
Sec. 123. Economic Support Fund. 
Sec. 123. Authorizations of appropriations for 

economic support fund assistance. 
Sec. 124. Purchase of United States goods and 

services. 
Sec. 125. Trade and Development Agency. 
Sec. 126. Authorizations of appropriations for 

operating expenses. 
Sec. 127. Cooperation with nongovernmental 

sector. 
Sec. 128. Policy and report on further manage

ment reform. 
TITLE II-MILITARY ASSISTANCE AND 

SALES AND RELATED PROGRAMS 
CHAPTER 1-MILITARY ASSISTANCE AND RELATED 

PROGRAMS 
Sec. 201. Statement of policy and objectives. 
Sec. 202. Foreign military financing assistance. 
Sec. 203. Authorizations of appropriations for 

foreign military financing assist
ance. 

Sec. 204. Conditions of eligibility. 
Sec. 205. Defense drawdown special authorities. 
Sec. 206. Improved accountability with respect 

to financed commercial arms 
sales. 

Sec. 207. Stockpiles. 
Sec. 208. Overseas management of assistance 

and sales programs. 
Sec. 209. Excess defense articles. 
Sec. 210. International military education and 

training. 
Sec. 211. Peacekeeping operations. 
Sec. 212. International terrorism. 
Sec. 213. Responsibilities of the Secretary of De

fense for end-use monitoring. 
Sec. 214. Quarterly reports on procurement out

side the United States. 

CHAPTER 2-FOREIGN MILITARY SALES PROGRAM 
Sec. 221. Arms transfer policy. 
Sec. 222. Improved accounting for foreign mili

tary sales. 
Sec. 223. Designation of major non-NATO al

lies. 
Sec. 224. Certification thresholds. 
Sec. 225. Standardizing congressional review 

procedures for arms transfers. 
Sec. 226. Foreign availability. 
Sec. 227. Economic impact on United States of 

arms sales. 
Sec. 228. Coproduction agreements. 
Sec. 229. Enforcement of arms export licensing 

requirements. 
Sec. 230. Biennial review of the international 

traffic in arms regulations. 
Sec. 231. Contract administrative service 

charges for NATO subsidiary bod
ies. 

Sec. 232. Sales of depleted uranium shells. 
CHAPTER 3-TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING 

AMENDMENTS; REPEAL OF OBSOLETE AND IN
CONSISTENT PROVISIONS 

Sec. 241. Conforming amendments. 
Sec. 242. Amendments to eliminate obsolete and 

inconsistent provisions. 
Sec. 243. Technical corrections. 

CHAPTER 4-TRANSFERS OF SPOILS OF WAR 
Sec. 261. Short title. 
Sec. 262. Transfers of spoils of war. 
Sec. 263. Construction of provisions. 
Sec. 264. Definitions. 
CHAPTER 5-ARMS TRANSFERS RESTRAINT POL

ICY FOR THE MIDDLE EAST AND PERSIAN GULF 
REGION 

Sec. 281. Findings. 
Sec. 282. Multilateral arms transfer and control 

regime. 
Sec. 283. Limitation on United States arms sales 

to the region. 
Sec. 284. Reports to the Congress. 
Sec. 285. Relevant congressional committees de

fined. 
TITLE Ill-INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS 

CONTROL 
Sec. 301. Authorizations of appropriations. 
Sec. 302. Amendments relating to certain au

thorities and requirements. 
Sec. 303. Annual reporting and certification re

quirements. 
Sec. 304. Technical and conforming provisions; 

repeal of obsolete provisions. 
Sec. 305. Exemption of narcotics-related mili

tary assistance for fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 from prohibition on 
assistance for law enforcement 
agencies. 

Sec. 306. Waiver of restrictions for narcotics-re
lated economic assistance. 

Sec. 307. Export-Import Bank financing of 
antinarcotics-related sales of de
fense articles or services. 

TITLE IV-SPECIAL AUTHORITIES, RE
STRICTIONS, REPORTING REQUIRE
MENTS, ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL 
PROVISIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND CON
FORMING AMENDMENTS AND REPEALS 
Chapter I-Contingency and Other Special 

Authorities 
Sec. 401. Presidential Contingency Fund. 
Sec. 402. Democracy Contingency Fund. 

DThis symbol represents the time of day during the House proceedings, e.g., D 1407 is 2:07 p.m. 

Matter set in this typeface indicates words inserted or appended, rather than spoken, by a Member of the House on the floor. 
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Sec. 403. Unanticipated contingencies. 
Sec. 404. Transfer authority. 
Sec. 405. Special waiver authority. 

Chapter 2-Restrictions on Assistance and 
Exemptions From Restrictions 

Sec. 411. Restrictions on law en/ orcement assist
ance: applicability to non-funded 
assistance, consolidation of excep
tions. 

Sec. 412. Consolidation of certain restrictions. 
Sec. 413. Exemptions from restrictions. 

Chapter 3-Reports 
Sec. 421. Human rights policy and reports. 
Sec. 422. Congressional presentation documents 

for economic assistance. 
Sec. 423. Notification of program changes. 
Sec. 424. Annual allocation reports. 

Chapter 4-Administrative and General 
Provisions 

Sec. 431. Use of private enterprise. 
Sec. 432. Procurement. 
Sec. 433. Reimbursable programs. 
Sec. 434. Special accounts for and use of host

country owned local currency. 
Sec. 435. Authority for extended period of avail

ability of appropriations. 
Sec. 436. Termination expenses. 
Sec. 437. Interest on local currency accruing to 

nongovernmental organizations. 
Sec. 438. Exemptions from certain provisions re

stricting the availability of funds. 
Sec. 439. Requirement of Senate confirmation 

for specific positions in the Agen
cy for International Development. 

Sec. 440. Personnel detailed to the Agency for 
International Development. 

Sec. 441. Funds allocated to the Export-Import 
Bank and the Overseas Private 
Investment Corporation. 

Sec. 442. Terms and conditions of assistance. 
Sec. 443. Contracting with individuals. 
Sec. 444. Facilities abroad. 
Sec. 445. Coordination of United States policies 

and programs affecting develop
ment. 

Sec. 446. Recognition of American generosity. 
Sec. 447. Discrimination against United States 

personnel providing assistance. 
Chapter ~Definitions 

Sec. 451. Definitions designating various assist
ance programs. 

Sec. 452. Definition of appropriate congres
sional committees. 

Sec. 453. Additional definitions. 
Chapter 6-Conforming Amendments and 

Repeals 
Sec. 461. Conforming amendments and repeal of 

obsolete provisions of the Foreign 
Assistance Act. 

Sec. 462. Repeal of obsolete provisions of an
nual foreign assistance Acts. 

Sec. 463. Some conforming amendments to other 
Acts. 

TITLE V-EUROPE 
Chapter 1-Support for East European 

Democracy Act 
Sec. 501. Amendments to SEED Act of 1989. 
Sec. 502. United States policy regarding Eastern 

Europe. 
Sec. 503. East European countries eligible for 

SEED benefits. 
Sec. 504. Structural adjustment. 
Sec. 505. Private sector development. 
Sec. 506. Trade and investment. 
Sec. 507. Educational, cultural, and scientific 

activities. 
Sec. 508. Other assistance programs. 
Sec. 509. Additional SEED Program actions. 
Sec. 510. Funding of SEED Program. 
Sec. 511. Conforming amendments to list of 

SEED actions. 

Sec. 512. Regional Environmental Center for 
Central and Eastern Europe. 

Chapter 2-0ther Provisions Relating to the 
Region 

Sec. 521. Soviet-Eastern European Research 
and Training Program. 

Sec. 522. Condemnation of anti-semitism and 
ethnic intolerance in Romania. 

Sec. 523. Nagorno-Karabakh crisis. 
Sec. 524. Andrei Sakharov educational ex-

change program. 
Sec. 525. Crisis in Yugoslavia. 
Sec. 526. Anglo-Irish International Fund. 
Sec. 527. United States policy regarding the 

Eastern Mediterranean. 
Sec. 528. Assistance for the Eastern Mediterra

nean. 
TITLE VI-MIDDLE EAST 

Sec. 601. Assistance for Israel. 
Sec. 602. Assistance for Egypt. 
Sec. 603. Promoting pluralism and democracy in 

the Middle East and North Africa. 
Sec. 604. West Bank and Gaza program. 
Sec. 605. Middle East cooperative scientific and 

technological projects. 
Sec. 606. Cooperative development projects. 
Sec. 607. Israeli-Palestinian people-to-people 

activities. 
Sec. 608. Policy toward and assistance for Leb

anon. 
Sec. 609. Restrictions and reports with regard to 

Syria. 
Sec. 610. Peace and stability in the Middle 

East. 
Sec. 611. Cumulative impact on Israel of United 

States conventional arms trans
l ers to the Middle East. 

Sec. 612. Restrictions on negotiations with the 
Palestine Liberation Organiza
tion. 

Sec. 613. PLO commitments compliance. 
Sec. 614. United Nations General Assembly Res

olution 3379. 
Sec. 615. Democratic reform and human rights 

in Kuwait. 
Sec. 616. Use of United States subcontractors in 

Kuwait. 
Sec. 617. Iraqi war crimes and crimes against 

humanity. 
Sec. 618. Report on transfers of spoils of war. 
Sec. 619. 1981 Israeli preemptive strike against 

the Iraqi nuclear reactor at 
Osirak. 

TITLE VII-LATIN AMERICA AND THE 
CARIBBEAN 

Chapter 1-Central America and the Caribbean 
SUBCHAPTER A-CENTRAL AMERICA 

Sec. 701. Promoting Central American recovery 
and development. 

Sec. 702. Assistance for Guatemala. 
Sec. 703. Assistance for Nicaragua. 
Sec. 704. Assistance for refugees and displaced 

persons. 
Sec. 705. Assistance for democratic legislatures. 
Sec. 706. Central American journalism program 

and the regional administration 
of justice program. 

Sec. 707. Policy on military base rights in Pan
ama. 

SUBCHAPTER B-THE CARIBBEAN 
Sec. 711. Caribbean regional development. 
Sec. 712. Assistance for Haiti. 
Sec. 713. Haitian sugar cane harvesters in the 

Dominican Republic. 
Sec. 714. Assistance for Guyana. 
Sec. 715. Democracy in Suriname. 
Sec. 716. Human rights in Cuba. 
Sec. 717. Prohibition on certain transactions be

tween certain United States sub
sidiaries and Cuba. 

SUBCHAPTER C-PROVISIONS RELATING TO BOTH 
CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN 

Sec. 721. Military aircraft transfers. 

CHAPTER 2-SOUTH AMERICA 

SUBCHAPTER A-ANDEAN INITIATIVE 
Sec. 731. Economic assistance and administra

tion of justice programs for Ande
an countries. 

Sec. 732. Military and law enforcement assist
ance for Andean countries. 

Sec. 733. General provisions relating to assist
ance for Andean countries. 

Sec. 734. Colombia's efforts to combat inter
national narcotics trafficking. 

SUBCHAPTER B-OTHER PROVISIONS 
RELATING TO SOUTH AMERICA 

Sec. 741. Argentina and Brazil's common nu
clear policy. 

Sec. 742. Military assistance and sales for 
Chile. 

CHAPTER 3-0THER PROVISIONS PERTAINING TO 
THE REGION 

Sec. 751. Inter-American Foundation. 
Sec. 752. Support of international efforts 

against the spread of cholera. 
Sec. 753. Strengthening civilian control over the 

military. 
Sec. 754. Assistance for law enforcement. 
Sec. 755. Indigenous peoples in Latin America 

and the Caribbean. 
Sec. 756. Authority to forgive repayment of an 

Alliance for Progress loan. 
TITLE VIII-ENTERPRISE FOR THE 

AMERICAS INITIATIVE 
Sec. 801. Short title. 

CHAPTER I-FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT DEBT 
REDUCTION 

Sec. 811. Purpose. 
Sec. 812. Definitions. 
Sec. 813. Eligibility for benefits under the facil-

ity. 
Sec. 814. Reduction of certain debt. 
Sec. 815. Repayment of principal. 
Sec. 816. Interest on new obligations. 
Sec. 817. Establishment of, deposits into, and 

disbursements from an Enterprise 
for the Americas Fund. 

Sec. 818. Americas Framework Agreements. 
Sec. 819. Enterprise for the Americas Board. 

CHAPTER 2-EXPORT-IMPORT BANK DEBT 
REDUCTION 

Sec. 821. Export-Import Bank debt reduction. 
CHAPTER 3-PARTICIPATION OF THE INTER

AMERJCAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 

Sec. 831. Role of Inter-American Development 
Bank and other programs in f os
tering investment reform. 

Sec. 832. Enterprise for the Americas Invest
ment Fund. 

CHAPTER 4-INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY FOR 
THE AMERICAS 

Sec. 841. Purpose. 
Sec. 842. Establishment. 
Sec. 843. Faculty, students, and curriculum. 
Sec. 844. Funding. 

CHAPTER ~REPORTS 

Sec. 851. Annual reports to Congress. 
TITLE IX-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC 
CHAPTER 1-EAST As/A AND THE PACIFIC 

Sec. 901. Burma. 
Sec. 902. Cambodia. 
Sec. 903. Arms transfers by the People's Repub

lic of China to certain countries. 
Sec. 904. Prohibition on military assistance to 

Fiji. 
Sec. 905. Support of humanitarian projects in 

Laos. 
Sec. 906. Malaysia. 
Sec. 907. Assistance for Mongolia. 
Sec. 908. Multilateral Assistance Initiative for 

the Philippines 
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Sec. 909. South Pacific regional program. 
Sec. 910. Policy toward the future of Tai

wan. 
Sec. 911. Admission of Asian countries 

into the OECD. 
CHAPTER 2-SOUTH ASIA 

Sec. 921. Assistance for Afghanistan. 
Sec. 922. United States support for democ-

racy and development in Bangladesh. 
Sec. 923. Human rights in India. 
Sec. 924. Nepal. 
Sec. 925. Pakistan. 
Sec. 926. Promotion of human rights in Sri 

Lanka. 
CHAPTER 3-ECONOMIC COOPERATION PROJECTS 

IN CHINA AND TIBET 

Sec. 941. Statement of principles. 
Sec. 942. Registration requirement. 
Sec. 943. Reporting requirement. 
Sec. 944. Definitions. 
Sec. 945. Enforcement of current law. 

TITLE X-AFRICA 
CHAPTER 1-DEVELOPMENT FUND FOR AFRICA 

Sec. 1001. Development Fund for Africa. 
CHAPTER 2-0THER ASSISTANCE FOR AFRICA 

Sec. 1021. African Development Founda-
tion. 

Sec. 1022. Support for the Southern Africa 
Development Coordination Conference. 

Sec. 1023. Economic Support assistance for 
Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Sec. 1024. Support for democratization in 
Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Sec. 1025. African Center for Conflict Reso-
1 ution. 

CHAPTER 3-PROVISIONS RELATING TO 
SPECIFIC COUNTRIES 

Sec. 1041. Limited assistance for Angola. 
Sec. 1042. Burundi. 
Sec. 1043. Kenya. 
Sec. 1044. Liberia. 
Sec. 1045. Malawi. 
Sec. 1046. Mozambique. 
Sec. 1047. South Africa. 
Sec. 1048. Zaire. 
CHAPTER 4-HORN OF AFRICA RECOVERY AND 

FOOD SECURITY 
Sec. 1061. Findings 
Sec. 1062. Statement of policy regarding indi

vidual countries. 
Sec. 1063. Horn of Africa relief and rehabilita

tion program. 
Sec. 1064. Horn of Africa peace initiative. 
Sec. 1065. Horn of Africa food security and re

covery strategy. 
Sec. 1066. Prohibitions on security assistance to 

Ethiopia, Somalia, and Sudan. 
Sec. 1067. Certification. 
Sec. 1068. Reporting requirement. 

CHAPTER 5-0THER PROVISIONS 
Sec. 1081. United States trade restrictions on 

products from Sub-Saharan Afri
ca. 

Sec. 1082. Recognition of Sub-Saharan African 
support during the Persian Gulf 
crisis. 

Sec. 1083. Conditions on furnishing !MET for 
Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Sec. 1084. Preemption of state and local sanc
tion measures against Namibia. 

Sec. 1085. Study on the impact of adjustment 
supported programs on the devel
optnent fund for Africa. 

TITLE XI-AID, TRADE, AND 
COMPETITIVENESS 

Sec. 1101. Short title. 
Sec. 1102. Capital projects office within the 

Agency for International Develop
ment. 

Sec. 1103. Coordination. 

Sec. 1104. Reports to Congress on capital 
projects. 

Sec. 1105. Negotiations of the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Devel
opment. 

Sec. 1106. Funding for capital projects. 
Sec. 1107. Report on the feasibility of aid credit 

guarantees to finance capital 
projects. 

Sec. 1108. Definitions. 
Sec. 1109. Authorization of additional funding 

for the Trade and Development 
Agency for fiscal year 1993. 

TITLE XII-PEACE CORPS 
Sec. 1201. Authorizations of appropriations. 
Sec. 1202. Peace Corps foreign currency fluc

tuations. 
Sec. 1203. Evaluation of health-care services 

provided to Peace Corps volun
teers. 

Sec. 1204. Reporting requirement on employ
ment-related matters. 

Sec. 1205. Peace Corps programs in the Soviet 
Union. 

TITLE XIII-INTERNATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT AND FINANCE 

CHAPTER 1-lNTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 
Sec. 1301. United States quota increase; amend

ments to articles of agreement; ap
proval of pledge to sell gold. 

Sec. 1302. Soviet access to the financial re
sources of international financial 
institutions. 

Sec. 1303. Sense of the Congress relating to the 
problems of nations making the 
transitions to more open political 
and economic systems. 

Sec. 1304. Publication of reports on economies 
of major industrialized nations. 

Sec. 1305. Sense of the Congress relating to co
ordination of development activi
ties of international financial in
stitutions. 

Sec. 1306. Cooperation with International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Develop
ment in efforts to alleviate pov
erty and reduce barriers to eco
nomic and social progress. 

Sec. 1307. Debt and debt service reduction pro
grams. 

Sec. 1308. Environmental considerations in 
Fund programs. 

Sec. 1309. Criteria for assessing defense expend
itures. 

Sec. 1310. Human rights. 
CHAPTER 2-lNTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECON
STRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT AND AFFILIATES 

Subchapter A-International Finance 
Corporation 

Sec. 1311. Capital increase. 
Subchapter B-International Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development 
Sec. 1321. Efforts to alleviate poverty and re

duce barriers to economic and so
cial progress. 

Sec. 1322. Debt and debt service reduction pro
grams. 

Sec. 1323. Technical assistance for the Baltic 
states and the Soviet Union. 

Subchapter C-Financial Assistance for Global 
Environmental Protection 

Sec. 1331. Short title. 
Sec. 1332. Findings. 
Sec. 1333. United States contribution. 
Sec. 1334. Report on international debt ex

changes and the environment. 
CHAPTER 3-AslAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 

Sec. 1341. United States subscription to special 
capital increase. 

CHAPTER 4-AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT FUND 
Sec. 1351. United States contribution. 
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CHAPTER 5-EXPORT-[MPORT BANK 

Sec. 1361. Repeal of inadvertently inserted ma
terial. 

Sec. 1362. Appointment and compensation of 
bank personnel. 

Sec. 1363. Increase in membership of advisory 
committee. 

Sec. 1364. Waiver of limitations on financing for 
exports to the Soviet Union. 

Sec. 1365. Financing of high technology exports 
to emerging democracies. 

Sec. 1366. Promotion of competitive opportuni
ties for United States insurance 
companies. 

Sec. 1367. Report on demand for trade finance 
for the Baltic states, and for the 
Soviet Union and its successor 
states. 

Sec. 1368. Sense of the Congress that the Presi
dent should grant waivers for Es
tonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. 

Sec. 1369. Effective date. 
CHAPTER 6-MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT 

BANKS 
Subchapter A-Energy Efficiency 

Sec. 1371. Short title. 
Sec. 1372. Advancing the benefits of energy effi

ciency through multilateral devel
opment banks. 

Subchapter B-Alleviation of Poverty, Reduc
tion of Barriers to Economic and Social 
Progress, and Other Provisions 

Sec. 1381. Efforts to alleviate poverty and re
duce barriers to economic and so
cial progress. 

Sec. 1382. United States policy regarding debt 
restructuring. 

Sec. 1383. Participation of women in develop
ment activities. 

Sec. 1384. Employment opportunities and com
parable pay. 

Sec. 1385. Directive relating to multilateral aid 
to the Horn of Africa. 

Sec. 1386. Encouragement of fair labor prac
tices. 

Subchapter C-Financial Integrity 
Sec. 1391. Financial integrity. 

CHAPTER 7-CONSOLIDATION OF REPORTS 
Sec. 1399. Consolidation of certain reports. 

TITLE XIV-MISCELLANEOUS 
Sec. 1401. Food as a human right. 
Sec. 1402. Environmental security and foreign 

policy. 
Sec. 1403. Reforming the United Nations re

sponse to international disasters. 
Sec. 1404. Nuclear non-proliferation regimes in 

South Asia and other regions. 
SEC. 3. STATEMENT OF UNITED STATES FOREIGN 

POU CY. 
The Congress finds that peace and prosperity 

depend on the United States providing leader
ship in a world community increasingly recep
tive to democracy. open and competitive mar
kets, and cooperation against aggression. The 
United States has assisted other countries to 
strengthen the capacity to develop their econo
mies and human resources, improve security, 
and build responsible democratic institutions. 
The Congress recognizes that for over 40 years 
the threat of international communism weighed 
heavily on the programs and priorities of United 
States economic and security assistance. The 
economic prosperity and security of the people 
of the United States and of the world are best 
maintained and enhanced in an international 
community that respects individual civil and po
litical rights and economic freedoms, provides 
for fundamental human needs, uses wisely the 
world's limited resources in a sustainable man
ner, and works toward the achievement of eco-
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nomic well-being for all people. Freedom can 
only be sustained by governments whose legit
imacy rests firmly on the expressed consent of 
the governed; who are themselves agents and 
protectors of individual civil, political and eco
nomic rights; and who are committed to building 
the economic, political and social institutions 
which will improve the quality of the lives of all 
their people. 

Fostering economic, military, and other forms 
of international cooperation is vital to United 
States foreign policy. Likewise, addressing the 
manifestations of pervasive poverty through de
velopment assistance is essential to establishing 
the political, economic, and social environment 
necessary for sustained economic growth. Assist
ance under this Act should serve the following 
five mutually reinforcing goals: 

(1) Promoting and consolidating democratic 
values and institutions. 

(2) Promoting United States national security 
interests and securing peace. 

(3) Promoting economic growth through com
petitive markets with equitable distribution of 
benefits. 

(4) Promoting human resource development 
and meeting urgent humanitarian needs. 

(5) Promoting common approaches to 
transnational threats including environmental 
degradation, narcotics trafficking, and terror
ism. 

Assistance under this Act should be coordi
nated with the other relevant international ac
tivities of the United States Government so as to 
achieve these goals. 

Because strong and effective multilateralism 
will improve the prospects for peace and pros
perity regionally and globally, other countries 
able to contribute should be urged to join in un
dertaking to meet common goals and objectives. 

TITLE I-ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE 
SEC. 101. GENERAL POUCIES AND OBJECTIVES. 

Sections 101 and 102 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 are amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 101. POUCIBS CONCERNING ECONOMIC AS

SISTANCE. 
"(a) REASONS FOR ECONOMIC Ass/STANCE.

The Congress finds and declares as follows: 
"(1) Fundamental and pervasive economic, 

political, and technological changes have re
sulted in the growing interdependence of coun
tries and have created an increasing awareness 
in the United States and around the world of 
the need for all countries to participate in ef
forts to promote broad based, sustainable devel
opment. 

"(2) As a people endowed with a spirit of hu
manitarian generosity, United States citizens 
have long demonstrated a moral imperative to 
help those in need. Economic assistance author
ized by this part reflects the traditional humani
tarian ideals of the American people and a com
mitment-

"(A) to assist in the alleviation of hunger, 
poverty, disease, disability, and ignorance in de
veloping countries, and 

"(B) to help alleviate the suffering brought 
about by natural and manmade disasters. 

"(3) The efforts of developing countries to 
build and maintain the social, political, and 
economic institutions necessary to achieve self
sustaining growth and to provide opportunities 
to improve the quality of life for their people de
pend primarily upon successfully marshalling 
their own economic and human resources. The 
Congress recognizes that the magnitude of these 
efforts exceeds the resources of developing coun
tries and there[ ore accepts that there will be a 
long-term need for wealthy countries to contrib
ute additional resources for development pur
poses. The United States should take the lead in 
concert with other nations to mobilize such re
sources from public and private sources. 

"(b) NEED FOR COORDINATED APPLICATION OF 
RESOURCES.-The Congress recognizes that sue-

cessful achievement of the four basic objectives 
set forth in section 102 depends on the coordi
nated application of resources. Accordingly, the 
President should-

"(1) develop and implement a coordinated 
international economic and development policy 
and program of action designed to make 
progress toward the achievement of those objec
tives, bringing to bear all relevant activities of 
the United States Government, including poli
cies concerning international trade and debt, 
contributions to multilateral development banks, 
policies concerning international monetary is
sues, policies concerning the furnishing of for
eign military financing assistance, and policies 
in such areas as agriculture, the environment, 
and health; and 

"(2) work with other donor countries and in
stitutions to coordinate international develop
ment programs and policies. 
"SEC. 102. BASIC OBJECTIVES OF ECONOMIC AS· 

SISTANCE PROGRAMS AND UNITED 
STATES DEVELOPMENT COOPERA· 
TIONPOUCY. 

"(a) FOUR BASIC OBJECTIVES.-The primary 
purpose of United States economic assistance is 
the promotion of broad based, sustainable, 
participatory development, with particular focus 
on the poor. In pursuit of that purpose, develop
ment assistance, assistance from the Develop
ment Fund for Africa, and other economic as
sistance programs to the extent specified in this 
Act, and United States economic cooperation 
policy generally, shall have the following four 
basic objectives, which are interrelated and mu
tually reinforcing: 

"(1) POVERTY ALLEVIATION.-Alleviation of 
the worst manifestations of poverty through the 
development of human resource capacity. 

"(2) SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC GROWTH.-Pro
motion of broad based economic growth. 

"(3) SUSTAINABLE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT.
Promotion of improved environmental, natural 
resource, and agricultural management to en
able developing countries to achieve environ
mentally and economically sustainable patterns 
of development. 

"(4) DEMOCRACY.-Promotion of democracy, 
respect for human rights, and political, social, 
and economic pluralism. 

"(b) POVERTY ALLEVIATION.-
"(1) RATIONALE.-lt is in the interest of the 

United States to assist developing countries to 
achieve patterns of growth and development 
that will measurably and sustainably alleviate 
the worst manifestations of poverty and allow 
all people, especially those with low incomes, to 
lead economically and socially productive lives. 
Further, peace and stability in the world cannot 
be achieved without economic development that 
also alleviates the worst manifestations of pov
erty. 

"(2) ELABORATION OF OBJECTIVE.-( A) Broad 
based economic growth is necessary for the alle
viation of the worst manifestations of poverty. 
Conversely, neither growth nor the alleviation 
of poverty can be sustained unless all people, es
pecially the poor, have the basic assets and ca
pabilities that foster the opportunity for partici
pation in the economic, social, and political life 
of the country. 

"(B) To achieve the objective of alleviating 
the worst manifestations of poverty will entail, 
among other things-

"(i) the expansion of education to all seg
ments of the society; 

"(ii) improvement in coverage, quality, and 
sustainability of health services; 

"(iii) the systematic expansion of voluntary 
family planning services; 

"(iv) support for activities that enhance se
cure access of all to adequate food and nutrition 
derived from sustainable agricultural produc
tion, including the effectiveness and develop
ment contribution off ood assistance made avail-

able under the Agricultural Trade Development 
and Assistance Act of 1954 and other food assist
ance programs; and 

"(v) support for activities that enhance uni
versal access to safe drinking water, basic sani
tation, and basic shelter necessary for health. 

"(c) SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC GROWTH.-
"(1) RATIONALE.-Broad based, sustainable 

economic growth is in the interest of the United 
States because it permits countries to progress 
toward economic self-reliance, to improve the 
living standards of their citizens, and to in
crease opportunities for international trade and 
investment. Market-oriented economic growth 
establishes the basis for sustainable development 
and reinforces democratic ideals and practices. 
Successful long-term development cannot occur 
without broad based, sustainable economic 
growth that enables the poor to increase their 
incomes and access to productive resources and 
services so that they can satisfy their basic 
needs and lead lives of decency, dignity, and 
hope. 

"(2) ELABORATION OF OBJECTIVE.-/mplemen
tation of the objective of promoting broad based 
economic growth should recognize that eco
nomic, social, political, and environmental con
ditions vary among countries. While taking ac
count of such differences, the economic assist
ance programs carried out in furtherance of the 
four basic objectives set forth in this section 
shall emphasize the following principles: 

"(A) Security of economic rights for all citi
zens without regard to sex, race, religion, lan
guage, or social status. 

"(B) Economic policies based on free market 
principles that increase the opportunity for all, 
especially the poor, to participate in economic 
activity. 

"(C) Economic reforms, such as deregulation, 
privatization, labor market reform, and reduc
tion in barriers to the free flow of trade and in
vestment, that benefit or are sensitive to and 
minimize adverse impact on the poor and on the 
environment. 

"(D) Government policies protecting economic 
rights, fair and open markets, and the fulfill
ment of basic human needs. 

"(E) Adherence by governments to inter
national economic agreements, particularly 
those relating to free and fair trade practices 
and to respect for worker rights. 

"(d) SUSTAINABLE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT.
"(1) RATIONALE.-The economic and social 

well-being and the security of the United States 
and other countries are affected by how the 
world's environment and physical resource base 
are managed. Consumption patterns, systems of 
industrial and agricultural production, demo
graphic trends, and the manner of use of natu
ral resources all impact on the opportunities for 
long-term development and growth and survival 
for all countries. Both developed and developing 
countries share responsibility for the rational 
and sustainable management of natural re
sources. 

"(2) ELABORATION OF OBJECTIVE.-Sustainable 
development is development that meets the needs 
of the present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs. 
Economic assistance programs authorized by 
this part should assist countries to adopt poli
cies and programs that promote ecologically 
sound patterns of growth and that assure that 
the burdens of improved resource management 
do not fall disproportionately on the poor. 

"(e) DEMOCRACY.-
"(1) RATIONALE.-Democratic development, 

political pluralism, and respect for internation
ally recognized human rights are intrinsically 
linked to economic and social progress. Democ
racy can only be sustained in a society in which 
the legitimacy of the government rests firmly on 
the expressed consent of the governed; the rights 
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of all citizens, including minorities, are re
spected and protected; and there is effective ci
vilian control over the military and security 
forces. It is in the interest of the United States 
and in keeping with our democratic traditions to 
support democratic aspirations and values, f os
ter the spread of democratic institutions, and 
encourage universal respect for civil and politi
cal liberties. 

"(2) ELABORATION OF OBJECTIVE.-Further
ance of the basic objective of democracy requires 
that the United States promote-

"( A) the ability of all citizens of a country to 
organize and associate freely and independently 
of the government; 

"(B) the ability of all citizens to choose freely 
their government, to hold that government ac
countable, and to participate in political life; 

"(C) increased respect for internationally rec
ognized human rights and the rule of law; 

"(D) respect for the diversity among the citi
zens of a country: 

"(E) acceptance of and respect for civilian au
thority by all elements of society; and 

"(F) processes of accountability and trans
parency to eliminate corruption and abuses of 
power. 

"(f) CROSS-CUTTING ELEMENTS.-The follow
ing key elements are applicable to the design 
and implementation of economic assistance pro
grams to promote the four basic objectives set 
forth in subsection (a): 

"(l) PARTICIPATION AND CONSULTATION.-De
velopment is a process of change that requires 
the best possible information and judgment 
about the needs, capabilities, and aspirations of 
those most affected, either as participants in the 
delivery of assistance or as beneficiaries of as
sistance. For development to be broad based and 
sustainable, it is imperative to consult with, and 
fully engage in the policy and program plan
ning process, governmental and nongovern
mental organizations representative of and 
knowledgeable about local people and their in
terests. It is critical to involve beneficiaries in 
the assessment of the social, economic, and envi
ronmental impact of development projects and 
programs. Use of local nongovernmental organi
zations is an effective means to accomplish this 
objective. 

"(2) WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT.-The expan
sion of women's economic opportunities is essen
tial to alleviate poverty and to bring about ef
fective broad based, sustainable development. 
Women must be an integral part of all aspects of 
any development program. The active involve
ment of women in economic, political, and social 
activities is necessary to promote democracy and 
to assure sustainable development. Women must 
participate in development as agents of change, 
not merely as recipients and beneficiaries of 
change. Women should, therefore, be integrally 
involved in policies, programs, and projects un
dertaken to achieve the objectives set for th in 
subsection (a). 

"(3) NONGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION IN DE
VELOPMENT.-(A) Nongovernmental organiza
tions (including private voluntary organiza
tions, cooperatives, and credit unions) provide 
important mechanisms to increase the participa
tion of rural and urban poor people in broad 
based sustainable development efforts and in the 
building of more pluralistic and open societies. 
The contributions of United States and indige
nous nongovernmental organizations that rep
resent and involve indigenous groups and com
munities should be fully utilized in meeting the 
four basic objectives set forth in subsection (a). 

"(B) Cooperatives, credit unions, and other 
United States and indigenous nongovernmental 
organizations provide an opportunity for people 
to participate directly in democratic decision
making for their economic and social benefit 
through ownership and control of business en-

terprises and through the mobilization of local 
capital and savings. Such organizations should 
be fully utilized in fostering free market prin
ciples and the adoption of self-help approaches 
to development. 

"(C) In implementing the policies expressed in 
this paragraph, specific mechanisms shall be de
veloped for regular consultation with non
governmental organizations in the formulation 
of development strategies for countries and sec
tors. 

"(D) Nongovernmental organizations partici
pating in the furnishing of assistance under this 
part should have a grassroots base and receive 
a significant portion of their financial support 
from other than government sources. 

"(4) APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY.-The United 
States can make a significant contribution to 
development through the application of its vast 
array of technology. The President should en
sure that such technology is appropriate for the 
level of development and factors of production 
prevalent in a particular country. In promoting 
such appropriate technology, the President 
should focus particularly on the capabilities of 
the private sector. 

"(5) COLLABORATION.-The capabilities of 
many developing countries have evolved suf fi
ciently that their institutions can collaborate on 
an equal basis with institutions in developed 
countries. At the same time, transnational 
threats that endanger political, economic, so
cial, and environmental well-being require col
laborative efforts among developed and develop
ing countries. United States economic assistance 
should increasingly be focused on efforts to 
strengthen institutions in developing countries 
so that they may become partners in inter
national efforts to address transnational 
threats. United States collaborative programs 
should include association with institutions in 
advanced developing countries. 

"(6) UTILIZATION OF UNITED STATES INSTITU
TIONAL CAPABILIT/ES.-Programs and projects 
undertaken to achieve the basic objectives set 
forth in subsection (a) should recognize and 
take advantage of United States capabilities in 
science and technology and in access to edu
cation and training in United States colleges, 
universities, and technical training facilities. 
Long-term collaboration between public and pri
vate institutions of science, technology, and 
education in the United States and developing 
countries should be promoted and encouraged, 
with emphasis on increasing professional capa
bilities in developing countries for the provision 
of technical assistance in activities supported by 
the United States. 

"(7) HUMAN RIGHTS.-United States economic 
assistance programs and policies, while encom
passing due respect for differences in cultural 
values and national histories, should reflect the 
United States commitment, in keeping with its 
constitutional heritage and traditions and in ac
cordance with its international obligations as 
set forth in the Charter of the United Nations, 
to promote and encourage increased respect for 
human rights and fundamental freedoms (as set 
forth in the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights) throughout the world without regard to 
sex, race, language, religion, or social status. 

"(g) EFFECTIVE USES OF AsSISTANCE.-
"(1) BENEFICIARY COUNTRIES.-Assistance fur

nished under this part should be concentrated 
in countries that will make the most effective 
use of that assistance in promoting the four 
basic objectives set forth in subsection (a). 

"(2) Ass/STANCE WITHIN COUNTRIES.-Activi
ties should be undertaken in regions of recipient 
countries that off er potential for successful de
velopment and should not be undertaken if the 
relevant sector or national economic policies of 
the country are clearly unfavorable to the sus
tainability or broadest possible impact of the as
sisted program or project. 

"(3) TYPES OF ACTIVIT/ES.-Assistance should 
focus on those types of activities that the United 
States can provide most effectively.". 
SEC. lOJ. AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS 

FOR DEVELOPJIBN'l' ASSISTANCE. 
(a) AMOUNTS AUTHORIZED.-Chapter 1 of part 

I of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amend
ed by inserting after section 102 the following: 
"SEC. lOJA. AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIA· 

TIONS FOR DEVELOPJIBN'l' ASSIST· 
ANCB. 

"(a) SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC BASE.-
"(l) AMOUNTS AUTHORIZED.-To carry out sec

tion 103 (relating to agriculture, rural develop
ment and nutrition) and section 106 (relating to 
private sector, environment, energy, and other 
development assistance), there are authorized to 
be appropriated to the President $614,000,000 for 
each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

"(2) TARGET FOR AGRICULTURE, RURAL DEVEL
OPMENT, AND NUTRITION.-The administrator of 
the agency primarily responsible for administer
ing this part (hereafter in this section referred 
to as the 'Administrator') should target at least 
$465,000,000 of the funds made available each 
fiscal year pursuant to paragraph (1) for use in 
carrying out section 103. 

"(b) SUSTAINABLE HUMAN RESOURCES DEVEL
OPMENT.-

"(I) POPULATION PLANNING.-To carry out 
section 104(b) (relating to population planning), 
there are authorized to be appropriated 
$300,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 and 
1993. 

"(2) OTHER HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMS.-To carry out section 104(c) (relat
ing to health) and section 105 (relating to edu
cation and human resources development) in
cluding the assistance authorized by section 
102B, there are authorized to be appropriated 
$466,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 and 
1993. 

"(3) CHILD SURVIVAL ACTIVITIES.-The Admin
istrator should target at least $140,000,000 of the 
funds made available each fiscal year pursuant 
to paragraph (2) for use in carrying out section 
104(c)(2). 

"(4) AIDS.-The Administrator should target 
at least $65,000,000 of the funds made available 
each fiscal year pursuant to paragraph (2) for 
use in carrying out section 104(c)(4). 

"(c) ADDITIONAL/TY OF FUNDS.-Amounts au
thorized to be appropriated by subsections 
(a)(I), (b)(l), and (b)(2) are in addition to any 
amounts otherwise authorized to be made avail
able for the purposes specified in those sub
sections.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-Chapter 1 Of 
part I of that Act is amended-

(1) in section 103(a)-
(A) by striking out "(a)(l)" and inserting in 

lieu thereof "(a) AUTHORITY To PROVIDE As
SISTANCE.-"; 

(B) by repealing paragraphs (2) and (3); and 
(C) by redesignating subparagraphs (A), (B), 

and (C) as paragraphs (1), (2), and (3), respec
tively; 

(2) by repealing section 103(g); 
(3) in section 104(c)(2), by striking out 

"(2)(A)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(2) CHILD 
SURVIVAL ACTIVITIES.-" and by striking sub-
paragraphs (B) and (C); and · 

(4) in section 104, by repealing subsection (g); 
and 

(5) in section 105(a), by repealing the last sen
tence. 
SEC. 103. ASSISTANCE FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH 

DISABILITIBS AND FOR DISPLACED 
CHILDREN. 

Chapter 1 of part I of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 is amended by inserting after section 
102A, as added by the preceding section of this 
Act, the following: 
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"SEC. lOJB. ASSISTANCE FOR 'INDIVIDUALS WITH 

DISABIUTIBS AND FOR DISPLACED 
CHIUJREN. 

"Funds authorized to be appropriated for any 
fiscal year by section 102A(b)(2) for human re
sources development under sections 104(c) and 
105 may be used for-

"(1) assistance to meet the needs of individ
uals with disabilities, including technical and 
other assistance for scientific and technical ex
change with governmental and private entities 
in foreign countries that provide rehabilitation
related assistance; and 

"(2) assistance to meet the needs of displaced 
children who have been abandoned or orphaned 
as a result of poverty or manmade or natural 
disasters.". 
SBC. 104. AGRICULTURE. RURAL DEVEWPMBNT, 

AND NUTRITION. 
Section 103(b)(1) of the Foreign Assistance Act 

of 1961 is amended by striking out "and" follow
ing the last semicolon and by inserting before 
the period "; and strengthening and expanding 
marine fisheries and aquaculture programs". 
SBC. 106. POPULATION PLANNING. 

Section 104(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended-

(1) by inserting "(1) GENERAL AUTHORITY.-" 
before the first sentence; and 

(2) by adding at the end the following: 
"(2) REFERRAL.-ln order to reduce reliance 

on abortion in developing countries, funds allo
cated under this part for voluntary family plan
ning projects shall be available only for projects 
which offer, either directly or through referral 
to or information about access to, a broad range 
of family planning methods and services. In 
using such funds to award grants for natural 
family planning, no applicant shall be discrimi
nated against because of such applicant's reli
gious or conscientious commitment to off er only 
natural family planning; and, additionally, all 
such applicants shall comply with the require
ments of the first sentence of this paragraph. 

"(3) LIMITATION ON DIVERSION OF POPULATION 
FUNDS TO OTHER PURPOSES.-ln implementing 
requirements or authorities to provide assistance 
from funds appropriated to carry out this chap
ter or this part, the amount available to carry 
out this subsection pursuant to section 
102A(b)(l) shall not be reduced by a greater pro
portion than-

"( A) the amount made available pursuant to 
section 102A(a)(l) is reduced, or 

"(B) the amount made available pursuant to 
section 102A(b)(2) is reduced. 

"(4) UNITED NATIONS POPULATION FUND.-(A) 
Up to $20,000,000 of the funds authorized to be 
appropriated each fiscal year to carry out this 
subsection shall be made available only for the 
United Nations Population Fund only for the 
provision of contraceptive commodities and re
lated logistics, notwithstanding any other provi
sion of law or policy. 

"(B) Amounts made available under this sub
section for the United Nations Population Fund 
shall be maintained in a separate account, ad
ministered jointly by the Fund and the Perma
nent Representative of the United States to the 
United Nations General Assembly. The Fund 
shall be required to not commingle those funds 
with any other funds. 

"(C) Amounts made available under this sub
section for the United Nations Population Fund 
shall only be disbursed to Fund projects subject 
to the approval of the Permanent Representative 
of the United States to the United Nations Gen
eral Assembly. 

"(D) Amounts made available for the United 
Nations Population Fund under this subsection 
shall not be made available for programs in the 
People's Republic of China. 

"(E) The prohibitions contained in subsection 
(f) of this section (relating to prohibitions on 

funding for abortion as method of family plan
ning, coercive abortion, and involuntary steri
lization) apply to the funds made available pur
suant to subparagraph (A). None of the funds 
made available to carry out this subsection may 
be obligated or expended pursuant to subpara
graph (A) if the President certifies that the use 
of those funds by the United Nations Population 
Fund would violate any of those prohibitions. 

"( F) Any agreement entered into by the Unit
ed States and the United Nations Population 
Fund to obligate funds pursuant to subpara
graph (A) shall expressly state that the full 
amount granted by such agreement will be re
funded to the United States if, during its five
year program which commenced in 1990, the 
United Nations Population Fund provides more 
than $57,000,000 for family planning programs in 
the People's Republic of China. 

"(5) ELIGIBILITY.-ln determining eligibility 
for assistance under this subsection, the Presi
dent shall not subject nongovernmental and 
multilateral organizations to requirements more 
restrictive than requirements applicable to for
eign governments for such assistance.". 
SEC. 106. HEALTH. 

Section 104(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended by adding at the end the fallow
ing: 

"(4) AIDS.-In carrying out this section and 
in order to address the international health 
threat posed by the Acquired Immune Deficiency 
Syndrome, the President is authorized to fur
nish assistance for assistance to prevent and 
control this disease, with special emphasis on 
community-based education programs focused 
on changing attitudes and behavior. In carrying 
out this paragraph, the agency primarily re
sponsible for administering this part shall seek 
to ensure adequate coordination with other Fed
eral agencies, international organizations, and 
private and voluntary organizations. Assistance 
activities pursuant to this paragraph should in
clude support for appropriate activities which 
are carried out by international organizations 
and by private and voluntary organizations.". 
SEC. 107. PRIVATE SECTOR, ENVIRONMENT, EN-

ERGY, AND OTHER DEVEWPMBNT 
ASSISTANCE. 

Section 106 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 106. PRIVATE SECroR, ENVIRONMENT, EN

ERGY, AND OTHER DEVEWPMBNT 
ASSISTANCE. 

"(a) GENERAL AUTHORITY.-The President is 
authorized to furnish assistance for developing 
countries in accordance with this section. 

• '(b) PRIVATE SECTOR.-Assistance may be 
provided under this section to support the estab
lishment of viable, competitive markets and the 
expansion of private enterprise, including co
operatives, in developing countries. Such assist
ance may include support for a country's efforts 
to reform policies, procedures, regulations, and 
laws af!ecting the role of the private sector in 
the economy, and for projects, particularly 
intermediary activity, to stimulate the growth of 
the indigenous private sector and development 
in both rural and urban areas. 

"(c) PRIVATE AND VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS 
AND COOPERATIVES.-Private and voluntary or
ganizations and cooperatives bring unique skills 
to bear on the development process. By virtue of 
their links with private institutions in develop
ing countries, such organizations and coopera
tives often serve effectively to engage rural and 
urban poor in their country's development. In 
order to foster the activities of private and vol
untary organizations and cooperatives (as well 
as regional and international development orga
nizations), assistance may be provided under 
this section for programs of technical coopera
tion and development in conjunction with those 
organizations. 

"(d) SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND ENVI
RONMENT AND CONSERVATION ACTIVITIES.-As
sistance may be provided under this section in 
order to help developing countries support sus
tainable development and for environment and 
conservation activities, including activities that 
address global warming, tropical deforestation, 
and biological diversity. 

"(e) ENERGY.-ln order to help developing 
countries alleviate their energy problems, in
cluding the improvement of their ability to use 
indigenous energy resources to produce the en
ergy needed by their economies, assistance may 
be provided under this section to enable such 
countries to prepare and undertake sustainable 
energy strategies based on 'least-cost' integrated 
resource plans, to improve the efficiency of en
ergy use and supply, and to develop energy gen
eration capabilities reliant upon resources that 
are secure over the long-term and available in 
sufficient quantity to maintain stable pricing. 

"(f) SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND 
RESEARCH NEEDS.-Assistance may also be pro
vided under this section to address special devel
opment problems and research needs. Such as
sistance may include-

"(1) programs of research into, and evaluation 
of, the process of economic development in de
veloping countries and areas, the factors affect
ing the relative success and costs of development 
activities, and the means, techniques, and such 
other aspects of development assistance in order 
to render such assistance of increasing value 
and benefit; 

"(2) programs of reconstruction following nat
ural or manmade disasters and programs of dis
aster preparedness, prevention, and mitigation, 
including the prediction of, and contingency 
planning for, natural disasters abroad; 

"(3) programs of urban development; and 
"(4) other programs designed to help solve 

special development problems, including efforts 
to make possible proper utilization of infrastruc
ture and related projects funded with earlier 
United States assistance.". 
SEC. 108. APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY INTER

NATIONAL. 
Section 107 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 

1961 is amended by adding at the end the follow
ing: 

"(c) ELIGIBILITY OF APPROPRIATE TECH
NOLOGY INTERNATIONAL AS A PVO.-Appropriate 
Technology International qualifies along with 
any cooperative development organization for 
development assistance funds made available for 
United States private voluntary organizations. 

"(d) ADDITIONAL FUNDING.-Of the funds 
made available for economic support assistance 
for fiscal year 1992, $2,000,000 should be pro
vided to Appropriate Technology International 
to enable it to emphasize large-scale replication 
of successful projects and partnerships with 
major development and financial institutions.". 
SEC. 109. PRIVATE SECTOR GUARANTEE PRO-

GRAM. 
Section 108 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 

1961 is amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 108. PRIVATE SEC7YJR GUARANTEB PRO· 

GRAM. 
"(a) FINDINGS AND POLICY.-The Congress 

finds and declares that-
"(1) the development of private enterprise, in

cluding cooperatives, is a vital factor in the sta
ble growth of developing countries and in the 
development and stability of a free, open, and 
equitable international economic system; 

"(2) it is, therefore, in the best interests of the 
United States to assist the development of the 
private sector in developing countries and to en
gage the United States private sector in that 
process; and 

"(3) the support of private enterprise is best 
served by programs providing credit, training, 
and technical assistance in coordination with 
policy reform efforts. 
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"(b) ACTIVITIES THAT MAY BE SUPPORTED.

Assistance under this section may be provided in 
developing countries only to support financially 
viable private sector activities that are consist
ent with the four basic objectives set forth in 
section 102 and that meet one or both of the fol
lowing criteria: 

"(1) SMALL BUSINESS AND CAPITAL MARKETS.
The activity addresses capital and credit market 
imperfections and assists financial institutions 
in meeting the financial needs of the private sec
tor. Such activity shall be primarily directed to
ward making available to small business enter
prises and cooperatives necessary credit, train
ing, and support services that are not otherwise 
available to them. 

"(2) UNITED STATES BUSINESS.-The activity 
engages the United States private sector in 
projects to meet the needs of developing coun
tries. 

"(c) AUTHORITY.-
"(1) AUTHORITY.-To carry out the policy set 

forth in subsection (a) and the activities author
ized in subsection (b), the President is author
ized to issue guarantees assuring against losses 
incurred in connection with loans for activities 
that meet the requirements of subsection (b). 

"(2) FULL FAITH AND CREDIT.-All guarantees 
issued under this section shall constitute obliga
tions, in accordance with the terms of such 
guarantees, of the United States of America, 
and the full faith and credit of the United 
States of America is hereby pledged for the full 
payment and performance of such obligations. 

"(3) TERMS AND CONDITIONS.-Unless the 
President determines otherwise, the following 
shall apply: 

"(A) The aggregate amount of all guarantees 
that are provided under this section for a 
project may not exceed 50 percent of the total 
cost of the project, or $6,000,000, whichever 
amount is less. 

"(B) The term of any such guarantee may not 
exceed 10 years. 

"(C) As a condition to receiving a guarantee 
or guarantees for loans to small business enter
prises and cooperatives authorized under sub
section (b)(l)-

, '(i) the lender shall agree to reduce its collat
eral requirements for loans so guaranteed, to the 
maximum extent possible; 

"(ii) loans so guaranteed shall be to new bor
rowers or, if to an existing customer of the lend
er, shall be additional credit and may not be 
solely a renewal or extension of an existing 
loan; 

"(iii) the maximum amount of any such guar
anteed loan may not exceed $325,000 for a recipi
ent that is a sole proprietor, or, if the recipient 
is an enterprise other than a sole proprietor, 
$325,000 for each coowner, shareholder, partner, 
cooperative member, or other owner of the enter
prise; and 

"(iv) the agency primarily responsible for ad
ministering this part shall work with participat
ing lenders to develop training and technical as
sistance programs in cash flow analysis and 
lending to encourage such lenders to reduce, to 
the maximum extent practicable, their collateral 
requirements for loans guaranteed under this 
subparagraph. 
The limitation set forth in clause (iii) shall 
apply for at least 85 percent of all individual 
beneficiaries of loans guaranteed under this sec
tion. 

"(D) The President shall maintain an infor
mation system that contains operating financial 
data relating to loans guaranteed under this 
section (and any subloans made from such 
loans), and the projects for which the loans 
were made, that describes all beneficiaries of 
each such project, and that tracks the devel
opmental impact of each such project, including 
the effect on employment, the gender of the loan 

recipients, and loan collateral practices. In ad
dition, the President shall provide to the Con
gress, by January 31 of each year (beginning in 
1993), a report that describes in detail each 
project for which loans guaranteed under this 
section are made, and includes the information 
referred to in the preceding sentence with re
spect to such project. 

"(E) Not more than 20 percent of the total 
amount of funds loaned and contingent liabil
ities incurred under this section may support 
projects in any one country. 

"( F) In determining whether an enterprise is 
a small business enterprise, the President shall 
take into account the relevant definition used 
by the host country government, the Inter
national Bank for Reconstruction and Develop
ment, and other international organizations. 

"(4) ENFORCEABILITY.-Any guarantee issued 
under this section shall be conclusive evidence 
that such guarantee has been properly obtained, 
and that the underlying obligation as con
tracted qualifies for such guarantee. Except for 
fraud and material misrepresentation for which 
the parties seeking payment under such guaran
tee are responsible, such guarantee shall be pre
sumed to be valid, legal, and enforceable. 

"(5) DENOMINATION OF LIABILITY.-The losses 
guaranteed under this subsection may be in dol
lars or other currencies. In the case of losses 
guaranteed in currencies other than dollars, the 
guarantees issued shall be subject to an overall 
payment limitation expressed in dollars. 

"(6) DISCHARGE OF LIABILITIES.-Any pay
ments made to discharge liabilities under guar
antees issued under this section shall be paid

"( A) first. out of fees as provided in para
graph (8); and 

"(B) then, out of funds made available pursu
ant to subsection (d). 

"(7) PILOT PROGRAM FOR LIMITED DIRECT 
LOANS.-On a limited basis, the President is au
thorized to make direct loans, and charge inter
est therefor, to support activities authorized in 
subsection (b), under the following conditions: 

"(A) The amount of any individual direct 
loan for a project may not exceed 50 percent of 
the total cost of the project or $3,000,000, which
ever amount is less. 

"(B) The aggregate amount of all such direct 
loans issued in any fiscal year may not exceed 
$10,000,000. 

"(C) The term of any such loan shall not ex
ceed 10 years. 

"(D) Notification and opportunity for con
sultation shall be provided, at least 30 days in 
advance of the obligation of any funds for such 
direct loans in any fiscal year, to the appro
priate congressional committees. Any such com
mittee may waive such notification and oppor
tunity for consultation with respect to that com
mittee. 

"(8) FEES.-
"(A) IN GENERAL.-A fee shall be charged for 

each guarantee and loan issued under this sec
tion in an amount to be determined by the Presi
dent. 

"(B) FINANCING ACCOUNT.-All fees collected 
under this paragraph in connection with direct 
loans obligated and guarantee commitments 
made after September 30, 1991, together with 
earnings on those fees collected with respect to 
such guarantees and income on claims receiv
able with respect to such guarantees, shall be 
deposited in financing accounts established 
under section 505 of the Federal Credit Reform 
Act of 1990. 

"(C) USE OF FEES.-Amounts collected in the 
financing accounts established under subpara
graph (B) shall be used to offset the cost of 
guarantees and loans issued under this section. 

"(d) APPROPRIATIONS REQUIREMENT.-Direct 
loan obligations may be entered into under this 
section, and guarantee commitments may be is-

sued under this section, only to the extent that 
the budget authority for the resulting additional 
cost (within the meaning of the Federal Credit 
Reform Act of 1990) has been provided in ad
vance in appropriations Acts. 

"(e) PROGRAM CEILING.-The level of activity 
under this section may not exceed-

"(1) $10,000,000 in loans in each of the fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993; and 

"(2) $57,000,000 in contingent liability for 
guarantees in fiscal year 1992 and $75,000,000 in 
contingent liability for guarantees in fiscal year 
1993. 

"(f) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR 
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES.-There are author
ized to be appropriated to the President for each 
of fiscal years 1992 and 1993, $1,500,000 for ad
ministrative expenses to carry out this section. 

"(g) GUARANTEES AND LOANS UNDER FORMER 
AUTHORITY.-Guarantees committed or out
standing under this section on or before Septem
ber 30, 1991, loans obligated under this section 
on or before such date, the fees collected in con
nection with such guarantees and loans, and in
come on claims receivable with respect to such 
guarantees. shall continue to be subject to pro
visions of this Act originally applicable to those 
guarantees and the Federal Credit Reform Act 
of 1990.". 
SEC. 110. COST SHARING. 

Section 110 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 110. COST SHARING. 

"To ensure local commitment to, and the sus
tainability of development activities assisted 
under this chapter and chapter 10, the bene
ficiary country should bear an appropriate 
share of the costs of the entire program or 
project with respect to which the assistance is to 
be furnished. A country may bear such costs on 
an 'in kind' basis.". 
SBC. 111. WOMEN IN DEVEWPMBNT. 

(a) STEPS TO ENSURE WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION 
IN DEVELOPMENT.-Section 113 of the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1961 is amended by striking 
out the section designation and section heading 
and subsection (a) and inserting in lieu thereof 
the following: 
"SEC. 11:1. WOMEN IN DEVEWPMBNT. 

"(a) PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN.-ln recogni
tion of the essentiality that women's participa
tion is to the success and sustainability of devel
opment projects and achievement of the objec
tives of this chapter, the administrator of the 
agency primarily responsible for administering 
this part shall seek to ensure that-

"(1) activities carried out under this chapter 
incorporate, wherever feasible, the active par
ticipation of local women and local women's or
ganizations (including their involvement in the 
planning, design, implementation, and evalua
tion of such activities); 

"(2) sex-disaggregated data is-
"( A) included in country development strat

egy statements for major sectors in which assist
ance is to be provided; and 

"(B) included in project papers and program 
assistance approval documents; 

"(3) programs, projects, and activities, where 
appropriate, are designed so that the percentage 
of women who benefit from such assistance ex
ceeds the approximate traditional level of par
ticipation of women in the sector for which as
sistance is being provided; 

"(4) country development strategy statements 
identify, for each major assistance sector-

"(A) the obstacles to increasing the level of 
participation of women beyond the traditional 
level of participation; 

"(B) the steps being taken to remove or over
come such obstacles; 

"(C) to the extent that steps are not being 
taken to remove or overcome such obstacles, 
why such steps are not being taken; and 
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"(D) the extent to which women are being in

tegrated into the development process generally; 
and 

"(5) project and program assistance evalua
tions include an assessment of the extent to 
which women are participating in such activity 
and, where appropriate, the impact of such ac
tivity on enhancing the self-reliance of women 
and improving their incomes.". 

(b) MATCHING FUNDS FOR AID MISSIONS.
Section 113(b)(l) of that Act is amended by add
ing at the end the following: "Up to $6,000,000 
of the funds used each fiscal year pursuant to 
this subsection shall be made available as 
matching funds to support those activities of the 
missions of the agency primarily responsible for 
administering this part that demonstrate poten
tial for integrating women into the programs of 
those missions.". 

(c) REPORTS.-Section 113(c) of that Act is 
amended to read as fallows: 

"(c) Not later than March l, 1993, and every 
second year thereafter, the administrator of the 
agency primarily responsible for administering 
this part shall report to the Congress on-

"(1) the specific steps taken as of the time of 
the report in implementing each paragraph of 
subsection (a); 

"(2) the additional steps to be taken to imple
ment each such paragraph; and 

"(3) the use of funds pursuant to subsection 
(b). ". 
SBC. 111. ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RE· 

SOURCES. 
Section 117 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 

1961 (relating to the environment and natural 
resources), as so redesignated by the Special 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1986, is amended in 
subsection (c)(l)-

(1) by redesignating subparagraphs (A) and 
(B) as subparagraphs (B) and (C), respectively; 
and 

(2) by inserting before those subparagraphs 
the following new subparagraph (A): 

"(A) to prepare and take fully into account 
an initial environmental examination of every 
program or project to determine whether it sig
nificantly affects the environment;". 
SBC. 113. PRIVATE VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATIONS. 

(a) FUNDING T ARGETS.-Section 123(/) of the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended-

(1) by striking out "of the fiscal years 1986 
through 1989" and inserting in lieu thereof "fis
cal year"; 

(2) by striking out "thirteen and one-half" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "eighteen"; 

(3) by striking out "121, and 491" and insert
ing in lieu thereof "491, and 496"; and 

(4) by striking out "sixteen" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "twenty-five". 

(b) DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS.-
(1) POLICY.-Section 123 of that Act is amend

ed by adding at the end the following: 
"(i) DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

The administrator of the agency primarily re
sponsible for administering this part is author
ized to support fully and encourage development 
education programs. Private and voluntary or
ganizations and cooperatives can play an im
portant and catalytic role in development edu
cation to inform, motivate, and involve United 
States citizens in programs about developing 
countries or in the development process. Such 
programs-

"(1) increase the understanding of Americans 
about the importance of the developing world; 

"(2) transfer factual information on global, 
social, economic, and political structures and 
problems; and 

"(3) foster understanding of development as a 
process that involves all nations.". 

(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Section 316 of 
the International Security and Development Co
operation Act of 1980 is repealed. 

SEC. 114. EVALUATION. 
Section 125 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 

1961 is amended to read as follows: 
"SBC. 115. EVALUATION AND ACCOUNTABIUTY. 

"(a) NEED FOR EVALUATION.-In order to 
manage effectively and responsibly the resources 
with which it is provided, the agency primarily 
responsible for administering this part must 
have a capacity to evaluate objectively the ex
tent of its progress in achieving development re
sults and to derive lessons from its development 
experience. 

"(b) ACTIONS To BE T AKEN.-In furtherance 
of subsection (a), the Administrator shall estab
lish a program performance evaluation capacity 
with the fallowing functions: 

"(1) To develop a program performance infor
mation system to afford agency managers a 
means for monitoring achievement of impact 
and interim performance of the agency's major 
programs. 

"(2) To prepare and disseminate objective and 
periodic reports on the agency's progress in 
meeting stated development objectives for major 
assistance categories and recipient countries, re
gions, sectors, and policies. 

"(3) To strengthen, through training and 
other means, the use of evaluation as a manage
ment tool, by both the agency and its counter
parts in countries receiving assistance, in the 
planning, designing, and implementation of for
eign assistance projects and programs. 

"(4) To coordinate with the Inspector General 
of the agency so as to ensure appropriate 
complementarity of efforts, recognizing that-

"( A) it is the responsibility of the agency to 
direct a program of independent evaluation of 
its programs and policies, and the operational 
and management systems that affect the devel
opment impact of those programs and policies; 
and 

"(B) it is the responsibility of the Inspector 
General to conduct regular and comprehensive 
assessments and audit of financial management 
and administrative systems, including the ade
quacy of the systems for monitoring and evalu
ating agency projects and programs. 

"(c) ROLE OF EVALUATION.-In recognition of 
the importance of evaluation in determining, 
among other things, the extent to which pro
grams are promoting the basic objectives set 
forth in section 102, the Administrator shall take 
such steps as the Administrator deems appro
priate to ensure that the agency primarily re
sponsible for administering this part is-

"(1) planning, implementing, and disseminat
ing programmatic evaluations of the economic 
assistance programs under this part that are ad
ministered by the agency: 

"(2) designing and managing technical assist
ance and support programs to enhance the in
tegrity and quality of all project and program 
evaluation work done by such agency; 

''(3) maintaining and making accessible the 
agency's data base on project and program ex
perience, including both the historical record 
and measures of impact and pert ormance; 

"(4) coordinating information exchange on 
evaluation priorities, findings, and methods 
with other donor countries and organizations; 
and 

"(5) ensuring the quality, objectivity, and 
independence of the evaluation by such meas
ures as external review of findings, use of out
side governmental and nongovernmental exper
tise, and other measures to protect against po
tential conflict of interest. 

"(d) ACCOUNTABILITY.-The President shall 
prepare an annual report, which shall be sub
mitted to the Congress as a separate part of the 
annual congressional presentation documents 
required by section 634. This report shall include 
the following: 

"(1) An assessment of progress toward the 
achievement of the four basic objectives set forth 

in section 102, based on the findings of evalua
tion studies conducted by the agency primarily 
responsible for administering this part and on 
such other empirical analyses as may be appro
priate. 

"(2) An analysis, on a country-by-country 
basis (with each country receiving economic as
sistance under this part being included at least 
once every 5 years), of the impact on economic 
development in each country during the preced
ing 3 to 5 fiscal years of United States economic 
assistance programs, with a discussion of the 
United States interests that were served by the 
assistance. For each such country, the analysis 
shall-

"(A) to the extent possible, be done on a sec
tor-by-sector basis and identify trends within 
each sector; 

"(B) identify economic policy reforms condu
cive to sustainable economic growth (in particu
lar, reforms along market economic principles) 
that were promoted by the assistance; 

"(C) describe, in quantified terms to the extent 
practicable, the specific objectives the United 
States sought to achieve in providing economic 
assistance and specify the extent to which those 
objectives were not achieved; 

"(D) describe the amount and nature of eco
nomic assistance provided by other major donors 
during the preceding 3 to 5 fiscal years, set forth 
by the development sector to the extent possible; 

"(E) discuss the commitment of the host gov
ernment to addressing the country's needs in 
each development sector, including, to the ex
tent possible, a description of the resources de
voted by that government to each development 
sector during the preceding 3 to 5 fiscal years; 
and 

"(F) describe the progress being made by such 
country in adopting economic policies that fos
ter and enhance the freedom and opportunity of 
individuals to participate in and promote eco
nomic growth in that country, as described in 
section 102(c) as a basic objective of economic 
assistance. 
The analyses pursuant to paragraph (2)( F) shall 
include the development of a series of factors 
that provide a common standard by which such 
progress can be evaluated and compared be
tween countries and within countries over 
time.". 
SBC. 116. AMERICAN SCHOOLS AND HOSPITALS 

ABROAD. 
Section 214(c)(l) of the Foreign Assistance Act 

of 1961 is amended by striking out all that f al
lows "President" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"$35,000,000 for each of riscal years 1992 and 
1993.". 
SBC. 116. HOUSING AND OTHER CREDIT GUARAN· 

TEE PROGRAMS. 
(a) AUTHORITY FOR HOUSING GUARANTEE PRO

GRAM.-
(1) AUTHORIZATION.-Section 222(a) of the 

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 ts amended-
( A) by striking out "$2,558,000,000" and in

serting in lieu thereof "$3,400,000,000"; and 
(B) by striking out "1992" and inserting in 

lieu thereof "1993". 
(2) ACTIVITIES FOR WHICH GUARANTEES IS

SUED.-Section 222(b) of such Act is amended-
( A) in the matter preceding paragraph (1) by 

striking out "shall emphasize" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "shall be directed to the shelter and 
urban services needs of the poor, including-"; 

(B) in paragraph (4) by striking out "and" 
after the semicolon: 

(C) in paragraph (5) by striking out "the shel
ter occupied by poor." and inserting in lieu 
thereof "urban services; and"; and 

(D) by adding at the end the following: 
"(6) other urban services of particular impor

tance to the needs of the poor.". 
(3) REPEAL OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS.-Section 

222 of that Act is amended by repealing sub
sections (c) and (k). 
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(b) REPEAL OF OBSOLETE PROGRAM.-Section 

222A of that Act is repealed. 
(c) GENERAL PROVISIONS.-Section 223 of the 

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended to 
read as follows: 
"SEC. J23. GENERAL PROVISIONS. 

"(a) FEES.-A fee shall be charged for each 
guarantee issued under section 222 in an 
amount to be determined by the President. All 
fees collected in connection with guarantee com
mitments made under section 222 after Septem
ber 30, 1991, shall be available to offset the cost 
of guarantee obligations under this section. 

"(b) INTEREST RATE ON GUARANTEED /NVEST
MENTS.-ln the case of any loan investment 
guaranteed under section 222, the President 
shall prescribe the maximum rate of interest al
lowable to the eligible investor. The maximum 
allowable rate of interest under this subsection 
shall be prescribed by the President as of the 
date the project covered by the investment is of
ficially authorized and, prior to the execution of 
the contract, the President may amend such 
rate at his discretion, consistent with the provi
sions of this subsection. 

"(c) LIMITATION ON GUARANTEES FOR EACH 
COUNTRY.-The face value of guarantees issued 
under section 222 in any fiscal year with respect 
to any country may not exceed $50,000,000. 

"(d) CEILING ON AVERAGE FACE VALUE.-The 
average face value of guarantees issued under 
section 222 in any fiscal year may not exceed 
$25,000,000. 

"(e) MAINTENANCE OF PROGRAM LEVEL.-The 
principal amount of guarantees issued under 
section 222 for each fiscal year shall be com
parable to the total principal amount of such 
guarantees issued for fiscal year 1984, subject to 
dollar limitations on the issuance of guarantees 
under this section which are contained in sec
tion 222(a) and subject to subsection (f). 

"(f) APPROPRIATIONS ACT REQUIRED.-New 
credit authority provided for in section 222 may 
be exercised only to such extent or in such 
amount as is provided in advance in an appro
priation Act. 

"(g) CERTAIN LOSSES NOT COVERED BY GUAR
ANTEES.-No payment may be made under any 
guarantee issued under section 222 (or under the 
former guarantee authority of section 222A or 
predecessor guarantee authorities) for any loss 
arising out of fraud or misrepresentation for 
which the party seeking payment is responsible. 

"(h) FINANCING ACCOUNT.-All fees collected 
under this section in connection with guarantee 
commitments made after September 30, 1991, to
gether with earnings on those fees and income 
on claims receivable with respect to such com
mitments, shall be deposited in a financing ac
count established under section 505 of the Fed
eral Credit Reform Act of 1990. Amounts col
lected in the financing account may be used for 
the purposes specified in the last sentence of 
subsection (a). 

"(i) DISCHARGE OF LIABILITIES.-Any pay
ments made to discharge liabilities under guar
antees issued under section 222 shall be paid

"(1) first, out of fees ref erred to in subsection 
(a); and 

"(2) then, out of funds made available pursu
ant to subsection (k). 

"(j) FULL FAITH AND CREDIT.-All guarantees 
issued under section 222 (or under the former 
guarantee authority of section 222A or under 
predecessor guarantee authorities) shall con
stitute obligations, in accordance with the terms 
of such guarantees, of the United States of 
America and the full faith and credit of the 
United States of America is hereby pledged for 
the full payment and performance of such obli
gations. 

"(k) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.
"(]) FOR GUARANTEE OBLIGATIONS.-There are 

authorized to be appropriated to the President 

not more than $15,900,000 for fiscal year 1992 
and not more than $10,000,000 for fiscal year 
1993 to pay the cost of guarantee obligations 
under section 222 with a face value of 
$125,000,000 for each such fiscal year. 

"(2) FOR ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES.-There 
are authorized to be appropriated to the Presi
dent not more than $8,500,000 for each of the fis
cal years 1992 and 1993 for administrative ex
penses necessary to carry out section 222. 

"(l) GUARANTEES UNDER FORMER AUTHOR
ITY.-Guarantees committed or outstanding 
under section 222 on or before September 30, 
1991, or under the guarantee authority formerly 
contained in section 222A, the fees collected in 
connection with such guarantees, and income 
on claims receivable with respect to such guar
antees, shall continue to be subject to provisions 
of this Act originally applicable to those guar
antees and the Federal Credit Reform Act of 
1990. 

"(m) ISRAEL PROGRAMS.-The authority of 
section 222 may be exercised to issue guarantees 
in connection with loans made for the purpose 
of providing housing and infrastructure in Is
rael for Soviet refugees, except that such guar
antees shall not be subject to the second sen
tence of section 222(a) (relating to total prin
cipal amount of guarantees), or to subsection (c) 
or (d) of this section, and subsection (k) shall 
not apply with respect to guarantees issued 
under this subsection.". 
SEC. 117. OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVESTMENT COR· 

PO RATION. 
Title IV of chapter 2 of part I of the Foreign 

Assistance Act of 1961 is amended as follows: 
(1) Section 234(c) is amended by striking the 

third paragraph. 
(2) Section 234(d) is amended by striking "ex

cept that-" and all that follows through the 
end of paragraph (2) and inserting the follow
ing: ", except that the Corporation shall not fi
nance any survey to ascertain the existence, lo
cation, extent, or quality of oil or gas re
sources.". 

(3) Section 234(g) is amended-
( A) by striking paragraph (2) and redesignat

ing paragraphs (3) through (6) as paragraphs 
(2) through (5), respectively; and 

(B) in paragraph (4), as so redesignated, by 
striking "$10,000,000 from its income and reve
nues" and inserting the following: "$35,000,000 
(less amounts transferred to the fund before the 
date of the enactment of the International Co
operation Act of 1991) from its noncredit ac
count revolving fund. The Corporation shall 
transfer to the fund in each fiscal year all 
amounts received by the Corporation during the 
preceding fiscal year as income on securities ac
quired under this subsection, and from the pro
ceeds on the disposition of such securities. Pur
chases of, investments in, and other acquisitions 
of equity from the fund are authorized for any 
fiscal year only to the extent or in such amounts 
as are provided in advance in appropriations 
Acts.". 

(4) Section 235(a) is amended-
( A) in paragraph (2) by striking 

"$1,500,000,000" and inserting "$2,500,000,000"; 
(B) by striking paragraphs (3), (4), and (5) 

and inserting the following: 
"(3) Notwithstanding section 504(b) of the 

Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990 but subject to 
spending authority provided in advance in ap
propriations Acts, the Corporation is authorized 
to transfer up to $1,500,000 from its noncredit 
account revolving fund to pay for the estimated 
subsidy cost of a program level for the loan 
guarantee program under section 234(b) of 
$375,000,000 for fiscal year 1992. Such funds are 
authorized to remain available in fiscal year 
1993."; and 

(C) by redesignating paragraph (6) as para
graph (4). 

(5) Section 235(b) is amended to read as fol
lows: 

"(b) DIRECT LOAN PROGRAM.-Notwithstand
ing section 504(b) of the Federal Credit Reform 
Act of 1990 but subject to spending authority 
provided in advance in appropriations Acts, the 
Corporation is authorized to transfer up to 
$4,800,000 from its noncredit account revolving 
fund to pay for the estimated subsidy cost of a 
program level for its direct loan program under 
section 234(c) of $50,000,()()() for fiscal year 1992. 
Such amounts are authorized to remain avail
able for riscal year 1993. ". 

(6) Section 235(c) is amended to read as fol
lows: 

"(c) INSURANCE RESERVE.-
"(1) MAINTENANCE AND PURPOSES.-The Cor

poration shall maintain an insurance reserve. 
Such reserve shall be available for the discharge 
of liabilities, as provided in subsection (d), until 
such time as all such liabilities have been dis
charged or have expired or until such reserve 
has been expended in accordance with the pro
visions of this section. 

"(2) FUNDING.-The insurance reserve shall 
consist of-

"( A) any funds in the insurance reserve of the 
Corporation on the date of the enactment of the 
International Cooperation Act of 1991, 

"(B) amounts transferred to the reserve pur
suant to this title, and 

"(C) such sums as are appropriated pursuant 
to subsection (f) for such purposes.". 

(7) Section 235(d) is amended by striking the 
second sentence and inserting the following: 
"Any payments made to discharge liabilities 
under guarantees issued under section 234(b), or 
under similar predecessor guaranty authority, 
shall be paid in accordance with the Federal 
Credit Reform Act of 1990. ". 

(8) Section 235(f) is amended in the first sen
tence-

( A) by striking "and guaranty fund" and in
serting "reserve"; and 

(B) by striking ", reinsurance, or guaranties" 
and inserting "or reinsurance". 

(9) Section 235 is amended by adding at the 
end the following: 

"(g) ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES.-Subject to 
spending authority provided in advance in ap
propriations Acts, the Corporation is authorized 
to transfer up to $12,000,000 from its noncredit 
account revolving fund for the administrative 
costs of its direct loan and loan guarantee pro
grams for fiscal year 1992. Such funds are au
thorized to remain available in fiscal year 
1993.". 

(10) Section 236 is amended-
( A) by striking "whatever source derived" and 

inserting "its noncredit activities"; 
(B) by redesignating subsections (a), (b), and 

(c) as paragraphs (1), (2), and (3), respectively; 
(C) in paragraph (2), as so redesignated, by 

striking "or guaranty reserves, the Direct In
vestment Fund established pursuant to section 
235," and inserting "reserve"; and 

(D) in paragraph (3), as so redesignated, by 
striking "subsections (a) and (b) thereof" and 
inserting "paragraphs (1) and (2)". 

(11) Section 237(d) is amended to read as fol
lows: 

"(d) FEES.-
"(l) IN GENERAL.-Fees may be charged for 

providing insurance, reinsurance, guarantees, 
financing, and other services under this title in 
amounts to be determined by the Corporation. 

"(2) CREDIT TRANSACTION COSTS.-Project-spe
cific transaction costs incurred by the Corpora
tion relating to loan obligations or loan guaran
tee commitments covered by the provisions of the 
Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990, including the 
costs of project-related travel and expenses for 
legal representation provided by persons outside 
the Corporation and other similar expenses 
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which are charged to the borrower, shall be paid 
out of the appropriate financing account estab
lished under section 505(b) of such Act. 

"(3) NONCREDIT TRANSACT/ON COSTS.-Fees 
paid for the project-specific transaction costs 
and other direct costs associated with services 
provided to specific investors or potential inves
tors pursuant to section 234 (other than those 
covered in paragraph (2)), including financing, 
insurance, reinsurance, missions, seminars, con
ferences, and other preinvestment services, shall 
be available for obligation for the purposes for 
which they were collected, notwithstanding any 
other provision of law.". 

(12) Section 238 is amended-
( A) in subsection (c) by striking "and" at the 

end; 
(B) by redesignating subsection (d) as sub

section (/); and 
(C) by inserting after subsection (c) the fol

lowing: 
"(d) the term 'noncredit account revolving 

fund' means the account in which funds under 
section 236 and all funds from noncredit activi
ties are held; 

"(e) the term 'noncredit activities' means all 
activities of the Corporation other than its loan 
guarantee program under section 234(b) and its 
direct loan program under section 234(c); and". 

(13) By inserting after section 240A the follow
ing new section: 
"SBC. 240B. PROHIBITION ON NONCOMPETITIVE 

AWARDING OF INSURANCE CON
TRACTS ON OPIC SUPPORTED EX· 
PORTS. 

"(a) REQUIREMENT FOR CERTIFICATION.-
"(l) IN GENERAL.-Except as provided in para

graph (3), the investor on whose behalf insur
ance, reinsurance, guaranties, or other financ
ing is provided under this title with respect to a 
project shall be required to certify to the Cor
poration that any contract for the export of 
goods as part of that project will include a 
clause requiring that United States insurance 
companies have a fair and open competitive op
portunity to provide insurance against risk of 
loss of such export. 

"(2) WHEN CERTIFICATION MUST BE MADE.
The investor shall be required, in every prac
ticable case, to so certify before the insurance, 
reinsurance, guarantee, or other financing is 
provided. In any case in which such a certifi
cation is not made in advance, the investor shall 
include in the certification the reasons for the 
failure to make a certification in advance. 

"(3) EXCEPTJON.-Paragraph (1) does not 
apply with respect to an investor who does not, 
because of the nature of the investment, have a 
controlling interest in fact in the project in 
question. 

"(b) REPORTS BY THE UNITED STATES TRADE 
REPRESENTATIVE.-The United States Trade 
Representative shall review the actions of the 
Corporation under subsection (a) and, after con
sultation with representatives of United States 
insurance companies, shall report to the Con
gress in the report required by section 181(b) of 
the Trade Act of 1974 with respect to such ac
tions. 

"(c) DEFINITJONS.-For purposes of this sec
tion-

"(1) the term 'United States insurance com
pany' includes-

"( A) an individual, partnership, corporation, 
holding company, or other legal entity which is 
authorized, or in the case of a holding company, 
subsidiaries of which are authorized, by a State 
to engage in the business of issuing insurance 
contracts or reinsuring the risk underwritten by 
insurance companies; and 

"(B) foreign operations, branches, agencies, 
subsidiaries, affiliates, or joint ventures of any 
entity described in subparagraph (A); and 

"(2) United States insurance companies shall 
be considered to have had a 'fair and open com-

petitive opportunity to provide insurance' if 
they-

•'( A) have received notice of the opportunity 
to provide insurance; and 

"(B) have been evaluated on a nondiscrim
inatory basis.". 
SEC. 118. MICROENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT. 

Chapter 2 of part I of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 is amended by adding after title V 
the following: 

"TITLE VI-MICROENTERPRISE 
DEVELOPMENT 

"SEC. 261. MICROENTBRPRISE DEVEWPMENT. 
"(a) PURPOSES.-The purposes of this section 

are-
"(1) to provide for the continuation and ex

pansion of the commitment of the agency pri
marily responsible for administering this part 
(hereinafter in this section ref erred to as the 
'Agency') to microenterprise development; 

• '(2) to increase the amount of assistance 
going to credit activities designed to reach the 
poorest sector in developing countries; and 

• '(3) to increase the percentage of such credit 
that goes to women beneficiaries. 

"(b) GENERAL AUTHORITY.-The President, 
acting through the administrator of the Agency 
(hereinafter in this section ref erred to as the 
'Administrator'), is authorized to provide assist
ance for programs of credit and other assistance 
for microenterprises in developing countries. In 
addition to providing financial resources for di
rect credit activities of indigenous financial 
intermediaries, assistance under this section 
may include assistance for institutional develop
ment of such intermediaries (including assist
ance to enable private and voluntary organiza
tions to develop the capability to serve as finan
cial intermediaries), technical assistance, train
ing, and policy reform. Microenterprise credit 
and related activities assisted under this section 
shall be carried out primarily through those in
digenous financial intermediaries and private 
voluntary organizations that are oriented to
ward working directly with the poor and 
women. 

"(c) ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR FINANCIAL 
INTERMEDIARIES.-The mission of the Agency 
that is responsible for a country receiving assist
ance under this section shall establish criteria 
for determining the financial intermediaries that 
will receive assistance under this section, taking 
into account the following: 

"(1) The extent to which the recipients of 
credit from the intermediary lack collateral. 

"(2) The extent to which the recipients of 
credit from the intermediary do not have access 
to the local formal financial sector. 

"(3) The extent to which the recipients of 
credit from the intermediary have relatively lim
ited amounts of fixed assets. 

"(4) The extent to which the recipients of 
credit from the intermediary are among the 
poorest people in the country. 

"(5) The extent to which interest rates 
charged by the intermediary on loans reflect the 
real cost oflending. 

"(6) The extent to which the intermediary 
reaches women as recipients of credit. 

"(7) The extent to which the intermediary is 
oriented toward working directly with the poor 
and women. 

"(d) LOWER TIER FOR POVERTY LENDING Ac
TIVITIES.-A significant portion of the amount 
made available each fiscal year to carry out this 
section shall be used to support direct credit as
sistance by, and the institutional development 
of, those financial intermediaries with a pri
mary emphasis on assisting those people living 
in absolute poverty, especially women. 

"(e) Focus ON WOMEN.-The Office Of Small 
and Microenterprise Development in the Agency 
shall include in its annual action plans a strat
egy for increasing the access of women in devel-

oping countries to credit and other 
microenterprise development activities, with the 
goal of increasing to at least SO percent the per
centage of microenterprise credit that goes to 
women beneficiaries. This strategy shall be de
veloped in consultation with the Agency's 
Women in Development Office. 

"(f) FUNDINGS SOURCES.-Funds to carry out 
this section shall be derived from the fallowing 
sources: 

"(1) Funds available for development assist
ance. 

"(2) Funds available for assistance from the 
Development Fund for Africa. 

"(3) Funds available for economic support as
sistance. 

"(4) Local currency proceeds resulting from 
the provision of development assistance, assist
ance from the Development Fund for Africa, or 
economic support assistance. 

"(5) Local currency proceeds available for use 
under section 306(a) of the Agricultural Trade 
Development and Assistance Act of 1954 (as 
amended by section 1512 of the Food, Agri
culture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990). 

"(6) Local currency proceeds resulting from 
assistance provided under the Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954 
as in effect immediately be/ ore the effective date 
of the amendment made by section 1512 of the 
Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act 
of 1990. 

"(7) Local currency generated under sub
section (g). 

"(g) AUTHORITY TO GENERATE LOCAL CUR
RENCIES.-ln order to generate local currencies 
for use in providing assistance under this sec
tion, the President is authorized to use funds 
made available for development assistance, eco
nomic support assistance, or assistance from the 
Development Fund for Africa to provide assist
ance to the governments of developing countries 
on a loan basis repayable in local currencies, at 
a rate of exchange to be negotiated by the Presi
dent and the foreign government. Such loans 
shall have a rate of interest and a repayment 
period determined by the President. 

"(h) NONAPPLICABILITY OF CERTAIN LAWS.
Local currencies used under subsection (f)(7) 
shall not be subject to the requirements of sec
tion 1306 of title 31, United States Code, or other 
laws governing the use of foreign currencies 
owned by, owed to, or accruing to the United 
States. 

"(i) FUNDING FOR FISCAL YEARS 1992 AND 
1993.-

"(1) IN GENERAL.-The Administrator should 
use at least $85,()()(),()()() for each of fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 for microenterprise assistance pur
suant to this section. 

"(2) ASSISTANCE FOR THE POOREST SECTORS.
"(A) FUNDING LEVEL.-Of the amounts used 

pursuant to paragraph (1), at least $20,()()(),()()() 
for fiscal year 1992 and at least $30,()()(),()()() for 
fiscal year 1993 should be used to support loans 
having a purchasing power equal to or less than 
$300 (in United States dollars). 

"(B) INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT.-ln addi
tion to amounts made available for direct credit 
activities involving loans described in subpara
graph (A), amounts used for institutional devel
opment of a financial intermediary described in 
subsection (d) shall be considered to support 
such loans for purposes of that subparagraph to 
the same extent as the aggregate amount loaned 
by such institution represents loans described in 
that subparagraph. 

"(3) USE OF LOCAL CURRENCIES.-ln carrying 
out this subsection, local currencies described in 
subsection (f) may be used in lieu of an equiva
lent amount of dollars. 

"(j) MONITORING.-The Administrator shall 
develop a monitoring sYStem to track the per
formance of the microenterprise development ac-
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tivities of the Agency, including their effective
ness in reaching the poor and women. In devel
oping this system, the Administrator shall con
sult with the appropriate congressional commit
tees and with appropriate private and voluntary 
organizations. 

"(k) REPORTS TO CONGRESS.-The Adminis
trator shall report to the Congress annually on 
the microenterprise development activities of the 
Agency, including the agency's strategy for 
complying with subsections (i)(l) and (2). ". 
SEC. 119. ASSISTANCE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND 

DEMOCRATIC INITIATIVES. 
(a) AUTHORIZATION OF Ass/STANCE.-Title IX 

of chapter 2 of part I of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 is amended to read as fallows: 

"TITLE IX-HUMAN RIGHTS AND 
DEMOCRACY 

"SEC. J81. ASSISTANCE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND 
DEMOCRATIC INITIATIVES. 

"(a) AUTHORIZATION AND GENERAL PURPOSES 
OF AsSISTANCE.-The President may use funds 
made available for development assistance, eco
nomic support assistance, or assistance from the 
Development Fund for Africa to furnish assist
ance to support the programs and activities de
scribed in subsection (b) in order to-

"(1) promote increased adherence to inter
nationally recognized human rights, as set forth 
in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; 
and 

"(2) improve the performance of institutions of 
democracy. 

"(b) PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES THAT MAY BE 
SUPPORTED.-Funds made available under this 
section shall be available to support only the 
following: 

"(1) Programs and activities to enhance the 
independence and effectiveness of institutions of 
democratic governance, including support for 
administrative, judicial, electoral, and legisla
tive processes. 

"(2) Programs and activities-
"( A) to encourage the growth of independent 

associations by strengthening professional, 
civic, trade union, business, community, and 
other organizations that contribute to the pro
motion of democracy, and 

"(B) to enhance the organizational and lead
ership skills of the members of such organiza
tions in order to increase effective citizen par
ticipation in democratic processes. 

"(3) Programs and activities to increase 
awareness of internationally recognized human 
rights (including by increasing the availability 
of information concerning the status of respect 
for internationally recognized human rights) 
and improve the effective exercise of those 
rights. 

"(4) Programs and activities-
"( A) to support victims of abuses of inter

nationally recognized human rights, including 
(i) the direct provision of legal services, and (ii) 
the provision of rehabilitation services for vic
tims of torture; and 

"(B) to support organizations and institutions 
seeking to bring to justice those reSPonsible for 
perpetrating such abuses. 

"(5) Programs and activities to support a free 
and independent media. 

"(6) Programs and activities to strengthen re
SPect for the rule of law, including by-

"( A) providing SPecialized professional train
ing, scholarships, and exchanges for continuing 
legal education; 

"(B) promoting the role of the bar in judicial 
selection, enforcement of ethical standards, and 
legal reform; 

"(C) increasing the availability of legal mate
rials and publications; and 

"(D) supporting the revision and moderniza
tion of legal codes and procedures. 

"(c) ELIGIBLE RECIPIENTS OF Ass/STANCE.
Assistance under this section may be furnished 

to countries and organizations, both public and 
nongovernmental, including local, national, re
gional, and international organizations. A sub
stantial portion of the funds made available 
each fiscal year to carry out this section shall be 
used for assistance provided to nongovernmental 
organizations. 

"(d) PROHIBITION RELATING TO ELECTIONS.
Assistance under this section may not be used to 
influence the outcome of any election in any 
country. 

"(e) NOTIFICATION TO CONGRESS.-At least 15 
days before obligating funds under this section, 
the President shall notify the appropriate con
gressional committees in accordance with the 
procedures applicable to reprogramming notifi
cations under section 634A. 

"(f) LIMITATION ON USE OF FUNDS FOR AFRI
CA.-Funds made available for assistance under 
the Development Fund for Africa may be used to 
carry out this section only with reSPect to coun
tries in sub-Saharan Africa.". 

(b) REPORT.-Not later than 6 months after 
the date of enactment of this Act, the President 
shall submit to the appropriate congressional 
committees a detailed report describing the pro
grams and activities designed to promote democ
racy in foreign countries that are funded by the 
Department of State, the Agency for Inter
national Development, or the United States In
formation Agency, including funding for pro
grams and activities of the National Endowment 
for Democracy. Such report shall include the 
budget allocations for democracy programs for 
fiscal year 1992 and any specific recommenda
tions of the President for ways to improve co
ordination and delineate reSPonsibilities among 
the various agencies. 
SEC. lJO. VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS TO 

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
AND PROGRAMS. 

(a) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.
Section 302(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended to read as follows: 

"(a) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.
(1) There are authorized to be appropriated to 
the President to carry out the purposes of this 
chapter, in addition to funds otherwise avail
able for such purposes, the following amounts 
for the fallowing purposes: 

"(1) For the United Nations Development Pro
gram, $125,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 
and 1993. 

"(2) For the United Nations Children's Fund, 
$85,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

"(3) For the United Nations Environment Pro
gram, $19,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 
and 1993. 

"(4) For the Organization of American States, 
$11,500,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993, 
of which $600,000 for fiscal year 1993 should be 
used for an additional contribution for the pur
pose of establishing an electronic network for 
the exchange of information on science and 
technology among professors, researchers, and 
scientists at universities in the countries that 
are members of the Organization of American 
States. 

"(5) For the Special Program for Africa of the 
International Fund for Agricultural Develop
ment, $5,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 and 
1993. 

"(6) For the United Nations Development 
Fund for Women, $1,000,000 for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993. 

"(7) For the Intergovernmental Oceano
graphic Commission, $1,000,000 for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993. 

"(8) For the United Nations University En
dowment Fund, $1,000,000 without fiscal year 
limitation. 

"(9) For grants to international organiza
tions, and to programs administered by such or
ganizations, other than the organizations or 

programs referred to in the preceding para
graphs of this subsection, $62,910,000 for each of 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993. ". 

(b) INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR AGRICULTURAL 
DEVELOPMENT.-Section 301 of that Act is 
amended by inserting after subsection (a) the 
following: 

"(b) INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR AGRICULTURAL 
DEVELOPMENT.-The President may continue 
United States participation in and may make 
contributions to the International Fund for Ag
ricultural Development. ". 

(C) AUDITING OF ACCOUNTS OF INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS.-Section 301(e) of that Act is 
amended to read as follows: 

"(e) AUDITING OF ACCOUNTS OF INTER
NATIONAL 0RGANIZATIONS.-

"(1) UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATIONS.-ln the 
case of the United Nations and its affiliated or
ganizations, including the International Atomic 
Energy Agency, the President should (acting 
through the United States representatives to 
such organizations), propose and actively seek 
the establishment by the governing authorities 
of such organizations of external, professionally 
qualified groups of appropriate size for the pur
pose of providing an independent and continu
ous program of selective examinations, review, 
evaluation, and audits of the programs and ac
tivities of such organizations. 

"(2) MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT BANKS.-
"( A) IN GENERAL.-ln the case Of each of the 

organizations specified in subparagraph (B), the 
President should, acting through the United 
States representative to such organization, pro
pose and actively seek the establishment by the 
governing authorities of that organization of 
professionally qualified groups of appropriate 
size for the purpose of providing an independent 
and continuous program of selective examina
tion, review, evaluation, and audits of the pro
grams and activities of that organization. 

"(B) MDBS SUBJECT TO SUBPARAGRAPH (A).
The organizations to which subparagraph (A) 
applies are the International Bank for Recon
struction and Development, the International 
Development Association, the International Fi
nance Corporation, the Multilateral Investment 
Guarantee Agency, the Inter-American Develop
ment Bank, the Inter-American Investment Cor
poration, the African Development Bank, the 
African Development Fund, the Asian Develop
ment Fund, the Asian Development Bank, and 
the European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Developemnt. ". 

(d) REPORTS ON VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS 
TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS BY ALL 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT AGENCIES.-Sec
tion 306(b) of that Act is amended-

(1) in paragraph (1), by striking out the first 
three sentences and inserting in lieu thereof the 
following: "Not later than January 31 each 
year, the President shall submit a report to the 
Congress listing all voluntary contributions by 
the United States Government to international 
organizations during the preceding fiscal 
year."; and 

(2) in paragraph (2), by striking out ''prompt
ly" and by inserting "on a quarterly basis" 
after "Budget". 

(e) WITHHOLDING OF UNITED STATES PROPOR
TIONATE SHARE FOR CERTAIN PROGRAMS OF 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS.-Section 307 of 
that Act is amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 307. WITHHOWING OF UNITED STATES 

PRO'PORTIONATE SHARE FOR CER· 
TAIN PROGRAMS OF INTER· 
NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 

"(a) REQUIREMENT To WITHHOLD.-Funds au
thorized to be appropriated by this chapter shall 
not be available for the United States propor
tionate share for programs for countries or orga
nizations or for projects described in subsection 
(d). This prohibition applies notwithstanding 
any provision of law that earmarks funds under 
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this chapter for a particular international orga
nization or program. 

"(b) USE OF FUNDS WITHHELD.-Funds re
turned or not made available for programs or 
projects pursuant to subsection (a) shall remain 
available until expended for use under this 
chapter. 

"(c) OBLIGATIONS.-The President-
"(1) shall review, at least annually, the budg

ets and accounts of all international organiza
tions receiving payments of any funds author
ized to be appropriated by this chapter; and 

"(2) shall report to the appropriate congres
sional committees the amounts of funds ex
pended by each such organization for programs 
or projects described in subsection ( d) and the 
amount contributed by the United States to each 
such organization. 

"(d) DESIGNATION OF PROGRAMS AND 
PROJECTS.-Subsection (a) applies with reSPect 
to programs for Cuba, Iran, Libya, or the Pal
estine Liberation Organization and to projects 
whose purpose is to provide benefits to the Pal
estine Liberation Organization or entities asso
ciated with it.". 

(f) PARTICIP AT/ON BY ISRAEL IN THE UNITED 
NATIONS.-Chapter 3 Of part I of that Act is 
amended by adding at the end the following 
new section: 
"SEC. 308. PARTICIPATION BY ISRAEL IN THE 

UNITED NATIONS. 
"If Israel is illegally expelled, SUSPended, de

nied its credentials, or in any other manner de
nied its right to participate in any principal or 
subsidiary organ or in any SPecialized, tech-. 
nical, or other agency of the United Nations, 
the United States shall SUSPend its contributions 
under this chapter to such organ or agency 
until the illegal action or denial of rights is re
versed.". 
SEC. 121. DEBT FOR DEVELOPMENT. 

Chapter 7 of part I of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 is amended to read as follows: 

"CHAPTER 7-DEBT FOR DEVELOPMENT 
"SEC. 471. DEBT EXCHANGE. 

"(a) AUTHORITY.-In order to promote the 
four basic objectives set forth in section 102, the 
President may use funds made available for de
velopment assistance, economic support assist
ance, or assistance from the Development Fund 
for Africa for grants to and contracts with non
governmental organizations to enable those or
ganizations to-

"(1) purchase debt obligations owed by a de
veloping country to any commercial lending in
stitution or other private party; and 

"(2) cancel such debt obligation, subject to the 
approval of the President, to the extent that 
such country makes available assets or policy 
commitments to promote the four basic objectives 
set forth in section 102. 

"(b) INTEREST RETENTION.-A grantee or con
tractor (or any subgrantee or subcontractor) of 
the grants or contracts ref erred to in subsection 
(a) may retain, notwithstanding any other pro
vision of law, without deposit in the Treasury of 
the United States and without further appro
priation by Congress, interest earned on the pro
ceeds of any resulting debt-[ or-development or 
debt-for-environment purchase or exchange 
pending the disbursement of such proceeds and 
interest for the purposes for which assistance 
was provided to such party, which may include 
the establishment of an endowment, the income 
of which is used for such purposes.". 
SEC. lJJ. INTERNATIONAL DISASTER ASSIST· 

ANCE. 
(a) DISASTER PREVENTION AND MITIGATION.

Section 491(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended by inserting "prevention, and 
mitigation" after "preparedness,". 

(b) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.
The first sentence of section 492(a) of that Act 

is amended to read as fallows: "There are au
thorized to be appropriated to the President to 
carry out section 491, $70,000,000 for each of fis
cal years 1992 and 1993. ". 

(C) BORROWING AUTHORITY.-Section 492(b) of 
that Act is amended to read as fallows: 

"(b) BORROWING AUTHORITY.-
"(1) AUTHORITY.-In addition to amounts oth

erwise available to carry out this chapter, up to 
$70,000,000 in any fiscal year may be obligated 
against appropriations described in paragraph 
(2) for use in providing assistance in accordance 
with the authorities and general policies of this 
chapter. 

"(2) SOURCES OF FUNDS.-The appropriations 
referred to in paragraph (1) are any appropria
tions to carry out this Act, without regard to 
whether the funds are earmarked in this or any 
other Act. In any fiscal year, the sum of the 
amount obligated under paragraph (1) against 
appropriations for development assistance and 
the amount obligated under paragraph (1) 
against appropriations for assistance from the 
Development Fund for Africa may not exceed 
$30,000,000. 

"(3) REIMBURSEMENT.-Amounts subsequently 
appropriated to carry out this chapter with re
SPect to a disaster may be used to reimburse any 
appropriation account against which obliga
tions were incurred under paragraph (1) with 
reSPect to that disaster.". 
SEC. 123. AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS 

FOR ECONOMIC SUPPORT FUND AS· 
SISTANCE. 

Section 532 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended to read as fallows: 
"SEC. 631. AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIA· 

TIO NS. 
"There are authorized to be appropriated to 

the President to carry out the purposes of this 
chapter, the following amounts for the following 
purposes: 

"(1) For Israel, $1,200,000,000 for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993. Provisions relating to the 
terms of such assistance are contained in section 
601 of the International Cooperation Act of 1991. 

"(2) For Egypt, $815,000,000 for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993. Provisions relating to the 
terms of such assistance are contained in section 
602 of the International Cooperation Act of 1991. 

"(3) For Turkey, $190,000,000 for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993. 

"(4) For United States contributions to the 
International Fund for Ireland pursuant to the 
Anglo-Irish Agreement Support Act of 1986, 
$22,500,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

"(5) For Cyprus for a scholarship program, 
bicommunal projects, and measures aimed at the 
reunification of the island and designed to re
duce tensions and to promote peace and co
operation between the two communities on Cy
prus, $15,000,000 for each of riscal years 1992 
and 1993. 

"(6) For Nepal, $10,000,000 for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993. 

"(7) For the South Pacific Regional Program, 
$10,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993, 
of which $2,000,000 for each fiscal year is au
thorized be appropriated for scholarships for 
study at postsecondary institutions of education 
in the United States. The amounts authorized to 
be appropriated by this paragraph are in addi
tion to the amounts made available under para
graph (9) of this section for the South Pacific 
Regional Program under the Fisheries Treaty 
Program. 

"(8) To finance, and (where appropriate) for 
United States participation in, regional coopera
tive programs in the Middle East in accordance 
with section 202(c) of the International Security 
and Development Cooperation Act of 1985, 
$7,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

"(9) To carry out the purposes of this chapter 
for recipients or purposes other than the coun-

tries and purposes specified in the preceding 
paragraphs of this subsection, $966,000,000 for 
each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993 . ". 
SEC. 114. PURCHASE OF UNITBD STATES GOODS 

AND SERVICES. 
Chapter 4 of part II of the Foreign Assistance 

Act of 1961 is amended-
(1) by repealing existing section 533; and 
(2) by inserting after section 532 the following 

new section 533: 
"SEC. 633. PURCHASE OF UNITED STATES GOODS 

AND SERVICES. 
"(a) GENERAL POLICY REGARDING FORMS OF 

ASSISTANCE.-Assistance under this chapter 
should be provided principally through commod
ity import programs, project assistance, sector 
programs, or the provision of United States 
goods and services. The purpose of this section 
is to encourage foreign governments that receive 
cash transfer assistance under this chapter to 
agree to purchase United States goods and serv
ices with the funds made available by that as
sistance or with equivalent amounts of funds. 

"(b) AGREEMENTS TO PURCHASE UNITED 
STATES GOODS AND SERVICES.-Subsection (c) 
shall not apply to any foreign government that, 
prior to October 1, 1992, enters into an agree
ment with the United States in which that for
eign government agrees to SPend no less than 
the amounts SPecified in subsection (c)(2) to 
purchase United States goods and services with 
reSPect to each fiscal year for which that gov
ernment receives cash transfer assistance under 
this chapter. A government shall be exempted 
pursuant to this subsection only so long as that 
government continuously maintains such an 
agreement. 

"(c) REQUIREMENT To PURCHASE UNITED 
STATES GOODS AND SERVICES.-

"(1) IN GENERAL.-Effective fiscal year 1993, 
assistance under this chapter may be provided 
to a foreign government as a cash transfer only 
pursuant to an agreement requiring that such 
government SPend not less than the amount 
SPecified in paragraph (2) to purchase United 
States goods and services. 

"(2) MINIMUM AMOUNTS REQUIRED TO BE 
SPENT.-The minimum amount that a foreign 
government receiving cash transfer assistance 
under this chapter for a fiscal year is required 
to SPend to purchase United States goods and 
services is the amount that is not less than 75 
percent of the amount of the cash transfer as
sistance provided to that government for that 
fiscal year, except that in order to achieve an 
orderly and efficient implementation of the re
quirement of paragraph (1), the minimum 
amount shall be the fallowing for the fallowing 
fiscal years: 

"(A) For fiscal year 1993, 15 percent. 
"(B) For fiscal year 1994, 35 percent. 
"(CJ For riscal year 1995, 55 percent. 
"(D) For fiscal year 1996 and each riscal year 

thereafter, 75 percent. 
"(3) EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION.-The President 

should ensure that purchases of United States 
goods pursuant to agreements under this sub
section, and the ports of departure for those 
goods, are distributed equitably throughout the 
United States. 

"(4) GAO AUDITS.-Each agreement pursuant 
to which cash transfer assistance is provided 
under this subsection shall include provisions to 
ensure that representatives of the Comptroller 
General have the access to records and person
nel necessary to carry out such monitoring and 
auditing as the Comptroller General deems ap
propriate. 

"(d) PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO AGREEMENTS 
PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION (b) OR (C).-Nothing in 
subsection (b) or (c), or in any agreement de
scribed in either such subsection, shall prevent a 
recipient government from purchasing, with 
cash transfer assistance under this chapter, 
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goods or services produced in that country . 
United States goods purchased pursuant to an 
agreement under subsection (b) or (c) shall be 
deemed to have been furnished in connection 
with funds advanced by the United States. The 
United States goods purchased pursuant to an 
agreement under subsection (b) or (c) shall be 
United States goods that are available in the 
United States at fair prices for such goods. 

" (e) EXEMPTED GOVERNMENTS.-ln addition 
to any government exempted by subsection (b) , 
this section shall not apply to the following: 

"(l) Any government that receives cash trans
fer assistance under this chapter of less than 
$25,000,000 for a fiscal year. 

"(2) Any government-
"( A) that, as of April 1, 1989, was receiving 

cash trans/ er assistance under this chapter and 
had an agreement with the United States under 
which that government agreed-

"(i) to spend an amount equal to the amount 
of the cash transfer on the purchase of United 
States goods and services, 

"(ii) to carry 50 percent of all bulk shipments 
of United States grain on 'privately owned Unit
ed States-flag commercial vessels' , to the extent 
such vessels are available at fair and reasonable 
rates for such vessels. and 

"(iii) to purchase United States grain at levels 
comparable to those purchased in prior years; 
and 

"(B) that, within 30 days after the date of en
actment of the International Cooperation Act of 
1991, agrees to comply thereafter, or to cause 
private entities to comply thereafter, with the 
requirements described in clauses (i), (ii), and 
(iii) of subparagraph (A) with respect to any fis
cal year in which it receives cash trans/er assist
ance under this chapter, except that a govern
ment shall cease to be exempted by this para
graph if, at any time after so agreeing, it ceases 
to agree to comply. or to cause private entities 
to comply, with those requirements. 

"(f) WAIVER.-The President may waive the 
provisions of this section with respect to a for
eign government to the extent the President de
termines that it is important to the national in
terest to do so. Any such waiver shall be re
ported to the appropriate congressional commit
tees. 

"(g) DEFINITION OF UNITED STATES GOODS.
For purposes of this section, the term 'United 
States goods' means goods (including compo
nents) and commodities (including agricultural 
commodities) grown, processed, produced, or 
manufactured in the United States.". 
SBC. lJS. TRADB AND DEVBLOPMBNT AGBNCY. 

(a) IN GENERAL.-Section 661 of the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1961 is amended to read as fol
lows: 
"SBC. 661. TRADB AND DEVBLOPMBNT AGBNCY. 

"(a) PURPOSE.-The Trade and Development 
Agency shall be an ageney of the United States 
under the foreign policy guidance of the Sec
retary of State. The purpose of the Trade and 
Development Ageney is to promote United States 
private sector participation in development 
projects in developing and middle-income coun
tries, in order to promote the four basic objec
tives set forth in section 102 of this Act. 

"(b) AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE.
"(]) AUTHORITY.-The Director of the Trade 

and Development Ageney is authorized to work 
with foreign countries, including those in which 
the United States development programs have 
been concluded or those not receiving assistance 
under part I, to carry out the purpose of this 
section by providing funds for feasibility stud
ies, engineering design, and other activities re
lated to development projects which provide op
portunities for the use of United States exports. 

"(2) USE OF FUNDS.-Funds under this section 
may be used to provide support for feasibility 
studies for the planning. development, and man-

agement of. and procurement for, bilateral and 
multilateral development projects. including 
training activities undertaken in connection 
with a project, for the purpose of promoting the 
use of United States goods and services in such 
projects. Funds under this section may also be 
used for engineering design , including-

"( A) concept design, which establishes the 
basic technical and operational criteria for a 
project, such as architectural drawings for a 
proposed facility, evaluation of site constraints. 
procurement requirements, and equipment speci
fications; and 

"(B) detail design, which sets forth specific 
dimensions and criteria for structural, mechani
cal. electrical, and architectural operations. and 
identifies other resources required for project op
erations. 

"(3) INFORMATION DISSEMINATION.-(A) The 
Trade and Development Ageney shall dissemi
nate information about its project activities to 
the private sector. 

"(B) Other Federal departments and agencies 
shall cooperate with the Trade and Development 
Agency in order for the Agency to provide more 
effectively informational services to persons in 
the private sector concerning trade development 
and export promotion related to development 
projects. 

" (4) NONAPPLICABILITY OF OTHER PROVI
SIONS.-Any funds used for purposes of this sec
tion may be used notwithstanding any other 
provision of law. 

"(c) DIRECTOR AND PERSONNEL.-
"(]) DIRECTOR.-There shall be at the head of 

the Trade and Development Ageney a Director 
who shall be appointed by the President, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate. 

"(2) OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES.-(A) The Di
rector may appoint such officers and employees 
of the Trade and Development Agency as the 
Director considers appropriate. 

"(B) The officers and employees appointed 
under this paragraph shall have such functions 
as the Director may determine. 

"(CJ Of the officers and employees appointed 
under this paragraph, 2 may be appointed with
out regard to the provisions of title 5, United 
States Code, governing appointments in the 
competitive service, and may be compensated 
without regard to the provisions of chapter 51 or 
subchapter Ill of chapter 53 of such title. 

"(D) Under such regulations as the President 
may prescribe, any individual appointed under 
subparagraph (C) may be entitled, upon removal 
(except for cause) from the position to which the 
appointment was made, to reinstatement to the 
position occupied by that individual at the time 
of appointment or to a position of comparable 
grade and pay. 

"(d) ANNUAL REPORT.-The President shall. 
not later than December 31 of each year, submit 
to the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the 
House of Representatives and the Committee on 
Foreign Relations of the Senate a report on the 
activities of the Trade and Development Ageney 
in the preceding fiscal year. 

"(e) INSPECTOR GENERAL.-
"(1) AUTHORITY.-The Inspector General of 

the agency primarily responsible for administer
ing part/-

"(A) shall have full and independent author
ity to conduct audits, investigations, and in
spections of all phases of the program and oper
ations of the Trade and Development Agency for 
the purpose of promoting economy, efficiency, 
and effectiveness, and detecting and preventing 
fraud and abuse; and 

"(BJ shall conduct all security activities of the 
Trade and Development Ageney relating to per
sonnel and the control of classified material. 

"(2) RELATION TO DIRECTOR OF TRADE AND DE
VELOPMENT AGENCY.-The Inspector General 
shall report to and be under the general super-

vision of the Director of the Trade and Develop
ment Ageney with respect to activities under
taken pursuant to this section, except that the 
Director shall not prevent or prohibit the In
spector General from initiating, carrying out, or 
completing any such activity in accordance with 
the duties, authorities, and responsibilities con
tained in the Inspector General Act of 1978, and 
any other applicable laws and regulations. 

"(3) INSPECTOR GENERAL ACT.-For purposes 
of the Inspector General Act of 1978, the Trade 
and Development Agency shall be considered to 
be a Federal entity and the Director of the 
Trade and Development Ageney shall be consid
ered to be the head of the Federal entity. 

"(4) SEMIANNUAL REPORT.-The semiannual 
report required under section 5 of the Inspector 
General Act of 1978 shall include information re
lating to activities of the Inspector General un
dertaken pursuant to this section. 

"(f) FUNDING.-There are authorized to be ap
propriated for purposes of this section, in addi
tion to funds otherwise available for such pur
poses, $55,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 
and 1993.''. 

(b) RENAMING OF TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM; CONFORMING CHANGES.-

(1) RENAMING OF TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM.-The Trade and Development Pro
gram shall, on or after the effective date of this 
section, be known as the Trade and Develop
ment Agency. 

(2) APPOINTMENT OF PRESENT DIRECTOR NOT 
AFFECTED.-The enactment of this Act shall not 
affect the appointment of the individual who is 
the Director of the Trade and Development Pro
gram on the effective date of this section. 

(3) TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT ENHANCEMENT 
ACT OF 1983.-Sections 644, 645, and 646 of the 
Trade and Development Enhancement Act of 
1983 (12 U.S.C. 635q, 635r, and 635s) are each 
amended by striking "Trade and Development 
Program" each place it appears and inserting 
"Trade and Development Agency''. 

(4) TITLE 5.-Section 5314 of title 5, United 
States Code, is amended by striking out 
"Director, Trade and Development Program." 
and inserting in lieu thereof 
"Director, Trade and Development Agency.". 

(5) REFERENCE IN OTHER LAWS.-Any reference 
in any law to the Trade and Development Pro
gram shall be deemed to be a reference to the 
Trade and Development Agency. 
SEC. 126. AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS 

FOR OPBRATING EXPBNSBS. 
(a) IN GENERAL.-Section 667 of the Foreign 

Assistance Act of 1961 is amended-
(1) by striking out "(a)" and by repealing sub

section (b); and 
(2) by amending paragraph (1) to read as fol

lows: 
"(1) $483,300,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 

and 1993 for necessary operating expenses of the 
ageney primarily responsible for administering 
part I of this Act; and". 

(b) OPERATING EXPENSES, OFFICE OF THE IN
SPECTOR GENERAL.-That Act is amended by in
serting after section 667 the following: 
"SBC. 668. OPBRATING EXPBNSBS, OFFICB OF THB 

INSPBCTOR GBNBRAL. 
''There are authorized to be appropriated to 

the President, in addition to funds otherwise 
available for such purposes-

"(]) $37,739,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 
and 1993 for necessary operating expenses of the 
Office of the Inspector General of the agency 
primarily responsible for administering part I of 
this Act; and 

"(2) such amounts as may be necessary for in
creases in salary. pay. retirement. and other em
ployee benefits authorized by law. and for other 
nondiscretionary costs of such office.". 
SEC. 127. COOPBRATION WITH NONGOVERN

MENTAL SECTOR. 
(a) Establishment of Centers and Advisory 

Committees.-Part III of the Foreign Assistance 
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Act of 1961 is amended by adding at the end the 
following: 

"CHAPTER 4-COOPERATION WITH 
NONGOVERNMENTAL SECTOR 

"SEC. 681. CENTER FOR UNIVERSITY COOPERA· 
TION IN DEVELOPMENT. 

"(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that
"(1) United States public and private institu

tions of higher education can contribute signifi
cantly to enhancing the development of develop
ing countries; 

"(2) sustained participation of United States 
institutions of higher education in the economic 
development programs of these countries and 
the building of indigenous university systems 
that support the educational, research, and 
service needs of their societies is vital to their 
achieving sustainable economic growth and 
open democratic political systems; and 

"(3) at the same time, the participation of 
United States institutions of higher education in 
these international development efforts also sup
ports the internationalization of those institu
tions by strengthening their faculty and the 
programs available to their students, and en
hancing the quality and relevance of their re
search and extension efforts. 

"(b) ESTABLISHMENT OF A CENTER.-The 
President shall maintain a Center for University 
Cooperation in Development (hereinafter in this 
section referred to as the 'Center') within the 
agency primarily reSPonsible for administering 
part I. The Center shall seek to promote and 
strengthen mutually beneficial development co
operation and partnerships between such agen
cy, United States institutions of higher edu
cation that are engaged in education, research, 
and public service programs relevant to the de
velopment needs of developing countries, and 
institutions of higher education, research, and 
extension in those developing countries. The 
Center shall-

"(1) develop basic policies, procedures, and 
criteria for education, research, and develop
ment programs involving United States institu
tions of higher education and developing coun
try institutions; 

"(2) encourage and support the development 
of collaborative programs that strengthen the 
capacity of United States institutions of higher 
education to undertake sustainable, long-term 
partnerships with institutions in developing 
countries and that also deepen the commitment 
of United States institutions of higher education 
to internationalization and development co
operation; 

"(3) encourage and support the development 
of cooperative programs between United States 
institutions of higher education and the private 
sector that contribute to the sustainable devel
opment of developing countries; 

"(4) undertake SPecialized programs that seek 
to bring the unique capabilities of historically 
black colleges and universities to bear on the de
velopment problems of developing countries and 
strengthen their capacity to enter into sustain
able partnerships with institutions in developing 
countries; 
• "(5) facilitate access by developing countries 
and the agency primarily reSPonsible for admin
istering part I to the resources of United States 
institutions of higher education and the partici
pation of these institutions in the development 
programs of developing countries; and 

"(6) undertake studies and analyses and spe
cialized reviews necessary to the accomplish
ment of paragraphs (1) through (5). 
"SEC. 68J. ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON UNIVERSITY 

COOPERATION IN DEVELOPMENT. 
"The administrator of the agency primarily 

TeSPOnsible for administering part I shall estab
lish a permanent Advisory Committee on Uni
versity Cooperation in Development, whose 
membership shall consist primarily of individ-

uals who are from institutions of higher edu
cation eligible to participate in programs under 
part I and who have expertise and administra
tive experience in education, research, and pub
lic service relevant to the development needs of 
developing countries. The function of the Advi
sory Committee shall be to advise the adminis
trator regarding programs that the agency pri
marily reSPonsible for administering part I car
ries out with or through institutions of higher 
education. 
"SEC. 683. CENTER FOR VOLUNI'ARY COOPERA

TION IN DEVELOPMENT. 
''(a) ESTABLISHMENT.-The President shall 

maintain a Center for Voluntary Cooperation in 
Development (hereinafter in this section referred 
to as the 'Center') within the agency primarily 
responsible for administering part I. 

"(b) PURPOSE.-The purpose of the Center 
shall be to strengthen the partnership for devel
opment among the United States Government 
and United States private voluntary organiza
tions, cooperatives, and credit unions that are 
engaged in activities that are relevant to the de
velopment needs of developing countries and to 
the attainment of the four basic objectives set 
forth in section 102. 

"(c) FUNCTIONS.-The Center shall-
"(1) participate in the development of policies, 

procedures, and criteria for all programs of the 
agency primarily reSPonsible for administering 
part I that involve private voluntary organiza
tions, cooperatives, and credit unions; 

"(2) under the general policy guidance of the 
administrator of that agency, develop program 
policies, procedures, and funding criteria for 
support by the agency primarily responsible for 
administering part I of worldwide activities of 
such entities; and 

"(3) administer comprehensive grant programs 
in support of long-term, worldwide programs of 
such entities. 
"SEC. 684. ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON VOLUNI'ARY 

COOPERATION IN DEVELOPMENT. 
"The administrator of the agency primarily 

responsible for administering part I shall estab
lish a permanent Advisory Committee on Vol
untary Cooperation in Development, whose 
membership shall consist primarily of represent
atives from private voluntary organizations, co
operatives, and credit unions that have experi
ence working in developing countries. The func
tion of the Advisory Committee shall be to ad
vise the administrator regarding programs that 
the agency primarily reSPonsible for administer
ing part I carries out with or through private 
voluntary organizations, cooperatives, and cred
it unions.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Title XII of 
chapter 2 of part I of the Foreign Assistance Act 
of 1961 is repealed. 
SEC. 128. POLICY AND REPORT ON FURTHER 

MANAGEMENT REFORM. 
(a) POLICY.-Section 621A Of the Foreign As

sistance Act of 1961 is amended to read as fol
lows: 
"SEC. 621A. FURTHER MANAGEMENT REFORM. 

"It is the sense of the Congress that the Presi
dent should continue to make efforts to improve 
the management of United States economic as
sistance programs, including-

"(1) efforts to streamline the project develop
ment process and shorten the time from project 
conception to implementation, including stream
lining the application process for private and 
voluntary organizations; 

"(2) efforts to increase decentralization of 
field missions; 

"(3) efforts to reduce the number of projects 
and to increase the duration, and to increase 
the sustainability, of projects which are funded; 

"(4) efforts to decrease recurring costs; 
"(5) efforts to expand overseas tours for per

sonnel and streamline mid-level management; 

"(6) efforts to streamline the contract process, 
including streamlining the application process 
for businesses and others seeking funding under 
contracts with the agency primarily reSPonsible 
for administering part I; 

"(7) consistent with section 640B of this Act, 
efforts to improve coordination of the United 
States economic assistance effort, including re
view of existing interagency coordinating prac
tices; and 

"(8) efforts to examine the need for and im
portance of multidonor coordination, including 
in field missions.". 

(b) REPORT.-Not later than 6 months after 
the date of enactment of this Act, the President 
shall submit to the appropriate congressional 
committees a report on-

(1) the feasibility and impact on United States 
foreign policy and foreign assistance objectives 
of reducing the number of countries receiving 
economic assistance; and 

(2) ways to improve coordination within the 
United States Government and with other do
nors and to improve management of United 
States economic assistance programs, includ
ing-

( A) the feasibility of eliminating the Agency 
for International Development and incorporat
ing its functions into the Department of State, 

(B) the feasibility of establishing the Agency 
for International Development as an independ
ent agency, and 

(CJ the feasibility of reorganizing the Agency 
for International Development to function as a 
foundation that funds but does not carry out 
programs. 

TITLE II-MILITARY ASSISTANCE AND 
SALES AND RELATED PROGRAMS 

CHAPTER I-MILITARY ASSISTANCE AND 
RELATED PROGRAMS 

SBC. 201. STATEMENT OF POLICY AND OBJEC
TIVES. 

(a) REVISION.-Section 501 of the Foreign As
sistance Act of 1961 is amended to read as fol
lows: 
"SBC. 501. MILITARY ASSISTANCE POLICIES. 

"(a) STATEMENT OF POLICY.-United States 
policy must foster a climate in which all nations 
can live in peace, security, and stability. It is in 
the interest of the United States to address those 
threats to such a climate that arise through the 
persistence of regional conflicts, the threat of 
aggression fostered by military imbalances 
among neighboring nations, the proliferation of 
weapons of mass destruction, the continued pro
liferation of conventional weapons of increasing 
capability, or the persistent attempts by armed 
groups violently to overthrow democratically 
elected governments. 

"The United States is prepared to consider re
quests for assistance by foreign countries lack
ing the resources to meet their legitimate na
tional security needs. Together with other as
sistance provided under this Act, military assist
ance should contribute to the development of 
economic and social improvements that enhance 
the development and maintenance of democratic 
political systems. Military assistance provided to 
friendly foreign countries should serve as a nec
essary transition to achieve self-sufficiency. 

"Military assistance should foster cooperative 
security arrangements and support multilateral 
efforts through the United Nations and other 
international organizations to promote peaceful 
settlements of disputes. 

"The President should continue to seek, 
through negotiations with other principal coun
tries supplying or receiving defense articles and 
defense services, the establishment of effective 
multilateral controls on the trans! er of defense 
articles and defense services, including controls 
on the furnishing of assistance for the procure
ment of such articles and services. 
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"(b) OBJECTIVES OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE.

The authorities to furnish military assistance 
that are provided in this part shall be exercised 
(subject to the supervision and direction of the 
Secretary of State pursuant to section 622(c)) 
solely to achieve the fallowing objectives: 

"(1) Exerting maximum efforts to achieve 
international arms control and reduction. 

"(2) Promoting the establishment of a rela
tionship between civilian and military sectors 
appropriate to ci democratic system of govern
ment. 

"(3) Enhancing the military capability off or
eign countries to meet their legitimate security 
needs, and permitting the recipient countries to 
participate in regional or collective arrange
ments or measures consistent with the Charter 
of, or requested by, the United Nations. 

"(4) Providing support to foreign countries to 
meet transnational threats, in particular to com
bat the flow of illicit narcotics and to combat 
international terrorism. 

"(5) Meeting urgent humanitarian needs by 
improving the capability of the armed forces of 
foreign countries to respond to natural and 
manmade disasters. 

"(6) Increasing the awareness of nationals of 
friendly countries of basic issues involving 
democratic values and institutions, especially 
respect for internationally recognized human 
rights. 

"(7) Promoting self-defense and defense co
operation by assisting friendly countries to ac
quire United States defense articles and services. 

"(8) Promoting the effectiveness and profes
sionalism of military forces of friendly foreign 
countries. 

''(9) Promoting rationalization, standardiza
tion, and interoperability of the military forces 
of friendly foreign countries with the Armed 
Forces of the United States.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Section 502 Of 
that Act is amended to read as follows: 
"SBC. ~. UTIUZATION OF DEFENSE AR77CLBS 

AND DEFENSE SERVICES BY RECIPI
ENT COUNTRIES. 

"Defense articles and defense services may be 
furnished to a foreign country under chapter 2 
of this part for use solely for the following pur
poses: 

"(1) Legitimate self-defense. 
''(2) Participation in regional or collective ar

rangements or measures consistent with the 
Charter of the United Nations, or participation 
in collective measures requested by the United 
Nations for the purpose of maintaining or re
storing international peace and security. 

"(3) Internal security. 
"{4) Responding to natural and manmade dis

asters in order to meet urgent humanitarian 
needs. 

"{5) Such other purposes as may be explicitly 
provided for in particular provisions of law.". 
SBC. RO%. FOREIGN MIUTARY FINANCING ASSIST

ANCE. 
(a) AUTHORITY TO FURNISH ASSISTANCE.-Sec

tion 503(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 
isamended-

(1) in the text preceding paragraph (1), by in
serting "grant" after "furnish"; 

(2) by inserting "and" at the end of para
graph (1); and 

(3) by striking paragraphs (2) and (3) and in
serting in lieu thereof the following: 

"{2) by financing on a grant basis (except as 
provided in subsection (j))-

"{ A) the sale of defense articles or defense 
services; or 

"(B) procurement by commercial leasing under 
subsection (d). ". 

(b) ARTICLES AND SERVICES LOANED UNDER 
DRAWDOWN AUTHORITY.-Section 503{c){2) of 
that Act is amended-

(1) by striking out "and" at the end of sub
paragraph (A); 

(2) by striking out the period at the end of 
subparagraph (B) and inserting in lieu thereof 
";and"; and 

(3) by adding at the end the following: 
"(C) to any defense article or defense service 

that is made available under the special 
drawdown authority of section 506(a)(l). 
In the case of defense articles made available 
under section 506{a){l) that are loaned under 
subsection (a)(l) of this section, the value of the 
defense articles (in terms of their replacement 
cost less any depreciation in their value) shall 
be counted against the limitation in that sec
tion.". 

(C) PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO ASSISTANCE.
Section 503 of that Act is amended by adding at 
the end the following: 

"(d) FINANCING PROCUREMENT BY COMMER
CIAL LEASING.-

"(1) AUTHORIZATION.-Financing may be pro
vided under this section to Israel and Egypt for 
the procurement by leasing (including leasing 
with an option to purchase) of defense articles 
from United States commercial suppliers if the 
President determines that there are compelling 
foreign policy or national security reasons for 
those defense articles being provided by commer
cial lease rather than by government-to-govern
ment sale under the Arms Export Control Act. 

"(2) MAJOR DEFENSE EQUIPMENT.-The au
thority of this subsection may not be used to fi
nance the procurement of major defense equip
ment (as defined in section 47(5) of the Arms Ex
port Control Act) except for helicopters and 
other types of aircraft having possible civilian 
application. 

"(3) NOTIFICATION TO CONGRESS.-The author
ity of this subsection may be exercised only if 
the appropriate congressional committees are 
notified at least 15 days in advance in accord
ance with the procedures applicable to 
reprogramming notifications under section 634A. 

"(4) LIMITATION.-Any exercise of the author
ity of this subsection shall be subject to specific 
amounts provided in advance in an appropria
tions Act. 

"(e) OBLIGATION OF FUNDS.-
"(l) OBLIGATION UPON APPORTIONMENT.

Funds appropriated to carry out this chapter on 
a grant basis may be obligated for a particular 
country or international organization upon ap
portionment in accordance with paragraph 
(5)(C) of section 1501(a) of title 31, United States 
Code. 

"(2) LIMITATION.-Funds appropriated to 
carry out this chapter on a grant basis shall be 
available to finance the procurement of defense 
articles and defense services that are not sold by 
the United States Government only if the coun
try or international organization proposing to 
make such procurement has first signed a grant 
agreement with the United States Government 
specifying the conditions under which such pro
curements may be financed with such funds. 

"(/)EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN COSTS FROM CER
TAIN SALES.-Sales under the Arms Export Con
trol Act which are wholly paid from funds-

"(1) which are made available on a grant 
basis under this chapter, or 

"(2) which, prior to the effective date of this 
subsection, were transferred under the former 
authority of subsection (a)(3) of this section or 
were made available on a nonrepayable basis 
under the former authority of section 23 of the 
Arms Export Control Act, 
shall be priced to exclude the costs of salaries of 
members of the Armed Forces of the United 
States (other than the Coast Guard). 

"(g) FINANCING FOR COPRODUCTJON OR LI
CENSED PRODUCTION.-Assistance may not be 
furnished under this chapter in any case involv
ing coproduction or licensed production outside 
the United States of any defense article of Unit
ed States origin unless the President furnishes 

full information regarding the proposed trans
action to the appropriate congressional commit
tees. Such information shall be furnished before 
the coproduction or licensed production ar
rangement is approved by the United States 
Government or, if the decision to provide assist
ance is made after the arrangement is approved, 
be/ ore the assistance is furnished. Such inf or
mation shall include-

"(1) a description of the defense article that 
would be coproduced or produced under license 
outside the United States; 

"(2) the estimated value of such coproduction 
or licensed production; and 

"(3) an analysis of the economic impact on the 
United States of furnishing or not furnishing 
the proposed assistance. 

"(h) PROCUREMENT INVOLVING CERTAIN VES
SELS OF WAR.-

"(l) PROHIBITION.-Except as provided in 
paragraph (2), if the President so determines, 
assistance described in paragraph (3) may not 
be used for the procurement of-

"( A) any vessel of war built pursuant to a 
prime contract awarded to a foreign shipyard; 
or 

"(B) any weapons system or other major sys
tem or subsystem for any vessel of war built pur
suant to a prime contract awarded to foreign 
shipyard rather than a United States shipyard 
because of unfair foreign competition (such as 
subsidization or the provision of financial or 
material incentives to the foreign country for 
which the vessel is built). 

"(2) EXCEPTIONS.-Paragraph (1) does not 
apply with respect to-

"(A) a vessel of war that is built in the foreign 
country that is the recipient of the assistance; 

"(B) a vessel of war that is built pursuant to 
a prime contract signed be/ ore the effective date 
of this subsection; or 

"(C) procurement necessary for the mainte
nance, repair, or replacement of any weapons 
system or other major system or subsystem. 

"(3) AsSISTANCE SUBJECT TO PROHIBITION.
The prohibition in paragraph (1) applies with 
respect to any obligation of assistance under 
this section, and any expenditure of FMS or 
FMF assistance, totaling more than $1,000,000. 

"{4) DEFINIT/ONS.-For the purposes of this 
subsection-

"( A) the term 'PMS or FMF assistance' means 
any assistance under the former authorities of 
section 23 of the Arms Export Control Act; and 

"(BJ the term 'vessel of war' means any vessel 
of war in Category VI of the United States Mu
nitions List, without regard to whether the ves
sel is imported into or exported from the United 
States. 

"(i) COMMITMENT OF PRIOR YEAR MILITARY 
ASSISTANCE FUNDS.-

"(1) AUTHORITY.-Subject to paragraphs (2) 
and (3), if the President at any time notifies the 
appropriate congressional committees that, after 
the date of such notification, no further sales 
will be made pursuant to the Arms Export Con
trol Act to a specified country under cir
cumstances then prevailing-

.'( A) any uncommitted funds allocated for 
such country that, prior to the enactment of this 
section, were transferred under the former au
thority of subsection (a)(3) of this section for the 
purpose of financing such sales, and 

"(B) any uncommitted funds allocated for 
such country under the former authority of sec
tion 23 of the Arms Export Control Act, 
may be committed to finance sales to other eligi
ble countries under this chapter. 

"(2) CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW.-Any notifica
tion under paragraph (1) shall be submitted to 
the appropriate congressional committees, at 
least 15 days before funds are to be committed, 
in accordance with the procedures applicable to 
reprogramming notifications under section 634A. 
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"(3) LIMITATION.-Any exercise of the author

ity of paragraph (1) shall be subject to specific 
amounts provided in advance in an appropria
tion Act. 

"(j) AUTHORITY FOR CREDIT AsSISTANCE FOR 
FISCAL YEARS 1992AND1993.-

"(1) IN GENERAL.-Subject to the requirements 
of the Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990, financ
ing assistance may be provided under subsection 
(a)(2)(A) of this section on a credit basis for fis
cal years 1992 and 1993 in accordance with this 
subsection. 

"(2) LIMITATION ON CREDIT COMPONENT OF AS
SISTANCE TO INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES.-]/, pursu
ant to this subsection, a country receives fi
nancing assistance under this chapter both on a 
grant basis and on a credit basis-

"( A) not more than 60 percent of the aggre
gate amount of such assistance for fiscal year 
1992 may be provided on a credit basis, and 

"(B) not more than 30 percent of the aggre
gate amount of such assistance for fiscal year 
1993 may be provided on a credit basis. 

"(3) TERMS OF CREDITS.-
"( A) REPAYMENT PERIOD.-ln the case Of cred

its provided under this subsection, the President 
shall require repayment in United States dollars 
within a period not to exceed 12 years after the 
loan agreement is signed on behalf of the United 
States Government. 

"(B) INTEREST RATE.-The President shall 
charge interest on credits provided under this 
subsection at such rate as the President consid
ers appropriate, except that such rate may not 
be less than 5 percent per year. 

"(4) CONGRESSIONAL NOTIFICATION OF 
CHANGES IN CREDIT ASSIST ANCE.-At least 15 
days before obligating funds for credits under 
this subsection for a fiscal year-

"( A) for any country for which credits were 
not justified for that fiscal year, or 

"(B) for any country in an amount greater 
than the amount of credits justified for that 
country for that fiscal year, 
the President shall notify the appropriate con
gressional committees in accordance with the 
procedures applicable to reprogramming notifi
cations under section 634A. 

"(5) CERTAIN GENERIC AUTHORIZATIONS SUPER
SEDED.-The authorizations of appropriations 
provided in section 505(a) of the Federal Credit 
Reform Act of 1990 for the costs associated with 
loan programs do not apply with respect to cred
its under this subsection.". 
SBC. 203. AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS 

FOR FOREIGN MIUTARY FINANCING 
ASSISTANCE. 

Section 504(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended to read as follows: 

"(a) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.
There are authorized to be appropriated to the 
President to carry out the purposes of this chap
ter the following amounts for the following pur
poses: 

"(1) For Israel, $1,800,000,000 for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993. Provisions relating such as
sistance are contained in section 601 of the 
International Cooperation Act of 1961. 

"(2) For Egypt, $1,300,000,000 for each of fis
cal years 1992 and 1993. Provisions relating such 
assistance are contained in section 602 of the 
International Cooperation Act of 1961. 

"(3) For Turkey, $500,000,000 for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993. 

"(4) For Greece, $350,000,000 for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993. 

"(5) For recipients or purposes other than 
those specified in the preceding paragraphs of 
this subsection, $512,000,000 for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993. ". 
SBC. 204. CONDn'IONS OF BUGIBlLITY. 

(a) RESTRICTIONS THAT MUST BE AGREED TO 
BY RECIPIENT COUNTRY.-Section 505(a) of the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended-

(1) in the text preceding paragraph (1), by 
striking out "on a grant basis" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "under this chapter"; and 

(2) by striking out paragraphs (1) through (4) 
and inserting in lieu thereof the following: 

"(1) it will not, without the consent of the 
President-

"(A) transfer title to, or possession of, such 
articles or services to anyone who is not an offi
cer, employee, or agent of that country; or 

"(B) use or permit the use of such articles or 
services for purposes other than those for which 
furnished; and 

"(2) it will maintain the security of such arti
cles or services, and will provide substantially 
the same degree of security protection afforded 
to such articles or services by the United States 
Government.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-Section 505(/) 
of that Act is amended-

(1) by striking out the first sentence; and 
(2) in the last sentence, by striking out all 

that follows "requirement" through "Govern
ment" and inserting in lieu thereof "formerly 
imposed pursuant to this subsection and sub
section (a)(4)". 
SEC. 206. DEFENSE DRAWDOWN SPECIAL AU

THORITIES. 
(a) MILITARY ASSISTANCE DRAWDOWN.-Sec

tion 506(a)(l) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended by striking out "$75,000,000" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "$100,000,000". 

(b) NONMILITARY ASSISTANCE DRAWDOWN.
Section 506 of that Act is amended-

(1) in subsection (a)(2)(A), by striking out "di
rect-" and all that follows through the period 
and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "di
rect the drawdown of such articles, services, 
and education and training for the purposes 
and under the authorities of-

' '(i) chapter 8 of part I (relating to inter
national narcotics control assistance), 

''(ii) chapter 9 of part I (relating to inter
national disaster assistance), or 

''(iii) the Migration and Refugee Assistance 
Act of 1962. "; 

(2) in subsection (a)(2)(B)-
(A) by striking out "$75,000,000" and inserting 

in lieu thereof "$100,000,000"; and 
(B) by inserting before the f)(!riod ", not more 

than $75,000,000 of which may be provided pur
suant to clause (i) of that subparagraph"; and 

(3) in subsection (b)(l), by adding at the end 
the following: "In the case of drawdowns au
thorized by clauses (i) and (iii) of subsection 
(a)(2)(A), notifications shall be provided to 
those committees at least 15 days in advance in 
accordance with the procedures applicable to 
reprogramming notifications under section 
634A." 

(c) NOTICE TO CONGRESS OF EXERCISE OF SPE
CIAL AUTHORITIES.-Section 652 of that Act is 
amended by striking out "prior to the date" and 
inserting in lieu thereof "before". 
SBC. 206. IMPROVED ACCOUNTABILITY WITH RE

SPECT TO FINANCED COMMERCIAL 
ARMS SALES. 

Chapter 2 of part II of the Foreign Assistance 
Act is amended by inserting after section 506 the 
following: 
"SEC. 5'J7. IMPROVED ACCOUNT.ABIUTY WITH RB

SPBCT TO FINANCED COMMERCIAL 
ARMS SALES. 

"(a) IMPROVED ACCOUNTABILITY.-To improve 
accountability with respect to financed commer
cial arms sales, the President shall establish 
monitoring and auditing controls providing 
those sales shall be subject to requirements no 
less stringent in terms of accountability than 
those requirements of the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation relating to improper business prac
tices and personal conflict of interest that are 
applicable to sales under the Arms Export Con
trol Act. 

"(b) DEFINITIONS.-As used in this section
"(1) the term 'Federal Acquisition Regulation' 

means the single system of Government-wide 
procurement regulation ref erred to in section 
6(a) of the Office of Federal Procurement Policy 
Act (41 U.S.C. 405(a)); and 

"(2) the term 'financed commercial arms sales' 
means any procurement of defense articles or 
defense services (other than by sale or lease 
under the Arms Export Control Act)-

"(A) which is financed in whole or in part 
with assistance under this chapter, and 

"(B) with respect to which an export license is 
required under section 38 of Arms Export Con
trol Act. 

"(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The controls estab
lished pursuant to this section shall be estab
lished not later than one year after the date of 
enactment of this section.". 
SEC. 207. STOCKPILBS. 

(a) ADDITIONS IN FISCAL YEARS 1992 AND 
1993.-Section 514(b)(2) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1961 is amended to read as follows: 

"(2) The value of such additions to stockpiles 
in foreign countries shall not exceed $429,000,000 
for fiscal year 1992 and shall not exceed 
$429,000,000 for fiscal year 1993. ". 

(b) CLARIFYING AMENDMENT.-Section 
514(b)(l) of that Act is amended by inserting 
"additional" after "value of". 

(c) LOCATION OF STOCKPILES.-Section 514(c) 
of that Act is amended to read as follows: 

"(C) LOCATION OF STOCKPILES.-
"(]) LIMITATION.-Except as provided in para

graph (2), no stockpile may be located outside 
the boundaries of a United States military base 
or a military base used primarily by the United 
States. 

"(2) EXCEPTIONS.-Paragraph (1) does not 
apply with respect to stockpiles located in the 
Republic of Korea, Thailand, any country that 
is a member of the North Atlantic Treaty Orga
nization, any country that is a major non
N ATO ally, or any other country the President 
may designate. At least 15 days be/ ore designat
ing a country pursuant to the last clause of the 
preceding sentence, the President shall notify 
the appropriate congressional committees in ac
cordance with the procedures applicable to 
reprogramming notifications under section 
634A.". 
SEC. 208. OVERSEAS MANAGEMENT OF ASSIST

ANCE AND SALES PROGRAMS. 
(a) SIZE OF GROUPS.-Section 515(c) of the 

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended by 
striking out "(c)(l)" and all that follows 
through "(2)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(c) 
SIZE OF GROUPS.-". 

(b) CosTs.-Section 515(d) of that Act is 
amended by striking out "(d) Effective October 
1, 1989, the entire costs (eicluding salaries of the 
United States military personnel)" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "(d) CoSTs.-The entire costs (ex
cluding salaries of members of the Armed 
Forces, other than the Coast Guard)". 
SEC. 209. EXCESS DEFENSE ARTICLES. 

(a) DEFENSE MODERNIZATION ON NATO's 
SOUTHERN FLANK.- . 

(1) RENEWAL OF AUTHORITY.-Section 516 of 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended

(A) in subsection (a)-
(i) by striking out "during the fiscal years 

1987 through 1991 "; 
(ii) by striking out "fiscal year 1990" and in

serting in lieu thereof "fiscal year 1991 "; and 
(B) by adding at the end of the section the fol

lowing: 
"(f) DURATION OF AUTHORITY.-The authority 

of this section shall be effective during fiscal 
years 1992 through 1996. ". 

(2) EXCESS COAST GUARD PROPERTY.-Section 
516(e) of that Act is amended-

( A) by striking out "DEFINITION.-" and in
serting in lieu thereof of "DEFINITIONS.-(])"; 
and 
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(B) by adding at the end the following: 
"(2) As used in this section, the term 'excess 

defense articles' shall be deemed to include ex
cess property of the Coast Guard, and the term 
'Department of Defense' shall be deemed, with 
respect to such excess property, to include the 
Coast Guard.". 

(3) MILITARY BALANCE IN THE EASTERN MEDI
TERRANEAN.-Section 516 of that Act is further 
amended-

( A) by striking out the last sentence of sub
section (a); and 

(B) by adding at the end the following: 
"(g) MAINTENANCE OF MILITARY BALANCE IN 

THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN.-
"(1) UNITED STATES POLICY.-Excess defense 

articles shall be made available under this sec
tion and section 519 consistent with the United 
States policy, established in section 620C of this 
Act, of maintaining the military balance in the 
Eastern Mediterranean. 

"(2) MAINTENANCE OF BALANCE.-Accordingly, 
the President shall ensure that, over the 3-year 
period beginning on October 1, 1992, the ratio 
of-

•'( A) the value of excess defense articles made 
available for Turkey under this section and sec
tion 519, to 

"(B) the value of excess defense articles made 
available for Greece under this section and sec
tion 519, 
closely approximates the ratio of-

"(i) the amount off oreign military financing 
assistance provided for Turkey under this chap
ter, to 

"(ii) the amount off oreign military financing 
assistance provided for Greece under this chap
ter. 

"(3) EXCEPTION TO REQUIREMENT.-This sub
section shall not apply if either Greece or Tur
key ceases to be eligible to receive excess defense 
articles under this section and section 519. 

"(4) DEFINITION.-As used in this subsection, 
the term 'made available' means a good faith 
offer is made by the United States to furnish the 
excess defense articles to a country.". 

(b) COUNTERNARCOTICS PROGRAMS.-Section 
517 of that Act is amended-

(1) in the section heading, by striking out 
"MILITARY CAPABILITIES OF CERTAIN 
MAJOR ILLICIT DRUG PRODUCING" and in
serting in lieu thereof "COUNTERNARCOTICS 
CAP ABILITIES OF CERTAIN"; 

(2) in subsection (a)(l), by striking out "(as 
defined in section 481(i)(2))" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "or a major drug-transit country"; 

(3) in subsection (a)(3), by striking out "(as 
defined in section 502B(d)(l))"; 

(4) in subsection (b)-
(A) by inserting "and local law enforcement 

agencies" after "military forces"; and 
(B) by striking out "with local law enforce

ment agencies" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"cooperatively"; 

(5) tn subsection (d), by striking out "4601 of 
the International Narcotics Control Act of 1988" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "48l(b) of this 
Act"; 

(6) in subsection (i), by striking out "30" and 
inserting in lieu thereof "15"; and 

(7) by adding at the end the following: 
"(j) EXCESS COAST GUARD PROPERTY.-As 

used in this section, the term 'excess defense ar
ticles' shall be deemed to include excess property 
of the Coast Guard, and the term 'Department 
of Defense' shall be deemed, with respect to such 
excess property, to include the Coast Guard.". 

(c) ANNUAL CEILING.-Section 31 of the Arms 
Export Control Act is amended-

(1) by striking out the section designation and 
section heading and subsections (a), (b), and (c) 
and inserting in lieu thereof the following: 
"SEC. Sl. TRANSFERS OF KX.CBSS DEFENSE ARTI· 

CLBS.";and 
(2) in subsection (d)-

(A) by striking out "(d)" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "(a) ANNUAL CEILING.-"; and 

(B) by striking out "$250,000,000" and insert
ing in lieu thereof "$500,000,000". 

(d) ANNUAL REPORT.-
(1) REVISION OF REQUIREMENTS.-Section 31 Of 

that Act, as so amended, is further amended by 
adding at the end the following: 

"(b) ANNUAL REPORT.-The annual presen
tation materials for security assistance programs 
shall include a table listing by country the total 
value of all deliveries of excess defense articles 
during the preceding fiscal year under this Act 
or section 503, section 506, section 516, section 
517, section 518, or section 519 of the Foreign As
sistance Act of 1961 (respectively), disclosing 
both the aggregate original acquisition cost and 
the aggregate value at the time of delivery.". 

(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-(A) Sections 8 
and 11 of the Act entitled "An Act to amend the 
Foreign Military Sales Act, and for other pur
poses", enacted January 21, 1971 (Public Law 
91-672), are repealed. 

(B) Subsection (e) of section 519 of the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1961 is repealed, and sub
section (f) of that section is redesignated as sub
section (e). 

(e) EXCESS COAST GUARD PROPERTY.-Section 
31 of that Act, as so amended, is further amend
ed by adding at the end the following: 

"(c) EXCESS COAST GUARD PROPERTY.-As 
used in this section, the term 'excess defense ar
ticles' shall be deemed, where appropriate in the 
context, to include excess property of the Coast 
Guard.". 

(f) EXCLUSION OF CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
FROM DEFINITION OF EXCESS DEFENSE ARTI
CLES.-Section 644(g) of that Act is amended by 
inserting "(other than construction equipment, 
including tractors, scrapers, loaders, graders, 
bulldozers, dump trucks, generators, and com
pressors)" after "articles" the first place it ap
pears. 

(g) REPEAL OF OBSOLETE AUTHORIZATION.
Section 573 of the Foreign Operations, Export 
Financing, and Related Programs Appropria
tions Act, 1990, is amended by repealing sub
sections (a) through (d) and subsections (f) and 
(g). 
SEC. 210. INTERNATIONAL MIUTARY EDUCATION 

AND TRAINING. 
(a) PARTICIPANTS.-Section 541 of the Foreign 

Assistance Act of 1961 is amended-
(1) by inserting ", and may also include legis

lators," after "ministries of defense"; and 
(2) by striking out "or (iii)" and inserting in 

lieu thereof "(iii) contribute to cooperation be
tween military and law enforcement personnel 
with respect to counternarcotics law enforce
ment efforts, or (iv)". 

(b) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.
Section 542 of that Act is amended by striking 
out all that follows "chapter" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "$50,500,000 for each of fiscal years 
1992and1993.". 
SBC. 211. PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS. 

(a) AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE AssISTANCE.-Sec
tion 551 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is 
amended-

(1) by striking out "friendly" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "foreign"; and 

(2) by striking out "other programs carried 
out in furtherance of the national security in
terests of the United States" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "and activities and related pro
grams". 

(b) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.
Section 552(a) of that Act is amended by striking 
out all that follows "chapter," and inserting in 
lieu thereof "$28,000,000 for fiscal year 1992 and 
$28,000,000 for fiscal year 1993. ". 

(c) RELATION TO OTHER PROVISIONS.-Chapter 
6 of part II of that Act is amended by inserting 
after section 552 the following: 

"SEC. 663. RELATION TO OTHER PROVISIONS. 
"The authority provided by this chapter to 

furnish assistance for the purposes specified in 
section 551 is in addition to any other authority 
which may be available for those purposes. As
sistance provided under this chapter may be 
made available notwithstanding any provision 
of law that restricts assistance to foreign coun
tries.". 
SBC. 212. INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM. 

(a) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR 
ANTITERRORISM AsSISTANCE.-Section 575(a) of 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended 
by striking out all that follows "chapter" and 
inserting in lieu thereof "$15,000,000 for riscal 
year 1992 and $15,000,000 for fiscal year 1993. ". 

(b) CONSIDERATIONS IN PROVIDING AssIST
ANCE.-Chapter 1 of part III of that Act is 
amended by inserting after section 620A the fol
lowing: 
"SBC. 6208. CONSIDERATION OF COOPERATION 

REGARDING INTERNATIONAL TBR
RORISJI. 

"In providing assistance under this Act, the 
President should take into account the coopera
tion provided by other countries in connection 
with matters related to international terrorism, 
including such matters as whether a country 
grants sanctuary from prosecution to individ
uals or groups that have engaged in inter
national terrorism.". 
SEC. 218. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THB SECRETARY 

OF DEFENSE FOR END-USE MON· 
ITO RING. 

Section 623(a)(3) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
of 1961 is amended by striking out "supervision" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "monitoring". 
SBC. 214. QUARTERLY REPORTS ON PROCURE· 

MBNT OUI'SIDB THE UNITED STATES. 
Section 36(a) of the Arms Export Control Act 

is amended-
(1) by striking out "and" at the end of para

graph (10); 
(2) by striking out the period at the end of 

paragraph (11) and inserting in lieu thereof "; 
and"; and 

(3) by adding at the end after paragraph (11) 
the following: 

"(12) a listing by country of the estimated 
amount of funds which will be used for procure
ment of defense articles and defense services 
outside the United States as a result of any de
termination made during the preceding quarter 
pursuant to section 604 of the Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1961, together with a statement of 
the reasons for any such determination.". 

CHAPTER Z--FOREIGN MIUTAR.Y SALES 
PROGRAM 

SEC. 221. ARMS TRANSFER POUCY. 
(a) POLICY STATEMENT.-Section 1 of the Arms 

Export Control Act is amended to read as fol
lows: 
"SECTION 1. UNITED STATES ARMS TRANSFER 

POU CY. 
"(a) In General.-The Congress reaffirms that 

an ultimate goal of the United States continues 
to be a world which is free from the scourge of 
war and the dangers and burdens of armaments. 
It shall be the policy of the United States to 
exert leadership in the world community to 
bring about arms control arrangements and to 
limit conventional arms transfers in the interest 
of international peace and stability. 

"The Congress recognizes, however, that the 
United States and other free and independent 
countries continue to have valid requirements 
for effective and mutually benericial defense re
lationships in order to maintain and foster 
international peace and security essential to so
cial, economic, and political progress. 

"(b) POLICY OBJECTIVES IN IMPLEMENTING 
ACT.-The policy of the United States in imple
menting the authorities of this Act relating to 
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sales and other transfers of defense articles, de
fense services, and design and construction serv
ices shall be based upon the following objectives: 

"(1) Ensuring that such transfers are fully 
consistent with the foreign policy interests, na
tional security, and arms control policies of the 
United States. 

"(2) Ensuring that such transfers directly en
hance or achieve specific national defense re
quirements of the recipient country or objectives 
of mutual concern and contribute directly to the 
common defense, with particular regard being 
given to the impact of such transfers on pro
grams of social and economic development and 
on existing or incipient arms races. 

"(3) Promoting defense cooperation and ra
tionalization, standardization, and interoper
ability of foreign military forces with the Armed 
Forces of the United States. 

"(4) Contributing to the deterrence of aggres
sion and promoting regional security by ena
bling recipient countries to negotiate peaceful 
solutions to conflicts with confidence. 

"(5) Enabling recipient countries to partici
pate in regional or collective arrangements or 
other measures consistent with the Charter of 
the United Nations. 

"(6) Complementing United States eff arts to 
restrain and control the international trans/ er 
of defense -articles and defense services and to 
encourage international conventional arms con
trol arrangements. 

"(c) MULTILATERAL CONTROLS ON TRANSFERS 
OF DEFENSE ARTICLES AND DEFENSE SERVICES.
The President should continue to seek, through 
negotiations with other principal countries sup
plying or receiving defense articles and defense 
services, the establishment of effective multilat
eral controls on the transfer of defense articles 
and defense services.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS RELATING TO 
PURPOSES FOR WHICH DEFENSE ARTICLES MAY 
BE USED.-

(1) REPEAL OF EXISTING PURPOSE SECTION.
Section 4 of that Act is repealed. 

(2) INELIGIBILITY.-Section 3(c) of that Act is 
amended-

( A) in paragraph (1), as amended by chapter 
3 Of this title-

(i) by striking out "not authorized under sec
tion 4" and inserting in lieu thereof "not speci
fied in paragraph (5) of this subsection (or in 
the case of articles or services furnished before 
the date of enactment of the International Co
operation Act of 1991, a purpose that was not 
authorized under section 4)"; 

(ii) by striking out "authorized under section 
4" the second place it appears and inserting in 
lieu thereof "purposes"; and 

(BJ by adding at the end the following: 
"(5) The purposes referred to in paragraph (1) 

are the following: 
"(A) Legitimate self-defense. 
"(B) Participation in regional or collective ar

rangements or measures consistent with the 
Charter of the United Nations, or participation 
in collective measures requested by the United 
Nations for the purpose of maintaining or re
storing international peace and security. 

"(C) Internal security. 
"(DJ Responding to natural and manmade 

disasters in order to meet urgent humanitarian 
needs. 

"(E) Such other purposes as may be explicitly 
provided for in particular provisions of law.". 
SEC. DJ. IMPROVED ACCOUNTING FOR FOREIGN 

JIILITARY SALES. 
Section 37 of the Arms Export and Control Act 

is amended by adding at the end the following: 
"(d) FMS FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT.-The 

President shall take the following steps to con
tinue to improve the financial management 
problems with respect to payments on accounts 
of FMS sales: 

"(1) TRUST FUND MANAGEMENT.-Certify. in 
accordance with the Chief Financial Officers 
Act of 1990, that payments with respect to any 
FMS sale are properly recorded by case and 
country with regard to financial accounts for 
each customer. 

"(2) COORDINATION OF FMS SYSTEMS.-lmprove 
the coordination and uniformity of the military 
services systems that are used to account for, 
control, and report upon the operation of the 
FMS program. 

"(3) RECONCILIATION OF FMS CASES.-Rec
oncile the discrepancies between reported dis
bursements and reported performance for all 
uncompleted FMS sales agreements executed 
prior to March 1989. 

"(4) NOTIFICATION.-Should the President de
termine that all efforts to reconcile reported dis
bursements and reported performance of FMS 
cases executed prior to March 1989 are to be ter
minated, he shall notify in writing the Commit
tee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Rep
resentatives and the Committee on Foreign Rela
tions of the Senate. Such notification shall pro
vide the reasons for such termination and a list 
of unreconciled balances by country which are 
to be uncollected. 

"(5) REPORT ON FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF 
FMS CASES.-The President shall report to the 
Congress no later than January 31 of each year 
on the following: 

"(A) The status of trust fund management of 
FMS cases, including a list of any unreconciled 
balances for FMS cases executed after March 
1989. 

"(BJ The results of efforts to improve coordi
nation and uniformity of the military services 
systems that are used to account for, control, 
and report upon the operation of the FMS pro
gram. 

"(C) The status of all unreconciled FMS cases 
executed prior to March 1989, including-

"(i) a listing of FMS cases closed, detailed by 
country and value, that have occurred since the 
Department of Defense implemented its revised 
case closure procedures; 

"(ii) an aggregate value of the unreconciled 
balance of FMS cases; 

"(iii) a list of the unreconciled balance by 
country; and 

"(iv) a list by country of those cases closed 
with unreconciled balance and the amount un
collected. 

"(6) FMS DEFINED.-As used in this sub
section, the term 'FMS' means sales of defense 
articles, defense services, or design and con
struction services under section 21, 22, or 29 of 
this Act.". 
SEC. 223. DESIGNATION OF MAJOR NON-NATO AL

UES. 
(a) DESIGNATION.-Chapter 4 of the Arms Ex

port Control Act is amended by adding at the 
end the following: 
"SEC. 48. DESIGNATION OF MAJOR NON-NATO AL

UES. 
"(a) INITIAL DESIGNATIONS.-Australia, 

Egypt, Israel, Japan, New Zealand, and the Re
public of Korea are hereby designated as major 
non-NATO allies for purposes of this Act and 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, except that 
New Zealand shall be eligible for special treat
ment authorized by such Acts for major non
N ATO allies only to the extent that the Presi
dent determines (and so notifies the appropriate 
congressional committees) that such special 
treatment is in the national security interest of 
the United States. 

"(b) AUTHORITY TO DESIGNATE ADDITIONAL 
COUNTRIES.-A country not designated by sub
section (a) shall be considered to be a major 
non-NATO ally for purposes of this Act and the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 if the President 
so designates that country. Such a designation 
by the President shall be effective only if the 

President provides at least 15 days advance no
tification to the appropriate congressional com
mittees in accordance with the procedures appli
cable to reprogramming notifications under sec
tion 634A of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-That Act is 
amended-

(1) in section 21(g)-
(A) in the first sentence, by striking out 

"Japan, Australia, and New Zealand, and with 
other countries which are", and 

(B) by repealing the last sentence; 
(2) in section 47-
( A) by striking out "and" at the end of para

graph (7); 
(B) by striking out the period at the end of 

paragraph (8) and inserting in lieu thereof "; 
and"; and 

(C) by adding at the end the following: 
"(9) 'major non-NATO ally' means a country 

that is so designated in accordance with section 
48."; and 

(3) in section 65(d)-
(A) by striking out "or major non-NATO", 

and 
(B) by striking out "or a" and all that follows 

through "Code". 
SEC. JU. CERTIFICATION THRESHOWS. 

(a) INCREASE IN DOLLAR THRESHOLDS.-The 
Arms Export Control Act is amended-

(1) in section 3(d)-
(AJ in paragraphs (1) and (3), by striking out 

"$14,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"$18,000,000"; and 

(B) in paragraphs (1) and (3), by striking out 
"$50,000,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"$75,000,000"; 

(2) in section 36-
( A) in subsections (b)(l), (b)(5)(C), and (c), by 

striking out "$14,000,000" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "$18,000,000"; 

(BJ in subsections (b)(l), (b)(5)(C), and (c), by 
striking out "$50,000,000" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "$75,000,000"; and 

(C) in subsections (b)(l) and (b)(S)(C), by 
striking out "200,000,000" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "$300,000,000"; and 

(3) in section 63-
( A) by striking out "$14,000,000" and inserting 

in lieu thereof "$18,000,000"; and 
(B) by striking out "$50,000,000" and inserting 

in lieu thereof "$75,000,000". 
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made 

by subsection (a) apply with respect to certifi
cations submitted on or after the effective date 
of those amendments. 
SEC. JJ6. STANDARDIZING CONGRESSIONAL RE

VIEW PROCEDURES FOR ARMS 
TRANSFERS. 

(a) THIRD COUNTRY TRANSFERS UNDER FMS 
SALES.-Section 3(d)(2) of the Arms Export Con
trol Act is amended-

(1) in subparagraph (A), by striking out ", as 
provided for in sections 36(b)(2) and 36(b)(3) of 
this Act"; 

(2) in subparagraph (B), by striking out 
"law" and inserting in lieu thereof "joint reso
lution"; and 

(3) by adding at the end the following: 
"(C) If the President states in his certification 

under subparagraph (A) or (B) that an emer
gency exists which requires that consent to the 
proposed trans/er become effective immediately 
in the national security interests of the United 
States, thus waiving the requirements of that 
subparagraph, the President shall set forth in 
the certification a detailed justification for his 
determination, including a description of the 
emergency circumstances which necessitate im
mediate consent to the trans/er and a discussion 
of the national security interests involved. 

"(D)(i) Any joint resolution under this para
graph shall be considered in the Senate in ac-
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cordance with the provisions of section 601(b) of 
the International Security Assistance and Arms 
Export Control Act of 1976. 

"(ii) For the purpose of expediting the consid
eration and enactment of joint resolutions under 
this paragraph, a motion to proceed to the con
sideration of any such joint resolution after it 
has been reported by the appropriate committee 
shall be treated as highly privileged in the 
House of Representatives.". 

(b) THIRD COUNTRY TRANSFERS UNDER COM
MERCIAL SALES.-Section 3(d)(3) Of that Act is 
amended-

(1) by inserting "(A)" after "(3)"; 
(2) in the first sentence-
( A) by striking out "at least 30 calendar 

days", and 
(B) by striking out "report" and inserting in 

lieu thereof "certification"; and 
(3) by striking out the last sentence and in

serting in lieu thereof the following: "Such cer
tification shall be submitted-

"(i) at least 15 calendar days before such con
sent is given in the case of a transfer to a coun
try which is a member of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization or Australia, Japan, or 
New Zealand, and 

"(ii) at least 30 calendar days before such 
consent is given in the case of a transfer to any 
other country, 
unless the President states in his certification 
that an emergency exists which requires that 
consent to the proposed trans! er become ef f ec
tive immediately in the national security inter
ests of the United States. If the President states 
in his certification that such an emergency ex
ists (thus waiving the requirements of clause (i) 
or (ii), as the case may be, and of subparagraph 
(B)) the President shall set forth in the certifi
cation a detailed justification for his determina
tion, including a description of the emergency 
circumstances which necessitate that consent to 
the proposed trans! er become effective imme
diately and a discussion of the national security 
interests involved. 

"(B) Consent to a transfer subject to subpara
graph (A) shall become effective after the end of 
the 15-day or 30-day period specified in sub
paragraph (A)(i) or (ii), as the case may be, only 
if the Congress does not enact, within that pe
riod, a joint resolution prohibiting the proposed 
transfer. 

"(C)(i) Any joint resolution under this para
graph shall be considered in the Senate in ac
cordance with the provisions of section 601(b) of 
the International Security Assistance and Arms 
Export Control Act of 1976. 

"(ii) For the purpose of expediting the consid
eration and enactment of joint resolutions under 
this paragraph, a motion to proceed to the con
sideration of any such joint resolution after it 
has been reported by the appropriate committee 
shall be treated as highly privileged in the 
House of Representatives.". 

(C) COMMERCIAL SALES.-Section 36(c)(2) of 
that Act is amended by amending subpara
graphs (A) and (B) to read as follows: 

"(A) in the case of a license for an export to 
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, any 
member country of that Organization, or Aus
tralia, Japan, or New Zealand, shall not be is
sued until at least 15 calendar days after the 
Congress receives such certification, and shall 
not be issued then if the Congress, within that 
15-day period, enacts a joint resolution prohibit
ing the proposed export; and 

"(B) in the case of any other license, shall not 
be issued until at least 30 calendar days after 
the Congress receives such certification, and 
shall not be issued then if the Congress, within 
that 30-day period, enacts a joint resolution pro
hibiting the proposed export.". 

(d) COMMERCIAL MANUFACTURING AGREE
MENTS.-Section 36(d) of that Act is amended-

(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(d)"; 
(2) by striking out "for or in a country not a 

member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza
tion"; and 

(3) by adding at the end the following: 
"(2) A certification under this subsection shall 

be submitted-
"( A) at least 15 days before approval is given 

in the case of an agreement for or in a country 
which is a member of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization, Australia, Japan, or New Zea
land; and 

"(B) at least 30 days before approval is given 
in the case of an agreement for or in any other 
country; 
unless the President states in his certification 
that an emergency exists which requires the im
mediate approval of the agreement in the na
tional security interests of the United States. 

"(3) If the President states in his certification 
that an emergency exists which requires the im
mediate approval of the agreement in the na
tional security interests of the United States, 
thus waiving the requirements of paragraph (4), 
he shall set forth in the certification a detailed 
justification for his determination, including a 
description of the emergency circumstances 
which necessitate the immediate approval of the 
agreement and a discussion of the national se
curity interests involved. 

"(4) Approval for an agreement subject to 
paragraph (1) may not be given under section 38 
if the Congress, within the 15-day or 30-day pe
riod specified in paragraph (2)(A) or (B), as the 
case may be, enacts a joint resolution prohibit
ing such approval. 

"(5)(A) Any joint resolution under paragraph 
(4) shall be considered in the Senate in accord
ance with the provisions of section 601(b) of the 
International Security Assistance and Arms Ex
port Control Act of 1976. 

"(B) For the purpose of expediting the consid
eration and enactment of joint resolutions under 
paragraph (4), a motion to proceed to the con
sideration of any such joint resolution after it 
has been reported by the appropriate committee 
shall be treated as highly privileged in the 
House of Representatives.". 

(e) GOVERNMENT-TO-GOVERNMENT LEASES.
(1) CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW PERIOD.-Section 

62 of that Act is amended-
( A) in subsection (a) by striking out "Not less 

than 30 days before" and inserting in lieu there
of "Before"; 

(B) in subsection (b)-
(i) by striking out "determines, and imme

diately reports to the Congress" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "states in his certification,"; and 

(ii) by adding at the end of the subsection the 
following: "If the President states in his certifi
cation that such an emergency exists, he shall 
set for th in the certification a detailed justifica
tion for his determination, including a descrip
tion of the emergency circumstances which ne
cessitate that the lease be entered into imme
diately and a discussion of the national security 
interests involved."; and 

(C) by adding at the end of the section the fol
lowing: 

"(c) The certification required by subsection 
(a) shall be transmitted-

"(1) not less than 15 calendar days before the 
agreement is entered into or renewed in the case 
of an agreement with the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization, any member country of that Or
ganization, Australia, Japan, or New Zealand; 
and 

"(2) not less than 30 calendar days before the 
agreement is entered into or renewed in the case 
of an agreement with any other organization or 
country.". 

(2) LEGISLATIVE REVIEW.-Section 63(a) of that 
Act is amended-

( A) by striking out "(a)(l)" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "(a)"; 

(B) by striking out the "30 calendar days after 
receiving the certification with respect to that 
proposed agreement pursuant to section 62(a)," 
and inserting in lieu thereof "the 15-day or 30-
day period specified in section 62(c) (1) or (2), as 
the case may be,"; and 

(C) by striking out paragraph (2). 
(f) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made 

by this section apply with respect to certifi
cations required to be submitted on or after the 
effective date of those amendments. 
SEC. JJ6. FOREIGN AVAILABILITY. 

(a) GOVERNMENT-TO-GOVERNMENT ARMS 
SALES NOTIFICATION.-Section 36(b)(l) of the 
Arms Export Control Act is amended-

(1) by inserting after the first sentence the fol
lowing: "Such certifications shall also contain 
an analysis of the extent to which comparable 
kinds and amounts of defense articles, defense 
services, or design and construction services are 
available from other countries, and shall specify 
the countries with respect to which either a let
ter of off er to sell such articles or services has 
been issued under this Act, a license to export 
such articles or services has been issued under 
section 38, or approval for a commercial tech
nical assistance or manufacturing licensing 
agreement for such articles or services has been 
given under section 38. "; 

(2) by striking out clause (K) and by redesig
nating clauses (L) through (P) as clauses (K) 
through (0), respectively; and 

(3) in the first sentence following those 
clauses, by inserting ", and the information re
quired by the second sentence of this sub
section," after "subsection (a)". 

(b) COMMERCIAL ARMS SALES NOTIFICA
TIONS.-Section 36(c)(l) of that Act is amend
ed-

(1) in the first sentence-
( A) by striking out "and" immediately before 

"(C)"; and 
(B) by inserting before the period ", (D) the 

extent to which comparable kinds and amounts 
of items are available from other countries, and 
(E) the countries with respect to which either a 
letter of offer to sell such item has been issued 
under section 21 or 22, a license to export such 
item has been issued under section 38, or ap
proval for a commercial technical assistance or 
manufacturing licensing agreement for such 
item has been given under section 38"; and 

(2) in the last sentence by inserting ", (D), or 
(E)" after "clause (B)". 
SEC. JJ7. ECONO'MIC IMPACT ON UNITED STATES 

OF ARMS SALES. 
(a) CONGRESSIONAL PRESENTATION MATE

RIALS.-Section 25(a) of the Arms Export Control 
Act is amended-

(1) by redesignating paragraphs (11) and (12) 
as paragraphs (12) and (13), respectively; and 

(2) by inserting the following new paragraph 
(11) after paragraph (10): 

"(11) an analysis of the economic benefits or 
disadvantages to the United States of sales and 
licensed commercial exports under this Act dur
ing the preceding fiscal year;". 

(b) ARMS SALE NOTIFICATIONS.-Section 
36(b)(l) of that Act, as amended by the preced
ing section of this chapter, is further amended

(1) by striking out "and" at the end of sub
paragraph (N); 

(2) by striking out the period at the end of 
subparagraph (0) and inserting in lieu thereof 
";and"; and 

(3) by inserting after subparagraph (0) the 
following: 

"(P) an analysis of the economic benefits or 
disadvantages to the United States of the pro
posed sale.". 
SEC. JJB. COPRODUCTION AGREEMENTS. 

(a) QUARTERLY REPORTS ON COPRODUCTION 
AGREEMENTS.-

(]) INFORMATION TO BE REPORTED.-Section 
36(a) of the Arms Export Control Act, as amend-
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ed by chapter 1 of this title, is further amend
ed-

( A) by striking out "and" at the end of para
graph (11); 

(B) by striking out the period at the end of 
paragraph (12) and inserting in lieu thereof "; 
and"; and 

(C) by inserting after paragraph (12) the fol
lowing: 

"(13) a report on all concluded government-to
government agreements governing foreign 
coproduction of defense articles of United States 
origin (including coproduction memoranda of 
understanding or agreement) that have not been 
previously reported under this paragraph, 
which shall include-

"( A) the identity of the foreign countries or 
international organizations involved; 

"(B) a description and the estimated value of 
the articles authorized to be produced, and an 
estimate of the quantity of the articles author
ized to be produced; 

''(C) a description of any restrictions on third 
party transfers of the foreign-manufactured ar
ticles; and 

"(D) if any such agreement does not provide 
for United States access to and verification of 
quantities of articles produced overseas and 
their disposition in the coproducing country, a 
description of alternative measures and controls 
incorporated in the coproduction program to en
sure compliance with restrictions in the agree
ment on production quantities and third party 
transfers.". 

(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made 
by paragraph (l)(C) does not apply with respect 
to agreements entered into before the date of en
actment of this Act. 

(b) SANCTIONS FOR UNAUTHORIZED THIRD 
COUNTRY TRANSFERS OF COPRODUCED DEFENSE 
ARTICLES.-The Arms Export Control Act, as 
amended by chapter 3 of this title, is amended 
by inserting after section 32 the following: 
"SEC. 88. UNAUTHORIZED THIRD COUNTRY 

TRANSFERS OF DEFENSE ARTICLES 
COPRODUCED OR MANUFACTURED 
UNDER UCENSE ABROAD. 

"(a) WHEN SANCTIONS REQUIRED.-The sanc
tions described in subsection (c) shall be applied 
as hereinafter provided if-

"(1) the foreign party to a coproduction agree
ment violates the restrictions in that agreement 
regarding unauthorized third country or third 
party transfers or other unauthorized disposi
tions of-

''( A) defense articles produced under that 
agreement, or 

"(B) technical data or defense services pro
vided under that agreement, and 

"(2) that violation is substantial (either in 
terms of quantities or in terms of the gravity of 
the consequences regardless of the quantities in
volved). 

"(b) DETERMINATION REQUIRED.-The sanc
tions described in this section shall apply if

"(1) the President so determines and states in 
writing to the Congress, or 

''(2) the Congress so determines by joint reso
lution. 

"(c) SANCTIONS To BE APPLIED.-![ a deter
mination is made under subsection (b) with re
spect to a foreign party to a coproduction agree
ment-

"(1) the authority or license to produce de
fense articles abroad that is granted by all 
coproduction agreements to which that foreign 
party is a party shall be suspended during the 
sanction period; and 

''(2) licenses may not be issued and approval 
may not be granted under section 38 with re
spect to that foreign party during the sanction 
period. 

"(d) SANCTION PERIOD.-As used in this sec
tion, the term 'sanction period' means the pe
riod-

"(1) beginning on the date on which the Presi
dent notifies the Congress that he has made a 
determination pursuant to subsection (b)(l) or 
on which the Congress enacts a joint resolution 
pursuant to subsection (b)(2); and 

"(2) ending on the date on which the Presi
dent reports to the Congress that-

"( A) the violation has ceased; and 
"(B) the foreign party has given assurances 

satisfactory to the President that such a viola
tion will not recur. 

"(e) REPORT TO CONGRESS.-The President 
shall report to the Congress promptly on the re
ceipt of information a violation described in sub
section (a) may have occurred. 

"(f) DEFINITIONS.-As used in this section
"(l) the term 'coproduction agreement' means 

an arrangement for foreign production of Unit
ed States origin defense articles-

"( A) that is authorized or approved by a 
memorandum of understanding or a memoran
dum of agreement between a foreign government 
and the United States Government, or 

"(B) that is pursuant to a manufacturing li
cense agreement approved under section 38 of 
this Act; and 

"(2) the term 'foreign party' means a foreign 
government or foreign business entity that is 
granted authority or license to produce defense 
articles abroad by a coproduction agreement. 

"(g) EFFECTIVE DATE.-This section does not 
apply to violations occurring before the effective 
date of this section, but does apply with respect 
to all coproduction agreements without regard 
to whether they were entered into before or after 
that date.". 
SEC. 229. ENFORCEMENT OF ARMS EXPORT U

CENSING REQUIREMENTS. 
(a) VIOLATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC IN 

ARMS REGULATIONS.-
(1) DISQUALIFICATION AND FORFEITURE.-Sec

tion 38 of that Act is amended by inserting after 
subsection (c) the following: 

"(d)(l) No contract between a foreign govern
ment and a person convicted or debarred for a 
violation of this section or section 39, or any 
rule or regulation issued under either section, 
may be approved for financing under chapter 2 
of part II of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 
during the 12 months following the date of such 
conviction or debarment. 

"(2)( A) Any person who is convicted for a vio
lation of this section or section 39, or any rule 
or regulation issued under either section, shall 
(in addition to any other penalty) forfeit to the 
United States-

"(i) any of that person's interest in, security 
of, claim against, or property or contractual 
rights of any kind in any defense article or 
other tangible item that was the subject of the 
violation; 

"(ii) any of that person's interest in, security 
of, claim against, or property or contractual 
rights of any kind in any defense article or 
other tangible item that was used in-

"( I) the export or import or attempt to export 
or import, or 

"(II) the contribution, gift, commission, or fee 
that was paid or offered or agreed to be paid, 
that was the subject of the violation; and 

"(iii) any of that person's property constitut
ing, or derived from, any proceeds obtained di
rectly or indirectly as a result of the violation. 

"(B) The procedures in any forfeiture under 
this paragraph, and the duties and authorities 
of the courts of the United States and the Attor
ney General with respect to any forfeiture ac
tion under this paragraph or with respect to 
any property that may be subject to forfeiture 
under this paragraph, shall be governed by sec
tion 1963 of title 18, United States Code. Any 
new budget authority provided by this subpara
graph may be exercised only to such extent or in 
such amounts as are provided in advance in ap
propriation Acts.". 

(2) EFFECTIVE DATE.-Subsection (d) of section 
38 of that Act, as enacted by paragraph (1) of 
this subsection, shall take effect on the date of 
enactment of this Act or October l, 1991 (which
ever is later), and applies-

(A) in the case of paragraph (1) of subsection 
(d), with respect to convictions or debarments 
occurring on or after the effective date of that 
subsection; and 

(BJ in the case of paragraph (2) of subsection 
(d), with respect to convictions based on con
duct occurring on or after the effective date of 
that subsection. 

(3) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-(A) Section 
38(e) of that Act is amended by striking out "(e), 
and (g)" and inserting in lieu thereof "and (e)". 

(B) The amendment made by subparagraph 
(A) does not apply with respect to convictions 
based on conduct occurring before the date spec
ified in paragraph (2)(B). 

(b) ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES.-Section 38(g) 
of the Arms Export Control Act is amended-

(1) in paragraph (1)-
(A) in subparagraph (A), by striking out "are 

the subject of an indictment for, or have been 
convicted of," and inserting in lieu thereof 
"have been convicted of": and 

(B) in subparagraph (B), by striking out "are 
the subject of an indictment or"; 

(2) in paragraph (3)-
( A) by striking out subparagraph (A) and re

designating subparagraphs (B) and (CJ as sub
paragraphs (A) and (BJ, respectively; and 

(B) at the end of the first sentence, by striking 
out "may disapprove the application" and in
serting in lieu thereof "should disapprove the 
application if doing so is necessary to further 
law enforcement objectives or otherwise serve 
the national interest"; 

(3) in paragraph (4), by inserting before the 
period at the end "or that foreign policy or na
tional security considerations justify the issu
ance of the license to that person"; 

(4) in paragraph (5), by inserting "or inter
national organization" after "foreign govern
ment"; and 

(5) in paragraph (8)-
(A) by inserting "within 60 days" after 

"shall"; and 
(B) by inserting before the period at the end 

", and to assist with the processing of registra
tion statements". 

(C) REGISTRATION FEES.-
(1) TRANSFER OF AUTHORITY TO AECA.-Sec

tion 38(b)(3)(A) of that Act is amended by strik
ing out "of the fiscal years 1988 and 1989, 
$250,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "fiscal 
year, $700,000". 

(2) TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMEND
MENTS.-( A) That section is further amended by 
striking out "munitions" each place it appears 
and inserting in lieu thereof "defense trade". 

(B) Section 45 of the State Department Basic 
Authorities Act of 1956 is repealed. 
SEC. 280. BIENNIAL REVIEW OF THE INTER· 

NATIONAL TRAFFIC IN ARMS REGU· 
LATIONS. 

Section 38(f) of the Arms Export Control Act is 
amended by striking out the first sentence and 
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "Not 
later than one year after the date of enactment 
of this sentence and at least once every 2 years 
thereafter, the President shall review the regu
lations issued to carry out this section, includ
ing the items listed on the United States Muni
tions List, for the purpose of determining what 
changes in those regulations are appropriate, 
including determining what items, if any, no 
longer warrant export controls under this sec
tion. Based on each such review, the President 
shall revise those regulations as necessary and 
shall publish a revised compilation of those reg
ulations.". 
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SBC. J31. CONTRACT ADMINISTRATIVB SBRVICB 

CHARGES FOR NATO SUBSIDIARY 
BODIBS. 

Section 21(h)(l)(A) of the Arms Export Control 
Act is amended by inserting "or by a North At
lantic Treaty Organization subsidiary body on 
behalf of such foreign government" after "North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization''. 
SBC. J3%. SALES OF DBPLBTBD URANIUM SHELLS. 

(a) PROHIBITION.-Except as provided in sub
section (b), none of the funds authorized to be 
appropriated by this or any other Act may be 
made available to facilitate in any way the sale 
of M-833 antitank shells, or any comparable 
antitank shells containing a depleted uranium 
penetrating component, to any country other 
than-

(1) a country which is a member of the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization; or 

(2) a country which has been designated as a 
major non-NATO ally (as defined in section 
47(9) of the Arms Export Control Act). 

(b) EXCEPTION.-Subsection (a) shall not 
apply if the President determines that its appli
cation is not in the national security interest of 
the United States. 
CHAPTER 3-TECHNICAL AND CONFORM

ING AMENDMENTS; REPEAL OF OBSO
LETE AND INCONSISTENT PROVISIONS 

SBC. Ul. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS. 
(a) FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT.-The Foreign 

Assistance Act of 1961 is amended-
(1) in section 505(d)(l), by inserting "or under 

the Arms Export Control Act" after "Assistance 
Act"; and 

(2) in section 573(b), by striking out "Credits" 
and all that follows through "Act" and insert
ing in lieu thereof "Foreign military financing 
assistance". 

(b) ARMS EXPORT CONTROL ACT.-The Arms 
Export Control Act is amended as follows: 

(1) Section 2(b) is amended-
( A) by striking out "or financing for" in para

graph (1); and 
(B) by striking out "financing" both other 

places it appears. 
(2) Section 3 is amended-
( A) in subsection (c)(l), by striking out 

"(l)(A) No" and all that follows through "(B) 
No" and inserting in lieu thereof "(1) No"; 

(B) in subsection (c)(l), as amended by sub
paragraph (A), by striking out "under this Act, 
or any predecessor Act," and inserting in lieu 
thereof ", through sale, financing or otherwise, 
under this Act or the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 (or under any predecessor military sales or 
foreign assistance legislation)"; 

(C) in subsection (c)(3)(A), by striking out 
"subparagraph (A)" and all that follows 
through "such paragraphs," and inserting in 
lieu thereof "paragraph (1)"; 

(D) in subsection (c)(3)(B), by striking out 
"subparagraph (B) of"; and 

(E) in subsection (d), by striking out "or 
505(a)(4)". 

(3) Section 5(a) is amended by striking out ", 
and no credits (including participations in cred
its) or guaranties extended to or for" and insert
ing in lieu thereof "to". 

( 4) Section 6 is amended-
( A) by striking out ", no credits or guarantees 

may be extended,"; and 
(B) by inserting "and no foreign military fi

nancing assistance may be furnished under the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961" after "this 
Act". 

(5) Section 21(c)(l) is amended to read as fol
lows: 

"(c)(l) Members of the Armed Forces assigned 
or detailed to provide defense services sold 
under this Act may not perform duties of a com
batant nature, including any duty related to 
training and advising that may engage United 
States Armed Forces personnel in combat activi-

ties, outside the United States in connection 
with the performance of those defense serv
ices.". 

(6) Section 21(e)(l)(B) is amended by striking 
out "either from" and all that follows through 
"nonrepayable basis under" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "from either (i) funds made avail
able on a grant basis under chapter 2 of part II 
of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, or (ii) 
funds which, prior to the effective date of this 
clause and clause (i), were transferred under the 
former authority of section 503(a)(3) of the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961 or were made avail
able on a nonrepayable basis under the former 
authority of". 

(7) Section 23 is amended-
( A) by striking out "CREDIT SALES.-(a)" and 

all that follows through "(e)(l)" inserting in 
lieu thereof "USE OF Ass/STANCE FOR REPAY
MENT OF FMS DEBT; LIMITATION.-(a) AUTHOR
ITY.-"; 

(B) by striking out "out this section" both 
places it appears and inserting in lieu thereof 
"out chapter 2 of part II of the Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1961 "; 

(C) by inserting "or that chapter" after 
"under this section"; 

(D) by striking out "paragraph (2)" and in
serting in lieu thereof "subsection (b)"; 

(E) by striking out "(2) Funds" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "(b) LIMITATION.-Funds"; and 

(F) by striking out "paragraph (1)" and in
serting in lieu thereof "subsection (a)". 

(8) Section 24 is amended-
( A) by amending the section caption to read 

"PROVISIONS RELATING TO FORMER CREDIT AND 
GUARANTY AUTHORITIES"; 

(B) in subsection (a), by striking out "The" in 
the first sentence and inserting in lieu thereof 
"To the extent necessary to carry out the provi
sions under the heading "Foreign Military Sales 
Debt Reform" in title Ill of the Foreign Oper
ations, Export Financing, and Related Programs 
Appropriations Act, 1988 (as contained in sec
tion lOl(e) of Public Law 100-202), the"; 

(C) in subsection (b), by inserting "under the 
former authority of" before "section 23"; and 

(D) by striking out subsection (c) and insert
ing in lieu thereof the following: 

"(c) The single reserve established under this 
section for the payment of claims under guaran
ties issued under the authority of this section 
may be referred to as the 'Foreign Military Loan 
Liquidating Account'. 

"(d) Any guaranties issued under the author
ity of this section are backed by the full faith 
and credit of the United States. 

"(e) Any exercise of the authority of this sec
tion shall be subject to specific amounts pro
vided in advance in an appropriations Act.". 

(9) Section 25(a) is amended-
( A) in paragraph (5)(A), by striking out "mili

tary education" and all that follows through 
"guarantees," and inserting in lieu thereof 
"and assistance under chapter 2 or chapter 5 of 
part II of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, "; 

(B) in paragraph (5)(B), by striking out "cred
its or guaranties under this Act" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "financing under chapter 2 of 
part JI of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961"; 
and 

(C) in paragraph (11)-
(i) by striking out "the Arms Export Control 

Act" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 23 or 
24 of this Act"; and 

(ii) by inserting be/ ore the semicolon at the 
end of the paragraph the following: ", and the 
status of each extension of credit for the pro
curement of defense articles or defense services 
under chapter 2 of title II of the Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1961 with respect to which there re
mains outstanding any unpaid obligation or po
tential liabilitJI ". 

(10) Section 25(d), as added by section 112(a) 
of the International Security and Development 

Cooperation Act of 1985, is amended by striking 
out "this Act or under section 503(a)(3)" and in
serting in lieu thereof "chapter 2 of part JI". 

(11) Section 37 is amended-
( A) in the section caption by striking out "RE

LATING TO FOREIGN MILITARY SALES CREDITS"; 
(B) in subsection (a), by striking out "section 

23" and inserting in lieu thereof "the former au
thority of section 23 or under the authority of 
chapter 2 of part II of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 "; and 

(C) in subsection (b), by inserting "the former 
authority of" after "extended pursuant to". 

(12) Section 42 is amended-
( A) in subsection (a), by striking out ", but 

subject to subsection (b) of this section," in the 
first sentence and inserting in lieu thereof a 
semicolon; 

(B) by repealing subsections (b) and (c) and 
by redesignating subsections (d) through (/) as 
subsections (b) through (d), respectively; and 

(C) in subsection (b)(l), as so redesignated, by 
striking out "and guaranties under sections 21, 
22, 23, 24," and inserting in lieu thereof "under 
sections 21, 22, ". 
SBC. ~. AJIBNDJIBNTS TO BUJIINATB OIJSO. 

LBTB AND INCONSISTBNT PROVI· 
SIONS. 

(a) FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT.-Sections 502A 
and 505(b) and chapters 3 and 7 of part II of the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 are repealed. 

(b) ARMS EXPORT CONTROL ACT.-The Arms 
Export Control Act is amended as follows: 

(1) Section S(d) is repealed. 
(2) Section 25(a) is amended by repealing 

paragraphs (7) and (9), by redesignating para
graph (8) as paragraph (7), and by redesignat
ing paragraphs (10) through (13) (as added and 
so redesignated by chapter 2 of this title) as 
paragraphs (8) through (11), respectively; and 

(3) Sections 33, 34, and 35 are repealed. 
(4) Section 36 is amended-
( A) in subsection (a) (as amended by chapters 

1 and 2 of this title), by striking out paragraphs 
(5) and (6), by redesignating paragraphs (7) 
through (13) as paragraphs (5) through (10), re
spectively, and by striking out "(11)" in the text 
preceding paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu 
thereof "(9)"; and 

(B) in subsection (b)(l), by striking out "(9)" 
and "(8)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(7)" 
and "(6)", respectively. 

(5) Section 41 is repealed. 
(6) Sections 44 and 45 are amended-
( A) by repealing all of section 45 except the 

last sentence; 
(B) by amending that sentence by striking out 

"Except for the laws specified in section 44, no" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "No"; and 

(C) by inserting that sentence at the end of 
section 44. 

(7) Section 46 is repealed. 
SBC. %43. TBCHNICAL CORRECTIONS. 

(a) CORRECTION OF CROSS REFERENCES TO 
INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC IN ARMS REGULA
TIONS.-

(1) FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT.-Section 505(e) 
of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended 
in the second sentence-

( A) by striking out "significant defense arti
cles" and inserting in lieu thereof "significant 
military equipment"; and 

(B) by striking out "such defense articles" 
both places it appears and inserting in lieu 
thereof "such signiFicant military equipment". 

(2) ARMS EXPORT CONTROL ACT.-(A) Section 
3(a) of the Arms Export Control Act is amended 
in the second sentence fallowing paragraph 
(4}-

(i) by striking out "significant defense arti
cles" and inserting in lieu thereof "significant 
military equipment"; and 

(ii) by striking out "such defense articles" 
both places it appears and inserting in lieu 
"such significant military equipment". 
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(B) Section 36(d) is amended by striking out 

"combat" and inserting in lieu thereof "mili
tary". 

(b) CLERICAL ERRORS IN 1985 AUTHORIZATION 
ACT.-Section 25 of the Arms Export Control Act 
isamended-

(1) in subsection (d), as added by section 
112(b) of the International Security and Devel
opment Cooperation Act of 198~ 

(A) by redesignating that subsection as sub
section (e), and 

(B) by striking out the semicolon at the end 
and inserting in lieu thereof a period; and 

(2) in subsection (a)(5)(B), by striking out 
"(d)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(e)". 

(c) CLERICAL ERROR IN 1988 DOD APPROPRIA
TIONS ACT.-Section 38(b)(l) of the Arms Export 
Control Act is amended by redesignating sub
paragraph (B), as enacted by the Department of 
Defense Appropriations Act, 1988, as subpara
graph (C). 

CHAPTER 4-TRANSFERS OF SPOILS OF 
WAR 

SBC. 261. SHORT TITLE. 
This chapter may be cited as the "Spoils of 

War Act of 1991 ". 
SBC. 262. TRANSFERS OF SPOILS OF WAR. 

(a) ELIGIBILITY FOR TRANSFER.-Spoils Of war 
in the possession, custody, or control of the 
United States may be transferred to any other 
party by sale, grant, loan, or in any other man
ner, only to the extent and in the same manner 
that property of the same type, if otherwise 
owned by the United States, may be so trans
ferred. 

(b) TERMS AND CONDITIONS.-Any transfer 
pursuant to subsection (a) shall be subject to all 
of the terms, conditions, and requirements appli
cable to the transfer of property of the same 
type otherwise owned by the United States. 
SBC. 263. CONSTRUCTION OF PROVISIONS. 

Nothing in this chapter shall apply to-
(1) the abandonment or failure to take posses

sion of spoils of war by troops in the field for 
valid military reasons related to conduct of the 
immediate conflict, including the burden of 
transporting such property or a decision to 
allow allied forces to take possession of certain 
property solely for use during the immediate 
conflict; 

(2) the abandonment or return of any prop
erty obtained, borrowed, or requisitioned for 
temporary use during military operations with
out intent to retain possession of such property; 

(3) the destruction of spoils of war by troops 
in the field; 

(4) the return of spoils of war to previous 
owners from whom such property has been 
seized by enemy forces; or 

(5) minor articles of personal property which 
have lawfully become the property of individual 
members of the Armed Forces as war trophies 
pursuant to public written authorization from 
the Department of Defense. 
SBC. !164. DBFINMONS. 

As used in this chapter-
(1) the term "enemy" means any country, 

government, group, or person that has been en
gaged in hostilities, whether or not lawfully au
thorized, with the Un~ted States; 

(2) the term "party" means (A) any govern
ment, (B) any natural person, (C) any corpora
tion, partnership, or other legal entity, and (D) 
any organization, association, or group; 

(3) the term "relevant congressional commit
tees" means the Committee on Foreign Relations 
of the Senate and the Committee on Foreign Af
fairs of the House of Representatives or, where 
required by law for certain reporting purposes, 
the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Sen
ate and the Permanent Select Committee on In
telligence of the House of Representatives; and 

(4) the term "spoils of war" means enemy 
movable property lawfully captured, seized, con-

fiscated, or found which has become United 
States property in accordance with the laws of 
war. 
CHAPTER 5-ARMS TRANSFERS RE· 

STRAINT POUCY FOR THE 'MIDDLE EAST 
AND PERSIAN GULF REGION 

SEC. 281. FINDINGS. 
The Congress finds that-
(1) nations in the Middle East and Persian 

Gulf region, which accounted for over 40 per
cent of the international trade in weapons and 
related equipment and services during the dec
ade of the 1980's, are the principal market for 
the worldwide arms trade; 

(2) regional instability, large financial re
sources, and the desire of arms-supplying gov
ernments to gain influence in the Middle East 
and Persian Gulf region, contribute to a re
gional arms race; 

(3) the continued proliferation of weapons 
and related equipment and services contribute 
further to a regional arms race in the Middle 
East and Persian Gulf region that is politically, 
economically, and militarily destabilizing; 

(4) the continued proliferation of unconven
tional weapons, including nuclear, biological, 
and chemical weapons, as well as delivery sys
tems associated with those weapons, poses an 
urgent threat to security and stability in the 
Middle East and Persian Gulf region; 

(5) the continued proliferation of ballistic mis
sile technologies and ballistic missile systems 
that are capable of delivering conventional, nu
clear, biological, or chemical warheads under
mines security and stability in the Middle East 
and Persian Gulf region; 

(6) future security and stability in the Middle 
East and Persian Gulf region would be en
hanced by establishing a stable military balance 
among regional powers by restraining and re
ducing both conventional and unconventional 
weapons; 

(7) security, stability, peace, and prosperity in 
the Middle East and Persian Gulf region are im
portant to the welfare of the international econ
omy and to the national security interests of the 
United States; 

(8) future security and stability in the Middle 
East and Persian Gulf region would be en
hanced through the development of a multilat
eral arms trans/ er and control regime similar to 
those of the Nuclear Suppliers' Group, the Mis
sile Technology Control Regime, and the Aus
tralia Chemical Weapons Suppliers Group; 

(9) such a regime should be developed, imple
mented, and agreed to through multilateral ne
gotiations, including under the auspices of the 5 
permanent members of the United Nations Secu
rity Council; 

(10) confidence-building arms control meas
ures such as the establishment of a centralized 
arms trade registry at the United Nations, great
er multinational transparency on the trans/ er of 
defense articles and services prior to agreement 
or transfer, cooperative verification measures, 
advanced notification of military exercises, in
formation exchanges, on-site inspections, and 
creation of a Middle East and Persian Gulf Con
flict Prevention Center, are important to imple
ment an effective multilateral arms trans/er and 
control regime; 

(11) as an interim step, the United States 
should consider introducing, during the ongoing 
negotiations on confidence security-building 
measures at the Cont erence on Security and Co
operation in Europe (CSCE), a proposal regard
ing the international exchange of information, 
on an annual basis, on the sale and transfer of 
military equipment, particularly to the Middle 
East and Persian Gulf region; and 

(12) such a regime should be applied to other 
regions with the ultimate objective of achieving 
an effective global arms transfer and control re
gime, implemented and enforced through the 
United Nations Security Council, that-

(A) includes a linkage of humanitarian and 
developmental objectives with security objectives 
in Third World countries, particularly the poor
est of the poor countries; and 

(B) encourages countries selling military 
equipment and services to consider the fallowing 
factors before making conventional arms sales: 
the security needs of the purchasing countries, 
the level of defense expenditures by the pur
chasing countries, and the level of indigenous 
production of the purchasing countries. 
SEC. 282. MULTILATERAL ARMS TRANSFER AND 

CONTROL REGIME. 
(a) IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REGIME.-
(1) CONTINUING NEGOTIATIONS.-The President 

shall continue negotiations among the 5 perma
nent members of the United Nations Security 
Council and commit the United States to a mul
tilateral arms transfer and control regime for 
the Middle East and Persian Gulf region. 

(2) PROPOSING A TEMPORARY MORATORIUM 
DURING NEGOTIATIONS.-/n the context of these 
negotiations, the President should propose to 
the 5 permanent members of the United Nations 
Security Council a temporary moratorium on the 
sale and transfer of major military equipment to 
nations in the Middle East and Persian Gulf re
gion until such time as the 5 permanent members 
agree to a multilateral arms transfer and control 
regime. 

(b) PURPOSE OF THE REGIME.-The purpose of 
the multilateral arms trans/er and control re
gime should be-

(1) to slow and l•mit the proliferation of con
ventional weapons in the Middle East and Per
sian Gulf region with the aim of preventing de
stabilizing transfers by-

( A) controlling the trans/er of conventional 
major military equipment; 

(B) achieving transparency among arms sup
pliers nations through advanced notification of 
agreement to, or transfer of, conventional major 
military equipment; and 

(C) developing and adopting common and 
comprehensive control guidelines on the sale 
and transfer of conventional major military 
equipment to the region; 

(2) to halt the proliferation of unconventional 
weapons, including nuclear, biological, and 
chemical weapons, as well as delivery systems 
associated with those weapons and the tech
nologies necessary to produce or assemble such 
weapons; 

(3) to limit and halt the proliferation of ballis
tic missile technologies and ballistic missile sys
tems that are capable of delivering conven
tional, nuclear, biological, or chemical war
heads; 

(4) to maintain the military balance in the 
Middle East and Persian Gulf region through 
reductions of conventional weapons and the 
elimination of unconventional weapons; and 

(5) to promote regional arms control in the 
Middle East and Persian Gulf region. 

(c) ACHIEVING THE PURPOSES OF THE RE
GIME.-

(1) CONTROLLING PROLIFERATION OF CONVEN
TIONAL WEAPONS.-/n order to achieve the pur
poses described in subsection (b)(l), the United 
States should pursue the development of a mul
tilateral arms transfer and control regime which 
includes-

( A) greater information-sharing practices 
among supplier nations regarding potential 
arms sales to all nations of the Middle East and 
Persian Gulf region; 

(B) applying, for the control of conventional 
major military equipment, procedures already 
developed by the International Atomic Energy 
Agency, the Multilateral Coordinating Commit
tee on Export Controls (COCOM), and the Mis
sile Technology Control Regime (MTCR); and 

(C) other strict controls on the proliferation of 
conventional major military equipment to the 
Middle East and Persian Gulf region. 
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(2) HALTING PROLIFERATION OF UNCONVEN

TIONAL WEAPONS.-In order to achieve the pur
poses described in subsections (b)(2) and (3), the 
United States should build on existing and fu
ture agreements among supplier nations by pur
suing the development of a multilateral arms 
tranJ/er and control regime which includes-

( A) limitations and controls contained in the 
Enhanced Prolif era ti on Control Initiative; 

(B) limitations and controls contained in the 
Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR); 

(C) guidelines followed by the Australia 
Group on chemical and biological arms pro
liferation; 

(D) guidelines adopted by the Nuclear Suppli
ers Group (the London Group); and 

(E) other appropriate controls that serve to 
halt the flow of unconditional weapons to the 
Middle East and Persian Gulf region. 

(3) PROMOTION OF REGIONAL ARMS CONTROL 
AGREEMENTS.-In order to achieve the purposes 
described in subsections (b)(4) and (5), the Unit
ed States should pursue with nations in the 
Middle East and Persian Gulf region-

( A) the maintenance of the military balance 
within the region, while eliminating nuclear, bi
ological, and chemical weapons and associated 
delivery systems, and ballistic missiles; 

(B) the implementation of confidence-building 
and security-building measures, including ad
vance notification of certain ground and aerial 
military exercises in the Middle East and the 
Persian Gulf; and 

(C) other useful arms control measures. 
(d) MAJOR MILITARY EQUIPMENT.-As used in 

this chapter, the term "major military equip
ment" means-

(1) air-to-air, air-to-surface, and surface-to-
surface missiles and rockets; 

(2) turbine-powered military aircraft; 
(3) attack helicopters; 
(4) main battle tanks; 
(5) submarines and major naval surface com

batants; 
(6) nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons; 

and 
(7) such other defense articles and defense 

services as the President may determine. 
SEC. JBS. UMITATION ON UNITED STATES ARMS 

SALES TO THB REGION. 
Beginning 60 days after the date of enactment 

of the International Cooperation Act of 1991 or 
the Foreign Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal 
Years 1992 and 1993, whichever is enacted first, 
no sale of any defense article or defense service 
may be made to any nation in the Middle East 
and Persian Gulf region, and no license may be 
issued for the export of any defense article or 
defense service to any nation in the Middle East 
and Persian Gulf region, unless the President-

(1) certifies in writing to the relevant congres
sional committees that the President has under
taken good faith efforts to convene a conference 
for the establishment of an arms suppliers re
gime having elements described in section 282; 
and 

(2) submits to the relevant congressional com
mittees a report setting forth a United States 
plan for leading the world community in estab
lishing such a multilateral regime to restrict 
transfers of advanced conventional and uncon
ventional arms to the Middle East and Persian 
Gulf region. 
SEC. JIU. REPORTS TO THB CONGRESS. 

(a) QUARTERLY REPORTS.-Beginning on Jan
uary 15, 1992, and quarterly thereafter through 
October 15, 1993, the President shall submit to 
the relevant congressional committees a report-

(1) describing the progress in implementing the 
purposes of the multilateral arms transfer and 
control regime as described in section 282(b); 
and 

(2) describing efforts by the United States and 
progress made to induce other countries to cur-

tail significantly the volume of their arms sales 
to the Middle East and Persian Gulf region, and 
if such efforts were not made, the justification 
for not making such efforts. 

(b) INITIAL REPORT ON TRANSFERS AND RE
GIONAL MILITARY BALANCE.-Not later than 60 
days after the date of enactment of the Inter
national Cooperation Act of 1991 or the Foreign 
Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Years 1992 
and 1993, whichever is enacted first, the Presi
dent shall submit to the relevant congressional 
committee a report-

(1) documenting all transfers of conventional 
and unconventional arms by any nation to the 
Middle East and Persian Gulf region over the 
previous calendar year and the previous 5 cal
endar years, including sources, types, and recip
ient nations of weapons; 

(2) analyzing the current military balance in 
the region, including the effect on the balance 
of transfers documented under paragraph (1); 

(3) describing the progress in implementing the 
purposes of the multilateral arms transfer and 
control regime as described in section 282(b); 

(4) describing any agreements establishing 
such a regime; and 

(5) identifying supplier nations that have re
fused to participate in such a regime or that 
have engaged in conduct that violates or under
mines such a regime. 

(C) ANNUAL REPORTS ON TRANSFERS AND RE
GIONAL MILITARY BALANCE.-Beginning July 15, 
1992, and every 12 months thereafter, the Presi
dent shall submit to the relevant congressional 
committees a report-

(1) documenting all transfers of conventional 
and unconventional arms by any nation to the 
Middle East and Persian Gulf region over the 
previous calendar year, including sources, 
types, and recipient nations of weapons; 

(2) analyzing the current military balance in 
the region, including the effect on the balance 
of transfer documented under paragraph (1); 

(3) describing the progress in implementing the 
purposes of the multilateral arms transfer and 
control regime as described in section 282(b); 
and 

(4) identifying supplier nations that have re
fused to participate in such a regime or that 
have engaged in conduct that violates or under
mines such a regime. 
SEC. JBS. RELEVANT CONGRESSIONAL COMMIT

TEES DEFINED. 
As used in this chapter, the term ''relevant 

congressional committees'' means the Committee 
on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representa
tives and the Committee on Foreign Relations of 
the Senate. 

TITLE Ill-INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS 
CONTROL 

SEC. 301. AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS. 
Section 482(a)(l) of the Foreign Assistance Act 

of 1961 is amended by striking out "$115,000,000 
for fiscal year 1990" and inserting in lieu there
of "$171,500,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 and 
1993". 
SEC. SOJ. AMENDMENTS RELATING TO CERTAIN 

AUTHORITIES AND REQUIREMENTS. 
(a) POLICY STATEMENT.-Section 481 of the 

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended by 
striking out the section designation and section 
heading and subsection (a)(l) and inserting in 
lieu thereof the following: 
"SEC. 481. POUCY, GENERAL AUTHORITIBS, AND 

GENERAL PROVISIONS. 
"(a) POLICY AND GENERAL AUTHORITIES.
"(1) STATEMENTS OF POLICY.-(A) Inter

national narcotics trafficking poses an unparal
leled transnational threat in today's world, and 
its suppression is among the most important for
eign policy objectives of the United States. 

"(B) Under the Single Convention on Narcotic 
Drugs, 1961, and under the United Nations Con-

vention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs 
and Psychotropic Substances, 1988, the parties 
are required to criminalize certain drug-related 
activities, provide appropriately severe pen
alties, and cooperate in the extradition of ac
cused offenders. 

"(C) International narcotics control programs 
should include, as priority goals, the suppres
sion of the illicit manufacture of and trafficking 
in narcotic and psychotropic drugs, money 
laundering , and precursor chemical diversion, 
and the progressive elimination of the illicit cul
tivation of the crops f rom which narcotic and 
psychotropic drugs are derived. 

"(D) The international community should 
provide assistance, where appropriate, to those 
producer and transit countries which require as
sistance in discharging these primary obliga
tions. 

"(E) Effective international cooperation is 
necessary to control the illicit cultivation, pro
duction, and smuggling of, trafficking in, and 
abuse of narcotic and psychotropic drugs.". 

(b) AUTHORITY TO CONCLUDE AGREEMENTS.
Section 481(a)(2) of that Act is amended by in
serting '', including reciprocal maritime agree
ments," after "agreements". 

(c) COORDINATION OF ALL UNITED STATES 
ANT/NARCOTICS ASSISTANCE TO FOREIGN COUN
TRIES.-Section 481(b) of that Act is amended to 
read as follows: 

"(b) COORDINATION OF ALL UNITED STATES 
ANT/NARCOTICS ASSISTANCE TO FOREIGN COUN
TRIES.-

"(1) RESPONSIBILITY OF SECRETARY OF 
STATE.-Consistent with subtitle A of title I of 
the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988, the Secretary 
of State shall be responsible for coordinating all 
assistance provided by the United States Gov
ernment to support international efforts to com
bat illicit narcotics production or trafficking. 

"(2) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.-Nothing con
tained in this subsection or section 489(c) shall 
be construed to limit or impair the authority or 
responsibility of any other Federal agency with 
respect to law en/ orcement, domestic security 
operations, or intelligence activities as defined 
in Executive Order 12333. ". 

(d) MARITIME LAW ENFORCEMENT IN 
ARCH/PELAGIC WATERS.-Section 481(c)(4) of 
that Act is amended by inserting "or 
archipelagic waters" after "sea". 

(e) PROCUREMENT OF WEAPONS AND AMMUNI
TION.-Section 482(b) of that Act is amended to 
read as fallows: 

"(b) PROCUREMENT OF WEAPONS AND AMMUNI
TION.-

"(1) PROHIBITION.-Except as provided in 
paragraph (2), funds made available to carry 
out this chapter shall not be made available for 
the procurement of weapons or ammunition. 

"(2) EXCEPTIONS.-Paragraph (1) shall not 
apply with respect to funds for the procurement 
of-

•'( A) weapons or ammunition provided only 
for the defensive arming of aircraft used for 
narcotics-related purposes, or 

"(B) firearms and related ammunition pro
vided only for defensive purposes to employees 
or contract personnel of the Department of State 
engaged in activities under this chapter, 
if, at least 15 days before obligating those funds, 
the President notifies the appropriate congres
sional committees in accordance with the proce
dures applicable to reprogramming notifications 
under section 634A. ". 

(f) REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO AIRCRAFT AND 
OTHER EQUIPMENT.-

(1) RETENTION OF TITLE.-Section 484 of that 
Act is amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 484. REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO AIR

CRAFI' AND OTHER EQUIPMENT. 
"(a) RETENTION OF TITLE TO AIRCRAFT.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-(A) Except as provided in 

paragraph (2), any aircraft which are made 
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available to a foreign country under this chap
ter, or are made available to a foreign country 
primarily for narcotics-related purposes under 
any other provision of law, shall be provided 
only on a lease or loan basis. 

"(B) Subparagraph (A) applies to aircraft 
made available at any time after October 27, 
1986 (which was the date of enactment of the 
International Narcotics Control Act of 1986). 

"(2) EXCEPTIONS.-(A) Paragraph (1) shall not 
apply to the extent that-

"(i) the application of that paragraph with 
respect to particular aircraft would be contrary 
to the national interest of the United States; 
and 

"(ii) the President notifies the appropriate 
congressional committees in accordance with the 
procedures applicable to reprogramming notifi
cations under section 634A. 

"(B) Paragraph (1) does not apply with re
spect to aircraft made available to a foreign 
country under any provision of law that au
thorizes property that has been civilly or crimi
nally forfeited to the United States to be made 
available to foreign countries. 

"(3) ASSISTANCE FOR LEASING OF AIRCRAFT.
( A) For purposes of satisfying the requirement 
of paragraph (1), funds made available for for
eign military financing assistance may be used 
to finance the leasing of aircraft under chapter 
6 of the Arms Export Control Act. 

"(B) Section 61(a)(3) of that Act shall not 
apply with respect to leases so financed; rather 
the entire cost of any such lease (including any 
renewals) shall be an initial, one time payment 
of the amount which would be the sales price for 
the aircraft if they were sold under section 
21(a)(l)(B) or section 22 of that Act (as appro
priate). 

"(C) To the extent that aircraft so leased were 
acquired under chapter 5 of that Act, funds 
used pursuant to this paragraph to finance such 
leases shall be credited to the Special Defense 
Acquisition Fund under chapter 5 of that Act 
(excluding the amount of funds that reflects the 
charges described in section 21(e)(l) of that Act). 
The funds described in the parenthetical clause 
of the preceding sentence shall be available for 
payments consistent with sections 37( a) and 
43(b) of that Act.". 

(2) PERMISSIBLE USES OF AIRCRAFT AND OTHER 
EQUIPMENT.-Chapter 8 of part I of that Act is 
amended-

( A) by striking out the section designation 
and section heading of section 489; 

(B) in subsection (a) of section 489, by striking 
out "IN GENERAL" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"PERMISSIBLE USES OF AIRCRAFT AND OTHER 
EQUIPMENT"; 

(C) in subsection (b) of section 489 by striking 
out "subsection (e)" and inserting in lieu there
of "section 489(a)"; 

(D) by redesignating subsections (a) and (b) of 
section 489 as subsections (b) and (c) and by in
serting those subsections after subsection (a) of 
section 484 (as amended by paragraph (1) of this 
subsection); and 

(E) by repealing subsections (c) and (d) of sec
tion 489. 

(3) RECORDS OF AIRCRAFT USE.-Section 485 of 
that Act is amended by striking out "Secretary 
of State" both places it appears and inserting in 
lieu thereof "President". 

(g) REALLOCATION OF FUNDS WITHHELD FROM 
COUNTRIES WHICH FAIL TO TAKE ADEQUATE 
STEPS TO HALT ILLICIT DRUG PRODUCTION OR 
TRAFFICKING.-Section 486 of that Act is amend
ed-

(1) in the text preceding paragraph (1), by 
striking out "shall" and inserting in lieu there
of "may"; and 

(2) in paragraph (2), by striking out "Any 
such funds not used under paragraph (1) shall" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "In the alternative, 
any such funds may". 

SEC. 303. ANNUAL REPORTING AND CERTIFI· 
CATION REQUIREMENTS. 

(a) REVISION OF REQUIREMENTS FOR FISCAL 
YEARS 1992 AND 1993.-Chapter 8 of part I Of the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended by 
the preceding section of this title, is amended by 
adding at the end the following: 
"SEC. 489. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR FIS· 

CAL YEARS 1992 AND 1993. 
"(a) INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS CONTROL 

STRATEGY REPORT.-Not later than April 1 of 
each year, the President shall transmit to the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives, and to 
the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Sen
ate, a comprehensive report with respect to all 
countries which are members of the United Na
tions-

"(1) on the state of international narcotics 
production and trafficking, money-laundering, 
and precursor chemical control; and 

"(2) on United States efforts to prevent-
"( A) the illicit cultivation and manufacture of 

and trafficking in narcotic and psychotropic 
drugs and other controlled substances, 

"(B) the diversion of precursor chemicals, and 
"(C) money laundering. 
"(b) CONTENTS OF REPORT.-Each report pur

suant to subsection (a) shall include the follow
ing: 

"(1) For each country that is a member of the 
United Nations, a report on the extent to which 
the country has-

"( A) met the goals and objectives of the Unit
ed Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffic in 
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, 
1988, including action on such issues as illicit 
cultivation, production, distribution, sale, 
transport, and financing, and money launder
ing, asset seizure, extradition, mutual legal as
sistance, law enforcement and transit coopera
tion, precursor chemical control, and demand 
reduction; 

"(B) accomplished the goals described in an 
applicable bilateral narcotics agreement with 
the United States or a multilateral agreement; 
and 

"(C) taken legal and law enforcement meas
ures to prevent and punish public corruption, 
especially by senior government officials, that 
facilitates the production, processing, or ship
ment of narcotic and psychotropic drugs and 
other controlled substances, or that discourages 
the investigation or prosecution of such acts. 

"(2)( A) A description of the policies adopted, 
agreements concluded, and programs imple
mented by the Department of State in pursuit of 
its delegated responsibilities for international 
narcotics control, including appropriate infor
mation on the status of negotiations between the 
United States and other countries on updated 
extradition treaties, mutual legal assistance 
treaties, precursor chemical controls, money 
laundering, and agreements pursuant to section 
2015 of the International Narcotics Act of 1986 
(relating to interdiction procedures for vessels of 
foreign registry). 

"(B) Information on multilateral and bilateral 
strategies with respect to money laundering pur
sued by the Department of State, the Depart
ment of Justice, the Department of the Treas
ury, and other relevant United States Govern
ment agencies, either collectively or individ
ually, to ensure the cooperation of foreign gov
ernments with respect to narcotics-related 
money laundering and to demonstrate that all 
United States Government agencies are pursuing 
a common strategy with respect to major money 
laundering countries. 

"(3) The identity of those countries which 
are-

"( A) major illicit drug producing countries or 
major drug-transit countries as determined 
under section 490(h), 

"(B) the stgnificant direct or indirect sources 
of narcotics and psychotropic drugs and other 

controlled substances significantly affecting the 
United States, 

"(C) major sources of precursor chemicals 
used in the production of illicit narcotics, or 

"(D) major money laundering countries. 
"(4) In addition, for each country identified 

pursuant to paragraph (3), the following: 
"(A) A description of the plans, programs, 

and timetables adopted by such country, includ
ing efforts to meet the objectives of the United 
Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffic in 
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, 
1988, and a discussion of the adequacy of the 
legal and law enforcement measures taken and 
the accomplishments achieved in accord with 
those plans. 

"(B) Whether as a matter of government pol
icy, such country encourages or facilitates the 
illicit production or distribution of narcotic or 
psychotropic drugs or other controlled sub
stances or the laundering of proceeds from ille
gal drug transactions; and whether any senior 
official of the government of such country en
gages in, encourages. or facilitates the illicit 
production or distribution of such drugs or sub
stances, or the laundering of proceeds from ille
gal drug transactions. 

"(5) In addition, for each country identified 
pursuant to paragraph (3)(A) or (3)(B), a de
tailed status report, with such information as 
can be reliably obtained, on the narcotic or psy
chotropic drugs or other controlled substances 
which are being cultivated, produced, or proc
essed in or transported through such country, 
noting significant changes in conditions, such 
as increases or decreases in the illicit cultivation 
and manufacture of and traf fie in such drugs 
and substances. 

"(6) In addition, for those countries identified 
pursuant to paragraph (3)(C)-

''(A) which countries are parties to inter
national agreements on a method for maintain
ing records of transactions of an established list 
of precursor and essential chemicals; 

"(B) which countries have established a pro
cedure by which such records may be made 
available to United States law enforcement au
thorities; and 

"(C) which countries have enacted national 
chemical control legislation which would impose 
specific recordkeeping and reporting require
ments for listed chemicals, establish a system of 
permits or declarations for imports and exports 
of listed chemicals, and authorize government 
officials to seize or suspend shipments of listed 
chemicals. 

"(7) In addition, for those countries identified 
pursuant to paragraph (3)(D)-

"(A) which countries have not reached agree
ment with the United States authorities on a 
mechanism for exchanging adequate records in 
connection with narcotics investigations and 
proceedings; and 

"(B) which of the countries identified pursu
ant to subparagraph (A) are negotiating in good 
faith with the United States to establish such a 
record-exchange mechanism, or have adopted 
laws or regulations that ensure the availability 
to appropriate United States Government per
sonnel of adequate records in connection with 
narcotics investigations and proceedings. 

"(8) In addition, for each country identified 
pursuant to paragraph (3)(D), detailed informa
tion on the country's adoption of laws and reg
ulations considered essential to prevent narcot
ics-related money laundering. Such information 
shall include whether a country has-

''( A) criminalized narcotics money laundering; 
"(B) required financial institutions to record 

large currency transactions at thresholds appro
priate to that country's economic situation; 

"(C) required financial institutions to report 
suspicious transactions; 

"(D) established systems for identifying, trac
ing, freezing, seizing, and forfeiting narcotics
related assets; 
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"(E) enacted laws for the sharing of seized 

narcotics assets with other governments; and 
''( F) cooperated when requested with appro

priate law enforcement agencies of other govern
ments investigating financial crimes related to 
narcotics. 
The report shall also detail instances of refusals 
to cooperate by foreign governments, and any 
actions taken by the United States Government 
to address such obstacles, including the imposi
tion of sanctions or penalties. 

"(c) ANNUAL REPORTS ON ASSISTANCE.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-At the time that the report 

required by subsection (a) is submitted each 
year, the Secretary of State, in consultation 
with appropriate United States Government 
agencies, shall report to the appropriate commit
tees of the Congress on the assistance provided 
or proposed to be provided by the United States 
Government during the preceding fiscal year, 
the current fiscal year, and the next fiscal year 
to support international efforts to combat illicit 
narcotics production or traf ticking. 

"(2) INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED.-Each re
port pursuant to this subsection shall-

"( A) specify the amount and nature of the as
sistance provided or to be provided; 

"(B) include, for each country identified in 
subsection (b)(3)(A), information from the Drug 
En! orcement Administration, the Customs Serv
ice, and the Coast Guard describing in detail-

' '(i) the assistance provided or to be provided 
to such country by that agency, and 

"(ii) the assistance provided or to be provided 
to that agency by such country, 
with respect to narcotic control efforts during 
the preceding fiscal year, the current fiscal 
year, and the next fiscal year; and 

"(C) list all transfers, which were made by the 
United States Government during the preceding 
fiscal year, to a foreign country for narcotics 
control purposes of any property seized by or 
otherwise forfeited to the United States Govern
ment in connection with narcotics-related activ
ity, including an estimate of the fair market 
value and physical condition of each item of 
property trans/erred. 

"(3) REPORTS MAY BE CLASSIFIED.-The re
ports required by this subsection may be pro
vided on a classified basis to the extent nec
essary. 

"(d) DEFINITIONS.-As used in this section
"(1) the term 'precursor chemical' has the 

same meaning as the term 'listed chemical' has 
under paragraph (33) of section 102 of the Con
trolled Substances Act (21 U.S.C. 902(33)); and 

"(2) the term 'major money laundering coun
try' means a country whose financial institu
tions engage in currency transactions involving 
significant amounts of proceeds from inter
national narcotics trafficking. 

"(e) EFFECTIVE DATES OF SECTIONS.-This 
section applies only during fiscal years 1992 and 
1993. Section 489A does not apply during those 
fiscal years. 
"SBC. 489A. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS APPU· 

CABLE AF'I'BR SEPTEMBER 30, 1993. 
"(a) INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS CONTROL 

STRATEGY REPORT.-
"(1) REQUIREMENT FOR REPORT.-Not later 

than March 1 of each year, the President shall 
transmit to the Speaker of the House of Rep
resentatives, and to the Committee on Foreign 
Relations of the Senate, a report on United 
States policy to establish and encourage an 
international strategy to prevent the illicit cul
tivation and manufacture of and traffic in nar
cotic and psychotropic drugs and other con
trolled substances. 

"(2) CONTENTS.-Each report pursuant to this 
subsection shall include the following: 

"(A) A description of the policies adopted, 
agreements concluded, and programs imple
mented by the Department of State in pursuit of 

its delegated responsibilities for international 
narcotics control, including policy development, 
bilateral and multilateral funding and other 
support for international narcotics control 
projects, representations of the United States 
Government to international organizations and 
agencies concerned with narcotics control, 
training of foreign enforcement personnel, co
ordination of the international narcotics control 
activities of United States Government agencies, 
and technical assistance to international de
mand reduction programs. 

"(B) A description of the activities of the 
United States in international financial institu
tions to combat the entry of narcotic and psy
chotropic drugs and other controlled substances 
into the United States for the fiscal year just 
ended, for the current fiscal year, and for the 
next fiscal year. 

"(C) The identity of those countries which are 
the significant direct or indirect sources of nar
cotic and psychotropic drugs and other con
trolled substances significantly affecting the 
United States. For each such country, each re
port shall include the following: 

"(i) A detailed status report, with such infor
mation as can be reliably obtained, on the nar
cotic or psychotropic drugs or other controlled 
substances which are being cultivated, pro
duced, or processed in or transported through 
such country, noting significant changes in con
ditions, such as increases or decreases in the il
licit cultivation and manufacture of and traffic 
in such drugs and substances. 

"(ii) A description of the assistance under this 
chapter and the other kinds of United States as
sistance which such country received in the pre
ceding fiscal year, which are planned for such 
country for the current fiscal year, and which 
are proposed for such country for the next fiscal 
year, with an analysis of the impact that the 
furnishing of each such kind of assistance has 
had or is expected to have on the illicit cultiva
tion and manufacture of and traffic in narcotic 
and psychotropic drugs and other controlled 
substances in such country. 

"(iii) A description of the plans, programs, 
and timetables adopted by such country for the 
progressive elimination of the illicit cultivation 
of narcotic and psychotropic drugs and other 
controlled substances, and a discussion of the 
adequacy of the legal and law enforcement 
measures taken and the accomplishments 
achieved in accord with these plans. 

"(iv) A discussion of the extent to which such 
country has cooperated with United States nar
cotics control efforts through the extradition or 
prosecution of drug traffickers, and, where ap
propriate, a description of the status of negotia
tions with such country to negotiate a new or 
updated extradition treaty relating to narcotics 
offenses. 

"(D) For each major illicit drug producing 
country for which the President is proposing to 
furnish United States assistance for the next fis
cal year, a determination by the President of the 
maximum reductions in illicit drug production 
which are achievable during the next fiscal 
year. Each such determination shall be ex
pressed in numerical terms, such as the number 
of acres of illicitly cultivated controlled sub
stances which can be eradicated. 

"(E) For each major illicit drug producing 
country which received United States assistance 
for the preceding fiscal year, the actual reduc
tions in illicit drug production achieved by that 
country during such fiscal year. 

"(F) Specific comments and recommendations 
by appropriate Federal agencies involved in 
drug enforcement, including the United States 
Customs Service and the Drug Enforcement Ad
ministration, with respect to the degree to which 
countries listed in the report have, during the 
preceding year, cooperated fully with such 
agencies (as described in section 490A(b)). 

"(G) A description of the United States assist
ance for the preceding fiscal year which was de
nied, pursuant to section 490 or 490A, to each 
major illicit drug producing country and each 
major drug-transit country. 

"(b) MIDYEAR REPORT.-Not later than Sep
tember 1 of each year, the President shall trans
mit to the Speaker of the House of Representa
tives, and to the Committee on Foreign Rela
tions of the Senate, a complete and detailed 
midyear report on the activities and operations 
carried out under this chapter prior to such 
date. Such midyear report shall include the sta
tus of each agreement concluded prior to such 
date with other countries to carry out this chap
ter. 

"(c) ANNUAL REPORTS ON ASSISTANCE.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-At the time that the report 

required by subsection (a) is submitted each 
year, the Secretary of State, in consultation 
with appropriate United States Government 
agencies, shall report to the appropriate commit
tees of the Congress on the assistance provided 
by the United States Government during the 
preceding fiscal year to support international 
efforts to combat illicit narcotics production or 
trafficking. 

"(2) INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED.-Each re
port pursuant to this subsection shall-

"( A) specify the amount and nature of the as
sistance provided; 

"(B) include, for each country which is a sig
nificant direct or indirect source of narcotic and 
psychotropic drugs and other controlled sub
stances significantly affecting the United States, 
a section prepared by the Drug Enforcement Ad
ministration, a section prepared by the Customs 
Service, and a section prepared by the Coast 
Guard, which describes in detail-

"(i) the assistance provided or to be provided 
(as the case may be) to such country by that 
agency, and 

"(ii) the assistance provided or to be provided 
(as the case may be) to that agency by such 
country, 
with respect to narcotic control efforts during 
the preceding fiscal year' the current riscal 
year, and the next fiscal year; and 

"(C) list all transfers, which were made by the 
United States Government during the preceding 
fiscal year, to a foreign country for narcotics 
control purposes of any property seized by or 
otherwise forfeited to the United States Govern
ment in connection with narcotics-related activ
ity, including an estimate of the fair market 
value and physical condition of each item of 
property trans/erred. 

"(3) REPORTS MAY BE CLASSIFIED.-The re
ports required by this subsection may be pro
vided on a classified basis to the extent nec
essary. 
"SBC. 490. ANNUAL CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES 

FOR FISCAL l'EARS 199~ AND 1993. 
"(a) WITHHOLDING OF BILATERAL AsSISTANCE 

AND OPPOSITION TO MULTILATERAL DEVELOP
MENT AsSIST ANCE.-

"(1) BILATERAL ASSISTANCE.-Fifty percent of 
the United States assistance allocated each fis
cal year in the report required by section 653 for 
each major illicit drug producing country or 
major drug-transit country (as determined 
under subsection (h)) shall be withheld from ob
ligation and expenditure, except as provided in 
subsection (b). This paragraph shall not apply 
with respect to a country if the President deter
mines that its application to that country would 
be contrary to the national interest of the Unit
ed States, except that any such determination 
shall not take effect until at least 15 days after 
the President submits written notification of 
that determination to the appropriate congres
sional committees in accordance with the proce
dures applicable to reprogramming notifications 
under section 634A. 
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"(2) MULTILATERAL ASSISTANCE.-The Sec

retary of the Treasury shall instruct the United 
States Executive Director of the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the 
United States Executive Director of the Inter
national Development Association, the United 
States Executive Director of the Inter-American 
Development Bank, and the United States Exec
utive Director of the Asian Development Bank 
to vote, on and after April 1 of each year, 
against any loan or other utilization of the 
funds of their respective institution to or for any 
major illicit drug producing country or major 
drug-transit country (as determined under sub
section (h)), except as provided in subsection 
(b). 

"(b) CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES.-
"(]) WHAT MUST BE CERTIFIED.-Subject to 

subsection (d), the assistance withheld from a 
country pursuant to subsection (a)(l) may be 
obligated and expended, and the requirement of 
subsection (a)(2) to vote against multilateral de
velopment bank assistance to a country shall 
not apply, if the President determines and cer
tifies to the Congress, at the time of the submis
sion of the report required by section 489(a), 
that-

"(A) during the previous year the country has 
cooperated with the United States, or has taken 
adequate steps on its own, to achieve full com
pliance with the goals and objectives established 
by the United Nations Convention Against Illicit 
Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and PsYchotropic Sub
stances, 1988; or 

"(B) for a country that would not otherwise 
qualify for certification under subparagraph 
(A), the vital national interests of the United 
States require that the assistance withheld pur
suant to subsection (a)(l) be provided and that 
the United States not vote against multilateral 
development bank assistance for that country 
pursuant to subsection (a)(2). 

"(2) CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING COOPERA
TION.-ln making the determination described in 
paragraph (l)(A), the President shall consider 
the extent to which the country has-

"( A) met the goals and objectives of the Unit
ed Nations Convention Against fllicit Traffic in 
Narcotic Drugs and PsYchotropic Substances, 
1988, including action on such issues as illicit 
cultivation, production, distribution, sale, 
transport and financing, and money launder
ing, asset seizure, extradition, mutual legal as
sistance, law enforcement and transit coopera
tion, precursor chemical control, and demand 
reduction; 

"(B) accomplished the goals described in an 
applicable bilateral narcotics agreement with 
the United States or a multilateral agreement; 
and 

"(C) taken legal and law enforcement meas
ures to prevent and punish public corruption, 
especially by senior government officials, that 
facilitates the production, processing, or ship
ment of narcotic and PsYChotropic drugs and 
other controlled substances, or that discourages 
the investigation or prosecution of such acts. 

"(3) INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED IN NA
TIONAL INTEREST CERTIFICATION.-lf the Presi
dent makes a certification with respect to a 
country pursuant to paragraph (l)(B), the 
President shall include in such certification-

"( A) a full and complete description of the 
vital national interests placed at risk if United 
States bilateral assistance to that country is ter
minated pursuant to this section and multilat
eral development bank assistance is not pro
vided to such country; and 

"(B) a statement weighing the risk described 
in subparagraph (A) against the risks posed to 
the vital national interests of the United States 
by the failure of such country to cooperate fully 
with the United States in combating narcotics or 
to take adequate steps to combat narcotics on its 
own. 

"(c) LICIT OPIUM PRODUCING COUNTRIES.
The President may make a certification under 
subsection (b)(l)( A) with respect to a major il
licit drug producing country, or major drug
transit country. that is a producer of licit opium 
only if the President determines that such coun
try has taken steps to prevent significant diver
sion of its licit cultivation and production into 
the illicit market, maintains production and 
stockpiles at levels no higher than those consist
ent with licit market demand, and prevents il
licit cultivation and production. 

"(d) CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW.-Subsection (e) 
shall apply if, within 45 calendar days after re
ceipt of a certification submitted under sub
section (b) at the time of submission of the re
port required by section 489(a), the Congress en
acts a joint resolution disapproving the deter
mination of the President contained in such cer
tification. 

"(e) DENIAL OF Ass/STANCE FOR COUNTRIES 
DECERTJFIED.-lf the President does not make a 
certification under subsection (b) with respect to 
a country or the Congress enacts a joint resolu
tion disapproving such certification, then until 
such time as the conditions specified in sub
section (f) are satisfied-

"(1) funds may not be obligated for United 
States assistance for that country. and funds 
previously obligated for United States assistance 
for that country may not be expended for the 
purpose of providing assistance for that coun
try; and 

"(2) the requirement to vote against multilat
eral development bank assistance pursuant to 
subsection (a)(2) shall apply with respect to that 
country. without regard to the date specified in 
that subsection. 

"(f) RECERTIFICATION.-Subsection (e) shall 
apply to a country described in that subsection 
until-

"(1) the President, at the time of submission of 
the report required by section 489(a), makes a 
certification under subsection (b)(l)(A) or 
(b)(l)(B) with respect to that country, and the 
Congress does not enact a joint resolution under 
subsection (d) disapproving the determination of 
the President contained in that certification; or 

"(2) the President, at any other time, makes 
the certification described in subsection 
(b)(l)(B) with respect to that country, except 
that this paragraph applies only if either-

"( A) the President also certifies that-
"(i) that country has undergone a fundamen

tal change in government, or 
"(ii) there has been a fundamental change in 

the conditions that were the reason-
"( I) why the President had not made a certifi

cation with respect to that country under sub
section (b)(l)(A). or 

"(II) if he had made such a certification and 
the Congress enacted a joint resolution dis
approving the determination contained in the 
certification, why the Congress enacted that 
joint resolution; or 

"(B) the Congress enacts a joint resolution 
approving the determination contained in the 
certification under subsection (b)(l)(B). 
Any certification under subparagraph (A) of 
paragraph (2) shall discuss the justification for 
the certification. 

"(g) CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW PROCEDURES.
"(]) SENATE.-Any joint resolution under this 

section shall be considered in the Senate in ac
cordance with the provisions of section 601(b) of 
the International Security Assistance and Arms 
Export Control Act of 1976. 

"(2) HOUSE OF REPRESENTATJVES.-For the 
purpose of expediting the consideration and en
actment of joint resolutions under this section, a 
motion to proceed to the consideration of any 
such joint resolution after it has been reported 
by the appropriate committee shall be treated as 
highly privileged in the House of Representa
tives. 

"(h) DETERMINING MAJOR DRUG-TRANSIT AND 
MAJOR ILLICIT DRUG PRODUCING COUNTRIES FOR 
FISCAL YEARS 1992 AND 1993.-Not later than 
January 1 of each year, the President shall no
tify the appropriate committees of the Congress 
of which countries have been determined to be 
major drug-transit countries, and which coun
tries have been determined to be major illicit 
drug producing countries, for purposes of this 
Act. 

"(i) EFFECTIVE DATES OF SECTIONS.-This sec
tion applies only during fiscal years 1992 and 
1993. During those fiscal years, section 490A 
does not apply and the definitions provided in 
section 481(e)(2) and (5), as so redesignated by 
section 304(b)(3) of this title, do not apply. 
"SEC. 490A. ANNUAL CERTIFICATION PROCE

DURES AFTER SEPTEMBER 80, 1998. 
"(a) WITHHOLDING OF BILATERAL Ass/STANCE 

AND OPPOSITION TO MULTILATERAL DEVELOP
MENT AsSISTANCE.-

"(1) BILATERAL ASSISTANCE.-Fifty percent of 
the United States assistance allocated each fis
cal year in the report required by section 653 for 
each major illicit drug producing country or 
major drug-transit country shall be withheld 
from obligation and expenditure, except as pro
vided in subsection (b). 

"(2) MULTILATERAL ASSISTANCE.-The Sec
retary of the Treasury shall instruct the United 
States Executive Director of the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the 
United States Executive Director of the Inter
national Development Association, the United 
States Executive Director of the Inter-American 
Development Bank, and the United States Exec
utive Director of the Asian Development Bank 
to vote, on and after March 1 of each year, 
against any loan or other utilization of the 
funds of their respective institution to or for any 
major illicit drug producing country or major 
drug-transit country. except as provided in sub
section (b). 

"(b) CERTIFICATION PROCEDURE.-
"(]) WHAT MUST BE CERTIFIED.-Subject to. 

subsection (d), the assistance withheld from a 
country pursuant to subsection (a)(l) may be 
obligated and expended, and the requirement of 
subsection (a)(2) to vote against multilateral de
velopment bank assistance to a country shall 
not apply, if the President determines and cer
tifies to the Congress. at the time of the submis
sion of the report required by section 489A(a), 
that-

''( A) during the previous year the country has 
cooperated fully with the United States, or has 
taken adequate steps on its own-

' '(i) in satisfying the goals agreed to in an ap
plicable bilateral narcotics agreement with the 
United States (as described in paragraph (2)) or 
a multilateral agreement which achieves the ob
jectives of paragraph (2), 

''(ii) in preventing narcotic and PsYChotropic 
drugs and other controlled substances produced 
or processed, in whole or in part, in such coun
try or transported through such country, from 
being sold illegally within the jurisdiction of 
such country to United States Government per
sonnel or their dependents or from being trans
ported, directly or indirectly, into the United 
States, 

"(iii) in preventing and punishing the laun
dering in that country of drug-related profits or 
drug-related moneys, and 

"(iv) in preventing and punishing bribery and 
other forms of public corruption which facilitate 
the production, processing, or shipment of nar
cotic and psychotropic drugs and other con
trolled substances, or which discourage the in
vestigation and prosecution of such acts; or 

"(B) for a country that would not otherwise 
qualify for certification under subparagraph 
(A). the vital national interests of the United 
States require that the assistance withheld pur-
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suant to subsection (a)(l) be provided and that 
the United States not vote against multilateral 
development bank assistance for that country 
pursuant to subsection (a)(2). 

"(2) BILATERAL NARCOTICS AGREEMENT.-A bi
lateral narcotics agreement referred to in para
graph (1)( A)(i) is an agreement between the 
United States and a foreign country in which 
the foreign country agrees to take specific ac
tivities, including, where applicable, efforts to-

"(A) reduce drug production, drug consump
tion, and drug trafficking within its territory, 
including activities to address illicit crop eradi
cation and crop substitution; 

"(B) increase drug interdiction and enforce
ment; 

"(C) increase drug treatment; 
"(D) increase the identification of and elimi

nation of illicit drug laboratories; 
"(E) increase the identification of, and elimi

nation of trafficking in, essential precursor 
chemicals for use in the illicit production of nar
cotic and psychotropic drugs and other con
trolled substances; 

"(F) increase cooperation with United States 
drug enforcement officials; and 

"(G) where applicable, increase participation 
in extradition treaties, mutual legal assistance 
provisions directed at money laundering, shar
ing of evidence, and other initiatives for cooper
ative drug enforcement. 

"(3) REQUIREMENT FOR NARCOTICS AGREEMENT 
FOR CERTAIN COUNTRIES.-A country which in 
the previous year was designated as a major il
licit drug producing country or a major drug
transit country may not be determined to be co
operating fully under paragraph (l)(A) unless it 
has in place a bilateral narcotics agreement 
with the United States or a multilateral agree
ment which achieves the objectives of paragraph 
(2). 

"(4) INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED IN CERTIFI
CATION.-If the President makes a certification 
with respect to a country pursuant to para
graph (l)(B), the President shall include in such 
certification-

"( A) a full and complete description of the 
vital national interests placed at risk if United 
States bilateral assistance to that country is ter
minated pursuant to this section and multilat
eral development bank assistance is not pro
vided to such country; and 

"(B) a statement weighing the risk described 
in subparagraph (A) against the risks posed to 
the vital national interests of the United States 
by the failure of such country to cooperate fully 
with the United States in combating narcotics or 
to take adequate steps to combat narcotics on its 
own. 

"(5) LICIT OPIUM PRODUCING COUNTRIES.-The 
President may make a certification under para
graph (l)(A) with respect to a major illicit drug 
producing country, or major drug-transit coun
try, that is a producer of licit opium only if the 
President determines that such country has 
taken steps to prevent significant diversion of its 
licit cultivation and production into the illicit 
market, maintains production and stockpiles at 
levels no higher than those consistent with licit 
market demand, and prevents illicit cultivation 
and production. 

"(c) MATTERS To BE CONSIDERED.-In deter
mining whether to make the certification re
quired by subsection (b) with respect to a coun
try, the President shall consider the following: 

"(1) Have the actions of the government of 
that country resulted in the maximum reduc
tions in illicit drug production which were de
termined to be achievable pursuant to section 
489A(a)(2)(D)? In the case of a major illicit drug 
producing country, the President shall give fore
most consideration, in determining whether to 
make the determination required by subsection 
(b)(l)(A), to whether the government of that 

country has taken actions which have resulted 
in such reductions. 

"(2) Has that government taken the legal and 
law enforcement measures to enforce in its terri
tory, to the maximum extent possible, the elimi
nation of illicit cultivation and the suppression 
of illicit manufacturing of and trafficking in 
narcotic and psychotropic drugs and other con
trolled substances, as evidenced by seizures of 
such drugs and substances and of illicit labora
tories and the arrest and prosecution of viola
tors involved in the traffic in such drugs and 
substances significantly affecting the United 
States? 

"(3) Has that government taken the legal and 
law enforcement steps necessary to eliminate, to 
the maximum extent possible, the laundering in 
that country of drug-related profits or drug-re
lated moneys, as evidenced by-

"( A) the enactment and enforcement by that 
government of laws prohibiting such conduct, 

"(B) that government entering into, and co
operating under the terms of, mutual legal as
sistance agreements with the United States gov
erning (but not limited to) money laundering, 
and 

"(C) the degree to which that government oth
erwise cooperates with United States law en
forcement authorities on anti-money laundering 
efforts? 

"(4) Has that government taken the legal and 
law enforcement steps necessary to eliminate, to 
the maximum extent possible, bribery and other 
forms of public corruption which facilitate the 
illicit production, processing, or shipment of 
narcotic and psychotropic drugs and other con
trolled substances, or which discourage the in
vestigation and prosecution of such acts, as evi
denced by the enactment and enforcement of 
laws prohibiting such conduct? 

"(5) Has that government, as a matter of gov
ernment policy, encouraged or facilitated the il
licit production or distribution of narcotic and 
psychotropic drugs and other controlled sub
stances? 

"(6) Does any senior official of that govern
ment engage in, encourage, or facilitate the il
licit production or distribution of narcotic and 
psychotropic drugs and other controlled sub
stances? 

"(7) Has that government investigated aggres
sively all cases in which any member of an 
agency of the United States Government en
gaged in drug enforcement activities has been 
the victim, since January 1, 1985, of acts or 
threats of violence, inflicted by or with the com
plicity of any law enforcement or other officer 
of such country or any political subdivision 
thereof, and energetically sought to bring the 
perpetrators of such offense or offenses to jus
tice? 

"(8) Having been requested to do so by the 
United States Government, does that govern
ment fail to provide reasonable cooperation to 
lawful activities of United States drug enforce
ment agents, including the refusal of permission 
to such agents engaged in interdiction of aerial 
smuggling into the United States to pursue sus
pected aerial smugglers a reasonable distance 
into the airspace of the requested country? 

"(9) Has that government made necessary 
changes in legal codes in order to enable law en
! or cement officials to move more effectively 
against narcotics traffickers, such as new con
spiracy laws and new asset seizure laws? 

"(10) Has that government expeditiously proc
essed United States extradition requests relating 
to narcotics trafficking? 

"(11) Has that government refused to protect 
or give haven to any known drug traffickers, 
and has it expeditiously processed extradition 
requests relating to narcotics trafficking made 
by other countries? 

"(d) CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW.-Subsection (e) 
shall apply if, within 45 days of continuous ses-

sion (within the meaning of section 601(b)(l) of 
the International Security Assistance and Arms 
Export Control Act of 1976) after receipt of a 
certification under subsection (b), the Congress 
enacts a joint resolution disapproving the deter
mination of the President contained in such cer
tification. 

"(e) DENIAL OF ASSISTANCE FOR COUNTRIES 
DECERTIFIED.-If the President does not make a 
certification under subsection (b) with respect to 
a country or the Congress enacts a joint resolu
tion disapproving such certification, then until 
such time as the conditions specified in sub
section (f)(l) are satisfied-

"(1) funds may not be obligated for United 
States assistance for that country, and funds 
previously obligated for United States assistance 
for that country may not be expended for the 
purpose of providing assistance for that coun
try; and 

"(2) the requirement to vote against multilat
eral development bank assistance pursuant to 
subsection (a)(2) shall apply with respect to that 
country, without regard to the date specified in 
that subsection. 

''(f) RECERTIFICATION.-
"(1) TIME OF RECERTIFICATION; CONGRES

SIONAL ACTION.-Subsection (e) shall apply to a 
country described in that subsection until-

"( A) the President makes a certification under 
subsection (b) with respect to that country, and 
the Congress does not enact a joint resolution 
under subsection (d) disapproving the deter
mination of the President contained in that cer
tification; or 

"(BJ the President submits, at any other time, 
a certification described in subparagraph (A) or 
(B) of subsection (b)(l) with respect to such 
country, and the Congress enacts a joint resolu
tion approving the determination of the Presi
dent contained in that certification. 

"(2) CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW PROCEDURES.
( A) Any joint resolution under this section shall 
be considered in the Senate in accordance with 
the provisions of section 601(b) of the Inter
national Security Assistance and Arms Export 
Control Act of 1976. 

"(B) For the purpose of expediting the consid
eration and enactment of joint resolutions under 
this section, a motion to proceed to the consider
ation of any such joint resolution after it has 
been reported by the appropriate committee 
shall be treated as highly privileged in the 
House of Representatives. 

"(g) DETERMINING MAJOR DRUG-TRANSIT AND 
MAJOR ILLICIT DRUG PRODUCING COUNTRIES 
AFTER SEPTEMBER 30, 1993.-

"(1) ESTABLISHMENT OF GUIDELINES.-For 
each calendar year, the Secretary of State, after 
consultation with the appropriate committees of 
the Congress, shall establish numerical stand
ards and other guidelines for determining which 
countries will be considered to be major drug
transit countries under subparagraphs (A) and 
(B) of section 481(e)(5). 

"(2) NOTICE TO CONGRESS OF PRELIMINARY 
STANDARDS.-Not later than September 1 of each 
year, the Secretary of State shall make a pre
liminary determination of the numerical stand
ards and other guidelines to be used pursuant to 
paragraph (1) with respect to that year and 
shall notify the appropriate committees of the 
Congress of those standards and guidelines. 

"(3) NOTICE TO CONGRESS OF PRELIMINARY DE
TERMINATIONS.-Not later than October 1 of 
each year, the Secretary of State shall notify 
the appropriate committees of the Congress of-

,'( A) which countries have been determined to 
be major drug-transit countries for that year 
under the numerical standards and other guide
lines developed pursuant to this subsection; and 

"(B) which countries have been determined to 
be major illicit drug producing countries for that 
year.". 
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(b) DEFINITION OF UNITED STATES AsSIST

ANCE.-Paragraph (4) of section 481(i) of that 
Act is amended to read as follows: 

"(4) the term 'United States assistance' 
means-

"( A) any assistance under this Act (including 
programs under title IV of chapter 2, relating to 
the Overseas Private Investment Corporation), 
other than-

"(i) assistance under this chapter, 
"(ii) any other narcotics-related assistance 

under this part (including chapter 4 of part II), 
but any such assistance provided under this 
clause shall be subject to the prior notification 
procedures applicable to reprogrammings pursu
ant to section 634A of this Act, 

"(iii) disaster relief assistance, including any 
assistance under chapter 9 of this part, 

"(iv) assistance which involves the provision 
off ood (including monetization off ood) or medi
cine, and 

"(v) assistance for refugees; 
"(BJ sales under the Arms Export Control Act; 
"(CJ the provision of agricultural commod-

ities, other than food, under the Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954; 
and 

"(DJ financing under the Export-Import Bank 
Act of 1945;". 
SEC. 304. TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING PROVI· 

SIONS; REPEAL OF OBSOLETE PRO· 
VISIONS. 

(a) STATUTORY REFERENCES TO ANNUAL RE
PORTS AND CERTIFICATIONS.-After September 
30, 1993, any reference in any provision of law 
to section 489 or 490 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 shall be deemed to be a reference to 
the corresponding provision of section 489A or 
490A, respectively, unless the content requires 
otherwise. Any reference in any provision of 
law enacted before the date of enactment of this 
Act to section 481(e), section 481(h), or section 
481(i) of that Act shall be deemed to be a ref
erence to section 489, section 490, or section 
481(e), respectively. 

(b) TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMEND
MENTS.-Chapter 8 of part I of the Foreign As
sistance Act of 1961 is amended as follows: 

(1) Section 481(d)(3) is amended by striking 
out "subsection (e)" and inserting in lieu there
of "section 489(a)". 

(2) Subsections (e), (f), (g), (h), (j), and (k) of 
section 481 are repealed. 

(3) Subsection (i) of section 481 is amended by 
striking out "(i) As used in this section-" and 
inserting in lieu thereof "(e) DEFINITIONS.-Ex
cept as provided in sections 490(h) and (i) with 
respect to the definition of major illicit drug pro
ducing country and major drug-transit country, 
for purposes of this chapter and other provisions 
of this Act relating specifically to international 
narcotics matters-". 

(4) Subsection (d) of section 482 is redesig-
nated as subsection (c) of that section. 

(5) Section 486 is amended-
( A) in subsection (a)-
(i) in the text preceding paragraph (1), by 

striking out "481(h)" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "490"; and 

(ii) in paragraph (1), by repealing the last 
sentence; and 

(BJ in subsection (b)-
(t) by striking out "grant military assistance 

program" and inserting in lieu thereof "foreign 
military financing assistance"; and 

(ii) by striking out ", or the Arms Export Con
trol Act (relating to foreign military sales fi
nancing)". 

(6) Section 487 is amended-
( A) by striking out "and the Arms Export 

Control Act"; and 
(BJ by striking out "(as defined in section 

481(i)(3) of this Act)". 
(c) REPEAL OF OBSOLETE PROVISIONS.-

(1) 1988 DRUG ACT.-The International Narcot
ics Control Act of 1988 (which is title IV of the 
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988) is repealed except 
for section 4001, 4306, 4308, 4309, 4501, 4702, and 
4804. Section 4501(b) of that Act is amended by 
striking out "section 4601 of this title" and in
serting in lieu thereof "section 489(c) of the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961". 

(2) 1986 DRUG ACT.-The International Narcot
ics Control Act of 1986 (which is title II of the 
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986) is repealed except 
for section 2001, 2010, 2015, 2018, and 2029. 
SEC. 305. EXEMPTION OF NARC077CS.RELATED 

MILITARY ASSISTANCE FOR FISCAL 
YEARS 199! AND 1993 FROM PROHIBI· 
770N ON ASSISTANCE FOR LAW EN· 
FORCEMENT AGENCIES. 

(a) EXEMPTION.-For fiscal years 1992 and 
1993, section 660 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 shall not apply with respect to-

(1) transfers of excess defense articles under 
section 517 of that Act; 

(2) foreign military financing assistance that 
is provided for narcotics-related purposes; or 

(3) international military education and train
ing that is provided for narcotics-related pur
poses. 

(b) NOTIFICATION TO CONGRESS.-At least 15 
days before any transfer under subsection (a)(l) 
or any obligation of funds under subsection 
(a)(2) or (a)(3), the President shall notify the 
appropriate congressional committees in accord
ance with the procedures applicable to 
reprogramming notifications under section 634A. 

(c) COORDINATION WITH INTERNATIONAL NAR
COTICS CONTROL Ass/STANCE PROGRAM.-Assist
ance provided pursuant to this section shall be 
coordinated with international narcotics control 
assistance. 
SEC. 306. WAIVER OF RESTRICTIONS FOR NAR

C077CS-RBL.ATED ECONOMIC ASSIST· 
ANCE. 

For fiscal years 1992 and 1993, narcotics-relat
ed assistance under part I of the Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1961 may be provided notwithstand
ing any provision of law that restricts assistance 
to foreign countries if, at least 15 days before 
obligating funds for such assistance, the Presi
dent notifies the appropriate congressional com
mittees in accordance with the procedures appli
cable to reprogramming notifications under sec
tion 634A. 
SEC. 307. EXPORT-IMPORT BANK FINANCING OF 

ANTINARC077CS-RELATED SALES OF 
DEFENSE ARTICLES OR SERVICES. 

Section 2(b)(6)(B)(vi) of the Export-Import 
Bank Act of 1945 is amended by striking out 
"1992" and insert in lieu thereof "1994". 
TITLE IV-SPECIAL AUTHORITIES, RE· 

STRICTIONS, REPORTING REQUIRE· 
MENTS, ADMINISTRATIVE AND GENERAL 
PROVISIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND CON· 
FORMING AMENDMENTS AND REPEALS 

CHAPTER I-CONTINGENCY AND OTHER 
SPECIAL AUTHORITIES 

SBC. 401. PRESIDENTIAL CONTINGENCY FUND. 
There are authorized to be appropriated to the 

President, in order to meet unanticipated con
tingencies in the programs within the Inter
national Affairs Budget Function (150), 
$10,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 
Amounts appropriated under this section are 
authorized to remain available until expended. 
Funds appropriated under this section are au
thorized to be made available notwithstanding 
any other provision of law, except that the 
President shall notify the appropriate congres
sional committees at least 15 days before any ob
ligation of such funds in accordance with the 
procedures applicable to reprogramming notifi
cations under section 634A of the Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1961. 
SEC. 40!. DEMOCRACY CONTINGENCY FUND. 

Title IX of chapter 2 of part I of the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1961, as amended by title I of 

this Act, is amended by adding at the end the 
following: 
"SEC. !8!. DEMOCRACY CONTINGENCY FUND. 

"(a) AUTHORITY To PROVIDE Ass/STANCE.
The President is authorized to provide assist
ance for a foreign country under this section if 
the President determines that that country-

"(1) is emerging as a democracy; or 
"(2) is emerging from civil strife and either 

has a democratically elected government or is 
making substantial progress toward a demo
cratic form of government. 

"(b) PURPOSES OF AssISTANCE.-Assistance 
under this section shall be provided-

"(1) in the case of a country described in sub
section (a)(l), to encourage and facilitate the 
process of creating and institutionalizing democ
racy and to meet urgent economic and political 
needs; and 

"(2) in the case of a country described in sub
section (a)(2), to meet the immediate economic 
and human needs resulting from the civil strife. 

"(c) AUTHORITIES FOR AsSISTANCE.-Assist
ance under this section may be provided in ac
cordance with the authorities applicable to as
sistance under chapter 4 of part II (relating to 
economic support assistance) or any other provi
sion of this Act, other than chapter 2 of part II 
(relating to foreign military financing assist
ance) or chapter 5 of that part (relating to inter
national military education and training). 

"(d) NONAPPLICABILITY OF CERTAIN OTHER 
PROVISIONS OF LAW.-lf the President notifies 
the appropriate congressional committees at 
least 15 days in advance in accordance with the 
procedures applicable to reprogramming notifi
cations under section 634A, assistance may be 
provided under this section notwithstanding 
any provision of law that would otherwise pro
hibit such assistance. 

"(e) FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR USE.-The author
ity of this section may be exercised with respect 
to funds made available to carry out any provi
sion of this Act for any fiscal year, except that 
not more than $75,000,000 may be obligated in 
each fiscal year for assistance under this sec
tion.". 
SEC. 40S. UNANTICIPATED CONTINGENCIES. 

Section 451(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended by striking out "$25,000,000" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "$45,000,000". 
SEC. 404. TRANSFER AUTHORITY. 

(a) NOTICE TO CONGRESS.-Section 610(b) of 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended to 
read as follows: 

"(b) NOTIFICATION TO CONGRESS.-The au
thority of subsection (a) may be exercised only 
if the appropriate congressional committees are 
notified at least 15 days in advance of the exer
cise of that authority in accordance with the 
procedures applicable to reprogramming notifi
cations under section 634A. ". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-Subsection 
(a) of that section is amended-

(1) by striking out "pursuant to title IV of 
chapter 2 of part I" and insert in lieu thereof 
"for the costs of loan or guarantee programs in 
accordance with the requirements of the Federal 
Credit Reform Act of 1990"; and 

(2) by striking out "or for section 23 of the 
Arms Export Control Act". 
SEC. 406. SPECIAL WAIVER AUTHORITY. 

(a) LAWS AFFECTED.-Section 614 of the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended by strik
ing out subsections (a)(1) and (a)(2) and insert
ing in lieu thereof the following: 

"(a) AUTHORITY To AUTHORIZE AsSISTANCE, 
SALES, AND OTHER ACTIONS; LIMITATIONS.-(1) 
The President may authorize assistance, sales, 
or other action under this Act, the Arms Export 
Control Act, or any annual (or periodic) foreign 
assistance authorization or appropriations legis
lation, without regard to any of the provisions 
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described in subsection (b) if the President de
termines, and notifies the appropriate congres
sional committees in writing-

•'( A) with respect to assistance or other ac
tions under chapter 2 or 5 of part II of this Act, 
or sales or other actions under the Arms Export 
Control Act, that to do so is vital to the national 
security interests of the United States; and 

"(B) with respect to other assistance or ac
tions that to do so is important to the national 
interests of the United States. 

"(2) The President may waive any provision 
described in paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of sub
section (b) that would otherwise prohibit or re
strict assistance or other action under any pro
vision of law not described in those paragraphs 
if the President determines, and notifies the ap
propriate congressional committees in writing, 
that to do so is important to the national inter
est of the United States.". 

(b) ANNUAL CEILING.-Section 614(a)(4)(C) of 
that Act is amended-

(1) by striking out "$50,000,000" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "$75,000,000"; and 

(2) by striking out "victim of active Com
munist or Communist-support aggression'' and 
inserting in lieu thereof "victim of active aggres
sion". 

(c) LAWS WHICH MAY BE WAIVED.-Section 
614 of that Act is amended by repealing sub
sections (b) and (c) and inserting in lieu thereof 
the following: 

"(b) LAWS WHICH MAY BE WAIVED.-The pro
visions referred to in subsections (a)(l) and 
(a)(2) are-

"(1) the provisions of this Act; 
"(2) the provisions of the Arms Export Control 

Act; 
"(3) the provisions of any annual (or periodic) 

foreign assistance authorization or appropria
tions legislation, including any amendment 
made by any such Act; 

"(4) any other provision of law that restricts 
assistance, sales or leases, or other action under 
the Acts referred to in paragraphs (1), (2), or (3); 
and 

"(5) any law relating to receipts and credits 
accruing to the United States.". 

(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-Section 
614(a)(4) of that Act is amended-

(1) in subparagraph (A)(ii), by striking out 
"or the Arms Export Control Act"; and 

(2) in subparagraph (B), by striking out "the 
Arms Export Control Act or under". 
CHAPTER 2-B.ESTRICTIONS ON ASSIST

ANCE AND EXEMPTIONS FROM RESTRIC
TIONS 

SBC. 411. RESTRICTIONS ON LAW ENFORCEMENT 
ASSISTANCE: APPUCABIUTY TO 
NONFUNDBD ASSISTANCE, CONSOU· 
DATION OF EXCEPTIONS. 

Section 660 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended by striking out subsections (b), 
(c), and (d) and inserting in lieu thereof the fol
lowing: 

"(b) EXCESS DEFENSE ARTICLES, ETC.-The 
prohibition in subsection (a) shall be deemed to 
apply to the furnishing of any assistance that is 
authorized to be provided under this Act with
out regard to section 632(c) or (d). 

"(c) EXCEPTIONS.-The prohibition in sub
section (a) does not apply with respect to-

"(1) international narcotics control assistance 
under chapter 8 of part I; 

"(2) assistance, including training, in mari
time law enforcement and other maritime skills; 

"(3) assistance for a country which has a 
longstanding democratic tradition, does not 
have standing armed forces, and does not en
gage in a consistent pattern of gross violations 
of internationally recognized human rights; 

"(4) assistance in protecting and maintaining 
wildlife habitats and in developing sound wild
life management and plant conservation pro
grams; 

"(5) antiterrorism assistance under chapter 8 
of part II; 

"(6) the assistance for law enforcement in 
Latin America and the Caribbean that is au
thorized by section 534; and 

"(7) other assistance if another provision of 
law expressly provides that the prohibition con
tained in this section does not apply to such as
sistance.". 
SEC. 412. CONSOLIDATION OF CERTAIN RESTRIC

TIONS. 
Part III of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, 

as amended by title I of this Act, is amended by 
adding at the end the following: 

"CHAPTER 5-RESTRICTIONS ON 
ASSISTANCE 

"SEC. 691. INELIGmLB COUNTRIES AND 
PROJECTS. 

"(a) RESTRICTIONS.-Except as provided in 
subsection (b), assistance under this Act may 
not be furnished to any of the following: 

"(1) COMMUNIST COUNTRIES.-A communist 
country, as designated under subsection (c). 

"(2) HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATORS.-A country 
described in subsection (d). 

"(3) EXPROPRIATION OF UNITED STATES PROP
ERTY.-A country whose government-

"( A) on or after January 1, 1962, has-
"(i) expropriated the property of any United 

States person, 
"(ii) repudiated or nullified any contract with 

any United States person, or 
"(iii) taken any other action (such as dis

criminatory taxes or other exactions) which has 
the effect of seizing ownership or control of the 
property of any United States person, and 

"(B) has not within a reasonable period of 
time provided adequate and effective compensa
tion and is not engaged in good faith efforts to 
negotiate a settlement, if the United States per
son has exhausted host country legal and other 
formal remedies. 
For purposes of this paragraph, the term 'Unit
ed States person' means a United States citizen 
or corporation, partnership, or association at 
least 50 percent beneficially owned by United 
States citizens. 

"(4) MILITARY COUPS.-A country whose duly
elected head of government is deposed by mili
tary coup or decree unless subsequent to the 
military coup or decree a democratically-elected 
government has taken office. 

"(5) COUNTRIES IN ARREARS ON ASSISTANCE RE
PAYMENTS.-The government of any country 
which is more than 1 year in arrears to the 
United States Government on any payment of 
interest or principal on any loan made or credit 
extended under this Act (or under the former 
authorities of section 23 of the Arms Export 
Control Act). 

"(6) COMPETITION WITH UNITED STATES EX
PORTS.-Direct support for any project or activ
ity that is specifically designed to increase ex
ports of any agricultural, textile, or apparel 
commodity from a developing country if such ex
ports-

''( A) would be in direct competition with Unit
ed States exports, and 

"(B) can reasonably be expected to cause sub
stantial injury to United States exporters of the 
same or substantially similar commodity. 

"(7) COUNTRIES THAT EXPORT LETHAL MILI
TARY EQUIPMENT TO COUNTRIES SUPPORTING 
INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM.-A country which 
provides lethal military equipment to a country, 
the government of which the Secretary of State 
has determined is a terrorist government for 
purposes of section 6(j) of the Export Adminis
tration Act of 1979. The prohibition under this 
paragraph with respect to a country shall termi
nate 12 months after that country ceases to pro
vide such military equipment. This paragraph 
applies with respect to lethal military equipment 
provided under a contract entered into after the 
effective date of this section. 

"(b) EXCEPTIONS.-
"(1) CRITERIA.-Assistance restricted by sub

section (a), or any similar provision of law, may 
be furnished under either of the following cir
cumstances: 

"(A) NATIONAL INTEREST.-The President de
termines that furnishing such assistance is im
portant to the national interests of the United 
States. 

"(B) ALLEVIATING SUFFERING RESULTING FROM 
A DISASTER.-The assistance is furnished for the 
alleviation of suffering resulting from a natural 
or manmade disaster. 

"(2) REPORT TO CONGRESS.-Assistance re
stricted by subsection (a), or any similar provi
sion of law, may not be furnished under this 
subsection until the President has submitted to 
the appropriate congressional committees a re
port with respect to such assistance. Any such 
report shall include a detailed explanation of 
the assistance to be provided, including the esti
mated dollar amount of such assistance, and an 
explanation of how the assistance meets the cri
teria specified in paragraph (1). In the case of 
a report with respect to assistance provided 
under subparagraph (A) of paragraph (1), the 
report shall be submitted, in accordance with 
the procedures applicable to reprogramming no
tifications under section 634A, at least 15 days 
before any funds are obligated for such assist
ance. 

"(3) APPLICABILITY TO OTHER RESTRICTED AC
TIVITIES.-With respect to the restrictions im
posed pursuant to subsection (d)(3) or any other 
provision of law to which this subsection ap
plies, references in this subsection to furnishing 
assistance shall be deemed to include the taking 
of other actions that, but for this subsection, 
would be restricted by such provision. 

"(c) COMMUNIST COUNTRY LIST.-
"(1) ESTABLISHMENT.-The President shall 

designate those countries that are Communist 
countries for purposes of subsection (a)(l). 

"(2) PUBLICATION OF LIST.-The initial list of 
countries designated pursuant to this subsection 
shall be published in the Federal Register and 
shall be provided to the appropriate congres
sional committees. Thereafter, any additions to 
or deletions from such list shall be similarly 
published and provided. 

"(3) REMOVAL OF COUNTRIES FROM THE LIST; 
EXEMPTIONS.-The President may remove a 
country from the Communist country list estab
lished pursuant to this subsection, or may ex
empt a listed country from the application of 
subsection (a)(l) or other provisions of law that 
reference subsection (a)(l), if the President 
promptly reports such removal or exemption to 
the appropriate congressional committees. 

"(4) CONFORMING CROSS REFERENCES.-Any 
generic reference in any provision of law en
acted before the date of enactment of this sec
tion to countries listed under section 620(f) shall 
be deemed to ref er to countries listed pursuant 
to this subsection. 

"(d) HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATORS.-
"(1) INELIGIBILITY.-Subsection (a)(2) shall 

apply to any country the government of which 
engages in a consistent pattern of gross viola
tions of internationally recognized human 
rights. 

"(2) MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED.-ln imple
menting subsection (a)(2), consideration shall be 
given to the following: 

"(A) The relevant findings of appropriate 
international organizations and nongovern
mental organizations. 

"(B) The extent of cooperation by the govern
ment in question in permitting an unimpeded in
vestigation by indigenous nongovernmental or
ganizations, other nongovernmental organiza
tions, and international organizations (such as 
the International Committee of the Red Cross), 
of alleged violations of internationally recog
nized human rights. 
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"(C) Specific actions that have been taken by 

the President or the Congress relating to the 
human rights practices of the government in 
question. 

"(3) RELATED RESTRICTIONS.-Subsection 
(a)(2) shall be deemed to prohibit, in addition to 
the furnishing of assistance under this Act-

"( A) sales of defense articles, defense services, 
or design and construction services under the 
Arms Export Control Act; 

"(B) licenses under section 38 of that Act with 
respect to the export of defense articles or de
fense services to or for the armed forces, police, 
intelligence, or other internal security forces of 
a foreign country; and 

"(C) licenses required under the Export Ad
ministration Act of 1979 for the export of crime 
control and detection instruments and equip
ment. 

"(e) VALUATION OF EXPROPRIATED PROP
ERTY.-!/ the President requests such an evalua
tion, the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission 
is authorized to evaluate the value of the prop
erty which is the subject of an action described 
in subsection (a)(3) and render an advisory re
port with respect to the value of such property 
to the President.". 
SEC. 413. EXEMPTIONS FROM RESTRICTIONS. 

(a) Ass/STANCE THROUGH NGOs AND Ass/ST
ANCE TO ADDRESS CERTAIN SPECIAL DEVEL
OPMENT AL NEEDS.-Chapter 5 of part III of the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as added by the 
preceding section of this title, is amended by 
adding at the end the following: 
"SEC. 69!1. EXEMPTION FOR NONGOVERNMENTAL 

ORGANIZATIONS FROM RESTRIC· 
TIONS OF ASSISTANCE. 

"(a) RESTRICTIONS NOT APPL/CABLE.-Restric
tions contained in this or any other Act with re
spect to assistance for a country shall not be 
construed to restrict assistance under part I in 
support of programs of nongovernmental organi
zations. 

"(b) CRITERIA.-The President shall take into 
consideration, in any case in which a restriction 
on assistance would be applicable but for this 
section, whether assistance for programs of non
governmental organizations directly benefits the 
poor people, directly promotes increased respect 
for human rights and the development of democ
racy, or otherwise is in the national interest of 
the United States. 

"(c) NOTICE TO CONGRESS.-The President 
shall notify promptly the appropriate congres
sional committees with respect to each use of the 
authority of this section to furnish assistance 
for a program of a nongovernmental organiza
tion. Such notification shall describe the pro
gram to be assisted, the assistance to be pro
vided, and the reasons for furnishing such as
sistance. 
"SBC. 693. EXEMPTION FROM PROHIBmONS FOR 

ASSISTANCE TO ADDRESS CERTAIN 
SPECIAL NBBDS. 

"(a) EXEMPTION FROM PROHIBITIONS.-Not
withstanding any provision of law that restricts 
foreign assistance to foreign countries except 
those provisions described in subsection (b), 
funds made available for assistance under chap
ter 1 or chapter 10 of part I or under chapter 4 
of part II may be used to support activities de
scribed in-

"(1) section 102B(l) (relating to assistance to 
meet the needs of individuals with disabilities); 

"(2) section 102B(2) (relating to assistance to 
address the needs of displaced children); 

"(3) section 104(c)(2) (relating to child sur
vival activities); 

"(4) section 104(c)(3) (relating to immuniza
tion and oral rehydration); 

"(5) section 104(c)(4) (relating to the preven
tion and control of acquired immune deficiency 
SYndrome (AIDS)); 

"(6) section 106(d) (relating to environ
mentally sound, sustainable resource manage
ment); or 
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"(7) section 106(e) (relating to more efficient 
energy systems). 

"(b) EXCEPTIONS.-Subsection (a) does not 
apply with respect to-

"(1) section 620A or any comparable provision 
of law prohibiting assistance to countries that 
support international terrorism; or 

"(2) section 691(a)(2) or any comparable provi
sion of law prohibiting assistance to countries 
that violate internationally recognized human 
rights.". 

(b) ACTIVITIES UNDER CERTAIN LAWS NOT AF
FECTED.-Section 638(a) of that Act is amended 
to read as follows: 

"(a) ACTIVITIES UNDER CERTAIN LAWS NOT 
AFFECTED.-Unless expressly provided to the 
contrary, provisions of this Act and other provi
sions applicable to foreign assistance shall not 
be construed to prohibit activities authorized by 
or conducted under the Peace Corps Act, the 
Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act 
of 1961, the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, the 
Agricultural Act of 1949, the Agricultural Trade 
Development and Assistance Act of 1954, the 
Food for Progress Act of 1985, the Inter-Amer
ican Foundation Act, the African Development 
Foundation Act, or the Migration and Refugee 
Assistance Act of 1962, or commercial export pro
motion activities of the Department of Agri
culture (including the Commodity Credit Cor
poration).". 

(C) EXEMPTION OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES FROM 
CERTAIN PROHIBITIONS.-Section 638(b) of that 
Act is amended to read as fallows: 

"(b) EXEMPTION OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
FROM CERTAIN PROHIBITIONS.-Provisions of 
this or any other Act shall not be construed to 
prohibit assistance for any training activity 
funded under this Act for a country as long as 
that country has a democratically elected gov
ernment and the assistance is otherwise consist
ent with-

"(1) section 490 (relating to the annual nar
cotics cooperation certification process); 

"(2) section 620A (relating to countries that 
support international terrorism); 

"(3) section 660 (relating to police training); 
"(4) section 691(a)(l) (relating to communist 

countries); and 
"(5) section 691(a)(2) (relating to human 

rights violators).". 
CHAPTER 3-REPORTS 

SEC. 421. HUMAN RIGHTS POUCY AND REPORTS. 
(a) CONSOLIDATION OF REPORTING REQUIRE

MENTS.-Title IX of chapter 2 of part I of the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended by 
title I of this Act and chapter 1 of this title, is 
amended by adding at the end the fallowing: 
"SEC. !183. HUMAN RIGHTS POUCY AND REPORTS. 

"(a) PROMOTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS.-The 
United States shall, in accordance with its 
international obligations as set for th in the 
Charter of the United Nations and in keeping 
with the constitutional heritage and traditions 
of the United States, promote and encourage in
creased respect for human rights and fundamen
tal freedoms throughout the world without dis
tinction as to race, sex, language, or religion. 
Accordingly, a principal goal of the foreign pol
icy of the United States shall be to promote the 
increased observance of internationally recog
nized human rights by all countries. 

"(b) CONDUCT OF AsSISTANCE AND MILITARY 
SALES PROGRAMS.-ln furtherance of subsection 
(a), the President shall formulate and conduct 
United States assistance and military sales pro
grams in a manner which will-

"(1) promote and advance human rights; 
''(2) strengthen a relationship between civil

ian and military sectors appropriate to a demo
cratic system of government; and 

"(3) avoid identification of the United States, 
through these programs, with governments 
which deny to their people internationally rec-

ognized human rights and fundamental free
doms in violation of international law or in con
travention of the policy of the United States as 
expressed in this section or otherwise. 

"(c) MATTERS TO BE CONSIDERED.-ln carry
ing out subsection (b) and in preparing the an
nual reports required by subsection (d) and any 
special report submitted pursuant to subsection 
(e), consideration shall be given to the follow
ing: 

"(1) The relevant findings of appropriate 
international organizations and nongovern
mental organizations. 

"(2) The extent of cooperation by the govern
ment in question in permitting an unimpeded in
vestigation by indigenous nongovernmental or
ganizations, other nongovernmental organiza
tions, and international organizations (such as 
the International Committee of the Red Cross) of 
alleged violations of internationally recognized 
human rights. 

"(d) ANNUAL HUMAN RIGHTS REPORT.-ln fur
therance of subsections (a) and (b), the Presi
dent shall transmit to the Congress, not later 
than February 28 each year, a full and complete 
report with respect to practices regarding the 
observance of and respect for internationally 
recognized human rights in every foreign coun
try. Wherever applicable, such reports shall in
clude information on practices regarding coer
cion in population control,' including coerced 
abortion and involuntary sterilization. 

"(e) SPECIAL REPORTS.-Upon the request of 
the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Sen
ate or the Committee on Foreign Alf airs of the 
House of Representatives, the President should, 
within 30 days after receipt of such request, 
transmit to both committees a special report 
with respect to the country designated in such 
request. The report shall set forth-

"(1) all information, which has become avail
able since submission of the last report under 
subsection (d), with respect to the matters de
scribed in subsections (f)(l) and (2); 

"(2) the steps the United States has taken to
"(A) promote respect for and observance of 

human rights in the country in question and 
discourage any practices which are inimical to 
internationally recognized human rights; 

"(B) publicly or privately call attention to 
such practices; 

"(C) disassociate the United States, and any 
United States assistance or military sales pro
vided for such country, from such practices; and 

"(3) such other information as the committee 
may request. 

"(/) INFORMATION To BE PROVIDED.-Each 
annual report under subsection (d), and each 
special report pursuant to subsection (e), shall 
include-

"(1) all information available about observ
ance of and respect for human rights and fun
damental freedom in the country in question, 
and 

"(2) a detailed description of practices by the 
recipient government with respect to human 
rights and fundamental freedom, including in
formation provided by appropriate organiza
tions, including nongovernmental organizations. 

"(g) DEFINIT/ONS.-For the purposes of this 
section-

"(1) the term 'assistance' means any assist
ance authorized by this Act; and 

"(2) the term 'military sales' means-
''(A) sales of defense articles, defense services, 

and design and construction under the Arms 
Export Control Act; and 

"(B) licenses under section 38 of that Act with 
respect to the export of defense articles or de
fense services to or for the armed forces, police, 
intelligence, or other internal security forces of 
a foreign country.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-Section 624(f) 
of that Act (relating to the duties of the Assist-
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ant Secretary of State For Human Rights) is 
amended-

(1) in paragraphs (1) and (2), by inserting "ci
vilians and noncombatants in situations of 
armed conflict," after "refugees,"; 

(2) by repealing the last sentence of para
graph (1); and 

(3) in paragraph (2)-
(A) in subparagraph (A), by striking out "to 

which the requirements of sections 116 and 502B 
of this Act are relevant"; 

(B) in subparagraph (B) by striking out 
"502B" and inserting in lieu thereof "283"; 

(C) by redesignating subparagraph (D) as sub
paragraph (E); and 

(D) by striking out subparagraph (C) and in
serting in lieu thereof the following: 

"(C) making recommendations to the Sec
retary of State and the administrator of the 
agency primarily responsible for administering 
part I regarding compliance with sections 283 
and 691(a)(2); 

"(D) as part of the Assistant Secretary's over
all policy responsibility for the creation of Unit
ed States Government human rights policy, ad
vising the administrator on the policy frame
work under which assistance under paragraphs 
(3) and (4) of section 281(b) will be developed, 
and consulting with the administrator on the se
lection and implementation of programs and ac
tivities assisted under those paragraphs; and". 
SEC. 422. CONGRESSIONAL PRESENTATION DOCU· 

MENTS FOR ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE. 
(a) ANNUAL SUBMISSIONS.-Section 634 of the 

Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended to 
read as fallows: 
"SEC. 634. CONGRESSIONAL PRESENTATION DOC· 

UMENTS FOR ECONOMIC ASSIST· 
ANCE. 

"(a) REQUIREMENT FOR SUBMISSION.-The 
President shall prepare, and submit to the ap
propriate congressional committees in a timely 
manner, annual congressional presentation doc
uments for economic assistance programs under 
part I. 

"(b) MATERIALS FOR DEVELOPMENT AND ECO
NOMIC SUPPORT ASSISTANCE.-For development 
assistance and economic support assistance the 
documents submitted pursuant to subsection (a) 
shall include the following: 

"(1) The rationale for the allocation of assist
ance to each country, regional program, or cen
trally funded program. In the case of economic 
support assistance, this rationale shall include a 
justification for the provision of economic sup
port assistance and for the particular use of 
that assistance. 

"(2) A brief description of each country pro
gram, regional program, and centrally funded 
program, including-

"( A) in the case of development assistance, a 
discussion of how each program supports, as ap
propriate, the four basic objectives set forth in 
section 102 of this Act; and 

"(B) in the case of economic support assist
ance, a discussion of the extent to which each 
program supports the four basic objectives set 
forth in section 102. 

"(3) A description of new activities to be un
dertaken in the coming fiscal year. 

"(c) DEVELOPMENT FUND FOR AFRICA.-The 
documents submitted pursuant to subsection (a) 
shall include a description of the progress made 
during the previous fiscal year in carrying out 
chapter 10 of part I in three countries in sub-Sa
haran Africa which represent differing economic 
situations and levels of progress. The descrip
tion shall include-

"(1) the nature and extent of consultation to 
ensure local perspectives, as described in sub
sections (e)(l) and (f) of section 496; 

"(2) the degree of involvement of local people 
in the implementation of projects having a local 
focus; 

"(3) the extent to which there has been expan
sion of the participation and integration of Afri
can women in each of the critical sectors speci
fied in section 496(i); 

"(4) program assistance provided, including 
the amounts obligated, the criteria used for as
sisting reforms, and the provisions made pursu
ant to section 496(h)(2)(B) to protect vulnerable 
groups from possible negative consequences of 
the reforms; and 

"(5) a description of the assistance for the 
critical sector priorities specified in section 
496(i), by sector, including the amounts obli
gated. 

"(d) OTHER ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE PRO
GRAMS.-The documents submitted pursuant to 
subsection (a) shall include for each economic 
assistance program (other than those programs 
specified in subsections (b) and (c))-

"(1) a summary of program activities for the 
previous year; and 

"(2) a description of activities anticipated in 
the current fiscal year and the coming fiscal 
year. 

"(e) REPORT ON UNEXPENDED BALANCES.-For 
development assistance, assistance under the 
Multilateral Assistance Initiative for the Phil
ippines, assistance from the Development Fund 
for Africa, and economic support assistance, the 
documents submitted pursuant to subsection (a) 
shall include-

"(1) an identification of any funds that, as of 
September 30 of the preceding fiscal year, had 
been obligated for a period of 5 years or more 
but had not been expended; and 

''(2) with respect to each project or other ac
tivity for which such funds remain unerpended, 
the justification for such funds not having been 
expended. 

"(f) REPORT ON CHILD SURVIVAL AND BASIC 
EDUCATION.-In conjunction with the submis
sion of the documents pursuant to subsection 
(a), the President shall submit to the Congress a 
report describing-

"(1) United States contributions to the 
achievement of the goals and strategies enun
ciated in the World Declaration on the Survival, 
Protection and Development of Children; the 
Plan of Action for Implementing the World Dec
laration on the Survival, Protection and Devel
opment of Children; the World Declaration on 
Education for All; and the Framework for Ac
tion to Meet Basic Learning Needs; 

"(2) the progress achieved during the preced
ing fiscal year in carrying out section 104(c)(3); 
and 

"(3) the funding provided for child survival 
activities and for basic education under United 
States foreign assistance programs for the cur
rent fiscal year and the preceding fiscal year, as 
well as the planned funding levels for the next 
fiscal year and (to the extent feasible) for subse
quent fiscal years. 

"(g) ADDITIONAL MATERIALS.-In conjunction 
with the submission of the documents pursuant 
to subsection (a), the President shall submit to 
the Congress a report which sets forth the fol
lowing: 

"(1) The dollar value of all foreign assistance, 
by category and by country, furnished by the 
United States Government by any means to each 
foreign country and international organiza
tion-

"(A) from 1946 to the fiscal year immediately 
preceding the fiscal year in which the report is 
submitted; 

"(B) as obligated during the immediately pre
ceding fiscal year; 

"(C) as presented for the fiscal year in which 
the report is submitted; and 

"(D) as proposed for the fiscal year following 
the year in which the report is submitted. 

"(2) A summary of the net aid flow from the 
United States to each country, taking into con-

sideration the repayments to the United States 
from previous foreign assistance loans and the 
debt relief granted by the United States. 

"(3) The status of the debt servicing capacity 
of each country receiving assistance under part 
I, and a statement summarizing the debt relief 
granted to each country by the United States 
and the purpose for which it was granted.". 

(b) REPORT BY INSPECTOR GENERAL REGARD
ING UNEXPENDED BALANCES.-As soon as pos
sible after the submission to the Congress of the 
congressional presentation documents for fiscal 
year 1994, the Inspector General for the agency 
primarily responsible for administering part I 
shall submit to the appropriate congressional 
committees-

(1) such comments as the Inspector General 
considers appropriate with regard to the jus
tifications provided pursuant to section 634(e)(2) 
of that Act (as amended by this section) regard
ing unexpended balances, and 

(2) such recommendations as the Inspector 
General considers appropriate with respect to 
such unexpended balances. 
SEC. as. NOTIFICATION OF PROGRAM CHANGES. 

Section 634A of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 634A. NOTIFICATION OF PROGRAM 

CHANGES. 
"(a) INCREASED ASSISTANCE AND NEW PRO

GRAMS.-Unless the appropriate congressional 
committees are notified at least 15 days in ad
vance, funds appropriated for a fiscal year to 
carry out this Act may not be obligated for the 
following: 

"(1) INCREASE IN ASSISTANCE LEVEL.-Any as
sistance under any provision of this Act-

"( A) for a country or international organiza
tion for which assistance under that provision 
was not justified in congressional presentation 
documents for that fiscal year, or 

"(B) in excess of the amount justified in the 
congressional presentation documents and allo
cated pursuant to section 653(a) for that coun
try or organization under that provision for 
that fiscal year. 

"(2) NEW ACTIVITIES.-Any economic assist
ance for a program, project, or activity under 
any provision of this Act-

"( A) which was not justified in congressional 
presentation documents for that fiscal year; and 

"(B) for which assistance was not furnished 
for the preceding fiscal year. 

"(b) CONGRESSIONAL PRESENTATION Docu
MENTS.-For purposes of this section, the term 
'congressional presentation documents' means 
the annual congressional presentation docu
ments for assistance under this Act or the jus
tification documents accompanying a request for 
supplemental authorizations of appropriations 
or supplemental appropriations for assistance 
under this Act. 

"(c) APPROPRIATIONS SUBJECT TO REQUIRE
MENT.-Subsection (a) applies with respect to all 
funds appropriated for assistance under this Act 
(including international narcotics control assist
ance) other than-

' '(1) assistance under section 221 (relating to 
the housing and other credit guarantee pro
gram), 

"(2) assistance under title IV of chapter 2 of 
part I (relating to the Overseas Private Invest
ment Corporation), 

"(3) assistance for programs of disaster relief 
and rehabilitation, including international dis
aster assistance programs under chapter 9 of 
part I, 

"(4) assistance from the Development Fund 
for Africa, and 

"(5) assistance under section 661 (relating to 
the Trade and Development Agency). 

"(d) EMERGENCY EXCEPTIONS.-
"(1) WAIVER.-Subject to paragraph (2), the 

}!resident may waive the requirement of sub-
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section (a), or any similar requirement con
tained in foreign assistance authorization or ap
propriations legislation to provide advance noti
fication to the Congress or specified congres
sional committees, if the President determines 
that failure to do so would pose a substantial 
risk to human health or welfare. 

"(2) EXERCISE OF AUTHORITY.-Bef ore exercis
ing the authority of this subsection, the Presi
dent shall notify the appropriate congressional 
committees, the Congress, or the specified con
gressional committees (as the case may be). Any 
notification under this paragraph shall contain 
an explanation of the circumstances necessitat
ing the use of the authority of this subsection.". 
SEC. 4%4. ANNUAL ALLOCATION REPORTS. 

Section 653(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended by inserting "for a period of 
less than 90 days" after "continuing appropria
tions". 

CHAPTER 4-ADMINISTRATIVE AND 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 

SEC. 431. USE OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE. 
Section 601 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 

1961 is amended to read as follows: 
"SBC. 601. USE OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE. 

"(a) IN GENERAL.-ln order to encourage and 
facilitate participation by private enterprise to 
the maximum extent practicable in achieving 
any of the purposes of this Act, the President 
shall-

"(1) to the maximum extent practicable carry 
out programs of assistance through private 
channels and, to the extent practicable, in con
junction with local private or governmental par
ticipation; 

''(2) utilize wherever practicable the services 
of United States private enterprise to provide 
the necessary skills to develop and implement a 
specific project or program of assistance, and 
provide where appropriate for the transfer of eq
uity ownership in such project or program to 
private investors at the earliest feasible time. 

"(b) TECHNICAL AsSISTANCE.-ln providing 
technical assistance under this Act, the Presi
dent shall utilize, to the fullest extent prac
ticable, goods and professional and other serv
ices from private enterprise on a contract basis. 
The facilities and resources of agencies of the 
United States Government which do not admin
ister programs under this Act may be utilized 
when such facilities are particularly or uniquely 
suitable for technical assistance, are not com
petitive with private enterprise, and can be 
made available without interfering unduly with 
domestic programs. 

"(c) MILITARY ASSISTANCE.-The Secretary of 
Defense shall assure that there is made avail
able to suppliers in the United States, and par
ticularly to small independent enterprises, inf or
mation with respect to purchases made by the 
Department of Defense pursuant to part II. 
Such information shall be furnished as far in 
advance as possible.". 
SBC. 43%. PROCUREMENT. 

Section 604 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended to read as follows: 
"SBC. 604. PROCUREMENT. 

"(a) LIMITATIONS ON PROCUREMENT OUTSIDE 
THE UNITED STATES.-Funds made available for 
assistance under this Act may be used for pro
curement-

"(1) in the United States, the recipient coun
try, or a developing country; or 

"(2) in any other country but only if-
"( A) the provision of such assistance requires 

commodities or services, or defense articles or 
defense services, of a type that are not produced 
in and available for purchase in any country 
specified in paragraph (1); or 

"(B) the President determines, on a case-by
case basis, that procurement in such other coun
try is necessary-

"(i) to meet unforeseen circumstances, such as 
emergency situations, where it is important to 
permit procurement in a country not specified in 
paragraph (1). or 

"(ii) to promote efficiency in the use of United 
States foreign assistance resources, including to 
avoid impairment of foreign assistance objec
tives. 

"(b) PROCUREMENT METHOD FOR INSTITUTIONS 
OF HIGHER EDUCATION.-The President may es
tablish separate procurement standards and 
procedures for projects under part I to limit 
competition to a selection among institutions of 
higher education when the projects would bene
fit substantially from the resources and special 
capabilities of such institutions.". 
SEC. 433. REIMBURSABLE PROGRAMS. 

Section 607(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended by adding after paragraph (2) 
the following: 
"Limitations on assistance in this or any other 
Act do not apply with respect to this sub
section.". 
SEC. 434. SPECIAL ACCOUNTS FOR AND USE OF 

HOST·COUNTRY OWNED WCAL CUR· 
REN CY. 

Section 609 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 609. SPECIAL ACCOUNTS FOR AND USE OF 

HOST·COUNTRY OWNED LOCAL CUR· 
REN CY. 

"(a) SPECIAL ACCOUNT.-// assistance is fur
nished to the government of a foreign country 
under part I under arrangements which will re
sult in the generation of local currencies of that 
country. the President shall-

"(1) require that local currencies be deposited 
in a special account established by that govern
ment; 

''(2) enter into an agreement with that gov
ernment which sets forth-

' '(A) the amount of the local currencies to be 
so generated, and 

"(B) the terms and conditions under which 
the currencies so deposited may be utilized, con
sistent with this section; and 

"(3) establish by agreement with that govern
ment the responsibilities of the agency primarily 
responsible for administering part I and that 
government to monitor and account for deposits 
into and disbursements from the special ac
count. 

"(b) USES OF LOCAL CURRENCIES.-As may be 
agreed upon with the foreign government, local 
currencies deposited in a special account pursu
ant to subsection (a), or an equivalent amount 
of local currencies, shall be used only-

"(1) to carry out part I for such purposes as 
project or sector assistance activities or debt and 
deficit financing. or 

''(2) for the administrative requirements of the 
United States Government. 

"(c) PROGRAMMING ACCOUNTABILITY.-The 
agency primarily responsible for administering 
part I shall take all appropriate steps to ensure 
that the equivalent of the local currencies dis
bursed pursuant to subsection (b)(l) from the 
special account established pursuant to sub
section (a)(l) are used for the purposes agreed 
upon pursuant to subsection (a)(2). 

"(d) TERMINATION OF Ass/STANCE PRO
GRAMS.-Upon termination of assistance to a 
country under part I, any unencumbered bal
ances of funds which remain in a special ac
count established pursuant to subsection (a) 
shall be disposed of for such purposes as may be 
agreed to by the government of that country 
and the United States Government. 

"(e) REQUIREMENTS NOT APPLICABLE TO CER
TAIN PROGRAMS.-This section does not apply 
with respect to chapter 8 of part I or chapter 6 
or 8 of part II.". 
SEC. 435. AUTHORITY FOR EX:I'ENDED PERIOD OF 

AVAILABIUTY OF APPROPRIATIONS. 
(a) UNIFORMITY OF AUTHORITY.-Section 616 

of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended 

by adding at the end the following: "Unless oth
erwise specified, amounts appropriated to carry 
out this Act are authorized to be made avail
able, in appropriations Acts, until expended.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-That Act is 
amended-

(1) in section 214(c), by striking out "(1)" and 
by repealing paragraph (2); 

(2) in section 482(a) by striking out "(1)" and 
by repealing paragraph (2); 

(3) in section 491, by repealing the last sen
tence; 

(4) in section 497, by striking out the first sen
tence and in the second sentence by striking out 
"subsection" and inserting in lieu thereof "sec
tion 616"; 

(5) in section 552, by repealing subsection (b), 
by redesignating subsections (c) and (d) as sub
sections (b) and (c), respectively, and in sub
section (c) as so redesignated by striking out 
"(c)(2)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(b)(2)"; 
and 

(6) in section 575, by striking out "(a)" and by 
striking out subsection (b). 
SBC. 436. TERMINATION EXPENSES. 

Section 617 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended to read as follows: 
"SBC. 617. TERMINATION EXPENSES. 

"(a) IN GENERAL.-Funds made available 
under this Act shall remain available for obliga
tion for a period not to exceed 8 months from the 
date of any termination of assistance under this 
Act for the necessary expenses of winding up 
programs related to such termination. Funds ob
ligated under the authority of this Act prior to 
the effective date of the termination of assist
ance may remain available for expenditure for 
the necessary expenses of winding up programs 
related to such termination notwithstanding 
any provision of law restricting the expenditure 
of funds. In order to ensure the effectiveness of 
assistance under this Act, such expenses for or
derly termination of programs may include the 
obligation and expenditure of funds to complete 
the training or studies outside their countries of 
origin of students whose course of study or 
training program began before assistance was 
terminated. 

"(b) LIABILITY TO CONTRACTORS.-For the 
purpose of making an equitable settlement of 
termination claims under extraordinary contrac
tual relief standards, the President is authorized 
to adopt as a contract or other obligation of the 
United States Government, and assume (in 
whole or in part) any liabilities arising there
under, any contract with a United States or 
third-country contractor that had been funded 
with assistance under this Act prior to the ter
mination of assistance. 

"(c) GUARANTY PROGRAMS.-Provisions of this 
or any other Act requiring the termination of 
assistance under this Act shall not be construed 
to require the termination of guarantee commit
ments that were entered into prior tq the effec
tive date of the termination of assistance. 

"(d) RELATION TO OTHER PROVISIONS.-Unless 
specifically made inapplicable by another provi
sion of law, the provisions of this section shall 
be applicable to the termination of assistance 
pursuant to any provision of law.". 
SEC. 437. INTEREST ON LOCAL CURRENCY AC· 

CRUING TO NONGOVBRNMBNTAL 
ORGANIZATIONS. 

Chapter 1 of part III of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 is amended by inserting after section 
617 the following: 
"SBC. 618. INTEREST ON LOCAL CURRENCY AC· 

CRUING TO NONGOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANIZATIONS. 

"A nongovernmental organization may invest 
local currencies which accrue to that organiza
tion as a result of assistance provided under 
part I of this Act, the Agricultural Trade Devel
opment and Assistance Act of 1954, section 
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416(b) of the Agricultural Act of 1949, or the 
Food for Progress Act of 1985, and any interest 
earned on such investment may be used for the 
purpose for which the assistance was provided 
to .that organization (including for the establish
ment of an endowment).". 
SBC. 438. EXEMPTIONS FROM CERTAIN PROVI· 

SIONS RESTRICTING THE AVAILABIL
ITY OF FUNDS. 

Chapter 1 of part III of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 is amended by inserting after section 
618, as added by the preceding section of this 
title, the following: 
"SEC. 619. EXEMPTIONS FROM CERTAIN PROVI· 

SIONS RESTRICTING THE AVAILABIL
ITY OF FUNDS. 

"(a) CRITERIA FOR EXEMPTIONS.-Funds au
thorized to be appropriated to carry out any 
provision of this Act may be made available by 
the President without regard to any provision of 
law described in subsection (b) if-

"(1) the President determines that compliance 
with such provision is made impossible by oper
ation of law, or 

"(2) the President determines, after consulta
tion with the appropriate congressional commit
tees, that the country or organization for which 
such funds would have been made available has 
significantly reduced its military or economic 
cooperation with the United States during the 
preceding 12 month period. 

"(b) PROVISIONS W.A.IVABLE.-The provisions 
of law to which subsections (a)(l) and (a)(2) 
apply are-

"(1) any provision requiring that a specified 
amount of funds appropriated to carry out any 
provision of this Act shall be available only for 
a particular country, organization, or purpose; 
and 

"(2) any provision that authorizes the appro
priation of a specified amount of funds ex
pressly for a particular country, organization, 
or purpose. 

"(c) EXCEPTIONS FOR CERT.A.IN COUNTRIES.
This section does not apply with respect to 
funds specified for Israel or Egypt.". 
SEC. 439. REQUIREMENT OF SENATE CONFIRMA· 

TION FOR SPECIFIC POSITIONS IN 
THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL 
DEVEWPMENT. 

Section 624(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended-

(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(a)"; and 
(2) by adding at the end the following new 

paragraph: 
"(2) No appointment pursuant to paragraph 

(1) may be made to a position within the agency 
primarily responsible for administering part I of 
this Act unless the appointee has been nomi
nated for a specific position and the Senate has 
given its advice and consent to the appointment 
to that same position.". 
SEC. 440. PERSONNEL DETAILED TO THE AGENCY 

FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOP· 
MENT. 

Chapter 2 of part III of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 is amended by inserting after section 
630 the following: 
"SBC. B!OA. PERSONNEL DETAILED TO ADMIN· 

ISTERING AGENCY FOR PART I. 
"(a) REIMBURSEMENT OF COSTS.-Funds made 

available to carry out part I may be used to re
imburse an agency of the United States Govern
ment, an agency of a State government, a pri
vate and voluntary organization, or an institu
tion of higher education for the full costs of any 
employee which that agency or institution de
tails or assigns to the agency primarily respon
sible for administering part I to carry out pro
grams under that part that require specialized 
technical skills. 

"(b) PERSONNEL CEILINGS.-Employees so de
tailed or assigned shall not be included within 
any personnel ceiling applicable to any agency 

of the United States Government during the pe
riod of detail or assignment.". 
SEC. 441. FUNDS ALLOCATED TO THE EXPORT-IM· 

PORT BANK AND THE OVERSEAS PRI· 
VATE INVESTMENT CORPORATION. 

Section 632(f) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended-

(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(f); and 
(2) by adding at the end the following: 
"(2) Loans, guaranties, or investments made 

by the Overseas Private Investment Corporation 
withfunds-

"(A) allocated under subsection (a) of this 
section or transferred from other sources (public 
or private), or 

"(B) received in foreign currency by the Cor
poration as a result of insurance activities con
ducted pursuant to section 234(a) of this Act, 
shall not be considered in determining whether 
the Corporation has made or has outstanding 
loans, guaranties, or investments to the extent 
of any limitation on obligations, commitments, 
and equity investments imposed by or pursuant 
to this Act. 

"(3) The provisions of section 504(b) of the 
Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990 shall not 
apply to direct loan obligations or loan guaran
tee commitments, including insurance provided 
under the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, made 
with funds described-

"( A) in paragraphs (1) or (2)(A) of this sub
section to the extent that an amount equivalent 
to their cost (as defined in section 502(5) of the 
Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990) is transferred 
to the associated financing account established 
pursuant to such Act, if the appropriate con
gressional committees are notified at least 10 
days before any such transfer, or 

"(B) in paragraph (2)(B) of this subsection.". 
SEC. 442. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ASSIST· 

ANCE. 
(a) UNIFORM AUTHORITY.-Section 635(a) of 

the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended 
by adding at the end the following: "The Presi
dent may furnish assistance under this Act on 
such terms and conditions (consistent with other 
provisions of law) as the President deems appro
priate.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-That Act is 
amended-

(1) in section 103(a), by striking out ", on 
such terms and conditions as he may deter
mine,"; 

(2) in section 104(b), by striking out ", on such 
terms and conditions as he may determine,"; 

(3) in section 104(c)(l), by striking out ", on 
such terms and conditions as he may deter
mine,"; 

(4) in section 105(a), by striking out "on such 
terms and conditions as he may determine,"; 

(5) in section 122(d), by striking out ", on 
such terms and conditions as the President may 
determine,"; 

(6) in section 214(a), by striking out ", on 
such terms and conditions as he may specify,"; 

(7) in section 301(a), by striking out ", on 
such terms and conditions as he may deter
mine,"; 

(8) in section 301(f), by striking out "on such 
terms and conditions as he may determine"; 

(9) in section 301(h), by striking out "(on such 
terms and conditions as the President may de
termine)''; 

(10) in section 481(a)(4), by striking out ", on 
such terms and conditions as he may deter
mine,"; 

(11) in section 491(b), by striking out ", on 
such terms and conditions as he may deter
mine,"; 

(12) in section 496(b), by striking out "on such 
terms and conditions as he may determine"; 

(13) in section 503(a), by striking out ", on 
such terms and conditions as he may deter
mine,"; 

(14) in section 531(a), by striking out ", on 
such terms and conditions as he may deter
mine,"; 

(15) in section 541(a), by striking out ", on 
such terms and conditions consistent with this 
Act as the President may determine (but when
ever feasible on a reimbursable basis)," and by 
inserting before the period at the end of the first 
sentence " (but such education and training 
should be furnished whenever feasible on a re
irr.bursable basis)"; 

(16) in section 551, by striking out ", on such 
terms and conditions as he may determine,"; 

(17) in section 571, by striking out ", on such 
terms and conditions as the President may de
termine,"; and 

(18) in section 573(b), by striking out ", on 
such terms and conditions consistent with this 
Act as he may determine,". 
SEC. 443. CONTRACTING WITH INDIVIDUALS. 

Section 636(a)(3) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
of 1961 is amended by striking out "contracting 
with individuals for personal services abroad" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "contracting on a 
limited term basis for the personal services of in
dividuals engaged primarily in furnishing as
sistance abroad". 
SEC. 444. FACILITIES ABROAD. 

Section 636 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended-

(1) in subsection (c)-
(A) in the first sentence, by striking out "not 

to exceed $6,000,000 of the"; and 
(B) by adding at the end the following: 

"Overseas property acquired under this sub
section may be disposed of, and the proceeds of 
such disposal shall remain available until ex
pended for use for the purposes specified in this 
subsection."; and 

(2) in subsection (d), by striking out "Not to 
exceed $2,500,000 of funds" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "Funds". 
SEC. 446. COORDINATION OF UNITED STATES 

POUCIES AND PROGRAMS AFFECT· 
ING DEVEWPMENT. 

Chapter 2 of part III of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 is amended-

(1) in section 622(a), by adding at the end the 
following: "Programs authorized by this Act 
shall be undertaken with the foreign policy 
guidance of the Secretary of State."; and 

(2) by striking out section 640B and inserting 
in lieu thereof the following: 
"SEC. 6408. COORDINATION OF UNITED STATES 

POUCIES AND PROGRAMS AFFECT· 
ING DEVELOPMENT. 

"(a) COORDINATION.-The President shall es
tablish a system for coordination of United 
States policies and programs which affect Unit
ed States interests in the development of devel
oping countries. 

"(b) COORDINATION ABRO.A.D.-The President 
shall prescribe appropriate procedures to assure 
coordination among-

"(1) the various agencies of the United States 
Government having representatives in diplo
matic missions abroad; and 

"(2) representatives of the United States Gov
ernment in each country, under the direction of 
the chief of the United States diplomatic mis
sion. 

"(c) CONSULTATION WITH CONGRESS.-The 
President shall consult with the appropriate 
congressional committees in carrying out this 
section. 

"(d) ROLE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR.-Under 
the foreign policy guidance of the Secretary of 
State, the administrator of the agency primarily 
responsible for administering part I should have 
the responsibility for coordinating all United 
States development-related activities.". 
SEC. 446. RECOGNITION OF AMERICAN GENEROS. 

ITY. 
Section 641 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 

1961 is amended to read as follows: 
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"SEC. 641. RECOGNITION OF AMERICAN GENER· 

OSITY. 
"The administrator of the agency primarily 

responsible for administering part I of this Act 
shall take steps to ensure that for assistance 
projects under that part there shall be displayed 
an acknowledgement that the project was fund
ed in part or in whole by the people of the Unit
ed States.". 
SEC. 447. DISCRUIINATION AGAINST UNITED 

STATES PERSONNEL PROVIDING AS
SISTANCE. 

(a) APPLICATION OF POLICY TO ALL Ass/ST
ANCE PROGRAMS.-Section 666 of the Foreign As
sistance Act of 1961 is amended to read as fol
lows: 
"SEC. 666. DISCRIMINATION AGAINST UNITED 

STATES PERSONNEL PROVIDING AS
SISTANCE. 

"(a) ASSIGNMENT OF UNITED STATES PERSON
NEL.-The President shall not take into account, 
in assigning officers and employees of the Unit
ed States to carry out any assistance program 
funded under this Act in any foreign country, 
the race, religion, national origin, or sex of any 
such officer or employee. Such assignments shall 
be made solely on the basis of ability and rel
evant experience. 

"(b) UNITED STATES POLICY.-lt is the policy 
of the United States that assistance under this 
Act should not be furnished to any foreign 
country, the laws, regulations, official policies, 
or governmental practices of which prevent any 
United States person (as defined in section 
7701(a)(30) of the Internal Revenue Code of 
1986) from participating in the furnishing of as
sistance under this Act on the basis of race, reli
gion, national origin, or sex.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Section 505(g) 
of that Act is repealed. 

CHAPTER 5-DEFINITIONS 
SEC. 461. DEFINITIONS DESIGNATING VARIOUS 

ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS. 
Chapter 3 of part III of the Foreign Assistance 

Act of 1961 is amended by inserting after section 
644 the following: 
"SEC. 644A. DEFINITIONS DESIGNATING VARIOUS 

ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS. 
"(a) TYPES OF AssJSTANCE.-For purposes of 

this Act and the other provisions of law de
scribed in subsection (b), the following terms 
have the fallowing meanings: 

"(1) ANTITERRORISM ASSISTANCE.-The term 
'antiterrorism assistance' means assistance 
under chapter 8 of part II. 

"(2) ASSISTANCE FROM THE DEVELOPMENT 
FUND FOR AFRICA.-The term 'assistance from 
the Development Fund for Africa' means assist
ance under chapter 10 of part I. 

"(3) DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.-The term 
'development assistance' means assistance under 
chapter 1 of part I. 

"(4) ECONOMIC SUPPORT ASSISTANCE.-The 
term 'economic support assistance' means assist
ance under chapter 4 of part II. 

"(5) FOREIGN MILITARY FINANCING ASSIST
ANCE.-The term 'foreign military financing as
sistance' means assistance under chapter 2 of 
part II, except that the term also includes, if ap
propriate in the context, assistance provided on 
any terms under section 23 of the Arms Export 
Control Act for fiscal years prior to fiscal year 
1992. 

"(6) INTERNATIONAL DISASTER ASSISTANCE.
The term 'international disaster assistance' 
means assistance under chapter 9 of part I. 

"(7) INTERNATIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING.-The term 'international military 
education and training' means assistance under 
chapter 5 of part II, and does not include mili
tary education and training under chapter 2 of 
part II. 

"(8) INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS CONTROL AS
SIST ANCE.-The term 'international narcotics 

control assistance' means assistance under 
chapter 8 of part I. 

"(9) MILITARY ASSISTANCE.-The term 'mili
tary assistance' means assistance under part II, 
except as otherwise provided with respect to as
sistance under chapter 6 of that part (relating to 
assistance for peacekeeping operations) and 
chapter 8 of that part (relating to antiterrorism 
assistance). 

"(10) MULTILATERAL ASSISTANCE INITIATIVE 
FOR THE PHILIPPINES.-The term 'assistance 
under the Multilateral Assistance Initiative for 
the Philippines' means assistance under chapter 
4 of part I. 

"(b) LAWS TO WHICH DEFINITIONS ARE APPLI
CABLE.-Unless otherwise provided or inconsist
ent in the context, the definitions provided in 
this section, section 644B, and section 644C 
apply with respect to references that are con
tained in this Act, the Arms Export Control Act, 
or any annual or periodic foreign assistance au
thorization legislation.". 
SEC. 462. DEFINITION OF APPROPRIATE CON· 

GRESSIONAL COMMITTEES. 
Chapter 3 of part III of the Foreign Assistance 

Act of 1961 is amended by inserting after section 
644A, as added by the preceding section of this 
title, the following: 
"SEC. 644B. DEFINITION OF APPROPRIATE CON

GRESSIONAL COMMITTEES. 
"Unless otherwise provided or inconsistent in 

the context, for purposes of this Act and the 
other provisions of law described in section 
6,44A(b), the term 'appropriate congressional 
committees' means the Committee on Foreign Af
fairs and the Committee on Appropriations of 
the House of Representatives and the Committee 
on Foreign Relations and the Committee on Ap
propriations of the Senate.". 
SEC. 453. ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS. 

Chapter 3 of part III of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 is amended by inserting after section 
644B, as added by the preceding section of this 
title, the following: 
"SEC. 644C. ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS. 

"Unless otherwise provided or inconsistent in 
the context, for purposes of this Act and the 
other provisions of law described in section 
644A(b)-

"(1) the term 'Administrator' means the ad
ministrator of the agency primarily responsible 
for administering part I, 

"(2) the term 'developing country' includes 
advanced developing country and, for purposes 
of chapter 1 of part /, includes areas; 

"(3) the term 'gross violations of internation
ally recognized human rights' includes torture 
or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or 
punishment, prolonged detention without 
charges and trial, arbitrary arrest, incommuni
cado detention, forced or involuntary disappear
ance by abduction and clandestine detention, 
and other flagrant denial of the right to life, lib
erty, or the security of person; 

"(4) the term 'includes' means includes but is 
not limited to; 

"(5) the term 'institution of higher education' 
has the same meaning that term is given by sec
tion 1201(a) of the Higher Education Act of 1965; 

"(6) the term 'major non-NATO ally' means a 
country which is designated in accordance with 
section 48 of the Arms Export Control Act as a 
major non-NATO ally for purposes of that Act 
and this Act; and 

"(7) the term 'notwithstanding any other pro
vision of law' (and any comparable 'notwith
standing' clause), unless otherwise expressly 
provided, does not supersede section 1341 of title 
31 of the United States Code (commonly referred 
to as the 'Anti-Deficiency Act'), the Federal 
Credit Reform Act of 1990, or subsections (c) and 
(d) of section 632 of this Act, or any comparable 
provision oflaw. ". 

CHAPTER 6--CONFORMING AMENDMENTS 
AND REPEALS 

SEC. 461. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS AND RE· 
PEAL OF OBSOLETE PROVISIONS OF 
THE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT. 

(a) REPEALS.-The following provisions of the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 are repealed: the 
last two sentences of section 104(c){3); section 
111; section 116; section 117 (as added by Public 
Law 99-440); section 120; section 123(e); section 
124; section 127; section 128; title I of chapter 2 
of part I; section 214(d); section 219; section 224; 
title V of chapter 2 of part I; sections 301(d) and 
(g); sections 302(b), (i), and (j); section 303; 
chapter 6 of part I; sections 494, 495, and 495B 
through 495K; section 502B; section 535; section 
602; section 606; section 611; the first sentence of 
section 616 (as amended by chapter 4 of this 
title); all subsections of section 620 except sub
sections (a), (e), and (s); section 620D; the last 
sentence of section 626; section 634B; section 637; 
section 640A; section 645; section 647; section 
648; section 650; and section 663. 

(b) AMENDMENTS.-That Act is amended-
(1) in section 122, by striking out "GENERAL 

AUTHORITIES.-" and all that follows through 
"(d)" and inserting in lieu thereof "RESEARCH 
AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.-" and by re
pealing subsection (e); 

(2) in section 214(b), by striking out ", not
withstanding the provisions of the Mutual De
fense Assistance Control Act of 1951 (22 U.S.C. 
1611 et seq.),"; 

(3) in section 301(a), by striking out ", and 
in" and all that follows through "part"; 

(4) in section 302 (as amended by subsection 
(a) of this section), by redesignating subsections 
(e) (as amended by title I of this Act), (f), and 
(h) as subsections (d), (e), and (f), respectively; 

(5) in section 301 (as amended by subsection 
(a) of this section), by redesignating subsection 
(c) as subsection (b); 

(6) in section 620, by striking out "PROHIBI
TIONS AGAINST FURNISHING Ass/STANCE" in the 
section caption and inserting in lieu thereof 
"PROHIBITIONS RELATING TO CUBA; FEDERAL 
ACT OF STATE DOCTRINE; AND OTHER PROVI
SIONS"; 

(7) in section 620(e)-
(A) by striking out "(e)(l)" and all that fol

lows through "(2)" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"(b) FEDERAL ACT OF STATE DOCTRINE.-"; and 

(B) by striking out "this subsection" and in
serting in lieu thereof "subsection (e) as in ef
fect before the enactment of the International 
Cooperation Act of 1991 "; 

(8) by redesignating subsection (s) of section 
620 as subsection (c); and 

(9) in section 621, by striking out the last sen
tence of subsection (a), by striking out "(a)", 
and by striking out subsection (b). 

(c) SECTION 124(c) AUTHORITY.-For purposes 
of section 572 of the Foreign Operations, E:xport 
Financing, and Related Programs Appropria
tions Act, 1989 (Public Law 100-461), section 
124(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as 
in effect before the date of enactment of this 
Act, shall be deemed to remain in effect on and 
after that date. 
SEC. 462. REPEAL OF OBSOLETE PROVISIONS OF 

ANNUAL FOREIGN ASSISTANCE 
ACTS. 

(a) 1986 Ass/STANCE ACT.-The Special For
eign Assistance Act of 1986 is repealed except for 
section 1, title I, and section 204. 

(b) 1985 AsSISTANCE ACT.-The International 
Security and Development Cooperation Act of 
1985 is amended-

(1) in section 202, by repealing subsections (a) 
and (b); 

(2) in section 203, by repealing subsection (a); 
(3) in section 1205, by striking out "Turkey, 

and Portugal" both places it appears and in
serting in lieu thereof ", and Turkey"; and 
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(4) by repealing all provisions of that Act 

(other than the sections amended in the preced
ing paragraphs of this subsection), except for 
section 1, section 131, section 132, section 502. 
section 504, section 505, part B of title V (other 
than section 558 and section 559), section 803, 
section 904, section 906, section 1302, and section 
1303. 

(c) 1985 JORDAN SUPPLEMENTAL ACT.-The 
Jordan Supplemental Economic Assistance Au
thorization Act of 1985 is repealed. 

(d) 1985 AFRICAN FAMINE ACT.-The African 
Famine Relief and Recovery Act of 1985 is re
pealed. 

(e) 1983 Ass/STANCE ACT.-The International 
Security and Development Assistance Author
ization Act of 1983 is repealed. 

(f) 1983 LEBANON ASSISTANCE ACT.-The Leb
anon Emergency Assistance Act of 1983 is re
pealed. 

(g) 1981 Ass/STANCE ACT.-The International 
Security and Development Cooperation Act of 
1981 is repealed except for section 1, section 709, 
section 712, section 714, section 735, and section 
737. 

(h) 1980 Ass/STANCE ACT.-The International 
Security and Development Cooperation Act of 
1980 is repealed except for section 1, section 110, 
section 315, and title V. 

(i) 1979 DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE ACT.-The 
International Development Cooperation Act of 
1979 is repealed. 

(j) 1979 SECURITY Ass/STANCE ACT.-The 
International Security Assistance Act of 1979 is 
repealed. 

(k) 1979 SPECIAL SECURITY AsSISTANCE ACT.
The Special International Security Assistance 
Act of 1979 is repealed. 

(l) 1978 DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE ACT.-The 
International Development and Food Assistance 
Act of 1978 is repealed, except for section 1, title 
IV, and section 603 (which is amended by re
pealing subsection (b)). 

(m) 1978 SECURITY AsSISTANCE ACT.-The 
International Security Assistance Act of 1978 is 
repealed. 

(n) 1977 DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE ACT.-The 
International Development and Food Assistance 
Act of 1977 is repealed except for section 1, sec
tion 132, and section 133. 

(o) 1977 SECURITY Ass/STANCE ACT.-The 
International Security Assistance Act of 1977 is 
repealed. 

(p) 1976 SECURITY ASSISTANCE ACT.-The 
International Security Assistance and Arms Ex
port Control Act is repealed except for section 1, 
section 201 (which is amended by repealing sub
section (a)), section 212 (which is amended by 
repealing subsection (a)), section 601, and sec
tion 608. 

(q) 1975 DEVELOPMENT Ass/STANCE ACT.-The 
International Development and Food Assistance 
Act of 1975 is repealed. 

(r) 1975 BIB ACT.-Public Law 94-104 is re
pealed. 

(s) 1974 ASSISTANCE ACT.-The Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1974 is repealed. 

(t) 1973 EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE ACT.-The 
Emergency Security Assistance Act of 1973 is re
pealed. 

(u) 1973 ASSISTANCE ACT.-The Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1973 is repealed. 

(v) 1971 Ass/STANCE ACT.-
(1) REPEAL.-The Foreign Assistance Act of 

1971 is repealed. 
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Section 531 of 

the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended 
by adding at the end the following: 

"(f) Except where expressly provided to the 
contrary, any reference to part I of this Act 
shall be deemed to be a reference also to this 
chapter, and any reference to part II of this Act 
shall be deemed not to include this chapter." 

(w) 1971 SPECIAL Ass/STANCE ACT.-The Spe
cial Foreign Assistance Act of 1971 is repealed 
except for the first section and section 7. 

(x) 1971 FMS ACT.-The Act entitled "An Act 
to amend the Foreign Military Sales Act, and 
for other purposes", approved January 12, 1971 
(Public Law 91-S72), is repealed, except for sec
tion 10 and section 12. 

(y) 1969 ASSISTANCE ACT.-The Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1969 is repealed except for the first 
section and part IV. 

(z) 1968 ASSISTANCE ACT.-The Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1968 is repealed. 

(aa) 1964 ASSISTANCE ACT.-The Foreign As
sistance Act of 1964 is repealed except for the 
first section and part V. 

(bb) LATIN AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT ACT.
The Latin American Development Act is re
pealed. 

(cc) 1959 MUTUAL SECURITY ACT.-The Mu
tual Security Act of 1959 is repealed. 

(dd) 1954 MUTUAL SECURITY ACT.-Section 402 
and section 417 of the Mutual Security Act of 
1954 are repealed. 

(ee) SAVINGS PROVISION.-The repeal by this 
Act of any provision of law that amended or re
pealed another provision of law does not affect 
in any way that amendment or repeal. 
SEC. 463. SOME CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO 

OTHER ACTS. 
(a) PUBLIC LAW 480.-Section 414(b) Of the Ag

ricultural Trade Development and Assistance 
Act of 1954 is amended by striking out "as de
fined in section 481 (i)(2)" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "for purposes of chapter 8 of part I". 

(b) EXPORT ADMINISTRATION ACT.-The Ex
port Administration Act of 1979 is amended-

(1) in section 5(b)(l), by striking out "set forth 
in section 620(f)" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"on the list established pursuant to section 
691(c)"; and 

(2) in section 6(m)(2), by striking out "section 
502B" and inserting in lieu thereof "sections 
691(a)(2) and 283(a) ''. 

(c) ANGLO-IRISH AGREEMENT SUPPORT ACT.
Section 4(a)(l) of the Anglo-Irish Agreement 
Support Act of 1986 is amended by striking out 
"Revolving Fund" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"Guarantee Program". 

(d) EXPORT-IMPORT BANK ACT.-Section 
2(b)(6) of the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945 is 
amended-

(1) in subparagraph (B)(iii), by striking out 
"481(h)(5)" and insert in lieu thereof "490(e)"; 

(2) in subparagraph (C)(ii), by striking out 
"as defined in section 481(i)(2)" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "for purposes of chapter 8 of part 
I"; and 

(3) in subparagraph (E), by striking out "se
curity assistance for purposes of section 502B of 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961" and insert 
in lieu thereof "assistance under the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1961 for purposes of section 
691(a)(2) of that Act". 

TITLE V-EUROPE 
CHAPTER I-SUPPORT FOR EAST 

EUROPEAN DEMOCRACY ACT 
SEC. 501. AMENDMENTS ro SEED ACT OF 1989. 

Except as otherwise expressly provided, when
ever in this chapter an amendment or repeal is 
expressed in terms of an amendment to, or re
peal of, a section or other provision, the ref
erence shall be considered to be made to a sec
tion or other provision of the Support for East 
European Democracy (SEED) Act of 1989 (Pub
lic Law 101-179). 
SEC. liOJ. UNITED STATES POUCY REGARDING 

EASTERN EUROPE. 
(a) STATEMENT OF POLICY.-The provisions 

preceding title I are amended-
(1) by redesignating section 2 (22 U.S.C. 5401) 

as section 3; and 
(2) by inserting the following new section 2 

after the table of contents in section l(b): 
"SEC. J. UNITED STATES POUCY REGARDING 

EASTERN EUROPE. 
''(a) IN GENERAL.-lt shall be the policy of the 

United States to facilitate the reintegration of 

the East European countries into the community 
of democratic nations and to end the artificial 
division of Europe. In furtherance of these ob
jectives, the United States shall support eco
nomic and political reform in East European 
countries, both through-

"(1) the provision of assistance to govern
ments and private individuals and entities in 
those countries, and 

''(2) the promotion of a United States commer
cial presence in those countries. 

"(b) AsSISTANCE.-Pursuant to subsection 
(a)(l), the United States should provide assist
ance for East European countries under the au
thorities of this Act to the extent that such 
countries are taking steps toward-

"(1) political pluralism, based on progress to
ward free and fair elections and a multiparty 
political system; 

''(2) economic reform, based on progress to
ward a market-oriented economy; 

"(3) respect for internationally recognized 
human rights; and 

"(4) a willingness to build a friendly relation
ship with the United States. 

"(c) REINTEGRATION OF EASTERN EUROPE INTO 
THE COMMUNITY OF DEMOCRATIC NATIONS.

"(l) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
"( A) the process in Eastern Europe of building 

democratic institutions and governments based 
on the rule of law and of developing market-ori
ented economies, will be far from complete dur
ing the 3-year period originally authorized in 
this Act; 

"(B) the process of reintegrating Eastern Eu
rope into the community of democratic nations 
will be slower and more difficult than was ex
pected at a time of general euphoria following 
the democratic revolutions of 1989; 

"(C) grant and loan assistance provided to 
date to Eastern Europe through the G-24 proc
ess (through the member governments of the Or
ganization for Economic Cooperation and Devel
opment) has been generous but frequently dupli
cative; 

"(D) successful reintegration of Eastern Eu
rope into the community of democratic nations 
will require broader outreach by United States 
and G-24 assistance programs to populations, 
enterprises, and local and regional governments 
outside of national capitals. 

''(2) POLICIES.-Accordingly-
"( A) the United States should commit itself, 

and seek the commitment of other G-24 govern
ments, to the completion of Eastern Europe's 
reintegration into the community of democratic 
nations, and future requests for assistance 
should reflect the commitment of the United 
States to this task; 

"(B) the United States and other G-24 govern
ments should coordinate their assistance more 
thoroughly in order to prevent duplication of ef
fort and to maximize the effectiveness of assist
ance provided; and 

"(C) the United States should ensure that the 
assistance provided to each eligible East Euro
pean country under this Act is distributed equi
tably through the country.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT TO TABLE OF 
CONTENTS.-The table of contents in section l(b) 
is amended by striking out the item relating to 
section 2 and inserting in lieu thereof the fol
lowing: 
"Sec. 2. United States policy regarding Eastern 

Europe. 
"Sec. 3. Support for East European Democracy 

(SEED) Program.". 
SEC. 503. EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES ELIGIBLE 

FOR SEED BENEFITS. 
(a) ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA.-The provisions 

preceding title I are amended by inserting after 
section 3 (22 U.S.C. 5401), as so redesignated by 
section 502 of this Act, the fallowing new sec
tion: 
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"SEC. 4. COUNTRIES EUGmLB FOR SEED BENE

FITS. 
"(a) ELIGIBLE EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRY.-For 

purposes of this Act, the term 'eligible East Eu
ropean country' means-

"(1) Poland, 
"(2) Hungary, 
"(3) the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, 
"(4) Bulgaria, 
"(5) Albania, 
"(6) Romania, 
"(7) Lithuania, 
"(8) Latvia, 
"(9) Estonia, and 
"(10) any other East European country if the 

President has reported to the Congress that he 
has determined that that country is taking the 
steps described in section 2(b). 

"(b) YUGOSLAVIA.-Yugoslavia shall also be 
considered to be an eligible East European 
country for purposes of this Act, unless the 
President determines, and reports to the Con
gress, that Yugoslavia is not taking the steps de
scribed in section 2(b). ". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-
(1) SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF SEED PRO

GRAM.-Subsection (a) of section 3, as so redes
ignated by section 502 of this Act, is amended by 
striking out "countries" and all that follows 
through "pluralism" and inserting in lieu there
of "East European countries that are taking the 
steps described in section 2". 

(2) TABLE OF CONTENTS.-The table of con
tents in section l(b), as amended by section 
502(b) of this Act, is further amended by insert
ing after the item relating to section 3 the fol
lowing: 
"Sec. 4. Countries eligible for SEED benefits.". 
SEC. MU. STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT. 

(a) MULTILATERAL AsSISTANCE.-Subsection 
(a) of section 101 (22 U.S.C. 5411) is amended

(1) in the subsection heading, by striking out 
"FOR POLAND AND HUNGARY"; and 

(2) in paragraph (1)-
( A) by striking out "Poland and Hungary 

continue" and inserting in lieu thereof "an eli
gible East European country continues"; and 

(B) by striking out "Poland and Hungary" 
the second place it appears and inserting in lieu 
thereof "that country". 

(b) STABILIZATION ASSISTANCE AND DEBT RE
LIEF.-

(1) MULTILATERAL SUPPORT.-Section 101 is 
amended by striking out subsection (b) and in
serting in lieu thereof the following new sub
sections: 

"(b) STABILIZATION AsSISTANCE.-To the ex
tent that an eligible East European country 
continues to evolve toward pluralism and de
mocracy and to develop and implement com
prehensive economic reform programs, the Unit
ed States Government, in conjunction with other 
member governments of the Organization of Eco
nomic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
and international financial institutions (includ
ing the International Monetary Fund), shall 
support the implementation of a program to ad
dress key structural economic problems, address 
pressing social problems, carry out comprehen
sive economic reform, and relieve immediate and 
urgent balance of payments requirements, 
through the use of mechanisms such as-

"(1) the Exchange Stabilization Fund pursu
ant to section 5302 of title 31, United States 
Code, and in accordance with established De
partment of the Treasury policies and proce-
dures; and · 

"(2) the authority provided in section 102(c) of 
this Act. 

"(c) DEBT RELIEF.-To the extent that an eli
gible East European country continues to evolve 
toward pluralism and democracy and to develop 
and implement comprehensive economic reform 

programs, the United States Government, as ap
propriate for individual eligible East European 
countries-

"(1) shall urge all members of the 'Paris Club' 
of creditor governments and other creditor gov
ernments to adopt, and participate in, a gener
ous and early debt rescheduling program, as 
well as a program of reductions, on a case-by
case basis, of official debt and official debt serv
ice owed to such governments by the government 
of an eligible East European country; and 

"(2) shall seek, in coordination with other 
creditor governments, to expedite consultations 
between the government of that East European 
country and its major private creditors in order 
to facilitate a rescheduling and reduction of 
payments due on debt owed to such creditors in 
a manner consistent with the international debt 
policy announced by the Secretary of the Treas
ury on March 10, 1989. ". 

(2) AUTHORIZATION FOR STABILIZATION ASSIST
ANCE.-Section 102(c) (22 U.S.C. 5412) is amend
ed-

(A) in the subsection heading by striking out 
"ADDITIONAL"; 

(B) in paragraph (1)-
(i) by striking out "paragraph (1) of"; 
(ii) by striking out "for Poland" and inserting 

in lieu thereof "for an eligible East European 
country"; 

(iii) by striking out "urgent"; 
(iv) by striking out "Polish economy" and in

serting in lieu thereof "economy of that coun
try"; and 

(v) by striking out "Poland" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "the eligible East European coun
try"; and 

(C) in paragraph (2) by inserting "with re
spect to Poland" after "fund)". 

(c) SUPPORT FOR FREE MARKET AGRICUL
TURAL POLICIES.-Section 103(a) is amended by 
adding at the end the following: 

"(4) SUPPORT FOR FREE MARKET AGRICUL
TURAL POLICIES.-The President shall seek to 
support adoption of agricultural policies in each 
eligible East European country that are based 
on free-market policies and shall seek to dis
courage policies that distort market signals 
through protective import barriers or govern
ment export subsidies.". 

(d) DEBT-FOR-EQUITY AND DEBT-FOR-DEVEL
OPMENT SWAPS.-Section 104 (22 u.s.c. 5414) is 
amended-

(1) in subsection (a), by striking out "East Eu
ropean countries which have taken substantive 
steps toward political democracy and economic 
pluralism" and inserting in lieu thereof "eligible 
East European countries"; and 

(2) in subsection (b), by striking out "East Eu
ropean country which has taken substantive 
steps toward political democracy and economic 
pluralism" and inserting in lieu thereof "eligible 
East European country". 

(e) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-
(1) SECTION HEADINGS.-(A) Section 101 is 

amended in the section heading by striking out 
"IN POLAND AND HUNGARY". 

(B) Section 102 is amended in the section 
heading by striking out "FOR POLAND". 

(2) CROSS REFERENCES.-(A) Section 102(a)(2) 
(22 U.S.C. 5412) is amended by striking out 
"(l)(A)" and inserting in lieu thereof "(1)". 

(B) Section 103(b) (22 U.S.C. 5413) is amended 
by striking out "Pursuant to section 101(b)(3)" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "To the extent that 
Poland continues to evolve toward pluralism 
and democracy and to implement comprehensive 
economic reform programs". 

(3) TABLE OF CONTENTS.-The table of con
tents in section l(b) is amended-

( A) in the item relating to section 101 by strik
ing out "in Poland and Hungary"; and 

(B) in the item relating to section 102 by strik
ing out "for Poland". 

SEC. 605. PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT. 
(a) ASSISTANCE FOR PRIVATE ENTERPRISE DE

VELOPMENT.-Title II is amended-
(1) by redesignating sections 202 through 206 

as sections 203 through 207, respectively; and 
(2) by inserting after section 201 the fallowing 

new section 202: 
"SEC. !l02. PRIVATE ENTERPRISE DEVEWPMENT. 

"(a) AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE AsSISTANCE.
For purposes of promoting private sector devel
opment in eligible East European countries, the 
Agency for International Development is au
thorized to provide assistance-

"(1) for activities similar to those for which 
assistance is authorized by section 201, such as
sistance to be provided in a manner similar to 
the manner in which assistance is authorized to 
be provided by that section; and 

"(2) to support United States participation in 
capital projects, both public infrastructure 
projects and private investment projects. 

"(b) NOTICE TO CONGRESS OF MANNER IN 
WHICH ASSISTANCE WILL BE PROVIDED.-Each 
notification pursuant to section 706 with respect 
to funds to be obligated to carry out subsection 
(a)(l) shall specify the manner in which assist
ance will be provided. 

"(c) NONAPPLICABILITY OF OTHER LAWS.
Funds made available for assistance under this 
section may be used notwithstanding any other 
provision of law.". 

(b) LABOR MARKET TRANSITION.-Section 203 
(22 U.S.C. 5422), as so redesignated by sub
section (a) of this section, is amended-

(1) in the section heading, by striking out "in 
Poland and Hungary"; 

(2) in subsection (a), by striking out "Poland 
and Hungary" in paragraphs (1) and (2) and 
inserting in lieu thereof "eligible East European 
countries"; 

(3) in subsection (c)(3), by striking out "Po
land and Hungary'' and inserting in lieu there
of "eligible East European countries"; 

(4) in subsection (g), by striking out all that 
follows "section" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"$5,000,000. "; and 

(5) by adding at the end the following: 
"(h) AID AUTHORITY.-The President, acting 

through the Administrator of the Agency for 
International Development, is authorized to use 
funds made available to carry out this Act to 
provide the assistance described in this section 
for eligible East European countries. Assistance 
may be provided under this subsection notwith
standing any other provision of law.". 

(c) TECHNICAL TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE.-
(1) EXPANSION OF AUTHORITY.-Section 204 (22 

U.S.C. 5423), as so redesignated by subsection 
(a) of this section, is amended-

( A) in the section heading, by striking out 
"for" and all that follows through "Hungary" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "and assistance"; 
and 

(B) by amending subsection (a) to read as fol
lows: 

"(a) TECHNICAL TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE 
PROGRAMS.-The President, acting through the 
Administrator of the Agency for International 
Development, shall develop and implement pro
grams of technical training and technical assist
ance for eligible East European countries to en
able them to better meet their needs as they de
velop market economies and democratic institu
tions. These programs may include-

"(1) training in skills of agribusiness (includ
ing agricultural extension), commerce, entrepre
neurship, finance, science (including environ
mental science), pollution control, business and 
government administration and management, 
auditing, accounting, drafting legal codes and 
regulations, and other relevant areas; and 

"(2) technical assistance in areas specified in 
paragraph (1). ". 

(2) PARTICIPATION OF NGOS.-Paragraph (6) of 
subsection (b) is amended to read as follows: 
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''(6) United States private and voluntary or

ganizations and private sector entities, and pri
vate and voluntary organizations and private 
sector entities of eligible East European coun
tries.". 

(3) COMPETITIVE PROCEDURES.-That section 
is further amended-

( A) by redesignating subsections (c) through 
(e) as subsections (d) through (f), respectively; 
and 

(B) by inserting after subsection (b) the fol
lowing new subsection (c): 

"(c) COMPETITIVE PROCEDURES.-ln carrying 
out this section, the Agency for International 
Development shall use competitive procedures to 
the maximum extent practicable in making 
grants to, and entering into contracts with, 
nongovernmental entities.". 

(4) TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS.-That section is 
amended-

( A) in subsection (b), by striking out "406(a) 
(1) and (2)" and inserting in lieu thereof "501 "; 
a~ . 

(B) in subsection (f), as so redesignated by 
paragraph (2)( A) of this subsection-

(i) by striking out "406(a) (1) and (2)" and in
serting in lieu thereof "501(a)"; and 

(ii) by striking out "1107 of the Food Security 
Act of 1985 (7 U.S.C. 1736 note)" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "501(c) of that Act (7 U.S.C. 
1737(c))". 

(d) PEACE CORPS PROGRAMS.-Section 205 (22 
U.S.C. 204), as so redesignated by subsection (a) 
of this section, is amended-

(1) in the section heading, by striking out "in 
Poland and Hungary"; 

(2) by striking out the first sentence; 
(3) in the second sentence by striking out 

"Such programs" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"Peace Corps programs in eligible East Euro
pean countries"; and 

(4) in paragraph (2), by striking out "tech
nical skills described in section 203(a) to the 
people of Poland and Hungary" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "training in technical skills de
scribed in section 204(a)(l) to the people of eligi
ble East European countries". 

(e) USE OF LOCAL CURRENCIES.-
(1) EXPANSION OF AUTHORITY.-Section 206 (22 

U.S.C. 5425), as so redesignated by subsection 
(a) of this section, is amended-

( A) in the section heading, by striking out 
"Polish" and inserting in lieu thereof "local"; 
and 

(BJ in subsection (a)-
(i) by striking out "FOR POLAND" in the sub

section heading; 
(ii) by striking out "Poland" in the text pre

ceding paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu there
of "the recipient country"; 

(iii) in paragraph (1), by striking out "for Po
land authorized by sections 103(b), 201, and 203" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "provided for in 
sections 103, 201, 202, and 204"; 

(iv) in paragraph (2), by inserting "in the case 
of Poland," after "(2)"; 

(v) in subsection (b), by striking out "in Po
land"; and 

(vi) in subsection (c), by striking out "Poland 
for fiscal years 1990, 1991, and 1992" and insert
ing in lieu thereof "an eligible East European 
country". 

(2) CROSS REFERENCE.-Section 204(f), as so re
designated by subsections (a) and (c)(2)(A), is 
amended by striking out "205" and inserting in 
lieu thereof "206". 

(f) CREDIT UNIONS.-
(1) UNITED STATES POLICY.-Section 207 (22 

U.S.C. 5426), as so redesignated by subsection 
(a), is amended-

( A) in the section heading, by striking out 
"Polish and Hungarian"; and 

(B) in subsection (a)-
(i) in the text preceding paragraph (1), by 

striking out "Poland and Hungary" and insert-

ing in lieu thereof "eligible East European 
countries"; 

(ii) in paragraph (1), by striking out "Poland 
and Hungary" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"those countries"; and 

(iii) in paragraph (2), by striking out "Poland 
and Hungary" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"those countries". 

(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENT TO FEDERAL 
CREDIT UNION ACT.-Paragraph (16) Of section 
107 of the Federal Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. 
1757) (as added by the Support for East Euro
pean Democracy (SEED) Act of 1989) is amended 
by striking out "Poland and Hungary" and in
serting in lieu thereof "countries that are eligi
ble Eastern European countries for purposes of 
the Support for East European Democracy 
(SEED) Act of 1989". 

(g) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO TABLE OF 
CONTENTS.-The table of contents in section l(b) 
is amended-

(1) by striking out "202", "203", "204", "205", 
and "206" and inserting in lieu thereof "203", 
"204", "205'', "206", and "207'', respectively; 

(2) by inserting after the item relating to sec
tion 201 the following: 
"Sec. 202. Private enterprise development."; 

(3) in the item relating to section 203 (as so re
designated), by striking out "in Poland and 
Hungary''; 

(4) in the item relating to section 204 (as so re
designated), by striking out all that follows 
"training" and inserting in lieu thereof "and 
assistance.''; 

(5) in the item relating to section 205 (as so re
designated), by striking out "in Poland and 
Hungary"; 

(6) in the item relating to section 206 (as so re
designated), by striking out "Polish" and in
serting in lieu thereof "local"; and 

(7) in the item relating to section 207 (as so re
designated), by striking out "Polish and Hun
garian". 
SEC. IW6. TRADE AND INVESTMENT. 

(a) REPEAL OF EXECUTED AMENDMENTS AND 
OBSOLETE PROV/SIONS.-Section 301, section 302 
(22 U.S.C. 2199 note), section 305 (22 U.S.C. 2421 
note), and section 307 are repealed. The repeal 
of those sections does not affect any amendment 
made by any such section. 

(b) EXPORT-IMPORT BANK PROGRAMS.-Sec
tion 303 (22 U.S.C. 635 note) is amended-

(1) by redesignating that section as section 
301; 

(2) in the section heading, by striking out "for 
Poland and Hungary"; 

(3) in the heading for subsection (a), by strik
ing out "TO POLAND AND HUNGARY"; and 

(4) in subsection (a), by inserting after "there
of" the first place it appears ", by the Czech 
and Slovak Federal Republic or any agency or 
national thereof,". 

(c) TRADE CREDIT INSURANCE PROGRAM FOR 
POLAND.-Section 304, and section 225 of the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (22 U.S.C. 2185), 
are repealed. 

(d) BILATERAL INVESTMENT TREATIES.-Sec
tion 306 is amended-

(1) by redesignating that section as section 
302; 

(2) in the section heading, by striking out 
"with Poland and Hungary"; and 

(3) by striking out "Poland and Hungary" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "eligible East Euro
pean countries". 

(e) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO TABLE OF 
CONTENTS.-The table of contents in section l(b) 
isamended-

(1) by striking out the items relating to sec
tions 301, 302, 304, 305, and 307; 

(2) in the item relating to section 303, by strik
ing "303" and inserting in lieu thereof "301" 
and by striking out "for Poland and Hungary"; 
and 

(3) in the item relating to section 306, by strik
ing out "306" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"302" and by striking out "with Poland and 
Hungary''. 
SEC. Mn. EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL, AND SCI· 

BNTIFIC ACTIVITIES. 
(a) EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL EXCHANGES 

AND SISTER INSTITUTIONS PROGRAMS.-Section 
401 (22 U.S.C. 5441) is amended-

(1) in the section heading by striking out 
"with Poland and Hungary"; 

(2) in subsection (a)(l)-
(A) by striking out "SUPPORT FOR EXPANDED 

U.S. PARTICIPATION" in the paragraph heading 
and inserting in lieu thereof "FREEDOM INTER
NATIONAL PROGRAM"; 

(B) by striking out "Poland and Hungary" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "eligible East Euro
pean countries"; and 

(C) by adding at the end the following: "Unit
ed States Government support for such activities 
shall be known as the 'Freedom International 
Program'."; 

(3) in subsection (a)(2), by striking out "Po
land and Hungary" and inserting in lieu there
of "eligible East European countries"; 

(4) in subsection (b), by striking out "Poland 
and Hungary" and inserting in lieu thereof "el
igible East European countries"; 

(5) in subsection (c), by striking out "Poland 
and the United States and in Hungary" and in
serting in lieu thereof "eligible East European 
countries"; and 

(6) in subsection (d), by striking out "and Pol
ish organizations and between American and 
Hungarian organizations" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "organizations and organizations of eli
gible East European countries". 

(b) SCHOLARSHIP PARTNERSHIP.-Section 402 
(22 U.S.C. 5442) is amended-

(1) in the section heading, by striking out 
"Poland-Hungary"; 

(2) in subsection (a), by striking out "Poland 
and Hungary" and inserting in lieu thereof "el
igible East European countries"; 

(3) in subsection (b)-
(A) by striking out "Poland and Hungary" 

and inserting in lieu thereof "eligible East Euro
pean countries", and 

(B) by striking out "in the United States"; 
(4) in subsection (c), by striking out "Poland 

and Hungary" and inserting in lieu thereof "el
igible East European countries"; 

(5) in subsection (g)-
(A) by striking out "Poland or Hungary, as 

the case may be" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"his or her country of nationality", and 

(B) by striking out "in the United States"; 
(6) by striking out subsection (i) and by insert

ing in lieu thereof the fallowing: 
"(i) COMPETITIVE PROCEDURES.-ln carrying 

this section, the Agency for International Devel
opment shall use competitive procedures to the 
maximum extent practicable in making grants 
to, and entering into contracts with, nongovern
mental entities."; 

(7) in subsection (j), by striking out "Poland 
and Hungary" and inserting in lieu thereof "an 
eligible East European country"; and 

(8) by inserting at the end the following: 
"(l) AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS ABROAD.-The 

Administrator of the Agency for International 
Development may use funds made available 
each fiscal year to carry out this section in 
order to provide scholarships to enable students 
from eligible East European countries to study 
at American institutions of higher education in 
Europe.". 

(c) USE OF POLISH CURRENCIES FOR HOLO
CAUST EDUCATION.-TITLE IV IS AMENDED BY 
ADDING AT THE END THE FOLLOWING: 
"SBC. 404. USE OF POUSH CURRENCIES FOR HOL

OCAUST EDUCATION. 
"(a) AUTHORIZATION.-Consistent with other 

United States priorities in Poland, the President 
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may make available for the Research Center on 
Jewish History and Culture of the Jagiellonian 
University of Krakow, Poland, established for 
the study of events related to the Holocaust in 
Poland, up to the equivalent of $500,000 of Pol
ish currencies described in subsection (b). 

"(b) CURRENCIES THAT MAY BE USED.-The 
currencies that are available for use under sub
section (a) are nonconvertible Polish currencies 
held by the United States that are derived from 
programs administered by the Commodity Credit 
Corporation or pursuant to the Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954, 
section 416(b) of the Agricultural Act of 1949, or 
the Food for Progress Act of 1985. ". 

(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO TABLE OF 
CONTENTS.-The table of contents in section l(b) 
is amended-

(1) in the item relating to section 401, by strik
ing out "with Poland and Hungary"; 

(2) in the item relating to section 402, by strik
ing out "Poland-Hungary scholarship" and in
serting in lieu thereof "Scholarship"; and 

(3) by adding at the end of the items relating 
to title IV the following: 

"Sec. 404. Use of Polish currencies for Holocaust 
education.". 

SBC. 608. OTHER ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS. 
(a) SUPPORT FOR DEMOCRATIC ]NSTITUTIONS.
(1) IN GENERAL.-Section 501 (22 u.s.c. 5451) 

is amended-
( A) in the section heading, by striking out "in 

Poland and Hungary"; 
(B) by striking out the text of subsection (a) 

and inserting in lieu thereof the following: "The 
President, acting through the Administrator of 
the Agency for International Development, is 
authorized to provide assistance in support of 
democratic institutions and activities in eligible 
East European countries consistent with sub
sections (a) through (e) of section 281 of the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961 (relating to human 
rights and democratic initiatives)."; and 

(C) by adding at the end the following: 
"(c) COMPETITIVE PROCEDURES.-ln carrying 

section (a), the Agency for International Devel
opment shall use competitive procedures to the 
maximum extent practicable in making grants 
to, and entering into contracts with, nongovern
mental entities.". 

(2) SUPPORT FOR PARLIAMENTARY DEVELOP
MENT.-That section is further amended by add
ing at the end the following: 

"(d) MULTILATERAL SUPPORT FOR PARLIAMEN
TARY DEVELOPMENT.-From the funds made 
available to carry out this section, the President 
should allocate up to $750,000 annually to con
tribute support, in conjunction with appropriate 
contributions from parliaments of other North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization members, to the 
North Atlantic Assembly's plan for expanded 
East European participation.''. 

(b) ENVIRONMENTAL ]NITIATIVES; ENVIRON
MENTAL IMPACT OF PROGRAMS.-Section 502 (22 
U.S.C. 5452) is amended-

(1) in the section heading, by striking out 
"initiatives for Poland and Hungary" and in
serting in lieu thereof "initiatives; environ
mental impact of programs"; 

(2) in subsection (a)-
(A) in the first sentence, by striking out "Po

land and Hungary" and inserting in lieu there
of "Eastern and Central Europe"; and 

(B) in the second sentence-
(i) by striking out "Poland and Hungary" 

and inserting in lieu thereof "eligible East Euro
pean countries"; and 

(ii) by striking out "and the restoration of the 
natural resource base on which a sustainable, 
healthy economy depends" and inserting in lieu 
thereof ", the restoration of the natural re
source base, and the alleviation of health prob
lems resulting from environmental degrada
tion"; 

(3) in subsection (b), by striking out "Poland 
and Hungary" and inserting in lieu thereof "el
igible East European countries"; 

(4) in subsection (g)-
(A) by striking out "Hungary and Poland" 

and inserting in lieu thereof "East European 
countries"; and 

(B) by striking out "Poland and Hungary" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "eligible East Euro
pean countries"; 

(5) in subsection (h)-
(A) by striking out "IN HUNGARY" in the sub

section heading; and 
(B) by striking out "Government of Hungary" 

and inserting in lieu thereof "governments of el
igible East European countries"; and 

(6) by adding at the end the following new 
subsections: 

"(i) ENVIRONMENT AND ENERGY AsSISTANCE.
The President, acting through the Administrator 
of the Agency for International Development 
and the Administrator of the Environmental 
Protection Agency, is authorized to provide as
sistance for environment and energy activities 
in eligible East European countries, with em
phasis on assistance in developing policies en
couraging and providing incentives for end-use 
energy efficiency (including preparation of 
least-cost energy plans), conservation, and reli
ance on renewable energy resources. Assistance 
under this subsection may include training, 
technical assistance for related energy and envi
ronmental investments or regulation, local pro
duction of environmental or energy-related 
equipment, promotion of United States tech
nologies, and dealing with health problems di
rectly associated with pollution. 

"(j) COORDINATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL ]N/TIA
TIVES.-The Administrator of the Environmental 
Protection Agency and the Administrator of the 
Agency for International Development shall 
jointly, and in cooperation, select the environ
mental initiatives and policies for carrying out 
subsections (b), (c), (d), and (i). Specific envi
ronmental programs or projects shall be evalu
ated and carried out by those United States 
Government agencies or departments with tradi
tional and recognized expertise in the program 
area, or by nongovernmental organizations, as 
appropriate to their respective expertise. 

"(k) REGIONAL PROGRAM FOR ENVIRONMENTAL 
HEALTH ACTIVITIES IN THE CZECH AND SLOVAK 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC.-

"(1) ESTABLISHMENT.-The President shall 
work with officials of the Government of the 
Czech and Slovak Federal Republic to establish 
and support a regional program to study and fa
cilitate cooperative activities to address the pub
lic health aspects of environmental degradation. 

"(2) FUNDING.-Of the funds allocated to 
carry out subsection (i), up to $1,000,000 for fis
cal year 1992 may be made available to carry out 
paragraph (1). 

"(l) AsSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL ]M
PACT.-Assistance under this Act (other than as
sistance provided through Enterprise Funds 
under section 201 or through enterprise funds or 
similar entities under section 202) shall be pro
vided consistent with section 117(c) of the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961 (as so redesignated 
by section 301 of the Special Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1986). 

''(m) AGRICULTURAL AsSISTANCE.-Activities 
carried out under section 204 (relating to tech
nical training and assistance) or section 206 (re
lating to use of local currency generated by ag
ricultural assistance) that are designed to in
crease agricultural production shall emphasize 
the principles of low-input sustainable agri
culture and integrated pest management, in
cluding promotion of alternative production sys
tems that minimize pesticide residues on food.". 

(c) MEDICAL AsSISTANCE.-Section 503 (22 
U.S.C. 5453) is amended-

(1) in the section heading, by striking out all 
that follows "medical" and inserting in lieu 
thereof "assistance."; and 

(2) by amending the text of subsection (a) to 
read as follows:. "The President, acting through 
the Administrator of the Agency for Inter
national Development, is authorized to provide 
to eligible East European countries (1) medical 
training, (2) assistance with respect to health 
care planning and policy, and (3) other assist
ance to improve the quality of health care.". 

(d) Ass/STANCE FOR HOUSJNG.-Title v is 
amended by adding at the end the following: 
"SBC. 504. ASSISTANCE FOR HOUSING. 

"(a) AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE Ass/STANCE.
The President, acting through the Administrator 
of the Agency for International Development, is 
authorized to provide technical assistance, and 
assistance to support the infrastructure, nec
essary to support a viable housing sector in eli
gible East European countries. Such assistance 
may be provided notwithstanding any other pro
vision of law. 

"(b) HOUSING INVESTMENT GUARANTY PRO
GRAM.-Guaranties may be issued under section 
221 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 for 
projects in eligible East European countries not
withstanding any other provision of law which 
would prohibit assistance for projects in such 
countries.". 

(e) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO TABLE OF 
CONTENTS.-The table of contents in section l(b) 
is amended-

(1) in the item relating to section 501, by strik
ing out "in Poland and Hungary"; 

(2) in the item relating to section 502, by strik
ing out "initiatives for Poland and Hungary" 
and inserting in lieu thereof "initiatives; envi
ronmental impact of programs"; 

(3) by amending the item relating to section 
503 to read as follows: 
"Sec. 503. Medical assistance."; and 

( 4) by inserting after the item relating to sec
tion 503 the following: 
"Sec. 504. Assistance for housing.". 
SBC. 609. ADDITIONAL SEED PROGRAM ACTIONS. 

(a) EASTERN EUROPEAN BUSINESS INFORMA
TION CENTER SYSTEM.-Section 602 (22 u.s.c. 
5462) is amended to read as follows: 
"SBC. 602. EASTERN EUROPEAN BUSINESS INFOR

MATION CBNTBR SYSTEM. 
"(a) PURPOSE.-The President shall encour

age and facilitate United States investment in 
East European business enterprises through the 
widest possible dissemination of commercial and 
legal information on Eastern Europe to the 
United States business community through 
United States information services companies. 

"(b) REQUIREMENT FOR BUSINESS INFORMA
TION CENTER SYSTEM.-Under the direction Of 
the President, the SEED Program coordinator 
shall maintain an Eastern European Business 
Information Center System, employing (as ap
propriate) the services and expertise of United 
States information services companies. This sys
tem shall work in coordination with the Foreign 
Commercial Service and the governments of eli
gible East European countries. 

"(c) FUNCTIONS.-The Eastern European 
Business Information Center System shall serve 
as a central clearinghouse and data resource 
service for United States and Eastern European 
businesses, providing information relating to-

"(1) business conditions in Eastern Europe; 
"(2) legal and regulatory information needed 

by United States companies seeking to do busi
ness in Eastern Europe; 

"(3) investment and trade opportunities for 
United States companies resulting from the re
gion's efforts to privatize state enterprises and 
move toward a market economy; and 

"(4) voluntary assistance efforts to countries 
in Eastern Europe. 

"(d) AMERICAN BUSINESS CENTERS.-Where 
the President deems it would be effective in pro-
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mating the purposes of this Act, the President 
should establish American Business Centers to 
support American business initiative in Eastern 
Europe. Such Centers should-

' '(1) be designed to provide economies of time 
and scale to American businesses seeking to ini
tiate trade and investment; and 

"(2) operate, where feasible and to the maxi
mum extent possible, on a user-fee basis. 

"(e) INFORMATION ACCESS.-The Eastern Eu
ropean Business Information Center System 
shall be made accessible to the widest possible 
number of United States businesses through 
commercially available on-line information serv
ices. The SEED Program coordinator shall also 
endeavor to make information accessible to local 
enterprises in Eastern Europe seeking trade 
with or investment from the United States 
through the establishment of Eastern European 
trade information centers at such locations as 
the coordinator may designate. " . 

(b) ENCOURAGING VOLUNTARY ASSISTANCE.
Section 603 (22 U.S.C. 5463) is amended-

(1) in the section heading, by striking out "for 
Poland and Hungary"; 

(2) in subsection (a), by striking out "Poland 
and to refugees from Romania who are in Hun
gary" and inserting in lieu thereof "eligible 
East European countries"; and 

(3) in subsection (b)-
( A) in the subsection heading, by striking out 

"TO POLAND"; 
(B) in paragraph (1) , by striking out " Po

land" and inserting in lieu thereof "eligible 
East European countries"; and 

(C) in paragraph (3), by striking out "Po
land" and inserting in lieu thereof "eligible 
East European countries" . 

(c) UNITED STATES REPRESENTATION IN EAST
ERN EUROPE.-Section 604 (22 U.S,C. 5464) is re
pealed. 

(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO TABLE OF 
CONTENTS.-The table of contents in section l(b) 
is amended-

(1) by amending the item relating to section 
602 to read as follows: 

"Sec. 602. Eastern European Business Informa
tion Center System."; 

(2) in the item relating to section 603, by strik
ing out "for Poland and Hungary"; and 

(3) by striking out the item relating to section 
604. 
SBC. 610. FUNDING OF SEED PROGRAM. 

(a) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.
Title VIII (22 U.S.C. 5491-5495) is amended by 
adding at the end the following: 
"SBC. 806. FUNDING OF SEED PROGRAM. 

"(a) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.
There are authorized to be appropriated to the 
President under the heading 'AGENCY FOR 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT' $415,000,000 for 
fiscal year 1992 and $415,000,000 for fiscal year 
1993 to provide the assistance authorized by the 
provisions of this Act specified in subsection (c). 
Such amounts are in addition to any amounts 
made available under part I of the Foreign As
sistance Act of 1961 to provide such assistance. 
Amounts authorized to be appropriated by this 
subsection are authorized to remain available 
until expended. 

"(b) RECOMMENDED AMOUNTS OF ASSISTANCE 
TO THE BALTIC COUNTRIES.-Of the amounts au
thorized to be appropriated by subsection (a), at 
least $15,000,000 for each fiscal year should be 
used for assistance for Lithuania, Latvia, and 
Estonia. 

"(c) RECOMMENDED AMOUNTS FOR CERTAIN 
TYPES OF AsSISTANCE.-The amounts authorized 
to be appropriated by subsection (a) for each fis
cal year should be allocated as follows (with 
proportional reductions in each amount if the 
appropriation is less than the amount author
ized to be appropriated): 

"(1) $175,000,000 should be allocated for use 
under sections 201 and 202 (relating to Enter
prise Funds and private enterprise develop
ment). 

"(2) $25,000,000 should be allocated for use 
under section 501 (relating to support for demo
cratic institutions). 

"(3) $75,000,000 should be allocated for use 
under subsection (i) of section 502 (relating to 
assistance for environment and energy activi
ties). 

"(4) $140,000,000 should be allocated for use 
under-

"(A) subsection (c)(l) of section 102 (relating 
to stabilization assistance), 

"(B) subsection (h) of section 203 (relating to 
labor market transition), 

"(C) section 204 (relating to technical training 
and assistance) , 

"(D) section 402 (relating to scholarships), 
"(E) section 503 (relating to medical assist

ance), and 
"(F) subsection (a) of section 504 (relating to 

assistance for housing). 
"(d) AUTHORIZATIONS PROVIDED IN OTHER 

SECTIONS OF THIS ACT.-Authorizations of ap
propriations provided in other sections of this 
Act, other than section 403 (relating to science 
and technology exchange agreements), shall 
cease to be effective as of the date of enactment 
of this section. 

"(e) RELATION TO OTHER LAWS.-Funds made 
available under this section may be used to pro
vide assistance under this Act notwithstanding 
any other provision of law. 

"(f) FOREIGN AsSISTANCE ACT ADMINISTRATIVE 
AUTHORITIES.-Funds authorized to be appro
priated by subsection (a) shall be considered to 
be funds made available to carry out part I of 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (relating to 
economic assistance programs). This subsection 
does not supersede any provision which author
izes assistance to be provided under this Act 
'notwithstanding any other provision of law'.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT TO TABLE OF 
CONTENTS.-The table of contents in section l(b) 
is amended by adding at the end the following: 
" Sec. 806. Funding of SEED program.". 
SEC. 611. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO UST OF 

SEED ACTIONS. 
Subsection (c) of section 3 (22 U.S.C. 5401), as 

so redesignated by section 502(a)(l) of this Act, 
is amended as follows: 

(1) DEBT-FOR-EQUITY AND DEBT-FOR-DEVELOP
MENT SWAPS.-In paragraph (3), by inserting be
fore the period at the end of the paragraph ", 
and debt-for-equity and debt-for-development 
swaps". 

(2) STABILIZATION ASSISTANCE.-By-
(A) redesignating paragraphs (4) through (25) 

as paragraphs (5) through (26), respectively, 
and 

(B) inserting after paragraph (3) the following 
new paragraph (4): 

"(4) STABILIZATION ASSISTANCE.-Balance of 
payments support and other assistance to sta
bilize a country's economy and promote longer
term economic growth and stability, based on 
movement toward free market principles.". 

(3) ENTERPRISE FUNDS.-In paragraph (6), as 
so redesignated by paragraph (2) of this section, 
by striking out "so is designated" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "is so designated". 

(4) PRIVATE ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT.-By
(A) redesignating paragraphs (7) through (26), 

as so redesignated by paragraph (2) of this sec
tion, as paragraphs (8) through (27), respec
tively, and 

(B) inserting after paragraph (6), as so redes
ignated by paragraph (2) of this section, the fol
lowing new paragraph (7): 

"(7) PRIVATE ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT.-In 
order to support private enterprise development, 
assistance similar to that authorized to be pro-

vided by the Enterprise Funds and assistance to 
support United States participation in capital 
projects, both public infrastructure projects and 
private investment projects.". 

(5) TECHNICAL TRAINING AND ASS/STANCE.-By 
amending paragraph (9), as so redesignated by 
the preceding paragraphs of this section, to read 
as follows: 

"(9) TECHNICAL TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE.
Technical training and assistance to assist eligi
ble East European countries as they develop a 
market economy and democratic institutions.". 

(6) SCHOLARSHIPS.-Paragraph (22), as so re
designated by the preceding paragraphs of this 
section, is amended by inserting "and at Amer
ican institutions of higher education abroad" 
after "States". 

(7) MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.-Paragraph (26), as 
so redesignated by the preceding paragraphs of 
this section, is amended to read as follows: 

"(26) MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.-Medical training 
and other assistance to improve the quality of 
health care.". 

(8) ASSISTANCE FOR HOUS/NG.-By-
(A) redesignating paragraph (27), as so redes

ignated by the preceding paragraphs of this sec
tion, as paragraph (28), and 

(B) inserting after paragraph (26), as so redes
ignated by the preceding paragraphs of this sec
tion, the following new paragraph (27): 

"(27) ASSISTANCE FOR HOUSING.-Assistance to 
support a viable housing section.". 

(9) EASTERN EUROPEAN BUSINESS INFORMATION 
CENTER SYSTEM.-Paragraph (28), as so redesig
nated by the preceding paragraphs of this sec
tion, is amended by striking out "a SEED Infor
mation Center" and inserting in lieu thereof 
"an Eastern European Business Information 
Center System". 
SBC. 51J. REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER 

FOR CENTRAL AND EASTERN EU
ROPE. 

The Regional Environmental Center for 
Central and Eastern Europe located in Buda
pest, Hungary, which is authorized under sec
tion 502(d) of the Support for East European 
Democracy (SEED) Act of 1989, shall be treated 
as an international organization for the purpose 
of detailing United States Government person
nel. 

CHAPTER 2-0THER PROVISIONS 
RELATING 7YJ THE REGION 

SEC. 6Jl. SOVIBT·EASTERN EUROPEAN RESEARCH 
AND TRAINING PROGRAM. 

(a) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.-In 
addition to amounts otherwise authorized to be 
appropriated for such purpose, there are au
thorized to be appropriated $5,000,000 for fiscal 
year 1992 and $5,000,000 for fiscal year 1993 to 
carry out the Soviet-Eastern European Research 
and Training Act of 1983. 

(b) ANNUAL REPORTS.-Section 807 of the So
viet-Eastern European Research and Training 
Act of 1983 (22 U.S.C. 4506) is amended to read 
as follows: 

"ANNUAL REPORTS 
"SEC. 807. At the end of each fiscal year, the 

Secretary of State shall prepare and submit to 
the Congress a report on the implementation of 
this title during that fiscal year. This report 
shall include-

"(1) an analysis of the extent to which the 
payments made pursuant to this title were suc
cessful in supporting the functions ref erred to in 
section 802(3); 

"(2) a financial statement showing how the 
funds paid to each institution pursuant to this 
title were used, with a summary of the results of 
any audit conducted by the United States Gov
ernment with respect to those funds; 

"(3) a listing of all institutions receiving pay
ments under this title whose administrative ex
penses that were covered by such payments rep
resented more than 10 percent of the amount of 
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those payments, with an explanation for each 
such institution of why its administrative ex
penses exceeded 10 percent of the amount of 
those payments; and 

"(4) such recommendations as the Advisory 
Committee deems advisable.''. 
SEC. 5JJ. CONDEMNATION OF ANTI-SEMITISM 

AND ETHNIC INTOLERANCE IN RO
MANIA. 

(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) in December 1989, after decades of harsh 

repression by successive Communist regimes in 
Romania, a violent uprising overthrew the bru
tal dictatorship of Nicolae Ceausescu; 

(2) this historic event has opened the way for 
the people of Romania to join the other nations 
of Central and Eastern Europe in establishing a 
free and democratic political sYStem and a free 
market economy; 

(3) a reunited Europe, meaning a harmonious 
community of free and friendly nations, must be 
established on the basis of full respect for 
human rights, including the rights of minorities, 
and a rejection of anti-Semitism and other forms 
of ethnic and religious intolerance; 

( 4) the newly gained freedom in Romania has 
allowed the formation of new social and politi
cal organizations and the establishment of new 
publications free of direct government control; 

(5) this freedom has also given rise to a revival 
of extremist organizations and publications pro
mulgating national chauvinism, ethnic hatred, 
and anti-Semitism; 

(6) Romania's parliament, instead of con
demning these developments, itself stood in a 
moment of silence recently for the extreme na
tionalist Ion Antonescu who was responsible for 
the murder of approximately 250,000 Romanian 
Jews and was executed as a war criminal; 

(7) the Nobel Peace laureate author and hu
manist Elie Wiesel recently visited Romania, the 
country of his birth, to participate in the com
memoration of the 50th anniversary of the mass 
murder of Romania's Jews by the Antonescu 
government; 

(8) even that recent solemn commemoration 
was marred by anti-Semitic heckling against 
Professor Wiesel; and 

(9) these extremist organizations and their ac
tivities continue despite the Romanian Govern
ment's reaffirmation of its commitment to fight 
against discrimination on the grounds of race, 
color, national origin, or religion. 

(b) CONDEMNATION OF ANTISEMITISM AND ETH
NIC ANIMOSITY.-The Congress-

(1) condemns the resurgence of organized 
anti-Semitism, and ethnic animosity in Roma
nia, including the existence of extremist organi
zations and publications dedicated to such re
pugnant ideas; 

(2) urges the Government of Romania to con
tinue to speak out against anti-Semitism and to 
work actively to promote harmony among Roma
nia's ethnic and religious groups; 

(3) calls on the people of Romania to resist the 
negative appeal of these repugnant organiza
tions and their activities and to strengthen the 
forces of tolerance and pluralism existing in Ro
manian society; 

(4) calls on the Government of Romania to 
continue to take steps toward greater respect for 
internationally recognized human rights, in
cluding the rights of minorities; and 

(5) calls on the President of the United States 
to ensure that progress by the Government of 
Romania in combating anti-Semitism and in 
protecting the rights and safety of its ethnic mi
norities shall be a significant factor in determin
ing levels of assistance to Romania. 
SEC. 6". NAGORNO-KARABAKH CRISIS. 

The Congress-
(1) condemns the attacks by internal security 

forces and the forces of the Azerbaijani govern
ment on innocent children, women, and men in 

Armenian areas and communities in and around 
Nagorno-Karabakh and in Armenia; 

(2) condemns the indiscriminate use of force, 
including the shelling of civilian areas, on Ar
menia's eastern and southern borders; 

(3) calls for the end of the blockades and other 
uses of force and intimidation directed against 
Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh, and calls for 
the withdrawal off orces newly deployed for the 
purpose of intimidation; 

(4) calls for an immediate end to deportations 
of Armenians from Nagorno-Karabakh and the 
freedom for all refugees to return to their homes; 

(5) calls for dialogue among all parties in
volved as the only acceptable route to achieving 
a lasting resolution of the conflict; 

(6) reaffirms the commitment of the United 
States to the success of democracy and self-de
termination in the Soviet Union and its various 
republics; and 

(7) expresses its deep concern over acts of ret
ribution or intimidation against those republics 
which are seeking greater independence. 
SEC. 624. ANDREI SAKHAROV EDUCATIONAL EX· 

CHANGE PROGRAM. 
(a) ESTABLISHMENT.-Section 112(a) of the 

Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act 
of 1961 (relating to the exchange programs man
aged by the Bureau of Educational and Cul
tural Affairs in the United States Information 
Agency) is amended-

(]) by striking out "and" at the end of para
graph (8); 

(2) by striking out the period at the end of 
paragraph (9) and inserting in lieu thereof "; 
and"; and 

(3) by adding at the end the following: 
"(10) the Andrei Sakharov Educational Ex

change Program, to facilitate international ex
changes and cooperation in the fields of envi
ronmental protection and the health sciences 
that involve graduate students who have dem
onstrated a commitment to the application of 
science in furtherance of the humanitarian 
ideals embodied by Andrei Sakharov.". 

(b) SEED ACTIONS.-
(1) EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL EXCHANGES.

Section 401(a)(l) of the Support for East Euro
pean Democracy (SEED) Act of 1961 is amended 
by inserting "the Andrei Sakharov Educational 
Exchange Program," after "Memorial Exchange 
Program,". 

(2) LIST OF SEED ACTIONS.-Section 3(c)(J9) of 
that Act, as so redesignated by section 502(a) 
and section 511 of this Act, is amended by in
serting before the period ", and participation in 
exchanges under the Andrei Sakharov Edu
cational Exchange Program". 
SEC. 525. CRISIS IN YUGOSLA VlA. 

It is the sense of the Congress that-
(1) the United States strongly supports the ini

tiatives of the European Community to achieve 
a peaceful, negotiated settlement of the crisis in 
Yugoslavia, including their call for agreement 
by all parties in Yugoslavia on a cease-fire to be 
observed by monitors mandated by the Con
ference on Security and Cooperation in Europe 
and the convening of a peace conference; 

(2) all parties to the conflict must implement 
immediately an unconditional cease-fire in Cro
atia and cooperate fully with the peacekeeping 
steps initiated by the European Community; 

(3) the use of force to solve political dif
ferences or to change the internal or external 
borders of Yugoslavia is not acceptable and rep
resents a serious violation of international 
norms and the principles of the Conference on 
Security and Cooperation in Europe process: 

(4) those who resort to force in Yugoslavia 
will achieve nothing but tragedy for the peoples 
of Yugoslavia and themselves and will only con
firm their own isolation from the international 
community; 

(5) the legitimate concerns of all Yugoslav 
peoples, including Serbs inside and outside Ser-

bia, about their future in the event of the dis
integration of Yugoslavia cannot justify the use 
of force and repression; 

(6) all peoples of Yugoslavia must resolve their 
future in a peaceful, democratic, and negotiated 
manner which will preserve the rights of all peo
ples in the country, particularly the full human 
rights of ethnic minorities living in all republics 
and provinces. 
SEC. 526. ANGLO-IRISH INTERNATIONAL FUND. 

(a) ANNUAL REPORTS AND CERTIFICATION.
The Anglo-Irish Agreement Support Act of 1986 
is amended-

(1) by striking out section 5(c); and 
(2) by amending section 6 to read as follows: 

"SEC. 6. ANNUAL REPORTS. 
"(a) REQUIREMENT FOR REPORTS.-At the end 

of each fiscal year in which the United States 
Government makes any contribution to the 
International Fund (but not later than Decem
ber 31), the President shall report to the Con
gress on the degree to which-

"(1) the International Fund has contributed 
to reconciliation between the communities in 
Northern Ireland; 

"(2) United States contributions to the Inter
national Fund are meeting their objectives of 
encouraging new investment, job creation, and 
economic reconstruction on the basis of strict 
equality of opportunity; 

"(3) the International Fund has increased re
spect for the human rights and fundamental 
freedoms of all people in Northern Ireland; 

"(4) the Board of the International Fund, as 
a whole, is broadly representative of the inter
ests of the communities in Ireland and Northern 
Ireland; and 

"(5) disbursements from the International 
Fund-

"(A) are distributed in accordance with the 
principle of equality of opportunity and non
discrimination in employment, without regard to 
religious affiliation; and 

"(B) address the needs of both communities in 
Northern Ireland. 

"(b) INDEPENDENT REVIEW OF THE FUND.-The 
reports submitted pursuant to subsection (a) 
shall discuss the results of any independent re
views that have been conducted of the programs 
and projects supported by the International 
Fund, with particular regard to the achievement 
of the objectives specified in paragraphs (1) 
through (5) of subsection (a).". 

(b) UNITED STATES CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
FUND.-Section 532 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 (as amended by title I of this Act) 
authorizes the appropriation of $22,500,000 for 
each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for United 
States contributions to the International Fund 
for Ireland pursuant to the Anglo-Irish Agree
ment Support Act of 1986. 
SEC. 627. UNITED STATES POUCY REGARDING 

THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN. 
Section 620C of the Foreign Assistance Act of 

1961 is amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 6JOC. UNITED STATES POUCY REGARDING 

THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN. 
"(a) CONGRESSIONAL FINDINGS REGARDING CY

PRUS SETTLEMENT.-The Congress declares that 
the achievement of a just and lasting Cyprus 
settlement is and will remain a central objective 
of United States foreign policy. The Congress 
finds that-

"(1) a just settlement on Cyprus must involve 
the establishment of a free and independent 
government on Cyprus and must provide reason
able guarantees that the rights of all the people 
of Cyprus, including displaced persons, are fully 
protected; 

"(2) a just settlement on Cyprus must include 
the withdrawal of Turkish military forces from 
Cyprus; 

"(3) the United Nations resolutions regarding 
Cyprus provide a sound basis for negotiation of 
a just settlement on Cyprus; 
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"(4) serious negotiations, under United Na

tions auspices, will be necessary to achieve 
agreement on, and implementation of, constitu
tional and territorial arrangements critical to a 
just settlement on Cyprus; 

"(5) the return of the refugees displaced from 
Famagusta/Varosha is a matter of high priority 
and the United States should actively support 
the efforts of the Secretary General of the Unit
ed Nations with respect to this issue; and 

"(6) the continued deployment of a United 
Nations peacekeeping force is essential to reduc
ing tensions and maintaining the cease-fire on 
Cyprus. 

"(b) PRINCIPLES GOVERNING UNITED STATES 
POLICY.-United States policy regarding Cy
prus, Greece, and Turkey shall be directed to
ward restoring and maintaining a stable and 
peaceful atmosphere in the Eastern Mediterra
nean region and shall there/ ore be governed by 
the following principles: 

"(1) The United States shall actively support 
the resolution of differences through negotia
tions and internationally established peaceful 
procedures, shall encourage all parties to avoid 
provocative actions, and shall strongly oppose 
any attempt to resolve disputes through force or 
threat of force. 

"(2) The United States will accord full sup
port and high priority to efforts, including those 
of the United Nations, to bring about a prompt, 
peaceful settlement on Cyprus. 

"(3) All defense articles furnished by the 
United States to countries in the Eastern Medi
terranean region will be used only in accord
ance with the requirements of this Act, the Arms 
Export Control Act, and the agreements under 
which those defense articles were furnished. 

"(4) The United States will furnish military 
assistance for Greece and Turkey only when 
furnishing that assistance is intended solely for 
defensive purposes, including when necessary to 
enable the recipient country to fulfill its respon
sibilities as a member of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization, and shall be designed to 
ensure that the present balance of military 
strength between Greece and Turkey is pre
served. Nothing in this paragraph shall be con
strued to prohibit the transfer of defense articles 
to Greece or Turkey for legitimate self defense or 
to enable Greece or Turkey to fulfill their North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization obligations. 

"(5) The United States shall use its influence 
to ensure the continuation of the cease-fire on 
Cyprus until an equitable negotiated settlement 
is reached. 

"(6) Any agreement entered into by the Unit
ed States for the sale or other provision of any 
defense article on the United States Munitions 
List (established pursuant to section 38 of the 
Arms Export Control Act) shall expressly state 
that the article is being provided by the United 
States only with the understanding that the ar
ticle will not be transferred to Cyprus or other
wise used to further the severance or division of 
Cyprus. The President shall report to the Con
gress any substantial evidence that equipment 
provided under any such agreement has been 
used in a manner inconsistent with the purposes 
of this paragraph. 

"(7) The United States shall use its influence 
to achieve the withdrawal of Turkish military 
forces from Cyprus in the context of a solution 
to the Cyprus problem. 

"(c) REVIEW AND REPORTS REGARDING 
PROGRESS TOWARD A SETTLEMENT.-

"(1) CONTINUAL REVIEW.-Because progress 
toward a Cyprus settlement is a high priority of 
United States policy in the Eastern Mediterra
nean, the President and the Congress shall con
tinually review that progress and shall deter
mine United States policy in the region accord
ingly. 

"(2) PERIODIC REPORTS.-To facilitate such a 
review, the President shall transmit to the 

Speaker of the House of Representatives and the 
chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations 
of the Senate, every 90 days, a report on 
progress made toward the conclusion of a nego
tiated solution of the Cyprus problem. Such re
ports shall include any relevant reports pre
pared by the Secretary General of the United 
Nations for the Security Council.". 
SBC. 628. ASSISTANCE FOR THE EASTERN MEDI· 

TERRANBAN. 
(a) ECONOMIC SUPPORT AsSISTANCE.-Section 

532 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (as 
amended by title I of this Act), relating to eco
nomic support assistance, authorizes the appro
priation of-

(1) $15,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 for Cyprus for a scholarship program, 
bicommunal projects, and measures aimed at the 
reunification of the island and designed to re
duce tensions and to promote peace and co
operation between the two communities on Cy
prus; and 

(2) $190,000,000 for each of fiscal year 1992 and 
1993 for Turkey. 

(b) FOREIGN MILITARY FINANCING AsSIST
ANCE.-Section 504 of the Foreign Assistance Act 
of 1961 (as amended by title II of this Act), relat
ing to foreign military financing assistance, au
thorizes the appropriation of-

(1) $500,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 
and 1993 for Turkey; and 

(2) $350,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 
and 1993 for Greece. 

TITLE VI-MIDDLE EAST 
SEC. 601. ASSISTANCE FOR ISRABL. 

(a) ECONOMIC SUPPORT AsSISTANCE.-
(1) AUTHORIZED ASSISTANCE LEVEL.-This sub

section applies with respect to the $1,200,000,000 
that is authorized to be appropriated for each of 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for economic support 
assistance for Israel by section 532 of the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961 (as amended by title 
I of this Act). 

(2) TERMS OF ASSISTANCE.-The total amount 
of such funds allocated for Israel each fiscal 
year shall be made available as a cash transfer 
on a grant basis. Such transfer shall be made on 
an expedited basis within 30 days after the be
ginning of the fiscal year or the date of enact
ment of the Act appropriating such funds, 
whichever is later. In exercising the authority of 
this paragraph, the President shall ensure that 
the level of cash transfer made to Israel does not 
cause an adverse impact on the total level of 
nonmilitary exports from the United States to Is
rael. 

(b) FOREIGN MILITARY FINANCING Ass/ST
ANCE.-

(1) AUTHORIZED ASSISTANCE LEVEL.-This sub
section applies with respect to the $1,800,000,000 
that is authorized to appropriated for each of 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for foreign military fi
nancing assistance for Israel by section 504 of 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (as amended 
by title II of this Act). Such assistance shall be 
provided on a grant basis. 

(2) EXPEDITED DELIVERY OF ASSISTANCE.-The 
total amount of such funds allocated for Israel 
each fiscal year shall be disbursed within 30 
days after the beginning of the fiscal year or the 
date of enactment of the Act appropriating such 
funds, whichever is later. 

(3) ADVANCED WEAPONS SYSTEMS.-To the ex
tent that the Government of Israel requests that 
funds be used for such purposes, funds de
scribed in paragraph (I) shall, as agreed by the 
Government of Israel and the Government of the 
United States, be available for advanced weap
ons sYStems as follows: 

(A) Up to $150,000,000 for each fiscal year 
shall be available for research and development 
in the United States. 

(B) Up to $475,000,000 for each fiscal year 
shall be available for procurement in Israel of 

defense articles and defense services, including 
research and development. 

(c) SPECIAL DRAWDOWN AUTHORITY FOR Is
RAEL.-Section 599B of the Foreign Operations, 
Export Financing, and Related Programs Ap
propriations Act, 1991, is amended-

(1) in subsection (a)-
( A) by striking out "As a result" and all that 

follows through "the President" and inserting 
in lieu thereof "During fiscal year 1992, the 
President", and 

(B) by striking out "of $700,000,()()(J" and all 
that follows through the period and inserting in 
lieu thereof "that equals the difference between 
$700,000,000 and the value of any such articles, 
services, and education and training that were 
authorized by the President to be drawndown 
under the authority of this section be/ ore the 
enactment of the International Cooperation Act 
of 1991."; and 

(2) in subsection (d), by adding at the end the 
following: "Such report shall be submitted at 
the same time to the Committee on Foreign Al
f airs of the House of Representatives and the 
Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.". 
SEC. 602. ASSISTANCE FOR EGYPT. 

(a) ECONOMIC SUPPORT AssISTANCE.-
(1) AUTHORIZED ASSISTANCE LEVEL.-This sub

section applies with respect to the $815,()()(),()()(J 
that is authorized to be appropriated for each of 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for economic support 
assistance for Egypt by section 532 of the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961 (as amended by title 
I of this Act). 

(2) CONDITIONS FOR SECTOR GRANTS.-Assist
ance provided for Egypt with such funds may 
include sector grants only if Egypt implements 
agreed upon reforms in the relevant sector. 

(3) LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE.-Notwith
standing section 660 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961, assistance provided for Egypt with 
funds described in paragraph (I) may include 
support for instruction and training for Egyp
tian civilian law enforcement personnel with re
spect to human rights, democratic pluralism, 
and comparative criminal justice sYStems, in
cluding support for related curriculum develop
ment and research. Such assistance may be pro
vided only through United States institutions of 
higher education or through the International 
Criminal Investigative Training Assistance Pro
gram of the United States Department of Jus
tice. 

(b) FOREIGN MILITARY FINANCING AsSIST
ANCE.-Section 504 of the Foreign Assistance Act 
of 1961 (as amended by title II of this Act) au
thorizes the appropriation of $1,300,000,()()(J for 
each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for foreign 
military financing assistance for Egypt. Such 
assistance shall be provided on a grant basis. 
SBC. 603. PROMOTING PLURALISM AND DEMOC· 

RACY IN THE MIDDLE BAST AND 
NORTH AFRICA. 

Of the amounts allocated by the Agency for 
International Development for democratic ini
tiatives and human rights, up to $10,()()(),000 for 
each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993 shall be used 
to support the growth of indigenous nongovern
mental organizations that contribute to in
creased pluralism, democracy, and respect for 
human rights and the rule of law in the Middle 
East and North Africa. 
SEC. 604. WEST BANK AND GAZA PROGRAM. 

Of the amounts made available for economic 
support assistance, up to $16,000,000 for each of 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 shall be available for 
the West Bank and Gaza program. 
SBC. 605. MIDDLE BAST COOPERATIVB SCI· 

ENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
PROrlECTS. 

Section 532 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 (as amended by title I of this Act), relating 
to economic support assistance, authorizes the 
appropriation of $7,000,000 for each of fiscal 
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years 1992 and 1993 for regional cooperative pro
grams in the Middle East in accordance with 
section 202(c) of the International Security and 
Development Cooperation Act of 1985. 
SEC. 606. COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT 

PROJECTS. 
(a) COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS.

Of the amounts made available for development 
assistance, $5,000,000 for each of fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 should be used to finance coopera
tive development projects among the United 
States, Israel, and eligible East European coun
tries (as defined in section 4 of the Support for 
East European Democracy (SEED) Act of 1989) 
or developing countries. 

(b) COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH 
PROJECTS.-Of the amounts made available for 
development assistance, $5,000,000 for each of 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 should be used to fi
nance cooperative development research projects 
among the United States, Israel, and eligible 
East European countries (as defined in section 4 
of the Support for East European Democracy 
(SEED) Act of 1989) or developing countries. 
SBC. 607. ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN PEOPLE-TO-PEO-

PLE ACTIVITIES. 
It is the sense of the Congress that, in order 

to promote better understanding and mutual re
spect between the Israeli and Palestinian peo
ples, the United States should support edu
cational, cultural, and humanitarian activities 
that bring Israelis together with Palestinians 
living in the West Bank and Gaza. 
SEC. 608. POUCY TOWARD AND ASSISTANCE FOR 

LEBANON. 
(a) UNITED STATES POLICY.-lt is the sense of 

the Congress that United States policy toward 
Lebanon should-

(1) support the unity, sovereignty, and terri
torial integrity of Lebanon; 

(2) work for the immediate release of American 
hostages seized in Lebanon; 

(3) encourage the Government of Lebanon to 
undertake political reforms to establish rep
resentative democratic institutions; 

(4) oppose Syrian control of Lebanon and the 
use of Lebanese territory by Syria for illegal 
narcotics production and trafficking; 

(5) seek the removal of all Syrian, other Arab, 
and Iranian troops from Lebanon; 

(6) seek the removal of Israeli forces from Leb
anon as soon as the Government of Lebanon is 
capable of effectively guaranteeing an end to 
cross-border terrorism; 

(7) provide, under present circumstances, hu
manitarian and economic assistance to the peo
ple of Lebanon through United States and inter
national private voluntary organizations and to 
American institutions in Lebanon, such as the 
American University of Beirut, Beirut Univer
sity College, and International College; and 

(8) ensure that none of the assistance pro
vided to Lebanon benefits the Government of 
Syria. 

(b) ECONOMIC SUPPORT AsslSTANCE.-Of the 
amounts available for economic support assist
ance, $4,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 should be made available for Lebanon. 

(c) DEVELOPMENT AsslSTANCE.-Of the 
amounts available for development assistance, 
$6,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993 
should be made available for Lebanon. 
SEC. 609. RESTRICTIONS AND REPORTS WITH RE

GARD TO SYRIA. 
(a) RESTRICTIONS ON AsSISTANCE.-United 

States assistance may not be provided to Syria 
until the President determines, and so reports to 
the appropriate congressional committees, that-

(1) the Government of Syria has demonstrated 
its willingness to enter into direct bilateral nego
tiations with the State of Israel; 

(2) the Government of Syria-
( A) does not deny its citizens, or any segment 

of its citizens, the right or opportunity to emi
grate, 

(B) does not impose any tax on emigration or 
on the visas or other documents required for 
emigration, for any purpose or cause whatso
ever, and 

(C) does not impose any tax, levy, fine, or 
other charge (other than a nominal fee for ad
ministrative expenses) on any citizen as a con
sequence of the desire of such citizen to emigrate 
to the country of his or her choice; 

(3) the Government of Syria is assisting the 
United States Government in obtaining the re
lease of American hostages seized in Lebanon; 

(4) the Government of Syria no longer sup
ports groups responsible for acts of inter
national terrorism and no longer provides safe 
haven for terrorists; 

(5) the Government of Syria is withdrawing its 
armed forces from Lebanon; 

(6) the Government of Syria is no longer ac
quiring chemical, biological, or nuclear weap
ons, and the President has received credible as
surances that any such weapons now in the 
Syrian arsenal will not be used to threaten Syr
ia's neighbors; 

(7) the Government of Syria is fully cooperat
ing with United States antinarcotics efforts and 
is taking steps to remove those members of the 
Syrian Government who are involved in the 
drug trade; and 

(8) the Government of Syria has made progress 
in improving its record of respect for inter
nationally recognized human rights. 

(b) DEFINIT/ON.-As used in this section, the 
term "United States assistance" means United 
States assistance as defined in section 481(i)(4) 
of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 as in effect 
immediately prior to the enactment of this Act. 
SBC. 610. PEA.CB AND STABILITY IN THE MIDDLE 

EAST. 

(a) EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE.-lt is the sense of 
the Congress that the United States should en
courage all Arab states-

(1) to support actively efforts to achieve peace 
and stability in the Middle East and to settle 
the Arab-Israeli conflict through direct negotia
tions; and 

(2) to take specific steps to-
( A) recognize unequivocally Israel's right to 

exist as a sovereign nation within secure and 
recognized borders; 

(B) terminate the diplomatic and economic 
boycott of Israel, including the secondary and 
tertiary economic boycotts; 

(C) cease efforts to expel Israel from inter
national organizations or to deny Israel the op
portunity to participate in the activities of such 
organizations; and 

(D) terminate assistance to countries or 
groups that commit or support acts of inter
national terrorism. 

(b) ANNUAL REPORTS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF 
POLICIES.-Not later than 12 months after the 
date of enactment of this Act and every 12 
months thereafter, the Secretary of State shall 
submit to the appropriate congressional commit
tees a report on progress in implementing the 
policies expressed in subsection (a). 
SEC. 611. CUMULATIVE IMPACT ON ISRAEL OF 

UNITED STATES CONVENTIONAL 
ARMS TRANSFERS TO THE MIDDLE 
EAST. 

Not later than January 31 each year, the 
President shall submit to the appropriate con
gressional committees a report containing-

(]) an analysis of the impact on Israel of both 
United States commercial and government-to
government transfers of defense articles and de
fense services to the Middle East; 

(2) a description of the policies being pursued 
by the United States to maintain Israel's quali
tative edge; and 

(3) a description of the steps being taken to 
preserve Israel's qualitative edge. 

SEC. 6U. RESTRICTIONS ON NEGOTIATIONS WITH 
THE PALBSTINB LIBERATION ORGA
NIZATION. 

Section 1302 of the International Security and 
Development Cooperation Act of 1985 is amend
ed-

(1) in subsection (b)-
(A) by inserting "and amends or supersedes 

its charter to reflect that recognition" after 
"recognizes Israel's right to exist", and 

(B) by inserting "and ceases" after "re
nounces"; and 

(2) by adding at the end the following: 
"(c) PLO SUPPORT FOR IRAQ'S INVASION OF 

KUWAIT.-ln 1990 the United States, along with 
other members of the United Nations Security 
Council, condemned Iraq's invasion and annex
ation of Kuwait and called upon Iraq to with
draw from Kuwait. In 1991, the United States 
led a 28 nation coalition in military action to 
eject Iraq from Kuwait and implement the 12 Se
curity Council resolutions regarding Iraq's inva
sion of Kuwait. The Palestine Liberation Orga
nization opposed these policies of the United 
States and worked against their implementa
tion.". 
SBC. 618. PLO COMMITMENTS COMPUANCB. 

(a) REPORT ON PLO ACTIVITIES DURING THE 
PERSIAN GULF CONFLICT.-Not later than 60 
days after the date of enactment of this Act, the 
President shall submit a report in accordance 
with subsection (c) containing-

(]) a description of PLO support (including all 
statements and activities) of the goals and objec
tives of Saddam Hussein and the Iraqi occupa
tion of Kuwait; and 

(2) a description of efforts by the PLO to open 
a "second front" against Israel from Lebanon 
during the Persian Gulf conflict. 

(b) ANNUAL REPORTS ON PLO TERRORIST AC
TIVITIES.-Not later than 12 months after the 
date of enactment of this Act and every 12 
months thereafter, the President shall submit a 
report in accordance with subsection (c) con
taining-

(1) a description of the terrorist acts commit
ted or supported by the PLO; 

(2) a description of actions or statements by 
the PLO as they relate to the Geneva commit
ments of December 1988 regarding cessation of 
terrorism and recognition of Israel's right to 
exist, including actions or statements that con
tend that the declared "Palestinian state" en
compasses all of Israel; 

(3) a description of the steps, if any, taken by 
the PLO to evict or otherwise discipline individ
uals or groups taking actions inconsistent with 
the Geneva commitments; 

(4) a statement of whether the PLO, in ac
cordance with procedures in Article 33 of the 
Palestinian National Covenant, has repealed 
provisions in that covenant which call for Isra
el's destruction; 

(5) a statement of whether the PLO has ob
structed efforts by any Arab state to recognize 
Israel and enter into direct negotiations with Is
rael, or end its economic boycott of Israel; 

(6) a statement of whether "Force 17" and the 
"Hawari Group'', or other units directed by 
Yasser Arafat that have carried out terrorist at
tacks, have been disbanded and not reconsti
tuted under different names; 

(7) a statement of the PLO's position on the 
unrest in the West Bank and Gaza, and whether 
the PLO threatens, through violence or other 
intimidation measures, Palestinians in the West 
Bank and Gaza who advocate a cessation of, or 
who do not support, the unrest and who might 
be receptive to engaging in a peace process; 

(8) a statement of the position of the PLO re
garding the prosecution and extradition, if so 
requested, of known terrorists such as Abu 
Abbas, who directed the Achille Laur.o hijacking 
during which Leon Klinghoffer was murdered, 
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and Muhammed Rashid, implicated in the 1982 
bombing of the Pan Am jet and the 1986 bombing 
of a TWA jet in which four Americans were 
killed; 

(9) a statement of the position of the PLO on 
providing compensation to the United States vic
tims or the families of United States victims of 
PLO terrorism; 

(10) a description of PLO involvement in illicit 
drug trafficking; and 

(11) a description of the financial resources, 
assets, and holdings of the PLO and the sources 
of such resources, including the amount of fi
nancial support from each and every country 
contributing to the PLO. 

(c) SUBMISSION OF REPORTS.-The reports re
quired by this section shall be submitted to the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives and to 
the Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Re
lations of the Senate. Such reports shall be sub
mitted in unclassified form to the maximum ex
tent practicable. 

(d) DEFINITION OF PLO.-The term "PLO" in
cludes the Palestine Liberation Organization, 
any of its constituent groups or factions, and 
any successors thereto or agents thereof, includ
ing any of its officers, officials, representatives, 
or spokespersons. 
SEC. 614. UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

RESOLUTION 3379. 
It is the sense of the Congress that the United 

States should lead an effort to repeal United 
Nations General Assembly Resolution 3379 
(XXX). 
SEC. 616. DEMOCRATIC REFORM AND HUMAN 

RIGHTS IN KUWAIT. 
(a) REPORT.-Not later than 90 days after the 

date of enactment of this Act, the President 
shall report to the appropriate congressional 
committees whether the Government of Kuwait 
has taken steps to-

(1) end the occurrences of arbitrary arrest, 
torture, and other extrajudicial actions; 

(2) bring to justice those responsible for per
petrating such actions; 

(3) ensure that those detained have access to 
legal counsel, the right to an open and speedy 
trial, and other internationally recognized 
standards of due process of law; 

( 4) allow the presence and activities of inter
national human rights and humanitarian orga
nizations; 

(5) comply with international law relating to 
deportations; and 

(6) establish conditions to ensure that the Oc
tober 1992 elections are free and fair, and permit 
universal suf /rage. 

(b) UNITED STATES POLICIES TOWARD KU
WAIT.-Respect for internationally recognized 
human rights by the Government of Kuwait and 
the development of democratic institutions in 
Kuwait, including progress on the factors listed 
in paragraphs (1) through (6) of subsection (a), 
shall be a significant factor in the determination 
of United States policies toward Kuwait, includ
ing policies regarding the sale of defense articles 
and defense services. 
SBC. 616. USE OF UNITED STATES SUBCONTRAC· 

TORS IN KUWAIT. 
It is the sense of the Congress that-
(1) United States businesses engaged in re

building Kuwait should, to the maximum extent 
possible, use United States subcontractors and 
available United States goods and services; and 

(2) the Department of Commerce should mon
itor and encourage the implementation of this 
policy. 
SBC. 611. IRAQI WAR CRIMES AND CRIMES 

AGAINST HUMANITY. 
It is the sense of the Congress that the Presi

dent should confer with members of the United 
Nations Security Council and seek appropriate 
Security Council action to establish an appro
priate international tribunal to try all individ-

uals, including Iraqi President Saddam Hussein, 
who were involved in the planning or execution 
of war crimes and crimes against humanity dur
ing and after Iraq's August 1990 invasion of Ku
wait. 
SEC. 618. REPORT ON TRANSFERS OF SPOILS OF 

WAR. 
(a) SUBMISSION; CONTENTS-Not later than 90 

days after the date of enactment of this Act, the 
President shall submit to the relevant congres
sional committees a report describing any spoils 
of war that were obtained subsequent to August 
2, 1990, and that were transferred (within the 
meaning of the Spoils of War Act of 1991, which 
is chapter 4 of title II of this Act) to any party 
before the date of enactment of this Act. Such 
report may be submitted in classified or unclas
sified form. 

(b) DEFINITJONS.-As used in this section, the 
terms "enemy", "party", "relevant congres
sional committees", and "spoils of war" have 
the same meaning they have for purposes of the 
Spoils of War Act of 1991. 
SEC. 619. 1981 ISRAEU PREEMPTIVE STRIKE 

AGAINST THE IRAQI NUCLEAR REAC
TOR AT OSIRAK. 

(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) on June 7, 1981, the Israeli air force 

launched a preemptive strike against the Iraqi 
nuclear reactor at Osirak; 

(2) on June 19, 1981, the United Nations Secu
rity Council adopted Resolution 487 which con
demned that Israeli preemptive strike; 

(3) in the years fallowing that Israeli preemp
tive strike, Iraq demonstrated an ability and 
willingness to JJ.se weapons of mass destruction, 
as evidenced by chemical weapons attacks 
against both Iranian military forces and Kurd
ish Iraqi citizens; 

(4) in 1990, Iraqi President Hussein attempted 
to illegally acquire triggering devices for atomic 
bombs, and also threatened to use weapons or 
mass destruction against both neighboring Arab 
countries and Israel; 

(5) in August 1990, Iraq invaded and occupied 
Kuwait, demonstrating a continuing policy of 
aggression; 

(6) after United States-led coalition forces at
tacked the Iraqi forces on January 16, 1991, Iraq 
attempted to draw Israel, a nonbelligerent coun
try, into the conflict by launching 42 Scud mis
siles at Israel; and 

(7) there is no evidence that the Israeli pre
emptive strike against the Iraqi nuclear reactor 
at Osirak delayed efforts to resolve the Arab-Is
raeli conflict. 

(b) POLICY DECLARATIONS.-/t is the sense of 
the Congress that-

(1) the 1981 Israeli preemptive strike against 
the Iraqi nuclear reactor at Osirak was a legiti
mate and justifiable exercise of self-defense 
which also reduced the threat of Iraqi nuclear 
aggression against countries bordering Iraq; and 

(2) the United States should seek the repeal of 
United Nations Security Council Resolution 487 
which condemned that 1981 Israeli preemptive 
strike. 

TITLE Vil-LATIN AMERICA AND THE 
CARIBBEAN 

CHAPTER I-CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE 
CARIBBEAN 

Subchapter A-Central America 
SEC. 701. PROMOTING CENTRAL AMERICAN RE

COVERY AND DEVEWPMENT. 
(a) IN GENERAL.-The Congress accepts with 

confidence that the countries of Central Amer
ica will successfully direct their own economic 
and human resources to build and maintain the 
political, social, and economic institutions nec
essary to achieve peace and prosperity for their 
people. Accordingly, it shall be the policy of the 
United States to encourage and support the 
Central American countries in their efforts to 

build democracy, restore peace, establish respect 
for human rights, expand economic opportuni
ties through the achievement of sustained and 
sustainable development, and improve living 
conditions in the countries of Central America. 
It further shall be the policy of the United 
States to support and encourage dialogue as the 
proper means of resolving armed con[ltcts in 
Central America. 

(b) UNITED STATES ASSISTANCE FOR IMPLE
MENTATION OF AN INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM FOR 
CENTRAL AMERICAN RECOVERY AND DEVELOP
MENT.-/n order to build upon the programs es
tablished pursuant to the National Bipartisan 
Commission on Central America and to establish 
a Central American Recovery and Development 
Program, it shall be the policy of the United 
States, consistent with implementation of the 
Esquipulas, Tesoro Beach, Tela, San Isidro, and 
Montelimar Accords and the Antigua Declara
tion, to assist in the implementation of rec
ommendations of the International Commission 
on Central American Recovery and Develop
ment, including proposals-

(1) to provide additional economic assistance 
to the countries of Central America to assist 
with relocation and resettlement of refugees and 
other displaced persons in the region, expand 
educational opportunity and access to health 
care, foster progress in respect for human rights, 
bolster democratic institutions, strengthen insti
tutions of justice, conserve natural resources 
and protect the environment, and otherwise pro
mote sustainable economic development; 

(2) to facilitate the ability of the economies of 
individual Central American countries to grow 
through the development of the infrastructure of 
those countries, expansion of exports, and 
strengthening of investment opportunities, goals 
which are enhanced by the Caribbean Basin 
Economic Recovery Expansion Act of 1990; and 

(3) to develop those initiatives in concert with 
the governments of Central America, Western 
Europe, Japan, Canada, and other democracies. 

(c) REFUGEES AND DISPLACED PERSONS.-Con
sistent with the recommendations of the Inter
national Commission on Central American Re
covery and Development, it shall be the policy 
of the United States to support, participate in, 
and contribute to the United Nations Develop
ment Program for its Special Plan of Economic 
Cooperation for Central America, which is de
signed to-

(1) reintegrate the displaced and refugee pop
ulations, 

(2) create employment opportunities, and 
(3) establish a system to ensure adequate food 

supplies and health facilities for the poor. 
(d) MULTILATERAL AND REGIONAL COOPERA

TION.-
(1) MULTILATERAL COOPERATION.-lt shall be 

the policy of the United States to encourage and 
secure greater international cooperation and 
support for implementing the recommendations 
of the International Commission on Central 
American Recovery and Development. In carry
ing out this policy, the President should exert 
continued leadership in multilateral and re
gional f arums and at economic summits to fur
ther multidonor responses to the pressing devel
opment needs in Central America. 

(2) PARTNERSHIP FOR DEMOCRACY AND DEVEL
OPMENT.-lt further shall be the policy of the 
United States to help organize a partnership 
among donor countries and the Central Amer
ican countries to provide a coordinated, orga
nized means of mobilizing resources and promot
ing a forum for dialogue about issues of develop
ment, democracy, social justice, and human 
rights. 

(3) REGIONAL COOPERATION.-// requested by 
the governments of Central America, the United 
States, in an effort to support full participation 
in a partnership for democracy and develop-
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ment, shall provide appropriate support and as
sistance for the development of a coordination 
mechanism for Central America which includes 
participation of governments and nongovern
mental organizations. Such mechanism has been 
designated as the Central American Develop
ment Coordination Commission (CADCC) by the 
International Commission on Central American 
Recovery and Development. 
SEC. 10J. ASSISTANCE FOR GUATEMALA. 

(a) PROHIBITION FOR MILITARY ASSISTANCE.
Foreign military financing assistance may not 
be provided for Guatemala for fiscal years 1992 
and 1993, except as provided in subsection (b) 
which authorizes the transfer of certain funds 
to the Lasting Peace Fund for Guatemala. 

(b) FUND IN SUPPORT OF TRANSITION TO LAST
ING PEACE.-

(1) ESTABLISHMENT.-There is hereby estab
lished in the Treasury of the United States a 
fund, to be known as the Lasting Peace Fund 
for Guatemala, to assist with the costs of imple
menting provisions of a peace agreement 
reached pursuant to the procedures specified in 
the Accord of Mexico (which provides for "a 
firm and lasting peace agreement that would in
clude political agreements, implementation of 
such by the parties, and verification terms set 
by the National Reconciliation Commission, the 
United Nations, and other international organi
zations to be designated by the parties by com
mon agreement") and in fulfillment of the Ac
cord of Oslo or other subsequent accords 
reached by the parties to the conflict. 

(2) TRANSFER OF CERTAIN MILITARY ASSIST
ANCE FUNDS.-For each of fiscal years 1992 and 
1993, the President may transfer to the Fund, 
from amounts made available under chapter 2 of 
part II of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, 
such sums as may be necessary to carry out the 
purposes of paragraph (4). 

(3) CONDITIONS FOR USE OF FUNDS.-Amounts 
in the Fund shall be available for obligation 
and expenditure only upon notification by the 
President to the appropriate congressional com
mittees that the Government of Guatemala and 
representatives of the Guatemalan National 
Revolutionary Unity (URNG) have signed an 
agreement providing for a "lasting peace agree
ment" pursuant to the Accord of Mexico and in 
fulfillment of the Accord of Oslo or any other 
subsequent accords reached by the parties to the 
conflict. 

(4) USE OF FUND.-Amounts transferred to the 
Fund are authorized to be used for, and shall be 
available only for-

( A) costs of retraining, relocation, and reem
ployment in civilian pursuits of former combat
ants and noncombatants affected by the conflict 
in Guatemala, and 

(B) costs of monitoring activities associated 
with provisions set forth in an agreement for 
lasting peace pursuant to the Accord of Mexico 
and in fulfillment of the Accord of Oslo or other 
subsequent accords reached by the parties to the 
conflict. 

(5) DEFINITIONS.-As used in this subsection
( A) the term "Accord of Mexico" means the 

Accord on the Procedure to Attain Peace 
Through Peaceful Means agreed to by the par
ties in Mexico City on April 26, 1991; 

(B) the term "Accord of Oslo" means the Ac
cord of Oslo of March 30, 1990; and 

(C) the term "Fund" means the Lasting Peace 
Fund for Guatemala established pursuant to 
this subsection. 

(c) PROHIBITION RELATING TO MILITARY SALES 
AND COMMERCIAL SALES.-During fiscal years 
1992 and 1993, the authority of the Arms Export 
Control Act may not be used to sell to the Gov
ernment of Guatemala and licenses may not be 
issued under section 38 of that Act for the ex
port to Guatemala of-

(1) any weapons or ammunition; or 

(2) any aircraft, unless those aircraft are un
armed and the Government of Guatemala has 
agreed that those aircraft will not be armed. 

(d) ECONOMIC AND FOOD AssISTANCE.-
(1) LIMITATIONS.-For fiscal years 1992 and 

1993, development assistance, economic support 
assistance, and assistance under the Agricul
tural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 
1954 that is provided for Guatemala-

( A) may be provided to and used only by civil
ian government agencies and nongovernmental 
organizations: 

(B) shall be targeted for assistance-
(i) for programs that directly address poverty, 

basic human needs, and environmental con
cerns: 

(ii) to improve the performance of democratic 
institutions or otherwise to promote pluralism; 

(iii) for the National Reconciliation Commis
sion; 

(iv) for fiscal reform and fiscal administration; 
OT 

(v) for programs that promote foreign and do
mestic trade and investment: and 

(C) may not be used for partisan political pur
poses or as an instrument of counterinsurgency. 

(2) WAIVER.-The President may waive sub
paragraph (B) of paragraph (1) if the President 
reports to the appropriate congressional commit
tees that the Government of Guatemala has 
made significant progress toward eliminating 
human rights violations and in investigating 
and bringing to trial those responsible for major 
human rights cases. such as those relating to 
Sister Dianna Ortiz, Michael Devine and Myrna 
Mack. 

(3) CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW OF CERTAIN ASSIST
ANCE.-Funds may be obligated for fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 pursuant to a waiver under para
graph (2) only if the appropriate congressional 
committees are notified at least 15 days in ad
vance of such obligation in accordance with the 
procedures applicable to reprogramming notifi
cations under section 634A of the Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1961. 
SEC. 703. ASSISTANCE FOR NICARAGUA 

(a) CONSIDERATIONS IN PROVIDING AsSIST
ANCE.-Prior to providing assistance to Nica
ragua for fiscal year 1992 or 1993 under the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961, the President should 
take into account the extent to which the Gov
ernment of Nicaragua has-

(1) brought the Nicaraguan armed forces 
under full civilian control, including-

( A) effectively eliminating the influence of po
litical parties within the military command; and 

(B) stemming the illegal export of lethal equip
ment consistent with Nicaraguan obligations in 
the Central American peace process: and 

(2) undertaken thorough and professional in
vestigations into, and prosecution of those re
sponsible for, human rights violations includ
ing-

( A) the deaths or disappearances of farmer 
members of the Nicaraguan resistance; and 

(B) the February 1991 murder of Enrique 
Bermudez. 

(b) CONSIDERATIONS IN PROVIDING MILITARY 
AssISTANCE.-In providing any foreign military 
financing assistance to the Government of Nica
ragua for fiscal year 1992 or 1993, the President 
should consider the extent to which such assist
ance will further the goals of strengthening ci
vilian control over the military, ending human 
rights abuses, and stemming the export of lethal 
military equipment. 

(C) ASSISTANCE TO MEMBERS OF THE SANDI
NISTA POPULAR ARMY.-Notwithstanding any 
other provision of law, assistance provided 
under the Foreign Assistance Act for 1961 for 
fiscal year 1992 or 1993 may not be used by or 
made available, directly or indirectly, for use by 
members of the Sandinista Popular Army unless 
specifically requested and authorized in ad-

vance by the President of Nicaragua. Such re
quests shall be provided to the appropriate con
gressional committees within 15 days of receipt 
by the Secretary of State; and the appropriate 
congressional committees shall be notified at 
least 15 days before any funds are obligated for 
any such assistance in accordance with the pro
cedures applicable to reprogramming notifica
tion under section 634A of the Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1961. 

(d) LIMITATION ON ASSISTANCE TO MEMBERS 
OF THE NICARAGUAN RESISTANCE.-During fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993, assistance under the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961 may not be provided 
for any member of the Nicaraguan resistance 
who has not disarmed or is not abiding by the 
terms of the cease-fire agreement and the ad
denda to the Toncontin Agreement signed on 
April 19, 1990. 

(e) WAIVER OF BROOKE-ALEXANDER AMEND
MENT.-For fiscal years 1992 and 1993, section 
691(a)(S) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, 
and any similar provision of the Foreign Oper
ations, Export Financing, and Related Programs 
Appropriations Act for fiscal years 1992 and 
1993, shall not apply with respect to assistance 
for Nicaragua under the Foreign Assistance Act 
of 1961. 

(f) EXPROPRIATION CLAJMS.-It is the sense of 
the Congress that the Government of Nicaragua 
should expedite the processing of claims by pri
vate citizens based on expropriation of property 
by the farmer Sandinista government. 
SEC. 704. ASSISTANCE FOR RBFUGBBS AND DIS

PLACED PERSONS. 
Of the amounts authorized to be appropriated 

for economic support assistance for fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 that are made available for bilat
eral or regional programs for Central America. a 
total of $25,000,000 may be made available 
through organizations such as the United Na
tions High Commissioner for Refugees and the 
United Nations Development Program to carry 
out programs within the framework established 
by the Concerted Plan of Action in Favor of 
Central American Refugees, Returnees and Dis
placed Persons, such plan having resulted from 
the International Conference on Central Amer
ican Refugees (CIREFCA) convened in May 1989 
as an element of the Esquipulas peace process. 
SBC. 706. ASSISTANCE FOR DEMOCRATIC LBGIS· 

LA.TUBBS. 
(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) the Central American countries of Costa 

Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nica
ragua. and Panama all have freely elected gov
ernments and freely elected legislatures for the 
first time in the history of Central America: 

(2) the Central American legislatures face eco
nomic, political, social. and institutional chal
lenges in fulfilling their constitutional respon
sibilities; and 

(3) the lack of equipment and resources poses 
an additional challenge for Central American 
legislatures in fulfilling their constitutional re
sponsibilities. 

(b) STRENGTHENING DEMOCRATIC LEGISLA
TURES.-It is the sense of the Congress that-

(1) consistent with section 281(b) of the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961, the United States 
should seek to strengthen the democratic legisla
tures in Central America by using foreign assist
ance funds made available under that Act to 
provide equipment and training to those legisla
tures: and 

(2) efforts to support legislatures in Central 
America should be coordinated with and other
wise involve appropriately qualified private and 
public sector experts. 
SBC. 706. CENTRAL AMERICAN .JOURNAUSM PRO. 

GRAM AND THB REGIONAL ADMINIS· 
TRATION OF .JUSTICE PROGRAM. 

Of the aggregate amounts authorized to be ap
propriated for development assistance and eco-
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nomic support assistance for Latin America and 
the Caribbean, $2,800,000 for each of fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 should be used for assistance to 
the Central American Journalism Program and 
Regional Administration of Justice Program's 
Center for the Administration of Justice to sup
port democracy building activities in the region. 
SBC. 707. POUCY ON MILITARY BASE RIGHTS IN 

PANAMA. 
(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) the Panama Canal is a vital strategic asset 

to the United States and its allies; 
(2) the Treaty Concerning the Permanent 

Neutrality and Operation of the Panama Canal 
and the Panama Canal Treaty, both signed on 
September 7, 1977, mandate that (A) no United 
States troops are to remain in Panama after De
cember 31, 1999; (B) the Canal Zone is to be in
corporated into Panama; (C) United States Pan
ama-based communications facilities are to be 
phased out; (D) all United States training in 
Panama of Latin American soldiers is to be halt
ed; and (E) management and operational con
trol of the Canal is to be turned over to Pan
amanian authorities; 

(3) the government of President Guillermo 
Endara has demonstrated its determination to 
restore democracy to Panama by quickly moving 
to implement changes in the nation's political, 
economic, and judicial systems; 

( 4) friendly cooperative relations currently 
exist between the United States and the Repub
lic of Panama; 

(5) the region has a history of unstable gov
ernments which pose a threat to the future oper
ation of the Panama Canal, and the United 
States must have the discretion and the means 
to defend the Canal and ensure its continuous 
operation and availability to the military and 
commercial shipping of the United States and its 
allies in times of crisis; 

(6) the Panama Canal is vulnerable to disrup
tion and closure by unforeseen events in Pan
ama, by terrorist attack, and by air strikes or 
other attack by foreign powers; 

(7) the United States fleet depends upon the 
Panama Canal for rapid transit ocean to ocean 
in times of emergency, as demonstrated during 
World War II, the Korean Conflict, the Vietnam 
Conflict, the Cuban Missile Crisis, and the Per
sian Gulf Conflict, thereby saving 13,000 miles 
and three weeks steaming effort around Cape 
Horn; 

(8) the presence of the United States Armed 
Forces offers a viable defense against sabotage 
or other threat to the Panama Canal; and 

(9) the 10,000 United States military personnel 
now based in Panama, including the head
quarters of the United States Southern Com
mand, cannot remain there beyond December 31, 
1999, without a new agreement with Panama. 

(b) POLICY.-lt is the sense of the Congress 
that the President-

(1) should begin negotiations with the Govern
ment of Panama, at a mutually acceptable time, 
to consider whether the two Governments 
should allow the permanent stationing of Unit
ed States military forces in Panama beyond De
cember 31, 1999; and 

(2) should consult with the Congress through
out those negotiations. 

Subchapter B-TM Caribbean 
SBC. 111. CAR1BBBAN REGIONAL DEVBWPMENT. 

Part I of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, 
as amended by chapter 6 of title IV of this Act, 
is amended by inserting after chapter 5 the f al
lowing: 

"CHAPTER 6-CARIBBEAN REGIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

"SBC. 461. SHORT TITLE. 
"This chapter may be cited as the 'Caribbean 

Regional Development Act of 1991'. 
"SBC. 40. UNITED STATES POUCIBS. 

"(a) IN GENERAL.-lt is the sense of the Con
gress that it should be the policy of the United 

States in providing development and other eco
nomic assistance to the Caribbean-

"(1) to help the poor to participate in the de
velopment of their societies through a process of 
equitable economic growth that enables them to 
increase their incomes and their access to pro
ductive resources and services, to protect and 
advance their rights, and to influence decisions 
that affect their lives; 

"(2) to support development that is environ
mentally sustainable; 

"(3) to promote Caribbean self-reliance by pro
viding assistance to indigenous national and re
gional governmental and nongovernmental in
stitutions that have the capacity or potential to 
carry out development programs effectively; 

"(4) to support food production for national 
and regional consumption; 

"(5) to promote the diversification of indus
trial and agricultural production, the develop
ment of new products, and the integration of 
agricultural production with the development of 
industry and tourism; 

"(6) to help advance the process of regional 
economic integration; and 

"(7) to preserve and rein/ orce traditional Car
ibbean culture and social values. 

"(b) SUPPORTING INDIGENOUS DEMOCRATIC /N
ST/TUT/ONS.-Priority in providing development 
assistance to the Caribbean should be given to 
supporting indigenous democratic Caribbean in
stitutions that represent, work with, and benefit 
the poor, and through which the poor partici
pate in making the decisions that affect their 
lives and their development. Such assistance 
should be channeled, as appropriate, through 
United States institutions and Caribbean re
gional and national institutions that directly 
fund such democratic Caribbean institutions. 
"SEC. 463. PRIORITY AREAS FOR ASSISTANCE. 

"To implement the policies set forth in section 
462, priority in the allocation of development as
sistance funds and the economic support assist
ance funds for the Caribbean, and in the alloca
tion of the local currencies accruing as a result 
of the use of those funds, should be given to the 
following: 

"(1) INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.-Support 
to national ministries of agriculture, the appro
priate specialized agencies of the Caribbean 
Community (CAR/COM) and the Organization 
of Eastern Caribbean States, the Caribbean De
velopment Bank, and indigenous nongovern
mental organizations for efforts to achieve in
creased food production, as appropriate, 
through increased staple food production for do
mestic consumption, including support for-

"( A) the gathering of agricultural data; 
"(B) the coordination of agricultural re

search; 
"(C) the improvement of marketing, storage, 

and transportation systems; 
"(D) the provision of credit to agricultural 

producers; and 
"(E) improved coordination of regional plan

ning for increased food production. 
"(2) RURAL DEVELOPMENT.-Support for rural 

development efforts designed to increase rural 
employment opportunities, enhance the quality 
of rural life, and retard rural-to-urban migra
tion, including programs that provide access to 
land and necessary assistance to small produc
ers and cooperatives. 

"(3) COMMUNITY-BASED AGROINDUSTR/ES.
Support for locally owned cooperative and other 
small- and medium-scale industries engaged in 
the processing of indigenous resources, includ
ing support for the establishment of a marketing 
network to facilitate intraregional trade in food 
through programs that incorporate or serve 
small producers. 

"(4) FINANCIAL RESOURCES FOR SMALL- AND 
MEDIUM-SIZED FARM AND MANUFACTURING EN
TERPRISES.-Provision of financial resources to 

small- and medium-sized farm and manufactur
ing enterprises through-

"( A) the creation and capitalization of appro
priate financial mechanisms; and 

"(B) measures to encourage Caribbean com
mercial banks and credit unions to provide risk 
capital to such enterprises. 

"(5) EXPANSION OF TOURISM.-Support for the 
expansion of tourism in the Caribbean through 
its fuller integration into the local economy, by 
providing assistance-

"( A) to appropriate governmental and non
governmental regional organizations for the de
sign and coordination of programs for-

"(i) the expansion of the use of local goods 
and services; 

"(ii) the development and implementation of a 
marketing strategy for tourism in the Caribbean; 
and 

"(iii) the promotion of investments in tourism 
integrated with the local economy; and 

"(BJ for training and utilizing local expertise 
in hotel and restaurant management and other 
necessary skills. 

"(6) REGIONAL INTEGRATION.-Support for re
gional integration and institutions, including 
seeking the cooperation of other donor countries 
in promoting regional development in the Carib
bean and including support for-

"( AJ efforts to regionalize and coordinate ac
tivities and prevent the proliferation and dupli
cation of regional bureaucracies; 

"(B) the efforts of governmental and non
governmental regional institutions to strengthen 
the infrastructure necessary to promote regional 
commercial activity and economic and social de
velopment; 

"(C) regional research institutes; and 
' "(DJ inter-island transportation and commu
nication links, roads, and port facilities. 

"(7) UPGRADING TECHNICAL AND MANAGERIAL 
SKILLS.-Support for efforts of the countries of 
the Caribbean to upgrade the technical and 
managerial skills of their people. 

"(8) NATURAL RESOURCE BASE.-Promoting 
those small-scale, affordable, agricultural and 
industrial methods suited to local environ
mental, resource, and climatic conditions, and 
supporting such actions as the establishment of 
protected areas, the development of environ
mental curricula, and programs of public edu
cation and dialogue designed to sustain and en
hance the renewable natural resource base of 
the Caribbean. 

"(9) PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT.-Support 
for the diversification and promotion of Carib
bean exports, for investments in the Caribbean 
that are appropriate to the needs of each coun
try and of the region, and for the strengthening 
of private sector institutions, that would con
tinue to promote private sector-led growth 
through increased trade and investment and 
that recognizes each country's economic com
parative advantage; and support for the 
strengthening of community-based enterprises 
that would promote economic growth that bene
fits the majority of the people of the region. 

"(10) DEMOCRATIC DEVELOPMENT AND THE AD
MINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.-Support to broaden 
and deepen democratic institutions and values 
in the Caribbean and to assist countries in areas 
such as the administration of justice where re
quested by the recipient governments. 

"(11) ACCESS TO HUMAN SERVICES AND ASSIST
ANCE FOR HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT.
Support for the provision of basic services to the 
citizens of the Caribbean using, as appropriate, 
governmental and nongovernmental entities, 
with emphasis on sustainability of service deliv
ery in areas such as basic education, primary 
health care, child survival, family planning, 
and prevention and control of acquired immune 
deficiency SYndrome (AIDS). 
"SBC. 464. PROTECTION OF WORKER RIGHTS. 

"In considering whether to provide assistance . 
under this Act to the government of any country 
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in the Caribbean and in considering how much 
assistance to allocate to such government, the 
President shall take into account whether such 
government has failed to extend, protect, and 
en/ orce internationally recognized worker rights 
for workers in that country (including workers 
within any designated zone) and, if so, whether 
such government is taking steps to adopt and 
implement laws that demonstrate significant, 
tangible, and measurable overall advancement 
in providing internationally recognized worker 
rights throughout the country (including in any 
designated zone). 
"SEC. 466. PROTECTION OF PUBUC HEALTH. 

"The agency primarily responsible for admin
istering this part should not provide any assist
ance, directly or indirectly, for the use of any 
chemical or other substance in a country in the 
Caribbean if-

"(1) that use is not permitted under laws of 
that country relating to protection of public 
health, or 

"(2) that use would not be permitted in the 
United States under laws of the United States 
relating to protection of public health. 
"SEC. 466. SUPPORT FOR WOMEN'S ROLE IN DE· 

VELOPMENT. 
"In providing assistance to the Caribbean, the 

agency primarily responsible for administering 
this part should place emphasis on ensuring the 
active participation of Caribbean women in the 
development process, particularly through-

"(1) the promotion of greater access by women 
to productive resources and services, such as 
land, credit, and markets; 

"(2) programs that respond to and support 
women's domestic needs and activities, includ
ing the strengthening of community-based edu
cation, health, and childcare programs and 
other critical social services identified by poor 
women; and 

"(3) the involvement of Caribbean women in 
research on the factors that contribute to their 
economically vulnerable situation and in pro
grams that address these factors. 
"SEC. 461. CONSULTATION. 

"In implementation of assistance policies, pro
grams, and projects in the Caribbean, the agen
cy primarily responsible for administering this 
part should take into account the perspectives 
of the rural and urban poor through consulta
tion with Caribbean organizations that work 
with the poor and that have demonstrated ef f ec
tiveness in or commitment to the promotion of 
local, grassroots activities on behalf of long-term 
development in the Caribbean, as described in 
section 462(a). The agency should reflect the re
sults of such consultations in its annual plan
ning documents. 
"SEC. 468. DEFINITION OF CARIBBEAN. 

"As used in this chapter, the term 'Caribbean' 
includes Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, 
Aruba, the Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Domi
nica, Dominican Republic, Grenada, Guyana, 
Haiti, Jamaica, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and 
the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and To
bago, Cayman Islands, Montserrat, Netherlands 
Antilles, Saint Christopher-Nevis, Turks and 
Caicos Islands, and the British Virgin Islands.". 
SEC. 7U. ASSISTANCE FOR HAITI. 

(a) HAITI'S DEMOCRATIC TRANSITION.-The 
Congress congratulates-

(1) the Haitian people for accomplishing Hai
ti's first transition to democracy; 

(2) President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, who was 
elected by the Haitian people as their first demo
cratically elected President; 

(3) the Haitian military, which abided by the 
Haitian Constitution and supported the demo
cratic transition; and 

(4) the private voluntary organizations that 
remained in Haiti under difficult circumstances 
and which will have a significant role to play in 
Haiti's democratic future. 

(b) UNITED STATES AsSISTANCE.-lt is the 
sense of the Congress that the United States 
should provide assistance to the Government of 
Haiti so long as it abides by the Haitian Con
stitution and respects freedom of expression and 
human rights, and should continue to provide 
assistance to Haitian private voluntary organi
zations, in order to assist Haiti in institutional
izing democracy and to promote economic devel
opment that will benefit the Haitian people. 

(c) AMOUNTS OF ECONOMIC AsSJSTANCE.-lt is 
the sense of the Congress that, for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993, the United States should 
provide a total of $100,000,000 in economic as
sistance for Haiti under the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 and the Agricultural Trade Develop
ment and Assistance Act of 1954, including 
$35,000,000 in economic support assistance and 
$40,000,000 in development assistance. 

(d) MILITARY Ass/STANCE AND SALES.-
(1) CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW.-At least 15 days 

be/ ore obligating any funds for foreign military 
financing assistance for Haiti and at least 15 
days before issuing any letter of offer to Haiti 
under the Arms Export Control Act, the Presi
dent shall notify the appropriate congressional 
committees in accordance with the procedures 
applicable to reprogramming notifications under 
section 634A of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961. 

(2) PROHIBIT/ON ON NONLETHAL ASSISTANCE.
Foreign military financing assistance may not 
be provided to the Haitian military for fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993, except for nonlethal assist
ance. Any nonlethal assistance is subject to the 
requirements of paragraph (1) and section 284 
(relating to strengthening civilian control over 
the military in Latin America and the Carib
bean, as enacted by chapter 3 of this title). 
SEC. 113. HA1T1A.N SUGAR CANE HARVESTERS IN 

THE DOMINICAN REPUBUC. 
(a) UNITED STATES POLICY.-lt shall be the 

policy of the United States to encourage the 
Government of the Dominican Republic to act 
expeditiously and forcefully to improve respect 
for the internationally recognized human rights 
of Haitian laborers engaged in the sugar cane 
harvesting industry in the Dominican Republic, 
including-

(1) the enforcement of provisions in the indi
vidual work contracts mandated by President 
Balaguer's decree of October 15, 1990, including 
minimum wage requirements, prohibitions on 
the use of child labor, and guaranteed freedom 
of movement; 

(2) the termination of the deceptive recruit
ment, and the forcible assembly and transpor
tation to sugar cane plantations, of Haitians 
who are at the border between Haiti and the 
Dominican Republic or are within the Domini
can Republic; 

(3) actions to ensure that personnel employed 
by, or under contract with, the Government of 
the Dominican Republic do not carry firearms in 
the ordinary course of transporting or super
vising Haitian workers engaged in sugar cane 
harvesting; 

(4) measures to ensure that the military forces 
and police of the Dominican Republic act in 
strict accordance with Dominican law, and re
frain from all arbitrary and oppressive conduct, 
with respect to Haitian workers; and 

(5) implementation of provisions to permit any 
individual entitled to citizenship under the Con
stitution of the Dominican Republic to obtain a 
birth certificate and any other document needed 
to remain and work in the Dominican Republic. 

(b) WITHHOLD/NG OF ASSISTANCE.-0/ the 
amounts made available for economic support 
assistance for the Dominican Republic for each 
of fiscal years 1992 and 1993, $1,000,000 shall be 
withheld from expenditure until the President 
reports to the appropriate congressional commit
tees on the steps taken by the Government of the 

Dominican Republic to improve respect for the 
internationally recognized human rights of Hai
tian laborers engaged in the sugar cane harvest
ing industry in the Dominican Republic, includ
ing the en/ orcement of the provisions mandated 
by President Balaguer's decree of October 15, 
1990. 

(C) SUGAR QUOTA.-The President should con
sider increasing the Dominican Republic's an
nual allocation of the United States sugar quota 
for each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993, and pro
viding additional economic and development as
sistance in such fiscal years that may be avail
able if the Government of the Dominican Repub
lic makes significant progress in the areas enu
merated in subsection (a). 
SEC. 114. ASSISTANCE FOR GUYANA. 

(a) RESTRJCTJON.-For fiscal years 1992 and 
1993, assistance may be provided to the Govern
ment of Guyana under the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 or the Agricultural Trade Develop
ment and Assistance Act of 1954 only if the 
President reports to the appropriate congres
sional committees that the Government of Guy
ana is in power as a result of free and fair elec
tions. In making such a determination, the 
President shall, if appropriate, take into ac
count the findings of international observers 
with respect to the elections. 

(b) EXCEPTJONS.-Subsection (a) does not 
apply with respect to-

(1) international narcotics control assistance; 
OT 

(2) assistance for the holding of free and fair 
elections. 

(c) ECONOMIC Ass/STANCE FOLLOWING INSTAL
LATION OF A DEMOCRATICALLY ELECTED Gov
ERNMENT.-lt is the sense of the Congress that, 
following submission of a report pursuant to 
subsection (a), the United States should provide 
economic assistance for Guyana under chapter 1 
of part I of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 
(relating to development assistance), chapter 4 
of part II of that Act (relating to the economic 
support fund), and the Agricultural Trade De
velopment and Assistance Act of 1954. 

(d) AsSJSTANCE FOR BASIC HUMAN NEEDS.-
(1) AMOUNT OF ASSISTANCE.-Of the assistance 

described in paragraph (2), at least $3,000,000 
should be used for each of fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 to meet basic human needs in Guyana. 
Such assistance may be provided only through 
nongovernmental organizations or (if a report is 
made under subsection (a)) through the Govern
ment of Guyana. 

(2) SOURCES OF ASSJSTANCE.-Paragraph (1) 
applies with respect to development assistance, 
economic support assistance, or assistance 
under title II or title Ill (including the use of 
local currency proceeds) under the Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954. 
SEC. 116. DEMOCRACY IN SURINAME. 

The Congress-
(1) condemns the armed forces of Suriname for 

the December 1990 coup and for their historic 
disregard for civilian authority; 

(2) strongly urges the armed forces of 
Suriname to permit a peaceful transfer of power 
to the duly elected civilian government fallow
ing the elections held on May 25, 1991; and 

(3) calls upon the President to withhold Unit
ed States assistance from Suriname until such a 
peaceful transfer of power has taken place, and 
to use such assistance to bolster civilian rule 
and to encourage the military to permit the ci
vilian government to exercise genuine authority. 
SEC. 116. HUMAN RIGHTS IN CUBA. 

(a) FJNDJNGS.-The Congress finds the follow
ing: 

(1) On March 6, 1991, the United Nations 
Human Rights Commission passed a resolution, 
22 to 6 with 15 abstentions, requesting the Sec
retary General to name a special representative 
to monitor the human rights situation in Cuba. 
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(2) The resolution mandates the special rep

resentative to "maintain direct contact with the 
Government and citizens of Cuba" and to report 
the results to the Commission in 1992. 

(3) The Cuban Ambassador to the United Na
tions Human Rights Commission Raul Roa stat
ed at the time that Cuba would not accept "a 
single letter or comma" of the resolution. 

(4) On July 2, 1991, the Secretary General of 
the United Nations appointed Rafael Rivas Po
sada, a former Colombian legislator and member 
of the 1988 Cuba Working Group of the United 
Nations Commission on Human Rights, to serve 
as special representative and, at that time, the 
Cuban Government again rejected the mandate 
of the resolution and indicated its continued 
unwillingness to cooperate with the special rep
resentative. 

(5) The continued widespread denial of 
human rights by the Government of Cuba con
tinues to be of great concern to the people and 
the Congress of the United States. 

(b) SENSE OF CONGRESS.-The Congress-
(1) applauds the actions of the United Nations 

Human Rights Commission of March 6, 1991; 
and 

(2) calls on the Government of Cuba to cooper
ate fully with the special representative of the 
United Nations Human Rights Commission. 
SBC. 111. PROHIBMON ON CERTAIN TRANS· 

ACTIONS BE'IWEEN CERTAIN UNITED 
STATES SUBSIDIARIES AND CUBA. 

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, 
no license may be issued for any transaction de
scribed in section 515.559 of title 31, Code of Fed
eral Regulations, as in effect on July 1, 1989, 
unless a license may be issued for such trans
action where undertaken by a firm organized 
under the laws of any of the States of the Unit
ed States, except that this section applies only 
with respect to a foreign subsidiary or affiliate 
(including any permanent foreign establish
ment) of a domestic concern which is controlled 
in fact by such domestic concern (as determined 
under regulations of the President). 

Subchapter C-Proviaion• Relating to Both 
Central America and the Caribbean 

SBC. 121. MIUTARY AIRCRAFT TRANSFERS. 
(a) NOTIFICATION OF TRANSFERS BY THE UNIT

ED STATES.-During fiscal years 1992 and 1993, 
the appropriate congressional committees shall 
be notiried in writing at least 15 days in ad
vance if-

(1) the authorities of part II of the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1961 or the Arms Export Con
trol Act are to be used to make available to any 
country in Central America and the Caribbean 
any helicopters or other aircraft for military 
use, or 

(2) licenses are to be issued under section 38 of 
the Arms Export Control Act for the export of 
any such aircraft to any country in Central 
America and the Caribbean. 

(b) NOTIFICATION OF TRANSFERS BY OTHER 
COUNTRIES.-During fiscal years 1992 and 1993, 
the Secretary of State shall promptly notify the 
appropriate congressional committees whenever 
any helicopters or other aircraft for military use 
are provided to any country in Central America 
and the Caribbean by any foreign country. 

CHAPTER ~OUTH AMERICA 
Subchapter A-4ndean Initiative 

SEC. 131. ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE AND ADMINIS· 
TRATION OF .TUSTICB PROGRAMS 
FOR ANDEAN COUNTRIES. 

(a) AUTHORIZATION OF ASSISTANCE.-Of the 
aggregate amounts authorized to be appro
priated for development assistance and economic 
support assistance, $275,000,000 for each of the 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 are authorized to be 
appropriated for Andean countries. 

(b) PRIORITIES IN USE OF ASSISTANCE.-ln ad
dition to the use of funds pursuant to subsection 

(c), priority in the use of funds that are allo
cated for Bolivia and Peru under subsection (a) 
shall be given to support programs that focus on 
providing coca farmers with alternative sources 
of income, including the introduction of alter
native crops, agricultural research and exten
sion, the provision of credit, assistance with 
land titles, agroindustry, microenterprise devel
opment, and infrastructure development. 

(c) ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS.
(1) ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE FOR BOLIVIA, CO

LOMBIA, AND PERU.-Of the funds appropriated 
for economic support assistance under sub
section (a), up to $16,000,000 for each riscal year 
should be used to provide assistance for Bolivia, 
Colombia, and Peru-

( A) pursuant to section 534 of the Foreign As
sistance Act of 1961 (relating to assistance for 
law enforcement); and 

(B) pursuant to paragraphs (2) and (3) of this 
subsection. 

(2) PROTECTION AGAINST NARCOTERRORIST AT
TACKS.-Funds used in accordance with para
graph (1) may be used, notwithstanding section 
660 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (relat
ing to the prohibition on assistance to law en
forcement agencies), to provide to Bolivia, Co
lombia, and Peru such assistance as the govern
ment of that country may request to provide 
protection against narco-terrorist attacks on 
judges, other government officials, and members 
of the press. 

(3) AsSISTANCE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS OFFICES.
Up to a total of $1,000,000 of the funds used in 
accordance with paragraph (1) each fiscal year 
should be used to provide training, technical as
sistance, and equipment-

( A) for the Office of Special Investigations 
and the Special Prosecutor for Human Rights, 
both of which are within the Office of the Attor
ney General of the Government of Colombia; 
and 

(B) for the Office of Human Rights in the Of
fice of the Attorney General of the Government 
of Peru. 

(4) RELATION TO SECTION 534(g) FUNDS.-The 
authority to use funds provided in paragraph 
(1) of this subsection is in addition to the au
thority provided in section 534(g) of the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1961. 

(5) PERIOD OF AVAILABILITY.-Funds allocated 
for use in accordance with paragraph (1) of this 
subsection shall remain available until expended 
notwithstanding any other provision of law. 
SEC. 132. MIUTARY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT AS· 

SISTANCE FOR ANDEAN COUNTRIES. 
(a) AUTHORIZATION OF ASSISTANCE.-Of the 

amounts authorized to be appropriated for for
eign military financing assistance, $118,000,000 
for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 are au
thorized to be appropriated for assistance for 
Andean countries. 

(b) PURPOSES OF AsSISTANCE.-Assistance 
under subsection (a) shall be designed to-

(1) enhance the ability of the government of 
the recipient country to control illicit narcotics 
production and trafficking; 

(2) strengthen the bilateral ties of the United 
States with that government by offering con
crete assistance in this area of great mutual 
concern; 

(3) strengthen respect for internationally rec
ognized human rights and the rule of law in ef
forts to control illicit narcotics production and 
trafficking; and 

(4) assist the armed forces of the Andean 
countries in their support roles for those coun
tries' law enforcement agencies, which are 
charged with the main responsibility for the 
control of illicit narcotics production and traf
ficking. 

(c) CONDITIONS OF ELIGIBILITY.-Assistance 
may be provided for an Andean country under 
subsection (a) only-

(1) so long as that country has a democratic 
government; and 

(2) the government of that country, including 
the armed forces and law enforcement agencies, 
does not engage in a consistent pattern of gross 
violations of internationally recognized human 
rights. 

(d) LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING AND EQUIP
MENT.-Subject to subsection (e), funds made 
available to carry out subsection (a) may be 
used-

(1) to provide to law enforcement units, that 
are organized for the specific purpose of narcot
ics enforcement, education and training in the 
operation and maintenance of equipment used 
in narcotics control interdiction and eradication 
efforts; 

(2) for the expenses of deploying, upon the re
quest of the Government of Bolivia, the Govern
ment of Colombia, or the Government of Peru, 
Department of Defense mobile training teams in 
that country to conduct training in military-re
lated individual and collective skills that will 
enhance that country's ability to conduct tac
tical operations in narcotics interdiction; and 

(3) for the procurement of defense articles or 
commodities for use in narcotics control, eradi
cation, and interdiction efforts by law enforce
ment units that are organized for the specific 
purpose of narcotics enforcement. 
Section 305 of this Act (relating to the exemption 
of narcotics-related assistance from the prohibi
tion on assistance for law enforcement agencies) 
applies with respect to the use of funds under 
this subsection. 

(e) MILITARY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT Ass/ST
ANCE.-

(1) LIMITATIONS ON AMOUNTS.-The aggregate 
amount of military and law enforcement assist
ance provided for Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru 
for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 may 
not exceed $250,000,000. Of that amount-

( A) not more than $150,000,000 for each such 
fiscal year may be assistance for the armed 
forces; and 

(B) not more than $150,000,000 for each such 
fiscal year may be assistance for law enforce
ment units or agencies. 

(2) DEFINITION OF MILITARY AND LAW EN
FORCEMENT ASSISTANCE.-For purposes of para
graph (1), the term "amount of military and law 
enforcement assistance" means the sum of-

( A) the amount obligated for foreign military 
financing assistance; 

(B) the amount obligated for international 
narcotics control assistance; 

(C) the amount obligated for international 
military education and training; 

(D) the value of defense articles, defense serv
ices, and military education and training made 
available under the special drawdown authority 
of paragraphs (1) and (2)(A)(l) of section 506(a) 
of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961; and 

(E) the value of excess defense articles made 
available under sections 517, 518, and 519 of the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. 

(f) PROHIBITION ON ASSISTANCE TO PERUVIAN 
POLICE UNITS THAT VIOLATE HUMAN RIGHTS.
A Peruvian police organization that engages in 
a consistent pattern of gross violations of inter
nationally recognized human rights shall not be 
eligible to be considered, for purposes of this sec
tion, to be a law enforcement unit that is orga
nized for the specific purpose of narcotics en
forcement. 
SBC. 133. GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO 

ASSISTANCE FOR ANDEAN COUN· 
TRIBS. 

(a) PRESIDENTIAL DETERMINATION RE-
QUIRED.-Assistance may be provided for an An
dean country pursuant to section 731(a) and 
section 732(a), and excess defense articles may 
be transferred to Bolivia, Colombia, or Peru in 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 pursuant to sections 
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517, 518, or 519 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961, only if, before any such assistance is pro
vided or any such defense articles are trans
/erred for that fiscal year, the President deter
mines that-

(1) that country is implementing programs to 
reduce the flow of cocaine to the United States 
in accordance with a bilateral or multilateral 
agreement, to which the United States is a 
party, that contains specific, quantitative and 
qualitative, performance criteria with respect to 
those programs; 

(2) the armed forces and law enforcement 
agencies of that country are not engaged in a 
consistent pattern of gross violations of inter
nationally recognized human rights, and the 
government of that country has made signifi
cant progress in protecting internationally rec
ognized human rights, particularly in-

(A) ensuring that torture, cruel, inhuman, or 
degrading treatment or punishment, incommuni
cado detention or detention without charges 
and trial, disappearances, and other flagrant 
denials of the right to life, liberty, or security of 
the person, are not practiced; and 

(B) permitting an unimpeded investigation of 
alleged violations of internationally recognized 
human rights, including providing access to 
places of detention, by appropriate inter
national organizations (including nongovern
mental organizations such as the International 
Committee of the Red Cross) or groups acting 
under the authority of the United Nations or 
the Organization of American States; and 

(3) the government of that country has effec
tive control over police and military operations 
related to counternarcotics and 
counterinsurgency activities. 
Paragraph (2) does not apply with respect to as
sistance under section 731(a) for programs that 
focus on providing coca farmers with alternative 
sources of income, including the introduction of 
alternative crops, agricultural research and ex
tension, the provision of credit, assistance with 
land titles, agro-industry, micro-enterprise de
velopment, and infrastructure development. 

(b) NOTIFICATIONS TO CONGRESS.-Not less 
than 15 days before funds are obligated pursu
ant to section 731(a) or 732(a), the President 
shall transmit to the appropriate congressional 
committees a written notification in accordance 
with the procedures applicable to 
reprogrammings under section 634A of the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961. Such notification 
shall specify-

(1) the country to which the assistance is to be 
provided; 

(2) the type and value of the assistance to be 
provided; 

(3) in the case of assistance provided pursuant 
to section 732(a), the law enforcement or other 
units that will receive the assistance; and 

(4) an explanation of how the proposed assist
ance will further-

( A) the objectives specified in subsection (a) of 
this section, and 

(B) in the case of assistance under section 
732(a), the purposes specified in section 732(b). 

(c) COORDINATION WITH INTERNATIONAL NAR
COTICS CONTROL AsSISTANCE PROGRAM.-Assist
ance authorized by section 731(a) and section 
732(a) shall be coordinated with international 
narcotics control assistance. 

(d) BROOKE-ALEXANDER AMENDMENT.-/{ the 
President makes the determination described in 
subsection (a) of this section, section 691(a)(5) of 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, and any 
similar provision of the Foreign Operations, Ex
port Financing, and Related Programs Appro
priations Act for fiscal years 1992 and 1993, shall 
not apply with respect to narcotics-related as
sistance for an Andean country for fiscal years 
1992 and 1993. 

SEC. 134. COWMBIA 'S EFFORTS TO COMBAT 
INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS TRAF
FICKING. 

(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress makes the fol
lowing findings: 

(1) President Cesar Gaviria of Colombia, and 
the members of his government, have made im
portant progress in the war against inter
national narcotics traf licking, most notably the 
arrest and prosecution of members of the 
Medellin Cartel, and the implementation of ex
tensive programs in law enforcement coopera
tion and intelligence sharing with the United 
States. 

(2) President Gaviria and the members of his 
government have taken these initiatives at sig
nificant risk to their lives and the safety of their 
families. 

(3) The Medellin and Cali Cartels are made up 
of the world's most ruthless drug lords and 
international terrorists responsible for the assas
sination of politicians, police officers, judges, 
journalists, and countless innocent persons in 
Colombia. 

( 4) Pablo Emilio Escobar Gaviria, the leader of 
the Medellin Cartel, one of the world's most 
wanted criminals, is responsible for thousands 
of narcotics-related deaths worldwide and the 
smuggling of millions of dollars worth of illegal 
drugs into the United States. 

(5) Pablo Escobar and other leaders of the 
Medellin Cartel have surrendered to Colombian 
authorities in exchange for leniency and the 
guarantee that they will not be extradited to the 
United States. 

(6) The Colombian assembly has recently 
voted to bar extradition of Colombian nationals 
under the Colombian Constitution, and the 
other Andean nations are considering similar 
measures. 

(7) Cooperative agreements between the Unit
ed States and other nations are essential to our 
efforts to dismantle drug cartels and bring inter
national drug kingpins to justice. 

(b) POLICY.-lt is the sense of the Congress 
that-

(1) the Government of Colombia should con
tinue its efforts to dismantle the Medellin Car
tel; 

(2) the Government of Colombia should con
tinue to ensure that Pablo Escobar and the 
other leaders of the Medellin Cartel are isolated 
from any international drug trafficking, money 
laundering, and other illegal activities; 

(3) the Government of Colombia should show 
the same resolve in bringing the leaders of the 
Cali Cartel to justice; 

(4) the United States should continue to sup
port the efforts of the Government of Colombia 
to eradicate the intimidation, bombings, 
kidnappings, murders, and other domestic vio
lence associated with the narcotics trafficking 
in Colombia; 

(5) though extradition of international drug 
kingpins would be an effective tool of justice, 
the United States, Colombia, and the other An
dean nations nevertheless should continue to 
work for additional cooperative agreements to 
combat narcotics traffickers; 

(6) the President should assess the progress of 
the Government of Colombia in implementing 
each of the criteria set forth in paragraphs (1), 
(2), (3) and (5) in determining whether to make 
a certification for 1992 that Colombia is cooper
ating in efforts to control international narcot
ics traf ticking. 
Subchapter B-Other Provilli.om Relating to 

South America 
SEC. 141. ARGENTINA AND BRAZIL'S COMMON NU

CLBAR POUCY. 
(a) RENOUNCING THE PRODUCTION OF NUCLEAR 

WEAPONS.-The Congress recognizes and con
gratulates the Government of Argentina and the 
Government of Brazil for-

(1) the signing, on November 28, 1990, of a 
joint Declaration on the Common Nuclear Policy 
of Argentina and Brazil, which bans nuclear 
weapons production and testing; 

(2) creating a bilateral inspection authority to 
systematize the exchange of information and the 
reciprocal monitoring of all nuclear facilities in 
Argentina and Brazil and their respective 
central accounting systems; 

(3) undertaking negotiations with the Inter
national Atomic Energy Agency (hereinafter in 
this section referred to as the "IAEA") on com
prehensive full-scope safeguard inspections; 

(4) declaring the intention, pending comple
tion of negotiations with the IAEA, to initiate 
actions leading to the full entry into force of the 
Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons 
in Latin America (hereinafter in this section re
ferred to as the "Treaty of Tlatelolco"); and 

(5) unilaterally undertaking efforts to promote 
nuclear nonproliferation, such as calls for all 
nations in Latin America and the Caribbean to 
ban all nuclear explosives, including those for 
peaceful purposes. 

(b) FURTHER PROGRESS URGED.-The Congress 
urges the Government of Argentina and the 
Government of Brazil to continue their progress 
towards nuclear nonproliferation by-

(1) meeting the agreed-upon deadline for com
pleting negotiations with the IAEA on full-scope 
safeguard inspections; 

(2) actively pursuing, pending the conclusion 
of the safeguards agreement with the IAEA, the 
full entry into force of the Treaty of Tlatelolco; 
and 

(3) increasing controls and limitations on the 
export of sensitive military-related nuclear tech
nologies. 
SEC. 742. MILITARY ASSISTANCE AND SALES FOR 

cmLB. 
During fiscal years 1992 and 1993, foreign mili

tary financing assistance may be provided to 
Chile, and sales may be made to Chile under the 
Arms Control Export Act, provided the appro
priate congressional committees are notified of 
the amount and nature of the proposed assist
ance or sale (as the case may be) at least 15 days 
in advance in accordance with procedures ap
plicable to reprogramming notifications under 
section 634A of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961. 

CHAPTER 8-0THER PROVISIONS 
PERTAINING TO THE REGION 

SEC. 761. INTER-AMBRICAN FOUNDATION. 
(a) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.-1'he 

first sentence of section 401(s)(2) of the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1969 is amended to read as fol
lows: "There are authorized to be appropriated 
$28,800,000 for fiscal year 1992 and $31,000,000 
for fiscal year 1993 to carry out this section.". 

(b) BOARD OF DIRECTORS.-
(1) QUALIFICATIONS.-Section 401(g) of that 

Act is amended by adding at the end the fallow
ing: "All individuals appointed to the Board 
shall possess an understanding of and sensitiv
ity to community level development processes. 
No more than 5 members of the Board may be 
members of any one political party.". 

(2) TRANSITION RULE.-The requirements es
tablished by the amendment made by paragraph 
(1) do not affect appointments made to the 
Board of the Inter-American Foundation before 
the date of enactment of this Act. 

(c) PRINCIPAL OFFICE.-Section 401(q) of that 
Act is amended to read as follows: 

"(q) The Foundation shall maintain its prin
cipal office in the metropolitan Washington, 
D.C., area. The Foundation may establish agen
cies, branch offices, or other offices in any place 
or places outside the United States in which the 
Foundation may carry on all or any of its oper
ations and business.". 

(d) EXPENSES FOR MEETINGS AND PRINTING.
Section 401 of that Act is amended by adding at 
the end the following: 
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"(v) Funds made available to the Foundation 

may be used for the expenses described in sec
tion 1345 of title 31 of the United States Code 
(relating to travel, transportation, and subsist
ence expenses for meetings). 

"(w) Funds made available to the Foundation 
may be used for printing and binding without 
regard to section 501 of title 44, United States 
Code.". 

(e) RELATION TO AMENDMENTS IN FOREIGN RE
LATIONS AUTHORIZATION ACT.-lf the Foreign 
Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Years 1992 
and 1993, contains amendments to section 401 of 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 that are iden
tical to the amendments described in this sec
tion, then whichever of such amendments are 
enacted later shall not be effective. 
SBC. 70. SUPPORT OF INTERNATIONAL EFFORTS 

AGAINST THE SPREAD OF CHOLERA. 
(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) in recognition that the cholera epidemic 

that originated in Peru is rapidly spreading 
throughout Latin America, and that some cases 
have been confirmed in the United States; 

(2) by the first week of May 1991, Peru had re
ported 175, 780 probable cases of cholera, with 
1,288 deaths; 

(3) during 1991, the Americas will account for 
over 90 percent of all cholera cases worldwide; 

( 4) the poor have been most affected by the 
disease because of contaminated water supplies, 
poor sewage systems and sanitary conditions, 
and inadequate health services; and 

(5) unless strong measures are taken to im
prove this situation, according to the Pan Amer
ican Health Organization, as many as six mil
lion cases, resulting in 40,000 deaths, could 
occur if the epidemic spreads throughout Latin 
America and the Caribbean. 

(b) AMOUNT OF ASSISTANCE.-The Congress 
recognizes that prompt United States assistance 
is necessary to alleviate the human suffering 
arising from the cholera epidemic in 6 countries 
in Latin America and to prevent and control its 
spread to other countries in the region. Accord
ingly, $25,000,000 of the funds authorized to be 
appropriated for economic support assistance 
for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 may be 
made available for remedial efforts to deal with 
th is epidemic, in addition to amounts otherwise 
available for such purpose. 

(C) USE OF FUNDS.-Such funds shall be uti
lized to provide assistance-

(1) directly through national and municipal 
agencies responsible for health, water, and sani
tation services; 

(2) through the Pan American Health Organi
zation, the United Nations Children's Fund 
(UNICEF), and other international and non
governmental organizations; 

(3) for emergency medical needs, such as the 
purchase of oral rehydration salts, antibiotics, 
and intravenous fluids; 

(4) to the appropriate authorities for epide
miological surveillance, environmental health 
actions, laboratory support, food safety and 
public education materials, and operational ex-
penses; and · 

(5) to improve the health and infrastructure 
systems in order to prevent another epidemic 
once this one is brought under control. 
SBC. 758. STRENGTHENING CIVIUAN CONTROL 

OVER THE MILITARY. 
Title IX of chapter 2 of part I of the Foreign 

Assistance Act of 1961 (relating to human rights 
and democracy), as amended by title I and title 
IV of this Act, is amended by adding at the end 
the following: 
"SEC. 284. STRENGTHENING CIVIUAN CONTROL 

OVBR THE MILITARY IN LATIN AMER· 
ICA AND THE CARIBBEAN. 

"(a) REQUIREMENT FOR CIVILIAN APPROVAL 
OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE AND SALES.-In order 
to strengthen the control of democratically elect-

ed civilian governments over the armed forces, 
military assistance and sales may be delivered to 
the armed forces of any country in Latin Amer
ica or the Caribbean having such a civilian gov
ernment only with the prior approval of that 
country's head of government. 

"(b) DEFINITION OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE AND 
SALES.-For purposes of this section, the term 
'military assistance and sales' means-

"(1) assistance under chapter 2 of part II, in
cluding deliveries under the special drawdown 
authority of section 506 and deliveries of excess 
defense articles under section 517, 518, and 519; 

"(2) international military education and 
training; and 

"(3) sales under the Arms Export Control 
Act.". 
SEC. 7/U. ASSISTANCE FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT. 

Section 534 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 is amended to read as follows: 
"SEC. 534. ASSISTANCE FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT. 

"(a) GENERAL AUTHORITY.-Assistance under 
this section shall be provided for countries in 
Latin America and the Caribbean with demo
cratically elected governments-

"(!) to promote respect for the rule of law and 
internationally recognized human rights by all 
elements of society; 

"(2) to improve the professionalism and effec
tiveness of law enforcement agencies in the 
Western Hemisphere based upon the traditional 
role of civilian law enforcement agencies within 
a democratic system; 

"(3) to improve the capacity of law enforce
ment officials and the courts to render inde
pendent, fair, timely, and accessible justice and 
to punish all who abuse human life and dignity; 
and 

"(4) to enhance the interaction among courts, 
prosecutors, and police in the investigation of 
crime. 

"(b) TYPES OF ASSISTANCE AUTHORIZED.-The 
funds specified in subsection (g) shall be avail
able for assistance under this section for coun
tries in Latin America and the Caribbean that 
have a democratically elected government to 
support programs and activities, without regard 
to section 660 of this Act-

"(1) to enhance professional capabilities to 
carry out investigative and forensic functions 
conducted under judicial and prosecutorial con
trol; 

"(2) to assist in the development of academic 
instruction and curricula for training law en
! or cement personnel; 

"(3) to improve the administrative and man
agement capabilities of law enforcement agen
cies, especially their capabilities relating to ca
reer development, personnel evaluation, and in
ternal discipline procedures; 

"(4) to improve penal institutions and the re
habilitation of offenders; and 

"(5) to enhance protection of participants in 
judicial cases. 

"(c) Ass/STANCE SUBJECT TO NOTIFICATION 
REQUIREMENT.-Assistance under this section 
may be provided only if at least 15 days before 
each obligation of funds the President notifies 
the appropriate congressional committees in ac
cordance with the procedures applicable to 
reprogramming notifications under section 634A 
of this Act. 

"(d) PROHIBIT/ON ON LETHAL EQUIPMENT.
Funds made available to carry out this section 
may not be used to provide any lethal equip
ment. 

"(e) PROHIBIT/ON ON DOD PARTICIPATION.
Personnel of the Department of Defense and 
members of the United States Armed Forces may 
not participate in the provision of training 
under this section. 

"(f) LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING FOR THE 
CARIBBEAN.-Training in law enforcement func
tions provided under this Act for the police or 

other law enforcement personnel of a country in 
the Caribbean may only be provided under the 
auspices of the International Criminal Inves
tigative Training Assistance Program of the De
partment of Justice. This subsection does not 
apply with respect to narcotics-related training 
or to training under chapter 8 of part II (relat
ing to antiterrorism assistance). 

"(g) AMOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR LAW ENFORCE
MENT AsslSTANCE.-Of the funds available to 
carry out this chapter for each of fiscal years 
1992 and 1993, $10,000,000 should be made avail
able to carry out this section, of which 
$2,500,000 should be for .countries in the Carib
bean. 

"(h) EXPIRATION.-The authority Of this sec
tion shall expire on September 30, 1993. ". 
SEC. 766. INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN LATIN AJIBB. 

ICA AND THE CARIBBBAN. 
(a) ANNUAL REPORTS.-On February 28, 1992, 

and annually thereafter, the Secretary of State 
shall submit to the Congress a report, prepared 
in cooperation with the Administrator of the 
Agency for International Development, on the 
status and treatment of indigenous peoples in 
Latin America and the Caribbean. Such report 
should contain all available information 
about-

(1) the promotion and protection of civil, polit
ical, social, cultural, and economic rights and 
traditions of indigenous peoples in the countries 
of Latin America and the Caribbean; 

(2) the extent to which indigenous peoples are 
able to participate in decisions affecting the pro
tection of their lands, cultures, and traditions, 
and the allocation of natural resources; and 

(3) the steps the United States has taken to 
ensure that United States development assist
ance programs promote the well-being of indige
nous peoples in the countries of Latin America 
and the Caribbean. 

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-This secticm shall re
main in effect until September 30, 1993. 
SBC. 71J6. AUTHORITY TO FORGIVE REPAYMENT 

OF AN ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS 
LOAN. 

(a) FORGIVENESS.-Subject to subsection (b), 
the President may direct the Administrator of 
the Agency for International Development to re
lease the Institute Centroamericano de Adminis
tration de Empresas from its obligation to make 
further payments to the United States Govern
ment on account of the loan made to that orga
nization pursuant to the Alliance for Progress 
Loan Agreement dated April 25, 1972 (current 
loan number: 524-L-035). 

(b) FEDERAL CREDIT REFORM ACT REQUIRE
MENTS.-The authority of subsection (a) may be 
exercised only to the extent that the budget au
thority for the resulting additional cost (within 
the meaning of the Federal Credit Reform Act of 
1990) has been provided in advance in appro
priations Acts. 

TITLE VIII-ENTERPRISE FOR THE 
AMERICA INITIATIVE 

SBC. 801. SHORT TITLE. 
This title may be cited as the "Enterprise for 

the Americas Act of 1991 ". 
CHAPTER 1-FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT 

DEBT REDUCTION 
SBC. 811. PURPOSE. 

The purpose of this chapter is to encourage 
and support improvement in the lives of the peo
ple of Latin America and the Caribbean through 
market-oriented reforms and economic growth 
with interrelated actions to promote debt reduc
tion, investment reforms, community based con
servation and sustainable use of the environ
ment, and child survival and child development. 
The Facility will support these objectives 
through administration of debt reduction oper
ations under this chapter for those countries 
with democratically elected governments that 
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meet investment reforms and other policy condi
tions. 
SEC. 812. DEFINITIONS 

For purposes of this chapter-
(1) the term "administering body" means the 

entity provided for in section 818(c); 
(2) the term "Americas Framework Agree

ment" means the agreement provided for in sec
tion 818; 

(3) the term "Americas Fund" means an En
terprise for the Americas Fund provided for in 
section 817(a); 

(4) the term "beneficiary country" means an 
eligible country with respect to which the au
thority of section 814(a)(l) is exercised; 

(5) the term 'eligible country' means a country 
designated by the President in accordance with 
section 813; 

(6) the term "Enterprise for the Americas 
Board'' or ''Board•• means the board established 
by section 610 of Agricultural Trade Develop
ment and Assistance Act of 1954 (as amended by 
section 819(c) of this chapter); and 

(7) the term 'Facility' means the entity estab
lished in the Department of the Treasury by sec
tion 601 of that Act. 
SEC. 81:1. EUGIBIUTY FOB BENEFITS. 

(a) REQUIREMENTS.-To be eligible for benefits 
from the Facility under this chapter, a country 
must be a Latin American or Caribbean coun
try-

(1) whose government is democratically elect
ed; 

(2) whose government has not repeatedly pro
vided support for acts of international terrorism; 

(3) whose government cooperates on inter
national narcotics control matters; 

(4) whose government (including its military 
or other security forces) does not engage in a 
consistent pattern of gross violations of inter
nationally recognized human rights; 

(5) that has in effect, has received approval 
for, or, as appropriate in exceptional cir
cumstances, is making significant progress to
ward-

(A) an International Monetary Fund standby 
arrangement, extended Fund arrangement, or 
an arrangement under the structural adjust
ment facility or enhanced structural adjustment 
facility, or in exceptional circumstances, a Fund 
monitored program or its equivalent, unless the 
President determines (after consultation with 
the Enterprise for the Americas Board) that 
such an arrangement or program (or its equiva
lent) could reasonably be expected to have sig
nificant adverse social or environmental effects; 
and 

(BJ as appropriate, structural or sectoral ad
justment loans from the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development or the Inter
national Development Association, unless the 
President determines (after consultation with 
the Enterprise for the Americas Board) that the 
resulting adjustment requirements could reason
ably be expected to have significant adverse so
cial or environmental effects; 

(6) has put in place major investment reforms 
in conjunction with an Inter-American Develop
ment Bank loan or otherwise is implementing, or 
is making significant progress toward, an open 
investment regime; and 

(7) if appropriate, has agreed with its commer
cial bank lenders on a satisfactory financing 
program, including, as appropriate, debt or debt 
service reduction. 

(b) ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATIONS.--Consistent 
with subsection (a), the President shall deter
mine whether a country is eligible to receive 
benefits under this chapter. The President shall 
notify the appropriate congressional committees 
of his intention to designate a country as a eli
gible country at least 15 days in advance of any 
formal determination. 
SEC. 814. REDUCTION OF CERTAIN DEBT. 

(a) AUTHORITY To REDUCE DEBT.-

(1) AUTHORITY.-The President may reduce 
the amount owed to the United States (or any 
agency of the United States) that is outstanding 
as of January 1, 1991, as a result of concessional 
loans made to an eligible country by the United 
States under part I of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 (or predecessor foreign economic as
sistance legislation). 

(2) APPROPRIATIONS ACT REQUIREMENT.-The 
authority of this section may be exercised only 
in such amounts or to such extent as is specifi
cally provided in advance by appropriations 
Acts. 

(3) CERTAIN PROHIBITIONS INAPPLICABLE.-A 
reduction of debt pursuant to this section shall 
not be considered assistance for purposes of any 
provision of law limiting assistance to a coun
try. 

(b) IMPLEMENTATION OF DEBT REDUCTION.
(1) IN GENERAL.-Any debt reduction pursuant 

to subsection (a) shall be accomplished at the di
rection of the Facility by the exchange of a new 
obligation for obligations outstanding as of the 
date specified in subsection (a)(l). 

(2) EXCHANGE OF OBLIGATIONS.-The Facility 
shall notify the agency primarily responsible for 
administering part I of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961 of the agreement with an eligible 
country to exchange a new obligation for out
standing obligations pursuant to this sub
section. At the direction of the Facility, the old 
obligations shall be canceled and a new debt ob
ligation for the country shall be established, 
and the agency primarily responsible for admin
istering part I of that Act shall make an adjust
ment in its accounts to reflect the debt reduc
tion. 

SEC. 816. REPAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL. 

(a) CURRENCY OF PAYMENT.-The principal 
amount of each new obligation issued pursuant 
to section 814(b) shall be repaid in United States 
dollars. 

(b) DEPOSIT OF PAYMENTS.-Principal repay
ments of new obligations shall be deposited in 
the United States Government account estab
lished for principal repayments of the obliga
tions for which those obligations were ex
changed. 

SEC. 816. INTEREST ON NEW OBUGATIONS. 

(a) RATE OF INTEREST.-New obligations is
sued by a beneficiary country pursuant to sec
tion 814(b) shall bear interest at a concessional 
rate. 
. (b) CURRENCY OF PAYMENT; DEPOSITS.-

(1) LOCAL CURRENCY.-]/ the beneficiary 
country has entered into an Americas Frame
work Agreement under section 818, interest shall 
be paid in the local currency of the beneficiary 
country and deposited in the Americas Fund 
provided for in section 817(a). Such interest 
shall be the property of the beneficiary country, 
until such time as it is disbursed pursuant to 
section 817(d). Such local currencies shall be 
used for the purposes specified in the Americas 
Framework Agreement. 

(2) UNITED STATES DOLLARS.-]/ the bene
ficiary country has not entered into an Ameri
cas Framework Agreement under section 818, in
terest shall be paid in United States dollars and 
deposited in the United States Government ac
count established for interest payments of the 
obligations for which the new obligations were 
exchanged. 

(c) INTEREST ALREADY PAID.-]/ a beneficiary 
country enters into an Americas Framework 
Agreement subsequent to the date on which in
terest first became due on the newly issued obli
gation, any interest already paid on such new 
obligation shall not be redeposited into the 
Americas Fund established for that country pur
suant to section 817(a). 

SEC. 817. ESTABUSHMENT OF, DEPOSITS INTO, 
AND DISBUBSBMBNTS FROll AN BN· 
TERPRISE FOB THE AMBRICAS FUND. 

(a) ESTABLISHMENT.-Each beneficiary coun
try that enters into an Americas Framework 
Agreement under section 818 shall be required to 
establish an Enterprise for the Americas Fund 
to receive payments in local currency pursuant 
to section 816(b)(l). 

(b) DEPOSITS.-Local currencies deposited in 
an Americas Fund shall not be considered as
sistance for purposes of any provision of law 
limiting assistance to a country. 

(c) INVESTMENT.-Deposits made in an Ameri
cas Fund shall be invested until disbursed. Any 
return on such investment may be retained by 
the Americas Fund, without deposit in the 
Treasury of the United States and without fur
ther appropriation by Congress. 

(d) DISBURSEMENTS.-Funds in an Americas 
Fund shall be disbursed only pursuant to an 
Americas Framework Agreement under section 
818. 
SEC. 818. AMERICAS FRAMEWORK AGBBBMBNTS. 

(a) AUTHORITY.-The Secretary of State is au
thorized, in consultation with other appropriate 
Government officials, to enter into an Americas 
Framework Agreement with any eligible country 
concerning the operation and use of the Ameri
cas Fund for that country. In the negotiation of 
such Agreements, the Secretary shall consult 
with the Enterprise for the Americas Board in 
accordance with section 819. 

(b) CONTENTS OF AGREEMENTS.-An Americas 
Framework Agreement with an eligible country 
shall-

(1) require that country to establish an Ameri
cas Fund; 

(2) require that country to make interest pay
ments under section 816(b)(l) into an Americas 
Fund; 

(3) require that country to make prompt dis
bursements from the Americas Fund to the ad
ministering body described in subsection (c); 

(4) when appropriate, seek to maintain the 
value of the local currency resources of the 
Americas Fund in terms of United States dol
lars; 

(5) specify, in accordance with subsection (d), 
the purposes for which amounts in an Americas 
Fund may be used; and 

(6) contain reasonable provisions for the en
forcement of the terms of the agreement. 

(c) ADMINISTERING BODY.-
(1) IN GENERAL.-Funds disbursed from the 

Americas Fund in each beneficiary country 
shall be administered by a body constituted 
under the laws of that country. 

(2) COMPOS/T/ON.-The administering body 
shall consist of-

( A) one or more individuals appointed by the 
United States Government, 

(BJ one or more individuals appointed by the 
government of the beneficiary country, and 

(CJ individuals who represent a broad range 
of-

(i) environmental nongovernmental organiza
tions of the beneficiary country, 

(ii) child survival and child development non
governmental organizations of the beneficiary 
country, 

(iii) local community development nongovern
mental organizations of the beneficiary country, 
and 

(iv) scientific or academic organizations or in
stitutions of the beneficiary country. 
A majority of the members of the administering 
body shall be individuals described in subpara
graph (CJ. 

(3) RESPONS/BILITIES.-The administering 
body-

( A) shall receive proposals for grant assistance 
from eligible grant recipients (as determined 
under subsection (e)) and make grants to eligible 
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grant recipients in accordance with the prior
ities agreed upon in the Americas Framework 
Agreement, consistent with subsection (d); 

(B) shall be responsible for the management of 
the program and oversight of grant activities 
funded from resources of the Americas Fund; 

(C) shall be subject, on an annual basis, to an 
audit of financial statements conducted in ac
cordance with generally accepted auditing 
standards by an independent auditor; 

(D) shall be required to grant to representa
tives of the United States General Accounting 
Office such access to books and records associ
ated with operations of the Americas Fund as 
the Comptroller General of the United States 
may request; 

(E) shall present an annual program for re
view each year by the Enterprise for the Ameri
cas Board; and 

( F) shall submit a report each year on the ac
tivities that it undertook during the previous 
year to the Chair of the Enterprise for the Amer
icas Board and to the government of the bene
ficiary country. 

(d) ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES.-Grants from an 
Americas Fund shall be used for-

(1) activities that link the conservation and 
sustainable use of natural resources with local 
community development; and 

(2) child survival and other child development 
activities. 

(e) GRANT RECIPIENTS.-Grants made from an 
Americas Fund shall be made to-

(1) nongovernmental environmental, conserva
tion, child survival and child development, de
velopment, and indigenous peoples organiza
tions of the beneficiary country; 

(2) other appropriate local or regional entities; 
and 

(3) in exceptional circumstances, the govern
ment of the beneficiary country. 

(f) REVIEW OF LARGER GRANTS.-Any grant Of 
more than $100,000 from an Americas Fund shall 
be subject to veto by the Government of the 
United States or the government of the bene
ficiary country. 

(g) ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA.-In the event that a 
country fails to meet the eligibility requirements 
set forth in section 813(a), as determined by the 
President pursuant to section 813(b), then 
grants from the Americas Fund for that country 
may only be made to nongovernmental organi
zations until such time as the President deter
mines that such country meets the eligibility re
quirements set forth in section 813(a). 
SBC. 819. ENTERPRISE FOR THE AMERICAS 

BOARD. 
(a) RESPONSIBILIT/ES.-For purposes of this 

chapter, the Enterprise for the Americas Board 
shall-

(1) advise the Secretary of State on the nego
tiations of Americas Framework Agreements 
pursuant to section 818; 

(2) ensure, in consultation with-
( A) the government of the beneficiary country, 
(B) nongovernmental organizations of the 

beneficiary country, 
(C) nongovernmental organizations of the re

gion (if appropriate), 
(D) environmental, scientific, child survival 

and child development, and academic leaders of 
the beneficiary country, and 

(E) environmental, scientific, child survival 
and child development, and academic leaders of 
the region (as appropriate), 
that a suitable administering body is identified 
for each Americas Fund; and 

(3) review the programs, operations, and fiscal 
audits of each administering body. 

(b) SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS IN ANNUAL RE
PORT.-Each member of the Board shall be enti
tled to receive a copy of any report to be trans
mitted to the Congress pursuant to chapter 5 of 
this title at least 14 days before the report is to 

be so transmitted, to have 14 days within which 
to prepare and submit supplemental views with 
respect to the implementation of this chapter for 
inclusion in such report, and to have those 
views included in the report when it is so trans
mitted. 

(c) AMENDMENTS RELATING TO THE BOARD.
Section 610 of the Agricultural Trade Develop
ment and Assistance Act of 1954 is amended-

(1) in the section heading, by striking out 
"ENVIRONMENT" and inserting in lieu thereof 
''ENTERPRISE''; 

(2) in subsection (a), by striking out "Envi
ronment" and inserting in lieu thereof "Enter
prise"; 

(3) in subsection (b)(l)(A)-
(A) by striking out "five" and insert in lieu 

thereof "six", and 
(B) by inserting ", at least one of whom shall 

be a representative of the Department of Agri
culture" after "Government"; and 

(4) in subsection (b)(l)(B)-
(A) by striking out "four" and inserting in 

lieu thereof "five", 
(B) by inserting "child survival and child de

velopment," after "environmental,", and 
(C) by inserting ", at least one of whom shall 

be a representative from a child survival and 
child development organization" after "Carib
bean". 
CHAPTER ~ORT-UIPORT BANK DEBT 

REDUCTION 
SEC. 821. EXPORT·IMPORT BANK DEBT REDUC

TION. 
The Export-Import Bank Act of 1945 (12 

U.S.C. 635-635i-4) is amended-
(1) by inserting after the first section the fol

lowing: 
"TITLE I~ENERAL PROVISIONS''; and 
(2) by adding at the end the following: 

"TITLE II-ENTERPRISE FOR THE 
AMERICAS INITIATIVE 

"SEC. 61. PURPOSE. 
"The purpose of this title is to encourage and 

support improvement in the lives of the people of 
Latin America and the Caribbean through mar
ket-oriented reforms and economic growth with 
interrelated actions to promote debt reduction, 
investment reforms, community based conserva
tion and sustainable use of the environment. 
The Facility will support these objectives 
through administration of debt reduction oper
ations under this title for those countries with 
democratically elected governments that meet 
investment reforms and other policy conditions. 
"SEC. 62. DEFINITIONS. 

"As used in this title: 
"(1) The term 'eligible country' means a coun

try designated by the President in accordance 
with section 53. 

"(2) The term 'Facility' means the entity es
tablished in the Department of the Treasury by 
section 601 of the Agricultural Trade Develop
ment and Assistance Act of 1954. 

"(3) The term 'IMF' means the International 
Monetary Fund. 
"SEC. 63. EUGIBIUTY FOR BENEFITS UNDER mE 

FACIUTY. 
"(a) REQUIREMENTS.-To be eligible for bene

fits from the Facility under this title, a country 
must-

"(1) be a Latin American or Caribbean coun
try; 

"(2) have in effect, have received approval 
for, or, as appropriate in exceptional cir
cumstances, be making significant progress to
ward-

"(A) an IMF standby arrangement, extended 
IMF arrangement, or an arrangement under the 
structural adjustment facility or enhanced 
structural adjustment facility, or in exceptional 
circumstances, an IMF monitored program or its 
equivalent; and 

"(B) as appropriate, structural or sectoral ad
justment loans from the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development or the Inter
national Development Association; 

"(3) have put in place major investment re
forms in conjunction with an Inter-American 
Development Bank loan or otherwise be imple
menting, or making significant progress toward, 
an open investment regime; and 

"(4) if appropriate, have agreed with its com
mercial bank lenders on a satisfactory financing 
program, including, as appropriate, debt or debt 
service reduction. 

"(b) ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATIONS.-The 
President shall determine whether a country is 
an eligible country for purposes of subsection 
(a). 
"SEC. tu. LOANS EUGmLE FOR SALE, REDUC

TION, OR CANCEILATION. 
"(a) AUTHORITY TO SELL, REDUCE, OR CANCEL 

CERTAIN LOANS.-Notwithstanding any other 
provision of law, the President may, in accord
ance with this title-

"(1) sell to any eligible purchaser any loan or 
portion thereof made to any eligible country or 
any agency thereof, before January 1, 1991, pur
suant to this Act; and 

"(2) on receipt of payment from the eligible 
purchaser, reduce or cancel such loan or portion 
thereof, 
only for the purpose of facilitating debt-! or-eq
uity swaps, debt-for-development swaps, or 
debt-for-nature swaps, if the sale, reduction, or 
cancellation would not contravene any term or 
condition of any prior agreement relating to 
such loan. 

"(b) TERMS AND CONDITIONS.-Notwithstand
ing any other provision of law other than this 
title, the President shall establish the terms and 
conditions under which loans may be sold, re
duced, or canceled pursuant to this title. 

"(c) TREATMENT UNDER SECURITIES LAWS.
Any sale made pursuant to this title by the 
Bank of a loan (including any interest therein) 
to an eligible purchaser described in section 57 
of this Act shall be a transaction not required to 
be registered pursuant to section 5 of the Securi
ties Act of 1933. For purposes of the Securities 
Act of 1933, the Bank shall not be deemed to be 
an issuer or underwriter with respect to any 
subsequent sale or other disposition of such loan 
(include any interest therein) or any security re
ceived by an eligible purchaser pursuant to any 
debt-! or-equity swap, debt-! or-development 
swap, or debt-for-nature swap. 

"(d) ADMINISTRATION.-The Facility shall no
tify the Bank of purchasers the President has 
determined to be eligible under section 57, and 
shall direct the Bank to carry out the sale, re
duction, or cancellation of a loan pursuant to 
this title. The Bank shall make an adjustment 
in its accounts to reflect the sale, reduction, or 
cancellation. 

"(e) LIMITATIONS.-The authorities of this 
section may be exercised beginning in fiscal year 
1992 and only to such extent as provided for in 
advance in appropriations Acts for fiscal year 
1992 or thereafter, as necessary to implement 
section 13201 of the Budget Enforcement Act of 
1990. 
"SBC. SS. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS. 

"For the sale, reduction, and cancellation 
pursuant to section 54 of loans or portions 
thereof made pursuant to this Act, there are au
thorized to be appropriated to the President 
such sums as may be necessary, which shall re
main available until expended. 
"SBC. 66. DEPOSIT OF PROCEEDS. 

"The proceeds from the sale, reduction, or 
cancellation of any loan sold, reduced, or can
celed pursuant to this title shall be deposited in 
the United States Government account or ac
counts established for the repayment of such 
loan. 
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"SEC. 61. EUGIBLE PURCHASERS. 

"A loan may be sold pursuant to this title 
only to a purchaser who presents plans satisfac
tory to the President for using the loan for the 
purpose of engaging in debt-! or-equity swaps, 
debt-for-development swaps, or debt-for-nature 
swaps. 
"SEC. 68. DEBTOR CONSULTATION. 

"Before the sale to any eligible purchaser, or 
any reduction or cancellation pursuant to this 
title of any loan made to an eligible country, the 
President shall consult with the country con
cerning, among other things, the amount of 
loans to be sold, reduced, or canceled and their 
uses for debt-for-equity swaps, debt-! or-develop
ment swaps, or debt-for-nature swaps.". 

CHAPTER 3-PARTICIPATION OF THE 
INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK 

SBC. 831. ROLE OF INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOP· 
MENT BANK AND OTHER PROGRAMS 
IN FOSTERING INVESTMENT RB· 
FORM. 

(a) The Secretary of the Treasury shall work 
closely with the management of the Inter-Amer
ican Development Bank (in this section referred 
to as the "IDB") to ensure the full implementa
tion of the !DB's proposed investment sector re
form program and the coordination of United 
States bilateral assistance programs with the ef
forts of the IDB to enhance the likelihood of full 
implementation of liberalization efforts by coun
tries in the region served by the IDB. 

(b) Within 6 months after the date of enact
ment of this Act, the Secretary of the Treasury 
shall transmit a written report to the Chairman 
of the Committee on Banking, Finance and 
Urban Affairs of the House of Representatives 
and the Chairman of the Committee on Foreign 
Relations of the Senate describing the specifics 
of the investment sector reform programs that 
are being carried out by the IDB. Such report 
shall include-

(1) a detailed description of the elements of 
the investment sector reform program; 

(2) the percentage of the annual lending pro
gram of the IDB which will be utilized in con
junction with any investment reform efforts; 

(3) a list of the countries that have entered 
into investment sector reform programs with the 
IDB, or are in the process of negotiating such 
programs; 

(4) an analysis of how United States bilateral 
programs have complemented investment reform 
efforts; and 

(5) a description of measures taken by the 
IDB, the United States, and recipient countries 
to ensure that any negative effects of such re
form efforts are not borne disproportionately by 
the poorest segments of such countries, and will 
not have an adverse impact on the natural re
sources of such countries. 
SEC. 83!. ENTERPRISE FOR THE AMERICAS IN· 

VESTMENT FUND. 
The Inter-American Development Bank Act 

(22 U.S.C. 283-283z-8) is amended by adding at 
the end the following: 
"SEC. 31. ESTABUSHMENT OF THE ENTERPRISE 

FOR THE AMERICAS INVESTMENT 
FUND. 

"(a) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.
There are hereby authorized to be appropriated 
to the Secretary of the Treasury $100,000,000 for 
each of the fiscal years 1992 through 1996 solely 
to carry out the purposes of this section. Such 
funds shall remain available until expended. 

"(b) ESTABLISHMENT OF FUND.-The Secretary 
of Treasury is hereby authorized to contribute 
and to make payment of up to $500,000,000 of 
funds appropriated pursuant to subsection (a), 
to the Enterprise for the Americas Investment 
Fund (in this section referred to as the "Fund") 
which shall be administered by the Bank, pro
vided that the fallowing conditions have been 
met: 

"(1) An agreement establishing the Fund has 
been signed by the United States Government 
and the President of the Bank, specifying the 
terms and conditions under which the United 
States is to provide monies to the Fund and the 
terms and conditions under which the Bank is 
to disburse monies from the Fund. 

''(2) At least two additional donors have also 
entered into the agreement referred to in para
graph (1) and have pledged to the Fund con
tributions which, in the aggregate, total not less 
than $500,000,000. 

"(3) At least 15 days be{ ore the first such con
tribution to the Fund, the Secretary of Treasury 
has transmitted the agreement establishing the 
Fund at the Bank to the Chairman of the Com
mittee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs 
of the House of Representatives and the Chair
man of the Committee on Foreign Relations of 
the Senate. 

"(4) The agreement includes a provision that 
requires the Bank to prepare and make public 
annual reports regarding the operations of the 
Fund. 

"(c) PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES OF FUND.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-ln negotiating the terms 

and conditions of the Fund agreement, the Sec
retary of Treasury shall ensure that United 
States assistance to the Fund shall be disbursed 
only for the fallowing purposes: 

"(A) Technical assistance to eligible countries 
for the purpose of identifying and resolving do
mestic constraints to investment. 

"(B) Assistance to private enterprises, and to 
enterprises the ownership of which is in the 
process of being transferred from public institu
tions to private persons, in eligible countries in 
such activities as enterprise development, ven
ture capital, preparation of investment propos
als, and equity support for financial 
intermediaries to fund and assist enterprises in 
eligible countries. 

"(C) Assistance in building human capital po
tential, alleviating poverty, reducing legal, reg
ulatory, and policy barriers to economic and so
cial progress as described in section 64(a) of the 
Bretton Woods Agreements Act, in eligible coun
tries, including programs related to the reloca
tion and retraining of workers displaced by in
vestment reform activities such as the privatiza
tion or restructuring of public enterprises, as 
well as for educational grants to develop exper
tise in business-related skills necessary for the 
conduct of private sector activities. 

"(D) Assistance to support the development 
and strengthening of host country capacities for 
insuring the environmental soundness of invest
ment activities, including the use of taxes, fees, 
tax rebates, and other market-based incentives 
and penalties to promote environmentally sound 
investment decisions by private investors, in
cluding support in the form of technical assist
ance to government agencies and other entities 
for the development of environmental regula
tions, standards, and effective enforcement 
mechanisms applicable to private investment ac
tivities. 

"(2) LIMITATION.-ln negotiating the terms 
and conditions of the Fund agreement, the Sec
retary of Treasury shall ensure that not more 
than 40 percent of the amounts available to the 
Fund may be used for the purposes described in 
any particular subparagraph of paragraph (1). 

"(d) PERIOD OF AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS.
Notwithstanding subsection (a), if the require
ments set forth in subsections (b) and (c) have 
not been met within 2 years after the date of the 
enactment of this section, any monies appro
priated to carry out the purposes of this section 
shall no longer be available for obligation or ex
penditure. 

"(e) ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
OF PROPOSED ACTIONS OF THE FUND.-!/ an En
terprise for the Americas Investment Fund is es-

tablished pursuant to this section, the Secretary 
of the Treasury shall instruct the United States 
representative to the Fund not to vote in favor 
of any action proposed to be taken by the fund 
which may have a significant adverse ef/ect on 
the environment unless an assessment of the im
pact of the action on the environment has been 
available for at least 120 days before the vote. 

"({) ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS.-With re
spect to United States assistance to the Fund, to 
be eligible for disbursements of assistance from 
the Fund, a country must-

"(1) be a Latin American or Caribbean coun
try; 

''(2) have in effect, have received approval 
for, or, as appropriate in exceptional cir
cumstances, be making significant progress to
ward-

"(A) an International Monetary Fund stand
by arrangement, extended International Mone
tary Fund arrangement, or an arrangement 
under the structural adjustment facility or en
hanced structural adjustment facility, or in ex
ceptional circumstances, an International Mon
etary Fund monitored program or its equivalent, 
unless the President determines (after consulta
tion with the Enterprise for the Americas Board) 
that such an arrangement or program (or its 
equivalent) could reasonably be expected to 
have significant adverse social or environmental 
effects; and 

"(B) as appropriate, structural or sectoral ad
justment loans from the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development or the Inter
national Development Association, unless the 
President determines (after consultation with 
the Enterprise for the Americas Board) that the 
resulting adjustment requirements could reason
ably be expected to have significant adverse so
cial or environmental effects; 

"(3) have put in place major investment re
forms in conjunction with an Inter-American 
Development Bank loan or otherwise be imple
menting, or making significant progress toward, 
an open investment regime; 

"(4) if appropriate, have agreed with its com
mercial bank lenders on a satisfactory financing 
program, including, as appropriate, debt or debt 
service reduction; 

"(5) have a democratically elected govern
ment; 

"(6) not harbor or sponsor international ter
rorists; 

''(7) be cooperating in narcotics matters; and 
"(8) not have a government with a consistent 

pattern of gross human rights violatons by its 
instrumentalities, including its military or secu
rity forces. 

"(g) ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATJONS.-The 
President shall determine whether a country is 
an eligible country for purposes of subsection 
(f). ". 

CHAPTER 4-INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
FOR THE AMERICAS 

SEC. 841. PURPOSE. 
The purpose of this title is to promote eco

nomic integration and the consolidation and 
strengthening of democratic institutions in the 
Hemisphere, and to commemorate the 500th an
niversary of the discovery of the Americas by 
Christopher Columbus through . the establish
ment of an institution of higher education, 
which shall be known as the "International 
University for the Americas". 
SEC. 84!. ESTABUSHMBNT. 

The Secretary of State, in consultation with 
other governments in the Hemisphere, shall de
termine the most appropriate location for the 
International University for the Americas. In 
making that determination the Secretary shall 
ensure that the location chosen is-

(1) in the Americas; 
(2) is easily accessible to all peoples in the re

gion; 
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(3) has demonstrated a commitment to eco

nomic integration and democratic values 
through its policies and programs; and 

(4) has expressed an interest in being chosen 
as a site and has agreed to contribute some 
amount of assistance, either in cash or kind, to
ward the costs of developing the institution. 
SEC. 843. FACULTY, STUDENTS, AND CURRICU-

LUM. 
In developing the bylaws of the International 

University for the Americas, the Secretary shall 
ensure that it contains provisions to ensure that 
faculty and students are drawn from all the na
tions in the hemisphere, and that the curricu
lum is designed to develop expertise in fields 
that will promote the economic integration of 
the Americas and the consolidation of democ
racy throughout the Hemisphere. 
SEC. 844. FUNDING. 

Of the development assistance and economic 
support assistance funds that are allocated for 
Latin America and the Caribbean, $500,000 may 
be made available to carry out the site location 
and design phase of the International Univer
sity for the Americas. 

CHAPTERS-REPORTS 
SEC. 861. ANNUAL REPORTS TO CONGRESS. 

(a) IN GENERAL.-Not later than December 31 
of each year, the President shall transmit to the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives and the 
President Pro Tempore of the Senate a report on 
the implementation of this title, title II of the 
Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, section 37 of 
the Inter-American Development Bank Act, and 
title VI of the Agricultural Trade Development 
and Assistance Act of 1954. Such report shall in
clude-

(1) a description of the activities undertaken 
by the Enterprise for the Americas Facility dur
ing the previous fiscal year; 

(2) a description of any Americas Framework 
Agreements entered into under chapter 1 of this 
title and a description of any Enviromental 
Framework Agreement entered into under that 
title VI; 

(3) a description of any grants that have been 
extended by administering bodies pursuant to 
an Americas Agreement under that chapter or 
pursuant to an Enviromental Framework Agree
ment under that title VI; and 

(4) a progress report on the selection of a site 
and design for the establishment of the Inter
national University for the Americas. 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Section 614 of 
the Agricultural Trade Development and Assist
ance Act of 1954 (relating to annual reports to 
the Congress on the Enterprise for the Americas 
Facility) is repealed. 

TITLE IX-ASIA AND THE PACIFIC 
CHAPTER I-EAST ASIA AND THE PACIFIC 

SEC. 901. BURMA. 
(a) CONSIDERATIONS IN FURNISHING Ass/ST

ANCE AND MAKING MILITARY SALES.-During fis
cal years 1992 and 1993, in determining whether 
to furnish assistance to Burma under the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961 or the Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954 
(other than emergency humanitarian assistance 
under either such Act), and whether to make 
any sales of defense articles or defense services 
to Burma under the Arms Export Control Act, 
the President shall take into account whether-

(1) the Government of Burma has-
(A) ceded legal authority to a civilian govern

ment as mandated by the elections of May 1990; 
(B) released persons arrested for the peaceful 

expression of their political views, including 
Aung San Suu Kyi and other leaders of the Na
tional League for Democracy; and 

(C) ceased harassment of persons and political 
parties attempting to exercise freedoms of ex
pression, association, and assembly; and 

(2) the President has made a certification con
cerning Burma under section 490 of the Foreign 

Assistance Act of 1961 (relating to international 
narcotics cooperation). 

(b) NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENT.-During fis
cal years 1992 and 1993, the President shall no
tify the appropriate congressional committees in 
accordance with the procedures applicable to 
reprogramming notifications under section 634A 
of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, at least 15 
days before-

(1) obligating funds for any assistance for 
Burma under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 
(other than emergency humanitarian assist
ance); or 

(2) issuing a letter of offer to sell any defense 
articles or defense services to Burma under the 
Arms Export Control Act. 

(c) STATEMENT OF CONGRESS REGARDING ECO
NOMIC SANCTIONS AGAINST BURMA.-In view of 
Burma's failure to comply with the human 
rights and narcotics control provisions of section 
138 of the Customs and Trade Act of 1990, in
cluding that it transfer authority to a civilian 
government, release political prisoners, lift mar
tial law, and meet the certification requirements 
of section 802(6) of the Narcotics Control Trade 
Act, the Congress-

(1) welcomes the decision of the President not 
to negotiate a new textile agreement with 
Burma; 

(2) would welcome a decision by the President 
to impose additional economic sanctions upon 
Burma under section 138 of the Customs and 
Trade Act of 1990, giving primary consideration 
to the imposition of sanctions on other products 
that constitute major imports from Burma (in
cluding fish, tropical timber, and aquatic ani
mals); and 

(3) calls upon other industrialized countries to 
impose similar sanctions upon Burma. 

(d) AsSISTANCE FOR DISPLACED BURMESE AND 
TO SUPPORT DEMOCRATIC PLURALISM.-

(]) AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE.-Not
withstanding any provision of law that restricts 
assistance to countries, funds described in para
graph (2) may be made available-

( A) for training and education assistance for 
Burmese outside of Burma who are displaced as 
a result of civil conflict, and 

(B) for activities which support democratic 
pluralism in Burma. 

(2) FUNDS THAT MAY BE USED.-The funds that 
may be used pursuant to paragraph (1) are-

( A) up to $1,000,000 of development assistance 
funds for each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993; and 

(B) any funds that were made available for 
development assistance or economic support as
sistance for prior fiscal years by foreign assist
ance appropriations Acts and that were allo
cated or obligated for assistance for Burma. 

(3) NOTICE TO CONGRESS OF USE OF PRIOR YEAR 
FUNDS.-At least 15 days before using the au
thority of paragraph (2)(B), the President shall 
notify the appropriate congressional committees 
in accordance with the procedures applicable to 
reprogramming notifications under section 634A 
of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. 
SEC. 902. CAMBODIA 

(a) ACTS OF GENOCIDE IN CAMBODIA.-As a 
party to the Genocide Convention, the United 
States reaffirms that genocide is a crime under 
international law which it undertakes to pre
vent and punish, and calls upon the competent 
organs of the United Nations to take such ac
tion under the Charter of the United Nations as 
they consider appropriate for the prevention 
and suppression of acts of genocide in Cam
bodia. 

(b) HUMANITARIAN AND DEVELOPMENT AsSIST
ANCE FOR CAMBODIA.-

(1) AUTHORIZATION.-Except as provided in 
paragraph (2), not more than $20,000,000 of the 
funds made available for fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 for development assistance and economic 
support assistance shall be made available, pre-

dominantly through international relief agen
cies and United States private and voluntary or
ganizations, for humanitarian and development 
assistance exclusively for Cambodian civilians 
and in accordance with the priority needs iden
tified by the Agency for International Develop
ment's Report to Congress on Cambodia's Hu
manitarian and Development Assistance Prior
ities (transmitted pursuant to the Foreign Oper
ations, Export Financing, and Related Programs 
Appropriations Act, 1991), notwithstanding any 
other provision of law. 

(2) ADDITIONAL FUNDING IF THERE IS A SETTLE
MENT.-In the event of a settlement of the Cam
bodian conflict acceptable to the United States, 
additional amounts of funds made available for 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for development as
sistance and economic support assistance may 
be used under paragraph (1). At least 15 days 
before obligating any such additional funds, the 
President shall notify the appropriate congres
sional committees in accordance with the proce
dures applicable to reprogramming notifications 
under section 634A of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961. · 

(3) DEFINITION.-For purposes Of this sub
section, the term "humanitarian assistance" in
cludes food, clothing, medicine, and other hu
manitarian assistance, including equipment for 
the surveying and eradication of explosive 
mines, but such term does not include (A) the 
provision of any weapons, weapon SYStems, or 
ammunition, or (B) the provision to Cambodian 
military units of any other equipment, vehicles, 
or material. 

(C) HUMANITARIAN AsSISTANCE TO CHILDREN.
In addition to funds otherwise available for 
such purposes under subsection (b), not more 
than $5,000,000 of the funds made available for 
each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for develop
ment assistance and economic support assist
ance shall be made available to provide humani
tarian assistance to children and war victims in 
Cambodia, notwithstanding any other provision 
of law. Until a settlement of the Cambodian 
conflict acceptable to the United States, such 
assistance shall be provided through inter
national relief agencies and United States pri
vate and voluntary organizations. 

(d) TRAINING OF CAMBODIANS IN SUPPORT OF 
AN INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT OF THE CAM
BODIAN CONFLICT.-Notwithstanding any other 
provision of law, the President may use such 
amounts (in addition to those otherwise pro
vided for in this section) as may be necessary of 
funds made available for development assistance 
and economic support assistance for fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 to provide for the nonmilitary 
training of Cambodians, including Cambodians 
outside Cambodia .and the United States, in ap
propriate skills that would be used by them in 
direct support of an internationally acceptable 
political settlement in that country. 

(e) TERMINATION OF ASSISTANCE.-The Presi
dent shall terminate assistance under this sec
tion to any Cambodian organization that he de
termines is cooperating, tactically or strategi
cally, with the Khmer Rouge in their military 
operations. 

(f) ONSITE AsSESSMENT OF NEEDS FOR AsSIST
ANCE.-Not later than 120 days after the date of 
enactment of this Act, the President shall con
duct an onsite assessment on a multilateral 
basis in cooperation with the United Nations, or 
on an independent basis, within Cambodia (in
cluding Phnom Penh) to determine the require
ments for the development of social economic 
and social infrastructure and for the eradi
cation of explosive mines. 

(g) REPORT REGARDING THE KHMER ROUGE.
Not later than February 1, 1992, the President 
shall submit to the Speaker of the House of Rep
resentatives and the President Pro Tempore of 
the Senate a report describing all instances of 
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military cooperation since January 1, 1991, be
tween the Khmer Rouge and any individual, 
group, or faction of the noncommunist resist
ance and describing all instances of human 
rights abuses by the Khmer Rouge. Such report 
shall be submitted in both classified and unclas
sified form. 

(h) APPLICABILITY OF EXISTING LAW.-
(1) TRADE RESTRICTIONS.-Funds shall be 

made available under this section notwithstand
ing any law or regulation prohibiting trade with 
Cambodia or any national of Cambodia. 

(2) REPROGRAMMING NOTIFICATIONS.-Funds 
shall be made available under this section sub
ject to the provisions of section 634A of the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961. 

(3) PROHIBITIONS.-Any funds made available 
under this section shall be subject to the prohi
bitions of section 531(e) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1961 and section 906 of the Inter
national Security Development Cooperation Act 
of 1985. 

(i) CLARIFICATION OF AUTHORITIES GRANT
ED.-

(1) CERTAIN FUNDING NOT AFFECTED.-Nothing 
in this section supersedes any provision of this 
Act that authorizes the appropriation of funds 
for a specific country, region, organization, or 
purpose or any provision of the annual Foreign 
Operations, Export Financing, and Related Pro
grams Appropriations Act that earmarks funds 
for a specific country, region, organization, or 
purpose. 

(2) APPROPRIATIONS ACT LIMITATIONS NOT AF
FECTED.-Nothing in this section supersedes any 
provision of the annual Foreign Operations, Ex
port Financing, and Related Programs Appro
priations Act that specifically refers to the as
sistance authorized by this section and estab
lishes limitations with respect to such assist
ance. 

(3) APPROPRIATION ACT REPROGRAMMING RE
QUIREMENTS NOT AFFECTED.-Nothing in this 
section supersedes the requirements of any pro
vision of the annual Foreign Operations, Export 
Financing, and Related Programs Appropria
tions Act that requires prior notification to con
gressional committees of proposed 
reprogrammings of funds. 
SBC. 903. ARMS TRANSFERS BY THE PEOPLE'S RB· 

PUBUC OF CHINA TO CERTAIN 
COUNTRIES. 

(a) PROHIBITION.-In any calendar year, sales 
may not be made to the People's Republic of 
China under the Arms Export Control Act, and 
licenses may not be issued under section 38 of 
that Act for the export to the People's Republic 
of China, of any item on the United States Mu
nitions List for military end-users if the Presi
dent has determined that there is convincing, 
credible evidence that-

(1) any United States defense article or tech
nology (including United States licensed tech
nology) was used in-

( A) a cruise missile or ballistic missile, 
(B) a advanced fighter aircraft, or 
(C) a major component or technology for any 

such missile or aircraft, 
and was transferred willingly to Algeria and 
Pakistan and such terrorist states as Iran, Iraq, 
Libya, and Syria by the People's Republic of 
China in the previous calendar year in con
travention of the Arms Export Control Act or 
regulations issued under section 38 of that Act; 
OT 

(2) any chemical weapon, or any material, 
equipment, or technology intended for use by a 
military end-user for any nuclear explosive de
vice, or for research on or development of any 
nuclear explosive device, was transferred will
ingly to Algeria and Pakistan and such terrorist 
states as Iran, Iraq, Libya, and Syria by the 
People's Republic of China in the previous cal
endar year. 

(b) EXCEPTION.-The prohibitions contained 
in subsection (a) shall not apply to sales or ex
ports of systems or components designed specifi
cally for inclusion in civil products and con
trolled as defense articles only for purpose of ex
port to a controlled country, unless the Presi
dent determines that the intended recipient of 
such items is the military or security forces of 
the People's Republic of China. 
SBC. 904. PROHIBITION ON MILITARY ASSIST· 

ANCB TO FIJI. 
No foreign military financing assistance and 

no international military education and train
ing which is made available for fiscal year 1992 
or fiscal year 1993 may be provided to Fiji unless 
the President certifies to the Congress that Fiji 
has held elections in which there has been broad 
participation by all communities in Fiji. 
SEC. 906. SUPPORT OF HUMANITARIAN PROJECTS 

IN LAOS. 
It is the sense of the Congress that, consistent 

with section 490 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 (relating to international narcotics co
operation), the President should use available 
authority and appropriations to provide up to 
$200,000 in each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for 
support of humanitarian projects in Laos associ
ated with joint United States-Laotian coopera
tive efforts to resolve questions concerning Viet
nam era prisoners of war or those missing in ac
tion. 
SEC. 906. MALAYSIA. 

The Congress-
(1) notes the long tradition of friendship and 

common interests and values between the Gov
ernment of Malaysia and the Government of the 
United States, reflected in part by the Malay
sian Government's endorsement of the goal of 
removing Iraq from Kuwait and its vote in sup
port of United Nations Security Council Resolu
tion 678, which authorized the use of force to 
obtain that goal; 

(2) expresses its deep distress and concern 
about the current policy and practice of the 
Government of Malaysia of denying first asylum 
to Indochinese asylum-seekers, which conflicts 
with humanitarian practices to which the Ma
laysian Government had been committed from 
1975 to 1989; 

(3) urges the Government of Malaysia to rees
tablish the policy of first asylum and thereby to 
bring its practices into con/ ormity with inter
nationally recognized humanitarian standards; 

(4) expresses its appreciation to the Govern
ment of Indonesia, which has provided first asy
lum to nearly all of the more than 11,000 asylum 
seekers who have been denied refuge in Malay
sia since 1989; and 

(5) expresses its readiness to support efforts to 
provide supplemental assistance to Indonesia to 
accommodate the increased burden on that 
country that has resulted from the denial of 
first asylum by Malaysia. 
SEC. 907. ASSISTANCE FOR MONGOUA. 

In recognition of Mongolia's movement toward 
democracy in establishing a multiparty system 
and the steps it has taken to establish a free 
market economy, it is the sense of the Congress 
that additional assistance should be provided 
for Mongolia. 
SEC. 908. MULTILATERAL ASSISTANCE INITlATIVE 

FOR THE PHILIPPINES 
Part I of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is 

amended by inserting after chapter 3 the I allow
ing: 
"CHAPTER 4-MULTILATERAL ASSISTANCE 

INITIATIVE FOR THE PHIUPPINES 
"SEC. 401. FINDINGS AND STATE'MBNT OF POUCY. 

"(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress makes the fol
lowing findings: 

"(1) The people of the Philippines and the 
people of the United States continue to enjoy a 
longstanding relationship of mutual respect and 
cooperation. 

"(2) The return of democracy to the Phil
ippines under the leadership of President 
Corazon Aquino has brought our two countries 
closer together and offers an opportunity to the 
Philippines to again become an economic, social, 
and political leader in Southeast Asia. 

"(3) The threat to democratic government in 
the Philippines from both the Communist insur
gency and dissident elements in the Philippine 
military forces jeopardizes the efforts of the 
Government of the Philippines to broaden the 
participation of the people of the Philippines in 
the development of their country. 

"(4) It is in the mutual interest of our two 
peoples that the Philippines be provided all pos
sible assistance, including voluntary debt reduc
tion programs under appropriate circumstances, 
in its efforts to redress the problems caused by 
economic deterioration and social inequity 
which have fueled the domestic insurgency. 

"(5) The promotion of democracy and achieve
ment of sustainable economic growth require a 
partnership among the Philippines, multilateral 
institutions, bilateral donors, and the private 
sector to help the Philippines restructure its 
economy and alleviate its debt service in order 
to achieve broadly based, self-sustaining growth 
and to improve the quality of life of the people 
of the Philippines. 

"(6) The Philippines is facing a serious envi
ronmental crisis stemming from the loss of tropi
cal forests, growing soil e;·osion, pollution of riv
ers, lakes, and e: tuaries . and deterioration of 
fisheries. The promotion of sound environ
mental, natural resource, and agricultural man
agement will enable the Philippines to achieve 
environmentally and economically sustainable 
development. 

"(7) Since its inauguration in Tokyo in July, 
1989, the Multilateral Assistance Initiative for 
the Philippines has resulted in the pledging of 
more than $6,800,000,000 in assistance from 26 
donor countries and organizations. 

"(b) SENSE OF CONGRESS.-lt is the sense Of 
the Congress that-

"(1) the United States should continue to par
ticipate with the multilateral financial institu
tions and other bilateral donors in a coordi
nated economic reform and development pro
gram in the Philippines, including voluntary 
debt reduction programs and environmental res
toration and sustainable natural resource man
agement programs; and 

"(2) a multiyear commitment of resources by 
the United States, other bilateral donors, and 
the multilateral financial institutions, with a 
continued reform effort and leadership role by 
the Government of the Philippines, will continue 
to be necessary in order to ensure economic 
growth in the Philippines and enhanced partici
pation of the people of the Philippines in the 
democratic process. 
"SBC. 402. ASSISTANCE. 

"(a) AUTHORITY.-In order to promote the 
four basic objectives set forth in section 102, the 
President is authorized to provide assistance for 
the Philippines to carry out the purposes of this 
chapter. Such assistance shall have as its ulti
mate objective, in conjunction with assistance 
provided by other donors, support of democracy 
in the Philippines, promotion of sustained eco
nomic growth led by the private sector, and im
provement of living conditions for the people of 
the Philippines, and shall build upon the 
progress that the Government of the Philippines 
has made in the development and implementa
tion of economic, structural, judicial, and ad
ministrative reforms and the implementation of 
sustainable natural resources management pro
grams. 

"(b) PROGRESS OF REFORMS NECESSARY FOR 
PROVISION OF AssISTANCE.-The provision of as
sistance under this chapter shall be linked to 
progress by the Government of the Philippines 
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in the implementation of its economic, struc
tural, judicial, and administrative reform pro
gram. 

"(c) USES OF ASSISTANCE.-Assistance under 
this chapter may include support for-

"(1) economic, structural, and administrative 
reforms, and voluntary debt reduction programs, 
that are necessary to stimulate growth led by 
the private sector, import liberalization, export 
growth and diversification, and the privatiza
tion of enterprises owned or controlled by the 
government; 

"(2) infrastructure needed by the private sec
tor, particularly in rural areas; 

"(3) strengthening the private sector, includ
ing promoting greater participation of the Unit
ed States private sector in the development of 
the Philippines; 

"(4) natural resource management (including 
coastal environment management) which sup
ports sustained economic growth; and 

"(5) such other programs as are consistent 
with the purposes of this chapter. 
"SBC. 40.9. REPORTS TO CONGRESS. 

"(a) ANNUAL CONGRESSIONAL PRESENTATION 
DOCUMENTS.-The President shall submit con
gressional presentation documents regarding 
programs under this chapter on the same basis 
as the President submits such documents pursu
ant to section 634 of this Act regarding develop
ment assistance and economic support assist
ance programs. 

"(b) REPORT ON PROGRAMS FOR PREVIOUS FIS
CAL YEARS.-Within 60 days after the date of 
enactment of this chapter, the President shall 
submit a report to the Congress on the accom
plishments of programs carried out for fiscal 
years 1990 and 1991 to carry out the purposes of 
this chapter, as well as on the objectives of such 
programs for fiscal year 1992. 

"(c) ANNUAL REPORT.-As soon as possible 
after the transmittal by the President of the 
Budget of the United States for each fiscal year 
beginning with fiscal year 1993, the President 
shall submit a report to the Congress on the 
progress made in carrying out this chapter. 
Such report shall include a review of-

"(1) the actions of the Government of the 
Philippines to achieve the objectives for which 
assistance under this chapter has been provided, 
including implementation of economic, struc
tural, judicial, and administrative reforms; 

"(2) the participation of other bilateral donors 
and multilateral financial institutions in the 
multilateral assistance program for which assist
ance under this chapter is authorized, including 
the level of their assistance, and the effective
ness of efforts to coordinate assistance activi
ties; 

"(3) the progress being made toward the 
achievement of the objectives of this chapter 
and the obstacles to such achievement; and 

"(4) the budget request for the relevant fiscal 
year. 
"SBC. 404. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS. 

"There are authorized to be appropriated to 
carry out this chapter, in addition to amounts 
otherwise available for such purposes, 
$1,()()(),()(){),()(){) (less amounts appropriated to 
carry out the purposes of this chapter for fiscal 
years 1990 and 1991), of which-

"(1) not more than $160,()()(),()()() is authorized 
to be appropriated for fiscal year 1992; and 

• '(2) such sums as may be necessary are au
thorized to be appropriated for fiscal year 1993. 
'"SBC. 406. APPROPIUA.TIONS IN FUTURE YEARS. 

"It is the sense of the Congress that, before re
questing the appropriation of additional 
amounts to carry out this chapter, the President 
should take into account the progress being 
made by the Government of the Philippines to
ward achieving the reform objectives of this 
chapter, the extent of financial and other par
ticipation of other bilateral donors and multilat-

eral financial institutions, and efforts to coordi
nate the multilateral assistance program for 
which assistance under this chapter is author
ized. Such considerations will be primary factors 
in decisions by the Congress to provide addi
tional appropriations to carry out this chapter. 
"SEC. 406. DONOR COORDINATION. 

" It is the sense of the Congress that critical to 
the success of the multilateral assistance pro
gram for which assistance under this chapter is 
authorized will be the ability of the bilateral do
nors, the multilateral financial institutions, and 
the Government of the Philippines to coordinate 
effectively their objectives and programs. It is 
further the sense of the Congress that all bilat
eral donors to this multilateral assistance pro
gram should take steps to simplify procurement 
and disbursement procedures and to ensure that 
any conditions on the provision or use of assist
ance are complementary, and that the Govern
ment of the Philippines should establish such 
internal procedures and processes as will ensure 
the most effective use of the resources provided 
by the bilateral donors and the multilateral fi
nancial institutions.''. 
SEC. 909. SOUTH PACIFIC REGIONAL PROGRAM. 

(a) ADDITIONAL ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE.-ln 
addition to the amounts of development assist
ance for South Pacific regional development 
projects and the amounts of economic support 
assistance under the Fisheries Treaty Program 
that are authorized to be appropriated by this 
Act pursuant to the executive branch request , 
section 532 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 
(as amended by title I of this Act) authorizes the 
appropriation of $10,000,000 for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993 for economic support assist
ance for the South Pacific Regional Program. Of 
that amount, $2,000,000 for each fiscal year is 
authorized to be appropriated for scholarships 
for study at postsecondary institutions of edu
cation in the United States. 

(b) NOTICE TO CONGRESS OF CHANGES IN PRO
POSED PROGRAM.-/[ the President proposes to 
allocate less development assistance for the 
South Pacific Regional Program for fiscal year 
1992 or 1993 than the amount specified in the 
congressional presentation materials for that 
fiscal year, the President shall notify the appro
priate congressional committees at least 15 days 
in advance of such allocation in accordance 
with the procedures applicable to 
reprogramming procedures under section 634A of 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. 
SEC. 910. POUCY TOWARD THE FUTURE OF TAI

WAN. 
(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) although peace has prevailed in the Tai

wan Strait for the past decade, on June 4, 1989, 
the Government of the People's Republic of 
China showed its willingness to use force 
against the Chinese people who were dem
onstrating peacefully for democracy; and 

(2) in the Taiwan Relations Act, the United 
States made clear that its decision to enter into 
diplomatic relations with the People's Republic 
of China rested upon the expectation that the 
future of Taiwan would be determined by peace
ful means. 

(b) SENSE OF CONGRESS.-/t is the sense of the 
Congress that-

(1) the future of Taiwan should be settled 
peacefully, free from coercion, and in a manner 
acceptable to the people of Taiwan: and 

(2) good relations between the United States 
and the People's Republic of China depend 
upon the willingness of the Chinese authorities 
to refrain from the use or the threat of force in 
resolving Taiwan's future. 
SBC. 911. ADMISSION OF ASIAN COUNTRIES INTO 

THBOBCD. 
(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Hong 

Kong, and Singapore all now have gross na-

tional products at per capita levels that exceed 
those of some of the least developed members of 
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (hereinafter in the section ref erred 
to as the "OECD "); 

(2) these Asian countries and territories have 
a substantial interest in furthering the health of 
the world economy and should assume a more 
prominent role in managing regional and global 
economic affairs: and 

(3) the ideals of the OECD, namely liberalized 
trade and investment flows, assistance to the de
veloping countries, and better coordination of 
national economic policies, are goals that 
should be strongly embraced and promoted by 
the newly industrialized countries and terri
tories in Asia. 

(b) SENSE OF CONGRESS.-It is the sense of the 
Congress that the President should encourage 
the OECD to actively undertake the process of 
study and consultation appropriate to consider 
for membership in the OECD the Governments 
of the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
and Singapore. 

CHAPTER 2-SOUTH ASIA 
SBC. 9Jl. ASSISTANCE FOR AFGHANISTAN. 

(a) AUTHORIZATION.-Section 904(a) of the 
International Security and Development Co
operation Act of 1985 is amended to read as f al
lows: 

"(a) AUTHORIZATION.-The President may 
make available funds authorized to be appro
priated to carry out chapter 1 of part I and 
chapter 4 of part II of the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961-

''(1) for the provision of food, medicine, or 
other humanitarian assistance to the Afghan 
people, and 

"(2) for the development and implementation 
of long-range bilateral and multilateral recon
struction efforts for Afghanistan and the estab
lishment of a broad-based freely-elected Afghan 
Government. 
Such assistance may be provided notwithstand
ing any provision of law that restricts assistance 
to countries.". 

(b) AUTHORITY TO USE DEVELOPMENT Ass/ST
ANCE FUNDS.-Section 904(b) of that Act is 
amended by inserting "chapter 1 of part I and" 
after "carry out". 
SBC. 9JJ. UNITED STATES SUPPORT FOR DEMOC

RACY AND DBVBWPJIBNT IN BAN· 
GLADBSH. 

The Congress-
(1) congratulates the people of Bangladesh on 

the successful transition to a freely and demo
cratically elected government in Bangladesh f al
lowing national elections held on February 27, 
1991; 

(2) welcomes the new government's commit
ment to the democratic process and to economic 
adjustment measures being implemented in co
ordination with the International Monetary 
Fund; 

(3) appreciates Bangladesh's support for inter
national law and collective security, reflected in 
part by its endorsement of United Nations sanc
tions against Iraq and its decision to send troops 
to help def end Saudi Arabia during the Gulf cri
sis; 

(4) finds that Bangladesh's level of income 
and its commitment to economic reforms meet 
the requirements for debt relief under section 411 
of the Agricultural Trade Development and As
sistance Act of 1954 (Public Law 480), and fur
ther finds that, in the absence of Public Law 480 
debt relief, Bangladesh will ultimately risk 
being farced to make substantial debt payments 
that it did not anticipate; and 

(5) urges the President to take action to pro
vide to Bangladesh, at the earliest opportunity, 
debt relief under section 411 of the Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954. 
SBC. 923. HUMAN RIGHTS IN INDIA. 

The Congress-
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(1) recognizes that India is the world's most 

populous democracy, with a long tradition of 
free elections, competing political parties, and 
vibrant civilian institutions, including an inde
pendent judiciary and a free press; 

(2) expresses its deep concern that , despite In
dia 's history of democratic government and tra
dition of respect for the rule of law, there exist 
in parts of the country serious human rights 
problems, which include arbitrary arrests and 
detentions without trial, torture, deaths in cus
tody, and disappearances and extrajudicial 
killings of unarmed civilians and suspected mili
tants; 

(3) calls upon the Government of India to take 
action to promote adherence to internationally 
recognized human rights standards, including 
measures to-

( A) fulfill recommendations, made by re
spected human rights organizations and experts, 
that call for review of security-related laws. 
whose application has reportedly contributed to 
human rights abuses; 

(B) ensure against long-term detention with
out trial. in camera trials, and the holding of 
persons in incommunicado detention; 

(C) ensure that all detainees are brought be
! ore a judicial authority promptly after arrest, 
and to permit family members and lawyers im
mediate access to all persons in detention; 

(D) maintain safeguards against the use in 
court of confessions that may have been co
erced; 

(E) curb human rights abuses committed by 
security and police forces, and to affirm that all 
members of the security forces will be held re
sponsible and subject to prosecution for human 
rights abuses in Punjab, Kashmir, and other 
areas of civil strife; 

(F) investigate all reports of human rights vio
lations by members of the security forces and 
prosecute those who are found responsible; and 

(G) permit unrestricted access for inter
national human rights monitoring organiza
tions, such as Amnesty International and Asia 
Watch, so that they may conduct investigations 
into alleged human rights violations; 

(4) urges the Government of India to pursue 
discussion and dialogue with representatives of 
a broad spectrum of the populations of Punjab, 
Kashmir, and other areas of civil conflict, in 
order to encourage a process of political normal
ization and address popular grievances in those 
regions; 

(5) condemns gross abuses by militants in 
Kashmir and Punjab, who have been responsible 
for kidnapping, executions of civilians, and at
tacks on civilian institutions. and urges all mili
tant groups to cease the use off orce to achieve 
political objectives; 

(6) urges the Secretary of State to raise Indian 
human rights issues with the Government of 
India; and 

(7) calls upon Pakistani authorities not to 
provide arms or training to militants in Punjab 
or Kashmir, and urges the Secretary of State to 
convey this message to Pakistani officials. 
SBC. 9U. NEPAL. 

(a) STATEMENT OF CONGRESS.-The Congress
(1) welcomes the establishment of a democrat

ically elected government in Nepal; 
(2) recognizes that broad-based economic 

growth and development in Nepal will facilitate 
the strengthening of democratic political institu
tions; and 

(3) declares its readiness to generously support 
the economic development effort of the demo
cratically elected government of Nepal. 

(b) ADDITIONAL ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE.-ln 
addition to the amounts of development assist
ance authorized to be appropriated by this Act 
pursuant to the executive branch request for 
Nepal. section 532 of the Foreign Assistance Act 
of 1961 (as amended by title I of this Act) au-

thorizes the appropriation of $10,000,000 for 
each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for economic 
support assistance for Nepal. 

(c) NOTICE TO CONGRESS OF CHANGES JN PRO
POSED PROGRAM.-!/ the President proposes to 
allocate less development assistance for Nepal 
for fiscal year 1992 or 1993 than the amount 
specified in the congressional presentation mate
rials for that fiscal year. the President shall no
tify the appropriate congressional committees at 
least 15 days in advance of such allocation in 
accordance with the procedures applicable to 
reprogramming procedures under section 634A of 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 . 
SEC.926.PAKISTAN. 

(a) STATEMENT OF POLICY.-Section 620E of 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is amended
(1) in the section captiOn, by inserting "; NU
CLEAR PROLIFERATION IN SOUTH As/A.. after 
"PAKISTAN"; and 

(2) by amending subsection (a) to read as fol
lows: 

"(a)(l) The Congress recognizes that an inde
pendent and democratic Pakistan with contin
ued friendly ties with the United States is in the 
interest of both nations. The United States pro
vides assistance to Pakistan in order to help the 
people and Government of Pakistan establish 
enduring democratic institutions and in order to 
ensure respect for fundamental human rights , 
including freedom of expression, freedom of as
sociation, and freedom of conscience. The con
duct of regular and free elections open to all po
litical parties and political leaders is an essen
tial element of democracy. 

" (2) United States assistance shall be provided 
to Pakistan only to the extent it serves to help 
avoid the profoundly destabilizing effects of the 
proliferation of nuclear weapons in South Asia 
and of the capability to manufacture nuclear 
weapons. The Congress recognizes that a suc
cessful nuclear nonproliferation policy in South 
Asia can best be achieved through a regional 
United States policy aimed at securing concur
rent agreement on nonproliferation by the Gov
ernment of Pakistan. the Government of India, 
and the Government of the People's Republic of 
China. Such a policy should have as its ultimate 
goal concurrent accession by Pakistan, India, 
and the People 's Republic of China to the Trea
ty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weap
ons.". 

(b) EXTENSION OF SYMINGTON AMENDMENT 
WAIVER.-Section 620E(d) of that Act is amend
ed-

(1) by striking out "April 1, 1992," and insert
ing in lieu thereof "April 1, 1993, "; and 

(2) by adding at the end the following: "The 
President may not exercise the waiver authority 
of this subsection unless a certification under 
subsection (e) is in effect.". 
SEC. 926. PROMOTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN SRI 

LANKA. 
(a) STATEMENT OF THE CONGRESS.-The Con

gress-
(1) finds that the United States and Sri Lanka 

have a long tradition of friendship and share 
common interests in economic development, 
international peace and stability. political plu
ralism, and constitutional, multiparty democ
racy; 

(2) expresses its deep concern that, despite Sri 
Lanka 's tradition of democratic governance, 
there are continued reports that the Sri Lankan 
security forces or persons acting under their 
control or influence are responsible for serious 
abuses of human rights, including disappear
ances, torture, and failure to provide family 
members or lawyers with information on or ac
cess to detainees; 

(3) welcomes statements by Sri Lankan offi
cials indicating that they recognize the serious
ness of these problems and the importance of 
bringing an end to abuses; 

( 4) welcomes efforts by the Sri Lankan Gov
ernment to begin to address human rights con
cerns through measures that include permitting 
representatives of international human rights 
monitoring organizations to visit Sri Lanka. per
mitting access to international humanitarian or
ganizations such as the International Committee 
of the Red Cross, permitting access to United 
Nations organizations dealing with investiga
tions of human rights concerns, and establish
ing official bodies to investigate disappearances 
and other allegations of human rights abuses; 

(5) believes that continuing progress on these 
issues will help to ensure further improvement 
in the relationship between the United States 
and Sri Lanka based on mutual trust and re
spect; and 

(6) strongly condemns ongoing acts of terror, 
including killings of civilians and other viola
tions of humanitarian law, by insurgents oper
ating in Sri Lanka. 

(b) CONSIDERATIONS IN FURNISHING Ass/ST
ANCE AND MAKING MILITARY SALES.-During fis
cal years 1992 and 1993, in determining whether 
to furnish assistance to Sri Lanka under the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 or the Agricul
tural Trade Development and Assistance Act of 
1954 (other than emergency humanitarian as
sistance under either such Act), and whether to 
make any sales of defense articles or defense 
services to Sri Lanka under the Arms Export 
Control Act, the Preside·.it shall take into ac
count whether th ~ Government of Sri Lanka 
has-

(1) established a public register of detainees 
and ensured that detainees have access to law
yers and family members; 

(2) taken steps designed to deter disappear
ances and killings of civilians in all provinces 
by persons under the control or influence of 
government forces. such as enhanced efforts to 
pursue criminal investigations and prosecutions 
of those responsible for such abuses; 

(3) taken measures designed to minimize civil
ian casualties in its combat operations in the 
north and east; and 

(4) made serious and substantial efforts to in
vestigate and prosecute those involved in the 
murder of journalist Richard DeZoysa. 

(c) AsSISTJNG THE SRI LANK.AN GOVERNMENT 
TO PROVIDE HUMAN RIGHTS TRAINING AND EDU
CATJON.-The President should encourage and 
assist the Government of Sri Lanka to provide 
effective human rights education and training 
to members of the military and in Sri Lankan 
educational institutions and within the society 
at large. 

CHAPTER ~CONOMIC COOPERATION 
PROJECTS IN CHINA AND TIBET 

SEC. 941. STATEMENT OF P1UNC1PLES. 
(a) PURPOSE.-lt is the purpose of this chapter 

to create principles governing the conduct of 
United States economic cooperation projects in 
the People's Republic of China and Tibet. 

(b) PRJNCIPLES.-lt is the sense of the Con
gress that any United States economic coopera
tion project in the People's Republic of China or 
Tibet should adhere to the following principles: 

(1) Seek to ensure that decisions concerning 
employment in the United States economic co
operation project do not entail discrimination 
based on sex, religion, ethnic or national back
ground, political belief, nonviolent political ac
tivity, or political party membership. 

(2) Ensure. through consultation with rel
evant government authorities where appro
priate, that methods of production used in the 
United States economic cooperation project do 
not pose an unnecessary physical danger to 
workers, to neighboring populations and prop
erty, and to the surrounding environment. 

(3) Ensure that no convict or forced labor 
under penal sanctions is knowingly used in the 
United States economic cooperation project. 
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(4) Ensure that no goods that are mined, pro

duced, or manufactured, in whole or in part, by 
convict or forced labor under penal sanctions 
are knowingly used in the United States eco
nomic cooperation project. 

(5) Undertake to protect freedom of assembly 
and association among the employees of the 
United States economic cooperation project, and 
to foster positive and constructive consultation 
between employees and management of the 
United States economic cooperation project. 

(6) Promote the training of employees of the 
United States economic cooperation project, in 
particular the training of Chinese employees in 
managerial positions in the principles of market
oriented business management. 

(7) Undertake to protect freedom of expression 
for the employees of the United States economic 
cooperation project, including the freedom to 
seek, receive, and impart information and ideas 
of all kinds. 

(8) Discourage compulsory__ political indoc
trination on the premises of the operations of 
the United States economic cooperation project. 

(9) Attempt to raise with the relevant agencies 
of the Chinese Government those individuals de
tained, arrested, or convicted since March 1989 
solely for nonviolent expression of their political 
views, and to urge the officials concerned to re
lease publicly a list of the names of those indi
viduals. 

(c) PROMOTION OF PRINCIPLES TO OTHER NA
T/ONS.-The Secretary of State shall forward a 
copy of the principles set forth in subsection (b) 
to the member nations of the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development and en
courage them to promote principles similar to 
these principles. 
SBC. 9a. REGISTRATION REQUIREMENT. 

(a) IN GENERAL.-The United States parent 
company of each United States economic co
operation project in the People's Republic of 
China or Tibet shall register with the Secretary 
of State and indicate whether the United States 
economic cooperation project will implement the 
principles set forth in section 941(b). No fee shall 
be required for registration under this sub
section. 

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The registration re
quirement of subsection (a) shall take effect 6 
months after the date of enactment of this Act. 
SBC. 943. REPORTING REQUIREMENT. 

(a) REPORT.-The United States parent com
pany of each United States economic coopera
tion project in the People's Republic of China or 
Tibet shall report to the Department of State de
scribing the United States economic cooperation 
project's adherence to the principles set forth in 
section 941(b). The United States parent com
pany providing such report shall do so by com
pleting and submitting a reporting form fur
nished by the Department of State. The first re
port shall be submitted not later than 1 year 
after the date on which the United States eco
nomic cooperation project registers under sec
tion 942 and not later than the end of each 1-
year period occurring thereafter. 

(b) REVIEW OF REPORT.-The Secretary of 
State shall review each report submitted under 
subsection (a) and determine whether the Unit
ed States economic cooperation project which is 
the subject of the report is adhering to the prin
ciples. The Secretary may request additional in
formation from the United States parent com
pany submitting the report and from other 
sources, in order to verify the information sub
mitted. 

(c) ANNUAL REPORT.-The Secretary of State 
shall submit to the Congress and to the Secretar
iat of the Organization for Economic Coopera
tion and Development a report describing the 
level of adherence to the principles by United 
States economic cooperation projects subject to 
the reporting requirement of subsection (a). 

Such report shall be submitted not later than 2 
years after the date of enactment of this Act 
and not later than the end of each 1-year period 
occurring thereafter. 

(d) AsSISTANCE FROM PRIVATE PARTIES.-The 
Secretary of State may use funds otherwise 
available to the Secretary for such purposes to 
enter into contracts with one or more private or
ganizations or individuals to assist the Sec
retary in carrying out this section. 
SEC. 944. DEFINITIONS. 

For purposes of this chapter-
(1) the terms "adhere to the principles", "ad

hering to the principles" and "adherence to the 
principles" mean-

( A) agreeing to implement the principles set 
forth in section 941(b); 

(B) implementing those principles by taking 
good faith measures with respect to each such 
principle; and 

(C) reporting accurately to the Department of 
State on the measures taken to implement those 
principles; 

(2) the term "United States economic coopera
tion project'' means-

( A) an enterprise legally incorporated in the 
People's Republic of China or Tibet-

(i) which is either-
( I) a wholly owned subsidiary of a corpora

tion, partnership, or other business association 
organized under the laws of the United States; 
or 

(JI) a joint venture undertaken by 2 or more 
persons, at least 1 of which is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of a corporation, partnership, or 
other business association organized under the 
laws of the United States; and 

(ii) which employs more than 50 individuals in 
the People's Republic of China or Tibet; or 

(B) a branch office or representative office of 
a corporation, partnership, or other business as
sociation organized under the laws of the Unit
ed States, which employs more than 25 employ
ees in the People's Republic of China or Tibet; 

(3) the "United States parent company of a 
United States economic cooperation project" is a 
corporation, partnership, or other business asso
ciation organized under the laws of the United 
States, of which-

( A) the United States economic cooperation 
project, or (in the case of a United States eco
nomic cooperation project that is a joint ven
ture) 1 of the persons undertaking such project, 
is a wholly owned subsidiary; or 

(B) the United States economic cooperation 
project is a branch office or representative of
fice; and 

(4) the term "organized under the laws of the 
United States" means organized under the laws 
of the United States, any State of the United 
States, the District of Columbia, the Common
wealth of Puerto Rico, the Commonwealth of 
the Northern Mariana Islands, or any other ter
ritory or possession of the United States. 
SEC. 945. ENFORCEMENT OF CURRENT LAW. 

Beginning 3 months after the date of enact
ment of this Aci, and every 12 months there
after, the Secretary of State shall submit to the 
appropriate congressional committees a report 
describing-

(]) enforcement procedures with respect to the 
implementation of section 307 of the Tari! f Act 
of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1307); 

(2) steps taken to investigate which goods, 
wares, articles, or merchandise are mined, pro
duced, or manufactured, in whole or in part, by 
convict labor or forced labor in the People's Re
public of China and Tibet; and 

(3) the results of such investigations. 
TITLE X-AFRICA 

CHAPTER 1-DEVEWPMENT FUND FOR 
AFRICA 

SBC. 1001. DEVBWPMENT FUND FOR AFRICA. 
(a) HEALTH AND AIDS PREVENTION.-Section 

496(i)(2) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is 
amended to read as follows: 

"(2) HEALTH AND AIDS PREVENTION.-
"( A) HEALTH.-lmproving health conditions, 

with special emphasis on meeting the health 
needs of mothers and children (including dis
placed children) through the establishment of 
primary health care systems that give priority to 
preventive health and that will be ultimately 
self-sustaining. 

"(B) ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME 
(AIDS).-Preventing and controlling the spread 
of acquired immune deficiency sYndrome 
(AIDS), with a special emphasis on community
based education programs focused on changing 
attitudes and behavior. " . 

(b) MINIMUM LEVELS OF AsSISTANCE FORCER
TAIN CRITICAL SECTORS.-Section 496(j) of that 
Act is amended to read as follows: 

"(j) MINIMUM LEVEL OF Ass/STANCE FORCER
TAIN CRITICAL SECTORS.-The Administrator 
should target the equivalent of the fallowing 
percentages of the amount appropriated for 
each fiscal year to carry out this chapter for 
each of the following: 

"(1) NATURAL RESOURCE BASE.-Ten percent 
for activities described in subsection (i)(l)(B), 
including identifiable components of agricul
tural production projects. 

"(2) HEALTH.-Ten percent for activities de
scribed in subsection (i)(2)( A). 

"(3) AIDS PREVENTION AND CONTROL.-Five 
percent for activities described in subsection 
(i)(2)(B). In determining compliance with this 
paragraph, funds provided through inter
national organizations shall be excluded. 

"(4) VOLUNTARY FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES.
Ten percent for activities described in subsection 
(i)(3). ". 

(c) SUPPORT FOR SADCC PROJECTS.-Section 
496(o)(2) of that Act is amended by inserting 
"communications;" after "electricity);". 

(d) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.
Section 497 of that Act is amended by inserting 
before the first sentence the following: "There 
are authorized to be appropriated to carry out 
this chapter $1,000,000,000 for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993. ". 

CHAPTER 2--0THER ASSISTANCE FOR 
AFRICA 

SEC. 1021. AFRICAN DEVBWPMENT FOUNDATION. 
(a) SENSE OF CONGRESS.-lt is the sense of the 

Congress that the purposes of the African Devel
opment Foundation, as set forth in the African 
Development Foundation Act, which include 
supporting self-help activities at the local level, 
fostering effective participation, and encourag
ing the establishment and growth of indigenous 
development institutions which can respond to 
the requirements of the poor, are consistent with 
the purpose specified in section 496(c) of the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. 

(b) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.
Section 510 of the African Development Founda
tion Act is amended by striking out all of the 
first sentence that follows "purpose," and in
serting in lieu thereof "$14,950,000 for fiscal year 
1992 and $14,950,000 for fiscal year 1993. ". 
SEC. 10%2. SUPPORT FOR THE SOUTHERN AFRICA 

DEVBWPMENT COORDINATION CON
FERENCE. 

(a) FUNDING FOR SADCC PROJECTS FROM DE
VELOPMENT FUND FOR AFRICA.-Funds made 
available for assistance from the Development 
Fund for Africa for fiscal year 1992 and fiscal 
year 1993 shall be used to assist sector projects 
described in section 496(0) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1961. It is the sense of the Congress 
that $60,000,000 of such funds for fiscal year 
1992 and $75,000,000 of such funds for fiscal year 
1993 should be made available to assist such sec
tor projects. 

(b) WA/VER OF BROOKE-ALEXANDER AMEND
MENT.-Funds made available pursuant to this 
section may be used without regard to section 
691(a)(5) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 or 
any similar provision. 
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SEC. 1023. ECONOMIC SUPPORT ASSISTANCE FOR 

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA. 
Of the amounts made available for economic 

support assistance, at least $28,300,000 for fiscal 
year 1992 and $28,300,000 for fiscal year 1993 
should be made available only for sub-Saharan 
Africa. 
SEC. 10J4. SUPPORT FOR DEMOCRATIZATION IN 

SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 
It is the sense of the Congress that the United 

States should strongly encourage and support 
efforts to strengthen the independence and ef
fectiveness of democratic institutions in sub-Sa
haran Afri'ca. The President is encouraged, 
there/ ore, to provide substantially increased as
sistance under section 281 of the Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1961 (relating to human rights and 
democratic initiatives) for programs and activi
ties designed to promote the growth and devel
opment of democratic institutions, including 
independent judiciaries, in sub-Saharan Africa. 
SEC. 10J5. AFRICAN CENTER FOR CONFUCT RES. 

OLUTION. 
(a) ESTABLISHMENT.-The Administrator of 

the Agency for International Development shall 
take such steps as may be necessary to provide 
for the establishment of an African Center for 
Conflict Resolution. The purpose of the center 
shall be to review, analyze, research, and re
solve conflicts on the continent of Africa, in
cluding regional, national, and subnational 
conflicts. 

(b) FUNDING.-Funds made available for as
sistance from the Development Fund for Africa 
for fiscal year 1992 shall be used to support the 
establishment of the African Center for Conflict 
Resolution pursuant to subsection (a). 

CHAPTER 8-PROVISIONS RELATING TO 
SPECIFIC COUNTRIES 

SEC. 1041. UMITBD ASSISTANCE FOR ANGOLA. 
(a) DEMOCRACY-BUILDING AND OTHER AsSIST

ANCE.-Beginning with fiscal year 1992, the 
President shall provide-

(1) nonpartisan election and democracy-build
ing assistance to Angola for support in develop
ing democratic institutions and supporting such 
institutions; and 

(2)(A) assistance for the voluntary relocation 
and resettlement of refugees and displaced per
sons, and the demobilization and retraining of 
former military members of the National Union 
for the Total Independence of Angola (UNIT A) 
and the armed forces of the Government of the 
People's Republic of Angola, 

(BJ humanitarian assistance, with a special 
emphasis on the medical needs of children, and 

(CJ other appropriate assistance to implement 
the Angola peace accords. 

(b) SUPERSEDING EXISTING LA w.-Assistance 
under this section shall be provided without re
gard to any provision of law which prohibits di
rect or indirect assistance for Angola. 

(c) PROHIBITION.-/n the event that the Gov
ernment of the People's Republic of Angola or 
the National Union for the Total Independence 
of Angola systematically violates the Angola 
peace accords, then none of the funds made 
available under this section may thereafter be 
obligated or expended for Angola. 

(d) REPORTING REQUIREMENT.-The Secretary 
of State shall submit a report to the Congress on 
June 1, 1992, and every 6 months thereafter, pro
viding details of how funds have been used 
under this section. 

(e) DEFINITION.-As used in this section, the 
term "Angola peace accords" means the docu
ment entitled Fundamental Principles for the 
Establishment of Peace in Angola, done at Lis
bon on May 31, 1991. 
SEC. 1Da. BURUNDI. 

For fiscal years 1992 and 1993, in determining 
whether to furnish assistance under the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1961 to Burundi, the President 

shall take into account that the Government of 
Burundi-

(1) has made substantial progress in reforming 
its military by engaging in a massive Hutu re
cruitment program, which is unprecedented in 
Burundi history; 

(2) has taken important steps to reverse the 
pattern of discrimination against the Hutu; and 

(3) has embarked on a major repatriation ef
fort to accommodate the return of thousands of 
Hutu who fled the country in fear. 
SEC. 1043. KENYA 

(a) STATEMENTS OF POLICY.-The Congress
(1) condemns the arrest and detention of Ken

yan citizens for the peaceful expression of their 
political views; 

(2) condemns the Government of Kenya's dis
regard of human rights and fundamental free
doms; 

(3) calls upon the Government of Kenya to 
end the intimidation and harassment of those 
who are critical of government policies and 
those working for democracy in Kenya, particu
larly individuals within the church, the press, 
and the legal and academic communities; 

(4) calls upon the Government of Kenya to re
spect internationally recognized human rights, 
including implementing effective safeguards to 
ensure freedom of the press, the independence of 
the judiciary, and the rights of individuals im
prisoned or detained by the government; and 

(5) calls upon the Government of Kenya to 
permit access to Somalian refugees in Kenya by 
relief agencies, including nongovernmental or
ganizations and the United Nations High Com
missioner for Refugees. 

(b) AsSISTANCE AND MILITARY SALES.-
(1) SUSPENSION.-Subject to paragraph (2), 

economic and military assistance to Kenya shall 
be suspended as of the date of the enactment of 
this Act. This subsection applies to any eco
nomic and military assistance for fiscal year 
1990, 1991, 1992, or 1993 (including deliveries of 
assistance obligated for fiscal year 1990 or 1991). 

(2) WAIVER.-The President may waive the re
striction in paragraph (1) if the President deter
mines and reports to the appropriate congres
sional committees that the Government of Kenya 
is taking steps to-

( A) release political detainees and end the 
prosecution of individuals for the expression of 
their political beliefs; 

(B) cease any physical abuse or mistreatment 
of prisoners; 

(CJ restore judicial independence; and 
(DJ restore freedom of expression to the people 

of Kenya. 
(3) DEFINITION.-For purposes Of this sub

section, the term "economic and military assist
ance" means economic support assistance and 
foreign military financing assistance. 
SEC. 1044. LIBERIA. 

(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) as a result of a protracted civil war, a gen

eral breakdown of law and order, the displace
ment of up to one-half of the country's popu
lation, the destruction of significant sections of 
the infrastructure, and the resulting economic 
collapse, the people of Liberia are suffering 
from-

( A) severe malnutrition and life-threatening 
disease conditions; 

(BJ a total collapse of Liberia's agricultural 
market due to abandoned farmlands and dis
placed farmers; and 

(CJ a nationwide dismantling of the health, 
educational, and sanitation systems; and 

(2) because of a long, historical, and special 
relationship with the Republic of Liberia, it is in 
the interest of the United States and the inter
national community to respond to the urgent 
needs of the people of Liberia and to assist in 
every way possible that country's effort to re
store democracy and promote democratic institu
tions. 

(b) STATEMENT OF POLICY REGARDING AsSIST
ANCE FOR LIBERIA.-lt is the policy of the Unit
ed States to continue to commit increased diplo
matic resources for the purposes of resolving the 
fundamental political conflicts that underlie the 
protracted humanitarian emergency in Liberia. 

(c) SUPPORT FOR PEACEKEEPING EFFORTS.-/t 
is the sense of the Congress that the President 
should continue to support the peacekeeping ef
forts in Liberia being carried out by the Eco
nomic Community of West African States 
(ECOWAS). 

(d) USE OF FUNDS To SUPPORT PEACEKEEPING 
EFFORTS.-

(]) IN GENERAL.-Funds authorized to be ap
propriated by this Act for foreign military fi
nancing assistance and funds described in para
graphs (2) and (3) may be made available, not
withstanding any provision of law that restricts 
eligibility for assistance, to support the efforts 
of the Economic Community of West African 
States (ECOWAS) to expand the military in
volvement of its members in peacekeeping efforts 
in Liberia. 

(2) USE OF FMF PIPELINE FUNDS.-The Presi
dent is authorized to deobligate any funds that 
have been obligated for foreign military financ
ing assistance for any prior fiscal year but that 
are unexpended on the date of enactment of this 
Act and use such funds pursuant to paragraph 
(1) . 

(3) USE OF ESF PIPELINE FOR LIBERIA FUNDS.
The President is authorized to deobligate funds 
that have been obligated for economic support 
assistance for Liberia for any prior fiscal year 
but that are unexpended on the date of enact
ment of this Act and use such funds pursuant to 
paragraph (1). 

(4) REQUIREMENT FOR APPROPRIATIONS AC
TION.-The authority provided in this subsection 
may be exercised only to the extent provided in 
advance in an appropriations Act. 

(e) INTERNATIONAL DISASTER Ass/STANCE FOR 
LIBERIA.-Chapter 9 of part I of the Foreign As
sistance Act of 1961, as amended by chapter 6 of 
title IV of this Act, is amended by inserting after 
section 493 the fallowing new section: 
"SEC. 494. UBBR1AN CIVIL STRIFE ASSISTANCE. 

"(a) IN GENERAL.-The President is author
ized to provide assistance for civil strife relief, 
rehabilitation, and general recovery in Liberia. 
In providing such assistance, priority shall be 
given to activities that-

"(1) coordinate and enhance the efforts of the 
United States, Liberia, and international pri
vate and voluntary organizations to provide re
lief, rehabilitation, and recovery projects in Li
beria; 

"(2) assist in the restoration of services in Li
beria that provide water and power; 

"(3) encourage and facilitate the provision of 
health care, including activities relating to the 
provision of primary health care; 

• '( 4) encourage and facilitate the restoration 
of educational services, including activities re
lating to the provision of educational services to 
displaced children; and 

"(5) contribute to efforts by the international 
community to respond to the relief and develop
ment needs of the people of Liberia. 

"(b) HUMANITARIAN PURPOSES.-Assistance 
provided under this section shall be for humani
tarian purposes. 

"(c) AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS.-Funds made 
available for the purposes of this chapter may 
be used to carry out this section. 

"(d) GENERAL POLICIES AND AUTHORITIES.
Except as otherwise provided in this section, as
sistance under this section shall be furnished in 
accordance with ihe policies and general au
thorities contained in section 491. " . 

(f) RESTRICTIONS ON ASSISTANCE TO LIBERIA.
For fiscal years 1992 and 1993, assistance under 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 may be pro-
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vided to the Government of Liberia only if the 
President determines and reports to the Con
gress that the Government of Liberia has 
achieved substantial progress toward reconcili
ation and toward free and fair elections that are 
monitored by international observers. This sub
section shall not be construed to affect the pro
vision of humanitarian assistance or the provi
sion of assistance to nongovernmental organiza
tions for activities to enhance progress toward 
reconciliation and free and fair elections in Li
beria. 

(g) WAIVER OF BROOKE-ALEXANDER AMEND
MENT.-Assistance may be provided under this 
section notwithstanding section 691(a)(5) of the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 or any similar 
provision. 
SEC.104/S. MAI...tWI. 

(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) the Government of Malawi has provided 

refuge to some 920,000 refugees from Mozam
bique despite great costs to the Malawian econ
omy, and since 1986 has generously supported 
the work of the United Nations High Commis
sioner for Refugees; 

(2) President H. Kamazu Banda has ruled 
Malawi since 1964, and his rule has been char
acterized by severe repression and abuses of 
human rights, including political imprisonment, 
torture, unfair trials, and deaths in detention; 

(3) the Government of Malawi continues to de
tain without charge or trial a number of promi
nent Malawian citizens because of their politi
cal views, including Goodluck Mhango, Aleke 
Banda, Orton and Vera Chirwa, and approxi
mately 20 other prisoners; 

(4) according to the Department of State's 
Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 
1990, the Government of Malawi restricts free
dom of the press and prohibits political meetings 
outside the framework of the ruling party; and 

(5) the Malawi Young Pioneers are a force in 
the suppression of freedom of expression and in 
the intimidation of Malawian citizens, hinder
ing prospects for the democratization of the 
country. 

(b) STATEMENTS OF POLICY.-The Congress
(1) recognizes and commends the Banda Gov

ernment's response to the influx of refugees from 
Mozambique; 

(2) condemns the abuse of human rights of 
Malawian citizens which has characterized the 
Banda presidency; and 

(3) urges President Banda to release remain
ing prisoners of conscience, to end incommuni
cado detention and torture and abuse of pris
oners, and to permit freedom of speech and asso
ciation in Malawi. 

(C) RESTRICTIONS ON MILITARY Ass/STANCE.
For fiscal years 1992 and 1993, foreign military 
financing assistance for Malawi-

(1) may not be provided for the Malawi Young 
Pioneers; and 

(2) may only be provided to support the 
Malawian military 's effort to secure the Nacala 
Railroad, for programs which support conserva
tion and biological diversity, and for military 
activities which assist in the Mozambique peace 
process, including the protection of Mozambican 
refugees. 
SEC. 1046. MOZAMBIQUE. 

(a) STATEMENTS OF POLICY.-lt shall be the 
policy of the United States-

(1) to give priority to encouraging a constitu
tional transition to multiparty democracy in 
Mozambique and to securing a fair negotiated 
political settlement between the Government of 
Mozambique and Mozambique National Resist
ance (RENAMO), which includes a cease-fire 
and free and fair elections; 

(2) to continue to expand its bilateral develop
ment assistance to Mozambique through appro
priate private and public channels and through 
the Southern African Development Coordination 
Conference (SADCC); and 

(3) to encourage international support for 
adequate levels of emergency humanitarian as
sistance (including food, medical care, shelter, 
and agricultural assistance) for the one-third of 
Mozambique's population that is displaced or 
otherwise at-risk in that country, as well as the 
approximately 1,000,000 Mozambican refugees 
located in neighboring countries. 

(b) RELATION OF AsSISTANCE TO HUMAN 
RIGHTS.-The provision to Mozambique of eco
nomic support assistance and foreign military fi
nancing assistance for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 
shall bear a relation to significant steps by the 
Government of Mozambique to increase respect 
for internationally recognized human rights in 
Mozambique, and thereby promote a political 
settlement to the conflict in the country. 
SEC. 1047. SOUTH AFRICA. 

(a) ASSISTANCE FOR SOUTH AFRICA.-Chapter 
2 of part I of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 
is amended by inserting after title IX the follow
ing: 

"TITLE X-SOUTH AFRICA 
·"SEC. 291. SOUTH AFRICA. 

" It is the sense of the Congress that-
"(1) the United States should support the 

elimination of apartheid and the establishment 
of democratic majority rule in South Africa 
through a comprehensive policy to bring about a 
nonracial democracy; · 

"(2) this policy should include, among other 
measures, assistance for disadvantaged South 
African groups and organizations which are 
neither controlled nor financed by the Govern
ment of South Africa, and such assistance 
should include the encouragement of private in
vestment in firms owned by disadvantaged 
South Africans consistent with the Comprehen
sive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986, scholarships, 
assistance to promote the participation of dis
advantaged South Africans in trade unions and 
private enterprise, and alternative education 
and community development programs; 

"(3) United States firms in South Africa 
should provide similar assistance; and 

"(4) the President should seek the cooperation 
of United States allies in Western Europe and 
Japan to join in similar multilateral initiatives 
to aid disadvantaged South Africans. 
"SEC. 292. FOSTERING A .JUST SOCIETY AND 

HELPING VICTIMS OF APARTHEID IN 
SOUTH AFRICA. 

"(a) USE OF FUNDS.-Of the amounts made 
available to carry out section 281 of this Act, 
$1,500,000 for each fiscal year should be made 
available for grants to nongovernmental organi
zations in South Africa promoting political , eco
nomic, social, judicial, and humanitarian efforts 
to foster a just society and to help victims of 
apartheid. 

"(b) PRIORITIES.-ln making grants under this 
section, priority should be given to those organi
zations or activities which contribute, directly 
or indirectly, to promoting a just society, to aid
ing victims of official discrimination, and to the 
nonviolent elimination of apartheid. Priority 
should also be given to those organizations 
whose programs and activities evidence commu
nity support. 

"(c) POLITICAL PRISONERS; NONVIOLENT RE
SISTANCE TO APARTHEID.-Of the funds made 
available to carry out this section each fiscal 
year, not less than $500,000 should be made 
available for-

"(1) direct legal and other assistance to politi
cal detainees and prisoners and their families, 
including the investigation of the killing of pro
testers and prisoners; and 

"(2) support for actions of black-led commu
nity organizations to resist, through nonviolent 
means, the enforcement of apartheid policies. 

"(d) LIMITAT/ONS.-Grants may be made 
under this section only for organizations whose 
character and membership reflect the objective 

of a majority of South Africans for an end to 
the apartheid SYStem of separate development 
and for interracial cooperation and justice. 
Grants may not be made under this section to 
governmental institutions or organizations or to 
organizations financed or controlled by the Gov
ernment of South Africa. 
"SEC. 293. ASSISTANCE FOR DISADVANTAGED 

SOUTH AFRICANS. 
"(a) Ass/STANCE AUTHORIZED.-Funds made 

available each fiscal year for economic support 
assistance, development assistance, and assist
ance from the Development Fund for Africa may 
be made available for assistance for disadvan
taged South Africans, notwithstanding any 
other provision of law. 

"(b) ACTIVITIES SUPPORTED.-Assistance fur
nished under this section and, in the case of 
paragraph (3), under section 292-

"(1) shall be provided for activities that are 
consistent with the objective of a majority of 
South Africans for an end to the apartheid sys
tem and the establishment of a society based on 
nonracial principles; 

''(2) should, in the case of education pro
grams, to the maximum extent possible, be used 
for study within South Africa and place greater 
emphasis on improving primary and secondary 
education in South Africa; and 

"(3) shall give priority to working with and 
through South African nongovernmental orga
nizations whose leadership and staff are se
lected on a nonracial basis, and which have the 
support of the disadvantaged communities being 
served by such organizations. 

"(c) USES OF ASSISTANCE.-
"(]) AsSISTANCE WITHIN FY 1991 LEVELS.-
"(A) UsE.-During each fiscal year, 

$40,000,000 of the funds made available pursu
ant to subsection (a) shall be used for assistance 
for such activities as scholarships, assistance to 
promote the participation of disadvantaged 
South Africans in trade unions and private en
terprise, and alternative education and commu
nity development programs. 

"(B) LIMITATION.-Assistance furnished 
under this paragraph may not be used to pro
vide support to organizations or groups which 
are financed or controlled by the Government of 
South Africa. This paragraph shall not be con
strued to prohibit or limit scholarship or 
bursaries programs. 

"(2) AsSISTANCE IN EXCESS OF U0,000,000.-
"(A) USE.-During each fiscal year, funds 

made available pursuant to subsection (a) that 
are in excess of $40,000,000 may be used for as
sistance for programs only in the health, edu
cation, and housing sectors. 

"(B) LIMITATION.-Except as provided in sub
paragraph (C), assistance furnished under this 
paragraph may not be used to provide support 
to organizations or groups which are financed 
or controlled by the Government of South Afri
ca. This subparagraph shall not be construed to 
prohibit or limit scholarship or bursaries pro
grams. 

"(C) EXCEPTION.-Notwithstanding subpara
graph (B), assistance under this paragraph may 
be furnished through nongovernmental organi
zations to support health, educational, and 
housing institutions or facilities even if such in
stitutions or facilities are financed or controlled 
by the Government of South Africa if the Presi
dent-

' '(i) consults with the appropriate congres
sional committees before making a determination 
under clause (ii); and 

"(ii) determines, and so reports to the Con
gress 15 days in advance of the proposed obliga
tion of funds in accordance with the procedures 
applicable to reprogramming notifications under 
section 634A of this Act, that-

"( I) the provision of assistance to such insti
tutions or facilities is in support of the objec-
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tives of this section to assist disadvantaged 
South Africans, and 

"(II) the Government of South Africa is con
tinuing to make progress toward dismantling 
apartheid and establishing a nonracial democ
racy. 

"(d) CONSULTATION WITH SOUTH AFRICAN OR
GANIZATIONS; COMMITMENT BY SOUTH AFRICAN 
GOVERNMENT.-Before obligating any funds 
under this section, the President should-

"(1) consult with South African organizations 
representative of the majority population of 
South Africa; and 

"(2) seek a commitment from the Government 
of South Africa that it will provide additional 
resources to meet the needs of disadvantaged 
South Africans. 

"(e) REPORTS TO CONGRESS.-Beginning on 
January 1, 1992, and every 6 months thereafter, 
the President shall submit to the Congress a re
port describing the extent and type of assistance 
provided under this section during the preceding 
6-month period.". 

(b) LIMITATION ON ASSISTANCE.-Assistance 
for any fiscal year under the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961, including assistance with funds ap
propriated before the date of enactment of this 
Act, may not be delivered to the Communist 
Party of South Africa or any affiliated or asso
ciated organization. The President shall under
take efforts to ensure that recipients of United 
States assistance in South Africa are not en
gaged in violations of internationally recognized 
human rights, including the unlawful detention 
of individuals, and do have in place democratic 
processes for internal decisionmaking and the 
selection of leaders. 
SBC. 1048. ZAIRE. 

(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) the people of the United States and the 

people of Zaire have cooperated in educational 
programs, cultural affairs, foreign policy issues, 
and economic development efforts in the 30 
years since the independence of Zaire; 

(2) the people of the United States support the 
development of democratic institutions in Zaire 
that reflect the will of the people of Zaire; 

(3) in a speech given on April 24, 1990, Presi
dent Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire stated that he 
was committed to the establishment of a 
multiparty democracy and the holding of free 
and fair elections in Zaire; 

( 4) the people of Zaire have clearly endorsed 
the introduction of political pluralism in Zaire, 
as reflected in the establishment of political par
ties, and have engaged in public debate on the 
political future of Zaire; 

(5) there are continued reports of arrests and 
other harassment of persons attempting to exer
cise their rights; 

(6) in May 1990, students in Lubumbashi Uni
versity were violently attacked by Zairian secu
rity forces, leading to an undetermined number 
of casualties; 

(7) in April 1991, security forces attempted to 
suppress political rallies in Lubumbashi and 
Mbuji-Mayi, provoking a confrontation that led 
to the death and injury of dozens of Zairian ci
vilians; 

(8) to ensure a successful political transition 
which enjoys credibility in Zaire, the process 
that culminates in national elections must have 
the strong support of a broad spectrum of 
Zairian society, including all major opposition 
political parties, as well as labor, professional, 
and other nongovernmental organizations, and 
the direct participation of these groups in draft
ing a new constitution and in organizing the 
procedures and the timing of national elections; 
and 

(9) important elements of that process will in
clude-

( A) respect for freedoms of expression, associa
tion, and assembly; 

(B) fair access to the broadcast media for op
position candidates and parties; 

(C) an electoral law and procedures that 
guarantee fairness; and 

(D) an effective transition government that is 
politically neutral. 

(b) STATEMENT OF THE CONGRESS.-The Con
gress-

(1) congratulates all the people of Zaire for 
their efforts to form political parties and encour
age political pluralism in their country; 

(2) urges the Government of Zaire to agree to 
the establishment of independent international 
inqumes into attacks on students at 
Lubumbashi University in May 1990, and into 
the incidents at Lubumbashi and Mbuji-Mayi in 
April 1991; 

(3) urges the Government of Zaire to imple
ment quickly and fully the commitment to pro
vide fair access to the broadcast media for oppo
sition candidates and parties; 

(4) urges the Government of Zaire to ensure 
respect for freedom of expression, association, 
and assembly at all levels and throughout Zaire 
and to protect from harassment all citizens exer
cising their democratic rights; 

(5) urges the creation of a politically neutral 
transition government with full authority for 
administering the country prior to national elec
tions, including effective control over security 
forces and finances; 

(6) urges the direct participation of a broad 
spectrum of Zairian society, including all major 
opposition political parties, as well as labor, 
professional, and other nongovernmental orga
nizations, in the drafting of a new constitution; 

(7) stresses the importance of an electoral law 
and electoral procedures that guarantee impar
tiality in electoral administration, provide ade
quate resources and legal authority to those re
sponsible for administering the elections, allow 
an adequate time period for newly established 
political parties to organize and campaign, and 
permit international election observers; and 

(8) expresses its readiness to explore ways of 
providing support to facilitate the holding of 
free and fair elections in Zaire. 

(c) FOREIGN MILITARY FINANCING AsSIST
ANCE.-Except as provided in subsection (g), for
eign military financing assistance may not be 
provided for Zaire for fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

(d) INTERNATIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING.-Except as provided in subsection (g), 
international military education and training 
may not be provided for Zaire for fiscal years 
1992 and 1993. 

(e) ECONOMIC SUPPORT ASSISTANCE.-Except 
as provided in subsection (g), economic support 
assistance may not be provided for Zaire for fis
cal years 1992 and 1993. 

(f) DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.-Except as pro
vided in subsection (g), for fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 assistance from the Development Fund for 
Africa and development assistance shall not be 
transferred to the Government of Zaire. This 
subsection does not prohibit nongovernmental 
organizations from working with appropriate 
ministries or departments of the Government of 
Zaire. 

(g) WAIVER IF THERE ARE FREE AND FAIR 
ELECTIONS.-

(1) AUTHORIZATION.-The President may 
waive the prohibitions in subsections (c) 
through (f) if the President determines, and re
ports in accordance with paragraph (2), that 
free and fair national elections have been held 
in Zaire and that the elected government dem
onstrates a commitment to bring about freedom 
of expression for the people of Zaire, a reformed 
and independent judiciary, and reform of, and 
applications of the rule of law to, Zaire security 
forces. 

(2) CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW OF DETERMINA
TION.-A determination under paragraph (1) 

shall not become effective until 15 days after it 
is reported to the appropriate congressional 
committees in accordance with the procedures 
applicable to reprogramming notifications under 
section 634A of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961. 

(3) CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW OF ASSISTANCE.-// 
the President has made the determination re
quired by paragraph (1), the President shall no
tify the appropriate congressional committees, in 
accordance with the procedures applicable to 
reprogramming notifications under section 634A 
of that Act, at least 15 days before obligating 
any funds for any assistance for Zaire described 
in subsections (c) through (f). 
CHAPTER 4-HORN OF AFRICA RECOVERY 

AND FOOD SECURITY 
SEC. 1061. FINDINGS. 

The Congress makes the following findings: 
(1) The Horn of Africa (the region comprised 

of Ethiopia, Somalia, Sudan, and Djibouti) is 
characterized by an extraordinary degree of 
food insecurity as a result of war, famine, 
mounting debt, recurrent drought, poverty, and 
agricultural disruption, as well as gross viola
tions of human rights, political repression, envi
ronmental destruction, and the breakdown of 
such essential services as primary education and 
health care. 

(2) Internal conflict and famine have killed an 
estimated 2,000,000 people in Ethiopia, Sudan, 
and Somalia since 1985, and generated another 
8,000,000 displaced persons and refugees, a num
ber so high as to make millions wards of the 
United Nations and the international commu
nity. Relief officials now estimate that another 
15,000,000 to 20,000,000 people are threatened by 
starvation as civil war and drought continue to 
ravage the area. 

(3) Governments and armed opposition groups 
in Ethiopia, Sudan, and Somalia have been 
guilty of gross violations of human rights, 
which further erode food security in those coun
tries. 

( 4) Assistance policies have failed in large 
part because of political and economic insecu
rity, which have prevented the development of 
programs to achieve sustainable development 
and programs to achieve food security. 

(5) Appropriate assistance should promote real 
food security, which means access by all people 
at all times to enough food for an active and 
healthy life and the availability of sufficient in
come and food to prevent chronic dependency 
upon food assistance. 

(6) The end of the Cold War rivalries in the 
Horn of Africa affords the United States the op
portunity to develop a policy which addresses 
the extraordinary food security problem in the 
region. 

(7) Notwithstanding other pressing needs, the 
United States must accordingly fashion a new 
foreign policy toward the Horn of Africa and co
operate with other major donors and the United 
Nations-

( A) to develop an emergency relief plan which 
meets the immediate basic human needs that 
arise as long as civil strife and famine afflict the 
region; 

(B) to promote immediately cease-fires, secure 
relief corridors, and an end to these conflicts; 
and 

(C) to provide creative developmental assist
ance which attacks the root causes of famine 
and war and assists these nations on the path 
to long-term security, reconstruction, voluntary 
repatriation, economic recovery, democracy, and 
peace, and which targets assistance to assist the 
poor majority more effectively. 
SEC. 106!. STATEMENT OF POLICY REGARDING 

INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES. 
(a) ETHIOPIA.-lt is the sense of the Congress 

that the President should-
(1) call upon the authorities who now exercise 

control over the central government in Ethiopia 
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to protect the basic human rights of all citizens, 
to release from detention all political prisoners 
and other detainees who were apprehended by 
the Mengistu regime, and to facilitate the dis
tribution of international relief and emergency 
humanitarian assistance throughout the coun
try; 

(2) urge all authorities in Ethiopia to make 
good faith efforts to-

(A) make permanent the cease-fire now in 
place and to permit the restoration of tran
quility in the country , and 

(B) make arrangements for a transitional gov
ernment that is broadly-based, that accommo
dates all appropriate points of view, that re
spects human rights, and that is committed to a 
process of reform leading to the writing of a 
constitution and the establishment of represent
ative government; and 

(3) support efforts to ensure that the people of 
Eritrea are able to exercise their legitimate polit
ical rights, consistent with international law, 
including the right to participate actively in the 
determination of their political future, and call 
upon the authorities in Eritrea to keep open the 
ports of Mitsiwa and Aseb and to continue to 
permit the use of those ports for the delivery 
and distribution of humanitarian assistance to 
Eritrea and to Ethiopia as a whole. 

(b) SOMALIA.-lt is the sense of the Congress 
that the President should-

(1) use whatever diplomatic steps he considers 
appropriate to encourage a peaceful and demo
cratic solution to the problems in Somalia; 

(2) commit increased diplomatic resources and 
energies to resolving the fundamental political 
conflicts which underlie the protracted humani
tarian emergencies in Somalia; and 

(3) ensure, to the maximum extent possible 
and in conjunction with other donors, that 
emergency humanitarian assistance is being 
made available to those in need, and that none 
of the beneficiaries belong to military or para
military units. 

(c) SUDAN.-lt is the sense of the Congress 
that the President should-

(1) urge the Government of Sudan and the Su
danese People's Liberation Army to adopt at 
least a temporary cessation of hostilities in order 
to assure the delivery of emergency relief to ci
vilians in affected areas; 

(2) encourage active participation of the inter
national community to meet the emergency relief 
needs of Sudan; and 

(3) take steps to achieve a permanent peace. 
SEC. 1063. HORN OF AFRICA REUEF AND REHA· 

BIUTATION PROGRAM. 
(a) EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF RELIEF AND 

REHABILITATION ASSISTANCE.-lt should be the 
policy of the United States in promoting equi
table distribution of relief and rehabilitation as
sistance in the Horn of Africa-

(1) to assure noncombatants (particularly ref
ugees and displaced persons) equal and ready 
access to all food, emergency, and relief assist
ance and, if relief or relief agreements are 
blocked by one faction in a region, to continue 
supplies to the civilian population located in the 
territory of any opposing faction; 

(2) to provide relief, rehabilitation, and recov
ery assistance to promote self-reliance; and 

(3) to assure that relief is provided on the 
basis of need without regard to political affili
ation, geographic location, or the ethnic, tribal, 
or religious identity of the recipient. 

(b) MAXIMIZING INTERNATIONAL RELIEF EF
FORTS.-lt should be the policy the United 
States in seeking to maximize relief efforts for 
the Horn of Africa-

(1) to redouble its commendable efforts to se
cure safe corridors of passage for emergency 
food and relief supplies in affected areas and to 
expand its support for the growing refugee pop
ulation; 

(2) to commit sufficient resources under title II 
of the Agricultural Trade Development and As
sistance Act of 1954 (relating to emergency and 
private assistance programs) , and under chapter 
9 of part I of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1991 
(relating to international disaster assistance), to 
meet urgent needs in the region and to utilize 
unobligated security assistance to bolster these 
resources; 

(3) to consult with member countries of the 
European Community, Japan, and other major 
donors in order to increase overall relief and de
velopmental assistance for the people in the 
Horn of Africa; 

(4) to lend the full support of the United 
States to all aspects of relief operations in the 
Horn of Africa, and to work in support of Unit
ed Nations and other international and vol
untary agencies, in breaking the barriers cur
rently threatening the lives of millions of refu
gees and others in need; and 

(5) to urge the Secretary General of the United 
Nations to immediately appoint United Nations 
field coordinators for each country in the Horn 
of Africa who can act with the Secretary Gen
eral's full authority. 

(c) HORN OF AFRICA CIVIL STRIFE AND FAMINE 
ASSISTANCE.-

(1) AUTHORIZATION OF ASSISTANCE.-The 
President is authorized to provide international 
disaster assistance under chapter 9 of part I of 
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 for civil strife 
and famine relief and rehabilitation in the Horn 
of Africa. 

(2) DESCRIPTION OF ASSISTANCE TO BE PRO
VIDED.-Assistance pursuant to this subsection 
shall be provided for humanitarian purposes 
and shall include-

( A) relief and rehabilitation projects to benefit 
the poorest people, including-

(i) the furnishing of seeds for planting, fer
tilizer, pesticides, farm implements, crop storage 
and preservation supplies, farm animals, and 
vaccine and veterinary services to protect live
stock; 

(ii) blankets, clothing, and shelter; 
(iii) emergency health care; and 
(iv) emergency water and power supplies; 
(B) emergency food assistance (primarily 

wheat, maize, other grains, processed foods, and 
oils) for the affected and displaced civilian pop
ulation of the Horn of Africa; and 

(C) inland and ocean transportation of, and 
storage of, emergency food assistance, including 
the provision of trucks. 
Assistance described in subparagraphs (B) and 
(C) shall be in addition to any such assistance 
provided under title II of the Agricultural Trade 
Development and Assistance Act of 1954. 

(3) USE OF PVOS FOR RELIEF, REHABILITATION, 
AND RECOVERY PROJECTS.-Assistance under this 
subsection should be provided, to the maximum 
extent possible, through United States, inter
national, and indigenous private and voluntary 
organizations. 

(4) MANAGEMENT SUPPORT ACT/VIT/ES.-Up to 
two percent of the amount made available for 
each fiscal year under paragraph (5) for use in 
carrying out this subsection may be used by the 
agency primarily responsible for administering 
part I of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 for 
management support activities associated with 
the planning, monitoring, and supervision of 
emergency humanitarian and food assistance in 
the Horn of Africa provided under this sub
section and subsection (d). 

(5) TRANSFER OF SECURITY ASSISTANCE 
FUNDS.-The authority of section 610 of the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961 may be used to 
transfer for use in carrying out this subsection, 
without regard to the 20-percent increase limita
tion contained in that section, unobligated secu
rity assistance funds made available for fiscal 
year 1992 and 1993. As used in this paragraph, 

the term "security assistance funds" means 
funds available for economic support assistance, 
foreign military financing assistance, or inter
national military education and training. 

(d) EMERGENCY FOOD AssISTANCE.-The Presi
dent is urged to use the authorities of title II of 
the Agricultural Trade Development and Assist
ance Act of 1954 to provide supplemental emer
gency food assistance for the various civilian 
victims of civil strife in the Horn of Africa, in 
accordance with paragraphs (2)(B), (2)(C), and 
(3) of subsection (c). in addition to the assist
ance otherwise provided for such purposes. 
SEC. 1064. HORN OF AFRICA PEACE INITIATIVE. 

(a) SUPPORT FOR GRASSROOTS PARTICIPA
TION.-lt shall be the policy of the United States 
in promoting peace and development in the 
Horn of Africa-

(1) to support expanded pluralistic and popu
lar participation, the process by which all 
groups of people are empowered to involve them
selves directly in creating the structures, poli
cies, and programs to contribute to equitable 
economic development, and to local, national, 
and regional peace initiatives; 

(2) to ensure that all citizens enjoy the protec
tion of civil, political, economic, social, reli
gious, and cultural rights, an independent judi
ciary, and representative governmental institu
tions, regardless of gender, religion, ethnicity, 
occupation, or association; and 

(3) to provide assistance to indigenous non
governmental institutions that carry out activi
ties in government-controlled or opposition-con
trolled territories and have the capacity or po
tential to promote conflict resolution, to ad
vance development programs, or to carry out re
lief activities such as those described in section 
1063(c)(2). 

(b) CONSULTATIONS.-The President is encour
aged to undertake immediate consultations with 
the Soviet Union and other countries, with 
armed and unarmed parties in the Horn of Afri
ca, and with the Secretary General of the Unit
ed Nations, in order to bring about negotiated 
settlements of the armed conflicts in the Horn of 
Africa. 

(c) MECHANISMS.-lt is the sense of the Con
gress that, to best achieve the policy under sub
section (a), the President should-

(1) direct the United States representative to 
the United Nations to-

(A) urge the Secretary General of the United 
Nations to make cease-fires, safe corridors for 
emergency relief, and negotiated settlements of 
the armed conflicts in the Horn of Africa a high 
and urgent priority; 

(B) propose that the United Nations Security 
Council establish a United Nations arms embar
go to end the supply of arms to the region, 
pending the resolution of civil wars and other 
armed conflicts; and 

(C) pledge diplomatic and material resources 
for enhanced United Nations peacekeeping and 
peacemaking activities in the region, including 
monitoring of cease-fires; 

(2) play an active and ongoing role in other 
fora in pressing for negotiated settlements to 
armed conflicts in the Horn of Africa; and 

(3) support and participate in regional and 
international peace consultations that include 
broad representation from the countries and f ac
tions concerned. 
SEC. 106&. HORN OF AFRICA FOOD SECURITY AND 

RECOVERY STRATEGY. 
(a) TARGETING ASSISTANCE TO AID THE POOR 

MAJORITY; USE OF PVOS AND INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS.-

(1) TARGETING ASSISTANCE.-United States de
velopmental assistance for the Horn of Africa 
should be targeted to aid the poor majority of 
the people of the region (particularly refugees, 
women, the urban poor, and small-scale farmers 
and pastoralists) to the maximum extent prac-
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ticable. United States Government aid institu
tions should seek to-

(A) build upon the capabilities and experi
ences of United States, international, and indig
enous private and voluntary organizations ac
tive in local grassroots relief, rehabilitation, and 
development efforts; 

(B) consult closely with such organizations 
and significantly incorporate their views into 
the policymaking process; and 

(C) support the expansion and strengthening 
of their activities without compromising their 
private and independent nature. 

(2) PVOS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZA
TIONS.-While support from indigenous govern
ments is crucial, sustainable development and 
food security in the Horn of Africa should be 
enhanced through the active participation of in
digenous private and voluntary organizations, 
as well as international private and voluntary 
organizations, and international organizations 
that have demonstrated their ability to work as 
partners with local nongovernmental organiza
tions and are committed to promoting local 
grassroots activities on behalf of long-term de
velopment and self-reliance in the Horn of Afri
ca. 

(3) POLICY ON ASSISTANCE TO GOVERNMENTS.
United States assistance should not be provided 
to the Government of Ethiopia, the Government 
of Somalia, or the Government of Sudan until 
concrete steps toward peace, democracy, and 
human rights are taken in the reSPective coun
try. 

(4) SUPPORT FOR PVOS.-Meanwhile, the Unit
ed States should provide developmental assist
ance to those countries by supporting United 
States, indigenous, and international private 
and voluntary organizations working in those 
countries. Such assistance should be expanded 
as quickly as possible. 

(b) EXAMPLES OF PROGRAMS.-Assistance pur
suant to this section should include programs 
to-

(1) reforest and restore degraded natural areas 
and reestablish resource management programs; 

(2) reestablish veterinary services, local crop 
research, and agricultural development projects; 

(3) provide basic education, including efforts 
to support the teaching of displaced children, 
and rebuild schools; 

(4) educate young people outside of their 
countries if conflict within their countries con
tinues; 

(5) reconstitute and expand the delivery of 
primary and maternal health care; and 

(6) establish credit, microenterprise, and in
come generation programs for the poor. 

(c) VOLUNTARY RELOCATION AND REPATRI
ATION.-Assistance pursuant to this section 
should also be targeted to the voluntary reloca
tion and voluntary repatriation of diSPlaced 
persons and refugees after peace has been 
achieved. Assistance pursuant to this chapter 
may not be made available I or any costs associ
ated with any program of involuntary or forced 
resettlement of persons. 

(d) DEBT RELIEF; INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR 
RECONSTRUCTION.-Developmental assistance 
for the Horn of Africa should be carried out in 
coordination with long-term strategies for debt 
relief of countries in the region and with emerg
ing efforts to establish an international fund for 
reconstruction of developing countries which 
settle civil wars within their territories. 

(e) ASSISTANCE THROUGH PVOs AND INTER
NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS.-Unless a certifi
cation has been made with respect to that coun
try under section 1067, development assistance 
and assistance from the Development Fund for 
Africa for Ethiopia, Somalia, and Sudan shall 
be provided only through-

(1) United States, international, and indige
nous private and voluntary organizations (as 
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the term "private and voluntary organization" 
is defined in section 496(e)(2) of the Foreign As
sistance Act of 1961); or 

(2) through international organizations that 
have demonstrated effectiveness in working in 
partnership with local nongovernmental organi
zations and are committed to the promotion of 
local grassroots activities on behalf of develop
ment and self-reliance in the Horn of Africa 
(such as the United Nations Children's Fund, 
the International Fund for Agricultural Devel
opment, the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees, the United Nations Development 
Program, and the World Food Program). 
This subsection does not prohibit the organiza
tions ref erred to in paragraphs (1) and (2) from 
working with appropriate ministries or depart
ments of the respective governments of such 
countries. 

(/) w AIYER OF RESTRICTIONS.-Assistance pur
suant to this section may be made available to 
Ethiopia, Somalia, and Sudan notwithstanding 
any provision of law (other than the provisions 
of this chapter) that would otherwise restrict as
sistance to such countries. 

(g) UNITED STATES VOLUNTARY CONTRIBU
TIONS TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS FOR 
DEVELOPMENTAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE HORN OF 
AFRICA.-lt should be the policy of the United 
States to provide increasing voluntary contribu
tions to United Nations agencies (including the 
United Nations Children's Fund, the Inter
national Fund for Agricultural Development, 
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refu
gees, the United Nations Development Program, 
and the World Food Program) for expanded pro
grams of assistance for the Horn of Africa and 
for refugees from the Horn of Africa who are in 
neighboring countries. 

(h) DEVELOPMENTAL ASSISTANCE AUTHORI
TIES.-Assistance to carry out this section shall 
be provided pursuant to the authorities of chap
ter 1 of part I (relating to development assist
ance) and chapter 10 of part I (relating to the 
Development Fund for Africa) of the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1961. 
SEC. 1066. PROHIBITIONS ON SECURITY ASSIST· 

ANCE TO ETHIOPIA. SOMAUA, AND 
SUDAN. 

(a) PROHIBITION.-Economic support assist
ance, foreign military financing assistance, and 
international military education and training 
may not be provided for fiscal year 1992 or 1993 
for the Government of Ethiopia, the Government 
of Somalia, or the Government of Sudan unless 
the President makes the certification described 
in section 1067 with respect to that government. 

(b) ASSISTANCE FOR ETHIOPIA; CONDITIONAL 
W AIYER OF BROOKE-ALEXANDER AMENDMENT.
If the President makes the certification de
scribed in section 1067 with reSPect to the Gov
ernment of Ethiopia, the President may provide 
economic support assistance, foreign military fi
nancing assistance, and international military 
education and training I or Ethiopia for fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993 notwithstanding section 
691(a)(5) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 or 
any similar provision. 
SEC. 1067. CERTIFICATION. 

The certification required by sections 1065(e) 
and 1066 is a certification by the President to 
the appropriate congressional committees that 
the government of the SPecified country-

(1) has begun to implement peace agreements, 
national reconciliation agreements, or both; 

(2) has demonstrated a commitment to human 
rights within the meaning of sections 283 and 
691(a)(2) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961; 

(3) has manifested a commitment to democ
racy, has held, or established a timetable for, 
free and fair elections, and has agreed to imple
ment the results of those elections; and 

(4) in the case of a certification for purposes 
of section 1065(e), has agreed to distribute devel-

opmental assistance on the basis of need with
out regard to political affiliation, geographic lo
cation, or the ethnic, tribal, or religious identity 
of the recipient. 
SEC. 1068. REPORTING REQUIRBMBNT. 

Not later than 180 days after the date of en
actment of this Act and each 180 days there
after, the President shall submit a report to the 
appropriate congressional committees on the ef
forts and progress made in carrying out this 
chapter. 

CHAPTER 5--QTHER PROVISIONS 
SEC. 1081. UNITED STATES TR.ADE RESTRICTIONS 

ON PRODUCTS FROM SUB-SAHARAN 
AFRICA. 

It is the sense of the Congress that special ef-
1 orts should be undertaken to reduce trade bar
riers and to promote economic interchange be
tween the United States and developing coun
tries in sub-Saharan Africa. 
SEC. 1082. RECOONITION OF SUB-SAHARAN AFRI· 

CAN SUPPORT DURING TBB PERSIAN 
GULF CRISIS. 

It is the sense of Congress that-
(1) the countries of Sub-Saharan Africa which 

supported United Nations efforts in the Persian 
Gulf conflict are to be applauded and paid a 
public debt of gratitude and appreciation for 
their courageous stance, a signal to the world of 
their commitment to the rule of law; and 

(2) those countries are to be commended for 
their support of the United States in a time of 
crisis. 
SEC. 1083. CONDITIONS ON FURNISHING lllET 

FOR SUB-SA.HARAN AFRICA. 
(a) CONSIDERATIONS IN PROVIDING AsSIST

ANCE.-ln deciding whether to provide inter
national military education and training to a 
country in sub-Saharan Africa, the President 
shall consider-

(1) whether that country has a government 
that-

( A) was democratically elected as the result of 
free and fair elections, or 

(B) is committed to respecting internationally 
recognized human rights and to permitting free
dom of expression and has achieved substantial 
progress in a process of democratization; 

(2) whether the armed forces of that country 
are involved in human rights violations or the 
government of that country otherwise fails to re
spect internationally recognized human rights; 
and 

(3) whether the armed forces or other elements 
of the government of that country are actively 
engaged in destabilization efforts aimed at any 
other country. 

(b) REPORTS TO CONGRESS.-// international 
military education and training is provided to 
any country in sub-Saharan Africa that is not 
described in paragraph (1) of subsection (a) or 
that is described in paragraph (2) or (3) of sub
section (a), the President shall, within 30 days 
after obligating funds for such assistance to 
that country, submit to the appropriate congres
sional committees a report setting for th the rea
sons for providing such assistance. 
SEC. 1084. PREEJIPTION OF STATE AND LOCAL 

SANCTION MEASURES AGAINST NA· 
lllBIA. 

(a) PREEMPTION.-Effective upon the date of 
enactment of this Act, any sanction imposed by 
any State or any governmental subdivision 
thereof, that is directed at South Africa or per
sons engaging in commercial or financial trans
actions in or with South Africa, and that also 
applies with respect to Namibia, shall be null 
and void to the extent that such sanction ap
plies to Namibia or persons engaging in commer
cial or financial transactions in or with Na
mibia, unless such application is consistent with 
Federal law. 

(b) DEFINITION.-For purposes of this section, 
the term "State" means any of the Several 
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States, the District of Columbia, and any terri
tory or possession of the United States. 
SEC. 1086. STUDY ON THE IMPACT OF AD.TUST· 

MBNT SUPPORTED PROGRAMS ON 
mE DEVEWPMBNT FUND FOR AFRI· 
CA. 

There is concern that programs related to 
Structural Adjustment Programs may have re
tarded progress toward the achievement of goals 
established by the Congress for the Development 
Fund for Africa. It is the sense of the Congress 
that a detailed study should be undertaken by 
the Office of Technology Assessment, in a cross
section of sub-Saharan African countries, of the 
process of formulation of, and the economic, so
cial, and environmental impact of, the programs 
of adjustment supported or leveraged by the 
Agency for International Development through 
the Development Fund for Africa. 

TITLE XI-AID, TRADE, AND 
COMPETITIVENESS 

SBC. 1101. SHORT TITLB. 
This title may be cited as the "Aid, Trade, 

and Competitiveness Act of 1991 ". 
SEC. 11n. CAPITAL PROJECTS OFFICE WITHIN 

mE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT. 

(a) ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICE.-The Adminis
trator of Agency for International Development 
shall establish a capital projects office to carry 
out the purposes described in subsection (b). 

(b) PURPOSES OF OFFICE.-The purposes re
ferred to in subsection (a) are-

(1) to develop an AID program that would 
focus solely on developmentally sound capital 
projects, taking into consideration the develop
ment needs of the host country and the export 
opportunities for United States firms; and 

(2) to consider SPecifically opportunities for 
United States high-technology firms, including 
small- and medium-sized firms, in putting to
gether capital projects for developing countries 
and for SEED eligible East European countries. 

(c) ACTIVITIES OF AID.-The Administrator of 
AID, acting through the capital projects office 
in coordination with the Export-Import Bank of 
the United States (as appropriate) and the 
Trade and Development Agency-

(1) shall put together capital projects in devel
oping countries and in SEED eligible East Eu
rope countries; 

(2) shall periodically review infrastructure 
needs in developing countries and SEED eligible 
East European countries and shall explore op
portunities for United States firms in the devel
opment of new capital projects in these coun
tries, keeping both United States firms and the 
Congress informed of these reviews: 

(3) shall determine whether each capital 
project for which AID provides funding is devel
opmentally sound, as set forth in the criteria de
veloped by the Development Assistance Commit
tee of the Organization for Economic Coopera
tion and Development; 

( 4) shall coordinate its activities with other 
AID offices, and work with AID country mis
sions, in developing capital projects that provide 
opportunities for United States firms consistent 
with AID 's primary mission to help these coun
tries with traditional development projects; 

(5) shall coordinate where appropriate funds 
available to AID for "tied-aid" purposes; and 

(6) shall play a special role in helping to meet 
the infrastructure needs of SEED eligible East 
European countries by meeting the challenge of 
infrastructure assistance provided by foreign 
governments to those countries, including by 
undertaking a comprehensive study of the infra
structure needs of the various SEED eligible 
East European countries-

( A) to identify those sector in the economies of 
these countries that are most in need of rebuild
ing, and 

(B) to identify the state of technology in these 
countries and the opportunity for United States 

high technology firms to help develop a techno
logical infrastructure in these countries, as well 
as an assessment of export opportunities for 
United States high technology companies. 
The results of the study conducted pursuant to 
paragraph (6) shall be reported to the appro
priate congressional committees within 12 
months after the date of enactment of this Act. 
SEC. 1103. COORDINATION. 

The President shall utilize the existing inter
agency coordinating mechanism to coordinate 
activities under this title with other relevant ac
tivities of the United States Government. 
SEC. 1104. REPORTS TO CONGRESS ON CAPITAL 

PROJECTS. 
Not later than February 1, 1993, and each 

year thereafter, the President shall submit to 
the Congress a report describing-

(]) the extent to which United States Govern
ment resources have been expended SPecifically 
to support capital projects in developing coun
tries and SEED eligible East European coun
tries; 

(2) the extent to which the activities of the 
United States Government have been coordi
nated pursuant to section 1103; and 

(3) the extent to which United States Govern
ment capital projects and tied-aid programs 
have affected United States exports. 
SEC. 1105. NEGOTIATIONS OF THE ORGANIZA· 

TION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION 
AND DEVEWPMBNT. 

If by February 1, 1992, a new agreement with
in the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development has not been reached that 
meets the objective of reducing the levels of 
concessional financing by member countries of 
the Organization other than the United States, 
the Secretary of the Treasury, together with the 
President of the Bank, shall submit a report to 
the Congress on the status of the negotiations, 
including an analysis of the negotiations since 
1987, the causes for the failure to reach an 
agreement by that date, and reasons the United 
States Government believes that continued nego
tiations will result in achieving the above men
tioned objective. 
SEC. 1106. FUNDING FOR CAPITAL PROJECTS. 

The Congress strongly urges the President to 
use at least $650,000,000 for fiscal year 1992 and 
at least $700,000,000 for fiscal year 1993 of the 
total amounts made available for economic sup
port assistance, assistance under the Multilat
eral Assistance Initiative for the Philippines, 
and assistance under the Support for East Euro
pean Democracy (SEED) Act of 1989, for grants 
for developmentally sound capital projects. Such 
grants may be combined with financing offered 
by private financial entities or other entities. 
SEC. 1107. REPORT ON THE FEASIBIUTY OF AID 

CREDIT GUARANTEES TO FINANCE 
CAPITAL PROJECTS. 

Not later than February 1, 1992, the President 
shall submit to the appropriate congressional 
committees a report on the feasibility of allow
ing AID to offer credit guarantees for the fi
nancing of capital projects. 
SEC. 1108. DEFINITIONS. 

For purposes of this title-
(1) the term "AID" means the Agency for 

International Development''; 
(2) the term "Bank" means the Export-Import 

Bank of the United States; 
(3) the term "capital projects" means a project 

involving the construction, expansion, alter
ation of, or the acquisition of equipment for, a 
physical facility or physical infrastructure, in
cluding related engineering design (concept and 
detail) and other services, the procurement of 
equipment (including any related services), and 
feasibility studies or similar engineering and 
economic services; 

(4) the term "SEED eligible East European 
country" means a country that is an eligible 

East European country under section 4 of the 
Support for East European Democracy (SEED) 
Act of 1989 (as amended by title V of this Act); 
and 

(5) the term "tied-aid credit" has the meaning 
given to such term in section 15(h)(l) of the Ex
port-Import Bank Act of 1945. 
SEC. 1109. AUTHORIZATION OF ADDITIONAL 

FUNDING FOR mE TRADE AND DE· 
VELOPMBNT AGENCY FOR FISCAL 
YEAR 1993. 

In addition to amounts otherwise authorized 
to be appropriated, there are authorized to be 
appropriated for the Trade and Development 
Agency $20,000,000 for fiscal year 1993 to carry 
out section 661 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961. 

TITLE XII-PEACE CORPS 
SBC. 1201. AUTHOIUZA.TIONS OF APPROPRIA· 

TIO NS. 
Section 3(b) of the Peace Corps Act (22 U.S.C. 

2502(b)) is amended to read as follows: 
"(b) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.

There are authorized to be appropriated to carry 
out the purposes of this Act $200,000,000 for fis
cal year 1992, which are authorized to remain 
available until September 30, 1993, $200,000,000 
for fiscal year 1993, which are authorized to re
main available until September 30, 1994. ". 
SEC. lJO~. PEACE CORPS FOREIGN CURRBNCY 

FLUCTUATIONS. 
(a) ESTABLISHMENT OF FOREIGN CURRENCY 

FLUCTUATIONS ACCOUNT.-The Peace Corps Act 
(22 U.S.C. 2501 et seq.) is amended by inserting 
after section 15 the following new section: 
"SBC. 16. FOREIGN CURRENCY FWCTUATIONS 

ACCOUNT. 
"(a) ESTABLISHMENT.-(1) There is established 

in the Treasury of the United States an account 
to be known as the 'Foreign Currency Fluctua
tions, Peace Corps, Account'. The account shall 
be used for the purpose of providing funds to 
pay expenses for operations of the Peace Corps 
outside the United States which, as a result of 
fluctuations in currency exchange rates, exceed 
the amount appropriated for such expenses. 

"(2) Funds in the account may be transferred, 
upon the certification of the Director of the 
Peace Corps (or the Director's designee) that the 
transfer is necessary for the purpose specified in 
paragraph (1), to the account containing funds 
appropriated for the expenses of the Peace 
Corps. 

"(b) USE OF FUNDS IN THE ACCOUNT.-Funds 
transferred under subsection (a) shall be merged 
with, and be available for the same time period, 
as the appropriation to which they are applied. 
Notwithstanding any provision of law limiting 
the amount of funds the Peace Corps may obli
gate in any fiscal year, such amount shall be in
creased to the extent necessary to reflect fluc
tuations in exchange rates from those used in 
preparing the budget submission. 

"(c) EXCHANGE RATES APPLICABLE TO OBLIGA
T/ONS.-An obligation of the Peace Corps pay
able in the currency of a foreign country may be 
recorded as an obligation based upon exchange 
rates used in preparing a budget submission. A 
change reflecting fluctuations in exchange rates 
may be recorded as a disbursement is made. 

"(d) TRANSFERS BACK TO ACCOUNT.-Funds 
transferred from the Foreign Currency Fluctua
tions, Peace Corps, Account may be transferred 
back to that account-

"(]) if the funds are not needed to pay obliga
tions incurred because of fluctuations in cur
rency exchange rates of foreign countries in the 
appropriation to which the funds were origi
nally transferred; or 

"(2) because of subsequent favorable fluctua
tions in the rates or because other funds are, or 
become, available to pay such obligations. 

"(e) LIMITATION ON TRANSFERS BACK.-A 
transfer of funds back to the account under sub-
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section (d) may not be made after the end of the 
fiscal year or other period for which the appro
priation, to which the funds were originally 
transferred, is available for obligation. 

"(f) TRANSFERS TO THE ACCOUNT FROM REGU
LAR APPROPRIATIONS.-(1) At the end Of the fis
cal year or other period for which appropria
tions for the expenses of the Peace Corps are 
made available, unobligated balances of such 
appropriation may be transferred into the For
eign Currency Fluctuations, Peace Corps, Ac
count, to be merged with and available for the 
same period and purposes as that account. 

"(2) The authority of this subsection shall be 
exercised only to the extent that specific 
amounts are provided in advance in an appro
priation Act. 

"(g) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.
There are authorized to be appropriated to the 
Foreign Currency Fluctuations, Peace Corps, 
Account for each fiscal year such sums as may 
be necessary to maintain a balance of $5,000,000 
in such account at the beginning of such fiscal 
year. 

"(h) REPORTS.-The Director of the Peace 
Corps shall submit to the Committee on Foreign 
Affairs and the Committee on Appropriations of 
the House of Representatives, and to the Com
mittee on Foreign Relations and the Committee 
on Appropriations of the Senate, each year a re
port on funds transferred under this section.". 

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made 
by subsection (a) applies with respect to each 
fiscal year after fiscal year 1991. 
SEC. 1208. EVALUATION OF HEALTH-CARE SERV

ICES PROVIDED TO PEACE CORPS 
VOLUNTEERS. 

(a) IN GENERAL.-The Director of the Peace 
Corps shall contract with an eligible organiza
tion or organizations to conduct before January 
1, 1997, a total of three evaluations of the 
health-care needs of the Peace Corps volunteers 
and the adequacy of the system through which 
the Peace Corps provides health-care services in 
meeting those needs. 

(b) REQUIREMENTS OF THE EVALUATIONS.
Each evaluation shall include an assessment of 
the adequacy of the Peace Corps health-care 
system-

(1) to provide diagnostic, treatment, and refer
ral services to meet the health-care needs of 
Peace Corps volunteers, and 

(2) to conduct health examinations of appli
cants for enrollment as Peace Corps volunteers 
and to provide immunization and dental care 
preparatory to service of applicants for enroll
ment who have accepted an invitation to begin 
a period of training for service as a Peace Corps 
volunteer. 

(c) REPORTS TO THE PEACE CORPS.-An orga
nization making an evaluation under this sec
tion shall submit to the Director of the Peace 
Corps a report containing its findings and rec
ommendations not later than December 31, 1992, 
December 31, 1994, and December 31, 1996, as the 
case may be. Each report shall include rec
ommendations regarding appropriate standards 
and procedures for ensuring the furnishing of 
quality medical care and for measuring the 
quality of care provided to Peace Corps volun
teers. 

(d) REPORT TO CONGRESS.-Not later than 90 
days after receipt of a report required by sub
section (c), the Director of the Peace Corps shall 
transmit the report, together with the Director's 
comments, to the appropriate congressional com
mittees. 

(e) DEFINITJONS.-For purposes of this sec
tion-

(1) the term "appropriate congressional com
mittees" means the Committee on Foreign Rela
tions and the Committee on Appropriations of 
the Senate and the Committee on Foreign Af
fairs and the Committee on Appropriations of 
the House of Representatives; and 

(2) the term "eligible organization" means an 
independent health-care accreditation organiza
tion or other independent organization with ex
pertise in evaluating health-care systems similar 
to that of the Peace Corps. 
SEC. 1204. REPORTING REQUIREMENT ON EM

PLOYMENT-RELATED MATl'ERS. 
(a) IN GENERAL.-Not later than August 31, 

1992, the Director of the Peace Corps and the 
Secretary of Labor shall jointly submit to the 
appropriate congressional committees a report 
which describes-

(1) the information provided by the Peace 
Corps to its volunteers and to applicants for vol
unteer service in the Peace Corps regarding the 
benefits to and services to which Peace Corps 
volunteers or trainees may be entitled or for 
which they may be eligible in the event that 
they sustain injuries or become disabled during 
their service, or their training for service, with 
the Peace Corps; 

(2) the efforts by the Peace Corps and the De
partment of Labor to coordinate the provision of 
such information to Peace Corps volunteer-ap
plicants and volunteers and the processing of 
claims by Peace Corps volunteers under the Fed
eral Employees Compensation Act (FECA); 

(3) the number of Peace Corps volunteers and 
volunteer-applicants who have filed claims 
under the Federal Employees Compensation Act 
(PECA) and the percentage of the claims that 
have been approved; and 

(4) the timeliness of approvals or denials of 
claims of Peace Corps volunteers and volunteer
applicants under the Federal Employees Com
pensation Act (PECA). 

(b) RECOMMENDATIONS.-The report required 
by subsection (a) shall also include such rec
ommendations as the Director of the Peace 
Corps and the Secretary of Labor may determine 
necessary to facilitate the filing and processing 
of claims by Peace Corps volunteers regarding 
the benefits described in that subsection. 

(c) DEFINITIONS.-For purposes of this sec
tion-

(1) the term "appropriate congressional com
mittees" means the Committee on Foreign Rela
tions and the Committee on Appropriations of 
the Senate and the Committee on Foreign Af
fairs and the Committee on Appropriations of 
the House of Representatives; and 

(2) the term "Federal Employees Compensa
tion Act (PECA)" means chapter 81 of title 5, 
United States Code. 
SEC. 1206. PEACE CORPS PROGRAMS IN THE SO

VIET UNION. 
Up to $6,000,000 of the funds made available to 

carry out the Peace Corps Act for each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993 shall be made available for 
establishing Small Business Development Pro
grams in the Soviet Union or any successor en
tity or entities. The program shall include the 
promotion of local economic development by pro
viding technical assistance and training in mu
nicipal restructuring and financing, privatiza
tion, valuation of state owned enterprises, busi
ness association development and promotion, 
and identification of investment opportunities 
and requirements. 

TITLE XIH-lNTERNATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT AND FINANCE 

CHAPTER 1-lNTERNATIONAL MONETARY 
FUND 

SEC. 1301. UNITED STATES QUOTA INCREASE; 
AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLES OF 
AGREEMENT; APPROVAL OF PLEDGE 
TO SELL GOLD. 

The Bretton Woods Agreements Act (22 U.S.C. 
286-286kk) is amended by adding at the end 
thereof the fallowing new sections: 
"SEC. IJ6. QUOTA INCREASE.. 

"The United States Governor of the Fund is 
authorized to consent to an increase in the 

quota of the United States in the Fund equiva
lent to 8,608,500,000 Special Drawing Rights, 
limited to such amounts as are appropriated in 
advance in appropriation Acts. 
"SEC. 57. ACCEPTANCE OF AMBNDJIBNTS TO THE 

ARTICLES OF AGREBMBNT OF THE 
FUND. 

"The United States Governor of the Fund is 
authorized to consent to the amendments to the 
Articles of Agreement of the Fund approved in 
resolution numbered 4~3 of the Board of Gov
ernors of the Fund. 
"SEC. 58. APPROVAL OF FUND PLEDGE TO SEIL 

GOLD TO PROVIDE RESOURCES FOR 
THE RESERVE ACCOUNT OF THE EN
HANCED STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT 
FACILITY TRUST. 

·'The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized 
to instruct the United States Executive Director 
of the Fund to vote to approve the Fund's 
pledge to sell, if needed, up to 3,000,000 ounces 
of the Fund's gold, to restore the resources of 
the Reserve Account of the Enhanced Structural 
Adjustment Facility Trust to a level that would 
be sufficient to meet obligations of the Trust 
payable to lenders which have made loans to the 
Loan Account of the Trust that have been used 
for the purpose of financing programs of Fund 
members previously in arrears to the Fund.". 
SEC. 1302. SOVIET ACCESS TO THE FINANCIAL RE-

SOURCES OF INTERNATIONAL FI
NANCIAL INSTITUl'IONS. 

(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) it is in the interest of the United States to 

encourage emerging democracies and market ori
ented economies in the territory of the former 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics; 

(2) at the same time, the course of internal 
politics and economic developments in the Soviet 
Union has been changing rapidly making the 
situation unclear; 

(3) the Soviet Union is rapidly changing its 
aid and trade relationships with various repres
sive regimes, but this is still a cause for serious 
concern; 

(4) it is in the interest of the United States to 
encourage Soviet cooperation on international 
problems, to foster the transition towards open 
market economies, and to promote private and 
entrepreneurial initiatives, while supporting the 
principles of multiparty democracy and plural
ism; 

(5) expanded economic ties to the West can 
advance these processes and would help to sta
bilize international economic and political con
ditions; 

(6) however, Western financial assistance also 
carries substantial risks and could result in un
acceptable financial losses: and 

(7) given these views, concerns, and the rap
idly evolving internal and international politi
cal situation, the United States should follow 
policies of caution, balance, and flexibility 
which are most appropriate to achieve United 
States foreign policy objectives, and which 
should serve as a guide to the relationship of 
the Soviet Union to international financial in
stitutions. 

(b) SOVIET ACCESS TO THE RESOURCES OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND.-The Sec
retary of the Treasury may instruct the United 
States Executive Director of the International 
Monetary Fund to support Soviet membership in 
the Fund only after the President has certified, 
with at least 30 days notification to the Con
gress, the following: 

(1) ECONOMIC REFORM.-That, as an indica
tion that the Government of the Soviet Union is 
implementing free market economic policies, the 
fallowing actions are being taken: 

(A) the right to own private property and en
gage freely in commerce is being established, 
and progress towards the creation of a legal and 
administrative framework to permit the free ex
ercise of such rights is being made; 
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(B) progress toward the implementation of 

procedures for privatization of government en
terprises is being made; 

(C) significant progress in dismantling central 
planning mechanisms, in eliminating price con
trols , and in establishing a market-based pricing 
system is being made; and 

(D) progress in adopting international norms 
regarding trade, protection of foreign investors, 
and protection of intellectual property Tights is 
being made. 

(2) ROLE OF THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT.
That, as an indication that the Soviet Union is 
reducing the size and scope of government ex
penditures, especially categories of expenditure 
that threaten world security and divert re
sources from market-based economic reform, the 
fallowing actions have been taken: 

(A) progress toward significantly reducing the 
Soviet defense budget as a percentage of gross 
domestic product, including reducing strategic 
nuclear weapons arsenals and other weapons of 
mass destruction, with the objective of reducing 
such percentage to levels approximating those of 
the Western democracies; and 

(B) substantial progress toward the termi
nation of economic subsidies and military assist
ance, including an end to transfers of 
destabalizing missiles, other sophisticated weap
ons systems, and nuclear technology to coun
tries that have supported international terror
ism, such as Syria, Libya, and Iraq, or that 
have participated in efforts to destabilize neigh
boring states, such as Cuba, North Korea, and 
Vietnam. 

(3) POLITICAL REFORM.-That, as an indica
tion that the Soviet Union has embraced demo
cratic processes upon which successful economic 
development is predicated, the following actions 
are being undertaken: 

(A) free and fair multiparty elections for the 
national parliament and leadership; 

(B) good faith negotiations between the Gov
ernment of the Soviet Union and leaders of the 
Baltic states and other republics that have elect
ed to become independent of the Soviet Union; 
and 

(C) sustained commitment to peaceful resolu
tion of disputes with republican governments 
and democratic movements. 

(C) EXPANDED SOVIET ACCESS TO THE RE
SOURCES OF THE EUROPEAN BANK FOR RECON
STRUCT/ON AND DEVELOPMENT.-The Secretary 
of the Treasury may instruct the United States 
Executive Director of the European Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development to use the 
voice and vote of the United States to support 
the expansion of access by the Soviet Union to 
the resources of the Bank pursuant to para
graph 4 of Article 8 of the Bank's Articles of 
Agreement only after the President has made 
the certification and report required under sub
section (b). 

(d) DEFINITIONS.-For purposes of this sec
tion: 

(1) The term "Soviet membership" includes 
any association with the Fund involving con
tribution or borrowing of Fund resources, but 
excludes associated status with the Fund. 

(2) The term "Soviet Union" includes all suc
cessor states (other than the Baltic states) to the 
Soviet Union. 
SBC. 1303. SBNSB OF THE CONGRESS RELATING 

TO THB PROBLEMS OF NATIONS 
MAKING THB TRANSn'IONS TO MORE 
OPBN POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC 
SYSTEMS. 

(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) in many areas of the world , nations may 

be experiencing substantial difficulties in mak
ing the transitions to more open political and 
economic systems; 

(2) as an example, the study, entitled "The 
Economy of the U.S.S.R.", which was prepared 
jointly by the International Monetary Fund, the 

International Bank for Reconstruction and De
velopment, the Organization for European Co
operation and Development, and the European 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 
found that substantial changes need to be made 
in the Soviet economy to provide a viable basis 
for monetary stability, economic growth, and 
development, and such finding applies to other 
nations making the transitions to more open po
litical and economic systems; and 

(3) these nations may be experiencing special 
difficulties in making such transitions. 

(b) SENSE OF THE CONGRESS.-lt is the sense of 
the Congress that-

(1) encouragement should be given to the ef
forts being made to address the political and 
economic problems of nations making the transi
tions to more open political and economic sys
tems; and 

(2) consideration should be given to develop
ing relationships between such nations, the 
International Monetary Fund, the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, and 
the other international financial institutions, as 
part of the process of assisting such nations in 
making such transitions. 
SEC. 1304. PUBUCATION OF REPORTS ON ECONO

MIES OF MAJOR INDUSTRIAUZBD 
NATIONS. 

The Bretton Woods Agreements Act (22 U.S.C. 
286-286kk) is amended by adding after the sec
tions added by section 1301 of this Act the fol
lowing: 
"SEC. Ml. PUBUCATION OF REPORTS ON ECONO

MIES OF MAJOR INDUSTRIAUZBD 
NATIONS. 

"The Secretary of the Treasury shall instruct 
the United States Executive Director of the 
Fund to encourage the Fund to adopt proce
dures for the publication of the economic re
views of the major industrialized nations and 
such other commentary as may be appro
priate.". 
SEC. 1306. SBNSB OF THE CONGRESS RELATING 

TO COORDINATION OF DEVELOP· 
MENT ACTIVITIES OF INTER-
NATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITU-
TIONS. 

It is the sense of the Congress that procedures 
should be instituted to review the activities of 
the International Monetary Fund and the Inter
np,tional Bank for Reconstruction and Develop
ment, for the purpose of coordinating the inter
national economic activities of international fi
nancial institutions at the Board level, the man
agerial level, and the staff level. 
SEC. 1306. COOPERATION WITH INTERNATIONAL 

BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND 
DEVELOPMENT IN EFFORTS TO AL 
LEVIATE POVERTY AND REDUCE 
BARRIERS TO ECONOMIC AND SO
CIAL PROGRESS. 

The Bretton Woods Agreements Act (22 U.S.C. 
286-286kk) is amended by adding after the sec
tions added by sections 1301 and 1304 of this Act 
the following: 
"SEC. 60. EFFORTS OF THB FUND TO ~TB 

POVERTY AND REDUCE BARRIERS 
TO ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 
PROGRESS. 

"(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
"(1) compatible with the primary purpose of 

the international financial institutions and with 
development, growth, and reduction of poverty, 
is improving the lives of the people of the na
tions that borrow from such institutions, im
proving their access to economic opportunity, 
and reducing barriers to their economic and so
cial progress; 

"(2) the Bank has recently reaffirmed the 
central priority of poverty reduction in its mis
sion , in the World Development Report 1990; 

" (3) the Bank has committed itself to the inte
gration of poverty strategies into country assist
ance strategies; 

"(4) there is increasing cooperation between 
the Fund, the Bank, and borrowing countries in 
the preparation of Policy Framework Papers as 
a joint framework for adjustment policies and 
measures; and 

"(5) there is movement toward developing so
cial safety nets and other practical mechanisms 
to alleviate negative impacts of structural ad
justment on the most vulnerable sectors of the 
population of borrowing countries. 

"(b) EFFORTS OF THE FUND TO ALLEVIATE 
POVERTY AND REDUCE BARRIERS TO ECONOMIC 
AND SOCIAL PROGRESS.-The Secretary of the 
Treasury shall instruct the United States Execu
tive Director of the Fund to advocate vigorously 
and continually, through formal initiatives in 
the Board and in discussion with other directors 
of the Fund, the following: 

"(1) Considerations of poverty alleviation and 
the reduction of barriers to economic and social 
progress (as set forth in section 64(a)) should be 
incorporated into all Fund programs and all 
consultations under article IV of the Articles of 
Agreement of the Fund. 

"(2) Preparation of Policy Framework Papers 
should be extended to all nations which have 
Fund programs and active Bank or Inter
national Development Association lending pro
grams, and existence of a Policy Framework 
Paper should be a precondition for new lending 
to such nations by the Fund. 

"(3) All Policy Framework Papers should ar
ticulate the principal poverty, economic, and so
cial measures that the borrowing nation needs 
to address, and this portion of the Policy 
Framework Paper (or a summary thereof that 
includes specific measures and timing) should be 
made available when the Policy Framework 
Paper is submitted to the Executive Directors of 
the Bank and of the Fund or consideration. 

"( 4) In considering whether to allocate re
sources of the Fund to a borrower, the Fund 
should take into consideration the nature of the 
program and commitment of the borrower to ad
dress the issues referred to in paragraph (2). 

"(5) The Fund should establish procedures to 
enable the Fund to cooperate with the Bank in 
evaluating the effectiveness of such measures, at 
the levels of policy, project design, monitoring, 
and reporting, in the international financial in
stitutions and in the borrowing nations.". 
SEC. 1301. DEBT AND DEBT SERVICE REDUCTION 

PROGRAMS. 
The Bretton Woods Agreements Act (22 U.S.C. 

286-286kk) is amended by adding after the sec
tions added by sections 1301, 1304, and 1306 of 
this Act the following: 
"SBC. 61. DEBT AND DEBT SERVICE REDUCTION 

PROGRAMS OF THB FUND. 
"(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that
"(1) in May 1989, the Fund approved the use 

of its resources to support debt and debt service 
reduction operations for highly indebted coun
tries; 

"(2) at that time, it was estimated that ap
proximately $30,000,000,000 should be made 
available from official sources over a 3-year pe
riod, approximately $20,000,000,000 of which was 
expected to be furnished by the Fund and the 
Bank combined; 

"(3) the objectives of this program were to as
sist debtor nations to resolve problems of exces
sive debt, restore creditworthiness, and diminish 
the systemic threat to world financial institu
tions posed by developing country debt; 

"(4) as of February 1991 , after 2 years of the 
program, approximately $5,700,000,000 had been 
committed by the Fund and the Bank for these 
purposes; 

"(5) according to findings of the Fund in Feb
ruary 1991, the program and strategy adopted in 
1989 has generally fulfilled these objectives, at 
that time 5 nations had concluded debt and debt 
service reduction agreements and a number of 
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other developing nations were presently nego
tiating debt relief inside and outside of the 1989 
framework; 

"(6) the Fund's assessment emphasized the im
portance of the voluntary case-by-case ap
proach taken by the program, the innovations 
required to satisfy the parties, and the remain
ing problems in concluding such agreements; 

"(7) these debt and debt service reduction pro
grams, which have been encouraged by the Con
gress and the Executive Branch, have made 
progress; and 

"(8) these debt and debt service reduction pro
grams are material to the development and 
growth of, and the reduction of economic and 
social barriers in, borrowing countries. 

"(b) URGE RENEWAL OF DEBT AND DEBT SERV
ICE REDUCTION PROGRAMS WITH MODIFICA
TIONS.-The Secretary of the Treasury shall in
struct the United States Executive Director of 
the Fund to use the voice and vote of the United 
States to urge-

"(1) the Fund to renew, for another 3-year pe
riod, the arrangements described in subsection 
(a)(l), subject to appropriate modifications; 

"(2) that reductions in commercial debt and 
debt service should be comparable to, and in 
concert with, reductions in official debt and 
debt service; and 

"(3) that the renewal of such arrangements, 
and such reductions in debt and debt service, 
should not result in an excessive shift in the 
proportion of debt or risk assumed by public sec
tor institutions. 

"(c) REPORT ON SOVIET UNION DEBT HELD BY 
COMMERCIAL BANKS.-The Secretary of the 
Treasury shall, using resources of the Fund, the 
Bank, and other appropriate international fi
nancial institutions, gather information upon, 
and report, not later than December 31, 1991, to 
the Congress on, the debt of the Soviet Union 
held by commercial banks outside the Soviet 
Union, and the prospects for the repayment of 
such debt.". 
SEC. 1308. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS IN 

FUND PROGRAMS. 
(a) FINDING.-The Congress finds that the 

International Monetary Fund has created an 
environmental unit. 

(b) ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS IN FUND 
PROGRAMS.-The Bretton Woods Agreements Act 
(22 U.S.C. 286-286kk) is amended by adding after 
the sections added by sections 1301, 1304, 1306, 
and 1307 of this Act the following: 
"SEC. n. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS IN 

FUND PROGRAMS. 
"The Secretary of the Treasury shall instruct 

the United States Executive Director of the 
Fund to-

"(1) encourage the Fund to make further 
progress toward environmentally sound policies 
and programs; 

"(2) incorporate environmental considerations 
into all Fund programs, including consultations 
under article IV of the Articles of Agreement of 
the Fund; 

"(3) encourage the Fund to support the efforts 
of nations to implement systems of natural re
source accounting in their national income ac
counts; 

"(4) encourage the Fund to assist and cooper
ate fully with the statistical research being un
dertaken by the Organization for Economic Co
operation and Development and by the United 
Nations in order to facilitate development and 
adoption of a generally applicable system for 
taking account of the depletion or degradation 
of natural resources in national income ac
counts; and 

"(5) encourage the Fund to consider and im
plement, as appropriate, revisions in its national 
income reporting systems consistent with such 
new systems as are of general applicability.". 

SEC. 1309. CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING DEFENSE 
EXPENDITURES. 

The Bretton Woods Agreements Act (22 U.S.C. 
286-286kk) is amended by adding after the sec
tions added by sections 1301, 1304, 1306, 1307, 
and 1308(b) of this Act the following: 
"SEC. 68. CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING DEFENSE EX· 

PENDITURES. 
"(a) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary of the 

Treasury shall instruct the United States Execu
tive Director of the Fund and the United States 
Executive Director of the Bank to urge the Fund 
and the Bank, respectively, to develop, and re
port to the member nations, criteria for deter
mining whether a nation seeking a loan from 
the Fund or the Bank, as the case may be, is en
gaged in arms and weapons expenditures that 
are-

"(1) appropriate to its national circumstances; 
or 

"(2) an impediment to sound management of 
its economy and achievement of sustained long
term growth. 

"(b) REPORTS TO THE CONGRESS.-Not later 
than 1 year after the date of the enactment of 
this section, the Secretary of the Treasury shall 
submit to the Congress a report containing-

"(1) the criteria developed pursuant to sub
section (a); and 

"(2) a discussion of how such criteria may be 
appropriately applied in United States decisions 
on loans by the Fund or the Bank.". 
SEC. 1310. HUMAN RIGHTS. 

Section 701(a) of the International Financial 
Institutions Act (22 U.S.C. 262d(a)) is amended 
by striking "and the African Development 
Bank" and inserting "the African Development 
Bank, and the International Monetary Fund". 
CHAPTER 2-INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVEWPMENT 
AND AFFIUATES 

Subchapter A-International Finance 
Corporation 

SEC. 1311. CAPITAL INCREASE. 
The International Finance Corporation Act 

(22 U.S.C. 282-282k) is amended by adding at the 
end the fallowing: 
"SEC. 14. CAPITAL STOCK INCREASE. 

"(a) SUBSCRIPTION AUTHORIZED.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-The United States Governor 

of the Corporation may-
"( A) vote for an increase of 1,000,000 shares in 

the authorized capital stock of the Corporation; 
and 

"(BJ subscribe on behalf of the United States 
to 250,000 additional shares of the capital stock 
of the Corporation. 

"(2) PRIOR APPROPRIATION REQUIRED.-The 
subscription authority provided in paragraph 
(1) shall be effective only to such extent or in 
such amounts as are provided in advance in ap
propriations Acts. 

"(b) LIMITATIONS ON AUTHORIZATION OF AP
PROPRIATIONS.-/n order to pay for the subscrip
tion authorized in subsection (a), there are au
thorized to be appropriated, without fiscal year 
limitation, $250,000,000 for payment by the Sec
retary of the Treasury.". 

Subchapter B--lnternational Bank for 
Recon•truction and Development 

SEC. 1321. EFFORTS TO ALLEVIATE POVERTY AND 
REDUCE BARRIERS TO ECONOMIC 
AND SOCIAL PROGRESS. 

(a) IN GENERAL.-The Bretton Woods Agree
ments Act (22 U.S.C. 286-286kk) is amended by 
adding after the sections added by sections 1301, 
1304, 1306, 1307, 1308(b), and 1309 of this Act the 
following: 
"SEC. 64. EFFORTS OF THE BANK TO ALLEVIATE 

POVERTY AND REDUCE BARRIERS 
TO ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 
PROGRESS. 

" (a) IN GENERAL.- The Secretary Of the 
Treasury shall instruct the United States Execu-

tive Director of the Bank to advocate, in replen
ishment negotiations and in discussion with the 
other directors of the Bank and with the Bank 
the fallowing: 

"(1) The Bank should enhance its abilities to 
alleviate poverty and reduce economic and so
cial barriers to sustainable economic growth, 
and to measure progress toward such goals. 

''(2) The Bank should adopt a process to as
sess periodically and systematically the degree 
to which each borrowing nation's policies, pro
grams, and institutions are consistent with the 
reduction of poverty. Such process should be re
viewed in connection with the process of devel
oping Policy Framework Papers with the bor
rowing country and the Fund, and, unless 
clearly inappropriate, at the time of the evalua
tion of long term lending projects. 

"(3) The Bank should provide recommenda
tions to governments on their policies and pro
grams related to the matters described in para
graph (2). 

"(4) The Bank should ensure that the volume 
and composition of assistance from the Bank 
supports and complements the efforts of the bor
rowing nation to alleviate poverty and reduce 
barriers to economic and social progress. 

"(5) The Bank should work to improve the use 
of its methodologies for such indicators as were 
set forth in the World Development Report 1990 
and other appropriate statistical data as a 
means of assessing the effectiveness of strategies 
for alleviating poverty and reducing barriers to 
economic and social progress. 

"(6) The Bank should cooperate with and pro
vide technical assistance and financial support, 
as necessary, to governments of borrowing na
tions to improve their statistical data so that 
progress toward the goals set forth in this sub
section can be better monitored. 

"(7) The Bank should improve the use of such 
indicators and methodologies to evaluate the ef
fectiveness of its country assistance policies and 
strategies related to these matters. 

"(b) PROGRESS REPORT.-Not later than 1 
year after the date of the enactment of this sec
tion, the Secretary of the Treasury shall report 
to the Committee on Banking, Finance and 
Urban Affairs of the House of Representatives 
and the appropriate committees of the Senate a 
description of the progress made in implement
ing subsection (a) of this section and section 
1613(c) of the International Financial Institu
tions Act.". 

(b) SENSE OF THE CONGRESS ON GIVING GREAT
ER PRIORITY TO CHILD SURVIVAL AND DEVELOP
MENT.-lt is the sense of the Congress that the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and De
velopment and the International Development 
Association each should-

(1) give greater programmatic and budgetary 
priority to the survival and development of chil
dren, including support of basic education ac
tivities; and 

(2) make a commitment to devoting 5 percent 
or more of the amount of the annual lending of 
the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development and of the International Develop
ment Association to primary health and 5 per
cent of such amount to basic education. 
SEC. 1322. DEBT AND DEBT SERVICE REDUCTION 

PROGRAMS. 
The Bretton Woods Agreements Act (22 U.S.C. 

286-286kk) is amended by adding after the sec
tions added by sections 1301, 1304, 1306, 1307, 
1308(b), 1309, and 1321(a) of this Act the follow
ing: 
"SEC. 65. DEBT AND DEBT SERVICE REDUCTION 

PROGRAMS OF THE BANK. 
" (a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that
" (1) in May 1989, the Bank approved the use 

of its resources to support debt and debt service 
reduction operations for highly indebted coun
tries; 
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''(2) at that time, it was estimated that ap

proximately $30,000,000,000 should be made 
available from official sources over a 3-year pe
riod, approximately $20,000,000,000 of which was 
expected to be furnished by the Fund and the 
Bank combined; 

"(3) the objectives of this program were to as
sist debtor nations to resolve problems of exces
sive debt, restore creditworthiness, and diminish 
the sYStemic threat to world financial institu
tions posed by developing country debt; 

"(4) as of February 1991, after 2 years of the 
program, approximately $5,700,000,000 had been 
committed by the Fund and the Bank for these 
purposes; 

"(5) according to findings of the Bank in Feb
ruary 1991, the program and strategy adopted in 
1989 has generally fulfilled these objectives. at 
that time 5 nations had concluded debt and debt 
service reduction agreements and a number of 
other developing nations were presently nego
tiating debt relief inside and outside of the 1989 
framework; 

"(6) the Bank's assessment emphasized the im
portance of the voluntary case-by-case arr 
proach taken by the program. the innovations 
required to satisfy the parties, and the remain
ing problems in concluding such agreements; 

"(7) these debt and debt service reduction pro
grams, which have been encouraged by the Con
gress and the Executive Branch, have made 
progress; and 

"(8) these debt and debt service reduction pro
grams are material to the development and 
growth of. and the reduction of economic and 
social barriers in, borrowing countries. 

"(b) URGE RENEWAL OF DEBT AND DEBT SERV
ICE REDUCTION PROGRAMS WITH MODIFICA
TIONS.-The Secretary of the Treasury shall in
struct the United States Executive Director of 
the Bank to use the voice and vote of the United 
States to urge-

"(I) the Bank to renew, for another 3-year pe
riod, the arrangements described in subsection 
(a)(I). subject to appropriate modifications; 

"(2) that reductions in commercial debt and 
debt service should be comparable to, and in 
concert with, reductions in official debt and 
debt service; and 

"(3) that the renewal of such arrangements, 
and such reductions in debt and debt service, 
should not result in an excessive shift in the 
proportion of debt or risk assumed by public sec
tor institutions.". 
SBC. 18J3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE BAL

TIC STATES AND THE SOVIEI' UNION. 
The Bretton Woods Agreements Act (22 U.S.C. 

286-286kk) is amended by adding after the sec
tions added by sections 1301, 1304, 1306, 1307, 
1308(b), 1309, 1321(a), and 1322 of this Act the 
following: 
"SEC. 66. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BY THE BANK 

FOR THE BALTIC STATES AND THE 
SOVIET UNION. 

"(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that
"(I) at the Houston Economic Summit in July 

1990, the heads of State and Government of the 
7 major industrial democracies and the Presi
dent of the Commission of the European Com
munities requested that the Fund, the Bank, the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and De
velopment, and the designated president of the 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Devel
opment, in close consultation with the Commis
sion of the European Communities, undertake a 
detailed study of the Soviet economy, make rec
ommendations for its reform, and establish the 
criteria under which Western economic assist
ance could effectively support such reforms; 

"(2) in the resulting report, the organizations 
concluded that timely technical assistance can 
play a major role in easing the transition to a 
market economy, and that such technical assist
ance could be particularly helpful in the fields 

of fiscal and monetary policies, foreign ex
change and banking, and the development of 
statistical and accounting sYStems; 

"(3) technical assistance provided by the 
Bank should be coordinated with the technical 
assistance provided by the private sectors of 
Western countries so that technical assistance 
provided by the Bank complements and en
hances technical assistance provided by the pri
vate sector, and other international donors; 

"(4) the provision of timely technical assist
ance can greatly facilitate trade with and direct 
investment in the Baltic states and the Soviet 
Union; and 

"(5) the provision of timely technical assist
ance by the Bank to the Baltic states and the 
Soviet Union can support democratic reforms, 
respect for human rights, and the rule of law. 

"(b) URGE ESTABLISHMENT OF TECHNICAL AS
SISTANCE PROGRAMS BY THE BANK TO THE BAL
TIC STATES AND THE SOVIET UNION.-The Sec
retary of the Treasury shall instruct the United 
States Executive Director of the Bank to use the 
voice and vote of the United States to urge-

"(1) the Bank to establish a program to pro
vide technical assistance to the Baltic states and 
the Soviet Union in support of democratic re
forms, human rights, the rule of law, and mar
ket-oriented reforms; and 

"(2) the Bank to endeavor to coordinate its 
technical assistance to the Baltic states and to 
the Soviet Union so that technical assistance 
provided by the Bank complements and en
hances technical assistance provided by the pri
vate sector, and other international donors. 

"(c) REPORT ON TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BY 
THE BANK.-Not later than May 1, 1992, the Sec
retary of the Treasury shall, using resources of 
the Bank, report to the Congress on technical 
assistance by the Bank for the Baltic states and 
the Soviet Union, and on the progress made by 
such states toward implementing democratic re
forms, respect for human rights, the rule of law, 
and market-oriented reforms. 

"(d) SOVIET UNION DEFINED.-As used in this 
section, the term 'Soviet Union' includes all suc
cessor states (other than the Baltic states) to the 
Soviet Union.". 

Subchapter C-Financial A .. iatance for 
Global Environmental Protection 

SEC. 1881. SHORT TITLE. 
This subtitle may be cited as the "Global En

vironmental Protection Assistance Act of 1991 ". 
SEC. 1882. FINDINGS. 

The Congress finds that-
(1) the Global Environmental Facility (which 

was established in November 1990) has as its 
goal the raising and expending of $1,500,000,000 
to address 4 worldwide environmental concerns, 
namely, reduction of global warming, preserva
tion of biological diversity, protection of inter
national waters, and prevention of further de
pletion of the planet's ozone layer; 

(2) more than 20 nations, 8 of which are in the 
developing world, have contributed a total of 
approximately $800,000,000 to the Global Envi
ronmental Facility for these purposes; 

(3) the United States should be a participant 
and a leader in accomplishing the worthwhile 
missions of the Global Environmental Facility; 

(4) the International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development has been given the responsibil
ity for administering the Global Environmental 
Facility Trust Fund, the United Nations Devel
opment Programme has been given the respon
sibility for the preparation of projects and the 
provision of technical assistance through its 113 
resident representative offices throughout the 
world, and the United Nations Environment 
Programme has been given the responsibility for 
providing scientific and technological guidance 
in the selection of projects; 

(5) the United States should make a direct 
contribution to financing the international ac-

tivities of the Global Environmental Facility 
with the understanding that-

( A) clear guidelines must be established for 
the selection of projects; 

(B) a balance must be struck among the objec
tives of the Facility; 

(CJ interested governmental and nongovern
mental parties must be accorded appropriate op
portunities for input into the processes of the 
Facility; 

(D) the funds of the Facility must be used 
with maximum leverage to attain the objectives 
of the Facility; 

(E) the Facility will consult with the Organi
zation for Economic Coordination and Develop
ment to obtain the benefit of efforts undertaken 
pursuant to part B of title VII of the Inter
national Development and Finance Act of 1989; 

( F) the Facility will fund innovative projects 
that would not have been funded in the absence 
of the Facility, and the results of successful in
novative measures will be introduced into main
stream lending activities of bilateral and multi
lateral donors, including the multilateral devel
opment banks; 

(G) the Facility governance process will pro
vide for contributor country oversight of indi
vidual projects in the work program, and spe
cific provisions will be established for the par
ticipation of nongovernmental organizations in 
all phases of the project cycle, including identi
fication, appraisal, implementation, and evalua
tion; and 

(H) the Scientific and Technical Advisory 
Panel will play a prominent role in programs of 
the Facility, developing guidelines for Facility 
activities in key areas and providing guidance 
on scientific and technical aspects of individual 
projects and on the composition of the Facility's 
port/ olio of projects; and 

(6) the extent to which progress is made to
ward realization of these understandings will be 
a major factor in future consideration of these 
matters. 
SEC. 1888. UNITED STATES CONTRIBUTION. 

(a) CONTRIBUTION AUTHORIZED.-The Sec
retary of the Treasury may contribute on behalf 
of the United States $50,000,000 to the Global 
Environmental Facility of the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development if the 
Secretary has certified to the Committee on For
eign Relations and the Committee on Appropria
tions of the Senate and to the Committee on 
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs and the 
Committee on Appropriations of the House of 
Representatives that the Global Environmental 
Facility has made significant progress toward 
implementing the understandings set forth in 
section 1332(5). 

(b) LIMITATIONS ON AUTHORIZATION OF AP
PROPRIATIONS.-For the contribution authorized 
by subsection (a), there are authorized to be ap
propriated to the Secretary of the Treasury 
$50,000,000 for fiscal year 1992, which shall re
main available until expended. 
SEC. 1884. REPORT ON INTERNATIONAL DEBT EX· 

CHANGES AND THE ENVIRONMENT. 

Title XVII of the International Financial In
stitutions Act (22 U.S.C. 262r-262r-2) is amended 
by adding at the end the following: 
"SEC. 1704. REPORT ON INTERNATIONAL DEBT 

EXCHANGES AND THE ENVIRON· 
MENT. 

"Not later than 6 months after the date of the 
enactment of this section, the Secretary of the 
Treasury shall report to the Committee on 
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs of the 
House of Representatives and the Committee on 
Foreign Relations of the Senate regarding the 
progress made by the multilateral development 
banks (within the meaning of title XVI) in 
achieving the objectives of sections 1614, 1615, 
and 1616.". 
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CHAPTER 8-ASIAN DEVEWPMENT BANK 

SBC. 1341. UNITED STATES SUBSCRIPTION ro 
SPECIAL CAPITAL INCRBASB. 

The Asian Development Bank Act (22 U.S.C. 
285-285z) is amended by adding at the end the 
following: 
"SBC. 30. CAPITAL INCREASE. 

"(a) SUBSCRIPTION AUTHORIZED.-
"(1) The United States Governor of the Bank 

is authorized to subscribe on behalf of the Unit
ed States to 35,230 additional shares of the cap
ital stock of the Bank. 

"(2) Any subscription by the United States to 
the capital stock of the Bank shall be effective 
only to such extent or in such amounts as are 
provided in advance in appropriation Acts. 

"(b) LIMITATIONS ON AUTHORIZATION OF AP
PROPRIATIONS.-/n order to pay for the increase 
in the United States subscription to the Bank 
provided for in subsection (a), there are author
ized to be appropriated, without fiscal year limi
tation, $424,997,105 for payment by the Secretary 
of the Treasury.". 

CHAPTER 4-AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT 
FUND 

SBC. 1361. UNITED STATES CONTRIBUTION. 
The African Development Fund Act (22 U.S.C. 

290g-290g-14) is amended by adding at the end 
the following: 
"SBC. 216. SIXTH REPLBNISHMENI'. 

"(a) CONTRIBUTION AUTHORIZED.-The United 
States Governor of the Fund is authorized to 
contribute $405,000,000 to the sixth replenish
ment of the resources of the Fund, except that 
such authority shall be effective only to such 
extent or in such amounts as are provided in ad
vance in appropriations Acts. 

"(b) LIMITATIONS ON AUTHORIZATION OF AP
PROPRIATIONS.-ln order to pay for the United 
States contribution provided for in this section, 
there are authorized to be appropriated, without 
fiscal year limitation, $405,000,000 for payment 
by the Secretary of the Treasury.". 

CHAPTER IS-EXPORT-IMPORT BANK 
SBC. 1S61. REPEAL OF INADVERTENTLY IN· 

SBRTBD MATERIAL. 
Paragraph (7) of section 101(b) of the Inter

national Development and Finance Act of 1989 
(Public Law 101-240), and the amendment made 
thereby, are hereby repealed, and the Export
/mport Bank Act of 1945 shall be applied and 
administered as if such paragraph had never 
been enacted. 
SBC. 13n. APPOINTMENT AND COMPENSATION 

OF BANK PERSONNEL. 
Section 3(c) of the Export-Import Bank Act of 

1945 (12 U.S.C. 635a(c)) is amended by adding at 
the end the fallowing: 

"(9) PERSONNEL.-
"( A) APPOINTMENT AND COMPENSATION.-The 

Board of Directors shall fix the compensation of, 
and appoint and direct, employees of the Bank 
other than the directors. The Board may set and 

·adjust rates of basic pay for such employees 
without regard to the provisions of chapter 51, 
or subchapter III of chapter 53, of title 5, United 
States Code. The Board of Directors may pro
vide additional compensation and benefits to 
employees of the Bank if the same type of com
pensation or benefits are then being provided by 
any Federal bank regulatory agency or, if not 
then being so provided, could be provided by 
such an agency under applicable provisions of 
law, rule, or regulation. In setting and adjust
ing the total amount of compensation and bene
fits for employees of the Bank, the Board of Di
rectors shall, in consultation with the Federal 
bank regulatory agencies, seek to maintain com
parability with the total amount of compensa
tion and benefits provided by such agencies to 
employees of such agencies, except that the 
Board shall not apply this sentence to reduce 

the total amount of compensation and benefits 
provided to any employee as of the date of the 
enactment of this paragraph. 

"(B) FUNDING.-The salaries, expenses, and 
benefits of the officers and employees of the 
Bank shall continue to be paid from earnings of 
the Bank and repayments of loans and from 
borrowings.". 
SBC. 136!. INCRBASB IN MEMBERSHIP OF ADVI· 

SORY COMMITTEE. 
Section 3(d)(l)(A) of the Export-Import Bank 

Act of 1945 (12 U.S.C. 635a(d)(l)(A)) is amended 
by striking "twelve" and inserting "15". 
SEC. 1364. WAIVER OF UMITATIONS ON FINANC

ING FOR EXPORTS ro THE SOVIET 
UNION. 

(a) IN GENERAL.-Section 7(b) of the Export
/mport Bank Act of 1945 (12 U.S.C. 635e(b)J is 
amended-

(1) by inserting "(1)" before "After the date"; 
and 

(2) by adding at the end the following: 
"(2) The President may waive any limitation 

of this subsection if the President determines 
that it is important to the national interest of 
the United States.". 

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Section 613 of 
the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2487) is amend
ed by adding at the end the following: "The 
President may waive any limitation of this sec
tion if the President determines that such action 
is in the national interest of the United 
States.". 
SEC. 1365. FINANCING OF HIGH TECHNOWGY EX

PORTS ro EMERGING DEMOC
RACIES. 

Section 2(b)(l) of the Export-Import Bank Act 
of 1945 (12 U.S.C. 635(b)(l)) is amended by add
ing at the end the following: 

"(H)(i) It is further the policy of the United 
States to foster the development of democratic 
institutions and market economies in countries 
seeking such development, and to assist the ex
port of high technology items to such countries. 

"(ii) In exercising its authority, the Bank 
shall develop a program for providing guaran
tees and insurance with respect to the export of 
high technology items primarily to SEED pro
gram countries (as defined in section 303(c) of 
the Support for Eastern European Democracy 
(SEED) Act of 1989). 

"(iii) As part of the ongoing marketing and 
outreach efforts of the Bank, the Bank shall, to 
the maximum extent practicable, inform high 
technology companies, particularly small busi
ness concerns (as defined in section 3 of the 
Small Business Act), about the programs of the 
Bank for United States companies interested in 
exporting high technology goods to any SEED 
program country (as defined in section 303(c) of 
the Support for Eastern European Democracy 
(SEED) Act of 1989). 

"(iv) In carrying out clause (iii), the Bank 
shall-

"(/) work with other agencies involved in ex
port promotion and finance; and 

"(II) invite State and local governments, trade 
centers, commercial banks, and other appro
priate public and private organizations to serve 
as intermediaries for the outreach efforts.". 
SEC. 1366. PROMOTION OF COMPETITIVE OPPOR

TUNITIES FOR UNITED STATES IN
SURANCE COMPANIES. 

Section 2(d) of the Export-Import Bank Act of 
1945 (12 U.S.C. 635(d)J is amended by striking 
paragraphs (2) and (3) and inserting the fallow
ing: 

"(2) In the case of any long-term loan or 
guarantee of at least $10,000,000, the Bank shall 
seek to ensure that United States insurance 
companies are accorded a fair and open com
petitive opportunity to provide insurance 
against risk of loss in connection with any 
transaction with respect to which such loan or 
guarantee is provided. 

"(3) In any case in which the Bank becomes 
aware that a fair and open competitive oppor
tunity is not available to any United States in
surance company in a country with respect to 
which the Bank is considering a loan or guar
antee, the Bank-

.'( A) may approve or deny the loan or guaran
tee after considering whether such a denial 
would be likely to achieve competitive access for 
United States insurance companies; and 

"(B) shall forward information regarding any 
country that denies United States insurance 
companies a fair and open competitive oppor
tunity to the Secretary of Commerce who shall 
determine whether to-

"(i) refer such trade barrier to the Trade Pol
icy Committee created pursuant to the Trade 
Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1872); or 

"(ii) bring the matter before the existing inter
agency coordinating mechanism for consider
ation of a recommendation to the President that 
access by such country to export credit of the 
United States be restricted. 

"(4) In any case in which the Bank approves 
a loan or guarantee notwithstanding informa
tion regarding denial of competitive opportuni
ties for United States insurance companies, the 
Bank shall include notice of such approval and 
the reason for such approval in the report on 
competition in officially supported export credit 
required by subsection (b)(l)(A). 

"(5) For purposes of this section: 
"(A) The term 'United States insurance com

pany'-
"(i) includes an individual, partnership, cor

poration, holding company, or other legal entity 
which is authorized (or in the case of a holding 
company, subsidiaries of which are authorized) 
by a State to engage in the business of issuing 
insurance contracts or reinsuring the risk un
derwritten by insurance companies; and 

"(ii) includes foreign operations, branches, 
agencies, subsidiaries, affiliates, or joint ven
tures of any entity described in clause (i). 

"(B) The term 'fair and open competitive op
portunity' means, with respect to the provision 
of insurance by a United States insurance com
pany, that the company-

"(i) has received notice of the opportunity to 
provide such insurance; and 

"(ii) has been evaluated for such opportunity 
on a nondiscriminatory basis.". 
SEC. 1361. REPORT ON DEMAND FOR TRADE FI

NANCE FOR THE BALTIC STATES, 
AND FOR THB SOVIET UNION AND 
ITS SUCCESSOR STATES. 

Not later than May 1, 1992, the Export-Import 
Bank of the United States shall transmit to the 
Congress a report analyzing the demand for 
loans, guarantees, and insurance for trade be
tween the United States and the Baltic states, 
and between the United States and the Soviet 
Union, and shall make recommendations for the 
promotion of trade between the United States 
and such countries. As used in this section, the 
term "Soviet Union" includes all successor 
states (other than the Baltic states) to the Soviet 
Union. 
SEC. 1368. SENSE OF THB CONGRESS THAT THB 

PRESIDENT SHOULD GRANT WAIV
ERS FOR ES7YJ~ LA7VIA, AND 
UTHUANIA. 

It is the sense of the Congress that the Presi
dent should make the determination that Esto
nia, Latvia, and Lithuania each have ceased to 
be a Marxist-Leninist country for purposes of 
section 2(b)(2) of the Export-Import Bank Act of 
1945. 
SEC. 1369. EFFECTIVE DATE. 

The amendments and repeals made by this 
title shall take effect on October 1, 1991. 
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CHAPTER 6-MULTILATERAL 

DEVELOPMENT BANKS 
Subchapter A-Energy Efficiency 

SEC. 1371. SHORT TITLE. 
This subchapter may be cited as the "Inter

national Energy Efficiency Financing Act of 
1991". 
SEC. 131J. ADVANCING THE BENEFITS OF ENERGY 

EFFICIENCY THROUGH MULTILAT· 
. ERAL DEVEWPMENT BANKS. 

(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-
(1) between one-sixth and one-fifth of the 

total loans of the multilateral development 
banks have been for energy supply; 

(2) since 1980, less than 1 percent of energy-re
lated spending has been for end-use energy effi
ciency improvements; 

(3) per capita energy use in developing coun
tries is at 5 to 10 percent of the level of per cap
ita energy use in countries of the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(4) from 1973 to 1988, energy use in developing 
countries has increased rapidly, from 14 to 23 
percent of world energy consumption; 

(5) energy consumption in developing coun
tries over the past 30 years has quadrupled, and 
if present population and energy use trends con
tinue, in approximately 20 years developing 
countries could be consuming as much energy as 
industrialized countries; 

(6) the capital required to finance the growth 
in energy supply at current levels of energy effi
ciency has been estimated at $1,000,000,000,000 
over the next decade by the International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development, increasing 
to between $145,000,000,000 to $200,000,000,000 
per year during the first quarter of the next cen
tury, making the range of capital expenditures 
for energy purposes in developing countries ap
proximately $4,300,000,000,000 for the next 35 
years; 

(7) careful studies by agencies of the inter
national financial institutions, agencies of the 
United States, and private nonprofit organiza
tions estimate that 20 to 25 percent of energy 
costs could be avoided over the near term by 
using commercially available technologies, and 
that perhaps 30 to 60 percent of such costs could 
be avoided over the long term as capital invest
ments are made in generation and transmission 
equipment, new buildings, appliances, and in
dustrial processes; 

(8) every possible effort should be made to re
alize as much of these potential capital savings 
as possible in the interest of optimizing the de
ployment by developing nations of their develop
ment funds, conserving the capital of inter
national financial institutions and their donor 
nations, restraining environmental degradation, 
improving the debt situation of energy import
ers, and constraining the demand for energy im
ports for national security purposes; and 

(9) the United States should take the lead in 
advocating programs at the multinational finan
cial institutions that have the best prospects of 
maximizing potential savings from energy ef fi
ciency over the near- and long-term periods. 

(b) ADVANCING THE BENEFITS OF ENERGY EFFI
CIENCY THROUGH MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT 
BANKS.-Title XIII of the International Finan
cial Institutions Act (22 U.S.C. 262m-262m-7) is 
amended by adding at the end the following: 
"SBC. 1308. ADVANCING THE BENEFI'IS OF EN

ERGY EFFICIENCY THROUGH MULTI· 
LATERAL DEVELOPMENT BANKS. 

"(a) DEMONSTRATION OF BENEFITS OF ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY.-The Secretary of the Treasury 
shall instruct the United States Executive Direc
tor of each multilateral development bank to use 
the voice and vote of the United States to take 
the lead in demonstrating to the respective bank 
and potential borrowers programs for measuring 
the efficacy of the application of systems energy 
efficiency planning and techniques, in energy 

supply matters and in such areas as aff or dab le 
shelter, the built environment and urban devel
opment generally, transportation of persons and 
freight and related land use, and agricultural 
and industrial processes. 

"(b) INCENTIVES FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY PRO
GRAMS.-The Secretary of the Treasury shall in
struct the United States Executive Director of 
each multilateral development bank to use the 
voice and vote of the United States to take a 
leadership position in devising a system of in
centives, for adoption by the respective bank, 
that would promote the application of cost eff ec
tive energy efficiency programs. 

"(c) AVAILABILITY OF AsSESSMENTS BEFORE 
VOTE ON ACTION SIGNIFICANTLY AFFECTING EN
ERGY EFFICIENCY.-

"(1) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary of the Treas
ury shall instruct the United States Executive 
Director of each multilateral development bank 
to use the voice and vote of the United States to 
advocate that, beginning 2 years after the date 
of the enactment of this section, the respective 
bank establish procedures to ensure that, at the 
time of any vote in favor of any action proposed 
to be taken by the respective bank which would 
have a significant effect on energy efficiency-

"( A) assessments analyzing the impacts on en
ergy efficiency of the proposed action and of al
ternatives to the proposed action have been com
pleted by the borrowing country and the institu
tion, and have been made available to the board 
of directors of the institution for at least 120 
days be/ ore the date of the vote; and 

"(B) except as provided in paragraph (2), 
such assessments or a comprehensive summary 
of such assessments have been made available to 
the multilateral development bank, affected 
groups, and nongovernmental organizations. 

"(2) EXCEPTIONS AND REPORTS.-
"( A) EXCEPTIONS.-The requirement of para

graph (l)(B) shall not apply where the Sec
retary finds compelling reasons to believe that 
disclosure in any case described in paragraph 
(1) would jeopardize the confidential relation
ship between the borrower country and the re
spective bank. 

"(B) REPORTS BY SECRETARY.-The Secretary 
shall submit an annual report in writing to the 
Committees specified in subsection (h)(l) of the 
findings described in subparagraph (A). 

"(d) ACCESS TO ASSESSMENTS IN ALL MEMBER 
COUNTRIES.-The Secretary Of the Treasury 
shall seek the adoption of policies and proce
dures, through discussions and negotiations 
with the other member countries of the multilat
eral development banks and with the manage
ment of such banks, which result in access by 
governmental agencies and interested members 
of the public of such member countries to energy 
efficiency assessments by the borrowing country 
and the lending institution or documentary in
formation containing comprehensive summaries 
of such assessments which discuss the impact on 
energy efficiency of prospective projects and 
programs being considered by such banks. Such 
assessments or summaries should be made avail
able to such governmental agencies and inter
ested members of the public at least 120 days be
fore scheduled board action, and public partici
pation in review of the relevant energy effi
ciency information should be encouraged. 

"(e) CONSIDERATION OF AsSESSMENTS.-The 
Secretary of the Treasury shall-

"(1) ensure that an energy efficiency impact 
assessment prepared by the borrowing nation or 
a comprehensive summary of such assessment as 
described in subsection (c), and a reviewing as
sessment by the lending institution, accom
panies loan proposals through the agency re
view process; and 

"(2) take into consideration recommendations 
from all other interested Federal agencies and 
interested members of the public. 

"(/) DEVELOPMENT OF PROCEDURES FOR SYS
TEMATIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY AssESSMENTS.
The Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation 
with other appropriate Federal agencies, shall-

"(1) instruct the United States Executive Di
rector of each multilateral development bank to 
initiate discussions with the other executive di
rectors of the respective bank and to propose 
that the respective bank develop and make 
available to member governments of, and bor
rowers from, the respective bank, within 12 
months after the date of the enactment of this 
section, a procedure for the systematic assess
ment of the energy efficiency aspects of develop
ment projects and other activities for which the 
respective bank provides financial or technical 
assistance, taking into consideration general 
professional standards for assessing energy effi
ciency matters, and bilateral or multilateral as
sessment procedures; and 

"(2) in determining the position of the United 
States on any action proposed to be taken by a 
multilateral development bank, develop and pre
scribe procedures for the consideration of, 
among other things-

"( A) the energy efficiency impact assessments 
of the action described in subsection (c); 

"(B) interagency and public review of such 
assessments; and 

"(C) other energy efficiency review and con
sultation of such actions that is required by 
other law. 

"(g) USE OF UNITED STATES PERSONNEL.-The 
Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with 
other appropriate Federal agencies, shall-

"(1) make available to the multilateral devel
opment banks, without charge, appropriate 
United States Government personnel to assist 
in-

"( A) training staff of the bank and appro
priate personnel of borrowing countries in en
ergy efficiency impact assessment procedures; 

"(B) providing advice on energy efficiency is
sues; 

"(C) preparing energy efficiency studies for 
projects with potentially significant energy effi
ciency impacts; and 

"(D) preparing documents for public release, 
and developing procedures to provide for the in
clusion of interested nongovernmental organiza
tion in the energy efficiency review process; and 

"(2) encourage other member countries to such 
banks to provide similar assistance. 

"(h) REPORTS.-
"(1) IN GENERAL.-The Secretary of the Treas

ury shall submit to the Committee on Banking, 
Finance and Urban Affairs of the House of Rep
resentatives-

"( A) not later than the end of the 2-year pe
riod beginning on the date of the enactment of 
this section, a progress report on the efficacy of 
efforts by the United States to encourage con
sistent and timely energy efficiency impact as
sessment of actions proposed to be taken by the 
multilateral development banks and on the 
progress made by the multilateral development 
banks in developing and instituting energy effi
ciency assessment policies and procedures; and 

"(B) not later than the end of the 3-year pe
riod beginning on the date of the enactment of 
this section, a detailed report on the matters de
scribed in subparagraph (A). 

"(2) AVAILABILITY OF REPORTS.-The reports 
required by paragraph (1) shall be made avail
able to the member governments of, and the bor
rowers from, the multilateral development 
banks, and to the public. 

"(i) MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT BANK DE
FINED.-As used in this section, the term 'multi
lateral development bank' has the meaning 
given such term in section 1701(c)(4). 

"(j) SCOPE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY.-For pur
poses of the assessments referred to in this sec
tion, energy efficiency shall b~ measured by the 
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general principle of increased output per unit of 
input, and such assessments shall consider such 
concepts and techniques as systems energy effi
ciency, energy conservation, reduction of energy 
waste, end use energy efficiency, integrated re
source planning, least cost planning, and alter
native and renewable sources of energy.". 
Su'bchapter .8-.Alleviation of Poverty, Reduc-

tion of Barriers to Economic and Social 
Progreas, and Other Proviaiona 

SEC. 1381. EFFORTS TO ALLEVIATE POVERTY AND 
REDUCE BARRIERS TO ECONOMIC 
AND SOCIAL PROGRESS. 

Section 1613 of the International Financial 
Institutions Act (22 U.S.C. 262p-4h) is amended 
by adding at the end the following: 

"(c) EFFORTS OF REGIONAL MULTILATERAL 
DEVELOPMENT BANKS TO ALLEVIATE POVERTY 
AND REDUCE BARRIERS TO ECONOMIC AND SO
CIAL PROGRESS.-The Secretary of the Treasury 
shall instruct the United States Executive Direc
tor of each regional multilateral development 
bank to advocate in discussion with the other 
directors of the respective bank and with the re
spective bank that the respective bank should, 
in pursuing the objectives described in section 
64(a) of the Bretton Woods Agreements Act, es
tablish an organizational unit to aid the man
agement of the respective bank in developing 
and monitoring policies and strategies for the 
sustained reduction of poverty and for the re
duction of legal, regulatory, and policy barriers 
to economic and social progress and equity, in
cluding land reform, tax policy, and access to 
credit and social services, especially for 
women.". 
SEC. 13~. UNITED STATES POUCY REGARDING 

DEBT RESTRUCTURING. 
Title XV of the International Financial Insti

tutions Act (22 U.S.C. 2620) is amended by add
ing at the end the following: 
"SEC. lMJ~. UNITED STATES POUCY REGARDING 

DEBT RESTRUCTURING. 
"The Secretary of the Treasury shall instruct 

the United States Executive Director of each 
multilateral development bank that, notwith
standing the need of the respective bank to as
sess country creditworthiness in extending 
loans, it is against the policy of the United 
States for the respective bank to impose, as a 
condition of approving a loan or releasing funds 
under any loan that has been approved by the 
bank, that the borrowing country reach an 
agreement on debt reduction with its commercial 
bank creditors.". 
SEC. 1888. PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN DEVEL

OPMENT ACTIVITIES. 
Title XIX of the International Financial In

stitutions Act (22 U.S.C. 262t) is amended by 
adding at the end the following: 
"SEC. 190%. PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN DEVEL

OPMENT ACTIVITIES. 
"The Secretary of the Treasury shall instruct 

the United States Executive Director of each 
international financial institution to use the 
voice and the vote of the United States-

"(1) to continue to advance policies that pro
vide for the participation of women in economic, 
social, and policy development activities; and 

"(3) to encourage borrowing countries to fully 
involve women in the identification, planning, 
implementation, and evaluation of mainstream 
development activities financed by the respective 
institution.". 
SEC. 1884. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AND 

COMPARABLE PAY. 
Title XIX of the International Financial In

stitutions Act (22 U.S.C. 262t) is amended by 
adding after the section added by section 1383 of 
this Act the following: 
"SEC. 1908. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AND 

COMPARABLE PAY. 
"The Secretary of the Treasury shall instruct 

the United States Executive Director of each 

international financial institution to use the 
voice and the vote of the United States-

"(1) to urge the respective institution to reflect 
the diversity of the population in its hiring 
practices; 

"(2) to encourage the respective institution to 
be attentive to, and to strengthen and expand, 
its policies on employment opportunities in re
cruiting, hiring, promoting, and compensating 
minorities and women; and 

"(3) to encourage the respective institution to 
adopt compensation policies and programs to 
ensure that in the institution comparable pay is 
provided for people in comparable jobs.". 
SEC. 1385. DIRECTIVE RELATING TO MULTILAT

ERAL AID TO THE HORN OF AFRICA. 
Title XV of the International Financial Insti

tutions Act (22 U.S.C. 2620) is amended by add
ing after the section added by section 1382 of 
this Act the following: 
"SEC. 1503. DIRECTIVE RELATING TO MULTILAT

ERAL AID TO THE HORN OF AFRICA. 
"(a) INSTRUCTIONS TO UNITED STATES EXECU

TIVE DIRECTORS.-The Secretary Of the Treasury 
shall instruct the United States Executive Direc
tor of each multilateral development bank to use 
the voice and vote of the United States to oppose 
any loan, except to meet basic human needs, of 
the respective institution to Ethiopia, Somalia, 
or Sudan, until the President makes the certifi
cation described in subsection (b) for the coun
try. 

"(b) CERTIFICATION.-The certification re
ferred to in subsection (a) for a country is a cer
tification by the President to the Committee on 
Foreign Relations of the Senate, and the Com
mittee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs 
and the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the 
House of Representatives, that the government 
of the country-

"(1) has begun to implement peace agree
ments, national reconciliation agreements, or 
both; 

"(2) has demonstrated a commitment to 
human rights (within the meaning of sections 
283 and 691(a)(2) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
of 1961); 

"(3) has manifested a commitment to democ
racy, has held or scheduled free and fair elec
tions, and has agreed to implement the results of 
those elections: and 

"(4) has agreed to distribute developmental 
assistance on the basis of need without regard 
to political affiliation, geographic location, or 
the ethnic, tribal, or religious identity of the re
cipient. 

"(c) DEFINITJON.-For purposes of this sec
tion, the term 'multilateral development bank' 
includes the International Bank for Reconstruc
tion and Development, the International Devel
opment Association, the African Development 
Bank, and the African Development Fund.". 
SEC. 1386. ENCOURAGEMENT OF FAIR LABOR 

PRACTICES. 
Title XIX of the International Financial In

stitutions Act (22 U.S.C. 262t) is amended by 
adding after the sections added by sections 1383 
and 1384 of this Act the following: 
"SEC. 1904. ENCOURAGEMENT OF FAIR LABOR 

PRACTICES. 
"The Secretary of the Treasury shall instruct 

the United States Executive Director of each 
international financial institution-

"(1) to use the voice and vote of the United 
States to urge such institution to encourage bor
rowing countries, as an instrument of economic 
development, to engage in fair labor practices 
consistent with internationally recognized work
er rights, within the context of their own level 
of economic development; and 

"(2) to report to the Secretary of the Treasury, 
on a regular basis, on actions taken by such in
stitution to promote the goal of fair labor prac
tices referred to in paragraph (1). ". 

Su'bchapter C-Financial Integrity 
SEC. 1391. ESTABUSHMENT OF PROCEDURES FOR 

INTERNAL AUDITS AND INVESTIGA
TIONS. 

Title XV of the International Financial Insti
tutions Act (22 U.S.C. 2620) is amended by add
ing after the sections added by sections 1382 and 
1385 of this Act the following: 
"SEC. 1MJ4. BSTABUSHMBNT OF PROCEDURES 

FOR INTERNAL AUDITS AND INVES
TIGATIONS. 

"(a) PROPOSE ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICE OF 
INSPECTOR GENERAL IN EACH MULTILATERAL FI
NANCIAL INSTITUTJON.-The Secretary of the 
Treasury shall instruct the United States Execu
tive Director of each international financial in
stitution (as defined in section 1701(c)(2)) to use 
the voice and vote of the United States to ensure 
that within their respective institutions an of
fice of Inspector General or the equivalent 
thereof is established that undertakes the activi
ties described in subsection (b). 

"(b) ACTIVITIES.-The purposes of such office 
must be-

"(1) to conduct and supervise audits and in
vestigations relating to the programs and oper
ations of the institution; 

"(2) to provide recommendations for economy, 
efficiency, and effectiveness in the administra
tion of such programs and operations; 

"(3) to prevent and detect fraud and abuse in 
such programs and operations; and 

"(4) to provide a means for keeping the chief 
executive officer and the board of directors of 
the institution fully and currently informed 
about problems and deficiencies relating to the 
administration of such programs and operations 
and the necessity for and progress of corrective 
action. 

"(c) SUPERVISION AND OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE 
PROVISIONS.-

"(1) APPOINTMENT OF HEAD OF OFFICE.-The 
chief executive officer of the institution should 
appoint the head of such office, without regard 
to political affiliation and solely on the basis of 
integrity and demonstrated ability in account
ing, auditing, financial analysis, law, manage
ment analysis, public administration, or inves
tigations. 

"(2) INDEPENDENCE OF HEAD OF OFFICE.-The 
head of such office should report to and be 
under the general supervision of the chief exec
utive officer of the institution, or to the extent 
such authority is delegated, the officer next in 
rank below the chief executive officer, but must 
not report to, and be subject to the supervision 
of, any other officer of the institution. The head 
of such office should not be prevented or prohib
ited from initiating, carrying out, or completing 
any audit or investigation. 

"(3) REMOVAL OF HEAD OF OFFICE.-The head 
of such office should be removable from such po
sition only by the chief executive officer of the 
institution who must communicate the reasons 
for any such removal to the board of directors of 
the institution. 

"(d) DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE 
HEAD OF SUCH OFFICE.-The head of such office 
should have duties substantially equivalent to 
the following: 

"(1) To provide policy direction for the audit 
and investigative functions of the office, and 
conduct, supervise, and coordinate audits and 
investigations relating to the programs and op
erations of the institution. 

"(2) To recommend policies for, and to con
duct, supervise, and coordinate relationships be
tween the institution and other international fi
nancial institutions with respect to audit and 
investigative functions. 
The head of such office should conduct, super
vise, and coordinate audits relating to the pro
grams and operations of the institution in ac
cordance with appropriate accounting and au
diting principles. 
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"(e) TERM OF OFFICE OF HEAD OF SUCH OF

FICE.-The head of such office should be ap
pointed for a term that is of sufficient duration 
to ensure the independence of such official. 

"(/) PROVISION OF RESOURCES.-Such office 
should be provided with sufficient resources re
lating to staff to enable the office to carry out 
its duties. 

"(g) REPORTS.-The head of such office 
should prepare detailed annual reports summa
rizing the activities of such office during the im
mediately preceding 12-month period, and 
should submit such reports simultaneously to-

"(1) the officer of the institution with general 
supervisory authority over the head of such of
fice; and 

"(2) the Chairman of the Board of Directors of 
the institution, or a committee of the board duly 
constituted for such purpose.". 

CHAPTER 7-CONSOUDATION OF 
REPORTS 

SBC. 1399. CONSOUDATION OF CERTAIN RE· 
PORTS. 

Section 1701(b) of the International Financial 
Institutions Act (22 U.S.C. 262r(b)) is amended

(1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph 
(10); 

(2) by striking the period at the end of para
graph (11) and inserting ";and"; and 

(3) by adding at the end the following: 
"(12) a compilation of the text or summary of, 

or references to, any other reports required by 
the Bretton Woods Agreements Act or this Act.". 

TITLE XIV-MISCEILANEOUS 
SBC. 1401. FOOD AS A HUMAN RIGHT. 

(a) THE RIGHT TO FOOD AND UNITED STATES 
FOREIGN POLICY.-

(1) IN GENERAL.-The United States shall, in 
accordance with its international obligations 
and in keeping with the longstanding humani
tarian tradition of the United States, promote 
increased respect internationally for the rights 
to food and to medical care, including the pro
tection of these rights with respect to civilians 
and noncombatants during times of armed con
flict (such as through ensuring safe passage of 
relief supplies and access to impartial humani
tarian relief organizations providing relief as
sistance). 

(2) RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ASSISTANT SEC
RETARY OF STATE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND HU
MANITARIAN AFFAIRS.-The responsibilities of 
the Assistant Secretary of State for Human 
Rights and Humanitarian Affairs shall include 
promoting increased respect internationally for 
the rights to food and to medical care in accord
ance with paragraph (1). 

(b) UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE 
RIGHT TO FOOD.-lt is the sense of the Congress 
that a major effort should be made to strengthen 
the rights to food in international law to assure 
the access of all persons to adequate food sup
plies. Toward that end, the Secretary of State, 
through the United States Representative to the 
United Nations, should propose to the United 
Nations General Assembly that a Declaration 
and a Convention concerning the right to food 
be adopted and submitted to the countries of the 
world for ratification. 
SBC. 140%. ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY AND FOR· 

BIGNPOUCY. 
(a) SHORT TITLE.-This section may be cited 

as the "United States Environmental Security 
and Foreign Policy Act of 1991 ". 

(b) FINDINGS.-The Congress makes the fol
lowing findings: 

(1) Environmental protection must play a piv
otal role in United States foreign policy, espe
cially in light of rapidly increased understand
ing of the pervasive nature of global environ
mental problems. 

(2) Transnational environmental threats to 
the economic and social well-being of individ-

uals, nations, and the global community and 
the means to adequately address such problems 
are likely to pose an increasing challenge in the 
formulation of United States foreign policy, and 
international diplomacy on environmental is
sues must constitute a high priority in the con
duct of United States foreign policy. 

(3) If sustainable economic development is to 
be achieved, protection of the environment, es
pecially through prevention of environmental 
degradation, must be a major goal of United 
States foreign policy. 

(C) CONGRESSIONAL DECLARATION OF ENVIRON
MENTAL SECURITY AND FOREIGN POLICY.-/n 
order to encourage the establishment of global 
environmental security, the Congress declares 
the fallowing to be the policy of the United 
States: 

(1) Current and potential threats to the global 
environment shall be assessed, and appropriate 
measures shall be taken to obtain international 
cooperation on environmental protection. 

(2) United States foreign policy to achieve 
global environmental security shall be based on 
the fallowing fundamental principles: 

(A) Protection of human life from the adverse 
effects of environmental degradation. 

(B) Protection of the atmosphere from deg
radation or adverse changes arising from human 
activity. 

(C) Protection of biological diversity. 
(D) Protection of the world's forest cover. 
(E) Protection of the oceans from human in

duced pollution and from misuse of living ma
rine resources. 

( F) Broad-based environmentally sustainable 
development as a basic objective of United 
States foreign assistance. 

(G) Integration of economic and environ
mental decisionmaking processes. 

(3) In recognition of the environmental factors 
that affect relations among countries, the Presi
dent, in consultation with appropriate govern
ment agencies, shall-

( A) identify and evaluate elements of environ
mental programs of the United States Govern
ment with significant international implications 
or applications; 

(B) identify and evaluate international envi
ronmental developments with significant impli
cations for or applications in the United States; 
and 

(C) initiate and participate in international 
environmental activities directed to the identi
fication and resolution of international environ
mental problems and issues. 

( 4) In order to implement the policies set for th 
in this section, the Secretary of State shall have 
primary responsibility, subject to and in accord
ance with other applicable provision of law, to 
coordinate and oversee all major environmental 
agreements and activities between the United 
States and foreign countries, international orga
nizations, and commissions of which the United 
States and one or more foreign countries are 
members. 

(d) REPORT TO CONGRESS.-On May l, 1992, 
and biennially thereafter, the Secretary of State 
shall submit a report to the Congress containing 
information and recommendations with respect 
to the following: 

(1) Major multilateral environmental initia
tives and negotiations concluded or in process, 
including identification of key issues and Unit
ed States positions. 

(2) Bilateral agreements on the environment 
in effect, by issue. 

(3) United States participation in and support 
of environment programs in international orga
nizations and multilateral development banks, 
including policies on environment protection en
couraged by the United States and actions 
taken with regard to the policies by such insti
tutions. 

( 4) International cooperation activities with 
respect to research and monitoring of environ
mental and natural resource conditions, includ
ing identification of United States funding lev
els and in-kind participation. 

(5) Environmental policies and activities of 
the United States in providing foreign assist
ance. 
SBC. 1403. REFORMING THB UNlTBD NATIONS RE

SPONSE TO INTBBNATIONAL DISAS
TERS. 

It is the sense of the Congress that a major ef
fort should be made to reform and restructure 
the United Nations mechanism for responding to 
international disasters and other humanitarian 
emergencies. Toward that end, the Secretary of 
State, through the United States Representative 
to the United Nations, shall evaluate the role of 
the United Nations Disaster Relief Organization 
(UNDRO) and shall develop a proposal for 
strengthening the United Nations response to 
such emergencies. In formulating such proposal, 
the Secretary of State and the United States 
Representative to the United Nations shall give 
strong consideration to proposals that have been 
made for strengthening the United Nations re
sponsiveness to disasters, including the follow
ing: 

(1) The appointment by the Secretary General 
of a senior representative to be responsible for 
humanitarian affairs (including disaster re
sponse), whose office would be vested with suffi
cient authority, support, and resources to de
velop new procedures and coordination mecha
nisms to become the United Nations lead agency 
in international disaster relief matters. 

(2) Creation of a standing interagency group, 
consisting of all United Nations agencies in
volved in disaster assistance, with a secretariat 
based in the office referred to in paragraph (1). 
SBC. 1404. NUCLEAR NONPROUFBRATION RE-

GIMES IN SOUTH ASIA AND OTHER 
REGIONS. 

(a) POLICY.-lt is the sense of the Congress 
that-

(1) the problems of halting international com
merce in nuclear-weapons-related technology, of 
prohibiting the development, acquisition, or use 
of nuclear weapons, and of responding to the ef
fects of nuclear war are global in nature; 

(2) progress toward resolving these problems 
requires the agreement of all countries to under
take binding, universal, and nondiscriminatory 
commitments to global principles represented by 
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons and the safeguards system imple
mented pursuant to that Treaty by the Inter
national Atomic Energy Agency; 

(3) the design, negotiation, and development 
of regional nuclear nonproliferation regimes in 
South America, the Middle East, South Asia, 
East Asia, and in other regions can serve the 
global interest by rein/ orcing the universal 
standards and principles of the Treaty on the 
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and the 
safeguards verification system of that Treaty, as 
implemented by the International Atomic En
ergy Agency; 

( 4) agreements among countries promising not 
to attack one another's nuclear facilities are 
useful measures that can contribute to the cre
ation of nuclear nonproliferation regimes; 

(5) timely information about the progress of 
these nonproliferation regimes toward achieve
ment of these global nonproliferation objectives 
is essential to the Congress in the deliberation, 
formulation, and oversight of United States nu
clear nonproliferation policy; and 

(6) the President should pursue a regional ne
gotiated solution to the issue of nuclear non
proliferation in the countries of South Asia, in
cluding at least the countries of the People's Re
public of China, India, and Pakistan, and the 
President should seek an accord to be signed by 
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all nuclear weapon states in the Asian region 
which would prohibit nuclear attacks or the 
threat to use nuclear weapons by nuclear weap
on states on countries in South Asia. 

(b) REPORT.-The President shall submit to 
the Congress in January of 1992, and in January 
of each year thereafter, a report describing the 
progress made and obstacles encountered in es
tablishing regional nuclear nonproliferation re
gimes in South America, the Middle East, South 
Asia, East Asia, and other regions. Each such 
report shall include a description of-

(1) any new regional agreements, treaties, or 
institutions that are created to advance global 
nuclear nonproliferation objectives; 

(2) any new regional verification procedures 
and sanctions mechanisms to ensure progress to
ward achieving global nuclear nonproliferation 
objectives; 

(3) any new proposals from countries in these 
regions to foster the development of regional re
gimes that promote global nuclear nonprolifera
tion objectives; and 

(4) a classified evaluation of any evidence 
that any country has engaged in the previous 
year in activities described in subparagraphs (A) 
through (D) of section 601(a)(3) of the Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 or any other nu
clear-weapon-related activity described in sec
tion 669 or 670 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961, together with an unclassified summary of 
this evidence. 

And the Senate agree to the same. 
From the Comm! ttee on Foreign Affairs, for 
consideration of the House bill, and the Sen
ate amendment (except title IX), and modi
fications committed to conference: 

DANTE B. F ASCELL, 
LEE H. HAMILTON, 
Gus YATRON, 
STEPHEN J. SoLARZ, 
SAM GEJDENSON, 
MERVYN M. DYMALLY, 
ROBERT G. TORRICELLI, 
BEN GILMAN, 

As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Foreign Affairs, for consideration of title 
IX of the Senate amendment, and modifica
tions committed to conference: 

SAM GEJDENSON, 
As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Agriculture, for consideration of section 
502 of the House bill, and section 516 of the 
Senate amendment, and modifications com
mitted to conference: 

E DE LA GARZA, 
CHARLIE ROSE, 
DAN GLICKMAN, 
PAT ROBERTS, 
SID MORRISON, 

As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, for 
consideration of sections 401, 403, 644(g), 
844(b), and 846(b) of the House bill, and sec
tions 515-16, 520(B), 606, 721-23, 731, 741-42, 
771- 74, and titles IX and XVID of the Senate 
amendment, and modifications committed to 
conference: 

MARY RoSE 0AKAR, 
STEVE NEAL, 
JOHN J. LAFALCE, 
ESTEBAN EDWARD TORRES, 

Signature only for those provisions under 
the jurisdiction of the Banking Committee. 

JIM LEACH, 
As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Energy and Commerce, for consideration 
of sections 848(b) and 1104 of the House bill, 
and title XVI of the Senate amendment, and 
modifications committed to conference: 

JOHN D. DINGELL, 

AL SWIF'T, 
DENNIS E. ECKART, 
NORMAN F. LENT, 
DON RITTER, 

As additional conferees from the Committee 
on the Judiciary, for consideration of that 
portion of section 621 which adds a section 
7202(f) to the Foreign Assistance Act and sec
tion 642(b) of the House bill, and modifica
tions committed to conference: 

JACK BROOKS, 
ROMANO L. MAZZOLI, 
MIKE KOPETSKI, 
BILL MCCOLLUM, 
LAMAR SMITH, 

As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, for con
sideration of that portion of section 101 
which adds a section 1303 to the Foreign As
sistance Act of 1961, and that portion of sec
tion 621 which adds a section 7403 to the For
eign Assistance Act of the House bill, and 
sections 305 and 680A of the Senate amend
ment, and modifications committed to con
ference: 

WALTER B. JONES, 
GERRY E. STUDDS, 
BILLY TAUZIN, 
BOB DAVIS, 
NORMAN F. LENT, 

As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Public Works and Transportation, for 
consideration of sections 848(b) of the House 
bill, and title XVI of the Senate amendment, 
and modifications committed to conference: 

ROBERT A. RoE, 
HENRY J. NOWAK, 
JAMES A. HAYES, 
JOHN PAUL 

HAMMERSCHMIDT, 
THOMAS E. PETRI, 

As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Ways and Means, for consideration of sec
tions 642(c), 901, and 1071 of the House bill, 
and sections 514-16, 607A and 690 of the Sen
ate amendment, and modifications commit
ted to conference: 

DAN RoSTENKOWSKI, 
SAM GIBBONS, 
ED JENKINS, 
BILL ARCHER, 
PHIL CRANE, 

Managers on the Part of the House. 
CLAIBORNE PELL, 
PAUL SARBANES, 
JOE BIDEN, 
ALAN CRANSTON, 
CHRISTOPHER J. DODD, 
HARRIS WOFFORD, 
NANCY LANDON 

KASSEBAUM, 
FRANK H. MURKOWSKI, 
MITCH MCCONNELL, 

Solely for chapter 7 of title Vil and chapter 
1 of title IX: 

DON RIEGLE, 
PAUL S. SARBANES, 
JAKE GARN, 

Managers on the Part of the Senate. 

JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF THE 
COMMITTEE CONFERENCE 

The managers on the part of the House and 
the Senate at the conference on the disagree
ing votes of the two Houses on the amend
ment of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 2508) to 
amend the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 to 
rewrite the authorities of that Act in order 
to establish more effective assistance pro
grams and eliminate obsolete and inconsist
ent provisions, to amend the Arms Export 

Control Act and to redesignate that Act as 
the Defense Trade and Export Control Act, 
to authorize appropriations for foreign as
sistance programs for fiscal years 1992 and 
1993, and for other purposes, submit the fol
lowing joint statement to the House and the 
Senate in explanation of the effect of the ac
tion agreed upon by the managers and rec
ommended in the accompanying conference 
report: 

The Senate amendment struck out all of 
the House bill after the enacting clause and 
inserted a substitute text. 

The House recedes from its disagreement 
to the amendment of the Senate with an 
amendment which is a substitute for the 
House bill and the Senate amendment. The 
differences between the House bill, the Sen
ate amendment, and the substitute agreed to 
in conference are noted below, except for 
clerical corrections, conforming changes 
made necessary by agreements reached by 
the conferees, and minor drafting and clari
fying changes. 

INTRODUCTION 
The House bill (titles I-VI) undertakes to 

rewrite entirely the Foreign Assistance Act 
of 1961, as amended, in order to revise and 
streamline the authorities and requirements 
of that act and to delete obsolete provisions 
which have accumulated over the last 30 
years. The Senate amendment does not re
write the entire Foreign Assistance Act; 
however, it does streamline the former au
thorities governing development assistance 
and deletes many obsolete provisions of law. 
In cases where the Senate agreed with the 
consolidation or policy change of the House 
rewrite, the Senate amendment amends cur
rent law. 

The committee of conference, during con
sideration of the House bill and the Senate 
amendment thereto, accepted the Senate ap
proach of amending the current Foreign As
sistance Act rather than rewriting the Act. 
Therefore, the provisions of the conference 
substitute, where appropriate, are written as 
amendments to the Foreign Assistance Act. 

The committee of conference notes that, in 
cases where the Senate amendment does not 
contain provisions comparable to the rewrit
ten Foreign Assistance Act provision of the 
House bill, current law is retained unless 
specifically noted. The committee of con
ference also notes that repeals of specific 
provisions of the Foreign Assistance Act and 
other legislation authorizing foreign assist
ance programs are primarily listed in section 
645 of the conference report. 

EARMARKS 
Since the enactment of the last foreign as

sistance authorization bill, the principle has 
been established clearly in the Senate that 
authorizing legislation is not to contain 
floors of funds for specific purposes. The 
House bill contains numerous earmarks; the 
Senate amendment is written with specific 
line item authorizations or ceilings instead. 
In order to facilitate consideration of the 
conference report, the committee of con
ference adopted the Senate approach of line 
item authorizations and ceilings instead of 
earmarks. 

AUTHORIZATIONS 
The following table shows the authoriza

tions of appropriations agreed to in the con
ference substitute: 
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AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR FISCAL YEARS 1992 AND 1993 
[In thousands of dollars) 
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Fiscal year 1992- Conference aeree
ment fiscal year 

1993 Request 
(reestimate) 

House-passed H.R. Senate-passed S. Conference aeree-
Plus or minus 

House 
2508 1435 ment 

Development assistance (151): 
lnt'I, organizations .......................................................................................................................................... . 
Bilateral DA ...... .. ............................................................................................................................................. . 

Agriculture (AG/SDAl ................................................................................... ................... ........................ . 
Population ................................................................................................................ ...... .. ............................... . 
Health (HEAl.TWED/CSF/AIDS) ........................................................................................................................ . 

250,212 
1,277,000 

300,612 
1,077,000 

............................... 
300,000 

(327,000) 

311 ,280 310,410 
1,310,736 1,380,000 

463,051 614,000 
257,688 300,000 
301,291 466,000 

9,798 
3,000 

310,410 
1,380,000 

614,000 
300,000 
466,000 

(Child survival) ............... ....................................................................................................................... . (130,000) .............................. . ............................. 
(AIDS) ................................................. ........................................ ............................................................ . (62,000) .............................. . ............................. 
Education ............................................................................................... ................................................ . 
Private sector .............................................................................. ........................................................... . 

~~~i~~;Jl~!:~"'.~'.~~:i:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
SEED ............................................................. .......................................................................................... . 

Enter. for the Amer. Initiative ........................................................................................................................ . 
ASHA .................................................................................................................................. .............. ................ . 
Disaster assistance ............................................. ........................................................................................... . 
AID operating expenses ....... ....................... .. .................................... ................................ ... .................. ... ...... . 
AID lG ...................................................... ... ...................... .. ....... ..................................................................... . 
Housing guaranties ......................................................................................................................................... . 

·················aoo:ooo 
560,000 
160,000 

285,000 
30,000 
40,000 

............................... 

............................... 
1,000,000 

548,500 
160,000 
388,500 
242,356 
35,000 
70,000 

483,300 
37,739 
2,000 

126,355 
162,351 
B00,000 
560,000 
160,000 
400,000 
409,748 
35,000 
40,000 

483,300 
37,739 
9,500 

. ............................. 

. ........................ ..... 
1,000,000 

575,000 
160,000 
415,000 
285,000 
35,000 
70,000 

483,300 
37,739 
15,900 

····························a· 
26,500 

0 
26,500 
42,644 

0 
0 
0 
0 

·············"1:000:000 
575,000 
160,000 
415,000 
285,000 
35,000 
70,000 

HIG admin. expenses ...................................................................... .. ..................... .. .............................. . 

483,300 
37,739 
15,900 
8,500 8,500 . ............ ................. 8,500 

13,900 
0 

483,300 
37,739 
10,000 
8,500 

TOP ................. ............................................................................................................................................ ..... . 
OPIC ................................................... ................................................................................ .............................. . 
Priv. Sec. Loan Pro&. . ............ ......................... ................................................................................................ . 
Peace Corps ................... ..................................................................... ............................................................ . 
IAF ................................................................................................................. ................... .... ........................... . 
ADF ...................... ................................ .. ... ....................................................................................................... . 
Narcotics control ............................................................. ................................................................................ . 
Sov-E.E. research ................................................................................ ............................................................ . 
Pres. contingencies .................. ........................................................................... ................................. .. .... ..... . 

Subtotal ........................................................................................................ ............................................ . 

Security assistance (152) 

35,000 
10,649 
1,500 

200,000 
28,794 
14,950 

171 ,500 
0 

20,000 

4,270,044 

55,700 
12,300 

1,500 
200,000 

28,800 
14,950 

171,500 
5,000 

0 

4,594,757 

FMF unallocated .............. ............................................................................................................ ..................... .............................. 718,000 
FMF Buydown ...................................... .................................................................................................... .............................. 270,000 
Israel FMF ............................................................................................................................................... .............................. (1 ,800,000) 
Egypt FMF ............................................................................................................................................... .............................. (1,300,000) 
Greece FMF .............................................................................................................................................. .............................. 65,000 
T urlley FMF ..................... .......... ............................................................................................................... .............................. (500,000) 

40,000 
0 

1,367 
207,000 
28,794 
14,950 

171,500 
0 

10,000 

4,470,914 

560,500 
0 

1,800,000 
1,300,000 

350,000 
500,000 

55,000 
12,300 

1,500 
200,000 

28,BOO 
14,950 

171,500 
5,000 

10,000 

4,699,899 

512,000 

··············i-:soo:ooo 
1,300,000 
1350,000 

500,000 

(700) 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

10,000 

105,142 

(206,000) 
················· ·············· ............................... 
............................... 
............................... 
............................... 

75,000 
12,300 
1,500 

200,000 
31,000 
14,950 

171,500 
5,000 

10,000 

4,716,199 

512,000 

······· ·······1:soo:ooo 
1,300,000 
1350,000 
500,000 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

FMF, Total .................................................................... ....................................................................... 4,640,000 4,386,444 4,510,500 4,462,000 75,556 4,462,000 

ESF unallocated .............................................................................................................................................. . 1,175,200 966,000 966,000 (209,200) 966,000 
Israel ESF ............................................................................................................................................... . (1 ,200,000) 1,200,000 1,200,000 . .............................. 1.200,000 

(815,000) 815,000 815,000 . .............................. 815,000 
(7,000) 7,000 7,000 ······························· 7,000 

(15,000) 15,000 15,000 ······························· 15,000 
(20,000) 25,000 22,500 . .............................. 22,500 

Egypt ESF ................................................................................................................. .............................. . 
Regional ME ESF .................................................................................................................................... . 
Cyprus ESF ..... ........................................................................................................................................ . 
Ireland ESF ................................................................................. .. ...................... .................................... . 
Turlley ESF .............................................................................................................................................. . (190,000) 175,000 190,000 ······························· 190,000 
S. Pacific ESF .... .. .............................. .................................................................................................... . (10,000) ······························ 10,000 . .............................. 10,000 
Nepal ESF ............. ...................................................................... .. ........ .... .............................................. . (10,000) .............................. 10,000 ··············· ················ 10,000 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ESF, Total ............................ ............................................................................................................... 3,228,000 3,322,500 3,203,000 3,235,500 (87,000) 3,235,500 
====================================================== 

0 ···················2s:ooo ................... 2s:ooo ............................... .............................. 
28,000 0 28,000 

MAP ........... ................................... ......... ................................. ........................................................... ............... 10,000 
Peacekeeping ............................ ........................................................................................................................ 28,000 
IMET .................. ...................... .................................................................. ......................... .. .. ..................... ...... 52,500 52,500 47,196 50,500 (2,000) 50,500 
Anti-terrorism, ....................................................... ................................................................ ......................... .. 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 0 15,000 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Subtotal .......................... ............................................................ ....................... .. .................................... 8,243,500 7,804,444 7,803,696 7,791,000 (13,444) 7,791,000 

U.S.-Mexico Env. Fund ..................................................................................................................................... .............................. ............................... 10,000 
Advisory Committee ............................................................................................. ............................................ .............................. ............................... 500 
lnt'I. Bound/Water Fund ............................................... .............................. ..................... .. ............................ .. . .............................. ............................... 5,000 
Project EDEN .................................................................................................................. .................................. ................... ........... ......................... ...... 10,000 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Total (151 & 152) ................................................................... ............ .......................... .............................. 12,513,544 12,399,201 12,300,110 12,490,899 2 91,698 12,507,199 

1 Program authority level. 
2 This amount is more than offset by savings in the FMFP program pursuant to credit reform. 

TITLE 1-EcONOMIC ASSISTANCE 

REVISION OF ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

The House bill revises, consolidates, and 
streamlines existing development, economic 
support fund (ESF), and other economic and 
humanitarian assistance programs author
ized under the Foreign Assistance Act and 
other legislation authorizing and appropriat
ing foreign assistance. 

The Senate amendment amends current 
law, consolidating and streamlining develop
ment assistance policies under the Foreign 
Assistance Act. 

The conference substitute reflects the Sen
ate approach. 

FINDINGS 

The House bill (sec. 1101) sets forth find
ings regarding the reasons for providing eco
nomic assistance and the need for coordina
tion. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 101) contains 
a policy statement which defines five goals 

for U.S. foreign assistance programs as fol
lows: 

(1) promoting and consolidating demo
cratic values and institutions: 

(2) promoting U.S. national security inter
ests and securing peace; 

(3) promoting economic growth through 
competitive markets with equitable distribu
tion of benefits; 

(4) promoting human resource development 
and meeting urgent humanitarian needs; and 

(5) protecting against transnational 
threats including environmental degrada
tion, narcotics trafficking, and terrorism. 

The conference substitute (sec. 3) sets 
forth five general goals for U.S. foreign pol
icy and foreign assistance programs. The 
conference substitute (sec. 101) also amends 
section 101 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 
1961 (hereafter referred to as the Foreign As
sistance Act) to enunciate reasons for eco-

nomic assistance and the need for the coordi
nated application of resources. 

OBJECTIVES 

The House bill (sec. 1102 (a)-(e)) defines the 
four basic objectives of U.S. economic assist
ance programs as sustainable economic 
growth, sustainable resource management 
poverty alleviation, and democracy. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 102 (a) and 
(b)) sets forth similar goals without elabo
rating on each objective. 

The conference substitute (sec. 101) re
writes section 102(a)-(e) of the Foreign As
sistance Act to set forth four basic objec
tives of economic assistance programs and 
U.S. development cooperation policy: pov
erty alleviation, sustainable economic 
growth, sustainable resource management. 
and democracy. In listing poverty allevi
ation as the first objective. it is the inten
tion of the committee of conference to em
phasize that poverty alleviation remain the 
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central focus of all U.S. development assist
ance activities. 

CROSS-CUTI'ING ELEMENTS 

The House bill (sec. 1102(f)) identifies par
ticipation and consultation, women in devel
opment, nongovernmental cooperation in de
velopment, appropriate technology, utiliza
tion of U.S. institutional capabilities, and 
human rights as cross-cutting elements of 
all U.S. economic assistance activities. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 101) amends 
section 102 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
set forth involvement of socially disadvan
taged populations, contributions of U.S. sci
entific and research capabilities, use of U.S. 
technology, utilization of nongovernmental 
organizations, and promotion of human 
rights as cross-cutting elements. 

The conference substitute (sec. 101) amends 
section 102(f) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
to include the House provision. 

EFFECTIVE USE OF ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec. 1102(g)(l-3)) sets forth 
requirements for the effective use of assist
ance. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 102(d)) con
tains a. similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 101) amends 
section 102(g) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
to include the House provision. 

CHILD SURVIVAL AND BASIC EDUCATION 
PRIORITY COUNTRIES 

The House bill (sec. 1102(g)(4) and (5)) di
rects the President to establish child sur
vival and basic education programs in prior
ity countries. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provisions. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. However, the committee 
on conference intends that the Agency for 
International Development (AID) should sup
port child survival and basic education pro
grams in all appropriate countries, recogniz
ing that in some instances AOD assistance in 
these program areas may be inappropriate 
for various reasons such as the activities of 
other donors in those sectors, a lack of nec
essary infrastructure, or inadequate domes
tic policy. 

DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE AUTHORITIES 

The House bill (sec. 1201) authorizes the 
provision of development assistance and lists 
19 functions for which development assist
ance may be provided. 

The Senate amendment does not contain a 
comparable provision, although various Sen
ate provisions, referenced separately below, 
provide new or revised development assist
ance authorities in addition to the authori
ties contained in sections 103, 104, 105 and 106 
of the Foreign Assistance Act. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE AUTHORIZATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 1202) authorizes Sl.077 
billion in each of the fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 to carry out the development assistance 
programs authorized under the Foreign As
sistance Act. The House bill (sec. 1204 (a) and 
(b)) also authorizes $300 million in fiscal year 
1992 and $350 million in fiscal year 1993 for 
assistance for voluntary population plan
ning. 

The Senate amendment (secs. 102-105) 
makes the following authorizations for each 
of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993: 

Agriculture, rural development 
and nutrition ........................... . 

Population assistance ................. . 

Millions 

$463.051 
300 

Millions 
Health programs, (including child 

survival and AIDS activities) ... 345 
Education and human resources 

development ... .... .. . ... . ..... .. ... .. ... 126.355 
Private sector, environment, en

ergy, and other development as-
sistance . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 161.351 
The conference substitute (sec. 102) creates 

a new section 102A of the Foreign Assistance 
Act which authorizes $614 million in each of 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for activities to 
promote sustainable economic base, and $766 
million in each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993 
for activities to promote sustainable human 
resource development. 

The sustainable economic base authoriza
tion provides funding for agriculture, rural 
development, and nutrition activities au
thorized in section 103 of the Foreign Assist
ance Act, and private sector, environment, 
energy, and other development assistance 
authorized in section 106 of the Foreign As
sistance Act, with a target of $465 million for 
section 103 activities. The issues of food and 
agriculture, and related natural resource 
concerns, continue to be basic to the eco
nomic growth of developing countries. In 
consolidating the funding for the agri
culture, rural development, and nutrition ac
count with the private sector, environment, 
energy and other development assistance ac
count, the committee of conference empha
sizes its intention that the critical impor
tance of food and agriculture as a central 
element in long-term development assist
ance not be diminished. Accordingly, the leg
islation establishes a target, which equals 
approximately 75 percent of this authoriza
tion, for agriculture-related activities. 

The sustainable human resource develop
ment authorization includes $300 million in 
each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993 specifically 
for population activities, and $466 million in 
each fiscal year for health assistance, includ
ing child survival and AIDS prevention, and 
education and other human resource devel
opment activities. The committee of con
ference intends that AID establish funding 
targets of $140 million for child survival ac
tivities and $65 million for AIDS prevention 
and control activities in each of fiscal years 
1992 and 1993. The committee of conference 
intends that for each of fiscal years 1992 and 
1993, 45 percent of the amount made avail
able in each year for AIDS prevention con
trol should be provided directly to the World 
Health Organization Global Program on 
AIDS, including activities implemented by 
the Pan American Health Organization. 
EARMARKS FOR HEALTH, CHILD SURVIVAL, AIDS, 

VITAMIN A DEFICIENCY, AND BASIC EDUCATION 
ACTIVITIES 

The House bill (sec. 1203(a)) earmarks $327 
million of the development assistance total 
in each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993 to carry 
out health, child survival, and AIDS preven
tion and control activities and directs the 
AID Administrator to target $135 million for 
health, $130 million for child survival activi
ties, and $62 million for AIDS prevention and 
control in each fiscal year. The section also 
earmarks $275 million for child survival ac
tivities in fiscal year 1992 and $335 million in 
fiscal year 1993 from development assistance, 
the Development Fund for Africa, and eco
nomic support fund (ESF) assistance. Sec
tion 1203(b) earmarks $12 million in fiscal 
year 1992 and $15 million in fiscal year 1993 
from development assistance funds for ac
tivities to reduce vitamin A deficiency. Sec
tion 1203(c) earmarks $135 million in fiscal 
year 1992 and Sl 75 million in fiscal year 1993 
from development assistance, the Develop
ment Fund for Africa., and economic support 

assistance programs in support of basic edu
cation. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 103(c)) pro
vides specific authorization for AIDS preven
tion and control and state that 45 percent of 
health funds should be provided directly to 
the World Health Organization Global Pro
gram on AIDS. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 103(d)) calls 
on AID to establish a goal of reducing under 
5 mortality rates by at lea.st one-third by the 
year 2000. 

The conference substitute (sec. 102) in
cludes in new section 102A of the Foreign As
sistance Act targets for child survival and 
AIDS prevention and control programs as 
outlined above. The committee of conference 
urges AID to attempt to allocate for each fis
cal year from all economic assistance 
sources the following: $275 million for child 
survival programs; $135 million for basic edu
cation activities, including early childhood 
education, primary education, teacher train
ing, and other necessary activities in support 
of early childhood and primary education, 
and literacy training for adults; and $12 mil
lion for programs to reduce Vitamin A and 
other micro-nutrient deficiencies. The con
ference substitute (sec. 106) also amends sec
tion 104(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
authorize AIDS prevention and control pro
grams. 

POPULATION POLICY 

The House bill (sec. 1204(c)) provides that 
the a.mounts available for population assist
ance shall not be reduced by a greater pro
portion than other development activities in 
order to meet other earmarks. The House 
bill (sec. 6205(b)) also requires that funding 
be available only for voluntary family plan
ning projects which offer information or re
ferral to a broad range of family planning 
methods and services. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provisions. 

The conference substitute (sec. 105) amends 
section 104(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
to reflect the House provisions. 

MEXICO CITY POLICY 

The House bill (sec. 1204(d)) provides that 
funds made available to carry out economic 
assistance programs shall not be denied to 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) or 
multilateral organizations on the basis of 
any criterion that is not applicable to for
eign governments that receive such funds. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 103(a)) 
amends sec. 104 of the FAA to provide that in 
determining eligibility for population assist
ance, the AID Administrator shall not sub
ject NGOs and multilateral organizations to 
requirements more restrictive than require
ments applicable to foreign governments for 
such assistance. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate provision. 

UNITED NATIONS POPULATION FUND 

The House bill (sec. 1205) earmarks $20 mil
lion or 16 percent of total population assist
ance, whichever is less, for the United Na
tions Population Fund (UNFPA), provided 
that: the UNFPA be required to maintain 
these funds in a separate account; that none 
of these funds be available for programs for 
the People's Republic of China; that an 
agreement between the United States and 
the UNFPA obligating these funds include a 
provision expressly stating that the full 
amount of the U.S. contribution will be re
funded if any U.S. funds are use for any fam
ily planning programs in the People's Repub
lic of China or for abortions in any country; 
and the agreement between the United 
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States and the UNFPA also state that the 
full amount granted by such agreement be 
refunded to the United States if, during the 
period 1990-94, the UNFP A provides more 
than $57 million for planning programs in 
the People's Republic of China. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 103(e)(D)) pro
vides that up to $20 million may be made 
available to the UNFPA for the provision of 
contraceptives and related logistics, subject 
to conditions similar to those in the House 
bill. 

The conference substitute (sec. 105) amends 
section 104(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
with language which is essentially the same 
as the Senate provision with additional re
quirements that the separate account for the 
U.S. contribution to the UNFPA be adminis
tered jointly by the UNFPA and the U.S. 
Permanent Representative to the U.N. Gen
eral Assembly, and that disbursement be 
made to UNFP A projects only subject to the 
approval of the U.S. Permanent Representa
tive. The committee of conference intends 
that the Office of Population at AID advise 
the U.S. Permanent Representative regard
ing the disbursement of funds. 

ASSISTANCE FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH 
DISABILITIES AND FOR DISPLACED CHILDREN 

The House bill (sec. 120l(d)(6)) provides au
thority to address the health, education, nu
trition, and other special needs of displaced 
children. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 217) mandates 
the establishment of an Office of and an Ad
visory Board for International Rehabilita
tion and Therapy in AID and authorizes $20 
million in ESF. 

The conference substitute (sec. 103) creates 
a new section 102B of the Foreign Assistance 
Act which provides that funds available for 
human resource development under the 
health and education authorities may be 
used for assistance to meet the needs of indi
viduals with disabilities, and to assist dis
placed children who have been abandoned or 
orphaned as a result of poverty or man-made 
or natural disaster. 

The committee of conference notes that 
the conference substitute includes an au
thorization of funds under section 102A(b)(2) 
for assistance for individuals with disabil
ities and for displaced children. The commit
tee of conference intends that this provision 
reflect the U.S. commitment, as dem
onstrated by the recent enactment of the 
Americas with Disabilities Act, to assisting 
persons with disabilities to become inde
pendent and productive members of their so
ciety. 

MARINE FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE 
PROGRAMS 

The Senate amendment (sec. 102(b)) 
amends section 103 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act with findings and a directive that in the 
allocation of agriculture, rural development, 
and nutrition funds, special attention be 
given to strengthening and expanding ma
rine fisheries and aquaculture programs and 
projects. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 104) amends 
section 103 of the Foreign Assistant Act to 
include the directive contained in the Senate 
provision. Marine fisheries/aquaculture pro
duction and living aquatic resources are in
creasingly important to economic develop
ment and to the diets of people around the 
world. Therefore, the committee of con
ference directs the AID Administrator to re
view the proposed elimination of marine 
fisheries and aquaculture programs and 

projects in the Bureau for Science and Tech
nology and to report to the Senate Commit
tee on Foreign Relations within 60 days on 
the status of all projects, including all those 
supported over the past two years. The re
port should also include proposals for poten
tial expansion of existing programs or 
projects and a discussion of new opportuni
ties in aquaculture and marine fisheries. The 
committee of conference urges the Adminis
trator to ensure that no reductions are made 
in support for the marine fisheries and aqua
culture programs. 
PRIVATE SECTOR, ENVffiONMENT, ENERGY, AND 

OTHER DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE 

The Senate amendment (sec. 105) revises 
section 106 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
place greater emphasis on environmental 
and private sector development programs to 
help developing countries support sustain
able management of their resources. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision 

The conference substitute (sec. 107) gen
erally reflects the Senate provision. 

COST SHARING 

The House bill (sec. 1242) revises section 110 
of the Foreign Assistant Act to provide that 
the recipient country should bear an appro
priate share of the cost of a program or 
project for which assistance is furnished. A 
country must bear such costs on an "in 
kind" basis. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 110) amends 
section 110 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
reflect the House provision. 

WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT 

The Senate amendment (sec. 111) sets forth 
findings on the vital role of women in devel
opment and amends section 113 of the For
eign Assistance Act to seek to ensure: the in
volvement of women in AID projects; the use 
of sex-disaggregated data; An increase in 
women's participation in sectors supported 
by AID; that country development strategy 
statements identify by sector the obstacles 
to increasing the levels of participation of 
women; and inclusion of assessments of im
pact of AID-assisted activities on women's 
participation in AID evaluations and assess
ments. The Senate amendment also author
izes up to $3 million for matching funds to 
support AID mission women in development 
(WID) programs and requires a biennial re
port from AID on the activities under this 
section. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 111) is simi
lar to the Senate provision except that it 
does not include the findings and provides up 
to S6 million for matching funds for AID mis
sion WID programs. 

DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION 

The House bill (sec. 12220 rewrites section 
316 of the International Security and Devel
opment Cooperation Act of 1980, generally 
referred to as the "Biden-Pell" development 
education provision, to authorize the use of 
development assistance, ESF, and Develop
ment Fund for Africa assistance to support 
development education in the United States. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 109(c)) con
tains a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 113(b)) con
forms generally to the senate provision, 
amending section 123 of the Foreign Assist
ance Act to direct the AID Administrator to 
support fully and encourage development 
education programs, and repeals section 316 

of the International Security and Develop
ment Cooperation Act of 1980. It is the inten
tion of the committee of conference that 
such programs create a broad global con
sciousness and awareness of transnational 
problems; promote values and attitudes 
which encourage a feeling of responsibility 
to correct injustices; and engage citizens in 
activities which lead to the improvement of 
the quality of life for all people. 

STRENGTHENING NONGOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANIZATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 1223) restates authori
ties in section 1229d) and 123 of the Foreign 
Assistance Act to use economic assistance to 
strengthen the capacity of NG-Os, including 
research and educational institutions. 

The Senate bill contains no comparable 
provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute reflects the Sen
ate position. 

MICROENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT 

The House bill (sec. 1224) authorizes a pro
gram to support microenterprise develop
ment and earmarks $85 million in each of fis
cal years 1992 and 1993 for microenterprise 
assistance, of which $20 million in fiscal year 
1992 and $30 million in fiscal year 1993 shall 
be used to support loans which have a pur
chasing power of $300 or less, of which initial 
loans should be $150 or less. 

The Senate amendment (title XVII) is es
sentially the same as the House provision ex
cept that it provides a line item authoriza
tion of $20 million in fiscal year 1992 and $30 
million in fiscal year 1993 for programs of 
poverty lending. 

The conference substitute (sec. 118) adds a 
new title VI to chapter 2 of part I of the For
eign Assistance Act which authorizes a pro
gram of microenterprise development. The 
conference substitute is essentially the same 
as the House provision except that it does 
not include the findings, provides that the 
AID Administrator should use not less than 
$85 million in each of the fiscal years 1992 
and 1993 for micreoenterprise development, 
of which $20 million in fiscal year 1992 and 
$30 million in fiscal year 1993 should be used 
to support loans of $300 or less, and deletes 
the requirement concerning initial loans of 
$150 or less. 

ASSISTANCE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND 
DEMOCRATIC INITIATIVES 

The House bill (sec. 12210 establishes the 
framework by which the United States may 
provide assistance to governments and NGOs 
to promote democracy and respect for 
human rights. The House bill authorizes the 
President to use funds available for develop
ment assistance, ESF, and the Development 
Fund for Africa for programs and activities 
to promote increased respect for internation
ally-recognized human rights and improve 
the performance of institutions of democ
racy. The programs and activities under this 
section are a consolidation and expansion of 
current law including section 116(e) (the 
human rights fund) and section 534 (the ad
ministration of justice program) of the For
eign Assistance Act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 119), which 
is similar to the House provision, creates a 
new section 281 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act. The conference substitute contains an 
elaboration of the specific programs and ac
tivities that are authorized, describes the el
igible recipients of assistance, and continues 
the current prohibition on assistance to in
fluence the outcome of any election. 

The committee of conference emphasizes 
that this language prohibits the financing of 
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campaigns or candidates for public office. 
This prohibition does not preclude efforts to 
ensure free, fair, and open electoral and po
litical processes. Assistance may be provided 
to register voters and ensure voter participa
tion in elections, develop democratic elec
tion laws, monitor elections, ensure equi
table access to media outlets during elec
tions, strengthen the capabilities of political 
parties and institutions to compete effec
tively .. and support other efforts to "level 
the playing field" in those countries where 
democratic political forces are at a distinct 
disadvantage in relation to the government. 

The committee of conference notes that 
AID this year declared the promotion of de
mocracy to be one of its primary functions 
and endorses the use of foreign assistance for 
this purpose. However, it is the intent of the 
committee of conference that AID's tradi
tional function of promoting development 
will not be diminished as a result of the bur
geoning democratic initiative. 

The committee of conference believes that 
great care must be taken to structure U.S. 
democracy programs so as to minimize, if 
not eliminate, political and diplomatic inter
ference. It is essential to effective programs 
aimed at strengthening democratic institu
tions that they not be subject to political 
pressures emanating from the United States 
or other governments. In many countries, 
strengthening democracy will mean support
ing organizations and activities intended to 
place limits on government authority or to 
assure accountability of government agen
cies. Many political organizations, by their 
very nature, will be involved in trying to re
place a particular government. Effective pro
grams aimed at strengthening democratic 
institutions inevitably will create tensions 
with governments. U.S. diplomatic personnel 
and AID officials will have to maintain their 
focus on the long-term importance of these 
programs and resist allowing other consider
ations to undermine their effectiveness. AID 
will face unique management challenges to 
maintain an appropriate distance between it 
and those implementing activities to 
strengthen democracy while assuring appro
priate oversight. 

The committee of conference believes that 
AID should not be involved in directly assist
ing political parties or groups in civil soci
ety that have explicitly or potentially politi
cal missions and that risks coming into con
flict with their governments. The committee 
of conference, therefore, fully expects AID to 
use other appropriate institutions such as 
the National Endowment for Democracy 
(NED), a non-governmental entity which has 
a proven track record of grant-giving to pri
vate, politically active organizations, par
ties, institutions, or media whose independ
ence from government is essential to their 
work, in the planning and implementation of 
this type of program. 

The committee of conference is further 
concerned that AID also proposes to involve 
itself in activities within the traditional 
purview of the United States Information 
Agency (USIA) and by the apparent lack of 
executive branch coordination in devising 
and structuring, as well as funding, U.S. sup
port for democracy abroad. There appears to 
be significant overlap and fragmentation 
among the various U.S. Government-funded 
agencies involved in the promotion of de
mocracy, namely the Department of State, 
USIA, NED, and AID. The committee of con
ference shares the views regarding the roles 
of each of these agencies expressed in the re
port accompanying the House bill and ex
pects AID to fully ut111ze the experience and 

expertise of USIA and NED in the planning 
and implementation of programs authorized 
under this section. The committee of con
ference intends that AID provide funding for 
appropriate projects of USIA and NED to fur
ther the purposes of this section. 

Because of the aforementioned concerns 
and because the committee of conference 
notes a lack of coordination within AID, the 
conference substitute requires advance con
gressional notification, pursuant to the pro
cedures applicable to reprogramming con
tained in section 634A of the Foreign Assist
ance Act, of all projects under this section. 

The committee of conference also expects 
greater overall coordination by the execu
tive branch and, to this end, the conference 
substitute (sec. 119(b)) requires the President 
to submit a report, not later than six months 
after the date of enactment, to the appro
priate congressional committees on the role 
and responsib111ties of each of the above
mentioned agencies in the promotion of de
mocracy, including budget allocations. The 
report should include specific recommenda
tions for improving coordination and the de
lineation of responsibilities among agencies. 
PRIVATE VOLUNTARY ORGANIZATION ACTIVITIES 

The House bill (sec. 1225) earmarks $275.4 
million in each fiscal years 1992 and 1993 to 
support activities of private voluntary orga
nizations (PVOs). 

The Senate amendment (sec. 109(b)) 
amends section 123(h) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act to raise the PVO funding floor for 
development assistance and ESF from 13.5 
percent to 18 percent, and raises the PVO 
funding target from 16 to 25 percent. 

The conference substitute (sec. 113) adopts 
the Senate provision as section 123(f) of the 
Foreign Assistance Act. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

The House bill (sec. 1241) restates existing 
section 117(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
and adds new language directing the Presi
dent to prepare and take into account an ini
tial environmental examination or review of 
all development assistance projects and pro
grams. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 107) amends 
section 117(c) with a similar provision and 
adds a new section 117(d) requiring that no 
funds be obligated or expended for any 
project or program requiring an environ
mental impact statement, assessment, or 
analysis until any options under consider
ation with respect to a project or program 
have been considered and received public 
comment. 

The conference substitute (sec. 112) con
tains the Senate provision amending section 
117(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act and 
adopts the Senate position with regard to a 
new section 117(d). 

TROPICAL FORESTS 

The Senate amendment (sec. 108) amends 
section 118 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
provide that no funds be used for any project 
that would result in any significant loss of 
primary tropical forests. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute reflects the 
House position. However, the committee of 
conference believes that AID should make 
every effort to prevent loss of primary tropi
cal forests. 

ECONOMIC REFORM AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION 

The Senate amendment (sec. 112) adds a 
new section 130 to the Foreign Assistance 
Act requiring that economic policy reforms 

undertaken under the act include provisions 
to protect long-term environmental interest 
from possible negative consequences of re
forms. 

The House bill (sec. 1102) provides that eco
nomic assistance programs should assist 
countries to adopt policies and programs 
that promote ecologically sound patterns of 
growth. 

The conference substitute (sec. 102(d)) re
flects the House provision. 

ASSISTANCE LIMITED TO ECONOMIC PROGRAMS 

The House bill (sec. 1243) restates section 
531(e) of the Foreign Assistance Act. It pro
hibits the use of development assistance, 
economic support fund assistance, and the 
Development Fund for Africa for military or 
paramilitary purposes. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

INTERNATIONAL TRAINING ASSISTANCE 

The Senate amendment (sec. 216) encour
ages AID to maintain current funding or in
crease funding for international training 
programs and establishes criteria and au
thorizes funding for administration of co
ordinating offices. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House position. 

POLICY ON DEVELOPING NATION GROWTH 

The Senate amendment (sec. 2006) ex
presses the sense of Congress that the United 
States should urge developing countries to 
pursue policies conducive to growth through 
private direct investment and to adopt "na
tional treatment" for private direct inves
tors and should urge industrial countries not 
to erect trade barriers. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House position. However, the committee 
of conference notes that section 102(c) of the 
conference substitute links the objective of 
sustainable economic growth to support for 
free market principles, economic reforms 
such as deregulation and privatization, and 
adherence by governments to international 
economic agreements, particularly those re
lating to free and fair trade practices. 

ECONOMIC SUPPORT FUND OBJECTIVES 

The House b111 (sec. 1301) restates section 
53l(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
authorizes use of ESF to promote economic 
or political stability. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

ECONOMIC SUPPORT FUND AUTHORIZATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 1302) authorizes $3.3225 
billion for each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993 
for the economic support fund. (Authoriza
tion of ESF funds for specific countries and 
programs are found as earmarks in the re
gional titles of the House bill rather than in 
this section). 

The Senate amendment (sec. 301) provides 
a total of $3.203 billion in ESF assistance for 
each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993. The Senate 
amendment makes the following authoriza
tions for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 
1993: $1.2 billion in each fiscal year for Israel, 
to be made available on an expedited basis; 
$815 million for Egypt, which may include 
sector grants subject to certain conditions 
and may include certain support for Egyp
tian civilian law enforcement personnel; $7 
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million for cooperative scientific and techno
logical projects involving Israel, Egypt, and 
other Middle Eastern countries, and, where 
appropriate, the United States; $15 million 
for Cyprus, for scholarships and other activi
ties; $25 million for the U.S. contribution to 
the International Fund for Ireland; $75 mil
lion for Turkey; and $966 million for those 
countries and programs not specifically au
thorized. 

The conference substitute (sec. 123) pro
vides a total of $3.235 billion in ESF assist
ance for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 
The conference substitute makes the follow
ing authorizations for each of the fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993: Sl.2 billion for Israel; 
with provisions relating to the terms for 
such assistance in section 601 of the con
ference substitute; $815 million for Egypt, 
with provisions relating to the terms of such 
assistance in section 602 of the conference 
substitute; $190 million for Turkey; $22.5 mil
lion for the U.S. contributions to the Inter
national Fund for Ireland; $15 million for Cy
prus for scholarships and other activities; $10 
million for Nepal; $10 million for the South 
Pacific regional program, of which $2 million 
is authorized each year for scholarships for 
postsecondary study in the United States; $7 
million for cooperative scientific and techno
logical projects involving Israel, Egypt, and 
other Middle Eastern countries, and, where 
appropriate, the United States; and $966 mil
lion for countries and purposes not specifi
cally authorized. 
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE PROGRAM FOR THE 

PHILIPPINES 

The Senate amendment (sec. 302) contains 
a provision which designates the Philippines 
as an eligible country to receive assistance 
under section 534(a) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act (relating to the administration of 
justice program). 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute deletes the au
thority in section 534(a) of the Foreign As
sistance Act to conduct programs to 
strengthen the administration of justice in 
Latin America and the Caribbean and con
solidates it with the worldwide authority 
(contained in the conference substitute sec
tion 119) to conduct programs and activities 
to promote respect for internationally recog
nized human rights and improve the per
formance of institutions of democracy, in
cluding judicial institutions. 

The committee of conference urges the 
President to exercise this authority to carry 
out programs and activities designed to 
strengthen respect for the rule of law and 
improve the independence and effectiveness 
of judicial institutions in the Ph111ppines. 

RESTRICTIONS OF USE OF FUNDS FOR NUCLEAR 
FACILITIES 

The Senate amendment (sec. 304) prohibits 
the use of ESF for costs related to nuclear 
fac111ties unless the President certifies that 
the recipient country is a signatory to the 
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty or the Trea
ty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in 
Latin America, cooperates fully with the 
International Atomic Energy Agency, and 
pursues nonproliferation policies. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House position. The committee of con
ference notes that sec. 741 of the bill con
tains provisions related to Argentina's and 
Brazil's common nuclear policy. 

PURCHASE OF U.S. GOODS AND SERVICES 

The House bill (sec. 1303) generally requires 
that governments receiving cash transfer as-

sistance enter into agreements to spend an 
amount equal to 100 percent of that cash 
transfer assistance on U.S. goods and serv
ices. The goods are required to be shipped as 
though furnished by the U.S. Government 
(which language brings into effect section 901 
of the Merchant Marine Act of 1936); directs 
the President to ensure the equal distribu
tion of ports of departure and that goods are 
available at fair prices; and requires that the 
General Accounting Office have ac·cess to the 
records and personnel necessary to carry out 
monitoring and auditing as appropriate. The 
House bill exempts from the application of 
this provision any country (1) that receives 
such transfers of less than $25 million in a 
fiscal year: (2) that, as of April l, 1989, was 
receiving cash transfer, and as of the time of 
cash transfer, has an agreement (a) to spend 
an amount equal to the cash transfer on pur
chases of U.S. goods and services; (b) to 
carry 50 percent of all bulk shipments on 
U.S. grain on privately owned U.S.-flag com
mercial vessels, to the extent such vessels 
are available at fair and reasonable rates; 
and (c) to purchase U.S. grain at levels com
parable to those purchased in prior years, ex
cept only if the country continues to agree 
to those conditions; or, (3) that, as of the ef
fective date of this section, has an agree
ment requiring that country to spend an 
amount equal to the cash transfer to pur
chase U.S. goods and services, except only if 
the country continues to agree to that condi
tion. The President may waive the require
ments of this provision with respect to a 
country if he determines that it is important 
to the national interest. Any such waiver 
shall be reported to the appropriate congres
sional committees. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 305) contains 
a similar provision. The differences are that 
the Senate amendment: requires the country 
rather than the recipient government to pur
chase U.S. goods and services; restricts the 
reimbursement for the costs of U.S. vessels 
to no more than 30 percent of international 
rates; and, applies the exemption from the 
provision to a country (a) that receives ESF 
cash transfers of less than $10 mi111on or (b) 
that agrees to spend an equal amount on 
U.S. goods and services and to ship 50 per
cent of all bulk shipments of U.S. grain on 
privately owned U.S.-flag commercial ves
sels, but only as long as the country contin
ues to agree to those conditions. 

The conference substitute (sec. 124) which 
creates a new section 533 of the Foreign As
sistance Act provides that: 

(A) effective fiscal year 1993, ESF cash 
transfers may be provided only pursuant to 
an agreement under which the recipient gov
ernment spend an amount equal to not less 
than 75 percent of the cash transfer on U.S. 
goods and services, except that the require
ment shall be phased in over a period of four 
years, so that the minimum amount of ESF 
which must be spent on U.S. goods and serv
ices is equal to 15 percent of ESF cash trans
fer payments in fiscal year 1993, 35 percent in 
fiscal year 1994, 55 percent in fiscal year 1995, 
and 75 percent in fiscal year 1996; 

(B) the President ensure that the purchase 
of U.S. goods and ports of departure be equi
tably distributed throughout the United 
States; 

(C) access be available for the GAO to 
records and personnel necessary to monitor 
and audit cash transfer assistance; 

(D) nothing in this provision shall prevent 
a recipient government from purchasing 
with the cash transfer assistance goods or 
services produced in that country; U.S. goods 
purchased shall be those available at fair 

prices; and U.S. goods purchased shall be 
deemed to have been furnished in connection 
with funds advanced by the United States 
(which language brings into effect cargo 
preference law); 

(E) the requirements of paragraphs (B) and 
(C) do not apply to a foreign government 
that, prior to October l, 1992, enters into an 
agreement whereby the government agrees 
to spend no less than the amounts set forth 
above for the purchase of U.S. goods and 
services; 

(F) exempted from the requirements of this 
provision is any government: (1) that re
ceives cash transfer assistance of less than 
$25 million in a fiscal year; or, (2) that, as of 
April, 1989, was receiving cash transfer and 
had an agreement (a) to spend an amount 
equal to the cash transfer on purchases of 
U.S. goods and services, (b) to carry 50 per
cent of all bulk shipments of U.S. grain on 
privately owned U.S.-flag commercial ves
sels, to the extent such vessels are available 
at fair and reasonable rates, and (c) to pur
chase U.S. grain at levels comparable to 
those purchased in prior yea.rs, but only if 
within thirty days of the date of enactment 
the country agrees to continue in effect 
these conditions and continues to agree to 
comply. The second exemption is available 
only to the Government of Israel which la.st 
had a qualifying agreement for fiscal year 
1989 governing the provision of ca.sh transfer 
assistance. Many purchases of U.S. grain and 
associated grain shipping services are ma.de 
by private entities involved in privatization 
efforts rather than the Israeli Government 
itself. The Israeli Government is responsible 
for ensuring that these privatized purchases 
a.re ma.de in accordance with the U.S. pur
chase and shipping requirements provided in 
the exemption, and these purchases count to
wards the requirement; and 

(G) the President may waive the require
ments of this provision with respect to a for
eign government to the extent that he deter
mines it is important to the national inter
est to do so. Any such waiver shall be re
ported to the appropriate congressional com
mittees. 

The conference substitute eliminates as 
ambiguity in both the House bill and the 
Senate amendment by clarifying that U.S. 
purchase and shipping requirements do not 
apply to purely private commercial pur
chases. However, recipient governments re
main responsible for ensuring full compli
ance with the provisions of this section even 
if the entity that actually purchases the 
commodities may be a private entity. 

ECONOMIC SUPPORT FUND REPORT 

The Senate amendment (sec. 513) requires a 
report on the extent to which ESF greater 
than $10 million provided to any country in 
any of the fiscal yea.rs 1987-1991 has contrib
uted to economic reform a.long market prin
ciples. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 114) re
quires that the annual evaluation report re
quired by section 125 of the Foreign Assist
ance Act identifies economic policy reforms 
a.long market economic principles that were 
promoted by U.S. economic assistance. 
VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS TO INTERNATIONAL 

ORGANIZATIONS AND PROGRAMS 

The House bill (sec. 1401) restates section 
301(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act concern
ing authority to provide assistance to inter
national organizations and programs. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 
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The conference substitute is the same as 

the Senate position. 
AUTHORIZATIONS FOR INTERNATIONAL 

ORGANIZATIONS AND PROGRAMS 

The House bill (sec. 1402) authorizes 
$300.612 million for fiscal year 1992 and 
$318.712 million for fiscal year 1993 for U.S. 
voluntary contributions to international or
ganizations and programs. The House bill 
also includes the following earmarks: $125 
million in fiscal year 1992 and $135 million in 
fiscal year 1993 for the U.N. Development 
Program (UNDP); $83 million in each fiscal 
year for the U .N. Fund for Children 
(UNICEF); $18 million in fiscal year 1992 and 
$25 million in fiscal year 1993 for the U.N. 
Environment Program (UNEP); $18.362 mil
lion in each fiscal year for the International 
Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD); 
S4 million in each fiscal year for the IF AD 
Special Program for Africa (IF AD/SP A); 
$500,000 in fiscal year 1992 and $1 million in 
fiscal year 1993 for the U.N. University 
(UNU); and $600,000 in fiscal year 1993 for an 
additional contribution to the Organization 
of American States (OAS) to establish an 
electronic network. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 205) provides 
a total of $311.280 million for U.S. voluntary 
contributions to international organizations 
and programs. The Senate amendment 
amends section 302(a) of the Foreign Assist
ant Act to make the following authoriza
tions for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 
1993: $120 million for the UNDP; $85 million 
for UNICEF; Sl million for the U.N. Develop
ment Fund for Women (UNIFEM); Sl.2 mil
lion for the Intergovernmental Oceano
graphic Commission (IOC); $12 million for 
the OAS development assistance programs; 
and $83.08 million for international organiza
tions and programs other than the organiza
tions listed above. The Senate amendment 
also creates a new section 304 of the Foreign 
Assistance Act which authorizes Sl million 
for the UNU Endowment Fund. 

The conference substitute (sec. 120) pro
vides a total of $310.410 million for U.S. vol
untary contributions to international orga
nizations and programs in each fiscal year. 
The conference substitute amends section 
302(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act to make 
the following authorizations for each of fis
cal years 1992 and 1993: $125 million for 
UNDP; $85 million for UNICEF; $19 million 
for UNEP; $11.5 million for the OAS, of which 
$600,000 for fiscal year 1993 should be used to 
establish an electronic network; S5 million 
for the IFAD/SPA; $1 million for UNIFEM; $1 
million for the IOC; and $62.410 million for 
international organizations and programs 
other than those specified. Sl million is au
thorized for the UNU endowment fund with
out fiscal year limitation. 

The committee of conference expects that 
$200,000 of the amount authorized for 
UNIFEM should be provided to carry out the 
important and complementary work of the 
International Research and Training insti
tute for the Advancement of Women 
(INSTRAW). Both of these U.N. agencies 
strengthen a weak link in the development 
process by promoting the vital role of 
women. 

The committee of conference recommends 
that the funding for the OAS be utilized for 
programs that, to the maximum extent pos
sible, encompass all member states. In par
ticular, these activities would include sup
port for the Foreign Trade Information Serv
ice (SICE) of at least Sl million, the Univer
sity Information Interchange, which are also 
supported by NASA and NSF, of $600,000, 
travel for on-site case reviews by the Inter-

American Human Rights Commission of 
$300,000, interparliamentary meetings to fol
low up on democracy initiatives of $200,000 
and in support for education programs 
through the Inter-American Children's Insti
tute. 
AUTHORIZATION OF U.S. PARTICIPATION IN IFAD 

The Senate amendment (sec. 205(a)) 
amends section 301(h) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act to authorize continued U.S. partici
pation in the International Fund for Agricul
tural Development. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 120) is the 
same as the Senate amendment. 

PARTICIPATION BY ISRAEL IN THE UNITED 
NATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 1403) provides that the 
United States may contribute to the Inter
national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) only 
if the Secretary of State determines and cer
tifies to Congress that Israel is not being de
nied its right to participate in that organiza
tion. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 205(d)) 
amends the Foreign Assistance Act to add a 
new section 308 which provides that the 
United States shall suspend contributions to 
any United Nations organization in which Is
rael is illegally expelled, suspended, denied 
its credentials, or in any other manner de
nied its right to participate. 

The conference substitute (sec. 120(e)) is 
the same as the Senate provision. 
WITHHOLDING OF U.S. PROPORTIONAL SHARE 

FOR CERTAIN PROGRAMS OF INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 1404) reflects section 
307 of the Foreign Assistance Act, which pro
vides that no U.S. funds shall be available 
for the U.S. proportionate share for pro
grams for Libya, Iran, Cuba, or the Palestine 
Liberation Organization (PLO) or entities as
sociated with it. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 522) amends 
section 307 of the Foreign Assistance Act 
with a provision essentially the same as the 
House bill except that it adds Iraq, North 
Korea, Yemen, and Syria. 

The conference substitute (sec. 120(d)) is an 
amendment to section 307 of the Foreign As
sistance Act that is identical to the House 
provision. 

RESTRICTION OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE U.N. 
RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY (UNRW A) 

The House bill (sec. 1405) restates section 
301(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act prohibit
ing U.S. assistance to UNRWA unless 
UNRWA takes all possible measures to pre
vent U.S. funds form going to any refugee re
ceiving training by the PLO or engaged in 
terrorism. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
ANNUAL REPORTS ON VOLUNTARY CONTRIBU

TIONS TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS BY 
ALL U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 

The House bill (sec. 1406(b)) rewrites sec
tion 306 of current law. The House bill re
quires an annual report on all U.S. voluntary 
contributions to international organizations 
during the previous fiscal year from all 
sources, including cash and "in kind" con
tributions, and requires U.S. Government 
agencies to report promptly to the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) on their vol
untary contributions to international orga
nizations. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 521) amends 
to section 306 of the Foreign Assistance Act 

with a provision similar to the House bill ex
cept that agencies are required to report to 
OMB on a quarterly basis. 

The conference substitute (sec. 120(c)) is 
the same as the Senate provision. 

AUDITING OF ACCOUNTS OF INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 1407) restates section 
301 (d) and (e) of current law to direct the 
President to support the establishment of 
independent audit capabilities in the United 
Nations and its affiliated organizations and 
in the multilateral development banks 
(MDBs). 

The Senate amendment (sec. 520) is similar 
to the House provision but is expressed as a 
sense of Congress provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 120(b)) 
amends section 301(e) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act to reflect the House bill. 

INTEGRATION OF WOMEN 

The House bill (sec. 1408) rewrites section 
305 of the Foreign Assistance Act to require 
the President to instruct U.S. representa
tives to international organizations to en
courage and promote the integration of 
women into the national economies of mem
ber or recipient countries and into profes
sional and policymaking post tions wt thin 
these organizations. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
GUARANTEES 

The House bill (sec. 1501) updates and re
writes the Housing and Investment Guaran
tee Authority (sec. 221-223 of the Foreign As
sistance Act) to reflect compliance with the 
Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990 and to ex
pand the authority to include urban infra
structure. The House bill also increases the 
annual country guarantee ceiling to $50 mil
lion, limits the average project guarantee 
level to $25 million, and raises the aggregate 
ceiling level to $3.4 billion. The House bill 
also provides an $8.5 million authorization 
for administrative expenses in each of the 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993, and authorizes $2 
million in fiscal year 1992 and $8.1 million in 
fiscal year 1993 for the estimated subsidy 
cost of an annual program level of $150 mil
lion. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 204), although 
not a rewrite of the existing HIG authorities, 
is similar to the House bill. The Senate 
amendment expands the authority of the 
program to include urban infrastructure and 
compliance with credit reform. The Senate 
amendment also includes language authoriz
ing the issuance of guarantees for housing 
and infrastructure in Israel for Soviet refu
gees. Finally, the Senate amendment author
izes $2.5 million in each of the fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 for the estimated subsidy cost 
of an annual program level of $100 million 
and authorizes $7 million in each fiscal year 
for administrative expenses. 

The conference substitute (sec. 116) retains 
the legislative language in section 221 of the 
Foreign Assistance Act, amends section 222 
of the Foreign Assistance Act by adding 
urban infrastructure, deletes section 222A, 
and substitutes language in the House bill 
for section 223 of the Foreign Assistance Act 
(regarding fee collection). The conference 
substitute also retains the Senate language 
regarding guarantees for fair housing and in
frastructure in Israel for Soviet refugees. Fi
nally, the conference substitute authorizes 
$15.9 million for fiscal year 1992 and $10.1 mil
lion for fiscal year 1993 for the estimated 
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subsidy cost of an annual program level of 
$125 million and $8.5 million for administra
tive expenses for each fiscal year. 
OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVESTMENT CORPORATION 

The House bill (sec. 3102) rewrites sections 
231-240A of the Foreign Assistance Act to up
date OPIC's original legislation and elimi
nate outdated programs. The House bill also 
eliminates the language restricting OPIC's 
equity finance program to Sub-Saharan Afri
ca and the Caribbean, deletes language re
stricting OPIC activities in the PRC (since 
similar restrictions exist in Public Law 101-
246), and removes language restricting loans 
for mineral extraction. The House bill also 
raises the ceiling to $7.5 billion on maximum 
contingent insurance liability and $2.5 bil
lion on maximum contingent guarantee li
ability, and authorizes funding for a $375 mil
lion guarantee program, a $50 million direct 
loan program, and $12 million for adminis
trative expenses. The remaining changes are 
technical and reflect compliance with the 
Federal Credit Reform Act of 1990. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 514) contains 
a provision which requires an investor ob
taining insurance, reinsurance, guaranties or 
other financing from OPIC to certify to the 
Corporation that any contract for the export 
of goods contain a clause requiring U.S. in
surance companies to have a fair and open 
competitive opportunity to provide insur
ance against the risk of loss on such exports. 

The conference substitute (sec. 117) amends 
current law, title IV of chapter 2 of part I of 
the Foreign Assistance Act, by inserting the 
funding authorization levels contained in the 
House bill as well as the technical language 
reflecting compliance with the Credit Re
form Act of 1990. The conference substitute 
also retains two substantive changes from 
the House bill: the elimination of some re
strictions on the equity finance program and 
the removal of language restricting loans for 
mineral extraction. The conference sub
stitute retains language contained in the 
Senate amendment with respect to insur
ance, but states that the certification re
quirement does not apply to investors who 
do not have controlling interest in fact in 
the project in question. 

PRIVATE SECTOR GUARANTEE PROGRAM 

The House bill (sec. 1502) rewrites section 
108 of the Foreign Assistance Act which pro
vides the authority for the Private Sector 
Revolving Fund. The House bill authorizes 
activities to address credit imperfections 
and states that the activities should be pri
marily directed toward providing to small 
business enterprises and cooperatives credit 
and support services that are not otherwise 
available. The House bill sets the terms by 
which a guarantee may be issued, authorizes 
a pilot direct loan program not to exceed $10 
million, and directs the President to main
tain a data system which includes informa
tion on the beneficiaries of each project. Fi
nally, the House bill establishes a ceiling of 
$57 million for fiscal year 1992 and $75 million 
for fiscal year 1993 for contingent liabilities 
for guarantees, and authorizes Sl.5 million 
for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for 
administrative expenses. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 203) amends 
section 108 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
reflect credit reform. The Senate amend
ment also sets a ceiling on guarantees at $57 
million for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 and authorizes Sl.37 million for adminis
trative costs for each of the fiscal years 1992 
and 1993. 

The conference substitute (sec. 109) amends 
section 108 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 

include the House findings and adds coopera
tives to the list of private enterprises that 
may be assisted. The conference substitute 
also retains the House restrictions on the is
suance of loans and guarantees and retains 
the Senate ceilings for guarantees. Finally, 
the conference substitute authorizes Sl.5 mil
lion for administrative expenses in each of 
the fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT AGENCY 

The House bill (sec. 3107) is similar to sec
tion 661 of the Foreign Assistance Act. The 
House bill renames the Trade and Develop
men t Program as the Trade and Develop
ment Agency, which will be an independent 
Agency under the foreign policy guidance of 
the Department of State. The House bill ex
pands the mandate of the Agency to cover 
the preliminary stages of engineering design, 
requires the Director to work with the Office 
of Major Projects of the Department of Com
merce, permits the Director to appoint four 
officers and employees without regard to the 
provisions of USC title V (relating to person
nel matters), establishes authorities for the 
Inspector General, and provides an author
ization of $55.7 million in fiscal year 1992 and 
$70 million in fiscal year 1993 for the activi
ties of the TDP. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 209) amends 
section 661 of the Foreign Assistance Act 
with language similar to the House bill ex
cept it does not include language for engi
neering design, permits the Agency to ap
point only 2 individuals without regard to 
USC title V, and authorizes $40 million for 
fiscal 1992 only. 

The conference substitute (sec. 125) is simi
lar to Senate amendment, amending section 
661 of the Foreign Assistance Act, but it in
cludes language authorizing engineering de
sign and provides an authorization of $55 
million for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 
1993. 

DISASTER ASSISTANCE POLICIES 

The House bill (secs. 1601) reflects sections 
491(a) and (c) of current law to affirm U.S. 
willingness to provide assistance for disaster 
relief and rehabilitation abroad and direct 
the President to assure, to the maximum ex
tent possible, that this assistance reaches 
those most in need. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE DISASTER ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec. 1602) revises section 
491(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act to au
thorize the President, notwithstanding any 
other provision of law, to furnish disaster as
sistance related to disaster preparedness, 
prevention, mitigation, prediction, and con
tingency planning. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 206) amends 
section 491(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
to extend disaster assistance authority to 
the prevention and mitigation of disasters. 

The conference substitute (sec. 122) is the 
same as the Senate amendment. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR DISASTER ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec. 1603) authorizes $70 
million in each of the fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 for the provision of disaster assistance. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 206) amends 
section 492(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
to authorize $40 million in each of the fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993 for the provision of disas
ter assistance. 

The conference substitute (sec. 122) amends 
section 492(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
to authorize $70 million in each of the fiscal 

years 1992 and 1993 for the provision of disas
ter assistance. 

BORROWING AUTHORITY FOR DISASTER 
ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec. 1604) revises section 
492(b) of current law to increase to $100 mil
lion the amount that may be transferred in 
any fiscal year from all accounts in this act 
for international disaster assistance and pro
vides that no more than 30 percent of the 
amount "transferred" in any fiscal year 
under this section may be from development 
assistance and the Development Fund for Af
rica. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 122) amends 
section 492(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
to provide that up to $70 million in any fiscal 
year may be transferred from other accounts 
in this act to be used for disaster assistance. 
No more than $30 million in any fiscal year 
may be transferred from the development as
sistance and Development Fund for Africa 
accounts. 

AMERICAN SCHOOLS AND HOSPITALS ABROAD 
(ASHA) AUTHORITIES 

The House bill (sec. 1701) reflects section 
214(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
authorizes assistance for schools, libraries, 
and hospitals outside the United States 
which are founded or sponsored by U.S. citi
zens and which serve as study and dem
onstration centers for U.S. ideas and prac
tices. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 201) amends 
section 214(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
to define the term "school" to include any 
institution for the mentally retarded. 

The conference substitute adopts neither 
the House bill nor the Senate amendment, 
but retains section 214(a) of the Foreign As
sistance Act. The committee of conference 
notes that it supports the additional guide
lines recommended in the report of the 
House Committee on Foreign Affairs accom
panying H.R. 2508. 

DEBT EXCHANGE 

The House bill (sec. 1721) authorizes the 
use of economic assistance funds for grants 
to NGOs to purchase debt obligations owed 
by a developing country to any commercial 
lending institution or other private party 
and to cancel such debt in exchange for that 
country making available assets or policy 
commitments to promote the four basic ob
jectives set forth in section 1102 of the House 
bill. Grantees are authorized to retain any 
interest received on such funds. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 121) amends 
section 471 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
incorporate the House provision, except that 
reference is made to the four basic objectives 
contained in section 102 of the conference 
substitute. 

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL 

The House bill (sec. 1731) provides that Ap
propriate Technology International (ATI) 
qualifies for development assistance as a 
PVO and earmarks $2 million in ESF for fis
cal year 1992 in addition to the S3 million 
made available to ATI under its cooperative 
agreement with AID. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 108) amends 
section 107 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
provide that A TI qualifies as a PVO and to 
direct that $2 million in ESF for fiscal year 
1992 should be made available to ATI to en-
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able it to emphasize large-scale replication 
of successful projects and partnerships with 
major development and financial institu
tions. 

EVALUATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY/INDEX OF 
ECONOMIC FREEDOM 

The House bill (sec. 1921) revises and ex
pands the authorities contained in sections 
125 and 11.8 of the Foreign Assistance Act. 
The House bill: Sets forth the rationale for 
an objective, strategically focused evalua
tion system competent to assess AID's 
progress toward the achievement of specific 
results; directs AID to take specific actions 
to fulfill these requirements, including de
velopment of a program performance infor
mation system, better dissemination of eval
uation reports, improved use of evaluation as 
a management tool, and effective coordina
tion with the Inspector General; requires the 
President to ensure that AID is carrying out 
its mandated evaluation responsibilities; and 
requires an annual report to inform the Con
gress of AID's progress toward achieving the 
four basic objectives contained in section 
1102 of the House bill based on evaluation 
studies and other empirical information as 
necessary. 

·T.lle Senate amendment (title XVill) re
quTres AID to develop for every country re
ceiving development assistance a system of 
determining and evaluating the progress 
being made to increase the freedom and op
portuni ty of individuals to participate in 
economic growth; lists the factors to be eval
uated by this index, including issues of prop
erty rights, regulations, the informal sector, 
wage and price controls, taxation, trade pol
icy, restrictions on investment and capital 
flows, size of state sector, and banking; re
quires an annual report; and directs that the 
index should be taken into consideration in 
providing U.S. development assistance and 
assistance through the MDBs. 

The conference substitute (sec. 114) amends 
section 125 of the Foreign Assistance Act. It 
generally reflects the House provision, with 
the following exceptions; references are cor
rected to apply to the Foreign Assistance 
Act as amended by this act; section 
114(d)(2)(B), dealing with periodic country re
ports, directs the identification of economic 
policy reforms conducive to sustainable eco
nomic growth, in particular reforms along 
market economic principles, that were pro
moted by U.S. economic assistance and re
quires an analysis of the progress being made 
by countries receiving economic assistance 
in adopting economic policies that foster and 
enhance the freedom and opportunity of indi
viduals to participate in and promote eco
nomic growth in that country, including the 
development of a series of factors that pro
vide a common standard by which such pro
grams can be evaluated and compared be
tween countries and within countries over 
time. The committee of conference urges 
AID to review such factors as property 
rights, government regulations, activities of 
the so-called informal sector, wage and price 
controls, tax and trade policy, restrictions 
on investment and capital flows, the size of 
the state sector, and banking regulations 
and policies. 

CENTER FOR UNIVERSITY COOPERATION IN 
DEVELOPMENT 

The House bill (sec. 1941) directs the Presi
dent to maintain within AID a Center for 
University Cooperation in Development to 
strengthen the partnership for development 
among the U.S. Government and public and 
private institutions of higher education. The 
House bill also repeals Title XII of chapter 2 

of part I of the Foreign Assistance Act, 
which establishes the Board for Inter
national Food and Agricultural Development 
(BIFAD). 

The Senate amendment (sec. 213), which 
amends chapter 2 of part III of the Foreign 
Assistance Act to add a new section 640D, is 
essentially identical to the House bill, ex
cept that it adds a provision dealing with 
source of funds for the Center. The Senate 
amendment does not repeal Title XII of the 
Foreign Assistance Act. 

The conference substitute (sec. 127) adds to 
part ill of the Foreign Assistance Act new 
sections 681 and 682 and deletes Title XII. 
Section 681 is identical to the House bill. 
Section 682 establishes a permanent advisory 
committee on university cooperation in de
velopment. The members of the advisory 
committee are to be appointed by the AID 
Administrator and will consist primarily of 
individuals who are from institutions of 
higher education eligible to participate in 
development assistance and ESF programs 
and who have expertise and administrative 
experience in education, research, and public 
service relevant to the development needs of 
developing countries. The committee of con
ference expects that the Board's chairperson 
will be a representative of the higher edu
cation community. The committee's func
tion is to advise the administrator regarding 
AID programs carried out with or through 
institutions of higher education. The com
mittee of conference expects the Board to fa
cilitate involvement of U.S. institutions of 
higher education in AID programs, including 
regional and country-level programs. 

The Center and the advisory committee 
are expected to carry forward BIF AD's exist
ing activities and to expand AID cooperation 
with universities in areas in addition to agri
culture, such as health, family planning, and 
the environment. 

Institutions of higher education are impor
tant national assets which can be of signifi
cant benefit to international development ef
forts. AID, through the Center and Advisory 
Board should take full advantage of develop
ment resources available in U.S. institutions 
of higher education. Many U.S. colleges and 
universities have on-going efforts to inter
nationalize their programs, which present 
opportunities for increased collaboration be
tween AID and these institutions. 

Under the former authorities of title XII of 
the Foreign Assistance Act, U.S. institutions 
of higher education have played an integral 
role in many AID programs, particularly in 
the agriculture sector and many institutions 
have received significant strengthening from 
AID to provide technical resources in agri
culture and related fields to meet the needs 
of developing countries. Agricultural re
search programs have been initiated which 
benefit both developing countries and the 
U.S. agricultural economy, and institutional 
relationships have been established between 
U.S. colleges and universities and counter
part institutions in the developing world. 
This legacy should be an important asset for 
the University Center. 

It is the expectation of the committee of 
conference that the new University Center 
will build on these experiences, broadening 
AID's partnerships with U.S. colleges and 
universities and deepening cooperative rela
tionships between U.S. institutions of higher 
education and comparable educational insti
tutions in the developing countries. The par
ticipation of U.S. colleges and universities in 
the economic development programs of poor 
countries and the building of educational in
stitutions that support the educational, re-

search, and service needs of their societies in 
a variety of social and economic sections is 
vital to the achievement of sustainable eco
nomic growth and building democratic polit
ical systems. The University Center and Ad
visory Board can play an innovative role, 
serving as a catalyst for the initiation of 
sustainable partnerships between U.S. insti
tutions of higher education and colleges and 
universities in developing countries. 

CENTER FOR VOLUNTARY COOPERATION IN 
DEVELOPMENT 

The House bill (secs. 1942 and 1943) directs 
the President to maintain within AID a Cen
ter for Voluntary Cooperation in Develop
ment to strengthen the partnership for de
velopment among the U.S. government and 
U.S. PVOs, cooperatives, and credit unions 
and requires the creation of a permanent Ad
visory Committee on Voluntary Cooperation 
in Development. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 213), which 
amends chapter 2 of part III of the Foreign 
Assistance Act to add new sections 640E and 
640F, is essentially identical to the House 
language, except that it adds a provision 
dealing with the source of funds for the Cen
ter. 

The conference substitute (sec. 127) adds to 
part m of the Foreign Assistance Act new 
sections 683 and 684, which are identical to 
the House bill. 

In creating the Center for Voluntary Co
operation, the committee of conference reaf
firms its strong support for the international 
development work of PVOs, cooperatives, 
and credit unions. These nonprofit organiza
tions provide high quality services to the 
U.S. Government at less cost (about half the 
cost of AID professional staff or for-profit
contractors) with more sustainable results. 
PVOs build independent sectors in develop
ing countries which promote more equitable 
development, pluralism, and democracy. In 
addition, they promote international volun
tarism and express the best humanitarian 
spirit of the American public. 

The committee of conference share a long
standing commitment to the work of PVOs. 
On May 2, 1989, then AID Administrator Alan 
Woods testified to the Committee on Foreign 
Relations of the Senate that "[AID) could 
not operate without private and voluntary 
organizations. They are our hands and arms 
in so many places in the world ... and it is 
terribly important that the Agency have a 
very intimate relationship with private and 
voluntary organizations." 

The role of the Center is to assure that 
these organizations and indigenous PVOs, 
cooperatives, and credit unions are appro
priately utilized in meeting the objectives of 
the Foreign Assistance Act. The committee 
of conference believes that the Center, and 
its advisory board, should work closely with 
AID's regional bureaus in order to encourage 
and facilitate appreciation of the contribu
tions of NGOs. The committee of conference 
expects that all current programs within the 
Office of Private Voluntary Cooperation will 
be made part of the Center, including admin
istration of the farmer-to-farmer program 
and development education programs as au
thorized under section 113 of the conference 
substitute. The committee of conference sup
ports funding for worldwide programs of U.S. 
PVOs, cooperatives, and credit unions at $60 
million in fiscal year 1992, consistent with 
directives from the Committees on Appro
priations of the House of Representatives 
and the Senate in prior years. 
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POLICY AND REPORT ON FURTHER MANAGEMENT 

REFORM 

The Senate bill (sec. 512) contains a sense 
of Congress provision that the President 
should continue to make efforts to improve 
the management of the foreign economic as
sistance program and lists a number of areas 
in which such efforts should be made. It re
quires that the AID Administrator prepare a 
report describing the actions the agency has 
taken to improve AID management and di
rects the President to conduct a study on the 
implications of reducing the number of coun
tries receiving U.S. economic assistance and 
on the feasibility of incorporating AID into 
the Department of States. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 128) reflects 
the Senate provision. Section 128(a) lists 
areas in which reform of the management of 
foreign economic assistance programs can be 
made, including: (1) streamlining the project 
development process; (2) increasing AID's de
centralization; (3) reducing the number of 
projects and increasing their duration; (4) de
creasing recurring costs; (5) expanding over
seas tours and streamlining mid-level man
agement; (6) streamlining the contract proc
ess; (7) improving the coordination of U.S. 
economic assistance; and (8) reviewing 
multidonor coordination practices. It re
quires the President, within 6 months of en
actment of this Act, to report to the Con
gress on the feasibility of reducing the num
ber of countries receiving economic assist
ance, on ways to improve coordination for 
economic assistance within the U.S. govern
ment and with other governments, and on 
ways to improve management of U.S. eco
nomic assistance programs, including sev
eral specific options for reorganization of the 
U.S. government with regard to provision of 
foreign economic assistance. 

TITLE II-MILITARY ASSISTANCE SALES AND 
RELATED PROGRAMS 

STATEMENT OF POLICY AND OBJECTIVES 

The House bill (sec. 2101) establishes a 
number of findings and includes a statement 
of policy on military assistance designed to 
serve as general policy guidance to enhance 
program implementation and oversight of 
military assistance programs in foreign 
countries. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 401) contains 
a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 201(a)) 
amends section 501 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act, combining major elements from the 
House b111 and the Senate amendment. 

The committee of conference expects the 
provision of m111tary assistance to be con
sistent with the achievement of economic as
sistance objectives. Military assistance 
should not be provided if such assistance 
would hinder the achievement of the overall 
objectives of the Foreign Assistance Act 
such as sustainable economic growth, pov
erty alleviation, and democracy. 

OBJECTIVES OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE 

The House b111 (sec. 2102) contains nine ob
jectives concerning military assistance. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 401) contains 
a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 201(b)) is 
the same as the Senate amendment except 
that it includes the House objective address
ing the importance of increasing the aware
ness of nationals of friendly countries of 
basic issues involving democratic values and 
institutions, especially respect for inter
nationally recognized human rights. 

The committee of conference emphasizes 
that military assistance programs should 

support the establishment in friendly foreign 
countries of a relationship between civilian 
and military sectors appropriate to a demo
cratic system of government. 

FOREIGN MILITARY FINANCING 

The House bill (sec. 2201(a)) restates sec
tion 503(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
provide general authority to the President to 
furnish military assistance by: (1) acquiring 
from any source and providing by grant, 
credit financing, or loan any defense article 
or defense service; (2) financing the sale of 
defense articles or defense services; and (3) 
financing the procurement for commercial 
leasing in the case of major non-NATO allies. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 402(a)) 
amends section 503(a) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act to provide general authority for the 
President to furnish military assistance by: 
(1) acquiring from any source and providing 
only by grant any defense article or defense 
service; and (2) financing the procurement 
for commercial leasing for Israel and Egypt. 
The Senate amendment is identical to the 
all grant military assistance authority 
adopted by the Senate Committee on For
eign Relations in 1989, at the request of the 
executive branch. 

The conference substitute (sec. 202(a)) is 
the same as the House bill, except it provides 
that no country can receive more than 60 
percent in fiscal year 1992 and 30 percent in 
fiscal year 1993 of its FMF assistance in the 
form of concessional interest rate loans. This 
provision moves toward the trend repeatedly 
advocated by the executive branch to move 
the FMF financing program to an all grant 
program. As the executive branch stated in 
its budget submission to Congress for fiscal 
year 1991, "The Administration believes that 
grant FMF is fully justified because, by en
hancing the economic value of U.S. military 
assistance, many countries are better able to 
devote more of their scarce financial re
sources to economic development activi
ties." 

FINANCING PROCUREMENT IN COMMERCIAL 
LEASING 

The House bill (sec. 2201(b)) restates sec
tion 23 of the Arms Export Control Act to 
provide that FMF assistance may be pro
vided to any NA TO member country or any 
major non-NATO ally for the procurement of 
defense articles by leasing from commercial 
sources subject to a Presidential determina
tion and congressional notification proce
dures. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 402(b)) states 
that FMF assistance may be provided to Is
rael and Egypt for the procurement of de
fense articles by leasing from commercial 
sources, excluding Major Defense Equipment 
(other than helicopters and other types of 
aircraft having possible civilian application), 
subject to a Presidential determination and 
congressional notification procedures. The 
Senate amendment also provides that the 
leasing authority is subject to specific 
amounts provided in advance in an appro
priation act. 

The conference substitute (202(c)) is the 
same as the Senate amendment. 

OBLIGATION OF FUNDS 

The House bill (sec. 2201(c)) provides lim
ited authority for FMF assistance to be con
sidered obligated upon apportionment of 
funds by the Office of Management and 
Budget without a signed bilateral agreement 
with the recipient. The House bill also states 
that any agreement to provide FMF assist
ance must expressly grant the U.S. Govern
ment the right to deobligate uncommitted 
funds after three years. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 402(d)) is 
similar to the House bill except that it does 
not contain a deobligation provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 202(c)) is 
the same as the House bill except that it de
letes the provision which requires the U.S. 
Government to obtain the right to 
deobligate uncommitted FMF funds after 
three years. However, the committee of con
ference believes that the executive branch 
should insist on the inclusion of deobligation 
authority in all bilateral agreements. 

The House bill (sec. 2201(d)) restates sec
tions 505(b) and 505(c) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act to state the conditions under which 
defense articles can be provided on a loan 
basis. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute, (sec. 202(b)) 
amends section 505(c) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act to provide for the value of defense 
articles to be counted against limitations in 
section 506(a)(l) of the Foreign Assistance 
Act. 

EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN COSTS FROM CERTAIN 
SALES 

The House b111 (sec. 2201(e)) restates sec
tion 503(a)(3)) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
provides that military sales financed by the 
grant MAP or the grant FMS financing pro
grams not include the cost of salaries of 
members of the U.S. Armed Forces (other 
than the Coast Guard) and the unfunded esti
mated costs of civilian retirement and other 
benefits. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 402(c)) con
tains a similar provision and amends section 
503 of the Foreign Assistance Act to require 
grant military sales to include the unfunded 
estimated costs of civilian retirement and 
other benefits. 

The conference substitute (sec. 202(c)) is 
the same as the Senate amendment. 

FINANCING FOR COPRODUCTION AND LICENSED 
PRODUCTION 

The House b111 (sec. 2201(0) restates sec
tions 42 (b) and (c) of the Arms Export Con
trol Act to prohibit the use of military as
sistance funds for coproduction or licensed 
production of defense articles outside the 
United States unless the President provides 
full information on the proposed transaction. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 202(c)) cre
ates a new section 503(h) of the Foreign As
sistance Act which is the same as the House 
b111. The committee of conference notes that 
the provision applies to agreements and ar
rangements approved, with respect to those 
entered into, by the U.S. Government. 
PROCUREMENT INVOLVING CERTAIN VESSELS OF 

WAR 

The House b111 (sec. 2201(g)) establishes dis
cretionary authority for the President to 
prohibit FMF and prior year FMS and MAP 
from being used to procure certain vessels of 
war and associated systems subject to cer
tain exceptions. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 202(c)) is 
similar to the House bill but adds an addi
tional exception for maintenance and repair 
of weapons systems. 

CIVIC ACTION IN AFRICA 

The House b111 (sec. 2201(h)) specifies that 
funds made available in title II of the House 
b111 may be used for civic action programs in 
Africa. The House bill also waives section 
6204 of the House bill, the "Brooke-Alexan-
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der" amendment, which prohibits countries 
more than one year in arrears on payments 
on past U.S. Government loans from receiv
ing additional funds. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate provision. 

TERMS OF FINANCING MILITARY ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec. 2202) stipulates that 
military financing assistance may be pro
vided on a grant or credit basis, or as guar
anties, subject to the Federal Credit Reform 
Act of 1990 and certain foreign policy and 
economic criteria and includes a provision 
enabling military assistance to be used for 
debt repayment. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 402(e)) au
thorizes the financing of military assistance 
only on a grant basis. The Senate amend
ment also includes an amendment to section 
503 of the Foreign Assistance Act permitting 
military assistance to be used for debt repay
ment. 

The conference substitute (sec. 202(c)) is 
the same as the Senate amendment. 

CONDITIONS OF ELIGIBILITY 

The House bill (sec. 2203) restates 502 and 
505 of the Foreign Assistance Act concerning 
the eligibility provisions for foreign military 
assistance. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 404) amends 
section 505 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
encourage the President to consider the 
practice of a country with respect to the law 
of war as a condition of eligibility in furnish
ing military assistance under the Foreign 
Assistance Act or authorizing sales under 
the Arms Export Control Act. 

The conference substitute (sec. 201(b)) 
amends section 502 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act to state the purposes for which military 
assistance may be furnished to a foreign 
country. The conference substitute (sec. 204) 
also amends section 505 of the Foreign As
sistance Act to include a provision from the 
House bill which places restrictions on fi
nancing to procure defense articles and serv
ices consistent with those restrictions pres
ently applicable under the Arms Export Con
trol Act. 

APPROVAL OF THIRD COUNTRY TRANSFERS 

The House bill (sec. 2204) restates section 
505(e) of the Foreign Assistance Act to estab
lish controls and limits on the transfer of 
such defense articles services to a third 
country. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate provision. 

IMPROVED ACCOUNTABILITY WITH RESPECT TO 
FINANCED COMMERCIAL ARMS SALES 

The House bill (sec. 2205) requires the es
tablishment of new fiscal and accounting 
controls on financed commercial arms sales 
comparable to current standards on govern
ment-to-government arms sales. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 206) adds a 
new section 507 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act, which is similar to the House provision, 
requires the establishment of controls that 
are no less stringent in terms of accountabil
ity relating to improper business practices 
and personal conflict of interest than those 
requirements of the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation that are applicable to sales under 
the Arms Export Control Act. 

The committee of conference notes that in 
establishing this requirement the Defense 

Security Assistance Agency should improve 
its access to records concerning fiscal and 
accounting controls to improve monitoring 
of the implementation of these controls on 
all government-financed commercial arms 
sales. 

CONSIDERATIONS IN FURNISHING ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec. 2206) restates section 
511 of the Foreign Assistance Act which re
quires that decisions to furnish military as
sistance be made in coordination with the 
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agen
cy. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 2207) authorizes 
$4,411,444,000 for fiscal year 1992 and 
$4,840,000,000 for fiscal year 1993 for the FMF 
program. This section also includes a provi
sion that requires two percent of the aggre
gate amount of financing provided for the 
FMF program for each fiscal year be avail
able only for assistance to non-earmarked 
countries. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 403) author
izes $4,510,500,000 for the FMF program for 
each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

The conference substitute (sec. 203) amends 
section 504(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
to authorize $1.8 billion for Israel, $1.3 billion 
for Egypt, $500 million for Turkey, $350 mil
lion for Greece, and $512 million unallocated 
FMF for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 
1993, for a total FMF program of $4.462 bil
lion. The conference substitute does not re
tain the two percent fund for non-earmarked 
countries. 

COMMITMENT OF PRIOR YEAR MILITARY 
ASSISTANCE FUNDS 

The House bill (sec. 2208) provides that if 
the President determines that no further 
sales will be made pursuant to the Arms Ex
port Control Act to a specified country, prior 
year FMS and MAP funds which have been 
allocated to that country but remain uncom
mitted may be recommitted to other eligible 
countries to finance sales under the Arms 
Export Control Act subject to 15-day advance 
notification procedures. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 413(b)) con
tains a similar provision except that it also 
states the authority is subject to specific 
amounts provided in advance in an appro
priation act. 

The conference substitute (sec. 202(c)) is 
the same as the Senate amendment. 

MODERNIZATION OF DEFENSE CAPABILITIES 

The House bill (sec. 2301) provides that dur
ing fiscal years 1992-96 the President may 
transfer excess defense articles for purposes 
of modernization to NATO southern flank 
countries, major non-NATO allies on the 
southern and southeastern flank, and coun
tries which received FMF assistance in fiscal 
year 1990 and which, as of October 1, 1990, 
contributed armed forces to deter Iraqi ag
gression in the Persian Gulf. Further, the 
House bill provides that excess defense arti
cles may be transferred without cost to the 
recipient country and requires that at least 
15 days prior to the designation of a country 
as an eligible country to receive excess de
fense articles and prior to the transfer of ex
cess defense articles the President must no
tify the relevant congressional committees. 
The House bill also establishes that excess 
defense articles be made available to Greece 
and Turkey consistent with the policy con
tained in section 5501 of the House bill and 

also be made available in approximately the 
same ratio that FMF is provided to the two 
countries. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 407) amends 
section 516 of the Foreign Assistance Act for 
each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 to in
clude Coast Guard property as eligible for 
the purpose of this section. 

The conference substitute (sec. 209(a)) is 
similar to the Senate amendment but ex
tends the authority to the transfer of excess 
defense articles to fiscal years 1992-1996 and 
requires that excess defense articles to 
Greece and Turkey shall be made available 
in approximately the same ratio as FMF is 
provided over the 3-year period beginning on 
October l, 1992. The conference substitute 
also makes a technical correction. 

The committee of conference notes that 
section 411 of the conference substitute ex
tends the prohibition contained in section 
660 of the Foreign Assistance Act (relating to 
training of host country law enforcement of
ficials) to this provision. 

MODERNIZATION OF COUNTERNARCOTICS 
CAPABILITIES 

The House bill (sec. 2302) authorizes the 
President to transfer excess defense articles 
to eligible drug producing countries only for 
the purpose of encouraging military forces 
and law enforcement agencies of those coun
tries to participate cooperatively in a com
prehensive national counternarcotics pro
gram conceived and developed by the govern
ment of that country, and only if that coun
try ensures that those excess defense articles 
will be used primarily in support of 
counternarcotics activities. The Secretary of 
State is authorized to determine the eligi
bility of countries to receive excess defense 
articles under this section, and is directed to 
ensure that the transfer of excess defense ar
ticles under this section is coordinated with 
other counternarcotics programs assisted by 
the U.S. Government. The value of excess de
fense articles transferred under this section 
is limited to $10 million per country. The 
same conditions contained in section 2301 
(relating to transfers of excess defense arti
cles for modernization purposes) are applied 
to transfers under section 2302, including ad
vance notification to relevant congressional 
committees. The House bill (sec. 2302) fur
ther defines an eligible drug producing coun
try as a major illicit drug producing country 
in Latin America and the Caribbean that has 
a democratic government, and whose secu
rity forces do not engage in a consistent pat
tern of gross violations of internationally 
recognized human rights, and that is eligible 
for foreign military financing assistance at 
the time the excess defense articles are 
transferred. Finally, the House bill (sec. 2303) 
further defines the term excess defense arti
cles to include excess property of the Coast 
Guard, and for the purposes of this section 
defines the term "Department of Defense", 
with respect to such excess property, to in
clude the Coast Guard and clarifies that the 
purpose of this section is the modernization 
of counternarcotics capabilities of major il
licit drug producing countries, instead of the 
modernization of military capabilities of 
these countries (as suggested in section 517 
of the Foreign Assistance Act). 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 209(b)) 
which is essentially the same as the House 
bill, amends section 517 of the Foreign As
sistance Act to reduce advance notification 
to congressional committees from 30 days to 
15 days, and clarify that major drug transit 
countries as well as major drug producing 
countries are eligible recipients. 
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The committee of conference notes that al

though section 411 of the conference sub
stitute extends the prohibition contained in 
section 660 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
excess defense articles transferred under sec
tion 517, this prohibition is waived for fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993 in section 305 of the con
ference substitute, subject to the same limi
tations on host country police force recipi
ents as those on assistance to military 
forces, including the requirement for demo
cratic governments and respect for human 
rights. 

NATURAL RESOURCES AND WILDLIFE 
MANAGEMENT 

The House bill (sec. 2303) restates section 
518 of the Foreign Assistance Act to provide 
the authority to transfer nonlethal excess 
defense articles and small arms to friendly 
countries and to international organizations 
and private and voluntary organizations for 
natural resource and wildlife management 
purposes subject to certain limitations and 
advance notification requirements. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITIES RELATING TO 
MODERNIZATION OF MILITARY CAPABILITIES 

The House bill (sec. 2304) revises section 519 
of the Foreign Assistance Act to establish a 
number of controls and limits on the trans
fer of non-lethal excess defense articles to 
foreign countries. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. The committee of con
ference notes that section 411 of the con
ference substitute extends the prohibition 
contained in section 660 of the Foreign As
sistance Act (relating to training of host 
country law enforcement officials) to this 
section. 
ANNUAL CEILING ON THE TRANSFERS OF EXCESS 

DEFENSE ARTICLES 

The House bill (sec. 2305) establishes an an
nual ceiling of $250 million on the value of 
excess defense articles as determined by the 
aggregate acquisition cost. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 411) amends 
section 37 of the Arms Export Control Act to 
establish an annual ceiling of $500 million on 
the value of excess defense articles as deter
mined by the aggregate acquisition cost. 

The conference substitute (sec. 209(c)) is 
the same as the Senate amendment. 

ANNUAL REPORT ON TRANSFERS OF EXCESS 
DEFENSE ARTICLES 

The House bill (sec. 2306) requires that the 
annual congressional presentation document 
for security assistance programs include a 
listing by country of the total value of all 
excess defense articles transferred during the 
preceding fiscal year, including the acquisi
tion cost of each transfer and the value at 
the time of delivery. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 209(d)), 
which amends section 31 of the Arms Export 
Control Act, is similar to the House bill, but 
repeals an obsolete reporting requirement. 
The committee of conference notes that the 
reporting requirements formerly contained 
in section 519(e) of the Foreign Assistance 
Act are incorporated in section 209 of the 
conference substitute. 

DEFINITION OF EXCESS DEFENSE ARTICLES 

The House bill (sec. 7601(b)) defines excess 
defense articles as those defense articles, 

other than construction equipment (includ
ing, but not limited to, tractors, scrapers, 
loaders, graders, bulldozers, dump trucks, 
generators and compressors) owned by the 
U.S. Government, and not procured in antici
pation of military assistance or sales re
quirements, or pursuant to a military assist
ance or sales order, which are in excess of 
the Approved Force Acquisition Objective 
and Approved Force Retention Stock of all 
Department of Defense (DOD) Components at 
the time such articles are dropped from in
ventory by the supplying agency for delivery 
to countries or international organizations 
under the Foreign Assistance Act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 209(f)), 
which amends section 644(g) of the Foreign 
Assistance Act, is the same as the House bill. 

OVERSEAS MANAGEMENT OF ASSISTANCE AND 
SALES PROGRAMS 

AUTHORIZED FUNCTIONS 

The House bill (sec. 2401) restates section 
515 of the Foreign Assistance Act to provide 
that the President may assign members of 
the U.S. Armed Forces overseas to manage 
military assistance overseas programs. The 
House bill also provides advisory and train
ing assistance but limits this function over
seas. Further, the House bill provides that at 
least one member of the Armed Forces as
signed to each country under this chapter be 
given responsibility primarily for monitor
ing the international security assistance and 
sales program in that country. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 208) is simi
lar to the House bill but deletes the require
ment that a member of the U.S. Armed 
Forces overseas assigned to a foreign coun
try must monitor the international security 
assistance and sales program in that coun
try. However, the committee of conference 
fully expects that one member of the U.S. 
Armed Forces assigned to a foreign country 
under this section will continue to monitor 
the international security assistance and 
sales program in that country. 

LIMIT ON SIZE OF GROUPS 

The House bill (sec. 2402) provides that the 
total number of members of U.S. Armed 
Forces assigned under this chapter to a for
eign country in a fiscal year, may not exceed 
the number justified to the Congress for that 
fiscal year, unless the Committee on Foreign 
Affairs of the House of Representatives and 
the Committee on Foreign Relations of the 
Senate are notified 30 days in advance of the 
introduction of the additional personnel. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 208(a)) is 
similar to the House bill. 

COSTS 

The House bill (sec. 2403) mandates that 
the entire costs (excluding salaries of mem
bers of the U.S. Armed Forces, other than 
the Coast Guard) of overseas management of 
military assistance and sales program be 
charged to or reimbursed from funds made 
available to carry out the FMF program, 
other than the costs which are either paid di
rectly under a sale of services from the 
stocks of the Defense Department, or reim
bursed from administrative services and 
other charges paid directly by foreign gov
ernments. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 208(b)) 
amends section 515(d) of the Foreign Assist-

ance Act to add language which exempts 
Coast Guard salaries from costing provi
sions. 

ROLE OF CHIEF OF MISSION 

The House bill (sec. 2404) provides that 
members of the U.S. Armed Forces assigned 
to a foreign country under this chapter shall 
serve under the direction and supervision of 
the Chief of the United States Diplomatic 
Mission to that country. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable amendment, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

GENERAL AUTHORITIES FOR IMET 

The House bill (sec. 2501) provides author
ity for the President to furnish international 
military education and training (IMET) as
sistance to military and related civilian per
sonnel of foreign countries and allows !MET 
to be provided to civilians employed at min
istries other than the defense ministry and 
to legislators of foreign countries under lim
ited circumstances and purposes. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provisions, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 210) amends 
section 541 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
include authority to train legislators of for
eign countries and add cooperation between 
military and law enforcement personnel with 
respect to counternarcotics law enforcement 
efforts as an objective of the program. Inclu
sion of the objective of cooperation between 
military and law enforcement personnel re
flects the successful experience of the United 
States, particularly the essential distinction 
between internal security and national de
fense. 

TERMS OF ASSISTANCE FOR IMET 

The House bill (sec. 2502) restates section 
543 of the Foreign Assistance Act to author
ize military education and training on a 
grant basis and, whenever feasible, under the 
FMF program. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

EXCHANGE TRAINING 

The House bill (sec. 2503) restates section 
544 of the Foreign Assistance Act to author
ize the President to provide for attendance of 
foreign military personnel at professional 
military education institutions other than 
service academies without charge, if such at
tendance is pursuant to a reciprocal agree
ment. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

TRAINING IN MARITIME SKILLS 

The House bill (sec. 2504) restates section 
545 of the Foreign Assistance Act to encour
age the President to allocate a portion of 
IMET funds each fiscal year for use for edu
cation and training in maritime search and 
rescue, operation and maintenance of aids to 
navigation, port security, and other mari
time skills. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR IMET 

The House bill (sec. 2565) authorizes $52.5 
million for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 for the !MET program. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 408) amends 
section 542 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
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authorize $47.196 for each of the fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 for the !MET program. 

The conference substitute (sec. 210(b)) 
amends section 542 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act to authorize $50.5 million for each of the 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for the !MET pro
gram. 

GENERAL AUTHORITY FOR PEACEKEEPING 
OPERATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 2601) provides general 
authority for the President to furnish assist
ance to foreign countries and international 
organizations for peacekeeping operations 
and activities and related programs. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 211) amends 
section 551 of the Foreign Assistance Act 
with a technical modification which includes 
peacekeeping-related programs. 

PEACEKEEPING DRAWDOWN AND TRANSFER 
AUTHORITIES 

The House bill (sec. 2602) restates section 
552(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act to pro
vide the President with emergency 
drawdown authority for unforeseen emer
gencies requiring additional U.S. support for 
peacekeeping operations, as well as author
ity to make certain transfers from ESF. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES 

The House bill (sec. 2603) restates section 
553 of the Foreign Assistance Act to that 
provide administrative authorities used to 
govern assistance under part I of the Foreign 
Assistance Act apply to peacekeeping oper
ations assistance. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

RESTRICTIONS ON STOCKPILES 

The House bill (sec. 2701) restates section 
514 of the Foreign Assistance Act to set forth 
the restrictions under which certain U.S. 
stockpiles abroad may be established and 
further defines the value of stockpiled de
fense articles. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

LOCATION OF STOCKPILES 

The House bill (sec. 2702(a)) limits the loca
tions of a stockpile outside the boundaries of 
a U.S. military base or a military base used 
primarily by the United States. The House 
bill (sec. 2702(b)) further states that the pro
hibition detailed in section 2702(a) does not 
apply to stockpiles located in the Republic 
of Korea, Thailand, any country that is a 
member of NATO, any country that is a 
major non-NATO ally, or any other country 
the President may designate, subject to ad
vance notification procedures. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 207(b)) 
amends section 514(a) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act to allow the President to designate 
other countries eligible for stockpiles sub
ject to advance notification procedures. 

ADDITIONS TO WAR RESERVE STOCKS 

The House bill (sec. 2703 (a) and (b)) states 
that the value of additional defense articles, 
other than for NA TO purposes, in certain 
stockpiles located in foreign countries, may 
not exceed in any fiscal year an amount 

specified in legislation authorizing military 
assistance programs for that fiscal year. The 
House bill (sec. 2703(b)) provides the value of 
additions to such stockpiles in foreign coun
tries shall not exceed $429 million for each of 
the fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 406) amends 
section 514(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
with a provision similar to the House bill. 

The conference substitute (sec. 207(a)) is 
the same as the Senate amendment but 
clarifies the limitation of additions to stock
piles. 
COORDINATION OF ALL UNITED STATES TERROR

ISM-RELATED ASSISTANCE TO FOREIGN COUN
TRIES 

The House bill (sec. 2801) restates section 
502 of the International Security and Devel
opment Cooperation Act of 1985 which des
ignates the Secretary of State as coordinator 
of all terrorism assistance and requires an 
annual report not later than February 1 on 
the provision of such assistance provided in 
the preceding fiscal year. Such reports may 
be provided on a classified basis. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

CONSIDERATIONS IN PROVIDING ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec 2802) revises section 571 
of the Foreign Assistance Act to authorize 
the President to furnish antiterrorism as
sistance, including the provision of commod
ities, to foreign countries to enhance the 
ability of law enforcement personnel to deter 
terrorism and terrorist groups from engaging 
in acts of international terrorism. The House 
bill includes additional language concerning 
terrorism as a transnational threat which 
poses a danger to a stable world order and to 
the traveling public, and urging the Presi
dent to take into account the cooperation 
provided by other countries in connection 
with matters related to international terror
ism, including such matters as whether a 
country grants sanctuary from prosecution 
to individuals or groups that have engaged in 
international terrorism. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 212)(b)) 
amends section 620B of the Foreign Assist
ance Act to include consideration of coopera
tion regarding international terrorism. 

ANTITERRORISM ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec. 2803) restates section 
572 of the Foreign Assistance Act regarding 
the purposes for which antiterrorism assist
ance may be provided. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

AUTHORITIES AND LIMITATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 2804) restates section 
573 of the Foreign Assistance Act which in
cludes various authorities and limitations on 
providing antiterrorism assistance to eligi
ble foreign countries. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

REPORTS TO CONGRESS 

The House bill (sec. 2805) restates section 
574 of the Foreign Assistance Act which re
quires an annual report on the antiterrorism 
assistance program and advance notification 
to Congress on the eligibility of foreign 
countries and the provision of assistance to 
such countries. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES 

The House bill (sec. 2806) restates section 
576 of the Foreign Assistance Act to set forth 
various restrictions and administrative au
thorities of the aniterrorism assistance pro
gram. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

PROHIBITION ON ASSISTANCE TO COUNTRIES 
SUPPORTING INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 

The House bill (sec. 2808) restates section 
620A of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
prohibits the provision of assistance to coun
tries which the President has determined 
grant sanctuary from prosecution to any in
dividual or group which has committed an 
act of international terrorism or otherwise 
supports international terrorism. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

SPECIAL DRAWDOWN AUTHORITIES 

The House bill (sec. 2901) revises section 506 
of the Foreign Assistance Act to provide 
that the President may drawdown defense 
articles from stocks or services from DOD 
for unforeseen emergencies requiring imme
diate military assistance to a foreign coun
try or international organization; provide 
authority allowing the President to 
drawdown commodities from stocks or serv
ices from DOD for special circumstances re
quiring nonmilitary assistance for purposes 
of providing international narcotics control 
assistance, international disaster assistance 
or refugee assistance; include language man
dating annual aggregate ceilings of $100 mil
lion for those defense articles and services 
provided for emergencies requiring military 
assistance and an annual aggregate ceiling of 
$75 million for those emergencies requiring 
non-military assistance; and include addi
tional provisions regarding congressional no
tification procedures and costing issues. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 405) amends 
section 506 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
increase the ceilings for both military and 
non-military emergency drawdowns to $100 
million and include various technical clari
fications. 

The conference substitute (sec. 205) is the 
same as the Senate amendment except that 
it places a sublimit of $75 million for any 
drawdowns of commodities of stocks or de
fense services from DOD in circumstances re
quiring non-military assistance for purposes 
of providing international narcotics control 
assistance. The conference substitute also 
includes a 15-day advance reprogramming 
notification to appropriate congressional 
committees if the President is to exercise 
the authority to drawdown non-military as
sistance for purposes of providing inter
national narcotics assistance or refugee as
sistance. 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

The House bill (sec. 2921) restates sec. 
622(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act to set 
forth the responsibilities and functions of 
the Secretary of State in the case of assist
ance provided under title II. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable position, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SECRETARY OF 

DEFENSE FOR END-USE MONITORING 

The House bill (sec. 2922) is similar to sec
tion 623 of the Foreign Assistance Act and 
sets forth the responsibilities and functions 
of the Secretary of Defense in the case of as
sistance provided under title II. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 411) amends 
section 623 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
clarify the Secretary of Defense's respon
sibility for monitoring end-item use by re
cipient countries. 

The conference substitute (sec. 213) is the 
same as the Senate amendment. The com
mittee of conference notes that in adopting 
the Senate amendment the Secretary of De
fense should continue to monitor, to the ex
tent possible, the end-item use of defense ar
ticles transferred to foreign countries. 

QUARTERLY REPORTS ON PROCUREMENT 
OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES 

The Senate amendment (sec. 411) amends 
section 36(a) of the Arms Export Control Act 
to add a requirement for a listing by country 
of the estimated amount of funds which will 
be used for procurement of defense articles 
and services outside the United States as a 
result of any determination made pursuant 
to section 604 of the Foreign Assistance Act 
along with the reasons for any such deter
mination 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 214) is the 
same as the Senate amendment. 

SECURITY ASSISTANCE COORDINATION 

The House bill (sec. 2923) restates section 
624( e) of the Foreign Assistance Act to pro
vide for the appointment of a Security As
sistance Coordinator. The section also re
quires the Chief of the U.S. diplomatic Mis
sion abroad to coordinate military assist
ance recommendations with political and 
economic considerations. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
PERSONNEL LIMITED TO NONCOMBATANT DUTIES 

The House bill (sec. 2941) restates section 
21(c)(l) of Arms Export Control Act limiting 
the duties of U.S. personnel providing de
fense services by prohibiting duties of a com
batant nature. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO ARMS EXPORT 
CONTROL ACT 

The House bill (sec. 202) contains 15 con
forming amendments required as a result of 
the consolidation of the MAP and FMS ac
counts into the new FMF program. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 411) contains 
a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 241) con
tains the following conforming amendments: 

(1) An amendment to section (2)b of the 
Arms Export Control Act to strike the ref
erence to military financing among the re
sponsibilities delegated to the Secretary of 
State under the Arms Export Control Act 
since military financing is no longer author
ized under that Act; 

(2) An amendment to section 3(c) of the 
Arms Export Control Act striking a prohibi
tion on credit sales to countries found to be 
ineligible for military financing; 

(3) An amendment to section (5) of the 
Arms Export Control Act to remove a prohi
bition on the use of FMS credits to countries 

who discriminate against U.S. personnel on 
the basis of race, religion, national origin, or 
sex. The prohibition will apply only to mili
tary sales since military financing will no 
longer be authorized under the Arms Export 
Control Act as a result of the creation of the 
consolidated FMF program; 

(4) An amendment to section 6 of the Arms 
Export Control Act to broaden the prohibi
tion on the use of FMS credits to any coun
try which engages in a consistent pattern of 
intimidation and harassment against indi
viduals in the United States to include all 
foreign assistance as well as military sales; 

(5) An amendment to section 21(c)(l) of the 
Arms Export Control Act to clarify that 
members of the U.S. Armed Forces assigned 
or detailed to provide defense services under 
the AECA may not perform duties of a com
batant nature including any duty related to 
training and advising that may engage U.S. 
Armed Forces personnel in combat activi
ties, outside the U.S. in connection with the 
performance of those defense services. 

(6) An amendment to section 21(e)(l)(B) to 
insert language which exempts from non
recurring costs equipment paid for on a 
grant basis. 

(7) Repeal of section 23 of the Arms Export 
Control Act, the basic authority for FMS 
credit sales (this authority is superseded by 
the authority for the consolidated FMF pro
gram); 

(8) An amendment to section 24 of the 
Arms Export Control Act to maintain au
thority to refinance and reschedule past debt 
incurred under the old FMS credit and guar
anty programs in operation prior to the ef
fective date of this legislation to make the 
exercise of the authority of this section sub
ject to specific amounts provided in advance 
in an appropriations act; 

(9) An amendment to section 25(a) of the 
Arms Export Control Act to conform report
ing of dollar values of military assistance, 
countries eligible for cash flow financing, 
and credit and guaranty agreements with 
foreign countries under that section to the 
reporting requirements of the FMF program; 

(10) An amendment to section 25(d) of the 
Arms Export Control Act to include the FMF 
program in the definition of funds affected 
by cash flow financing authorized for certain 
military assistance recipients; 

(11) An amendment to section 37 of the 
Arms Export Control Act to include the FMF 
program in fiscal provisions for the military 
assistance and sales program; and 

(12) An amendment to section 42 of the 
Arms Export Control Act to make technical 
corrections on reporting of coproduction 
agreements necessitated by new reporting 
provisions on such agreements mandated by 
the new FMF program. 
TRANSITION RULE CONCERNING DISPOSITION OF 

CERTAIN PREVIOUSLY PROVIDED MILITARY 
EQUIPMENT 

The House bill (sec. 203) restates section 
505(a)(4) of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
provide that the President may waive the re
quirements which mandate the return of de
fense articles and services when they are no 
longer needed by foreign countries or the re
turn of proceeds of sales of items required by 
section 505(f). 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 204(b)) is 
similar to the House bill. It allows the Presi
dent to waive the former requirements of 
section 505(a)(4) of the Foreign Assistance 
Act with respect to items delivered prior to 
1985 pursuant to MAP authorities. 

ARMS TRANSFER POLICY 

The House bill (sec. 221) identifies the pri
mary policy objectives of U.S. foreign arms 
sales and transfers and changes the title, 
Arms Export Control Act, to the Defense 
Trade and Export Control Act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 221) amends 
section 1 of the Arms Export Control Act to 
merge the House bill and the Senate amend
ment and clarifies the purposes for which 
transfers under the Arms Export Control Act 
can be made. The committee of conference 
retains the major policy objectives currently 
in the Arms Export Control Act and retains 
the title "Arms Export Control Act." 
IMPROVED ACCOUNTING FOR FOREIGN MILITARY 

SALES 

The House bill (sec. 222) adds a new re
quirement to section 37 of the Arms Export 
Control Act for the establishment of a new 
centralized accounting system for the m111-
tary sales program. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 222) is simi
lar to the House bill but makes the following 
changes: amends section 37 of the Arms Ex
port Control Act to require that the Presi
dent take the following steps to continue to 
improve the financial management problems 
with respect to payments on accounts of 
FMS sales: (1) certify that payments with re
spect to any FMS sale are properly recorded 
by case and country with regard to financial 
accounts for each customer; (2) improve the 
coordination and uniformity of the military 
services systems that are used to account 
for, control, and report upon the operation of 
FMS program; (3) reconcile the discrepancies 
between reported disbursements and re
ported performance for all uncompleted FMS 
sales agreements executed prior to March, 
1989; (4) notify the Committees on Foreign 
Affairs and on Foreign Relations in writing 
of the reasons for such terminations of 
unreconciled accounts and provide a list of 
unreconciled balances by country which are 
to be uncollected; and (5) submit annual re
ports to the Congress on the status of the fis
cal management of the foreign military sales 
program. 

DESIGNATION OF MAJOR NON-NATO ALLIES 

The House bill (sec. 223) adds a new section 
48 to the Arms Export Control Act which 
designates Australia, Egypt, Israel, Japan 
and Korea as major non-NATO allies for pur
poses under the Defense Trade and Export 
Control Act and the Foreign Assistance Act 
and requires the President to notify the Con
gress 30 days before making additional des
ignations or terminating designations under 
this authority. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 412) adds a 
new section 48 to the Arms Export Control 
Act which designates Australia, New Zea
land, Egypt, Israel, Japan, and the Phil
ippines as major non-NA TO allies. 

The conference substitute (sec. 223) des
ignates Australia, Egypt, Israel, Japan, New 
Zealand, and the Republic of Korea as major 
non-NATO allies and requires the President 
to provide 15-day advance notification to the 
appropriate congressional committees in ac
cordance with the procedures applicable to 
reprogramming notifications under section 
634A of the Foreign Assistance Act if he des
ignates a new non-NATO ally. 

The committee of conference has agreed to 
language with respect to New Zealand which 
requires that for New Zealand to be des
ignated as a major non-NATO ally the Presi-
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dent would have to determine that it is in 
the national security interest of the United 
States. Special treatment of New Zealand is 
necessitated by the fact that country, al
though still a party to the Australia-New 
Zealand-United States (ANZUS) defense 
treaty, is not currently in an active military 
alliance with the United States. The U.S.
New Zealand defense relationship under 
ANZUS was suspended by the Reagan Ad
ministration in response to New Zealand's 
exclusion of U.S. naval vessels from its ports 
as part of that country's anti-nuclear poli
cies. The committee of conference also notes 
that in response to New Zealand's actions, 
the Reagan administration also withdrew 
the special privileges available to New Zea
land under the Arms Export Control Act, the 
Foreign Assistance Act, and other authori
ties. These actions, which reflect the suspen
sion of the bilateral alliance relationship, by 
and large continue in effect today. 

The committee of conference further notes 
that the designation of New Zealand as a 
major non-NA TO ally reflects the hope and 
expectation that U.S.-New Zealand relations 
in the security area will be eventually re
stored. The exception limiting application of 
the related privileges pending a Presidential 
determination based on U.S. national secu
rity interests reflects that reestablishment 
of the various elements of U.S.-New Zealand 
defense cooperation will depend on continued 
improvements in bilateral and multilateral 
security relations. The exception is broadly 
drafted, however, to permit the President to 
make specific, and if desirable, case-by-case, 
determinations with respect to any proposed 
activity or to take other actions short of full 
restoration of New Zealand's privileges as an 
active major non-NATO ally of the United 
States. 

CERTIFICATION THRESHOLDS 

The House bill (sec. 224) amends the Arms 
Export Control Act to increase the dollar 
thresholds with respect to three separate 
classifications of military equipment and 
services: from $14 million to $18 million for 
major defense equipment; from S50 million to 
$75 million for defense articles and services; 
and from $200 million to $300 million for de
sign and construction services. The House 
bill also stipulates that these changes apply 
only to those certifications required to be 
submitted on or after the effective date of 
the House bill. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 224) is the 
same as the House bill. 

STANDARDIZING CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW 
PROCEDURES FOR ARMS TRANSFERS 

The House bill (sec. 225) standardizes the 
period for prior congressional review and 
possible disapproval by joint resolution for 
the six types of arms transfers conducted 
under the Arms Export Control Act. This 
section eliminates conflicting and confusion 
review procedures and replaces them with 
standardized procedures for congressional re
view of arms transfers, thereby enhancing 
congressional oversight of those transfers. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 225), which 
amends section 3(d) of the Arms Export Con
trol Act, is similar to the House bill but 
clarifies language with respect to New Zea
land. 

memoranda of understanding regarding gov
ernment-to-government sales, commercial 
sales, and manufacturing licenses before no
tifications made pursuant to that section. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House bill. The comm! ttee of conference 
notes its adoption of new quarterly reporting 
requirements on coproduction agreements to 
enhance congressional control and oversight 
of all future coproduction agreements in sec
tion 228 of the conference substitute. 

FOREIGN AVAILABILITY 

The House bill (sec. 226) restates sections 
36 and 37 of the Arms Export Control Act 
which requires the President, in notifying 
the Congress of all government-to-govern
ment arms sales and commercial sales, to 
provide an analysis of the extent to which 
comparable kinds and amounts of defense ar
ticles, services or design and construction 
services are available to the proposed recipi
ent of the arms sales. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 411(12)) 
amends section 36 of the Arms Export Con
trol Act with a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 226) is simi
lar to the Senate amendment except that it 
includes language which broadens the factors 
to include design and construction services. 

ECONOMIC IMPACT ON THE UNITED STATES OF 
ARMS SALES 

The House bill (sec. 227) amends section 
25(a) of the Arms Export Control Act to re
quire that congressional presentation docu
ments and all arms sales notification re
quirements include an analysis of the eco
nomic benefits or disadvantages to the Unit
ed States of arms sales and associated li
censes commercial exports. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 227) is the 
same as the House bill. 

COPRODUCTION AGREEMENTS 

The House bill (sec. 228) amends section 
36(a) of the Arms Export Control Act and 
adds a new section 31 to that act to require 
that a quarterly report under section 36(a) 
include new additional information on all 
concluded government-to-government agree
ments governing foreign coproduction of de
fense articles of U.S. origin, including 
memoranda of understanding or agreements 
that have not been previously reported under 
section 36(a). The House bill all provides for 
additional penalties on foreign governments 
or business entities that violate 
coproduction agreements. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 228) is the 
same as the House bill except that the pen
al ties provision is contained in a new section 
33 of the Arms Export Control Act. 

The committee of conference adopts this 
provision with the expectation that the exec
utive branch will provide Congress with 
greater information on a more timely and 
forthcoming basis on all future coproduction 
agreements. The committee of conference 
notes that adoption of this provision is 
aimed at enhancing congressional under
standing and oversight of coproduction 
agreements. The committee of conference 
also notes that the reporting requirements 
apply to agreements entered into after the 
date of enactment of the conference sub
stitute. 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING ENFORCEMENT OF ARMS EXPORT LICENSING 

The Senate amendment (sec. 415) amends REQUIREMENTS 
section 36 of the Arms Export Control Act to The House bill (sec. 229) includes a number 
require the President to transmit the text of of new provisions regarding enforcement and 

processing of arms export licenses to provide 
for greater accountab111ty, enforcement, and 
sanctions against illict or illegal arms ex
port activities. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 229), which 
amends section 38 of the Arms Export Con
trol Act, is the same as the House bill. 

FAIR PRICING 

The House bill (sec. 231) amends section 
21(e) of the Arms Export Control Act to ex
empt non-recurring costs for research and 
development for non-major defense equip
ment. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 411) is similar 
to the House bill but provides the President 
with discretionary authority to waive non
recurring costs for research and develop
men t. 

The conference substitute contains no pro
vision. The committee of conference was ad
vised by the Department of Defense that this 
exception would cause disproportionate ad
ministrative problems and expenses. 

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE CHARGES 
FOR NATO SUBSIDIARY BODIES 

The House bill (sec. 232) amends section 
21(h) of the Arms Export Control Act to treat 
NATO subsidiary bodies, when acting on be
half of an identified NATO member govern
ment, the same as that member government 
for purposes of the reciprocal waiver of 
charges for contract administrative services. 

The Senate contains no comparable provi
sion, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 231) is the 
same as the House bill. 

SALES OF DEPLETED URANIUM SHELLS 

The House bill (sec. 241) specifies that none 
of the funds authorized to be appropriated by 
this act or any other act may be used to fa
cilitate the sale of M-833 anti-tank shells or 
any comparable anti-tank shells containing 
depleted uranium warheads to any country 
other than a country that is a member of the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization, or has 
been designated as a major non-NATO ally 
and includes a national security interest 
waiver. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 413) contains 
a similar provision with no waiver authority 
granted to the President. 

The conference substitute (sec. 232) is the 
same as the House bill. 

AMENDMENTS TO ELIMINATE OBSOLETE AND 
INCONSISTENT PROVISIONS 

The House bill (sec. 233) amends various 
sections of the Arms Export Control Act to 
repeal obsolete and inconsistent provisions. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 242) repeals 
the following provisions: 

(a) Section 5(d) which required a report 
upon request of the Senate Foreign Rela
tions Committee or House Foreign Affairs 
Committee on all available information 
about the discriminatory practices with re
spect to race, religion, national origin or sex, 
of countries receiving assistance; 

(b) Section 25(a)(7), concerning the use of 
reserve funds, and section 25(a)(9), dealing 
with reports on the modernization of the 
armed forces of the Republic of Korea; 

(c) Section 33, which expressed the sense of 
Congress that the President exercise re
straint in providing military assistance to 
countries in sub-Saharan Africa; 

(d) Section 34, which required the Presi
dent to establish standards and criteria for 
military credit and guaranty transactions; 
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(e) Section 35, which terminated military 

assistance and sales to any country which is 
diverting development assistance provided 
by the United States to military expendi
tures or is diverting its own resources to un
necessary m111tary expenditures; 

(0 Sections 36(a) (5) and (6), which required 
reports on cumulative dollars amounts of 
military assistance by foreign country or 
international organization, projections of 
dollar amounts of sales expected to be made 
with foreign countries in an upcoming quar
ter, and projections of dollar amounts of 
sales expected to be made with foreign coun
tries for the entire fiscal year; 

(g) Section 41, concerning the effective 
date; 

(h) Section 45, with the exception of the 
provision requiring specific references to the 
Arms Export Control Act, which is included 
in section 44; and 

(1) Section 46, which concerned savings pro
visions which have already been imple
mented by other sections. 

TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS 

The House b111 (sec. 234) makes several 
technical corrections in the Arms Export 
Control Act. These corrections involve: (1) 
changing the term "significant defense arti
cles" to "significant military equipment" to 
conform this term to revised arms export 
regulations; (2) changing the word "combat" 
to "military" in section 36(d) to conform to 
the accepted usage of the term; and (3) a 
technical correction to section 25(d) neces
sitated by a repeal of an obsolete provision. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 243) is the 
same as the House bill. 

TRANSFERS OF SPOILS OF WAR 

The Senate amendment to R.R. 1415, the 
Foreign Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal 
Years 1992 and 1993, (secs. 401-3 and 405-6) re
quires that spoils of war in the custody or 
control of the United States may be trans
ferred to any other party, only to the extent 
and in the same manner that property of the 
same type, if otherwise owned by the United 
States, may be so transferred. 

The House b111 contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (secs. 261-264) is 
similar to Senate amendment with technical 
modifications. The committee of conference 
deemed this provision to be germane to this 
legislation as a provision requiring a report 
before the transfer of any captured Iraqi 
equipment (sec. 810) was contained in the 
House bill. 

ARMS TRANSFER RESTRAINT POLICY FOR THE 
MIDDLE EAST AND PERSIAN GULF 

Chapter 5 of title II of the conference sub
stitute (secs. 281-5) incorporates and merges 
those provisions the House bill (sec. 242) with 
the Senate amendment (secs. 641-50 and 414) 
and establishes a new arms transfer restraint 
policy for the nations of the Middle East and 
Persian Gulf. 

FINDINGS 

The House bill (sec. 242(a)) contains find
ings on the worldwide transfer of arms to na
tions in the Middle East and Persian Gulf 
which demonstrate the urgent need for es
tablishment of a multinational arms transfer 
and control policy. 

The Senate amendment (secs. 641 and 642) 
establishes the Arms Suppliers Act of 1991 
and make findings comparable to those con
tained in the House bill. 

The conference substitute (sec. 281) is the 
same as the House bill. 

POLICY 

The House b111 (sec. 242(b)) establishes new 
and additional policy guidelines on U.S. 
arms transfers to the Middle East and the 
Persian Gulf. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 414) contains 
a similar provision. 

The conference substitute does not include 
provisions from the House bill or the Senate 
amendment. 
MULTILATERAL ARMS TRANSFER AND CONTROL 

REGIME 

The House bill (sec. 242(c)) stipulates that 
as soon as practicable after the date of en
actment of this act the President shall seek 
negotiations and undertake good faith ef
forts to convene a conference among the five 
permanent members of the U.N. Security 
Council, and other nations as appropriate, to 
establish a multilateral arms transfer and 
control regime toward the Middle East and 
Persian Gulf and specifies five purposes that 
should be achieved by that regime. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 647) stipulates 
that the Secretary of State should undertake 
good faith efforts to convene a conference 
among representatives from the five perma
nent members of the U.N. Security Council 
and other appropriate countries to establish 
an arms suppliers regime. The Senate 
amendment also specifies a set of com
parable purposes for the achievement of such 
a regime. 

The conference substitute (sec. 282(a)) re
quires the President to continue negotia
tions already initiated under his direction 
among the five permanent members of the 
U .N. Security Council and to commit the 
United States to a multilateral arms trans
fer and control regime toward the Middle 
East and Persian Gulf. The conference sub
sti tute (sec. 282(b)) also encourages that 
within the context of these ongoing negotia
tions the President should propose to the 
five permanent members of the U.N. Secu
rity Council the adoption of a temporary 
moratorium on the transfer of major mili
tary equipment to the Middle East and Per
sian Gulf until such time that an agreement 
on a multinational arms transfer and control 
regime is concluded. 

The conference substitute (sec. 282(b)) also 
incorporates the purposes of a multinational 
arms transfer and control regime specified in 
the House bill. The conference substitute 
specifies that one of those purposes is to con
trol the transfer of conventional major mili
tary equipment by achieving transparency 
among arms suppliers through advance noti
fication of both the agreement to transfer 
and the actual transfer of conventional 
major military equipment and by developing 
and adopting common and comprehensive 
control guidelines on the transfer of conven
tional major military equipment. 

The conference substitute (sec. 282(c)) also 
identifies recommendations to achieve the 
purposes specified with respect to conven
tional and unconventional weapons, and re
gional arms control efforts in the Middle 
East and Persian Gulf. 

The conference substitute (sec. 282) also 
specifies the need to develop a multilateral 
arms transfer and control regime on conven
tional major military equipment and uncon
ventional weapons and further specifies the 
definition of the term "major military 
equipment." The conference substitute per
mits the President to include other defense 
articles and defense services as major mili
tary equipment upon his determination. 

The committee of conference does not in
tend this section to include surface-to-air 
missiles as a major military equipment. 

LIMITATION ON UNITED STATES ARMS SALES TO 
THE MIDDLE EAST AND PERSIAN GULF 

The House bill (sec. 242(d)) establishes an 
immediate moratorium on the transfer and 
sale of major military equipment by the 
United States to nations in the Middle East 
and Persian Gulf as an inducement to en
courage the other permanent members of the 
U.N. Security Council and other major arms 
suppliers to join in the establishment of a 
multinational arms transfer and control re
gime. The House bill also allows the Presi
dent to lift the moratorium if he reports to 
Congress that there has been agreement by 
another major arms supplier to transfer 
major military equipment to any nation in 
the Middle East and Persian Gulf. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 647) specifies 
that, beginning 60 days after the date of en
actment, no sale of any defense article or de
fense service may be made to any nation in 
the Middle East and no license for the export 
to any nation in the Middle East of any de
fense article or defense service may be is
sued, unless and until the President certifies 
in writing that the Secretary of State has 
undertaken good faith efforts to convene a 
conference on the establishment of an arms 
supplier regime. The Senate amendment also 
requires a report setting forth a U.S. plan for 
lea.ding the world community in establishing 
a multilateral regime to restrict the transfer 
of conventional and unconventional arms to 
the Middle East. 

The conference substitute (sec. 283) is es
sentially the same as the Senate amend
ment. Under the conference substitute, be
ginning 60 days after enactment, sales could 
be made and licenses issued to nations in the 
Middle East and Persian Gulf only after the 
President certifies that he has undertaken 
good faith efforts to convene a conference for 
the establishment of an arms supplier regime 
having elements described in section 282 of 
the conference substitute. 

The committee of conference believes that 
the President has met the requirements to 
undertake good fa.i th efforts to convene mul
tilateral negotiations among the five perma
nent members of the U.N. Security Council. 
The committee of conference also believes 
that the President can easily meet the cer
tification requirements of this section. The 
submission of such a report is consistent 
with the practice of preconsultation, con
sultation, and advance notification require
ments that are currently associated with 
U.S. arms sales policy worldwide. The com
mittee of conference does not believe this 
provision to be an onerous burden or an im
pingement on the authority to the President 
to conduct and conclude arms sales. The 
committee of conference notes that the lan
guage of the House bill was modified pursu
ant to the understanding that good faith ef
forts would continue to be pursued by the ex
ecutive branch with respect to establishing a 
multilateral arms transfer and control re
gime. The committee of conference further 
notes that in the absence of good faith ef
forts on the part of the executive branch to 
implement successfully a multilateral arms 
transfer restraint policy, it would be the in
tention of a majority of the committee of 
conference to use all available means to 
achieve the purposes of this section. 

The committee of conference commends 
the President for his efforts to date and ex
pects that additional progress toward trans
parency and advance notification on the sale 
of major military equipment to the Middle 
East and Persian Gulf can be achieved at the 
upcoming round of U.S.-requested negotia
tions. The committee of conference also be-
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lieves these negotiations will be both evolv
ing and ongoing in nature and encourages 
their rapid and successful conclusion. 

REPORTS TO CONGRESS 

The House bill (sec. 242(e)) requires the 
President to submit the following reports to 
Congress: a report setting forth a U.S. plan 
for leading the world community in estab
lishing a multilateral regime to restrict the 
transfers of conventional and unconven
tional weapons to the Middle East and Per
sian Gulf; and a report analyzing the fea
sibility of applying other agreed upon arms 
control regimes to the Middle East and Per
sian Gulf. The House bill also stipulates that 
not later than October 1 of each year the 
President shall submit a report documenting 
all transfers of conventional and unconven
tional arms to the Middle East and Persian 
Gulf over the previous year and previous five 
years, analyzing the current military bal
ance of power in the Middle East and Persian 
Gulf, describing the operation of any agree
ment comprising the multinational arms 
transfer and control regime, and identifying 
supplier nations that have refused to partici
pate in such a regime or that have engaged 
in conduct that undermines or violates that 
regime. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 646) contains 
a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 284) re
quires the President, beginning on January 
15, 1992, and quarterly thereafter through Oc
tober 15, 1993, to submit to the relevant con
gressional committees a report describing 
the progress in implementing the purposes of 
the multinational arms transfer and control 
regime described in section 282(b) of the con
ference report, and describing efforts made 
by the United States to induce other coun
tries to curtail significantly the volume of 
arms sales to the Middle East and Persian 
Gulf, and if such efforts were not made, a 
justification of why they were not made. The 
conference substitute further requires the 
President, within 60 days of the date of en
actment, to submit an initial report on arms 
transfers to and the military balance of 
power in the Middle East and Persian Gulf 
and mandates the submission of a similar re
port annually beginning on January 15, 1992. 
Finally, the conference substitute (sec. 285) 
defines the term "relevant congressional 
committees" as the Committee on Foreign 
Affairs of the House of Representatives and 
the Committee on Foreign Relations of the 
Senate. 

The committee of conference believes the 
submission of quarterly reports on the 
progress of U.S. efforts is complementary to 
traditional executive branch consulting 
practices with Congress on the progress of 
other ongoing U.S. arms control negotia
tions and views these reporting requirements 
as an impetus to the successful conclusion of 
the ongoing negotiations among the five per
manent members of the U.N. Security Coun
cil. The committee of conference also be
lieves the initial baseline report on arms 
transfers to and the m111tary balance of 
power in the Middle East and Persian Gulf 
will provide Congress with an authoritative 
assessment of the regional balance of power 
in the Middle East and Persian Gulf. The 
committee of conference further believes 
that the annual report required by this sec
tion will enhance congressional understand
ing and awareness of the military balance of 
power in and the volume of arms transfers to 
the Middle East and Persian Gulf. The inten
tion of the committee of conference in re
quiring these reports to overlap is to allow 
the executive branch the ability to meet 

these reporting requirements concurrently 
and on a timely basis. The committee of con
ference believes that the submission of these 
reports is consistent with the practice of 
preconsultation, consultation, and advance 
notification requirements that are currently 
associated with U.S. arms sales policy world
wide. 

TITLE Ill-INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS 
CONTROL 

Title m is the product of an intensive re
view of current law and the executive branch 
request regarding a number of narcotics con
trol-related matters. It attempts to stream
line current law, give the executive branch 
the flexibility it requested where possible, 
but retain important principles about which 
the committee of conference feels strongly. 
Highlights of the significant changes from 
current law in this and other titles follow: 

-Adds counternarcotics military and po
lice cooperation as a purpose for !MET; 

-Makes minor changes in U.S. narcotics 
control policy language; 

-Clarifies executive branch authority to 
enter into reciprocal maritime agree
ments; 

-Provides authority, with prior notice, to 
provide narcotics-related economic as
sistance to countries ineligible to receive 
U.S. assistance for non-narcotics rea
sons; 

-Consolidates reporting, record-keeping, 
and regulation requirements on aircraft 
use; 

-Allows a national interest waiver of the 
requirement for the U.S. to retain title 
to narcotics control aircraft provided to 
a foreign country with prior notice and 
provides a technical correction for De
partment of Defense permanent leasing 
authority; 

-Allows INM to acquire arms and ammu
nition only for defensive arming of nar
cotics control aircraft and for INM di
rect-hire and contract personnel with 
prior notice; 

- Expands narcotics-related excess defense 
articles authority from major producers 
in Latin America to major producers and 
transit countries in Latin America under 
conditions in current law, reduces the pe
riod of time for prior notification to Con
gress, and clarifies purposes for which 
such assistance may be provided; 

-Provides a general waiver of the prohibi
tion on providing assistance to law en
forcement units for narcotics-related 
purposes for FMF, !MET, and narcotics
related excess defense articles (EDA) for 
a two-year period, with prior notice; 
clarifies that this waiver is only for nar
cotics-related EDA and not moderniza
tion EDA; contains a requirement for re
spect for human rights and a democratic 
government in order to provide assist
ance; and 

-Clarifies the definition of U.S. assistance 
for international narcotics control pur
poses. 

CHANGES IN THE CERTIFICATION PROCESS AND 
THE ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL NARCOTICS CON
TROL STRATEGY REPORT (INCSR) 

-Expands the INCSR to include every U.N. 
member country as in the annual human 
rights report; 

- Requires special emphasis in the INCSR 
on major money-laundering countries 
and precursor chemical producers in ad
dition to producer and transit countries; 

-Ties reporting requirements and annual 
certifications to obligations under the 
1988 United Nations Convention Against 

Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psy
chotropic Substances; significantly 
streamlines current conditions; 

-Waives requirement for the withholding 
of 50% of assistance with a Presidential 
determination and prior notice; 

-Reduces the congressional review of cer
tifications from 45 legislative to 45 cal
endar days; 

-Provides a national interest waiver for 
recertifying countries which have been 
decertified, when circumstances have 
changed; 

-Changes certification standard from 
"fully cooperating" to "cooperating with 
the U.S. to achieve full compliance with 
the goals and objectives of the 1988 U.N. 
Convention'', and streamlines the list of 
matters to be considered in making cer
tifications, with special attention to bi
lateral goals and the issue of corruption; 
and 

-Allows the President to determine which 
countries are subject to certification and 
changes the date for determining coun
tries subject to certification from Octo
ber 1 to January 1. 

All of the above have been limited to a 
two-year "trial period", at which time the 
current certification and reporting provi
sions, with some minor revisions, would re
sume unless subsequent legislation is en
acted. 

The committee of conference notes that 
the executive branch requested a repeal or 
substantial modification of virtually all of 
the international narcotics control laws 
which have been enacted during the past ten 
years. The committee of conference did not 
accept that proposal; however, it believes 
that title III and related provisions in other 
titles reflect a reasonable compromise. As a 
general rule, when the executive branch pre
sented valid arguments, the committee of 
conference granted waivers of prohibitions in 
current law, with prior notice to the Con
gress. On the two most salient issues, the 
certification process and the annual INCSR, 
the committee of conference has provided 
special rules for a two-year " trial" period, in 
addition to the requirement for prior notice. 

To address the executive branch's stated 
need for increased flexibility, this title 
streamlines current language in the law re
garding the certification aiid INCSR process, 
gives the President the flexibility to deter
mine which countries are included on the 
certification list and changes the date for 
submission of the list, waives the current 
50% aid withholding requirement if the 
President determines it is in the national in
terest and gives prior notice to Congress, re
duces the congressional review period from 
45 legislative days to 45 calendar days, clari
fies the definition of "U.S. assistance" for 
international narcotics control purposes, and 
provides a special waiver to address unique 
situations in which conditions in decertified 
countries undergo a sudden and fundamental 
change. The committee of conference pro
poses to try this new approa9h for a two-year 
period; at the end of that time, current law 
would become applicable unless subsequent 
legislation was enacted. 

The committee of conference notes that 
the executive branch expressed support for 
numerous provisions now contained in title 
III of the conference report, including the 
authority for !NM to procure weapons, the 
national interest waiver for aircraft titling, 
the waiver of narcotics-related economic as
sistance, the flexibility in determining 
major drug producer and transit countries, 
and most aspects of the revisions to the cer-
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tification process. The committee of con
ference does nc.t intend the revised certifi
cation standard to be "potentially stricter," 
as stated in a communication from the De
partment of State. The standard is intended 
to reflect the fact that narcotics control has 
become a truly multilateral issue with the 
entry into force of the 1988 United Nations 
Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Nar
cotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances. 
Rather than interpreting the standard as 
"stricter," the committee of conference ex
pects the executive branch to see the new 
standard as an opportunity to link countries' 
narcotics control performance to the multi
lateral standards in the landmark 1988 U.N. 
Convention. 

The committee of conference has consid
ered the objections raised by the Department 
of State to the allegedly burdensome report
ing requirements contained in the amended 
section 489 of the Foreign Assistance Act re
quirements for the International Narcotics 
Control Strategy Report. In considering such 
objections, the committee of conference 
notes that the State Department's Bureau of 
International Narcotics Matters is author
ized its requested funding level in the con
ference report for fiscal year 1992, a level of 
funding that represents a 94 percent increase 
over fiscal year 1990. The committee of con
ference strongly believes that the expansion 
of the INCSR to encompass more informa
tion on the international narcotics situation 
is in keeping with a joint congressional-exec
utive branch approach to the issue President 
Bush has stated is his number one peacetime 
priority. The committee of conference be
lieves that the revised INCSR reporting re
quirement is a reasonable provision that 
does not unduly add to the workload of a bu
reau which has received such favorable fund
ing treatment from Congress. 

POLICY STATEMENTS 

The House bill (sec. 4101) contains state
ments of policy regarding international nar
cotics control. The House bill is similar to 
section 48l(a)(l) of the Foreign Assistance 
Act, with the only substantive addition 
being an updated reference to the 1988 United 
Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffick
ing in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Sub
stances. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 207) contains 
a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 302(a)) is 
similar to the House bill but amends section 
481 of the Foreign Assistance Act. 

AUTHORITY TO CONCLUDE MARITIME 
AGREEMENTS 

The Senate amendment (sec. 207) amends 
section 481(a)(2) of the Foreign Assistance 
Act to add a specific authority for the Presi
dent to conclude reciprocal maritime agree
ments. 

The House bill contains a similar provi
sion. 

The conference substitute (sec. 302(b)) is 
identical to the Senate amendment. 

COORDINATION OF U.S. ANTI-NARCOTICS 
ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec. 4102) makes the Sec
retary of State responsible for coordinating 
all assistance provided by the U.S. Govern
ment to support international efforts to 
combat illicit narcotics production or traf
ficking. The House bill further states that 
nothing contained in this section or section 
4401(c) shall be construed to limit or impair 
the authority or responsibility of any other 
Federal agency with respect to law enforce
ment, domestic security operations, or intel
ligence activities as defined in Executive 

Order 12333. This section is the same as sec
tions 4601 (a) and (c) of the Anti-Drug Abuse 
Act of 1988. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 302(c)) is 
the same as the House bill but amends sec
tion 481(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act. 
MARITIME LAW ENFORCEMENT IN ARCHIPELAGIC 

WATERS 

The House bill (sec. 4501) restates section 
48l(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act and adds 
the phrase "and archipelagic waters" which 
permits maritime law enforcement oper
ations in the archipelagic waters of an 
archipelagic state as well as the territorial 
waters of a country, with the agreement of 
the country. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 302(d)) is 
the same as the House bill but amends sec
tion 48l(c)(4) of the Foreign Assistance Act. 

PROCUREMENT OF WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION 

The House bill (sec. 4205) modifies the pro
hibition contained in section 482(b) of the 
Foreign Assistance Act on using funds au
thorized under this chapter to procure weap
ons or ammunition. The House bill restates 
the prohibition in current law on using INM 
funds for the procurement of weapons and 
ammunition except as provided in subsection 
(b). Section 4205(b) states that the prohibi
tion contained in subsection .(a) shall not 
apply with respect to funds for the procure
ment of (1) weapons and ammunition for the 
defensive arming of aircraft used for narcot
ics-related purposes, and (2) firearms and re
lated ammunition to be provided for defen
sive purposes for State Department employ
ees engaged in activities under this title. 
Section 4205(b) also requires prior notice of 
any procurement of weapons and ammuni
tion pursuant to regular reprogramming pro
cedures. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 302(e)) is 
similar to the House bill, but amends section 
482(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act, and 
adds a specific reference to contract employ
ees to clarify the intent of the provision. 

This modification of the prohibition in 
current law is provided pursuant to the re
quest of the executive branch outlined in tes
timony before the House Committee on For
eign Affairs' Task Force on International 
Narcotics Control on May 2, 1991. The com
mittee of conference recognizes that mon
itoring and implementing U.S. narcotics 
control programs overseas often involves 
working in a dangerous environment. 
Counternarcotics aircraft may face hostile 
ground fire and INM personnel may have to 
travel to areas frequented by armed traffick
ers or narco-insurgents. In past years, the 
Congress has regularly earmarked foreign 
military financing funds for defensive air
craft arming purposes but has been reluctant 
to allow INM to become directly involved in 
the procurement of lethal equipment. How
ever, because the current situation has re
sulted in long delays and bureaucratic dif
ficulties in procuring arms for antinarcotics 
aircraft, and because there are no alter
natives for Department of State personnel to 
acquire defensive firearms other than per
sonal purchase, the committee of conference 
has modified a prohibition which was first 
enacted in 1978. Any procurement of weapons 
and ammunition is subject to advance notifi
cation in accordance with procedures appli
cable under section 634A of the Foreign As-

sistance Act. The committee of conference 
expects that the executive branch will use 
this authority only for the unique situations 
which have been discussed with the Congress 
in hearing testimony and informal meetings. 

AIRCRAFT AND OTHER EQUIPMENT 

The House bill (sec. 4206) combines and 
modifies sections 485 and 489 of the Foreign 
Assistance Act and deletes the requirements 
of current law in sections 489(c) and 489(d) for 
the President to issue regulations, with ad
vance congressional review, to ensure proper 
use of aircraft provided under this chapter. 

In addition, the House bill (sec. 4207) allows 
the President to waive the requirement to 
retain title contained in section 484 of the 
Foreign Assistance Act if that requirement's 
application is contrary to the national inter
est, and the President notifies the Congress 
in accordance with the procedures contained 
in section 634A of the Foreign Assistance 
Act. The House bill also clarifies the author
ity of the Department of Defense to finance 
the leasing of aircraft for the purposes of 
satisfying the requirements of this section 
(which is the same as section 3(g) of the 
International Narcotics Control Act of 1990 
(Public Law 101-623). 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provisions, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 302(f)) is es
sentially the same as the House bill, but con
solidates the modifications of the provisions 
of sections 484 and 489 of the Foreign Assist
ance Act and makes technical corrections to 
section 485 of the Foreign Assistance Act. It 
further deletes the provision in current law 
(section 484) which waives the requirement 
to retain title to aircraft provided through 
Export-Import Bank financing. That provi
sion was unnecessary because section 638(a) 
of the Foreign Assistance Act already states 
that no provision of that Act applies to as
sistance extended through the Export-Import 
Bank. 

The Congress has long mandated the reten
tion of title for aircraft provided under this 
chapter for reasons based on a series of his
torical experiences of misuse, abuse, and a 
lack of recourse in such situations. However, 
the committee on conference recognizes that 
there may be circumstances in which the 
level of confidence of the executive branch in 
the recipient countries' intentions, U.S. 
monitoring capabilities, or other mitigating 
factors might justify transfer of aircraft ti
tles. In such cases, the President must pro
vide the Congress with advance notification. 
To the degree that narcotics control aircraft 
are to be provided through military assist
ance channels and the United States retains 
title, the committee of conference has made 
permanent the authority contained in sec
tion 3(g) of Public Law 101-623 for fiscal year 
1991 for the Department of Defense to pro
vide such aircraft on a lease or loan basis. 

The committee of conference notes that on 
numerous occasions the executive branch 
has testified that the Bureau of Inter
national Narcotics Matters' "air wing" is 
the result of the 1986 law requiring the Unit
ed States to retain title to narcotics control 
aircraft. Given the flexibility now provided 
in this section to waive that requirement, 
the committee of conference requests that 
the Bureau of International Narcotics Mat
ters submit a report to the appropriate com
mittees of Congress no later than three 
months after the date of enactment of this 
legislation detailing the impact of this new 
authority on the Bureau's "air wing". The 
report should include plans for coordinating 
funding, support, and operations of aircraft 
for which transfer is titled (whether by the 
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Department of State or the Department of 
Defense) with the management of aircraft 
currently in its inventory. This report 
should be coordinated with the Defense Secu
rity Assistance Agency. 

REALLOCATION OF FUNDS 

The House bill (sec. 4303) modifies the pro
visions of section 486 of current law to in
crease executive branch flexibility in the 
reprogramming of narcotics-related assist
ance by making that provision discretionary. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 302(g)) is 
similar to the House bill but amends section 
486 of the Foreign Assistance Act. 

ANNUAL REPORTING AND CERTIFICATION 
REQUIREMENTS 

The House bill (sec. 4401) substantially re
writes section 481(e) of current law. Section 
4401(a) requires the President to submit a 
comprehensive report to the Congress not 
later than April 1 of each year on all coun
tries which are members of the United Na
tions on the state of international narcotics 
production and trafficking, money launder
ing, and precursor chemical control, and on 
U.S. efforts to prevent illicit drug cultiva
tion and trafficking, the diversion of precur
sor chemicals, and money laundering. 

Section 4401(b) details what must be in
cluded in that report. Section 4401(b)(l) re
quires that, for all countries which are mem
bers of the United Nations, the report shall 
include the matters identified in section 
4402(b)(2) (relating to matters to be consid
ered for certification of cooperation). 

Section 4401(b)(2)(A) requires a description 
of the policies adopted, agreements con
cluded, and programs implemented by the 
Department of State in pursuit of its dele
gated responsibilities for international nar
cotics control, including the status of nego
tiations between the U.S. and other coun
tries on updated extradition treaties, mutual 
legal assistance treaties, precursor chemical 
controls, money laundering, and agreements 
pursuant to section 2015 of the International 
Narcotics Control Act of 1986 (relating to 
interdiction procedures for vessels of foreign 
registry). Section 4401(b)(2)(B) requires infor
mation on multilateral and bilateral strate
gies with respect to money laundering pur
sued by the Departments of State, Justice, 
and the Treasury, and other relevant U.S. 
Government agencies, either collectively or 
individually, to ensure the cooperation of 
foreign governments with respect to narcot
ics-related money laundering and to dem
onstrate that all U.S. Government agencies 
are pursuing a common strategy with re
spect to major money laundering countries. 

Section 4401(b)(3) requires the report to 
identify which countries are (A) major illicit 
drug producing and drug transit countries 
(as determined under section 4403), (B) sig
nificant direct or indirect sources of illicit 
drugs affecting the United States, (C) major 
sources of precursor chemicals used in the 
production of illicit narcotics, or (D) major 
money laundering countries. 

Section 4401(b)(4) requires in addition, for 
each of the four categories of countries iden
tified in (b)(3), the report to include: (1) a de
scription of the plans, programs and time
tables adopted by each such country, includ
ing efforts to meet the objectives of the 1988 
U.N. Convention Against Illicit Traffic in 
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Sub
stances, and a discussion of the adequacy of 
the legal and law enforcement measures 
taken and the accomplishments achieved in 
accord with those plans; (2) whether as a 

matter of government policy, each such 
country encourages or facilitates the produc
tion or distribution of 1llegal drugs or the 
laundering of proceeds from illegal drug 
transactions; (3) and whether any senior offi
cial of the government of each such country 
engages in, encourages, or facilitates the 
production or distribution of 1llegal drugs, or 
the laundering of proceeds from illegal drug 
transactions. 

Section 4401(b)(5) requires in addition, for 
the major producer and transit countries and 
the significant source and transit countries 
identified in (b)(3) (A) and (B), a detailed sta
tus report, with such information as can be 
reliably obtained, on the illicit narcotic or 
psychotropic drugs or other controlled sub
stances which are being cultivated, pro
duced, or processed in or transported though 
such country, noting significant changes in 
conditions, such as increases or decreases in 
the illicit cultivation and manufacture of 
and traffic in such drugs and substances. 

Section 4401(b)(6) requires, in addition, for 
those countries identified as major sources 
of precursor chemical in paragraph (3)(C), in
formation on which countries are parties to 
international agreements on a method for 
maintaining records of transactions of an es
tablished list of precursor and essential 
chemicals; have established a procedure by 
which such records may be made available to 
U.S. law enforcement authorities; and have 
enacted national chemical control legisla
tion which impose specific recordkeeping 
and reporting requirements for listed chemi
cals, establish a system of permits or dec
larations for imports and exports of listed 
chemicals, and authorize government offi
cials to seize or suspend shipments of listed 
chemicals. 

Section 4401(b)(7) further requires, for 
those countries identified as major money 
laundering countries pursuant to paragraph 
(3)(D), information on which countries have 
not reached agreement with the United 
States authorities on a mechanism for ex
changing adequate records in connection 
with narcotics investigations and proceed
ings, and which of those countries which 
have not reached such an agreement are ne
gotiating in good faith with the United 
States to establish such a record-exchange 
mechanism, or have adopted laws or regula
tions that ensue the availability to appro
priate U.S. Government personnel of ade
quate records in connection with narcotics 
investigations and proceedings. 

Section 4401(b)(8) also requires in addition, 
for those countries identified as major 
money laundering countries, findings on the 
country's adoption of laws and regulations 
considered essential to prevent narcotics-re
lated money laundering. Such findings are to 
include whether a country has criminalized 
narcotics money laundering, required finan
cial institutions to record large currency 
transactions at thresholds appropriate to 
that country's economic situation, required 
financial institutions to report suspicious 
transactions, established systems for identi
fying, tracing, freezing, seizing, and forfeit
ing narcotics-related assets, enacted laws for 
the sharing of seized narcotics assets with 
other governments, and cooperated when re
quested with appropriate law enforcement 
agencies of other governments investigating 
financial crimes related to narcotics. The re
port shall also detail instances of refusals to 
cooperate on the part of foreign govern
ments, and any actions taken by the United 
States Government to address such obsta
cles, including the imposition of sanctions or 
penalties. 

Section 4401(b)(9) provides definitions for 
terms used in this section. The term "pre
cursor chemical" has the same meaning as 
the term "listed chemical" has under para
graph 33 of section 102 of the Controlled Sub
stances Act (21 USC 920), and the term 
"major money laundering country" means a 
country whose financial institutions engage 
in currency transactions involving signifi
cant amounts of proceeds from international 
narcotics trafficking. 

Section 4401(c)(l) requires the annual re
port to include information on U.S. assist
ance provided during the preceding, current 
and next fiscal years to support inter
national efforts to combat illicit narcotics 
production and trafficking. Section 4401(c)(2) 
requires the report to include (A) the 
amount and nature of assistance provided or 
to be provided, (B) for countries identified as 
major producers and major transit countries 
under subsection (b)(3)(A), information from 
the Drug Enforcement Administration, the 
Customs Service, and the Coast Guard de
scribing in detail the assistance provided or 
to be provided to such country by that agen
cy, and the assistance provided or to be pro
vided to that agency by such country, with 
respect to narcotic control efforts during the 
preceding, current and next fiscal year, and 
(C) a list of all transfers which were made by 
the U.S. Government during the preceding 
fiscal year, to a foreign country for narcotics 
control purposes of any property seized by or 
otherwise forfeited to the U.S. Government 
in connection with narcotics-related activ
ity, including an estimate of the fair market 
value and physical condition of each item of 
property transferred. 

Section 4401(c)(3) provides that the reports 
required by the subsection may be provided 
on a classified basis to the extent necessary. 

Section 4401(d) states that this section 
only applies during fiscal years 1992 and 1993, 
and that section 4401A does not apply during 
those fiscal years. 

In addition, the House bill (sec. 4402) sub
stantially revises section 481(h) of current 
law, relating to certification procedures for 
major drug countries, for fiscal years 1992 
and 1993. 

Section 4402(a)(l)(A) requires that 50 per
cent of U.S. assistance allocated at the be
ginning of each fiscal year for each major il
licit drug-producing or drug-transit country 
shall be withheld from obligation and ex
penditure, except as provided in paragraph 
(B) and subsection (b). Section 4402(a)(l)(B) 
states that subparagraph (A) shall not apply 
with respect to a country if the President de
termines that its application to that country 
would be contrary to the national interest of 
the United States, except that any such de
termination shall not take effect until at 
least 15 days after the President submits 
written notification of that determination to 
the appropriate congressional committees in 
accordance with the procedures applicable to 
reprogramming notifications under section 
634A of the Foreign Assistance Act. 

Section 4402(a)(2) further requires the Sec
retary of the Treasury to direct the U.S. Ex
ecutive Directors to multilateral banks to 
vote, on and after April 1 of each year, 
against any loan to or for any major illicit 
drug-producing or drug-transit country ex
cept as provided in subsection (b). 

Section 4402(b) establishes what must be 
certified under the certification process. It 
states that, subject to subsection (d), the 
50% of aid withheld pursuant to subsection 
(a)(l) may be obligated and expended, and 
the requirement of subsection (a)(2) to vote 
against multilateral development bank as-
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sistance to a country shall not apply, if the 
President determines and certifies to the 
Congress, at the time of the annual INCSR 
report, that (A) during the previous year the 
country has cooperated with the United 
States, or has taken adequate steps on its 
own, to achieve full compliance with the 
goals and objectives established by the U.N. 
Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Nar
cotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, 
1988; or (B) for a country that would not oth
erwise qualify for certification under sub
paragraph (A), the vital national interests of 
the United States require that the assistance 
withheld be provided and that the U.S. not 
vote against multilateral development bank 
assistance for that country. 

Section 4402(b)(2) provides that, in making 
the determination described in paragraph 
(l)(A), the President shall consider the ex
tent to which the country has: 

(A) met the goals and objectives of the 1988 
U.N. Convention, including action on such is
sues as illicit cultivation, production, dis
tribution, sale, transport, financing, money 
laundering, asset seizure, extradition, mu
tual legal assistance, law enforcement and 
transit cooperation, precursor chemicals, 
and demand reduction; 

(B) accomplished the goals in an applicable 
bilateral narcotics agreement with the Unit
ed States or a multilateral agreement; and 

(C) taken legal and law enforcement meas
ures to prevent and punish public corruption 
(especially by senior government officials) 
that facilitates the production, processing, 
or shipment of narcotic and psychotropic 
drugs and other controlled substances, or 
that discourages the investigation or pros
ecution of such acts. 

Section 4402(c) states that the President 
may make a certification under subsection 
(b)(l)(A) with respect to a major illicit drug 
producing country, or major drug-transit 
country which is also a producer of licit 
opium, only if the President determines that 
such country has taken steps to prevent sig
nificant diversion of its licit cultivation and 
production into the illicit market, and that 
such country maintains production and 
stockpiles at levels no higher than those 
consistent with licit market demand, and 
prevents illicit cultivation and production. 

Section 4402(d) prescribes procedures for 
congressional review of the President's cer
tifications. If, within 30 days of continuous 
session after the certification is received, 
the Congress enacts a joint resolution dis
approving the President's determination, the 
50% withholding requirement and the re
quirement to vote against further multilat
eral development bank loans shall continue 
in effect. 

Section 4402(e) clarifies what assistance is 
to be denied in a case where either the Presi
dent or the Congress determines that a coun
try shall not be certified as fully cooperat
ing. Funds may not be obligated for U.S. as
sistance to that country, and funds pre
viously obligated for U.S. assistance may not 
be expended. Further, the requirement to 
vote against further multilateral develop
ment bank loans shall apply regardless of 
the April 1 date contained in subsection 
(a)(2). 

Section 4402<0 specifies procedures for 
recertifying countries which have been de
nied certification. Denial of assistance and 
voting against multilateral development 
bank loans shall continue until the Presi
dent makes a certification under subsection 
(b)(l)(A) of (B) for a country and the Con
gress does not enact a joint resolution of dis
approval pursuant to subsection (d), or until 

the President submits at any other time a 
national interest certification pursuant to 
subsection (b)(l)(B) for a country. In the sec
ond case this only applies if either the Presi
dent did not submit a certification with re
spect to that country under subsection (b)(l) 
at the time of the April 1 report, or if the 
Congress enacted a joint resolution under 
subsection (d) disapproving the President's 
certification determination. 

Section 4402(g) specifies congressional re
view procedures for recertification. Any 
joint resolution under this subsection shall 
be considered in the Senate in accordance 
with the expedited procedures specified in 
section 601(b) of the International Security 
Assistance and Arms Export Control Act of 
1976; in the House of Representatives, a mo
tion to proceed to the consideration of any 
such joint resolution shall be treated as 
highly privileged in the House. 

Section 4402(h) specifies that this section 
applies only during fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

The House bill (section 4403) also makes in
applicable during fiscal years 1992 and 1993 
the numerical standards for determining 
major drug producing countries and the re
quirement for the Secretary of State to es
tablish qualitative and quantitative stand
ards for determining major drug transit 
countries. 

Finally, the House bill (secs. 4401A, 4402A, 
and 4403A) makes modifications to the cer
tification procedures and reporting require
ments, and the determination of major pro
ducing and transit countries in current law 
which become effective after September 30, 
1993. These include deleting obsolete require
ments for consultations and congressional 
hearings, and obsolete references to country 
plans submitted pursuant to 1962 Single Con
vention on Narcotic Drugs. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provisions, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 303) is simi
lar to the House bill, but makes technical 
corrections necessary in amending current 
law (sections 489, 489a, 490, and 490A of the 
Foreign Assistance Act), clarifies under what 
circumstances the President may recertify a 
country previously decertified for fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993, changes the period for 
congressional review of certifications for fis
cal years 1992 and 1993 from 45 legislative 
days to 45 calendar days, changes the date 
for submitting the determination of which 
countries are subject to the provisions of 
section 490 from October 1 to January 1, and 
modifies the definition of "U.S. assistance" 
for purposes of this chapter. 

This revision of annual reporting require
ments was designed in part to address con
cerns raised by the executive branch over the 
number of reporting requirements concern
ing narcotics control issues that have been 
enacted over the past decade. In response to 
this concern the committee of conference 
has deleted certain duplicative require
ments, deleted the requirement for an an
nual mid-year report (currently section 
481(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act), con
solidated other reporting requirements with
in the annual report required by this section, 
and deleted obsolete language in current law. 

However, the committee of conference has 
also considerably expanded the reporting re
quirements for the annual International Nar
cotics Control Strategy Report (INCSR) in 
two significant areas: first, by requiring the 
inclusion of information on all members of 
the United Nations (as does the annual Coun
try Reports on Human Rights); and, second, 
by broadening detailed reporting on major 
money laundering and major precursor 

chemical source countries a.s well as on sig
nificant producer and transit countries. The 
committee of conference believes that the 
unparalleled transnational threat posed to 
the U.S. by the international traffic in illicit 
narcotics, as well as the increasing multilat
eral consensus manifest in the entry into 
force of the 1988 United Nations Convention 
Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and 
Psychotropic Substances, merits increased 
emphasis on rating counternarcotics per
formance with an accepted international 
standard and more comprehensive reporting 
on individual nations' counternarcotics ef
forts. As Drug Enforcement Administration 
Administrator, Robert C. Bonner, said in 
congressional testimony in March of 1991, 
"[The entry into force of the 1988 U.N. Con
vention] is a milestone, I believe, in the 
international effort to fight drug traffickers 
because this far-reaching treaty will go a 
long way toward providing the tools and 
international framework for combating drug 
trafficking, and as more nations ratify this 
convention, even more international co
operation will be possible." 

The committee of conference also believes 
that by expanding the report to cover all 
member states of the United Nations, as is 
the case with the annual human rights re
port, the issue of narcotics control will be
come a more firmly entrenched component 
of U.S. foreign policy. By expanding the need 
for increased attention to narcotics by for
eign service officers in countries not cur
rently covered by INM personnel, and by 
stressing the importance of the narcotics 
issue to the foreign service, the process of 
"weaving the issue into the fabric of our for
eign policy" which was noted by Assistant 
Secretary of State for International Narcot
ics Matters Melvyn Levitsky in recent con
gressional testimony, will continue to be en
hanced. The committee of conference notes 
that it does not intend the reference to 
"compliance with goals and objectives" to 
refer solely to signatories of the 1988 U.N. 
Convention; on the contrary, the committee 
of conference desires to build upon the inter
national standards established by the Con
vention and explicitly avoid creating any 
disincentives for countries to sign and ratify 
the Convention. 

In addition, the committee of conference 
has moved to a more comprehensive focus by 
requiring more detailed reporting on the is
sues of money laundering and precursor 
chemical production, as well as on the more 
traditional issues of production and transit, 
in recognition of the fact that effectively ad
dressing these two important aspects of the 
international narcotics trade are integral to 
any international efforts. 

While there is virtually no country in the 
world unaffected by international narcotics 
trafficking, the committee of conference rec
ognizes that there are significant variations 
in the scope of the problem among countries. 
For countries which are not major drug pro
ducers, drug transit countries, money laun
dering centers, or listed chemical sources, 
the subjects for reporting are identified as 
the extent to which a country has met the 
goals and objectives of the 1988 U.N. Conven
tion, accomplished the goals in an applicable 
bilateral or multilateral narcotics agree
ment, and addressed narcotics-related cor
ruption. The committee of conference does 
not expect reporting on countries not in
cluded in the four categories listed above to 
be as detailed as for countries such as Peru 
or Mexico. This section would require rea
sonable efforts to examine the status of the 
1988 U.N. Convention and any implementing 
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legislation, and a brief description of efforts 
to address narcotics-related developments, 
including corruption, in a given country. 
Much of this information concerning the sta
tus of legal measures, ratification of the 
Convention, seizures, arrests, etc. should be 
readily available, as evidenced by the U.N. 
International Narcotics Control Board's an
nual report covering all member states of 
the United Nations. In addition, as long as 
each member of the United Nations is ad
dressed, reporting could be done on a re
gional basis if appropriate for countries 
which are not major drug producers, drug 
transit countries, money laundering centers, 
or precursor chemical sources. The commit
tee of conference expects that the regional 
format would only be used for countries in 
areas not currently covered in the INCSR, 
such as island-states in the South Pacific or 
smaller states in West Africa, but not for re
gions such as Western Europe and the South
ern Cone. 

By broadening the INCSR beyond its tradi
tional focus on narcotics production and 
transit, this section requires a more com
prehensive view of all major elements of the 
international narcotics trade and addresses 
the issues raised by the "Kerry amendment" 
on money laundering (Section 4702 of the 1988 
Anti-Drug Abuse Act, Public Law 100-690) 
and the "McConnell amendment" on precur
sor chemicals (Section 599H of the Foreign 
Operations, Export Financing, and Related 
Programs Appropriations Act, 1991, Public 
Law 101-513). 

With respect to the changes in certifi
cation, as noted previously, debates about 
the efficacy of the certification process have 
taken place since its enactment. However, 
the committee of conference firmly believes 
that certification serves a useful purpose in 
focusing attention on narcotics issues, both 
within the Congress and the executive 
branch. Although the executive branch was 
vehemently opposed to certification in the 
beginning, over the years this position has 
changed. In testimony before the Congress in 
recent years, executive branch officials have 
repeatedly stated that the certification proc
ess, while flawed in their judgment, has suc
ceed in highlighting to foreign governments 
the seriousness which the U.S. Government 
attaches to the issues of narcotics control. 

Therefore, in an effort to accommodate 
concerns of the executive branch about the 
certification process while maintaining the 
leverage provided by the process, the com
mittee of conference has in this section pro
vided the President with a waiver of the 50-
percent withholding requirement, reduced 
the congressional review period, given the 
President increased flexibility in determin
ing the list of countries which are subject to 
certification, and provided a more stream
lined method for recertifying countries in 
special circumstances. 

In addition, in concert with the more mul
tilateral approach the committee of con
ference has adopted with respect to the an
nual INCSR report, the standard for certify
ing countries has been changed from "fully 
cooperating" with the United States to one 
based on meeting the goals and objective of 
the 1988 U.N. Convention. 

With respect to the changes for fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 in the recertification process, 
the committee of conference notes the fol
lowing: under current law, for a country de
certified either by the President or by con
gressional resolution of disapproval, a Presi
dential recertification for that country ei
ther on grounds of full cooperation or on 
grounds of national interest requires affirm-

ative congressional action. Under the new 
procedures, the President could recertify a 
country on national interest grounds any 
time after April 1 without affirmative con
gressional action, if (1) he certifies that any 
such country has undergone a fundamental 
change in government, or (2) there has been 
a fundamental change in the conditions that 
were the reason why the country was decer
tified. However, the procedures for 
recertifying on full cooperation grounds 
would still require affirmative congressional 
action. This change was provided at the re
quest of the executive branch, which as
serted that the recertification procedures in 
current law resulted in substantial delays in 
resuming assistance to Panama after the De
cember 1989 U.S. action in that country. The 
committee notes that, in that case, the 
President transmitted to the Congress a 
recertification based on "full cooperation" 
for Panama on January 29, 1990 (Executive 
Communications 2373, Presidential Certifi
cation Number 90-9). Less than two weeks 
later, on February 7, 1990, both Houses of 
Congress had passed legislation to recertify 
Panama on the basis of national interest (see 
House Report 101-401, part I, sections 102 and 
103). The committee therefore does not find 
the assertion that recertification procedures 
in current law delayed the resumption of as
sistance to Panama persuasive. Nonetheless, 
the committee has provided the requested 
change in order to eliminate such assertions 
in fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING PROVISIONS 

The House bill (sec. 4403) contains statu
tory clarifications resulting from the change 
in reporting requirements and certification 
procedures for fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 304) is simi
lar to the House bill, but makes additional 
technical corrections to chapter 8 of the For
eign Assistance Act necessitated by other 
amendments made by this title. The con
ference substitute also incorporates provi
sions of section 645 of the House bill repeal
ing obsolete provisions of current law. 

EXEMPTION OF NARCOTICS-RELATED MILITARY 
ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec. 402) states that for fis
cal years 1992 and 1993, section 660 of the For
eign Assistance Act shall not apply with re
spect to transfers of excess defense articles 
under section 2302, foreign military financing 
assistance that is provided for narcotics-re
lated purposes, or for international military 
education and training that is provided for 
narcotics-related purposes. 

Section 402(b) requires that at least 15 days 
before any excess defense articles are trans
ferred or any funds are obligated for FMF or 
IMET under this section, the President shall 
notify Congress in accordance with the pro
cedures applicable to reprogramming notifi
cations under section 6304. 

Section 402(c) states that assistance pro
vided pursuant to this section shall be co
ordinated with international narcotics con
trol assistance. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 305) is es
sentially identical to the House bill, but 
makes necessary technical and conforming 
changes. 

This section responds to an executive 
branch request for a waiver of the prohibi
tion contained in section 660 of current law, 
for all economic and military foreign assist
ance accounts worldwide, for narcotics-relat-

ed purposes. The committee of conference 
has provided such a waiver only for military 
assistance accounts (narcotics-related excess 
defense articles, FMF, and IMET), with prior 
notice to Congress, for a two-year "trial pe
riod" through fiscal year 1993. 

The committee of conference notes that 
narcotics control assistance provided under 
this title is permanently exempted from the 
prohibition contained in section 660 of the 
Foreign Assistance Act. Section 660 itself 
also exempts overseas activities conducted 
through the Drug Enforcement Administra
tion. Section 506(a)(2) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act also contains a permanent waiver 
from this prohibition. The Congress has on 
numerous occasions provided narcotics-re
la ted waivers of this provision for specific 
purposes, primarily in Latin America. The 
committee of conference has therefore 
agreed to provide a global waiver of this re
quirement for the relevant military assist
ance accounts for a two-year period. In the 
case of the Andean Initiative this waiver is 
provided in explicit recognition of the execu
tive branch's recent emphasis on assistance 
to the police vis-a-vis assistance to the mili
tary. The committee of conference stresses 
that this waiver is provided for narcotics-re
lated purposes only, and that it will closely 
monitor any use of this authority for pur
poses which extend beyond those related to 
narcotics control objectives. 

WAIVER OF RESTRICTIONS FOR NARCOTICS
RELATED ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec. 4304) provides author
ity for the President to provide narcotics-re
lated economic assistance notwthstanding 
any other provision of law except for those 
relating to ineligibility due to a lack of co
operation on narcotics control issues. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 306) is simi
lar to the House bill, but limits the waiver 
authority to fiscal years 1992 and 1993, and 
makes necessary technical and conforming 
changes. 

Under current law, assistance provided 
through INM is exempt from virtually any 
cut-off of assistance. This new section au
thorizes, in addition, the provision of other 
narcotics-related economic assistance to 
countries otherwise ineligible for U.S. assist
ance, with prior notification pursuant to the 
procedures contained in section 634A of the 
Foreign Assistance Act. The committee of 
conference recognizes that there may be 
unique crcumstances in which a country is 
ineligible for assistance due to non-narcotics 
related reasons where the provision of nar
cotics-related economic assistance could 
support U.S. counternarcotics goals. How
ever, the committee of conference also notes 
that the authority provided in this new sec
tion could be misinterpreted as a "loophole" 
to provide broad economic assistance to 
countries which are otherwise prohibited 
from receiving assistance, such as Pakistan. 
The committee of conference therefore lim
ited this authority to fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 for a two-year "trial period". The com
mittee of conference will insist that "narcot
ics-related assistance" provided pursuant to 
this authority in fact has a demonstrable 
and direct relevance to narcotics control ob
jectives. 

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK FINANCING 

The House bill (sec. 403) extends through 
1994 the exemption, contained in section 
2(b)(6)(B)(vi) of the Export-Import Bank Act 
of 1945, from the general prohibition on Ex
port-Import Bank financing for sales of de-
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fense articles and services to developing 
countries if those sales are primarily for 
anti-narcotics purposes. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 307) is iden
tical to the House bill. 

PROHIBITION ON USE OF NARCOTICS CONTROL 
ASSISTANCE TO ACQUIRE REAL PROPERTY 

The House bill (sec. 4208) modifies the pro
hibition on the use of funds made available 
to carry out this title to acquire any real 
property for use by foreign military, para
military, or law enforcement forces (section 
488 of the Foreign Assistance Act) to allow 
such acquisition with advance notification 
pursuant to the procedures in section 634A of 
the Foreign Assistance Act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

USE OF HERBICIDES FOR AERIAL ERADICATION 

The House bill (sec. 4204) modifies section 
481(d) of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
requires the Secretary of State to inform the 
Secretary of Heal th and Human Services and 
the Administrator of the Environmental 
Protection Agency of the use or intended use 
of aerial herbicides. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
TITLE IV-SPECIAL AUTHORITIES, RESTRIC

TIONS, REPORTING REQUIREMENTS, ADMINIS
TRATIVE AND GENERAL PROVISIONS, DEFINI
TIONS, AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS AND 
REPEALS 

TRANSFER AUTHORITY 

The House bill (sec. 6101) restates section 
610(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
permits the transfer of up to 10 percent of 
funds from any account, except that no ac
count may be increased by more than 20 per
cent. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 404) amends 
section 610(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
to add a prohibition on the transfer from 
funds authorized to finance the subsidy costs 
of credit reform and requiring 15-day ad
vance notification of appropriate congres
sional committees pursuant to the proce
dures contained in section 634A of the For
eign Assistance Act before funds may be 
transferred. 

WAIVER AUTHORITY 

The House bill (section 6102) rewrites sec
tion 614 of the Foreign Assistance Act to au
thorize the President to take action other
wise prohibited if he determines: (1) in the 
case of military assistance and sales, it is es
sential to U.S. national security interests 
and (2) in the case of economic assistance, it 
is in the U.S. national interest. It also raises 
from $50 million to $100 million the amount 
of assistance that can be provided under this 
authority to any one country in a year. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 405) amends 
section 614 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
authorize the President to waive provisions 
in foreign assistance legislation in order to 
provide assistance or take other action if he 
determines: (1) with respect to military as
sistance and sales that it is vital to U.S. na
tional security interests, and (2) with respect 
to other assistance (economic) and with re
spect to assistance and action under other 

acts, that it is important to U.S. national in
terests. The conference substitute also 
makes the provision applicable to the provi
sions of annual foreign assistance authoriza
tions or appropriations acts and provisions 
of other acts that restrict action under for
eign assistance legislation and raises from 
$50 million to $75 million the amount of as
sistance that can be provided under this au
thority to any one country in a given year. 

UNANTICIPATED CONTINGENCIES 

The House bill (sec. 6103) rewrites section 
451 of the Foreign Assistance Act to author
ize the President to use up the $50 million for 
unanticipated contingencies, other than the 
provision of military assistance. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 501) amends 
section 451 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
raise the authorized level to $40 million. 

The conference substitute (sec. 403) amends 
section 451 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
raise the authorized level to $45 million. 

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE 

The Senate amendment (sec. 502) amends 
section 533 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
authorize the President to use up to $75 mil
lion of ESF for emergency use when the U.S. 
National interests requires economic support 
to promote economic or political stability. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the House po
sition. 

DEMOCRACY CONTINGENCY FUND 

The House bill (sec. 6104) authorizes the 
President to use up to $100 million annually 
for assistance to countries emerging from 
civil strife or into democracy, with fifteen 
day notification of the appropriate congres
sional committees. The assistance may be 
used to encourage and facilitate the process 
of creating and institutionalizing democracy 
and to meet economic and human needs re
sulting from civil strife. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 402) creates 
a new section 282 in title IX of chapter 2 of 
part I of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
permits the obligation of up to $75 million in 
any fiscal year for the purposes contained in 
the House bill. These funds are in addition to 
other funds which may be available for such 
purposes. The committee of conference em
phasizes that this authority is intended to be 
used only to meet unanticipated cir
cumstances and should only be used one time 
for an individual country. 

TERMINATION EXPENSES 

The House provision (sec. 6105) revises sec
tion 617 of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
authorizes obligations for up to eight 
months to terminate programs. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 503) amends 
section 617 of the Foreign Assistance Act 
with a similar provision, except it does not 
include reobligation authority for expenses 
arising from termination of assistance. 

The conference substitute (sec. 436) is the 
same as the Senate provision with an amend
ment specifying that provisions of law re
quiring the termination of assistance are not 
to be construed to require the termination of 
guarantee commitments. 

PRESIDENTIAL CONTINGENCY 

The Senate amendment (sec. 1001) author
izes $10 million to the President to meet un
anticipated contingencies in program needs 
within the international affairs (150) budget 
function. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 401) is the 
same as the Senate amendment. 

EXEMPTION FOR NON-GOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANIZATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 6106) provides that re
strictions on assistance do not apply to as
sistance provided through nongovernmental 
organizations. In exercising this authority, 
the President is to consider whether assist
ance for programs of nongovernmental orga
nizations is in the national interest of the 
United States. The appropriate committees 
of congress must be notified of any use of 
this authority. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 504) contains 
a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 413) adds a 
new section 692 to chapter 5 of part m of the 
Foreign Assistance Act which is essentially 
the same as the Senate amendment, but in
cludes the House provision requiring the 
President to take into consideration whether 
use of this authority to continue assistance 
directly benefits poor people and whether it 
promotes increased respect for human rights 
and the development of democracy. 

TRAINING EXEMPTIONS 

The House bill (sec. 6107) rewrites section 
638(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act to pro
vide that no provision of law shall prohibit 
the provision of assistance for training if the 
recipient country has a democratically
elected government and assistance would not 
be prohibited for reasons contained in sec
tions 2808 (relating to support for inter
national terrorism), 4402 (relating to non-co
operation on narcotics control), 6201(a)(l) 
(relating to communist countries), 6201(a)(2) 
(relating to expropriation) and 6202 (relating 
to police training) of the House bill. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 413(c)) re
vises section 638(b) of the Foreign Assistance 
Act to add the substance of the House provi
sion. 

EXEMPTIONS FOR CERTAIN SPECIAL NEEDS 

The House bill (sec. 6108) provides that as
sistance activities undertaken in the areas or 
child survival, AIDS prevention and control, 
displaced children, the environment, and en
ergy are exempt from prohibitions and re
strictions in law except for the prohibition 
against assistance to countries supporting 
international terrorism. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 110) contains 
a similar provision exempting child survival, 
AIDS prevention and control, and environ
ment and energy activities from prohibitions 
and restrictions on assistance, except for re
strictions relating to human rights violators 
and countries supporting international ter
rorism. 

The conference substitute (sec. 413) adds a 
new section 693 to chapter 5 of part m of the 
Foreign Assistance Act which exempts from 
prohibitions on assistance activities under
taken under the following provisions: section 
102A(l) (individuals with disabilities); sec
tion 102A(2) (displaced children); section 
104(c)(2) (child survival); section 104(c)(3) (im
munization and oral rehydration); section 
104(c)(4) (AIDS); section 106(d) (environ
mentally sound, sustainable resource man
agement); and section 106(e) (efficient energy 
systems) of the Foreign Assistance Act, ex
cept prohibitions under section 620A (terror
ism) and section 691(a)(2) (human rights). 

ACTIVITIES UNDER CERTAIN LAWS NOT 
AFFECTED 

The House provision (sec. 6109) states that 
provisions in foreign assistance legislation 
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shall not be construed to prohibit or restrict 
activities authorized under the following 
specific laws: the Peace Corps Act; the Mu
tual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act 
of 1961; the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945; 
the Agricultural Act of 1949; the Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 
1954; the Food for Progress Act of 1985; the 
Inter-American Foundation Act; the African 
Development Foundation Act; or the Migra
tion and Refugee Act of 1962; or commercial 
export promotion activities of the Depart
ment of Agriculture, including the Commod
ity Credit Corporation, unless such prohibi
tion is expressly provided. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 511) contains 
a similar provision, with the addition of sev
eral laws authorizing intelligence and de
fense activities not specified in the House 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 413(b)) 
amends section 638(a) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act with a provision identical to the 
House bill. 

INELIGIBLE COUNTRIES 

The House bill (sec. 6201) rewrites the var
ious restrictions contained in sections 620, 
116, and 502B of the Foreign Assistance Act 
to prohibit assistance to a country that (1) is 
a Communist country, (2) violates human 
rights, (3) expropriates U.S. property, (4) 
whose elected head-of-state is overthrown by 
military coup, (5) engages in nuclear pro
liferation, (6) provides military equipment to 
a terrorist state, or (7) to a project which 
would increase exports of any agricultural, 
textile, or apparel commodity in direct com
petition with U.S. exports. Exceptions to 
these prohibitions are permitted (1) where 
the President determines that providing as
sistance is in the national interest, (2) for as
sistance that will alleviate suffering from a 
disaster, (3) for assistance which is furnished 
through nongovernmental organizations 
which directly benefits poor people, or (4) for 
assistance which is furnished through non
governmental organizations to promote in
creased respect for internationally recog
nized human rights and the development of 
democracy. Any use of this waver authority 
must be reported to the appropriate commit
tees of congress. 

The House bill also requires the President 
to issue a list of communist countries, and 
any removal or exemption from the list re
quires notification of the appropriate con
gressional committees. In addition, the 
House bill includes the standards contained 
in sections 116 and 502B of the Foreign As
sistance Act which specifies factors to be 
considered in determining whether a country 
engages in a consistent pattern of gross vio
lations of international recognized human 
rights. Finally, the House bill (sec. 6204) re
vises section 620(q) of the Foreign Assistance 
Act to prohibit assistance to a country that 
is more than one year (six months in current 
620(q)) in arrears on payments on U.S. for
eign assistance loans. 

The Senate amendment contains two pro
visions which include elements of the House 
provision. Section 505 of the Senate amend
ment rewrites section 620(0 of the Foreign 
Assistance Act in a manner similar to the 
House provision, imposing restrictions on as
sistance to communist countries. Similar to 
the House restriction, section 506 of the Sen
ate amendment amends section 620(i) to pro
hibit assistance to any country whose elect
ed head-of-state is overthrown by military 
coup. 

The conference substitute (sec. 412), which 
creates a new section 691 of the Foreign As
sistance Act, is similar to the House bill, ex-
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cept for (1) the addition of the prohibition 
against assistance to a country more than 
one year in arrears on debt repayment to the 
U.S. Government, (2) the deletion of the pro
hibition against countries engaged in nu
clear proliferation (which is retained in sec
tions 669, and 670 (a) and (b) of the Foreign 
Assistance Act), and (3) the deletion of the 
explicit exemption for assistance through 
NGOs which directly benefits the poor and in 
support of human rights and democracy 
(which are covered under the broader waiver 
for assistance through NGOs created by sec
tion 413(a) of the conference substitute). 

LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec. 6202) restates section 
660 of the Foreign Assistance Act to prohibit 
the use of foreign assistance for police train
ing except for certain explicit purposes. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 411) amends 
section 660 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
clarify that that prohibition against police 
training applies to the furnishing of excess 
defense articles under sections 516, 517, 518, 
and 519 of that Act. The conference sub
stitute further specifies that the prohibition 
does not apply to international narcotics 
control assistance (as defined in section 
644A(a)(9) of the Foreign Assistance Act as 
amended by the conference substitute), as
sistance in maritime law enforcement and 
other maritime skills, assistance to a demo
cratic country which does not have a stand
ing army and is not a human rights violator, 
assistance in wildlife protection and man
agement, and is not a human rights violator, 
assistance in wildlife protection and man
agement, antiterrorism assistance, assist
ance provided for administration of justice 
through section 534 of the Foreign Assist
ance Act, as amended by the conference sub
stitute, and other expressly authorized as
sistance. 

The committee of conference notes that 
the addition of the requirement for an ex
plicit waiver means that the term "notwith
standing any other provision of law" does 
not apply to section 660. The committee of 
conference also notes that section 305 of the 
conference substitute waives the application 
of this prohibition to assistance provided 
under section 517 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act for fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

The House bill (sec. 6203) retains section 
662 of the Foreign Assistance Act, known as 
the "Hughes-Ryan" amendment, which re
stricts the use of foreign assistance funds by 
the CIA. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION 

The House bill (sec. 6206) consolidates the 
restrictions contained in sections 669, 670(a), 
and 670(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act on 
assistance to countries engaged in the pro
liferation of nuclear weapons capabilities. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

VIOLATIONS OF THE TERMS OF ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec. 6207) requires the ter
mination of assistance if the recipient uses 
the assistance in violation of the agreement 
under which the assistance is provided. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

CONGRESSIONAL PRESENTATION DOCUMENTS 

The House bill (sec. 6301) revises section 634 
of the Foreign Assistance Act to consolidate 
requirements for annual congressional pres
entation documents (CPD) on economic as
sistance. The House bill requires the CPD to 
include: (a) the rationale for allocation of as
sistance to each country, (b) a brief descrip
tion of each program, (c) a description of new 
activities, (d) a description of progress in im
plementing the Development Fund for Afri
ca, (e) a summary of other economic pro
grams, (0 an identification of funds obli
gated for more than two years and certifi
cation that the purposes remain valid, (g) 
the dollar value of all foreign assistance by 
category and country since 1946, (h) a sum
mary of net aid flows to each country, and (1) 
the status of debt servicing capacity of each 
recipient country. In addition, the House bill 
(sec. 6310) requires a report from the AID In
spector General on ways to reduce the unex
pended balance in the AID pipeline. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 422) amends 
section 634 of the foreign Assistance Act to 
reflect that the House provision, with the ex
ceptions that the requirement for identifica
tion of funds obligated for more than two 
years is changed to identification of funds 
obligated for more than five years, the dele
tion of the requirement of certification that 
the purposes of funds in the pipeline more 
than two years remain valid, addition of a 
report on U.S. contributions to the achieve
ment of child survival goals and project 
funding levels for programs in subsequent 
years, and other minor technical changes. 

HUMAN RIGHTS 

The House bill (section 6302) consolidates 
the policy and reporting requirements con
tained in sections 116 and 502B of the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1961, eliminates repetitive 
language, and adds new language. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (section 421(a)) 
creates a new section 283 of the Foreign As
sistance Act which contains language iden
tical to the House bill. 

New section 283(a) of the Foreign Assist
ance Act, as contained in the conference sub
stitute, restates the policy language con
tained in section 502B of current law assert
ing that the promotion of human rights is a 
principal goal of the foreign policy of the 
United States. In the furtherance of that 
goal, section 283(b) mandates the President 
to formulate and conduct U.S. assistance and 
military sales programs in a manner which 
promotes human rights and avoids identi
fication of the United States with govern
ments which violate human rights. New lan
guage in this subsection requires that these 
programs, especially military assistance and 
sales programs, be formulated and conducted 
in a manner which will strengthen the rela
tionship between the civilian and military 
sectors of the recipient countries appropriate 
to a democratic system of government. 

New section 283(c) further requires that, in 
carrying out this human rights policy and in 
preparing these reports, consideration be 
given to the relevant findings of appropriate 
international and nongovernmental organi
zations, and the extent to which the govern
ment in question is permitting the 
unimpeded investigation of alleged viola
tions of internationally recognized human 
rights by indigenous NGOs, other NGOs, and 
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international organizations, such as the 
International Committee of the Red Cross. 

Reference to the information provided by 
appropriate organizations was added to this 
section by the committee of conference in 
recognition of the important contribution 
made by nongovernmental and other human 
rights organizations in documenting human 
rights abuses and of the difficulties some 
human rights organizations, including indig
enous groups, face in investigating alleged 
violations of human rights in some coun
tries. 

New section 283(d) contains the require
ments for the Secretary of State to submit 
to the Congress, by February 28 of each year, 
the annual "County Reports on Human 
Rights Practices" for every foreign country. 
This subsection extends by one month the 
date in current law by which the report must 
be submitted to the Congress to allow the 
Assistant Secretary of State for Human 
Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, under 
whose direction the report is prepared, addi
tional time for its preparation and printing. 
The change was made on the condition that, 
on or before February 28, the Congress will 
receive the published version of the report 
which will be ready for immediate public re
lease and distribution. 

New section 283(e) requires the Secretary 
of State, at the request of either the Com
mittee on Foreign Relations of the State or 
the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the 
House of Representatives, to transmit, with
in 30 days after receipt of such a request, a 
special report, also prepared under the direc
tion of the Assistant Secretary of State for 
Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, on 
whatever country is specified in the request. 
Section 283(f) provides that both reports are 
to contain all information available about 
observance of and respect for human rights 
and fundamental freedoms in a country, and 
a detailed description of practices by the 
government of that country with respect to 
human rights and fundamental freedoms, in
cluding information provided by nongovern
mental and other appropriate organizations. 

New section 283(f) defines the term "assist
ance" and "military assistance" for the pur
poses of this section. 

The conference substitute (section 42l(b)) 
also contains conforming amendments to 
section 624(f) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
which relates to the duties of the Assistant 
Secretary of State for Human Rights and 
Humanitarian Affairs. The conference sub
stitute modifies current law by adding mat
ters relating to civilians and noncombatants 
in situations of armed conflict to the list of 
specific human rights and humanitarian is
sues for which the Assistant Secretary is re
sponsible. 

International humanitarian law, including 
the Geneva Conventions of 1949, recognizes 
the right of civilians and noncombatants in 
situations of armed conflict. Those rights in
clude respect for the basic dignity of the per
son, free and safe passage of relief supplies, 
access of impartial humani tartan organiza
tions providing relief assistance, and the pro
tection of commodities indispensable to the 
survival of the civilian population, including 
foodstuffs and drinking water. 

In recent years, humanitarian relief orga
nizations have encountered increasing dif
ficulties in providing humanitarian assist
ance in situations of armed conflict. The 
problem has not simply been one of height
ened physical danger to relief personnel. In 
many instances, protagonists in conflicts 
have used food and other humanitarian as
sistance as weapons. 

This provision affirms the importance of 
the protection afforded by international hu
manitarian law to civilians and noncombat
ants in situations of armed conflict by plac
ing specific responsibility for monitoring 
and reporting violations of humanitarian law 
in armed conflicts with the Assistant Sec
retary for Human Rights and Humanitarian 
Affairs. The committee of conference urges 
the Assistant Secretary, under whose direc
tion the annual Country Reports on Human 
Rights Practices are prepared, to include a 
specific section addressing any violations of 
humanitarian law in the reports on those 
countries experiencing such conflicts. 

ANNUAL ALLOCATION REPORT 

The House bill (sec. 6303) restates section 
653 of the Foreign Assistance Act to require 
the President to notify the Congress of the 
allocation of funds within thirty days of en
actment of an appropriations act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 424) amends 
section 653 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
exempt from the notice requirement con
tinuing resolutions of less than 90 days. 

NOTIFICATION OF PROGRAM CHANGE 

The House bill (sec. 6304) rewrites section 
634A of the Foreign Assistance Act which re
quires notification of the appropriate con
gressional committees 15 days prior to any 
change in funding allocation. Notification is 
required for an increase in the level of assist
ance to a country or for a new activity not 
previously justified or not funded in the pre
ceding year. The President may waive this 
requirement under emergency circumstances 
if the committees are provided with prior no
tification. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 214) amends 
section 634A of the Foreign Assistance Act 
with a similar provision, except that it al
lows the President to waive the requirement 
if failure to do so would pose substantial risk 
to human health or welfare. 

The conference substitute (sec. 423) is the 
same as the Senate provision except that the 
private sector credit program is not excluded 
from the requirement and the Development 
Fund for Africa is added to the list of pro
grams excluded from the requirement. The 
committee of conference intends that notifi
cations should also be transmitted for in
creases of more than 10 percent in fiscal year 
funding for on-going centrally-funded and re
gional projects. The committee of conference 
expects that centrally funded programs and 
regional programs be notified consistent 
with the provisions of this section. 

QUARTERLY REPORTS 

The House bill (sec. 6305) requires quar
terly reports to the Congress on the obliga
tion of funds. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

INFORMATION REQUESTED BY CONGRESS AND 
GAO 

The House bill (secs. 6306 and 6307) restates 
section 633A of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
require the executive branch to provide in
formation to the General Accounting Office 
and to the Congress. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

PRESIDENTIAL FINDINGS 

The House bill (sec. 6308) restates section 
654 of the Foreign Assistance Act to require 

that Presidential findings and determina
tions required by law be reduced to writing 
and signed by the President. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
REPORT ON RECIPIENT MILITARY EXPENDITURES 

The House provision (sec. 6309) revises sec
tion 620(s) of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
require every three years (rather than annu
ally) a report on the resources devoted to 
military purposes by recipients of U.S. as
sistance. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

DELEGATIONS BY THE PRESIDENT 

The House bill (sec. 7101) modifies section 
621(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
authorizes the President to carry out provi
sions of this act through any U.S. Govern
ment agency or officer. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

DESIGNATION OF ADMINISTERING AGENCY FOR 
TITLE I 

The House bill (sec. 7102) restates section 
621 of the Foreign Assistance Act which re
quires that a single agency be designated by 
the president to administer economic assist
ance provided under title I (economic assist
ance), and chapter 1 (Development Fund for 
Africa) and chapter 2 (multilateral assist
ance initiative for the Philippines) of title V 
of the House bill. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH MISSIONS 

The House bill (sec. 7103) restates sections 
631(a) and (d) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
authorizing the President to establish spe
cial missions abroad to carry out the pur
poses of this act and providing that smaller 
economic assistance programs may be ad
ministered by the principal economic officer 
of the U.S. diplomatic mission. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

AUTHORITY TO CONDUCT REIMBURSABLE 
PROGRAMS 

The House bill (secs. 1801 and 1802) reflects 
section 607 of the Foreign Assistance Act 
which authorizes the U.S. Government to 
make available assistance to other coun
tries, to be paid for by the recipient. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 433) amends 
section 607(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
to provide that limitations on assistance do 
not apply with respect to this section. 
COORDINATION OF U.S. POLICIES AND PROGRAMS 

The House bill (sec. 7104) rewrites section 
640B of the Foreign Assistance Act regarding 
coordination of U.S. policies and programs 
which affect U.S. interest in the develop
ment of developing countries. The House bill 
eliminates the designation of a specific en
tity or participants to carry out this coordi
nation function but directs the President to 
establish a coordination mechanism. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 
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The conference substitute (sec. 445) amends 

section 640B of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
comport to the House provision and adds a 
requirement for consultation with Congress 
on the proposed coordination mechanism. 

FUNDS ALLOCATED TO THE EXPORT-IMPORT 
BANK AND OPIC 

The House bill (sec. 7201) retains the provi
sions of section 632 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act providing various administrative au
thorities for the allocation of funds and re
imbursements among federal agencies. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 441) is the 
same as the Senate position with a technical 
amendment to bring section 632 into compli
ance with credit reform. 

GENERAL AUTHORITIES 

The House bill (sec. 7202) modifies the gen
eral authorities in section 635 of the Foreign 
Assistance Act for carrying out the purposes 
of this act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 442) is iden
tical to the Senate position, with the excep
tion of an amendment to section 635(a) which 
specifies that the President may furnish as
sistance on such terms and conditions (con
sistent with other provisions of law) as he 
deems appropriate. This amendment pro
vides a generic statement which replaces nu
merous similar statements in the Act that 
accompany specific provisions of law. 
FACILITIES ABROAD AND PERSONNEL DETAILED 

TO AID 

The House bill (sec. 7203) modifies the au
thorities of section 636 of the Foreign Assist
ance Act regarding compensation of person
nel, procurement of administrative supplies 
and services, travel, housing, purchase and 
maintenance of motor vehicles, construction 
of facilities, education of dependents, train
ing of personnel, and other operating au
thorities. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 509) contains 
a provision amending section 636(a) to ex
pand the contract authority for personal 
services. 

The conference substitute (secs. 440, 443 
and 434) is similar to the Senate amendment, 
but retains the provisions of the House bill 
relating to facilities abroad as an amend
ment to section 636 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act and personnel detailed to the admin
istering agency for title I as a new section 
630A of the Foreign Assistance Act. 

The committee of conference has amended 
existing authority relating to employment of 
individuals as personal services contractors. 
This new authority would permit the em
ployment of individuals in the United States 
and overseas to design, implement, and 
evaluate economic assistance activities. For 
example, this authority would allow AID to 
employ the services in the United States of 
an environmental expert so long as the ex
pert is primarily working on matters per
taining to the furnishing of assistance over
seas as the design and implementation of re
gional and bilateral environmental pro
grams. 

REQUIREMENT FOR AUTHORIZATION 

The House bill (sec. 7301) incorporates into 
the Foreign Assistance Act the requirement 
of Public Law 91-672 for the specific author
ization of funds for foreign assistance pro
grams. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senatde positions, retaining the require-

ment of Public Law 91-672 in a separate stat
ute. 

AUTHORITY FOR EXTENDED PERIOD OF 
AVAILABILITY OF APPROPRIATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 7302) authorizes 
amounts appropriated to carry out this act 
to remain available until expended unless 
otherwise specified. Availability of funds, ex
cept as otherwise provided for, is on a fiscal 
year basis under section 616 of the Foreign 
Assistance Act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 435) which 
is identical to the substance of the House 
bill, amends section 616 of the Foreign As
sistance Act to specify that funds are avail
able until expended. 

EXEMPTION FROM CERTAIN PROVISIONS 
RESTRICTING THE AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS 

The House bill (sec. 7303) provides for the 
proportional reduction in earmarks if funds 
appropriated or made available under any se
questration order are less than authorized. 
The House bill also provides a waiver of ear
marks if compliance is made impossible by 
operation of law or if the President deter
mines, after consultation with the appro
priate congressional committees, that a 
country or organization has significantly re
duced its military, political, or economic co
operation with the United States during the 
preceding 12 months. The House bill also pro
vides an exemption from this provision for 
Israel and Egypt. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 438) is simi
lar to the House bill, but deletes the propor
tional reduction in earmarks as the con
ference substitute contains no earmarks, and 
authorizes a waiver of earmarks if a country 
or organization has significantly reduced its 
military or economic cooperation with the 
United States. 

DEOBLIGATION OF UNEXPENDED BALANCES 

The House bill (sec. 7304) requires the 
deobligation and return to the Treasury of 
funds that have been obligated for more than 
three years unless the President determines, 
on a case-by-case basis, that the funds for a 
construction project requires more than 
three years to complete or because of unfore
seen circumstances. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

SPECIAL ACCOUNTS FOR LOCAL CURRENCIES 

The House bill (sec. 7321) revises section 609 
of the Foreign Assistance Act which estab
lishes guidelines for accounting and utiliza
tion of host-country owned local currencies 
accruing under title I and chapters 1 and 2 of 
title V of the House bill (relating to the De
velopment Fund for Africa and the Multilat
eral Assistance Initiative for Philippines). 

The Senate amenc1ment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 434) amends 
section 609 of the Foreign Assistance Act 
with the House provision with minor changes 
to comport the provision to section 575(a) of 
the Foreign Operations, Export Financing, 
and Related Programs Appropriations Act, 
Fiscal Year 1991. 

In adopting the House provision, the com
mittee of conference intends that its require
ments apply to local currencies generated 
under cash transfer or non-project sector as
sistance agreements with governments that 
provide for separate accounts for such assist-

ance. The annual foreign assistance appro
priations act provides for an exemption from 
the requirement to deposit non-project sec
tor assistance into a separate account. In the 
event that exemption is exercised, it is the 
intention of the committee of conference 
that the provisions of section 609 of the For
eign Assistance Act need not apply to local 
currencies generated from that non-project 
sector assistance. 

USE OF CERTAIN FOREIGN CURRENCIES 

The House bill (sec. 7322) modifies section 
612 of the Foreign Assistance Act which au
thorizes the use of U.S.-owned excess foreign 
currencies to provide economic assistance 
under title I and chapters 1 and 2 of title V 
of the House bill (relating to the Develop
men t Fund for Africa and Multilateral As
sistance Initiative for the Ph111ppines). 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

INTEREST ON FOREIGN CURRENCIES 

The House bill (sec. 7323) retains the provi
sion contained in section 612 of the Foreign 
Assistance Act requiring interest to be paid 
on foreign currencies accruing to the United 
States unless the President determines it is 
not in the national interest. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

USE OF LOCAL CURRENCIES 

The House bill (sec. 7324) modifies section 
636(h) of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
directs the President to ensure that coun
tries receiving assistance contribute, to the 
maximum extent practical, their local cur
rencies to help meet the costs of providing 
such assistance. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

INTEREST ON LOCAL CURRENCIES ACCRUING TO 
NGOS 

The House bill (sec. 7325) permits NGOs to 
invest and earn interest on local currencies 
generated by U.S. economic and food assist
ance provided to them and allows any inter
est earned to be used for the purposes for 
which the assistance was originally provided. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 215) contains 
a similar provision, but includes only cur
rencies accrued under part I of the Foreign 
Assistance Act. 

The conference substitute (sec. 437) creates 
a new section 618 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act which is identical to the House bill. 

USE OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE 

The House bill (sec. 7401) modifies section 
601(b)(5) and (8), 602(c), and 621(a) of the For
eign Assistance Act regarding the participa
tion of private enterprise in achieving the 
purpose of the act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 431) amends 
section 610 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
include the language of the House bill. 

PROCUREMENT 

The House bill (sec. 7402) rewrites section 
604 of the Foreign Assistance Act which au
thorizes procurement outside the United 
States and establishes conditions for such 
procurement. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 432) is vir
tually identical to the House bill with tech-
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nical corrections. The committee of con
ference notes that new section 604(a)(2)(B) of 
the Foreign Assistance Act provides a meas
ure of flexibility in order to meet unforeseen 
circumstances, such as emergency situation, 
where it is important to permit procurement 
from countries other than the United States, 
the recipient country, or less developed 
countries, or to permit such procurement in 
order to promote efficiency in the use of for
eign assistance resources, including to avoid 
impairment of foreign assistance objectives. 

SHIPPING ON U.S. VESSELS 

The House bill (sec. 7403) retains sections 
603 and 640C of the Foreign Assistance Act 
which exempt from cargo preference restric
tions the transportation of certain goods ac
quired with foreign currencies and transiting 
between foreign ports, and allows the use of 
funds to pay freight differential between U.S. 
and foreign flag carriers on cargos financed 
under this act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

EXCESS PROPERTY 

The House bill (sec. 7404) modifies sections 
607(c) and 608 of the Foreign Assistance Act, 
providing policy with respect to the use of 
excess and other available property. 

Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

RETENTION AND USE OF CERTAIN ITEMS 

The House bill (sec. 7405) modifies section 
605 of the Foreign Assistance Act which au
thorizes the retention, transfer, use, or dis
posal of any commodities or defense articles 
procured for a foreign country or inter
national organization when changed cir
cumstances make it inadvisable to furnish 
such commodities or defense articles. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

LAW RELATING TO CONTRACTS 

The House bill (sec. 7406) retains section 
633(a) of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
allows the President to waive provisions of 
law regulating the making, performance, 
amendment, or modification of contracts 
and the expenditure of funds. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

CERTAIN TRANSPORTATION COSTS 

The House bill (sec. 7407) retains section 
123(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
permits the use of economic assistance funds 
to pay transportation charges on shipments 
by the American Red Cross and by registered 
U.S. PVOs. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

RECOGNITION OF AMERICAN GENEROSITY 

The Senate amendment (sec. 510) contains 
congressional findings regarding foreign as
sistance and directs the Administrator of 
AID to take steps to ensure that for all as
sistance projects there shall be prominently 
displayed an acknowledgment that the 
project was funded in whole or in part by the 
people of the United States. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 446), which 
amends section 641 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act, is similar to the Senate amendment but 
deletes the findings. 

STATUTORY OFFICERS 

The House bill (sec. 7501) modifies section 
624(a) and (b) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
which permits the President to appoint 12 
statutory officers in the economic assistance 
agency, with the advice and consent of the 
Senate, and allows the President to des
ignate titles and fix order of succession 
among the officers appointed. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 210) amends 
section 624 of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
require nominations for the specific posi
tions and Senate confirmation of all statu
tory officers. 

The conference substitute (sec. 439) is iden
tical to the Senate amendment. 

EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONNEL 

The House bill (sec. 7502) modifies section 
625 of the Foreign Assistance Act which au
thorizes the hiring of personnel to carry out 
the purposes of the act and sets forth com
pensation limits and other administrative 
provisions. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
EXPERT, CONSULTANTS AND RETIRED OFFICERS 

The House bill (sec. 7503) modifies section 
626 of the Foreign Assistance Act which au
thorizes the employment of individual ex
perts, consultants, and organizations there
of. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

DETAIL OF PERSONNEL 

The House bill (sec. 7504) consolidates pro
visions of sections 627, 628, 629, and 630 of the 
Foreign Assistance Act regarding the assign
ment of personnel to foreign governments 
and international organizations to assist in 
carrying out the purposes of the act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

CHIEF OF ECONOMIC MISSION 

The House bill (sec. 7505) retains section 
631(b) of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
authorizes the President to appoint chiefs of 
economic assistance missions abroad and 
provides for compensation and allowances. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
CHAIRMAN OF OECD DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE 

COMMITTEE 

The House bill (sec. 7506) retains section 
631(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
authorizes the President to appoint the 
Chairman of the OECD Development Assist
ance Committee and provides for compensa
tion allowances to be received by the ap
pointee. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

ASSIGNMENT OF DOD PERSONNEL 

The House bill (sec. 7507) retains section 
633(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
authorizes the President to detail Depart
ment of Defense personnel to civil offices to 
carry out the purposes of the act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST U.S. PERSONNEL 

The House bill (sec. 7508) modifies section 
666 and 505(g) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
to prohibit the President from taking into 
account race, religion, national origin, or sex 
in assigning officers or employees to carry 
out any assistance programs funded under 
the act in any foreign country and requires 
that such assignments be made solely on the 
basis of ability and relevant experience. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 447), which 
amends section 666 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act, is identical to the House bill. 

DEFINITIONS 

The House bill (sec. 7601) combines various 
provision of the Foreign Assistance Act 
which provide definitions of terms used in 
this act. The House bill (sec. 1102) also con
tains a definition regarding the term "for
eign military financing assistance" as it re
lates to provisions of section 23 of the Arms 
Export Control Act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 451) adds a 
new section 644(a) to the Foreign Assistance 
Act to add definitions from the House provi
sion not currently in law and includes the 
definition of foreign military financing as
sistance. 

SAVINGS PROVISIONS 

The House bill (sec. 641) continues in force 
and effect all actions taken under the au
thority of any law repealed or modified 
under titles I-VI of the House bill until 
modified by appropriate authority. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

RETENTION OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS 

The House bill (sec. 642) retains the provi
sions of sections 624(f) establishing the posi
tion of Assistant Secretary of State for 
Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs), 
620(e)(2) (concerning application of federal 
act of state doctrine), 620(a)(l) (relating to 
the embargo on trade with Cuba), 613 (re
garding valuation and accounting of foreign 
credits), and 620(e)(l) (relating to evaluation 
of the value of expropriated U.S. property) of 
the Foreign Assistance Act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

REPEAL OF OBSOLETE PROVISIONS 

The House bill (sec. 645) repeals various 
provisions of the Foreign Assistance Act. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 801) contains 
a similar provision. 

In addition to repeals contained in other 
sections, the conference substitute (sec. 461) 
repeals the following provisions of the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961, which are obso
lete or which have been reformulated in 
other provisions of the conference sub
stitute: 

(1) the last two sentences of section 
104(c)(3), which contain an obsolete earmark 
for the Child Survival Fund; 

(2) section 111, Development and Use of Co
operatives; 

(3) section 116, Human Rights; 
(4) section 117, Assistance for Disadvan

taged South Africans; 
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(5) section 120, Sahel Development Pro

gram; 
(6) section 123(e), concerning the applica

tion of various prohibitions in the act to on
going activities of private voluntary organi
zations;. 

(7) section 124, Relatively Least Developed 
Countries; 

(8) section 127, Accelerated Loan Repay
ments; 

(9) section 128, Targeted Assistance; 
(10) title I of chapter 2 of part I, Other Pro

grams; 
(11) section 214(d), a directive relating to 

the ASHA program; 
(12) section 219, Prototype Desalting Plant; 
(13) section 224, Trade Credit Insurance 

Program for Central America; 
(14) title V of chapter 2 of part I, Disadvan

taged Children in Asia; 
(15) sections 30l(d), concerning audits of 

international funds established solely by 
U.S. contributions and 30l(g), regarding pro
vision of technical assistance by U.N. spe
cialized agencies; 

(16) sections 302(b), authorization for Indus 
Basin Development, 302(i), authorization for 
the IAEA, and 302(j), authorizations to mul
tilateral and regional drug abuse control 
programs; 

(17) Section 303, Indus Basin Development; 
(18) chapter 6 of part I, Central America 

Democracy, Peace and Development Initia
tive; 

(19) sections 494, 495, and 495B through 
495K, obsolete authorizations of disaster as
sistance; 

(20) section 502B, Human Rights; 
(21) section 535, Economic Support for Dis

advantaged South Africans; 
(22) section 602, Small Business; 
(23) section 606, Patents and Technical In

formation; 
(24) section 611, Completion of Plans and 

Cost Estimates; 
(25) the first sentence of section 616, con

cerning availability of funds; 
(26) all subsections of section 620, Prohibi

tions Against Furnishing Assistance, except 
subsection (a), concerning Cuba, subsection 
(e)(2), concerning the federal act of state 
doctrine, and subsection (s) concerning re
cipient country military expenditure; 

(27) section 620D, Prohibition of Assistance 
to Afghanistan; 

(28) the last sentence of section 626, con
cerning employment of persons of outstand
ing experience without compensation; 

(29) section 634B, Classification of Reports; 
(30) section 637, Administrative Expenses; 
(31) section 640A, False Claims and Ineli-

gible Commodities; 
(32) section 645, Unexpended Balances; 
(33) section 648, Special Authorization for 

Use of Foreign Currencies; 
(34) section 650, Use of United States 

Armed Forces; and 
(35) section 663, Exchanges of Certain Ma

terials. 
The conference substitute (sec. 46l(b)) 

makes conforming amendments in a number 
of provisions of the Foreign Assistance Act 
of 1961. 

The conference substitute (sec. 462) repeals 
obsolete provisions of annual foreign assist
ance acts, as follows: 

(a) the Special Foreign Assistance Act of 
1986, except for the short title and section 
204, concerning recovery by Haiti of assets 
stolen by the Duvalier regime; 

(b) the International Security and Develop
ment Cooperation Act of 1985, except for: (1) 
the short title; (2) section 131, Certification 
Concerning A WACS Sold to Saudi Arabia; (3) 

section 132, Cooperative Agreements on Air 
Defense in Central Europe; (4) section 202(c), 
Cooperative Scientific and Technological 
Projects; (5) section 203(b) Cyprus Peace and 
Reconstruction Fund; (6) section 502, Coordi
nation of All United States Terrorism-Relat
ed Assistance to Foreign Counties; (7) sec
tion 504, Prohibition on Imports from and 
Exports to Libya; (8) section 505, Ban on Im
porting Goods and Services from Countries 
Supporting Terrorism; (9) part B of title V, 
the Foreign Airport Security Act, (except for 
section 558, Hijacking of TWA Flight 847. and 
section 559, effective date); (10) section 904, 
Assistance for Afghanistan; (11) section 906, 
Prohibition on Certain Assistance to the 
Khmer Rouge; (12) section 1205, Reports on 
Economic Conditions in Certain Countries; 
(13) section 1302, Codification of Policy Pro
hibiting Negotiations with the Palestine Lib
eration Organization; and (14) section 1303, 
Commission for the Preservation of Ameri
ca's Heritage Abroad; 

(c) the 1985 Jordan Supplemental Act; 
(d) the African Famine Relief and Recov

ery Act of 1985; 
(e) the International Security and Develop

ment Assistance Authorization Act of 1983; 
(f) the Lebanon Emergency Assistance Act 

of 1983; 
(g) the International Security and Develop

ment Cooperation Act of 1981, except for: (1) 
the short title; (2) section 709, Use of Certain 
Polish Currencies; (3) section 712, Findings 
and Declaration of Policy Regarding World 
Hunger; (4) section 714, Immigrant Visas for 
Taiwan; (5) section 735, Report on Nuclear 
Activities; and (6) section 737, Prohibitions 
Relating to Nuclear Transfers and Nuclear 
Detonations; 

(h) the International Security and Devel
opment Cooperation Act of 1980, except for: 
(1) the short title; (2) section 110, Expor
tation of Uranium Depleted in the Isotope 
235; (3) section 315, Caribbean Development 
Bank; and (4) title V, the African Develop
ment Foundation; 

(1) the International Development Coopera
tion Act of 1979; 

(j) the International Security Assistance 
Act of 1979; 

(k) the Special International Security As
sistance Act of 1979; 

(1) the International Development and 
Food Assistance Act of 1978, except for: (1) 
the short title; (2) title IV, Establishment of 
a Unified Personnel System; and (3) section 
603(a)(2), Reports to Congress on Debt Relief 
Agreements; 

(m) the International Security Assistance 
Act of 1978; 

(n) the International Development and 
Food Assistance Act of 1977, except for: (1) 
the short title; (2) section 132, Missing in Ac
tion in Vietnam; and (3) section 133, Plan for 
Increased Minority Business Participation in 
Foreign Activities; 

(o) the International Security Assistance 
Act of 1977; 

(p) the 1976 Security Assistance Act, except 
for: (1) the short title; (2) section 201(b) and 
212(b), which concern reference to the Arms 
Export Control Act; (3) section 601, Expe
dited Procedure in the Senate; and (4) sec
tion 608, Extension of Airport at Pinecreek, 
Minnesota; 

(q) the International Development and 
Food Assistance Act of 1975; 

(r) the 1975 Board for International Broad
casting Act; 

(s) the Foreign Assistance Act of 1974; 
(t) the Emergency Security Assistance Act 

of 1973; 
(u) the Foreign Assistance Act of 1973; 

(v) the Foreign Assistance Act of 1971; ex
cept for the short title and section 7, assist
ance for Vietnam; 

(w) the Special Foreign Assistance Act of 
1971; 

(x) the 1971 Foreign M111tary Sales Act, ex
cept for sections 10 and 12; 

(y) the Foreign Assistance Act of 1969, ex
cept for the short title and part IV, the 
Inter-American Foundation Act; 

(z) the Foreign Assistance Act of 1968; 
(aa) the Foreign Assistance Act of 1964, ex

cept for the short title and part V, Religious 
Persecution; 

(bb) the Latin American Development Act; 
(cc) the Mutual Security Act of 1959; and 
(dd) Sections 402 and 407 of the Mutual Se-

curity Act of 1954. 
The conference substitute (sec. 462(v)(2)) 

amends section 531 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act to retain a provision of current law that 
states that ESF is part of economic assist
ance. The conference substitute (sec. 462(f0) 
is a savings provision which states that the 
repeal by this act of any provision of law 
that amended or repealed another provision 
of law does not affect in any way that 
amendment or repeal. 

The conference substitute (sec. 463) con
tains conforming amendments to other acts. 

TITLE V-EUROPE 

Chapter I-Support for East European 
Democracy Act 

AMENDMENTS TO THE SEED ACT OF 1989 

The House bill (sec. 841) contains technical 
amendments to the SEED Act. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 621) amends 
the preamble to the SEED Act to refer to 
emergence from tyranny and legacy of com
munist rule. 

The conference substitute (sec. 501) is iden
tical to the House bill. 

U.S. POLICY REGARDING EASTERN EUROPE 

The House bill (sec. 842) adds a policy 
statement as new section 2 of the SEED Act, 
stating that: (a) support for reform in East 
European countries shall be through (1) the 
provision of assistance, and (2) the pro
motion of a U.S. commercial presence in 
Eastern Europe; and (b) the U.S. should pro
vide assistance to the extent that such coun
tries are taking steps toward political plu
ralism, economic reform, human rights, and 
a willingness to build a friendly relationship 
with the United States. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 502) is iden
tical to the House bill. 
EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES ELIGIBLE FOR SEED 

BENEFITS 

The House bill (sec. 843) adds a new section 
4 to the SEED Act which establishes as eligi
ble for assistance Poland, Hungary, the 
Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, Bul
garia, and Yugoslavia (unless the President 
determines otherwise), and any other East 
European country taking steps toward polit
ical pluralism, economic reform, human 
rights, and friendship with the United 
States, as determined by the President. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 622) defines 
Eastern Europe as all nations of Europe 
which experienced communist rule after 
World War II; makes the authorities for Po
land and Hungary available to other coun
tries of Eastern Europe if the President de
termines (1) that those countries have taken 
steps toward democracy and a market-ori
ented economy, (2) the activity would pro
mote democracy and a market economy, and 
(3) the activity would not fortify govern-
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ments or organizations inimical to democ
racy and a market economy. 

The conference substitute (sec. 503) is simi
lar to the House bill, buts adds Albania, Ro
mania, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia to the 
list of eligible SEED countries. 

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT 

The House bill (sec. 844) expands title I of 
the SEED Act to eligible Eastern European 
countries. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 623) amends 
SEED sections 103(a) to direct the Secretary 
to support market-oriented agricultural 
policies, 103(b) to direct the Secretary to 
seek to establish Institutes for Agricultural 
Policies, and 103(c) to provide that 20 percent 
of food assistance should be in the form of 
value-added products. 

The conference substitute (sec. 504) is simi
lar to the House bill, and adds a new section 
103(a)(4) to the SEED Act incorporating the 
Senate amendment. 

The committee of conference notes that 
agricultural policies in Eastern Europe are 
just beginning to take shape, presenting a 
tremendous opportunity to farmers of the 
United States and the world. The committee 
of conference takes particular note that the 
European Community is aggressively advo
cating adoption in Eastern Europe of Com
mon Agricultural Policy (CAP)-style poli
cies. The cost of such programs could se
verely hinder the economic recovery of the 
emerging democracies. The United States 
should take the lead in advocating free-mar
ket alternatives to this expensive and dam
aging CAP policy. 

The committee of conference urges AID, 
acting through the U.S. Department of Agri
culture (USDA), to provide funding for pro
grams to educate and train Eastern Euro
pean agricultural policymakers and other 
experts. Such training and education would 
be an effective way to develop support and 
expertise at the highest levels of government 
for market-based agricultural policies. 

The committee of conference believes that 
to the extent the United States provides ag
ricultural products to Eastern Europe, con
sideration should be given to value-added 
products, such as poultry and pork, as a larg
er percentage of U.S. assistance efforts, in 
addition to food grains and feed grains. The 
United States should also insure that agri
cultural products that are provided do not 
serve as a disincentive for local agricultural 
production and distort market signals. 

PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT 

The House bill (sec. 845) adds to title II of 
the SEED Act authority for additional enter
prise funds and for infrastructure and pri
vate investment projects; expands Title II to 
other eligible Eastern European countries; 
broadens the scope of technical assistance 
beyond the private sector to include govern
ment-to-government assistance; requires 
competitive bidding procedures; and adds a 
policy statement that assistance to state en
terprises is not prohibited under the SEED 
authorities. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 624) amends 
section 201 of the SEED Act to provide that 
the authorities and limitations of the Polish 
and Hungarian Enterprise Funds shall apply 
to other enterprise funds. The Senate amend
ment also expresses the sense of Congress 
that the Funds should take risks and be 
judged by their overall contribution to the 
transformation of Eastern Europe. The Sen
ate amendment (sec. 630b) also authorizes 
the President to make available Federal em
ployees on a volunteer basis to assist SEED 
countries. 

The conference substitute (sec. 505) is simi
lar to the House bill, but deletes the policy 
statement on assistance to state enterprises. 

The committee of conference believes that 
the Enterprise Funds should be guided by an 
entrepreneurial philosophy that--

(1) weighs costs, risks, and potential bene
fits; 

(2) recognizes that certain undertakings, 
such as training and start-up activities, may 
require temporary subsidy; and 

(3) assesses the success of the Enterprise 
Funds not solely by their balance sheet but 
by their overall contribution to the trans
formation of East European countries from a 
state-controlled to a free market economy. 

TRADE AND INVESTMENT 

The House bill (sec. 846) expands title m of 
the SEED Act to other eligible East Euro
pean countries and repeals provisions that 
have been implemented or are now carried in 
other statutes (section 301, relating to the 
Generalized System of Preferences; section 
302, relating to OPIC activities; section 305, 
relating to TDP; and section 307, relating to 
tax exemption for Polish bonds). 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 506) is iden
tical to the House bill. 

EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL AND SCIENTIFIC 
ACTIVITIES 

The House bill (sec. 847) expands title IV of 
the SEED Act to other eligible Eastern Eu
ropean countries; requires competitive pro
cedures; and makes eligible for assistance 
U.S. educational institutions in Europe. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 630) amends 
title IV of the SEED Act to authorize up to 
$500,000 of nonconvertible Polish currencies 
for the Research Center of Jewish History 
and Culture of the Jagiellonian University in 
Krakow, Poland. 

The conference substitute (sec. 507) incor
porates provisions from both the House bill 
and Senate amendment, makes the provision 
discretionary as in the Senate amendment, 
and makes Polish currencies available con
sistent with other U.S. priorities in Poland. 

OTHER ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

The House bill (sec. 848) expands title V of 
the SEED Act to other eligible East Euro
pean countries; requires competitive proce
dures; expands environmental activities to 
include health issues; adds specific authority 
for AID to engage in environmental activi
ties; and requires AID/Environmental Pro
tection Agency (EPA) coordination. The 
House bill also earmarks $1 million for a 
Czech and Slovak Federal Republic program 

tice, defense, and internal security institu
tions through conferences and exchanges; 
prohibits assistance to governments that are 
non-elected, abuse human rights, or neglect 
the prosecution of hate crimes; prohibits the 
participation of intelligence personnel from 
the CIA or DOD in law enforcement training; 
encourages the use of FBI training and the 
International Criminal Investigative Train
ing Assistance Program (ICITAP); calls on 
USIA to translate books and relevant mate
rials; and requires reports on sites for three 
legal attache posts. 

In addition, the Senate amendment (sec. 
6300) contains findings on assistance for 
legal reform and urges the President to con
tinue cooperation with the American Bar As
sociation on its Central and East European 
Law Initiatives program of training pro
grams for lawyers and judges. 

The conference substitute (sec. 508) is simi
lar to the House bill, but deletes the ear
mark for the Czech and Slovak Federal Re
public environmental program and incor
porates a statement that the President 
should allocate up to $750,000 annually to 
contribute to the NAA's plan for expanded 
East European participation. 

The committee of conference believes it is 
important to strengthen democratic institu
tions in East European countries by promot
ing civilian control of the justice, defense, 
and internal security establishments of such 
countries through conferences and exchanges 
designed to familiarize such managers with 
institutional models of the administration of 
civil justice and relations between civilian 
authorities and military and internal secu
rity forces. United States participation in 
such instruction should, to the extent prac
ticable, reflect a distinction between inter
nal security and national defense require
ments embodied in the principle of posse 
comitatus. 

Personnel for any development and train
ing in law enforcement activities undertaken 
should be limited to bona fide criminal jus
tice personnel and civilian development spe
cialists. 

The committee of conference believes 
training should include, as a primary goal, 
civilian control of police forces, the removal 
of police forces from the control of the na
tion's political parties and armed forces, and 
the direct accountability of police forces to 
the nation's civilian political leadership. 

The committee of conference recognizes 
the important work done to date under the 
SEED Act, and supports a partnership of uni
versities, professional associations, and gov
ernment in the promotion of the rule of law. 

on health aspects of the environment; re- ADDITIONAL SEED PROGRAM ACTIONS 
quires environmental impact assessments; The -House bill (sec. 849) changes the name 
requires agricultural assistance to empha- ' of the SEED Information Center System to 
size the principles of low-input and inte- the Eastern European Business Information 
grated pest management; expands medical Center System (EEBICS); adds findings; ex
assistance to training and health care plan- panda EEBICS functions to information on 
ning and policy; authorizes technical assist- business conditions and on legal and regu
ance for housing; and authorizes housing in- latory information; provides for the partici
vestment guaranties. pation of information companies in EEBICS; 

The Senate amendment (sec. 627) creates a requires information to be accessible 
new section 504 of the SEED Act, which ex- through commercial on-line information 
presses the sense of Congress regarding the services; authorizes a U.S. company to carry 
North Atlantic Assembly (NAA) and in- out the functions of the Center; authorizes 
creased participation of East European coun- $500,000 for the Center; and states that the 
tries in the NAA, and that the President Center should develop information in the 
should allocate $750,000 annually to support fields of communications, broadcasting, and 
NAA plan to expand participation by East information. The House bill also expands 
European countries. The Senate amendment title VI of the SEED Act to other eligible 
also creates a new section 505 of the SEED East European countries, and repeals section 
Act, which sets forth findings, authorizes up 604 of the SEED Act (relating to U.S. rep
to $5 million for assistance to strengthen resentation). 
democratic institutions by promoting the The Senate amendment (sec. 625) adds to 
empowerment of civilian managers in jus- the title ill of the SEED Act a sense of the 
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Congress that the President should (1) des
ignate within the Department of Commerce 
a director for American business initiatives 
in Eastern Europe, with specified respon
sibilities, and (2) establish American Busi
ness Centers to support American business 
initiatives in Eastern Europe, with specified 
responsi bil1 ties. 

The conference substitute (sec. 509) amends 
section 602 of the SEED Act, renaming the 
SEED Information Center System as the 
Eastern European Business Information Cen
ter System (EEBICS), outlines its purpose 
and function, calls on the President to estab
lish American Business Centers in Eastern 
Europe, and calls on the EEBICS to make in
formation accessible to the widest possible 
number of U.S. businesses. 

FUNDING OF SEED PROGRAM 

The House bill (sec. 850) repeals existing 
authorizations and authorizes $388.5 million 
in each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for 
SEED activities, with sub-allocations of $164 
million for the Enterprise Funds and the pri
vate sector, 420 million for democracy, $75 
million for environment and energy activi
ties, and $129.5 million for technical assist
ance and economic stabilization, labor, 
scholarship, medical, and housing assistance. 
The House bill provides that funds may be 
reallocated with 15-day notification in ac
cordance with the procedures contained in 
section 634A of the Foreign Assistance Act, 
and that funds authorized to be appropriated 
for SEED activities shall be considered to be 
funds made available to carry out title I of 
the Foreign Assistance Act. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 622) author
izes $400 million for each of the fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 for SEED activities. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 628) adds a 
new section to title vm of the SEED Act, 
that assistance under this Act shall be con
sidered to be economic assistance under part 
I of the Foreign Assistance Act. 

The conference substitute (sec. 510) is simi
lar to the House bill, but increases the au
thorization to $415 million for each of the fis
cal years 1992 and 1993, recommends that at 
least $15 million should be used for assist
ance to the Baltic States, and revises the 
sub-allocation of funding to $175 million for 
Enterprise Funds and private enterprise de
velopment, $25 million for democratic insti
tutions, $75 million for energy and environ
ment activities, and $140 million for tech
nical assistance and other programs. 

CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO LIST OF SEED 
ACTIONS 

The House bill (sec. 851) contains various 
conforming amendments to the SEED Act. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provisions. 

The conference substitute (sec. 511) is iden
tical to the House bill. 

REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER 

The Senate amendment (sec. 629) des
ignates the Regional Environmental Center 
for Central and Eastern Europe as an inter
national organization for the purposes of de
tailing U.S. Government personnel. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 512) is iden
tical to the Senate amendment. 

TASK FORCE OF REGULATORY REFORM 

The House bill (sec. 852) creates a task 
force to review and make recommendations 
on AID's regulations governing the applica
tion process for activities relating to East
ern Europe. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. The Committee of con
ference believes Eastern Europe should be in
cluded in a worldwide review of AID's regula
tions governing the application process, as 
contained in section 128 of the conference 
substitute. 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION 

The Senate amendment (title XIII) author
izes the establishment of an Industrial De
velopment for Eastern Europe Foundation to 
support non-defense cooperative research 
and development and other projects; creates 
a board of governors and advisory council; 
and outlines the structure and operations of 
the Foundation. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House position. The committee of con
ference request that the executive branch 
study and report promptly to the appro
priate committees of Congress on the fea
sibility of establishing an Industrial Devel
opment for Eastern Europe Foundation, 
modeled after the Binational Industrial Re
search and Development Foundation, to fos
ter the growth of high-technology industry 
in the nations of Central and Eastern Eu
rope. The committee of conference is per
suaded that East European scientific and 
technological capabilities can play an in
creasingly important role in strengthening 
East-West cooperation. The committee of 
conference notes that a foundation funded by 
contributions from Central and East Euro
pean nations wishing to participate, as well 
as the United States, may be a cost-effective 
way to develop programs to assist in the eco
nomic transformation of Central and Eastern 
Europe while developing programs that will 
benefit American businesses. 

CSCE PARLIAMENTARY EXCHANGE 

The Senate amendment (sec. 632-636) estab
lishes a U.S. congressional delegation to the 
Parliamentary Assembly of the Commission 
on Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(CSCE), establishes procedures for appoint
ment of the delegation, and authorizes 
$750,000 for U.S. annual contributions to the 
Assembly and $80,000 for the annual expenses 
of the U.S. delegation. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House position. For reasons of germane
ness, the committee of conference notes that 
this issue will be addressed in the conference 
on H.R. 1415, the Foreign Relations Author
ization Act, Fiscal years 1992 and 1993, and 
the Senate amendment thereto. 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE BALTIC STATES 

The House bill (sec. 862) earmarks $15 mil
lion in ESF in each of the fiscal years 1992 
and 1993 for technical assistance, 50 percent 
for Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania and 50 per
cent for eligible recipients in the Soviet 
Union, notwithstanding any other provision 
of law prohibiting such assistance. The 
House bill also authorizes assistance to be 
provided directly to the governments of the 
Baltic States, to elected republics in the So
viet Union or through non-governmental or
ganizations, or for technical assistance in 
support of democratic reforms, human 
rights, the rule of law, and market reforms 
in the Soviet Union. 

The Senate amendment (title XII) author
izes the President to appoint a special advi
sor for Baltic and Soviet republics assist
ance; urges that assistance should be pro
vided to the Citizens Democracy Corps for a 
pilot program in the Baltic and Armenian 

Republics; expresses the sense of Congress 
that NED should establish programs for the 
Baltic and Soviet republics; calls for imple
mentation of a Gift of Democracy program 
in the Baltic and Soviet republics; enumer
ates activities which the Departments of 
Commerce, Treasury, and Justice, the Fed
eral Reserve Board, USIA, and EPA should 
undertake; urges the assignment of a com
mercial officer in Moscow to foster better 
economic relations between the United 
States and the Baltic and Soviet republics; 
states that assistance should be provided to 
the International Executive Service Corps to 
develop programs in the Baltics; notes the 
OECD should undertake a study of the eco
nomics of the Baltic and Soviet republics; 
and urges the United States to discuss with 
the European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development (EBRD) programs to assist di
rectly the Baltic and Soviet republics. 

The conference substitute incorporates the 
Baltic States as countries eligible for SEED 
assistance (sec. 503 of the conference sub
stitute) and recommends that at least $15 
million be used for assistance to the Baltic 
States (sec. 510 of the conference substitute). 

HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE FOR THE BALTIC 
STATES 

The Senate amendment (sec. 631) amends 
section 495A of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
authorize $20 million in disaster relief assist
ance for humanitarian purposes for Estonia, 
Latvia, and Lithuania, authorizes the funds 
to remain available until expended, prohibits 
the transfer of such funds to other accounts, 
and authorizes the U.S. Transportation Com
mand to provide all transportation for such 
assistance. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute incorporates the 
Baltic States as countries eligible for SEED 
assistance (sec. 503 of the conference sub
stitute) and recommends that at lest $15 mil
lion be used for assistance to the Baltic 
States (sec. 510 of the conference substitute). 

IMPORTATION OF SPORTING AND HUNTING 
RIFLES AND SHOTGUNS 

The House bill (sec. 867) expresses the sense 
of Congress that Defense Trade and Export 
Control Act regulations should be changed to 
allow the importation of certain sporting 
and hunting rifles and shotguns manufac
tured in Poland, Hungary, or the Czech and 
Slovak Federal Republic. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. The committee of con
ference has been informed that the executive 
branch is in the process of revising the appli
cable regulations to allow the importation 
into the United States of sporting and hunt
ing rifles and shotguns manufactured in Po
land, Hungry, or the Czech and Slovak Fed
eral Republic. 

ALBANIA 

The House bill (sec. 869) expresses the sense 
of Congress regarding democracy in Albania. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. The committee of con
ference notes that Albania is made an eligi
ble recipient of SEED assistance in section 
503 of the conference substitute. 

LIBRARY BUILDING FOR THE POLISH 
PARLIAMENT 

Consistent with section 908 of the Senate 
amendment to H.R. 1415, the Foreign Rela
tions Authorization Act, Fiscal Years 1992 
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and 1993, the committee of conference calls 
upon the President, in consultation with the 
Librarian of Congress, to conduct a study on 
the feasibility of constructing a library 
building for the Polish parliament, as a sym
bol of the friendship of the people of the 
United States for the people of Poland. 
Chapter 2-0ther Provisions Relating to the 

Region 
SOVIET-EAST EUROPEAN RESEARCH AND 

TRAINING PROGRAM 

The House bill (sec. 864) authorizes S5 mil
lion in each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993, 
in addition to amounts otherwise authorized, 
for Soviet-East European research and train
ing and adds a new annual reporting require
ment to section 807 of the Soviet-East Euro
pean Research and Training Act of 1983. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 521) is iden
tical to the House bill. 
CONDEMNATION OF ANTI-SEMITISM AND ETHNIC 

INTOLERANCE IN ROMANIA 

The Senate amendment (sec. 630A) ex
presses the sense of Congress condemning re
surgent anti-Semitism and ethnic intoler
ance in Romania. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 522) incor
porates the text of H. Con. Res. 186, which 
passed the House of Representatives on July 
29, 1991, which condemns resurgent anti-Sem
itism and ethnic intolerance in Romania. 

NAGORNO-KARABAKH CRISIS 

The House bill (sec. 870) expresses the sense 
of Congress regarding ethnic violence in 
Azerbaijan and Armenia. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 2005) ex
presses the sense of Congress regarding vio
lence in Nagorno-Karabakh; condemns the 
attacks by internal security forces and the 
forces of the Azerbaijani government on in
nocent children, women, and men in Arme
nian areas and communities in and around 
Nagorno-Karabakh and in Armenia, and the 
indiscriminate use of force, including the 
shelling of civilian areas, on Armenia's east
ern and southern borders; calls for (a) the 
end of the blockades and other uses of force 
and intimidation directed against Armenia 
and Nagorno-Karabakh, (b) the withdrawal 
of forces newly deployed for the purpose of 
intimidation, (c) an immediate end to depor
tations of Armenians from Nagorno
Karabakh and the freedom for all refugees to 
return to their homes, ( d) dialogue among all 
parties involved as the only acceptable route 
to achieving a lasting resolution of the con
flict; reaffirms the commitment of the Unit
ed States to the success of democracy and 
self-determination in the Soviet Union and 
its various republics; and expresses its deep 
concern over acts of retribution or intimida
tion against those republics which are seek
ing greater independence. 

The conference substitute (sec. 523) is iden
tical to the Senate amendment. 

ANDREI SAKHAROV EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE 
PROGRAM 

The Senate amendment (sec. 626) amends 
the Mutual Education and Cultural Ex
change Act to establish the Andrei Sakharov 
Educational Exchange Program, and amends 
the SEED Act to urge funding for the 
Sakharov exchange program. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 524) adds to 
section 112(a) of the Mutual Educational and 
Cultural Exchange Act, which lists the ele-

ments of the Fulbright Exchange Program, 
and to sections 3(c)(19) and 401(a)(l) of the 
SEED Act, the Andrei Sakharov Educational 
Exchange Program for exchanges in the 
fields of environmental protection and 
health sciences. 
CRISIS AND ETHNIC MINORITIES IN YUGOSLAVIA 

The House bill (sec. 865) expresses the sense 
of Congress regarding conflict in Yugoslavia. 
The House bill (sec. 866) also expresses the 
sense of Congress regarding discrimination 
against ethnic minorities in Yugoslavia. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 525) con
tains a revised sense of Congress statement 
on the crisis in Yugoslavia. 

INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR IRELAND 

The House bill (sec. 861) earmarks $20 mil
lion in ESF in each of the fiscal years 1992 
and 1993 for U.S. contributions to the Inter
national Fund for Ireland, and requires a re
port at the end of each fiscal year on the ac
tivities and contributions of the Fund. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 301) author
izes $25 million in each of the fiscal years in 
ESF for U.S. contributions to the Inter
national Fund for Ireland. 

The conference substitute (sec. 526) is simi
lar to the House bill but cross-references the 
authorization of $22.5 million in ESF in each 
of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for the Inter
national Fund for Ireland contained in sec
tion 123 of the conference substitute. 

UNITED STATES POLICY REGARDING THE 
EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN 

The House bill (sec. 5501) updates policy 
language on the Eastern Mediterranean con
tained in section 620C of the Foreign Assist
ance Act and amends current law to change 
the reporting requirement on Cyprus from 
every 60 days to every 120 days. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. 527) is simi
lar to the House bill but adds a reference to 
the high priority placed by the United States 
on the return of the refugees displaced from 
FamagustaJVarosha and requires a report on 
Cyprus every 90 days. 

CYPRUS , 

The House bill (sec. 821) earmarks $15 mil
lion in ESF in each of the fiscal years 1992 
and 1993 for Cyprus only for scholarships or 
bicommunal projects. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 301) contains 
a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 528) is simi
lar to the House bill but cross-references the 
authorization of $15 million in ESF in each 
of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for scholar
ships, bicommunal projects, and measures 
aimed at the reunification of the island and 
designed to promote peace and cooperation 
between the two communities contained in 
section 123 of the conference substitute. 

GREECE 

The House bill (sec. 822) earmarks $350 mil
lion in FMF in each of the fiscal years 1992 
and 1993 for Greece. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 403) author
izes $350 million in FMF in each of the fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993 for Greece. 

The conference substitute (sec. 528) cross
references the authorization of $350 million 
in FMF in each of the fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 contained in section 203 of the con
ference substitute. 

TURKEY 

The House bill (sec. 823) earmarks $500 mil
lion in FMF in each of the fiscal years 1992 
and 1993 for Turkey. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 301) author
izes $500 million in FMF and $175 million in 
ESF in each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 
for Turkey. 

The conference substitute (sec. 528) cross
references the authorizations in each of the 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 of $500 million in 
FMF contained in section 203 of the con
ference substitute and $190 million in ESF 
contained in section 123 of the conference 
substitute. 

ADMISSION OF TURKEY INTO EC AND WEU 

The House bill (sec. 824) expresses the sense 
of Congress that the U.S. should support 
Turkey's inclusion in the full range of politi
cal, economic, and military institutions in 
Europe. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
U.N. SECRETARY GENERAL'S PEACE INITIATIVES 

FOR CYPRUS 

The House bill (sec. 825) expresses the sense 
of Congress supporting U.N. Secretary Gen
eral's peace initiatives regarding Cyprus and 
encouraging both parties on Cyprus to co
operate with the Secretary General. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

AMERICAN SCHOOLS IN EASTERN EUROPE AND 
THE SOVIET UNION 

The Senate amendment (sec. 202) expresses 
the sense of Congress that U.S. citizens and 
institutions of higher learning should give 
consideration to founding schools in Eastern 
Europe and commends the University of 
Maine for founding an American school in 
Bulgaria. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House position. However, the committee 
of conference commends the University of 
Maine for founding an American school in 
Bulgaria. 

AMERICAN CENTERS ACT 

The Senate amendment (sec. 637-640) calls 
on the President to establish American Cen
ters in Russia, the Ukraine, Byelorussia, 
Georgia, Armenia, and other Soviet Repub
lics to promote partnerships; authorizes the 
President to appoint an Executive Board and 
Directors of Centers; authorizes up to $15 
million in fiscal year 1992 and $25 million in 
subsequent fiscal years in ESF to establish 
and support such centers; and establishes eli
gible recipients. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House position. Given rapidly changing 
events the committee of conference chose 
not to prejudice the nature of any U.S. pres
ence in the Soviet Union. The committee of 
conference believes the concept of establish
ing an American presence in the constituent 
republics of the Soviet Union to promote 
commercial, professional, civic, and other 
partnership between the people of the United 
States and people of the Soviet Union has 
merit. 

ASSISTANCE FOR ARMENIA 

The House bill (sec. 863) authorizes $5 mil
lion, in addition to amounts otherwise au
thorized, for disaster assistance for each of 
the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for assistance to 
victims of the 1988 earthquake in Armenia, 
with such assistance provided through U.S. 
PVOs and NGOs. 
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The Senate amendment contains no com

parable provision. 
The conference substitute is the same as 

the Senate position. 
The committee of conference understands 

that as of September 17, 1991, previously au
thorized and appropriated funds still remain 
available for humanitarian and relief efforts 
in Armenia. The committee of conference be
lieves that, should these funds be expended 
and more needed, additional funds for Arme
nia should be provided. 

SOVIET AID TO CUBA 

The House bill (sec. 868) expresses the sense 
of Congress regarding the provision of assist
ance to Cuba by the Soviet Union. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate amendment. 

LIMITATIONS ON ASSISTANCE TO THE SOVIET 
UNION 

The House bill (sec. 871) prohibits assist
ance to the Soviet Union unless the Presi
dent certifies that certain conditions have 
been met, allows for a national interest 
waiver, and provides an exemption for tech-

. nical assistance under section 862 of the 
House bill. The House bill (sec. 872) also pro
hibits assistance to the Government of the 
Soviet Union in fiscal years 1992 and 1993 un
less the Soviet Union terminates all direct 
or indirect military assistance to Cuba. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 518) contains 
a provision similar to section 871 to the 
House bill, but makes no reference to 
START, calls for a 10-day legislative review 
instead of 30 days, and makes no reference to 
credit assistance. In addition, the Senate 
amendment (sec. 517) prohibits disbursement 
of any assistance to the Government of the 
Soviet Union unless the President certifies 
to Congress that the Soviet Union has ceased 
all direct or indirect military or economic 
assistance to Cuba. 

The conference substitute does not address 
this issue. 

The committee of conference notes that 
the House bill and Senate amendment were 
adopted prior to the August 19, 1991 failed 
coup in the Soviet Union. The committee of 
conference recognizes that the future con
figuration and powers of the Soviet Central 
Government and the governments of the in
dividual republics are matters of great un
certainty. Clearly, the economic, political, 
and government reforms now underway in 
the Soviet Union, which were not expected 
before the August coup, will affect the provi
sion of U.S. assistance to the Soviet central 
government and the governments of the re
publics. The committee of conference ex
pects that the executive branch will consult 
and work with the appropriate congressional 
committees to develop appropriate legisla
tive responses to the needs of the central So
viet government and the governments of the 
republics. 

The committee of conference also com
mends the steadfast and courageous opposi
tion of all democratic forces to the August 
coup attempt in the Soviet Union. The peo
ple of the Baltic states, the cities of Moscow 
and St. Petersburg, and coup opponents in 
all republics as well as their elected leaders, 
including President of the Russian Republic 
Boris Yeltsin, have won high praise and ad
miration for their defense of democracy and 
constitutional processes of government. 

TITLE VI-THE MIDDLE EAST 

ASSISTANCE FOR ISRAEL 

The House bill (sec. 801) earmarks $1.2 bil
lion in ESF cash transfers and $1.8 billion 

FMF in each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 
for Israel; allows up to $150 million in FMF 
to be used for research and development of 
advanced weapons systems in the U.S. and 
not less than $475 million in FMF to be used 
for procurement in Israel of defense articles 
and services; earmarks $300 million in each 
of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for stockpiles 
in Israel; and extends $700 million for 
drawdowns through fiscal year 1993. 

The Senate amendment (secs. 301 and 403) 
authorizes Sl.2 billion in ESF cash transfer 
and Sl.8 billion in FMF in each of the fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993 for Israel; and authorizes 
up to $150 million for research and develop
ment in the U.S. and up to $475 million for 
procurement in Israel. 

The conference substitute (sec. 601) main
tains the authorizations in sections 123 (re
lating to ESF) and 203 (relating to FMF) of 
the conference substitute and include the 
terms of assistance in section 601 of the con
ference substitute. In addition, the con
ference substitute extends for fiscal year 1992 
the $700 million drawdown authority for Is
rael enacted as section 599B of the Foreign 
Operations, Export Financing, and Related 
Programs Appropriations Act, Fiscal Year 
1991 (Public Law 101-513) 

The committee of conference agrees that 
the drawdown authority for Israel enacted 
initially in Public Law 101-513 should remain 
in force and be extended for fiscal year 1992. 
This authorization is included in the con
ference substitute because of the disagree
ment between the Departments of State and 
Defense as to the duration of the drawdown 
authority and whether or not the authority 
could be exercised after September 30, 1991 
on the basis of the authority contained in 
Public Law 101-513. 

The committee of conference agrees that, 
of amounts authorized by section 514 of the 
Foreign Assistance Act for additions to 
stockpiles, $300 million in each of the fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993 may be available for 
stockpiles in Israel. 

The committee of conference realizes that 
the economic burdens on Israel may increase 
dramatically in the next few years, and 
urges the President to consider in discus
sions with Israel appropriate future levels of 
military and economic assistance. 

ASSISTANCE FOR EGYPT 

The House bill (sec. 802) earmarks $815 mil
lion in ESF (which may be provided as sec
toral grants and may include law-enforce
ment training and assistance) and Sl.3 billion 
in FMF in each of the fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 for Egypt. 

The Senate amendment (secs. 301 and 403) 
is virtually identical to the House bill, but 
provides FMF and ESF for Egypt as line
i tem authorizations. 

The conference substitute (sec. 602) main
tains the authorizations in sections 123 (re
lating to ESF) and 203 (relating to FMF) of 
the conference substitute and includes the 
terms of assistance in section 602 of the con
ference substitute. These provisions are iden
tical to the authorities contained in the Sen
ate amendment. 
PROMOTING PLURALISM AND DEMOCRACY IN THE 

MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA 

The House bill (sec. 803) provides that up to 
$10 million in each of the fiscal years 1992 
and 1993 of funds for AID democratic initia
tives and human rights projects shall be used 
to support NGOs that contribute to plural
ism, democracy, and human rights in the 
Middle East. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 603) is simi
lar to the House bill, but expands the provi
sion to include North Africa. 

WEST BANK AND GAZA PROGRAM 

The House bill (sec. 804) earmarks $16 mil
lion in each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 
in ESF for the West Bank and Gaza program. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 604) pro
vides that up to $16 million shall be avail
able. 

WEST BANK AND GAZA SCHOOLS AND 
UNIVERSITIES 

The Senate amendment (sec. 2001) ex
presses the understanding that all Palestin
ian schools and universities will remain open 
and will be respected and regarded by all par
ties as places of learning. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House position. The committee of con
ference urges that all Palestinian schools 
and universities in the West Bank and Gaza 
Strip be opened at an early date, and ex
presses the hope that they will remain open 
and will be respected and regarded by all par
ties as places of learning. 

MIDDLE EAST COOPERATIVE SCIENTIFIC AND 
TECHNOLOGICAL PROJECTS 

The House bill (sec. 805) earmarks S7 mil
lion in ESF in each of the fiscal years 1992 
and 1993 for cooperative regional science and 
technology projects. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 301) is vir
tually identical to the House bill but pro
vides that funding as a line-item 
authorizaton. 

The conference substitute (sec. 605) cross
references the authorization of $7 million in 
ESF for this purpose contained in section 123 
of the conference substitute. 

COOPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 

The House bill (sec. 806) earmarks S5 mil
lion in each fiscal year in development as
sistance for projects under the Cooperative 
Development Program and earmarks $2.5 
million in each fiscal year in development 
assistance for cooperative development re
search projects. 

The Senate amendment (secs. 651-2) is 
similar to the House bill, but does not con
tain mandatory earmarks. In addition, the 
Senate amendment (sec. 653) authorizes that 
$7 million be used for cooperative projects 
among the U.S., Israel and Eastern Europe. 

The conference substitute (sec. 606) is simi
lar to the Senate amendment but increases 
the authorization for cooperative develop
ment research projects from $2.5 million to 
S5 million in section 606(b) and expands the 
authority to include Eastern Europe. The 
committee of conference expects that the 
$2.5 million additional authority will be used 
for projects in Eastern Europe. 

ENVIRONMENTAL COOPERATION AND 
RESTORATION 

The Senate amendment (title XIX) con
tains findings regarding environmental dam
age caused by the Persian Gulf conflict; re
quires the President through AID to estab
lish a Middle East Environmental Defense 
Network program (Project EDEN) to accom
plish various environmental objectives in 
the Middle East; authorizes $10 million in fis
cal year 1992 and each fiscal year thereafter 
for U.S. participation; establishes an envi
ronmental planning council with members 
from the Departments of State, Agriculture, 
and the Interior, AID, EPA, the National 
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administra-
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tion, the Trade and Development Program, 
the National Academy of Sciences Board on 
Science and Technology in Development, and 
the Council on Environmental Quality; re
quires an annual report not later than June 
1; authorizes the President to enter into ne
gotiations and agreements with governments 
in the Middle East for the purpose of con
cluding by September 1, 1992 an inter
national agreement establishing several 
international entities to support the objec
tives of Project EDEN; and outlines the re
sponsibilities, composition and duties of 
these entities. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House position. 

The committee of conference supports the 
objectives of the Senate amendment and be
lieves that more attention should be fo
cussed on the environmental problems of the 
Middle East and that more funding should be 
devoted to projects to deal with environ
mental problems in the region. The commit
tee of conference also believes that a study 
should be made and hearings held to explore 
how this issue can be dealt with on a re
gional basis as suggested by the Senate 
amendment. The committee of conference 
urges interagency cooperation and discus
sion of such a regional approach. 
POLICY TOWARD AND ASSISTANCE FOR LEBANON 

The House bill (sec. 808) contains findings 
regarding U.S. assistance to Lebanon; ear
marks S4 million in ESF and $6 million in de
velopment assistance in each of the fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993 for Lebanon; expresses 
the sense of Congress regarding the Amer
ican University of Beirut (AUB); and re
quires 15-day advance notification before any 
defense articles or services are provided to 
Lebanon. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 608) states 
that the funding level for Lebanon should be 
S4 million in ESF and $6 million in develop
ment assistance in each of the fiscal years 
1992 and 1993. 

The committee of conference believes that 
any defense articles or services provided to 
the Government of Lebanon should be pro
vided for the purpose of helping the Govern
ment of Lebanon establish effective control 
over Lebanese territory and promote Leb
anon's territorial integrity and independence 
and that, before such defense articles and 
services are provided, there should exist suf
ficient safeguards to ensure that those de
fense articles and services will not benefit 
the Government of Syria. 

For many years, the United States has 
strongly supported AUB as an intellectual, 
cultural, and humanitarian bridge between 
the United States and the countries of the 
Middle East. Of special significance has been 
AUB's commitment to fostering the ration
alism, tolerance, and open dialogue which 
are essential to a democratic society. In 
light of recent events in the Middle East, the 
committee of conference finds that it is par
ticularly important to reaffirm support of 
AUB because of the important contribution 
it can continue to make it encouraging de
mocratization in the region. 

In the past, U.S. assistance to AUB has 
been largely devoted to meeting the deficits 
of AUB's hospital, which have resulted from 
the treatment of casualties during 15 years 
of civil war. Despite the current peace, the 
need for continued medical assistance, par
ticularly for rehab111tation, is still great. In 
addition, in order to contribute fully to the 

further stab111zation of Lebanon, AUB will 
need to revitalize its academic programs and 
expand its involvement in the country's 
physical and social reconstruction. 

Despite AUB's demonstrated needs, over 
the past few years the level of U.S. assist
ance to AUB has decreased. The committee 
of conference believes that AUB's continued 
vitality cannot be ensured unless adequate 
and stable levels of assistance are provided. 
Therefore, the committee of conference 
urges AID and the Department of State to 
work to ensure that AUB receives such fund
ing from available program accounts. 

RESTRICTIONS AND REPORTS WITH REGARD TO 
SYRIA 

The House bill (sec. 809) prohibits assist
ance to Syria unless the President makes a 
determination on various conditions; re
quires a report six months after a determina
tion on U.S. policy towards Syria; and re
quires an annual report on third country 
arms transfers to Syria. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 654) is similar 
to the House bill. 

The conference substitute (sec. 609) re
quires a one-time report on several issues of 
concern if any assistance is to be provided to 
Syria. 

The committee of conference requests that 
the Department of State provide a report 
within six months of the date of enactment 
to the Congress on defense articles and serv
ices the Government of Syria purchased with 
foreign assistance it received from other 
members of the international coalition con
fronting Iraq during the Gulf Crisis and from 
whom those defense articles and services 
were purchased. 

IRAQI COMPENSATION AND DAMAGES 

The House bill (sec. 811) expresses the sense 
of Congress that Iraq is directly liable for 
any direct loss, damage, or injury as a result 
of its invasion of Kuwait and that Israel 
should be able to receive compensation from 
Iraq. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

The committee of conference notes that 
under international law and the terms of 
United Nations Security Council Resolutions 
674 (approved October 29, 1990) and 687) (ap
proved April 3, 1991), Iraq is liable for any di
rect loss, damage, or injury to foreign gov
ernments, nationals, and corporations as a 
result if Iraq's invasion and illegal occupa
tion of Kuwait. The committee of conference 
notes that Israel is one country that suffered 
such damage and is, therefore, entitled to 
compensation commensurate with that dam
age. 

PEACE AND STABILITY IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

The House bill (sec. 812) expresses the sense 
of Congress regarding U.S. efforts to achieve 
peace and stability in the Middle East in the 
aftermath of the Persian Gulf conflict and 
steps taken by Arab Coalition partners in 
the Persian Gulf war to promote peace and 
stability, and requires a report three months 
after enactment and every six months there
after, on program in implementing policies 
in this regard. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 657) is iden
tical to the House bill. 

The conference substitute (sec. 610), which 
also addresses issues raised in section 818 of 
the House bill and section 656 of the Senate 
amendment, expresses the sense of Congress 
that the United States should encourage all 
Arab states to (a) support actively efforts to 
achieve peace and stab111ty in the Middle 

East and to settle the Arab-Israeli conflict 
through direct negotiations, (b) take specific 
steps to recognize unequivocally Israel's 
right to exist as a sovereign nation within 
secure and recognized borders, (c) terminate 
the diplomatic and economic boycott of Is
rael, including the secondary and tertiary 
economic boycotts, (d) cease efforts to expel 
Israel from international organizations or to 
deny Israel the opportunity to participate in 
the activities of such organizations, and (e) 
terminate assistance to countries or groups 
that commit or support acts of international 
terrorism. The conference substitute also re
quires a report 12 months after enactment 
and annually thereafter on progress in im
plementing these policies. The committee of 
conference expects that this report will in
clude a description of U.S. efforts at the 
GATT and the OECD to 11~ the boycott of Is
rael. 

SAUDI POLICY TOWARD ISRAEL 

The House bill (sec. 818) expresses the sense 
of Congress urging the Saudi Government to 
recognize Israel's right to exist, end the eco
nomic boycott of Israel, and agree to direct 
negotiations with Israel. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute addresses this 
issue in section 610 above. 

BELLIGERENCY TOWARD ISRAEL BY ARAB 
STATES 

The Senate amendment (sec. 656) expresses 
the sense of Congress regarding the refusal of 
Arab states to recognize Israel's right to 
exist, end the economic boycott of Israel, 
and enter into direct negotiations with Is
rael for purposes of concluding peace agree
ments and establishing diplomatic relations. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute addresses this 
issue in section 610 above. 
CUMULATIVE IMPACT ON ISRAEL OF U.S. CON

VENTIONAL ARMS TRANSFERS TO THE MIDDLE 
EAST 

The House bill (sec. 813) requires an annual 
report on the arms balance in the Middle 
East, the impact of arms sales on Israel and 
its qualitative edge in the region, and U.S. 
policy regarding arms transfers to the re
gion. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 611) re
quires an annual report on the impact on Is
rael of U.S. commercial and government-to
government arms transfers in the Middle 
East and the policies the U.S. is pursuing 
and the steps being taken to maintain Isra
el's qualitative edge. 

The committee of conference believes this 
report should include (a) an analysis of pos
sible military or economic compensation as 
a result of the transfers described in section 
611 to countries whose qualitative military 
advantage the United States is committed to 
maintain; and (b) a detailed description of 
steps taken to preserve this qualitative mili
tary advantage. 
RESTRICTIONS ON NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE PLO 

The House bill (sec. 814) updates section 
1302 of the International Security and Devel
opment Cooperation Act of 1985 with ref
erence to the 1990 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait 
and adds further restrictions on the condi
tions under which U.S. officials can nego
tiate with the Palestine Liberation Organi
zation. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 
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The conference substitute (sec. 612) modi

fies section 1302(b) by adding the phrase "and 
amends or supersedes its charter to reflect 
that recognition" in referencing the PLO's 
recognition of Israel's right to exist, and in 
calling for the PLO to renounce terrorism, 
adds the phrase "and ceases the use of". The 
conference substitute also contains a new 
section 1302(c) that references the 1991 Gulf 
War. 

PLO COMMITMENTS COMPLIANCE 

The House bill authorizing funds for the 
Department of State (H.R. 1415, sec. 301) re
quires a report thirty days after enactment 
and every 120 days thereafter on: (a) PLO ac
tivities in support of Iraq and against Israel 
during the Persian Gulf conflict, (b) terrorist 
acts committed or supported by the PLO, (c) 
statements and actions of the PLO with re
spect to the peace process, and dealing with 
terrorists, drug trafficking, and compensa
tion of U.S. victims of PLO terrorism, and 
(d) PLO financial resources, assets, and hold
ings and the source of those resources. 

The Senate amendment to H.R. 1415 (sec. 
901) contains a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 613) re
quires a one-time report 60 days after enact
ment on PLO activities during the Persian 
Gulf conflict, and an annual report on the 
PLO activities, statements, and resources 
mentioned in the House bill and Senate 
amendment. 

UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
RESOLUTION 3379 

The House bill (sec. 815) expresses the sense 
of Congress regarding rescission of United 
Nations General Assembly (UNGA) Resolu
tion 3379. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 658) expresses 
the sense of Congress that the U.S. and So
viet Union should lead an effort to repeal 
UNGA Resolution 3379. 

The conference substitute (sec. 614) ex
presses the sense of the Congress that the 
United States should lead an effort to repeal 
UNGA Resolution 3379. 

DEMOCRATIC REFORM AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN 
KUWAIT 

The House bill (sec. 817) expresses the sense 
of Congress regarding human rights and de
mocracy in Kuwait; requires a report not 
later than 60 days after enactment on human 
rights practices of the Government of Ku
wait, and states that respect for human 
rights and the development of democratic in
stitutions shall be significant factors in de
termining U.S. Policy toward Kuwait. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 615) re
quires a report from the President within 90 
days after the date of enactment on steps the 
Government of Kuwait has taken to: end the 
occurrences of arbitrary arrest, torture and 
extrajudicial actions; bring to justice those 
responsible for perpetrating such actions; en
sure that those detained have access to legal 
counsel, the right to an open and speedy 
trial, and other internationally recognized 
standards of due process of law; allow the 
presence and activities of international 
human rights and humanitarian organiza
tions; comply with international law relat
ing to deportations; and establish conditions 
to ensure that the October 1992 elections are 
free and fair, and permit universal sufferage. 

The conference substitute also states that 
respect for human rights and the develop
ment of democratic institutions shall be a 
significant factor in determining U.S. poli
cies toward Kuwait. 

USE OF U.S. SUBCONTRACTORS IN KUWAIT 

The Senate bill (sec. 2004) contains findings 
regarding Kuwait's intentions with respect 
to the awarding of contracts for the recon
struction of that country and the use of 
American contractors and subcontractors in 
this rebuilding and expresses the sense of 
Congress that U.S. businesses involved in re
building Kuwait should, to the maximum ex
tent possible, use American subcontractors 
and available American goods and services 
and that the Department of Commerce 
should monitor and encourage the imple
mentation of this policy. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 616) ex
presses the sense of Congress that U.S. busi
nesses engaged in rebuilding Kuwait should, 
to the maximum extent possible, use U.S. 
subcontractors and available U.S. goods and 
services, and that the Department of Com
merce should monitor and encourage the im
plementation of this policy. 

PROHIBITION ON ASSISTANCE TO JORDAN 

The House bill (sec. 819) prohibits military 
assistance to Jordan in fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 unless the President certifies that Jor
dan: (1) has demonstrated its willingness to 
enter into direct bilateral negotiations with 
Israel; (2) has recognized Israel's right to 
exist; and (3) is not providing non-humani
tarian assistance to Iraq. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

ffiAQ WAR CRIMES AND CRIMES AGAINST 
HUMANITY 

The House bill (sec. 820) expresses the sense 
of Congress that the President should con
sult with members of the U.N. Security 
Council and seek appropriate Security Coun
cil action to establish an appropriate inter
national tribunal to try all individuals, in
cluding Iraqi President Saddam Hussein, who 
were involved in the planning or execution of 
war crimes during and after Iraq's August 
1990 invasion of Kuwait. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 617) is iden
tical to the House bill. 

REPORT ON TRANSFERS OF SPOILS OF WAR 

The House bill (sec. 810) requires 15-day ad
vance notification before the transfer of any 
captured Iraqi equipment to any country in 
the Middle East. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 618) incor
porates the provision contained of the Sen
ate amendment to H.R. 1415 (sec. 404) which 
requires a one-time report on the disposition 
of captured Iraqi equipment. 

ISRAELI PRE-EMPTIVE STRIKE AGAINST THE 
mAQI NUCLEAR REACTOR AT osmAK 

The House bill (sec. 816) expresses the sense 
of Congress regarding the 1981 Israeli attack 
against the Ira.qi nuclear reactor at Osirak. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 619) is iden
tical to the House bill. 

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE REVIVAL PROJECTS 

The committee of conference supports ef
forts to fund the American Research Insti
tutes Revival projects. These institutes have 
been significant leaders in Middle Ea.stern 
archeological research for nearly 100 years 
and have suffered economically as a result of 
the Gulf Crisis. 

TITLE VII-LATIN AMERICA AND THE 
CARIBBEAN 

CENTRAL AMERICAN RECOVERY AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

The House bill (sec. 721) sets forth U.S. pol
icy for assistance to Central America.. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. However, the House bill is 
identical to S. 100 as passed the Senate and 
H.R. 554 as introduced in the House. 

The conference substitute (sec. 701) is the 
same as the House bill, except that sub
section (e) of the House bill, relating to the 
Enterprise for the Americas Initiative, is de
leted. 

ASSISTANCE FOR GUATEMALA 

The House bill (sec. 723) prohibits lethal 
military assistance to Guatemala, authorizes 
the transfer of military assistance into a 
transition fund, and limits the use of eco
nomic assistance, during fiscal years 1992 
and 1993. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 662) contains 
a. similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 702) is the 
same as the Senate amendment. The com
mittee of conference intends that the prohi
bition on the provision of lethal military as
sistance also apply to authorities to transfer 
excess defense articles and services under 
the Foreign Assistance Act. 

ASSISTANCE FOR NICARAGUA 

The House bill (sec. 724(a)) states that, be
fore providing assistance to Nicaragua for 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993, the President 
should take into account the extent to which 
the government of Nicaragua has brought 
the armed forces under civilian control and 
investigated and prosecuted human rights 
violations. The House bill (sec. 724(b)) states 
that, in providing foreign military financing 
assistance to the Government of Nicaragua 
during fiscal years 1992 and 1993, the Presi
dent should consider the extent to which 
such assistance will further civilian control 
of the military and human rights and stem 
exports of military equipment. In addition, 
the House bill (sec. 724(c)) prohibits FMF 
from being provided for any member of the 
Nicaraguan resistance who has not disarmed 
or is not abiding by the terms of the 
ceasefire agreement. Finally, the House bill 
(sec. 724(d)) states the sense of Congress that 
the Government of Nicaragua should expe
dite the processing of expropriation claims. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 665) prohibits 
any assistance, directly or indirectly. to 
members of the Sandinista Popular Army, 
unless requested by the President of Nica
ragua and submitted to Congress under 
reprogramming procedures. The Senate 
amendment (sec. 665) prohibits assistance for 
use by members of the Sandinista Popular 
Army, unless specifically requested and au
thorized by the President of Nicaragua and 
notice is given the appropriate committees 
of Congress under the reprogramming proce
dures of section 634A of the Foreign Assist
ance Act. The Senate amendment (sec. 2003) 
authorizes the President to provide assist
ance to Nicaragua notwithstanding any 
other provision of law, provided that the 
President certifies to the Congress that 
Nicaragua. has made significant progress to
ward democratization and that the provision 
of such assistance will assist Nicaragua in 
making further progress and is otherwise in 
the U.S. national interest. 

The conference substitute (sec. 703) in
cludes element from both the House bill and 
the Senate amendment. The conference sub
stitute provides that: in providing assistance 
to Nicaragua, the President shall take into 
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consideration the extent to which the Gov
ernment of Nicaragua has brought the armed 
forces under full civilian control and is pros
ecuting those responsible for human rights 
abuses, and the extent to which the assist
ance will further those goals; no assistance 
may be provided for use by members of the 
Sandinista Popular Army unless specifically 
requested and authorized by the President of 
Nicaragua, with notification of the appro
priate congressional committees under sec
tion 634A of the Foreign Assistance Act; no 
assistance may be provided to any member 
of the Nicaraguan resistance who has not 
disarmed or is not abiding by the terms of 
the ceasefire; a waiver of section 691(a)(5) re
stricting assistance to countries more than 
one year in arrears in debt payment to the 
U.S. Government; and, that the Government 
of Nicaragua should expedite the processing 
of claims arising from expropriation of prop
erty. 

The committee of conference urges that, of 
funds made available for Nicaragua, $200,000 
be provided to the medical school in Mana
gua and $200,000 be provided to the medical 
school in Leon, for each of the fiscal years 
1992 and 1993, for the purpose of implement
ing curriculum changes and training in pri
mary health care at the medical schools and 
at community health centers. 
CENTRAL AMERICAN REFUGEES AND DISPLACED 

PERSONS 

The House bill (sec. 725) earmarks $25 mil
lion for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993, 
to be provided to nongovernmental organiza
tions through the United Nations High Com
missioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the 
United Nations Development Program 
(UNDP), to implement the Concerted Plan of 
Action in Favor of Central American Refu
gees, Returnees and Displaced Persons 
(CIREFCA). 

The Senate amendment (sec. 664) author
izes a total of $25 million for fiscal years 1992 
and 1993, to be provided to governmental and 
nongovernmental organizations such as 
UNHCR, UNDP, and the Organization of 
American States, for programs consistent 
with CIREFCA. The conference substitute 
(sec. 704) authorizes a total of $25 million for 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993, through organiza
tions such as UNHCR and UNDP. to carry 
out programs within the framework of 
CIREFCA. 

The committee of conference notes that 
under the CIREFCA framework, priority is 
given to programs administered by national 
and international nongovernmental organi
zations. It is the committee's expectation 
that the assistance provided under this sec
tion will reflect this priority. It is the intent 
of the committee that assistance under this 
section should be provided only to govern
ments that themselves operate within the 
CIREFCA framework by encouraging the full 
participation of nongovernmental organiza
tions in CIREFCA programs implementing 
humanitarian assistance programs in a non
political manner, and permitting nongovern
mental organizations the freedom to carry 
out programs with refugees, repatriates, and 
displaced persons throughout the country. 

ASSISTANCE FOR CENTRAL AMERICAN 
LEGISLATURES 

The House bill (sec. 726) expresses the sense 
of Congress that the United States should 
help strengthen democratic legislatures in 
Central America. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 705) is the 
same as the House bill. 

CENTRAL AMERICAN JOURNALISM AND 
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 

The House bill (sec. 784) earmarks $2.8 mil
lion for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 
for the Central American Journalism Pro
gram and the Regional Administration of 
Justice Program's Center for the Adminis
tration of Justice to support democracy
building activities in the region. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 706) author
izes $2.8 million for these programs for each 
of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

MILITARY BASE RIGHTS IN PANAMA 

The Senate amendment (sec. 680A) ex
presses the sense of Congress that the Presi
dent should negotiate a new base rights 
agreement with Panama to allow the sta
tioning of U.S. military forces in Panama be
yond December 31, 1999. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 707) ex
presses the sense of Congress that the Presi
dent should begin negotiations with Panama 
at a mutually acceptable time to consider 
whether the two governments should allow 
the stationing of U.S. military forces in Pan
ama beyond December 31, 1999. 

CARIBBEAN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACT 

The House bill (secs. 5301-5308) creates a 
new chapter 3 of title V of the Foreign As
sistance Act, which sets forth policies and 
priorities for U.S. assistance to the Carib
bean; requires the President, in considering 
assistance for Caribbean governments, to 
take into account the performance of those 
governments in extending, protecting, and 
enforcing internationally recognized worker 
rights; and provides that the Agency for 
International Development should not pro
vide assistance for the use of substances in 
the Caribbean whose use is not permitted 
under Caribbean laws or would not be per
mitted under U.S. laws, should emphasize 
the active participation of women in the de
velopment process, and should consult with 
the Caribbean poor, through their own grass
roots organizations, in implementing its as
sistance policies in the Caribbean. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 711) is iden
tical to the House provision. 

ASSISTANCE FOR HAITI 

The House bill (sec. 741) expresses the sense 
of Congress with respect to Haiti's demo
cratic transition and U.S. assistance to 
Haiti, and provides that FMF and military 
sales may be provided for Haiti only under 
reprogramming procedures. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 666) is simi
lar, and in addition provides that military 
assistance for Hai ti for fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 may consist only of nonlethal assist
ance. 

The conference substitute (sec. 712) is simi
lar to the Senate amendment. 

HAITIAN SUGARCANE HARVESTERS IN THE 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

The House b111 (sec. 742) states that it shall 
be U.S. policy to encourage the Government 
of the Dominican Republic to improve re
spect for the rights of Haitian sugarcane har
vesters and withholds $1 million in economic 
support funds until the President reports to 
Congress on the steps the government has 
taken in this regard. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 667) contains 
similar but more detailed policy language, 
but does not withhold funds and states that 

the President should consider increasing the 
Dominican Republic's assistance levels and 
sugar quota if the government makes signifi
cant progress in this regard. 

The conference substitute (sec. 713) com
bines the provisions of both the House bill 
and the Senate amendment and includes 
both the withholding provision and the di
rective to consider additional support to the 
Dominican Republic if progress is made. 

ASSISTANCE FOR GUYANA 

The House bill (sec. 743) prohibits assist
ance to the Government of Guyana unless 
the President reports that the government is 
in power as a result of free and fair elections, 
provides exceptions to the prohibition of nar
cotics control and elections assistance, 
states the sense of Congress with respect to 
economic assistance for Guyana following 
free and fair elections, and earmarks S3 mil
lion in economic assistance for basic human 
needs in Guyana. for each of the fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 subject to the above prohibi
tion. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 668) is similar 
except that in lieu of the earmark it ex
presses the sense of Congress that S3 million 
should be provided for basic human needs for 
each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

The conference substitute (sec. 714) is the 
same as the Senate amendment, except that 
it recommends that at least $3 mi111on in 
economic and food assistance be provided to 
Guyana for basic human needs in each of the 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

Due to the time required to deliver com
modities following the signing of a Public 
Law 480, Title I agreement, the committee of 
conference does not intend this section to 
prohibit the signing of a Public Law 480, title 
I agreement with the Government of Guy
ana, provided that commodities are not de
livered unless the President certifies that a 
free and fair election has occurred in that 
country. 

DEMOCRACY IN SURINAME 

The House bill (sec. 744) condemns the De
cember, 1990, military coup in Suriname, 
urges a peaceful transfer of power to the ci
vilian government that was duly elected on 
May 25, 1991, and urges the President to 
withhold U.S. Assistance until such a trans
fer takes place. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 715) is iden
tical to the House provision. 

HUMAN RIGHTS IN CUBA 

The Senate amendment (sec. 679) contains 
findings and expresses the sense of the Sen
ate with respect to human rights in Cuba. 

The House b111 contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 716) is simi
lar to the Senate amendment. 
CERTAIN TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN CERTAIN U.S. 

FffiMS AND CUBA 

The Senate amendment (sec. 2007) provides 
that no license may be issued for any trans
action described in section 515.559 of title 31, 
Code of Federal Regulations, as in effect on 
July 1, 1989, unless a license may be issued 
for such transaction if such transaction were 
undertaken by a firm organized under the 
laws of any of the States of the United 
States. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 717) is the 
same as the Senate provision, with the addi
tion of an amendment that specifies that 
this provision applies only to the export and 
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import activities in the interstate or foreign 
commerce of the United States of a foreign 
subsidiary or affiliate of a domestic concern 
which is controlled in fact. The intent of the 
additional language is to avoid the 
extraterritorial element of the original 
amendment by directing the restriction in 
law against the parent and controlled sub
sidiaries with respect to U.S. Interstate and 
foreign commerce. As explicitly specified in 
the amendment, the exact definition "U.S. 
Interstate and foreign commerce" and of 
"controlled in fact" are to be determined by 
the President through regulations. It is the 
intent of the conference that these regula
tions effectively restrict U.S. Trade with 
Cuba. 

MILITARY AIRCRAFT TRANSFERS 

The House bill (sec. 722) requires notifica
tion to Congress of military aircraft trans
fers to Central America during fiscal year 
1992 and 1993. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 661) requires 
notification of such transfers to both Central 
America and the Caribbean. 

The conference substitute (sec. 721) is the 
same as the Senate amendment. 
ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE FOR ANDEAN COUNTRIES 

The House bill (sec. 761(a)) authorizes S300 
million in each of the fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 of the aggregate amounts authorized to 
be appropriated for development assistance 
and ESF for the Andean countries. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 669(a)) con
tains a similar provision 

The conference substitute (sec. 731(a)) is 
similar to the House bill but reduces the au
thorization to $275 million for each of the fis
cal years 1992 and 1993, the executive branch 
request level. 

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS FOR 
ANDEAN COUNTRIES 

The House bill (sec. 761(c)(3)) provides that 
up to $1 million in ESF to support human 
rights offices in Colombia and Peru. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 669(b)(2)) pro
vides up to $2 million for this purpose. 

The conference substitute (sec. 731(c)(3)) is 
identical to the House provision. 
MILITARY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE 

FOR ANDEAN COUNTRIES 

The House bill (sec. 762) authorizes $118 
million of foreign military financing funds 
for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for 
military and law enforcement assistance to 
the Andean countries, under certain condi
tions, including that assistance may be pro
vided only so long as a country has a demo
cratic government and the armed forces and 
law enforcement agencies of the country do 
not engage in a consistent pattern of gross 
violations of internationally recognized 
human rights. The House bill further limits 
the aggregate amount of military and law 
enforcement assistance (including FMF, INM 
assistance, !MET, DOD drawdown authori
ties, and the value of excess defense articles 
and services) to Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru 
to $250 million, of which not more than $150 
million may be used for assistance to the 
military and not more than $150 million may 
be used for assistance to law enforcement 
units. Finally, the House bill states that 
Peru's Sinchi Police may not be considered 
to be a law enforcement unit that is orga
nized for the specific purpose of narcotics en
forcement, having the effect of prohibiting 
U.S. Law enforcement assistance for the 
Sinchi police. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 670) is vir
tually identical, except that regarding the 
Sinchi police it also states that no other Pe-

ruvian policy organization that has a con
sistent pattern of gross human rights viola
tions against the Peruvian people may re
ceive assistance. 

The conference substitute (sec. 732) is the 
same as the House bill, except that sub
section (f) states that no Peruvian police or
ganization which is identified as having a 
consistent pattern of gross human rights vio
lations against the Peruvian people shall be 
considered to be a law enforcement unit that 
is organized for the specific purpose of nar
cotics enforcement. 

The committee of conference has agreed to 
drop any explicit reference to the Sin chi po
lice from the text of the bill only following 
assurances from the executive branch that 
U.S. Assistance to the Sinchis shall not go 
beyond that incidental to training activities 
that the committee of conference under
stands is currently taking place at the 
Mazamari base. The committee of conference 
is very concerned by the serious human 
rights situation in Peru and believes that 
U.S. Assistance to Peru must be geared to 
seeking a significant improvement in that 
situation. Specifically, law enforcement as
sistance must first and foremost be directed 
at improving respect for human rights by the 
Peruvian police, and therefore any police or
ganization, specifically the Sinchi police, 
shall be immediately prohibited from receiv
ing any additional assistance under this sec
tion if any future incidents of human rights 
abuses are attributed to any member of such 
organization. 
GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO ASSISTANCE 

FOR ANDEAN COUNTRIES 

The House bill (section 763) requires that 
before ESF and FMF assistance is provided 
to Bolivia, Colombia, or Peru in fiscal years 
1992 or 1993 pursuant to this title, the Presi
dent must make a determination that (1) 
that country is implementing programs to 
reduce the flow of cocaine to the United 
States in accordance with a bilateral or mul
tilateral agreement that contains specific 
qualitative and quantitative performance 
criteria, and (2) that the armed forces and 
law enforcement agencies of that country 
are not engaged in a consistent pattern of 
gross violations of, and have made signifi
cant progress in, protecting certain inter
nationally recognized human rights. How
ever, the determination required on human 
rights grounds does not apply with respect to 
economic assistance for programs that focus 
on providing coca farmers with alternative 
sources of income. The House bill further re
quires prior notification to Congress under 
the reprogramming procedures applicable 
under section 634A of the Foreign Assistance 
Act, specifies that ESF and FMF assistance 
shall be coordinated with international nar
cotics control assistance, and waives appli
cable prohibitions relating to countries 
which are more than one year in arrears in 
repayments of past loans from the United 
States, provided the President has made the 
determination required by this section. 

The Senate amendment (secs. 671 and 672) 
is virtually identical to the House bill. 

The conference substitute (sec. 733) is the 
same as the House bill. 

The committee of conference notes that 
these provisions relating to the Andean 
countries reflect ongoing interest in and con
cern about the implementation of the Presi
dent's Andean Initiative. These provisions 
continue to codify the stated objectives of 
the Andean Initiative, which include the 
concept that counternarcotics efforts in the 
Andean countries are primarily the respon
sibility of host country law enforcement 

agencies, with the support of host country 
militaries, and that economic and military 
assistance provided by the United States will 
be conditioned on narcotics control perform
ance criteria as well as respect for human 
rights. The committee of conference notes 
that while host country law enforcement 
agencies are supposed to play a lead role, 
with armed forces playing a supporting role, 
both pa.st, present and future funding levels 
for these two groups have been in inverse 
proportion to this stated premise, with the 
armed forces receiving more than twice the 
funding of law enforcement agencies. The 
committee of conference has addressed this 
discrepancy by setting equivalent funding 
ceilings for both groups. The committee of 
conference further notes that continued sup
port for the Andean Initiative will depend on 
improved progress in meeting narcotics con
trol performance criteria. and respect for 
internationally recognized human rights. 

COLOMBIAN NARCOTICS CONTROL EFFORTS 

The Senate amendment (sec. 674A) ex
presses the sense of Congress with regard to 
Colombian narcotics control efforts. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 734) is simi
lar to the Senate provision. 

ARGENTINA AND BRAZIL'S COMMON NUCLEAR 
POLICY 

The Senate amendment (sec. 673) expresses 
the sense of Congress congratulating Argen
tina and Brazil for their common nuclear 
policy and urging them to take further steps 
toward nuclear nonproliferation. 

The House bill contains no comparable lan
guage. 

The conference substitute (sec. 741) is iden
tical to the Senate amendment. 

MILITARY ASSISTANCE AND SALES FOR CHILE 

The House bill (sec. 783) provides that for
eign military financing assistance may be 
provided for Chile only in accordance with 
the reprogramming procedures contained in 
section 634A of the Foreign Assistance Act. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 674) is simi
lar. 

The conference substitute (sec. 742) is iden
tical to the Senate provision. 

The committee of conference welcomes the 
restoration of democracy in Chile and takes 
note of the impressive progress made by the 
Aylwin Government in working to strength
en democratic institutions throughout the 
nation and to ensure civilian control over 
the military. In that regard, the committee 
supports the executive branch's efforts to re
store normal relations between the U.S. and 
Chilean militaries. Such actions must be 
with the full knowledge and approval of Chil
ean civilian authorities and consistent with 
a subordinate role of the military to civilian 
authorities. 

The committee of conference also believes 
that the Chilean Government has made sig
nificant progress in its efforts to investigate 
and bring to justice those responsible for the 
Letelier-Moffitt murders and subsequent 
cover-up and looks forward to the final reso
lution of this matter. 

INTER-AMERICAN FOUNDATION 

The House bill (sec. 782) authorizes $28.8 
million for fiscal year 1992 and $31 million for 
fiscal year 1993 for the Inter-American Foun
dation, and provides that funds ma.de avail
able to the Foundation may be used for 
printing and binding without regard to any 
other provision of law. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 678) is simi
lar, except that it authorizes $28.8 million for 
each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 
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The conference substitute (sec. 751) amends 

section 401(s)(2) of the Foreign Assistance 
Act with a provision similar to the House 
bill which authorizes $28.8 million in fiscal 
year 1992 and $31 million in fiscal year 1993 
for the Inter-American Foundation. The 
committee of conference notes that the au
thorized level is fiscal year 1993 does not re
flect an increase in funding for the !AF; it 
partially offsets the loss of resources to the 
Foundation because of the decline in usable 
Social Progress Trust Funds available in fis
cal year 1993. 
SUPPORT OF INTERNATIONAL EFFORTS AGAINST 

THE SPREAD OF CHOLERA 

The Senate amendment (sec. 675) sets forth 
findings on cholera in the Americas, author
izes the use of $25 million in ESF for narcot
ics-related assistance for remedial efforts, 
and provides that such assistance shall be 
provided through agencies responsible for 
health, water, and sanitation services and 
through the Pan American Heal th Organiza
tion, UNICEF, and other international and 
nongovernmental organizations for emer
gency and longer-term medical needs and 
improvements in health and infrastructure 
systems. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 752) is simi
lar to the Senate amendment, except that 
the source of funds is identified as any ESF 
rather than narcotics-related economic as
sistance. 

STRENGTHENING CIVILIAN CONTROL OVER THE 
Mlbl'l'-ARY 

The House bill (sec. 5502) provides that 
military assistance may be provided to the 
armed forces of any country in Latin Amer
ica or the Caribbean only with the prior ap
proval of the democratically elected govern
ment of such country. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 677) contains 
a similar provision. The Senate amendment 
(sec. 2008) is a statement of congressional 
findings and a requirement for a report on 
empowerment of civ111an managers in de
fense and security issues in order to estab
lish democratic control over the military. 

The conference substitute (sec. 753) adds a 
new section 284 to the Foreign Assistance 
Act which is the same as sec. 677 of the Sen
ate amendment. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING FOR THE 
CARIBBEAN 

The House b111 (sec. 781) establishes the 
purposes, types of activities, and restrictions 
on law enforcement assistance; provides that 
law enforcement training for the Caribbean 
may be provided only by the International 
Criminal Investigative Training Assistance 
Program of the Department of Justice 
(!CIT AP); and establishes a ceiling of not 
more than $10 million for law enforcement 
assistance for each of the fiscal years 1992 
and 1993, of which not less than $2.5 million 
for each fiscal year shall be for the Carib
bean. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 676) contains 
a similar provision, but provides that law en
forcement training for the Caribbean may be 
provided only under the auspices of !CIT AP 
and authorizes $10 m111ion for each of the fis
cal years 1992 and 1993 for the law enforce
ment training assistance program in Latin 
America and the Caribbean, of which $2.5 
m1llion for each fiscal year should be made 
available for the Caribbean. 

The conference substitute (sec. 754) amends 
section 534 of the Foreign Assistance Act 
with language similar to the Senate provi
sion. 

The committee of conference notes that 
the authority to carry out programs and ac
tivities to improve other aspects of the ad
ministration of justice in countries of Latin 
America and the Caribbean, which was pre
viously contained in section 534 of the For
eign Assistance Act, has in the conference 
substitute (sec. 119) been expanded to a 
worldwide authority and consolidated in the 
human rights and democratic initiatives pro
gram contained in a new section 283 of the 
Foreign Assistance Act. 

By shifting certain authorities formerly 
contained in section 534 of the Foreign As
sistance Act to other parts of that act, the 
committee of conference does not intend 
that authorities to undertake assistance for 
law enforcement contained in this section be 
viewed as separate from efforts to improve 
other elements of the administration of jus
tice. The committee of conference considers 
assistance for law enforcement in Latin 
America and the Caribbean to be a com
plementary component of judicial reform. 
The committee of conference expects that 
assistance under this section will be planned 
and implemented in conjunction with assist
ance to strengthen democratic institutions 
of governance, including independent judi
ciaries, under section 119 of the conference 
substitute. 

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES 

The Senate amendment (sec. 680) amends 
sec. 116(d) of the Foreign Assistance Act to 
require that the treatment and status of in
digenous peoples in Latin America and the 
Garibbean be- included in-the---a.nnu-a-1 eport
required by that section. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 755) re
quires the Secretary of State to submit an
nually for each of the next two years a re
port to Congress, prepared in cooperation 
with the Administrator of AID, on the pro
tection of the rights and traditions of indige
nous peoples, the extent of their participa
tion in decisions affecting their lands, cul
tures, traditions, and the allocation of natu
ral resources, and the steps the United 
States has taken to ensure that U.S. devel
opment assistance programs promote the 
well-being of indigenous peoples of Latin 
America and the Caribbean. 

The conference substitute requires that 
the report be submitted on February 28 of 
each year, to coincide with the date on 
which the Country Reports on Human Rights 
Practices are due, so that the information 
gathered by the Assistant Secretary for 
Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs in 
connection with the preparation of the Coun
try Reports can, where applicable, be used in 
the report mandated by this section. The 
committee of conference urges that, in addi
tion to whomever else the Secretary des
ignates, the Assistance Secretary of State 
for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs 
also be consulted in the preparation of the 
report mandated by this section. 

AUTHORITY TO FORGIVE REPAYMENT OF AN 
ALLIANCE-FOR-PROGRESS LOAN 

The House bill (sec. 1108) directs the Ad
ministrator of AID to release the Central 
American Business Administration Institute 
(INCAE) from further payments on an Alli
ance-for-Progress loan. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 756) pro
vides that the President may direct the Ad
ministrator to release INCAE from further 
payment on the loan. 

UNITED STATES-MEXICAN BORDER 
ENVffiONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT 

The Senate amendment (secs. 1601-1614) es
tablishes a United States-Mexico Border En
vironmental Protection Fund. 

The House b111 contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House bill. 

TITLE Vill-ENTERPRISE FOR THE AMERICAN 
INITIATIVE 

Title VIII authorizes the Enterprise for the 
Americas Initiative, a program proposed by 
the President in June 1990 and designed to 
encourage and support improvement in the 
lives of the people of Latin America and the 
Caribbean through market oriented reforms 
and economic growth with interrelated ac
tions to promote debt reduction, investment 
reforms, and community-based conservation 
and sustainable use of the environment. 

PURPOSE OF THE INITIATIVE 

The House bil1 (sec. 5402) establishes the 
purpose of the Enterprise for the Americas 
Initiative (EA!) as supporting market-ori
ented reform and economic growth through 
interrelated actions to promote debt reduc
tion, investment reforms and community
based conservation and sustainable use of 
the environment. These objectives will be 
supported through debt-reduction operations 
which provide resources for environmental 
protection for countries which meet the eli
gibility criteria. 

The Senate amendment (secs. 711 and 721) 
contains a broad statement of purpose and 
findings related-to-trade, investment, exter
nal debt and the environment in Latin Amer
ica and the Caribbean. 

The conference substitute (sec. 811) is simi
lar to the House bil1, but adds promotion of 
child survival and development programs as 
an additional focus of the EAI. 
ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS UNDER THE FACILITY 

The House b111 (sec. 5403) establishes four 
basic criteria which Latin American or Car
ibbean countries must meet in order to qual
ify for debt reduction benefits and leaves dis
cretion to the President to make the eligi
bility determination. Countries must have in 
effect, or be making progress toward: an IMF 
standby agreement, or related equivalent 
agreement; an IDA or World Bank structural 
adjustment loan; major investment reforms; 
and an agreement with commercial bank 
lenders on a financing program including 
debt or debt service reduction. The President 
may waive the IMF and World Bank criteria 
if he determines that such an arrangement 
or program would have a significant adverse 
social or environmental impact. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 731) states 
that in order to be eligible for benefits under 
the EAI, including for debt reduction, coun
tries in Latin America or the Caribbean 
must have in effect, or be making significant 
progress toward investment liberalization 
and economic reforms in conjunction with 
the IMF, the World Bank and the Inter
American Development Bank. The Senate 
amendment also stipulates that, with the ex
ception of section 620(q) and 620(r) of the For
eign Assistance Act (relating to default on 
past foreign assistance loans and prohibition 
against debt relief) and section 621 of the 
International Development and Food Assist
ance Act of 1975, countries must otherwise 
qualify for foreign assistance. The Senate 
amendment also requires the President to 
notify the Congress of his intention to des
ignate a country as eligible for debt reduc
tion 15 days in advance. 

The conference substitute (sec. 813) is simi
lar to the House bill but adds the following 
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eligibility criteria: a country must have a 
democratically elected government; it must 
be cooperating on antinarcotics activities; it 
must not harbor or sponsor international 
terrorists; and it must respect human rights. 
The conference substitute also applies the 
above eligibility standards to debt reduction 
and the Americas Fund. 

ENTERPRISE FOR THE AMERICAS FACILITY AND 
ENTERPRISE FOR THE AMERICAS BOARD 

The House bill (sec. 5401) states that the 
Enterprise for the Americas Facility and the 
Environment for the Americas Board are the 
same as those created in sections 601 and 610 
of the Agricultural Trade Development and 
Assistance Act of 1954. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 741) is similar 
to the House bill but establishes the Facility 
in the Department of Treasury and states 
that local currency interest payments on re
duced debt shall be administered by AID. 

The conference substitute (sec. 812) is simi
lar to the House bill but adopts the Senate 
approach with respect to giving countries 
the option of using local currencies monies 
for grants to organizations pursuing child 
survival and child development activities, 
which would encompass such programs as 
primary health care, immunization, and 
basic education. The conference substitute 
also changes the name of the Environment 
for the Americas Board to the Enterprise for 
the Americas Board to reflect the broader 
mandate of the initiative in this program. 

REDUCTION OF CERTAIN DEBT 

The House bill (sec. 5404) authorized debt 
reduction for bilateral foreign assistance 
debt owed to the U.S. government as of Jan
uary 1, 1990 to such extent as is approved in 
advance in appropriation Acts. The section 
describes the mechanics of the exchange of 
old debt obligations for new, and the cor
responding adjustment in AID's accounts. 
The House bill also authorizes $242.3 million 
for fiscal year 1992 and $224.6 million for fis
cal year 1993 to cover the cost of debt reduc
tion. Funds authorized by this section shall 
not be considered assistance for the purposes 
of any provision of law limiting assistance to 
a country. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 751) author
izes debt reduction for bilateral foreign as
sistance debt owed to the U.S. government 
as of January l, 1991 to such extent as is pro
vided for by specific appropriations Acts for 
fiscal year 1992 or thereafter. The mechanics 
of this exchange of old debt obligations for 
new, and the corresponding adjustment in 
AID's accounts is described. The Senate 
amendment also encourages the President to 
consider granting full debt relief and impose 
a five year moratorium on new loans to gov
ernments of countries benefitting from debt 
reduction under the EAi. The Senate amend
ment further requires the President to re
port on the overall financial heal th of the 
beneficiary countries. 

The conference substitute (sec. 814) is simi
lar to the House bill but substitutes January 
l, 1991 for 1990 and adopts the Senate open
ended authorization. 

INTEREST ON NEW OBLIGATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 5406) provides that the 
restructured debt will bear a concessional in
terest rate and requires that an Environ
mental Framework Agreement between the 
United States and the beneficiary country be 
negotiated before interest payments may be 
made in local currencies. The local cur
rencies are the property of the beneficiary 
country until they are disbursed to local ad
ministering bodies established pursuant to 
an Environmental Framework Agreement. In 

the absence of a Framework Agreement, in
terest must be repaid in dollars to the U.S. 
Treasury and may not be retroactively ap
plied to the Environmental Fund. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 7530 provides 
that if an eligible country has entered into 
an Enterprise for the Americas Agreement 
(Americas Agreement), AID interest shall be 
paid into a special account established for 
this purpose. The local currencies are the 
property of the beneficiary country until 
they are disbursed in accordance with the 
terms established in sections 761 and 762 of 
the Senate amendment. 

The conference substitute (sec. 816) is simi
lar to the House bill but changes the name of 
the Environmental Framework Agreement 
to the Americas Framework Agreement to 
reflect the broadened mandate of the Ameri
cas Fund. 

AMERICAS FUND 

The House bill (sec. 5407) requires each ben
eficiary country that enters into an Environ
mental Framework Agreement to establish 
an Environmental Fund to receive payments 
in local currencies. A country may still be 
eligible for benefits under the Facility even 
if it does not sign an Environmental Frame
work Agreement. However, those countries 
would be required to pay interest on their 
debt in dollars to the U.S. Treasury. Local 
currency payments are not to be considered 
assistance for the purpose of laws which 
limit assistance to a country. Deposits made 
into the Environmental Fund may be in
vested, and any return on the investment 
may be retained by the Environment Fund. 
The administering body may make grants 
from either the principal deposited in the 
Fund or from accrued interest only in ac
cordance with an Environmental Framework 
Agreement between the United States and an 
eligible country. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 761) requires 
each eligible country that enters into an 
Americas Agreement with the United States 
to establish an Enterprise for the Americas 
Account (Americas Account) to receive pay
ments in local currencies. Deposits into an 
Americas Account shall be considered assist
ance for the purpose of laws which limit as
sistance to a country. Deposits made into 
the Americas Account may be invested, and 
any return on the investment may be re
tained by the Americas Account. Funds may 
be disbursed only in accordance with the 
terms set forth in an Americas Agreement. 

The conference substitute (sec. 817) is simi
lar to the House bill but conforms the name 
of the Environmental Fund to the Americas 
Fund to reflect the decision of the commit
tee of conference to accept the Senate ap
proach with respect to the broadening of eli
gible activities to be undertaken by the fund. 

AMERICAS FRAMEWORK AGREEMENTS 

The House bill (sec. 5408) authorizes the 
Secretary of State to negotiate an Environ
mental Framework Agreement with eligible 
countries, in consultation with the Enter
prise for the Americas Board, and sets forth 
six guidelines to be included in an Environ
mental Framework Agreement, including 
the establishment of an Environmental 
Fund; interest payments to the Fund; 
prompt disbursements of funds; maintenance 
of the value of local currencies; uses of the 
Fund; and enforcement provisions. 

The House bill also requires that funds dis
bursed from the Fund be administered by a 
body legally constituted under the laws of 
the beneficiary country and sets forth speci
fications for the administering body. The ad
ministering body is to be comprised of a lim-

ited number of representatives nominated by 
the U.S. Government and the host govern
ment (one or more from each), and a major
ity from local NGOs, and scientific and aca
demic communities. The duties of the ad
ministering body shall include: receiving and 
making grants in accordance with the 
Framework Agreements; program manage
ment and grant oversight; submitting an an
nual program for review by the Environment 
for the Americas Board; submitting an an
nual report of activities to the America's 
Board Chairman, and host country govern
ment. Grants over $100,000 are subject to veto 
by either government. 

Eligible activities are described by the 
House bill as being those that link the con
servation and sustainable use of natural re
sources with local community development. 

Grants may only be made to: beneficiary 
country NGOs, local or regional entities; 
and, in rare cases, to the beneficiary coun
tries. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 762) states 
that AID shall negotiate Americas Agree
ments with eligible countries and sets forth 
the contents of such an agreement. Projects 
or programs eligible for funding from the 
Americas Account are those related to child 
health-activities, the environment, primary 
and secondary education and alternative 
crop development. 

The conference substitute (sec. 818) merges 
the following elements of the Senate amend
ment with the House bill: the name Ameri
cas Fund replaces the Environment Fund; 
the General Accounting office is to have ac
cess to the books and records of the Admin
istering Bodies, the list of activities that 
may be funded out of the Americas Account 
is expanded to include child survival and de
velopment, which includes health care and 
basic education activities; and the list of eli
gible grant recipients is altered to include 
nongovernmental child survival and child de
velopment organizations of the beneficiary 
country. By using the terms "child survival" 
and "child development" it is the intention 
of the committee of conference that funding 
be permitted for development programs 
which are directly related to children, rather 
than those with broader development objec
tives. 

ENTERPRISE FOR THE AMERICAS BOARD 

The House bill (secs. 5409) establishes the 
responsibilities of the Environment for the 
Americas Board with respect to foreign as
sistance debt reduction. The Board is to be 
composed of eleven members appointed by 
the President (6 representatives of U.S Gov
ernment agencies and 5 representatives of 
non-governmental organizations) and 
chaired by a representative from a U.S. Gov
ernment agency. The responsibilities of the 
Board, which are advisory, review and non
management in nature, are outlined in the 
House bill. An annual report on the EAi shall 
be submitted to Congress pursuant to section 
614 of the Agricultural Trade Development 
and Assistance Act of 1954, to which mem
bers of the Board may submit supplemental 
views. The 11-member Board represents a 
two member increase over the Board as out
lined in the Agricultural Trade Development 
and Assistance Act of 1954 and is intended to 
accommodate the appointment of a rep
resentative from U.S. Department of Agri
culture as well as another representative 
from the NGO community. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 791) provides 
for an annual report to be sent to the Speak
er of the House and the Chairman of the 
Committee on Foreign Relations of the Sen
ate. That report includes a description of 
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debt reduction, debt swaps, Americas Agree
ments, local grants, trade negotiations and a 
progress report on the International Univer
sity for the Americas. The Senate amend
ment contains no comparable provision with 
respect to the Board. 

The conference substitute (sec. 819) is simi
lar to the House bill but changes the name of 
the Board to the Enterprise for the Americas 
Board to reflect its broadened mandate, 
specifies that the fifth NGO representative 
shall be a recognized expert in child survival 
and development matters, adds child sur
vival and child development leaders in the 
beneficiary country and in the region to the 
list of those who are to be consulted by the 
Board in ensuring that a suitable admin
istering body is identified in the beneficiary 
country, and includes a limited version of 
the report required by the Senate amend
ment. It is the view of the committee of con
ference that the NGO representative from 
the child survival community should recuse 
himself from consideration of issues before 
the Board that are strictly related to Public 
Law 480 debt reduction. 

CONFORMING AMENDMENTS RELATING TO THE 
ENTERPRISE FOR THE AMERICAS BOARD 

The House bill (sec. 502) amends the Agri
cultural Trade Development and Assistance 
Act of 1954 by expanding the Environment 
for the Americas Board from nine to eleven 
members. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 819(c)) is 
similar to the House bill, but adds a tech
nical amendment to the Agricultural Trade 
Development and Assistance Act of 1954 
which changes the name of the Environment 
for the Americas Board to the Enterprise for 
the Americas Board and modifies section 
610(b)(l)(B) of the Agricultural Trade Devel
opment and Assistance Act of 1954 to include 
child survival and child development organi
zations to the organizations that will be 
drawn from in composing the Board. 
INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF THE AMERICAS 

The Senate amendment (sec. 784) author
izes $500,000 for site location and design ac
tivities by the Secretary of State leading to 
the establishment of an institution of higher 
learning to be known as the International 
University of the Americas. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 820) is simi
lar to the Senate amendment. 

TITLE IX-ASIA AND PACIFIC 

MULTILATERAL ASSISTANCE INITIATIVE FOR THE 
PHILIPPINES 

The House bill (secs. 5201-5207) authorizes 
Sl billion for the Multilateral Assistance Ini
tiative for the Philippines over a five year 
period. 

The Senate amendment (secs. 601-007) con
tains a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 908) creates 
a new chapter 4 in part I of the Foreign As
sistance Act which combines the provisions 
of the House bill and the Senate amendment. 

The committee of conference notes that 
because a foreign aid authorization for fiscal 
year 1990 and 1991 was not enacted, the legis
lation authorizing the Multilateral Assist
ance Initiative (MAI) for the Philippines has 
never been signed into law. The committee 
of conference believes the passage of the MAI 
legislation is important, not only because it 
authorizes the full Sl billion requested by the 
executive branch for this burdensharing ini
tiative, but also because it contains several 
reporting requirements that will enable the 

Congress to better assess the merits of this 
program in the future. 

The committee of conference emphasizes 
that the basic concept behind the MAI is 
that of a quid pro quo. The willingness of the 
United States and other donors to provide a 
significant increase in resources to the Phil
ippines will continue to be contingent on the 
demonstration by the Government of the 
Philippines of its willingness and ability to 
enact fundamental economic reforms. 

The committee of conference notes that 
the funding for the MAI was not included in 
the compensation package associated with 
the base agreement, and, therefore, should 
not be effected by the outcome of the current 
debate in the Philippines on the bases trea
ty. 

ASSISTANCE FOR PAKISTAN AND INDIA 

The House bill (sec. 5504) contains state
ments of policy regarding relations with 
Pakistan; reaffirms the 1959 agreement with 
Pakistan relating to aggression from a Com
munist or Communist-dominated state; 
states the U.S. intention that defense arti
cles provided should be used solely for defen
sive purposes; authorizes the President to 
waive restrictions on assistance to Pakistan 
upon a certification that to do so is in the 
national interest of the United States, ex
cept that no waiver may be issued until a 
certification regarding Pakistan's possession 
of a nuclear explosive device is in effect, pur
suant to section 620E(e) of the Foreign As
sistance Act (the "Pressler amendment"); re
states the provisions of the Pressler amend
ment; limits the provision of assistance in 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993, in those cases 
where a Pressler certification is made no 
later than the last day of the preceding fiscal 
year; and allows for a reprogramming of 
funds of a subsequent appropriation for Paki
stan in those cases where Pakistan receives 
a Pressler certification later than the last of 
the proceeding year. 

The House bill further (sec. 5505) prohibits 
assistance and military sales or transfers to 
India unless the President has certified that 
India has not developed any additional nu
clear explosive devices after September 30, 
1991, and that the proposed U.S. assistance 
will reduce significantly the risk that India 
will develop such devices. 

The Senate amendment (secs. 519 and 611) 
contains statements of policy about the need 
for regional non-proliferation regimes; re
quires an annual presidential report describ
ing efforts to establish regional nuclear non
proliferation regimes, as well as evidence 
that any nation has engaged in certain speci
fied nuclear activities; permits Public Law 
480 food assistance to Pakistan until April 1, 
1993 even if Pakistan fails to receive a Pres
sler certification, but only if the President 
determines that to do so is in the U.S. na
tional interest and would advance U.S. non
proliferation objectives; and authorizes the 
President to waive restrictions contained in 
section 620E(d) of the Foreign Assistance Act 
until April 1, 1993, if he determines that to 
do so is in the national interest of the United 
States. 

The conference substitute (secs. 1404 and 
925) reflects the Senate amendment with 
three exceptions. First, new sec. 1404 con
tains a revised statement of policy regarding 
U.S. assistance to Pakistan and the desir
ability of a South Asian regional nuclear 
non-proliferation policy (replacing the state
ments of policy in section 519 of the Senate 
amendment). Secondly, new section 925 
amends section 620E of the Foreign Assist
ance Act to authorize the President to waive 
the restrictions contained in section 620E(d) 

of the Foreign Assistance Act until April 1, 
1993, if he determines that to do so is in the 
national interest of the United States, and if 
Pakistan has received a Pressler certifi
cation. Finally, the waiver requirement for 
Public Law 480 food assistance contained in 
section 519 of the Senate amendment is de
leted. 
RESTRICTIONS ON ASSISTANCE AND TRADE WITH 

BURMA 

The House bill (sec. 901) requires the Presi
dent to take into consideration four factors 
relating to human rights and narcotics con
trol efforts in Burma in determining whether 
Burma will receive any foreign assistance in 
1992 and 1993 and urges the President to im
pose sanctions against Burma pursuant to 
section 138 of the Customs and Trade Act of 
1991 (104 Stat. 653). Section 138 authorizes 
economic sanctions against Burma if the 
Government of Burma does not meet speci
fied human rights and narcotics control con
ditions. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 901(a)-(c)) 
is similar to the House bill, but modifies the 
statement of policy on sanctions by welcom
ing the executive branch's announcement 
that, pursuant to the sanctions provision of 
the Customs and Trade Act, it will not renew 
its bilateral textile agreement with Burma. 
The conference substitute also urges the 
President to impose additional economic 
sanctions against Burma pursuant to the 
Customs and Trade Act. 

The committee of conference expresses 
deep concern about the human rights situa
tion in Burma. While the committee wel
comes the President's decision not to renew 
the textile agreement with Burma, section 
138 of the Customs and Trade Act provides 
authority for the President to impose sanc
tions on other products which constitute 
major imports from Burma, such as fish, 
tropical timber, and aquatic animals. The 
committee of conference would welcome a 
presidential decision to impose such addi
tional sanctions. 

ASSISTANCE FOR DISPLACED BURMESE AND TO 
SUPPORT DEMOCRATIC PLURALISM 

The House bill (sec. 909) provides Sl million 
in assistance authorized by this Act for hu
manitarian assistance for displaced Burmese 
nationals in Thailand and Burma, to be ad
ministered by the Department of State's Bu
reau of Refugee Programs. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 609) author
izes the use of funds authorized under this 
act, notwithstanding any other provision of 
law, for training and education assistance 
for displaced Burmese who are outside of 
Burma, and for activities which support 
democratic pluralism in Burma. In addition 
to making available for such uses funds au
thorized for fiscal years 1992 and 1993, the 
Senate amendment provides authority to use 
other funds made available in prior foreign 
assistance appropriation acts which were al
located for development assistance or ESF 
for Burma. 

The conference substitute (sec. 910(d)) is 
similar to the Senate amendment, but in
cludes a provision authorizing up to Sl mil
lion in development assistance in each of the 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for education and 
training of displaced Burmese and for activi
ties which support democratic pluralism in 
Burma. 

In addition to supporting AID efforts to 
provide such assistance overseas, the com
mittee of conference would support AID ef
forts to develop, in conjunction with other 
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appropriate agencies such as USIA, programs 
that would enable displaced Burmese to 
study in the United States and thereby en
hance their long-term ability to assist in the 
economic, social, and political development 
of Burma when conditions in the country 
permit their return. In addition, the commit
tee of conference expects that the Refugee 
Bureau of the Department of State will pro
vide generous support for humanitarian as
sistance to displaced Burmese on both sides 
of the border between Thailand and Burma. 

ASSISTANCE FOR CAMBODIA 

The House bill (sec. 902) expresses the sense 
of Congress regarding negotiations for a 
Cambodian settlement and the obligations of 
the United States under the Genocide Con
vention; authorizes for each of the fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993 not more than $20 million 
in development assistance and ESF for hu
manitarian and development assistance for 
Cambodians along the Thai-Cambodian bor
der and throughout Cambodia, notwithstand
ing any other provision of law; defines the 
term humanitarian assistance for purposes 
of the section; sets limitations on the mode 
of delivery of assistance both for Cambodians 
on the Thai-Cambodian border and within 
areas controlled by the Phnom Penh regime; 
repeats the existing statutory prohibition 
against any U.S. assistance which would en
hance the combat capacity of the Khmer 
Rouge; authorizes for each of the fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 not less than $5 million of funds 
made available under the Foreign Assistance 
Act for humanitarian assistance to children 
and war victims in Cambodia, with a limi ta
tion on the mode of delivery; authorizes such 
funds as may be necessary from DA and ESF 
for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 to 
provide for the nonmilitary training of non
communist Cambodians who are outside of 
Cambodia in appropriate skills that would be 
used by them upon returning to Cambodia in 
the context of an internationally acceptable 
political settlement in that country; author
izes such funds as may be necessary from DA 
and ESF for each of the fiscal years 1992 and 
1993 for contributions and programs by the 
United States as part of an international 
program of relief and reconstruction in Cam
bodia in the context of an internationally ac
ceptable political settlement in that coun
try; and clarifies certain authorities granted. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 608) author
izes, from funds made available for fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993 for DA and ESF: (1) not 
more than $5 million in each fiscal year for 
humanitarian and development assistance 
for civilian members of the Cambodian non
communist resistance; and (2) not more than 
$15 million in each fiscal year for humani
tarian and development assistance for other 
civilians within Cambodia; makes clarifica
tions concerning the applicability of existing 
law; requires that the President terminate 
assistance under this section to any Cam
bodian organization that he determines is 
cooperating, tactically or strategically, with 
the Khmer Rouge in their military oper
ations; requires that, to the maximum ex
tent possible, all funds made available under 
this section be administered directly by the 
AID Administrator; requires that the Admin
istrator contract with a private-sector em
ployee to establish an office in Phnom Penh 
to oversee program activities and thereby 
ensure accountability for funds expended in
side Cambodia; requires that the AID Admin
istrator conduct an on-site assessment with
in Cambodia to determine the requirements 
for the development of infrastructure and for 
the eradication of explosive mines; requires 
that, not later than February 1, 1992, the 

President shall report to the Congress con
cerning military cooperation between the 
Khmer Rouge and individuals or units of the 
noncommunist resistance, and human rights 
abuses by the Khmer Rouge; authorizes for 
each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 not less 
than $5 million of funds made available 
under the Foreign Assistance Act for human
itarian assistance to children and war vic
tims in Cambodia, with a limitation on the 
mode of delivery; and contains certain defi
nitions. 

The conference substitute (sec. 902) ex
presses the sense of Congress affirming the 
United States position regarding the crime 
of genocide and calling upon the competent 
organs of the United Nations to take such 
action under the Charter of the United Na
tions as they consider appropriate for the 
prevention and suppression of acts of geno
cide in Cambodia; notwithstanding any other 
provision of law, authorizes not more than 
$20 million from DA and ESF in each of the 
fiscal year 1992 and 1993 which shall be made 
available predominately through inter
national relief agencies and United States 
PVOs for humanitarian and development as
sistance exclusively for Cambodian civilians 
and in accordance with the priority needs 
identified by AID's "Report to Congress on 
Cambodia's Humanitarian and Development 
Assistance Priorities" (transmitted pursuant 
to Public Law 101-513); and provides that in 
the event of a settlement of the Cambodian 
conflict acceptable to the United States, the 
President may make additional funds avail
able in accordance with the reprogramming 
procedures contained in section 634A of the 
Foreign Assistance Act and consistent with 
the purposes of this section. 

The conference substitute further defines 
the term humanitarian assistance for pur
poses of the section; makes a statement con
cerning the applicability of existing law; re
quires that the President terminate assist
ance under this section to any Cambodian 
organization that he determines is cooperat
ing, tactically or strategically, with the 
Khmer Rouge in their military operations; 
requires the on-site assessment concerning 
Cambodia's infrastructure and mine-clearing 
needs contained in the Senate amendment 
but provides that it may be conducted on a 
multilateral basis in cooperation with the 
United Nations; requires the report concern
ing military cooperation with the Khmer 
Rouge contained in the Senate amendment; 
authorizes humanitarian assistance to chil
dren and war victims contained in the House 
bill, except that the amount authorized is 
limited to not more than $5 million; author
izes assistance for the nonmilitary training 
of Cambodians contained in the House bill, 
except that the skills transferred should be 
in direct support of an internationally ac
ceptable political settlement in that coun
try; and clarifies authorities granted. 

The committee of conference welcomes the 
substantial progress that has been made to
ward an international settlement of the 
Cambodian conflict. it expresses the hope 
that the settlement will facilitate Cam
bodia's independence and democratic devel
opment, based on the principles of self-deter
mination, will foster the rebuilding of the 
country's economic and social life, and will 
prevent the return to power by the Khmer 
Rouge. 

It is the intent of committee conference 
that the obligation of the United States to 
prevent and punish genocide in Cambodia ap
plies both prospectively and retrospectively, 
to include the period of Khmer Rouge rule 
from April 1975 to January 1979, during which 

an estimated one to two million Cambodians 
lost their lives under Pol Pot's barbaric rule 
and several national, ethnic, racial, and reli
gious groups were targeted for physical de
struction. 

It is the intent of the committee of con
ference that the allocation of funds within 
the program authorized in sec. 90l(b) be used 
to address the legitimate and compelling hu
manitarian needs of innocent civilians with
in Cambodia where, according to the execu
tive branch's own assessment, "there are 
vast unmet assistance needs." The commit
tee conference is additionally concerned 
that, as severe flooding and warfare during 
the 1991 rainy season have exacerbated inter
nal problems, the U.S. assistance program be 
redirected to assist the economic and social 
problems of the 6.9 million Cambodians re
siding inside Cambodia. 

It is the intent of the committee of con
ference that in providing humanitarian and 
development assistance to Cambodia, the ex
ecutive branch ensure strict accountability. 
To that end, it urges that, to the maximum 
extent possible, all funds made available 
under this section be administered directly 
by the Administrator of AID. The committee 
of conference is aware of the difficulty of 
overseeing a program in an area in which the 
United States does not have direct represen
tation and urges the Administrator to con
tract with a private-sector entity to estab
lish an office in Phnom Penh to oversee pro
gram activities in the event that direct rep
resentation is not established by the United 
States. 

In the event that an international settle
ment of the Cambodian conflict does not 
occur, or if it cannot be implemented, the 
committee of conference intends that the ex
ecutive branch will consult closely with the 
appropriate committees of Congress prior to 
making any changes in the purposes and de
livery of assistance, in order to determine 
what modifications of U.S. policy and pro
grams may be necessary. The committee of 
conference recognizes that, in the event a 
settlement does not occur, emergency hu
manitarian assistance to Cambodian civil
ians who might otherwise be deprived of such 
basic necessities of life as food, clothing, and 
medicine may be necessary. 

PROHIBITION ON MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO FIJI 

The House bill (sec. 903) prohibits !MET 
and FMF assistance to Fiji for fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 unless the President certifies 
that Fiji has held elections in which there 
has been broad participation by all commu
nities in Fiji. 

The Senate amendment had no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 904) is iden
tical to the House bill 

The committee of conference is concerned 
that the mere holding of elections pursuant 
to a constitution that has been promulgated 
without being put to a referendum will not 
necessarily result in the restoration of demo
cratic government in Fiji. Indeed, many op
position leaders have called for a boycott of 
the elections, on the grounds that the new 
constitution relegates the ethnic Indian 
community, which comprises approximately 
half of the population, to a permanent posi
tion of political inferiority. Therefore, the 
committee of conference believes that the 
standard for the resumption of U.S. military 
assistance to Fiji should not be the holding 
of elections, but rather, the holding of elec
tions in which there has been broad partici
pation by all communities in Fiji. 
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MALAYSIA 

The House bill (sec. 904) express the deep 
concern of the Congress about the policy and 
practice of denial of first asylum to Indo
chinese asylum-seekers in Malaysia, and 
urges the Malaysian Government to bring its 
practices into conformity with international 
humanitarian standards. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provisio'n. 

The conference substitute (sec. 906) is simi
lar to the House provision. The committee of 
conference is extremely concerned by the 
Malaysian Government's continued practice 
of denying first asylum. The committee of 
conference notes that, in June 1989, the gov
ernments of 29 countries affirmed the prin
ciple of granting temporary asylum to asy
lum-seekers in the "Comprehensive Plan of 
Action for Indochinese Refugees," and that 
the Government of Malaysia chaired the 
international conference at which the Plan 
was adopted. The committee of conference 
also notes that the Government of Malaysia 
has traditionally maintained humane poli
cies toward Indochinese asylum-seekers, per
mitting hundreds of thousands temporary 
refuge over the past 16 years. The committee 
of conference strongly urges the Malaysian 
authorities to reestablish first asylum in 
Malaysia. Finally, the committee of con
ference notes that the actions of the Malay
sian Government have imposed considerable 
burdens on Indonesia, which has maintained 
the policy of first asylum and has received 
the majority of Indochinese asylum-seekers 
denied refuge in Malaysia. The committee of 
conference expresses its readiness to support 
humanitarian assistance to Indonesia to help 
that government meet the increased burden 
imposed as result of Malaysian actions. 

SOUTH PACIFIC REGIONAL PROGRAM 

The House bill (sec. 905) earmarks an addi
tional $10 million in each of the fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 above the levels requested by 
the executive branch in DA, ESF or disaster 
relief funds for the South Pacific Regional 
Program. Of this amount, $2 million shall be 
used for a scholarship program. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 909) ref
erences section 532 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act, as amended by the conference sub
stitute, which establishes a $10 million line 
item authorization in the ESF account for 
the South Pacific Regional Program. Of this 
amount, $2 million is authorized to be used 
solely for scholarships. 

It is the intent of the committee of con
ference that these funds be in addition to the 
$19.25 million in DA and ESF that the execu
tive branch requested in its congressional 
presentation materials for fiscal year 1992. 

TAIWAN'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO OPERATIONS 
DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM 

The House bill (sec. 906) commends Taiwan 
for sharing in the international responsibil
ities associated with Operations Desert 
Shield and Desert Storm and calls on the 
President to accept future contributions 
from Taiwan for similar multilateral oper
ations regardless of the position of the Peo
ple's Republic of China. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
SUPPORT OF HUMANITARIAN PROJECTS IN LAOS 

The House bill (sec. 907) expresses the sense 
of Congress that the United States should 
give the highest national priority to ac
counting as fully as possible for Americans 

still missing in Southeast Asia, and that the 
President should provide up to $200,000 in 
each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for sup
port of humanitarian projects in Laos associ
ated with joint U.S.-Laotian cooperative ef
forts to resolve questions concerning Viet
nam era prisoners of war or those missing in 
action. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 905) is iden
tical to the House bill. 
ADMISSION OF ASIAN COUNTRIES INTO THE OECD 

The House bill (sec. 908) expresses the sense 
of Congress that the President should en
courage the OECD to consider for member
ship the Governments of the Republic of 
Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 911) is iden
tical to the House bill. 

The committee of conference notes that 
the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong 
and Singapore all have gross national prod
ucts at per capita levels that exceed those of 
some of the less developed members of the 
OECD. Therefore, these Asian countries and 
territories have a substantial interest in fur
thering the health of the world economy and 
should assume a more prominent role in 
managing regional and global economic af
fairs. Furthermore, the committee of con
ference believes that the ideals of the OECD, 
namely liberalized trade and investment 
flows, assistance to developing countries, 
and better coordination of national eco
nomic policies, are goals that should be 
strongly embraced and promoted by the 
newly industrialized countries and terri
tories in Asia. 

ARMS TRANSFERS BY THE PRC TO CERTAIN 
COUNTRIES 

The House bill (sec. 910) prohibits arms 
sales to the People's Republic of China if the 
President determines that the PRC was en
gaged in specified types of proliferation con
cerning ballistic missiles, advanced fighter 
aircraft, chemical weapons, or nuclear weap
ons. 

The Senate had no comparable positions. 
The conference substitute (sec. 903) is es

sentially the same as the House bill. 
SUPPORT OF TAIWAN'S MEMBERSHIP IN GATT 

The Senate amendment (sec. 607A) ex
presses the sense of Congress that the United 
States should fully support Taiwan's acces
sion to the General Administration on Tar
iffs and Trade. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House position. 

ECONOMIC COOPERATION WITH JAPAN 

The House bill (sec. 912) expresses the sense 
of Congress that the Secretary of State 
should initiate discussions with the Govern
ment of Japan to increase scientific re
search, medical technology, infrastructure 
development, agriculture, telecommuni
cations, environmental protection and other 
areas beneficial to the United States and 
Japan as well as other nations in order to 
improve the quality of life worldwide and 
foster cooperation between the United States 
and Japan. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. However, the committee 
of conference believes that cooperation be
tween the United States and Japan in the 

areas of scientific research, medical tech
nology, infrastructure development, agri
culture, telecommunications, environmental 
protection can make a substantial contribu
tion to global development, particularly for 
poor countries, and therefore encourages 
such participation. 

MEMBERSHIP OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA IN 
THE UNITED NATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 913) expresses the sense 
of Congress that the President should ac
tively support the application of the Repub
lic of Korea for admission as a member of the 
United Nations. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position in view of the fact that 
the Republic of Korea has recently been ad
mitted to the United Nations. 
ALLEGATIONS OF COERCIVE ABORTION IN CHINA 

The House bill (sec. 914) expresses the sense 
of Congress that the People's Republic of 
China should be subject to export controls or 
other economic sanctions until the President 
certifies that China is not engaged in coer
cive abortions or involuntary sterilization. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

OPIC OPERATIONS IN LAOS 

The House bill (sec. 915) prohibits any pro
grams by the Overseas Private Investment 
Corporation in Laos until the President de
termines and reports to the Congress that 
the government of Laos has taken legal and 
law enforcement measures to prevent and 
punish public corruption, especially by gov
ernment officials, that facilitates the pro
duction, processing, or shipment of narcotic 
and psychotropic drugs and other controlled 
substances, or that discourages the inves
tigation or prosecution of such acts. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. The committee of con
ference reaffirms that, in accordance with 
the provisions of the conference substitute, 
U.S. assistance (including OPIC programs) to 
Laos and other foreign countries shall be 
contingent on the compliance with the goals 
and objectives of the 1998 U.N. Convention 
Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotics Drugs and 
Psychotropic Substances of the governments 
concerned, including preventing and punish
ing narcotics-related corruption, having 
taken legal and law enforcement measures to 
prevent and punish public corruption, espe
cially by government officials, that facili
tates the production, processing or shipment 
of narcotic and psychotropic drugs and other 
controlled. substances, or that discourages 
the investigation or prosecution of such acts. 

ASSISTANCE FOR MONGOLIA 

The Senate amendment (sec. 610) expresses 
the sense of Congress that additional assist
ance should be provided for Mongolia. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 907) is iden
tical to the Senate provision. 

ASSISTANCE FOR AFGHANISTAN 

The House bill (sec. 921) authorizes the 
President, notwithstanding any other provi
sion of law, to make available development 
assistance and ESF for provision of humani
tarian assistance to the Afghan people, for 
the development and implementation of re
construction efforts, and for the establish
ment of a broad-based, freely elected govern-
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ment. The House bill (sec. 922) also urges the 
United Nations, the United States and the 
Soviet Union, and parties to the Afghan con
flict to take a series of actions to facilitate 
location and removal of land mines and to 
protect civilians from the effects of mines. 
Finally, the House bill (sec. 923) welcomes 
the executive branch's commitment to a 
U.S.-Soviet mutual termination of arms sup
plies to Afghanistan, and urges the Soviet 
Union to accept such a termination. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 612) which 
amends sec. 904 of the International Security 
and Development Cooperation Act of 1985, is 
very similar to section 921 of the House bill. 

The conference substitute (sec. 921) is iden
tical to the Senate amendment. 

U.S. SUPPORT FOR DEMOCRACY AND 
DEVELOPMENT IN BANGLADESH 

The House bill (sec. 924) congratulates the 
people of Bangladesh on the successful tran
sition to a freely and democratically elected 
government, welcomes the new government's 
commitment to democratic government and 
an economic adjustment program being im
plemented in conjunction with the Inter
national Monetary Fund, and urges the 
President to take action to provide to Ban
gladesh, at the earliest opportunity, P.L. 480 
debt relief under section 411 of the Agricul
tural Trade Development and Assistance Act 
of 1954, as amended by Public Law 101~24. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 922) is simi
lar to the House bill. 

The committee of conference reiterates its 
support for Public Law 480 debt relief for 
Bangladesh and urges the President to act on 
this issue. Bangladesh is a longtime ally of 
the United States, endorsed U.N. sanctions 
against Iraq and sent troops to help defend 
Saudi Arabia during the Gulf Crisis. Ban
gladesh's level of income and its commit
ment to economic reform meet the require
ments for debt relief under section 411 of the 
Agricultural Trade Development Assistance 
Act of 1954, as amended by Public Law 101-
624. In the absence of Public Law 480 debt re
lief, Bangladesh will ultimately risk being 
forced to make substantial debt payments 
that it had not anticipated. 

NEPAL 

The House bill (sec. 925) contains a provi
sion allocating $10 million in additional as
sistance to Nepal for fiscal year 1992, above 
the amount requested for Nepal 1992 in the 
fiscal year congressional presentation mate
rials, if a democratically elected government 
assumes office in Napal pursuant to free and 
fair elections. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 924) wel
comes the establishment of a democratically 
elected government in Nepal, recognizes that 
broad-based economic growth and develop
ment in Napal will facilitate the strengthen
ing of democratic political institutions, and 
declares the readiness of Congress to support 
economic development efforts in Nepal. The 
conference substitute (sec. 123) also author
izes $10 m11lion in ESF to Nepal in each of 
the fiscal years 1992 and 1993, which is to be 
in addition to development assistance pro
jected for Nepal for these fiscal years. The 
committee of conference expects that the 
major portion of this additional funding will 
also be used to support development-related 
activities in Nepal. 

PROMOTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN SRI LANKA 

The House bill (sec. 926) expresses deep 
concern about systematic abuses of human 

rights in Sri Lanka, welcomes statements by 
Sri Lankan government officials indicating 
that they recognize the serious nature of 
these problems and the importance of bring
ing an end to abuses, and welcomes official 
actions that, if fully and vigorously imple
mented, could seriously address important 
human rights concerns. The House b111 also 
condemns abuses of humanitarian law by 
militants operating in Sri Lanka. Finally, 
the House bill directs the President, in deter
mining whether to furnish foreign assistance 
or make defense articles or services avail
able to Sri Lanka, to take into account 
whether the Government has taken a series 
of actions to improve the human rights situ
ation and urges the President to encourage 
and assist the Government of Ski Lanka to 
provide effective human rights education 
and training within. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 613) is vir
tually identical to the House bill. 

The conference substitute (sec. 926) is simi
lar to both the House and Senate provisions. 

HUMAN RIGHTS IN INDIA 

The House bill contains three provisions 
(secs. 927, 928, and 929) on human rights relat
ing to India. The House bill (sec. 927) ex
presses the concern of the Congress about re
ports of human rights viloations in India and 
declares that it shall be U.S. policy to urge 
the Government of India to permit unre
stricted access for international human 
rights organizations, to undertake a process 
of political dialogue with representatives of 
a broad spectrum of the Kashmiri commu
nity, leading to restoration of local elections 
in Kashmir, and to make significant progress 
in curbing human rights abuses. The House 
bill also directs the President to attempt to 
ensure that the International M111tary Edu
cation and Training Program for India in
stills program participants with an enhanced 
understanding and appreciation of inter
nationally recognized human rights and hu
manitarian standards. 

The House bill (sec. 928) also expresses deep 
congressional concern about human rights 
abuses in India, and contains a statement of 
policy recommending a series of steps the In
dian government should take to curb abuses. 
The provision also condemns gross abuses by 
militants in Kashmir and Punjab, and urges 
militant groups to cease the use of force to 
achieve political objectives. 

Finally, the House bill (sec. 929) expresses 
congressional concern about the human 
rights situation in Kashmir, and urges the 
Government of India to take a series of ac
tions to protect human rights and meet the 
grievances of the people of Kashmir. The pro
vision also condemns acts of terror by mili
tants in Kashmir, and urges them to cease 
the use of force to achieve political objec
tives. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provisions. 

The conference substitute (sec. 923) is simi
lar to section 928 of the House bill and also 
incorporates elements of sec. 927. 

The committee of conference notes that all 
three House provisions were added as floor 
amendments and that most of the concerns 
expressed in sections 927 and 929 of the House 
bill are also contained in section 928. The 
committee of conference also notes that the 
conference substitute retains what appears 
to be the most important human rights rec
ommendations that have been made by re
spected international human rights monitor
ing groups. 

The conference substitute did not retain 
the House provision relating to IMET for 
India. The committee of conference believes 

it is very important to use IMET to promote 
respect for human rights in India and else
where and notes that section 543(3) of the 
Foreign Assistance Act contains a generic 
provision directing that the IMET program 
be used to increase participant awareness of 
basic issues involving internationally recog
nized human rights. 

INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION PROJECTS IN CHINA 
AND TIBET 

The House bill (secs. 941-945) expresses the 
sense of Congress concerning principles to 
which U.S. industrial cooperation projects 
(ICP) China and Tibet (ICP) should adhere; 
requires such ICPs to register with the Sec
retary of State and indicate whether they in
tend to implement such principles; requires 
U.S. nationals conducting ICPs to report an
nually to the Department of State describing 
their adherence to such principles; requires 
the Secretary of State to review such reports 
and report on them to the Congress and the 
OECD; forbids departments and agencies of 
the U.S. Government from interceding with 
a foreign government or foreign national re
garding export marketing activities in the 
PRC or Tibet on behalf of U.S. nationals con
ducting ICPs which do not adhere to the 
principles; and sets forth certain definitions. 

The Senate amendment (secs. 1501-1505) 
contains a similar provision, except that it 
omits the prohibition concerning export 
marketing activities and includes a require
ment that the president report annually con
cerning enforcement, with respect to China, 
of current law concerning the export to the 
United States of products produced by con-
vict labor under penal servitude. . 

The conference substitutes (secs. 941-945) 
includes a revised statement of the sense of 
Congress concerning principles to which U.S. 
economic cooperation projects (ECP) in 
China and Tibet should adhere; retains the 
registration requirement; maintains report
ing requirements and authorizes the Sec
retary of State to enter into contracts with 
private organizations or individuals to assist 
in implementing this section; states a re
vised set of definitions; and retains the re
porting requirement in the Senate amend
ment concerning Chinese export to the Unit
ed States of products produced by convict 
labor under penal servitude. 
JAPAN'S DEFENSE OF AIR SPACE AND SEA LANES 

The House bill (sec. 946) expresses the sense 
of Congress concerning Japan's acquisition 
of airborne-early-warning and command-and
control capabilities. 

The Senate contains no comparable provi
sion. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

TITLE X-AFRICA 

DEVELOPMENT FUND FOR AFRICA 

The House bill (sec. 1501) restates chapter 
10 of part 1 of the Foreign Assistance Act es
tablishing the Development Fund for Africa 
(DFA). The House bill amends current law as 
follows: 

(a) designates Acquired Immune Deficiency 
Syndrome (AIDS) prevention as a critical 
sector priority; 

(b) establishes a target of 5 percent of 
amounts appropriated for the DF A for AIDS 
prevention activities; and 

(c) provides that target levels of assistance 
for natural resources, health, AIDS preven
tion, and populations activities are to be 
based on amounts appropriated instead of 
amounts authorized. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. lOOl(a) and 
(b)) incorporates into the Foreign Assistance 
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Act the amendments contained in the House 
bill. 
SUPPORT FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA DEVELOPMENT 

COORDINATION CONFERENCE PROJECTS 

The House bill (sec. 5102) restates section 
496(0) of the Foreign Assistance Act which 
provides authority to assist sector projects 
by the Southern Africa Development Coordi
nation (SADCC). The House bill also de
scribes the sectors for which assistance may 
be provided. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision, retaining current law. 

The conference substitute (sec. lOOl(c)) 
amends current law to add communications 
to the list of sectors which may be assisted. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR THE DFA 

The House bill (sec. 5103(a)) authorizes Sl 
billion for fiscal year 1992 and Sl.2 billion for 
fiscal year 1993 for the DF A. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 681) author
izes of $800 million for each of the fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993. 

The conference substitute (sec. lOOl(d)) 
amends section 497 of the Foreign Assistance 
Act to authorize Sl billion for each of the fis
cal years 1992 and 1993 

SOUTH AFRICA 

The House bill (sec. 5503(a)) contains a re
vised version of the authority formerly con
tained in section 116(e)(2) of the Foreign As
sistance Act regarding the South Africa 
human rights fund. The House bill authorizes 
Sl.5 million of the amount made available to 
carry out section 119 of the Foreign Assist
ance Act, the human rights and democratic 
initiatives program, to be used for grants to 
NGOs in South Africa promoting political, 
economic, social, juridical, and humani
tarian efforts to foster a just society arid to 
help victims of apartheid. 

The Senate contains no comparable provi
sion. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1047) adds a 
new section 287 to the Foreign Assistance 
Act which reflects the House position. 

ASSISTANCE FOR DISADVANTAGED SOUTH 
AFRICANS 

The House bill (sec. 5503(b)) is a revision of 
the authority contained in section 535 of the 
Foreign Assistance Act .. The House bill re
quires that up to $40 million dollars of the 
funds made available for ESF, the DFA, and 
development assistance shall be available to 
support activities consistent with the objec
tive of ending apartheid. Assistance may not 
be provided to institutions financed or con
trolled by the South African Government 
and priority in granting assistance is to be 
given to working with South African NGOs. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 106) urges 
that funds provided for education activities 
be used for study within South Africa and 
that greater emphasis should be placed on 
improving primary and secondary education. 

In addition, the Senate amendment (sec. 
2002) provides that funds authorized to be ap
propriated for the DFA that are allocated for 
programs to assist disadvantaged South Afri
cans and are in excess of amounts allocated 
for such purposes for fiscal year 1991, may be 
used in the health, education, and housing 
sectors, with assistance through the Govern
ment of South Africa available only subject 
to a Presidential determination and in con
sultation with Congress. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1047) adds a 
new section 288 to the Foreign Assistance 
Act which combines the House and Senate 
provisions. The conference substitute re
moves the $40 million cap on assistance 
while retaining provisions on the type of ac-

tivities to be supported and the limitation 
on assistance to organization financed or 
cotrolled by the South African Government. 

The conference substitute also incor
porates the Senate provision on the use of 
funds for assistance to the education sector. 
Further, the conference substitute incor
porates the Senate provision relating to the 
use of funds in excess of the amounts allo
cated for fiscal year 1991. This figure is set at 
$40 million in the conference substitute, 
which is the amount the exceutive branch 
has advised the committee of conference will 
be allocated for fiscal year 1991. 

The committee of conference expects that 
increased assistance under the new guide
lines will continue to be utilized to build the 
institutional capacity of disadvantaged 
South Africans. It is further expected that 
this effort will be reflected in higher levels 
of assistance to traditional black institu
tions in which disadvantaged South Africans 
are included in the leadership and manage
ment. 

The committee of conference notes that 
approximately half of the money authorized 
and appropriated by Congress for South Afri
can education is spent on scholarships for 
study in the United States. Recognizing that 
it is an important time of transition in 
South Africa, the committee of conference 
believes that U.S.-sponsored education pro
grams should emphasize building and 
strengthening South Africa institutions that 
will be an important part of a new post
apartheid South Africa, including the tradi
tional black universities. Several black uni
versities, including the University of the 
Western Cape, the University of the North, 
the University of Fort Hare, and the Univer
sity of Durban-Westville, are undertaking a 
significant role in this sector. The commit
tee of conference recommends that AID sup
port the expansion of programs aimed at 
strengthening these universities with a spe
cial emphasis on expanding the areas of fac
ulty skills, research capacities, and student 
resources in order to contend with the dis
parity that exist within the educational sys
tems in South Africa. Another necessary 
step will be increasing U.S. support for pri
mary and secondary education for disadvan
taged South Africans. While recommending 
the shift in emphasis in U.S. education as
sistance programs in South Africa contained 
in section 1047 of the conference substitute, 
the committee of conference recognizes that 
in appropriate circumstances, the United 
States should also support overseas study 
programs for South Africans. 

The committee of conference also strongly 
encourages AID to allocate funds in each of 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993 to provide assist
ance for the development, construction, and 
financing of low-cost housing in South Afri
ca. It is expected that assistance to the hous
ing sector will not reinforce apartheid pat
terns of housing segregation. 

AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION 

The House bill (sec. 1001) expresses the 
sense of Congress that the purposes of the 
African Development Foundation (ADF) are 
consistent with the purposes expressed in the 
DF A and amends section 510 of the African 
Development Foundation Act to authorize 
$14.95 million for the ADF for each of the fis
cal years 1992 and 1993. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 683) contains 
a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1021) is 
identical to the House bill. 

SUPPORT FOR SADCC SECTOR PROJECTS 

The House bill (sec. 1002) provides that 
funds made available from the DFA for as-

sistance to SADCC shall be used to assist 
sector projects as specified in section 5102 of 
the House bill. This section also waives the 
application of section 620(q) of the Foreign 
Assistance Act or similar provisions com
monly referred to as "Brooke-Alexander" 
amendments, which prohibit assistance to a 
country which has defaulted in payment of 
loans made available under the Foreign As
sistance Act. The House bill also urges the 
President to use diplomatic means, including 
multilateral negotiations and cooperation 
with international organizations, to protect 
the security of SADCC projects from exter
nal attacks and urges the Government of 
South Africa to respect the territorial integ
rity of the states in the southern African re
gion. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 682) expresses 
the sense of Congress that up to $75 million 
of the funds made available for the DFA 
should be used to assist SADCC sector 
projects. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1022) pro
vides that S60 million should be used in fiscal 
year 1992 and $75 million should be used in 
fiscal year 1993 for SADCC sector projects 
and provides a "Brooke-Alexander" waiver. 

ECONOMIC SUPPORT ASSISTANCE FOR SUB
SAHARAN AFRICA 

The House bill (sec. 1003) earmarks $28.3 
million in ESF for each of the fiscal years 
1992 and 1993 for sub-Saharan Africa. 

The Senate amendment contains on com
parable provision 

The conference substitute (sec. 1023) elimi
nates the earmark and states that at least 
$28.3 million in ESF should be made avail
able for each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993 for 
sub-Saharan Africa. 

SUPPORT FOR DEMOCRATIZATION IN SUB
SAHARAN AFRICA 

The House bill (sec. 1004) welcomes the 
commitment of several governments in sub
Saharan Africa to move toward democracy 
and urges the President to increase substan
tially assistance designed to promote the 
growth and development of democratic insti
tutions in Africa. The House bill contains ex
amples of the kinds of programs and activi
ties that should be supported. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 688) amends 
the Foreign Assistance Act by adding a new 
section 538 which authorizes the President to 
furnish assistance to support judicial reform 
and strengthen judicial institutions in Afri
ca. The Senate amendment describes the spe
cific programs and activities that should be 
supported. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1024) re
flects the fact that section 119 of the con
ference substitute creates a worldwide au
thority to conduct programs and activities 
to promote the growth and development of 
democratic institutions, including independ
ent judiciaries, and encourages the President 
to increase substantially assistance under 
that authority to countries in sub-Saharan 
Africa. 

The committee of conference notes that 
AID has allocated $10 million for fiscal year 
1992 to carry out such programs in sub-Saha
ran Africa and urges that at least that 
amount be spent to: (1) strengthen the civil
ian institutions necessary for the growth and 
development of democracy such as free and 
independent media, independent electoral 
commissions and electoral monitoring orga
nizations, human rights organizations, and 
other NGOs that critically assess govern
ment policies and promote citizen participa
tion in democratic processes; (2) support the 
growth and development of democratic polit-
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ical parties and organizations, including by 
providing them with infrastructure support; 
(3) improve the capabilities of newly elected 
legislatures and support the constitutional, 
legal code, and electoral code revision proc
ess; (4) support judicial and legal reform, and 
strengthen the independence and effective
ness of judicial institutions in sub-Saharan 
Africa; and (5) support educational programs 
and exchanges designed to foster understand
ing and respect for democratic values. 

As is the case when implementing pro
grams and activities authorized under sec
tion 119 of the conference substitute in other 
parts of the world, the committee of con
ference expects that the President will uti
lize those organizations with expertise in 
promoting democratic development and po
litical pluralism in the implementation of 
these programs in sub-Saharan Africa, in
cluding NED and USIA. 

AFRICAN CENTER FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION 

The House bill (sec. 1005) directs the Ad
ministrator of AID to take steps to establish 
an African Center for Conflict Resolution 
whose purpose will be to assist in resolving 
regional, sub-national, and national conflicts 
on the continent of Africa. The House bill 
also requires that funds made available for 
assistance from the DF A be used to support 
the establishment of the center. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1025) is the 
same as the House bill. 

In creating the Center, advice should be 
sought from a wide range of organizations. 
In particular, the committee of conference 
recommends that the Administrator reach 
beyond traditional grantees and seek institu
tions and individuals with special expertise 
in the field of conflict resolution. The com
mittee of conference urges the Adminis
trator of AID to work closely with the appro
priate congressional committees during the 
formation of the Center. 

ANGOLA 

The House bill (sec. 1021(a)) expresses the 
sense of the Congress concerning the signing 
of the Angola peace accords by the parties to 
the conflict in Angola and U.S. assistance to 
Angola under the Foreign Assistance Act 
and authorizes the use of ESF and FMF for 
mine clearing operations in Angola. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 693) directs 
the President, beginning in fiscal year 1992, 
to provide to Angola: election and democ
racy building assistance; assistance for the 
voluntary relocation and resettlement of ref
ugees; assistance for the demobilization and 
retraining of former military members of the 
opposition forces in Angola; emergency med
ical assistance focusing on the needs of chil
dren, and other appropriate assistance to im
plement the Angola peace accords. The Sen
ate amendment also states that assistance is 
to be provided without regard to provisions 
of law prohibiting assistance to Angola and 
provides that in the event either party vio
lates the peace accords, assistance under this 
Act or any other Act shall terminate. Fi
nally, the Senate amendment defines the 
term "Angola peace accords" as referring to 
the document entitled "Fundamental Prin
ciples for the Establishment of Peace in An
gola" and requires periodic reporting. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1041) is 
similar to the Senate provision with a modi
fication which expands recipients to include 
displaced persons; expands the provision of 
emergency medical assistance to include 
other humanitarian assistance; provides that 
violations of the peace accords must be sys-

tematic in order to trigger the termination 
of assistance; and provides that a systematic 
violation would terminate only that assist
ance authorized under this section. 

While the conference substitute does not 
reflect sections 1021 (b) and (c) of the House 
bill, the committee of conference expresses 
its support for mine clearing operations as a 
necessary prerequisite for development in 
many areas of Angola. The committee of 
conference supports the use of funds for 
mine-clearing operations, if appropriate. In 
this instance, the committee of conference 
does not consider that such operations sup
port military purposes. 

UNITED STATES COMPANIES OPERATING IN 
ANGOLA 

The Senate amendment (sec. 690) expresses 
the sense of the Senate that section 901(j) of 
the Internal Revenue Code should be amend
ed to allow U.S. businesses in Angola a for
eign tax credit for taxes paid in Angola. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House position. 

BURUNDI 

The House bill (sec. 1022) sets forth certain 
conditions which the President is to consider 
in determining whether to furnish assistance 
under the Foreign Assistance Act to Bu
rundi. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1042) is 
identical to the House bill. 

ETHIOPIA 

The House bill (sec. 1023) contains findings 
and a statement of policy concerning the col
lapse of the Mengistu regime in Ethiopia and 
efforts towards reconciliation and recon
struction in Ethiopia. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 2003) author
izes the President to provide assistance to 
Ethiopia notwithstanding any other provi
sion of law if he certifies that Ethiopia has 
made significant progress towards democra
tization and the provision of assistance will 
assist that process. 

The conference substitute combines the 
House and Senate provisions with other pro
visions relating to assistance to the Horn of 
Africa contained in chapter 4 of title X of the 
conference substitute. 

KENYA 

The House bill (sec. 1024(a) and (b)) sets 
forth congressional findings concerning the 
friendly relations between the United States 
and Kenya; contains statements of U.S. pol
icy condemning the detention of Kenyan 
citizens for the peaceful expression of their 
views and the government's disregard of 
human rights; and calls upon the Govern
ment of Kenya to end intimidation and har
assment of those working for democracy and 
to provide safeguards to ensure freedom of 
the press, independence of the judiciary, and 
protection of the rights of those detained. 

The Senate bill contains no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1043(a)) is 
essentially the same as the House bill except 
that it deletes the findings and modifies the 
policy statments on respect for internation
ally recognized human rights and access by 
relief agencies to refugees from Somalia in 
Kenya. 

The House bill (sec. 1024(c)) provides for 
the suspension of economic and military as
sistance (including deliveries of assistance 
previously obligated and sales previously 
made) to Kenya on the date of enactment of 

this Act. The House bill also provides for a 
presidential waiver if the President deter
mines that the Government of Kenya is tak
ing steps to: charge and try or release per
sons detained for political reasons; respect 
the independence of the judiciary; and re
spect freedom of expression. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 685) is similar 
except that the prohibition on assistance ap
plies to fiscal years 1992 and 1993 only. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1043(b)) is 
similar to the Senate provision with an 
amendment making the prohibition on as
sistance applicable to economic and military 
assistance appropriated for fiscal years 1990, 
1991, 1992, and 1993. 

LIBERIA 

The House bill (sec. 1025(a)) contains con
gressional findings concerning the impact of 
the civil war on the people and infrastruc
ture in Liberia and the long and historical 
relationship between the United States and 
Liberia. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 144(a)) is 
identical to the House provision. 

The House bill (sec. 1025(b)) states that it 
shall be U.S. policy to commit diplomatic re
sources and energies to resolving the fun
damental conflicts which underlie the hu
manitarian emergencies in Liberia. 

The Senate amendment (secs. 687(a) and 
(b)) contains a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1044(b)) is 
similar to the Senate position with a modi
fication to change a sense of the Senate 
statement to sense of the Congress. 

The House bill (sec. 1025(c)) provides that 
funds made available for international disas
ter assistance may be used to provide assist
ance for civil strife releif, rehabilitation, and 
general recovery in Liberia. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 687(e)) adds a 
new section to the disaster assistance au
thorities in the Foreign Assistance Act 
which is similar to the House provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1044(e)) cre
ates a new section 494 of the Foreign Assist
ance Act which is identical to the Senate 
amendment. 

The House bill (sec. 1025(d)) authorizes the 
use of unexpended economic support assist
ance previously obligated for Liberia to sup
port peacekeeping efforts by the member 
states of the Economic Community of West 
African States (ECOWAS) in Liberia. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 687(c)) au
thorizes the use of funds made available for 
military assistance under this Act or prior 
foreign assistance appropriations Acts to 
support peacekeeping efforts by ECOW AS. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1044(d)) 
combines the two provisions to authorize 
economic support assistance and military as
sistance for peacekeeping efforts by 
ECOWAS. 

The House bill (sec. 1025(e)) requires that 
assistance to Liberia may be provided only if 
the Government of Liberia has achieved sub
stantial progress toward reconciliation 
among all parties to the conflict and if there 
is an elected government in office in Liberia. 
The President, in determining whether to 
provide assistance, shall consider whether 
that government is committed to respecting 
internationally recognized human rights. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 687(f)) con
tains a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1044(f)) is 
the same as the Senate provision with a 
modification that the restrictions shall not 
apply to assistance to nongovernmental or
ganizations for activities to enhance 
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progress towards reconciliation and free and 
fair elections. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 2003) author
izes the President to provide assistance to 
Liberia notwithstanding any other provision 
of law if he certifies that Liberia has made 
significant progress towards democratization 
and the provision of assistance will assist 
that process. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1044(g)) is 
identical to the Senate provision. 

MALAWI 

The House bill (sec. 1026) contains congres
sional findings concerning the Government 
of Malawi's support to refugees from Mozam
bique and continued violations of inter
nationally recognized human rights; con
tains a statement of policy that while the 
United States recognizes and commends the 
response of the Government of Malawi to the 
plight of refugees from Mozambique, it con
demns the abuse of human rights by that 
government; and provides that FMF for Ma
lawi for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 may not be 
provided for the Malawi Young Pioneers and 
may be provided only to support the 
Malawian military's effort to secure the 
Nacala railroad connecting Malawi with the 
Nacala Port in Mozambique and for military 
activities which assist the Mozambique 
peace process. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1045(a)) is 
similar to the House provision with modi
fications concerning the release of detainees 
by the Government of Malawi; striking a re
quirement for a periodic report on actions 
taken to implement this section; and adding 
a provision to also permit FMF for programs 
which support conservation and biological 
diversity. 

MOZAMBIQUE 

The House bill (sec. 1027) contains a state
ment of U.S. policy towards Mozambique; re
quires that the provision of ESF and FMF to 
Mozambique for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 
shall bear a relation to significant steps by 
the Government of Mozambique to increase 
respect for human rights; and requires the 
Secretary of State to report on actions 
taken to implement this section. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1046(a)) is 
similar to the House provision with a modi
fication to condense policy statement con
cerning U.S. assistance to be provided to Mo
zambique. 

SOMALIA 

The House b111 (section 1028(a)) contains 
findings with regard to civil war and collapse 
of the Barre Government, with resulting ref
ugee problems and a decline of the economi
cal states that it shall be U.S. policy to en
courage a peaceful and democratic resolu
tion to the problems in Somalia and to com
mit diplomatic resources to resolving the 
fundamental conflicts which underlie the hu
manitarian emergencies in Somalia; and sets 
forth criteria for providing assistance to ref
ugees under Public Law 480 for fiscal years 
1992 and 1993. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute combines sec
tion 1028 with other provisions relating to 
assistance to the Horn of Africa contained in 
chapter 4 of title X of the conference sub
stitute. 

SOUTH AFRICA 

The House bill (section 1029(a)) expresses 
the sense of the Congress concerning U.S. 
support for the elimination of apartheid and 
the establishment of democratic majority 
rule in South Africa. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1047) adds a 
new section 286 to the Foreign Assistance 
Act which is identical to the House bill. 

The House bill (sec. 1029(b)) directs that 
funds made available under the DFA shall be 
used for low-income housing assistance in 
South Africa. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 2002) author
izes assistance to the housing sector in 
South Africa. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1047) is the 
same as the Senate amendment. 

The House bill (sec. 1029(c)) provides that 
assistance for any fiscal year under the For
eign Assistance Act of 1961, including assist
ance with funds appropriated before the en
actment of this Act, may not be delivered to 
the Communist Party of South Africa or any 
affiliated or associated organization. The 
President shall ensure that recipients of as
sistance in South Africa are not engaged in 
violations of human rights and have in place 
democratic processes for decisionmaking and 
selection of leaders. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1047(b)) is 
identical to the House bill. 

SUDAN 

The House bill (sec. 1030) states that it 
shall be U.S. policy to encourage negotia
tions between the Government and the Suda
nese People's Liberation Army to end their 
conflict. This section also directs the Presi
dent to ensure that humanitarian assistance 
provided to Sudan reaches the intended re
cipients. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute combines sec
tion 1030 with other provisions relating to 
assistance to the Horn of Africa contained in 
chapter 4 of title X of the conference sub
stitute. 

UGANDA 

The Senate amendment (sec. 691) expresses 
the sense of the Senate regarding the dete
riorating human rights situation in Uganda. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House position. 

ZAIRE 

The House bill (sec. 1031(a) and (b)) con
tains a number of findings concerning rela
tions between the United States and Zaire; 
the process of establishing a multiparty de
mocracy in Zaire; and efforts by security 
forces to suppress political movements; and 
contains a statement of the Congress sup
porting efforts towards political pluralism in 
Zaire, including the creation of a politically 
neutral government to administer the coun
try prior to national elections. The reference 
to political neutrality is in large part in
tended to communicate congressional sup
port for an electoral process that will be free 
and fair. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1048(a) and 
(b)) is identical to the House provision. 

The House bill (secs. 1031(c), (d) and (e)) 
prohibits FMF, !MET, and ESF to Zaire for 
fiscal years 1992 and 1993. The House bill (sec. 

1031(0) provides that development assistance 
for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 shall not be 
transferred to the Government of Zaire. This 
section does not prohibit nongovernmental 
organizations through which development 
assistance is provided from working with ap
propriate governmental ministries or depart
ments. In addition, the House bill (sec. 
1031(g)) authorizes the President to waive the 
prohibitions on foreign military financing, 
training, economic support assistance, and 
development assistance if the President de
termines that free and fair elections have 
been held in Zaire. Such determination is to 
be reported to the Congress and such deter
mination shall not become effective until 15 
days after it is reported to the Congress. The 
House bill also provides for notification to 
Congress before any obligation of funds for 
Zaire. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 686) contains 
a similar provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1048(c)) is 
similar to the House provision with a modi
fication adding a requirement that an elect
ed government must demonstrate a commit
ment to freedom of expression, an independ
ent judiciary, and application of the rule of 
law to security forces in Zaire. 

UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON SOUTHERN 
AFRICA 

The House bill (secs. 1041-1050) provides for 
the establishment of the United States Com
mission on Southern Africa. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
HORN OF AFRICA RECOVERY AND FOOD SECURITY 

The House bill (secs. 1061-1067) contains 
provisions relating to assistance to countries 
in the Horn of Africa (Ethiopia, Somalia, 
Sudan, and Djibouti). 

The Senate amendment (sec. 692) contains 
findings and a policy statement concerning 
international relief efforts in the Horn of Af
rica. In addition, S. 985, the Horn of Africa 
Recovery and Food Security Act of 1991, 
which passed the Senate on July 16, 1991, is 
almost identical to the House provision. 

The House bill (secs. 1023, 1028, and 1030) 
also contains separate provisions concerning 
Ethiopia, Somalia, and Sudan. The Senate 
amendment contains related provisions con
cerning Sudan and Ethiopia (secs. 684 and 
2003). 

The conference substitute (secs. 1061-1065) 
combines the applicable provisions of the 
House bill, related Senate provisions, and S. 
985. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1061) sets 
forth findings concerning food insecurity, 
impact of internal conflicts, violations of 
human rights, failure of development pro
grams, and opportunities provided by the end 
of cold war rivalries to address problems in 
the Horn and states the need for a new U.S. 
policy, in cooperation with other donors and 
the United Nations, towards meeting the re
gion's needs. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1062) sets 
forth statements of policy and actions the 
President should take concerning the indi
vidual states of Ethiopia, Somalia, and 
Sudan. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1063) sets 
forth what U.S. policy should be in promot
ing equitable distribution of relief and reha
bilitation in the Horn. U.S. policy should as
sure equal access to assistance, provided on 
the basis of need, and consultation with 
other donors and the United Nations to 
maximize relief efforts. Relief and rehab111-
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tation assistance is authorized to be pro
vided under the authorities relating to inter
national disaster assistance. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1064) states 
that it shall be U.S. policy to promote peace 
and development toward ensuring that all 
persons enjoy civil, political, and economic 
rights. The President is encouraged to work 
with the Soviet Union and other nations, as 
well as the United Nations, to end conflicts 
in the region. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1065) pro
vides authorities for implementing the Horn 
of Africa Food Security and Recovery strat
egy. Assistance is authorized to be provided 
from funds authorized for development as
sistance and the DF A. This section sets forth 
the types of activities to be carried out 
under the various authorities. 

Economic assistance is to be provided to 
each country only through NGOs unless a 
Presidential certification has been made 
with respect to the individual country that 
the government has: (a) begun to implement 
programs of national reconciliation; (b) dem
onstrated a commitment to protecting 
human rights, and; (c) manifested a commit
ment to democracy. In the absence of the 
certification, NGOs may work with appro
priate ministries of the respective govern
ment. ESF, FMF, and !MET are prohibited 
unless the foregoing certification has been 
made. In the event the certification is made 
with respect to Ethiopia then security as
sistance may be provided to that Govern
ment notwithstanding provisions of law com
monly referred to as "Brooke-Alexander" 
Amendments, which prohibit assistance to a 
country which has defaulted in payment of 
loans made available under the Foreign As
sistance Act. 

U.S. TRADE RESTRICTIONS ON PRODUCTS FROM 
BUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 

The House bill (sec. 1071) expresses the 
sense of the Congress that a special effort 
should be made to reduce trade barriers and 
promote economic interchange between the 
United States and the countries of sub-Saha
ran Africa. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1081) is 
identical to the House bill. 

RECOGNITION OF SUB-SAHARAN AFRICAN 
SUPPORT DURING THE PERSIAN GULF CRISIS 

The House bill (sec. 1072) contains congres
sional findings concerning the support from 
certain sub-Saharan Africa countries for the 
United States in the United Nations during 
the Persian Gulf crisis and expresses the 
sense of the Congress commending these 
countries for their support. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1082) is 
similar to the House bill but deletes the find
ings. 

CONDITIONS ON FURNISHING IMET FOR SUB
BAHARAN AFRICA 

The House bill (sec. 1073) provides that 
!MET may be provided to a sub-Saharan Af
rica country only if the President considers 
certain conditions, including whether the 
country has a democratically-elected gov
ernment and is committed to respecting 
internationally recognized human rights, 
whether the country's armed forces are en
gaged in human rights violations and wheth
er elements of the government of the coun
try are engaged in destabilization efforts di
rected at another country. The House bill 
also requires a report on the implementation 
of these provisions. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1083) is es
sentially the same as the House provision. 

The committee of conference expects re
ports under this section to be brief state
ments, similar to the discussions of policy 
consideration in the annual Congressional 
Presentation for Security Assistance pre
pared jointly by the Department of State 
and the Defense Security Assistance Agency. 

INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR AGRICULTURAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

The House bill (section 1074) transfers $6 
million from the DF A to be made available 
only for a U.S. contribution to the !FAD 
Special Program for Africa in each of fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. The committee of con
ference notes that $5 million is authorized 
for this purpose in section 120 of the con
ference substitute. 

EXEMPTIONS FROM RESTRICTIONS ON 
ASSISTANCE 

The House bill (sec. 1075) provides that re
strictions on assistance contained in this 
title shall not apply to international narcot
ics control assistance and assistance pro
vided through PVOs and NGOs for the hold
ing of free and fair elections. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute contains similar 
waivers in title ill and IV of the conference 
substitute. 

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING 
PROGRAM FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA 

The House bill (sec. 1076) allocates $400,000 
from the DFA for a U.S. contribution to the 
United Nations Educational and Training 
Program for Southern Africa. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

PREEMPTION OF STATE AND LOCAL SANCTION 
MEASURES AGAINST NAMIBIA 

The House bill (sec. 1077) declares null and 
void any sanction imposed by any state or 
governmental institution with respect to Na
mibia. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1084) is the 
same as the House position. The committee 
of conference notes that U.S. economic sanc
tions were imposed against Namibia by the 
Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986. 
Namibia has achieved independence through 
free and fair elections and U.S. sanctions 
have lapsed. 
STUDY ON THE IMPACT OF ADJUSTMENT SUP

PORTED PROGRAMS ON THE DEVELOPMENT 
FUND FOR AFRICA 

The Senate amendment (sec. 689) expresses 
the sense of the Senate that a study should 
be undertaken by the Office of Technology 
Assessment on the impact of adjustment 
supported programs on the achievement of 
the goals established by the DF A. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1085) is the 
same as the Senate amendment with a tech
nical modification. 

MOROCCO AND THE WESTERN SAHARA 

The committee of conference commends 
and strongly supports the efforts of United 

Nations Secretary General Javier Peres de 
Cuellar to bring about a peaceful resolution 
to the conflict in the Western Sahara. The 
committee of conference hopes that the par
ties to the conflict in the Western Sahara 
will continue to support the U.N. initiative 
so that the full implementation of the ref
erendum on the Western Sahara may be con
cluded by the end of 1991. 

TUNISIA 

The committee of conference encourages 
the executive branch to consider an increase 
of $2.5 million is ESF for Tunisia in fiscal 
year 1992. The committee of conference be
lieves that this additional assistance is nec
essary to continue existing programs in Tu
nisia which, in turn, contribute to Tunisia's 
economic growth. The committee of con
ference remains encouraged by Tunisia's sig
nificant progress toward economic reform. 
Tunisia has undertaken a structural adjust
ment program designed to open its economy, 
encourage foreign investment, reduce sub
sidies and privatize government-run indus
tries. The committee of conference urges Tu
nisia to continue its efforts toward political 
reform. 

Tunisia is poised for significant economic 
expansion. If Tunisia's economic take-off is 
successful, it could become a more signifi
cant market for American goods and serv
ices. Providing a modest increase in ESF 
will demonstrate that the ties between Tuni
sia and the U.S. are close and mutually bene
ficial. 

DJIBOUTI 

The committee of conference recommends 
that AID reexamine the sectoral needs and 
potential of Djibouti with a view toward pro
viding assistance from the DFA to Djibouti 
during fiscal years 1992 and 1993. 

In addition to providing support for the 
Government of Djibouti's efforts to enhance 
the economic development of its own citi
zens, such assistance would assist the Gov
ernment of Djibouti to deal effectively with 
the recent influx of refugees from Ethiopia 
and Somalia as a result of the internal con
flicts in those countries. 
TITLE XI-AID, TRADE, AND COMPETITIVENESS 

SHORT TITLE 

The Senate amendment (sec. 1401) estab
lishes a short title of the "Aid, Trade, and 
Competitiveness Act of 1991" for this title. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1101) is the 
same as the Senate amendment. 

FINDINGS 

The Senate amendment (sec. 1402) contains 
findings regarding U.S. exports and U.S. for
eign assistance. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the House position. 

CAPITAL PROJECTS OFFICE WITHIN AID 

The Senate amendment (sec. 1403) estab
lishes a capital projects office within AID's 
Bureau for Private Enterprise. The purpose 
of this office is to develop a program to focus 
on developmentally sound capital projects, 
taking into consideration the export oppor
tunities of U.S. firms, especially high tech
nology firms. The Senate amendment also 
directs the Administrator of AID to work 
with AID regional bureaus and the Export
Import Bank of the United States to develop 
capital projects in developing countries and 
Eastern Europe. The Senate amendment 
(sec. 1404) also instructs AID to play a spe
cial role in helping to develop adequate in-
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frastructure in Eastern Europe, and calls for 
a study of the infrastructure requirements of 
Eastern European countries. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1102) which 
is similar to the Senate amendment, estab
lishes a capital projects office within AID 
whose function is to create a strategy for de
velopmentally sound capital projects, taking 
into consideration the particular develop
ment needs of the host country and the ex
port opportunities of United States firms. 
The conference substitute deletes language 
in the Senate amendment directing the AID 
Administrator to place the office in the Bu
reau for Private Enterprise. The capital 
project office is directed to work with the re
gional bureaus within AID, the Export-Im
port Bank of the United States, and the 
Trade and Development Agency to review pe
riodically the potential capital projects and 
infrastructure requirements of Eastern Eu
rope and developing countries. The con
ference substitute also requires AID to un
dertake a comprehensive study of the infra
structure needs of eligible SEED countries 
AID to undertake a comprehensive study of 
the infrastructure needs of eligible SEED 
countries in order to provide appropriate as
sistance through capital projects. 

INTERAGENCY BOARD 
The Senate amendment (sec. 1405) estab

lishes a Capital Project Interagency Board to 
coordinate the development of a strategic 
approach to the support of capital projects 
among the agencies represented on the 
Board. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1103) re
quires the President to use the existing 
interagency coordinating mechanism, the 
Trade Policy Coordinating Committee 
(TPCC) to coordinate activities under this 
title with other relevant activities of the 
U.S. Government. 

REPORTS ON CAPITAL PROJECTS 
The Senate amendment (sec. 1407(a)(4)) re

quires the President to submit to Congress 
not later than January l, 1992, a report on 
the feasibility of allowing AID to offer credit 
guarantees for the financing of capital 
projects. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1104) re
quires the President to submit a report on 
February l, 1993, and annually thereafter, on 
the extent to which the United States has 
expended resources for capital projects, the 
extent to which the TPCC has coordinated 
this effort, and the effects that capital 
projects and tied aid have had on U.S. ex
ports. 

NEGOTIATIONS OF THE OECD 
The Senate amendment (sec. 1406) states 

that, if the Secretary of the Treasury and 
the President of the Export-Import Bank to 
negotiate an agreement with the OECD to 
reduce concessional financing by December 
31, 1991, they must submit a report to Con
gress on the status of the negotiations and 
whether or not they believe future negotia
tions will achieve a reduction in tied aid. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1105) re
quires the Secretary of the Treasury and the 
President of the Export-Import Bank to re
port to the appropriate congressional com
mittees should OECD negotiations fail by 
February 1, 1992. 

FUNDING FOR CAPITAL PROJECTS 
The Senate amendment (sec. 1407) author

izes to be available for capital projects $750 
million for fiscal year 1992 and Sl billion for 
fiscal year 1993, from ESF, SEED, and the 
Multilateral Initiative for the Philippines, 
and limits the amount of ESF cash transfers 
of economic support fund assistance to 60% 
in 1992 and 50% in 1993. The amendment also 
contains restrictions on "Buy America" 
waivers. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1106) urges 
the President to use at least $650 million in 
fiscal year 1992 and $700 million in fiscal year 
1993 for capital projects. Funding is to come 
from amounts made available for ESF, the 
Multilateral Assistance Initiative for the 
Philippines, and assistance provided under 
the SEED Act. The conference substitute 
also provides that regulation of procurement 
is governed, as for other assistance funds, by 
section 604 of the Foreign Assistance Act, as 
amended by the conference substitute. The 
conference substitute (sec. 1109) also author
izes $20 million in fiscal year 1993 for the 
Trade and Development Agency to com
plement and strengthen the capital projects 
activities authorized under this section. 

DEFINITIONS 
The Senate amendment (sec. 1408) provides 

definitions of capital projects and tied-aid 
credit for purposes of this title. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1108) is 
similar to the Senate amendment but adds 
definitions of AID, Bank, and SEED eligible 
East European country. 

TITLE XII-PEACE CORPS 
AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS 

The House bill (sec. 1103) amends section 3 
of the Peace Corps Act to authorize $200 mil
lion in each of the fiscal years 1992 and 1993 
for the Peace Corps. 

The Senate amendment (sec. 1101) author
izes $207 million in fiscal year 1992 for the 
Peace Corps. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1201) au
thorizes $200 million in each of the fiscal 
years 1992 and 1993 for the Peace Corps. 

INSPECTOR GENERAL 
The House bill (sec. 1103(b)) amends section 

7 of the Peace Corps Act to add new language 
giving the Peace Corps Inspector General au
thority to authorize a one-year extension of 
appointment for his or her staff. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

PEACE CORPS FOREIGN CURRENCY 
FLUCTUATIONS 

The Senate amendment (sec. 1102) amends 
the Peace Corps Act to add a new section 16, 
establishing an account in the Treasury for 
payment of overseas activities of the Peace 
Corps which exceed appropriation due to for
eign currency fluctuations and authorizes 
sufficient appropriations to maintain a bal
ance of $5 million in the account. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1202) is es
sentially the same as the Senate provision, 
except that unobligated funds may be trans
ferred to the Peace Corps foreign currency 
fluctuation account at the end of the fiscal 
year or other period for which appropriations 
for Peace Corps expenses were made avail
able, rather than after three years. 

EVALUATION OF HEALTH-CARE SERVICES 
PROVIDED TO PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS 

The Senate amendment (sec. 1103) requires 
three independent evaluations of the health 
care needs of Peace Corps volunteers and the 
adequacy of the current health care system, 
with such evaluations due at the end of 1992, 
1994, and 1996. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1203) is the 
same as the Senate amendment. 

REPORTING REQUIREMENT ON EMPLOYMENT
RELATED MATTERS 

The Senate amendment (sec. 1104) requires 
the Director of the Peace Corps and the Sec
retary of Labor to report jointly to the Con
gress not later than August 31, 1992, regard
ing volunteers' claims for federal workers 
compensation benefits for disabilities in
curred during Peace Corps service. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1204) is the 
same as the Senate amendment. 

PEACE CORPS THIRD GOAL ACTIVITIES 
The Senate amendment (sec. 1105) encour

ages the Director of the Peace Corps, in car
rying out the third goal of the Peace Corps 
Act relating to increasing understanding 
among U.S. citizens of other peoples, to con
tinue to develop and implement education 
related programs. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 

PEACE CORPS PROGRAMS IN THE SOVIET UNION 
The conference substitute (sec. 1205) pro

vides that up to $6 million in each of the fis
cal years 1992 and 1993 be made available for 
establishing Small Business Development 
Programs in the Soviet Union or any succes
sor entity or entities. 

The committee of conference recognizes 
that a small business program must be car
ried out in consultation with and at the invi
tation of the Soviet Union or its successor 
states. The unique events in the Soviet 
Union have prompted the committee of con
ference to propose this program to take ad
vantage of the Peace Corps' ability to recruit 
technical experts who can make a positive 
contribution to the economic and business 
reforms critical to the Soviet Union's future 
development. 

TITLE XIII-INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND FINANCE 

The Senate amendment, in title IX, au
thorizes the Administration's request for a 
quota increase for the International Mone
tary Fund, and replenishments for the Asian 
Develoment Bank and the African Develop
ment Fund. 

The House bill has no comparable provi
sions. 

The conference substitute (title XIII, 
International Development and Finance) in
cludes the authorities of the Senate amend
ment, and a comprehensive package of provi
sions relating to the International Financial 
Institutions put forward by the House con
ferees as described below. 
CHAPTER 1-lNTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 

U.S. QUOTA INCREASE AND AMENDMENTS TO 
ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT 

The Senate amendment (sec. 901) amends 
the Bretton Woods Agreements Act to au
thorize the U.S. share of the IMF quota in
crease in full, consent to the "rights ap
proach" to extinguish arrears, and authorize 
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the sale of gold to back up the rights ap
proach. 

The House bill has no comparable provi
sions. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1301) is 
identical to the Senate amendment. 

SOVIET ACCESS TO THE FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
OF INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

The Senate amendment (sec. 902) contains 
a series of findings relating to activities of 
the Soviet Union, requires that the Sec
retary of the Treasury instruct the U.S. Ex
ecutive Director of the IMF to use the voice 
and vote of the U.S. to oppose Soviet mem
bership in the Fund unless the President cer
tifies and reports to Congress on economic 
reform in the Soviet Union, the role of the 
Central Government, and political reform in 
the Soviet Union. The Senate amendment 
further requires that the Secretary of the 
Treasury instruct the Executive Director to 
the European Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development to use the voice and vote of the 
U.S. to oppose expansion of access by the So
viet Union to the resources of the Bank un
less the President has certified and reported 
to Congress as required for Soviet member
ship in the IMF. 

The House bill has no comparable provi
sion. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1302) au
thorizes U.S. support for Soviet membership 
in the IMF and expanded access to EBRD re
sources but only after the President certifies 
and reports to the Congress that progress is 
being made on a broad range of economic, 
political and government reforms. The re
quirements would apply to the government 
of the Soviet Union and to all successor 
states other than the Baltic states, which 
are specifically excluded. The requirements 
would not apply to any status short of full 
membership, such as special associate status 
in which a country receives only technical 
assistance. 

The committee of conference does not in
tend that U.S. support be contingent on com
plete transformation of the Soviet economy 
and political system but the provision does 
require that progress be demonstrated on an 
enunciated list of specific reforms. In one 
case, a higher standard than mere progress is 
established. The committee intends that the 
Soviet government must show "substantial" 
progress toward terminating economic sub
sidies and military assistance, including 
transfer of sophisticated arms, to countries 
that have supported international terrorism 
and those that have participated in efforts to 
destablize neighboring states. 

The committee of conference recognizes 
that it would be unreasonable to expect that 
longstanding economic relationships, includ
ing normal trade and development assist
ance, would be completely terminated be
tween sovereign states. However, continu
ation of the massive subsidies and destabiliz
ing arms transfers that have characterized 
Soviet relations with these countries in the 
past is totally unacceptable for a govern
ment wishing to participate fully in world fi
nancial institutions and cooperate with the 
industrial countries. In this regard, substan
tial progress would be demonstrated by a re
duction of 75 percent or more in economic 
subsidies in the near term and a like reduc
tion in military assistance. 

In establishing the conditions in this pro
vision, the committee of conference recog
nizes the future configuration and powers of 
the Soviet central government and the gov
ernments of individual republics are matters 
of great uncertainty. Nonetheless, it is the 
intent of the committee that the conditions 

set down in the provision should apply to 
any republic individually or any successor 
government just as they would apply to the 
Soviet Union as a whole. The committee of 
conference attaches equal importance to eco
nomic and political reform in Russia or 
Georgia as would be attached to attainment 
of those goals in the Soviet Union as a single 
nation. 

At the same time, the committee of con
ference recognizes the great differences in 
the economic and political circumstances of 
individual republics. For a number of repub
lics, excessive spending on defense and nu
clear weapons or aid to terrorist states are 
not an issue and the force of the provision 
would then be limited to economic and polit
ical reform by those republics. In using the 
term "Soviet Union", further defined as any 
successor governments except the Baltic 
states, there is no intent that until collec
tive progress is achieved by all the constitu
ent political subdivisions of the Soviet 
Union that any individual republic should be 
barred from IMF or expanded EBRD access. 

The uncertainty regarding the future polit
ical configuration of the Soviet Union ex
tends to the relationship of any successor 
state or states with the IMF and EBRD. 
Entry into the Fund could be contemplated 
for a single economic entry comprising most 
of the Soviet Union or each republic could 
apply for membership individually. In the 
EBRD, the share subscription of the Soviet 
Union could be maintained for a successor 
state or divided up among republic govern
ments, or new quotas and subscriptions may 
be authorized for individual republics. In any 
event, application of the provision will have 
to be interpreted in light of those cir
cumstances. 

Applying restrictions to individual repub
lics is most complicated in the case of the 
EBRD because the existing Soviet access re
strictions are based on a subscription and 
share allocation for that single country. The 
Soviet subscription could be divided up 
among republic or successor governments, 
each of which would then have a new sub
scription authorized. It is possible in purely 
legal terms that the restrictions on Soviet 
access cited in the charter would not apply 
to those new subscriptions. In apply the re
strictions required by this provision, it is the 
intent of the committee of conference that 
Treasury not support unrestricted access for 
any successor state or republic that has not 
demonstrated progress toward the stated ob
jectives. 

SENSE OF THE CONGRESS RELATING TO THE 
PROBLEMS OF NATIONS MAKING THE TRANSI
TION TO MORE OPEN POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC 
SYSTEMS 

The House proposal expresses the Sense of 
Congress that appropriate relationships be
tween international financial institutions 
and nations making the transition to more 
open economic and political systems be en
couraged for purposes of assisting such na
tions in resolving their economic problems. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1303) adopts 
the House proposal. The committee of con
ference notes that inclusion of this provision 
places Congress on record as being sympa
thetic to an evolutionary relationship be
tween the international financial institu
tions and transition nations. The type of re
lationship is not spelled out; the intent is 
that an appropriate relationship be devel
oped under whatever circumstances prevail. 

PUBLICATION OF REPORTS ON ECONOMIES OF 
MAJOR INDUSTRIALIZED NATIONS 

The House proposal amends the Bretton 
Woods Agreements Act to direct the Sec
retary of Treasury to instruct the U.S. Exec
utive Director of the IMF to encourage the 
Fund to establish procedures for publication 
of country economic reports on major indus
trialized nations. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1304) adopts 
the House proposal. The committee of con
ference is persuaded that the Reviews of Eco
nomic Development, arising out of the peri
odic Article IV consultations, should be pub
lished because the information will con
stitute a valuable contribution to economic 
policy making and evaluation. The commit
tee recognizes that the IMF may exercise ap
propriate limitations as to the content and 
the timeliness of publication to protect the 
confidentiality of the IMF policy making 
and the interest of the nations being con
sulted. 
SENSE OF THE CONGRESS RELATING TO COORDI

NATION OF DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES OF 
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

The House proposal expresses the Sense of 
Congress that procedures should be insti
tuted to provide for greater cooperation be
tween the IMF ·ind the World Bank at the 
Board, management and staff levels. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1305) adopts 
the House proposal. 
COOPERATION WITH INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT IN EF
FORTS TO ALLEVIATE POVERTY AND REDUCE 
BARRIERS TO ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 
PROGRESS 

The House proposal amends the Bretton 
Woods Agreements Act to state findings re
lating to movement in the IMF and the 
World Bank toward integrating poverty con
siderations into programs and advocates fur
ther initiatives for alleviating poverty and 
reducing barriers to economic and social de
velopment by such means as assessing coun
try economic policies through the extension 
of the Policy Framework Paper process, and 
through considering such factors in allocat
ing resources and evaluating the results of 
borrowing country programs. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1306) adopts 
the House proposal. The committee of con
ference notes that the World Bank has stated 
its intention to upgrade its efforts in alle
viating poverty, as indicated in its July 1, 
1991 release on Operating Results of the past 
fiscal year. The conference substitute makes 
specific suggestions to assist the Fund, as 
the leader in the international financial 
community, in cooperating with the World 
Bank in efforts to reduce poverty and eco
nomic and social barriers to development. 
An example of such barriers are that in 
many nations, women, who head one-third of 
the world's families, cannot own land or 
other property or contract in their own 
names. The committee of conference believes 
that alleviation of poverty and reduction of 
such barriers to economic and social 
progress should be given priority, through 
such instruments as an expanded process of 
Policy Framework Papers (long-range coun
try strategy plans) and through the en
hanced evaluation of major long-term lend
ing programs. The conference substitute is 
intended to extend support for statistical 
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programs, based upon the criteria set forth 
in the World Development Report 1990 (in
cluding such elements as nutrition, health, 
literacy, housing and sanitation), so that 
both borrowing nations and the lending in
stitutions can measure progress toward 
agreed upon goals. 
DEFT AND DEBT SERVICE REDUCTION PROGRAMS 

The House proposal amends the Bretton 
Woods Agreements Act to set forth Congres
sional findings relative to debt and debt 
service reduction programs, to direct the 
Secretary of the Treasury to instruct the 
U.S. Executive Director of the IMF to urge 
that the facility adopted by the IMF in 1989 
for financing debt and debt service restruc
turing arrangements, as encouraged by the 
United States, be renewed for another three 
year period, with any appropriate modifica
tions, and expresses Congressional concern 
that public institutions should not assume 
an excessive proportion of debt or risk as 
part of this process, and that reductions in 
commercial debt reductions proceed in con
cert with reductions of official debt. The 
House proposal further requires a report on 
Soviet debt held by commercial banks. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1307) adopts 
the House proposal. The committee of con
ference notes that the longstanding interest 
of Congress in debt relief helped prompt the 
March, 1989 Brady Plan for debt and debt 
service restructuring. Although developing 
country debt is not the crisis it was in the 
mid-1980s, it is still a major obstacle to de
velopment. The conference substitute pro
vides encouragement for the IMF and the 
World Bank to continue their successful ef
forts in this area and urges that the coun
tries in greatest economic difficulty and 
most in need of debt relief, be included in 
this process. 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION IN FUND 
PROGRAMS 

The House proposal notes the establish
ment of an Environment Unit at the Fund, 
and amends the Bretton Woods Agreements 
Act to direct the Secretary of the Treasury 
to instruct the U.S. Executive Director to 
encourage that environmental consider
ations be incorporated into all IMF pro
grams, including its Article IV consulta
tions, and requires the U.S. Executive Direc
tor of the IMF to encourage the Fund to help 
nations implement systems of natural re
sources accounting and encourage the Fund 
to work with the OECD in developing a na
tional accounting system which takes into 
consideration the degradation and depletion 
of natural resources. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provisions. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1308) adopts 
the House proposal. The committee of con
ference emphasizes its strong view that envi
ronmental issues be involved in all economic 
policies, as well as in the development proc
ess, and that these issues be integrally con
sidered in the economic and financial deci
sions of the Fund. 

EXCESSIVE EXPENDITURES ON WEAPONS 

The House proposal requires the Secretary 
of the Treasury to instruct the U.S. Execu
tive Director to the International Monetary 
Fund and the International Bank for Recon
struction and Development to urge the Bank 
and Fund to develop criteria for determining 
whether a nation seeking a loan is engaged 
in defense expenditures that are appropriate 
to its national circumstances or an impedi
ment to sound management of its economy. 

The Secretary of the Treasury shall report 
to the Congress within one year on the devel
opment of such criteria. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1309) is 
identical to the House proposal. 

IMF HUMAN RIGHTS 

The House proposal requires the U.S. rep
resentative to the International Monetary 
Fund to vote against loans to countries dis
playing a pattern of human rights violations 
and countries providing refuge for terrorists. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1310) is 
identical to the House proposal. 
Chapter 2-International Bank for Recon

struction and Development and Affiliates 
SUBCHAPTER A-INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 

CORPORATION 

The House proposal amends the Inter
national Finance Corporation Act to author
ize the U.S. share of the quota increase of 
the International Finance Corporation. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1311) adopts 
the House proposal. 

SUBCHAPTER B-INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

Efforts to alleviate poverty and reduce barriers 
to economic and social progress 

The House proposal amends the Bretton 
Woods Agreements Act to require the Sec
retary of the Treasury to instruct the U.S. 
Executive Director of the Bank to advocate 
further steps to enhance the capabilities of 
the World Bank to pursue its mission of alle
viating poverty and reducing legal, regu
latory, and policy barriers to economic and 
social progress. In addition, the House pro
posal expresses the sense of the Congress 
that the World Bank should give priority to 
child survival and development by commit
ting itself to devote 5 percent or more of the 
amount of the annual lending of the Bank to 
primary health care and 5 percent to basic 
education. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1321) adopts 
the House proposal. The committee of con
ference notes that this section is the coun
terpart to section 1306. It is intended that 
the Bank, the central development institu
tion, take the lead on poverty and related is
sues, and that the IMF and other multilat
eral institutions assist the work of the Bank 
in cooperative endeavors, and in their own 
work. 
Debt and debt service reduction programs 

The House proposal amends the Bretton 
Woods Agreements Act to set forth Congres
sional findings and to direct the Secretary of 
the Treasury to instruct the U.S. Executive 
Director of the Bank to urge that the facil
ity established by the World Bank in 1989 for 
financing the restructuring of debt and debt 
service arrangements be renewed for another 
three years. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1322) adopts 
the House proposal. The committee of con
ference notes that this section is parallel to 
the debt reduction section relating to the 
IMF (sec. 1307). 
World Bank Technical Assistance Program to 

Soviets 
The House proposal requires the United 

States Executive Director to the World Bank 
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to urge the Bank to establish a program of 
technical assistance in the Bank for the Bal
tic states and the Soviet Union. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1323) is 
identical to the House proposal. 

SUBCHAPTER C-FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR 
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

The House proposal makes a series of find
ings regarding the mission of the new Global 
Environmental Facility, finds that it would 
be desirable for the U.S. to join the 20 other 
members of the Facility in working toward 
these goals, and states certain understand
ings associated with U.S. membership. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1331, 1332) 
adopts the House proposal. The committee of 
conference believes that international devel
opment matters have a strong bearing upon 
international development and trade, that 
the new Facility holds promise for address
ing these matters, and that the U.S. should 
exercise leadership in supporting the Facil
ity. 
U.S. contribution 

The House proposal authorizes a direct 
contribution of S50 million to the Global En
vironmental Facility for fiscal year 1992, to 
remain available until expended. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1333) adopts 
the House proposal, with a modification con
ditioning the U.S. contribution on the Sec
retary's certification to Congress that the 
Facility has made significant progress to
ward meeting the objectives of the Facility. 
Report on international debt exchanges and the 

environment 
The House proposal amends title XVII of 

the International Financial Institutions Act 
to require the Secretary of the Treasury to 
report to Congress on the progress being 
made by the multilateral development banks 
to achieve the goals of environmental pro
tection, resource conservation and sustain
able development advocated by the Inter
national Development Act of 1989 in its re
quirement that the MDBs establish depart
ments on environmental protection, resource 
conservation and sustainable use. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1334) adopts 
the House proposal. 

Chapter 3-Asian Development Bank 
U.S. SUBSCRIPTION TO SPECIAL CAPITAL 

INCREASE 

The Senate amendment (sec. 911) amends 
the Asian Development Bank Act to author
ize a $51 million permanent contribution to 
the capital of the Bank over two years ($25.5 
million in each of the fiscal years 1992 and 
1993), and an increase in callable capital of 
$186,972,187 for fiscal years 1992 and 1993, for 
a total authorization of $424,977,106. 

The House bill has no comparable provi
sion. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1341) is 
identical to the Senate amendment. 

Chapter 4-African Development Fund 
U.S. CONTRIBUTION 

The Senate amendment (sec. 921) author
izes a $405 million replenishment of the Afri
can Development Fund over a three-year pe
riod, $135 million of which is to be available 
in fiscal year 1992. 

The House bill has no comparable provi
sion. 
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The conference substitute (sec. 1351) is 

identical to the Senate amendment. 
Chapter ~Export-Import Bank 

REPEAL OF INADVERTENTLY INSERTED 
MATERIAL 

The House proposal repeals a redundant 
provision of the International Development 
and Finance Act of 1989. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1361) is 
identical to the House proposal. 

APPOINTMENT AND COMPENSATION OF BANK 
PERSONNEL 

The House proposal amends section 3 of the 
Export-Import Bank Act of 1945 to authorize 
the Bank to provide additional compensation 
and benefits to Bank employees if similar 
compensation and benefits are being pro
vided by Federal bank regulatory agencies. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1362) is 
identical to the House proposal. The commit
tee of conference has included this provision 
because similar authority was granted in the 
1989 Savings and Loan Act (FffiREA). The 
Ex-Im Bank has experienced a loss of key 
personnel because of more generous com
pensation packages elsewhere in the finan
cial regulatory agencies. The committee of 
conference believes that the Bank should be 
allowed to offer compensation and benefits 
that are comparable to such agencies. 

INCREASE IN MEMBERSHIP OF ADVISORY 
COMMITI'EE 

The House proposal increases the number 
of members on the Export-Import Bank Ad
visory Committee from 12 to 15. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1363) is 
identical to the House proposal. 

WAIVER OF LIMITATIONS ON FINANCING FOR 
EXPORTERS TO THE SOVIET UNION 

The House proposal repealed the limita
tions of section 7(b) of the Export-Import 
Bank Act of 1945 and section 613 of the Trade 
Act of 1974 relating to financing exports by 
the Export-Import Bank to the Soviet Union. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1364) re
tains the limitations of existing law, but au
thorizes Presidential waivers of the limita
tions if the President determines such action 
to be in the national interest of the United 
States. 

FINANCING OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY EXPORTS TO 
EMERGING DEMOCRACIES 

The House proposal amends section 2 of the 
Export-Import Bank to authorize up to $125 
million of support for financing of U.S. high 
technology exports to emerging democracies, 
primarily to SEED eligible countries, with 
particular attention to small businesses. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1365) is the 
House proposal but without the paragraph 
placing a limit of $125 million on total sup
port. The committee of conference intends 
that the Bank provide substantial support 
for high technology exports to emerging de
mocracies but does not wish to limit those 
efforts if financing opportunities in excess of 
$125 million should arise. 

PROMOTION OF COMPETITIVE OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR U.S. INSURANCE COMPANIES 

The Senate amendment (sec. 515) amends 
the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945 to pro-

hibit the Bank from providing any support 
for U.S. exports unless the Bank receives a 
certification that any contract relating to 
the export of goods requires that U.S. insur
ance companies have a fair and open com
petitive opportunity to provide insurance on 
such exports. 

The House bill has no comparable provi
sion. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1366) ex
pands upon language already in the charter 
of the Export-Import Bank that requires the 
Bank to work to ensure an equal and non
discriminatory opportunity for U.S. insur
ance companies to bid for insurance in con
nection with Bank-assisted transactions. It 
is the intent of the committee of conference 
that for those transactions in which the 
Bank has the opportunity to deal directly 
with the importer, defined in the provision 
as long-term loans or guarantees of at least 
$10 million, the Bank is to pursue the issue 
of bidding opportunities for U.S. insurance 
companies. 

The provision is not intended to limit the 
independence of the Board in approving or 
denying loans or guarantees on their merits. 
However, it does require a judgment by the 
Board in considering any loan or guarantee 
where competitive access is denied U.S. in
surance firms as to whether denial would be 
likely to achieve such access. If the Bank ap
proves a credit notwithstanding information 
that competitive opportunities are denied, 
such approval and an explanation of the deci
sion are to be included in the Bank's report 
on competitiveness. 

The Bank is also required to forward infor
mation to the Secretary of Commerce in any 
case in which it becomes aware of denial of 
competitive opportunities for U.S. insurance 
companies. The Commerce Department is 
the lead agency in international negotia
tions to open foreign markets to U.S. insur
ance companies and the Secretary chairs the 
Trade Promotion Coordinating Committee, a 
Cabinet council created to better coordinate 
the activities of the U.S. export credit and 
trade promotion agencies. The Secretary 
would then determine whether to refer the 
market barrier identified to the Trade Pol
icy Committee chaired by the U.S. Trade 
Representative for possible inclusion in the 
annual report on trade barriers or action 
under section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974. 
The Secretary is also authorized to bring the 
matter before the existing interagency co
ordinating mechanism for export credit is
sues, the Trade Promotion Coordinating 
Committee, for consideration of a rec
ommendation to the President that export 
credit should be restricted to such country. 
The Secretary would be authorized to take 
these actions if, in the Secretary's judgment, 
this would encourage greater market oppor
tunities for U.S. insurance companies. 

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK REPORT ON TRADE 
FINANCE 

The House proposal requires the Export
Import Bank to prepare and submit a report 
to Congress analyzing the demand for trade 
financing for the Baltic states and the Soviet 
Union and its successor states. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1367) is 
identical to the House proposal. It is the in
tent of the committee of conference that the 
Export-Import Bank report may make rec
ommendations for the promotion of trade 
with countries with which the United States 
has normal trade relations. 

SENSE OF CONGRESS REGARDING THE BALTIC 
STATES 

The House proposal expresses the sense of 
Congress that the President should make the 
determination that Estonia, Latvia, and 
Lithuania each have ceased to be a Marxist
Leninist country for purposes of section 
2(b)(2) of the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1368) is 
identical to the House proposal. 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

The House proposal establishes October 1, 
1991 as the effective date for the provisions of 
this title. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1369) is 
identical to the House proposal. 
Chapter &-Multilateral Development Banks 

SUBCHAPTER A-ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

Short title 
The House proposal entitles this sub

chapter the "International Energy Effi
ciency Financing Act of 1991". 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1371) is 
identical to the House proposal. 
Advancing the benefits of energy ef!tciency 

through multil,iteral development banks 
The House proposal sets forth findings that 

MDBs currently devote one-sixth to one-fireh 
of their resources to financing energy sup
ply, less than 1 percent of which goes for 
end-use energy efficiency, the capital re
quired to finance the growth in energy sup
ply at current levels, and potential savings 
from energy efficiency of 2G-25 in the near 
term and 30-60 percent in the long term. The 
House proposal further amends title XIII of 
International Financial Institutions Act to 
direct the Secretary of Treasury to instruct 
the U.S. Executive Director of each MDB to 
take a leadership position in advancing en
ergy efficiency and devising a system of in
centives to promote energy efficiency pro
grams, including procedures to ensure as
sessments of energy efficiency impact by 
prospective borrowers and lending institu
tions prior to approval of loans with major 
energy saving potential. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1372) is 
identical to the House proposal. 
SUBCHAPTER B-ALLEVIATION OF POVERTY, RE

DUCTION OF BARRIERS TO ECONOMIC AND SO
CIAL PROGRESS, AND OTHER PROVISIONS 

The House proposal amends section 1613 of 
the International Financial Institutions Act 
to require the Secretary of Treasury to in
struct the U.S. Executive Director of each 
MDB to advocate creation of organization 
units in the regional development institu
tions for the purposes of alleviating poverty 
and reducing legal, regulatory, and policy 
barriers to economic and social progress. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1381) is 
identical to the House proposal. This section 
complements sections 1306 and 1321 in ad
vancing the efforts of the MDBs in alleviat
ing poverty and economic and social barriers 
to economic development, and encourages 
these institutions to explore creating an or
ganizational unit as a focus for promoting 
these efforts. 
U.S. policy regarding debt restructuring 

The House proposal amends title XV of the 
International Financial Institutions Act to 
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require the Secretary of the Treasury to in
struct the U.S. Executive Director of each 
MDB that it is contrary to U.S. policy for a 
multilateral development bank to condition 
the approval or disbursement of any loan 
upon the reaching of a debt or debt service 
restructuring arrangement with the credi
tors of the borrowing nations. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1382) is 
identical to the House proposal. 
Participation of women in development activi

ties 
The House proposal amends title XIX of 

the International Financial Institutions Act 
to require the Secretary of Treasury to in
struct the U.S. Executive Director of each 
international financial institution to ad
vance the participation of women in develop
ment activities. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1383) is 
identical to the House proposal. 
Employment opportunities and comparable pay 

The House proposal amends title XIX of 
the International Financial Institutions Act 
to require the Secretary of Treasury to in
struct the U.S. Executive Director of each 
international financial institution to use the 
voice and vote of the U.S. to promote equal 
employment opportunities and comparable 
pay policies. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1384) is 
identical to the House proposal. 
Directive relating to multilateral aid to the Horn 

of Africa 
The House proposal amends title XV of the 

International Financial Institutions Act to 
require the Secretary of Treasury to instruct 
the U.S. Executive Director of each MDB to 
oppose loans to Horn of Africa nations unless 
there is a certification that the government 
of the specified country has begun to imple
ment peace agreements, national reconcili
ation agreements, or both, has demonstrated 
a commitment to human rights, has mani
fested a commitment to democracy, and has 
agreed to distribute development assistance 
without discrimination. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1385) is 
identical to the House proposal. 
International financial institutions/fair labor 

standards 
The House proposal requires the Secretary 

of the Treasury to instruct the U.S. Execu
tive Director to each international financial 
institution to use the voice and vote of the 
United States to urge such entities to en
courage borrowing countries to engage in 
fair labor practices, consistent with inter
nationally recognized worker rights, within 
the context of their own level of economic 
development. In addition, each Executive Di
rector is required to report to the Secretary 
of the Treasury on a regular basis actions 
taken by the institution to promote the goal 
of fair labor practices. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1386) is 
identical to the House proposal. It is the in
tent of the committee of conference that 
practices to be examined include provisions 
for health and safety protections in the 
workplace, limitations on excessive work 
hours per day and per week, prohibitions 

against child labor, and minimum wage 
standards appropriate to the overall eco
nomic development of each borrowing coun
try. 

SUBCHAPTER C-FINANCIAL INTEGRITY 

Establishment of procedures for internal audits 
and investigations 

The House proposal amends title XV of the 
International Financial Institutions Act to 
direct the Secretary of Treasury to instruct 
the U.S. Executive Director of each inter
national financial institution to use the 
voice and vote of the U.S. to ensure that 
each respective institution establish an of
fice of Inspector General, or the equivalent 
thereof, to conduct and supervise audits and 
investigations, make recommendations for 
more efficient administration of the pro
grams and operations, prevent and detect 
fraud and abuse, and keep the officer and 
board of the institution informed about ad
ministrative problems and deficiencies. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1391 is iden
tical to the House proposal. The Committee 
of conference notes that this provision is 
patterned on the Inspector General Act of 
1978, as amended, and includes provisions to 
protect the independence of the Inspector 
General, or their equivalent, and to assure 
adequate resources and staffing for these Of
fices. 

CHAPTER 7-CONSOLIDATION OF REPORTS 

CONSOLIDATION OF CERTAIN REPORTS 

The House proposal amends section 171(b) 
of the International Financial Institutions 
Act to provide that all reports to Congress 
called for by the Bretton Woods and the 
International Financial Institutions Act 
under the umbrella of the National Advisory 
Council (NAC) Report, but allowing these re
ports be included in the annual NAC Report 
in full, summary form, or incorporated by 
reference. 

The Senate amendment has no comparable 
provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1399) is 
identical to the House proposal. 

TITLE XIV-MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

FOOD AS A HUMAN RIGHT 

The House bill (sec. 1106) contains findings 
concerning the basic right of all people to 
food; states that the United States shall pro
mote increased respect for the rights to food 
and medical care; assigns responsibility for 
promoting these rights to the Assistant Sec
retary of State for Human Rights and Hu
manitarian Affairs; and expresses the sense 
of Congress that a major effort should be 
made to strengthen the right to food in 
international law and directs the Secretary 
of State to propose to the U.N. General As
sembly the adoption of a Declaration and a 
Convention concerning the right to food. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1401) is 
similar to the House bill, but deletes the 
findings. 

ENVIRONMENT AL SECURITY AND FOREIGN 
POLICY 

The House bill (sec. 1104) expresses the 
sense of Congress regarding the importance 
of environmental security to U.S. foreign 
policy and requires a report on May 1, 1992, 
and biennially thereafter, from the Sec
retary of State regarding environmental is
sues. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1402) in the 
same as the House bill. 
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U.S. SUPPORT FOR UNCED 

The House bill (sec. 1105) expresses the 
sense of Congress regarding U.S. participa
tion in and support for the U .N. Conference 
on Environment and Development (UNCED). 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. The committee of con
ference notes that this provision will be in
cluded in the conference substitute to H.R 
1415, the Foreign Relations Authorization 
Act, Fiscal Years 1992 and 1993. 

REFORMING THE U.N. RESPONSE TO 
INTERNATIONAL DISASTERS 

The House bill (sec. 1107) expresses the 
sense of Congress regarding the need to re
form the U .N. mechanism for responding to 
international disasters. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1403) is the 
same as the House bill. 

NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION REGIMES IN 
SOUTH ASIA AND OTHER REGIONS 

The Senate amendment (sec. 519(a) and (b)) 
expresses the sense of Congress concerning 
the global nature of nuclear proliferation is
sues and requires the President to report an
nually on the progress made and obstacles 
encountered in establishing regional nuclear 
non-proliferation regimes. 

The House bill contains no comparable pro
vision. 

The conference substitute (sec. 1404) is the 
same as the Senate provision. The commit
tee of conference notes that section 519(c) of 
the Senate amendment is addressed in sec
tion 925 of the conference substitute. The 
statement of managers discussion of that 
section also makes reference to section 1404 
of the conference substitute as it concerns 
South Asia. 
SENSE OF CONGRESS CONCERNING THE OUT

BREAK OF NED-NAZI VIDEO GAMES IN EUROPE 

The House bill (sec. 1109) expresses the 
sense of Congress that Germany and Austria 
should take steps to halt the production and 
sale of neo-Nazi video games. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
RESTRICTION ON SECURITY ASSISTANCE TO 

COUNTRIES HAVING AN OFFENSIVE CHEMICAL 
WEAPONS PROGRAM 

The House bill (sec. 1110) prohibits security 
assistance to countries having offensive 
chemical weapons programs. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. However, the committee 
of conference reiterates that this is an im
portant issue to take into account in consid
ering provision of security assistance to 
countries that have an offensive chemical 
weapons program and are not willing to sup
port the multilateral chemical weapons con
vention being negotiated in Geneva. The 
committee of conference further notes that 
countries which have offensive chemical 
weapons programs and which do not support 
and sign the chemical weapons convention 
banning all chemical weapons worldwide 
should not receive any U.S. security assist
ance in the future. 
GAO STUDY ON IMPACT OF REDIRECTING FOR

EIGN ASSISTANCE FUNDS TO DOMESTIC PRO
GRAMS 

The House bill (sec. 1111) requires the 
Comptroller General to conduct a study and 
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prepare a report on redirecting $3 billion 
each year from foreign assistance programs 
to domestic programs. 

The Senate amendment contains no com
parable provision. 

The conference substitute is the same as 
the Senate position. 
U.S. TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRAINING INSTITUTE 

In view of the U.S. Telecommunications 
Training Institute (USTTI)'s continued ef
fective training outreach throughout the de
veloping world and in light of the important 
training needs and opportunities in Eastern 
Europe that the USTTI is seeking to meet 
through its 53-course core curriculum and a 
special East European training module, the 
committee of conference recommends that 
AID's funding for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 
for the USTTI should be at least $700,000. 
AID should also consider providing addi
tional funds to USTTI to support activities 
which may be appropriate for the Soviet 
Union or successor entities. 
From the Committee on Foreign Affairs, for 
consideration of the House b111, and the Sen
ate amendment (except title IX), and modi
fications committed to conference: 

DANTE B. F ASCELL, 
LEE H. HAMILTON, 
Gus YATRON, 
STEPHEN J. SOLARZ, 
SAM GEJDENSON, 
MERVYN M. DYMALLY, 
ROBERT G. TORRICELLI, 
BEN GILMAN, 

As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Foreign Affairs, for consideration of title 
IX of the Senate amendment, and modifica
tions committed to conference: 

SAM GEJDENSON, 
As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Agriculture, for consideration of section 
502 of the House bill, and section 516 of the 
Senate amendment, and modifications com
mitted to conference: 

E DE LA GARZA, 
CHARLIE ROSE, 
DAN GLICKMAN, 
PAT ROBERTS, 
SID MORRISON, 

As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, for 
consideration of sections 401, 403, 644(g), 
844(b), and 846(b) of the House bill, and sec
tions 515-16, 520(b), 606, 721-23, 731, 741-42, 771-
74, and titles IX and xvm of the Senate 
amendment, and modifications committed to 
conference: 

MARY RoSE OAKAR, 
STEVE NEAL, 
JOHN J. LAF ALCE, 
ESTEBAN EDWARD TORRES, 

Signature only for those provisions under 
the jurisdiction of the Banking Committee. 

JIM LEACH, 
As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Energy and Commerce, for consideration 
of sections 848(b) and 1104 of the House bill, 
and title XVI of the Senate amendment, and 
modifications committed to conference: 

JOHN D. DINGELL, 
AL SWIFT, 
DENNIS E. ECKART, 
NORMAN F. LENT, 
DON RITTER, 

As additional conferees from the Committee 
on the Judiciary, for consideration of that 
portion of section 621 which adds a section 
7202(0 to the Foreign Assistance Act and sec
tion 642(b) of the House b111, and modifica
tions committed to conference: 

JACK BROOKS, 
RoMANO L. MAZZOLI, 
MIKE KOPETSKI, 

BILL MCCOLLUM, 
LAMAR SMITH, 

As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, for con
sideration of that portion of section 101 
which adds a section 1303 to the Foreign As
sistance Act of 1961, and that portion of sec
tion 621 which adds a section 7403 to the For
eign Assistance Act of the House b111, and 
sections 305 and 680A of the Senate amend
ment, and modifications committed to con
ference: 

WALTER B. JONES, 
GERRY E. STUDDS, 
BILLY TAUZIN, 
BOB DAVIS, 
NORMAN F. LENT, 

As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Public Works and Transportation, for 
consideration of sections 848(b) of the House 
bill, and title XVI of the Senate amendment, 
and modifications committed to conference: 

RoBERT A. RoE, 
HENRY J. NOWAK, 
JAMES A. HAYES, 
JOHN PAUL 

HAMMERSCHMIDT, 
THOMAS E. PETRI, 

As additional conferees from the Committee 
on Ways and Means, for consideration of sec
tions 642(c), 901, and 1071 of the House bill, 
and sections 514--16, 607A and 690 of the Sen
ate amendment, and modifications commit
ted to conference: 

DAN RoSTENKOWSKI, 
SAM GIBBONS, 
ED JENKINS, 
BILL ARCHER, 
PHIL CRANE, 

Managers on the Part of the House. 
CLAIBORNE PELL, 
PAUL SARBANES, 
JOE BIDEN, 
ALAN CRANSTON, 
CHRISTOPHER J. DODD, 
HARRIS WOFFORD, 
NANCY LANDON 

KASSEBAUM, 
FRANK H. MURKOWSKI, 
MITCH MCCONNELL, 

Solely for chapter 7 of title VII and chapter 
1 of title IX: 

DON RIEGLE, 
PAUL S. SARBANES, 
JAKE GARN, 

Managers on the Part of the Senate. 

CONFERENCE REPORT ON H.R. 2519 
Pursuant to the order of September 

27, 1991, Mr. TRAXLER submitted the 
following conference report and state
ment on the bill (H.R. 2519) making ap
propriations for the Departments of 
Veterans Affairs and Housing and 
Urban Development, and for sundry 
independent agencies, commissions, 
corporations, and offices for the fiscal 
year ending September 30, 1992, and for 
other purposes: 

CONFERENCE REPORT (H. REPT. 2519) 
The Committee of Conference on the dis

agreeing votes of the two Houses on the 
amendments of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 
2519) "making appropriations for the Depart
ments of Veterans Affairs and Housing and 
Urban Development, and for sundry inde
pendent agencies, commissions, corpora
tions, and offices for the fiscal year ending 
September 30, 1992, and for other purposes," 
having met, after full and free conference, 

have agreed to recommend and do rec
ommend to their respective Houses as fol
lows: 

That the Senate recede from its amend
ments numbered 17, 18, 19, 22, 27, 51, 55, 56, 57, 
~.60,fil,6~m,64,&,~.69.8~8~84,00,W, 
94, 97, 103, 104, 108, 109, 110, 113, 114, 115, 116, 
117, 118, 132, 136, 137, 144, 158, 169, 170, and 171. 

That the House recede from its disagree
ment to the amendments of the Senate num
bered 1, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16, 23, 32, 33, 42, 43, 44, 
45, 46, 47, 48, 52, 54, 66, 90, 99, 100, 105, 120, 128, 
129, 130, 134, 138, 141, 143, 145, 149, 152, 154, 155, 
157, 160, 1m, 166, and 167, and agree to the 
same. 

Amendment numbered 2: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 2, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $13,512,920,000; and the Senate 
agree to the same. 

Amendment numbered 3: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 3, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

Restore the matter stricken by said 
amendment amended as follows: 

In lieu of the sum named in said amend
ment insert $8,740,000,000; and the Senate 
agree to the same. 

Amendment numbered 13: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 13, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $414,250,000; and the Senate agree 
to the same. 

Amendment numbered 24: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 24, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $161,000,000; and the Senate agree 
to the same. 

Amendment numbered 31: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 31, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $1,500,000,000; and the Senate 
agree to the same. 

Amendment numbered 38: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 38, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $17,700,000; and the Senate agree 
to the same. 

Amendment numbered 39: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 39, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $2,450,000,000; and the Senate 
agree to the same. 

Amendment numbered 41: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 41, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $6,025,000; and the Senate agree 
to the same. 

Amendment numbered 50: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num-
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bered 50, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $33,930,000; and the Senate agree 
to the same. 

Amendment numbered 87: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 87, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $5,500; and the Senate agree to 
the same. 

Amendment numbered 88: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 88, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $1,040,500,000; and the Senate 
agree to the same. 

Amendment numbered 91: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 91, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $323,000,000; and the Senate agree 
to the same. 

Amendment numbered 96: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 96, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $39,300,000; and the Senate agree 
to the same. 

Amendment numbered 101: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 101, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $56,500,000; and the Senate agree 
to the same. 

Amendment numbered 102: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 102, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $240,000,000; and the Senate agree 
to the same. 

Amendment numbered 125: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 125, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $875; and the Senate agree to the 
same. 

Amendment numbered 126: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 126, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $6,010,000; and the Senate agree 
to the same. 

Amendment numbered 127: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 127, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum named by said amend
ment insert: $5,000,000; and the Senate agree 
to the same. 

Amendment numbered 135: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 135, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $6,413,800,000; and the Senate 
agree to the same. 

Amendment numbered 140: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 140, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $2,242,300,000; and the Senate 
agree to the same. 

Amendment numbered 161: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 161, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment insert $31,900,000; and the Senate agree 
to the same. 

Amendment numbered 165: 
That the House recede from its disagree

ment to the amendment of the Senate num
bered 165, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

Delete the matter stricken by said amend
ment and 

Delete the matter inserted by said amend
ment. 

And the Senate agree to the same. 
The committee of conference report in dis

agreement amendments numbered 4, 5, 6, 9, 
10, 14, 20, 21, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 34, 35, 36, 37, 40, 
4~~.M.m,7~n.7a7~7~7~7~7t7~7~ 
80, 81, 85, 89, 92, 95, 98, 106, 107, 111, 112, 119, 
121, 122, 123, 124, 131, 133, 139, 142, 146, 147, 148, 
150, 151, 1~. 156, 159, 162, 164, 168, 172, 173, 174, 
and 175. 

BOB TRAXLER, 
LOUIS STOKES, 
ALAN MOLLOHAN 
JIM CHAPMAN, 
CHET ATKINS, 
MARCY KAPTUR, 
JAMIE L. WHITTEN, 
BILL GREEN, 
LAWRENCE COUGHLIN, 
BILL LoWERY, 
JOSEPH M. MCDADE, 

Managers on the Part of the House. 
BARBARA A. MIKULSKI, 
PAT LEAHY, 
J. BENNETT JOHNSTON, 
FRANK R. LAUTENBERG, 
WYCHE FOWLER, Jr., 
BOBKERREY, 
RoBERT C. BYRD, 
JAKE GARN, 
ALFONSE M. D'AMATO, 
CHRISTOPHER S. BOND, 
DON NICKLES, 
PHIL GRAMM, 
MARK 0. HATFIELD, 

Managers on the Part of the Senate. 

JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF 
THE COMMITTEE OF CONFERENCE 

The managers on the part of the House and 
the Senate at the conference on the disagree
ing votes of the two Houses on the amend
ments of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 2519) 
making appropriations for the Departments 
of Veterans Affairs and Housing and Urban 
Development, and for sundry independent 
agencies, commissions, corporations, and of
fices for the fiscal year ending September 30, 
1992, and for other purposes, submit the fol
lowing joint statement to the House and the 
Senate in explanation of the effect of the ac
tion agreed upon by the managers and rec
ommended in the accompanying report. 
TITLE I-DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS 

VETERANS HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 

Amendment No. 1: Inserts center heading 
as proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 2: Appropriates 
$13,512,920,000 for medical care, instead of 

$13,495,096,000 as proposed by the House and 
$13,527,920,000 as proposed by the Senate. 

The conference agreement reflects the fol
lowing changes from the budget estimate: 

+$60,524,000 for increased salary costs of 
special pay legislation for doctors and den
tists. 

+$10,000,000 above the budget request to ex
pand the post-traumatic stress disorder pro
gram, including funds to establish the Pa
cific Center for PTSD and War Related Dis
orders to be located on the Island of Hawaii. 

+$75,000,000 above the budget request for 
1,500 additional nurses at the 60 largest ter
tiary and secondary hospitals as indicated by 
the V A's May 3, 1991, complexity measure
ment rating system. The increase is only for 
nursing (RNs, LPNs, LVNs, and NAs) re
quirements on wards, intensive care units, 
operating rooms, and emergency rooms; and 
is in addition to the staffing level that other
wise would have been allocated to each medi
cal center. The Department is to provide a 
specific plan for the use of these nurses with 
the 1992 operating plan, subject to normal 
reprogramming procedures. 

+$3,600,000 above the budget request to es
tablish a new satellite outpatient clinic in 
the Fox River Valley area of Wisconsin. 

+$1,500,000 above the budget request to es
tablish a new community-based outpatient 
clinic in the Decatur or Springfield, Illinois 
area. 

- $3,000,000 below the bud.get request in 
telecommunications costs due to unantici
pated savings. 

+$12,000,000 above the budget request for 
quality assurance activities, including up to 
$3,000,000 to be transferred to the medical ad
ministration and miscellaneous operating 
expenses account for quality assurance ac
tivities. A report on the specific use of these 
funds is to be submitted with the operating 
plan. 

+$50,000,000 above the budget request for 
special pay for nurses. 

+$10,000,000 above the budget request of 
$397,837,000 for medical equipment. 

+$5,000,000 above the budget request for 
prosthetic devices. 

+$700,000 above the budget request for a 
rural mobile clinic in northern Vermont. 

+$500,000 above the budget request for a 
demonstration project involving the Clarks
burg VA Medical Center and Ruby Memorial 
Hospital to reduce the number of West Vir
ginia veterans receiving medical care out of 
the State. 

The committee of conference directs the 
Department to establish a Geriatric Re
search, Education and Clinical Center at the 
Baltimore VA Medical Center. Funds are in
cluded for this GRECC in the fiscal year 1992 
budget. 

The conferees believe that a nurse edu
cation loan repayment program has signifi
cant potential in aiding VA to recruit and 
retain highly qualified nurses. Therefore, VA 
is directed to submit a proposal within 90 
days of enactment of this Act for a nurse 
education loan repayment program. The pro
gram would require a minimum amount of 
service to VA in exchange for the repayment 
of a certain amount of educational loans. 
Those willing to serve in areas where the 
nurse shortfall is most acute would be given 
priority. The VA is directed to prepare a 
cost-benefit analysis of such a program, and 
a comparison to the existing programs and 
methodologies geared toward recruitment 
and retention of nurses. 

The conference agreement provides fund
ing for the enlargement of the Medical Eval
uation Reentry Program in Des Moines. 
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The conferees are concerned with the use 

of special pay for physicians, dentists and 
nurses that are funded in the medical admin
istration and miscellaneous operating ex
penses appropriation for personnel that pro
vide central policy direction and administra
tive oversight to the medical system's oper
ations. The purposes of special pay under 
Title 38 was to bring on par the compensa
tion for direct care providers with that of 
the private sector. The conferees are also 
concerned with the recent growth with Title 
38 authorized physicians, dentists and nurses 
in central office staff. The conferees would 
like, to the extent possible, to have staff 
with direct patient care skill and training to 
be placed out in the field. Consideration 
should be given to out-placing as many clini
cal related functions to the field as possible 
with a dual responsibility of direct patient 
care and national oversight. The conferees 
direct that the Secretary submit a plan and 
accompanying legislation that will propose 
restructuring functions and reclassify all but 
the most essential personnel positions to be 
authorized under Title 5. Also, the plan 
should fully justify why each position that 
remains under the authority of Title 38 needs 
to be under that authority. This plan will be 
provided no later than 45 days after the en
actment of the appropriations bill. 

The Secretary recently announced a policy 
to remove tobacco products from the Veter
ans Canteen Service. The conferees direct 
the Secretary to review this policy, after 
consulting with veterans service organiza
tions, health care professionals, and patients 
of VA facilities. 

This total amount of funding is specifi
cally intended to support 197,801 full-time 
equivalent employees (FTE) with the under
standing that, in accordance with estab
lished congressional practice, any additional 
pay costs necessary to support that FTE 
level will be borne by the VA, using funds 
made available by this measure, funds made 
available by enactment of supplemental ap
propriations, or through absorption of the 
costs, or some combination thereof. 

Amendment No. 3: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate earmarking $8,750,000,000 for personnel 
and compensation and benefits costs, amend
ed to earmark $8, 740,000,000. 

Amendment No. 4: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment, insert the following: $413,360,000 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

Amendment No. 5: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the sum named in said amend
ment, insert the following: $3,000,000 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conferees agree that not to exceed 
$3,000,000 to be available for transfer to the 
medical administration and miscellaneous 
operating expenses appropriation for quality 
assurance functions. 

Amendment No. 6: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate ear
marking $700,000 for a rural mobile clinic in 
the State of Vermont. 

Amendment No. 7: Appropriates $227,000,000 
for medical and prosthetic research as pro
posed by the Senate, instead of $226,795,000 as 
proposed by the House. 

The committee of conference agrees that 
the distribution of the $10,205,000 increase 
above the budget request is as follows: 

+$1,500,000 for prosthetic research. The VA 
is urged to increase the amount of prosthetic 
research done in-house. 

+Sl,500,000 for prostate research, a major 
health problem for aging males. 

+$4,000,000 for health service research and 
development. 

+$3,205,000 for medical research. 
The conferees support continued efforts to 

study the long-term health effects of veter
ans exposed to radiation at the Hanford Nu
clear Reservation. 

DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATION 

Amendment No. 8: Deletes language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate regarding the purchase of passenger 
motor vehicles for use in cemeterial oper
ations. This language is no longer needed in 
this account as operations of the National 
Cemetery System are being funded in a new 
separate appropriation. 

Amendment No. 9: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment, insert the following: $796,000,000 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The committee of conference is in agree
ment with the following changes from the 
budget estimate: 

+8,841,000 above the budget request for 220 
FTE in Veterans Benefits Administration 
field offices to begin reducing the backlog of 
claims. 

- $2,000,000 as a general reduction in gen
eral administration, subject to normal 
reprogramming requirements. 

-$1,000,000 in central office renovation 
costs. 

-$57,045,000 requested for the National 
Cemetery System as these activities are 
being funded in a new separate appropria
tion. 

Amendment No. 10: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate mak
ing the $14,100,000 provided for the 
unbudgeted 1992 costs Operation Desert 
Shield/Operation Desert Storm available 
only after submission of a formal budget re
quest by the President that designates such 
funds as an emergency requirement. 

Amendment No. 11: Appropriates $67,045,000 
for the National Cemetery System in a new 
separate appropriation as proposed by the 
Senate, instead of $67,045,000 in the general 
operating expenses appropriation as proposed 
by the House. The $10,000,000 increases above 
the budget request will provide for addi
tional staff and the purchase, maintenance, 
and repair of equipment. The additional 
funding will permit the VA to return the hal
lowed grounds to a level of beauty and dig
nity befitting the sacrifices of the men and 
women buried there. 

Amendment No. 12: Appropriates $29,959,000 
for the Office of Inspector General as pro
posed by the Senate, instead of $28,000,000 as 
proposed by the House. 

Amendment No. 13: Appropriates 
$414,250,000 for construction, major projects, 
instead of $522,000,000 as proposed by the 

House and $309,850,000 as proposed by the 
Senate. 

The conference agreement includes the fol
lowing changes from the budget estimate: 

+$16,800,000 for design of a $187,800,000 clini
cal addition project at the Ann Arbor VA 
Medical Center. 

+$6,400,000 above the budget request for 
renovation activities, which together with 
$41,612,000 in the budget request for a 270-bed 
psychiatric building, will provide $48,012,000 
for a combined project at the Tuscaloosa VA 
Medical Center. 

+$7,300,000 above the budget request for de
sign of a new clinical and bed addition 
project at the Reno VA Medical Center. 

+$700,000 above the budget request for de
sign of a central air conditioning project at 
the Fargo VA Medical Center. 

-$60,900,000 requested for the environ
mental improvements (phase II) project at 
the North Chicago VA Medical Center. The 
conferees agree, based on a recent IG finding 
which recommended a scaled-back mission 
for this facility, that the scope of this 
project should be reexamined. 

-$6,300,000 requested for the design of a 
clinical addition and parking garage project 
at the Tampa VA Medical Center. This ac
tion is taken without prejudice as the VA in
dicates it would not be able to obligate the 
funds in fiscal year 1992. 

+$250,000 above the budget request for an 
environmental impact statement for a new 
national cemetery in south Florida. 

- $25,000,000 from the $40,000,000 requested 
for structural steel for the clinical/bed tower 
project at the Palo Alto VA Medical Center. 
The conferees are concerned with the esti
mated cost ($252,000,000) and the scope of the 
project and direct the VA to redesign the 
project to an estimated cost of $180,000,000. 
The conferees urge the VA to move as quick
ly as possible to complete the redesign and 
submit a plan outlining the new schedule 
and the use of the $15,000,000. 

+$25,000,000 for initial funding of an out
patient clinic and 120-bed nursing care unit 
in Martinez, California. The conferees are 
aware of the Department's recent decision to 
close the VA Medical Center in Martinez and 
establish a new outpatient clinic and 120-bed 
nursing home care unit in Martinez, and a 
new 234-bed medical center and 120-bed nurs
ing home care unit in Davis, California. How
ever, concerns have been expressed about 
closing the Martinez facility and the ability 
of other existing VA facilities to accept the 
patient workload for Martinez and to con
tinue to provide quality medical care during 
the time after the Martinez Medical Center 
is closed and before the new facilities are 
opened. The $25,000,000 appropriation is for 
an innovative method of providing these 
services as fast as possible. A report is to be 
submitted by November 15, 1991, that details 
the method of construction, the schedule, 
and the sizing of the clinic and nursing 
home. 

The conferees have deleted the $48,800,000 
added above the budget requested by the 
House for a new ambulatory care facility in 
El Paso, Texas. This action is taken without 
prejudice due to budget restraints and an in
dication from the VA that the funds would 
not be obligated in fiscal year 1992. The com
mittee of conference expects that construc
tion funds for the El Paso ambulatory care 
facility would be appropriated in fiscal year 
1993. 

The committee of conference is concerned 
with three recent research leases at Nash
ville, Tennessee; Charleston, South Carolina; 
and San Diego, California. The use of such 
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"capital leases" should not be seen as an al
ternative for projects funded under the con
struction, major projects appropriation. The 
VA is directed to consider more cost effec
tive alternatives to meet its future pro
grammatic needs. The conferees direct the 
VA to prepare a report no later than April 6, 
1992, to address the future use of capital 
leases at the VA, with special attention to 
how the government interests are protected 
and how the most economical course of ac
tion is selected. A prioritization methodol
ogy for all future research leases is to be in
cluded in the report and will be used in eval
uating all future requests. 

Amendment No. 14: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

At the end of the matter proposed by said 
amendment, insert the following: . Appro
priations available to the Department of Veter
ans Affairs for the purchase, lease-purchase, or 
lease of a capital asset shall be obligated in ac
cordance with the scorekeeping guidelines found 
on page 1172 through 1176 of the conference re
port to accompany H.R. 5835, H.R. Conf. Rep. 
No. 964, JOlst Cong., 2d Sess. (1990) 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conference agreement provides for an 
earmark of $100,000 for the purchase of land 
adjacent to the Beckley, West Virginia, VA 
Medical Center, as proposed by the Senate, 
and adds language clarifying the budgeting 
treatment of appropriations for the Depart
ment for capital asset acquisition. 

Amendment No. 15: Appropriates 
$190,701,000 for construction, minor projects 
as proposed by the Senate, instead of 
$189,701,000 as proposed by the House. The re
duction of $5,000,000 below the budget request 
is taken from the Office of Facilities. 

Amendment No. 16: Establishes a limita
tion on expenses of the Office of Facilities at 
not more than $41,176,000 as proposed by the 
Senate, instead of $45,176,000 as proposed by 
the House. The conferees are concerned with 
the inordinate number of cost overruns on 
various VA construction projects. The 1992 
major construction request includes 
$13,647,000 for judgments against VA and 
$82,200,000 for cost overruns and 
misestimates on various projects. Thus, ap
proximately 21 percent of the 1992 request re
sults from past mistakes. Use of scarce funds 
for cost overruns means that veterans suffer 
because of the lack of funds for much needed 
new facilities and the rehabilitation of oth
ers. The VA needs to modify the method by 
which it manages the construction program. 
There have been suggestions that the "con
struction management" approach to con
struction projects saves money. Greater reli
ance upon private architects and engineers 
will reduce the requirement for VA staffing. 

Amendment No. 17: Appropriates $19,200,000 
for the parking garage revolving fund as pro
posed by the House, instead of $8,536,000 as 
proposed by the Senate. 

The conferees agree with the following 
changes from the budget request: 

+$5,664,000 for the parking garage at Nash
ville. The conferees have denied the use of 
funds from the Detroit parking garage 
project for the Nashville project. 

+$5,000,000 for a parking garage with at 
least 180 spaces at the Miami VA Medical 
Center. 

Amendment No. 18: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate requiring the VA to construct parking 

facilities with at least 1,500 spaces at the De
troit VA Medical Center. 

Amendment No. 19: Deletes language pro
posed by the Senate that would allow the 
transfer of up to $10,000,000 between the gen
eral operating expenses account and the Na
tional Cemetery System account. 

Amendment No. 20: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows; 

In lieu of the matter proposed in said 
amendment, insert the following: 

Notwithstanding the funding limitations con
tained in section 346 of Public Law 100-322 
(May 20, 1988), appropriations available to the 
Department of Veterans Affairs for fiscal year 
1992 for the National Cemetery System shall be 
available for the operation and maintenance of 
the National Memorial Cemetery of Arizona 
(formerly the Arizona Veterans Memorial Ceme
tery): Provided, That the provisions of this 
paragraph regarding the National Memorial 
Cemetery of Arizona shall be effective until (a) 
enactment into law of legislation concerning 
funding for the National Memorial Cemetery of 
Arizona or (b) November 30, 1991, whichever 
first occurs. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conferees agree to augment presently 
authorized funding sources for the National 
Memorial Cemetery of Arizona but limit the 
use of additional funds for two months (until 
November 30, 1991) or enactment into law of 
legislation dealing with this matter, which
ever first occurs. The conferees have taken 
this action so that cemeterial operations do 
not deteriorate due to a lack of funding. 

Amendment No. 21: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate re
quiring the Secretary to comply with regula
tions to be issued by the Department of 
Health and Human Services regarding clini
cal laboratories. 

Amendment No. 22: Deletes language pro
posed by the Senate naming the North
ampton VA Medical Center as the Silvio 0. 
Conte VA Medical Center. The conferees 
have deleted the provision because they un
derstand the authorizing committee plans to 
address this matter. 

TITLE Il-DEP ARTMENT OF HOUSING AND 
URBAN DEVELOPMENT 

HOUSING PROGRAMS 

Amendment No. 23: Inserts center heading 
as proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 24: Appropriates 
$161,000,000 for HOPE I (public and Indian 
housing) grants, instead of $151,000,000 as pro
posed by the House and Sl 75,000,000 as pro
posed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 25: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment, insert the following: $95,000,000 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conferees recommend an allocation of 
$3,000,000 of the $95,000,000 provided for HOPE 
II (multifamily) grants to the National Cen
ter for Tenant Ownership in affiliation with 
the Harrison Institute at the Georgetown 
University Law Center. 

Amendment No. 26: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers of the part of 

the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment, insert the following: $95,000,000 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

Amendment No. 27: Appropriates $10,000,000 
for the HOPE for Elderly Independence Dem
onstration Program as proposed by the 
House, instead of $10,400,000 as proposed by 
the Senate. The conferees agree that a por
tion of the $10,000,000 in supportive service 
shall be used in connection with the multi
family demonstration project authorized by 
section 803(h) of the National Affordable 
Housing Act along with an appropriate 
amount of section 8 authority. 

Amendment No. 28: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate per
mitting mutual housing associations to qual
ify for HOPE II grants. 

Amendment No. 29: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate 
which gives existing residents of Indian and 
public housing first preference for admission 
as homeowners under the HOPE ill (single
family) grants program. 

Amendment No. 30: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the pa.rt of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate pro
viding that $225,000,000 of the amount rec
ommended for HOPE grants be derived by 
transfer from unreserved, nonincremental 
carryover funds in the annual contributions 
for assisted housing account. 

Amendment No. 31: Appropriates 
$1,500,000,000 for the HOME investment part
nerships program, instead of $500,000,000 as 
proposed by the House and $2,000,000,000 as 
proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 32: Deletes language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate earmarking the $25,000,000 requested for 
grants to States and local governments for 
lead-based paint abatement in privately
owned housing. The conferees have provided 
$50,000,000 for such activities in the annual 
contributions for assisted housing account. 

Amendment No. 33: Deletes language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate lowering the allocation threshold con
sistent with the reduced appropriations rec
ommended. 

Amendment No. 34: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate 
waiving the matching requirements for fiscal 
year 1992. The conferees agree that the waiv
er is for only one year-but is essential due 
to the continuing effects of the current re
cession which have already affected well 
over one-half of the States and a substantial 
portion of America's cities. 

Amendment No. 35: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter stricken and inserted 
by said amendment, insert the following: 

(INCLUDING RESCISSION OF FUNDS) 

For assistance under the United States Hous
ing Act of 1937, as amended ("the Act" herein) 
42 U.S.C. 1437), not otherwise provided for, 
$8,070,201,000, to remain available until ex
pended: Provided, That to be added to and 
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merged with the foregoing amounts, there shall 
be $2,287,000,000, consisting of $537,000,000 of 
budget authority previously made available 
under this head for nonincremental purposes 
which remains unreserved at the end of fiscal 
year 1991; and $1, 75(),000,000 of section 8 funds 
arising from the conversion to the new capital 
advance program of projects previously reserved 
under section 202 of the Housing Act of 1959 as 
it existed before enactment of the Cranston-Gon
zalez National Affordable Housing Act: Pro
vided further, That, from the foregoing total of 
$10,357,201,000, $227,170,000 shall be for the de
velopment of acquisition cost of public housing 
for Indian families, including amounts for hous
ing under the mutual help homeownership op
portunity program under section 202 of the Act 
(42 U.S.C. 1437bb; $573,983,000 shall be for the 
development or acquisition cost of public hous
ing, including $15,719,158 for a demolition/dis
position demonstration program in Saint Louis, 
Missouri, pursuant to section 513 of the Cran
ston-Gonzalez National Affordable Housing Act 
(Public Law 101-625), and, notwithstanding the 
20 per centum limitation under section 5(j)(2) of 
the Act, of the $573,983,000 for the development 
or acquisition of public housing, $200,000,000 
shall be awarded competitively for construction 
or major reconstruction of obsolete public hous
ing projects, other than for Indian families; Pro
vided further, That of the $10,357,201,000 total 
under this head, $2,800,975,000 shall be for mod
ernization of existing public housing projects 
pursuant to section 14 of the Act (42 U.S.C. 
14371), including funds for the comprehensive 
testing, abatement, and risk assessment of lead, 
of which $25,000,000 shall be for the risk assess
ment of lead and $5,000,000 shall be for technical 
assistance and training under section 20 of the 
Act (42 U.S.C. 1437r), and $7,437,600 shall be for 
a demolition/disposition demonstration program 
in Saint Louis, Missouri, pursuant to section 513 
of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Affordable 
Housing Act (Public Law 101-625): Provided fur
ther, That of the $10,357,201,000 total under this 
head, $915,75(),000 shall be for the section 8 exist
ing housing certificate program (42 U.S.C. 
1437/), including $50,000,000 for a Foster Child 
Care demonstration program involving 11 States, 
$12,840,790 for a demolition/disposition dem
onstration program in Saint Louis, Missouri, 
pursuant to section 513 of the Cranston-Gon
zalez National Affordable Housing Act (Public 
Law 101-625), and $20,000,000 for a demonstra
tion involving five cities with populations ex
ceeding $400,000 in metropolitan areas with pop
ulations exceeding 1,500,000, under which the 
Secretary shall carry out metropolitan-wide pro
grams, designed to assist families with children 
to move out of areas with high concentrations of 
persons living in poverty, through contracts 
with nonprofit organizations and through an
nual contributions contracts with public hous
ing agencies for administration of housing as
sistance payments contracts: Provided further, 
That of the $10,357,201,000 total provided under 
this head, $794,167,000 shall be for the housing 
voucher program under section 8(0) of the Act 
(42 U.S.C. 1437/(o)); $2,300,000,000 shall be for 
amendments to section 8 contracts other than 
contracts for projects developed under section 
202 of the Housing Act of 1959, as amended, in
cluding $70,000,000 which shall be for rental ad
justments resulting from the application of an 
annual adjustment factor in accordance with 
section 801 of the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development Reform Act of 1989 (P.L. 
101-235); $618,462,000 shall be for assistance for 
State or local units of government, tenant and 
nonprofit organizations to purchase projects 
where owners have indicated an intent to pre
pay mortgages and for assistance to be used as 
an incentive to prevent prepayment or for 
vouchers to aid eligible tenants adversely af-
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fected by mortgage prepayment, as authorized 
in the Cranston-Gonzalez National Affordable 
Housing Act (Public Law 101-625), and of the 
$618,462,000 made available for such assistance, 
up to $25,000,000 shall be for use by nonprofit 
organizations, pursuant to of the Emergency 
Low Income Housing Preservation Act of 1987, 
as amended by the Cranston-Gonzalez National 
Affordable Housing Act (Public Law 101-625), 
and for tenant and community-based nonprofit 
education, training and capacity building and 
the development of State and local preservation 
strategies; $88,884,000 shall be for section 8 as
sistance for property disposition; and 
$257,000,000 shall be for loan management: Pro
vided further, That any amounts of budget au
thority provided herein that are used for loan 
management activities under section 8(b)(1)(42 
U.S.C. 1437/(b)(l)) shall be obligated for a con
tract term that is no more than five years: Pro
vided further, That those portions of the fees for 
the costs incurred in administering incremental 
units assisted in the certificate and housing 
voucher programs under sections 8(b) and (o), 
respectively, shall be established or increased in 
accordance with the authorization for such fees 
in section 8(q) of the Act: Provided further, 
That up to $167,000,000 of amounts of budget 
authority (and contract authority) reserved or 
obligated for the development or acquisition 
costs of public housing (including public hous
ing for Indian families), for modernization of ex
isting public housing projects (including such 
projects for Indian families), and, except as 
herein provided, for programs under section 8 of 
the Act (42 U.S.C. 1437/), which are recaptured 
during fiscal year 1992, shall be rescinded: Pro
vided further, That 5fJ per centum of the 
amounts of budget authority, or in lieu thereof 
50 per centum of the cash amounts associated 
with such budget authority, that are recaptured 
from projects described in section 1012(a) of the 
Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance 
Amendments Act of 1988 (Public Law 101-628, 
102 Stat. 3224, 3268) shall not be rescinded, or in 
the case of cash, shall not be remitted to the 
Treasury, and such amounts of budget author
ity or cash shall be used by State housing fi
nance agencies in accordance with such section: 
Provided further, That of the $10,357,201,000 
total, $50,000,000 shall be for housing opportuni
ties for persons with AIDS under Title VIII, 
subtitle D of the Cranston-Gonzalez National 
Affordable Housing Act (Public Law 101-625) 
and $50,000,000 shall be for grants to States and 
units of general local government for the abate
ment of significant lead-based paint and lead 
dust hazards in low- and moderate-income 
owner-occupied units and low-income privately
owned rental units: Provided further, That such 
grant funds shall be available only for projects 
conducted by contractors certified and workers 
trained through a federally- or State-accredited 
program: Provided further, That, to be eligible 
for such grants, States and units of general 
local government must demonstrate the capabil
ity to identify significant-hazard housing units, 
to oversee the safe and effective conduct of the 
abatement, and to assure the future availability 
of abated units to low- and moderate-income 
persons; and $4,200,000 shall be for the housing 
demonstration under section 304(e)(l) of the 
Cranston-Gonzalez National Aft ordable Housing 
Act (Public Law 101-625); Provided further, 
That of the $54,250,000 earmarked in Public Law 
101-507 for special purpose grants (104 Stat. 
1351, 1357), $667,000 made available for the city 
of Chicago to assist the Ashland II Redevelop
ment Project shall instead be made available for 
the city of Chicago to assist the Marshway 
Project: Provided further, That notwithstanding 
the language preceding the first proviso of this 
paragraph, $150,000,000 shall be used for special 
purpose grants in accordance with the terms 

and conditions specified for such grants in the 
committee of conference report and statement of 
managers (H. Rept. 102-226) accompanying this 
H.R. 2519, including $500,000 for the city of 
Kansas City, Kansas to operate a social service 
center. 

Of the $10,357,201,000 total under this head, 
$538,808,000 shall be for capital advances for 
housing for the elderly as authorized by section 
202 of the Housing Act of 1959, as amended by 
section 801 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National 
Affordable Housing Act (P.L. 101-625); 
$451,200,000 shall be for projects rental assist
ance for supportive housing for the elderly 
under such section 202(c)(2) of the Housing Act 
of 1959; $148, 700,000 shall be for amendments to 
rental assistance contracts for projects for the 
elderly that receive capital advances or projects 
reserved under section 202 as it existed be/ ore 
enactment of the Cranston-Gonzalez National 
Affordable Housing Act; and $16,250,000 shall be 
for service coordinators pursuant to section 
202(g) of the Housing Act of 1959, as amended by 
section 808 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National 
Affordable Housing Act (Public Law 101-625): 
Provided, That to the extent that the funding 
provided herein for rental assistance contracts 
for the elderly that receive capital advances is 
insufficient to match the units provided through 
capital advances, funds deemed excess in other 
section 8 programs may be added to and merged 
with the rental assistance funding to ensure 
that sufficient rental assistance units are avail
able. 

Of the $10,357,201,000 total under this head, 
$102,860,000 shall be for capital advances for 
housing for persons with disabilities as author
ized by section 811 of the Cranston-Gonzalez 
National Affordable Housing Act (P.L. 101-625); 
$100,159,000 shall be for project rental assistance 
for persons with disabilities under section 
811(b)(2) of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Af
fordable Housing Act; and $23,300,000 shall be 
for amendments to rental assistance contracts 
for projects for the handicapped that receive 
capital advances, including projects previously 
reserved under section 202 of the Housing Act of 
1959 as it existed before enactment of the Cran
ston-Gonzalez National Affordable Housing Act. 

The Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop
ment shall make a commitment and provide cap
ital advance assistance under section 202 of the 
Housing Act of 1959, as amended by section 801 
of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Affordable 
Housing Act, or section 811 of such Act if the 
project is for persons with disabilities, for any 
project for which there is a loan reservation 
under section 202 of the Housing Act of 1959 as 
it existed before enactment of the Cranston-Gon
zalez National Affordable Housing Act, if the 
loan has not been executed and recorded, and if 
the project is making satisfactory progress under 
24 CFR section 885.230: Provided, That the Sec
retary shall not make such commitments and 
provide such capital advance assistance before 
January 1, 1992: Provided further, That the Sec
retary shall have the discretion until April 1, 
1992 not to terminate a project and not to con
vert a project to capital advance assistance: 
Provided further, That upon converting a 
project to capital advance assistance, the loan 
reservation for such project shall be terminated: 
Provided further, That a project not making sat
isfactory progress under 24 CFR section 885.230 
shall not have its loan reservation terminated 
before January 1, 1992, and the Secretary shall 
ensure that the processing of all projects 
through loan execution and recordation or the 
making of the capital advance is expedited, and 
that no project being so processed shall have the 
order in which it is processed arbitrarily 
changed: Provided further, That an owner of a 
project that is converted pursuant to this para
graph shall be permitted voluntarily to provide 
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funds for capital costs in addition to the capital 
advance, from debt or other non-Federal 
sources. 

With respect to each project that has a loan 
reservation terminated pursuant to the imme
diately foregoing paragraph, the Secretary of 
Housing and Urban Development shall convert 
each funding reservation that was made under 

section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 
1937 or section 202(h) of the Housing Act of 1959, 
before enactment of the Cranston-Gonzalez Na
tional Affordable Housing Act, to a commitment 
for project rental assistance under such section 
202 as amended by section 801 of the Cranston
Gonzalez National Alf ordable Housing Act or 
section 811 of the Act. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will offer a motion to recede and concur in 
the amendment of the House to the amend
ment to the Senate. 

The conferees expect the Department and 
the Office of Management and Budget to ad
here to the 1992 program detailed in the fol 
lowing table: 

ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS FOR ASSISTED HOUSING FY 1992-BUDGETARY RESOURCES 

Units Cost Term Budeet authority 

Recaptures .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. .. ................................ . 
Rescission of Recaptures ................................................................................................... .. .................................................................................................................... .. 

NA NA NA $167,000,000 
NA NA NA (167,000,000) 

Budget Authority (Including Car~ver) ................................................. ............................... ..... ....................................... ............................................... ......................... . NA NA NA 10,357.201.000 

Total Available .............. ............................................................ .. ......................................... ....... . ............................................................................................. .. NA 10,357,201,000 

New Housing 

7,500 76,531 NA 573,983,000 
2,800 81,132 NA 227,170,000 

PublirJlndian Housing: 
Public Housine ........ .................................................................................................. ................ ....................................................................................................... . 
Indian Hou sine .................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................... . ------

Subtotal, Publicllndian ................................................................................................................................................................................................................ . 10,300 801,153,000 
====== 

Section 8 and Other: 

(9,400) 57,320 NA 538,808,000 
9,400 2,400 20 451,200,000 

Section 202 (Elderly): 
Capital Grants ............................................................................................................................................................................................. ........................... .. 
Rental Assistance .. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ ........ .. ------

Subtotal, Elderly ............................................................................................................................. ...... ........................................................ ..................... .. 9,400 990,008,000 
====== 

(1,850) 55,600 NA 102,860,000 
1,850 2,707 20 100,159,000 

Section 811 (Disabled): 
Capital Grants ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .. 
Rental Assistance .............................................................................................................................................. ...... ............................................ ................... . 

Subtotal, Disabled ........................................... ........ .. ......................................................................................................................................................... . 1,850 203,019,000 
------

Total, Elderly/Disabled ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 11,250 1.193,027,000 
===== 

Vouchers: 
Incremental ................................................................................................................................... .......................................................................................... . 25,000 6,220 777,500,000 
Elderly Independence ....................................................................................................... .... ................................................................................................... . (1,500) 6,220 (35,800,000) 

------
Total, Vouchers ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 25,000 777 ,500,000 

====== 
Certificates: 

Incremental ................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 25,905 7,070 5 915.750,000 
Foster Child Care ................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................. . (1 ,414) 7,070 5 (50,000,000) 
Housine Opportunities for Persons with AIDS ............................ .. ......................................................................................................................................... .. 924 2,707 20 50,000,000 ------

Subtotal New Housine (Incremental) ............. .... ....................... .......................................................................................... ............................................... . 73,379 3,737,430,000 
===== 

Preservation of Existing Housing 

17,600 NA NA 88,000,000 
Public Housing: 

Amendments .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
Modernization ..................................................................................................................................................... ............................................................................. .. NA NA NA 2,800,975,000 

NA NA NA (5,000,000) 
NA NA NA 24,000,000 

Tech. Assist. & Trainine .................................................................................................................................. ............. ... ................................................................ . 
Lease Adjustments ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . ------

Subtotal, Public & Indian .......................... .............. .............................. ..................................................................................................................................... .. 17,600 2,912,975,000 

Section 8 and Other: 

4,264 NA NA 76,700,000 
NA NA NA 16,250,000 

Elderly and Handicapped Amendments: 
Section 202 (Elderly) Amendments ......................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
Service Coordinators .............................. ......................................................................................................................... ... .................................................... .. 

1,300 NA NA 23,300,000 
1,549 NA NA 72,000,000 ~~t_i0G'r1~t~1'2n~nar:~rt~dk~~'A'!~:r,ts .. ::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ------

Subtotal, Elderly/Handicapped ................. ............................. ............................................................................................................................................. . 7,113 188,250,000 
===== 

Vouchers: 
Opt Outs/Prepayments/Relocation ..................................................................................................................................................................... ..................... .. 536 6,220 16,667,000 

312,352 NA NA 569,420,000 
1,577 6,220 5 49,042,000 

Preservation/Homeownership: 
Incentives/Homeownership ......................................................................................................................................................................... ............................. . 
Vouchers .......................................................................................................... ........................................................................ ......... .......... .... ........................ .. ------

Subtotal, Home/Preser .............................................................................................................................................. .......................................................... . 32,929 618,462,000 
===== 

953 6,220 15 88,884,000 
10,648 4,827 5 257,000,000 

833 4,000 5 16,667,000 
901 3,700 5 16,666,0000 

~!1uaf i!E:-~~i~~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :: ::: :::: :::::::::: : :::::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::::::::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Section 23 Conversions ............................................ .................................. ............................................... ........................................... ................ ............................ . 
Housine Demonstration, Section 304(c)(l) ........................................................................ .... ............................ .... .......................................................................... . NA NA NA 4,200,000 
Amendments: 

505,577 NA 1 1.135,261,000 
317,908 NA 17 945,138,000 

8,065 NA 110 131,076,000 

Existine Hou sine ............................................................................ ........................................................................................................................................ .. 
Project Reserves ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 
Moderate Rehab ............................................................................................... .. .......... .......................................................................................................... .. 

924 NA 15 18,525,000 
22,000 NA NA 70,000,000 

Property Disposition .............................................................. .................................................................................................................................................. . 
Rainier View Requirements .............. ....................................................................................................................................................................................... . ------

Subtotal, Amendments ............................................................................................................................................................................ ........................... . 854,474 2,300,000,000 
===== 

NA NA NA 150,000,000 
NA NA NA 50,000,000 

Special Purpose Grants ......................................................................................................................................................................................... .......................... .. 
Lead-Based Paint Abatement Demonstration .................................. .............. .. ................................................................................................................................ . ------

Subtotal, Preservation of Exist. Housina ........................................................................... ......................................................................................................... .. 925,987 6,619,771 ,000 ------
999,366 .. .............. iCA 10,357,201 ,000 

NA NA (537,000,000) 
Subtotal, Annual Contributions ..................................................... .......................................................................................................................................... . 

Carryover (Nonincremental) ............................................................................................................................................................................................................. .. ------
Subtoal, Annual Contributions .................................................................................................................................................................................................... . 999,366 9,820,201 ,000 

Sec. 8 Recapturts from Sec. 202 Conversions ................. ....................................................................................................................................... ....................... . NA NA NA (1 ,750,000,000) ------
Total, Annual Contributions ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ .. 999,366 8,070,201 ,000 
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ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS FOR ASSISTED HOUSING FY 1992-BUDGETARY RESOURCE~ntinued 

Units Cost Tenn Budeet authority 

Rescission of Recaptures .... ......... .......................................................................... ............ ................... .. .......................................................................................... NA NA NA (167,000,000) -----
Budget authority (net) .......... ................................ ............................................................ ....................... .... ................................................................................. 999,366 

HOPE, Transfer of N:.C Carryover ............ ............................................................................................................................................................................................ .... .. NA NA 
7,903,201,000 
(225,000,000) NA 

Incremental Units: 
Annual Contributions ............................................................................................................................................................ .......... .......... .................................... .... 73,379 
Related Programs: 

Shelter Plus Care ......................................................................................... .............. .............................................................................................................. 1,000 
Moderate Rehabilitation (SRO) .............. .................................................................................................................................... ....... ... .. ............. .. ................... 4,891 
HOME ................................................................ ......... .......... ... ................. ....... ... .................................................................................................................. ..... 91,760 

Total Incremental .................................................................................. ..... ..... .................... ................................................................................................. 171,030 

1 Amendments are for the lesser of the contract expiration date or 7 years in the case of Project Reserves and the lesser of the contract expiration date or 10 years in the case of Moderate Rehabilitation. 

The conferees are in agreement with the 
following special purpose grants: 

+$30,000 for health and safety repairs on 
housing units at the Tri-Cities Vista Terrace 
in East Pasco, Washington. 

+$750,000 for low-income housing and eco
nomic revitalization in the southeast section 
of Seattle, Washington. 

+$1,000,000 for the Tacoma, Washington, 
Hill Top Housing and Redevelopment 
Project. 

+$2,000,000 for a land bank for Oregon's 
public housing authorities. 

+$3,000,000 for the renovation of a training 
fac111 ty for the blind, deaf, and elderly blind 
in Lafayette, Louisiana. 

+Sl,500,000 for a rural community-based 
health insurance program in two commu
nities in the Mississippi River Delta region 
of Arkansas. 

+$1,500,000 for the northwest Mississippi re
gional medical center. 

+$2,000,000 to help partially fund the San 
Mateo County, California, employee home
ownership program. 

+Sl,600,000 for the Council of Jewish Orga
nizations to establish business outreach cen
ters in New York and Connecticut. 

+$2,900,000 for the riverfront recapture eco
nomic development project in Hartford, Con
necticut. 

+$500,000 for the City of Wichita, Kansas, 
domestic violence program. 

+$750,000 for the construction of a new chil
dren's center at the Wyanddotte House in 
Kansas City, Kansas. 

+Sl,500,000 for a municipal center in Bloom
field, New Mexico. 

+$200,000 for the National Association of 
Southern Poor. 

+$750,000 for the success through academic 
and recreational support program run by the 
Fort Myers, Florida, housing authority. 

+$1,750,000 for low-income homeownership 
under the Sioux City, Iowa, housing dem
onstration project. 

+$2,000,000 for economic development in the 
downtown areas of Davenport, Iowa. 

+$4,370,000 for the City of Portland, Oregon, 
to establish a northeast Portland revolving 
loan fund to be used for urban economic de
velopment. 

+$1,200,000 for infrastructure development 
of Hawaiian home lands, and bill language to 
guarantee its timely implementation. 

+$1,300,000 for job retention of agricultural 
workers at two sugarcane mills on Hawaii's 
Hilo-Hamakua coast. 

+$5,000,000 for development of a center in 
New Orleans, Louisiana, to train residents of 
public housing, particularly teenage parents, 
literacy, and job training skills. 

+$500,000 for the New Jersey Institute of 
Technologies to study innovative housing 
technologies. 

+$20,000 for a feasibility study on commer
cial redevelopment for Clayton, New Jersey. 

+$500,000 for the Center for Health Tech
nologies in Miami, Florida, for technology 
and economic development activities. 

+$50,000 for a feasibility study on the cre
ation of a business park in Wildwood, New 
Jersey. 

+$80,000 to revitalize the central business 
district in Paulsboro, New Jersey. 

+$2,500,000 for the construction of a resi
dential facility at St. Joseph's School for the 
Blind in Jersey City, New Jersey. 

+$500,000 for the Newark Public Library to 
develop literacy training and reading rooms 
at five public housing developments in New
ark, New Jersey. 

+$1,500,000 for the downtown revitalization 
of Rutland, Vermont. 

+$2,000,000 to the Vermont Housing and 
Conservation Board for use in the develop
ment of affordable housing projects for low
and moderate-income individuals and fami
lies. 

+$4,000,000 for the capital costs for a hous
ing and detoxification center for homeless 
individuals in San Francisco, California. 

+Sl,000,000 to assist residents of the Wind
sor Park subdivision of north Las Vegas, Ne
vada, to participate in a plan developed by 
HUD to mitigate serious damage to homes 
that have sunk as a result of ground failure. 

+$250,000 for the community stabilization 
and revitalization project sponsored by the 
Genesee Economic Revitalization Inc. for 
Flint, Michigan, and Genesee County. Michi
gan. 

+Sl,000,000 for infrastructure improvements 
for the Town of Clinton, Tennessee. 

+$2,000,000 for the City of Homer, Alaska, 
for costs associated with the construction of 
an innovative waste water treatment plant. 
Delays and imprudent oversight of this 
project by the Federal Government threaten 
system users with onerous charges and may 
jeopardize the city's financial ability to 
meet other federally mandated standards. 

+$750,000 for drug elimination efforts for 
the Fort Worth housing authority in Fort 
Worth, Texas. 

+$500,000 for a community drug elimination 
program in housing projects in the Okla
homa City, Oklahoma, area. 

+$1,000,000 to the Atlantic Economic Devel
opment Corp. for the Sweet Auburn Curb 
Market project. 

+$5,000,000 for a homeless demonstration 
project at the Luther Place Church in Wash
ington, DC. 

+$500,000 for a grant for the City of Provo, 
Utah, for land acquisition and development 
of an alternate access route to the municipal 
airport and industrial park. 

+$2,000,000 for job creation and economic 
revitalization activities in Newark, New Jer
sey. 

+$300,000 for the Savannah, Georgia, hous
ing authority to conduct a feasibility study 
on the need for scattered-site public housing. 

+$500,000 for the North Dakota Business 
Marketing Alliance for a revolving fund for 
rural, home-based micro businesses. 

+$500,000 for a capitalization of a statewide 
revolving loan fund and technical assistance 

program to promote new high-technology 
small business development in Utah. This 
grant shall be matched by local governments 
and other non-Federal sources. 

+$400,000 for the Great Plains Native Amer
ican Crafts Cooperative to provide business 
assistance to native American entre
preneurs. 

+$250,000 for additional infrastructure de
velopment for a light industrial park in West 
Valley City, Utah. 

+$2,000,000 for the Center for Innovation 
and Development for a university-based, 
technology incubator facility in Grand 
Forks, North Dakota, to create new manu
facturing jobs in rural areas. 

+$250,000 for a low- and moderate-income 
housing assistance demonstration project co
operatively funded by the city and county of 
Salt Lake, Utah. Funds provided in a similar 
grant for fiscal year 1991 may be merged with 
this appropriation for greater project effec
tiveness. 

+$900,000 for the renovation of an aban
doned building to convert into an economic 
development and training center at Elkins, 
West Virginia. 

+$700,000 for purchase and renovation of an 
abandoned building for use as an Alzheimer's 
clinic and adult day-care center at Parkers
burg, West Virginia. 

+$500,000 for a rural health care clinic in 
McDowell County, West Virginia. 

+$800,000 for the development of a water 
supply system for the City of Crawford, Ne
braska. 

+Sl,300,000 for the North Omaha Family Re
source Center in Omaha, Nebraska. 

+$300,000 for the Nebraska Center for Rural 
Health Education and Drug Information, to 
be established at the University of Nebraska 
Medical Center, to connect 30 rural commu
nities across the State of Nebraska, provid
ing drug and health care information to 
health professionals and consumers. 

+$500,000 for the Harold Edgerton Edu
cational Center in Aurora, Nebraska. 

+$2,000,000 for the Navajo Nation to develop 
housing for handicapped and elderly individ
uals who live on remote portions of Navajo 
reservations. 

+$100,000 for improvements to the West 
Side Community Center in Asbury Park, 
New Jersey. 

+$250,000 for a statewide drug education 
program administered by the Oklahoma Alli
ance Against Drugs. 

+$500,000 for the City of Kansas City, Kan
sas, to operate a social service center. 

+$850,000 for continuing a housing rehabili
tation program in Ogden, Utah. 

+$850,000 for rural development assistance 
demonstration activities through the State 
of Utah Department of Community and Eco
nomic Development. 

+$300,000 for the Phyllis Wheatley Associa
tion for youth activities in Cleveland, Ohio. 

+$300,000 for the St. Clair-Superior Coali
tion for community development in Cleve
land, Ohio. 
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+$300,000 for the Harvard Community Serv

ices Center in Cleveland, Ohio. 
+$500,000 for community drug abuse resist

ance education program for youth in low-in
come and subsidized housing in San Diego, 
California. 

+$150,000 for San Diego, California, Filipino 
and Southeast Asian high-risk youth pro
gram for delinquency and youth gang pre
vention and education. 

+$600,000 for grants for Alzheimer's Treat
ment and Care Centers in San Diego, Califor
nia, to be managed by the Alzheimer's Asso
ciation ($300,000) and the Alzheimer Family 
Center ($300,000). 

+$1,000,000 to revitalize central city recre
ation infrastructure serving low- and mod
erate-income citizens in the city of San 
Bernardino, California. 

+$850,000 for low-income housing, commu
nity and economic development activities 
through the Redwood Economic Develop
ment Commission in Humboldt County, Cali
fornia. 

+$1,000,000 to improve low-income medical 
care to be applied in equal amounts to the 
Mothers and Children Clinic in Clearwater, 
Florida, and the Judea-Christian Health 
Clinic in Holiday, Florida. 

+$950,000 to acquire and renovate a food 
storage warehouse and to assist in the dis
tribution of food for the Food Share organi
zation in Oxnard, California. 

+$700,000 for housing rehabilitation for low
and moderate-income families in Dubuque, 
Iowa. 

+$1,000,000 to Seneca County, Ohio, of 
which $900,000 is for facility development and 
$100,000 is to develop an Old Fort Community 
Center. 

+$1,000,000 to be equally allocated among 
crime prevention, senior nutrition and as
sistance in the Bay Ridge Community in 
Brooklyn, New York, senior nutrition and 
assistance at Staten Island University Hos
pital and crime prevention in Staten Island, 
New York. 

+$1,000,000 for the Pennsylvania Housing 
Finance Agency to complete renovation and 
revitalization of the Saquoit Silk Mills in 
Scranton into low-income elderly apart
ments. 

+$950,000 for renovations to reopen the va
cant Florence Apartments in Scranton, 
Pennsylvania, for handicapped, single moth
ers with children, and homeless individuals. 

+$575,000 for emergency construction of 
water lines in Auburn, Massachusetts, to ad
dress presently irreversible hazardous con
tamination of the sole source of water for 
certain sections of the town. 

+$510,000 for emergency construction of 
water lines in Uxbridge and Millville, Massa
chusetts, to address presently irreversible 
hazardous contamination of the sole source 
of water for certain sections of these towns. 

+$400,000 for Holliston, Massachusetts, to 
defray the cost of the extension of critically 
needed water lines to areas of the town 
whose sole source of water has been contami
nated. 

+$1,000,000 to the City of Chicago, Illinois, 
for the Neighborhood Home Improvement 
Program. 

+$250,000 for the Women's Resource Center 
to shelter victims of family violence in 
northern San Diego County, California. 

+$1,000,000 to the City of Chicago, Illinois, 
for the Low-Income Housing Trust Fund. 

+$400,000 for the City of Lynn, Massachu
setts, to complete renovation of the Multi
Service Center, a centralized facility for the 
delivery of social services to meet the needs 
of homeless fam111es and individuals. 

+$1,500,000 for the Covenant House of New 
York City, New York. 

+$1,500,000 for the Alliance of Residence 
Theatres of New York, New York, for acqui
sition and renovation of theater space. 

+$500,000 for the Carbon Hill, Alabama, 
water system. 

+$500,000 to Bishop State Community Col
lege, Mobile, Alabama, for innovative train
ing for access to high technology for minor
ity students. 

+$421,000 to Franklin Borough, Pennsylva
nia, to settle a long-standing dispute with 
the Federal Government. 

+$2,000,000 to reclaim Toledo, Ohio, neigh
borhoods through the combined efforts of 
local churches, expanded training for non
profit community developers and residents 
in self-help apprenticeship to tear down, re
habilitate, and finance downpayments of 
homes. 

+l,000,000 for an innovative lead-paint 
abatement demonstration project in West
chester County, New York. 

+$1,200,000 for improvements to the Chero
kee Nation of Oklahoma's waste water treat
ment facilities located in Tahlequah, Okla
homa. 

+$3,900,000 for land acquisition, construc
tion, public improvements, and other pur
poses in Bay City, Michigan. 

+$400,000 for the Karst Topography Reha
bilitation Project in the Fountain Water Dis
trict, Illinois. 

+$290,000 for communications and other 
equipment in Marquette, Michigan. 

+$690,000 for water, sewer, and roads 
projects in Boyne City, Michigan. 

+$500,000 for a multi-service homeless shel
ter in Joliet, Illinois. 

+$1,300,000 to help fund the Second Pre
cinct Rehabilitation Project in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. 

+$1,072,000 to assist in acquisition of facili
ties and other purposes in Saginaw, Michi
gan. 

+$4,200,000 for the New England Shelter for 
Homeless Veterans in Boston, Massachu
setts. 

+$950,000 to acquire, renovate, construct, 
and equip facilities to provide alternative 
housing, and educational and recreational 
opportunities for at-risk youth in the City of 
Wheeling, West Virginia. 

+$850,000 to purchase, remodel, and equip a 
vacant Jewish Community Center building 
in Lawrence, Massachusetts, for use as a 
Girls' Club facility. 

+$250,000 for the City of Lowell, Massachu
setts, for a youth gang prevention program 
for adolescents in and around federally as
sisted housing, and for programs for at-risk 
adolescent girls. 

+$250,000 to the Town of Framingham, Mas
sachusetts, for school drop-out prevention 
activities. 

+$900,000 for surface transportation in 
Portland, Oregon. 

+$1,000,000 for the Oxbow Corporation for 
construction of the Oxbow project in 
Castlewood and Saint Paul, Virginia. 

+$300,000 for the Business and Industrial 
Development Center at Northeast Texas 
Community College, Mt. Pleasant, Texas, to 
promote rural economic development pro
grams. 

+$3,000,000 for community development ac
tivities in Texas: Hopkins County ($1,500,000), 
and the Greater Paris Development Founda
tion Fund, Inc. in the City of Paris 
($1,500,000). 

+$400,000 to complete the acquisition, 
clearance, and relocation activities in the 
Central Norristown, Pennsylvania, redevel
opment project. 

+$700,000 to refurbish the Cresson Street 
tressel in Manayunk, Pennsylvania. 

+$211,000 for a water main project in 
Adamsville, Jefferson County, Alabama. 

+$1,000,000 to rehabilitate the Pease Audi
torium, a historic building in Ypsilanti, 
Michigan. 

+$2,900,000 for demolition and park con
struction in Tampa, Florida. 

+$1,000,000 for the purchase of the Prince 
Carrollton Apartments in New Carrollton, 
Maryland, for low-income housing. 

+$505,000 for the North Miami Beach, Flor
ida, Performing Arts Cultural Center. 

+$65,000 for improvement of recreational 
facilities in Biscayne Park, Florida. 

+$2,500,000 for a Center for Advanced Care 
for the Elderly with the New England Dea
coness Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts. 

+$101,000 to improve recreational facilities 
in the Borough of Myersdale, Pennsylvania. 

+$1,500,000 to improve the community rec
reational facilities in three communities, 
Portage Borough, Portage Township, and the 
City of Greensburg, Pennsylvania. 

+$2,000,000 for construction of a multi-use 
facility, which will aid in the revitalization 
effort in Buffalo, New York. 

+$500,000 for the Community Housing Im
provement Systems and Planning Associa
tion for the purposes of predevelopment of 
Rancho Los Robles in North Montery Coun
ty, California. 

+$2,500,000 for a demonstration project to 
create a revolving loan fund account for low
interest loans for renovation of store front 
business facades in the "Four Corners" area 
of downtown Newark, New Jersey. 

+$1,000,000 for a parking garage in Ashland, 
Kentucky. 

+$500,000 to support housing rehabilitation 
in Benton Harbor, Michigan. 

+$985,000 for neighborhood revitalization 
and community development in the City of 
Fairmont, West Virginia. 

+$150,000 for a new government center in 
Warren, Rhode Island. 

+$5,950,000 to Peoria, Illinois, to settle a 
dispute with the Federal Government and for 
other purposes. 

+$625,000 for a demonstration project to es
tablish a community development priority 
list in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 

+$1,500,000 for community revitalization 
activities in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

+Sl ,000,000 for housing and other purposes 
in El Paso, Texas. 

+$200,000 for improvement and revitaliza
tion of the rental business district of Perth 
Amboy, New Jersey. 

+$1,000,000 for housing programs and other 
purposes in Ft. Wayne, Indiana. 

+$2,500,000 for expanding the North Miami 
Center for Contemporary Art, Florida. 

+$500,000 for a transitional housing assist
ance program in San Diego, California, to be 
administered by the St. Vincent DePaul Cen
ter for the Homeless. 

The conferees have recommended 
$50,000,000 for the family unification program 
authorized by the 1990 Housing Authoriza
tion Act. The Department is directed to allo
cate the approximately 1,400 certificates pro
vided to housing authorities in 11 States for 
a demonstration program consistent with 
the terms specified in the Senate report. The 
Secretary shall allocate these funds, upon re
ceipt of the proper application, to the follow
ing 11 States: Missouri, New York, New Jer
sey, California, Maryland, Michigan, Ohio, 
Texas, Pennsylvania, Florida, and Massachu
setts. Consistent with the authorization Act, 
the conferees direct HUD to issue proposed 
regulations within 60 days of enactment, and 
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a final rule within 180 days of enactment. 
The Department should evaluate the results 
of this demonstration, in consultation with 
other appropriate Federal agencies and out
side experts, and submit the results to the 
Committees on Appropriations. 

The first proviso in the fourth paragraph 
under the assisted housing account allows 
the Secretary the discretion not to convert 
direct loan projects to capital advance 
grants, until April 1, 1992. 

The third proviso in the fourth paragraph 
establishes a moratorium for the first quar
ter of fiscal year 1992 on loan terminations 
resulting from the failure of a project to 
make satisfactory progress. Nevertheless, ex
cept for these projects, all projects-whether 
for loans or capital advances-will continue 
to be processed in an expeditious manner, 
and their standing in the processing pipeline 
in relation to other projects will not arbi
trarily be changed. In addition, the commit
tee of conference assumes that there will be 
no additional budget authority scored from 
those projects that do not convert. 

The fourth proviso in the fourth paragraph 
makes clear that capital funding, in addition 
to the Federal capital advance, is permitted 
for projects that are converted from loan to 
grant financing. The added funding may be 
from sources based on secured or unsecured 
debt, or from any other non-Federal source. 

The conferees are concerned that the Sec
retary has not complied with language in the 
National Affordable Housing Act to provide 
$25,000,000 in discretionary funding for earth
quake-related rehabilitation and replace
ment of low-income housing in the Bay Area 
and urges him to do so. 

Amendment No. 36: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter stricken and inserted 
by said amendment, insert the following: 

For assistance under the United States Hous
ing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437) not otherwise 
provided for, for use in connection with expiring 
section 8 subsidy contracts, $7,355,128,000 to re
main available until expended: Provided, That 
funds provided under this paragraph may not 
be obligated for a contract term that is less than 
five years: Provided further, That the Secretary 
may maintain consolidated accounting data for 
funds disbursed at the Public Housing Agency 
or Indian Housing Authority or project level for 
subsidy assistance regardless of the source of 
the disbursement so as to minimize the adminis
trative burden of multiple accounts. 

Further, for the forgoing purposes, 
$850,000,000, to become available for obligation 
on October 1, 1992, and to remain available for 
obligation until expended. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conferees are deeply concerned with 
the $1,180,539,000 shortfall in the estimate for 
section 8 contract renewals in 1992. Because 
of the concern that no family should lose its 
housing assistance due to a contract termi
nating, the conferees have little real choice 
but to provide the additional funding. Be
cause of the budget restraints imposed by 
the Summit Agreement, the conferees, in 
consultation with the Administration, are 
providing $330,539,000 of the additional esti
mate in 1992 and the balance of $850,000,000 as 
an advance appropriation in 1993. The con
ferees have reservations about this method 
of funding but feel that under the cir
cumstances there are no other options. To 
avoid forcing a choice between continuing 

housing assistance for families already re
ceiving such assistance and the provision of 
housing assistance for additional families, 
the conferees urge the Administration to 
consider scoring all increases in section 8 
contract renewal costs above the budget 
baseline as mandatory increases. 

Amendment No. 37: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed by said 
amendment, insert the following: 

For those projects in the State of Maine, the 
owners of which have converted their section 23 
leased housing contracts (former section 23 of 
the Act, as amended by section 103(a), Housing 
and Urban Development Act of 1965, Public Law 
89-117, 79 Stat. 451, 455) to section 8, the subsidy 
provided shall be for a five-year extension of 
such projects' current housing assistance pay
ments contracts. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

Amendment No. 38: Appropriates $17,700,000 
for congregate services, instead of $9,500,000 
as proposed by the House and $26,000,000 as 
proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 39: Appropriates 
$2,450,000,000 for payments for operation of 
low-income housing projects, instead of 
$2,188,844,000 as proposed by the House and 
$2,500,000,000 as proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 40: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed by said 
amendment, insert the following: Provided, 
That of the funds provided under this head
ing, $294,156,000 shall not become available 
for obligation until September 20, 1992 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

Amendment No. 41: Appropriates $6,025,000 
for housing counseling assistance, instead of 
$8,350,000 as proposed by the House and 
$3, 700,000 as proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 42: Appropriates $50,000,000 
for the flexible subsidy fund as proposed by 
the Senate, instead of $52,413,000 as proposed 
by the House. 

HOMELESS ASSISTANCE 

Amendment No. 43: Appropriates $73,164,000 
for the emergency shelter grants program as 
proposed by the Senate, instead of $71,000,000 
as proposed by the House. 

Amendment No. 44: Deletes language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate earmarking funds for two homeless 
projects. 

Amendment No. 45: Appropriates $11,263,000 
for supplemental assistance for facilities to 
assist the homeless as proposed by the Sen
ate, instead of $57,000,000 as proposed by the 
House. The conferees agree that these funds 
are not to be used to fund the homeless pro
grams currently being operated by the De
partments of Health and Human Services, 
Education, and Labor. 

Amendment No. 46: Appropriates 
$105,000,000 for section 8 moderate rehabilita
tion single room occupancy as proposed by 
the Senate, instead of $55,000,000 as proposed 
by the House. 

Amendment No. 47: Appropriates $73,333,000 
for shelter plus care: section 8 moderate re
habilitation, single room occupancy as pro
posed by the Senate, instead of $50,000,000 as 
proposed by the House. 

Amendment No. 48: Deletes language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate appropriating $116,000,000 for shelter plus 
care: homeless rental housing assistance. 

COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

Amendment No. 49: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate ap
propriating $3,400,000,000 for community de
velopment grants, instead of $3,265,000,000 as 
proposed by the House. 

Amendment No. 50: Earmarks $33,930,000 
for grants to Indian tribes, instead of 
$32,600,00 as proposed by the House and 
$34,000,000 as proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 51: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate earmarking $500,000 for a grant to de
velop an integrated data base system and 
computer mapping tool as authorized by the 
National Affordable Housing Act of 1990. The 
conferees are in agreement that this grant is 
for the Population and Marketing Analysts 
Center in Towanda, Pennsylvania, for map
ping projects in Lackawanna County, Dun
more, Carbondale, Tioga County, Wilkes
Barre, and Hazelton. 

Amendment No. 52: Inserts reference to ap
propriation amount as proposed by the Sen
ate, instead of the amount proposed by the 
House. 

Amendment No. 53: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate ear
marking $2,000,000 for the Neighborhood De
velopment Demonstration Program. 

POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH 

Amendment No. 54: Appropriates $25,000,000 
for research and technology as proposed by 
the Senate, instead of $29,500,000 as proposed 
by the House. 

The conferees are in agreement on the fol
lowing changes to the budget request: 

+$400,000 for the State of Hawaii Real Es
tate Commission for a nationwide study to 
be conducted by the Hawaii Real Estate Re
search and Education Center to evaluate the 
advantages and disadvantages of reforming 
the Internal Revenue Code to qualify resi
dential ground lease financing for deductions 
or tax credits. 

+$250,000 for the Alliance to End Childhood 
Lead Poisoning to convene a consensus 
group to help fac111tate the development of 
interim containment guidelines on the 
abatement of lead in housing. 

- $10,650,000 as a general reduction to be 
applied in accordance with normal 
reprogramming guidelines and to be done in 
such a way as to have minimal effect on the 
annual housing survey. 

Amendment No. 55: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate earmarking $1,000,000 for innovative 
building technologies research with the Re
search Center of the National Association of 
Home Builders. 

MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION 

Amendment No. 56: Appropriates 
$744,078,000 for salaries and expenses as pro
posed by the House, instead of $879,453,000 as 
proposed by the Senate. 

The conferees are in a·greement with the 
following changes from the budget request: 

+$2,000,000 for the Housing Assistance 
Council. 

+$500,000 for the National American Indian 
Housing Council. 

+$1,135,000 for 25 FTE for the field to imple
ment the new Office of Lead Based Paint 
Abatement and Poisoning Prevention. 
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+$1,000,000 for 20 FTE for headquarters ex

penses of the new Office of Lead Based Paint 
Abatement and Poisoning Prevention. 

+$808,000 for 19 FTE for field legal services 
to increase fair housing enforcement activ
ity. 

- $5,443,000 as a general reduction in the 
salaries and expenses and departmental man
agement accounts, subject to normal 
reprogramming procedures-other than the 
Housing Assistance Council, the National 
American Indian Housing Council, the new 
Office of Lead Based Paint Abatement and 
Poisoning Prevention, or field legal services. 

Amendment No. 57: Transfers $394,609,000 
from the various funds of the Federal Hous
ing Administration as proposed by the 
House, instead of $435,000,000 as proposed by 
the Senate. 

Amendment No. 58: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed by said 
amendment, insert the following: Provided, 
That there shall be established, in the Office of 
the Secretary, an Office of Lead Based Paint 
Abatement and Poisoning Prevention to be 
headed by a career Senior Executive Service em
ployee who shall be responsible for all lead
based paint abatement and poisoning prevention 
activities (including, but not limited to, re
search, abatement, training regulations and pol
icy development): Provided further, That such 
office shall be allocated a staffing level of 20 
staff years 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will offer a motion to recede and concur in 
the amendment of the House to the amend
ment of the Senate. 

The conferees deleted the language pro
posed by the Senate requiring a qualified in
dustrial hygienist for each field office to 
oversee the lead-based paint abatement and 
poisoning prevention activities and establish 
timeframes for such appointments. However, 
the conferees expect the Department to 
abide by those requirements as outlined in 
the Senate's report. 

Amendment No. 59: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate appropriating $55,580,000 in a new per
sonal services and travel, Office of Housing 
account, instead of providing such funding in 
a new consolidated salaries and expenses ac
count as proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 60: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate appropriating $10,424,000 in a new per
sonal services and travel, Office of Public 
and Indian Housing account, instead of pro
viding such funding in a consolidated sala
ries and expenses account as proposed by the 
Senate. 

Amendment No. 61: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate appropriating $17,872,000 in a new per
sonal services and travel, Office of Commu
nity Planning and Development account, in
stead of providing such funding in a consoli
dated salaries and expenses account as pro
posed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 62: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate appropriating $10,705,000 in a new sepa
rate personal services and travel, Office of 
Policy Development and Research account, 
instead of providing such funding in a con
solidated salaries and expenses account as 
proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 63: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate appropriating $10,516,000 in a new sepa-

rate personal services and travel, Office of 
Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity ac
count, instead of providing such funding in a 
consolidated salaries and expenses account 
as proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 64: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate appropriating $9,293,000 for a new sepa
rate personal services and travel, Depart
ment of Management account, instead of 
providing such funding in a consolidated sal
aries and expenses account as proposed by 
the Senate. 

Amendment No. 65: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate appropriating $14,985,000 in a new per
sonal services and travel, Office of General 
Counsel account, instead of providing such 
funding in a consolidated salaries and ex
penses account as proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 66: Appropriates $44,665,000 
for the Office of Inspector General as pro
posed by the Senate, instead of $43,645,000 as 
proposed by the House. The conferees are 
concerned with the lack of quality financial 
information regarding section 8 amendment 
and contract renewal funds. The conferees 
expect that the Office of Inspector General 
will begin an audit of such activities and 
submit at least a preliminary report by Jan
uary 1, 1992. 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS 

Amendment No. 67: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

Restore the matter stricken by said 
amendment, amended to read as follows: 

Notwithstanding any other provision of law or 
other requirement, the city of Vallejo, Califor
nia, is authorized to retain any land disposition 
proceeds or urban renewal grants funds that re
main after the financial closeout of the Marina 
Vista Urban Renewal Project, and to use such 
funds in accordance with the requirements of 
the community development block grant pro
gram specified in title I of the Housing and 
Community Development Act of 1974. The city of 
Vallejo shall retain such funds in a lump sum 
and shall be entitled to retain and use, in ac
cordance with this paragraph, all past and fu
ture earnings from such funds, including any 
interest. 

Notwithstanding any provisions of law or 
other requirement, the Urban Renewal Author
ity of the City of Oklahoma City, in the State of 
Oklahoma, is authorized to retain any land dis
position proceeds and other income from the fi
nancially closed-out Central Business District 
Number IA Urban Renewal Project (OKLA. Rr 
30) and John F. Kennedy Urban Renewal 
Project (OKLA. Rr-35) in accordance with the 
Close-out Agreements executed pursuant to 24 
CFR 570.804(b)(5) October 16, 1979, and con
curred in by the Secretary, which agreements 
obligated such proceeds to completion of project 
activities in consideration for the reduction of 
an approved categorical settlement grant in sat
isfaction of the repayment requirements of 24 
CFR 570.486. The Urban Renewal Authority of 
the City of Oklahoma City shall retain such 
proceeds and other income in a lump sum and 
shall be entitled to retain and use, subject only 
to the provisions of 24 CFR 570.504(b)(5), such 
past and future proceeds, including any inter
est, for the completion of such project activities. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

Amendment No. 68: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate limiting the number of non-career senior 
executive service positions at the Depart-

ment of Housing and Urban Development to 
15. 

Amendment No. 69: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate establishing separate fair market rents 
for Monroe County, Pennsylvania. 

Amendment No. 70: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

Restore the matter stricken by said 
amendment, amended to read as follows: 

Section 6 of the United States Housing Act of 
1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437d) is amended by adding at 
the end the following new subsection: 

"(p) With respect to amounts available for ob
ligation on or after October 1, 1991, the criteria 
established under section 213(d)(5)(B) of the 
Housing and Community Development Act of 
1974 for any competition for assistance for new 
construction, acquisition, or acquisition and re
habilitation of public housing shall give pref
erence to applications for housing to be located 
in a local market area that has an inadequate 
supply of housing available for use by very low
income families. The Secretary shall establish 
criteria for determining that the housing supply 
of a local market area is inadequate, which 
shall require-

"(1)( A) information regarding housing market 
conditions showing that the supply of rental 
housing af for dab le by very low-income f amtlies 
is inadequate, taking into account vacancy 
rates in such housing and other market indica
tors; and 

"(B) evidence that significant numbers of 
families in the local market area holding 
cetificates and vouchers under section 8 are ex
periencing significant difficulty in leasing hous
ing meeting program and family-size require
ments; or 

"(2) evidence that the proposed development 
would provide increased housing opportunities 
for minorities or address special housing 
needs.". 

Section 14(k)(5)(A) of the Housing Act of 1937, 
as amended, is hereby amended as follows: 

By striking in the first sentence thereof the 
word "initial" 

In subsection (i) thereof by substituting the 
phrase "for each of the preceding three fiscal 
years" for the phrase "for each of fiscal years 
of 1989, 1990 and 1991 ". 

Adding a new subsection (iii) which provides: 
"(iii) In determining whether an agency is 
'troubled with respect to the modernization pro
gram', the Department shall consider only the 
agency's ability to carry out that program effec
tively based upon the agency's capacity to ac
complish the physical work: (a) with decent 
quality; (b) in a timely manner; (c) under com
petent contract administration; and (d) with 
adequate budget controls. No other criteria shall 
be applied in the determination." 

Section 14(k)(5)(E) of said Act is repealed. 
No appropriated funds may be used to imple

ment the rule proposed in 56 FEDERAL REGISTER 
45814, September 6, 1991 relating to "Low-in
come Public and Indian Housing-Vacancy 
Rule" or any revision thereof or any other rule 
related or similar thereto. 

Section 6(j)(l) of the Housing Act of 1937, 42 
U.S.C. 1437 d(j)(l), [section 502 a) of the Na
tional Affordable Housing Act] is amended as 
follows: 

(1) by adding at the end of subparagraph (H) 
the following language: "which shall not exceed 
the seven factors in the Statute, plus an addi
tional five"; and 

(2) by adding as subparagraph (I) the follow
ing: 

(I) "The Secretary shall: (1) administer the 
system of evaluating public housing agencies 
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flexibly to ensure that such agencies are not pe
nalized as a result of circumstances beyond 
their control; (2) reflect in the weights assigned 
to the various indicators the differ enc es in the 
difficulty of managing individual projects that 
result from their physical condition and their 
neighborhood environment; and (3) determine a 
public housing agency's status as "troubled 
with respect to the program under section 14" 
based upon factors solely related to its ability to 
carry out that program. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conferees believe that the Depart
ment's April 17, 1991, proposed rule imple
menting Section 502 of the National Afford
able Housing Act subverted Congress' inten
tion to set up a simple, objective system to 
evaluate public housing agency manage
ment. For this reason, the conferees direct 
the Department to use the indicators in the 
statute, as amended, rather than the 32 addi
tional factors in the proposed rule. The rel
ative weights of individual factors should be 
based solely on their importance to effective 
delivery of public housing services to resi
dents and this system should not penalize 
housing authorities for circumstances be
yond their control. 

Amendment No. 71: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate for
giving a public facilities loan to the Sale 
Creek Utility District in Soddy Daisy, Ten
nessee. 

Amendment No. 72: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed by said 
amendment, insert the following: 

The Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop
ment shall trans/ er title to the repossessed prop
erty known as the Roosevelt Homes Project (No. 
074-84006) located in Davenport, Iowa, to a non
profit organization. Such property shall be used 
only for the provision of an integrated program 
of shelter and social services to the homeless, or 
for other nonprofit uses, for a period of not less 
than 20 years following the date of the transfer. 
Use of the transferred property before the expi
ration of the 20-year period following the date 
of the transfer for any other purpose other than 
those described herein shall cause title to revert 
back to the Secretary of Housing and Urban De
velopment. The nonprofit organization selected 
by the Department shall have the right to use or 
not use the section 8 certificates attached to the 
property. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

Amendment No. 73: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate re
garding section 8 assistance provided for the 
Ganado Acres project. 

Amendment No. 74: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate al
lowing any public housing agency or Indian 
housing authority to purchase insurance 
from a nonprofit insurance standards. 

Amendment No. 75: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate es
tablishing the timeframe for insurance 
standards. 

Amendment No. 76: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate re
garding standards for nonprofit insurance 
entities. 

Amendment No. 77: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

At the end of matter inserted by said 
amendment, insert the following: 

Hereafter, until the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development has adopted regula
tions specifying the nature and quality of insur
ance covering the potential personal injury li
ability exposure of public housing authorities 
and Indian housing authorities (and their con
tractors, including architectural and engineer
ing services) as a result of testing and abate
ment of lead-based paint in federally subsidized 
public and Indian housing units, said authori
ties shall be permitted to purchase insurance far 
such risk, as an allowable expense against 
amounts available for capital improvements 
(modernization): Provided, That such insurance 
is competitively selected and that coverage pro
vided under such policies, as certified by the au
thority, provides reasonable coverage for the 
risk of liability exposure, taking into consider
ation the potential liability concerns inherent in 
the testing and abatement of lead-based paint, 
and the managerial and quality assurance re
sponsibilities associated with the conduct of 
such activities. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conference agreement modifies lan
guage proposed by the Senate relating to the 
eligibility of nonprofit insurance entities to 
offer insurance on a noncompetitive basis 
with the inclusion of additional language ex
panding the availability of liability insur
ance for lead-based paint testing and abate
ment activities. 

The added language responds to very seri
ous concerns raised by a September 24, 1991, 
HUD Inspector General examination of the 
Department's selection of a particular insur
ance contract which public housing agencies 
have been required to purchase to cover po
tential liability claims associated with the 
testing and abatement of lead-based paint. 
This report was prepared at the request of 
the Senate Committee on Appropriations. 
The Inspector General found that the De
partment " ... did not implement adequate 
management controls and procedures to jus
tify and support its procurement activities." 
Additionally, a number of ambiguities were 
identified by the IG report which have raised 
substantial questions as to the adequacy of 
the coverage provided by the vendor's insur
ance policy. 

The conferees are very concerned that the 
weaknesses of this insurance policy may ex
pose public housing authorities, and ulti
mately the Federal Government, to substan
tial financial liability. This adverse poten
tial is also heightened because the form of 
insurance selected by the Department ex
cludes any underwriting which would other
wise serve to promote safe and effective test
ing and abatement. 

Until the Department addresses the major 
deficiencies identified in the IG report, and 
has adopted final regulations regarding this 
important insurance requirement, the con
ferees agree that public housing authorities 
should be permitted to seek more adequate 
and effective insurance coverage. The provi
sion included in the conference agreement 

requires that these authorities utilize com
petitive procedures and certify to HUD that 
the policies selected are adequate to meet 
potential liability and serve to limit risk by 
providing for more effective quality assur
ance and project management. 

Amendment No. 78: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate lim
iting HUD central office staffing. 

Amendment No. 79: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed by said 
amendment, insert the following: 

Section 14(a) of the Housing Act of 1937, as 
amended, (42 U.S.C. 14371(a)) is amended by: 

(1) striking "and" at the end of clause "(1)"; 
(2) adding clauses (3), (4), and (5) as follows: 
"(3) to assess the risks of lead-based paint poi-

soning through the use of professional risk as
sessments that include dust and soil sampling 
and laboratory analysis in all projects con
structed before 1980 that are, or will be, occu
pied by families; and 

(4) to take effective interim measures to reduce 
and contain the risks of lead-based paint poi
soning recommended in such professional risk 
assessments; 

(5) the costs of testing, interim containment, 
professional risk assessments and abatement of 
lead are eligible modernization expenses. The 
costs of professional risk assessment are eligible 
modernization expenses whether or not they are 
incurred in connection with insurance and costs 
for such assessments that were incurred or dis
bursed in fiscal year 1991 from other accounts 
shall be paid or reimbursed from modernization 
funds in fiscal year 1992." 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conferees have included bill language 
modifying a provision proposed by the Sen
ate that would make clear that public and 
Indian housing modernization funds can be 
used for lead-based paint risk assessments 
and interim containment measures. The pro
vision also makes clear that housing au
thorities who have paid for risk assessments 
in fiscal year 1991 shall be paid or reimbursed 
for modernization funds in fiscal year 1992. 

Amendment No. 80: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate 
waiving the 25 percent presale requirements 
for the award of Nehemiah funds. 

The conferees have included language to 
amend section 606(c) of the Housing and 
Community Development Act of 1987 to give 
past and future Nehemiah recipients flexibil
ity within program presale requirements. 
Current requirements have been found to im
pede Nehemiah production in many areas of 
the country. Jurisdictions have found it dif
ficult to sell 25 percent of all units funded 
under an allocation prior to the start of any 
construction activities. Phasing will permit 
a recipient to presell and construct a portion 
of units, consistent with a project's develop
ment schedule. Land holding costs can be re
duced while preserving other program objec
tives related to economy of scale production. 
It is intended that the HUD Secretary shall 
permit phasing upon the request of the Nehe
miah grantee and that phasing shall apply to 
both past and future grantees. 

Amendment No. 81: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
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concur in the amendment of t he Senate re
garding the Pascua Yaqui tribe. 

Amendment No. 82: Deletes language pro
posed by the Senate modifying section 382(a) 
of the National Affordable Housing Act. 

Amendment No. 83: Deletes language pro
posed by the Senate regarding approval of 
housing subdivisions. 

Amendment No. 84: Deletes language pro
posed by the Senate modifying section 673 of 
the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981. 

TITLE ill-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES 

COMMISSION ON NATIONAL AND COMMUNITY 
SERVICE 

Amendment No. 85: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate ap
propriating $2,000,000 for salaries and ex
penses of the Commission, to remain avail
able until September 30, 1993. The language 
also appropriates $73,000,000 for program ac
tivities of the Commission, to remain avail
able until September 30, 1993. 

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

Amendment No. 86: Appropriates $40,200,000 
for salaries and expenses of the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission as proposed by 
the House, instead of $39,200,000 as proposed 
by the Senate. 

The conferees are in agreement on the fol
lowing change to the budget request: 

+$1,000,000 for the Little Cigar and Ciga
rette Safety Study. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Amendment No. 87: Provides a limitation 
of $5,500 for official reception and representa
tion expenses, instead of $6,000 as proposed 
by the House and $5,000 as proposed by the 
Senate. 

Amendment No. 88: Appropriates 
$1,040,500,000 for salaries and expenses in
stead of $1,084,000,000 as proposed by the 
House and $1,029,000,000 as proposed by the 
Senate. 

The committee of conference is in agree
ment on the following changes to the budget 
request: 

- $3,500,000 from travel and transportation 
of persons. 

- $6,000,000 from other services. The con
ferees have made this reduction because of 
increasing concern about the extensive use 
of contractors by the Agency. EPA should 
prepare a report to the Committees on Ap
propriations delineating the Agency's use of 
other contractural services in all operating 
program appropriation accounts for the last 
three fiscal years. This report should be sub
mitted to the Committees on Appropriations 
by February 1, 1992. 

-$40,000,000 to be taken as a general reduc
tion at the discretion of the Administrator. 

The conferees direct EPA to reprogram 
from within the Office of Water, $550,000 and 
10 FTEs for the implementation of the sec
tion 319 nonpoint source program. The con
ferees do not concur with the House directive 
to transfer $200,000 from the Office of Air and 
Radiation's program management to other 
elements within the office. 

The committee of conference directs EPA 
to provide such sums as necessary to estab
lish and staff the Long Island Sound program 
office. The conferees direct the agency to 
provide such sums as necessary for the im
plementation of the Medical Waste Tracking 
Program. Further, the conferees direct the 
agency to provide such sums as necessary for 
lead-based paint activities, including the es
tablishment of a national accreditation sys
tem for training programs. The use of funds 
for the above purposes in subject to review 
by the Committees on Appropriations. 

Amendment No. 89: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate 
withholding $500,000 from the Immediate Of
fice of the Administrator until EPA's Strate
gic Plan is provided to the Committees on 
Appropriations. 

Amendment No. 90: Appropriates $41,200,000 
for the Office of Inspector General as pro
posed by the Senate, instead of $39,661 ,000 as 
propose by the House. 

The committee of conference is concerned 
that the Inspector General has not aggres
sively pursued potential fraud by EPA con
tractors, especially with regard to the 
Superfund program. Therefore, the conferees 
direct the inspector general to provide in
creased audit and investigative oversight of 
Superfund activities. In particular, the in
spector general is directed to examine the 
Superfund alternative remedial contracting 
system and provide its findings and rec
ommendations to the Committees on Appro
priations by February 3, 1992. 

Amendment No. 91: Appropriates 
$323,000,000 for research and development in
stead of $333,875,000 as proposed by the House 
and $313,000,000 as proposed by the Senate. 

The committee of conference is in agree
ment on the following changes from the 
budget request: 

+$3,200,000 for the Center for Environ
mental Management. 

+$2,000,000 for indoor air research. 
+$1,000,000 for pollution prevention re

search. 
+ 1,000,000 for electromagnetic field re

search. 
+$3,100,000 for the purchase of specialized 

equipment for neural science research. 
+$1,000,000 for the Center for Excellence in 

Polymer Research and Environmental 
Study. 

+$600,000 for the Natural Resources Re
search Institute's Minerals Research Labora
tory. 

+$800,000 for the Adirondack Destruction 
Assessment Program. 

+$1,300,000 for a research project to recycle 
mixed office waste at Western Michigan Uni
versity. 

+$90,000 for a pollution abatement dem
onstration program in Hamburg, New York. 

+$250,000 for continued research on the 
zebra mussel. 

+$750,000 for EPA's Earth Observing Sys
tem activities. 

+$3,200,000 for the Southern Oxidants 
Study. 

+$2,000,000 for the Southwest Environ
mental Research and Policy Center. 

+$2,000,000 for the Great Lakes national 
program office. These funds are to be used 
for a cooperative agreement between the Du
luth/Grosse Ile Labs for Great Lakes work on 
the Rouge River, Saginaw Bay and Buffalo 
River as well as enhanced monitoring activi
ties. 

The conferees are disappointed that EPA 
did not meet the June 30, 1991, deadline for 
the issuance of draft Great Lakes water 
quality guidance as required by the Great 
Lakes Critical Programs Act of 1990 (P.L. 
101-596). The conferees direct the Adminis
tration to provide the Congress, within 30 
days of enactment of this Act, with a revised 
timetable for meeting all missed deadlines 
under P.L. 101-596 and an estimate of the fea
sibility of meeting any other deadlines pro
vided in that Act. 

+$2,500,000 for global warming and strato
spheric ozone depletion mitigation research. 
This funding will provide for high priority 

stratospheric ozone and global warming 
emission reduction research including a 200 
kilowatt fuel cell demonstration powerplant 
which consumes waste methane produced in 
the anaerobic digestion of solid waste at a 
sewage treatment plant. The treatment fa
cility should comply with the criteria out
lined in the Senate Committee report. 

-$2,000,000 from global warming activities, 
other than mitigation research. 

Further, the conferees direct EPA to pro
vide from within its program, additional 
funds for other priority stratospheric ozone 
and global warming research including eval
uating/demonstrating replacements for 
ozone depleting compounds, biomass utUiza
tion technologies, and tropospheric ozone. 

+$1,500,000 for multi-year cost-shared com
mercialization projects to demonstrate the 
use of solar and renewable energy. 

+$750,000 for an agriculture pollution re
search model associated with confined feed
ing operations. While the conferees were not 
able to provide the amount in the Senate 
bill, EPA is strongly urged to provide an ad
ditional $250,000 from within its existing pro
gram. 

+$300,000 for the Mickey Leland National 
Urban Air Toxics Research Center. 

+$116,000 for two wetlands research 
projects at the University of Nebraska. 

+$150,000 for a National Center on Solid 
Waste Research and Management. 

- $2,500,000 from the Environmental Mon
itoring and Assessment Program. The con
ferees are concerned that EPA may consider 
disproportionate research reductions appli
cable to agroecosystems and arid 
ecosystems. These major resources areas of 
the country are a critical component of any 
comprehensive national environmental mon
itoring effort. Furthermore, termination of 
ongoing efforts will jeopardize long overdue 
coordination between Federal and state enti
ties attempting to address ecological con
cerns of these areas. The conferees therefore 
agree that prior to making substantial 
changes in the EMAP research plan, EPA 
should assess such negative impacts and con
sult with the Committees on its findings. 

The committee of conference supports the 
proposal to establish a Center for Marine and 
Environmental Analyses which would estab
lish a data base, computer modeling, and 
other innovative methodologies for assessing 
the impacts of human activities, including 
global climate change, on the Earth's bio
sphere. 

-$4,221,000 from administrative expenses. 
- $945,000 from the Limestone Injection 

Multistage Burner. 
- $5,440,000 from other services. 
- $2,500,000 from funds previously appro-

priated for a coke oven emissions demonstra
tion. 

The conferees wish to make clear that, ex
cept for personnel compensation and benefits 
and travel costs, all expenses supporting re
search and development activities are to be 
paid for out of the research and development 
account. 

Amendment No. 92: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate per
mitting the agency to use the research and 
development account for minor facility re
pair and improvements. 

Amendment No. 93: Appropriates 
$1,133,625,000 for abatement, control, and 
compliance as proposed by the House instead 
of $1,142,500,000 as proposed by the Senate. 

The conferees are in agreement on the fol
lowing changes to the budget request: 
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+$27,500,000 for the section 319 nonpoint 

source grants. 
+$7 ,000,000 for the Clean Lakes Program. Of 

this amount, $500,000 is included for Lakes 
Allatoona and Lanier in Georgia, and $500,000 
for Lakes Cranberry, Wawayanda, Marcia, 
Sylvan and other lakes in New Jersey. 

+$37 ,000,000 for the asbestos in schools 
loans and grants program. While $37,000,000 
in budget authority has been provided for 
the asbestos in schools loans and grants pro
gram, the conferees note that this amount 
will provide for a total fiscal year 1992 pro
gram of approximately $57,000,000. Due to 
credit reform legislation, only the estimated 
subsidy portion of loan program levels must 
be appropriated. Bill language has been in
cluded in a later amendment to support up 
to a $17,000,000 subsidy level and to fund the 
administrative expenses. 

+$1,000,000 for academic training. 
+$2,200,000 for multimedia grants to Indian 

tribes. Of this amount, $500,000 is for the 
International Council of Arizona; $1,500,000 
for the Washington State Indian tribal ini
tiative; and $200,000 is for other Indian res
ervations. 

+$5,250,000 for rural water grants. Of this 
amount, $3,300,000 is for the National Rural 
Water Association; $1,000,000 is for NRWA's 
groundwater protection program; $700,000 is 
for the Rural Community Assistance Pro
gram; and $250,000 is for RCAP's small com
munities technical assistance program. 

+$7 ,000,000 for the Global Climate Change 
Protection Program. Of this amount, 
$1,500,000 is for global change policy activi
ties; $3,000,000 is for methane research; and 
$2,500,000 is for the phase-out of 
Chlorofluorocarbons. 

+$1,250,000 for wastewater operator train
ing activities. 

+$2,000,000 for pollution prevention grants. 
+$4,240,000 for EPA's lead paint abatement 

program. The conferees are concerned with 
EPA's continued sluggishness on the issue of 
lead-based paint. The conferees note that 
EPA has yet to develop a model worker 
training program for abatement workers, 
and the model programs for inspectors and 
supervisors remain unfinished. The conferees 
direct EPA to move expeditiously to meet 
the requirements of the certification and 
training mandate. The conferees understand 
that EPA may develop a National Exam for 
lead-based paint abatement contractors. 
This test would not in any way obviate the 
training and certification requirement, but 
would be intended to promote reciprocity 
among state programs and to serve as a sup
plement to the accreditation program. 

+$1,000,000 for erosion and sedimentation in 
the Great Lakes Basin. 

+$400,000 for the South Coast Air Quality 
Management District Alternative Fuels 
Demonstration Project. 

+$2,000,000 for the San Francisco Estuary 
Project. 

+$1,000,000 for EPA's National Training 
Center at West Virginia University. 

+$2,200,000 for EPA's supercomputer oper
ations. 

+$1,000,000 for a heavy duty engine dyna
mometer. 

+$300,000 for Canaan Valley, West Virginia, 
wetlands complex. 

+$2,000,000 for the Lackawanna Institute 
for Environmental Renewal. 

+$800,000 for the cleanup of the Buffalo 
River. Of this amount, $125,000 is for water
front planning activities. 

+$1,000,000 for the Small Flows Clearing
house at West Virginia University. 

+$1,300,000 for the Maumee River and Bay 
basinwide assessment of hazardous waste 
sites. 

+$1,000,000 for the Saginaw Bay National 
Watershed Initiative Pilot Project. 

+$25,000 for the Lackawanna River Corridor 
Association water quality testing program. 

+$300,000 for the Northeast Interstate 
Ozone Nonattainment and Visibility Project. 

+$500,000 for EPA's Water Conservation 
Task Force. 

+$500,000 for the Water Pollution Control 
Federation Research Foundation. The com
mittee of conference directs the WPCF Re
search Foundation to provide the Commit
tees with their strategy and schedule for 
achieving self-sufficiency, work products to 
be produced in fiscal year 1992, and its rela
tionship to EPA research activities. To en
sure that the Foundation does not stifle the 
development of new technologies for the 
wastewater treatment industry by usurping 
the traditional role of the private sector in 
research and development, the WPCF Re
search Foundation's research should focus on 
defining the problems currently confronting 
the industry, identifying those areas where 
research and development funds should be di
rected, and developing scientific data which 
would aid the private sector in its research 
and development activities. 

+$200,000 for the Underground Injection 
Control Public Information Program. 

+$625,000 for the Florida Keys National Ma
rine Sanctuary. 

+$100,000 for a wetlands comprehensive 
plan in Eugene, Oregon. 

+$1,575,000 for a new Small Business Tech
nical Assistance Program under the Clean 
Air Act Amendments. 

+$1,000,000 for the Spokane Aquifer. 
+$500,000 for a Lake Roosevelt Water Qual

ity Recovery Plan. 
- $15,000,000 from the Montreal Protocol fa

cilitation fund. 
-$500,000 from the new Teacher Environ

mental Awards program. 
+$750,000 for a West Virginia rural water 

demonstration project. 
+$300,000 for Water Regulations Compli

ance Training Project. 
+$1,000,000 for the continutation of a 

stormwater management project on the Pa
tuxent River. The State of Maryland will 
provide a $500,000 match. 

+$500,000 for a Chesapeake Bay water qual
ity model. 

+$400,000 for a pollution reduction strategy 
in the Tar-Pamlico River Basin. 

+$1,500,000 for the New Jersey Institute of 
Technology Integrated Pollution Prevention 
Initiative. 

+$1,200,000 for Medical Waste Tracking Act 
grants. 

+$1,250,000 for drinking water research by 
the American Water Works Association Re
search Foundation, to be matched by indus
try. These resources are to be expended in 
close consultation with the water utilities 
industry. 

+$750,000 for a solar aquatic wastewater 
treatment demonstration project. 

+$1,200,00 for sewage sludge composting 
techniques in the State of New Jersey. 

+$1,200,000 for a dredge spoil assessment 
and decontamination project. 

$700,000 for identifying and evaluating 
sources of visibility impairment in class I 
areas. The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments 
authorized the development of regional air 
quality models to assist in determining the 
sources of visibility impairment in Class I 
regions. It is the intent of Congress that this 
research proceed as rapidly as possible. The 
conferees urge EPA to use discretionary 
funds to begin work, in conjunction with the 
Secretary of the Interior and the National 

Park Service, on developing computer mod
els and a data base adequate to identify and 
evaluate sources of visibility impairment in 
these areas. In addition, EPA is urged to re
quest funding for these studies in fiscal year 
1993. 

+$500,000 for a National High Altitude 
Heavy Duty Engine Research and Tech
nology Center. 

+$1,500,000 for an alternate fuel vehicle 
training program. 

+$1,450,000 for a nonpoint source pollution 
project at the University of Kansas, Iowa 
State University, and University of Ne
braska at Lincoln. 

+$500,000 for the Illinois River basin 
nonpoint source pollution program. 

+$1,750,000 for the Lake Champlain Man
agement Conference, of which $250,000 is to 
be used for toxic sediment research. 

+$1,250,000 for the Lake Onondaga Manage
ment Conference. 

+$750,000 for establishment of the Long Is
land Sound Program Office and for activities 
specified in the Senate Committee report. 

+$100,000 for Connecticut River water qual
ity work. 

+$1,000,000 for a demonstration project to 
clean up contaminated areas resulting from 
leaking underground storage tanks in Coun
cil Bluffs and Shenandoah, Iowa. 

+$100,000 for grants to train minority and 
women contractors in radon mitigation. 

+$390,000 for an environmental science 
course by satellite. 

+$800,000 for an inhouse facility for biologi
cal testing of pesticides. The conference 
agreement includes $800,000 and bill language 
directing EPA to maintain an in-house lab
oratory facility for the biological testing of 
pesticides, hospital disinfectants and related 
products. 

The conferees expect the laboratory facil
ity to conduct a pre- and post-registration 
testing program to verify selective pesticide 
efficacy claims, ensure the quality and in
tegrity of registrant-submitted data, and as
sist in enforcement cases. In light of Federal 
budget constraints, the conferees rec
ommend that the Administrator explore op
tions for pooling resources from the Food 
and Drug Administration, the Centers for 
Disease Control, Agricultural Research Serv
ice, the states, users groups and industry to 
implement a national pesticide efficacy test
ing and enforcement strategy. The Agency 
should also focus its efforts on those product 
claims that are of greatest significance to 
public health, such as sporicidal and 
tuberculocidal claims, randomly check the 
efficacy of pesticides in the marketplace, 
and selectively target those products or 
chemicals with suspected efficacy problems. 
The conferees direct the Agency to report 
back to the Committees on Appropriations 
not later than May 1, 1992, on the progress in 
implementing this testing program and pro
vide information on the number and type of 
products tested and the results. 

+$1,250,000 for the implementation of farm 
worker safety regulations. 

+$250,000 for pesticide registration activi
ties. 

+$70,000 for the National Wood Energy As
sociation for a biomass gasification dem
onstration project. 

+$600,000 for an environmental health ef
fects study conducted by the State of Louisi
ana Departments of Health and Hospitals in 
environmental quality. 

-$6,000,000 from the Coastal America Ini
tiative. 

-$500,000 from the Environmental Statis
tics Compendium. 
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- $1,000,000 from the Health Effects Insti

tute Asbestos Research. The conferees note 
that the REI-Asbestos Research was origi
nally funded in fiscal year 1989 in the re
search and development account. EPA has 
since moved funding for this program to the 
abatement, control and compliance account. 
The conferees question whether this action 
was appropriate and direct EPA to provide a 
report within 60 days of enactment of this 
Act stating the reasons for moving this re
search activity to abatement, control and 
compliance. The conferees expect that, 
should there be a request for future year 
funding for HEI-AR, it will be in the re
search and development account so as not to 
violate the integrity of the individual ac
counts. 

+$350,000 for an interagency effort to re
store the Chesapeake Bay oyster commu
nity. This project will involve the restora
tion of oyster reef topography, which has 
significant implications for the restoration 
of the Chesapeake Bay's water quality. 

The conferees direct EPA to provide 
$7,300,000 or such sums as necessary for the 
transportation and storage of hazardous ma
terials in Buyers warehouse in Saint Joseph, 
Missouri. Further, the committee on con
ference directs EPA to support an agricul
tural plastics recycling pilot project in 
Adison and Franklin Counties, Vermont. 

The Committee of Conference believes 
that, in order to encourage highly effective 
and innovative state nonpoint source control 
and water quality programs, section 319 and 
section 106 grants should be awarded to 
states with effective programs in an expedi
tious manner. 

Amendment No. 94: Deletes language in
serted by the Senate transferring not less 
than $2,900,000 to the Council on Environ
mental quality Management Fund for the 
National Acid Precipitation Assessment Pro
grams. 

Amendment No. 95: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter inserted by said 
amendment, insert the following: : Provided 
further, That of the amount provided under this 
heading, up to $1,000,000 shall be available for 
the chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation 
Board, as authorized by the Clean Air Act 
Amendments of 1990 and the sum of $17,000,000 
shall be for subsidizing loans under the Asbestos 
School Hazard Abatement Act, and $2,400,000 
shall be for administrative expenses to carry out 
the loan and grant program 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

Amendment No. 96: Appropriates $39,300,000 
for buildings and facilities instead of 
$39, 700,000 as proposed by the House and 
$18,000,000 as proposed by the Senate. 

The conferees are in agreement on the fol
lowing changes to the budget request: 

+$200,000,000 for site acquisition and prepa
ration, planning and design of a Training and 
Ecology Center for dock facilities and infra
structure in Bay City, Michigan. 

+$6,700,000 for a grant for the renovation of 
space and construction of shared and individ
ual laboratories at the Neural Science Cen
ter and its related laboratory sites in New 
York City, New York. 

+$5,000,000 for the design of a modern facil
ity in Research Triangle Park (RTP), North 
Carolina. The current facilities at KTP are 
overcrowded and in need of repair. The con
ferees agree that a new, consolidated facility 

is needed for EPA to achieve its standards in 
providing quality data, which must be con
sistently reliable and accurate. 

The conferees have provided the seed 
money for the design of this facility, how
ever, it is their expectation that the con
struction of this facility will be the respon
sibility of the General Services Administra
tion (GSA). Based on current reports made 
by GSA to the House Public Works Commit
tee, federal construction is the most cost-ef
fective means of providing a new facility. 

- $5,400,000 from funds previously appro
priated for the Environmental Technology 
and Engineering Center. 

Amendment No. 97: Restores language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate providing $6,700,000 for a neural science 
center in New York City, New York. 

Amendment No. 98: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate pro
viding EPA with the authority to issue a 
grant to the Christopher Columbus Center. 

Amendment No. 99: Appropriates 
$1,616,228,000 for the Hazardous Substance 
Superfund as proposed by the Senate, instead 
of $1,630,000,000 as proposed by the House. 

The conferees are in agreement on the fol
lowing changes from the budget request: 

+$10,500,000 for NIEHS worker training 
grants. 

+$18,700,000 for NIEHS basic research 
grants. 

+$12,000,000 for ATSDR. From within this 
amount, $4,000,000 of the funds provided are 
for a research program in cooperation with 
the Association of Minority Health Profes
sions Schools, and $2,000,000 is for a study of 
human health impacts of contaminated fish. 

+$2,500,000 for Superfund research at Clark 
Atlanta University. 

+$2,500,000 for the Gulf Coast Hazardous 
Substance Research Center. 

+$115,000 for technical assistance at Fort 
Devens Sudbury Annex Superfund site. 

+$213,000 for a new pumping system in St. 
Anthony, Minnesota. 

+$300,000 for training grants for small, mi
nority and women contractors. 

+$2,500,000 for development of a low-tem
perature plasma process technology. 

- $183,100,000 as a general reduction to be 
applied at the discretion of the Adminis
trator. 

The conferees are concerned about EPA's 
oversight of the alternative remedial con
tracting system (ARCS). It is noted that a 
number of EP A's 45 ARCS contractors either 
do not have enough work, or do not perform 
quality clean-ups. The conferees expect that 
EPA will begin to phase out such contractors 
immediately while ensuring that the amount 
of capacity in the Superfund program is not 
reduced below the projected level of need. 

The conferees are also alarmed about the 
proportion of ARCS funds spent on program 
management. The conferees direct that EPA 
spend no more than 15 percent of the total 
ARCS budget on program management. The 
Agency projects that program management 
will make up approximately 12 percent of the 
total ARCS budget for fiscal year 1992. It is 
the expectation of the conferees that EPA 
will make every effort to meet this target. 
EPA is to report to the Committees on Ap
propriations on a quarterly basis on the 
amount of funds spent on both the ARCS 
program and program management costs. Fi
nally, the conferees expect that expeditious 
consideration will be given to the rec
ommendations made by the Administrator's 
Task Force to review the ARCS program. 

The Administrator's implementation plan of 
these recommendations is to be submitted to 
the Committee on Appropriations within 30 
days of enactment of this Act. 

The conferees are a.ware of situations in 
which National Priority List Superfund sites 
may be experiencing overlapping authorities 
imposed by EPA and appropriate state agen
cies, resulting in delays and duplicative 
costs. In such cases the conferees urge EPA 
to coordinate with state agencies to ensure 
that duplicative requirements and costs are 
mitigated and resolved. 

The conferees are pleased with the ad
vances the Agency has made in its research 
and development program. During this time 
of fiscal constraint, EPA is encouraged to 
focus its activities on the development, test
ing and use of innovative treatment tech
nologies and to continue its support of the 
Superfund Innovative Technology Evalua
tion (SITE) program in addressing and 
achieving this goal. 

Amendment No. 100: Provides $1,366,228,000 
from the Superfund trust fund and 
$250,000,000 from general revenues as pro
posed by the Senate instead of all funds de
rived from the Superfund trust fund as pro
posed by the House. 

Amendment No. 101: Provides $56,500,000 to 
the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease 
Registry, instead of $50,000,000 as proposed by 
the House and $59,500,000 as proposed by the 
Senate. 

Amendment No. 102: Limits funds available 
for administrative expenses to $240,000,000, 
instead of $260,000,000 as proposed by the 
House and $180,000,000 as proposed by the 
Senate. 

A Superfund administrative expense limi
tation of $240,000,000 has been provided. The 
conferees note that in fiscal year 1987, EPA's 
Superfund administrative expenses were 
$135,000,000. Thus, administrative expenses 
will have grown by 56 percent in that five 
year period. The conferees are concerned 
with the escalating growth of Superfund ad
ministrative expenses. Therefore, EPA is di
rected to complete a study, within 90 days of 
enactment of this Act, to review and evalu
ate financing for the administrative ex
penses associated with the Superfund clean
up program. 

The design and scope of the study are to be 
prepared in consultation with the Commit
tees on Appropriations, and should be sub
mitted to the Committees within 30 days. 
The study should include an examination of 
various alternatives to financing administra
tive expenses, including immediately moving 
administrative expenses to another appro
priation, a gradual phase out, and the ration
ale underlying the continuation of the cur
rent structure. The discussion of each alter
native financing method is to include the 
benefits and drawbacks of the alternative, 
potential benefits to the program, and impli
cations to the workforce. As part of the 
study, a baseline is to be established that 
will be used to evaluate the three alter
natives. The baseline is to use current defini
tions of administrative expense activities 
and available data on current administrative 
expenses. 

In examining the current structure, the 
study should include a breakdown by office, 
and object classification within each office, 
of the amount charged to the Superfund 
trust fund. 

Finally, in examining the possibility of 
shifting administrative expenses to another 
appropriation, the study should include 
EPA 's plans and methodologies which would 
be used to accomplish this beginning in fis
cal year 1993. 
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Amendment No. 103: Restores language 

proposed by the House and stricken by the 
Senate providing up to $213,000 for a new 
pumping station in St. Anthony, Minnesota. 

Amendment No. 104: Restores language 
proposed by the House and stricken by the 
Senate allowing for relocation of residents at 
Koppers Texarkana Superfund site from pre
viously appropriated funds. 

Amendment No. 105: Appropriates 
$75,000,000 for the leaking underground stor
age tank trust fund as proposed by the Sen
ate, instead of $85,000,000 as proposed by the 
House. 

Amendment No. 106: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate ap
propriating $2,400,000,000 for construction 
grants/state revolving loan fund. 

Amendment No. 107: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment, insert the following: $1,948,500,000 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

Provides Sl,948,500,000 for the state revolv
ing loan fund, instead of Sl,783,500,000 pro
posed by the House and $2,383,500,000 pro
posed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 108: Deletes the "and" in
serted by the Senate instead of without the 
"and" as proposed by the House. 

Amendment No. 109: Deletes language in
serted by the Senate allowing up to one-half 
of one percent to be available for direct 
grants to Indian tribes for sewage treatment 
facility construction. 

Amendment No. 110: Restores language 
proposed by the House and stricken by the 
Senate providing $49,000,000 for section 510 of 
the Water Quality Act of 1987 for an inter
national sewage treatment facility in Ti
juana, Mexico. 

Amendment No. 111: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

Restore the matter stricken by said 
amendment, amended to read as follows: 

$340,000,000 shall be for making grants under 
title II of the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act, as amended, to the appropriate instrumen
tality for the purpose of constructing secondary 
sewage treatment facilities to serve the fallowing 
localities, and in the amounts indicated: 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conferees intend for the Administra
tion to award these funds directly to the 
cities as 55 percent matching grants under 
title II. 

Amendment No. 112: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

Restore the matter stricken by said 
amendment, amended to read as follows: 

Back River Wastewater Treatment Plant, 
Maryland, $40,00,000; Boston, Massachusetts, 
$100,000,000; 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

Amendment No. 113: Restores language 
proposed by the House and stricken by the 
Senate providing $70,000,000 for a construc
tion grant in New York, New York. 

Amendment No. 114: Restores language 
proposed by the House and stricken by the 
Senate providing $55,000,000 for a construc
tion grant to Los Angeles, California. 

Amendment No. 115: Restores language 
proposed by the House and stricken by the 
Senate providing $40,000,000 for a construc
tion grant in San Diego, California. 

Amendment No. 116: Restores the word 
"and" as proposed by the House and deleted 
by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 117: Restores language 
proposed by the House and stricken by the 
Senate providing $35,000,000 for a construc
tion grant in Seattle, Washington. 

Amendment No. 118: Restores language 
proposed by the House and stricken by the 
Senate providing $46,000,000 for the Rouge 
River National Wet Weather Demonstration 
Project in Wayne County, Michigan. 

Amendment No. 119: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter stricken by said 
amendment, insert the following : Provided 
further, That the U.S. Environmental protection 
Agency shall not prohibit the Massachusetts 
Water Resources Authority (MWRA) from utiliz
ing the most appropriate technology for the 
treatment, disposal, and or beneficial re-use of 
sludge, unsold fertilizer pellets, and grit and 
screenings outside the Commonwealth of Massa
chusetts through lease, contract, or by other 
legal means. The EPA may require sufficient 
backup capacity for the disposal or treatment of 
sludge in the Commonweatlh through owner
ship, lease, contract, or by other legal means. 
The MWRA shall not be required to construct a 
backup landfill or facility if other alternatives 
approved through EPA NEPA review of MWRA 
long-term residuals management, are or become 
available through ownership, lease, contract, or 
other legal means prior to September 1, 1992, and 
as long as such alternatives remain available. 

Any facility or technology used by the MWRA 
shall meet all applicable federal and state envi
ronmental requirements. Any facility or tech
nology must be on-line when a contract between 
the MWRA and NEFCO, which is responsible 
for the marketing and disposal of sludge, expires 
in 1995 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

Amendment No. 120: Changes center head
ing as proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 121: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter stricken and inserted 
by said amendment, insert the following: 

During fiscal year 1992, notwithstanding any 
other provision of law, average employment in 
the headquarter's offices of the Environmental 
Protection Agency shall not exceed: (1) 51 work
years for the Immediate Office of the Adminis
trator, (2) 45 workyears for the Office of Con
gressional and Legislative Affairs, (3) 77 
workyears for the Office of Communications and 
Public Affairs, (4) 187 workyears for the Office 
of General Counsel, (5) 61 workyears for the Of
fice of International Activities, (6) 32 workyears 
for the Office of Federal Activities, (7) 259 
workyears for the Office of Policy, Planning, 
and Evaluation, and (8) 1,386 workyears for the 
Office of Administration and Resources Man
agement. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

Amendment No. 122: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed by said 
amendment, insert the following: 

The Administrator shall establish, within 60 
days of enactment of this Act, a new staff of 5 
workyears within the Immediate Office of the 
Administrator, which shall be responsible for 
guiding, directing, and mediating all policy ac
tivities associated with Pollution Prevention. 
The Pollution prevention Policy Council shall 
be chaired by the Deputy Administrator. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conferees have included bill language 
establishing a new staff of 5 workyears with
in the Immediate Office of the Adminis
trator. Thie office will guide, direct, and me
diate all pollution prevention policy activi
ties and will work in conjunction with the 
Pollution Prevention Division which will 
move to the new Office of Pollution Preven
tion and Toxics. The conferees agree that the 
current Pollution Prevention Division, and 
21 associated workyears, will move from the 
Office of Policy, Planning, and Evaluation. 
The balance or 5 workyears will be estab
lished concurrently in the Immediate Office 
of the Administrator. These 5 workyears will 
become a new Pollution Prevention Policy 
staff, to be headed by a staff director who is 
a career service employee. The Pollution 
Prevention Policy Council will be chaired by 
the Deputy Administrator. The conferees be
lieve this arrangement will beet foster a pol
lution prevention effort throughout the 
agency, and will facilitate cross-media co
ordination of the pollution prevention prin
ciple. 

Amendment No. 123: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate di
recting the Administrator of EPA to promul
gate specific standards governing training, 
accreditation, and certification of individ
uals engaged in lead-based paint abatement 
activities and laboratories engaged in test
ing substances for lead content. 

Amendment No. 124: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate di
recting the Administrator of EPA to main
tain a facility within EPA to conduct bio
logical testing of pesticides. 

The conferees direct EPA to develop, with
in 60 days and in conjunction with the Sec
retaries of the Military Departments, expe
dited procedures for administrative proc
esses associated with a pilot Expedited Envi
ronmental Cleanup Program for active mili
tary facilities in region IV with Superfund 
sites for which EPA and the Department of 
Defense are developing streamlined adminis
trative procedures. 

The conferees reiterate their directive to 
the Administrator off EPA to annually es
tablish a goal of at least eight percent of the 
total value of prime and subcontracts award
ed under this program for minority-and 
women-owned businesses. As requested in 
last year's report, the conferrees expect the 
Administrator to provide a report in Novem
ber, 1991, outlining the Agency's effort in 
achieving the eight percent level. Further, 
the Agency is direct to provide a follow-up 
report one year after the enactment of this 
Act. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY AND 
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

Amendment No. 125: Limits official recep
tion and representation expenses to $875, in
stead of $1,000 as proposed by the House and 
$750 as proposed by the Senate. 

OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY 

Amendment No. 126: Appropriates $6,010,000 
for the Office of Science and Technology Pol
icy, instead of $3,880,000 as proposed by the 
House and $9,410,000 as proposed by the Sen
ate. 

The conference agreement includes the fol
lowing changes from the budget request: 

+$1,600,000 for critical technology. 
+$530,000 for the Presidential Council of 

Advisors on Science and Technology. 
The conferees have provided $1,600,000 for 

the Critical Technologies Institute, which 
has been authorized as a federally funded re
search and development center (FFRDC) 
chartered to aid OSTP and other executive 
branch officials in the formulation of tech
nology policy. The conferees note that the 
Institute, like other FFRDCs will not have a 
policy-making role. Its function is to develop 
information for and to provide analyses to 
the executive branch policy-makers it 
serves. The conferees believe that the Insti
tute could play a particularly important role 
in bringing a private sector perspective to 
technology policy formulation and in defin
ing possible approaches to government-in
dustry cooperative activities in pre-competi
tive development of critical generic tech
nologies. The conferees urge OSTP and OMB 
to take prompt action to establish the Insti
tute. 

POINTS OF LIGHT FOUNDATION 

Amendment No. 127: Appropriates $5,000,000 
for salaries and expenses of the newly estab
lished foundation instead of $7,500,000 as pro
posed by the Senate. 

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

Amendment No. 128: Appropriates 
$163,113,000 for salaries and expenses as pro
posed by the Senate, instead of $165,113,000 as 
proposed by the House. 

The committee of conference is in agree
ment on the following changes to the budget 
request: 

- $700,000 from civil defense. 
- Sl,300,000 from Federal preparedness. 
-$1,250,000 from the Disaster Relief Ad-

ministration. This amount was proposed by 
the Administration in its budget amend
ment. 

The committee of conference agrees to pro
vide $500,000 to establish a disaster assist
ance office on the Island of Hawaii. However, 
the conferees further direct that the initial 
staffing of this office not exceed 3 FTEs. The 
conferees further direct that FEMA consult 
in advance with the Committees on Appro
priations on any proposed staffing increase 
above 3 FTEs. To offset this provision, a gen
eral reduction should be made. 

Amendment No. 129: Appropriates $5,144,000 
for the Office of Inspector General as pro
posed by the Senate, instead of $3,600,000 as 
proposed by the House. 

Amendment No. 130: Appropriates 
$285,827,000 for emergency management plan
ning and assistance as proposed by the Sen
ate, instead of $277,827,000 as proposed by the 
House. 

The conferees agree to the following 
changes from the budget request: 

+$1,000,000 for the replacement of Chicago's 
warning siren system. 

+$3,000,000 for section 305(a) grants author
ized by Superfund Amendments and Reau
thorization Act, title ill. 

+$1,000,000 for a hazardous materials train
ing facility in Waterloo, Iowa. 

- $2,875,000 as a general reduction to be 
taken at the discretion of the Director. 

+$2,000,000 to identify, monitor, replace, 
and clean up the aging underground storage 
tanks. 

+$2,000,000 for emergency management as
sistance grants. 

- $5, 705,000 from Federal Preparedness, 
Government Preparedness program. 

+$1,500,000 for an emergency operating cen
ter in Iowa. 

+$50,000 for the planning and design of an 
emergency operating center in Vermont. 

+$115,000 for a hazardous materials train
ing facility in Vermont. 

+$2,500,000 to construct an earthquake re
search laboratory facility at the University 
of Nevada, Reno. 

+$2,260,000 for building safety and mainte
nance at the National Emergency Training 
Center and U.S. Fire Administration facili
ties, Emmitsburg, Maryland. 

The conferees direct that FEMA's next re
port assessing threats facing local commu
nities (page 125, Senate Report 102-107) shall 
include an evaluation of the implications 
that the major political reformations taking 
place in the USSR and Eastern Europe have 
for FEMA's program emphases. 

Amendment No. 131: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate pro
viding $1,155,000 to install new sirens in Kan
sas. 

Amendment No. 132: Restore language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate under the National Insurance Develop
ment Fund cancelling FEMA's obligation to 
repay interest on the Federal Crime Insur
ance Program. 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 

OFFICE OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS 

Amendment No. 133: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion ~o recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed by said 
amendment, insert the following: : Provided, 
That notwithstanding any other provision of 
law, that Office may accept and deposit to this 
account, during fiscal year 1992,gifts for the 
purpose of defraying its costs of printing, pub
lishing, and distributing consumer information 
and educational materials; may expend up to 
$1100 000 of those gifts for those purposes, in 
additi~n to amounts otherwise appropriated; 
and the balance shall remain available for ex
penditure for such purposes to the extent au
thorized in subsequent appropriation Acts 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The U.S. Office of Consumer Affairs has en
countered difficulty in achieving funding 
from other Federal agencies to print a suffi
cient quantity of the new edition of the 
"Consumer's Resource Handbook." On a trial 
basis, USOCA is authorized to seek gifts 
from non-Federal sources. These funds from 
the private sector are to be used to offset the 
costs of developing and printing educational 
materials for the public such as the Hand
book and to conduct other consumer edu
cation compaigns which USOCA is currently 
authorized to perform. The Conferees in
struct the U.S. Office of Consumer Affairs to 
maintain its standards of independence and 
to exert total control over the content of 
publications funded in any way from the pri
vate sector. The Committees will review the 

success and management of the gifts accept
ed to insure that funds a.re used appro
priately and in a.ccorda.nce with Federal reg
ulations. 

INTERAGENCY COUNCIL ON THE HOMELESS 

Amendment No. 134: Limits the availabil
ity of salaries a.nd expenses for the Inter
agency Council on the Homeless until Sep
tember 30, 1993, a.s proposed by the Senate, 
instead of until expended as proposed by the 
House. 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE 
ADMINISTRATION 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Amendment No. 135: Appropriates 
$6,413,800,000 for research and development, 
instead of $6,023,600,000 as proposed by the 
House and $6,549,000,000 as proposed by the 
Senate. 

The conferees are recommending the full 
budget request of $2,028,900,000 for the space 
station program. In addition, the conference 
agreement "caps" the fiscal year 1993 fund
ing for space station at $2,250,000,000. In rec
ommending this amount, funding is being 
provided for the descoped and redesigned 
space station initiated as a result of the di
rectives of the Committees on Appropria
tions set forth in House Report 101-900, the 
conference report for the fiscal year 1991 VA, 
HUD, and Independent Agencies Appropria
tions Act. 

The conferees believe that the space sta
tion's redesigned configuration meets vir
tually all the conditions set forth in last 
year's conference report and expects that the 
commitment to those conditions wm be hon
ored in connection with the expenditure of 
these funds. 

The conferees are also in agreement with 
the report language contained in the Senate 
Report which directs NASA to seek maxi
mum savings in program management and 
indirect support areas in order to ensure ade
quate reserves for hardware and test activi
ties that are needed to achieve mandated ca
pability on the current schedule. 

In connection with space station, NASA is 
urged to establish a bio-medical micro
gravity protocol in cooperation with the Na
tional Institutes of Health and report on 
such an effort to the Committees on Appro
priations by Ma.y l, 1992. NASA is also urged 
to evaluate, in cooperation with private in
dustry, advanced liquid dispensing tech
nology applicable to both space station and 
other zero gravity conditions and report to 
the Committees on Appropriations by May l, 
1992. 

The conference agreement reflects the fol
lowing changes from the budget request: 

- $28,900,00 from the CASSINI Upper State 
consistent with a one year programmatic 
schedule slip. 

-$5,000,00 from the transfer orbit stage 
(TOS) option. This reduction is made with
out prejudice, and the Committees on Appro
priations urge NASA to submit a funding 
proposal with the fiscal year 1992 operating 
plan accommodating long term requirements 
for shuttle/ELV upper stages. 

- $10,000,000 from the shuttle production 
improvement program. 

-$36,000,000 from space lab development. 
- $26,000,00 from engineering and technical 

base. 
-10,000,000 from payload operators. 
-20,000,000 from advance programs. Within 

the remaining $33,800,000, $5,000,00 is made 
available for National Launch System stud
ies. 

+$950,000 for a study of a reusable space 
capsule landing site at the White Sands Mis
sile Test Range. 
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-$147,000,000 from the National Launch 

System (NLS). The conferees direct that the 
remaining $28,000,000 be allocated to new en
gine development. 

-$60,000,000 from the Advance X-ray Astro
physics Facility. 

-$15,900,000 (the amount requested) from 
the space infra-red telescope facility. 

-$11,000,00 (the amount requested) from 
the orbital solar laboratory. 

-$2,200,000 from gravity probe "B". 
- $5,000,000 from the physics and astron-

omy research and analysis activity, includ
ing $3,700,000 from advanced technology de
velopment. 

- $15,000,000 from life sciences research and 
analysis to be derived primarily from activi
ties associated with Moon-Mars efforts. 

-$5,000,000 from life science flight experi
ments. 

+$5,000,000 for the astro-two mission. 
-$15,000,000 from the LIFESAT project, 

terminating the program. 
+$22,500,000 for the Mars Observer mission. 
-$117,300,000 from the Comet Rendezvous 

Asteroid Flyby/CASSIN! mission. The con
ferees agree that the CRAF mission is re
stored. In that connection, the conferees are 
aware that the CRAF/CASSINI mission as
sumes that the propulsion system will be 
funded as part of a cooperative agreement 
with the German government. The conferees 
are also aware that such agreement may be 
threatened by funding constraints within the 
German national space program. In the 
event that the propulsion system is not pro
vided through the above agreement, NASA 
should report to the Committee on Appro
priations as soon as possible its rec
ommendation concerning the future disposi
tion and funding profile of this mission. 

- $1,000,000 from planetary research and 
analysis. 

- $65,000,000 from the Earth Observing Sys
tem platform. The conferees have included 
$271,000,000 for the EOS program, including 
the full budget request of $82,600,000 for the 
EOSDIS activity. The conferees concur in 
the Senate language that directs the restruc
turing of the EOS program with the follow
ing adjustments: 

First, the program is capped through fiscal 
year 2000 at Sll,000,000,000. 

Second, NASA is directed to place the EOS 
instrument configuration on smaller, mul
tiple platforms rather that the single plat
form approach proposed in the fiscal year 
1992 budget submission. NASA should assess 
the various launch option configurations 
available before recommending a final 
framework to the Committees. 

Third, in designing the project as an inter
disciplinary effort, NASA should outline how 
its revised instruments for EOS will answer 
the issues on global climate change outlined 
in the EPA report "Policy Options for Sta
bilizing Global Climate" submitted to the 
Committees in 1990. 

Finally, NASA should submit its restruc
tured EOS program to the Committees for 
their approval by February 1, 1992. NASA 
should refrain from any additional contract 
awards for any instruments until the Com
mittees on Appropriations have approved the 
restructuring plan. 

+$25,000,000 for the Consortium for Inter
national Earth Science Network (CIESIN) to 
continue study and development of an inter
disciplinary earth science data and informa
tion network consistent with the fiscal year 
1990 VA-HUD-Independent Agencies Appro
priations Act. 

+$20,000,000 for the Earth Probes program, 
including $5,000,000 for additional instru-

ments on the Tropical Rainfall Measuring 
Mission (TRMM) and $15,000,000 to initiate 
the Climsat mission. 

- $5,000,000 from the Remotely Piloted Air
craft. 

+$2,500,000 for LANDSAT. The conferees di
rect that these funds should not be released 
until the Space Council has submitted its 
plan on LANDSAT for the Committees' re
view and approval. 

+$4,000,000 for Applied Research in Earth 
Sciences for increased climate modeling 
studies. 

-$5,000,000 for materials research. 
- $29,000,000 from commercial programs. 

Included within the funds provided is not 
less than $20,000,000 for the commercially 
provided payload module (SPACEHAB); 
$14,000,000 for the commercial experiment 
transporter (COMET); and $9,000,000 for the 
National Technology Transfer Center. 

+$2,000,000 for AdaNET. 
-$17,000,000 from aeronautical research 

and technology, to be taken as a general re
duction. 

- $16,000,000 from the space research and 
technology base program. Within the funds 
provided, not less than $3,100,000 is made 
available for the rotary engine enablement 
program. 

+$5,000,000 to space research and tech
nology to initiate a modest technology pro
gram on solar dynamic power. 

+$2,000,000 to space research and tech
nology for a laser beam electric propulsion 
demonstration project. 

- $34,800,000 from the civil space tech
nology initiative. The conferees direct that 
the aeroassist flight experiment program be 
terminated. 

- $45,000,000 from the flight telerobotic 
servicer (FTS) within the space automation 
and telerobotic activity. The remaining 
$10,000,000 of the $55,000,000 requested for FTS 
shall be applied to advanced competitive ro
botics efforts. 

-$25,000,000 from exploration technology. 
- $10,000,000 from exploration mission stud-

ies. 
-$67,000,000 from transatmospheric re

search and technology and the National 
Aerospace Plane (NASP). The conferees 
deeply regret, owing to budget pressures, the 
severe curtailment of this program. A total 
of $5,000,000 has been provided to maintain a 
small NASA presence as part of the joint 
program effort. 

+$2,250,000 to academic programs including 
$1,500,000 for the classroom of the future pro
gram at Wheeling Jesuit College, and $750,000 
for planning and design activities associated 
with the Delta College Learning Center, at 
University Center, Michigan. 

- $5,000,000 from information systems. 
- $2,900,000 from the Explorer program. 
-$18,200,000 from the Upper Atmospheric 

Research Satellite (UARS). 
+$625,000 from within available funds for 

Rural Enterprises, Inc. 
The conferees have agreed to temporarily 

set aside all programmatic "caps" included 
in the Senate report (with the exception of 
the space station program) in fiscal year 
1993. However, the conferees direct that 
NASA submit, in connection with the fiscal 
year 1992 operating plan, proposed "caps" for 
all development (and where applicable) oper
ations activities covering all programs fund
ed within the agency. The conferees believe 
that this action is essential in view of the 
anticipated extremely limited budget re
sources available in the coming fiscal year. 

Finally, the conferees concur in the Senate 
language enumerating a series of principles 

designed to adjust NASA's expectations and 
strategic planning to leaner budget alloca
tions in the coming years. 

Amendment No. 136: Deletes language in
serted by the Senate "capping" the CASSINI 
mission. 

Amendment No. 137: Appropriates 
$5,157,075,000 for space flight, control, and 
data communications as proposed by the 
House, instead of $4,907,000,000 as proposed by 
the Senate. 

The conference agreement reflects the fol
lowing changes from the budget request: 

+$115,000,000 for the advanced solid rocket 
motor (ASRM) program. Taken together 
with $150,000,000 provided under the construc
tion of facilities account, a total program 
level of $465,000,000 is available for ASRM. 

- $27, 700,000 from the structural spares pro
gram. 

-$40,000,000 from the assured shuttle avail
ability program. The conferees are aware 
that in connection with the advanced turbo 
pump program, the improved existing hydro
gen fuel pump has met all test criteria and is 
ready for flight. Therefore, the conferees be
lieve that the fuel pump being developed 
under the ATP program should be termi
nated-particularly in view of the $250,000,000 
increase in the original program estimate. 

- $330,000,000 from shuttle operations. 
- $24,300,000 (the requested amount) from 

the mobile sat expendable launch vehicle. 
The conferees agree that the Committees on 
Appropriations will consider reprogramming 
funds for this activity (consistent with budg
et limitations) if the conditions enumerated 
in the Senate report are met. 

- $39,000,000 from funds included for the 
purchase of a launch vehicle for the tracking 
and data relay satellite (TDRS) "G" payload. 
The conferees direct that the TDRS G sat
ellite be launched on the space shuttle in 
view of the severe budget constraints facing 
the agency. 

- $50,900,000 from funds requested for the 
purchase of a launch vehicle for the CASSIN! 
mission. The conferees understand that 
NASA has sufficient funds available to pro
ceed with the purchase of Titan IV launch 
vehicles as part of a joint purchase with the 
Department of Defense. 

- $35,625,000 from space and ground net
works, communications and data systems. 
The conferees direct that none of this reduc
tion shall be taken from tracking operations. 

- $10,000,000 as a general reduction from 
the shuttle production activity. 

-$3,400,000 as a general reduction from the 
shuttle production activity. 

-$5,000,000 from launch and mission sup
port. 

Amendment No. 138: Appropriates 
$525,000,000 for construction of facilities as 
proposed by the Senate, instead of 
$497 ,900,000 as proposed by the House. 

The conference agreement reflects the fol
lowing changes to the budget request: 

+$11,800,000 for continued long-term reha
bilitation at NASA's field centers. 

- $30,000,000 to be taken as a general reduc
tion. 

+$6,000,000 to construct, equip, and inte
grate a classroom of the future facility on 
the campus of Wheeling Jesuit College. 

+$3,400,000 for CIESIN architecture and en
gineering design studies and facility develop
ment management. 

+$13,500,000 to construct, equip, and inte
grate facilities related to the National Tech
nology Transfer Center. 

+$20,000,000 for construction of the Chris
topher Columbus Center of Marine Research 
and Exploration. 
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+$10,000,000 for the constructing, equipping, 

and integrating of an independent software 
validation and verification at West Virginia 
University, consistent with the Senate re
port language. The conferees note that this 
facility will be interdisciplinary in nature, 
involving multiple NASA programs and pro
gram offices. As a result, the conferees direct 
NASA to review the value of placing a 
supercomputer at this facility. Such a sys
tem could potentially enhance the speed, 
cost-effectiveness, and efficiency of the work 
undertaken for NASA at this new facility. It 
is expected that the agency will complete 
this assessment in an expeditious fashion. 

Finally, the conferees agree that up to 
$10,000,000 from within available funds may 
be used to implement the improvement and 
modernization program at the Poker Flat 
Research Range located at Fairbanks, Alas
ka. The conferees expect that these funds 
will be made available subject to submission 
of a facilities development plan to the Com
mittees on Appropriations. 

Amendment No. 139: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate ear
marking funds for various NASA construc
tion projects enumerated above. 

Amendment No. 140: Appropriates 
$2,242,300,000 for research and program man
agement, instead of $2,211,900,000 as proposed 
by the House and $2,342,300,000 as proposed by 
the Senate. 

The conference agreement reflects the fol
lowing changes from the budget request: 

-$13,600,000 for replacement aircraft at the 
Marshall Space Flight Center. 

-$1,100,000 for replacement vehicles. 
-$18,900,000 requested for the conversion of 

support contractors to civil service status. 
-$3,000,000 from funds requested for print

ing, consistent with the recommendations of 
a recent inspector general report. 

- $173,400,000 to be taken as a general re
duction from the operation of installation 
activity. 

Amendment 141: Appropriates $14,600,000 
for the Office of Inspector General as pro
posed by the Senate, instead of $10,500,000 as 
proposed by the House. 

Amendment No. 142: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate 
modifying language covering contracts or 
grants that provide a guaranteed customer 
base in connection with new commercial 
space hardware. 

Amendment No. 143: Deletes language in
serted by the House permitting the adminis
trator of NASA to authorize certain grants 
and contracts, in consultation with the Com
mittees on Appropriations. 

Amendment No. 144: Restores language 
proposed by the House and stricken by the 
Senate establishing fellowships with funds 
derived from the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration Endeavor Teacher Fel
lowship Trust Fund. 

Amendment No. 145: Deletes language in
serted by the House establishing a rate of op
erations for programs, projects, and activi
ties under the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration in fiscal year 1992. 

Amendment No. 146: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter inserted by said 
amendment, insert the following: · 

During fiscal year 1992, notwithstanding any 
other provision of law, average employment in 

the headquarter's offices of the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration shall not ex
ceed: (1) 51 staff years for the Office of the Ad
ministrator; (2) 117 staff years for the Office of 
the Comptroller; (3) 56 staff years for the Office 
of Commercial Programs; (4) 191 staff years for 
the Office of Headquarters Operations; (5) 30 
staff years for the Office of Equal Opportunity 
Programs; (6) 43 staff years for the Office of the 
General Counsel; (7) 132 staff years for the Of
fice of Procurement; (8) 4 staff years for the Of
fice of Small and Disadvantaged Business Utili
zation; (9) 33 staff years for the Office of Legis
lative Affairs; (10) 520 staff years for the Office 
of Space Flight, including Level I and Level II 
Activities for the Space Station; (11) 210 staff 
years for the Office of Management; (12) 62 staff 
years for the Office of Space Operations; (13) 64 
staff years for the Office of Public Affairs; (14) 
183 staff years for the Office of Safety and Mis
sion Quality; (15) 172 staff years for the Office 
of Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology; 
(16) 288 staff years for the Office of Space 
Science and Applications; and (17) 77 staff years 
for the Office of External Relations: Provided, 
That the Administrator may reorganize these of
fices and reallocate the staff years among these 
Offices as long as the aggregated number of 
staff years at NASA Headquarters does not ex
ceed 2,220 staff years: Provided further, That no 
funds may be used from amounts provided in 
this or any other Act for details of employees 
from any organization in the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration to any orga
nization included under the budget activity 
"Research and Program Management," except 
those details which involve developmental or 
critical staffing assignments: Provided further, 
That, of the amount provided for "Research and 
Program Management," up to $675,722,000 may 
be transferred to "Research and Development" 
and "Space Flight, Control and Data Commu
nications," and of this amount such sums as 
may be necessary are provided for the lease, 
hire, maintenance and operation of mission 
management aircraft: Provided further, that the 
funds made available in the preceding proviso 
may only be used for the purpose of operations 
of facilities: Provided further, That, notwith
standing any provision of this or any other Act, 
not to exceed an additional $100,000,000 may be 
transferred or otherwise made available to the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
in fiscal year 1992 from any funds appropriated 
to the Department of Defense and such funds 
may only be provided to the "Space flight, con
trol and data communications" appropriation: 
Provided further, That the limitation in the im
mediately preceding proviso shall not apply to 
funds transferred or otherwise made available 
under existing reimbursement arrangements. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conferees have agreed to modify the 
language proposed by the Senate which lim
its NASA's headquarters staffing by program 
office in fiscal year 1992. This language gives 
flexibility to restructure Headquarters of
fices in view of the major organizational re
structuring taking place as a result of the 
recommendations and findings of the Augus
tine Commission. The conferees expect to be 
notified of the final roles, responsibilities 
and missions of the new offices of Human Re
sources and Education, Exploration, Space 
Flight Development and Space Flight Oper
ations, as well as the final staff year alloca
tion for each Headquarters office, as soon as 
possible. 

The conferees also direct that the Commit
tee on Appropriations be notified regarding 
any other reorganization of offices, programs 
or activities prior to the planned implemen
tation of such reorganizations. 
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In addition, the conferees have provided for 

the permissive transfer of the balance of op
eration of installation funds (after the reduc
tion enumerated above) to the research and 
development and space flight, control, and 
data communications appropriation ac
counts. This action will provide substantial 
increased flexibility to the Agency in the use 
of funds available from within these parent 
accounts for the operation and maintenance 
of NASA's fac111ties. The conferees agree, 
however, that in providing for this transfer 
authority, all of the funds transferred must 
be made available only for operation of in
stallation activities. 
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON FINANCIAL INSTITU

TION REFORM, RECOVERY, AND ENFORCEMENT 

Amendment No. 147: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate ap
propriating $1,000,000 for salaries and ex
penses for this newly established commis
sion. 
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON AMERICAN INDIAN, 

ALASKAN NATIVE, AND NATIVE HAWAIIAN 
HOUSING 

Amendment No. 148: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate ap
propriating $500,000 for salaries and expenses 
to this newly established commission. 

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON DISTRESSED PUBLIC 
HOUSING 

The conferees expect the Commission on 
severely distressed public housing to submit 
their preliminary report by June l, 1992. Fur
thermore, it is expected that this report will 
address the manner in which the Congress 
can address this issue through existing pub
lic housing funding programs or those pro
grams which the Commission might rec
ommend which serve to preserve this vital 
national resource. 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF BUILDING SCIENCES 

PAYMENT TO THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
BUILDING SCIENCES 

Amendment No. 149: Appropriates no funds 
for the Institute as proposed by the Senate, 
instead of $250,000 as proposed by the House. 

The committee of conference notes that 
the intent of Cognress was to establish the 
Institute as a financially self-sufficient en
tity. 

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 

Amendment No. 150: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amend
ment, insert the following: $1,879,000,000 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conferees are in agreement with the 
following changes to the budget request: 

+$12,500,000 for astronomy facilities for an 
advanced adaptive optics program and oper
ations and maintenance. 

+$7,500,000 for arctic research and logistics. 
+$4,000,000 for the Experimental Program 

to Stimulate Competitive Research 
(EPSCOR). 

- $108,500,000 to be taken as a general re-
duction subject to the normal 
reprogramming procedures. 

The National Academy of Sciences Astron
omy and Astrophysics Survey Group rec
ommended an infrared-optimized eight
meter U.S. telescope operating on Mauna 
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Kea, Hawaii. The conferees have rec
ommended $16,000,000 be provided for con
struction of this telescope and suggest that 
the Foundation arrange for the National Re
search Council to provide technical advice to 
ensure the telescope satisfies the survey 
committee recommendation. 

The conferees reiterate their commitment 
that the United States provide no more than 
one-half the total required funding for the 
two eight-meter telescopes requested by the 
Foundation. An update on the international 
commitment for the additional 50 percent 
contribution to this project should be pro
vided by January l, 1992. In the event that 
foreign funds are not fully committed by this 
date, the conferees direct the Foundation to 
proceed only with the Northern Infrared-Op
timized Eight-Meter telescope for U.S. use 
only at a total cost of $85,000,000. 

The conferees agree that there are two 
areas which require increased national at
tention and are basic to the NSF mission. 
These areas are the severe undersupply of 
computer scientists and computer engineers 
at advanced degree levels and an even short
er supply of computational scientists and en
gineers. These shortages are directly related 
to national economic competitiveness. The 
White House has transmitted several reports 
to Congress raising alarms about the lack of 
high performance computing capab111ty in 
higher education and the ground the Nation 
may potentially lose in the struggle to re
main economically competitive. The con
ferees have, therefore, included $2,000,000 for 
NSF to initiate planning for two national/ 
state demonstration test beds for shared 
supercomputer use, including teleconfer
encing capab111ty, by fac111ties of higher edu
cation. Since higher education is an impor
tant state responsib111ty, the conferees di
rect that the two states must be w111ing to 
contribute 50 percent of the cost of the test 
bed in their state and pay operating costs. 
The conferees believe that the Nation would 
be best served if the test beds could be lo
cated to build upon the experiences gained in 
operating NSFNET and in conducting global 
change research programs. Further, the con
ferees believe one of the test beds should be 
located in conjunction with a federal high 
performance computer center. 

Amendment No. 151: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter stricken and inserted 
by said amendment, insert the following: 

ACADEMIC RESEARCH FACILITIES AND 
INSTRUMENTATION 

For necessary expenses in carrying out an 
academic research facilities and instrumentation 
program pursuant to the purposes of the Na
tional Science Foundation Act of 1950, as 
amended (42 U.S.C. 1861-1875), including serv
ices as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109 and rental of 
conference rooms in the District of Columbia, 
$33,000,000, to remain available until September 
30, 1993. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conferees have agreed to adopt a com
bined account consolidating the academic re
search facility modernization and academic 
research instrumentation activities. A total 
of $33,000,000 is included for fiscal year 1992 
and the Foundation is directed to allocate 
not less than $16,500,000 to either facilities or 
instrumentation. 

Amendment No. 152: Appropriates 
$78,000,000 for the United States Antarctic re-

search activities as proposed by the Senate, 
instead of $118,000,000 as proposed by the 
House. 

Amendment No. 153: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate re
stricting the purchase of aircraft. 

Amendment No. 154: Inserts center head as 
proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 155: Appropriates 
$10,000,000 for United States Antarctic 
logistical support activities as proposed by 
the Senate, instead of $75,000,000 as proposed 
by the House. 

Amendment No. 156: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed by said 
amendment, insert the following: : Provided 
further, That up to $9,000,000 may be trans
ferred to and merged with funds made available 
under "United States Antarctic Research Activi
ties": Provided further, That section 104 of Pub
lic Law 100-570 is repealed 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

For many years the legislative authoriza
tion for the National Science Foundation has 
included language permitting the transfer of 
up to 10 percent from and between various 
NSF appropriation accounts. In the past, the 
Committee on Appropriations had no objec
tion to this language. However, in view of ex
ceedingly constrained fund availab111ty for 
the Antarctic and other Foundation pro
grams, the conferees have agreed to set aside 
this transfer authority. 

Amendment No. 157: Appropriates 
$465,000,000 for education and human re
sources activities as proposed by the Senate, 
instead of $435,000,000 as proposed by the 
House. 

The conference agreement reflects the fol
lowing changes from the budget request: 

+$27 ,000,000 for teacher preparation en
hancement, including not less than 
$20,000,000 for additional "summer institute 
program activities". 

+$5,000,000 for the systematic statewide ini
tiative program. 

+$10,000,000 for informal science education 
activities. 

+$5,000,000 for programs that utilize ad
vanced technology, networks, and distance 
learning, including the newly authorized Dis
tance Learning Program under section 221(b) 
of the Excellence in Mathematics, Science, 
and Engineering Act of 1990. 

+$3,000,000 for studies, evaluation, and dis
semination. 

+$2,000,000 for the NSF career access sum
mer science camp programs. 

+$23,000,000 for a new NSF graduate 
traineeship program. 

The conferees believe that through a fully 
developed telecommunications education 
network, student access to science and 
mathematics curriculum, including those 
students in remote locations, could be great
ly expanded. To further progress in this area, 
the conferees urge NSF to work with States 
to develop programs built upon existing 
technology systems (telephone, computer, 
word processing, data base management, and 
satellite telecommunications systems) to 
demonstrate the possibility of using the new 
technology to further science and mathe
matics education. 

Amendment No. 158: Appropriates 
$109,000,000 for salaries and expenses as pro-

posed by the House, instead of $117,000,000 as 
proposed by the Senate. The conferees agree 
that the $13,000,000 reduction shall be taken 
at the agency's discretion subject to the nor
mal reprogramming procedure. 

Amendment No. 159: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate 
modifying existing language to allow NSF to 
compensate visiting scientists and engineer 
"rotators" with per diem payments in lieu of 
relocation expenses, for the time they serve 
at NSF. 

Amendment No. 160: Appropriates $3,500,000 
for the Office of Inspector General as pro
posed by the Senate, instead of $3,300,000 as 
proposed by the House. 

NEIGHBORHOOD REINVESTMENT CORPORATION 

PAYMENT TO THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
REINVESTMENT CORPORATION 

Amendment No. 161: Appropriates 
$31,900,000 for the Corporation, instead of 
$26,900,000 as proposed by the House and 
$36,900,000 as proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 162: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter inserted by said 
amendment, insert the following: : Provided, 
That of the new budget authority provided here
in, $5,000,000 shall be for the purpose of provid
ing local neighborhood revitalization organiza
tion revolving homeownership lending capital, 
and equity capital for affordable lower-income 
rental and mutual housing association projects, 
to remain available until September 30, 1994: 
Provided further, That the $5,000,000 shall be 
available for obligation to Neighborhood Rein
vestment Corporation in quarterly payments of 
$625,000 beginning with September 1 of fiscal 
year 1992 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

TITLEIV--CORPORATIONS 

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION 

FSLIC RESOLUTION FUND 

Amendment No. 163: Appropriates 
$15,867 ,000,000 for the Fund as proposed by 
the Senate, instead of $15,899,000,000 as pro
posed by the House. 

RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION 

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

Amendment No. 164: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter inserted by said 
amendment, insert the following: 

The Office of Inspector General of the Resolu
tion Trust Corporation shall review by Septem
ber 30, 1993, each of the agreements described in 
section 21(A)(b)(ll)(B) of the Federal Home 
Loan Bank Act and determine whether there is 
any legal basis sufficient for a rescission of the 
agreement, including but not limited to, fraud, 
misrepresentation, failure to disclose a material 
fact, failure to perform under the terms of the 
agreement, improprieties in the bidding process, 
failure to comply with any law, rule or regula
tion regarding the validity of the agreement, or 
any other legal basis sufficient for rescission of 
the agreement. After such review has been com
pleted, and based upon the information avail
able to the Inspector General, the Inspector 
General shall certify its findings to the Resolu
tion Trust Corporation and to the Congress: 
Provided, That any agreement which has been 
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renegotiated and certified pursuant to section 
518(b) of this Act may be excluded from further 
review under this provision based upon a review 
by the Inspector General of the appropriate evi
dence, and a determination that the government 
has achieved significant and substantial savings 
as a result of the renegotiation: Provided fur
ther, That the Inspector General report the basis 
for the exclusion in writing to Congress prior to 
any exclusion of further review under this pro
vision. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

TITLE V-GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Amendment No. 165: Deletes language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate regarding first class travel and deletes 
language proposed by the Senate regarding 
first class travel. 

Amendment No. 166: Deletes language pro
posed by the House and stricken by the Sen
ate regarding the Chief Financial Officers 
Act. 

Amendment No. 167: Amends section num
ber as proposed by the Senate. 

Amendment No. 168: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

At the end of the matter proposed by said 
amendment, insert the following: 

(d) The provisions of this section shall be ef
fective until (1) enactment into law of legisla
tion concerning the price of drugs and 
biologicals paid by the Department of Veterans 
Affairs or (2) June 30, 1992, whichever first oc
curs. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

The conferees have agreed to remove the 
prices paid for drugs paid by the Department 
of Veterans Affairs from the best price cal
culations used to determine Medicaid re
bates, with a provision that the effect of the 
section shall terminate upon enactment into 
law of legislation dealing with this matter or 
June 30, 1992, whichever first occurs. The 
conferees have taken this temporary action 
so that the Department of Veterans Affairs 
will not be required to needlessly utilize 
medical care funds to pay higher costs for 
pharmaceutical products. It is anticipated 
that the authorizing committees will bring 
forth legislation to permanently address this 
matter. 

Amendment Nos. 169, 170, and 171: Deletes 
language proposed by the Senate rescinding 
and appropriating fiscal year 1991 funds for 

the Commission on National and Community 
Service. 

Amendment No. 172: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter proposed by said 
amendment, insert the following: 

SEC. 521. Notwithstanding any provision of 
this Act, none of the funds appropriated or oth
erwise made available by this Act or by any 
other Act may be used to move Federal Housing 
and Urban Development offices from downtown 
Jacksonville, Florida, (as defined by the Down
town Development Authority of Jacksonville) or 
to finance the operation of such Federal Hous
ing and Urban Development offices in any area 
of Florida other than the downtown area of 
Jacksonville, Florida (as defined by the Down
town Development Authority of Jacksonville). 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

Amendment No. 173: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate re
quiring a General Accounting Office study of 
the Federal Housing Administration's Mu
tual Mortgage Insurance Fund. 

Amendment No. 174: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter inserted by said 
amendment, insert the following: 

SEC. 526. ESTABLISHMENT OF REGIONAL OF
FICE.-The President may establish within the 
Environmental Protection Agency an eleventh 
region, which will be comprised solely of the 
State of Alaska, and a regional office located 
therein. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

Amendment No. 175: Reported in technical 
disagreement. The managers on the part of 
the House will offer a motion to recede and 
concur in the amendment of the Senate with 
an amendment as follows: 

In lieu of the matter inserted by said 
amendment, insert the following: 

SEC. 527. EXTENSION OF PERIOD APPLICABLE 
TO SINGLE FAMILY HOUSING.-(a) IN GENERAL.
Section 21A(c)(2)(B) of the Federal Home Loan 
Bank Act (12 U.S.C. 144la(c)(2)(B)) is amended 
by striking "3-month" each place it appears and 
inserting "3-month and one week". 

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendment made 
by subsection (a) shall apply with respect to eli-

gible single family properties acquired by the 
Resolution Trust Corporation on or after the 
date of enactment of this Act. 

The managers on the part of the Senate 
will move to concur in the amendment of the 
House to the amendment of the Senate. 

CONFERENCE TOTAL-WITH COMPARISONS 

The total new budget (obligational) au
thority for the fiscal year 1992 recommended 
by the Committee of Conference, with com
parisons to the fiscal year 1991 amount, the 
1992 budget estimates, and the House and 
Senate bills for 1992 follow: 
New budget (obligational) 

authority, fiscal year 
1991 .... .......... .............. ..... $78,940,555,400 

Budget estimates of new 
(obligational) authority, 
fiscal year 1992 ............... . 

House bill, fiscal year 1992 . 
Senate bill, fiscal year 1992 
Conference agreement, fis-

cal year 1992 ................... . 
Conference agreement 

compared with: 
New budget (obligational) 

authority, fiscal year 
1991 

Budget estimates of new 
(obligational) author
ity, fiscal year 1992 ...... 

House bill, fiscal year 1992 . 
Senate bill, fiscal year 1992 

BOB TRAXLER, 
LOUIS STOKES, 

82,230,434,000 
80,926, 701,000 
80,976,874,000 

80,941,044,000 

+2,000,488,600 

-1,289,390,000 
+14,343,000 
- 35,830,000 

ALAN MOLLOHAN, 
JIM CHAPMAN, 
CHET ATKINS, 
MARCY KAPTUR, 
JAMIE L. WHITl'EN, 
BILL GREEN, 
LAWRENCE COUGHLIN, 
BILL LoWERY, 
JOSEPH M. MCDADE, 

Managers on the Part of the House. 

BARBARA A. MIKULSKI, 
PAT LEAHY, 
J. BENNET!' JOHNSTON, 
FRANK R. LAUTENBERG, 
WYCHE FOWLER, Jr., 
BOBKERREY, 
RoBERT C. BYRD, 
JAKE GARN, 
ALFONSE M. D'AMATO, 
CHRISTOPHER S. BOND, 
DON NICKLES, 
PHIL GRAMM, 
MARK 0. HATFIELD, 

Managers on the Part of the Senate. 
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